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Old Colonial farm-fionse remodeled. Illustn
h"ics it roofed inth red ErerlasUc MuUi-Shin

for country houses

and farm buildings—
WHEN you build or re-roof your house, there is no roofing

more serviceable, appropriate, attractive and economical than
Everlastic Shingles.

These are made in two styles

—

individual and in strips offour. They are

coated with a surface of crushed slate in its natural colors, softredorgreen.

The Everlastic line also includes slate-surfaced roofing in roll form
and a high-grade "Rubber" roofing, either being suitable for barns,
sheds, silos, chicken houses, etc. Unusually durable and low in cost.

Read descriptions at the right.

Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing
A recognized standard among "rubber" roofings. Famous

for its durability. Made of high-grade water-proofing

materials, it defies wind and weather and insures dry, com-
fortable buildings under all weather conditions.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing
A high-grade roll roofing, surfaced with genuine

crushed slate in two natural shades, red or green.

Needs no painting. Handsome enough for a home,
economical enough for a barn or garage. Combines
real protection against fire with beauty. Nails and
cement with each roll.
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Everlastic

Multi-Shingles
{4-in-One)

Made of high-
grade felt thoroughly

water-proofed and surfaced with crushed slate in beautiful natural

slate colors, either red or green. Laid in strips of four
shingles in one at far less cost in labor and time than for

wooden shingles. Gives you a roof of artistic beauty
worthy of the finest buildings, and one that resists fire and
weather. Needs no painting.

Everlastic Tylike Shingles

Made of the same durable slate-surfaced (red or green)

m.iterial as the Everlastic Multi-Shingles, but cut into

individual shingles, 8x 12^ inches. Laid like

wooden shingles but cost less per year of

service. Need no painting.

IVrite for free booklet today

Everlastic - Kubtxr" Roofing on a group of mod- 'MM^^a
ern/arm buildmgs, mclwimg silo at right.
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^HE easiest, cleanest and most satisfactory method of removing carbon deposits is with Johnson's Car-

bon Remover. It will save you from $3.00 to $5.00 over any other method without laying up your car.

After one application your car will run like it did the first 500 miles— quietly and full of "pep"-—and you

will secure the maximum power and speed from the minimum amount of fuel.

BB

A dose of Johnson's Carbon Remover, the engine laxative, will cure 80% of engine troubles. It will increase the power

of your car—improve acceleration—stop that knock—quiet your motor—save your batteries—and cut down your

repair bills.

Johnson's Carbon Remover is a perfectly harmless liquid to be poured or squirted into the cylinders. Millions of

cans have been used. Recommended by many of the leading car manufacturers, including the Packard and Stude-

baker Companies.

I. J C/IorG Mileage

JOHNSON'S
STOP-SQUEAK OIL

It is easy to use—simply
squirt on with oil canorpaint
on with brush—it immedi-
ately penetrates between the
spring leaves, thoroughly
lubricating them. Prevents
spring breakage—makes
your car ride easier and elim-

inates squeaks. No tools re-

quired—it isn't even neces-

sary to jack up the car.

JOHNSON'S
RADIATOR CEMENT

will stop leaks immediately

without laying up the car

—no mechanical experi-

ence required. It contains

nothing which can clog or

coat the cooling system
and is absolutely harmless

in every respect. It isn't

a makeshift—it's a per-

manent repair.

JOHNSON'S
HASTEE PATCH

This is the^ekieal repair for

tubes, casings and rubber
goods of all kinds. No
time, labor or heat re-

quired. A Patch can be
applied in three minutes
and it's so simple a child

can use it. Gives equally
good results on a pin hole

puncture or on a large
blow-out.

JOHNSON'S
BLACK-LAC

Here is a preparation with
which you can make your
gray, dusty top and side

curtains look like new.
Johnson's Black-Lac is un-
equalled for blackening
fenders, rims, hoods, lamps
—and, in fact, all worn
metal parts. Prevents rust

and keeps your car in a

high state of repair.

Write for our booklet on "Keeping Cars Young"—it's free,

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. F. & F., Racine, Wis.



Willard—of Course
Passenger Cars Equipped with Willard Batteries

American
Motor Bus

Anderson
Apperson
Auburn

Barbour
Barley
Beggs Six
Biddle

Canadian
Briscoe

Case
Chevrolet
Crawford
Cunningham

Daniels
Davis
Dixie-Flyer
Dodge Bros.
Dorris
Dort

Elcar
Elgin

F. I. A. T.
Franklin

Geronimo
Gray-Dort

Harroun
Haynes
Hebb
Hollier-Eight
Hupmobile

Jordan

Kankakee
King
Kissel-Kar

Lancia
Lexington
Liberty
Locomobile
Louisiana

McFarlan
Madison
Maibohm
Mercer
Meteor
Michigan
Hearse

Midwest
Mitchell
Moline-Knight
Moore

Nash
Nelson
Noma
Norwalk

Ogren
Owen Magnetic

Packard
Paige
Pan-American
Patterson
Peerless

Piedmont
Pierce-Arrow
Phianna
Premier

Renault
Reo
Revere
Riddle
Rock Falls

Seneca
Singer
Standard
Stanley
Steams
Studebaker ,

Stutz

Tulsa

Velie

Westcott
Winton

Commercial Cars Equipped with Willard Batteries

Packard
Panhard
Parker
Pierce-Arrow
Premier

Rainier Truck
Reo
Republic
Robinson
Rock Falls

Rowe

Sandow
Seagrave
Selden
Service
Signal
Stewart
Studebaker
S. & S.

Tiffin

Titan

Velie
Vim

Ward-LaFrance
White
Winther

STORAGE
BATTERY

Acason Fulton
Acme F. W. D.
American
American- Grant-Denmo
LaFrance G. M. C.

Armleder
Atterbury Hahn

Higrade
Bartholomew
Belmont Indiana
Bethlehem International

Brockway Harvester
Buckeye

Kissel-Kar
Capitol
Chevrolet Lane
Collier Truck Locomobile
Commerce Luveme
Corliss

Cortland Mack
Cimnirigham Madison

Menominee
Dart Mercury
Dauch Minneapolis
Day-Elder Mitchell
Denby Mutual
Dodge Bros.
Dorris Nash

Northway
Elgin

Old Hickory
Federal Oshkosh

Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation
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Prohibition—And Your Farm
By William Harper Dean

Illustrations by Jessie Gillespie

WHAT effect will national
prohibition have on you and
your interests as a farmer?
Careful investigation from
every angle that could

possibly affect your interests in any way
convinces me that:

1. National prohibition will not have
any ill effect on you; and,

2. It may very materially benefit you
as a farmer.

Perhaps you are a grower of corn, rye,

barley, hops, grapes, and other raw
materials that went into beer, wine, and
whisky making, and you think I am taking

a lot for granted when I say prohibition

won't have any ill effect on your affairs,

nor curtail your markets. Not so. I am
taking nothing for granted, and I think
that after reading this article you will

agree with me.
The day this issue of Farm and Fire-

side came out we began the great American
experiment of putting out of existence an
institution which had spread its mat-like
root system through top soil and into the
deepest substrata of our social and econo-
mic soil. Alcohol, like Johnson grass or

the pestiferous "wire grass," has been torn
out by the roots. The heroic remedy has
been applied. Is the cure one of healthy
permanence for you and me? I think it is.

Nevertheless, we have got to argue
against the benefits of alcohol as a yielder

of colossal revenue, an employer of tens of

thousands of men, a steady customer for

millions of bushels of grain, carloads of

grapes, tons of hops. We've got to meet
the argimient that a town "goes dead"
when the gilded saloon is supplanted by
the rusty pump, when "kickless" juices

flow where once eddied races of "white
lightning" and "fluid joy."
Time only will bring the everlasting

verdict, but the great experiment has been
launched, and conservative men who
cannot be stampeded in one direction or the
other are wondering.
The greatest point of concern to you as

a farmer is the question of a "dry" market
for the crops which hitherto have been
marketed through channels emptjdng into
distillery retorts and brewery vats. What
will become of the corn, rye, barley, and
hops you sold, for example?

There is but one way to answer this
question. That is by using cold facts and
stiff figures. As a matter of fact, this
"staggering problem" refuses to stagger
when the alcoholic propaganda in its

system is drained out. Then it caves in.

Barley, more than any -other crop, is

going to be affected by prohibition. In
1917 a total of 65,610,000 bushels of this

grain were used to make alcoholic liquors

in this country. This is

equivalent to 36 per cent of

the 1916 barley production
—182,000,000 bushels.

But in 1917-18 the barley
used was less than in the pre-

ceding year—about 30,000,-

000 bushels; and the crop was much larger

—

211,000,000 bushels. Simple arithmetic
shows that 14 per cent was used for al-

coholic liquors. So the yearly average
production of barley in the past five

years was 215,000,000 bushels, and in the
preceding five years 181,000,000 bushels,

an increase in the yearly average pro-

duction of nearly 35,000,000 bushels.

Brewing has not been the sole impetus
for this increase, for in recent years there

has been a steadily in-

creasing demand for

barley for feeding. If

this feeding demand
continues it will soon
require all that was
previously used to
make alcoholic liquors

—and then some. Will
it continue?

Well, yes. Without
going into well-known
details of the boom in

live-stock production
in this country, which
was in the making be-
fore the world-war
holocaust, and which.

When You
Use the Knife

Both this year and next
year. Secretary of Agricul-

ture Houston has stated
officially, the European
countries will need to im-
port 179,000,000 bushels
of barley along with their

tremendous requirements of other grains.

We will fall short 59,000,000 bushels of

barley for our own requirements and net
requirements of Europe, which cannot be
supplied elsewhere. And this on the eve of
national prohibition. Where is the menace
to your barley crop claimed forthcoming
as a result of the stoppage of brewing?
Many will tell you the real pinch will

come when Europe becomes more nearly
self-supporting and this heavy export

demand is dead. Which
would be reasonable,

except for the fact that
for years we have been
creeping along with a
short supply of meat
produced at home, and
that everyday in dairy-
ing, beef-feeding, and
the production of

other meat animals
there is a nation-wide
expansion.
Our new American

Merchant Marine is

building specially fit-

ted cattle ships for ex-

port of American cat-

of Course the

Patient Yells

THIS precious country of LL ours has just undergone an
operation for the removal ( ^ of its vermiform saloon. And

naturally, as Mr. Dean points \ y out, the patient is doing con-

siderable yelling with the pain. But don't let that worry you. Keep
thinking how much better the sufferer will be when the hurt subsides

and the wound heals. Be cheered by the fact that the diseased part of

its anatomy is out, and that never again will it feed upon and destroy

the brains and bodies of our citizens as it has done for so long. No
surgeon can do a good job without inconveniencing his patient a little,

you know. - The Editor.

when the world once more returns to a
condition of near-normality, will attain a
healthy permanence, it's a significant fact
that our 1919 requirements of barley will
strain our farm-acreage program to meet
them. " —

tie, and these holds must be filled with stock

fed on barley and other grains. Nobody with
ability to look ahead a bit can fail to laugh
when they hear the future of our barley
acreage serenaded with a dead march from
John Barleycorn.

There exists the indisputable fact that i

while a relatively small percentage of ow
.

total barley crop hitherto has been markeCj
ed for brewing, yet the percentage of thr
total crop marketed after farm feedin;

needs have been taken care of hangs up !

large sign of acknowledgment on th(

brewery doors.
Distilleries and breweries probably tool;

nearly 70 per cent of the marketed barley
though only a small percentage of th(

total crop. At the time the last census wai
taken these figures held, and undoubtedl)
hold good to-day. Also, brewing barley
is of a higher grade than feeding barley
When the breweries have closed down, wil

this market be forever lost? Not as sign;

point at this writing.

For, in the first place, all the brewerie<

are not going to close their doors. Thes<
tremendous investments in building an<i

equipment are not going to be junked
"wet" pleadings to the contrary notwith-
standing. For a long time we are going tc

hear this, and see all the lurid pictures oi

cobwebbed institutions, rusting machinery,
and idle labor which a highly organized
propaganda can paint. But while this is

going on there is one firm, for instance,

which has bought a string of some fifty

breweries to operate these in terms oi

cattle feeds and harmless sugars and
syrups.

There is a sugar which can be produced
in breweries from barley worked through
existing brewery machinery. It's called

maltose. It is commercially feasible to

produce this sugar in syrup form to take
its place alongside corn syrup, for example.
It's good for table use, excellent for pre-

serving and canning. And already there

are several thumping organizations at

work readjusting brewery machinery and
equipment to produce this very article.

A group of traveling salesmen waiting

.

for a train in a small-town hotel, which was
reeking its last with the fumes of liquor

from a well-worn bar, got to exchanging
views as to the effects of national prohibi-

tion. One of the group was a good listener

for an hoijr, at the end of which the others

turned to him.
"What's your line?" asked one.

"Oh, I'm a designer of brewery^machin-
ery," said the good listener.

-"You see," exploded the questioner,

"another great industry gone to junk!"
"Not by a blamed sight," calmly ob-

served the other. "All the plants which
used to manufacture brewing machinery
which I designed are going to keep right on
doing business. I saw and they saw the
handwriting on the wall some six years
ago. It wasn't a big job to change all our
plans and designs [continued on page 36]
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FARM AND FlRESIDl

Crops I Grew That Doubled the Value
of My Run-Down Farm

By Francis Calvin Tilden

ONE day I saw a string of motor
cars (perhaps a dozen), each
crowded with farmers, on one
of those tours of inspection now
so common in the Middle West,

moving along toward my place down here
in southwestern Indiana. The farms along
the road did not seem worthy of such a
good highway. The land was rough, cut
into gullies by never-ceasing erosion,

leaving exposed on numerous slopes the
yellowish brown of the Miami silt loam
of the district. Here and there bits of

woodland, remnants of forests of beech
and oak that had covered this part of the
State, showed ragged and unkempt, filled

with underbrush and dead and fallen

treetops. It was an uninviting landscape.
The leading car turned off the main

road into my gravel road, and the county
agent who was leading this tour of dis-

covery stood up and stopped the pro-
cession.

"Here is the farm I want you to see,"

he cried. "It shows what can be done to
run-down soil. Ten years ago this farm
was worse than most of those we have
passed. It was actually 'an abandoned
farm,' so poor that it would not 'sprout
clover seed.' I'd like you to notice the
difference between it and the surrounding
places, and see what ten years has done
for it."

Of course that tickled me, but it is not
vanity that leads me to write this story
about it for Farm and Fireside. I do it

because I believe the time has come in this

coimtry when we must look carefully to
building up soil fertility if you and I and
other American farmers are going to go on
producing and doing our share in a business
way to put farming on a biisiness basis

where we can all make more than a bare
living out of it. And so much of the soil

in this country has been mined that I

believe anything I can tell you that will

help you build up your land and keep it

built up will be worth while for both of us.

The cars started on, past the deserted
chiirch in a thicket of second-growth
timber, through a cut bordered on each
side by sassafras trees that cut out the
view. Then they topped the rise and my
farm stood revealed.

Just over the fence was a field of alfalfa,

ten inches high and thick and vigorous;
beyond the alfalfa a field of mammoth red
clover, the first blossoms just showing and
almost hiding the 30 shotes, weighing
around about 80 pounds, that were pastur-
ing in it. Beyond the clover and surround-
ing an old, red-painted barn was a field of

rye and winter vetch, the whole field pur-
ple with bloom. A little to the right a
yellow-and-white, low, rambling house
showed against a hillside green with corn.

And this is the story I told them about
it:

"I bought this farm ten years ago. I

knew something about it at first hand, too,

for I had been born and brought up on a
farm in Illinois; but what I knew of that
Illinois farm did not fit this section of

Indiana. There corn grew 15 feet high and
oats were so heavy that it strained a
binder to cut them, and here the corn on
the upland looked like popcorn, and the
oats were mere ghosts of the oats I re-

membered. I hadn't much money either,

and I hesitated for a long time between
putting it into good, safe bonds, or into a
farm with lots of possibilities—big possi-
bilities of failure and small possibilities of

success.

Farm Misused Twenty Years

"The cheap farm that I could pay for was
ideally located. It was a quarter section,

four miles out on a perfect road, and with
an interurban electric line touching one
corner of the place, with a stop at that
corner. The land was rough, and had been
badly misused for twenty years. There
was some good timber on it and a fine view,
and I took it. I paid $29 an acre for it.

"The first two years were failures, which
might not have happened on a better
farm. My recollections of Illinois and its

farms started me off wrong. I thought I

could grow corn, oats, and timothy hay
as I had done as a boy. I believed too

much in commercial fertilizer. I believed
I could add the needed fertility to my soil

in commercial fertilizers. So I lost two
years and had to start all over again. Com-
merical fertilizers are all right in their

place. They will not grow corn on thin
land with no humus and no 'heart.'

and cattle could always be sold. My farm
would not raise corn and hay in paying
quantities. It looked as if I must raise

hogs and cattle and sell them. But hogs
and cattle were usually fed on corn, clover,
and timothy. I could no more grow these
to feed than I could to sell. The soil was

Tkis IS Mr. Tilden of Lafayette, Indiana

Do You Believe in Highway
Robbery?

IF A first-class gunman stuck you up on the way home some
night, and took all your crop money away from you, you'd

think it was an outrage, wouldn't you? And yet, if you don't
plant the right cover crops on your land to keep up the fertility,

you are taking money away from yourself just as surely as a
highwayman would do it. If fertihty isn't kept up, yield will

fall down. You know that, of course, but maybe you don't
know just how to go about to correct it. If you want to know,
write to us at 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, and we'll

put you in touch with the right people in your neighborhood
who can help you. The Editor.

"Finally I was compelled to see that if

that farm was to pay or to increase in

value I must change my scheme. A farm,
I found, was a special problem, as any
business is. Farm problems are not to be
solved wholesale. Each farm is a question
of soil, capital, markets, labor, end in
view, and a dozen other things. You have
to solve your own problem, and you've
got to use your head to do it. Farm work
nowadays isn't all manual labor. A good
deal of it is brain work.
"My problem was to make that farm

pay the living of the young man that was
helping me run it, and at the same time
increase in value or pay me interest on
my investment. The usual methods of the
neighborhood would not do. I found that
the only crops for which there was a local

market were corn, wheat, and hay. Hogs

too poor and sour for clover. I began to
wonder if there was a crop that I could use
on thin land, and feed with commercial
fertilizers, that would do the work of

clover both as food for animals and as a
builder-up of the soil. I decided to try
soybeans and cowpeas. They had never
been g^own in the neighborhood, nor any-
where within many miles. The next spring
I made a start.

"I sent to Ohio for some pedigreed soy-
beans and for some cowpeas, and to Wash-
ington for government inoculation, and
began. Two fields of each were planted.
One field each of beans and peas with acid
phosphate, 200 pounds to the acre; and
one field each with acid phosphate and a
ton of limestone to the acre, five-acre

fields of each experiment.
"From the very first the soybeans did

much better than the cowpeas. ffhey grew
taller and with more foliage, and therefore
more forage. The cowpeas went to grain.
With plants only 10 inches high the fields
were one mass of pods. I wanted to cut
them for grain, but could think of no way
of threshing, for all the threshing machines
had pulled out. Since I have threshed
some by running through a corn shredder.
I cut the peas for hay in September, and
had a hard time curing them, getting 9
dark and slightly moldy hay that the cows
liked very well nevertheless. The soy-
beans cured easily, and made a hay filled

with beans and yielding nearly two tons
to the acre. The hmed patches did a Uttle
better than those without the limestone.

"I had the hay, now what was I to feed
it to? I had always thought of the hog as a
money maker, but how feed hogs on soy-
bean and cowpea hay? I have done just
that thing since, but did not know then
that it could be done.

The Second Mistake I Made

"Here I made a second mistake: I

decided to put in a small herd of cows, sell

the cream, and feed the milk to pigs. I
think the plan would have been all right
if I had started with the right kind of cows.
I was thinking only of the cream end, but
for a small, one-man farm cream must be
a by-product. Four or five cows such as
the average man can afford to buy will not
furnish enough cream to make a main
item of income on the farm. I put in
Jerseys.

"There was also another side to the
problem. Peas and beans were hot-weather
plants that had to be sowed, cultivated,
and harvested at practically the same time.
This made it impossible to raise many
acres of them without too much hired help.
Further, they did not seem to help me
toward my great desire—to raise hogs. I

wanted to raise hogs largely on pastiire
and turn them off in the fall with a mini-
mum of corn. For pasture I wanted alfalfa,

but I was told that with my soil it was
useless to try for that. Then I read of rye.

That fall I seeded two of the pea and bean
stubblefields in rye, and in one of the fields

tried another new crop for the neighbor-
hood—^winter vetch. My idea was to
pastiire the rye in the fall -with brood so^^'s,

carry them through the winter on corn, and
turn them and their Utters of pigs on the
rye again in the spring. I read that ripe .

rye could be fed to hogs in the place of

corn, and that the hogs would harvest the
rye themselves.

"So a rotation shaped itself in my mind:
soybeans with acid phosphate, followed by
rye and vetch, hogged off, followed by soy-
beans again, a short rotation with the
least possible work and promise of paying
well.

"That fall I bought sows and began
putting the scheme into practice. The lye
and vetch made fine pasture, at least twice
as valuable as the rye alone. The farm had
raised a little corn, and when the winter
set in the sows were fed corn and tankage.
One day I read that soybean hay could be
used as a substitute for tankage. So we
stopped the tankage and began feeding the

hay. The hogs liked the ration, and I soon
foimd that they could get along on much
less com when given the hay.
"We had a nice crop of 43 pigs in the

spring, and started them on rye-and-vetch
pasture with a little com, as I had planned. |
It was soon evident that the hogs would'
keep the rye so closely grazed that there

would be little grain. Our fields were too
small. It was evident, too, that even with
larger fields there must be a period of no
pasturing if grain was to be had in any
amount. We had no other place to turn
our hogs, however, and had to see the rye

fields eaten down close. It was clear that

there must be another step in the rotation.

Riding round over the county I saw plainly

what that step ought to be. Just at the

end of May, when I ought to have the

hogs off the rye and had nothing to put
them on, I saw, on limestone soil, alfalfa

and red clover just right for hog pasture.

I made up my mind for sweet clover.

"At the beginning of Jime I still had one
of the fields of [continued on page 33]
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Where to Find Success and Happiness

in Your Work Farmer
By Joseph E. Wing

You may wonder why I choose

to talk to you about work. Some
of you feel as though you would
be glad to hear no more about
work for a long time. Indeed,

we farmers bear the burden in the heat of

the day, with a vengeance. I myself have
worked in the mow day after day, with the

thermometer standing sometimes as high

as 114 degrees, Fahrenheit. I know a

good deal about bearing burdens in the

heat of the day.
The only reason, however, why we get

tired of work is because we overwork. That
is almost as bad a sin as the neglect to work
at all, but very much less common, per-

haps. Idleness is a vice. Overwork is a

vice. It is a selfish sin, too. What right

have you to take the bread out of some
other man's mouth by doing work that he
ought to do? For when you have done
your part it is your duty to lay the burden
down and let some other man carry it on
—and pay him for carrjang it.

Some years ago, after my father died

and I was married and had undertaken to

manage the farm, and was under a burden
of debt, I tried to economize by not hiring

enough labor. I worked early and late.

Sunday I spent doing odd jobs that I had
not time to do through the week. I came
home tired, cross, unshaved, dirty, sweaty,
without ambition enough to clean up. My
wife did not leave me. Indeed, she pitied

me and tried to reform me. That shows
the strength of a woman's love. To-day
I let the other fellow help do the work. I

pay him for it. I see that he does it right,

and parts of it I do myself. But I save

enough reserve strength to help me think
clearly; I try to live as I go along. Some
get so firm a belief in eternity and its ad-

vantages over this life that they neglect

this world as a place to live almost entirely.

It is bad to do that. You don't know just

what Ues in the next world for you; it is

your duty to live like men.
Blessed is the man who has found

his work! Sometimes the work finds you.
It finds you asleep, unready; it jumps
on you and holds you down, and tussles

with you and gets the best of you.
I don't think there is any blessing in that
condition. This world and its work is not
such a hard proposition. As I look back
at forty years of it I can see that the things

that troubled me most never existed. The
hardest jobs I ever did I did in mind only;

they were things that never had existed

and never would exist. The worst bridges

I ever crossed I crossed a long time before I

reached them, and when I did reach them
I found they had been repaired and were
safe crossing.

And sometimes when I tried to do three
days' work in two I found that I had not
done well, that I would have done better

to have done each day what belonged to
that day, to have done each day's task
well, without worry, without hurry, with-
out fret. And when I have thought that
no other brain could plan like mine, no
other hand could do like mine, sometimes
1 have had to go away, and other brains
have planned better than mine could have,
other hands have taken up my work and
builded better than I could have builded.
So I say, don't worry, don't fret, don't be
anxious at all, for the world will go on with-
out you, though nevertheless you are doing
an important work in it. There is no man
your superior if you are doing your work
honestly and well. The commander-in-
chief is no greater than the drummer boy,
if he is a good drummer boy.

There is no work in the world at all com-
parable to farming and country life. God
put Adam in a garden. Even before the
fall we are told that he commanded Adam
to dress the garden—that is, to cultivate
it and prune it. He was not set down there
to eat thf bananas that dropped into his
lap, to loaf and dream in idleness. He had
his work to do. And the reason for this
was that work was for the good of Adam,
more than for the good of the garden. And
after the fall we are told that God said to
Adam that thereafter he should earn his
bread, that he should eat his bread by the
sweat of his brow. I think he began then
to overwork sometimes, and to worry.
Before the fall he had found his work,

thereafter his work had found him. We
must try to get back to where we find our

work, where we are the masters of it.

To do work well we must do it easily. I

was trimming hedge one day last week,
trimming hedge and thinking of you and
of what I am telling you, and it occurred to

me that there was a lesson in that hedge-

would be rich, two things are needed: You
must make money, and you must save it.

Not one of you but can make money.
Hardly one of you but can save it. The
trouble is you don't think it worth while to
save trifles. The man who won't save a
less sum than five dollars will never be rich.

The man or boy who can save five cents

It Couldn't Be Done, of Course, but

Joe Wing Did It!

IT IS amazing how many things

"can't be done" in this world

—

until some man comes along who
does them. They told Columbus
he'd fall off the earth if he tried

to sail to a new land. They told

Fulton his steamboat was ridicu-

lous. They told the Wright broth-

ers they could never build a

practical flying machine. They
told Morse his telegraph instru-

ment was a joke. Yes, and they

told Wing he couldn't grow
alfalfa east of the Mississippi.

But Columbus discovered Ameri-

ca, the Wright boys conquered

the air, Fulton's steamboat rules

the seven seas, Morse's telegraph

system covers the world, and

—

Joe Wing grew alfalfa east of the

Mississippi.

We aU admire accomplishment.

We respect men who overcome
diflSculties. Why? Because \ye

see our possibilities reflected in

their accomplishments. We know
that they are like us; that if one

human being can do the im-

possible other human beings can

too. This is one of the many
reasons why you and I love Joe

Wing. It is the thing that makes
what he writes ring true. We
know he has lived what he says.

The Editor.
Jopepk E. Win^ and the alfalfa plant

he worked such wonders with

trimming. I like to trim hedge. I can
trim it easily. I had taken time to sharpen
the knife well so that whenever it touched
a green hedge sprout it clipped it off as
though it was nothing. The hedge had been
trimmed often enough so that there were
no old snags to cut off. So I trimmed
away, seeing the thing grow into order and
neatness. It pays to trim hedge in that
way. It does not pay to have a hedge at
all if you must let it grow up rank and tall,

then assail it savagely with all your might,
striking down and hacking it all to pieces,

pricking your arms with thorns, breaking
out in sweat and imprecations. A right

cut on a hedge is a swift upper cut with a
keen knife, done at least three or, better,

five times a year. And if you can't do it

this way, why, don't have a hedge at all.

We are rather apt to attempt too much,
to attempt things not worth the effort.

Successful men know what not to attempt.
We can all be successful if we try to do what
is within our powers. And we must not
too lightly estimate our powers. Only we
must not scatter. The new rifle shooting a
30-caliber bullet penetrates 22 inches of

wood. Your handful of bird shot with the
same charge of powder behind it hardly
buries itself in the wood.
The reason many of us do not arrive at

the station of Success is because we never
start in that direction. That applies to en-
deavor of any sort. Success is apt to mean
to you money-making. I hke to make
money. So do we all. It is useful in a
family. I have noticed that. Most of you
can be successful in that way. If you

will have a good chance to be a rich man.
The wisest of us make blunders and fail-

ures. I have made them myself. Some
of us make them over and over again, along
the same lines. That is a road that does
not lead to success.

Blessed is the man who has found his

work! I mean the man who has found
work congenial to him, fitted to his powers,
to his genius. He is a happy man. Hap-
piness follows work. Why? Because hap-
piness itself is a form of energy. The idea
that happiness comes from doing nothing
is folly. It may come from rest that fol-

lows work; and that is one of the blessings
of work—it brings rest. You can't rest un-
til you are tired.

I know of no more unhappy people than
those who make resting the aim of their ex-
istence. I had rather be a ditch digger
than a millionaire who inherits his millions

and spends his time eating when he is not
hungry, resting before he is tired, seeing
the world through dyspeptic eyes. All

there is in life comes to the worker. The
sun shines especially for him. The fresh
air is for him. The cool and restful nights
are for him. The fragrance of meadow and
flower is for him. Strong, true thoughts
come to him most easily. The world's
greatest thinkers have been working men.
The great leaders have been working men.
The great men of America have been

working men—not necessarily poor men,
but none the less, perhaps all the more,
working men. 'There was never a more
industrious man than Washington. He
personally looked after the details of his

great farm, and made it bloom as t)

rose. Thomas Jefferson was the most tir

less worker. I have walked over his ol

farm, seen the trees that he planted wii

his own hands, the buildings that he d
signed and superintended the constru
tion of, the college that he fathered, ai

the buildings there that he designed a^
helped build. When I see how wise ai

skilled he was in such matters it gives li

new faith in his ideas of government ar
his views of life.

Coming on down, there, was Abraha
Lincoln. How he had drunk deep of tl

joys and sorrows of the working man! I
had carried the burden in the heat of tl

day and felt the chill dews of night. I
knew the common people, therefore 1

loved them. Men talk of the genius
Lincoln. Was it genius, or was it an im
mate knowledge of men and their cone
tions, coupled with a very real love for the
and a determination to stand for the wea
to stand for the right "with malice towa;
none, with charity for all"? Surely the
was the man who had found his work!

Then, there was our own Theodore Roos
velt. Maybe he appeals to me because
have been four years a cowboy, and b
cause I go back to the old ranch again eve;

year and ride the old trails and live the o
life, only very much more softly now thi

I once did. And Roosevelt was a ranc
man in his day. I liked him. You liked hii

Why is it? Because he was so earnest. I

was so honest, so brave, so manly. Hew
such a fellow as you would choose for
comrade. • Born rich, yet he belonged to t]

common people. If he were President t

morrow he would share his blanket with
comrade, whether the comrade could spi

correctly or whether he knew how to we
a "biled shirt" or not. His standa
seems the natural one of manhood. I

hated a coward, an idler, a drone, a snea
a thief. And so do you. That is why yi

liked Teddy Roosevelt. And then he cou
have been a drone, an idler so easily hii

self, if he had wanted to be. But he we
out and found his work. Therefore, in t
roster of great Americans his name w
stand forever.

Now to the young man, so often anxioi
so often fearful, lest the world has no pla
for him, feeling often that he is one t

many, I say, be of good courage. The woi
does need you. It needs you to-day mo
than ever. It offers you its best gift—th
is, work. There is work for you. You a

not one too many. The world is looki:

eagerly for you. All it asks of you is: "I
you know how to do something? Do yi

know it well?" The world is full of m
looking for jobs that they have not fitt

themselves for. The world is full of jo
looking for men that know how to do thei

Learn how. Learn some one thing, ai

learn it well. You are wanted. I want
young man who knows how to rig a pl<

to cut alfalfa sod, to adjtist a collar n
to hurt a horse's shoulder, to come on ai

harness his team before the seven o'clo

whistle blows, to pick up a hammer
wrench and put it where it belongs, and
shut a gate. Oh, I do so need a man w!
can shut a gate! I have had men work f

me who had a college degree and could re:

Latin, but who could not close a gate!
want a man who can tell about a shec
when and how to feed them, and how
care for little lambs. It is very easy, wh
you know how. I know other men w.

are looking for such men. They are ha
to find. I could place good, honest you:
men who know how to do those things
positions where they could save mc
money than bank clerks. They are scan
There are plenty who can do problems
algebra, and that is a help to them; w^
can ride a bicycle, and there is fun in thi

who can sit up long nights at a card gair

and I don't believe that pays; but to fii

men who know the simple, old-fashion
things that belong to the shepherd's p£
of the world's work, that seems very dil

cult. It ought not to be so. There oug i

to come out of the hills of old Muskingu
young men trained in all the arts of t

shepherd. Such men can find their wo '

very quickly.
Not all of our young men can be farme:

Some must go to [continued on page c



FARM AND FIRESIDE

Things Fake Stock Salesmen Will Tell

You to Get Your Money
By Louis Guenther

[F YOU have saved some money you
should be on your guard against the
financial "bogy man," for he will be
soon around to get it from you. Just
now he is especially active among the

.rmers; his weather eye is on the two and
half billion dollars they will receive for
lis year's wheat crop. He
lows that farmers are no less

nbitious to increase their

come than the rest of hu-
ankind. Already he has got
any Liberty bonds from
lem, and he expects to reap
still richer harvest with his

owing promises of enormous
•ofits on new oil and other
ocks he has to offer.

Unless you learn how to
cognize this blower of bub-
es, the financial bogy man is

)ing to have a good year in

te rural districts. Instead of

gold brick he will sell you
ime beautifully colored
eces of paper that would
ok well on the kitchen wall,
nd it would be wise, if you
ive some of them, to make
!e of them so that they will

ways be before you as a
lily reminder.
This bogy man has been
operly called a pirate of

•omotion, for he preys on
ultimate biisiness as much
upon an unsuspecting pub-

!. With his dishonest prac-
:es he sows seeds of discord
id distrust in the field of

)nest enterprise. Without
ly flanges on his conscience
keep him on the moral

ack, this well-dressed and
aooth-spoken human like-

!ss of Rufxis WalUngford will

outly affirm that it is per-
ctly easy to earn three per
nt a month on your savings
ith absolute safety.

"What sense is there in
)lding

. government bonds
liich bring you less than five

!r cent," he says, "when you
.n get three per cent a month
1 safe oil stocks?" This is

le tempting song that he is

instantly singing to cred-
ous investors. It is to this

me that the financial bogy
an is extracting Liberty
)nds from the homes of

itriotic farmers.
If you should suggest that
lere might be greater risk

a security promising such
lusual profits, and wonder if

)u would not be turning from
1 investment to a specula-
on, the bogy man would
aickly reassure you:
"My good fellow, specula-
on—what sheer nonsense!
ankers hand such stuff to
ya because they want your
oney at three per cent a
;ar so that they can rein-

;st it to bring them in as
uch as that a month.' Why
Dt do that yom-self?"
They point to the large div-
ends that banks pay their stockholders
; proof of this, and more often than other-
ise get away with this kind of fairy
ory.

One of the most successful of the finan-
al bogy men—that is, successful in part-
ig people from their money—started out
ir himself in the get-rich-quick field of

romotion more than ten years ago, after

aving had expert training with the
otorious Burr Brothers, whose highly
iccessful business of this character was
idely interrupted by the Post-Office
uthorities. This fellow already has more
lan a score of promotions to his credit,

1 practically every field of endeavor, and
now active in the sale of oil stocks which
e predicts will make those who buy them
ch.

One of his earliest promotions was a
redging company, which is a good sample

of the lot. About it he wrote as follows:
"It is the nearest thing to a sure thing

with which I ever came in contact. Hon-
estly, I can't see or figure any possible
chance for failure. ... It should be an
immense, big money-maker; $1,000 up to
$5,000 or more from a $100 investment

invested in this promotion found out
that it was far from being a square deal,
they demanded and saw to it that stock-
holders received their money back. Those
who have bought stocks in his other
promotions have not fared so well.

Pirates of promotion are no respecters

The stock certificates are beautiful

-

-and wo:rthle

There is No Royal Road to Riches, But Lots

of Them to Ruin
[OEVER said there's a sucker born

every minute should have added.ws
"and two crooks to trim him." Hard-
working crooks, too. Half the time and
energy they devote to figuring ways and
means of parting honest men from their

money, if devoted to decent business, would
make them rich and respected in a few
years. All the more reason why we should
be doubly on the lookout for them. They
have a new bag of tricks, freshly organized
worthless companies with high-sounding
names and imposing personalities with

every sunrise. And the only way to beat a
crook who is constantly on the trail of our

cash is to be constantly on the lookout for

him. We will try to keep you informed of

each new brand of fake stock skullduggery

as it is developed. If you know of any
of these bad eggs in your locality, send us

full details about him and we'll put the

right authorities on his track. And if you
are tempted by one of them, always re-

member that there is no royal road to

riches, but plenty of them to ruin. .

The Editor.

should be a very reasonable ultimate
earning. It's a st[uare-deal proposition
backed by a square-deal, honest, respon-
sible, thorough business man."
How like the song of all the bogy men

this sounds. In introducing this "square-
deal" proposition to prospective investors
this man said:

"The banker probably makes several

thousand per cent from the use of your
$100. Is this a square deal? The banker
and capitalist will say it is 'conservative.'

But is it fair? Is it strict honesty to take
$100 from a man who doesn't meet many
investment opportunities, giving him noth-
ing to show for it—except a bank book

—

not even a receipt, keep the money for

ten years, and for the use of it for all that
time hand you $48? Is it even half a
square deal?"
When some reputable citizens who had

of persons. They have people watching
the death notices. The widow's pittance
is as much grist for their mill as are the
Liberty bonds which they are extracting

in large quantities from folks everywhere.
Wherever their trail leads, it is of grave
menace. Among holders of Liberty bonds
their operations have become so pernicious
that even the Government has awakened
to the necessity of doing something to
warn the public—the highways and by-
ways in some sections of the country are
now posted with flaming signs warning
everyone not to be swindled out of his

Liberty bonds.
Through the Federal Trade Commission

the Government is going even further to
protect the pubhc. This Commission has
the power to prosecute those who report
falsely to it, and can make public so much
of the information it obtains as is in the

public interest. To keep track of the bogy
man's operations it has asked the pubUc
press to run the following notices:

WATCH THE STOCK PEDDLER
Readers: Get the names and addresses of

all persons and companies offering you specula-
tive oi- doubtful securities, par-
ticularly if in exchange for your
Liberty Bonds or War Savings
Stamps, with copies of their "lit-

erature." Mail them promptly
for investigation to the
Federal Thade Commission,

Washington D. C.

The Commission hopes by
its investigation to put the
stock peddlers out of business.
But it takes time to get sufld-

Gient evidence for prosecu-
tion, and this bogy man works
swiftly and bags his game
quickly. Folks must therefore
use their own intelligence, and
every prudent man should
first investigate carefully be-
fore trusting any stranger of-

fering him securities, however
plausible his story may sound.
There are certain outstand-

ing marks by which a finan-
cial bogy man can be distin-

guished from an honest citizen.

When once these marks are
known the bogy man can be
detected as readily as the
leopard by his spotfe. If you
have ever been on a "sucker
list" you will recall some of
these marks from the stock-
selling Uterature you have re-

ceived. Some may wonder
what a "sucker list" is. Until
the Liberty loans turned us
into a nation of investors it

was one of the principal tools

with which these pirates
worked. It is an aggregation
of names of people who are
branded as likely to bite read-
ily at offers of big profits. You
may have answered an ad-
vertisement of a financial

character at some time, a
friend who has bitten on some
get-rich-quick propositionmay
have sent in your name as a
good prospect, or your name
may have got on a sucker list

in some other way. These hsts

are sold and traded among the
promoters, which explains why
a new one tries his persuasive
powers on you every httle

while.
But now, with one out of

every four of oiu- people Lib-
erty bond owners, the bogy
man has a much broader field

for his hunting ground and
does not have to rely on
sucker lists. Many who have
never met him before will now
come xmder his luring propa-
ganda. One of his first offers

will be to take Liberty bonds
at a higher price than they are

quoted in the newspapers.
But, of course, he does not
pay cash for them. He can
take them in exchange for his

worthless security at any price. He then
turns around and sells the bonds on the

market, and practically all that he. gets for

them is clear profit to him.
Another one of the tricks that now seems

most successful is a flimsy scheme for

"protecting investors against loss"—

a

makeshift "guarantee" which will break

down when put to any test. Two such

schemes are now being used extensively.

They are bonds that are supposed to

guarantee you against loss. You should

be on the lookout for them. Tons of

printed literature are passing through the

mails bearing the alluring appeal to invest-

ors of the so-called bonds. They are not

a guarantee against loss, as is claimed. In

a final analysis they are nothing more than
"scraps of paper," cleverly designed to

lull the investor into a feeUng of false se-

curity. [CONTINUED ON PAGE 34]
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Wise Bankers Are Helping Good Farmers

Does Yours Help You? It

CARL SONNICHSEN, a Con-
necticut farmer, leaned over the
counter of the New Haven bank,
shook hands with the cashier,

and explained that he wanted to
borrow some money.

"Tell you what you do, Carl," the
cashier interrupted. "We want to look
after you. We figure the best way to do it

is to have somebody around here who
knows the farm game from top to bottom
and can give all his time to it. So we got a
good man. He's a pippin, too—born and
brought up on a farm. I want you to get
acquainted with him."
An hour later Sonnichsen was showing

the man around his farm. He was secretly
a_ little_ pleased. No banker had ever
visited it. He reserved judgment on this

new-fangled notion, but this chap seemed
all right.

"Now let's look over your books for
last year," suggested the visitor.

"Tell the truth, I'm not much on book-
keeping," the host confessed. "I guess I

can figure up the outgo and income from
my bank book and my head. But—

"

"I get you," the man from the bank
smiled. "It seems like prying into your
personal affairs. But think a minute. The
other day old Andrew Simpson—I guess
he's as well heeled as any man in town

—

wanted to borrow some money to expand
his business. He came in with a statement
of every cent he owed and had coming.
He explained just what he wanted the
money for. That let the bank see if his

business was in good shape, if the loan was
going to make him money, and, so, if he
would be able to pay it back. He put all his

cards on the table, and it was a good thing
for him, and the bank too."
That did put the matter in a different

light. If stiff-necked old Andrew didn't
think it humbled his pride, why should he
object? So the fanner and the bank man
made up the statement. It showed fairly

good, although the farmer conceded that
the dairy returns, now that he saw them in

black and white, were not what they
ought to be. That interested him, because
the loan he wanted was to buy more cows,
"Thought anything about registered

stuff?" inquired the visitor.

"Well, a little; but they cost a lot."

"That's all true enough, but you've got
cows now which aren't paying for their

keep. Your dairy costs and receipts show
that. If you borrow money to buy more
inferior cows; what good will it do you?
What's the use of borrowing money if it

isn't going to make a profit for you?
Why not start with just one registered cow,
perhaps a Holstein?" suggested the banker.

There was discussion, but Sonnichsen
assented. They fixed up the loan and
worked out a simple system of accounts
for the farm. Then Sonnichsen made bold
to ask the question that had bothered him
a little. We're all suspicious of "some-
thing for nothing."
"This is real neighborly of you, but what

do you fellows get out of it? All this kind
of work is going to cost you something,
isn't it?"

"Yes, but if we can help you to make
more money we'll make more money, too.
You'll deposit more. You'll make more.

By Louis M. Tobin

Editor of "The Banker-Farmer," Champaign, Illinois

On top of that the whole community will

benefit. More prosperity, more for us as

well as you and everyone else. That's
logical, isn't it?"

Sonnichsen nodded. He had never

When Sonnichsen figured up his ac-
counts for the year he found that he had
increased his net worth by about $2,000.
And he made a special trip down to the
bank to tell the banker about it, because he

A type of animal encouraged ty the hog man of the Plymouth
County Trust Company, Brockton, Massachusetts

Your Banker Should Take Interest m
You, as Well as from You

WE STOLE that headline from this article because it's a good one.

Truer words never were said. You, as an American farmer, are

facing a new day—a day in which you will be a business man as you
never, before have been a business man, when the financing and execu-

tive side of your farm will demand just as much of your time and
ability as the actual growing of crops and feeding of stock. There is a
great deal of help that the banker can give the farmer, in this re-

organization of farming on a business basis; and, thank Heaven, it

begins to look like the bankers and the farmers are beginning to get
together on a real co-operative business basis. The Editor.

thought of it just that way. He acknowl-
edged a parting wave from his visitor.

So the farmer got his registered Hol-
stein—and more. A few weeks later there
was a beautiful heifer calf. Sonnichsen was
immediately offered $100 for the calf.

"Why not raise the calf yourself?" sug-
gested the bank man. "If it's worth $100
to someone else, it's worth that to you."

Sonnichsen turned down the offer.

During 1918 the cow produced 10,000
pounds of milk. Result: The farmer sold
off his poorer stock and replaced them
with a few high-producing animals. There's
a change in the size of the milk checks

—

for the better. And that does help.

figured that his co-operation was in a
large measure responsible.

This is a simple, unspectacular story.
But it is as true as gospel, and it gives you
a concrete instance of the working out of
an idea that is fraught with vast impor-
tance to two great factors in national prog-
ress—agriculture and banking, you and me.
The man who converted Carl Sonnichsen

to better cows and morp money was
Raymond K. Clapp of the First National
Bank of New Haven, Connecticut. The
incident is only one of many in Clapp's
experience. For he is a banker-farmer.
The banker-farmer had his start back

in 1914 when bankers were beginning to

realize that agriculture was the foundal
of all prosperity, and that they had a d
in helping to develop it.

There was a barrier—intangible,
\

still a barrier—then between the bar
and the farmer. They didn't underst
each other.

In the minds of many farmers the baji

was a hard-shelled, crusty custodiari

cash which he would loan if he wanted
but like as not didn't want to, for s*

mysterious reason—probably indigest
Then, when the average farmer thov

of the banker, he was likely to visualize'

chop-whiskered, plug-hatted plutocral
the cartoonist, bulwarked behind bag!
money in wicked Wall Street, far from'
open country. There were self-seel

demagogues who helped to maintain
|

tradition. i

The truth was that 20,000 of the 28j
banks in the United States were "count
banks, 12,000 of them in towns of 1,

or less population, managed by ban)
who were far from being fabulously
off, were as common as dirt, and could
have been chloroformed into a plug ha

So the bankers' state associations org

ized committees on agriculture, first oi

to arouse the interest of their bank
The American Bankers' Association erea

an agricultural commission as a cleai

house of inspiration. The banker-fari
movement, with its slogan, "Take inte'

in the farmer as well asfrom him," was bj

Bankers and farmers have been brou
closer together, with beneficial results
themselves and nation. The recent (

ference of bankers with the U. S. Dep;
ment of Agriculture at Washington, ur
the auspices of the American Bank
Association's agricultural commission,
a climax of years of fruitful effoet devc
to this important ideal.

"Our agricultural department has
its object the application of busii

methods to agriculture. We believe thj

farmers are lax in their methods, or
failing to use all available means for

proving their condition, the fault is

large part with the bankers," was the fr

admission at the outset of the Pljmio
Coimty Trust Company of Brocki
Massachusetts, one of these pionc
Another important statement was this

"We hope to do more than merely de
mine the ability of a farmer to carry a 1<

We want to develop his material welfa
Here was an ambitious program,

this Massachusetts bank carried it ou
well and in such detail that its work
been one of the principal inspirations for

growth of the bank-agriculturist syste
Things began to happen in Brock

Dairying, in the judgment of the bai
agriculturist, offered a profitable fielc

its small farmers. Inside of two years
cows, which cost $55,000, have I

brought in and sold at cost. The b
bought two pure-bred bulls. High-gi
heifers were placed with boys and g
Grain and hay for feed were imported
the carload. Milk scales and records "v

introduced.
Keeping books on cows had been pn

cally unknown. But in two years m
farmers were keeping records and, st

Ingly enough, [continued on page
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The bank-agriculturist idea has crossed the continent. Here are cattle brought in by the Farmers Savings Bank of Walla Walla, Washington
I
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Our sloping pasture lands

are filled with herds.-

James Whitcomb Riley.

' Photo by John Kabel

It s a Whole Lot Better to Stumble Once in a While
Than to Walk Forever in Fear

By Bruce Barton

NOT long ago I met a wealthy man who was worried almost
sick about the futvire of the United States. He can see noth-
ing but disaster in the next few years; and as rapidly as possible

he is selling all his property and putting the money into Liberty
bonds.
As I talked with him I could not help but remember an incident

that occurred in the summer of 1914—immediately following Ger-
many's declaration of war.
A group of prominent bankers were seated on the porch of a

fashionable hotel. You would recognize many of their names if I

printed them. They were adding to each other's sorrows by repeating
the reasons why the war must bring destruction to us.

They summoned up at least a dozen absolutely insurmountable
obstacles, and one of the obstacles was this—that there was not
enough gold in the country to pay the interest on certain bonds of

New York City which must be paid in gold to foreign holders that
autumn.
That was late August, 1914; in less than six months those same

bankers were consumed with a new terror. The country was full of

gold ; it was pouring in to us by every boat. And in their paneled
offices they sat and trembled over the panic that was sure to come
because we had so much.

I would not seem to pick the bankers out for special comment;
they are merely human, and typical of the rest of us. A large pro-
portion of the average human life is spent in fearing things that for

the most part never happen.
We are all, to some degree, cousins of Mr. Fearing of "P*ilgrim's

Progress," who was "always afraid that he would come short of

whither he desired to go."
We fret because we have not money, and when money comes we

begin straightway to worry lest it shall fly away again.

We worry about ill health, and by our worry make the work of bad
germs easy upon us.

Only recently the manager of a great interstate business told me
that he had been getting up some figures on the influenza epidemic to

submit to his customers in various States for their encouragement.
And his study revealed this interesting fact—that the epidemic was,
generally speaking, worse in just the proportion that the commimity
took panic measures to avert it.

Sir Walter Raleigh was wrong on many points, but he was never
more right than when he said that it is better to be dead than to live

a coward. Yet most of us live just that way, slinking fearsomely

through life when we ought to step forward boldly.

Let's try to forget ourselves a little more. Let's nail Stonewall
Jackson's motto over o\ir desks, and resolve never "to take counsel

of our fears."

The mere resolve will not do it, of course. Negative states of mind
are not dispelled except by positive virtues. The cure of fear is not
precept, but faith.

Lift up your eyes a little higher. Look a little more often at the

eternal hills which for so many centuries have looked down upon
the petty concerns of men, and at the stars whose blinking is

nothing but laughter, because foolish men who have so few days to

live should waste a single moment of their precious time in fear.

Those who travel with their eyes upon the stars run some dangers.

-They will inevitably fall sometimes into potholes in the road which
more prudent men see and avoid.

*

But it's ten thousand times better to stumble now aad then than
to walk forever in fear.

Lift up your eyes, for in so far as you succeed in holding them high

you have conquered the meanest of men's vices—fear—and lifted

your soul into the intrepid company of the spirits of the great.

I
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What You Can Do to Save Your Crops
from Bugs and Pests

By F. F. Rockwell

I
HAVE invested a good deal of valu-
able time, money, and experience
during my life as a farmer in finding

out exactly the best remedies for that
army of bugs and diseases that attack

our crops year by year, and sometimes ruin

them. I am passing along what I have
learned to you, at the request of the Editor
of Farm and Fireside, in the hope that it

may save you money this year and in years
to come.

Perhaps the most important thing I have
learned is that you not only have to have
the right remedy to kill certain bugs, but
you must know precisely the correct way
to use it, or it won't work. I learned this

from sad, costly experience.
One year I decided to go in and clean up

on a big melon crop. It looked like real

'money and a pretty sure thing. The
situation was this:

Melons were in great demand by the
"summer" folks. For two years all the
surplas melons from my garden had been
engaged at good prices even before they
began to show color. Nobody in the
section grew any melons for sale. The only
ones available in the village store were soft,

mealy, and insipid when they weren't hard
and green. And every summer, cottagers
wanted melons for breakfast. And for
three years I had taken the blue card at
the county fair and had plenty of melons
to eat.

So I started early. I got sod from a
good, rich spot in the pasture, cut it up in

squares, and planted the seed in a frame;
and by mid-June I had as nice-looking a
quarter acre of melons as you would want
to see. Of course, a quarter acre of melons
isn't much of a patch—not where they
grow melons. I had never seen a Jersey
melon patch in those days. But it was the
biggest patch in our county, or in our half

of the State, for that matter, I suppose.
The market for those melons had its mouth
just watering, and I would go out and look
at them by moonlight and figure the profits!

Then there came a day when the patch
somehow didn't look quite so robust and
green. Could it be that the chicken
manure compost I had put under those
melons was playing out? I didn't think so;

it never had before. I gave them a little

top-dressing of nitrate of soda, which I

1 had found would cheer up a crop like a jug
'of cider at the end of a corn row would
' cheer the half-Indian hired man we used
to have when I was a kid.

Leaves Were Covered with Lice

But, somehow, those melons didn't
respond, so I watched on anxiously from
day to day. Undoubtedly getting worse!
Something was wrong. More and more
leaves were curling up and turning brown.
And then I made a careful examination.
And on the under side of the leaves, en-
tirely out of sight to casual observation, I

I found fat, sluggish, gray-green, disgusting
lice—by the score, by the hundreds, by the
tens of thousands!

J I rushed over to my next neighbor, I
had only been farming it for a few years,
and he d had a lifetime
.of it. Surely he could
help, as he had in other
matters. At his sugges-
tion I dusted the vines

\

with Paris green. That
'didn't work; and some-
one else suggested spray-

i

ing with arsenate of lead.
;No good. Tried one
thing after another; the
lice grew fat and the
vines died— and with
them my vision of some
real profits from a mar-
ket-garden venture. A
whole crop lost, directly
because of the melon
louse; but really, if in-
directly, because of my
ignorance. And formany
years I continued to suf-
fer losses from insects
and diseases attacking
my various crops. Never
again quite such a disap-
pointment, because I got
into the frame of mind

of the Irishman who was asked, when
digging his crop of potatoes:

"Well, Mike, how are the spuds turning
out? As well as you expected?"
"No," answered Mike, "but, begorra.

"remedy" that was put on the market, and
many of us tried them out. In those days
the manufacturers made about every claim
that could be thought of. Some remedies
were literally supposed to destroy weeds

A good pressure sprayer and nozzle equipment enables the operator to

drench the under side of the leaves

Bugs, Like Humans, are Queer Beasts

and Require Study
THE reason we don't get along with certain folks sometimes is be-

cause we don't understand how to approach them. And by the
same token we often fail to kill the bugs that bite holes in our crops
and suck the life out of our growing things. We don't know how to

get at them. Anything is easy when you know how to do it. Every
insect in your list of bug enemies has a weak spot somewhere in its

make-up; and Mr. Rockwell, the writer of this article, who has not
only fought them, but studied them for years, gives us a good line on
the deadly dose for every pest that ever waved a defiant wing at a
farmer. The Editor.

I didn't expect that they would turn out!"
But the surprising thing about it all was

that my neighbors, who were as old at the
game as I was new at it, suffered as much
as I did, and seemed to take their losses for

granted. They seemed to accept as a fact
that there had been added to the two
ultimate certainties, death and taxes, a
third—bugs. And there wasn't much to do
about it.

The local store put in stock every new

and make plants grow as well as to kill

every kind of bug and blight pest known to
civihzation—and their testimonials would
prove it!

The state experiment stations patiently
tried out these patent cures, and year after

year published the results. There were so
many fakes that some state officials be-
came prejudiced against these preparations
as a class. But the better ones have
survived, and in many cases have received

A good sprayer and spray materials cost money, but they constitute the cheapest and most valuable

msurance you can get anywhere on the farm

the recommendation of those who hs
carefully and scientifically tested the
Efficiency, however, is not the only fac
in the use of insecticides and fungicid
Spraying, of course, is done for profit, a
cost is a vital consideration.
The average farmer, however, has b«

very slow to follow up and use to i

advantage the information and the resn
of careful experiments which the exp<
ment stations have made available for hi

This has been due in some measure to i

fact that experiment station literature a

plain everyday farm talk are two v<

different things. The better educated far

ers—and, though increasing, they are s

a small minority, the country over—coi

translate this literature into the terms
their own work; but the others could
or wouldn't—and as far as results are &
cerned the effect is the same. The coui
agent, the liason officer of the agricultu
army, has done much to bridge this gap
tween the division of experimental reseai

and the division of hard—and often hii

bound—practice.

This, however, is running ahead of i

own experience. After a few years
search for a "cure all" for crop ailment
began to accept the attitude of the fata
so far as real protection was concern
Some things worked—sometimes. And
general principles we kept up a desulti

bombardment of the enemy—a sort
guerilla warfare in which, usually, we

j

the worst of it. Out of the scores of inse

and diseases, and the scores of cures s

remedies, we occasionally got the rij

combination without realizing just whj
was right.

Insect Control Not Widely
Understood

And that is still largely the condit
to-day. It is not putting it too strong to

;

that not one farmer in five has as intellig

an understanding of the problem of ins

and disease control as he has of most of

other problems. He prepares, months
advance, crops for his winter feeding, i

fertilizer for his crops. But the farm wh
you can find a full supply of ammunit
for the battle on bugs and blights ii

very striking exception to the general n
What is a "full supply of ammunitioi
It does not mean that it is necessary

the farmer to stock up with a sample
all the cures and remedies he sees ad\
tised. Not by a long shot. He needs bu
very few things, if he gets the right ones.

But in order to get the right ones
must know something of the character f

habits of the enemy he has to fight. As th
are several scores of insects and disea

which are likely to attack many of

orchard, field, and garden crops during i

season, this may seem like a pretty
order. But it is not necessary to kr
them all, intimately, individually. (

should, of course, be able to recogr
what each one is. That is not difficult,

there are many government pamphlets i''

booklets, many of them fully illustrat

which will serve to introduce by name j

bug or fungus you wo
like to meet. And y
county agent has

speaking acquainta
with most of them. ;

The first thing to n
ize is that all of the b
and insects belongtoj
general classes or groi
When these are lean
one has a general b:

for their control.

Group One: The f

group includes the ch
ing insects. Thecomn
potato bug, the tent <

erpillar, the cabbj
worm, are examples
this type. They are ea;

recognized, because tl

work is immediately
parent. You can
where they bite.

Control: These ch
can be killed by supi
ing them with some
iernai or stomach pois

[CONTINUED ON PAGE
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What Two Kentucky Farm Girls Did
By James Speed (Kentucky)

THEN the writer met Bessie Brown
and Eulala Lewis walking across

» » the campus at Berea College,
jntucky, it was hard for him to believe
at they had done the work of boys last

ison. In fact, he felt inclined to laugh;
it he kept his face straight and said:
"I can hardly believe that you girls

' Bessie Brown and Eulala Lewis
walking across the college campus

; good plowmen, as they tell me you are.

nust confess you two look as little like

ys as any pair I could wish to meet."
t Bessie Brown at once flashed back, "If
"u'U find us two plows and teams out-
|e of town, we'll show you whether we
: 1 plow or not."
1 Hurried arrangements were made, and
) half an hour your correspondent, Mr.
1 ibert Spence, the county agent, and the
Is were two miles in the country where

> plows were breaking land for corn.
en the men who were plowing learned

; at was wanted, they smiled quietly

and gave their places to the girls, who had
been transformed into a pair of sturdy-
looking lads in overalls and caps.
The girls clucTced to their teams and

moved slowly down one side of the field.

There could be no question as to their
familiarity with teams and plows, because
the furrows they turned were clean and
straight. Even when they came to the
corner of the land they were plowing every
movement showed they knew how to ease
the plow around to make a square corner.
Even the little knack of putting the weight
on the handles of the plow was used to
perfection.

Back at the school both of the girls

were very willing to talk about the boys'
and girls' club work they had done, and the
regular farm labor they had performed
last summer and autumn. Both of them
had become interested in club work in the
spring of 1918. Bessie Brown grew an
acre of corn, and Eulala Lewis cultivated
onions. Because of extremely dry weather
in the foothills of the mountains, where
these girls live, neither of them was very
successful with the crops, but this has not
discouraged them in the least.

Bessie Brown, in answer to numerous
questions concerning her work in the
fields, said:

"Although I didn't raise much corn last

year I'm going to try it again this year,

and maybe I'll do better.

"While I was doing my club work I

turned 15 acres of corn ground for my
father. I harrowed it, and helped plant
it by hand. I plowed the corn four times
with a double shovel, helped cut and shock
the corn. My younger brother and I
hauled in every bit of the corn and fodder.

"I helped shock 40 acres of buckwheat,
and helped haul it to the thresher. When
we threshed the buckwheat I took the
place of my brother who had joined the
navy.

"After getting all of my farm work done
I decided to come to Berea and attend
school. I have been here since the first of

the year, but am going home soon to take
up again my work on the farm as a club
girl, raising poultry and growing corn as a

regular farm girl. It is lots of fim to work
on the farm, but the big pleasure comes
when you get your certificate from the
College of Agriculture of Kentucky,
entitling you to one-half imit credit in
high school."
The smaller girl, Eulala Lewis, had the

following to say about her experiences as a
man on the farm:

"Besides growing my onions I plowed
our half-acre garden four times, and cut
and raked two acres of hay and helped
haul it in. When the threshers came we
could not get hands enough to do the work,
so I took a man's place helping haul buck-
wheat and wheat from the field to the
machine.

"Last fall my father was traveUng for

and other things that I would need to
come here to Berea to school.
"At that time I put on my overalls and

cap, and went out to prepare wheat land.
Some of the neighbors remarked that Mr.
Lewis had a boy and a girl about the same
size, but they never could see both of them
at the same time. The fact of the matter
is that the girl was the boy and the boy
was the girl.

"There was a man going through the
country with a threshing machine, and
he came to our house. When I went to
where they were, he thought I was a boy
and he said, 'Come here, Johnny, I have
a job for you,' and it was a long time before
he found out that I was not a boy.

"I put the wheat on land where buck-

They knew how to ease the plow around to turn a square comer

a seed company and was not at home in
time to sow the wheat, and he sent money
home for us to have it sowed. I told
mamma that I could sow the wheat, and
she could use the money to buy clothes

wheat had been, and it did not have to be
turned. So I disked, harrowed, and
dragged the land and sowed it. Thae
were about nine acres. The wheat is

looking fine at this time."

How I Pick Hired Men Who Will Stay With Me
By A. L. Keltner (Colorado)

1 HAVE foimd in my experience that

I
there are farmers and ranchmen, other-

I
jwise excellent managers, who are always

I
the lookout for a cheap hired man;

;i there are other men who put the pay
J
the help on a sentimental basis—^who

\r they wish to be generoiis and fair,

1

id so will not ask a man to live on the
allest wages. In dealing with my men

E liscard sentiment; I find it good business
( pay a hired man well.

Not long ago a fairly successful farmer
t^llenged our firm with paying $25 more

a month than he did for a hired man, and
he insisted he had as good help as ours.

This seemed true, but his man has since

left him, and ours will probably never
leave us to take another hired man's job.

If he leaves, it will be to work his own
place.

The qualities I have found it well to

look for in a man are mental and moral
qualities. I take for granted that the
ranchman selects an employee with brains
enough to do the farm work. This brings
us to the moral qualities, and foremost of

these is the capacity to stay by a job.

The type of hired man that won't
stick is always cheap if he's hungry; when
he isn't, money won't tempt him. I know
all about him, as we hired a gang of

floaters last simimer for an unexpected
crush of work. We found that the floater

wants to work a week and then live on the
proceeds.
One difficulty confronts us here: Many

farmers say it doesn't pay to keep a hired

man through the dull winter season. We
hold that it is the business of a live farmer
to have no dull season. In summer our
man does general ranch work; in winter
we turn a bunch of cattle on the place to

be fed. This enriches our place, paying
dividends besides. If any dull days come
our man works improving the place—he
always has directions for several improve-
ments.

Another priceless quahty in any branch
of labor is ambition. We want a man who
will stay with us, and who won't stay too

long. If a hired man hasn't ambition
enough to want a place of his own he
hasn't enough to do our work as we want
it done.
There has been some profit-sharing on

ranches around here. I don't see that it

works. Ambition doesn't get play in

sharing a few dollars earned by another
man's management. It's getting play for

one's own ideas that counts. So we direct
our own business, and we hope our hired

"A Weird Mix-up

ONE of the small state papers,"
says The Great Bend Tribune,

"published an item this week in

which was a weird mix-up of an
account of a wedding and an auction
notice." Following is the most
interesting part of the item:

"William Smith, the only son of

Mr. and Mrs. William Smith, and
Miss Lucy Anderson, were disposed
of at public sale on my farm one
mile east, in the presence of seventy
guests, including two mules and
twelve head of cattle. Rev. Jackson
tied the nuptial knot for the parties,

averaging 1,250 pounds on the hoof.

The beautiful home of the bride was
decorated with one sulky rake, one
feed grinder, and two sets of work
harness, nearly new, and just be-

fore the ceremony was pronoxmced
the Mendel & Sons wedding march
was rendered by one milch cow,
five years old, one Jersey cow, and
one sheep, who, carrying a bunch of

bridal roses in her hand, was beauti-

ful. She wore one light spring
wagon, two crates of apples, three
racks of hay, and one grindstone
of muslin de sole, trimmed with
about one hundred bushels of spuds.
The bridal couple left yesterday on
an extended trip. "Terms spot
cash."

—

Exchange.

man will direct his, and thereby win success.
In the first place, he puts money in the

bank to buy land. He has a cow, and we
feed it; chickens—^we feed them. We pro-
vide him with a neat home, a horse and
buggy, and a garden spot. Also we pay
him $75 a month, and we ask nothing of his
wife. She doesn't cook for extra hands;
she makes butter and markets eggs and
garden stuff. Most of the side enterprises
are hers, but she has the use of our ma-
chinery, and we'll let her husband off

when we can to help her.
We want a married man because they

are more ambitious. Once we had to stop
work and put up a fenoe because our
cattle got at the week's wash of the hired
man's wife; but we prefer the type of man
whose wife takes pride in her wash.

This is how we make it worth a mjui's
while to please us.

Does it pay? Well, we're not running
business haphazard. We have calculate!
even the interest on the seventy-five a
month, which, of course, we have to pay
in advance of receiving our crop. And
we can say that far more than the addi^
tional wages we pay our man would be
lost if we hired a cheap helper. Also, we
get our money back for his winter work.

PRIZE CONTEST ANNOUNCEMENT:
$15, $10, $5, and $3 for the best answen

by farmers to the question, "How Do You
Get and Keep Your Farm Help?"

If you have worked out some scheme foe

picking the right kind of men, and so han-
dling them that they are glad to stay with
you, why not pass the experience along and
show your fellow readers of Farm and Fire-

side how to do it? Labor is such a bard
problem to deal with that you almost owe
it to the other fellow to show him how you
solved your part of it. It is advisable that
you keep your answer to 500 or 600 worday
and it should be mailed so that it will reacil

us at 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City,

not later than July 23d. THB EDITOR.

Ai,
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You Can Increase Your Threshing Yield

Three to Five Per Gent This Way
By D. S. Burch

THE writer of this article, formerly

an Associate Editor of Farm and
FiKBSiDB, was closely associated with

the work of the Grain Threshing Di-

J

visionof thetJ. S.FoodAdministration,
which last year resulted in saving

'more than 21 milUon bushels of wheat
in 21 States. Read where the big

leaks are and how to stop them.
The Editor.

YOU wouldn't leave your small

change at the paying teller's win-

dow just because you had a fat

roll of bills and didn't need the

small coins at the moment. No.
And you wouldn't keep a milker who
thought it was too much trouble to strip

the cows. Of course not. But until last

year, when the U. S. flour bin was nearly

empty, you and I paid little attention to

the grain that went into the straw stack,

providing a nice amount came out of the

grain spout. Nor until then did you hear

much about grain-tight bundle wagons and
raking shock rows.

There were exceptions, of course, among
the very thrifty, and among those of us

who knew what a first-class threshing out-

fit could and should do. But more gener-

ally it was the case of "everybody's busi-

ness," which means that nothing of conse-

quence was done in an organized way. So
when harvest time rolled around, and the

horn of plenty was overflowing, an avoid-

able grain waste of about 3^ per cent went
unheeded year after year. Sometimes it

was more, sometimes less. It went un-

heeded perhaps because most of it was in-

visible. To be sure, it was not all wasted.

The chickens picked up some, though I

may add that the capacity of even a large

flock is scarcely ample to salvage much of

the loss. The hogs sometimes got a little

of it, and the rest helped to feed the wild

birds of the air, or rotted to enrich the soil

with expensive nitrogen and mineral ele-

ments. And then sometimes the great

Btraw stacks, green from the sprouting

grain in them, would help to improve the

feihdscape for nature lovers—^not deriving

their income from agriculture.

Hoover Ordered Action

But while the growing season of 1918
was still young, an army captain who had
formerly raised wheat in Oklahoma, and
who understood threshing, conceived the
idea that these were matters that had a
bearing on the success of the war. Avoida-
ble losses of grain, he reasoned, concerned
all the people, especially those who agreed
that it was more patriotic to eat a corn
dodger than to be one.

So the captain—Captain Kenneth D.
Hequembourg, U. S. R.—went to see Her-
bert Hoover about it. Hoover saw the
point, and established a Grain Threshing
Division as a part of the Food Administra-
tion Grain Corporation. He also put
Captan Hequembourg at the head of the
grain-threshing work, with instructions to
get results Here they are—;the official

reports: In 21 States, approximately 21,-

903,000 biKhels of wheat alone were saved
during the season of 1918 by the adoption
among farmers and threshermen of im-
proved methods. That includes reduction
of waste in both harvesting and threshing.
Kansas saved the most, eight million bush-
els. Iowa was second in estimated savings
with two and one-half million bushels of
wheat that was saved over and above the
average practice. Six other States—^North
and South Dakota, Oklahoma, Indiana,
Nebraska, and Minnesota—each saved
between one and two million bushels. "The
remaining 13 States which reported results
saved somewhat less, but the average of
the 21 States slightly exceeded a million
bushels.
Remember that the wheat saved was not

dumped on an ordinary market where the
price might have been depressed. All of
the wheat saved, when sold, went to mark-
et on the basis of the guaranteed price. The
same condition applies this year, which
makes it advisable for every grower to
equal or excel last season's accomplish-

ment. Certain changes, of course, have
occurred, including those in our point of

view. Last year motives were patriotic

to the extent of overshadowing questions

of sound farm economics, and we acted as a
nation. Now the indi-ddual factor is more
prominent. So it will be most useful, per-

is commonly lost from failure to provide
bundle wagons with grain-tight bottoms."
That makes a total of three and one-

fourth bushels, and fully one-fourth bushel
more in every hundred raised can be saved
by raking the shock rows. The latter is a
very conservative figure, for in hundreds

The large pile indicates the wastage found while threshing 2}/2 hushels.

The small pile shows the wastage after the machine had been adjusted

Do You Hate to "Fiddle" with "Trifles"?

SOMEWHERE in one of his very human documents, "Alfalfa Joe"
Wing says that the man who disdains to save anything less than

$5 will never be rich. He meant that a start toward a fortune is ac-

cumulated in small amounts by hard work. Apply the same thought
to your threshing yield. The man who disdains to see that his crop

is threshed clean, loses from three to five bushels out of every hundred
bushels. And this, on a large crop, with wheat at $2.26 a bushel,

means the loss of several hundred dollars to you, if you're not careful.

It really does pay to watch trifles and details. The Editor.

haps, to talk of clean harvesting and thresh-

ing methods as they apply to a typical

farm.
Here are where the leaks at threshing

time occur as they were told me by Captain
Hequembourg, following his investigation

of the entire problem:
"One and one-half bushels in every hun-

dred are lost because of faulty operation or
condition of the threshing machine.
"One bushel in every hundred is lost in

wastage around the threshing machine as a
result of failiu-e to clean up around the
setting.

"Three-fourths bushel in every hundred

of cases thorough raking has yielded a
bushel of wheat per acre, equivalent to five

per cent on a 20-bushel-per-acre produc-
tion. But even a total saving of three and
one-half bushels in every hundred means
35 bushels per thousand, and at the guar-
anteed price is an effort well worth while.

In going into the harvesting and threshing
season this year, however, we must bear in

mind the change in public opinion, also the
relaxation of pressure along lines of food
conservation.

Last season a certain farmer hired two
transient laborers to shock his wheat. They
finished the job, and he paid them; but

The canvas or blanket

straw while

IS spread near
the machine is

the straw pile, and receives

threshing 2/^ bushels
»11 th.

after doing so he examined the shocks a
found that the work was badly done,
he took the men into court, charging th<
with having committed a wasteful praet:

under the food-control act. In substar
he alleged that the wheat was shocked
that it was, likely to spoil. He won t

case, collecting the money he had ps
them as wages, and the men were fined 1

sides. Whether the verdict would ha
been sustained by a higher court is doul
ful; in fact, I was informed by counsel
the Food Administration that a power
public opinion, rather than the literal £

plication of the law itself, was responsil
for such verdicts. In any event, pub
sentiment is not to be relied on too stroi

ly. Greater individual effort by gri

growers themselves must accomplish t
year what the various threshing comm
tees, food officials, councils of defense, a
similar active organizations helped to ;

tain last year.
Fortunately most of the leading facti

in grain-saving are within the control
the producer. Here are the things whi
he can do, this year and every year, to sa

practically all of the grain he grows; ma
of the points are well known, but extend
observation shows that they are not in g<
eral practice:

Let the grain mature as much as pos
ble, taking into consideration, of cour
labor, machinery, and other facilities .

handling the crop. Unripe grain is di
cult to thresh clean either from the she
or from the stack.

'

Provide tight bottoms for the bum
wagons, using for the purpose wood, a
vas, heavy cloth—in fact, almost any n
terial of substantial nature that will ss

the grain which shatters from the bundl
Make test Takings of the stubble fiel

especially the shock rows, and from th'

Takings judge whether enough grain can
recovered to justify the labor. Nearly
ways it pays to rake the shock rows, usi

a horse rake for the purpose. Raking 1

entire field is a matter to be judged fn
the evidence of test rakings.
Feed bundles into the threshing mach:

heads first—always—and only as fast
the machine will handle them with<
choking. Overfeeding the threshing n
chine is perhaps the greatest single cai

of wasteful threshing not due to mechani
fault of the outfit.

For the reason just given, the choice
men to pitch bundles often means the si

ing or loss of many bushels of grain,
typical personal experience in Wisconsii
few yearstago illustrates this point. It \
a hot day in August, and we were threshi
barley—bearded barley. I remember thi

beards as the biggest I ever saw outside
specially prepared exhibits. And for sha.

ness and creeping qualities those beai
were second to none. A strong wind v
blowing. It was not quite a windstor
yet was stronger than the average gale,

came steadily most of the time, but a
occasionally in gusts that started lit

whirlwinds of dust, chaff, straw, and bar]

beards.
The crew was in bad humor, especia

those pitching to the machine, and also 1

man on the straw stack. There was a g(

eral swapping of places—in fact it was i

possible to work on the lee side of the s(

feeder without developing bloodshot e^

in half an hour. It was not an envial

post, pitching barley bundles against t

wind.

An Expensive "Husky"

But finally the neighborhood "huskj
who had been working up a good sw(

carrying grain to the granary, pulled soi

goggles from his pocket, put them on, a
offered to pitch to the machine against t

wind. He became the hero of the ds

Nor did his popularity among the en

wane when at well-timed intervals he wov
toss several bundles together into the n
chine and quickly follow them with mo:
The machine would hesitate, slow do'B

and then stop.
There followed a general visit to t

pump, a trip to the orchard, a rest in t

shade—in fact, a considerable recess bef

c

the machine was cleaned out and ready
go again. And so innocently, appareni

so accidentally, [continued on page i
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There is Millions of Waste in Our Produce Packages
By James H. Collins

iT!
HIS season's orange crop from

, . California will take 22,000,000 wood-
I A en boxes, costing $5,000,000. And
Marketing Expert Merrick declared in

Boston recently that this meant an expense
^o the consimier of one to two cents on
,Wch dozen oranges.

Vegetable packages cost even more.
The Norfolk district in Virginia ships

nearly 4,000,000 packages of truck yearly,

Containing spinach, kale, cabbage, potatoes
and the like, in barrels, baskets, and crates,

costing $7,000,000 to $8,000,000 for pack-
&.ges alone. This figures out about one
ibent for packages on each head of lettuce
: bought by the consumer, one to three

bents per head for cabbage and cauli-

iflower, three to five cents per half peck for

^pinach, beans and peas, foxu- to nine
bents on each basket of fruit, two cents on
i^ach box of berries.

! These are "gift" packages which are not
returned to the grower, and Mr. Merrick
maintains that we must find some kind of

jfniit and produce package that can be
hipped back to the farm and used over
nd over again, like the milk bottle, the
ce-cream tub, the egg crate, and the bread
amper.
The "gift" package was originated in

bhe days of reasonable labor wages and
plentiful lumber. It cost a few cents

then, and was so cheap, and also so at-

tractive as a display package for fancy
1 produce, that farmers could afford to use
]t by the millions, and consumers were not
greatly burdened by the expense. But
to-day these packages cost three times as

much as they did five years ago, and
hiillions of dollars may be saved by sub-
stituting containers that can be used
^gain and again.

§ It is not an easy problem, however. Mr.
IMerrick believes that produce might be
i)hipped in metal packages, built with a

"iaper to be nested for return to the farm
T in collapsible or knock-down forms.
The metal package is theft-proof, mois-

ure-proof, and rat-proof, he points out,

ind might make hundreds of trips to

|iiarket. But when metal barrels were

tried for apples some years ago, shippers
found, alas, that they were not frost-proof

like the wooden barrel—and this illustrates

some of the difliculties which might arise.

fruits and vegetables are shipped thousands
of miles, as the California and Florida
citrus, the Southern berries and winter
vegetables, and the Northwestern red

Something You Can Do for the Boys

Who Are Coming Home
AMAN from the War Department came to us the other day and said

:

"Thousands of boys who went over to help win the war are com-
ing home now and having a hard time jfinding jobs. We have figured

out a way in which every householder in the country can help them,
and wondered if you woiold spread the word among your 650,000
readers." The plan is this:

During the war we didn't buy any new things we could possibly get

along without. We patched up the old things and made them do. We
didn't paint the house. We didn't repair the outbuildings. We got
along with the clothes we had.

Now the war is over—and we are victors. ' We ought to look like

victors.

If 100,000 homes throughout the country, including yours, would
start to spruce up, they would create countless bits of business that in

the aggregate would supply work for thousands of returned soldiers.

As for the practical value of this move, remember that property of

yours which has been neglected will cost much more for repairs a little

later, because it is getting worse all the time.

We don't know whether prices are coming down or not. Even if they
do, will the decline be suflBcient to make up for the additional cost of re-

pairs due to delay? In other words, if it costs $300 to fix up your place

to-day and you wait six months to get it done for $200, isn't it possible

that the additional repairing necessary on account of the delay might
eat up that saving on cost? Why not do it now?

George Maetin, Editor.

Distance is also a big factor in the prob-
lem. Wherever fruit and produce are
hauled from near-by farms to city markets
you will find durable return packages,
like the Boston market box. But where

apples, returning packages becomes a big
job.

It does not always pay to use a second-
hand package, shippers of live poultry
have found, when second-hand chicken

coops collapsed, killing and crippling birds,
and eggs were damaged in weakened
second-hand crates.

There is the valuable factor of attractive
display embodied in the "gift" package,
for the orange and apple boxes, the peach 1

hamper, and the veneer half-barrel were-
all designed to make farm stuff appeal to'
the buyer's eye when it arrived at the
market, and these containers have been
standardized largely with display values*
in view. A
A big job!
To ship California oranges alone, the

growers in that State own a big co-operative
lumber and box plant. Thousands of.

acres of forest are cut down every year to
make fruit boxes, potato barrels, veneer
hampers, butter tubs, and berry crates.
Most of them are burned for kindling wood
after being used once. It is a mighty
expensive kindling. If we can substitute!
retiu-nable packages we will save millions

|
of dollars and reduce the cost of shipping,'
marketing—and living.

Collins is a pretty sound man, and
usually knows what he is talking about.*
Maybe he has given us a tip here that could
be used as a basis to work out a reform
that would save money for you personally..
We don't like to print anything in this
magazine of yours unless it can be made to
do you a personal service of one kind or
another.
We believe that if every grower and

trucker, and everyone else in the farming
business who uses crates or boxes or cases,
would write to his state department of
agriculture and ask to know what has been
done by the States and National Depart-
ment of Agriculture toward the standardi-
zation of crates, and also demand that, if

nothing has been done, the question receive
immediate attention, there would be some
worth-while developments.
Then, again, it's just possible that there

have been standardization methods worked
out by your state authorities which you can
learn of in this way and take advantage of
immediately. THE EDITOR.

'Farm Children's Co-operative Market That Succeeded
By S. R. Winters

I
T IS thanks to Walter D. Barbee,
principal of Seaboard State High School
of Northampton County, North Caro-

^

Una, that a practical money-making plan
'Df marketing small farm products was
.(introduced among the pupils. The beauty
; of it is that it not only makes money for

j^he youngsters, but it also teaches them
practical business methods that they can
carry on into their grown-up farming
affairs. The idea is so simple, possibly

. you could use it in your school.

I, Barbee started with eggs. Instead of
' Mary bringing her Uttle lamb to school,

or Johnny bringing his dog or cat, the
pupils of this Tarheel commimity bring

' iresh eggs each morning. The products
kre then tested by a home-made egg
.tester, graded according to freshness and
; quality, neatly packed, and shipped to
' Norfolk, a Virginia city only sixty miles
iway. A morning and evening express

; service between Seaboard, North Carohna,
' and Norfolk affords a profitable marketing
: outlet.

The idea was originated by Barbee for

this rural school of 150 pupils, two years
;' ago, when the topic of needed improve-
ments in the schoolhouse was uppermost.
The pupils were invited to bring some

' hens, roosters, and biddies for a diminutive

.
poultry show.

'T "We did lots of things that we wanted
'(done without calling upon the school
' board for any money," said Mr. Barbee.
[ "Since that time I have had other shows
'jof live-stock products, and if I were to tell

Jyou the total amount of money realized

•you would begin to doubt the entire busi-
ness. Suffice it to say, our school is

equipped with nearly all modern appa-
^,ratus, and we are now working on the fur-
nishings of a newly built dormitory."

,j
Subsequently the Seaboard Community

Club has been organized, with a president,
'[Vice president, business manager, and
jjdirector as officers. The principal of the

school is director of the club. The poultry
club is- altogether successful. Club mem-
bers collect from their homes only eggs
laid the day before; individual record
sheets are maintained by the school,

indicating exactly what each student
markets day by day.
Settlement is made
monthly, and a neat
bank account is

credited to each pu-
pil. Monthly meet-
ings are conductedby
the poultry depart-
ment, at which time
chicken problems are

discussed. For ex-

ample, if one mem-
ber has marketed
continuously a su-

perior product, the
causes and results

are carefully diag-
nosed.
Eggs are marketed

according to three
standards. 'Those
perfect in shape,
form, color, and size

are sold for hatching
purposes. ^Accord-
ing to this classifi-

cation the pupils re-

ceive from $2 to $3
per setting of 15 eggs—a very fair price.

"Of course, we do not sell so very many
in this way," said Principal Barbee. "But
the future for us is verybright along thisUne.
We will have to build up our reputation. My
club members will do this too, for I am daily

ordering the very best eggs to improve ovu
good stocks. We will not be content until

we have the highest efficiency in egg-pro-
ducing strain.

"The second way to sell our goods—and
we do it all co-operatively—is to place

them directly in a neat Uttle crate especial-

Walter D. Barbee

ly designed for our club, with appropriate
label, to the large consximers, such as
hospitals, drug stores, and hotels. They,
of course, must have fresh eggs, and they
soon learn that our guarantee is made good.
"A trial with our goods always brings to

us another customer.
We never lose one.

We have never had
an egg 'black-eyed.'
Then, of course, the
third way of market-
ing the eggs is to sell

direct to the com-
mission merchants.
The children bring
the eggs to school
each morning and
the business mana-
ger credits the pupils
with the number of

eggs delivered. They
are carefully graded,
tested, and crated.

We send them to the
merchants in crates

of 30 dozen. At the
end of each month a
settlement with each
child is made, and he
is given his check
after deducting all

charges and com-
missions. Our prices

will average, as a rule, from four to
six cents above local prices. This, of course,

is the price per dozen, and amounts to a
great deal when you consider a shipment
of sometimes as much as 100 dozen a week.

"It is useless to say that the children
are interested in the work. They are
simply wild over the project. It elimi-

nates tardiness at school, and usually the
boy or girl most thrifty along these lines

is the one that leads the classes, and the
one that has the largest number of war
savings stamps. The co-operative adven-

ture teaches the children business methods,
arithmetic, letter-writing, and numerous
other things that it is always very hard to
teach in a more practical way. The lesson
of co-operation and friendly rivalry is also
an object achieved. Another advantage to
the credit of the community is the fact
that an improved grade of live stock is

being perpetuated. All club members use
the same breed of chickens, so that the
eggs will be imiform and will mean very
little grading. In other words, we try to
let the hens do as much of the work as
possible.

"We place pure-bred pigs, sheep, calves,
and all kinds of selected seeds. Our girls-

in summer can do gardening, and sell the"
products in the fall and winter. We have a
community fair, and all of the best prod-
ucts iare exhibited. The club has its

original, beautifully decorated stationery,
and none but club members are entitled
to use it. Everything is done to interest
the kids and develop a spirit of helpful-
ness among the coming citizens of the
community. The older people take a
great deal of interest in the club members,
and they also profit thereby."

j

So, instead of teaching the boys and!
girls to leave the quiet and industry of the
farm for the noise and rush of the city, the
Seaboard State High School is answering
in a practical and effective way the com-
mon indictment, "The fundamental diflS-

culty with agricultural conditions is that
there is no attempt to instruct the children
in matters which will awaken an interest
in country life."

"Much bothered with tramps out your
way?"

"I was until I tacked up a sign on my
front gate."
"Ah, 'Beware of the dog,' I suppose?"
"Oh, no. Simply, 'Farm help wanted!'"—Boston Tra-nscript

a
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Profits for You in Direct Marketing

if You Work It Right
By T. C. Hart

WE ASKED Mr. Hart to tell

you something about himself,

and this is what he wrote

:

"I worked for eight years for the

Employers' Association of Chicago,

. and the Employers' Teamiiig Com-
pany, As a kid I worked on farms,

and after leaving Chicago I went
south to Mobile County, Alabama,
and was one of the pioneers in the

Gulf Coast country in the setting out
of Satsuma orange groves.

"I had charge of several groves as

well as my own, and was for some
time superintendent of the Growers'
Association. It was down there that

I gained my experience in the mar-
keting game in trying to open lip

paying markets for myself and others.

"I have given a great deal of

thought and study to the problem of

marketing, which to me is one of the

most vital questions there is for the

farmer and fruit grower.
"Five years ago I was given up to

die of heart trouble, but I fooled

them all, and lived. I have traveled

a good deal, still retain my interests

in the South, and wherever I have
gone I have always made a study of

the problems of my fellow farmers,

so I feel that perhaps I am fitted to

say these few words on marketing."

Note: Of course it would be fine,

and it would wipe out the middleman,
if every community could supply it-

self with its own foods, thus eliminat-

ing transportation and other charges

that send prices skyward. But in the

very nature of things, home market-
ing of home products can only be
carried so far. Still, if producer and
consumer understood each other and
marketing facilities were provided
among them, millions of dollars could

be added to the pockets of both farm-

ers and consumers every year.

The Editor.

A PEW years ago on a farm of mine
in southern Alabama I had over

/j^ 1,200 bushels of sweet potatoes
/ % "banked" and waiting for a

-^-decent market price.

Relatives of mine up in Illinois were
paying five and six cents a pound for

Bweet potatoes at the markets. I was
offered by some Southern commission
men 30 cents a bushel for my crop, which
I refused. That 30 cents a bushel repre-
sented a price of about one-half cent a
pound. In the Northern markets these
potatoes were bringing five and six cents
a pound, and the grade of produce was
inferior to that for which I was offered the
one-half cent a pound.
Why the big difference in the price of-

fered to me, the producer, and that charged
by the retailer?

It's the old, old story of the middleman
and his various profits on produce for
which the producer gets next to nothing,
and for which the ultimate consimier pays
a fancy price.

That problem is an old one, and still

it's a problem with which the producer
has to deal constantly in all sections of the
country and with all manner of crops.
They are making more money than the

producer, and they are making the con-
suming public pay the freight. My ex-
perience has been that the matter of
getting a direct connection between pro-
ducer and consumer is one of education.
Education of both consumer and producer.
They have got to be made to understand

each other better, and to know and respect

each other's likes 'and dislikes. The con-
sumer has got to be educated to trade with
the producer when he has the opportunity.

In many places there have been public
markets established where the farmers
bring their produce and sell direct to the
consumer.
The consimier may go to these markets

and get his produce fresh from the farmer
and at a much lower price. By this sort
of marketing the commission man and the
consumer are left out, and the consumer
saves a good bit, and the farmer gets a
better price than he possibly could by
selling to the commission men.
The fact that they have failed is proof

that something is lacking somewhere, and

up to the curb' around the square each
morning were lines of farmers' wagons
with produce and fruit fresh from the
farms displayed in tempting array and in

neat, attractive packages. But as a
market it was a failure. There would be
dozens of loaded wagons and only a very,
very few buyers for the produce.

I have seen those poor farmers starting

home about noon with nearly all their

load of fresh produce still on the wagon

—

taking it home to feed to the stock or to be
dumped out to spoil. And then, leaving the
square, I have walked a few blocks to the
center of the city where the wholesale and
retail dealers are located, and have seen
people buying wilted vegetables and fruit

Why You Don't Like Pink Buggies

and Green Horses

IF YOU saw a man driving down
the road with a pink buggy and a

bright green horse you would think

that either he was crazy or you were
seeing things. But that would be
because you were not used to pink
buggies and green horses. We have
pink and green and blue automo-
biles, and think nothing of them,
don't we? That's because we are

used to them.
Apply the same thought to the

housewife going to market. She
sees something packed a little

differently, or grown a little differ-

ently, than she is used to seeing it,

and she doesn't buy it, though it

may be better than what she has
been getting.

Go. a step further and apply the

same thought to a public market.

People buy food where they are

used to buying it. If a co-operative

farmers' market is started down the

street a block, the consumer has
got to be educated to the advantages
of trading there. Many a market has failed where it deserved to

succeed, because the public didn't appreciate it. It wasn't used to it.

The human being is strongly a creature of habit. It is hard to jolt

him out of his rut. In this article Mr. Hart suggests a way we can
educate the public to appreciate the co-operative market for home prod-

ucts, to the cash benefit of every one of us. The Editor.

in working togs

my experience has been that they failed

because of a lack of education as to their

possible benefits.

The people were not enough acquainted
with what the markets offered them, and
the farmers were not well enough acquaint-
ed with the needs of the people, or were
more or less indifferent as to the possi-

bilities which such a market held out to
them.

In South Chicago is a huge public
market erected at an expense of thousands
and thousands of dollars, which as a
market has proved an abject failure. The
people were never educated as to what this

market could mean to them, and the
farmers and truck growers were not made
acquainted sufficiently with the propo-
sition, so the result has been that a
huge market which should mean a saving
of hundreds of thousands of dollars each
year to the consuming public, and should
also mean an added income of hundreds
of thousands of dollars to the farmers,
stands almost a total loss. Somebody
started to db something, but hardly knew
what, and the thing that should have been
a great success was turned into a farce,

and a profit only lo the contractors who
built it.

Out 'in Salt Lake City the clamor from
the farmers for a public market was met
by the city administration with the offer

to the farmers to use the courthouse
square as a public market. And backed

several days old for about twice the price
they would have paid for fresh home-
grown produce from the farmers' wagons
at the square.

Something was wrong again and once
more it seemed to be a matter of education.
The farmers took to the plan for a public

market with hope in their hearts. They
thought they saw a chance to dispose of

their produce at a reasonable price and
still make a living profit. But when they
got to the market, the flood of buyers they
expected did not materialize.
The consuming public had not been

educated up to the advantages which this

roadside market held for them. The daily
papers had contained some publicity on the
subject, but there had been no concerted
campaign to educate the consuming public
to the advantages of buying from the pro-
ducer.
Some thrifty housewives made daily

trips to the public market. Most of the
buyers seemed to be housewives from the
homes of working men, the laboring classes,
or hosts of nomadic workmen who made
the benches in the square their hotel while
passing through the city.

And I have seen many other like at-
tempts to bring producer and consumer
together and most of them have resulted
in more or less of a failure. And in every
case where the plan has failed there seems
to be a lack of understanding between the
buyer and the producer.

To go back to my 1,200 bushels of swcf
potatoes, banked and waiting for a pri(

that would at least pay the cost of raisir

the crop. I resolved that I would not s€

to the local commission men. I starte
out on a still hunt for a market of my ow

I had heard of a man in Chicago w?
had started a public market down in tl

stockyards district. His idea was to sell 1

the people of that district at the actu;
cost of getting and handling the produce,
wrote him a letter, and asked what 1

would give me for a carload of swei
potatoes. I told him I was willing to se

at a low price. He wrote back offering n
40 cents a bushel of 60 pounds, f. o. b. m
shipping point. He said he wanted to se

the potatoes out to his customers at 1^
cents a pound—the market price at tl

time was about five cents a pound. Tl
freight would cost him about 25 cents
bushel, so that at IH cents a pound, <

90 cents a bushel, he would pay me tl

40 cents, pay the freight, and still haA
plenty of margin left for handling charge

I accepted his offer and shipped him
carload of the potatoes.

It had cost me about 20 cents a bushi
to raise those potatoes and load them c
the car. That 20 cents included see<

fertilizer, labor of all kinds, and the diggir
and handling of them. At 40 cents a bush
it meant a net profit of 20 cents a bushe
and as my jrield was about 150 bushels a
acre, I thought I'd done pretty wel
considering I had already taken a crop i

snap beans and early Irish potatoes o,:

the same land early in the summer.
.

But what pleased me more than anili

thing was the fact that I had got ahead «

the local commission men. I had made
break for a direct producer-to-consum*
market, and it had been a winner,
got 10 cents a bushel more than tl

commission men had offered me. M
potatoes had been sold to the consumt
for about one-fourth what they' woul
have cost them in the retail markets, an
no middleman had had his hand in the p
at any stage of the game.

I felt greatly encouraged by this strol
of business, and I resolved to try to use
as an opening wedge in a wider campaig
for dealings between the producer an
consumer.
The variety of potato which I raise .

was known as the "Yam." It is a darke |

more juicy potato than the Jersey, and 1
|my notion a much better quality. I a!
'

borne out in this opinion by S(9 per cei

of the people to whom I have talked wt
have eaten both the Yam and the Jersey
But the Yam was comparatively a

unknown quantity outside of the Soutl
and I found that to sell a Northern con
mission man a consignment of Yams wi
next thing to an impossibility. The con
mission men said that the public didn
know what they were and wouldn
buy them. I found out that the commi
sion men had an aversion to introducir
anything new. If there was any educatir i

of the public to be done, the commissic f

man wasn't the fellow for the job. Thj '

educational work had got to be done by tl

producer who had the commodity to sell.

I went to Chicago to see if I couldn
find an outlet for some more of our Al;
bama Yams. I haunted South Watt
Street—one of the greatest produce cei

ters in the world—and I talked Yam ti

my head ached. One of the biggest con J

mission men on the street admitted thi

"

as an article of diet the Yam had it all ovi
'

the Jersey sweet. "But," he said, "tl
public doesn't know it. The Yam won I

sell in competition with the Jersey."
But before I left him this South Watt

Street man gave me a valuable tip. E
said: "Your Yam is all right, but the fe

lows down your way haven't learned i

pack your stuff so that it compares wil
the Jersey. If you're going into a campaig
to educate the public to use your Yar
first educate your growers to pack the
stuff so that it will make a favorab
comparison with the produce with whic
you expect to compete. Look here
And he took me into a large storeroom ar
showed me the neat barrel and hampi
packs of Jersey sweet potatoes. Then 1

went on: [continued on page 1
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Home-Made Time and Labor Savers

You Can Use on Your Farm
I
A Good Hog Hanger

THIS will save an immense amount of

heavy lifting—in fact, it is a great im-
provement over the iisual way used in
hanging hogs. Place the barrel just in

front, and lift the hog in and out easily and
quickly with a few turns of the windlass

—

a small child can do this easily. It is

easier to handle a 500-pound hog this way
than a 50-pound hog by the old method.
After being scalded, the hog can be swung
up and the entrails removed without
lifting. Turn the hog down on the table
made to the back of frame and cut meat
right there. Make foundation of 4x6-inch
timber, 10 feet long; uprights of 4x4-inch,
11 feet long; crosspiece at top of 4x4-inch,
8 feet long; braces and table legs of 2x4-
inch, and table of one-inch plank. Make
windlass of round pole about two inches in

diameter, and fasten by an iron cuff to the
table legs so as to give your rope room to
turn. It's a simple device and wUl last a
lifetime for hog and beef killing, and it

costs less than $5.

G. A. TiBBANS, Biu-dick, Ind.

A Handy Grain Bin
Second Prize

A GREAT many farmers have barns
with the grain bin above the ground.

This seems to be the handiest place to put
it when making the barn, but it is verj'

unhandy when it comes to feeding the
stock. No matter how small an amount of

qRAIN BlK

CHUTE

9- -SAFETY

\
/

^HUT OFF

grain is wanted, a trip is made to the loft

for it, and it means time and labor wasted.
The accompanying drawing will show a

simple way to save this time and labor.
The hole in the floor of the bin should be
about one foot square. The runway, made
of two-inch lumber, will then have an
opening of 10 inches square. The runway
should be covered with tin at places where
mice and rats can get to it. Near the bot-

tom two fiat pieces of wood work in and
out of the runway, on the same order as a
common drawer. These are about one foot
apart. When using two of these blocks of

wood no grain is lost, for, when shutting it

ofl, the top one is closed first and the bot-
tom one will then stop what small amount
gets by the first.

These openings can be fastened so they
cannot be jarred open. Two rings are put
on the runway, one above the other, below
the two openings, through which a stick is

put, it being large enough at the top so as
not to sHp clear through.

Did you ever look for a small tool half

an hour or more before you found it?

Here is a way to avoid such waste of

time : First get some stout cloth or canvas
and tear in strips. Tack a strip on the
wall by each end, making a loop to hold the
tool. Then paint the name of the tool

above. Fasten a piece of cardboard, with
pencil attached, above it. Upon this, any-
one who removes the tool indicates where
he has taken it. If he forgets to put it

back the record shows, where it is most
likely to be found.

P. T. Dunn, Chandler, Mo.

A Good Distance Marker

A Home-Made Bean Thresher
First Prize

TN DOING
1 farm work
and the small
tasks that go
with it, it is

sometimes pos-
sible to make
one tool do the
work of two.
But such small
jobs sometimes
come when least

looked for, and,
however small,
they often re-

quire a lot of

hard labor.

Last year we
had out an acre
of beans, but on
account of the dry weather the entire

amount when harvested did not make
up a load. Threshers detest small jobs
which do not pay them, and the in-

convenience caused by the weather left

the beans on our hands. We started to

thresh them by hand, but finally worked
out an idea which was very practical.

A manure spreader was standing on
the barn floor, so after we had given it a
sufficient cleaning we filled it with the
bean straw, took off the left driver and

the clutch on
the "beater"
shaft, replaced
it with an eight-

inch pulley, and
hitched on a 1

H

horse-power en-
gine. It must
be taken into
consideration
that the beater
must turn the
reverse from
which it does
ordinarily.
Theapron forms
the self-feeder,

and the teeth of

the beater is the
only thing that

comes in contact with the seed. We
fed as slowly as possible in order not to
choke the beater, and kept the spreader
filled to capacity. We afterward picked
up the straw and shook out the seed, and
after running it through a fanning mill
had the work done as well as if we had
used a threshing machine.

It saved us time and money by utiliz-

ing our spreader as a home-made bean
thresher.

Bert Brower, Hamilton, Mich.

A Home-made Liquid Manure Barrel

IT PAYS to have a well-arranged manure
barrel handy to the garden.
Take a large barrel and give it a coat of

paint inside and out. Fix a faucet on the
side, one or two inches from the bottom.

Place clean straw in the bottom, suffi-

cient to come above the end of the faucet.

Place barrel on solid box or other founda-
tion, putting three bricks under the edge of

the barrel to keep it off the box and allow

air to circulate beneath. Without this

precaution the bottom will soon rot out.

The box should be high enough to allow

a pail or watering pot to be placed under

the spigot. Fill the barrel with clean
manure—that is, free from straw and
bedding, and fill to the top with water.

If in using the liquid from the barrel
the precaution is taken to bring the
watering pot to the barrel full of water and
emptying it, and then drawing out a
corresponding amount of Hquid, the barrel
will always be full and ready for use.

When the liquid has grown too weak to
be of much use, draw off all the water and
empty the barrel, putting the manure on
the asparagus bed, or the shrubs.

L. B. Kilmer, Burdick, Ind.

How to Fool Old Dobbin
Third Prize

A—^Block of wood (poplar
preferred) 8 in. wide by
10 in. long and IM in-

thick.

B—Grooves V/i in. wide and
^ in. thick.

C—Slotted holes 2 in. long
by J4 in. in diameter.

D—Holes H in. to bolt to
crib or bam door.

1

WHILE reading your most valued
paper I saw that you were offering

prizes for handy farm devices. Here is a
sketch and directions for making a barn
or crib door lock. I consider it valuable
around the farm, especially where you have
horses that have the habit of opening doors.

This lock fools them, as the top catch
must be lifted before the slide will come
back and unfasten the door.

They are inexpensive, and can be made
during odd times. I would not give one of

these locks for any I know of on the mar-
ket to-day. They are almost indestructible,

and will last for years.

In making the lock see that the grooves
are cut smoothly as well as the slides, so
that all moving parts will not bind. Place
the lock on door with grooves next to door,

using four }^-inch bolts to fasten to door.
Cut a slot in door panel for slide to catch
in, two inches wide and two inches deep.
Notice if you are going to make a right or

left lock, as they are not reversible. The
catch must always be placed at top of lock
so it can fall into place by its own weight.
Cut slots (C) in door also so that the lock
can be opened from either side, and old

Dobbin can't manipulate it.

E. 0. McCONNELL, Magnolia, Ind.

THIS may not be an original device, but
it is original with me.

In setting out plants from the frames I
use my garden plow to make the furrows.
Removing the plowshare, I fasten small
wooden blocks to the wheel rim and mark
the distances between plants. (Note
illustration.)

The circmnference of the wheel is 78
inches, so I use two blocks for tomato
plants, placing them a trifle over three feet

apart. Three blocks for late cabbage or
cauliflower at 26 inches; and fouj blocks
for early cabbage at 19 inches.
The flat rim of the wheel mak^ a smooth

line, and the indentations of the blocks
are quite visible. A small groove cut in

the block makes it easier to fasten on with
wire or cord. I use the latter, and fasten

on each side of wheel spoke.
I have always had great difficulty in

spacing my plants, and this obviates the
necessity of carrying a stick or rule.

Mrs. Andrew Roe;ssler, Harrison, 0.

Runaway-Horse Control

HERE is a device that beats anything I

know of to control horses that are

wild or in the habit of running away. I

have thoroughly tried it, and ifr works like

a charm, without harming the horse. Noting
the illustration, this is what you need:
A—34-inch rope 12 inches long. C andB

—

Small pulleys tied to end of rope A. D

—

J^-in. cord rope four feet long. Common
bridle bit.

Place on the horse as follows:

Put 12-inch rope (A) over neck of horse
six inches back of ears. Fasten to top of
bridle by a 12-inch strap. Pulleys should
come on each side of neck about three or

four inches from top. Then take rope and
pass it under neck of horse as shown in

E—Slide made of totigh
hickory or oak, 12 in.

long, 1^ in. wide, H in.

thick.

F—Catch 5 in. long, IH in.

wide, and H in. thick,

also made of hickory.

G—Hickory pins long
enough to go through
both lock and door,
in. in diameter.

second figure. Pass ends of rope (D) through
pulleys (B and C), each end on one
side of horse's head, then down through
bridle bit ring, and fasten on line of each
horse. For two horses use two of these.

Hitch up the team, and if they try to run,

pull back on the lines with a steady pres-

sure. "This makes the rope draw tight

under the horse's throat and shuts off his

wind. When the horse stops slacken up on
the lines and let him have air. ( .

Fred Engelkeimer, Nehawka, Neb. j

NOTE: Several hundred readers suD-

mitted time and labor saving plans in use on
their farms. A few ofthem appear above, and
others will be published in succeeding issues

of Fam and Fireside. In addition to the

money given for first and second prizes, $3

will be paid for all others published.
THE EDITOR.



Built-Up Layer- Upon-Layer
JUST how important is the /oyer-upon- /ayer con-

struction which Goodyear employs in the manu-
facture of tubes ?

Does it make them stronger—longer-Hved—better

containers of air?

Well, for nine years we have been building balloons

and dirigibles, in the construction of which our first

and most complex problem was that of inflation.

For gas is volatile, much more elusive than air,

harder to capture and hold.

It was finally demonstrated, however, that rubberized
fabrics, built up /ayer-upon-/ayer, = formed the most
practical container for this gas.

Once this fact was established, it seemed quite logi-

cal that the same principle should prove even more
successful when applied to tubes. For a tube's sole

function is to hold air.

We thus evolved the Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tube,
making it of pure gum strips, building them up,

The Goodyear Tire &

layer-upon- layer^ then curing them together, after

which the valve-patch was vulcanized in.

The soundness of this method was immediately es-

tablished.

The thin layers of rubber cured one upon the other,

enabled the elimination of all defects, such as sand
holes and porousness. This^ construction also gave

the body of the tube a criss-cross grain which pre-

vented splitting if punctured. Finally, by vulcanizing

the valve-patch securely into the tube we prevented
all leaks at this source.

There is an observable tendency among motorists

everywhere to use Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes
exclusively.

They have learned that the slightly added cost of

these thick, grey tubes is more than justified by their

longer life and by the protection which they unde-
niably give to casings.

More Goodyear Tubes are used than any other kind.

Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
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Is There Anything for You in the Non-
»

Partisan League Movement?

'1

PERHAPS you are wondering if

there really is anything of im-
portance to you in the Non-
partisan League of North Dakota.
You want to know whether it is

sound in its organization, aims and objects.

It seems to us that there are some good
things about the Non-Partisan movement,
and some bad. Whether it survives and
grows depends on whether the good things

predominate.
Apply this thought to your own life:

You have good impulses and you have bad
impulses. If you let your bad impulses

control you, you become a bad man; if you
cling to your good impulses, you become
a good man.

This league is supposed to represent

the protest of the farmers of North Dakota
against the unfair and dishonest treatment

accorded them by the men who owned the

railroads which hauled their farm products

to market, and the men who bought those

products in the markets.

Farmers Beliefved North Dakota
Laws Inadequate

The farmers believed the railroads dis-

criminated against them in the matter of

rates, and that the purchasers of their

products did not give them fair prices.

Farmers, like everyone else, are justified in

protesting against unfairness and dis-

honesty. They are likewise justified in

taking steps to stop them.
The farmers believed the laws of North

Dakota did not adequately protect their

property interests, and did not provide the

machinery whereby they could get justice.

If these and similar abuses exist against

you as a farmer in your State, you and your

fellows would be justified in taking steps to

change those conditions.

Undoubtedly the conditions ought to

be changed, and in so far, as the Non-
partisan League truly represents the

sincere protest of real farmers against

genuinely bad conditions we say it is a

good thing. That is only common sense,

and has nothing to do with the merits of

the league itself.

The question now arises as to whether

the Non-Partisan League constitutes the

right machinery for the farmers of North
Dakota to employinredressingtheir wrongs.

Maybe it is and maybe it isn't. It is too

early in the history of the league for any-

one to say. Opinion even in North Da-
kota seems to be about equally divided on
that score.

In searching for the clearest opinion on
both sides of the question we have settled

upon two as nearly disinterested state-

ments as are available. The opposing view

is that of Mr. David Lawrence in the New
York "Evening Post." The favorable view

is that of Mr. William MacDonald of

"The Nation." Both statements were
written after personal investigation. Says
Mr. Lawrence:
"I talked with several men in Minne-

apolis and St. Paul who bitterly denounced
the Non-Partisan League, who told me all

they felt and believed, sincere men who
think the experiment is destined to ruin,

and who say that even now it is torn by
internal strife. I talked also with men who
said they were favorable to many of the

things advocated by the Non-Partisan
League, but condemned its methods. I

talked, finally, with Arthur C. Townley,
head of the Non-Partisan League, and
asked him to state his side of the con-
troversy.

Tliree Impressions of the Non-
Partisan League

"There seem to be three impressions of

the Non-Partisan League," I told him at

the outset: "(1) that it is Bolshevism; (2)

that it is a movement to get something for

the good of the farmers of the State of

North Dakota, and is opposed and per-

secuted by the business interests adversely
affected by its growth, and (3) that it is a
species of socialism. What would you
yourself say of it?

"'I call it a movement toward public
ownership,' said Mr. Townley. 'We have
elected a state legislature and a governor
by a majority of the votes of the people of

North Dakota. We believe in the rule of

the majority. That's sound Americanism,

isn't it? The Bolsheviki do not understand
it, do not believe in the will of the majority.
We are by no means Bolsheviki.
"'We believe in government ownership

of railroads and utilities. Cities own
utilities, why shouldn't States? We believe
the State should help people build homes,
should loan them money through a central
bank, should operate everything for the
common good.'
"I told Mr. Townley that many con-

cerns were helping their employees build
homes and were even making loans to
them.
'"To the extent that business does these

things,' he replied, 'will the necessity for a
non-partisan league disappear. They called

many of these things socialism years ago,
but the Government operated the railroads
during the war, and the telegraphs and the
telephones.'

"I suggested to Mr. Townley that the
objection was not to the nomenclature of
these things, but their operation. The
public wanted efficiency, and would choose
according as it believed the Government
or private owners would do the job better,
and I inquired what incentive there would
be for men of executive ability who have
the 'know how' to get into railroads or
utilities if the highest salary they could get
was about $5,000 a year.

"'Well,' said Mr. Townley, 'there's no
question that state and government
salaries, for that matter, are too low. But,
whether the salaries of oflSicials might be
fixed, there is no objection to hiring experts
at higher sums. In North Dakota our
highest official gets $5,000, but in the
operation of our state bank, for instance,
we shall probably have to pay more to get
experts.

'

"There is no doubt that Townley
wouldn't have got very far if the powers
that be had believed in a state-owned
elevator, and if some time ago a curbing
power had been exercised against those
who were asking exorbitant interest for

loans to farmers. The railroads and the
manipulation of freight rates didn't help
to keep down Townley.
"The big question is whether the oppo-

nents will fight to the last ditch or begin
to recognize the merit of those things
which ought to be remedied. Now appears
to be the opportunity, for there is a revolt

in the ranks of the Non-Partisan League
itself, with the attorney-general, state

treasurer, secretary of state, and state

auditor aligned against Townley, who is

called too dictatorial and autocratic.

"Also, the Blue Sky Law Commission
of North Dakota, composed of the gover-
nor, the secretary of state, and attorney-
general, has forbidden the further sale of

stock or the establishment of any more
Non-Partisan League stores until an ac-

counting is rendered and changes made in

the form of contracts by which subscribers

to-day pay $100 simply for the privilege of

buying at these stores for cash plus 10 per
cent, and no provision is made for the $100
to come back to them, because it is spent
in managing the stores or 'educational
organization.'

" Mr. Townley himself denied to me that
he had any stock in these concerns, or that
anybody could make any money out of

them, but the insurgents inside the Non-
Partisan League ^re asking for an account-
ing, and are giving the impression that the
stores are not as beneficial to the consumers
as they sound, the truth of which, however;
is something which only an official investi-

gation can reveal.

i "It is important that something like

this should occur, because solicitors are out
in ten different States of the Central West
preaching that the stores are not a success.

Also, in order to earn their own commissions
on the memberships they sell to farmers
throughout the Central West, they are

saying things about the actual operation
of the league which may or may not be so.

"The big question for surrounding
States to decide is, 'Will they recognize the
good points in the league and say so, and
fight the bad points by bringing the truth
home to the farmers who are impressed
with it, or will they unwittingly endorse
agitators who are running around in other
States trying to imitate the Non-Partisan
League?

'

"Only the people of those States, the
business men and political leaders who

guide the tactics of the many people who
do not believe it is necessary to go to the
extreme lengths of socialism to get needed
reform, can give the answer."

Said Mr. MacDonald:
"I entered the country of the Non-

Partisan League with some misgivings. I
had seen the rise and fall of populism and
knew, as everyone knows, how a movement
which embodies a protest against real

grievances may go down to defeat by
reason of the extravagance of its demands
and its easy surrender to foolish, incom-
petent, or self-seeking leaders.

" It needed httle observation to convince
me that the members of the Non-Partisan
League, who, as a result of the election last

November, control all the state adminis-
trative offices, all but one of the seats on
the supreme court bench, and a majority
of the seats in each house of the legislature,

are neither visionary theorists nor wild-
eyed radicals. I have seldom observed a
state legislature whose controlling majority
was so obviously sensible, moderate, and
intelligent. The extremist of every type,
the voluble expounder of radical notions,
or the reformer with his one all-sufficient

remedy for social ills, was conspicuously
absent. The proceedings of the senate and
house were conducted with the usual
formalities, and the remarks of members,
while serious and to the point, were
brief.

"Whatever personal aspirations may
have entered into its inception or its

political development, the Non-Partisan
League is distinctly the product of econom-
ic grievances. "The men who have given
their support to it are men who have been
face to face with certain hard facts of

existence, from whose oppressive grip the
prevailing political and economic system
appeared to offer no escape. As outlined
by Governor Frazier, the situation was in

substance this: Most of the farms of North
Dakota are mortgaged, the amoxmt of

such mortgages aggregating more than
$309,000,000. In order to pay the interest,

which usually comes due in the fall, the
farmers have been compelled to sell their

wheat or live stock in the fall, soon after

the harvest, when prices were lowest.
Those who could not pay have had their

mortgages foreclosed, and tenant farming
has increased. As soon as the bulk of the
farm products have been sold, prices rose, -

and with them the prices of flour, pork,
ham, and beef. The prices of the things
which the North Dakota farmer had to sell

were determined at Minneapolis or St.

Paul, at Duluth or Chicago; the grain
elevators were in outside hands, and there
was discrimination in railway rates.

Speculation arbitrarily depressed the prices
of the only products which the farmer had
to sell, and as arbitrarily raised the prices
of everything that he was obliged to buy:
and the farmer was helpless.

"The platform on which members of the

league were elected last November calls

for state-owned terminal elevators, flour

mills, and cold-storage plants, with an

industrial commission to supervise their

operation; a state bank, with a capital of

$2,000,000, in which all state funds will be

deposited, and which, besides doing the usual
banking business, will make first-mortgage

farm loans at a low rate; a state building

association empowered to erect dwellings

for farmers and industrial workers, pay-

ment to be made on an amortization plan;

state hail insurance, a matter of peculiar

importance in the Prairie States; work-

man's compensation; an improved initia-

tive and referendum; and an attack upon
speculative landlording through the ex-

emption of improvements from taxation

—

and the larger part of the legislation called

for is already on the statute book.
"Neither Governor Frazier nor the

members of the legislature with whom I

talked appeared to be deceived as to the

nature of the work they are doing. They
understand perfectly well that they are

putting into effect a social revolution, and
that it is none the less a revolution because

it proceeds by due process of law. They
are also quite aware that the present

program of the league is only a beginning,

and that its scope must widen as experience

or opportunity points the way.
"The league is a political organization

outside of and wholly dissociated from any

party or parties, yet at the same time
formulating a platform, pledging to its

support the candidates of any or every
party who are willing to accept it, and
supporting those candidates at the polls
with such impartiality that the controlling
majority which the league now holds in the
senate and house is in each case made up
of both Republicans and Democrats. The
league is an inner circle, a wheel within a
wheel, a power behind the throne, ruling—
and with an iron hand—through the agency
of party organizations. i

"I doubt if such a view would be genei*
ally regarded, outside of the league itself,

as sound. The present position of the
league wielding political control and claim-
ing credit for political success, without at
the same time assuming party responsi-
bility, seems at best only a temporary
device, and as a permanent arrangement
quite impossible. It invites charges of
secret influence, improper manipulation,
and clique control, and weakens respect
for party tenets and obligation. It seems
inevitable that the League, particularly
now that it has existence in thirteen States
and seems destined to become increasingly
a national poHtical force, should abandon
its policy of indirection and assume the
form and substance of a national political
party.

"Even more suggestive than the future
of the league as a party is the theory of the
organization of society for political pur-
poses which the league embodies. The
league is exclusively an organization of
farmers. No one who is not a bona-fide
farmer can be a regular member of it.

That is to say, it is a class organization,
and the fact that some 85 per cent of the
people of North Dakota are farmers does
not change its essential class character.-
By securing the acceptance of its program
by the organized labor forces of the State,
it has united in common poHtical action
two occupational groups, but without in-
terfering with the party cleavages which
existed in each group. It stands ready to
co-operate with any other group of workera—bankers, lawyers, teachers, tradesmen

—

that may choose to organize for political
action and that is willing to accept the
league's program.

"In so far as the league stands for state
ownership or control of an increasing list

of public utilities, it is unquestionably
socialistic; but beyond state socialism of
that sort its members do not appear to go.
Instead of state ownership of land the
league seeks to increase the number of
landholders and to enhance their profits;

and there is little interest in North Dakota
in the Socialistic party. For the I. W. W.,
too, I was unable to discover either sjnn-
pathy or regard.

"Will the league, for the moment
strongly in the ascendant, endure? It will

not endure in North Dakota if its enemies
can prevent it. The newspaper attacks
upon the league, both within and without
the State, are violent in the extreme, while
the mouthings of what league members
aptly call "the kept press" are often so
outrageous as to suggest a deliberate pur-
pose to falsify and deceive. The record
of threats, intimidation, mob rule, and
personal violence toward the members o^

the league in Minnesota, South Dakotat
Montana, and other States is painful

reading. The danger is that the league,

prospering under persecution, may harden
its heart and narrow its vision, that its

revolt against exploitation may degenerate
into a revolt against every form of wealth
or power except its own, and that pride is

its accomplishment may blind it to the
need of the education without which ni
community may hope to govern itself welt
If the Non-Partisan League shall avoifl

those pitfalls, there is good reason to be-

lieve that it will go on from strength to

strength."
[

THERE you are. You pays your mone^
and you takes your choice. Personalis

we feel that it has gone to the trouble (*

building new and untried machinery of

state government to accomplish certain

things which could be accomplished just

as well with the machinery we already

have in State and nation if it were used to

advantage by the farmers.
George Martin, Editor.
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Profits for You
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15]

"We had two carloads of Yams from
your neighborhood last winter. They sold

well because they hit the market when a
s\yeet potato of any kind was welcome.
But if they'd had any competition they
wouldn't have sold at all. They weren't
graded, all sizes were dumped in together,
and there was straw and dirt in the hampers.
No matter how good your article, it's got
to be put up to the public in attractive
shape or it won't sell."

I knew he told the truth—I'd-seen those
potatoes packed that had been shipped
from my neighborhood The fellows had
been careless in handling the produce.
From South Water Street I went to the

big department stores which had grocery
and market departments, and one of these
offered me as much space in their grocery
department as I wanted for display pur-
poses. They oilered to feature my Yam
in their advertising columns, and to fur-

nish the sales force. The producers were
to furnish the produce and give demon-
strations how to cook and prepare it.

The potatoes were to be sold at a price
far below that asked in the general retail

markets, and the store asked only a moder-
ate percentage of the sale price.

When I got home and began to tell my
fellow farmers of the opening before us I

found that the consumer wasn't the only fel-

low who had to be educated. The producer
was in as much need of enlightenment as the
consumer. The farmers were afraid to take a
chance. I tried to finance such a demon-
stration as the Chicago store had planned.

It wouldn't have taken much.' I offered
to donate one full car of potatoes, so if

there was any loss it would be mine. All
I wanted was cash enough to take a couple
of old "negro mammy" cooks up there to
Chicago to put on a cooking demonstra-
tion. I offered to head that subscription
list with $25 besides my car of potatoes,
but my friends and neighbors couldn't see
the light. They wouldn't look into the
future and see what a chance for future
markets for our products was held out
by this chance to get our goods before the
public. And as I couldn't swing the whole
deal myself the plan fell through.

I have told this little potato story be-
cause it was my actual experience. But
how many other farmers all over the coun-
try raising different sorts of crops are up
against the same sort of thing! How many
would like to break away from the middle-
men if they only could and deal directly

with the consumer! And all over the
country how many thousands of con-
sumers would welcome the chance to deal

directly with the producer if they only
could have the opportunity to do so!.

Personally I believe the solution of the
problem lies in the formation of strong
organizations among the farmers. Organi-
zations strong enough and competent
enough to maintain large markets in the
big centers of population.
But these organizations must carry on a

systematic campaign of education among
the consumers—a campaign that will put
the proposition fully and fairly before the
consumer, and will show him where he is

to be benefited by co-operating with the
farmers' markets.

Think This Over

USE this magazine as you
use your lawyer or your

doctor. It's our business to

help you solve your problems,
just as it is theirs to look after

your legal aflfairs and your
family's health. We are here to

work for you. Make us do it.

If you're going to remodel
your house or build a new one,

or put in a lighting system
or water-supply system, write
to me at 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City, telling as much
in detail about what you want
to do and how much you can
afford to put into it, and I will

have our expert in that line give

you his. best thought on the
matter, and put you in touch
with the best sources of sup-
ply. The Editor.

Your Money Back
"C^IGHTY-EIGHT years ago the founders of this

business laid down the broad principle that only

the best machines were good enough for farmers and
that every effort should be made to satisfy completely every

buyer of a machine sold under this Company's trade names.
This policy we have carried out faithfully, to the best of

our ability. As a natural result there is today one feature of
International Harvester machines that appeals to the bust'

^

ness sense of every farmer. That feature is their resale

value. For instance, of two binders originally sold at a differ-

ence in price of only $5.00, one, not an I H C product, brought

$7. 50 at an auction sale after only two years of service ; while

the other, a McCormick, brought $135.00 after seven years
of use. That makes a fellow stop and think.

We have alwaj^s considered the quality of our machines
* their strongest sales argument. In order that they may do
good work they are built of materials that we know, from all

kinds of tests, are the best for the purpose. Their design is

more often worked out on the farm than in the drafting room
so that each is as practical as it is possible to make it.

When you come to buy your next implement or machine
let your saving come in the years of satisfactory service the

machine gives you and in its high resale value rather than in

a few quickly forgotten dollars of difference in the first cost.

Ihit your money into International Harvester machines
where you can always get it back in service and cash.

International Harvester CoMPANr
Chicago

OF AMERICA TNc. USA

Is it a struggle for you to cope with the
high cost of living? Does it take all you
earn each week or month to pay the gro-
cer, the landlord, etc.—to eke out a bare
existence. Perhaps we can make you a
proposition that will enable you to do
more than that. Many of our representa-
tives throughout the country are now
drawing from $35 to $30 or more per
week. If you like to get out and meet
\p^ple write for our offer to salesmen.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Sales Manager Springfield, Ohio

Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalvanizing,proof
against hardest weather conditions.
Spaeial Book Sent Free. Dealers Everytvhere.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

Money-Making Farms Stock, toola, crops often in-
cluded to settle quickly. Write for big illustrated catalogue.
E. A. Stroul Farm Agency 2026 D. P. StinOrdg. New York

brown's'

FENCE
BOOK Send for 1117 Kew BARGAIN .

CEBOOK Bhowinff the blfffeat |
Udo and lowest prices on Ml kinds*
of IFire feneins. Uy latest direct-froni-fBctofy

|HrIe«a«m«Toa« toe of money, ISO STYLEfl^FREIGHTMEPAm.
We DM beevy. XqiD TEOT GALVANIZED wire-oa^l««t« Ml
otfaersx Book and samDle to eest-F^B by return mail. [1]

THEBMNM FENCE& WIRE CO., Dept.m . CLEVEUIWi 9i

Known everywhere as the
standard in quality. Exclusive
patented Adjustable andStayon
features mean better wear, service,
and satisfaction. Twelve styles—
a type for every need. Giveweather-
proof doors that alwayt push or
f)ull easily. Your dealer who hand,
es the famous Myers line of Pumps
and Hay Tools also has Myers Door
Hangers. _§ee him today. Let him

point out the striking
MyersImprovementsor
write us for catalog.

F.E. MYERS &BRO.
(303FoBrtbSt.AiUaad,0*
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Z Engine sitccessiiillij

uses Keisosene
HERE is mucli to interest every farmer in tliis announcement.

I>ecau8e aJJmg tkis recently |>erfected small size com|>lete8 a

line ox KEROSENE engines

—

ixom 13^H. P. to 15 H. P.

We waited until we Imew we were rigKt Wore offering the new l'/2

H. P« for the a|>t>roval of the farmers of America. Over 200,000
farmers Icnow "Z engine merit. They hought from dealers after

the most careful investigation. The larger "Z engines always

have successfully used Kerosene—now the new H.P. size does

too—thereby completing the most t>ractical And ef^ent engine line

ever offered. But you cannot hnow the **Z ty reading ahout it.

Go to your dealer and see it. Let him tell you why he adds his

ret>utation to ours when selling a "Z to you.

^Ttrottling governor— ^uili-in Oscillating ^^agneto

Prices—1 }4 H. P. $61.00-3 H. P. $100.00
6 H. P. $179.00 F. O. B. Factory.

MANUFACTURERS CHICAGO

LAND!
Richland in Michigan. Grains, i)OUltry, fruit, stools. Big
yields. Less labor. 10. 20, 40, 80 acres. S15 to S30 per acre.
Easy payments. No commissions. Big booklet free.

Swlgart Land Co., Y1250 First Nafl Bk. Bldg., Chicago, lU.

R*i^GARDEN TRACTOR*^:

If Plows, Cnhivates, Hanows, Mows
Does 1 horse work at }^ horse

cost. Successfully operated by
unskilled labor. Thousands

of pleased users.

Does not pack ground. ^ ^
Turns sharp cor

ners, goes close to

fences. Useful

the year
around.

$285
f. o. b.
Factory

4H.P.
Engine

Runs cream
separators,

washing
machines,

pumps, etc.

Write for

Interesting Book

Beeman Garden
Tractor Co.,

340 Sixth Atoiik

South. ^1,
Mnrneapolrs. Mino.
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I
Want a Watch?

I Join Our Watch Club and Get

I One Without a Cent of Money

I HERE'S HOW!
I Get eight friends to order Farm and Fireside,

I one year each. Collect 25c for each subscrip-

I tion. Send us the money, and the names and
i addresses—and your watch comes by prepaid

I ix)3t. Show your copy of Farm and Fireside.
I This makes it easy to get subscriptions. Send
i the coupHjn if you want additional information.

r 1
I

The Watch Club,
' F.F.7-I9

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Please tell me how to earn a watch.
|

Name

P.O

St State.

I

It's a Jim Dandy Watch! |

It has stem wind and set, white |
enameled dial, {xilished nickel case, i
and it keeps good time. Any man |
or boy will be proud of it. Get 1
busy right away. Join §

The Watch Club jFarm and Fireside Springrfield, Ohio B
niimwifiMmmiMMniniBiBniimmiB^
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What You Can Do
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

The most effective and satisfactory thing tc
use, in the great majority of cases, is arsenate.
Arsenate may be had in several forms; ar-
senate of lead is most generally used. Arse-
nate of lime (calcium arsenate) is being used
instead of arsenate of lead to an increasing
extent. It is stronger and considerably
cheaper; recent improvements in manufac-
ture have made this material satisfactory
to use.

But remember this: Arsenate—or any
other internal poison—must be applied
just in advance of the attack of the pests to
be controlled.

GROtrp Two: This class includes swciting
insects—the various aphids or plant lice,

such as attack melons, cabbage, and some-
times even potatoes and tomatoes; the
various scales and the young, or nymphs,
of several other bugs and flies, such as
those of the ordinary squash or stink bug,
and the white fly. These are not so readily
discovered as the chewing insects, for they
almost invariably start on the under sitfe

of the leaves, and they leave no holes or
other signs of their work. The first con-
spicious sign of their presence is a general
distorted, unnatural appearance of the
foUage, and dwarfed appearance of the,
plant, followed by yellowing and dropping
of the leaves.

Control: Internal poisons are useless
against these Huns. They must be de-
stroyed by some so-called contact poison,
(not a poison at all in the real sense of the,
word). Nicotine is the most satisfactory
thing generally to use. Nicotme sulphate,
40 per cent, is the cheapest and best form
in which to buy it. Miscible oil, in some
high-grade conunercial preparations, is
also effective.

But remember this: Nicotine—or any
other contact poison—must be applied
directly to the pest to be controlled, after
it has put in an appearance. This class of.

insects, however, multiplies , with in-
credible rapidity, and unless spraying
done very promptly it may be impossible
to control it. .

Group Three: This class includes the'
root maggots and the, grubs and worms
which work below the surface. The onion
nd cabbage maggot, the corn wireworm,
and the large white grub are famiMar ex-
amples of this class. They are the most
difficult of all to discover, as their preseiice
is not made evident until most of the injury
is done. Fortimateiy they are not so
numerous as the others.

Control: When a plant begins to wilt,

without apparent cause, examine the roots
carefully for the presence of some root
worker. Destroy infested plants by burn-
ing. Individual plants may be helped by
putting a few drops of carbon disulphide or
half a pint of strong caustic Ume water in
the soil at the base of each plant, but this

is seldom attempted on a field basis. The
crop may be enabled to "^ow away" from
the attack, however, by giving a generous
application of nitrate of soda and blood or
bone, and extra cultivation.

Group Foxm: The borers, such as the
squash borer and, most recent and worst of

all, the European cornstalk borer, Uke the
maggots, work out of sight; they constitute
the garden submarines. Wilting of the
plant is usually the first indication of thair

presence in field crops.. Sometimes a slight

sawdust-like deposit, in a giunmy sub-
stance, will indicate where they have en-

tered on squash vines or fruit trees.

Control: A sharp knife or piece of wire

is the standard "cure." Squash vines may
be sUt open near the base and the borers

destroyed. The cornstalk borer, at

present operating only in palrts of New
England and New York, is controlled by
bm-ning in the fall all stalks, weeds, etc.

The plant diseases—blights, rust, and
mildews

—

cannot be cured by any methods
as yet in use. Many of them, however, cMi
be carefully controlled by prevention. F»
this purpose Bordeaux mixture and sulpbw
in several forms are used. ':

*

But remember this: These preventions,

to be successful, must be used in advance of

the attack. Only by keeping the new growth-

of foliage coated with spray can they Ik
prevented from getting a foothold. And
all parts of plants, upper and under surfaotB

of the leaves, must be kept covered. ,

In regard to all the above, the importance

of prompt action cannot be overempha^
sized. Ajn ''mmediate counter attack by the

farmer, upon the very first suspicion of the

enemies' activity, is absolutely essential if

success is to be hoped for.

Therefore (1) arsenate of lead (or cai-

dam arsenate), (2) nicotine sulphate, 40
- . [contincfed on page 21]
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Keep an Account of Your
Crop

By Robert Conover (New Jersey)

NO FARMER is in a position to exercise

justice toward his business unless he
keeps a record of its details. He niust keep
account of each crop that he raises, and
with his various fields as well. The latter

is even ofmore importance than the former,

for an account with certain fields for two
or three consecutive years will reveal that

land's deficiency and suggest its improve-
ment.
A great deal of money can be wasted by

growing crops on soil not adapted to them.
Where one crop is grown upon a field

having several different soils, the tract

should be roughly plotted as to soil, or a
just estimate cannot be made.
No busy farmer has time for any elabo-

rate system of account-keeping, but any-
one can use an ordinary journal and keep
it in this way:
At the top of the page write the name

of the crop, the year, and its location. As
each expense item, such as seed, soil prep-
aration, fertilizer and its application,

planting, cultivation, harvesting, etc.,

occurs, it is writen in the journal page
opposite the date upon which the operation
occurs. The hours spent in working the
crop are charged according to the ratejhe
farmer is pajang for labor. Package, pack-
ing, and selling expense must also be
entered against it.

Credited to the crop are the returns from
the sales and an estimate of fertility value
of the root and crop remains. The last-

mentioned item is difficult to estimate,

because it cannot be weighed or measured
in most cases.

There may yet exist much of the applied
fertilizers or maniu*es which the season's

crop has not used.' This is also difficult to
estimate. These fertilizing values cannot
be credited in terms of dollars and cents,

but since the full cost is charged against

the crop this may be mentioned as an
unknown variable credit value in the ease

of all crops known not to be exhausting.
On the other hand, every crop grown

removes some of the original soil fertility

which has been made available during its

life by its own action upon the soil. Again
we are dealing with values we cannot as-

certain, and we have to mention it on the
debit side as an unknown variable debit
value.
Now as to the account with soil plots:

In another part of the same journal, or in

another journal, if the book is small and
the farm large and crops numerous, choose
a page for each plot. Write the name or

description of the plot at the top of the
page. In the date column write the year,

then on a line by itself the crops for that
year and each item of cost for the year,

such as tillage, fertilizing, seed, etc., plac-

ing the amounts in the debit column. Then
should follow the items of sale, prices being
entered in the credit column clear of all

selling expense. The balance of loss or gain
should be stated below this. The plot

records of each successive year should
follow.

In this way the farmer can know at a
glance whether a certain soil section is

making him sufficient returns or is losing
him money for his time and labor. It also
shows him his crop successions and the
tendency toward a richer or a poorer farm.
A map of the farm plan should be drawn

and pasted in the front of such a book for

ready reference.
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• What You Can Do
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

per cent (or a suitable miscible oil), and
(3) Bordeaux mixture (or a suitable sul-
phur preparation) should be kept on hand
ready for instant use.
The success of warfare against the gar-

den Huns will depend to a large extent on
the force with which the spray can be ap-
plied, and the thoroughness with which
every insect- or every part of the plant is

reached. This means the possession of a
good pressure sprayer and nozzle equip-
ment that will enable the operator to
drench the under side of the leaves. The
pressure should be great enough to create
a fine, floating mist which penetrates
everywhere. One, two, or all three sprays
may be applied at the same time, according
to what you have to fight.

A good sprayer and spray materials cost
morey. But they constitute the cheapest and
most valuable insurance you can get any-
where on the farm. Don't try to do without
them.

"iOTD DAIRY METHODS
WERE WASTEFUL

ALLENTOWN, PA.
CHICAGO, HI-
SPOKANE, VW*
New York, N. Y.,

Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia. Pa*

Jacksonville, Pla^

Kansas Chy, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minik

New Castle, Pa.

Omaha, Neb.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mason City, Iowa.

Richmond, Va.'

Wasteful, laborious and unsanitary was the

dairy ofyesterday. Modem machinery and

modem methods of preservation are rigor-'

ously demanded today.

Protection against disease-spreading germs,

fire and decay is the contribution of con-

crete to themodem farm.FromtheAtlantic

to the Pacific farms are made increasingly

profitable, efficient and sanitary through

the use of Lehigh Cement.

LEHIGH PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY

ffhe Optional Gement

1

%i/r dealercan supply you witklbhigh r^HlGl
Keep ajew sacks on handjor thatoddjob

A Traveling Job
for You!

Do you want a job that gets you
away from the monotony of a hum-
drum, every-day-the-same sort of

life? One that gives you a daily

change of scene—a chance to

enjoy yom-self as you work?
We have a number of such jobs

to offer energetic, ambitious men
who like to travel—opportunities

that pay big money for the work
required—perhaps considerably
more than you are now earning.

Send us your name and let us tell

you about these openings, without
any obligation to you. Address,

Subscription Sales Department

FARM AND FffiESIDE Springfield, Ohio

THE SELF-OiUNG WINDMILL
haa become so popular in its first four years that
thousanda have been called for to replace, on Aeir
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at
small cost, the gearing: of the earlier
Aermotors, making them self-oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil-
ing System constantly

'

floods everybearing with oil,pre-
,

venting wear and enabling the
mill to pump in the lightest breeze.

,

The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.

Write AERMOTOR CO., 2500 Twelfth SL, Chicago

C Get

W Biggest

1 Protlts

Big crops, a

Get These
BALERJ
Facts !

demind, and

high prices

make this

year a

record proM

year lor

balers. Cash

in higgett.

by getting S

Sandwich

eulfitWrite.

CAN START OR
STOPiKnAMnyj

Write todarf Learn whrtbe Sandwich bales
2 to 8 extra tons per day without extra labor
expense—savin? {4 to $16 per day on labor
atone. Enables operatore to bale 20 to 40 tons
per day and make $10 to $2fi clear profit per
day easy

S Motor Power W *
ANDWICH
Hqy Presses M A

Supply ownmotor power. Bolid steel; "break
proof ;ffas or kerosene fuel; bopper cooled;
magneto. IVeroendoua power to handle bay,
alfalfa or straw. Friction clutch on press and
other inaproToments. Wonderful euccces.
Write for new Book "Tons Tell"; guarantee
and full details FREE. Address
SANDWICH MANUFACTURING CO.
12 Wood Street Sandwich, III.

9iMPL£ rr«oHa

Send Ibi^
TreeBooK

OTTAWA IffRQSFNF FKGINES
Latest design. Durable, Powerful, Reliable,

f Massive. Built todo hard , heavywork—to givelasting
' service. Uses Cheapest Fuel. Pulls 25 to 50% more

H-F. than rated. Shipped on threa
months' trial. Easy terms. Sizes
1« to 22 H.P. 10-Year
Guarantee. Boolt
free—postal gets it.

OTTAWA M FG. CO.
1151 King SI., Oltawa. Kans.

\eoO*\

Save $25 to$250
Compare Galloway's prices on
Gasoline Engines, Cream Separ-

ators, Manure Spreaders, and other
ImpIetneDta. See how much Galloway saves you.

Buy Implements DIRECT!
That's the way the close buying business
farmer today buys Implements. He has
GaUoway*8 Catalog on hie desk and
eaves money, by buyi
direct from Gal-
loway at fac- §rr. .

tory prices. jTtT

BUY NOW—Pay
Uoyf Fall thelm.

plemeut you ^need for work now
and pay after Har<
vest. Your choice of
five easy buying plans
with long terms. Over
300,000 satisfied caatomers—many yonr
next door neighbor— prove the merit of
Galloway DIrect-to-you method.

BIG BOOK SENT FREE
Write at once for _iii
latest 1919 editioD '

'it-^s=

of Gallo-
way's
Divide-
t h e
melon-

'

money-
{

e a T 1 n fl_
Implement
Book and men-
tion implement
interested in, " —

Close by shipping-points saveyoaonfrelebt,

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
337 Waterloo Station, Waterloo, Iowa
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THIS
spoctable dinner party between
Toto and his friend Calico Jane.

Slill, Jane seems to be stagger-
'ng Ji bit in her seat, and if
this were not the first of
July we migiit he incHned
io suspect that there was
sonietliing stronger than
irrapc juice in the black
buttle. And that reminds
us: Mr. Ringling will
pn>b;tbly have to cut out

phant scene where
.<> uoes to a party and
psy. Otherwise they
urcst the circus for

bootleggingd

The Circus
is (fcing! Hurrah! _ Hurrah!

HHIS looks like a perfectly re- V fliT

FARM AND FIRESIDE, JULY 1919 PAG^fll

ILLIE whom you see holding awire halo around his head, ia theworlds champion bareback dlt-
former. He was practically barn
to the sawdust ring, and can stand
on \M3 head, turn somersaults,
dance a hornpipe, or jump the
rope while his trusty steed
goes galloping round the ring.

'^Jyt don't envy him. boys'
He has to sleep wherever' he
can find a spot, travels all
night and works ail day,
and doesn't make any for-
tune at it cither. It gets
to be a pretty dreary "life
after you've been at it
a while.

MRS. TOM THUMB, who would
make just one comfortable mouth-

ful for old Rajah, isn't a bit afraid.

She's a sassy little thing, and has just

asked the keeper where he stole those

velvet window i.'urtaius Rajah is

wearing. And as far as Rajah's con-

cerned they might have saved them-
selves the trouble, because he not

only doesn't care for hand-embroidered
tapestrj' shirts. I>iit also says the

tassels tickle his nose. But, then
when you hire out to a circtis you
have to do what the boss tells you,
even if you do weigh a couple of tons

more than he does.

Pholu by Pjal Ihomp^uu

"TTA-H-l-HA!" says little
_
Jake.

"She's afraid of me, and I'm not
33 old as she is." And Bessie, mad
and scared, tr>-ing tn shoo .lake away
with a switch, has just sworn to go
and teil Mamma if he doesn't quit

acting like that. But Jake's father
and mother were both circus per-
formers, and he comes naturally by
his tendency to show off. He takes
great pride in the fact that, unlike
other animals, he has two tails, one
on each end—the front for eating,

and the back for wagging. It's a
strange world!

OSWALD, the preposses-sing prizzly young man
in the black suit and white shirt front, seems to

be sitting on a pin. His facial expression would
indicate it, and if we are any judge the pin is doing
its work extremely well.

The question that natur-
ally arises is. "Then why
doesn't Oswald get up?"
Perhaps, being a circus

bear, he is too well
trained to jump out of

focus and spoil the pic-

ture. He has probably
learned well the pre-

cept, "..\lway3 be a
gentleman, Oswald, no
matter how painful!"

TT TAKES 3 smart man to be
really silly. This chap has spent

a lifetime learning to make a fool
of himself. We know some others
who haven't worked nearly so
hard, and yet seem to have ac-
complished really more along that
line than he has. And the joke of
it ia that most of them don't know
it. They take themselves seriously.
"Billy" Jackson, here, never made
that mistake. He realized from
the first that he was a born fool,

accepted the situation, and made
it pay him a living. He owns a
farm in Illinois, and is going to

retire to it nest year.

WELL.W about »;' .f w"l * to

high a^'h" "JV.fivK"'
k„„w this ''?;'».™yotH( tean

„t about forty-fi «,),( Ib,

Photo by I'uul Tbuniy=uu

THIS exceedingly proud though somewhat
wali-eved gentleman is Little Rosioc, king

of the trained seiUs. He can play liio Qddle,

jump rope, shako hands, waltz mid twu-stt-p,

bounce a ball up and down for hour.-) on end,

and do any numlwr of otlior things the Lord

never intendi^d him to do. He i.s vltj human,

nimrroKi with hi^i wife. ker-|)-^ lulc hours m the

'"k wh.'ii til.-- •>thfT wt-als want tj sleep, and

^ vny (iLsiinrl |,liiln-,n|,hv of hfo. lo-
j.,^. )„..iM-ii..-r .'Nil to-morrow a

soulski.i roa- . ^ K-v-f. "So why worry?'

I'lioto by Paul ThoniRSoii _ \Si\t
J A tliiiiL' ifter anotlicr. inoi

nPHE lite or a circus pouy is
j"J°"/harnnho hauling whcu the cuous

1 oontout with maklug you do yo""™i'th a lot of tancy haroess and le

loads and unloads, thoy strap you up %vitn a ... . ,i„,| ,floVd?kn3V;ioadr*oy;strapyou uP With^^^^^^^^ And i,
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

Thomas A. Edison Started Life 8iS 8i Farmer Boy
By Albert Sidney Gregg

THIS is the home of ThOmas A.
Edison, in Milan, Ohio, as it stood
when he was born on February 11,

1847. He was born in the corner room
just back of the big tree. Edison is stand-
ing in front with his sister, Mrs. Homer
Page.
The Edison home eventually became

, the property of Thomas A. Edison,
and was sold by him, but in later years
was bought back by his present wife.

It is not commonly known, but Edi-
son's father was a farmer, though not
a very good one, and it was young Tom
who made the family's living for a long
time on the little place they owned.

There are a number of elderly people
living in MilaTi who still remember

' Edison as a boy. Several of them recall

a boyish boast he used to make that
some day he would make wood and iron

talk, and this boast has been marvel-
ously fulfilled in the phonograph.
For a number of years he visited

Milan occasionally but not recently.

He presented the school at Milan with
a laboratory for chemical experiments,

1 and gave a memorial window costing

$300 to the Presbyterian Church in

I honor of his mother. However, this

window was destroyed some years ago
when the church biirned, and was not
replaced in the new building.

As a schoolboy Edison was not much
of a success. His mother took him out
of school and became his private tutor.

come an inventor. She was so true, so
sure of me, I felt that I had something to
live for and someone I must not disap-

Edison and hie sister, Mrs. Homer Page, standing m front

o{ his bii-tliplace

Of her he says: "Had it not been for point. The memory of her willl always
my mother's appreciation and faith in be a blessing to me."
me I should very likely never have be- Milan is a village of 900 people, 50

miles west of Cleveland and nine miles
from Lake Erie. It is about 100 years
old, and is -strikingly like any New
England village of the same size. Be-
fore the railroad came it was the second
largest port for shipping wheat in the
world. Connection with Lake Erie was
gained by way of a canal three miles
long from Milan to the river, through
which the deep-water barges could be
towed. The docks and shipyard were
in the valley just back of the Edison
house.
When it was proposed to make

Milan a railroad town, residents ob-
jected for fear the railroad would de-
stroy the canal trade, and so the town
is now two miles from a steam railroad
and is accessible only by trolley, and the
canal is a frog pond.
Early in 1914 the county commissioner

of Erie County, in which Milan is

located, took steps to erect a monument
in Milan in honor of Thomas A.
Edison. There immediately arose a
controversy as to where it should be
placed. At "present the tiny village
square is pre-empted by a soldiers'

monument. The undertaking resulted
in a tablet being placed on the house in
which Edison was born. This event
took place in the latter part of 1915,
with appropriate ceremonies.
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How One Prize Feeder Buys His Cattle
By Thomas J. Delohery

ID HALL owes Stanley Pierce, a
neighboring breeder of Angus cattle,

J $400 that he never will pay. Mr.
ce hasn't it chalked on his books; nor
Mr. Hall it in his list of bills payable;
nevertheless, Pierce says he would

i made that much more from a bull

had not Hall decided he must have it.

learned this quite recently while in a
ling bee with a bimch of cattlemen. ,

were talking about the different
'

ders and feeders over the county, and
.'s name came up for discussion—and
tie cussing on Pierce's part.

That bird is a wizard at picking cattle,"

ce opined. "Last fall he was looking
ome cattle to feed for the International,

he visited my place. I let him look
• the stuff I had on pasture, but he
id nothing that suited him.' I had
e fine bull calves in the barn, one of

;h I thought was especially good, and
pt them out of sight.

Sail discovered the calves, however,
had me run them out of the barn,
heart leaped out of its place, for I

V the good calf was a goner. I had
sed $500 for him a few days before,

sooner than he stuck his head out the
•, Hall cried, "I'll take that one!"
'. had to let him have the animal. He
I me $100, but he wanted to pay more,
d Hall of Mechanicsburg, Illinois, is

«m the country over as an artist in

ing beefsteaks. He holds the record
vinning the grand-championship honors
he car-lot division of the International,
/re the best feeders in the country
/jpete. He took the honors four times,

I

lost the fifth try only by a hair—in

, he lost it to the "best load of Here-
s" Ike Brown, the judge, ever saw in

I score of years buying cattle at Chicago.
I rought up in the cattle business, there
i' a thing he doesn't know about the
\e, and Mrs. Hall knows almost as
^h. Ed has been feeding cattle for more
I thirty years.
ven Old Dan Waters, a neighbor of
i, and his most bitter business enemy,
s his hat off to Hall,
have known Ed Hall for years, and in a
iral way knew how he made his cattle.

7ever, a few days after the confab, I
;ed his place at Mechanicsburg, and
him tell me some of this methods,
ne thing unique about Ed Hall is that
tasn't a barn on his place for his cattle,

w and market cattle are fed and sleep
he open, winter and siunmer, rain or
e. A foot of straw in the pasture is

Ed Hall of Illinois and one of liis market toppers

all the comfort the stock has, even when it

is 15 to 20 degrees below zero. He says
it is good for the stock, and they feed
better. Evidently he is right, for his

exhibits beat all of the pampered cattle,

and the stuff he markets sells at the top.

"I didn't happen to be a feeder," he
said; "I was born that way. My father,

grandfather, and, in fact, the whole family,

were feeders, so I guess it is natural for me
to be a cattleman too. Feeders are born
and made—early training, for the most
part, is the thing. I can remember when I

was very little how I used to peak through
the fence at the cattle my father had.
"Around here in Vermilion County one

can't help but be a good cattleman. The
air is charged with cattle-feeding, for all

of my neighbors are crack feeders. On
one side of me is L. H. Herrin, and old

Dan Waters is on the other. Can you
beat that combination? It is all I can do to

beat them at the International. It took
me quite a while to do it.

"Mr. Herrin and Old Dan are warm
friends of mine; in fact, Dan used to be a

partner with me in cattle-shipping. They
take to different breeds, and we are al-

ways argmng about which is the best. I

have won so many times that the argu-

ments are always won by showing my
ribbons.
"The thing that started me to feeding

cattle for the International was Herrin's

success with a load of Herefords in 1903.

I knew I was as good as he was, and Dan
thought he was too. So Waters took to

Shorthorns and I picked on the Angus, not
wanting to compete with any of them in

the same breed. Since then I think my
selection was the wisest.

"From 1903 to 1910, each of us fitted

cattle for the show; but we never hit the

mark. In 1910 I landed my first grand
championship, and that spurred me on.

"In 1912 I repeated, and walked off

twice more in 1916 and 1917. Neither of

my neighbors' .has won anything since

1903."
Ed Hall has a reputation of being able

to jump out of a car, take one look at a

bunch of cattle, and- tell you what is wrong

with every animal in the bunch, also the
good points. That's the way he picks hii

calves on the run. He has the farmer rua
the calves before him. He is a wizard at
picking them in the embryo—^his ability ii

uncanny, everyone admits.
I have seen Ed Hall look at a bunch of

cattle before I could even take a general
look at the stuff. I saw him picking calvet
one time, and it was a treat. He had the
stuff trotted by him, and he saw one animal
with good action—head erect and ear up.
That was his calf. He is an old saddle-
horse man, and, in fact, still has some
horses. He applies some of his horseman-
ship to the cattle biisiness, especially in

picking calves.
"1 want to see the sire and dam of a

calf, if possible," he said, "or, if not the
parents, the nearest relatives. Shape, type,
and finish appeal to me in picking calves.

I want a calf full of quality and style

—

one with a head like a bird, a bright coun-
tenance, and a leg under each corner, with
nice quality in the bone. Coarse bone
means coarse meat when the animal ia

finished.

"The top and bottom lines of a good
prospect should be parallel, or nearly so,

and I want a deep body between these
lines. The rib must be well sprung, and
broken off neat and square at the tail head.
I look for a short neck, well set on shoulders
with good style, and cut up neat around the
throatlatch, so that the finished steer cuts

meat to the jawbone.
"A short head, wide between the eyes

and carrying a heavy jaw, is a characteris-

tic of a good feeder that I never overlook.
Neat, small ears, well set up, give a keen,
bright appearance and go with an eye like

a bird. I look for an oily coat of hair on a

loose hide with plenty of stretch. A low
flank, with a straight hind leg below,
brushed by a short tail, about completes
the picture of my grand-champion pros-
pect.

"Given breeding and the mating up so

that all look like peas, all that is necessary
to make grand champions is to get home
and feed and fit them for the judges."
Do you wonder why cattlemen marvel

at his ability? ^

Ed Hall is a "regular" on the commercial
cattle market, and he is a champion in the
show pen. His stuff always lands on top,

and buyers are anxious to get it. They
know Ed Hall handles cattle the right way.
I never saw him market a load of patchy
or gobby cattle; every animal is smooth.
That is his way of handling them.
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'tietters from Grateful Parents

of Better Babies

INTENDED writing long ago to tell

you how much I enjoyed the letters you
sent me during the months I was waiting

for my baby. I have kept all of them, and
shall pass them on to someone else, hoping
they will be as helpful and instructive as

: they were to me.
I followed your advice almost to the

\

letter, with the result that I was unusually

j
well during my preg-

' nancy. My new baby
is adear little healthy
boy, and I had the
satisfaction of hear-
ing my trained nurse,
who came from a
Washington hospi-
tal, say that she had
never nursed in a
private home where
the mother had made
such complete and
.-ensible preparation.
Now I am sending

c u the date of my
)aby's birth and 50
ents in stamps, and
vish to be enrolled in
the Mothers' Club,
0 that I may receive
he monthly letters

ind other literature.

Kindly send my first

etter at once, as you
ee I am a little late

writing, and then I

ust that the other
letters will be sent as
ear the 27th of

each month as you
can find it convenient to send them.
Thank you very, very much, and best

wishes for the continued success of your
valuable work. Mrs. H. H. M., Maryland.

I AM writing you a few lines of thanks in

b^alf of my wife, who has been receiving
' our letters for some time. We" wish to
ifink you for the sound sense there is in

;hem," and must say they have been a great
help to us.

We wish to say also that we are the
proud, parents, of a fine nine-pound boy.
We'had our case' in the hospital instead of

at home, and everybody remarked on the
fine condition of both mother and baby.
"She has plenty of nurse for him,
and I am glad to say they
are both getting along fine.

I wish tb continue get
ting your letter^, so I

am enclosing 50 cents
as payment and hope
you will send them.
Hoping to hear

from you soon I'll

close with many
thanks to you and
your Bureau.

J. P. C, Illinois.

T HAVE received
1 the last of th^
Better Babies letters.

They were a. wonderful
help to me—such a reli-

able, punctual, and "ever-present help in

the time of trouble." Your letters always
answered the very questions that I had in

mind to ask you.
My baby at birth was so tiny and

delicate that I was almost ashamed to

show her when among other robust
youngsters of her own age. But now she is

nearly one year old, and has developed
until she is even more
robust than those
same youngsters. She
is such a lively,
happy little thing.

My friends seem as-

tonished atsomarked
a development in my
baby, and I proudly
tell them that she is

a "better baby" now.
M any, many

thanks foryour price-

less assistance.

Mrs. C. S., Oklahoma.

IT'S nearly a month
now since your

last letter came, and
I can't tell you how
sorry I am they are

ended. I read the
letters to my hus-
band, and we obey
them the best possi-

ble:

Baby is round and
rosy, and so good-
natured; always
wakes up with a
smile, thanks to your

help. When I wrote asking you for advice
he was thin and so blue. All that he is to-

day is to your credit. I only wish I had had
your advice with my first baby, as I see it

would have saved us many a sleepless

night.

I am surely thankful to you for all the
help you have given me.

Mrs.F.W. R., Michigan.

JUST a few lines to let you know how
much I appreciate the letters I have al-

ready received from you. They have helped
me more than I can tell you, as I am young
and inexperienced in anything of this kind.
My husband has read both the letters

and circulars, and is as much in-

terested as I am. We both
think that you are doing a
great work in helping and
encouraging both the
expectant mother and
the baby.
rhave made some of

the things suggested
in the circular, and
will send for pat-
terns of . others, as
they look so nice

and comfortable. I

will look forward to
my letters to come.
We both wish the

Better Babies Bureau
every success. Mrs. E.

G. Q., Pennsylvania.

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circle: Any woman eligible, whether she is a subscriber
or not, may become a member, receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of

herself and the preparation for her baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars

showing designs for maternity dresses and a common-sense layette are some of the helps
sent with the letters. No matter at what period you enter, everything from the first month
will be sent. No mention of the Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which
the material is mailed. Enclose a self-addressed envelope with Fifty CenU. in stamps,
for postage, and state what month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of young children is eligible and need. not be a
subscriber to join. Pamphlets, together with monthly letters of instruction on the care
and feeding of babies under one year of age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation,
weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and
states the age of her baby. There are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for
babies from one year of age to three years. This literature is all included in the Mothers'
Club's monthly service, but if the letters are not desired the additional literature will

be sent for Ten Cents. A self-addressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to
every inquiry. Address all inquiries to

Farm, and Fireside

BETTER BABIES BUREAU
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

A treat for the family

Keds for the youngsters ! Keds for the

oldsters. Mother and Dad ! You can hardly

think of anything more welcome in hot

weather.

These canvas rubber-soled shoes are just

chock full of comfort. They feel light as

a feather. They put spring in your stride

and cushion your tread.

In the fields, at the store, round, the

house—no matter where, Keds always fill

the bill. You couldn't ask for better-look-

ing shoes. You couldn't get any more
comfortable.

Treat your family to Keds t^
' Summer.

Any good shoe-store should be able to

supply just the kind wanted from the many
different styles. Ask for Keds. Look for

the name "Keds" stamped on the sole.

United States Rubber Company

Keds
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By Right of Purchase
By Ernest Elwood Stanford

Illustration by Tony Sarg

DORENA KELLOGG was thirty-

i some. She would have ad-
I mitted it. Kellogg she had
r been born, and Kellogg she yet
was. Just why, Sledder's Cor-

er didn't quite know. No beauty prizes

f peripatetic medicine shows decked her
lantel, yet her spinsterhood was hardly
ue to any fault of her clear, well-cut

matures or her straight-glancing, steel-

ray eyes.

Perhaps a certain practicality of bearing,

certain almost masculine swing of her
all, vigorous figure, held aloof alike the
iffident and those who might have been
bligingly minded to rescue the fertUe

[ellogg farm lands from the slipshod
lanagement of hired men, had their owner
een the sort of clinging vine that drapes
ncomplainingly twelve hours a day over
red-hot stove.
If ever Dorena had felt the lack of a

leltering oak, Sledder's Corner didn't

now. She hved alone but for the daily

isits of the hired man. The traditional

it, for various reasons, was replaced by
n able-bodied bulldog.
Just now she was sitting on Gran'ma

'ulkinghorn's woodbine screened piazza,

toeing off" vigorously on a gray "Beljimi
)ck," and keeping a vigilant eye on the
jadway and the store across the road.
Presently appeared a well-kept farm
;am, drawing an empty hayrack, upon
hich stood, swaying on the reins in the
lanner of the country, a tall, loose-

)inted but not wholly unprepossessing,
indy-haired citizen of some five and
lirty. He drove up on the scales in front

f the store, and leaped briskly off, while
le coUarless, bespectacled merchant put-
sred with the weights and finally inscribed

result.

"You'll notice," remarked Dorena in a
iw voice, midway of this performance,
bhat Marcellus Bradley's on the ground,
id the wagon's on the scales."

"Why-y—" Sa' Jane's voice began and
ided in vagueness. Save for her needles,

ran'ma Tulkinghom was one vast silence,

fter raising nine children and two mort-
iges, and capping a successful life by
scorning the minister's mother-in-law,
le does not risk a well-earned prestige

y idle curiosity. One waits, and all things
)me.
The sandy person resumed his former
andpoint and drove off. After half an
>ur or so he reappeared, this time perched
pon a load of hay. This he drove up on
le platform.
"You'll notice," said Dorena, as the
orekeeper resumed his semi-activeness,

;hat this time both Marcellus and the
agon are on the scales."

"For the land's sa-ake!" Sa' Jane's voice
ailed away before Dorena's silencing

ize. Gran'ma Tulkinghorn continued to
nulate the Sphinx, it one can imagine the
phinx knitting a sock. As the scale

jeper handed out the weigh bill Dorena
epped from behind the screening wood-
ne.

"Marcellus! Marcellus Bradley!"
The hay driver looked up with a start.

"Bring the weigh bill right up "here!"

)mmanded Dorena.
Marcellus obeyed, with misgiving in his

in'd and questioning in his face. Thirty-
ire bachelor years had made him woman-
ise, or at least woman-shy. Dorena,
jparently, had never had designs upon
s peace of mind, but—she certainly was a
Oman. He cast down his keen blue eyes
id chewed the ragged ends of his mustache
jrvously as he stood before her.

"That's the hay you sold Silas Hazell,

n't it?"

"Yep."
"WeU, I've bought it o' him. 'Stead o'

ittin' it into his bam you put it into
ine."

"Why-ee—" Marcellus cast a stricken
ance at Dorena, and then at the load
hay. "I didn't cal'late—

"

"I don't suppose you did. But I don't
e's it makes any difE'rence. I've fixed it

ith Si. You give me the weigh bill and
11 pay you right now."
Marcellus thrust a desperate hand
irough a tumbled thatch, but Dorena
lok the paper from his nerveless grasp.
"'Thirty-one hundred and eighty

poimds,'" read Dorena. "'Tare, ten
hundred and forty pounds.' That makes
one hundred and forty pounds more'n the
ton I expected. Well, never mind."

She scribbled a moment on a ready
writing tablet.

"Sign that! I alius get a receipt for my
money."

Marcellus read: " 'Received from Dorena
Kellogg, this twentieth day of May, 1916,
twelve dollars and eighty-four cents, pay-
ment in full for twenty-one hundred and
forty pounds of hay and other materials
to be delivered as ordered by said Dorena
Kellogg.' Why, Doreny, I don't just see

—

"

two things he feared more than women.
"Don't mind Babe," said Dorena re-

assuringly. "He won't bite 'less I tell him
to. Now 'bout these Wealthy apples

—

"

The consultation was soon finished, and
Dorena and her adviser turned home-
ward, Marcellus peering backward anon
or oftener at the harmless Babe, who
trotted, tongue out and teeth bared, un-
comfortably close to the Bradley heels.

Presently a vista betw-een the orchard
rows disclosed the farmhouse.

"Where's my team?" ejaculated Mar-
cellus. "I told Sam—"

"I told him, too," interrupted Dorena

From somewkere a frying

pan inverted itself over the
intruder s iiead

"About them other materials? Now
look here, Marcellus Bradley! If you
think I can't see goldenrod and brambles
and all manner of trash that ain't hay and
never will be sticking out all over that load,

you miss yoiu" guess a whole lot. If I'm
willing to pay twelve dollars a ton for it,

I don't see's you've got any kick on what
I call it. Sign right here!"

Marcellus opened his mouth briefly,

but closed it soundlessly. In some respects,

as Gran'ma Tulkinghorn once said, he was
almost as wise as a married man. Marcel-
lus signed.
"Sam Loftus'U telPyou where to put it,"

said Dorena, counting out the money.
What Marcellus thought as he drove

on has not been recorded. But he is

known to have driven past several ac-
quaintances unseeingly. A shrewd cus-
tomer was Marcellus, and Si Hazell was
fair game, but women-folks—Marcellus
certainly did not look quite happy.
Dorena reached home as Marcellus and

Sam Loftus backed the empty wagon out
of the barn.
"Come here a minute!" said Dorena

briskly. "I want to ask you about my
apple orchard."

Marcellus came—dubiously. He had
been asked for advice by unattached
ladies before, and one never knew what
might happen. Midway of the orchard
Dorena halted.

"I've got to speak to Sam. I'll be right
back."
On Dorena's return an enormous bull-

dog txotted behind her. With an involun-
tary start Marcellus calculated the distance
to the nearest tree. "^Dogs were one of the^

placidly. "Sent him home with it."

Marcellus' mouth popped wide, but no
soimd issued. Somewhere in his cranial

interior the ideas had suddenly jammed.
"Sam was getting through to-night,"

continued Dorena, "so I thought you
might's well begin right now."

'^B-begin?" The idea rebounded feebly.

'~6'f course. After supper you can milk
the cows—

"

"B-b-but—

"

"Well!" Dorena's voice took on a tinge

of sharpness. "When you sold out to me
you didn't expect all play and no work, did
you?"

"S-sold out?"
"Of course." Dorena waxed downright

impatient. "When you loaded yourself

onto that load of trashy hay and weighed
yourself in it and signed the receipt you
sold yourself for twelve dollars a ton,

didn't you? I cal'late you cost me 'bout
eighty-eight cents—mebee ninety. That's
pretty much—f'r a man; but I guess mebbe
I'll get my money's worth. I gen'ly lay

out to."
"Doreny!" Marcellus' voice came back

with a wheezy whistle. "Ugh-ah-oh—

"

"Don't look so like a born idjit!"

admonished Dorena sharply. "Reach up
and pat your hair down! I won't hurt you
if you're reasonable."

"B-but—" Marcellus' ashy face and
shaky knees betokened his dread of the
worst—"I won't marry—

"

"Marry!" The sounding aisles of the
dim orchard rang to Dorena's scorn.

^'Marry! I should say not! No, Babe,
you needn't bite him—^yet. But if you
say 'mafry' -just once more, 'CeHtw

Bradley, I dunno what will happen to you.
Marry! You!"

Marcellus bent beneath the, storm, bulj.

in his humility a certain relief was mingled.
"Quit foolin', Doreny," he begged. "I—
Dorena stamped her foot.
"Of all the aggravatin', thick-headed,

critters, give me a human inale f'r the^,

aggravatin'est and -thick-headedest. You"
sold yourself t' me, Marcellus BradleyJ
same's if you were a cow or horse. YoUJ
done it of your own free will, too; I didn't]
ask you. You can't say I didn't wamj
you you'd put trash in the hay. I've got]
witnesses. You'll stay, and you'll work,]
jest like any other bought live stock."
"But—but I—"
"Oh, you needn't say I ain't got a cleari

title. I make no doubt you've sold your-J
self often enough before, but nobody's
claimed you. The only party 't ever vAU
'11 wait till I'm through with you, I guess.l
I ain't worried about your soul. I recko^j
it don't weigh nothin'."
"But 'tain't legal!" With a mighty]

effort Marcellus exploded a whole sentence,]
Dorena shrugged carelessly.

"I should worry—me an' Babe."
"But—" Marcellus quailed before a

new terror overmastering that of women
and dogs—" folks'll talk."

"Let 'em. 'Twon't be me they'll laugh
at. Come and eat— You've talked more'n
enough."

Marcellus obeyed. He was no man to
gainsay an insane female with a ferocioi;

bulldog. Woman, a dog, and ridicule!
His trinity of terrors loosed on him a'

once. If ever this got out

—

When his avowed owner's back was
turned he took a desperate chance. Ke
slipped through the door, whisked ouc
the key, and locked it on the outside
Then he fled on terror-winged feet.

Dorena threw up a window. Babe went
through the screen like a circus hoop.
Marcellus gained a timely but dubious
sanctuary in a limber sapling.
"Look here, 'Cellus," said Dorena in a

voice of iron, "I ain't a patient woman,
and I'm plumb wore out with you. Next
time you try that you pick out a perch
for the night. Come, Babe!"

Shamefacedly Marcellus followed his
captor into the house.

"I ain't ever let any o' my stock critters

to the table before," remarked Dorena,
"but it's too much work t' set ye one by
yourself. Fall to!"

Marcellus fell to, slowly at first, but,
•like all falling bodies, with rapidly in-

creasing velocity. Some twenty years of

strictly masculine cooking, broken only
by an occasional "church supper," looked
out of the past in amaze. Fluffy biscuit

—

happy pre-Hooverian day—crowned with
golden butter such as the "creamery"
m.ay but dream of; delicately browned
chicken with dressingpungent with Araby's
best, flanked by onions and verdant peas,

steaming in savory "cream;" coffee odorous
of the blessed isles; pie—^mince pie, non-
pareil short of Paradise itself! For the
moment the shadow lifted from the face

of Marcellus, leaving its reflection by the
way on that of Dorena.
"You be a master cook, Doreny," sighed

Marcellus, pushing back his chair when
man could do no more.

"I do -well by all my critters," vouch-
safed Dorena. "Specially the pigs. You
c'n go milk now. I can't bother to foller

you up, but Babe'll do. If I was you I

wouldn't try any funny bus'ness. That
dog's the knowin'est male critter I ever

did see. And he's some like me, too. It's

dreadful hard to pry him loose f'm anythin*

he once gets a holt on."
She watched her property, downcast

again, plod away down the path, Babe
trotting close behind. Then she turned
back to the devastated table, with a certain

softening in her eye.

"The pore starved critter!" murmured
Dorena.

Meanwhile, closely attended by Babe,
the "critter" plodded through the chores.

Various methods of disposing of the intelli-

gent animal flitted through the victim's

mind. They ranged from shutting him in

the cow stable to impaling him on the pitch-

fork; but, somehow, just as he had screwed
his cotjrage to ^e- sticking point Babe
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woiild open his mouth and yawn prodig-

iously, after which dental display Mar-
cellus would devote himself earnestly to

the business in hand.
"I ain't goin' to have no scandal about

this bus'ness," announced Dorena, when
the chores were fijiished. "So you'll sleep

in that shed out there. Babe stays just

outside, an' he's sort of wakeful and apt
to be cross o' nights, so if I was you I

wouldn't disturb him. You needn't worry
'bout your farm an' stock. I s'pose I

might say I took over your prop'ty along
with you. Anyhow, I'll see it don't suffer."

The shed, far from palatial, had been
fitted for habitation rather hastily, but
somehow Marcellus, as he fingered the
snowy sheets and appreciatively tested the
mattress, felt little longing for the tumbled
cot at home.

"She's a cook, too," he ruminated. "A
master fine cook. An' cute—nflghty cute.

A wonderful manager—as much as it's

give a woman to be. But fer farmin' "—^he

shook his head sadly
—

"she's let that
wuthless Sam Loftus raise partic'lar Cain
with one o' the best farms in town. 'S a
shame."

If Marcellus had hoped for the morrow
to moderate the rigors of his condition he
was doomed to disappointment. When he
demtirred at being routed from his slum-
bers at an hour earlier than he had seen in

years, Dorena promised to help his arising

in five minutes by the clock. Marcellus
dressed in two. She fed him bounteously
on buckwheats and maple 'lasses, and sent
him, hoe in hand, to greet the rising sun
in the cornfield. Noon, however, brought
savory consolation, and supper—straw-
berry shortcake!
But neither that day nor the next did

she allow him speech with his kind.

ing, valorous impulse to dash to the rescue
—of that pie.

A hotchicken pie of proper size, however
flaky, cannot support itself unaided in

midair, nor can it even be held in one hand.
And the canons of Sledder's Corner
demand that woman's skirt be worn to the
ground—and kept there. As this veracious
chronicle truly shows, Dorena Kellogg was
no woman to fly in the face of convention.
Nevertheless it happened—^just how may
never be known—that the revolver hit the
ceiling smartly even before the pie, to
Marcellus' infinite relief, arrived safely

at the table. From somewhere a frying-

pan inverted itself over the intruder's

head. As he freed himself, Dorena, in-

vestigating the workings of the captured
firearm, creased his shin with a bullet.

With a yell he demonstrated that the
injured limb was essentially sound, the
tardy Babe a couple of jumps behind. The
tramp, with but two legs, was built for

speed, whereas Babe, though with four,

was not. But it was aremarkablyeven thing.

"Bring in the mop when you come,"
called Dorena. "I'm sorry I spilled the
potatoes. I'd fixed 'em up special. 0-o-w!
My gracious goodness me! 0-o-o-o-o-ow!"

Marcellus turned, tripped over the mop,
and tumbled headlong through the door.
Dorena cannoned against him. Somehow
in the mix-up a protecting arm slipped
round a waist which never before had
sought protection, and a terrified feminine
face sheltered itself on a sturdy shoulder.

"0-o-o-w! Take it away!"
Marcellus'' biceps swelled, and his fist

bulged menacingly.
"What? Where?"
Dorena pointed, then hid her face

again. Somehow, probably when the
tramp had opened the door, a tiny, half-
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Handy Household Devices

IF YOU have worked out a simple scheme to save time, labor, or
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Whatever could people be saying? Mar-
cellus Bradley, the sharpest "trader" in

town, caught in a hay deal and held in

durance by a woman! And nobody would
ever believe he hadn't meant to cheat her!

To add a little bogus weight in trading
with a man was nothing more than "cute,"
but Sledder's Corner—and Marcellus

—

had certain rudimentary notions of chiv-
alry. But Babe was ever-present. Mar-
cellus, despite himself, took a good hus-
bandman's pride in correcting the misdeeds
of the despicable Sam Loftus. Dorena,
for her part, could but soften under the
unspoken but manifest tribute to her
cooking. They even got to conversing
amicably—whole sentences at a time.

"I see you don't keep a cat," observed
Marcellus one morning.
"Got enough worthless critters," snub-

bed Dorena, with a shiver.
"Shows you wa'n't never intended for

an old maid—" Marcellus broke off in
surprise and terror at the first spontaneous,
truly gallant speech of his life.

"I cal'late you'd better get your milk
pail," said Dorena after a noticeable pause.
But Marcellus noted a rosy flush on her
averted face, which looked strangely
youthful just then, and a curiously warm
and unfamiliar feeUng played about his
heart.

The next day he saw a chance for more
active chivalry. Marcellus, as he returned
for supper, saw through a window a sight
that made his blood run cold. Dorena
knelt before Ihe range, removing a golden-
brown chicken pie whose fragrance seemed
to pierce the very window pane. Behind
her, stolen in unseen, a burly, tattered
tramp with outstretched revolver.
"Hands up!" growled the tramp.
Dorena whirled. Marcellus felt a blaz-

starved white kitten had slipped into the
room. In the tumult it had passed un-
noticed, but now it had gained the table,
and sniffed hungrily at the steaming pie.

"Babe! Babe!" screamed the stricken
Dorena.
But the doughty Babe, his one-cylinder-

ed mind fully occupied, was half a mile
away and getting further every minute.

Slowly Marcellus grasped the situation.
Dornea clung tighter.

"Oh, 'Cellus," she moaned, "take it

away! I was only foolin'. 'Cellus, I never
meant nothin'. Take it away! And you
can go too. Take it awa-a-ay!"
Perhaps it was the unaccustomed sen-

sation of shrinking, feminine weakness in
his arms. Perhaps it was a vision of golden
pies and juicy shortcakes, contrasted with
a cheerless past of nauseous man cooking
in a time-scorched frying pan. Perhaps
it was the suffering Kellogg farm lands.
Marcellus spoke with brutal, masculine
directness.

"Doreny, I'll put that cat out on just
one condition: Will you cook—I mean

—

will you marry me?"
Dorena gasped, looked up again, and

spied the cat. Dorena clung closer.
"Y-yes, Marcellus," she whispered.

"I'll do anything—but put out that cat!"
"See the parson to-night?" demanded

Marcellus inexorably,
"Y-yes!"
"Poison Babe?"
"Yes!"
"A woman needs somebody t' look after

her," murmured Marcellus happily as he
hitched up -for the trip to the parson's.

Meanwhile, in the dusk of the wood-
shed, a fluttering bride-to-be placed a
saucer of milk.

"Nice kitty!" said Dorena Kellogg.
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Does Cooking for Threshing Crews Still

Wear You Out?

You farm women of America are

girding your loins to move the
nation's record-breaking crops.

On the success or failure of your
efforts during the next few weeks

the feeding of practically the entire world

depends.
The uninitiated think of railways as mov-

ing the grain crop, six weeks, two months,
or more, from now. They visualize long,

snaky trains of groaning cars, manned by
railway hands with muscles like steel and
faces seamed by exposure to the ele-

ments. But you and I, who live or have
lived on farms and ranches, summon a dif-

ferent mental picture in this critical hour
—a vision of women, some of them slender

and frail, starting the crops—not from rail-

road sidings, but from farmhouse kitchens.

For if you women on the farms did not feed

the harvest hands not a car wheel would
ton for the transportation of foodstuffs.

One of my closest friends works shoulder

to shoulder with her husband, owner of a

prosperous general store in the grain belt.

Her last letter was extremely brief, just the

news items of her family circle, and it ended
thus: "Sorry I cannot write more to-night;

we're driven to death at the store, and I

come home every night dead-tired. You
know how it is this season of the year. The
ranchwomen are stocking up for the har-

vest hands. And it's different from last

y^ear, too. Precious little conservation

tiow, for the women are laying in big stocks

Df sugar, molasses, raisins, chocolate, and
all sorts of stuff for baking. Record crops

mean a long table for the ranchman's wife."

I can see those tables, stretching by
thousands, from one end of the growing
20untry to the other; kitchen and dining-

room connected with the main house by
covered runways; other eating-rooms which
ire to the living-room as the tail which
(vags the dog; daughters of the household,'

the children too young to work in the fields,

md that priceless of treasures, the hired

jirl, spreading plates, stacking sliced

bread, drawing chairs; and the queen of the

situation, the farmer's wife, after one swift

appraisal of pots and pans on the stove,

announcing, "Everything's ready. Ring
the bell!"

As a child, how I used to fight for the

privilege of ringing that bell which hung
[rom a cross-bar between cedar posts, al-

most hidden by white rambler roses! And
dow wonderfully far its voice must have
carried, for from the most distant corners

:;ame the men, their backs straightening as

they sniffed the savory odors floating

through the open kitchen door.

And later, switching flies with a lilac

branch, I often wondered fearfully whether
the table would be swept clean of the favor-

ite dishes before we children had our turn.

The importance of the hired hand was in-

grained upon our consciousness along with
the fear of rain on the heels of cutting the

bay.

I Was Warned Not to Tickle Bill

.

Haley's Ear

In after years, when I learned what it

meant to bake cookies by the hundred, pies

in dozen lots, and to fry enough doughnuts
to fiU-the old boiler, I understood better

the tense expression on the face of her
whose hand sometimes trembled when she
handed me the lilac branch, and warned
me not to tickle Bill Haley's ear. Even
though men bent low over their plates, the
arm of a ten-year-old sometimes ached at

the task of switching flies above the table.

So when the Editor of Farm and Fire-
side asked me to study modern conditions
under which women feed the army of har-
vesters, he roused not only a host of mem-
ories, but also a keen curiosity as to what
progress had been made in farm kitchens
since the day when half a dozen of us wom-
en dropped our domestic anchors in the
very rawest section of a now famous irriga-

tion belt, and, by the aid of our shack
stoves, competed for the all-desirable and
well-nigh unobtainable harvest hand.

Since those days the entire rural world
has been geared up. to new standards.
Automobiles and electricity have reached
farms and ranches. The spring or pump,
always located nearer the barn than the

By Anna Steese Richardson

house, you remember, has been replaced
by the artesian well, with its windmills or

gasoline motor. The brook once sacred to

wading now supplies dynamic power. The
extension course of the state college of

agriculture, the U. S. bulletin, and the
home demonstration agent have invited

the farm hoiisewife to come out of the
rut in which her mother and grandmother
lived, toiled, and died.

The investigation proved fascinating.

that she could not get one large enough for

her needs, and, anyhow, she was a bit afraid

of them. With electricity installed for

lighting, she still churns, washes, irons, and
mixes bread by hand power. Yet across a
green ridge, less than half a mile distant,

cows are milked, cream is separated, and
the dairy laundry is all done by electric

power!
This woman is not a victim of her hus-

band's stinginess. She merely suffers from

Home demonstrators are makmg rapid progress in rural communities

The farm wives who seem to have gained
most through labor-saving devices and
educational opportunities are those who
live in sections farthest from the so-called

centers of invention and progress. In what
was once a vast stretch of sagebrush I

found the best-equipped farm kitchens.

The States which might be grouped as

West, North, and Northwest boast the
largest proportion of up-to-the-minute
housewives. With them, farming and
ranching are an established business, pro-
fession, trade, to be handed down proudly
from father to son, from mother to daugh-
ter.

It was especially interesting to find on
ranches which had once been the haunts
of coyotes, jack rabbits, and prairie dogs
kitchens in which running water stood be-

tween the owner's wife and aching muscles,
drainage to cesspools which lightened the
burden of dishwashing, individual electric-

light plants and gas-producing machines
which have banished the toil of filling and
cleaning lamps. It was fascinating to find

coal where I once burned pinon boughs, to

see furnaces and steam-heating plants in-

stead of half a dozen small stoves, to bend
over a gas stove where I had once burned
brush.
From kitchens such as these the old

rocking-chair, with its embroidered towel
across the back, and the old lounge with
protruding springs have disappeared, but
with them also has passed the interminable

need of a place to drop for a minute's rest.

In rather striking contrast was the equip-

ment of a kitchen on a country estate in a
fashionable Eastern section. The cottage

occupied by the farmer or superintendent
boasted an artistic exterior, following the
general design of all the buildings scattered

at an agreeable distance from the owner's

English manor house. It was cleverly

planned and well furnished by the owner,

lighted by electricity, heated by hot air,

and supplied with both running water and
drainage. The dining-room, tastefully

furnished in mission style, was large enough
to accommodate comfortably the ten hands
whom the farmer's wife boards the year
round. The kitchen was proportionately

large, and one entire wall was hidden by a

coal range of hotel size and style. In reply

to the query as to whether she used an oil

stove in hot weather, the farmer's wife said

her own complacency in conditions which
"were good enough for Mother."
Here are average menus served by farm

women in different sections of the country:

New England Pennsylvania
Stock Farm Truck Farm

Nebraska
Ranch

Bacon
Eggs
Potatoes
(fried)

Biscuits
Pie
Doughnuts
Coffee

Breakfast

Sausage
Potatoes
(fried)

Eggs
Hot cakes
Syrup
Coolaes
Cottage

cheese
Coffee

Oranges
Oatmeal
Ham
Eggs
Potatoes

(fried)

Biscuits
Coffee

(The Western farm woman buys more fruit

and cereal than her Eastern sisters.)

Boiled meat
or pot roast

Potatoes
Beans
Brown bread
Pudding (corn-

starch)
Cake
Cookies
Tea

Cold meat
Fried potatoes
Pickles
Cornbread
with syrup

Cold baked
beans

Apple sauce
Cake
Cookies
Tea

Dinner

Baked ham
Mashed po-

tatoes
String Beans
Hot slaw
Preserves
Bread
Steamed pud-

ding
MUk and

coffee

Supper

Deviled eggs
Creamed po-

tatoes
Cold meat
Prunes
Layer cake
Tea
Jelly

St«wed
chicken

Potatoes
Rice
Young beets
Tapioca
pudding

Cookies
Coffee
Raised bis-

cuits

Cold meat
Spaghetti
with toma-
to and
cheese

Bran bis-

cxiits

Stewed fruit

Loaf cake
Tea or cocoa

In discussing the food situation with gro-
cers, wholesale and retail, it was interesting

to find that the more progressive the farm
management, particularly the equipment
of the kitchen, the more apt the housewife
to adopt the city breakfast of fruit, cereal,

and eggs with the relish of smoked meat
and whole wheat or bran biscuits, and to
reduce the item of sweets to a single dessert.

In more than one kitchen I found
a weekly dealing exclusively with current
events, national and international, a month-

1

ly of the highest literary standard, one or
more magazines devoted to home-making
and baby-raising, wide-awake agricultural
papers with ample space devoted to farm
women, and at least the weekly or Sunday
edition of a first-class newspaper from the
nearest city.

And ewrywhere I found bulletins issued
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture
and the state Universities and schools of

agriculture.

-

But in spite of improved kitchen facili-

ties, from screened windows to canned
goods, the burden of the host of women who
must move this year's record-breaking crop
remains heavy, appallingly heavy. During
practically all of that precious season when
the farm woman might be outdoors after
weary months of confinement indoors, she
must stick to her stove that a world may
be fed.

After all, the real bogy which haunts
the farm wife with the approach of tte har-
vest season, the bogy which has never been
laid even with money at her command, is

that of help.
The U. S. Government, through the De-

partment of Agriculture, has taken a hand
in this very serious situation, and is work-
ing through its home demonstration agents'
a branch of the States Relations Service
and a form of extension work which has
made rapid progress, particularly in the
North and West.
Home demonstration agents work along

two lines: First, by interesting farm wives
in simpler meals prepared by modern meth-

;

ods; second, by organizing in school cen-
ters, rural and urban, girls' working re-

serves, consisting of girls and young women
sufficiently interested and patriotic to help
the farm housewives feed the harvest han

'

of course for the regular financial consi
eration.

By the first method the home demonstra-
tion agent comes in direct contact with the
farm wife at the grange, schoolhouse, or a
centrallylocated farm, selected for the meet-
ing. By her practical suggestion and her
optimism she spurs the tired farm women
to renewed and simpler effort. j
By the second method she works ia'

larger and less detached communities
mobilizing an army of willing workers for

the farm kitchens of her particular district
In either line of endeavor she is part of the
organization known as the Farm Btireau,
and co-operates with the county agent, the
leader of the boys' and girls' clubs, an(^
other servants of the U. S. Government
and the state college of agriculture.
More than seventeen hundred home

demonstration agents are now at the com-
mand of riural housewives, and to describe
the wonders which they have accomplished
would require an entire issue of Farm anb
FiRESlDB. You can learn more of this by
writing to the States Relations Service
Department of Agriculture, at Washington.

In closing I cannot refrain from relating
one incident which bears directly and
humorously on the help problem. It was
supplied by a busy housewife on a Midwest-
ern farm:

"For a good many years a cousin of mine,
living in the city, has been sending her
children to visit me at intervals during hot
weather. Last May I received this char-

acteristic note from her: 'Everybodyjs
talking conservation and economy this

year, and nobody seems to be going to the

seashore or mountains. So I am writi:

to ask you whether it will be conveniei

for you to have Mabel spend July with yo'

She is run-down from working in the start

and I think country air would do her gooi"

"In reply I wrote: 'Yes, indeed, we'

love to have Mabel with us in July. I ha
never been so pushed for help, and while
don't suppose she's strong enough to join

the farmerettes who are working for us, I'D

be glad to pay her regular wages to help me
cook for them. You'd be surprised at how
much those girls can eat—^just hke hired

men!'
"Mabel did not come, of coursef
I commend this procedure to all farm

women walking in the shadow of simimer
visitors. Hang up the work-or-pay sign,

politely worded, and take one legitimate

step in protecting yourself froili summer
slavery.
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How I Save Myself Time and Trouble

Cooking for Harvest Hands

By Edith M. Updegraff

IF
YOU are not used to planning your work ahead, why not try it during this

harvest time and see how much more smoothly things run than they did last

year?
I always begin my planning several weeks before the extra hands are due to

arrive, and then am not rushing around the last few days trying to get things

ready. The first thing I do is to increase my help, if possible. And when I plan
ahead I can usually find someone. I never try to do it all myself. Although I am
particular about making my own pastries and most of the other dishes, my help
assists me in preparing the foods. I always allow them to assume some respon-
sibilities—give them definite duties each day, and then do not have to repeat
instructions incessantly. I find that they enjoy their work much more if they
know they are.depended on to get certain things done.

Next, I plan my menus. One of the commonest mistakes housewives make,
I think, is to try to get too much variety in one meal. I, too, used to make the
mistake of having two or three desserts at one meal, but have convinced myself
that the men are better off with one, and that that time and energy can be spent
more profitably along other lines. Not only does a variety of desserts at one
meal enlarge the expense account, but it also endangers the digestion of the man.
One dessert is enough at any meal.

Another common blunder is to duplicate food. For instance, it is waste of

time and energy as well as fuel to prepare two starchy foods at one meal. It is

well to substitute such foods for one another, but they should not be duplicated.
One of the wisest suggestions I have seen concerning the preparation of meals

for farmhands appears in a bulletin issued by the Kansas State AgriciUtural
College. In this Miss Cox says:

"Ordinarily too many kinds of food at one meal are served to harvesters.
This is due to tradition, pure and simple. It is true that in many localities a
great array of food is expected, and even demanded, by the men, but that is no
reason why the custom should be continued indefinitely. A spirit of rivalry
among the wives of the community to see which can serve the greatest amount of

food to the harvesters, only helps to strengthen traditional custom. If these same
wives would meet and co-operate in the work and decide definitely on type
menus that are sane, well-balanced, and sufficiently flexible to admit adaptation to
circumstances and season, a great good would come to the individual home and
to the community."

After planning the menus I know pretty well what I am going to need, and
can buy intelligently. I usually buy in large quantities—it's economical and
saves much time. Of course, I don't hold tenaciously to the planned meals, as I
can't tell ahead what will be left over, and I always use those left-overs. But
I have a much more definite idea of what will be used than if I just bought at
random.

When preparing meals I find that I waste less energy if I bring out of pantry
and icebox all supplies and foods to be used and have my kettles and pans con-
veniently at hand. I once watched a bride make her first cake. She took just two
hours to prepare that cake, for. she put in most of her time making unnecessary
trips to the icebox and pantry.

After breakfast or dinner I prepare my vegetables for the next meal, make
my dessert, if it is one that can stand a while, and get everything prepared that
I can. Then I go out of the kitchen and rest, or do almost any other sort of work
as a change, and when I return to the kitchen I have a fresh start.

Following are a few menus I have worked out; they seem to satisfy the men
and do not call for an unusual output of time and labor:

Breakfast

Cream of Wheat with Raisins
Scrambled Eggs with Chopped

Bacon
Hashed Brown Potatoes

Bran Muffins Coffee

Breakfast

Corn Flakes with Bananas
French Toast with Syrup

Potato Cakes
Scrambled Eggs

Bran Bread Coffee

Breakfast

Oatmeal and Cream
Rice Cakes with Maple Syrup

Fried Eggs and Ham
Baked Apples Coffee

•Breakfast

Grape Nuts and Cream
Minced Ham and Scrambled

Eggs
Creamed Potatoes

Hot Biscuit Jelly Coffee

Dinner

Roast Beef
Mashed Potatoes

Escalloped Apples
Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce

Buttered Beets
Jelly Bread

Apple and Rasin Roll

Dinner

Supper

Gravy Creamed Roast Beef on Hot
Biscuit

Browned Potatoes,
Buttered Carrots and Peas

Mixed Pickles
Preserves Peach Tapioca

Cocoanut Cake

Italian Stew Fried Potatoes
Creamed Corn

Glazed Turnips Tomato Salad
Steamed Chocolate Pudding

with Chocolate Sauce

Dinner

Pork Sausage Fried Apples
Spanish Potatoes

Creamed String Beans
Preserves Pickles

Peach Pie

Dinner

New England Boiled Dinner
Horse Radish Lettuce
Corn Bread Jelly

Tapioca Pudding Milk

Supper

Meat Loaf (Hot or Cold)
Creamed Potatoes

Kidney Bean Stew
Cottage Cheese Salad

Pineapple Whip Cake

Supper

Creamed Chipped Beef on Toast
Greens

Baked Rice with Cheese
Cold Slaw Jelly

Apricot Whip Cookies

Supper

Corned Beef Hash
Poached Eggs

Greens Sliced Tomatoes
Corn Bread

Fruit Cake Tea

Baked Rice with Cheese—Three cups
boiled rice, two tablespoons melted butter,
one-half cup grated cheese, one-half cup
milk, one-half teaspoon salt and one-eighth
teaspoon paprika. After boiling rice until
tender, mix in milk, butter, and seasoning.
Add grated cheese and place in baking
dish. Bake until brown. This is nice if a
tomato sauce is poured over it.

Kidney Bean Stew—One and one-half
cups kidney beans, one . cup canned
tomatoes, one-half cup boiled rice, two
tablespoon flour, one onion (fried), and one
teaspoon salt. Cook beans until tender, or
canned kidney beans may be used. Wash
rice, and cook thoroughly. Add tomatoes
which have been cooked, fried onions,
seasonings, and mix with kidney beans.
Cook down until all are well mixed.

Glazed Turnips—Pare and wash tur-
nips. Cut in slices, and cook until tender.

Place in baking dish, add salt, pepper, pap-
rika, and butter. Dredge with flour, add a
little water, and bake until a delicate brown.

Think This Over

IF THERE is some house-
hold appUance or farm tool

or implement of any descrip-

tion that you want and don't
know where to get it, or what
kind to get, write to me, care of

Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, and
I will try to see that you get the
information. The Editor

! is 2TB

Sold Evorywhoro

,
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AGENTS-KEROSENEC.T) BURNER

Makes Any Stove a Gas Stove

Freo Sample
to Workers

Makes its own eaa from
Kerosene (coal oil) . Gives
every home a eras stove. Absolately safe. Cheapest fuel known.

Wonderful Labor Saver ^'^Si;!5f/°bi"„fr°m
coal or ashes to carry. No more danger from gasolme. Every borne

lo^^ih Safe, Clean, Odorless, Cheap
makes quick sales. Easy to carry and demonstrate. Eijr profit*. Your
territory is open. Write, today.
THOMAS BURNER CO., 3546 GAY STREET,- DAYTON, 4>HI0

MEN PETS Won D E R Money Makers
~J» mend leaks instantly in all atensils, hot

water ba^s. etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and? 25c a packase. postpaid. Agents Wanted.
E^ColletteMfs.Co., Box704,Amsterdam,N.Y.

[Yiial This GDopaii|
ToThe Reilly Co., Dept. 132, Indlanapollt, Ind.
PLEASE place my name on your FREE mailing Ust

to receive your magazine, THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which reviews all Uvestock
and Poultry Bulletins issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No oblieation or expense
to me. In return I send you the name of the
dealer from whom I purchase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supplies.

My dealer Is

His address.
Mail the magazine to my address,
which I enclose with this coupon.

I

Never-Failing E^erminator
No need to be troubled with rats and mice.
''Rough on Rats" never fails to clear the prem-
ises of these pests when used according to direc-
tions. It is not a ready-mixed exterminator; rats

do not learn to avoid it because the food you mix it

with can be changed as^hecessary. It tempts old and
young rats alike. At drug and general stores.

"Ending Rats and Mice"—booklet—sent free.

E. S. WELLS, Chemist Jersey City, N. J.

AN ASSURED
6% INCOME

^^W^^b| Your surplus funds will

i^KMgS^m yield 6% if invested in

our6% Time Certificates,

issued for ?100 or more.
We liave paid 6% con-

tinuously for 24 years and iiave never been
a day late in mailing semi-annual interest

checks. All our investments are made in

first Mortgages on improved city property.

JFrilt for the Booklet "6% and Safety"

THE CALVERT MORTGAGE CO.
873 Calvert Bldf. Baltimore, Md.

Your Choice

PDnPUCTCDQUIlUTCn Positively no canvassing; Stan
UnUbnC I Clio nAn I Cll ed, addressed envelope for p
ticulars. Mrs. Melxel, 517 Lycoming St., WlUiamsport, ]

^^^^ ' -viil^^*The Comfort, Quality,
^sm. ,»iS4SS»^nd Style of this beaatifol

Oxford makes it the most wonderful
Dress Shoe Vslae ever offered., Yooi
choice of black, tan, or white, ill

either military low or French hint
heels. Direct to You from tA» Shot
Styli Center ofAmerica. Send foi
a pair ON APPROVAL. Simpl]
mail coupon. Do not pay a pennj
until they arrive. Compare then
with shoes sold elsewhere at $T.0(

and $8.00 a pair. Try them oi
in your own home. Enjoy tbeil
blessed comfort 1 Your iriendi
will instantly recogrnize theii

good taste and smart, snappj
style. Postage FREE.

Send No Money
If you are not delightecj
.with these wonderfd

shoes, they will not
cost you a penny—

$AQE ^^^^^^ Send them bad
^^^^D at our expense.

Oo!!Arrly.l YOU RISK NOTHINQI
mm..—mm MAIL COUPON TODAY m—mm.

BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Dept. FF
Essex P. O. Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Send shoes ON APPROVM. I will pay only $3.85 on erriTi

Rich Itark Tan. Low BmI Q Rich Dark Tan, HIsb B
Wblts Buekakln, Low Bml Whita Buckskin. Hlsh B>

a Dull Black Kid. Low Heel Dull Black Kid. Blah h'

Name Sbe

Address !



Little Things to Think About That Will

Help You with Your Farming
Shock with Machinery
By Earle Gage (New York)

THE new grain shocker sets the har-
vested grain bundles up in the field,

and saves the farmer a third to a half on
labor. One Kansas farmer harvested 150
acres of heavy wheat without any extra
help. On level ground the grain shocker,
when attached to the reaper and binder,
will harvest at least 20 acres a day.
The shocker is carried on a low-wheeled

truck at the rear of the binder, and is co-
operated with it to shock grain while the
binder is in motion. As the bundles are
tied and discharged from the binder deck
they engage a trip which, through its

connection with a clutch finger, permits a
shaft to connect with a sprocket, forming a
complete movement of the fork, which is

raised from its position at the proper time
to bury its tines in the bundle just dis-

charged and carry it to the shock setter.

As the fork moves back and forth it carries

the bundle to two positions in the shock
setter, alternately depositing a bundle
first on one side and then" on the other,

with the butts spaced and the tops over-
lapping, making a sort of wedge-shaped
shock. These movements continue until
from seven to eleven bundles have been
deposited.
When filled, a trip latch permits the

knotter shaft to rotate, which in turn
operates the compressor arm and needle,
causing them to compress the bundles and
tie them together. The platform is pivoted,
and when the shock is ready to be set it is

tipped backward automatically and set

firmly on the ground.

DoYou Brand Your Butter-

By J. T. Bartlett (Ohio)

"\ POUND of good dairy butter, please,"
/». said the customer.
"Dow's is fifty cents, Denman's sixty,"

the storekeeper explained briskly. "Which'U
you have—Deimian's?"

"No," the customer's tone was con-
;
elusive. "We had a pound of Denman's

: the other night. Worst butter I ever
: tasted!"

"How did you know it was Denman's?
Mrs. Denman doesn't print her name on
her butter. Her butter is always extra

: nice."
'

"You told me yoxu-self the stuff was
Denman's. Give me Dow's."
Which floored the storekeeper. He

: handed out a pound of 50-cent butter.

The explanation of this was simple.
The storekeeper had overreached himself,

as storekeepers sometimes will. He had
sold for Deimian's, butter which was
really the product of a less competent
buttermaker. He had done the same thing
before. He will doubtless do it many
times again. And inevitably he will pay
heavily in injured good-will for his poor
business judgment.
But there is another angle to the inci-

dent. It revealed the ugly thing that was
happening to the Denman reputation,
innocently entrusted to a grasping mer-
chant. What this good farm woman
gained at the separator and churn she was
losing because she overlooked a simple
little thing—the branding of her butter.
Old-fashioned New Englanders still make
butter with sheaves, cows, initials, and the
like, molded in the butter itself, a dis-

tinctive farm brand which no dealer's

chicanery can remove. Many butter-
makers in other parts of the country where
the brick is the universal butter form do
not use printed butter wrappers. Some
others do not use- either stamp or printed
wrapper, but simply write the name on a
sUp of paper and place it beneath the wrap-
per. Such slips, of course, can be easily

lost or removed.
When a stamp and pad are used the

imprint is often smutted out and unde-
cipherable when it reaches the consumer.
The farm making poor dairy butter

has no particular ground for advertising
it. There are a good many in this class, so
many, in fact, that excellent butter-
makers in self-protection must brand
their butter unless they deliver it to con-
sumers in person. The printed wrapper is

ordinarily the best protection. The cost

How one Canadian farmer cut his harvesting expense

HERE is how a grain farmer in Sas-
katchewan, Canada, saved labor in

harvesting his grain crop. By building
the carrying rack shown, and placing a
carrier belt of canvas from the binder to
the roller at the end of the table, he was
able to load the sheaves directly on the
grain rack which the team hauled along-
side. It is essential that the rollers at the
ends of the carrying rack be made loose
enough to work easily, and kept well oiled.

The canvas curtain belt must have plenty
of give to work freely, though not so loose
as to whip, and catch the grain under-

neath. The power of an ordinary grain
binder is sufficient to run the carrier.

The sheaves should be stacked, not
placed directly in tlie barn. The stack
should be so built that there will be ample
ventilation for proper ciu-ing. In Canada
there are plenty of horses, but generally a
shortage of men, which means that this

farmer could well afford to use one team
of four horses, another of two horses, in an
operation which demanded but two men,
whereas it would have taken more men
and as many horses to accomplish the
same arriount of work in a longer period.

of the printing is negligible; the protection
is complete; the advertisement of great
value. The home buttermaker whose
product sells at a premium on the local

market has something to point to with
pride. Such a reputation, attained only
with great pains, can be destroyed in a
month by a dishonest dealer unless the
producer safeguards it.

Pests That Are Welcome
By Deles Hatch (Wisconsin)

WHEN I hear farmers bragging about
the hawks, owls, weasels, and minks

they have killed, my "dander" begins to
rise. Here in this Wisconsin community
such wholesale killing of rodents, owls, and
hawks was the common attitude when the

country was newer. But there has been a
radical change. After the killing and
trapping of these so-called "pests" had
continued for several years, a plague of

rats and mice assailed us. With the ro-

dents' natural enemies killed off they
multiplied until corn and grain fields,

meadow, orchards, and buildings swarmed
with rodents, big and little. Half, and even
more, of our grain crops were sometimes
destroyed in fields and storage.

We got our lesson, and now we make our
poultry houses pest-proof, and give a kind
welcome to weasels, owls, hawks, snakes,

and toads—all friends of the farmer-^
and song and game birds as well. What is

the loss of an occasional chicken, a few
cherries, and small fruits compared with
the damage done by hordes of destructive

rodents and insect pests?

Have You a Good Place to Store

Wheat on Your Farm?

JULIUS H. BARNES, United States Wheat Director, in speaking of

the 1919 wheat crop, says indications are that the storage faciHties of

the country will be taxed to the utmost to carry the grain, and that it.is

very likely that there will be periods at the height of the crop movement
when wheat will have to be allowed to back up on the farms for lack of

storage in local and terminal elevators.

The principal things to guard against when storing grain on the farm
are dampness, insects, and vermin. Bins must be tight, and be made
vermin-proof as far as possible. It is also a good plan to fumigate before

filling with grain. Buy a solution of carbon bisulphide at the rate of

one pound for every 35 bushels the bin holds. As the fumes are heavier

than air, place the liquid in shallow pans near the top of the bin, and
close it as tightly as possible for at least thirty-six hours, keeping all

fire or light away from the building until the fumigation process is over
and the place is thoroughly aired.

Strips of sheet tin tacked around the foundation piers of the granary
will prevent the entrance of rats and mice.

If you feel that there is any possibility of your not having bin room
enough to handle your crop, it might save you trouble to plan now just

where you will put it. Perhaps one end of the corncrib or granary can
be boarded up. Maybe you have an empty box stall in the barn that

will hold several hundred bushels. It will save you lots of worry if you
pick out these storage places now, instead of waiting imtil the other

bins are full and the grain wagons have no place to unload from the

machine. When planning, keep in mind that dampness is injurious to

grain, for it is possible that several months may pass before you can
move it.

It might be well to investigate the possibilities of the portable metal
storage bins. Their first cost is not prohibitive, you can set them up
anywhere in the field, and they might be the means of a considerable

saving to you later on.
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He Grows His Own Fee(
By p. T. Hines

IF YOU ever get to Raleigh, Noi
Carolina, just ask the milk inspec

what farmer delivers the best milk in tl

city. I'll wager his answer will be, "E.
Worth." Mr. Worth has no trouble at
in selling for the highest market pru
all the milk his forty-five Jersey cows
produce.
He bought the farm he now owns aboi

six years ago. At that time it was in poi

condition. For one thing, it was extreme!
rocky. Then there were washes and a cryinf i

*f'

need for terraces. The buildings were poor -

But Mr. Worth did not say that thup
farm was in such bad condition that
would buy the feed to feed his cows for evi

and ever. He went to work to get his fa:

in good shape—getting off the rocla A''

terracing, growing legumes for turnini' i
under, using every available ounce a
manure—and merely bought what feel li"

he had to have, working to the time whq ^
buying feed would be unnecessary. 1 A
And it was not long necessary for him ^

to buy food. One of his first moves was^
erect two silos. He then made it a practiS
to grow plenty of roughage. I was at hi
farm last summer, and his son was mowii||
on a 30-acre field of vetch and rye, and on
glance at the crop convinced me that h
the last six years he has brought up 1^
land to where it will give him big yield^
With the abundance of manure nojo

produced by his large number of daix;

cows, Mr. Worth has found it economica
to go into general farming on quite aifcrt

extensive scale. There is always som>
leisure time between milkings, so this proi e m
gressive dairyman uses this time in growin; k:i

com, cotton, and wheat, as well as othe E<t

crops and various rough feeds for the silos mild

In fact, much of his success is due to th t

wise use of time and labor. |o'

The farm of this dairyman now has goo<
equipment. There is a modem home witiikled

gas lights and waterworks, the barn iilsei

modern in every way, and the farm machii
ery is of a modern type, including a tractQi#ed

Another crop which this dairyman takei i

great pride in is his boys, of which he hijrlej

five. And they are a fine, clean, handsom
set of youngsters. The oldest is onl;

fifteen years old, yet as large as the averag
man, and cheerfully does the work of ;

man. The two next in age deliver the mill

in the city of Raleigh, and you will trave
far before you find two boys more cheerful

willing, and efficient, "rhey work wit.

"daddy," instead of for him.

He Built a Laying Strair]

By M. M. Clark

MY PURE-BRED strain of Barrel
Rocks had no remarkable ancestrjfl

but for years my aim has been to develoji
and maintain a first-class lajnng flocli

having exceptional vigor and early matu]
rity. I have never allowed color, barrinij
or other fancy points to stand in the wa:[

of selecting my breeding stoc^ for utilit;

purposes. Nevertheless, my stock has no]
deteriorated in respect to color or appeal

j

ance to any injurious extent. They arj

still a fairly good average in all standarij

requirements except size. They are just;

j

little below standard in \Yeight. I

I have not practiced trap-nesting as :|

means of selecting the birds for my breesdj

ing pen, but I have learned to know ^|
actions and behavior which are the bea|

producing individuals, and which at thl

same time have the exceptional vigor re I

quirement. I no longer have any anxiet;]

as to what the laying quality of my youn
j

stock will be. I know I can always depeni I

on regular and steady egg production fror
jmy pullets throughout the winter, and fcl

about ten or eleven months out of thi

year, if I do my part and get the chick 1

hatched in time to mature before coll

weather arrives. I have proved to my ow 1

satisfaction that no Leghorn, Minorcil
or other so-called egg breed can out-lai

my Barred Rock strain in a test of a givei

number of years. I backed up my judjf
ment in this matter by entering pens «!

pullets in the Connecticut Laying Contei|

for several years, and find that they stanl

the test. I
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A Wedding on the Lawn
By Emily Rose Burt

.4 GIRL who lived in a small town and
A had a big lawn chose to be married"\ outdoors in the latter part of July,

le blossoming hydrangea hedge in front of

5 house was made thicker with small
ergreen branches stuck down into the
)und. One corner of the yard, where
ire was a natural alcove curving in

long the shrubs, she picked out for the
dding itself. The porch was decorated
fch Japanese lanterns and flowers, and
forehand the guests gathered in groups
jre or on the lawn.
When it was time for the ceremony,
ne girl friends of the bride marshaled
a guests to the chosen place, and then
;urned to the house to act as ribbon girls,

lere were about a dozen of them in light

tnmer dresses, and the first couple,

Iding the ends of long white ribbons,

aceded the bridal groups, roping off an
ie across the lawn and among the
sctators.

A chorus of young musical friends came
3t, singing the words and music of

iOhengrin." Following them came a
ck of flower children, tiny girls and boys,
ittering flower petals from the high-
ndled baskets swinging in their chubby
tie hands.

Last of all, four abreast, came the bride

and bridegroom, the bride's mother, who
gave her away, on the right of the bride,

and the best man on the left of the bride-

groom. The ribbon girls had accompanied
the procession at the proper intervals,

holding the aisle ribbon, and the last two
brought up the rear, winding up the ribbon
as they came.
The reception took place immediately

afterward on the lawn, and the guests were
served with ice cream and cake wherever
they chanced to be, by the attentive

ribbon girls.

In the back yard, at a long table, a
colored caterer superintended the serving

of the refreshments.
Altogether it was a most successful

wedding and at the same time a fairly

easy one to plan, since there was no
question of overcrowding in the house,
although in case of rain it could have been
managed there.

NOTE: Half-a-dozen wedding color

schemes suitable for summer-time will be
sent on receipt of a stamped self-addressed

envelope. Address Entertainment Editor,

Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City.

You Can Increase Your
Threshing Yield

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

ts the stuffing of the machine done, and
entirely with the approval of most of.

ie crew, that the owner of the grain was
iwerless to stop it.

Evening came with the job—^which

ould have been finished—still far from
end. The wind still continued and

'ought a drenching rain in the night. But
addition to all the inconvenience, the
ded cost, extra meals and extra work,
iere were probably in the straw stack 30
40 bushels of barley, enough for a fair-

ied market load, wasted in one day by
d threshing management. To grow that
rley took about an acre of good land, an
tire growing season, seed, labor, and
rine.

Since that time a good many of the new
odels of threshing machines have been
uipped with governors which stop the
mdle conveyor when it is overloaded with
mdles. The success of such a device,

iwever, depends on its proper adjustment,
lich again involves the hiunan factor.

id while himian nature has remained
out the same since the time of the inci-

mt described, the costs of farm operations
id farm products have greatly increased,

lich is an additional reason for selecting

reful and steady men as bundle pitchers.

The principal causes of wasteful thresh-

g for which the thresherman is responsi-

e are:

Improper adjustment and dullness of

eth, failm-e to use sufficient power to

!ep the machine at proper speed, and lack
care in leveling the machine.
Allowing grain to leak out on the ground
ound and under the thresher.

General bad order of the machine
trough neglect to make needed repairs,

id unskilled handling.
When the ground on which the thresh-

g machine sets.is soft,. it is best to provide
>rae substantial material so the wheels
ill not sink in, because one side is likely

) sink farther than the other. A machine
lat is not level, especially from side to
de, causes the grain to accumulate on the
'W side and will not do its best work,
ut by means of the so-called "blanket
ist" anyone may quickly satisfy himself
i to whether the grain is going into the
ick or into the stack. That, after all, is

le important thing to know, and every
onest and competent thresherman should
elcome the test. It puts threshing out-
ts on a basis of real comparative merit.
the test is favorable it means good will

" ad satisfaction. If unfavorable, it gives
le competent operator of a first-class out-
t a chance to correct the cause of waste.
1 brief, the blanket test is the grain grow-
l's evidence of the threshing service he is

atting. It is useful also in checking up
le true merits of the various small-sized
ireshing machines which during the last

!W years have been developed for indi-

vidual farm use and as community invest-
ments.
Here are the official directions for mak-

ing the blanket test. They apply to any
standard threshing machine and to all

kinds of small grain threshed with the ordi-

nary outfit.

To make a "blanket test" secure a sheet
of canvas or any other suitable cloth about
18x24 feet in size. Secure a coarse screen
from 24 to 36 inches in diameter. Spread
the sheet on the ground, convenient to the
stacker of the threshing machine, and sta-

tion a man on the top of the machine near
the weighing device. Immediately after a
trip of the weigher drop the hood so that
all the stravy^, etc., passes onto the sheet,
and allow the straw to deposit thereon un-
til the weighing device trips five complete
times, indicating that the machine has
threshed 2}4 bvishels.

Use a fork to winnow off the straw from
the canvas, shaking out as much as possi-
ble of any wheat (or other grain) therein.
This leaves a mass of small particles of

straw and chaff and wheat on the sheet.
Use the screen to sift off the small particles

of straw, and put through a fanning mill to
blow out the chaff, leaving the quantity of

wheat that has been wasted. Measure this

in pint measures and figure the percentage
according to the following table:

Grain on blanket during
5 trips of weighing device, Per cent

or 2]/^ bushels of loss

1 pint Less than 1

2 " " " IH
3 " " " 2
5 " :

" " 3

&}i " " " 4
8 " " " 5

16 " " " 10
One pint in this operation may be considered

unavoidable waste; two pints poor operation,
to be corrected at the earliest opportunity; and
three pints or more may be considered wasteful
practice, and the machine should be closed
down until improvement is indicated.

The reader will observe that the test

leaves no chance for argument, for it shows
the wastage delivered by the stacker to the
straw pile. Interest in clean threshing,
developed last year as a war-time activity,

is highly important likewise in times of

peace.
Finally, Nature herself helps the grain

grower to know whether his threshing was
done well. The telltale appearance of green
sprouts on the straw stack points to the
presence of grain there, and a very green
straw may justify rethreshing. A straw
stack free from green sprouts after warm,
wet weather is a fair endorsement of work
well done, especially when several blanket
tests during threshing were also favorable.
Such combined evidence suggests the wis-
dom of patronizing the same thresherman
again the following year.

Dance any time —
the \^ctrola is always ready/

Ready with lively one-steps and. fox-trots and fascina-

ting waltzes that make you fotget evety care and just

want to dance on and on. Music that inspires you to

dance your very best—the perfect playing of bands and
orchestras renowned for their splencUd dance music.

As enjoyable with a Victrola as though you actually

hire3 the entire band or orchestra itself. Loud and clear

enough for a whole roomful of dancers—and yet easily

adaptable when only a few couples (or even one !) want a
quiet litde dance all their own.

Victors and Victrolas $12 to ^950. Any Victor dealer will gladly play
the newest Victor Dance Records and demonstrate the Victrola. Write to

us for catalogs, and name of neatest Victor dealer.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor

Madiines are scientifically coordinated and synchro-

nized in the processes of manufacture, and their use,

onewith the other, is absolutely essential to a perfect

reproduction.

New Victor Records demonstrated at

all dealers on -the 1st of each month

"Victrola" is the Registered Trademark of the

Victor Talking Machine Company designating the
products of this Company only.
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Victrola XVII
$275
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Time is Money!
Are YOU Foolishly
Frittering It Away?

Of course this picture of a big able-

bodied man driving a dog cart looks

foolish. We want it to. Wasting
valuable time is always foolish.

It matters little whether it is wasted
in driving a dog cart or in sitting

around whittling a stick and wishing

for better things. There are a thou-

sand ways to waste time and a
thousand ways to utiUze it.

We Pay Big Money for Your Time
If you are willing to foUow our instructions and tackle the job we
give you with a whole-hearted determination to succeed. We
pay our men up to $65.00 weekly in salary and expense. We will

pay it to you if you can show the

right sort of stuff. Your greatest

recommendation is your willing-

ness to work hard. Clip the

coupon and send to-day for full

information to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Sales Dept. Springfield, Ohio

illllBlli™

F. F. 7-19

FJRM AND FIRESIDE,
Sales Dept., Springfield, Ohio.

Please tell me how I can make $66.00 weekly.

ir
II

|i
• - 1 Name „

I Postoffice..

State..
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Is YOUR Child
Below Normals
ONE out of every three children

in the United States is below
normal (10,000,000 out of 30,-

000,000)—retarded from one to three

years in development—^handicapped
in the struggle for success by fatigue,

nervousness, indigestion and so on.

Is your child one of the ten million?

You want to know.
And the Woman's Home Com-

panion tells you^—^in the AUGUST
number. Dr. W. R. P. Emerson, a
Boston specialist, an authority on
this subject of malnutrition, begins

a series of wonderful articles in the
August issue. Dr. Emerson's discov-

eries will amaze the world—scien-

tists and physicians as well as mothers
and fathers.

With the simple instructions which
Dr. Emerson gives in the Companion,
you yourself can, in nearly every case,

diagnose your child's trouble and,
without any specialist, or medicine,
or paraphernalia, can bring him up to

his normal condition of health.

These are not theoretical experi-

mental tests and methods, but based
on actual experiences over a period of
years with thousands of boys and girls

in every walk of life.

THDE Editor says this is the most
important work tindertaken by

the Companion since it launched the
Better Babies movement, which has
nowhelped morethan 300,000 babies
to health and happiness. Of course

it is intended to do for yoimg chil-

dren just what the Better Babies
Bureau is doing for infants.

The Woman's Home Companion
for August is now on sale at the news-
stands. Take your copy home with
you to-day.

WOMAN'S Home Companion
Published by

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Also Publishers of THE AMERICAN
magazine and FARM AND FIRESIDE

Is Your Crop Worth Its Cost?
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

FARM efficiency is a wonderfully over-
worked word. Therefore I am going to
call it crop cost. I have had somecrop-

cost surprises in the last few years, and I
expect to have some more. Really, there
are a big lot of us easy-going farmers who
don't know what it costs us to do our
work or to raise our crops. More than
that, we seldom stop to think about it

even.
And more than that, we know that we

should think about it, and yet we don't.
We say there is money in hogs or tomatoes,
or potatoes or steers, or' that there is

not any money in horses or colts or
chickens, and so on. And yet the big-
gest share of us merely think that there
is or is not. We don't know.

Last summer I raised a small field of

enough to get along on they don't needj
worry. W,cri
Anyway, we have just one cow so iia jfie

She pays about 40 cents a day above he 4

'

feed cost. We know that. It is a con few
venience to have her of course, and that J eft

worth something. But I am not countini, id«

conveniences; I can't afford to.
chickens will pay. We know what
eat and what they cost. r '

joj^

Do you know what your cows are doinjfi
Have you even guessed? Are you en
wondering?

I saw one of my neighbors with
good Guernseys yesterday who volunta
said that he didn't know whether tl
paid him or not. He didn't keep traq
He had 'em, fed 'em, and milked
and that's all he knew.

Lnimii a

Qnifii

W^' tfi

"Are those eggs strictly fresh?"
"Yes, madam. They are better than fresh, for they were really not due here xmtil

to-morrow."

1^. ii%-:;^fiABi?«

tomatoes for a canning factory near here.
There were 2.74 acres, to be exact. I
didn't guess at that. The yield was eight
tons to the acre. The price was $15 a ton
delivered to the factory. That is a pretty
slim price, but it seemed good to us imtU
we found that other growers were getting
from $20 to $30 for the very same product,
and delivered to the same company's fac-
tory.

However, the crop seemed pretty good to
me. That yield is good—^not extraor-
dinary, but a little above the average. But
I kept pretty close tab on the cost of that
crop of tomatoes, and it left me a profit of
slightly less than $10 an acre.

Some of my neighbors who follow, this
line of cropping have been surprised too
when they have even guessed at the cost
of their crop. I was. I figtired my time
at $3 a day, and my team at $2. That is

not too high. I could not hire a man at all,

and seldom a team at any price. Teams
with drivers easily got $6 a day this fall.

I figured my land, which was a clover sod
covered with four tons of manure to the acre,

along with the rent and taxes and interest,

at $20. Was that too high? You wouldn't
rent it for that, I'll bet.

This is just a sample. But we really are
guessing too much. I have heard some
pretty substantial farmers tell me that if

one started to figure out what a crop or
stock cost they would be in the hole about
every year.
Now, I wonder? These men are older

farmers than I am. Lots of them haven't
made the money I have, and some of

them have. But a crop, or your stock,

ought to pay. Surely a farmer ca'h't give
his time for nothing. He must have wages
and a profit that will pay interest. If he
doesn't have he is making mistakes some-
where.
We are just starting out on our first

farm. Have had two years of it. We never
had a dollar handed to us or heired any-
thing. We have to know what we are do-
ing. We can't afford to make mistakes
blindly.
Maybe that is why some farmers do not

worry about what their products cost

—

they didn't dig out their farm or their

money themselves, and since they've got

But when you go to keeping track of i„

whole farm and its products you wjl
have to take into consideration a lot ol

living from the farm in the shape d
vegetables for the table. Also, the hoiipi

rent and fuel must be divided among liM

different products of the farm. That 'vnl

make some difference. Our house wM
furnace heat would rent for $15 in on iW.

town, and fuel that usually can be got outoi sture,

our woods is worth probably $50 a y«(» fcj
The use of rigs to travel with when we wW| lable

is worth something too. These things hawi me &
to be coimted in. ue ]

But try to figure what things cost yoo lal

You will have a lot more fun and intereB ais.,

in your work, and save or make somi mi
money.

If you don't know the cost of produdni:
yoiu" crops, certainly you don't knon asioj

whether or not they are profitable. P€S|
haps some of your animals are boarde
and some of your crops liabilities inst
of assets. Are you living on your lat
income or merely on the interest on yd

Do You Need a Farm-
hand?

IF YOU need a good helper
on your farm, write to me at

381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and I will put you in touch
with the man in your State who
is paid by the Government to

help you find just the farmhand
you want. • The Editok.

investment? Of course, a farmer
other things to do besides keeping book
but many farmers could spend a litt

more time with a pad and pencil to goo
advantage.
Try to figiu-e the cost of doing thmj

on your farm. It will be very interestinj

and likely to be quite profitable to yw
as well.

Farm and Fireside is published monthly by The Crowell Publishing Company at Springfield, Ohio. George D. Buckley, Pre
dent; Lee W. MaiweU, First Vice President; Thomas H. Beck, Second Vice President; Albert E. Winger, Treasurer; L.

Rodda, Circulation Manager. Editorial and executive offices, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York. Branch office, 1316 Tnbo
Building, Chicago, Illinois. By subscription, 25 cents a year; three years, 60 cente, or five yeara. 91,00. Single copies 5 cen
Send aubsctiptions to the Springfield office.

"Sol
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Crops I Grew

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

Npea stubble not planted. This was
; field upon which the ton of limestone
- acre had been put. I had my man disk

s field thoroughly, and then harrow it

;h the spike-tooth and roll it with the
ge roller. Everyweek it was harrowed till

ij first of July, when the sweet-clover

id was sowed and harrowed in, the seed
ving been inoculated with culture. Re-
!mber this field had had but one crop
cowpeas, 400 pounds of acid phosphate
10 with the peas the year before and 200
;h the clover seed), and one ton of

lestone, and that it was worn-out land.

October the sweet clover was 18 inches

;h and ready for pasture.
"We carried the hogs along on woods
sture, and purchased corn till the middle
July, and then saw that they were cost-

; too much. Following the regular
ation we had 10 acres of cowpeas.
'Here was the crop to go with the ripe

! and vetch, and to carry the hogs on in

; late summer. My theory of rotation
)adened. It now looked like this:

ybeans for hay and cowpeas for hog
sture; soybean and pea stubble sowed
rye and vetch, pastured in the fall and
ing and hogged off in the summer; rye
1 vetch field fall-plowed for corn the
tt year, the corn stubble going into oats
i clover the spring following. Lime-
ine goes on before clover is sowed, and
osphate goes on all crops.

'igures for First Successful Year

'Now for the figures on this first year
it might be called successful:

e Jersey heifer . $60 . 00
(am, one-half production . 70.00
•0 calves 22 . 00
18, red oak, for lumber 75 . 00
IS the 40 hogs, net 540 . 00

$767.00

Expenses were as follows:

iges of man $390.00
d—clover, alfalfa, bean 60.00
•tilizer, lime, etc 60.00
ses 62.40

$572.40

There remained for the owner, as the
; returns for the year, $193.60, returned
the farm in improvements.
'The experiment now stands about this

y: I have 160 acres of land divided as
lows: 100 acres tillable, 35 acres rough
sture, 15 acres wood lot, and 10 acres
ildings and orchards. The 100 acres of

able land is broken by ravines so that
ne fields are as small as four acres, and
ae larger than 20 acres. Nearly all the
all fields are now in sweet clover or
alfa, sweet clover sowed first to get the
>und in condition and then followed by
alfa. The 80 acres of larger fields are
;ated about as follows: 10 acres cow-
is hogged off, 10 acres soybeans cut for

y, 20 acres rye and vetch pastured, 20
•es corn on rye and vetch stubble, 20
•es in oats and clover. In this war year
laye put in wheat in place of oats on
acres, plowing under clover sod.
"I am trjdng to run the place as a one-
m farm. Crops are planned to furnish
irk throughout the year for one man.
3 sow rye, vetch, and wheat in the fall,

d fall-plow our rye and vetch stubble
corn the next spring. We sow oats and

iver in March, plant corn in early May,
>rbeans in late May, and cowpeas in
;e May and early June, usually finding
ne during the planting of the two later

)ps to harrow and cultivate the corn,
ybeans are cultivated twice, if possible.
)wpeas are not cultivated. We now
sture the rye and vetch early, then turn
gs on alfalfa, changing later to ripe rye
d cowpeas. Corn is cut and shredded,
d oat straw saved for roughage. The
ood sows are carried through the winter
soybeans fed in the hay with a little

rn and middlings. Calves are carried on
alfa and soybean hay.
"To sum up, the old farm that I bought
$29 an acre is now easily worth twice

at. All the field will grow any legume
)p or 50 bushels of corn in an average
ar. Most fields are tiled; fences rebuilt,

)stly with cement posts. The farm,
;er the first three years, has furnished
3 man working on it a better living than
could have made in town, and has given
2 owner enough extra to make the im-
ovements and has doubled its value.
'So I think you will find that building
the soil really pays. It certainly paid

Guarantee Hie Bj^alns^otto
Bend orBreak.
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Remember—
Genuine John Deere Bot-
toms—the kind you get when you
buy a John Deere Tractor Plow-
have a world-wide reputation for

good seed beds, good scouring and
long wear.

John Deere Quick Detach-
able Shares-^the kind you get

when you buy a John Deere Trac-

tor Plow—wear exceptionally well

and are easy to keep close-fitting.

Loosen one nut to remove'the. share;

tighten the same nut and the share

is on tight

Sizes—

,

Two-Bottom
Three-Bottom
Four-Bottom

WHEN you buy a John Deere Tractor Plow you get
full protection against beams bending or breaking throughout
the long life of the plow. You are protected by the material in

the beams—extra strong, special John Deere steel. You are protected

by the simple, binding guarantee of the maker of John Deere Plows.
That is one of the many special reasons why you should choose a

TI2ACT0R PLOW
Remember, a tractor plow in op-
eration is subject to hard strains. The
tractor does not "give," as horses do. If

a beam springs, the plow will no longer
do good work. That means a costly de-

lay while the beam is being repaired. If

a beam breaks there is a costly delay and
the expense of a new beam besides.

The extra strong, guaranteed John Deere beams
protect you agmnst delay and expense.

Be sure to consider that important
feature when you choose your tractor

plow. And keep in mind these other
features:

The extra strong beam braces are
long lapped and securely joined to the
beams with heavy bolts and lock wash-
ers. The frame stays rigid. The bot-

toms keep their proper alignment.

The simple, strong, positive power
lift is trouble proof. It doesn't gather
trash. Its few parts move only when the
bottoms are being raised. There is prac-
tically no wear.

In every way you will find that
the John Deere Tractor Plow has the
downright quality to enable it to keep on
doing the best of work year after year
with fewest repairs.

You can hitch this plow to any
standard tractor. Your John Deere dealer

can furnish it to you in two, three or
four bottom sizes. You can get it equipped
with the type of genuine John Deere bot-

toms especially adapted to meet your re-

quirements. See your John Deere dealer

the first time you are in your town. Write
to us for a folder. Ask for folder TP-18.

JOHN DEERE
GET QUALITY
AND SERVICE

Moline, Illinois

JOHN DEERE:
DEALERS GIVE BOTH

eres a

Money-Making

Opportunity

for YOU!
With proper co-operation

from you, it will bring in

up to $50.00 weekly.

Here's a chance to secvue

a permanent salaried

position which will insure

a good living for you and
yours.

It Costs a Stamp to Get
Particulars

Are you willing to invest that much?
Don't lay this magazine aside until you
have written a letter asking for par-

ticulars to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Country Sales Department

SPRINGFIELD - OHIO

SODays

FREE
Trial!

Down-Year to Pay
Get ;oar Kirstin OKE-MAN Stump
pQller NOW—on Special Summer <

terms and prices. Try it 30 days
FKEEI Prove that ONE MAN
with a Kirstio can puli bieeest.

,

toughest stumps—quick, easy , ^
cheap! If satisfied, keep pull-

er and take one year to pay. It not /
aleased, return at our expensel
[oDsy back. You ran no risk! "Big '

Book FBEEr Write today?

A.J.KirstinCo;
21 lo Lud street Escanaba, Mich.

Now is the Time
to Buy a Farm
in Good Old U.S.A.
Although the war is over^ the demand for food

continues. The business of producing things to
eat, therefore, gives promise of paying satis-
factory dividends.

The U. S. RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
offers the co-operation of its HOMESEEKERS
BUREAU to those who wish to engage in farm-
ing, stockraising, dairying, poultry raising, fruit
growing, and kindred pursuits. Free inforraation
will be furnished about farm opportimities in
any State on request.
Write today. Give me the name of the State

you want information about; say what line of
farm activity you wish to follow, and the number
of acres you will need, and let me know what
kind of terms you desire. The more particulars
you can send regarding your requirements, the
better I can serve you.

Nothing to Sell,
Only Information to Give.

J. L. EDWARDS, Manager,
Agricultural Section, U. S. -Railroad Administra-

tion, Room 283, Washington, D. C.

G
FOR FALL SOWING

Buy direct from us at wholesale prices. Get high-
est quality guaranteed seeds and save one profit.
We deal direct with you. The big saving will surprise
you. All seed sold subject to Government test. Alsike
and Timothy mixed cheaper and better than Timothy.
Write lor samples and circulars today on all Grass and
Field Seeds and Feeds. Quick Service.

DAVE PECK SEED CO., Dept. 3, Evansvllla, Ind.

7&«'PERFECT
CORN HARVESTER

Works in any kind of
soil. Cuts stalks, does
notpulllikeothercutters Absolutely HO dangGF.

Cuts Four to Seven Acres a Day
with Imao and Iborse. Eereis vrhatonefarmereays:

Gentlemen^-Have found the fiarvetter to be a
labor and a money saver. Filled an 85-ton *!la
with the help of a 10-year eld boy. The corn wai
on a side hill and the piece was stony but the
"Perfect" cut all the corn. Yours respectfu lly,

H. S. ATWOOD, Watertown, Conn.

SOLD DIRECT TO THE FARMER
Send forbookletand circulars telling all about thislabor-
eavingmachine; also testimonials ofmany users

.

LOVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. 23 Lincoln, lU.
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Suppose you were managing
Swift & Company

Knowledge of the American ap-

petite is one of the requisites of the

manager's job.

Suppose you are the manager.
You know that more meat is eaten

in cold weather. A cold snap begins

suddenly, butcher shops enjoy a
thriving trade and call for meat.
The rush of orders uses up your
stocks. Competition among buyers
sends the price up.

The next winter, when you are

expecting the usual good demand
along comes the influenza epidemic

and people stop eating meat, leav-

ing a big lot of perishable food

on hand!

What would you have done then,

if you had been managing Swift

& Company? Of course you would
have had to reduce prices to get

rid of the meat—and taken a loss.

Demand is the queerest thing in

the world.

No one ever has put his finger on
it. Weather, fashion, business, all

control men's appetites, and they
buy what they want to eat.

These touches and flurries in dif-

ferent parts of the country cause the

price to bob up and down like a cork

and bait pulled by an excited fish.

After operating Swift & Company
you would see how the public

appetite for meat controls the price

of live and dressed beef. You
would find that the packer doesn't

like these fluctuations any better

than you do, and that he is power-
less to stop them.

You would also find that he has to

use the keenest judgment and the

best ofmanagement to get his profit

of a fraction of a cent per pound.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Founded 1868

A nation-wide organization owned by more than 25,000 shareholders

Aaeriea's

Pioneer

Dtg Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to an; address t>y

the Antlior

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31»t Street, New York

DOWN
ONE YEAR ^'P'
TO PAY -.i4>>/

soQ Bays the New BatterBr Jr. No. ZK.
«/0 Liebt TOiming, easy cleaning,

dose ekuumme. dorable.

NEW BUTTERFLY
eepantors are ^arantMd « lif«-tiine
•sainst defects id material and workman^"
bip. M»de also in four larger eizes all sold on
so Days' FREK TRIAL

•nd on a plan whereby they earn their
©wn coet and more b? what the? save. PoBta)
tiring Free Catalog Folder. Bay from the
manofactorer and save money. [3J

ilbaUSthOover Co* 2139M«r»MllBI.CIiica<o

THE SAFEST HORSE NAIL
to use is the one which does not split or
crimp Tinder the hammer
blows. CapeweU nails are
made of the very best ma-
terial. They neither split I

nor crimp. They hold best,

too. Be sxire and have these
nails used in shoeing your horses. It pays!

ABSOR
m ~

- TPiinr MARX 01

BINE
tradl mark reg.u;s;pat. off,:

will reduce inflamed, swollen
Joints, Sprains, Bruises, Soft

Bunches; Heals Boils, PoU
Evil, Ouittor, Fistula
and infected sores
quickly as it is a positive antisep-

tic and geFHiicide. Pleasant to use;

does not blister or remove the
hair, and you can work the horse.

. ?2.S0 per bottle, delivered. Book
1 7 R free.

F. YOUNG, INC. ' 23 Temple St. Springfield, Mass.

Is the Clock Counting Time

ON YOU?
YESTERDAY has gone

!

Forget it! What are

you doing to-day? What
will you do to-morrow
to keep the clock from

counting you out? The
successful man grasps op-

portunity. Here's a chance for you.

We have positions open for the right

kind of men. We will pay salaries up to

$50.00 a week. It costs you a postage

stamp to investigate. Write

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Sales Department, Springfield, Ohio

Things Fake Salesmen'

ii

i

Wai Tell You
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

The bonds are the work of men at
head of certain so-called "securil

companies.
Should you buy a certain compi

stock the salesman will give you oi

these bonds, promising to take the
back after a specified period for twi
sum you paid for it, provided notii

given within certain dates that you vu
to have him do so. As far as can be
tained one of these men has given
guarantees on something over a
dollars of this stock. A good part of
will fall due around the end of this .

What will happen to the promoter t]

unless his efforts to advance the mi
price of the stock are more successful
they have so far been, can be conjeci

All the assets back of them consi

securities in this man's own promol
which are not worth what he is ch;

for them, let alone double the pri(

which he sells them.
Through one of his companies this

has, in rapid succession, promo'
number of stock-selling schemes-ij
with a $15,000,000 capital, He has (

playing this game now for more than 1

years, and yet not one. of his compai
is on a basis where it can earn a dividffiTF

legitimately.
He publishes a house organ. That

i

another earmark of the get-rich-qui \

promoter. In such a publication they c

romance at will about how easy it is

earn fabulous profits on their stocks.
When this man took over a cert

manufacturing company it was an egi

shell concern, occupying but temporal
quarters. Its former promoter had
leave the State because the enactment
a Blue Sky Law made it uncomfortal'
for him to remain. A small matter lij

this, however, failed to restrain the masi
j

bubble blower. He immediately increasj

the capitalization of the company sevei |y
himdred thousand dollars, and wroti
his 30,000 clients that it had an equipme' »il

"which means an earning capacity a pi

one per cent per month," and talked fte

the stock being "worth $60 per share l %i

fore the close of the present year." Tl: lei

was in 1918, and that year has passed P *

history without the company stock tei ffiis

worth anything like $60 a share, or hi I";

the price it cost investors. • < eiisi

Lately this man has begun anatii pfc

drive on investors on the strength ol' fWi

contract with a certain legitimate ai u
independent company not financially i iat'

terested in his enterprises. This contra m
according to his version, will mean mi mb

than $50,000,000 business for his oo fi

pany. But he needs more capital to p idet

vide the facilities to take- charge of t ing

contract. The pirates of promotion sol

ways have an excuse for extracting m- ster

money from the public. Let us exam don

this excuse in the light of this ma sa

utterances. As far back as 1915 he wr
to a man in Baltimore: iijit

"In a few days you will receive i!sb

announcement that will be sent to i jsi

clients and prospective ones regardini mi

contract which has just been closed iest

the company whereby they have t tati

their entire output to a responsible ] im!

bing house, that means a profit of $1,5* ep i

000 a year, or 150 per cent on the capit

zation." "The promise failed. Shf

The simon-pure brother of this b
man is a man behind another fake be ala

He "guarantees" the holders of tJ Itt);

"bonds" a certain per cent from all sale§ ski

his "product" until the bond is paid in

)

but of course he does not guarantee i

production. The credulous investor is

aware of the fact that he makes n
money from commissions from the sal

stock than he ever expects to receivt

dividends.
His methods and gross exaggerat

offer an insight into the operations of

bogy man's mind. Could one think

feel as he does when he baits his hool

catch the suckers, one would probs

be as much amused as he must be whei

says in a falsetto tone of sincerity:

"I have told you from the first th;

cared nothing for a- profit for myself x

1 have made good."
He even makes a strong point in his

erature" of the fact that his company a
^

down work on Simday. " "

Thus works the financial bogy i
,

You can tell them best by their g p
exaggerations. Keep out of their clut(| 'u

or you will have less cash than you
before.

it f

lot
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'here s Money for You in Sheep
By W. L. Nelson

VE JKNOW that our ancestors,

clear back to the beginning of the
world almost, raised sheep. They

I't keep a flock because it looked -nice

on the front lawn, nor because it was
fashion; they raised sheep because they
id that they could make a good living

Farmers who are in the same business
ay are doing just like their ancestors,

those who have not yet discovered the
ibilities of the farm flock have a sur-

} in store for them when they start to
stigate.

ere is the record of a yoiing farmer who
DC year made 116 per cent profit from
head of ewes. One item shows 794
ids of wool at 13 cents a pound

—

13H cents, not 60 or 70. That was in

), just ten years ago. Who will say

with proper management there is

iT present conditions no money in the

p business? The price pendulum has
ag a long way from where it was back
le dark days when some shipments of

p actually failed' to pay freight and
mission charges. The term "mutton-
l," as applied to a man, was then one
erision, but it might now be counted a
pliment.
3W sheepmen were able to foresee the
t wool demand of to-day. The result

at we had in the United States at the
nning of 1918, not 64,000,000 sheep—
imber once reached—^but an average of

a miUion sheep to each State. No
der that Red Cross chapters were
ng for yam to knit into sweaters for

soldiers; no wonder that owners of

stered flocts were, almost without ex-

ion, sold out of surplus stock early in

season; no wonder that some persons
iicted $1 a pound for wool. A great

ight in Australia, an unusually un-
•rable winter and spring on the Western
;es of our own country a year ago, and
war have all tended to bring about
ent conditions in the sheep trade,

ut abnormal conditions are not needed
make profitable a flock of well-bred

!p on the average farm. Here is the
' one authority puts it:

Sheep will produce twice as much as

other class of live stock raised on any
al area that will support both."
'ruly, right now, wool is "velvet," but
sheepman does not depend upon wool
le for profit. The sheep is one of the
;t efficient meat-producing animals on
farm. A table compiled from many
eriment station reports shows grain
[lired for 100 pounds' gain, dry-lot

ling, as follows:

Cattle Hogs Sheep

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds
Grain Hay Grain Grain Hay

1 1,080 457 500 420 458
1 421 331 595
ey. 914 ... 446 305 ...

1. 452 549 Past'r'd
ed (with
ots or sU-
le) 712 572 359 370 382
cd 953 292 431 326 422

verage... 914 440 430 383 464

in enthusiastic sheepman says: "While
/ 24 pounds of dry grain are required
make one pound of mutton, we must
'e 64 pounds to produce one pound of
f in the slaughter house." This same
a continues: "We can purchase six

B for the price of one cow. Ewes well
ed for will average a lamb crop of 115

to 120 per cent, while the calf crop runs
from 75 to 90 per cent. We can count on
from $12.50 to $14.00 per hundredweight
for the lambs when they are ready to go.
The wool will pay the cost of keeping the
ewes. So you s.ee why I am so strong for

the sheep."
The care of lambs was never as impor-

tant as it is this spring, and March and
April are the months in which the greatest

amount of care is required. Neglect then
means loss. Care, on the other hand,
brings the largest compensation. Next to
the time spent in testing seed corn, the
hour devoted to looking after the ewe
that is lambing may bring the largest

returns of any labor on the farm.
There should also be advance prepara-

tion looking to the lambing period. If

the ewes can have fresh winter pastures,

such as wheat or rye, it gives a healthy
tone to the system and increases the milk
flow. It will also pay to feed ewes about
half a pound of grain with some silage, or a
little bran and oil cake, for a few weeks
before lambing, reducing the grain just

in advance of the lambing period.

We have spoken of winter pasture for

the ewes. It is also true that the young
lamb will often begin to eat grain at an
earlier age if provided with rye or wheat
pasture. Ordinarily, when thrifty, Jiealthy

lambs are ten days or two weeks old they
begin nibbling at the hay or other rough-
age that has been provided for the mother
sheep. It is then that the experienced
shepherd provides separate creeps, or pens,
for the little woollies. In these pens are
troughs in which small quantities of corn
chop, bran, and oil meal are placed. With
feed of this kind and with plenty of mother's
milk the lamb goes right on growing and
never loses its "baby fat."

At lambing time it pays from day to day
to pick out the ewes that are the most
advanced, and to separate them from the
rest of the flock. If the weather is extremely
cold it is a fine thing to put them in a
building in which there is a stove. It will

be better, too, if the ewes can be separated
into lots of only five or six each. .This

means that when a lamb is dropped it

cannot stray very far away from its mother.
With a small flock and where ropm is

sufficient it will pay to take another step
and place the newly dropped lamb with
its mother in a single pen for several days.
When this is done there is rarely ever any
trouble in getting the ewe to own her off-

Why Don't You Ask
Me?

IF YOU want to ask any
questions about your live

stock—^hogs, cattle, sheep, and
horses— either as to buying,

breeding, feeding, or market-

ing, write to me at 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, and
we will see that you get what
you want from the most reliable

source of information there is.

Be sure to give us fuU details.

The Editor.

spring. Occasionally, though, this trouble
must be contended with. Drawing some
milk from the udder and rubbing this over
the lamb will often result in the mother's
owning it. This is on the same principle
that the ewe that has lost her own lamb,
and that is slow to adopt another, may, in

most instances, be induced to do so by
removing the skin of the dead lamb and
temporarily covering the living lamb with
it. After other means have failed, we
have seen a contrary ewe made to claim
her lamb merely by the shepherd's com-
manding his collie to get over and lie down
in the sheep pen. To tie "Towser" in one
corner of the pen would have the same
effect. In case of lambs born in the range
or in the open there is seldom any diffi-

culty to get the mother ewe to own her
offspring.

Even with the best of care we occasion-
ally find a chilled lamb. In this case a
bath in fairly hot water, followed by a dry

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 37]

"The Distinguished Service"

CREAM SEPARATOR
There is service built into every part of

a De Laval. Forty years of leadership in

cream separator construction have made it

the unquestioned leader in close skimming,

light running, easy cleaning, and durability. .

The De Laval is sold through local

agents who are well informed with regard -

to the machine and the Company's policy.

These agents localize the Company's serv-

ice. They carry repair parts in stock and are

trained to give intelligent advice and prompt
help, in order to insure complete separator

satisfaction and continuity of service.

There is a De Laval agent in every

dairy community throughout the world

—

a constant reminder of the fact that when
you buy a De Laval, the Company feels

that its obligation to you has

just started.

It is because of these facts

that the De Laval has been

justly called

"The Distinguished
Service Separator."

The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway 29 E. Madison St.
New York Chicago

50,000 Branches and Local Agencies the World Over

alte

If not, let us explain, without obliga-

tion to you, otir unusual money-making
proposition.

_i , t jr 1 If you can spare one hour a day, orDo they come around regularly for you? .. .,, . , „ wt.^^^•' b J J more, it will pay you well. Wnte

—

Is the amount you receive satisfactory?

Sales Division FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio



A Comparison of Costs

A graphic picture of the

high cost of doing business is

shown by the rise in a long list

ofcommodity pricesduring the

past five strenuous years.

By the exercise of unparal-

leled . economies, telephone

rates have been kept almost

unchanged.

The fact is, the increase in

the cost of commodities has

resulted in what is equal to a

decrease in telephone rates. In

other words: The doUeur which

was spent for the telephone

has bought more than twice

as much as the dollar spent

for the commodity.

The activities of reconstruc-

tion which axe now upon the

nation have put a great burden

upon the telephone. This con-

dition has made necessary an

advance in telephone rates.

This advance does not ex-

ceed an average of eight per-

cent; almost negligible as com-

peured with the advances in

other lines of industry, yet

enough to cover the increase

in the cost of operation.

Only through adequate rev-

enue can there be assured the

maintenance of a high stand-

ard of telephone service.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

On« Policy One Syatem Univenal 5*rv(ce

Victory Home Food Drier

For vegeta-
bles, fruit and
seed corn. It

saves time,
labor and
money. Foods
preserved in
The Victory
Drier "taste
just like fresh
picked." The
process is sim-
ple, easy and

Bure ard the foods thus preserved are delicious and
Wholesome. Thla Is the best and the only dehydrator
of the type In the world . Scientiflc, proved. Run by a
Kerosene fan. Ask for catalogue D 2.

Th* Lake Breeze Motor, 572.A W. Monroe St., Chicaco

If yon could buy
bora paint for 50 ctnis per gal-

loo, it would still cost nearly twice as
much to painl your bam with it. as it would cost to paint

(h: same bam with WEATHEAWAX Liquid PaiaL Write for

[free color card and pnces. Sold by good dealers everywhere,
or direct, freight paid, where we kove tio dealer, Addrrtt,

THE REILLY COMPANY, InaianapolU. Indiana.

After ten years test by thou
sands of car users, Briotson
PneumatioTireBhaveeolved
OTieuiiiatio tire problem.
Gaeyriding.absolutelyproof
against punctures, blow-
cmtB,rut8,rim cat.skiddins:,
oil, gasoline. In short troubTe
proof. Written 10,000 mile guar-
aDtee. Somo go 15 to 20,000.

TRY 'EM AT OUR EXPENSE
Blake as prove It. Don't pay if

not satiefied. Write to-day for
details of most liberal, coDvinclner
"Free Trial" plan ever offered.

S*Dt with iUuBtrated, descriptiTe boob

The Brictson Mtg. Co., Dept. 85-

79 W. O. W. BIdg.. Omaha, Nebr.

0 K CHAMPION DIGGERS
^Ari Hit Ltadtra Evarywhtrt,"

Our maebineaara dcaisned
and built to meet
all eonditiona tinder
which they may be
worked. They em-
body erery point of

eonstmction which insures freedom from
breakdowns, costly waits and expensive repair
bills. Saves lim* in harrestins and savas
money on your crop of potatoes.
•QrPHake inquiry. Write today for oar

rifEC DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE, ETC.
Kivinsr particulars of the O. K. Champion lane.

CHAMPION POTATO MACHINERY COMPANY
199 Chieago Avenue, Hammond, Indiana

You've Got to GOAFTER IT!
$50 a Week U Wittun Your Re^di
Money fa an elaaive property. It

doesn't come to ub merely for the
wishing. Yon have to chase It down

—

cmpture it. We've got a salea plan
that will enable yoa to increase your
income regardless of what your pres-
ent occupation ia. Write as.

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

IG CUT
IN ENGINE PRICES^
KEROSENE - GASOLINE

2 to 30 H-P.
Immediate Shipment
Stationary, Portable ori

Saw-Rig—all at greatly
reduced prices. Best'
Engine— longest rec-
ord— strongest guarantee. Choose yoor own
terms. No cut in auality, but a big cut in price

for quick action. Write for new cut-price cata-
log-FREE, postpaid--ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS
2064 Oakland Avenne, Kansas City, Mo,
2061 Empire . Building, Pittaborgll. Fa.

FARM AND FIRESID.

Prohibition—And Your Farm 'f

[continued from page 5]

from brewery machinery to canning ma-
chinery. We're making commercial cannery
machinery right now. That's what I'm
doing up here—seUing it."

The use of rye for alcoholic liquors is

insignificant as compared with the ex-
panding demand for this crop for other
purposes. During the year ending June 30,
1917, the use of rye for alcoholic liquors
was less than 3,000,000 bushels, as com-
pared with rye production in 1916 of
48,862,000 bushels.

This works out a less than eight per
cent use of the crop for this purpose, but
the crop has been increasing rapidly, the
yearly average for the last five years being
60,000,000 bushels as against 35,000,000
bushels in the preceding five years. These
"lifeless" figures ought to convince the
most pessimistic that the discontinuance of

rye in the making of whisky will make
hardly a ripple in the upward current of

production of this crop.
Corn? So much has been said about

corn whisky and the tremendous consimip-
tion of this fluid, that one wonders
what the deuce we're going to do with the
grain after we stop drinking its juice. This
is another case of the wish being father
to the thought in the "wet" mind.

Less than two per cent of our corn crop
was used for beer and whisky! The corn
crop of 1916 was 2,566,927,000 bushels,
the crop of 1917 was 3,065,233,000 bushels,

or 500,000,000 bushels increase in one
year. "The ten to fifty million bushels used
for alcoholic liquors aren't going to bother
the American farmer. We lose more corn
than that from weevil and smut and wire-

worm and a few other pests which we have
with us always. And the shutting-off

of this amount from the distilleries will

mean only the diverting of it into the feed
trough on the farm.
The distilleries have taken nearly 10

per cent of the corn which we marketed,
but the farmer should worry! Europe will

take more, and he'll have to grow more to
fill Europe's order and his program for

increased live-stock production.
Then comes the voice from the vine-

yards. Wine growers have been on the
anxious seat, and will be kept there just

as long as pro-alcoholic preachings can
hold them down to it. California, for

instance, produces something like 250,000
tons of wine and table grapes, valued at

$4,000,000 in the raw, at $8,000,000 when
used for wine and the like. What will

become of these investments in vineyards?

Market them as table grapes, one sug-
gests; but this market has its limitations.

And the wine grapes of California alone
yield approximately 40,000 tons of sugar
a yeai;, which at some sugar quotations
which have been obtained in recent months
have a value of about $8,000,000.
No stretch of 200,000 acres of wine

grapes can be converted overnight into
something else. This is a problem in

gradual economic evolution. But in so
short a time as a few months new uses for

this crop are suggesting themselves.

"There is thcpossibUity of converting
some of these vineyards into currant vine-i

yards," say the experts in the Federal
Department of Agriculture. "Currant
grapes ripen very early, and would be
ready for curing in the dry vine districts

before the fall rains begin. Their yield,

under favorable conditions, is relatively

high, running from four to eight tons to

the acre.

"There is an established market in the

United States for about 30,000,000 pounds
of dried currants a year. That was the
average quantity annually imported prior

to the beginning of the European war.
The demand for them has become thor-

oughly fixed, and may be fairly depended
upon. From 8,000 to 10,000 acres of grapes
would be necessary to meet this demand,
heretofore supplied from abroad. The
modus operandi consists of grafting the cur-

rant grape on phylloxera-resistant grape
stocks already planted and bearing.

There is another possible outlet for the

yield of these wine vineyards—grape
syrups. The University of California has
pointed out that the manufacture of

syrups could be accomplished with com-
paratively little expense for special equip-

ment, as some of the wineries already
have syrup-making machinery, and much
of the equipment used in wine-making is

also used in syrup-making.
"A table syrup produced from grapes

necessarily would be a high-priced syrup,"
the Department -investigators tell us.
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All of which might offer invaluabl
material for the calamity howlers followin
the funeral train of John Barleycorn, wi
it not for the vivid fact that whem

'

California has something good, and
it, no antiquated groundless prejudice
lack of appreciation for it ever keeps lit

from shoving that something straight t

its ultima thule. And now watch them pt,
across grape syrups for table and cai

use! Now as to soft drinks.
Here are a few simple facts abow

soft-drink industry:
The annual consumption of bottled

drinks in the United States prior to

restrictions in production is estimate
about 3,000,000,000 bottles. Over 10,
establishments, employing about 75,
people, are engaged bottling these prodi
Hop acreages must of course pass

the passing of beer. Then, asks the
alcoholic, what is to become of tb
vestments and the investments in
hop kilns? Well, in Cahfornia, for ex
some of the largest hop growers
planted fruit between the rows of
vines, just as peaches are often plai

fillers in apple orchards to yield an in
while the apple trees are approachingjtl
productive stage of their career,
this stage is reached the peaches are
out. By the same token, hop vines
being taken out from the fruit planting
In some sections of New York State, an
in certain parts of the Pacific Northwea
hop kilns have been converted into fru

driers, and plants for drying vegetabL
other than root crops. The conversion '

the hop kiln into a fruit or vegetable dryii
plant depends for its practicality upon ti

nearness of a good supply of fruit to the
plants.

If you farmers of this country were to I

asked individually and collectively
feature of the whisky business cono
you most, I venture the assertion thai

would ignore the marketing problei
corn, rye, barley, hops, grapes, aa
like, and strike on a key which up
present has not been sounded in
article. Never have I met a farmer in
"wet" territory whose greatest conceit]
was not the problem of his labor supply.

Labor at best is an elusive quanti
these days; thrice fortunate is that fann
who can find good labor and then be
it. Witness the great efforts in this diw
tion exemplified in the building of comfoi
able tenant houses, the allowance of garde
cow, and a pig or two to labor living on t
place. The great ambition of the real fan
er is| to get married labor and keep t
laborer and his family contented. 1

encourages marriage among his unmani
labor.

"Because," he says, "when a
marries he is likely to stay. He savi

works steadily. He goes to town less of
"Goes to town!" What a store of omino

possibilities in this phrase

—

if that to

wet! The single farmhand who
must go to town every so often,
often than not he is not a steady dri:

but a periodical one. He must induli

his sporadic tear, and when the cravi

for this takes hold of him he disappe;

usually in the midst of the busiest s<

on the farm, when the operator can
afford to lose his services.

"Take whisky away and my troi

would be over," said a farmer wii

wrinkled brow; "but I can't make oi

long as my labor can get to it. It

them, and it will ruin me. And yet
towns are yelling that if we run them
business will stagnate and the towns
up. As though every town in this coi

won't stand or fall with the farme;

Prohibition won't supply farm
overnight, nor make it sober, but it'll

to do these things. It won't empty
houses, the jails and asylums, and n
the farmer's taxes for their support,

night, but the start has been made. ;

Prohibition to-day is another form
Liberty bond—the older it grows i

greater its earning power. |
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NOTE: This article was written with

idea that the war-time ban on the manul
ture of beer and wine would not be revok

and that prohibition would take effect J

1, 1919, instead of January 1, 1920, w)

the Constitutional Amendment becomes
fective. If President Wilson's suggest

that the ban be removed from beer and vi

manufacture is sustained by Congress,

wets will have a breathing spell until J

viary 1st. theeditoi
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Pure-Bred or Scrub—Which?
By P. C. Henry

jrY EXPERIENCE has convinced

^1 me that purerbred poultry stock
r X is the best for the general farmer.

Jy pure-bred poultry I do not mean that
average farmer should seek to become

)oultry fancier, devoting much of his

te to the mating and rearing of fancy
iltry for exhibition purposes. I simply
an that he should keep one variety of

dtry on the farm, and that one variety
uld be pure-bred stock instead of all

ds and colors of mongrels,
lere are my reasons why the keeping of

•e-bred poultry will bring in the most
enue: Let us say that the typ6 selected
he Plymouth Rock or the Rhode Island
i, as being the best variety for the

We'll Answer Your
Question

IF THERE is anything you
want to know about fruits

and vegetables on your place,

no matter how large or how
small a grower you may be,

and no matter what your
problem is, if you will write to

me at 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City, J will have the best

authority there is on your
particular question help you.

The Editor.

rage farm. It is an easy matter to keep
laying hens. A good laying strain will

duce more eggs during the winter than
igrel stock, and the winter egg is the
that psts^s best. Again, having pure-

i poultry all of one kind is, in itself, a
iding advertisement for many ^jeople

sing along the public highway, who will

see the flock, stop, and inquire the price of

both eggs and young stock. We do not
charge fancy prices for our eggs or young
stock—simply twice as much as we could
get on our local market for mongrel birds
and eggs from ordinary stock.
Many farmers cannot understand that

it will be greatly to their advantage to
dispose of "sixteen" varieties of barnyard
fowl and keep but one variety, and that
one variety as p^re as possible. Everyone
understands why well-bred horses and other
pure-bred stock are brought into the neigh-
borhood by wide-awake farmers; yet when
it comes to the relatively small poultry
stock the average farmer cannot see the
necessity for keeping pure-bred fowl. It

costs just as much to feed mongrel stock
as pure-bred stock; and, while you could
not sell a setting of eggs from mixed barn-
yard fowl, you will be able to sell many
settings of eggs from one variety if they
are kept relatively pure.
But how can the farmer keep his stock

pure? Here is our method: We have selected

the Rhode Island Reds as the best all-

purpose poultry. The White Leghorns may
lay a few more eggs in a year, but when one
sells 50 or 100 old hens of the White
Leghorn variety very little is received, as
they seldom weigh over three pounds.
With the Rhode Island Reds it is quite
different. They are almost the equal of the
Leghorns as layers (some authorities say
they are fully the equal), and when we sell

a batch of old hens we receive over twice
as much. We keep nothing but this one
variety, and every second year we secure
several settings from some reliable breeder
of Rhode Island Reds, and from the num-
ber of males raised we select the best male
birds to head our flock. Thus we keep our
flock relatively pure, and are able to seil

many eggs for hatching and young stock.

NOTE: Do you agree with the above
article as to methods and as to superiority
of breeds? If not, write us, telling your ideas
or methods. THE EDITOR.

'here's Money for You in Sheep
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 35]

rub, and a "tummie" full of the mother
's milk, are pretty sure to bring the
ngster around all right. Sometimes,
n one cause or another, a young lamb
3t be fed by hand. Cow's milk, diluted
fifth and fed quite warm, gives good

ilts, provided bottles and nipples are
t sweet and clean.

yhen a lamb is dropped it is always a
d plan to draw a little milk from the
i's udder to make sure that there is no
truction to the flow. Again, one will

asionally find that the ewe is giving
re milk than the lamb can use. In such
i2s, the surplus should be milked out.

is to the treatment of the ewe the first

I

days after she gives birth to a lamb, a
3t successful breeder of sheep says:
I increase the root and bran ration
le, but at first give no grain. Later I

dually increase the feed until I am feed-
one-quarter pound of bran, one-quar-
pound of oats, one-third pound of corn,
I one-quarter pound of roots (turnips).

Iso have a few acres of Dwarf Essex
e on which to finish the lambs in con-
tion with this ration. However, the
thers are not allowed to run on the rape."
?he best time for lambs to come depends
ch upon climatic conditions and how
sheepman is prepared to care for his

;k. In the latitude of Missouri, March is

ivorite lambing month on many farms,
th later lambs, though, the loss is less,

I the feed bill is decreased,

t is desirable to have pure-bred lambs
ae early, as the added price that they
tig pays well for the additional feed and
e required. The early lamb gets a good,
mg start before fly time, and is ready
market in June, when prices are gener-
T better than in July. This leads us to
subject of marketing. Lambs are like

iches: when "ripe" they've got to go.
e day that the milk fat begins to slip,

3 begins. Weaning is not necessary in
case of lambs that are to go direct to

rket, but where weaning is practiced
eked corn fed for a few weeks will pay.
to gain, the lamb that puts on three
mds a month during June, July, and
gust is doing well.

What we have said does not altogether
apt)ly to the winter lamb, or so-called
"hothouse lamb," the production of which
i;epresents a rather specialized business,
and one in which success is not attain-
able without closest attention to all de-
tails. However, previous to the opening
of the war the profit resulting from the
production of winter lambs was sufficient

to justify the extra attention and expense
required. The Dorset, grade or pure-bred,
is particularly adaptable to the production
of winter lambs, which should come in

November or December. This means mat-
ing during May, June, or July.

We have said that there is money in the
farm fiock. This is especially true if the
sheep are pure-bred. For instance, last

spring Tom Groves of Tipton, Missouri,
had a flock of -35 ewes. In February of this

Do You Get What
You Want?

IF YOU see anything in Farm
AND Fireside that interests

you but doesn't give you as

complete information as you
want, write to me at 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, and I

will see that you get exactly

what you want from the best
authority there is in the coun-
try. The Editor.

year he sold the wool for $344.68. In addi-
tion he has, during the last twelve months,
sold $900 worth of sheep, and still has 29
sheep left.

Wool is high; meat is in demand; dog
hair is bringing the same old price. Many
a fa,rmer ought to take the advice of Josh
Billings:

"Go into the dog-swapping business, and
stay in it just as long as you can swap two
dogs for one."

Announcing the new EVEREADY liberty Daylo

Avoid vacation accidents. increase comfort and pleasure

Double the number of
your happy vacation hours
with a "Liberty" Daylo

IT is named the Liberty because- it leaves
the hands free—can be clipped over your

belt, or slipped over a button. Get one
NOW for your vacation. Two handsome
styles, gun metal and full nickel, fitted with
a long-lived Tungsten battery.

Evereadydealersfrom coast
to coast are demonstrating
this New Daylo NOW,
the best all-around light

Evereadyhaseverproduced

Ready to hang on your helt.

The light that says

:

"There it is!** Ready to Hang onJ^utton orBboh,

SALESMEN WANTED!
We have a limited number of openings lor
salesmen wbo can Quallly, paying S35 to
S50 weekly. Send card for particulars.

Farm and Fireside, Sales Dept., Springfield, Ohio

Government Positions are Desirable plTe
tor Railway Mail, Post Office. Rural Carrier. Customs-In-
ternal Revenue, Departmental, Immigration Mid other
bfanchesthroughour expert, former Government Examiner.
Write tor free booklet giving full information about these
positions and our Money-Back Guarantee Contract.

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL
Box 4022 ROCHESTER, N. y.

GrowWheat in Western Canada
One Crop Often Pays for ttie Land

Western Canada offers the greatest advantages to home seekers.
Large profits are assured. You can buy on easy payment terms.

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 per Acre—
land similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 45
bushels of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of cases are on record where in Western
Canada a single crop has paid the cost of land and production. The Govern-
ments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saslcatchewan and Alberta want
the farmer to prosper, and extend every possible encouragement and help to

Grain Growing and Stocli Raising,
ThoughWestern Canadaoffers land atsuch low figures, the high

prices of grain, cattle, sheep and hogs will remain.
Loans for the purchase of stock may be had at low interest;

there are good shipping facilities; best of markets; free schools;
churches; splendid climate; low taxation (none on improvements).

For particulars as to location of lands for sale, maps, illustrated literature,
rednced railway rates, etc., apply to Supt. of Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or
F. A. HARRISON, 2 ID North Third St., Harrisburg, Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE, 30I E.
Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y. W. S. NETHERY, Interurban Btdg., Columbus, O.
C. J. BROUGHTON, 112 W. Adams St., Chicago, ill. GEORGE A. HALL, 123
Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

Canadian Gov't Agents
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THE^LEADING 3 PLOWTRACTOR
^ ™ • ,

^^^^

Plows Deep
UpGrade

ORIGINAL KEROSENE TRACTOR
"In old timothy sod I pulled three 14-inch bottoms at an

average depth of six inches, some of the time up a pretty

steep grade. In stubble I pulled the same plows at an aver-

age depth of eight inches."—Geo. W. Lee, Gladstone, N. J.

Waterloo Boy reserve power insures a smooth, even job of plowing in

rolling land or varying soil conditions. Its two-speed motor, 2}^ and 3 miles

per hour, enables you to turn the furrow at varying speed for best results in

any kind of soil: quick change of speed and 12-foot turning radius permits

close work in irregular fields and at comers.

IThe Tractor That Pays Its Way
because it is the right size for the widest range of profitable operation

—

supplies ample power for the heavy work, economical power for the lighter

work—available for all work. Many Waterloo Boy owners are keeping

their tractors busy most of the year—at draw bar or belt.

^ Simplified construction makes it easy to operate; equipped Avith Hyatt
f roller bearings, dependable ignition device, patented fud saving kerosene

I burner, automatic lubricating system and other features which insure msuiy

I years' service at minimum up-keep cost.

Our illustrated catalog.- sent free on request, gives full information with

many views showing Waterloo Boy efficiency on farms. Write for it.

JOHN DEERE, 4304 W. Third Ave., Moline, Illinois

No Gears to Strip
IN the Heider friction drive the power Is taken directly from the motor flywheel by

two big metal discs—forward and reverse. No transmission gears—no gear strip-

ping. Resistless pull without jerking or vibration. Seven speeds forward SLBd

reverse wiUt one motor speed, and one lever for traction or belt work.

Eleven Years' Actual
Field Work

For 11 years Heider tractors have done
every Irind of traction and belt work on
America's leading farms. Success built

on eleven years' performance! You do
not have to take a "demonstration" of

one or two days as your guaranty.

Here are a few of the letters that have
have come in this spring:

"Have had my Heider 3 years and have
the same fibre on my engine that came on
it."—Boone Lipscomb.Grapevine,Texas.

"Have had my Heider 3 years. The
Friction Drive is the best thing out, it is

so simple and easy to handle. The
Heider is the best ever."

H. H. Grambach, Poy Sippi, Wis.

"We have had a Heider 12-20 for two sea-

sons; the Friction Drive for ease of han-
dling and ease on engine and
gears can't be beat."
J. J. Murray, Bad Axe, Mich.

Model C, with No. 1

9

15 to 20% Less Parts
Clutch transmission and bevel gears all

done away with. More power goes into

pull—steady, flexible power as much or
little as you need.

Saves fuel, saves repair expense—so
easy to run that boys and girls operate
Helders.

Two siies, 12-20 and 9-16. Write for Cat-
alog of Heider Tractor and Rock Island
Tractor Tools; the famous Rock Island
Tractor Plows, 2, 3 or 4 C T X bottoms,
and the Rock Island No, 38 one man
Tractor Disc.

Rock Island Plow Company
EmtablUhed 18SS

770 Second Ave. Rock Island, IIL

\ Two Sizes

Model C. 12-20
Model D, 9-16

Where to Find Success and
Happiness
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

the cities to do their work. I pity the
poor fellows shut in by brick walls, brooded
over by smoke and grime; yet they can
get joy out of life if their work is done
honestly and well. Yet the country dweller
has in his lot by far the more of joy. He is

the young Adam, put in the new garden
to dress it and keep it. I fear we don't
reahze our duties toward this garden. How
many trees along the roadside have you set

this year? How many weeds have you de-
stroyed that mar roadside, lawn, or field?

There is no land that can be so easily made
beautiful as our America. I have seen the
fairest of nearly every land, and America is

the rose among them all. Nowhere else

are the fields so green. Nowhere else are
the woods so rich and restful. Nowhere
else do the farm homes nestle down among
orchards, the barns so snug and well-filled,

the villages look so neat and prosperous,
as here. I love our swelling hills and fertile

valleys. Yet we do not do all our part.

Our work is to make them more beautiful

by the touch of a loving hand. Learn first

to see the marring weeds, the imsightly
things. Hide away ugly buildings by use
of vines and shrubs. Run the mower up
and down your roadsides. Widen your
lawns and give a breadth of grass for a set-

ting to your home.

Go Away Sometimes

"Eyes have we, yet we see not." We
lose sight of the beauty that is about us.

We lose sight of the ugly things. It is well

to go away from home now and then, to see
how other lands look; it may awaken in us
a wise discontent, we may set to work
straightening up things about our homes;
it may awaken in us a new appreciation of

our land and a deeper love for it.

Work, muscular work, is a bles.sing and
honorable. But to get much profit out of

it one must let his head work along with his

hands. It pays right well to think. One
of my men wanted to roll a stone out of a
hole. He made a journey of a quarter of a
mile for a chain. When he got the chain he
forgot the doubletrees, and made another
trip for them. There was a half-mile of

walking, and three men standing waiting
because only the legs were at work! The
world is full of men who can't work head
and hands together.

An Irishman who cuts ditches for me
came one day last week to connect two tiles.

He remarked before he began that I would
find the depth thus and so. His memory
was clear as to how the ditches had been
dug. When he exposed the tiles I surveyed
it, and found his ditches were half an inch
different from what he had thought. That
man works with head and hands. I honor
him as much for his honest, intelligent,

efficient work as I do the President of the
United States.

To make work interesting one must
think as he works, and about something
connected with the work. There is where
the farmer lad who has had a course in the
agricultural college has the advantage.
He does not turn up dead, uninteresting

clay with his plow; no, he turns up the his-

tory of the world since the rocks cooled and
the glaciers came. The plants all have a
history to him, and a relationship. The
cow is no longer "old Spot," but a half

Shorthorn, and he has a resolve that her
calf shall be a three-quarters blood. If he
has studied to good purpose his thoughts
bear fruit in action. Emerson says, "Ac-
tion is the flower of thought." Thoreau
advises that you be not afraid to carry out
your thoughts, your ideas. If you want
to do a thing that you believe right, do it,

no matter whether your neighbors have
ever done it that way or not. Maybe they
will laugh at you at first. When we began,
years ago, to sow alfalfa on our Ohio farm
we were made a'l manner of sport of. We
would have preferred to have had the ap-

proval of friends, but we kept on. This
year we cut 300 tons of alfalfa hay, and
most of our neighbors are sowing alfalfa

too. It won't do to be laughed out of doing
what we know is right.

Yesterday I had a carpenter hanging
some farm gates. He did not know how
to hang them so that they would always
-swing shut, or stand wide open. It is a lit-

tle trick in placing the lower hinge out an
inch or so. I showed him how to do it. "I
would never have thought of that," he re-

marked. He had not learned to work and
to think too. It is a delight to make a

thing and have it work properly. I
imagine what pleasure the Almighty m'
have had in setting these worlds spinni

_

in space, in starting the plants to growing
and the fishes to swimming and the birdi

to flying. There was nothing to mar this

pleasure, I suppose, until He had mad«
man! "Then was introduced the element
of uncertainty. The Indian remarked,
"White man mighty uncertain." Yoo
have all noticed that. Apply these thoughb
to yourself.

But have I nothing to say for the girW
Yes. If blessed is the man who has found
his work, thrice blessed is the woman wh«
has found hers. There is nothing worse fa
a woman than to be a drone. There
nothing makes her more unhappy. Grm
her nothing to do, plenty to eat, and i

patent-medicine man's alluring almanac
and see how soon she is a collection of mj*
terious ailments. Give her nothing to do^

a man companion just as busy, each with i

little money, and see how soon she degen-
erates into a silly flirt. Woman's work
different from man's. She can't drive a n«i
just where it ought to go; she can't masto
the intricacies of machinery. That m^j
be because man made the machineiy.
But there are things that she can do that

you can't. She can tie up bleeding fingoi
when she is yet only a little girl. She cai

soothe and bind up bleeding hearts whoi
she is a little older. She can make a hoine
out of a log cabin. Her gentle hand ^
lead you at the parting of the ways fron
the path that leads down to hell, toward
that other country we call heaven.

I had a girl to help me in my correspond-
ence [once. She vexed me greatly by ha
seeming stupidity in managing the type-

writer. Some little adjustment that nil
eight-year-old boy would have set right

would block her completely. Yet her tact
her courtesy, her instinctive knowledge ai

men let her help me in my relations witl

my correspondents, helped me out of man]
a hole, and led me away from some serioa
pitfalls. So women are not 3*ich blund»-
ers as they seem. And I for one would nflt

Uke a woman I know to tell me all in OBl

day of the blunders I have made, seen fr<n
her eyes.

There is a distinction between work
drudgery. Oiu- women drudge too mudi
Some of this drudgery is necessary, it ii

true, but some of it can be skipped. J
woman ought to get out of doors; to ridi

horseback, as they do in old Muskingum;
to get the fresh air in her lungs, the sun ii

her cheeks. I don't say she should not d(

office work—that may be an unfortunati
necessity for some of her sisters—but nojr,

and I hope forever, woman's work is hoi

'

making. There can be nothing higher tl

this. There can be nothing holier. Sb
has to take us poor, blundering men, will

our big appetites and big, muddy feet, an
try to civilize us. I can give her a hint

If she wants to hold us chained forever ti

her, she should learn to know as much *
she can about things we are interested in

learn to know country life outdoors as wd
as in. It will broaden her outlook. \

will develop a side of her that too often lie

dormant. And the husband may as wel

interest himself in his wife's work. Thei

he will smooth many rough places for hei

make many hard places more easy.

Work, then, is the grandest thing in tU
world. Blessed is he who has found it

It makes strong the weak. It cheers th'

despondent. It takes us out where we ae

the sun shining, and leads us to Nature*
sweet restorer—sleep. If you have 1ii<

blues, try to find your work. If you ar

sad, work. If you are strong and boiliai

over with unused energies, find your woifc

find it quickly. Work sweetens our bread

softens our couches, clears ovu- brailB

strengthens our arms, makes homes for o^i

fair ones and our dear ones. All hon»
then, to the man who works! America-i

full of him. He has made her great. H
will keep her great. All honor, too, to

who works by your side! She has mad
you gentle. She has made you patient

She has kept you clean. The mothers c

America, what workmen they have b
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NOTE: The second of the series of

published manuscripts by Joe Wing will ar

pear in the August issue. We have bee

fortunate to get enough of his wonderft

inspiring messages (and we got all that tha
were left) to give you one each month for

year"and a half. THE EDITOR.
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Health and the Poultry H@iise
By P. F. Goe (Washington, D. C.)

AFEW days ago I was talking with a
neighbor who has been having some

^ trouble with roup in his flock of

chickens. Some of the hens that he had
been depending on as being his heaviest egg
producers had died, and the disease seemed
to be spreading rapidly. The fowls had
Iree range about the farm, and from all

outward appearances there seemed to be
nothing that could bring about the disease.

The farm has a thrifty appearance, and
it is kept neat and attractive. I am sure

that the roup did not arise from unclean
poultry quarters, a condition that fre-

How's Your Poultry

Getting On?

How are yoiir chickens do-

ing.'' If there is anything
about the flock that puzzles

you, either as to egg yield, con-

dition, feed, or anything else,

write to me at 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, and
let our poultry expert see if he
can't help you. He won't just

write you a letter : he will study
your problem and really try to

help you. State your question

in full. The Editor.

quently brings it about, and that on this

particular farm the trouble had its begin-

ning in the poultry house. This building
was a substantial one, and like all of the
other buildings on the place it was well

painted and kept in good repair, |but it

contains but one window and is too small
for the present flock. In the fall this

window is closed, and as a rule is not
opened again until spring. The location

of the house, too, is not the best, for it is

near a slight depression where during wet
weather water collects. The house is

usually moist inside; this is especially

aoticable when the chickens are at roost.

H the owner would move the house out
of the depression and place it on a near-by
knoll or raised place, reduce the size of his

Bock by taking out some of the most un-
desirable birds before all of the good ones
die, and, above all, if he would cut a large

window or two on the south side, he would
have no more trouble with roup, and the
general condition of the flock would im-
prove. The chickens that are now dying
would live to make a profit if plenty of

sunlight were allowed to enter the house
and it were properly ventilated.

In selecting a site for a poultry house it'

is all important to select an elevation.

It need not be high, but simply far enough
above the level so that there is natural

drainage from all sides. If the present

house does not occupy such a place it will

pay to have it moved, for there is always
danger, in a house on a damp location, of an
outbreak of disease that will be far more of

a loss than would be the expense of mov-
ing. A building located on a porous,

sandy soil is to be preferred to one on a
clay soil that readily retains moisture,

as dryness, sunlight, and, in winter, warmth,
are essential to the best success; the
house should face the south so the sun's

rays can shine through the window.
The interior of the house should be as

simple as possible, with only the necessary
conveniences. The more simple it is the
easier it will be to keep it clean, and the
more space there will be for the chickens.

Roosting platforms are becoming very
popular, and they are very convenient,
especially where only a few fowls are kept.
The platform should be placed in the rear
of the house, about three feet from the
floor, and the perches placed eight or ten
inches above it. A good place for nests is

along the opposite wall from the door or

under the platform, where they may be
darkened' somewhat. Several small boxes
for sand, grit, beef scrap, etc., placed
about the side walls, a few inches from the
floor, and a watering vessel should complete
the interior equipment.

This arrangement will leave the front
and south wall clear so that a number of

windows can be put in. There are few
poultry houses that have enough southern
window space. Sunlight is death to lice

and mites, and in winter it furnishes con-
siderable warmth and cheer. It promotes
health and encourages exercise. Exercise
is important in winter, for, as a rule,

chickens are fed too much and are inclined
to become fat and lazy. Such a hen will

not lay or be healthy. The floor of the
poultry house should be covered with
clean straw and the chickens encouraged
to scratch it. Feed scattered in the straw
will not be wasted, for the hens will scratch
it out.

Oil the Machine
By Fern Laurence

SOMETIMES my sewing machine be-

comes gummed, and refuses to move,
JO I pour coal oil into the oil holes, take

the thread out of the needle, and run the

machine. The coal oil soon cuts the dirt

jmd gummed' oil. Then I wipe off all the

;oal oil, and oil with good machine oil.

This knowledge has saved me sending

:or the repair man a number of times;

ilso has saved much time. It is a simple

;hing, and yet many women neglect it.

When the Boys Sell Pigs
By A. M. Paterson (Kansas)

AUCTION sales to dispose of the sur-

L plus of the boys' pig clubs is the latest

ievelopment of the very successful work
)f this character in Georgia. This appeal

;o the youth of that State has been system-
itic and successful, and is showing results.

Exhibits of the pigs raised by the lads

lave been made at the fairs, and produc-
:ion has been sufficiently increased to

•equire a convenient outlet. A series of

jales will be conducted, and no less than
200 pedigreed pigs offered from herds
ivhich this club movement has founded.
The introduction of this sale feature

will serve a twofold purpose: it will give

mcouraging clearance for stock ready to

Tiarket, and it will afford an excellent

>pportimity for the extension of valuable

ATork in increased production.

Word comes from the South that stocks

)f meats are constantly increasing. Some
ittle influence is already registered on the

central markets by this increase in pro-

iuction, and the South is just at the

;hreshold of serving itself with pork.

Save the MilkThis Summer
THE almost universal ice shortage this

summer has made strenuous action on
the part of the milk producer necessary.
Where ice is not available in usual quanti-
ties, a water-cooling system should be in-

stalled. Milk should always be cooled
to a temperature of 58 degrees F. or less.

To do this the water should be at a tem-
perature of 45 degrees F. or less. If the
water is not this cold, ice must be used.
Cork insulation in the walls of the tank
will keep the water cooler. Set the cans on
a rack so the water can circulate underneath.
When a surface cooler is used, 10 or 15

gallons of water should pass through the
cooler for every gallon of milk. Keep the
cans covered to the necks until ready to
ship. Do not fail to wrap the cans in wet
burlap while taking them to the station.

DoYour Rotations Pay ?

ARE your present crop ro-

J^\, tations bringing you the
biggest money returns consist-

ent with good farm practice?
If not, Farm and Fireside may
be able to help you. Any ques-
tion you want answered about
any crop or method of handling
soils will be answered by one of

the best practical farm authori-
ties in the United States if you
will write it to me at 381
Fourth Avenue, New York
City. State your question in

detail. The Editor.

TheSalisbury
New Rear
Axle

f

Pressed Steel

Standard Type

"Always Safe"
AN automobile is only as good as its rear axle. Remember—you may have the

. best engine in the world in your car but that does not and cannot make it a

good motor car unless the rear axle is mechanically correct and physically perfect,

Few people realize that the rear axle of

an automobile is, next to the engine, the

most important mechanical factor in pro-

ducing a good automobile. The engine's

power is transmitted to the rear (driving)

wheels through the pinion gear of the pro-

peller shaft and differential mechanism

—

all part of the rear axle.

The rear axle of a carriage or wagon car-

ries the weight of the vehicle on the spindle.

The rear axle of an automobile carries the
weight of the vehicle on its housing—the
pressed steel case which encloses the differ-

ential gear, driving shaft and all bearings
—and includes the wheel hubs, brakes and
brake mechanism complete ready for use.

One may better understand the importance
of ther^ar a;ic/ifwhen it is said there are over

ISO individual parts of the rear axle mech-
anism that must be carefully machined
and fitted to micrometer measure. This
mechanism must be compact, silent and of

great strength- to transmit the power of

the engine to the driving wheels with the
least possible friction or loss of power.

The SalisburyNew Pressed Steel RearAxle
is produced in our two big plants after 15

years' successful building of front and rear

automobile axles, complete with hubs
and brakes, for the trade, ft combines
the great strength and durability of our
own special formulae steel with simplicity

of construction.

Made in three standard sizes for cars

weighing 1700 to 4000 pounds.

The manufacturer who specifies our axles adds a
strong selling point to the prospective purchaser.

SALISBURY AXLE COMPANY
Established 1902

PERU AXLE COMPANY
Established 1909

Jamestown, New York, U. S. A. Peru, Indiana, U. S. A.

ELECTRIFY YOUR FARM

TRADE MARK
LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

(Specified standard
by the U. S. Govt.) Full
Automatic — the only
plant tbat starts and
stops itself. Built with
Genera) Electric gener-
ator. Schebler carbure-
tor, Stewart Vacuum
Gasoline System and
W i 11 a r d Batteries—
Built in eight sizes—
from ISIishts to 1000
lights. Write for illus-
trated catalogue.

. Consolidated Utilities Corpora-
Mion, 730 Michigan Ave. Chica-

go, Ml., Factory Distributors
Reputable DeaUrs Wanted

AUTOMATIC*
NOT EVEN A
BUTTON TO
PRESS

CIDER Making Pays
With Mt. Gilead Hydraulic Cider Presses
Thousands are maMng Big Money on small
Investments. Demand for cider greater
tlian ever. Quick, ciean profits with
littie labor and expense. Complete
outfits ready to ship.. Sizes up to
460 bbis. daily. Write for Big
New Cider Press Catalog.
Gives full details with lowest
factory prices. Also full line
of accessories, such as juice evap-
orators, pasteurizers, etc.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MFC
106 Lincoln Ave., Mount Gilaad, Ohio

Presses in stock at Suffern, N. Y., Warehouse.

"Rgo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp, Corra-
eated, Standing Seam. Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings. Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Eocii-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
ofler ever made. Wo Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost leas; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting

or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samplea. "We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book
No. 758.

LOW PRICED GARACES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
708-75B Pike St., Cincinnafi, 0.

i

Samples &
Roofing Book

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Aoto Hres. Double mileage, prevent blow-
outs and ptmctares. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Aerents wanted,
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

ALLWORK KEROSENE FARM TRACTOR
Light and Powerful
Strong and Durable

Five Years' Successful Service

for Satisfied Owners

Our FREE CATALOG and Suggestions for

Tractor Users will interest you whether you
buy an ALLWORK or not. Write for them

ELECTRIC WHEEL COMPANY
Box 13A. QUINCY. ILLINOIS
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ampi
Dependable Spark Plugs

Play Important Part
in Tractor Industry
FOR hoiJrs and hours at a stretch, the

tractor engine is taxed to its utmost, im-

posing a sustained, maximum demand upon
the spark plugs.

Our famous No. 3450 Insulator, with its

greater resistance to shocks and tempera-
ture changes, together with our patented
gasket construction, fortify Champion Spark Plugs
for the terrific battle they must constantly wage in

tractor engines.

There is a Champion Spark Plug specially de-

signed for every type of engine. Be sure the name
"Chaimpion" is on the Insulator and the world trade
mark on the box. _
^1 • o 1 T>i nr 1 1 rf^i • CKampion Heavy Stone
Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio For Tractors,^T™cks^and

Champion Spark Plug Company, of Canada, Ltd., Windsor, Ontario B-43, Price $1^5

ml likeyflin^

7 /\-30cenls
'

' of each
dollar
saved

!

TOAOC MAPK RCCISTtRCO

Shock Absorber
PATCNTCO

The Hassler Guarantee: "Absolute satisfaction or your money back."

SUPPOSE your garageman gave you a check for 30
cents every time' you spent a dollar for tires and re-

pairs ? Suppose he gave you a check each year for a third of the depreci-

ation you know has taken place in your Ford Car or Ford One-Ton Truck? It

amounts to exactly the same thing when you equip with Hassler Shock Ab-
sorbers. At least 30% of your tire and repair cost is saved outright, because
the road shocks and vibrations are cushioned before they reach the vital and
weighty parts of the machine. This elimination of vibration also reduces

^c*,^|2|8f, the depreciation loss in the same proportion. There is real econ-
omy—a real worth while saving! Of course, you know how

much more satisfactory your car will ride if you have
Hasslers on it. The added comfort alone is worth
far more than they cost.

10 DAY TRIAL OFFER
DodH ride without Hasslers because someone tries to discourage you.
They are a quality product—worth their price. The Hassler dealer

in your ricioity will put them on for 10-days' trial. Your money re-

funded if you say so. Write for name of dealer and Trial Blank.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ontario

HASSLER5
"douole
O/- TWINS"

For Ford ??ATmcks,Too! "52Na.mist.

Wise Bankers Are Helping

Good Farmers
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 9]

nearly all of these were men averaging In Indiana and the rest of the Middle
more than 10,000 pounds of milk a cow West, the bread basket of the nation, the
every year, while the average state produc- farmer, like as not, owns stock in the
tion is 5,000. Farmers learned how to feed bank. His credit is Al because his farming—

* "boarder" is good. That doesn't mean that he can-
not improve or that he has nothing to
learn. But a banker-farmer for a Mid(fle

balanced rations and to weed out
cows.
The bank agriculturist hammered in the

idea that farming was not "something
different," and that lack of business judg-
ment rather than a lack of knowledge of
crop-growing and
live-stock raismg
often made rich

farmers poor and
poor farmers poor-
er.

There were over-
lapping milk
routes. Distribu-
tion was expensive.
The bank encour-
aged the organiza-
tion of the Pro-
ducers' Dairy
Company, in which
eighty-eight farm-
ers combined their

entire output of

milk and handled
it through a central
pasteurizing and delivery plant. The
company was capitalized for $150,000.
The bank financed the enterprise, lending
three fourths of the face value of the stock
on farmers' notes, with the stock as a
collateral. A model dairy plant was
erected. One result was that the farmers
received two cents more a quart for their

milk.
Brockton heard the squealing of pigs

which boys and girls were carrying home in

their bags. In two years 1,000 porkers
were placed this way. One boy won the
bank's first prize of $100 for the best pig.

It changed his future. He had planned to

leave school and go to work. Now he's

saving up to go to the state agricultural

college.

A young market gardener, starting in

business, borrowed $300 on the strength of

his character. In a year he made a net
profit of $2,000. To show his gratitude he
drew plans for a home garden, and the
bank • distributed 4,000 of the manuals
which contained it.

Co-operative buying, community buy-
ing, and many other activities were fol-

lowed. Farmers constantly came to the
bank for counsel. As an automatic result

they learned how to use a bank, how to

keep cost accounts.

Western Bank, such as the First National
of Vincennes, Indiana, works along some-

'^f j

what different lines from those of the East t

The I bank does

Raymond K. Clapp, First National
Bank, New Haven, Connecticut

how to make out
statement s—^in

short, how to know
their job from the
business as well as
agricultural stand-
point. It brought
about an agricul-

tural revival.

Another Massa-
chusetts bank—the
Holyoke—was also

a pioneer. George
C. Gill, its presi-

dent, was farm-
born, and that
helped a lot, be-
cause he had some
idea what the man
on the other side

of the counter
thought.

"Aiter inspecting
the farm, if there is

need for credit, it

is offered," Mr. Gill

explains. "If the
farmer's holdings
do not warrant a
loan, sometimes an indorsement by a
friend or neighbor is obtained; sometimes
credit is given simply on the strength
of character, habits, and integrity. In no
case have we suffered a loss. Often we
have seen farmers from four or five sur-

rounding towns in the bank at the same
time.
"The average farmer in this section was

at first afraid to go into a bank. We have
shown them that it is as easy to walk in

and get acquainted as it is to walk into a
railroad station and buy a railroad ticket.

The farmer is not made to feel that he is

asking a favor."
Let's jump to the banks of the Wabash.

not have to spend
so much time with
individual credit

needs, but strive*

to better general
agricultural prac-
tices for the benefit
of the communitj
Its own divideMB
would be more 3.
direct than tanrf-

ble.

The banker-
farmer, O. H. Ab-
derson, practical
farmer as well as a
product of the state

college of agricul-
ture, fitted up the

bank basement with racks to hold boxes
for testing seed corn. More than a hun-
dred farmers brought sample ears, and
15,000 were tested. It was easily shown
that much of this corn was unfit for se«L
Afterward, when Anderson compared the
fields which were planted with tested seed
with the stands of untested seed, the
stand in the field generally checked up
closely with the bank's test.

As a result these Hoosier farmers in-

creased their yields and their bank balancea
One farmer acknowledged that his tested
corn returned 15 bushels an acre more
than that from untested seed planted
under similar conditions in the same field.

Another gave the bank credit for sa\
his corn crop, as he had expected to pi
seed from his crib, which the test sho)
would germinate only 20 per cent.
obtained better corn and tested every ear.

Still another farmer measured the rack
germinating boxes, and built an equip-
ment to test his own seed.

The bank is inducing these grain farmaf
to pay more attention to live stock. One
farmer fed eight pigs under the advice ol

the agriculturist. They gained 1,635
pounds at a cost of $11.32 a hundred-
weight gain, and sold for $19 a hundred-

weight. The farmer

Harold Aiken, field a^ent Plymouth County
Trust Company, Brockton, Massachusetts

straightwaybought
seven more shotes.
He was convert-
ed.

The bank ht

distributed
carloads of H<
stein heifers atc(
and is direct

milk-testing in
herds. Testing sc

for acidity
another projec
This has local

much acid soil, ai

Anderson hi

helped farmers
buy and use groui
limestone. Th«
and other activity

are carried on wii
the frequent
operation of tl

county agent, wl
has found that tj

mere fact that 'tl

bank is behi]

such work is

strong argument^
Another jump: West. C. S. Huds<

head of the First National Bank of Bei
Oregon, has always been a banker-farmc
He's chairman of his bankers' state assoc

ation committee on agriculture. 1*1

other day he engaged R. A. Ward, wl
had made a good county agent, and evi

gave him the title of vice president. Thi
doesn't mean that Ward is going to put
white collars aM airs, for I have a picti

of him at work on his new job. Instead

sitting at a mahogany desk, this new typj

of banker, clad in a sombrero, corduroj

trousers, and boots, is vaccinating cat!

for a homesteader!
Ward has bought 15,000 pounds
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^faifa seed ^Slfalfa seed which he is selling to farmers

absolutely at cost at six per cent interest

on a year's time. He expects to inspire the

planting of 2,000 acres of alfalfa. Now, the

difference between an irrigated alfalfa

stand and irrigated land not in alfalfa is

about $45 an acre, so Ward figures that the

campaign will increase the county's wealth

about $80,000.
Another Oregon institution—the Live

Stock State Bank of North Portland, lo-

cated at the Union Stockyards—has gone
them all one better. Its business is with
many country banks in Oregon, Washing-
ton, Idaho, and Montana. So it employed
an agriculturist—R. A. Blanchard, and
he's a mighty good one, too—to travel

around and inspire these banks to get into

the agricultural game.
Blanchard is proud that last year he

interested 34 banks in various agricultural

activities, and that there will be double
that number for 1919, and prouder yet
that one bank, the Farmers Savings of

Walla Walla, Washington, has an agri-

culturist of its own, while at least one
other bank will soon have its own man.
There are at least twenty^five bank

agriculturists at work in the United States.

Even a "big city" bank like the Society
for Savings of Cleveland, Ohio, has de-

cided that asphalt boulevards lead out into

the open country.
The story of the banker-farmer is one of

increased and more profitable production,

of benefits gained by more and better
live stock, of soil saving, of inspired boys
and girls, of a better understanding by
bankers and farmers of each other's

problems—it's a story of better farmers,
better bankers, and better communities.
They held a banker-farmer conference

in Chicago in 1915. At that time there were
not more than two banker-farmers in the
whole country. Yet Dean J. H. Skinner of

Purdue University said:

'I believe that the day will come in

our larger banks, and many of our country
banks, when the bank cannot afford to be
without a man trained in agriculture, who
not only looks over the farm to see whether
it is worth the loan or not, but who goes

1 about among the farmers and finds out
what their methods, facilities, and systems

I are, and who is in a position to give them
information that will improve their farms
and enable them to make wise use of

money or credit, to put them in touch
with, the best information available."

Power and the Job
MANY a farmer has bought an engine

and, after getting it home, found that
it was too small to do certain work he had
planned for it. This is not surprising, for

power requirements of small farm machines
vary considerably on account of the differ-

ent kinds of work. It is not possible to
select an engine that will run each machine
most efficiently, consequently the essential

point is to choose the engine which has

Have You Machinery

Troubles?

IF YOU are up against some
knotty problem about your

tractor,-or any of the power or

hand machinery on your place,

write to Farm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and our expert farm engi-

neer will help you. State your
question in full. The Editor.

plenty of power to run the largest machine
for which it is intended.

Here is a list showing the power re-
quirements of common farm machines;
it may help you some time in picking out
an engine:

Grindstone, one-half horsepower; wash-
ing machine, one-half to one horsepower;
pump, one and one-half to three horse-
power; milking machine, same as for pump;
feed grinder, four horsepower and up, de-
pending on size; binder engine, three to
five horsepower; shredder, silage cutter,
and hay press, six horsepower and up-
ward, depending on size.

Since we know it is not economical to
run a small machine with a large engine,
many farmers construct a line shaft and
operate several machines at one time.
Where this is not convenient, it might pay
to have two engines, one for the smaller
power jobs, and one for the heavier work.

A New Car—A New Price—GreaterValue
The Hudson Super-Six $1975
Four Years Experience and 60,000 in Service
Result in a Super-Six Which Men Say Has No Rival

Owners of earlier Hudson Super-Sixes

—

there are 60,000—are the most appreciative

appraisers of the new model.
They know the reliability ofHudson endur-

ance and have long said it was potentially the
grieatest car built. The improvements their

experience has suggested have been made.
Annoyances that have been regarded as in-

evitable to all cars have been eliminated.

With practically every dealer, his first sales

of the new Hudson Super-Six were made to
those who have owned Hudsons for years.

They Saw Qualities You Will Want
This is the tenth year ofHudson leadership.

The Super-Six is four years old. When it came
the trend was toward motors of many cylin-

ders. But its freedom from vibration, ob-
tained by a patented motor which added 72%
to power without increase of size or weight was
what had been sought for. Smoothness meant
easier riding and greater endurance.
The Super-Six established its leadership in

these qualities in every avenue open to such
proof. It became the most famous speed car.

But the Super-Six was not designed as a race
car. It merely established its speed qualities

in the development of its value as a reliable

enduring car such as you want.
Those qualities were established with the

first Super-Six. Subsequent models revealed
the refinements that come only from experi-

ence. Each year saw an advancement over
previous models. This new model attains the
ideal for which we have sought.

No other fine car is so well regarded by so
many people. There is a Hudson Super-Six
for each six miles of improved roadway in

America. You will see more Hudson closed-

and chauffeur-driven cars on Fifth Avenue
than of any other make. It is the choice car

of the business man, the farmer, the rancher,

the mountaineer and the tourist. With
changes that can be made in any Super-Six, it

is the car upon "which race drivers rely to win
prizes in 500-mile speedway events or in the
most famous road races.

How It Was Improved
The new Super-Six starts easier, rides easier

and runs smoother. All its excellent qualities

you know are retained—^in many instances,

enhanced.

Owners ofearlierHudsons see its finer values
as you detect the matured nature of a friend

in whom you have long admired qualities of
sturdiness and reliability.

Prompt Delivery for Early Buyers
Each season has seen a Hudson shortage.

Reports from dealers indicate sales are in-

creasing faster than production. Buyers have
waited months to get the car of their choice.

You will do well to decide now.

The new Super-Six sells at $1975, f. o. b.

Detroit. Compare that price with the price of
less wanted cars and then think how much
greater will be the demand for Hudsons this

year than ever before.

(1075) Hudson Motor Car Company Detroit, Michigan

NOW IS THE
TIME!

Speak up NOW
IF YOUR CHURCH
NEEDS FUNDS

The Crowell Church Aid Plan will supply
from $50 to $ 1 00 or more each month. Your
Young People's Society, Ladies' Aid, Christian

Endeavor or Epworth League can adopt the

Crowell Church Aid Plan and get a good, big

donation from the Crowell Church Aid
Department each month toward some fund
your church may want to raise!

WRITE TO-DAY for a Church Aid Circular,

and let us help your church.

Church Aid Dcparlment
THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY

381Jth Avenue, New York City

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL— and freight prepaid on any
"RANGER'' bicycle. Write at once
for our big catalog and special offers.

Select from 44 styles, colors and sizes
_ the "RANGER" line.
EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a
small advance over our Kegalar Fac-
tory-to-Rider cash prices.
You cannot afford to buy without
getting our latest propositions and
Factory-to-Rider prices.
Boysv be a "Rider Agent" and
make big money taking; orders
for bicycles and supplies. Get our
liberal terms on a sample to intro-
duce the new "RANGER".
Tires, equipment, sundries and

everything in the bicycle line at
,
halfusual prices. Write today,

MCJin CYCLE COMPANY
IHCiftW Dept. B-83, Chicago

TART Jl OARAGE
Thousands of openings good for $200 to
$500 per month profit. Learn the business
in this, the greatest and most proficient

motor car school in America. No previous exper-
ience required. Thousands have learned here in
6 to 8 weeks and now making good as garage-owners
and managers. Our big free book explains all.

Write for it NOW.

RAHE'S AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL
aaeo Oak street KANSAS CITY, MO.

SEXPERT
Anf0 and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month

,

Youn^ man, are you
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert, I teach
with tools not books.
Do the work yourself,
that's the secret of the

SWEENEY SYSTEM
of practical training by which 6,000
soldiers were trained for U. S. Gov- •
ernment and over 20,000 expert
mechanicg. Learn in a few weeks; no previous
experience necessary,

PnPC Write today for illustrated free catalog
rnCC showing hundreds of pictures men
worlnng in new Million Dollar Trade School.
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Our Letters to Each Other
This is where we take a few lines every month to talk things over, so if you've

got anything on ^our mind, let's hear from you

JUDGING from the letters you
write, folks, you're getting as much
fun out of this page as I am. Our
friendly family is growing at a ter-

rific rate, and if I didn't Uke to get
letters as well as I do I'd be yelling for

mercy. But you can't stump me. I like

to get letters. Come on with yours. The
address is 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and I'm always at home to any
Farm and FraESiDER who has troubles
or joys to talk about.

Yes, Ruth, We Know

Ruth D. of Missouri has just been married,
and she wants to know why they throw rice

and old shoes, why they use a ring and why
they do a lot of things that don't seem to
mean anything in particular at a wedding.
All right, Ruth, here's your anwer:

Almost every marriage custom of to-day
got its start among our half-civilized

ancestors of many centuries ago. We are

creatures of habit, and we stick to lots of

things without rhyme or reason.

We all know about the rice-throwing,

the flinging of old shoes, the use of the
ring, the joining of hands, the use of the
bridal veil, the wedding bell, the white
robes of the bride, the honeymoon.
The use of the rice is borrowed from

China, where, from time immemorial,
handfuls have been thrown at the marriage
couple with the prayer that they might
never want for food. In olden times the
bride's apparel was sent after her to her new
home, in token of renunciation, and the
throwing of the shoes was a symbol that she
had been given up by her parents and turned
over for management to her husband.

Once, all marriage was by capture, and
the groom's "best man" was in those old

days the best armed and sturdiest fighter

of his acquaintance, who accompanied
him to assist in the abduction and, if

necessary, fight the whole family. "The

honeymoon represents the concealment of

the groom and his bride until the family

has been placated with presents.

The hands are now joined, but were
once tied together, and the ring syinbol-

izes the chain or handcuff by the aid of

which the bride was dragged away. Orange
blossoms were once supposed to have
magical virtue; the bride's veil was at

first the blanket thrown over her head to

stifle her screams, and later a thick canopy
to hide her blushes.

Hurrah for You, Bob!

It may interest you to know, Mr.
Robert F. Spence, county agent, of Berea,
Kentucky, that James T. Brown, the
goodman who runs the tavern in your
town, thinks very highly, indeed, of you
and your accomplishments down there.

And he sends along one of your programs
for the good folk on the farms of Rock-
castle and Madison counties, on the edge
of the eastern Kentucky mountains. It

looks like a good program, and the whole
incident just goes to show that when any
man does good work he cannot possibly
avoid getting credit for it, and he shall

prosper and be beloved of his kind. And
we endorse mine host Brown's statement
here following, to wit:

Mr. Spence is doing magnificent work for
the mountaineers of this section. And Kentucky
is not so backward after all. She can be noted
for other things besides whisky, horses, and
beautiful women.

It is even so, Mr. Brown; and we are
glad that whisky, which this month ceases
to be famous anywhere in these United
States, has such a worthy successor in
Kentucky.

Jonathan, You've Certainly Got
the Right Idea

Jonathan D. of Illinois sends us an outline
of what he is going to do when he gets to be
President. He is quite well along, but he's a
foresighted man, beheves in looking ahead.
And you never can tell—maybe he will be
President. General Grant was a driver on a
horse car when the Civil War broke out, you
know, and it wound up with him in the White
House.

For one thing, Jonathan says he would cut
his own salary from .875,000 a year to $25,000,

as President. Then he would abandon the
White House and build a small one that was
"cheap to keep up." His chief interest would
be to make men "good" and do the right thing
by the children:

"Little children are the best things on earth,
and any famOy, state or national
government that sets bad ex-
amples before them is not worthy
to be called a government. Good
habits make all mankind happy
and content. I love to do good.
When I do good I feel good. When
I do bad I feel bad."

True for you, Jonathan. You
can have my vote.

Got a Job for Him.''

Dear Editor: Will you please
print the following letter for me?

I am a minister's wife, we have
two children, aged five and seven
years. My husband has tried every
business house here and in some
other|cities, and failed to obtaifi em-
ployment. There are so many soldiers for whom
the Government is trying to secure situations
that a civilian can hardly get employment.
Husband is crippled, but can do most any

kind of work. We were both reared on the
farm. We dearly love farm life, and hope
some day to own a home of our very own.
He is thirty-five, I am twenty-seven.

Is there not someone among the many
Farm and Fireside readers who can give us

"fa«ome kind of permanent employment'? We
are wilUng to do any kind of work. We are
both well educated. Can give any kind of
references. / M. K.

Of course I don't know, but it seems to
me that somewhere among the 700,000
members of Farm and Firesuje's family
there ought to be a good permanent job
for you folks, with more than a slim chance
of realizing that ambition to own a home

Got Any Sawdust?

Robert F. Spence
of Kentucky

"Wood sawing on my place," writes M. C. of
Oregon, "makes quite a bit of sawdust, and
I was just wondering if there mustn't be some

millions of bushels of it at the saw-
mills and on private farms around
the country. And what do they do
with it in quantities? Is it mostly
wasted?"
Not on your life, it isn't

wasted, M. C. It used to be,

but it is coming into use as a
very valuable by-product in

the business world to-day, and
maybe those of Farm and
Fireside's family who have
it in quantity might find a
market for it through what I

am going to tell you:
Statisticians say that of the

total cut of lumber in this

country, 11 per cent, or about
11,000,000,000 feet, is wasted

yearly in sawdust. This amount of lumber
is enough to build over 100,000 good, sub-
stantial frame houses.

It is now recognized that there is better
use for sawdust than burning it as sawdust,
or allowing it to lie and rot in great piles

wherever a sawmill has been operated.
The amount used in packing ice, stuffing

dolls, and scattering over floors is small.
The process of reclaiming this waste

material into valuable articles has been in

progress for some time in the Govern-
ment's laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin,
where there has been produced baking
powder and artificial silk socks, and it has
also been ground into "wood flour,"

which is in demand for an absorbent in

preparing dynamite for use. It is also

being utilized in making wood stucco,

Mountaineers Who Know the Secret

of Productive Soil

FAR back in the misty-blue foothills of the Cumberlands, with their towering
cliffs of rough sandstone, the miracle of lime-sweet soil is being preached.

This preaching has not been in vain, because converts, clad in blue overalls,

come down to the railroad in their small wagons to secure the wonder-working
white dust for their tiny fields.

It makes no difference what kind of a team you use to get

limestone—just so you get it

That these big mountaineers believe in the rebirth of their sandstone soil

through a baptism of ground limestone is proved by the time and labor they give
to get the dust back to their farms in the hills. These believers drive down out
of the foothills over roads which frequently follow the meanderings of creek beds
as the best grade to be found to the valleys below. The climb up these primitive

roads is so abrupt and rough that 600 or 700 pounds is a full load for a good team.
The photograph shows a pair of slow-moving, last-century oxen hauling a

small load of life-giving, twentieth-century limestone dust from a railroad siding

in Kentucky back to a mountain farm, so that farming may become safer and
home life better and sweeter. It is a picture which shows at a glance the past and
the present rubbing elbows. James Speed.

write us at 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and we'll see what we can find out
for you.

He Sold Himself Cheap

"They tell me," writes M. K. of Michigan,
"that everything is very, very high-priced now,
but jast to-day I saw a physically magnificent
man, 6 feet 2 inches in his stocking feet, white,
twenty-one, and of good family, bought for
only 25 cents, and I thought him dear at
price. ^

"Four others, two of them children, sawA
same thing, and henceforth his valuation fc
them will be 25 cents. Truly a big price to
pay for keeping such a little sum, accidental^
given while a friend was making chanm.
Had the friend known, he would think ^
money well spent in getting his true valuation,
for then he would know better than to tnirt
him in a larger way.
"Can you figure your valuation in dollan

and cents, or is it priceless? Watch yourself
and see."

Honesty is an old habit, as old as the
world, and one that is constantly falling

into disuse among the new flock of foUa
who fill and empty the world from genw-
ation to generation. I have enough faith

in human nature to believe that 99 out of

every 100 folks mean to be honest, but it

is little tricks like M. K. tells about that
lead them astray. Abraham Lincoln was
known throughout his career as "Honest
Abe," and it is told of him that when
he was clerking in a store in Illinois he
walked all night once to get to the home
of a farmer's wile he had accidentally
short-changed a few cents on some butter
and eggs the day before; then all the way
back to take up his day's work at the store.

It truly is our particularity in such little

things as these when we are young that

goes far toward shaping our characters as

we grow older.

Still Poor at Forty-five

s as

"It seems to me," writes J. B. G. of Minne-
sota, "that I ought to be getting along a lot

faster than I am. At forty-five I am not
unusually well fixed, although I have worked
hard and steadily all my Ufe. Of course my
wife and two girls have a home, though a

modest one, and we have plenty to eat of oui

own raising, and enough clothes. I suppose if

I had to I could realize S7,000 or $8,000 out

of my property, but don't you think a man
ought to be farther along the road at my age?"

If you only knew it, J. B. G., you are

far more fortunate than most men. We
know many a man of forty-five who wovdd

be tickled to death if he could boast your

possessions. And just to show you that the

facts bear us out in this, read what George
Barrett says after compiling a report on

the average man's wealth from reports of

the American Bankers' Association and'

various life-insurance companies:

At thirty-five, after passing ten years of their

earning experience, we find that out of IPO

men 5 are dead, 35 have not improved finan-

cially, while 60 out of the hundred are in an

improved financial condition, ranging from

moderate resources to wealthj^
It is an old saving that it is easier to maiie

money than to keep it, and this is a fact,

because at forty-five we find that only 4 ont

of the hundred are wealthy, and that 65 out

of the 84 then living are self-supporting, but

have no other resources.
These figures would seem to bear out fully

the old adage. Just think of it—out of 60 men,

of whom 40 at 35 had moderate resources, 10

were in good circumstances and 10 were

wealthy, only 4 remain that may be regarded

as wealthy, and none of the others have
resources except their weekly earnings,

So you see, J. B. G., you are om
four men in every hundred. I

of your very own some time. How about
it, readers? Isn't there someone among
you who would like to place these people
and, in addition to a good farmhand, get a
man of the cloth who could fill the pulpit

of that little church in your neighborhood
that has been vacant so long?

molding, and floor-polishing material; so

before long the entire output may be con-
verted into valuable articles of commerce.

If you want to know where and how to

dispose of your sawdust for cash, why not
write to this government station and ask
about markets? If they don't tell you,

Who Said Farm Life Wasn't Exciting?
[

^

NoGALEs, Arizona.
After being held for ransom for five days by

bandits, A. D. Ayle and H. Barton, Amencan
farmers, having holdings near Ameca, State of

Jalisca, were released to-day when the Chamber

of Commerce of that place delivered the sum of

S2.000 to the bandits, who are said to be

«

Zapatista gang. Sinaloa.

So long for this time, all of you. Well

get together on this page again some time

the early part of August.
George Martin, Edito>iTOiJn
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This Everlnstir Afulti-Shingle Roof with-
stood a 120-milc hurricane. While other
kinds of roofs in the storm zone were
ripped off and destroyed bij the terrific

wind. Everlastic Mitlti-.Shingles came
throuoh undamaged. The house is owned
by H. C. ^fcWilliams and is tocat/.d at
Lake Charles, La.

T^HERE is no more serviceable and sightly covering
for country homes than Everlastic Slate-Surfaced

Roofings in their soft shades of red or green.

And there is no more economical and durable roof-

ing for barns, sheds, chicken houses, silos, etc., than
Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing.

Each of the four types of Everlastic Roofings is de-

scribed briefly in the adjoining column. Read about
them. Then send for free illustrated booklet contain-

ing complete details.

Company

Philadelphia

Cleveland

Detroit

Dallas

Nashville

Peoria

Milwaukee
Johnstown
Toledo

Latrobe

Buffalo

Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing

A recognized standard among "rubber" roofings.

Famous for its durability. Made of higli-grade water-
proofing materials, it defies wind and weather and insures

dry, comfortable buildings under all weather conditions.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing

A high-grade roll roofing, surfaced with gen-
itine crushed slate in two natural shades, red or

green. Needs no painting. Handsome enough
for a home, economical enough for a barn or

garage. Combines real protection against fire

with beauty. Nails and cem.ent with each roll.

Everlastic Multi-Shingles—(4-fn-One)

Made of high-grade felt thoroughly water-proofed and
surfaced with crushed slate in beautiful natural slate colors,

either red or green.

Laid in strips of four shingles

in one at far less cost in labor

and time than for wooden
shingles. Gives you a roof of

artistic
beauty worthy of the finest buildings, and one
that lesists fire and weather. Needs no painting.

Everlastic Tylike Shingles

Made of the same durable slate-surfaced (red

or green) material as Everlastic Alulti-Shingles

but cut into individual shingles, 8x12^4 inches.

Laid like wooden shingles but cost less per year

of service. Need no painting.

I
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JUST think of the famous "Z*'

engine with a Bosch Magneto

—

high tension ignition, which delivers

a steady succession of hot, inten-

sive sparks.

Every farmer in America should

at once call on the nearest "Z" engine

dealer and see the result of this

recent epoch-making combination

—

Fairbanks-Morse

"Z" Engine With
Bosch Magneto
Mechanical perfection— plus

power—and right price—to date sold

the "Z" to over 250,000 farmers.

This quality and quantity produc-

tion enabled us to contract for the

exclusive right in the farm engine

field for this one possible "Z'* better-

ment, which establishes a new farm
engine standard.

'

And over 200 Bosch Service

Stations assist all our dealers in

delivering maximum engine service.

Fairbanks, Morse (ir @.
I MANUFACtURERS I I CHICAGO
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A Personal Experience with
Threaded Rubber Insulation

I have one of the original lot of Still

Better Willards, put out in 1916 before

any announcement had been made to

the general public.

It was in February, 1919, that I dis-

covered my battery had Threaded
Rubber Insulation. The car has seen

plenty of hard service. I drove it all

through the hard winter of 1918—ex-

treme cold and lots of dark days.

But I never had any battery trouble

of any kind till one morning in February
when I found the battery dead. The
day before, the distributor was out of

order and a friend of mine who was
driving, punished the starter severely

and exhausted the battery.

I went to the nearest Willard Service

Station, got a rental battery, and had
mine recharged. I was told what I

didn't know— that I had Threaded

Rubber Insulation in my Willard
Battery.

I haven't had it recharged since, arid

it has the same old punch and pep today

(June 1 St) . That' s some record, I'll say.

A. JUDSON,
13740 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

The above is a fair sample of what Threaded
Rubber Insulation means. If this battery had
had wood insulation, it would long since have
had to be reinsulated; for the owner frankly ad-

mitted he had never been any too regular about

keeping it filled with water.

Of course, starvation, overheating and im-

properly regulated electrical equipment will in-

jure even a Willard Battery with Threaded

Rubber Insulation, and therefore it's impossible

to guarantee any definite length of life. But
under equal conditions Threaded Rubber Insu-

lation greatly extends a battery's life and in-

definitely postpones reinsulation.

Three years' experience on thousands of cars

has established this fact beyond any question.

STORAGE
BATTERY

her Insulation }

THIS is the battery referred

to above, from a photo-

graph taken three years and

five months after it went into

service. It was put back in

the car and is still alive and

kicking. Only once in its life

was it recharged from an out-

side source.
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Introducing Farm and Fireside s New Staff

of Corresponding Editors

r.

F. DUGGAR of Alabama n^eds
no introduction to any American

farmer. He has lived and worked
among his fellow farmers in many-
parts of the world, has traveled all

over America and Europe, and is

thoroughly in touch with all prob-

lems of crops and soils. And it is

questions of crops and soils he will answer for you.

Mr. Duggar is director of the Alabama Experi-

ment Station, professor of agronomy, and director

of the Agricultural Extension Service for Alabama.
He was formerly editor of the "Southern Live

Stock Journal." All inquiries originating south of

the Mason and Dixon line will be answered by him.

FREDERICK W. IVES of Ohio
is secretary-treasurer of the

National Association of Agricul-
tural Engineers and professor of

farm engineering at Ohio State
University. His textbook on farm
engineering is now being prepared.
He is one of the deans of practical

How and Why We Got Them
THESE six new Corresponding Editors are the first of a nation-wide staff of

field representatives of Farm and Fireside. Each one is a practical farmer.

And each is located in a different part of the country, so that through them every

issue of Farm and Fireside will mirror the important and interesting things

that are going on in the farm field throughout the country day by day.
Their daily work is with the very problems they are to help you solve. There

is no "theory" about these men. They do not guess—they work things out
and know. Nor are they "ofllce" men, although they all have offices.

The principal qualification of each is not the title he holds, but the results

he has achieved. Results got them the titles, and it was on the basis of their

ability to get results that we chose them. We chose them very carefully, listing

all the available candidates in each field and allowing the ablest man in each
group to take his place at the head of the list on his own merits.

You are invited to use them and their experience in solving your problems.
They will not undertake to run your farm or do your thinking, but when some
problem comes up that your own study and experience leaves still a problem, put
it up to one of them. Write it clearly and fully, and address it to the proper editor

at 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, enclosing a stamped self-addressed en-

velope for reply. George Martin, Editor.

MARKETING is one
of the big problems

confronting you to-day,
and we felt that we could
serve you no better along
this line than to have
Thomas J. Delohery an-
swer your stock-market-
ing questions straight
from the Chicago yards.
Mr. Delohery has spent
eight years there and out
among farmers, studying
conditions. And you can
count on what he tells

you being his own sound,
unprejudiced conviction,
based on a careful study
of facts. Delohery needs
no introduction as a
writer. You are already
familiar with his work in
Farm and Fireside.

ALL your questions about poultry
/~V will be answered by Victor G.
Aubry of New Jersey. He has de-
voted his life to the study of chick-
ens. Starting with a flock of 1,500
fowls in Indiana, he went to Swit-
zerland to take charge of a big
poultry farm there. He graduated

in poultry from Connecticut College of Agriculture,
and later had charge of the poultry department at
the University of Maine in 1914. Since then he has
been associated with the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station. He does extension work
throughout the East, and is in close touch with poul-
try and general farmers and knows their problems.

farm engineering in this country.
He will answer your questions
about farm-building construction,

tiling, drainage, farm lighting,

heating, water supply, sewage dis-

posal, and farm machinery; he
will also contribute articles to the
magazine.

IF YOU have ever attended the Inter-
national at Chicago, you have prob-

ably seen Dr. A. S. Alexander, who will

handle all your veterinary inquiries. We
know of no one better fitted for the work.
He is a consulting veterinary at Madison,
Wisconsin, professor of veterinarian
science at the University of Wisconsin,
and director of the Division of Horse
Breeding for the Wisconsin Department
of Agriculture. Dr. Alexander has
served as chief veterinarian for the
International Live Stock Show, the high-
est honorary position any veterinarian
can receive.

F.
F. Rockwell, who

will answer your ques-
tions on all garden and
orchard problems, both
of production and market-
ing, is recognized as one
of the nation's leading
authorities in his line.

He has studied every
branch of the work, in

every section of the
country, at first-hand.

You probably have one
or more of his garden and
orchard books in your
own library. In addition

to running his own farm
in New York State, he is

secretary of the Nursery-
men's National Service

Bureau. You see him
here engaged in his favor-

ite pastime—work.

Page 5
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The Way We Started Our Farm Bureau ^

and How It Has Paid Us

OF COURSE, the important thing
i I want to do in writing this is to

I tell you how to organize a
'county farm bureau if you
haven't got one, and then to

point out why I think the county farm
bureaus are leading rapidly to the first

really strong national farmers' organiza-
tion we have ever had in this country.
As a rule, any organization of importance

grows so slowly that by the time it becomes
powerful it is well known. But the Farm
Bureau movement is an exception. This
farmers' organization has grown to its

present proportions so rapidly and quietly
that rnany persons are scarcely aware of

its existence. It now extends through
nearly all the Northern and Western
States, and is scattered here and there
throughout the Union.
The county farm bureau, with its county

agent, has been in operation in many
places before our entrance into the war,
and has demonstrated its value as a means
for increasing production. When the war
made more food necessary the Government
began to push the organization of county
farm bureaus in all States. The farmers
themselves were not slow to see the
advantage of working together for in-

creased production and better marketing
of their products.
We organized our bureau in a way

which I believe is typical of the best.

During the summer of 1917 some of the
progressive farmers of the county dis-

cussed the farm idea. Finally we wrote to
the Extension Department of the Ohio
State University to learn how to start a
bureau in our county. They sent a man to
confer with us, and he explained the way in

which the organization should be started.

Briefly it is as follows:

Through the local press and personal
invitation a meeting at the courthouse at

the county seat was called for all who were
interested. A fair representation from
most townships responded, and a pre-

liminary organization was formed at this

meeting by electing a chairman, secretary,

and treasurer.

From this meeting dates my active

connection with the farm bureau. I

happened to be elected chairman, and it

was my first duty to determine whether
the farmers were really interested or not.

Some leaflets explaining the objects of

bureau work were obtained from the
university, and I appointed a man to act

as chairman In each township. These men
called meetings in their townships and
explained the idea to the farmers. Mem-
bership lists were secured at this time, each
man signing his name and paying a dollar

to the farm-bureau treasury.

Our first object was to get a county agent
as soon as possible, and to do this we had
to secure 10 per cent of all the farmers of

the coimty, as shown on the county
auditor's books, as paid-up members of

the organization. When we had the
necessary members pledged, a meeting
was called at the county seat.

At that time a permanent president,

vice president, secretary, and treasurer

were elected, and a constitution and by-
laws adopted. These by-laws provide for

the election of an executive board as the
governing body, to consist of one man from
each township, together with the president,

vice president, secretary, and treasurer.

The executive board holds a regular meet-
ing at least once each month, and special

meetings may be called by the president.
Every kind of farming in the county,

By H. C. Rogers
Secretary-Treasurer of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation

such as crops, live stock, dairying, etc., has
a man on the executive board as head of

that particular activity. These men
report at board meetings anything of

interest in their department.
Each township in the county has its own

organization, patterned very much after

the county organization. These townships
and community organizations are very
important. They look after the special

community needs and arrange for local

meetings, at which the county agent can
confer with the farmers. These meetings,
where everyone feels free to talk, and
where ideas and practical experiences are

It is unfortunate that there are yet many
farmers who are content to plod along in
the same old way as their fathers and
grandfathers. This kind of farming leads
to soil impoverishment and lessened crop
production. Agricultural colleges are no
longer experiments. They are training
young men so that when they start farm-
ing they have a basis of scientific knowl-
edge of soils and soil chemistry to build on.
They know how to choose feeds and balance
rations to get greatly increased meat
production from the feeds consumed. They
know what kinds of fertilizers to use to
increase production and maintain soil

The Loss of Two Legs and an Arm
Didn't Hold Him Down

WE SHOULD
all be wilUng

to take our hats
off to the man in

the picture, for he
has overcome one
of the greatest of

handicaps, and, in-

stead of being an
object of charity,

is a most able
four-horse team-
ster for a big lum-
ber company in

the Maine woods.
He is Samuel

Gauthier, who
some years ago
was obliged to
spend the night in

a blizzard, while
driving on a lum-
ber tote road. Both his feet and one
hand were frozen, and had to be am-
putated, leaving him only his left hand
and his head with which to earn his

living. He has
made good, too.

Instead of hav-
ing artificial limbs
made and adjust-
ed by surgeons, he
fashioned his feet

to suit his own
ideas, from the
tough roots of
trees, paintedthem
black, and at-
tached them to his

own calves with
iron and leather
straps. He han-
dlesthemperfectly.
He often says that
he has it all over
his pals in that his

feet and his right

hand are never
cold, and that, instead of his shoes wear-
ing out, only his feet wear out, and he
can whittle new ones.

Lena P. Geant.

brought out, are of the very greatest help
to all.

The township organizations were not
formed when the county farm bureau was
started. We think it better to have the
county agent on the job for several months
to become acquainted with all parts of the
county, and to be on hand to assist each
township in getting its organization started.

I sometimes feel as though the township
unit was the most important link in the
chain.

The whole Farm Bureau movement is

based on the needs of the individual farmer,
hence the importance of having the small-
est unit of our organization—the town-
ship—properly started so that it may co-
operate with the other township organiza-
tions, and all build together a strong and
harmonious county bureau. If the founda-
tion of our structure is sound the super-
structure is more likely to endure.
The law governing farm-bureau and

county-agent work is as follows: When the
county farm bureau is completed with 10
per cent of the farms of the county rep-
resented, the law provides for petitioning
the county commissioners to set aside from
the county general fund the sum of $1,500
for county-agent work. When this is done,
the U. S. Department of Agricvilture

provides $1,600 to match the county's
$1,500.

fertility. The farmer who follows these
methods will realize better interest on his

investment than the man who plods along
in the old way.
The pick of these college graduates

—

and they are not boys, but men, generally
thirty years old and upward—are being
secured by the thousands for county agents.

When a bureau is organized the question
of where to find a man suited for their

county agent confronts the executive
board. Here is where assistance from the
extension department of the state uni-

versity is most valuable. Suitable men,
who are kept tab on by the extension

department, are sent to counties needing
an agent. It is then up to the executive
board to choose.
The county agent has an office at the

county seat, and his services and advice
are free to every farmer in the county.
His duties are many and varied. He aids

the dairy industry by encouraging cow-
testing associations through which the
loafer cows are found and sent to the
butcher, also improvement of the live-

stock industry by a greater use of pure-

bred sires.

There is a loss of hundreds of millions of

pounds of meat annually through the
feeding of an unbalanced ration to live

stock. Such a condition cannot be changed
overnight, but the influence of a competent

1

a

f
county agent working through a wflt
organized farm bureau will do more ,t

remedy this and other faulty farm prfi
tices than anything else.

In many parts of the country it is essft
tial that seed grain of oats, wheat, and
be treated before planting, so that
smut spores will be destroyed. At pn
smut injury causes an annual loss in
United States of about 100,000,000 busb
This loss can be practically all prevente
a trifling cost, but it requires a trained
competent man to go among the farmei
and show them how to treat their s
grains.

Any organization as complete as
county farm bureau has a lot of detail w(h
that must be attended to regularly if

organization is to prosper. Here is w'
^

the coxmty agent becomes most importaj^
He is on the job every day, and the caril.

for the detail work of the farm burein
amounts to but httle with him, whereas
left to the president or secretary, who ssi

busy farmers usually, it very likely wo^l
not be done at all. The writer happensj
be president of a county bureau, and fi

realizes the value that lies in attention
these details.

Some of the things our farm bureau
county agents are doing are:

Increasing growth of legumes, such i
clovers, alfalfa, and soybeans.

Encouraging more liberal use of c^

mercial fertilizer to increase produc
and maintain soil fertility.

Compiling a registry and forming
association, in the county, of men who
growing pure-bred, registered live sti

This makes it possible for foreign bu;

to get in touch with the whole coi

through the county agent.
Offering cash prizes and promoting

boys' and girls' interest in farm
through the formation of pig-gro'

clubs, garden contests, etc.

Finding the varieties of wheat, o
oats, etc., that have proved the best
the county, and inducing farmers to ad^
these varieties.

Organizing the county for business, ua|[
townships as distributing units for |
handling of car lots of fertilizer, fence pi

coal, etc. This organization also is use
sell farm produce in car lots.

We maintain a farm bureau for sale

exchange column in our county pa.
Any member of the organization
advertise anything he wishes to sell or
free of cost.

In fact, our bureau and county agent
engaged in so many things of a hel]

nature that it is useless to try to tell al

all of them here.

One of the most important steps
bureau has taken is the formation
legislative committee of about forty pi-

men who can be depended upon to g(

our state capital and see that farra||

interests receive fair recognition.

A good live coimty bureau of about
thousand members can accomplish alrati

anything they undertake in the way
local work. But one county bureau, hi

ever strong it is, has little influence w]

it comes to state affairs.. But with all

county bureaus in a State banded tog(

in a strong federation, constructive
ures can be put through without
trouble.
The writer happens to be the execul

secretary of the Ohio Farm Federation, si

it has been part of his work to see that t

counties select their most influent

farmers to serve [continued on page i
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Can Farmers Pull Together?
A study of some of the reasons why they haven't done so in the past, and of other reasons

why they probably will do so in the future

A KANSAS farmer, a good, sub-
stantial, hard-working man who

/ ^ knows his business and takes a
/ % great deal of interest in running
1^ it right, was talking to me the

)ther day about things in general—just

risiting, you know. The talk switched to

igricultural leaders and farm organiza-

ions. And suddenly this man said:

"Who is the biggest man in American
igriculture to-day?"
I replied:

"You are."

He laughed.
"Why," said he, "you know very well

'm just a plain Kansas farmer with a good
lundred and sixty. Nobody ever heard of

ne. Don't talk nonsense. Answer me
eriously."

"My friend," said I, "I am answering

ou seriously. I meant what I said. And
'11 go further and say that if every man
ack of the 650,000 farmers who read Farm
ND Fireside were to come one by one and
sk me the same question I would answer
very one of them the same way. And my
tatement would be literally true in every

ase."

"How do you figure that?" he asked.

"To answer your question with a ques-

,on, what constitutes a big man in agri-

ulture? What makes him big?"

'His knowledge of conditions, I should

ly, coupled with his ability to help

irmers farm more successfully and make
lore money and live more happily."

Not at all," said I. "The biggest man
I agriculture is the man who makes a
ersonal contribution to the progress and
evelopment of agriculture—the man who
a his own farm works out a more success-

il crop rotation, or a method of growing
rofitable crops in soil that never grew
lem before, or a better breed of stock, or a
etter system of marketing.
"And the only man in the world who can
elp the farmer is the farmer himself.

"From the Secretary of Agriculture

;raight down through the entire list to the

swest county agent, home demonstrator,
experiment station director there is not

hat I would call a big man in agriculture,

hese men are important, of course, but
ily in so far as they are your agents, only

1 so far as they gather up the things you
a,ve worked out and put that information

the form of bulletins and agricultural

mrses and lectures and movies, and thus

distribute them to all the other farmers.

Don't ever be fooled by the high-

lundingness of a man's title, or the fine

irniture of an office, or the size of the

ailding he is in. Remind yourself that if

weren't for the progressive farming you

•e doing on your farm, there would be no
,gh-sounding title, no fine furniture, and
3 office building, because there would be
D tax money out of your farm pocketbook
> maintain them."
And that, Mr. Farmer Reader of Farm
MD Fireside, is why I say that you are the
iggest man in American agriculture.

Now let's apply that same thought to the

"fliuch-discussed and little understood ques-

on of why the American farmer isn't

ationally organized. Why isn't there one
:eat national forganization which speaks

le voice of all farmers everywhere in the

,nd—an organization whose voice ought
) have been loud and clear in America's
elegation at the Peace Conference, and
hich ought even now to be heard to real

'^Tect and certain purpose on the great
roblems of reconstruction?
We all know, despite the fact that there

'"^re some splendid farmers' organizations in

lis country, that there is not this united
nd effective voice to be heard.
Why?
I think it is because we have been
rganizing too much from the top down,
istead of from the bottom up.
Without wishing in any way to detract
om the splendid work and ideals of those
Dod men who have been behind the best
our existing farm organizations, I think

le organizations have been too much of a
reat Idea in a few men's minds—with a
lore or less disinterested membership
ijdng, "Yes, that's fine, put me down for a
lembership"—instead of being a Great
lea based on a deep personal interest in

veral millions of men's minds.
In other words, it has been too much a
ise of a few men trying to improve the

at

1)01

affairs of a great many men, instead of

showing the many men how they could
improve themselves.
Men resent being "improved." I resent

it. You resent it. But we appreciate being
shown how we can help ourselves.

When some man comes along with some
scheme to "improve" us, we don't like him.
His very thought that he can improve us
implies that he considers himself smarter
than we are. And we resent that. We like

to feel that we've got sense enough to do
the thing for ourselves. And, indeed, most
of us have, even if we don't always do it.

Do not mistake me. This is not an

And why do you want more wheat to the
acre, and why do you sing praises when you
find a way to get it? Because it means
greater success for you. And yet you have
served humanity, for other farmers can use
that method too, and produce more wheat.
Even patriotism is selfishness. It springs

from a desire to protect the country we
love. And what is that country but a collec-

tion of institutions we believe in? And what
are those institutions but bulwarks thrown
around us individually to insure our per-

sonal freedom and the right to accumulate
and enjoy the fruit of our individual labor?

Now, the country is full of good, strong.

Milord Must Have His Mutton
ALMOST the first thing the Britisher thought of after he read that

L the armistice had been signed was his mutton chops. The Britisher

must have his chop. And here you see how he has gone about getting

it.

And gosh, but they are particular ! I saw one stewing and snorting

over a chop in a New York restaurant on upper Fifth Avenue the other

day. He swore he could "taste the wool on the blawsted thing, y'

know." He was a true disciple of his famous countryman, Sam John-
son, who invented the dictionary, and who, on being served some beef,

hurled it from him, bellowing:

"'Tis worthless, ill bred, ill killed, ill dressed, and ill served! I'll

have none of it!"

These sheep, photographed recently in Sussex, England, near the

foot of the famous South Downs sheep country, don't look as though
you could say that about them. Notice the many lambs.

The Editor.

attack on any existing organization. It is

merely a searching for the foundation from
which we can all go forward to something
really big in which' aiZ of us can have a part.

I hold no brief for any one man or body of

men with a Big Idea to put across. The
most hopeful situation I can see among the
farmers to-day, is not any one man's idea

—

least of all was it my idea—but one which,
more or less Hke 'Topsy, "just growed."
But more of that later.

It seems to me that the reason none of

the existing organizations have developed
into a really strong national body is be-
cause you have not been able to see your-

self in any of them—you could not see

where it connected with your farm, your
live stock, your marketing problems, in

such a way as to help you individually.
We are selfish "critters," in the final

analysis, every one of us. God made us so.

And it is right that we should be, for if we
did not have the wish to improve our
individual fortunes there would be no
great discoveries and inventions with
which to improve the world at large. Morse
invented telegraphy primarily to get him-
self out of poverty. Bell invented the
telephone for the same reason. Yet who
doesn't appreciate what an advantage it

has been to the world to have those men
do what they did from a selfish motive?
Look at the telephone on your wall there.

effective local farmers' organizations. For
example, take the Illinois Agricultural
Association. It is accomplishing splendid
things. And there are others. Why can
we have strong local organizations and not
a strong national one? Because your local

organization is close to you. It immediately
affects your personal interests and you can
see where it does that. Moreover, you
helped build it. There is something of you
in it. It started from you instead of at you.

But, you ask. Is there any likelihood of

our ever having a national organization?
Is it possible for us to have one in which
we can see specific help for our individual
problems on our individual farms?

I believe it is not only possible but
highly probable that we will have this

organization, and before very long. There
are gentlemen who will disagree with me
violently—gentlemen who say farmers
never will get together because they never
have got together; that they quarrel too
much among themselves; that their inter-

ests are too widely separated.
Well, Germany said we never would get

our men trained and to Europe in time.
It never had been done and it couldn't be
done. Yet it was done. As for quarreling a
bit, why not? What a bore life would be
if we lived in sugary sweetness with each
other all the time. And as for our interests

being widely separated, that's balderdash.

Our interests are the commonest of com-,
mon interests. A citrus grower in Florida
is aiming toward exactly the same end that
a corn grower in the Corn Belt or an apple
grower in Oregon or a potato grower in

Arostook is aiming at—better crops, better
prices, better homes, better babies, better
clothes. I guess we are agreed on that,

aren't we? And if the right kind of a
national organization will assure us these
things we'll not quarrel too much about
the details, will we? I think not.

I believe that in the county farm bureau
you have the first great step toward a real

national organization.
I am not alone in this. County farm

bureaus in many States have been
formed into state federations. These state

federations now exist in enough of the
great commonwealths of the nation to
warrant a national federation. To go back
to the county bureaus, these in turn are
organized along township lines.

As to the details of how many of these
county farm bureaus can be organized by
you in your home county I leave that in
the hands of Mr. H. C. Rogers of Mechanics-
burg, Ohio, secretary and original organizer
of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation,
whose article appears on another page of

this issue. If there is any further informa-
tion we can give you in this connection,
write to him, or to me, care of Farm and
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York.

All I propose to do here is to discuss the
merits of the plan, and to tell you that on
the twelfth and thirteenth of November,
this year, in the city of Chicago, the
county and state federations of farm bu-
reaus are going to meet to form a national
organization.

If you want to know why I say that,
go back to the first paragraphs of this
article, where I tell you that you are the
biggest man in American agriculture to-

day, and that it's the things you learn on
your farm that represent the really pro-
gressive steps in farming, and that the
Department of Agriculture and the state
experiment stations are merely your agents
to collect and redistribute the knowledge
of these discoveries to farmers everywhere.

I believe firmly in the federated farm
bureaus as a real national farmers' organiza-
tion, with real power—the power of you—
behind it, because it is the first organiza-
tion that has sprung solely and completely
from your farm.

I can see in it a direct line of communi-
cation from you to the local, district, state,

national and international problems that
confront you.

I see in it that which will break down the
barriers and let your voice be heard to
some purpose in the affairs of the county,
the district, the State, the nation and the
world, as they affect your personal interests.

I see in it a channel through which you
can have a hand in building up a real

marketing system for farmers, in getting
equitable taxation and fair legislation, both
locally and nationally.

I see in it your means for getting before
the consuming public your side of the
production, distribution, and profit ques-
tions which are so misunderstood by
that public to the end that it is prejudiced
against you now whenever it takes the
trouble to think seriously about you at all.

Your problems are not understood by
those who buy what you produce and who
should understand them.
Of course, the machinery will not always

work like greased lightning. No machinery
made up of human beings ever does. One
snag is that of making the organization self-

supporting. You will notice in Mr. Rogers'
article that the county farm bureaus as at

present organized receive some state and
national aid. But the amount of money re-

quired by each county bureau is not so large
that it would impose any hardship on the in-

dividual members to support it out of their

own pockets. And there will be other dif-

ficulties.

However, there are a great many en-

couraging things about this plan for a real

farmers' organization. I have tried to out-

line some of them, but the most encourag-
ing of them all, it seems to me, is that here

is a golden chance for an organization
through which you can speak in national

terms, and the services of which you can
use in building your own success on your
own farm. George Martin.
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How I Buy and Handle Beef,
By John F. Mommsen

Tj^DITOR'S NOTE: The articles

J_J on these two pages are the first

of a series of six deaUng with your
problem of feeding and marketing
profitable stock. The September
articles will cover hog feeding and
marketing, and the October articles

will tell about sheep.

I
HAVE use for water—plenty of it.

In fact, water is the solution of my
feeding and marketing problems in

connection with my business of pro-
ducing cattle for market. I can see

you going over this sentence to see if you
have got the thing right. You have. Let
me explain:
Years ago, when I started feeding cattle,

I was still at home with my father. Often
I asked him how long he was going to feed
a bunch, and how fat he intended to make
them before sending them to market.

"Son," he would say, "we'll sell the
cattle when they are finished for market."

"But, Dad, how can I tell when they
are in that condition?"

"Johnny, when a steer gets so fat that
his back apparently sinks a little, and a
hole appears in the center of it—when this

indention is deep enough to hold a cup of

water so that it won't run down his sides,

he is ready for the block. Follow this plan
and you'll never have any trouble in find-

ing business profitable."

And in the nine years I have been in the
business, I have yet to suffer a loss. I

have followed this advice of my father's,

and top the market at least once every
year, sometimes twice, with the three
loads I make annually.
When I say I have never suffered a loss

in feeding I mean it. However, I have not
made a profit on every load. Sometimes
I only break even, but that is much better
than losing money. I don't always top
the market, either; but I land close to the
best price, so it pays to follow his advice.

This philosophy of Dad's also gives me
one more use for wafer.
My first feeding ventm-e for myself was

on the farm of a relative, which I rented.
Profiting by what I learned while on the
home farm I bought good feeding cattle.

Right off I became partial to Angus cattle,

and for that matter still am; but more
about that later.

The second year I bought a load of

blacks from a local feeder dealer. I paid
$6.75 per hundredweight for the steers,

which were a nice, even bunch, that I

picked out of a penful. When Dad heard
of the price I had paid he reprimanded me,
and told the dealer he had no right to take
advantage of my youth and inexperience

in the ways of cattledom.
I was satisfied, however, in the selection,

and the sale of the stock, also the gains

made, proved it.

When the time came to market the
steers. Father helped me drive them to the
loading station. On the road we met the
dealer who sold the feeders to me. We
stopped and chatted for a moment, while
he looked over the cattle.

"Johnny," he said, "the cattle did right

good, and make a fine bunch. I'll buy them
of you at $9.50."

"Gosh, John," exclaimed Father, evi-

dently gasping for breath, "take it!"

I refused the offer, because I knew they,
would bring at least $10 on the Chicago
market. Again my judgment was vindi-

cated—the steers sold at $10.05, more
than I expected, for I would have been
satisfied with 10 cents a pound.

Since then Dad believes I know just a
trifle about making cattle. However, it

was his teaching that started me, and I

always think of what he said, when I am
ready to market a load of feeders.

He often told me that an animal ready
for the block has two backs—one which
grows on the steer, and the other put on
by the feeder through the use of plenty of

the right kind of feed. They are very
closely related—in fact, essential to each
other, and both work for your benefit on
the market.
And the market, after all, tells me where

I stand as a feeder. My ability is useless

unless I can make a type of steer which
will sell at a profit.

Marketing and feeding, because of this,

go hand in hand. A man who can't make

'em can't expect to sell them successfully.

It has been my experience that the first

lap in profitable feeding is buying the right

kind of a steer. A load well bought is

like a good start in a foot race—^half the
battle. Good feeders, I have found, are

the best to handle. They cost more
apparently; but they are the cheapest in

the long run.
In the first place, I never buy awfully

thin feeders. Cattle which are merely
hide and bones are hard to judge—I can't
figure much on their quality. I buy
feeders averaging from 900 to 1,000 pounds,
of good quality, and in good flesh. In a
load of this kind, whether I buy them from
a dealer or at the yards, I can tell the good-
doing steers and leave the poor ones. If I

In buying feeders I want cattle which
are built like a block set on four pins. I
want them as low-hung as possible. The
lanky kind, I find, don't do as well. I
want a steer which is straight along the
back, and not cut up in the flank. The
animal must have a good, wide back, a
thick loin, and deep, well-arched ribs. If

the first back is good it is an easy matter to
put on the second story.

The steer must carry out well behind.
This is the thing I have against Herefords.
They narrow off at the riunp, and I don't
want a steer whose tailhead sticks up like

a flagpole. The front end of a steer is

important too. The chest must be wide,
and there must be no falling away behind
the shoulders. The best-doing steers have

John Mommsen and his wife and son, who have helped him
make a hig success of feeding. catUe

Points About Picking Feeders That
Will Make You Money

DON'T pick them too thin; you can't judge their quality. Nine
hundred to one thousand pounds is about right. Have them

blocky and low-hung, straight along the back, not cut up in the flank;

thick-loined, well-arched ribs.

A steer's head is very important. Insist on a short head, tapering

toward the muzzle—a head mascuhne and not too rough, and wide
between large, quiet, well-set eyes that look alive but not wild. The
steer' with a wild eye is nervous and doesn't put on fat economically.

Have the muzzle of medium width, with lips not too thick.

These are some of the things that experience has taught John
Mommsen to look for in profitable feeders. And, inasmuch as he
frequently tops the Chicago market with his stuff from Vernon Prairie

Stock Farm at Miles, Iowa, what he says ought to be worth paying
some attention to. The Editor.

bought thin stuff, it has been my experience
two or three of them would prove to be
poor-doing animals, and would not feed
out economically or sell well.

Last year I had an experience of this

kind. I missed the top of the market with
one load by a few cents, and it was all

because of four mean steers in the load.

They were not only poor feeders, but also

brought down the price of the whole load.

And they ate just as much feed as the
others, but didn't do half so well—they
were a big drawback, in fact; so it is plain

why I like the steers with some meat on
their frames.

I have a type of feeder in mind—a com-
posite of all the going points in steers

which I have handled during my life. I

have never been able to get a load of feeders

which measured up to my ideal, but it

stands by me, and as near as possible I get

cattle which measure up to the standard.
I want Angus cattle if I can get them, be-

cause I hke the blacks, and think them
better than either the Shorthorns or Here-
fords.

Angus cattle get into very fine market
condition, make good gains, and are very
economical feeders.

large heart girths and roomy middles, so
they can care for lots of cheap roughness.
The shoulders must not be too heavy,

nor too prominent and rough. They
should be nice and round on top, and fit

snugly to the body. The neck must be
short and thick, as neck meat does not
bring very much over the block, and, be-
sides, the steer carrying a preponderance
of beef blood has a short, thick neck, which
blends nicely onto the shoulders.
' A steer's head is a very important thing,

especially when one is buying feeding
cattle. I insist on steers with short heads,
tapering a little toward the muzzle. The
head must be masculine, and not too rough.
I like a head to be wide between a pair of

large, quiet, well-set eyes that look alive

but not wild. The steer which has a wild
eye usually is nervous, and does not put
on fat as economically as the peaceful,

yet ahve kind.

The muzzle, or mouth, tells whether
or not the steer is a good feeder, so it

should be of medium width, and the lips

not too thick.

Early this year a batch of my cattle I

marketed sold for $20.25 a hundredweight.
They topped the Chicago market, and sold

within a quarter of a cent of the highestj|
priced cattle up to the time of the sali

These were Angus steers which averag(
1,385 pounds.

I bought these cattle at home, averaging
950 pounds, costing $13.50. I had these
steers for six and a half months, two months
of which they were running on clover and
timothy aftermath, picking up feed which
otherwise would go to waste. During this
time I figured they gained about 90 pounds
each.
Then I put them on a ration of shelled

corn, oats, oilmeal, and timothy and clove*
in limited quantities, with a little fodd«9
now and then. I increased the feed of
shelled corn until they were getting one-
half bushel per head per day, and one
bushel of oats to the bunch. The first two
months of the feeding period I fed 214
pounds per head daily of oilmeal, and
after that three pounds.

I curried these cattle, as I do all others
I feed. People think the idea is foolish and
a waste of time, but they say ciurying
saves half the horse's feed, and I believe it

should do the steers some good. People
coming past the farm see me currying the
cattle, and laugh. In town they kid me
about it; but, still and all, I think it is

worth while. '

It means mcgiey to me, for it makes the
hair coat fine and glossy, and brings out
the quality of the steers. They go to mar-
ket and arrive there nice and clean. They
have no rough hair coats, nor a few pounds
of dried mud hanging to their stomachs or
rounds. And I know for a fact that when
a steer has five or six pounds of mud hang-
ing from him that buyers take off a little

on the price; and you may be siu-e they,
make an allowance, wide enough to get aU
of the dirt, too. And buyers have a right
to do this. The mud can't be sold as food,
and they pay good money for it as beef.
The steers hke to be curried, and the

currying makes every steer a friend of
mine. Consequently they don't become
frightened when I feed or work aroi
them. I make it a point never to dis ^

my cattle, for a nervous, unsettled sti

does not put on fat economically or quicklyi!
And they use up more feed in energy whi"*"*
they are restless. This may sound trivii

but when you put all of these little thin,
together they amount to a lot in the en'
On an average, my steers gain three pouni
a day while on feed.

^,

I generally start the steers in pasture
in the fall and spring, and in the winter
on roughness, letting them eat a bit and
become used to their new surroundings.
The first 50 to 75 pounds can be madl
cheaply in this manner while they are
setthng down. *

I have a farm of 170 acres, and devotel
most of it to raising stuff to feed. I
exercise the greatest care in buying feeders!
but if they don't prove out as I figiu-ed |
don't feed the stock to the limit, because I
know the return will not be in proportioi

If there is such a thing as a cattlewomai
my wife is one. Her father was and still _

one of the best cattle feeders in Iowa, anl
all of her relatives are too. So, naturalljfel
it runs in the family. When I went Isfe*

market last fall with a bunch of cattle, J,

had another load at home on grass.
As soon as I left, without me knowing it,

she starte'd the cattle on feed. Within a,

few days, while I was gone, she had th
eating nicely. Imagine my sxu-prise w]
I got home.
And the boy is going to be a dam

stockman. He's only eight now. I had
few calves around, and he had sole care
them. He made a nice job of them, an|
later on I plan to start him in the busines
By sharing the responsibility with him
not only figure to teach him the businesi,
but later on he won't have a hankering
for city life, either.

I can send him out to look at the stod
toward evening if I am busy, and he soor
lets me know if they are eating or restinf
easy. If anything is wrong that he can'1

right, he rushes back to the house with th«
news. -

In the spring of the year I grind th<',

corn for the cattle. I figure it doesn'i
need it in the fall and winter, because then
is considerable moisture in the grain
Toward spring, however, it begins to gei

dry and hard, and the cattle can't eat it s(

well. Then I make a ration of ground con
and cobmeal. Also, [continued on page 19
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I Can Top the Market With
By Thomas J. Delohery

IN
THE article on the opposite page

John Mommsen tells you something

about making cattle for market. In this

article I am going to try to tell you, frorn

my.experience of eight years at the Chi-

cago yards, and from the facts I have just

gathered in a special search for the benefit

of readers of Farm and Fireside, what
kind of cattle you can feed that the packer

will pay you the most money for.

The other day I was discussing the

cattle situation with an Iowa feeder. He
told me how he made money on his stock

by hitting a high market, and that if he
hadn't taken a chance and fed his stuff a

month longer he would have lost money.
The reason for this was the increase in the

price he received over what he would have
had to take if he had marketed when he
first intended to.

I have heard cattle-feeding called a
gamble. Cattle-feeding is not a gamble;

the marketing is where the element of

chance enters the business. There is no
speculation in feeding; it is plain that

steers will gain if fed properly and amply.
And marketing is where the feeder finds

out if his efforts have been wasted, and if,

instead of profit, he must take a loss.

Some men, by studying the trade, have
reduced the gambling element in their

marketing. They have, by inquiries and
other means, found out what the packer

wants, and have produced accordingly.

iOther men, through their reputation as

aiakers of first-class stuff, have made
marketing easy.

"I'm puzzled," said one feeder to me.
'I want to buy a load of feeders to take

back home, but I don't know what kind to

ouy. I wish the packers would tell me in

idvance what they want."
I have heard this information asked for

;he whole eight years I have been on the

Dhicago stockyards. In normal times it

vould seem as though this would be a

ine field for the packer to gain the con-

idence of the farmer.

i

Because of the lack of that information

/ou can't help but think that Uve-stock

oroduction, so far as marketing is con-

lerned, is a blind game. The farmer has
nastered the production end of the busi-

less, but be knows very little of the market-
ng end. It is partially the farmer's fault,

)ut the great blame, as I see it, lies with

he packer. Surely he could give the

eeder some information which would
luide him in production, and thus solve

he selling problem.
And I often wondered if I couldn't get

omething from the packer which would
lelp the producer. Accordingly, when the
ditor of Farm and Fireside asked me to

ee if I could, I went to the packing house
ind found many things which ought to

lelp you as a producer.
One thing stands out: the producer's

nterest in cattle usually ends with the
'weigh 'em" order from the buyer, and
he packer has been too busy increasing

he efficiency of his plant to give the feeder

nuch thought.
At Armour's I met Dr. R. J. H. De Loach,

ormer head of the Georgia Experiment
Station, and now chief of the farm research

livision of that firm. He was quite inter-

sted in my mission, and gave me some
'ery interesting information.
"The farmer produces all kinds of

attle," I said to him, by way of intro-

luction, "but he doesn't know exactly

vhat the packer wants—that is, he hasn't

I very definite idea of what the consumer
alls for, and the kind of animal which will

nake him the most money."
He listened intently. After I had

inished he remained quiet for a time, but
vas writing something on a pad of paper.
j?^en he finished he handed it to me.
j

"This sketch shows we are now getting
mly 10 per cent of the prime cattle," he
aid. "The other 90 per cent are made up
)f 50 per cent medium to common, and
10 per cent of the inferior and riff-raff

anning stiiff, you might call it. This is

»ut of proportion. We should have 20 per
tent of the prime cattle, 60 per cent of the
nedium stock, and 20 per cent of the poor
tock.
"The heavy supply of inferior cattle is

)erhaps due to the farmer's unloading his

)oorest breeding stock. We buy this as an
nducement for him to get rid of it, thus
naking way for a better class of cattle."

"I notice you double the percentage of

the prime cattle," I interrupted. "Isn't point of how it will dress, and look on the
it a fact that the farmer doesn't make hooks. The following table shows the
very muchmoney in producing this grade?" yield of the various cuts of meat from a

"Yes," he repKed," it is true; but we 1,200 pound steer dressing 60 per cent,

have a market for considerably more of together with the price for the wholesale
the prime stock that I am advocating, cuts of beef. These prices, of course, are
With a bigger demand than we have supply not current, but they show the difference

it means competition and good prices. in what cuts are worth:
"The consumer, finding he cannot get Grade

the prime beef, will take the next best
Wholesale cuts wt.inibs. "I 2 T

thing offered This is the medium beef ^^^^^ ^ $.17
Naturally it helps the price of this kind of Loin 60 .35 .24 .u
meat; and it is the medium stock the Flank 10 .14 .13 .ii^

farmer is finding most profitable. ^j'^^-.-
• ^5 .30 .20^ .12

"The idea is merely like a grocer cutting chuck 82 .16 .14J^ .10

the price on one article in order to get you Shank I8 .09 .09 .09

into his store, in the hope that you will MhEl- }^
purchase something else to take care of *in<=i"<ies navel and brisket.

the loss incurred in the sale of the bargain. This table shows why a steer having

You will please the packer with this kind of beef

You Can't Sell a Chunk of Mud
for a Pound of Beef

MOMMSEN says the neighbors around his stock farm at Miles,

Iowa, laugh at him because he keeps his feeders clean. He is

known over the coimtryside as "The man who curries his cattle."

But when he gets those cattle to market he has the laugh on the neigh-

bors, though they may not know it. Read what he says

:

"It means money to me, for it makes the hair coat fine and glossy,

and brings out the quality of the steers. They have no five or six

pounds of dried mud hanging to their stomachs or rounds. And I know
that when they do have the buyers make allowance in their bid for all

the dirt, and they allow enough, you bet, too. You can't sell a chunk
of mud for a pound of beef."

After all, it doesn't pay to laugh at a man simply because he's

doing something you don't understand. The Editor.

"Beyond a doubt, the medium grade of

cattle is the most profitable to the feeder.

"This class of stuff requires less cornand high-
priced feeds than the prime stock, and the
cost of production is smaller. However, it is

the prime stuff which makes the medium
grades profitable."

As I observed, this sort of thing has been
going on for the past few years. I can
remember when the producer found it

unprofitable to raise the medium cattle

—

because there was plenty of prime cattle

and the range of prices was very wide.
Medium cattle comprise the great bulk

of the supply, and in a way this is the
essential production.
When one studies the situation it is

quite evident that the most intelligent

production and marketing of .cattle in-

volves a knowledge of the consumptive
market. The farmer has not a chance to
study this thing.

It is not amiss to say that the retail and
wholesale demand for meat governs the
price paid for the live product. Failing to
take into consideration this feature in
studying marketing, one ignores perhaps
the most important phase of the business.
The packer buys his stuff from the view-

well-developed loins and ribs brings more
than another not so fat over these cuts.

It also bears out the following conversation
which I heard at the yards one day. The
principals were Charlie Robinson, veteran
cattle salesman, and a farmer who had
shipped some cattle to him:

.

"Mr. Robinson, will you tell me why
you are asking more for this pen of steers

than those in the next lot?" said the farm-
er. "I can't see $2 difference in the two
pens, yet I heard you asking $19.75 for

this load and $17.75 for the other."
Charlie asked the farmer to climb on

the fence separating the two pens, so
that he could get a good view of both
loads of cattle. Then he went into detail

from a packer's viewpoint, showing why
one load was better than the other.

"In the first place," he said, "notice
the quality of the two loads. Perhaps you
had better jump down here and feel the
hides of this load, and then handle the
other cattle." The farmer did.

"Notice the difference?" he was asked.
"Yes; one load is soft and pliable, the

other a bit hard."
"Another way of telling quality," went

on Mr. Robinson, "is by looking at the

bone. This load is medium-sized and
nicely shaped, the other is rough. And note
the hair—one is silky and bright, the other
dull and hard looking.
"The fat on this load is evenly dis-

tributed, while on the other it is in bunches,
and part of the ribs are not covered at all.

The rounds of these steers are thick and
meaty, the others are thin and the rump
narrows off. The ideal steer is rectangular,
and even from front to- rear.

"Notice how this load is covered over
the ribs and loins. Here is where you get
your porterhouse steaks and fancy cuts.
You know what they cost, for you have
just returned from the restaurant; and
when you go home to-night, if you eat in
the dining car, your cheek will tell you
further why there is a difference.
"When this load is killed it will be a nice

set of carcasses. I believe the dressing
per cent will be 60 or a little better. The
other load will make about 55—^maybe a
bit more.
"The best load will be evenly covered

with fat and have very little waste. The
meat will be bright and well marbled

—

that is, the fat will be in veins between the
lean; and this makes the meat appetizing,
adds quality, and makes it better selling.
The other load will be rough, and the fat
probably will be all on the outside, with
very little marbling. This outside layer
of fat, if too thick, is a waste, because it

must be cut off."

This discussion went on for nearly an
hour, and the farmer surely learned some-
thing.

I said that sometimes a man's reputation
takes care of his marketing. I have seen
numerous instances of this, and will cite
you one which took place recently: George
Adams was selling a load of cattle shipped
by A. W. Ebersole of Dekalb County,
Missouri, to Stanley James, a buyer for
Swift & Company.

"What'll you give me for them?" asked
Mr. Adams.

"Nineteen cents," replied James.
"Put on a quarter; they are prime stuff."
"No, the best I can do is a dime. Who

fed the cattle?"
"I did," said Mr. Ebersole, who was

standing on the fence.
"Didn't I buy a load of your cattle a

few months ago?" said James.
"You did," replied the shipper.
"All right, make it $19.25, and hurry up

and weigh them before my boss comes
around. Your cattle the last time killed
out fine, but that boss of mine is a hard
bird."

Here's where Mr. Ebersole's reputation
came in handy. Other buyers had only
bid $19 for his cattle, and wouldn't go
higher; but Mr. James remembered, and
raised the bid a quarter, which meant
about $60 on the load, or enough to pay
the cost of marketing and railroad freight.
"We are always on the lookout for the

producers of good quality beef," said
Tim Ingwersen of Swift & Co. "The man
who can make cattle which dress out a
high percentage of the best meat will find
lis active bidders for his stuff. We are
willing to pay a premium to a man who
we know makes the cattle."

"The prime beef I speak of doesn't
necessarily need to be heavy stuff," con-
tinued Dr. De Loach. "Well finished two-
and three-year-old cattle, weighing from
1,000 to 1,200 pounds, will do. Of course,
we want some heavy cattle too.

"We need a balanced supply of beef, and
the percentages I spoke of will give us this.

Right now the receipts are not balanced.
Just yesterday I spent a day in the yards,
and I was surprised to find so many in-

ferior cattle. It takes time to manufacture
and sell this sort of stuff, while the other
beef has a good and ready sale.

"Quality, more than any other thing,

sells beef. The well-marbled piece of meat
which comes from the best grades finds a
ready sale. The products of the medium
grade, too, sell well.^

"Feed has a considerable bearing on the
carcass. Grass gives meat a watery finish,

and it sells at a discount. Too much green
silage produces the same effect. Corn, on
the other hand, makes a fine white fat,

and the lean is interspersed with thin layers

of fat. The color of the best meat is a
bright red. Cottonseed meal firms up the
fat, and adds to the quality.

."The reason I [continued on page 19]
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Before You Spend Your Money This Way
Think a Long, Long Time

By T. C. Hart

I
REMEMBER very well—and I

have no doubt you remember too

—

when I was a youngster, of going out

into the woods after wild flowers, and
wanting the flowers that were just a

little farther on. The ones over by that

other stump seemed a little bigger and a

little brighter. I have raced for that other

better appearing patch, and found when I

got there that the flowers were
just the same as the ones I

had left.

And I found, too, that the
ones who stayed back in the
first patches had much larger

and prettier bunches of flowers

at the end of the trip than I had.
For some reason it seems

always to be something some-
where else that is most attrac-

tive tomany—some other line of

work. That lure has brought
many men to ultimate great

success. But for countless of

thousands of others it has
proved their dowTifall.

This lure is particularly

strong in us who own land, and
I am writing this article to

fhow you, if you are touched

,

v.-ith this fever, how my own
experience has taught me the
f-r.Uacy of going into any land

i roposition that looks good
from far away. The time, ener-

gy, and money some of us put
into these "wonderful oppor-
tunities" far away, if devoted
to discovering and developing
the opportunitieswe have over-

looked right where we are,

would make us prosperous and
successful much more quickly.

If we are landowners in the
corn belt of Illinois or Iowa we
are ready to listen to the fellow

who is promoting some land
scheme in the Dakotas, in

California, or in Texas or Ala-
bama, and the same is true if

we are anywhere else,.

If you don't like the section

of the country you are in, and
want to make a change, make
a change by all means—don't
be a square peg in a round hole
if you can help it. But before

you make a change, and before

you let any land agent
hook you, for goodness'

sake conduct a careful

investigation of the
proposition.
Some few years ago

I went South to look
after the holdings of

some Northern people

who had become in-

terested in pecan land
propositions. I notice

that the pecan-grove
promoters have again
become busy, and are

carrying on? extensive

advertising campaigns.
I will give a few of

my experiences to illus-

trate what a purchaser
who has listened to the

lure of the land and
the siren song of the
promoter of land in a
distant part of the country is liable to find.

I beUeve that my experiences, with a
few minor changes, would also apply to
many other promoted districts. I have
traveled through the apple country of

some of the irrigated districts of the West,
and through other promoted sections of

the country, and I know them all.

I was born and raised in the corn-belt
country of the Middle West. I had no
more idea about how to grow anything in

the South than a Southern farmer had
about how to grow anything on the black
soil of the Corn Belt. But I bought South-
ern land. The reason I did so was this:

I had a friend who was a steamboat
captain on Mobile Bay at one time. He
became greatly interested in the land of

that Gulf Coast country and determined to
purchase some.

It was cut-over pine land, and before it

could be farmed it had to be cleaned of

second growth, stumps, and fallen logs.

He found that a large corporation with
headquarters in Chicago owned the land,

they having formerly used it for logging
and turpentine.

Before he left they had formed a develop-
ment company, to divide the land into

South at that time—Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, and Mississippi—plantations
being sold chiefly to people from the North.
My land-agent friend sold some 1,200

acres of his tract to one of these pecan
plantation promotion companies.
When he told me about his big sale and

showed me where it was on the map, I

figured that getting in on the ground floor

DRAWING BY LEJAREN A HILLER

Before you make a change, and tefore you let any land agent hook you, for

goodness' sake conduct a careful investigation of the proposition!

How to Find Out the Truth About a Land Proposition

IF a land-promotfon proposition really looks
good to you—and there are a few good ones

—

take these precautions before putting yoirr money
into it:

Write your agricultural stations, both national

and state, and ask them what they think of such
a scheme in that locality. Talk to yoiu" own
county agent, and get him to put you in touch
with a county agent where the land is located.

He knows!
Visit the locality if possible. Get away from

the land agent. Talk to solid business men in

near-by towns. Talk to the natives, and look out

for "contented" farmers who are "planted" there

for your special benefit.

Never buy from a map and a prospectus.

Look out for "planted" farms, developed as

show places at far greater cost than the average

settler can afford. Get away from the agent, and
make yom- own investigation. Test the soil.

Are there good schools near? Good markets?

What about chmate, rainfall, cost of transporta-

tion?

Use your head, don't lose your sense of values,

and don't buy on the sp"ur of the moment. Go
home and think it over. The Editor.

small lots of 20 to 40 acres each, and sell

them in those small-sized tracts. My
friend was to be the selling agent, and was
to receive for his services an outlandishly
high commission—something like 40 per
cent I think it was. The land was to be
sold at $25 an acre—at that time land in
that locality was selling at from $2 to
$10 an acre in the open market.
But these people did not propose to

sell to people of that section of the country.
The land was to be sold to Northern people
for the raising of paper-shell pecans.

Wild pecans were a good crop in that
section—growing wild in the woods—so
the promoters thought that by setting
out the paper-shell pecan and giving it

proper care great things could be ac-
complished.
The pecan boom was on aU over the

and being close to such a big company
ought to be a good thing, so I bought from
the map a 25-acre tract directly across a
proposed road from the big corporation

and on one of the main county roads.

The big corporation started in at once

to clear land and sell orchards—pecan
orchards—or I should say that they
started in to sell orchards and then to clear

the land for them. Their plan was to sell

on a five-year-payment plan at from $250
to $500 an acre: they were to care for the

orchards for five years and then turn them
over to the purchasers— a producing
proposition. Besides selling this big tract

to this promotion company the land agent

sold many small tracts to independent
buyers who paid for having their own land

cleared, planted, and cared for. And it

was here that I came into the game. My

land-agent friend couldn't sell land in ttffl
North and clear and plant and care forfB
a thousand miles away, so he offered m'e tlif'
job of looking after the Southern end ol

it. I was to take care of the land for th«
various non-resident owners, and was tt

be paid by them.
I wanted to go South, and I though!

that in this job I saw a chance of having
something to do to pay ex-

penses while I was bringing mj
own wild land under cultiva-
tion. So South I went.
When I got there I found i

pretty wild-looking country—
not much of it was cleared oi

under cultivation. Here anc
there would be a break in th(
woods where a pecan grovi
was being started, or where t

native Southerner had a litth

farm.
I liked the coimtry, and ]

thought I saw possibilities ii

it, but the pecan orchard didn'l

have a place in my scheme o);

things. When I saw what tl

big promotion crowd were sel

ing at from $250 to $500
acre it made me faint. Thq|tJ

had cleared the land anc
broken it, and were planting
trees right in the fresh break-
ing—no preparation, no crop-

ping first—^just sticking thoK
little trees into the grouni
which had been turned for tl

first time in its history. Mui
of the ground was sour ant
poorly drained, or not drained
at all. Water stood on soi

of it for weeks at a time,
as soon as possible here tb
were planting trees—planting

trees which never could liv<

and which any himian beinf

with a grain of sense woulc
know couldn't live.

Planting trees which in fivt

years were supposed tobe bear
ing a paying crop

!

What I saw made my hear
ache for the people up in th
North who were paying fo

those pecan groves. I haci

seen the company prospectus

I had been in the finely api

pointed offices in Chicago,
had heard them
plain to rapt and cr^
ulous listeners hthi

many pounds of nutS;;

pecan tree would yiel
each year—^from U
fifth year on, and at S
much per pound aBi

with so many tree

per acre—they woul
figure up the prospec
tive purchaser's profll

on a five or ten ao
grove. Oh, it soundte
fine! The purchase*
with the light of lon|

ing, the lure of tl

great unknown, as
the call of the land/i
their eyes, would h<^
tate, think it ove
talk some more, an
then buy.
Many of them neTi

saw their land before starting to pay th«
huge prices for it. Many that did see it didp

realize what they were seeing. The plai*

tion manager would entertain them royaU;

drive them around the country to see tl

old native pecan trees, and the prospectr

purchaser would go home satisfied he hs

got in on a winner and tell his friends t

about it and urge them to buy.

I have seen fellows who knew that app
orchards and cherry orchards and pea<

orchards could not be depended upon
bear the- same crop on each and evei

tree, who would put absolute faith in wh:

the pecan-boom salesman told them abo'

what their pecan trees would do.

Those fellows knew their groimd on tl

apple, cherry, or peach proposition, and
the salesman had told them the same fail

story about them [continued on page 2
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Cotton, Dairy, and Hog Farmers Unite

to Fight Big Oil Imports
By Charles W. Holman

IF
YOU are a stockman, a hog feeder,

a dairyman, or a cotton-grower, I

have something very interesting to

tell you about the future prosperity

ofyour affairs and what you can do to

bring it about.
In Washington, the other day, I at-

tended a remarkable meeting of farm
leaders. They had assembled from cotton,

dairy and swine growing regions to work
out a plan of joint action to bar Oriental

vegetable oils from the list of free exports.

This meeting was of particular interest

to me, as I had but recently returned from
;he Orient, where I was sent to study the
iroduction and marketing of these oils for

;he U. S. Food Administration. When I

^'ent out to Japan and Manchuria in the
ipring of 1918, Mr. Hoover had need of

nformation as to available stocks and crop
)rospects, for he had in mind a possible

ihortage of commercial fats and the

)ossibility that the Government might
lave to take the entire import question in

land just as he had taken over the pur-

ihase and distribution of sugar. I was
urprised to discover that North Man-
huria is larger than Texas, while you can
et the State of Minnesota down in South
ivianchuria and then have some land to

pare on which Chinese can grow crops,

bhe combined area is 355,600 square miles.

)n a fast train I was able to go from
i)airen to Changchun in twenty-five

_lours, and up to Harbin in another ten.

It
took fully forty hours to cross from

ianchuria station on the west to Pogranit-

hnya on the east, not counting station stops,

iiter I had famiUarized myself with the

roblem and got the facts over there as to

he stocks that represented an accumu-
ited surplus over the manufacturing
apacity of Japan and Manchuria, I cabled

he Goverment, urging that Uncle Sam
o into the bean-buying business and use

lie port of Vladivostok' to ship beans to

be United States to be milled by our
outhern cottonseed mills. Then I fol-

)wed my cable with a long detailed report.

. few weeks before the opening of the

918 cotton crop I was surprised to receive

cable from Mr. Hoover saying that

.merican conditions had changed and
ould not warrant the Government's
atering the market.
What had happened?
Just this: Our cotton crop coming in

as slightly in excess of the previous year's

•op. It had bean produced at a greatly

icreased cost, and circumstances made it

ecessary for the Food Administrator to

ill in the producing, milling, and refining

iterests to reach an agreement upon a
rice for cottonseed and a scale of prices

Dr its derivatives.

Farmers Aroused Over Vegetable
Oil Situation

Also, during the summer the Japanese
ad almost strained themselves in shipping

ito this country vegetable oils. These
ils were bound,to have a depressing effect

pon the lard, lard substitute, and butter
larkets, in a way that would discourage

le productive industries of this country.

0 the facts that I had gathered, instead of

eing used for purchasing, proved valuable
1 case the Government might find it

ecessary to declare an embargo on Oriental
ils to protect the price agreement. Sev-
al times during the past winter such an
Ttibargo loomed big in official circles.

But the meeting of farmers' representa-
yes in Washington had to do with the
iture policy of the Government from now
Q. They were aroused over the situation,

t first it seemed strange to me that the
Dtton farmer, the dairsmian, and the hog
roducer could work together. There was
time when they did not think their

iterests were so much in common. That
as in the early days of the cottonseed-
1 industry, when the swine man looked
skance at lard substitutes, and the dairy-
lan had nervous shivers every time the
ord "margarine" was uttered.
But domestic consumption of the lard

id butter substitutes has so increased that
rice currents affecting them also affect

le prices of butter and lard. That is to
ly, if something should happen to make
)tton oil fall notably in price, lard sub-

1

stitutes would also fall. If lard did not
immediately follow, more and more people
would use the substitutes until lard would
have to follow the downward trend; like-

wise with butter and margarines.
In that fact we have the key to this new

bond of affection which the three groups

market. Low prices for butter work back
to lower prices for milk. Low prices for fnilk

mean cheaper costs in producing the tinned
milks that are to go to the markets of dis-

tant lands where people are accustomed to
buying cheaply what they use.

The effect, you ask? Slightly larger

HERE is a party of Americans, including the author, at one of the
ranch houses on the 14,000 acres imder American cultivation on

the lower SUngari River. Imagine yourself in their place. They do
their farming more than JfiO miles from a railroad, near the Siberian

border.

The party you see here is a high Manchurian court-martial, and the
bald-headed Chinaman in the flowing gown, sitting beside Mr. Holman
in the center, is the district magistrate, who has just come over to settle

the fate of several bandits who raided the American company's place.

These raiders were "Hung Hutses," and the battle with them lasted

for half an hour.

Farming in Manchuria, you see, has its exciting moments, even as
farming on the Mexican border in this coimtry.

In the second row in the picture is Professor Charles Tuck, former
acting head of Cornell University Extension Department, who has been
in charge of the American acreage in Manchiuria for the last four years.

The Editor.

have discovered for each other. ' The
Oriental vegetable oils hit cotton oil hard-
est, being excellent substitutes for it in

many ways. They also hit the dairy
industry. This reflects itself back to the
hog man, who is to-day looking pretty far

beyond his nose.
There is another angle of this complex

situation brought out at that meeting by a
dairyman. The tinned-milk industry is

now largely in the control of the Chicago
packers, who are developing a trade with
the Orient and South America from
whence these cheap vegetable oils will
come largely in the future. The packers are
also great makers of butter substitutes.
By bringing in cheaper raw products for
butterines they can depress the butter

profits for a few, and a weakened dairy
industry.

Prior to the armistice, although Ameri-
can firms were buying heavily, and there
was much talk of the Government's taking
over the arrangements for importing these
oils, in order to fill the commercial fat
vacuum in Europe, American producing
interests were not so uneasy. The Food
Administration was sustaining the hog
market by a minimum guaranteed price,

and the cottonseed market by an agreed
price. It also had in operation regional
boards trying to arrive at a satisfactory
price for milk. In those days the farmer
could adopt a "we should worry" attitude.
It did not matter much to him that the
imports of vegetable oils were of so great a

Breaking wheat land to follow with soybeans in Manchuria.
Notice the wooden plow

volume. But mark how the coming of
peace changed the outlook. The vegetable
oil situation became a serious one for
American producing interests the day the
armistice was signed.

Farmers Like Maintenance of

Minimum Prices

Take cottonseed oil for example, as it

must bear the brunt of the present battle
with Oriental imported oils. During the
past winter and spring the Food Ad-
ministration has chaperoned an agreement
fixing the price of cottonseed at $70 a ton,
and the price of crude and refined by-pro-
ducts of cottonseed at schedules based upon
the price to the farmer of the seed at the
mill. Now $70 a ton is a rattling good
price for cottonseed, which no cotton
farmer can deny. But they will tell you
down South 'that since the Civil War, and
until the second year of our big war, the
cotton crop was produced and marketed at
prices under the cost of production, so that
a little continued prosperity for that
section will do no harm. This agreement
was very popular with the farmers, and
several times their representatives in
session with the crushing and refining
interests have stoutly stood for its main-
tenance even so late in the season as the
meeting held in Washington April 25th of
this year.
The Food Administration sat on the

price Ud tightly during all the time, but
with the coming of fall and through the
winter it was very difficult to do so on
account of the flood of cheaper oils from
the Orient. After the signing of the armis-
tice the Japanese dropped their ocean
freight rates which had formerly absorbed
a large part of the differential between
Oriental and American production costs.
This, together with the accumulation of
stocks in the Orient, brought a pressure
upon the American oil market which was
also reflected in a changed attitude of the
European buyers toward fats of all kinds.

So the cotton, live-stock and dairy
interests are up in arms against further
unrestricted importations of vegetable oils

to this country. They have joined forces
for a big fight which they will wage in
Washington when the next Congress
convenes. They fired their first big gun
at the February meeting of the National
Board of Farm Organizations in Wash-
ington. This board went on record in no
uncertain words by saying:
"We urge the immediate investigation

by Congress of the unusually large im-
portations of Oriental vegetable oil, and
ask that an embargo be laid on the further
importation of such oils until such a time
as remedial legislation may be enacted in
the form of a duty or tariff tax.
"We urge this action in order that the

dairying interests, the live-stock interests,
and the vegetable-oil interests of the
United States may be protected against
the cheap labor and low standard of living
of the Oriental countries."
On the other side of the controversy will

probably be arrayed the big packers, large
soap and paint manufacturing concerns,
munition makers who use by-products of
the vegetable oils, the consuming public
that is hunting for the grail of lower living
costs, and the Oriental exporters who have
oil to sell. The tariff on these oils will cut
considerably into the profits of the Oriental
firms, disrupt their plans, and bring about
new trade adjustments. On the other hand,
a continuation of the present policy may
bring some relief to Mr. Ultimate Con-
sumer, provided the profit differential is

Ebt absorbed before he gets the product.

Manchuria in the Spotlight

Prominent among these oils is that of the
soybean, which comes mainly from Man-
churia. The port of Dairen alone, during
the calendar year of 1918, shipped direct
to the United States more than 128,000
tons of this oil—approximately 85 per cent
of the total export movement through that
port. Much of the remaining 15 per cent
and a large percentage of the oil extracted
from thebeanssentfrom Dairen to Japanalso

reached America, [continued on page 39]
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How You Can Increase Your Wheat
Yield Per Acre

Being a Few Points That Some of Us Neglect or Overlook That Would Mean More Money
in Our Pockets if We Practiced Them

By TreU W. Yocum

HERE'S part of a letter from
J. F. M. of Crawford County,
Indiana. It is one of several

we have received asking simi-

lar questions; and, thinking
there might be something in our answers
that you could use to increase your wheat
yield per acre, we decided to get these
points out in front here <rwhere you can
all see them.
"During the war, when the Department

of Agriculture and the Food Administra-
tion were asking for increased wheat pro-
duction," writes J. F. M., "I did the same
as all patriotic farmers—complied with
their request. It wasn't the easiest thing
in the world for us to do this, for it meant
the breaking of rotations which we had
practiced for years. With the war over,

all of us are going to try to get back to
our old rotations.

"Personally, I am not going to plant as
much wheat as I did the past two years;
but, on the other hand, I am not going to
swing to the opposite extreme and sow a
minimum acreage. I want to do the sane
thing by sowing an average acreage, and
re-establish my former rotations. I want
to do more than raise a pre-war-sized crop,

however. I want to increase my yield per
acre, and I believe that you can help me.
I want especially to know about the use of

fertilizers for wheat, and also about the
danger of the Hessian fly. I will thank
you for an early answer."

Why an Illinois Farmer's Wheat
Outyields His Neighbor's

There would be less frequent losses from
drought and better wheat crops would be
turned out if the importance of thorough
tillage were more generally understood
and proper methods of seed-bed prepara-
tions were practiced more commonly
throughout the Winter-Wheat Belt. Too
often the mistake is made of thinking
that there will always be enough moisture
for the greatest growth, with the result

that short crops are harvested when more
attention to the saving of moisture would
have assured good yields.

In this connection I often think of two
men who have adjoining farms in Livings-
ton Coimty, Illinois. Both grow wheat in
rotation with oats, yet the wheat yield
on one farm invariably exceeds that on the
other. One day I asked the more success-
ful grower why it was that he usually
"licked" his neighbor in growing wheat.

"Well," he replied, "I don't lay it to
better soil or better seed or better fertilizers.

The place where I beat Charlie T— is by
turning under the stubble as soon as I have
my oats off. I harrow what has been turned
under the same day." But I don't stop
there. Before sowing time I go over the
field several times with the disk, drag, or
roller so as to kill off the weeds, to settle

the subsoil, and to keep a mulch on top.
Charlie doesn't plow till about two weeks
before sowing his wheat, and as a result he
loses the moisture while I save it for my
crop."
Where a cultivated crop, such as corn,

precedes wheat in the rotation, frequent
cultivation given to this crop will save
moisture and maintain a soil mulch.
Where level cultivation has been practiced,
disking and harrowing is usually all that is

necessary after removing the crop. If

weeds are present, however, it may be
advisable to plow shallow, the disk pre-
ceding and following the plow.

Seed—Its Preparation for Planting

Home-grown wheat should be used as
seed, for it has been shown by experiment
that seed acclimated in a locality generally
gives better yields than seed of the same
variety brought from a distance. Fanning
and grading the seed before sowing should
always be done, for it will remove broken,
immature and shriveled grains, weed seeds,
and all foreign material. Smut balls and
many grains affected by scab will be

removed by the fanning mill, as these are
lighter than sound grain.

Where stinking smut and loose smut are
present, seed wheat should be treated with
formalin. The method is described in

Farmers' Bulletin 939, and may be obtained
free of charge by writing to the U. S.

gnat not over one-eighth of an inch long,
and resembling in many ways a small
mosquito. The insect is usually found at
the base of young wheat plants in the form
of a footless maggot, or larva, or in what is

known as the flaxseed state, which cor-
responds to the cocoon state of other

This IS how one Illinois farmer makes his wheat crops surpass

those of his neighbors. His oats stubble is turned over im-
mediately after the crop is removed and the soil moisture saved

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of

Publications, Washington, D. C.
I doubt that anyone will question the

advisability of drilling instead of broad-
casting wheat. More uniform stands are
secured with less seed, and winter resist-

ance is greater, where drills are used for

seeding. In well-prepared soil it makes
little difference whether a shoe drill, disk
drill, or hoe drill is used. Except in loose,

dry soil it is seldom a good practice to
plant at a greater depth than three inches,

while from two to three inches is usually
better.

Hessian Fly and Time of Seeding

Under ordinary conditions, and in the
greater part of the Winter-Wheat Belt,

about six pecks is the usual quantity of

wheat sown per acre. On the Great Plains,

however, from three to four pecks per acre
is the usual rate of seeding. These figures

may vary according to the size of kernel of

the variety used, condition of the seed bed,
the fertility and character of the soil, and
the date of seeding.

I am glad that J. F. M. asked particu-
larly about the Hessian fly. According to
recent figures it is estimated that the
Hessian fly causes an annual loss of

40,000,000 bushels of wheat. You can
figure what this would amount to in

dollars and cents at current wheat prices.

From what I had heard about the damage
done by this insect I imagined it to be
about the size of a bumblebee or larger.

The first one I saw gave me quite a sur-

prise, for I found it a dainty, dark-colored

insects. The injiuy to the wheat plant is

done when it is in the maggot state, for it

then feeds on the tissues and juices, and
eventually destroys the plant.

To avoid the Hessian fly, seeding should
be delayed as long as possible. "The first

frost in the fall destroys most of these
insects, and thus greatly reduces the
damage which they may inflict. All

wheat growers in a community should co-

operate in the late sowing of wheat, to-

gether with a systematic destruction of

stubble or other breeding places of the
insect. The actual date for safe planting
will vary with the season and the latitude;

but if the right time be selected, neither

early enough to be attacked by the fly nor
yet so late as to cause dangej of winter-

killing, it is estimated that probably four-

fifths of the injury to winter wheat may be
avoided.

Risks of late seeding may be greatly

lessened by providing a firm, well-drained

seed bed, finely worked on top, in which
there is plenty of moisture and available

plant food. This will assure quick ger-

mination of the seed and rapid growth of

the seedlings, so that the crop will enter

winter in as good condition as those sown
earlier but less favorably.
The exact time for sowing wheat cannot

be definitely specified for the extensive

area covered by this discussion. For the

proper time for your own farm it is best to

consult your county agent, your state ex-

periment station, or write to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Fertilizers are rarely used on the Great
Plains in connection with the wheat crop.

for the soils there are generally rich,
the older agricultural soils suited to winv.
wheat growing there are few on whi(
fertilizers of proper composition will
yield a profit when applied in connecti
with good farm practice.
What is the object of fertilization?

have never forgotten my old agronoi
teacher's answer to that question as
looked at the test plots at the experimi
farm:
"We add fertilizer chiefly to give

balanced ration for the growing plants,
is a waste of time and money to atf

an element already available in sufficiei^

amounts, but common sense will tell yi

'

that it is necessary, to supply in tl

fertilizer those elements of plant food whii
are not found in sufficient quantity in tl

soil."

His statement on that point is as sim;
and direct as I have ever heard.

What Fertilizers for Wheat?

Soil constituents which are often
ficient are nitrogen, phosphorus, potassi
calcium (lime), and himius, or orgai

matter. Nitrogen is found in manure
in nitrate fertilizers, but the prineii

source is from the air. It can be obtain^
from the air very cheaply by growii
legumes, such as clover, alfalfa, soybeai
and cowpeas, in rotation or as catch cro]

Phosphorus is usually present in

ficient amounts in the older wheat soi

and must be supplied by the addition ol

some form of phosphatic fertilizer, such
as acid phosphate, bone meal, rock phos-
phate (floats), or basic slag. As a rufe,

potassium is not ordinarily deficient, and
can be made available through the dea
of manure or plant remains, but whi
absent or not readily available it is suf
plied by the use of a potassiuum salt coi

monly known as kainite. Calcium is sup^
plied as lime or limestone to correct acidi'

'

if necessary, and also as a plant fo<

Stable or barnyard manure and gr«

rnanure (green crops turned under)
the sources of humus.

Stable manure supplies humus by tl

decay of organic matter, while nitrOL.

and potassium as a rule are contained in^t

in considerable amounts. The percentage
of phosphorus is not sufficient. On one^
the best farms in Kentucky 50 pounds d
rock phosphate (acid phosphate or b;

slag will do) is added to each ton of mam
as it is being made in the stable. In tl

manner the phosphorus deficiency

overcome. It is hard to find a better fo:

of fertilizer than this. Such a system
reinforcing the manure with phospho:
practiced extensively throughout the
die West and in many sections of the Soul

What Tests Show in Ohio

After making hundreds of tests throu;.

out the State, the Ohio Experiment S
tion has instituted on its experimer

farm a splendid system of fertilization i

rotation which contains wheat as om
its crops. It is described as follows:

"Corn, oats, wheat, and clover h
been grown in a four-year rotation .

these crops being gro\yn on four 10-a

fields, each crop being grown every seas

"In this experiment, manure has b
taken directly from the stable to the fi(

. . . "This manure, moreover, has b.

reinforced with phosphorus carried in a
phosphate or raw phosphate rock to ms _

up for the phosphonas taken out of the
feed by the animals producing the manuK
in order to build up their skeletons, th

phosphate being dusted in the stable at th

rate of one pound per 1,000-pound animi

per day. This phosphated manure Y'

been spread on the clover sod in the fall

early winter at the rate of about 10 to;

per acre, and plowed under for corn, tl

plowed land being dressed with limestoi

(1 ton per acre).

"The oats receive no treatment, but t

wheat receives a [contiitoed on page 3:
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See if There Isn't a Fortune Buried

Somewhere on Your Farm
By J. Sidney Gates

1HAVE spent my life studying and
working as a farmer. In addition, I

have watched other farmers, and I

have been so impressed with the

success of the man who thinks and
studies about his farm and what he is

doing, as compared with the farmer who
doesn't, that I determined to write my
experience, in the hope that it might help

you as it has helped me.

I have seen so many farmers make
money-producing dis-

coveries by studying

their own farms in-

stead of wishing they

had the money to buy
a better one that I am
almost tempted to say
there is a fortune bur-

ied on every farm, no
matter how poor it is,

if the owner only has

the insight to search it

out and develop it.

Maybe you can do this

on your farm. It has

been done on other

farms, as I shall show
you. Here is a case

in point:

I happened to visit

last summer a certain

section of the Pied-

mont district of North
CaroUna, where for

fenerations the lands

lad been poor and the

people poorer. They
lad no money and not

much hope. They
were asleep.

Ten years ago a cer-

tain ambitious young-
ster down there got
married, bought an
awfully poor farm, and
settled down to see

what he could do with
his life problem. He
had less than a hun-
dred dollars capital.

That is why he bought
the farm he did. It

was the poorest farm
in the neighborhood.
The owner had moved
away and given it up
as hopeless. The farm
was so poor that a

renter could not be
secured. That was
why this young man
was able tcj buy it en-

tirely on credit.

An interesting thing
happened that first

year. Young Wood,
the new owner, had
his eyes open to every-
thing going on. He
noted this interesting

thing which the for-

mer owner and all the
renters had overlook-
ed: Down back of the barn on the farm
was a volunteer crop of clover. It was
plowed down in preparation for corn.

Young Wood noted that the corn on this

clover land grew off more thriftily than
the rest of the field. At the end of the
season he harvested three times the corn
on the spot where clover had been than
he did on other parts of the field. Immedi-
ately he decided to act on what he had
observed.
By skimping and saving and by working

at odd jobs here and there during the win-
ter he was able to save enough money to
seed all his wheat in clover the following
spring. He has been doing that ever since.

This farm is now one of the model places
for miles around, and the yield ranks well
up with the best Corn-Belt land in America.
Clover has made the difference. Two
other farms have now come under his

ownership. Clover makes them pay for

m themselves. He has also found that second-
crop clover in this section makes a heavy
crop of seed.

Everybody in the community is raising

clover with the same land-enriching and
prosperity-making results. There is no

more skimping and saving to get the seed.

Clover hullers go round from farm to farm
and thresh a surplus; the surplus is mar-
keted at $25 to $30 a bushel. What for-

merly took saving and denial to be able to

buy is produced in quantity, and "with

ease. All this came through one man's
keeping his eyes open and recognizing

opportunity when he saw it.

Who knows but what there is some such
discovery, waiting for you to see it, right

the shrewd watchfulness of one man has
not only made him prosperous and
successful where he was poor, but has
made the whole region around him pros-

perous and productive too. And when you
run- it down you find in every instance
that that one man was a man who kept
his eyes open and his head at work. He
saw that what the country around him
was producing was not a very successful

group of crops, and he watched for—and

Young Wood, the new owner, liad liis eyes open to everything going on

Many a Man Who Can See Perfectly Well is Stone Blind

DID you ever look all around the table for the
salt cellar and suddenly discover it right in

front of you? Of course you have. So have I.

And there's something worth thinking about in

that.

Johnson talks about the same thing on a big-

ger scale in this article. But it's the same idea. We
humans frequently fail to see what is sitting right

in front of us waiting to be looked at. It may
be opportunity, or it may be a salt cellar—with
this difference : if it's opportunity, we don't see it

because we don't set our minds to thinking along

channels that will lead us to it. We are not look-

ing for it hard enough. Some man once said:

"There is none so blind as him who will not see."

He had the dope, brethren. The Editor.

there on your home acres. ^ Who knows but
what you, if you quit wishing you had a
better farm somewhere else, and devote
your time to investigating what you and
your neighbors have got, might stumble
across some new way of cropping or of

doing things that would make not only
you but your whole part of the country
many times as productive, many times as
rich, as it is now.

Thousands of men had seen apples fall

off trees before young Newton saw one.

But of all those thousands, Newton was
the only one who realized what it meant

—

and thereby discovered the law of gravita-
tion. That was because he thought about
what he saw. He used his mind on what
was going on around him.
Not only is this the only way you and I

and our fellow farmers can make a striking

'

success of farming, but" it is the only way
in which- once poor, unproductive regions
can be developed. The scientists don't
make the big discoveries. They can't.

They're too far from the actual working
field. So it is up to you and me to do it.

We can do it. And do.
The country is full of examples of how

found—signs to ^ow what other crops
could be grown tiiere more profitably in

their stead.
And the scientists themselves are pretty

well agreed that the farmer is the leader
in solving his own most practical problems.
It means that you and I have always, and
will always, blaze our own way in the big
things. The most important work that the
agricultural student can do is to keep up
with what you and I are finding out from
our experience. The job of the county
agent and the agricultural departments is

to pass along to others the practical results

of your experience and mine.
I try to use my head on the problem

before me. When you have worked a
thing out, some student of farm manage-
ment will come along and write up what
you have done, and pass it on to the world
at large. But you have the opportunity of

being the leader, of making the first money
from what you discover.
To prove that we farmers ourselves are

making the big practical discoveries about
farming, and to drive home the value of

using your own head in farming, let's look
at some further instances in which it has

paid others, and paid them very well, too:
Way up in the tip of the State of Maine

there developed years ago a vast potato
industry. Aroostook County is in many
respects the premier potato-producing
section of America. The system followed
to make the good-year average of 300
bushels an acre is very simple. The farmers
have found that it gets the best results for
them, and over against it they have tried
practically every other way one could

think of. The system
they have worked out
is about as follows:
The potatoes are

grown in a rotation
with oats and clover.
The usual way is to
have two years of po-
tatoes, one year of

oats, and one of clover.

Sometimes potatoes
run only one year, and
sometimes for three,
before the one year of

oats and one of clover
follow. The ground
for the potatoes is

thoroughly prepared
for planting, and as
heavy application of

fertilizer as the pota-
toes will pay for is ap-
plied. This is the big
point in the Aroostook
system. Of course,
the crop is sprayed to
keep off blight and
bugs. But the rota-
tion and fertilizer are
the big idea. In other
sections the basis for

fertilizer application
seems to be, the least

that will do, rather
than the most the crop
will pay for.

Now comes the
strange part: Even
the Aroostook people
themselves for a long
time thought that their
big yields were due to
their wonderful soil.

Everybody else was
sure of it. Eventually
values in this section

chmbed to such a
height that it was dif-

ficult for the young
men to get a foothold
on the Aroostook land.

Consequently they
drifted out further
south, where lands
were cheaper. Down
in south Maine they
made purchases for

$20 to $30 an acre.

They brought along
the same old Aroos-
took system, however
—a clover sod and
heavy fertilizer appli-

cation. It worked like magic. Three hun-
dred . miles nearer market, these young
farmers in south Maine are making as big

crops on this cheap land as they formerly
made in the far-famed Aroostook region.

It was all in the system, and the iarmers
themselves worked out the system.
Then look what happened in the so-

called Black Belt section of Alabama and
Mississippi. It is another excellent illustra-

tion of our ability to find a home-made
solution of our home problems. For a
hundred years a single field in this Black
Belt had been cropped to cotton without
change or rest. Ten years ago the normal
average yield had dropped as low as one
fourth of a bale an acre. Then someone
discovered that these heavy limestone lands
were naturally adapted to alfalfa. Now
the crop is going out in vast acreages, and
on these seemingly hopelessly impoverished
lands it is making three to four tons of hay.
Furthermore, when the alfalfa has run its

course and needs to be plowed up, the sod
produces as well as any section of the Corn-
Belt States. The farmers themselves found
this out by their own experience. Had they
kept their eyes [continued on page 21]
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^
I
'HE Boy lives on our Farm, he's not

Afeared o' horses none;

An' he can make 'em lope, or trot,

Er rack, or pace, or nm.

Sometimes he drives two horses, when

He comes to town an' brings

A wagonful o' taters, nen.

An' roastin' ears an' things.

Two horses is "a team," he says.

An' when you drive or hitch

The right-un's a "near horse," I guess,

Er "off"—I don't know which.

The Boy lives on our Farm, he told

Me, too, 'at he can see.

By lookin' at their teeth, how old

A horse is, to a Tl

—James Wkiicomb Riley.

PHOTO BY WALTER C. HARRIS

Get a Rubber Stamp Marked "Finis"

and Wear It Out?
By Bruce Barton

THE general manager of a big manufacturing plant was talking
about some of the problems of his business—particularly the
problem of men.

"Our office manager resigned some time ago," he said, "and last

week he came in to say good-by.

"He was obviously pleased with himself. Things were in such
good shape, according to his way of thinking, that his successor
would find little to do.

"I wished him luck; I had arranged already to put in his place a
live young fellow from the West who had made a record in office

management.
"A couple of days later the young fellow came in to report on his

survey of the office. He threw up his hands.

"'It's terrible!'" he said. 'I never was up against a more dis-

couraging proposition in my life. Give me a few weeks, however,
and you'll begin to notice the difference.'

"There you have it," the general manager continued. "The con-
dition that was so absolutely satisfactory in the eyes of one man was
utterly inexcusable according to the standards of the other.

"There was nothing definitely wrong in the character of the first

man: he was neither dishonest or lazy. But he just never finished
anything. The office was nothing but a bundle of good resolutions

unfilled.

"The other man, thank Heaven, belongs to that little company of

folks who have the habit of seeing the thing through, of making a
finished job of what they undertake. They are rare birds; what
wouldn't I give for a few more of them!"
Every employer of men has frequent occasion to echo that senti-

ment. We talk and write about success as though there were some
mystery in it. But it is a very simple proposition. All the world

asks is that a man should take hold of one task—any old task

—

and complete it, and then pass on to another.
It is very illuminating to read the lives of great men on this point.

Charles Darwin made his reputation with a single book. And
how long do you think he was engaged upon it?

On my return it occurred to me, in 1837, that something might perhaps be
made out on this question by patiently accumulating and reflecting on all sorts

of facts which could possibly have any bearing on it [he says]. After five years'
work I allowed myself to speculate on the subject, and drew up some short
notes; these I^nlarged in 1844 into a sketch of the conclusions which then seemed
to me probable; from that period to the present day I have steadily pursued the
same object. I hope I may be excused for these personal details, as I give them
to show that I have not been hasty in coming to my conclusion. My work is now
(1859) nearly finished; but as it will take me many more years to complete it,

and as my health is far from strong, I have been induced to publish this abstract.

Twenty-two years of sticking to the thing, working always toward
the day when it could be called "finished"—it is such a work that the-

world rewards with its highest honors.
"At the Day of Doom," says Christian in Pilgrim's Progress,

"men shall be judged by their fruits. It will not be said then, 'Did
you believe?' but, 'Were you doers or talkers only?'"

It's a very good thing to look forward occasionally to the end of

the chapter—to the day when your work will be done and you
must accept the record as you have written it.

Talk, good resolutions, things begun and left in the middle—all

these are pretty unsatisfactory items to show up in the final report.

It's the things you have started and finished—great or small

—

that look good when you get to the end.
Let's join the company of finishers: let's be able to say at the

end : "Such and such things I did, and finished. They are my monu-
ment—the evidence that it was worth while for me to have lived."
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Points to Consider When You Are Ready
to Buy a Motor Truck

By D. S. Burch

THERE are a great many impor-
tant points for you to consider be-

fore you buy a motor truck. You
cannot learn all of them from the
truck manufacturers, although

they can give you a good deal of help if

you put your problem before them. And
you cannot learn all the important points

by studying what other farmers have done
with trucks.

A truck for you is an individual problem
for you, and I shall try to show you in this

article what points to study and how to

study them. I represent no one but you
in this matter, am responsible only to you
and myself for what I say; so there is no
ax to grind except yours. I have studied
the truck situation carefully, at first hand,
and I believe I have here the facts you
want to get.

There are two ways to figure a problem
like that of motor hauling, which is be-

coming one of increasing importance to you
as a farmer.
One way—the deceiving way—is to com-

pare it with a similar problem like that of

horse hauling, and figure relative costs per
ton-mile, or per day, or per dollar invested.

Problems like that are fine for a technical

accountant. He can feed on them for a
long time. But the correct way to decide
when a motor truck is a worth-while in-

vestment includes much more than the
average accountant will tell you. It in-

cludes the human side—your problem—-in

addition to the mechanical and business
sides; in fact, your part of the problem is

the most important of all.

Briefly, the correct way for you to figure

the value of a motor truck is what it will

do for what it costs and not how it com-
pares with horseflesh, which we have been
using in the past, and which we are dis-

carding to a considerable degree.

It is a time and money-saving proposi-

tion for you as a farmer to have a motor
truck the moment circumstances and con-
ditions warrant it. Why? Because, un-
der proper conditions, it enables you to

do your work more quickly and more easily

than you have done it, and to do more
work and better work. And anything that
accomplishes these ends gives you more
time and more money to make life com-
fortable and agreeable to yourself and your
^family, and equips you with money to buy
the improvements that add to the enjoy-
ment, such as better houses, better clothes,

more good books, better household ap-
• pliances, vacations, and the like.

In short, the more work you can make
machinery do for you on your farm, the
better and more successful and happier
you will be as a farmer, the more you will

produce, and the more you will realize

from your production.
Even leaving all other machinery out of

consideration, the 6,000,000 motor cars

in this country represent fully 150,000,000
horsepower in the form of energy that
shortens the hours of routine labor and
lengthens the hours for leisure and personal
betterment. More than that, it is power
under your personal control, and is more
readily managed than either human or
animal power of equal amount.
Thus, while the auto and auto truck is

scarcely a generation old, the human desire
it represents is centuries old, and it is

well to keep that thought in mind when
considering motor trucks. The strong
trend toward them is clearly illustrated by
an experience a few weeks ago when I had
occasion to make a motor trip over un-
improved clay roads. Even when dry they
were locally regarded as horse-killers, ow-
ing to the hills, and a notice issued by the
American Automobile J^ssociation warned
that a trip over them'"should not be at-
tempted after or during a rain." However,
with chains on the wheels I set out after
a raip, and 10 miles out I met a thunder-
storm, followed by a soaking rain.
To attempt ordinary speed was to bring

certain disaster to springs and axles, but I
completed the trip of 45 miles in six hours
and on the way I met three men on horse-

- back, two two-wheel road carts, one
automobile, and three motor trucks. The
trucks carried about two-thirds loads.
Trucks triumphant over mud!
The incident showed that the motor

age is close on the heels of the mud
age, which is now receding rapid
ly, though not as fast perhaps
as many would like to see.

Probably none of those
trucks were obtainingmore
than six miles per gallon
of gas, probably less;

whereas on hard, well-

graded roads a gallon

would have carriejd
them 10 miles or more.

Because of unim-
proved highways in

some parts of the
country the benefits

of motor-truck own-
ership, even when
all added together,
are not enough to
justify the expense.
Then the wisest
thing to do is to wait
until more advan-
tages can be seen or
the cost is reduced.
In time both of these
developments may
occur. On the other
hand, if your»farm is

now ripe for the change
it canbemademore prof-
itable by using trucks
instead of horses for haul-
ing. As a guide to wise se-

lection, following is a list of

choose differently in making an-
other selection.

Guide Points in Motor-
Truck Selection

Capacity: The factors
affecting the choice of

a truck are somanyand
varied that no one can
honestly or intelli-

gently advise any one
size as best suited for

farm use. Many
styles and sizes, from
a half-ton speed
wagon to about a
three-ton outfit for

large farms situated
on good roads, have
their coterie of
friends and enthusi-
asts. Incidentally
the capacity of any
truck with ample
power can be increas-

ed by the use of a
trailer.

Motor: Power, sim-
plicity, and accessibili-

ty are all necessary for

a practical motor truck.

There are several motors
nationally known as de-
pendable and otherwise

favorably recognized. These

Are You on Your Way Back to the

Garden of Eden?
WHEN Adam and Eve ate the apple and lost the Garden of Eden,

poor old Adam had nothing but his hands to earn a living with.

He coiildn't do any more of a day's work than a ditch digger. Pretty
tough. ,

Later on came men who used their heads to figure out tools to do
their work quicker and better. To-day every tool and machine on your
farm, as well as every tool and machine in the world, represents the work
of men's minds rather than their hands. Your "tractor, your reaper,

yom" separator—all were originally an idea in some man's mind.
Gradually the ingenious machinery devised by men's minds is elim-

inating the drudgery of man's physical toil. This day is dawning on
the American farm. And every good machine you install on your place

to save time and labor takes you one step nearer the Garden of Eden, a

place where you will work for the joy of working, and not because you
must. The Editor.

the more important points you might do
well to consider with emphasis on matters
not commonly discussed in motor-truck
specifications or in general literature on the
subject. In other words, I have endeavored
to help you reach that elusive goal in motor-
dom—perfect satisfaction with your first se-

lection. All the points are based on first-hand
observations or experience, and on what de-
pendable persons have told me of their
motor-truck satisfaction, or why they would

are the motors found in the majority of

trucks now in general use. Such a power
plant is a virtual guarantee against serious

trouble or costly upkeep. In choosing be-
tween several of about equal merit, select the
one represented locally by the best service

station, judged from the standpoint of re-

pair parts in stock, reliability, and business
stability.

Transmission: For trucks not exceed-
ing three-ton capacity, either an internal-

A motor-truck, wisely selected and used, is just another labor-saving machine
to make your farming of to-morrow less laborious and strenuous.

gear drive or worm drive is generally pre-
ferred, though a chain drive lias several
advantages, such as accessibility and
economy of replacement. Sturdiness of
construction in any kind of drive is a prime
essential in traveling average country
roads.
Body: A strongly built body, made

especially for the owner's requirements, or
a convertible body, suitable for various
uses, will add to the service a truck will
give. The height of the body bed above
the ground is an important measurement
to obtain before purchasing either a chassis
or a complete truck.
High bodies make loading and unloading

difficult—especially live stock—unless there
is a good loading platform, which, by the
way, is an excellent thing for a farm to
have. Extra long or extra wide bodies are
to be avoided; they add to difficulty of
driving in city traffic, and may conflict
with parking regulations.

Tires: Pneumatic tires are preferred if

a truck is to be driven at speeds exceeding
about 16 miles an hour, also for hauling
products requiring tender handling. Even
when solid tires are used on the rear wheels,
pneumatics are sometimes used in front to
protect the motor against road shocks.
When of good quality and kept tightly

inflated, pneumatic tires will give excellent
service in truck work. Solid tires, however,
require less attention and make the truck's
niovements more nearly independent of
tire troubles. In connection with the
capacity of trucks it should be remembered
that rubber tires, either solid or pneumatic,
must not be expected to give their rated
mileage if overloaded.
Weight and Overloading: The rated

capacity of a motor truck is, unless other-
wise designated, the weight it will carry
safely. If extra body weight or special
equipment, such as a driver's cab, is added,
that additional weight must be considered
when loading the truck. The more body
and extras you add to a truck the less
load you can carry. It is true that, if

driven carefully, most trucks will haul
large overloads—25 per cent or more

—

without apparent harm. But any over-
loading is bad practice, and is always at
the owner's risk. It weakens the metal
parts subjected to the added strain,
especially the transmission and axles, and,
through a condition known as crystalli-
zation, makes them less dependable after-
ward.

Another thing: Before loading a motor
truck of the larger sizes with a product to
be weighed before unloading, it is well to
know the capacity of the platform scales
that will be used. Many platform scales in
country districts were installed before the
day of motor trucks, and have insufficient
capacity to weigh very large trucks heavily
loaded.

Licenses: The matter of registration,
though usually a simple and inexpensive
procedure, is worth consideration before
deciding on a truck. Should any reader
decide to invest in an especially large truck
for community hauling or other purposes,
he may be surprised at the license fee.

Some States demand exceptionally large
fees for heavy trucks, partly to cover the
damage they do to the roads. In Wash-
ington State, for instance, the fee is $15
for a two-ton truck, $50 for the five-ton
size, and $250 for a seven-ton truck.
Maryland demands a license fee of $300
for a six-ton truck, and $500 for one of
seven tons capacity. In the face of such
figures it will often be better to purchase
two smaller trucks, or a truck and trailer,

instead of a single large truck.
Special Equipment: The extra equip-

ment which may be purchased with a new
truck or added to it later is almost without
limit. Bumpers, batteries, and electrical

equipment, special comforts for the driver,

extra tools and accessories—all these things
in the aggregate represent a considerable
investment, and because of that should be
considered in comparing motor-truck speci-
fications and costs.

Many accessories, though convenient,
are not essential, and when a limited sum
is to be invested it is well to consider
sound construction and sensible design
first. [continued ON K^GE 34]
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One Thing You Must Have in Your Soil

to Make It Grow Big Crops •

By Joseph E. Wing

HERE is God's world as He made
it and as man has battered or

marred it. We rule and use
the world and give it what care

it gets. Then how are we to

use it? How are we to walk on it? What
attitude are we to have toward it, and
toward each other? What duty are we to

owe to this world? What thought shall

we give to him who shall come after us?
What shall we do to keep our soil fertile

and our homes prosperous? These are

some of the thoughts that, it seems to me,
are worth concerning ourselves with today.
Theodore Roosevelt in taking account

of the state of mankind in these United
States of America in 1908 felt that there

was something wrong with country life and
country living. It seemed to him that farm-
ers were not living as well as they should:

that they did not dress well enough, eat

well enough, make money enough, have
high enough ideals, give right attention to

education and morals; and, in short, that

they fell down below the high standard that

we set for American citizenship. This was
a serious indictment against the American
farmer.

I will not take time here to discuss

whether the indictment was justified by
the facts or no. Certain it is that few of

us, whether we live in town or country, live

up to our opportunities. We do not al-

ways think rightly. We do not always
have right ideals, right aims. We are all,

perhaps, as lazy as our condition in life will

permit us to be. And, God help us, we
cannot always do so well as we feel we
ought to do.

I think it is true, however, that the man
in town has, as a class, had a better oppor-
tunity than the farmer. The life of the

farmer has been hard. High prices for

work in towns have drawn away his labor-

ers or forced him to pay higher wages often-

times than he could afford. What the
' farmer has had to sell has been offered in the

market of the world; what he has bought
has largely been made of higher price.

That, more than most other causes, has
perhaps made the farm unprofitable in the

past. The mighty development of the

West suddenly threw on the world's mar-
kets such a flood of food as never was be-

fore. That also depressed prices. From
1870 till 1900 was the era of too rapid de-

velopment of new and fertile lands. The
farmer of the Atlantic coast lands could not
compete with his brother in Kansas or Da-
kota in growing wheat and corn. Because
his labor was poorly rewarded his boys left

him to go to towns or to. newer, richer lands.

During these thirty years the farmer
merely held on. He could not do more.
The traditions of the past upheld him;
fatalism and hope that is born every spring

with the coming of the birds made him con-

tinue to sow and reap; stern economy kept
him sometimes free from debt. It was im-
possible for him to get adequate pay for his

toil. He learned some bad habits, maybe.
He failed to give his sons as good an edu-
cation as he had himself, very often. He
let his farm go down in fertility. He formed
a habit of feeling himself a second-rate
man, engaged in a second-rate calling. He
formed a habit of bad farming.

Then, about the year 1900, the tide

turned. Then prices for farm products be-
gan to improve and farmers to take new
courage, feel new hope. Then farm lands
began to increase in price. Then farmers
began to walk more" erectly, hold their

heads a little more proudly, have money
in the bank instead of keeping only their

indebtedness there. Steadily since that
time their material condition has improved.

Theodore Roosevelt's commission was
appointed thirty years too late, maybe.
And yet there is much that can be done for

the farmer to-day. He finds himself in the
condition of a man long held in slavery,
suddenly made free and asked to step out
and take his place in the world. The man
who was a slave will not at once be able to
be a man again, to measure up to his op-
portunities. Nor can the farmer suddenly
measure up to his opportunities, now that
they have come to him.
What has turned the tide? Has it been

the increase in gold discovered in the
world? Doubtless that has helped much.

11 ii^ii iin 1

Joe Wing showing some of the blue-grass farmers how to make
the soil "bubble"

Has it been the increase of mouths to feed—the great growth in population, not only
here but elsewhere in the world? Doubt-
less that has been a mighty factor. And
there are no new corn lands to be plowed

—

we may also thank God for that. All the
cornfields of the world have been plowed,
with the possible exception of some in
Argentina.
AH the wheat fields of the United States

have been plowed, and, what is more to the

There are, as I look at it to-day, several
very real perils before us, and very differ-

ent perils from any that we have ever had
to face before.

There is the peril of reckless soil ex-
ploitation and soil exhaustion. We are
using up our fertility faster than it was
ever done before in the world. We are,

with little thought or care, mining out our
fertiUty and sending it abroad or to the
cities to be drained into the sea. This is

And See What Happened When They
Did Use Limestone

THE farmers at
High Hall,

Missouri, are
growing legumes
nowadays, and
whenever you ask
them about the
stuff they tell you
about Bill Lewel-
ling, county agent
of Adair County.
It was Bill who
turned the trick.

He did it with
limestone—and
drainage. And
clover, alfalfa,

rape, and other
nitrogenous crops
grow around
Montgom ery
County, now,
where a few years
ago marsh grass
and rank weeds
were the only things that would grow.

"Because of my teaching at college
and the results of the five-year experi-
ment on my father's farm," said Bill,

"it was only natural that I should talk
lime to my neighbors. At threshing time
they noticed the yields and also the
clover, and eventually a few became
interested in using limestone.

"While attending a fanners' meeting
at the neighborhood town of New
Florence I induced several farmers to
club together and order a car of lime-
stone. This cost $2 a ton, and some
fought shy. However, we got enough
orders for a car, and it was spread on the
land. Fine clover resulted.

"This $2 a ton kept a good many
backward, and for two years I kept
talking. I called meeting after meeting,
but only one or two attended. I wrote
articles for the local papers. I was all

lime. It surely was a grand experience.

as I had many
laughs as well as
tragedies. One
fellow wanted to
know if the lime
wouldn't burn his

land. He said he
saw it smoking"
when they wet it

to make plaster.

*'As there was
an abundance of

good limestone in

the hills south of

town, it seemed
to me a portable
crusher would
be profitable, and
would save lots of

money. At last,

Clarence Bishop,
a brother to Roy
("Sweet Clover")
Bishop, a county
agent in Illinois,

became interested, and by working to-

gether we got a number of farmers-
interested in the crusher.
"We called another meeting, and

thirty farmers attended. At this meet-
ing we started the campaign to get the
crusher through a co-operative sub-
scription. We asked fifty farmers to
contribute $20 each. This was done,
and we bought a machine for $700.
"The first year we crushed 200 tons,

and the second year a like amount. We
bought the rock'at 75 cents a ton, and
the crushing cost 70 cents, making the
cost $1.45 a ton, or 55 cents cheaper
than we could buy it. "It did the work,
and farmers from adjoining towns, some
16 miles away, came for ground lime-
stone. We moved it to other near-by
towns, so they, too, could benefit, and it

led to many farmers draining, and buy-
ing fertilizers wherever needed."

T. J. D.

point, already the fields that were sup-
posed to have inexhaustible fertility are
showing unmistakable signs of soil exhaus-
tion. Apparently we shall never again
have such a curious thing as an overpro-
duction of food in the world. Certainly
if our industrial workers are kept busy so
that they may eat we shall find demand
for all that we can produce, and more.

the material peril that confronts us to-day.
The others concern our inner life and its

outward manifestation. There are perils

there in plenty. There is peril in the farm-
er becoming suddenly well-to-do, in his
not knowing the best uses of money. There
is danger, and it is real and imminent, of
decay in some old, primal, and very real

virtues that pertain to country life.

I know men suddenly made rich by in-1
crease in land values or by good farming?
who have left their farms, moved intol
towns, renting their land to tenants!
brought in from some section where man-;
ners, and maybe morals, were not rightly!
developed, the farmer in town becoming*
little more than a loafer, his sons growing]
up around the pool tables and forming
habits of idleness, arrogance, and snohnl
bishness. That is a very real peril in some]
States of the Union.
When the farmer leaves his farm and!

"moves to town" it is usual that the farm,!
left in the care of men who have no other!
interest than a passing one, and whose onlj
aim is, naturally, to see what they can get
out of it quickly, rapidly runs down in fer-j

tility. That is one of the very real per
of the day and hour. What we need to.

teach the American farmer first of all is hia
duty toward his land—how he can best!
keep it, how he can best enrich it and make!
it good, and how then he can live on it
worthily, as a man ought to live in God'^
world.

All this is merely introductory to what

:

wish to say. Here follow three proposi'4
tions: i

First, to better country life and make
high ideals and civilization possible wfl
must study our soils and make them fertile

Second, we must teach our children
have a reverent attitude toward God'f
world and all that it contains, includin
plants, animals, children, men and women!
Teach, did I say? Forgive me, the child
has already that reverence born within
him. We must teach ourselves to refrain,

from leading the child away from thati
spirit. We must cherish it and develop it

in the child and in our own souls. ?
Third, we must encourage and develon

in the child an inquiring mind, and couplf
with that a trained hand.

If these three things—or possibly yoij

will call them four things—are done,
other truly good things will follow as nat
urally as grass comes after the rains
spring. We shall not need any other cor
missions to learn what is the matter witB
the farmer; instead, country life will b«
accepted everywhere as being as near
heaven as is possible to find on this eartl
Now let us take up these few and simple

propositions one by one and examine the
First comes soil fertility. There is abso
lutely no doubt that intelligence, ideal
and morality go along with fertility of soil

When one lives in a region of impoverish^
soil, his lot is too hard, he must toil too lor

for too small a recompense to have muci
strength left for other things. He cannotj
if his soil is impoverished-, bring from it

good roads, good houses with bathrooms,
gas or electric hghting, books, magazines,^
pictures, schools. i

The things that awaken and keep ideaf
alive he cannot have if his soil is impove
ished. In fact, such is the upward tenden
cy of the Americans that it is almost trud
that if they can be taught to make theii
soils rich, to make money on them, th|
other things will follow of their own accord
That is almost true, I say. It is no

quite true enough; there is need of founda
tion training for the child of the prospe
ous farmer, but let's begin by helping hia

to become prosperous in a material waj
And to teach him to make soils good,
would begin by making him see that ti

very foundation of soil fertility and soi
conservation is carbonate of lime. When
a million tons a year of carbonate of lim^
are used along the Atlantic seaboard, the
will come the real beginning of a new and
splendid fertility. Carbonate of lime ifl

the soil takes out its acid humors, its toxij

poisons. Carbonate of lime brings in

ful bacteria. Carbonate of lime bring

clovers and alfalfa. Carbonate of

brings nitrogen down from the blue sli

Sowing it abroad over the fields is as thougH
one sowed nitrate of soda, only that it

better than nitrate of soda, because it

more permanent in its effect.

Potatoes are the only crop I know of tha|

does well in a slighily acid soil. Cere
grains will do fairly well without a lime

soil, but they would do much better in

soil thoroughly limed and cropped to

legume rotation, [continued on page 271
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The sharp blocks of

the All-Weather
Tread write as

they grip, Goodyear^

Goodyear, Goodyear!

Watch for their sig-

nature wherever men
travel in motor cars.

0 0

More people ride on
Goodyear Tires than

on any other kind.

This Is an actual photograph of the impression left
on a dirt road by the Goodyear All- Weather Tread
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Little Things to Think About That Will '

Help You with Your Farming
Watch for the Corn Borer

CORN and truck crops of the country
are threatened with one of the worst

insect pests yet introduced unless effective

measures can be found to hold in check
the European corn borer, which made wide
ravages in the States of New York and
Massachusetts last summer. The adult

form of the insect is a moth which flies from
place to place and deposits eggs on plants

of sweet and field corn. The eggs hatch
into borers, which eat their way into all

parts of the plants, thus causing much
damage.

This borer is not confined alone to com,
however, but attacks celery, beans, beets,

tomatoes, oats, potatoes, and many of the
wild grasses. The fact that it is thus able

to survive in an almost unlimited number
of hosts makes it a very difficult pest to

exterminate. If it confined its attacks to

one plant alone the problem would be a

much simpler one.

"Because the moth flies, the insects

spread quickly and easily," writes J. S.

Houser of the Department of Entomology
at the Ohio Experiment Station, "but
greater danger lies in the shipment of

materials containing the larvse of the

insect from infested to non-infested terri-

tory, particularly celery, Swiss chard,

beets, string beans, oats, gladiolus and
geranium plants.

"It is thought that the borer was intro-

duced into the United States through a
shipment of raw hemp, consigned from
Europe to cordage factories in Massachu-
setts, where it was discovered in 1917. An
outbreak found in January, 1919, near
Schenectady, New York, is believed to

have been imported from Austria in bales

of broom corn.

"At present there is no simple and
effective control measure known. Poison
materials applied to plants kill some of the
borers, but a sufficient number escape
treatment to nullify the final results.

Burning infested crop remains is effective,

but must be absolutely thorough. If corn
alone were affected the control of the insect

would be easier. It is believed that federal

control measures will have to be adopted
if an outbreak appears in Ohio this sea-

son."
Already the pest has been foimd infest-

ing an area of almost 320 square miles in

Massachusetts and 400 square miles in

New York. Suspected presence of the
insect should be at once reported to the
entomology department of your state

experiment station. It will be well to keep
a close watch this summer for indications

of this dangerous new enemy of our crops.

Only prompt action can prevent its spread
over the entire country. w. A. s.

some writers this is an error, and we
should not tramp it at all. I am not sure
about this point.

The great advantage of this privately
owned cutter is that we can get our silos

filled when the corn is ready. Corn must
go into the silo at the proper time to make
the best food.
Our lack of power is a slight drawback.

It costs us something like $2 an hour to
hire our power, so one can easily figure

from this the cost per silo or the cost per
ton for filling. Last year it was hard to

house and pen. Some of these are sore
mouth, bull nose, necrosis of the ears and
ta'ls, and the swine plague, or contagious
pneumonia, which often develop in suck-
ling or weanling pigs.

A few hours spent cleaning out old litter

and manure may save you a good many
pigs later on. A reliable disinfectant
should be applied to the walls of the houses,
troughs, fences, and any other place where
germs might be lurking. Creolin is efficient

for this purpose, and lime is good. Do not
be afraid to apply plenty of the disinfect-

$50 for the Best Blueberry
j

DO YOU grow blueberries? Have yo
noticed that some plants yield bettL

than others? If you haven't noticed, be <^
the lookout for thrifty, heavy-yieldin
specimens, and you may be able to se
them for as high as $50 a plant. Th
blueberry—or huckleberry, as it is calls,

in the South—grows wild in many locali
ties. It requires a sour, acid soil, and

'

actually killed by the appHcation of fen
lizer. A plant in New Jersey was found soil
years ago that had berries three fourti
of an inch in diameter, but it was kille

by being fertilized.

Mr. F. V. Coville of the Department .
Agriculture and Miss Elizabeth C. Whii
of New Lisbon, New Jersey, have be
trjdng for several years to produce new an
finer varieties of blueberries. To get ne^
varieties, wild bushes of promise are crosset
one with another, and the plants^ resulting
from this cross bring all sorts of ne^
varieties, most of them worthless but sor
with real merit. It is believed, howeve
that there are many varieties already i

existence both of large size and superior"
flavor, and it is those that they wish ta
discover.

If you find any promising varietie
among your blueberries, send them to Mia
EUzabeth C. White, New Lisbon, Ney
Jersey. But first, if you are interests
write at once and she will send you fu
instructions. This is not a contest, hv
the bushes will be bought from you
prices ranging from $35 to $50. They ^

then be propagated and the new varieties t

tributed to interested farmers who are cap
able of proper blueberry culture, j. a. b.

Keeping tKe roadsides mowed will improve the appearance of your
farm as well as prevent the spread of noxious weeds

How It Paid Us to Buy an

Ensilage Cutter

By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

ONE of the problems that is meteveryfall
.among silo owners is the timely filling

of the silo. In some cases it is a serious one,

and a considerable amount of money is

lost by the owners of the silo because a
cutter cannot be found to do the work
when it is most needed.
When four of us, whose farms are

adjoining, bought silos at the same time
we had this silo-filling problem to solve.

One day an agent came along, and after

an hour or so we bought a small-sized
cutter.

The cost of the machine was $285, which,
divided among four, was not much of a
burden for anyone. On the whole it is a
cheap cutter. It has a 13-inch throat. On
an average, with good power, it will run
from 6 to 8 tons of silage an hour. One can
usually figure that a cutter or any other
machinery will do from 10 to 50 per cent
less work than the salesmen claim, and
this was no exception. This size is not
what would be called a custom machine.
It is for local filHng only, and is big enough
for that work. With this size we are told
that there is less settling afterward, be-
cause there is more time to tramp it down
well, and also more time for it to settle
while the filling is going on. According to

get this power just when we needed it, but
1918 was an exceptional year. This year
it will be easier, I am sure, because more
labor is available and there are more
tractors on neighboring farms than there
were. It is possible that this year we will

buy our own power, and if we do we will

be ready for any frost that hurriedly
rnatures the corn, or any field that gets
ripe before we expect it.

Another great advantage of owning a
cutter is that a silo is easily refilled after
setthng, because it does not leave the
neighborhood after the silos are filled.

And to the man who wishes to utilize the
full capacity of his silo this is of considerable
importance. A silo that settles down six
feet has that much wasted space, and that
part of the investment must be added to
the overhead expense of the part of the
silo which is filled.

ant, and see that all the comers, especially,

are well treated.
The same sterilizing process is used by

many successful feeders in the feeding
racks which they use for their sheep and
cattle. Many times there are (£sease
germs lurking around that cause serious
losses which might have been prevented
if proper sanitary measures had been
taken. s. s. s.

One Way to Prevent

Cholera

BEFORE the fall fitters come on and fall

feeding begins is an excellent time to
start preventive measures against hog
cholera. Here again the old adage that
"an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure" is doubly true. Sanitary measures
before the hog is put in the house will
largely prevent epidemics of disease, ac-
cording to Prof. Robert Graham of the
IlUnois Agricultural College at the Uni-
versity of IlUnois.

Other diseases than cholera, are often
caused by unclean conditions in the hog

How to Estimate Paint

Requirements

IN ESTIMATING the amount of paint
required for the home the property

owner is sometimes at a loss as to just the
number of gallons required.
While the quantity of paint required

varies somewhat with the nature of the
surface to be covered, and the conditions
under which it is applied, yet the following

method of measurement will serve as an
accurate guide:
A good grade of prepared paint will cover

at least 350 square feet to the gallon, two
coats.

First, measure the distance around the
house and multiply by the average height;

then divide by 350, and the result will be
approximately the nimiber of gallons to

buy.
Of the above quantity one fifth will rep-

resent the paint required for trimmings,
cornices, etc.

For blinds or shutters of average size

you will require one gallon of paint to each
12 pairs of blinds, using two coats. D. P.

Hogs Like This Feed
By J. L. Justice (Indiana)

THE farmer who can grow most of
feed for his live stock is a fortunafi

man. Protein feeds are essential, and the^
price is high. Since the soybean has con
into such general favor it has been found j

good source of protein. Some have be
using the grain for feed, but if it is grov
and harvested according to the followii
plan the yield from an acre may be
terially increased.
The beans are grown the same as for hay

If weeds are bothersome, sow the soys
drills 30 inches apart and cultivate then
usually from 30 to 50 pounds to the ac
will be sufficient seed. Where weeds do no
bother much they can be drilled soli^

with a wheat drill, using about 50 pound
to the acre. If a crust forms on the solidJ

drilled soys before they come through th|
ground it can be broken with a we^er
drag. One cultivation in this manner
helpful after the beans are two inches high
using the weeder only during the heat
*the day.

The vines should be cut when the beau^

are in the stiff dough. They are a littlj

more difficult to cure at this stage tha
later, but it is possible to save all the leave
which are a valuable source of protein

Cut them with a mowing machine, bi
not so low as to get all the tough stem.
The vines wilt quickly, and after a fe

hours of sunshine will be ready to shoch
They are thrown into small-sized shocfe

and left to stand for about a week,
longer if they get rained on. The shoch
will turn off a good deal of rain without i

juring the vines. Do not put them
large shocks or they will be Ukely to he
and mold.

After about a week they may be stor

in the bam. By examining the shocks on

can easily tell when they are cured.

The resulting crop is very much lil

soybean hay, except that it is harvest

at a later stage, and contains a quantil;

of the soybean grain, which is richer tha

the vine in protein.

This can be fed whole to hogs, but
much better ground into a coarse meal, a

that it may be fed in slop or mixed witB

other hog feed. It is not meant entirely

to take the place of tankage, linseed mealJ

or mill feeds; but it will considerably lessetf

the purchase of such feeds. It makes a fin|

supplement to com and milk for broo

sows and growing pigs.
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How I Buy and Handle
Beef—

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

. at this time, I seldom have any hogs on
the farm—that is, aside from brood sows
which are about to farrow—so none of the
feed is lost in the droppings.
When I lay in a batch of steers I observe

their condition and how they are gaining,

and then set a time for marketing. If they
are not in the right shape at the end of

that time, I sell them anyhow, for I figure

they are not the kind which are doing
their best, nor accomplishing what other
steers have done for me.

I accompany every load of cattle I make
to the market. It means two or three days
away from home, but I think it is well
spent. I learn a lot at the yards. I don't
stick around my cattle all of the time, but
roam about looking at the cattle fed by
other men, and compare them with mine.
I also learn the kind of stock buyers are
taking, and what they are paying. I talk
with feeders and get their viewpoints.

All these things go hand in hand with
solving marketing and production prob-
lems, and they save me lots of money.
They are among the many things I learn
from. the experience of others at the ex-
pense of a little time only. If I had to
learn these things from my own experience
it would be quite costly.

And often I am called upon by the
salesmen to tell a prospective buyer how I

handled the stock. This makes the trip
very profitable, especially if he buys the
cattle, for he knows me then; and if the
cattle dress out well he will always be an
active competitor for my cattle.

To sum up, I find that the packer wants
cattle which are well developed over the
loins, ribs, rounds, and other places where
the highest priced meat comes from; and
I have told you how I make fat steers in

four months which it takes the majority
of feeders six months to feed.

I Can Top the Market
With

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

spoke of cattle from two years up is th&t very
young beef seldom has the marbling of the
older animals, and contains too much water.
It is generally considered that the stuff un-
der fifteen to eighteen months, unless it

has the best care and feed, is not sufficiently

matured for prime cuts; and carcasses past
three years of age are too coarse in meat and
bone; and are uneven in finish and quality.
The bones of the older animals are flinty,

and the layers of lean meat are stringy and
tough, and the fat is yellow.
"The form of a carcass, too, has some-

thing to do with the selling value. The
best carcasses have width in proportion
to the length, with a proper degree of fat
covering. The carcass which yields the
most loin, rib, and other high-priced cuts
is the kind we want most. These carcasses
bring the most money on the hook, and
naturally on the hoof."
Heavy cattle are needed to supply a

certain demand. The Eastern trade, in
normal times, requires this kind of beef.
In New England the trade for dressed
beef is for carcasses weighing 800 pounds
and over. The people of the East don't
take so kindly to yearlings, but Chicago

.will take cattle averaging 400 to 500
pounds. Philadelphia takes a few lighter
cattle, and New York Ukes beef weighing
from 500 pounds up.

Recently I took a trip through the
cooling plants of the packers, and I learned
a lot of things about beef within a short
time. I saw cattle of different weight,
quality, and conformation. I saw beef
which was nicely marbled, with a thin

I layer of fat on the outside; and I saw
1 cattle which had a covering of fat which;
I measured four inches, and the inside had
very little.

This fat was gobby too, and' a lot of it

had to be cut away before the butcher
would buy it. This fat went into the suet
pile, and it doesn't bring near as much as
it would had it been in between the layers
of meat.'
And there, according to the best in-

formation and experience I have been able
to get, is the kind of stuff you can grow
that will make you money. Mommsen's
article will tell you how to grow it.

If there are any other questions you
want to ask me about this subject, address
me in care of the Editor of Farm and
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York,
enclosing a stamp for reply.

At Last—Our OwnPlows
AT EVERY demonstration in tractor history International

1 jL tractors have stood well at the front in popularity, in

steadiness, and in economy of operation. Better yet, in the

last fourteen years they have demonstrated their depend-

ability, their low cost of operation and upkeep on many
thousands of American farms.

Up to July 1, 1919, there was no International Harvester
plow. To our tractors was given the task of doing good work with

plows made by other concerns. We took them all on impartially,

only asking that the behavior of the plow should be so far as possible

in keeping with the quality of the tractor.

All the while we were studying, watching the action and work
of the plows our tractors drew, making an honest, earnest elTort to

discover the one line which gave the best satisfaction under all

conditions. Little by little one line of plows detached itself from the

general run, showing up better than others, standing up better,

giving better satisfaction under a greater variety of conditions.

This line was also one of the oldest in the country, with a

splendid reputation among farmers, especially in territories where
plowing conditions are more than ordinarily difficult. The old,

reliable P & O plow line fairly won its way with us
against the field. Now it belongs to us, not so much because

we needed plows to complete our line of farm machines as because

we wanted this particular plow for our own after the way it

had demonstrated its value to us.

From now on, we shall sell plows as well as tractors—plows that

have proved themselves in every way as worthy to belong to the

International Harvester line as any other machine or implement in

the line.

International harvester Company •

OF AMERICA INC.

CHICAGO USA

If you could buy
bam paint for 50 cents per gal-

lon, it would still cost nearly twice as

much to paint your bam with it, as it would cost to paint

the same bam with WEATHERWAX Liquid PsinL Write for

free color card and prices. Sold by good dealers everywhere,
or direct, freight paid, where we have no dealer. AdJreu,

THE REILLY COMPANY, rndianapolU, Indiana.

CATALOG FREE
JUTSEtMAH BROS. dept. 271 MUNCIE, INDIAMA

Book
for my New BARGAIN

|FENCE800K sbowine the biegest I

line and lowest prfcea on kll kinds
of wire fencing. My latest direct-from-factory

DrfeeBsaTeyoaa lot of monev. 150 STYLES-FREIGHT PREPAID.
We aso heavy ACID TEST GALVANIZED wire-outlaete fill

others. Book and sample to teat—FREB by retnm mail. [1]

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO., Dept.121 . CLEVELAND, 0.

I^McmESILAGE
Send at once for FREE INFORMATION on
fiackeye Extension Silo Roof. The greatest

ever—25% more capacity— protects
flilage from snow, rain, birds, etc.—
no second filling—pays cost first year
—many patented features—operates
from ground—numerous testimonials
—cut shows roof open.

AGENTS WANTED
We can make a good i>roposition to

present silo agents, or others, to handle
our line of metal roofs, cribs, bine,
etc. If interested, write at once.

Thomas & Armstrong Co., 2122 Main St. , London. 0.

POWER PUMPS in
No more hand pumping and carrying 11

|
water in pails. Myers Self-Oiling

Bulldozer Power Pumps give
running water—all you need and
wherever you need it. Extra strong
and of simple, high grade construc-
tion. Moderate in cost, requires
minimum attention and is easy to
install. Is self-oiling, has covered
working parts, large vafves, liberal water-
ways. Operated by gasoline engine or elec-
tric motor. Sizes for every
need, 200 to 3000 gal. per hour
capacity. You know it is better be-

cause it's o Myers. FortheMyera
Line of Pumps, Door Hangers and
Hay Tools is acknowledged the
standard inquality. Askyourdeal-
er or write us. Booklet on request.

303 FoDTtliSt.. F. E. MYERS &BRO. _ AsUud^Ua
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Sijstem ofPower TJarmii^

Makes"YbuMore Moneij
"With.LessHardWork

Thousands of Moline Power Fanners in all parts of the country are msJcing more money vvrith less hard
work. They aie getting more profit and enjoyment from farming, and you can do the same by using the

Moline System of Power Farming.

With the Moline-Universal Tractor and Moline Tractor Implements, you can do all farm work, including

cultivating, faster, better and cheaper than you ever did before. You can eliminate practically all your
horses for field work. And one man operates both tractor and implement from the seat of the implement

Read what the Moline-Universal Tractor has done for the following Moline Power Farmers:

The Moline Line
Df Implements

Plow*
(fteel and chilled)

Harrow*
Planter*

Cultivator*
Grain Drill*

Ume Sower*
Mower*

Hay Rake*
Hay Loader*
Hay Stacker*
Grain Binder*
*Com Binder*
titles* Scale*
Spreader*
Wagon*

Moline-Universal Tractor*
Stephens Salient Six

Automobile*

"Put the farm on a paying basis."

L. Bonnett, Farson. Iowa.

"It has made farming easier and a pleastire.**-

Fahy Nisuonger, Sidney, Ohio.

"Real satisfaction and enjoyment in farming."
Logan L. Howard, Erick, Okla.

"It has made it possible for one man to do
the work of two and sometimes three men. I

can plow twice as much as I can with five horses
and gang-plow." Frank S.Wales, Polo, III.

"Makes' farm life more pleasant."

S. P. Smith, Lovington. III.

"Makes farm work more enjoyable. Does
away with high feed prices and shortage of

labor." Zimmermen Bros., Earlville, III.

The Moline System of Power Farming will

enjoyable. See your Moline Dealer or write

"It has placed me above my neighbors, who
do not use the Moline-Universal Tractor, for
efficient and economical farming."

J. C. Felts, Winfield. Kans.

"Makes farm work much easier. Gives
longer time for rest between jobs, and does not
take long to do a big amount of work."

J. W. Henry, LeRoy. Kans.
"Solved the farm labor problem. Medces

fann work more attractive to our boys."
D. N. Foster & Son, Seymour, Ind.

"The Moline-Universal Tractor is a wonder."
L. J. Wold, Vermillion. S. D.

"It has doneeverything I have undertaken with
satisfactory results." Wm.O.Mistele,Kendall,Wia.

make your farming more profitable and
us and you will receive full information.

TVlOLiINB r>LOWCO.
M:OI-iI]SnB,ILLi.

"t^olhste sbkvicb satisfies"

Tft^PERFECT
CORN HARVESTER

I ScidDirect ^20™ •^s^ZS'K^^

Works inanykindof
Boil. Cutastalks.doea
notpuiiiikeothercuHers Absolutely HO danger.
Cuts Four to Seven Acres a Day
with 1 man and 1 horse. Hereis whatonefarmersays:

Gentlemen:—Have found the harvester to be a
labor and a money saver. Filled an 85-ton silo
with the help of a 10-year old boy. The corn was
on a side hill and the piece was stony but the
*P«rf©ct" cut ail the corn. Yours respectfully,

H. S. ATWOOD. Watertown, Conn.

SOLD DIRECT TO THE FARMER
Send for bookletandcirciilarstellingallaboutthialabor-
saviDgmacbine; also testimonials ofmany users

.

LOVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. 23 Uncoln, lU.

Now is the Time
to Buy a Farm
in Good Old U, S, A,
Although the war is over, the demand for food

continues. The business of producing things to
eat, therefore, gives promise of paying satis-

factory dividends.

The U. S. RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
offers the co-operation of its HOMESEEKERS
BUREAU to those who wish to engage in fann-
ing, stockraising, dairying, poultry raising, fruit

gromng, and kindred pursuits. Free information
will be furnished about farm opportunities in

any State on request.

Write today. Give me the name of the State
you want information about; say what line of
farm activity you msh to follow, and the number
of acres you will need, and let me know what
kind of terms you desire. The more particulars
you can send regarding your requireiaents, the
better I can serve you.

Nothing to Sell.
Only Information to Give,

J. L. EDWARDS, Manager,
Agricultural Section, U. S. Railroad Administra-

tion, Room 283, Washington, D. C.

Balemor&totts
per day-^

ThisYear
Big cropi

piDi bigh

prices ind un-

precedented

dsoiiDd

kring Irt-

mendnnx pre*

fit epportDoilf

ler balers.

Gish in te

the limit ^
ftelting a

Sindwicb

•otm. Write.

1

the Sandwich Way!
Get the f«cU now! Write. Le«m why the
Smndwiefa beata ordinary proMea 2 to 8 tone

,

per day with no eztr« labor. Thaa eaves yoa -

S4 to $16 per day on labor alone. Eoablea
yoa to clear $30U monthly easy.

SMoftor I^ower T V
ANDWICH
Hay Presses JL m

AH eolid eteel: can'tweai oat orbreak down.
Supply own motor power. Gas or keroaena
fuel. Hopper cooled; magneto; friction
clutch on press. Wonderful improvements
brinff amazing efficiency. Handles hay. al-

falfa, or straw. Write for new book. Tons
Tell/' guarantee and full details FREE.

Address SANDWICH MFC. CO. * :

12 Wood St. Sandwich, Illinois

fliHnJ rrftoxd

,
pII^CNCIHC

^

Before You Spend Your
Money

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10]

they would have told him he was crazy.
As an additional inducement the pro-

moters in this part of the country were
planting Satsuma oranges in between th(

pecan trees. The oranges, being a quicke
bearer, were supposed to give an addei.
profit, and when the pecan trees got larg(

enough to need all the ground, they w(
to be cut out.
The promotion crowd were planting thi

orange trees the same as the pecan trees,
in raw, sour land, and in many cases o;

land utterly unfit for citrus fruits.

Furthermore, the cultivation and spray-
ing and fertilizing were done in the cheapesi
possible manner, and in such a way as tos
stunt and retard the growth of the treea.1
I have seen independent buyers plantj
younger trees, and plant them a year lateq
than the big company, and in a year'^

time be ahead of the promoters.
I resolved to look around and see whai

I could find out. I got in touch with th
best government expert on pecans, and.^
was told by him that a pecan grove couldn' _.

be on a paying basis in less than ten years

—

just double what the promoters were telling
their prospects.

I decided that the Satsuma orange^
properly cared for, was a better propositior

,

than the pecan, and after getting part
my own land in shape I planted one of th
firet solid orange groves in that section,
When prospective land buyers came ani

asked questions, I tried to tell them th
truth as I knew it; and as a result I got 1;

bad with land agents, promoters, and non-
resident owners.
With the local resident owners wb

realized existing conditions and who ha
the same things to contend with that I did,

I was always solid. Every one of them
men, women, children, and negroes—wep
all my friends.

I found that about the most unreason-f"
able person in the world is the fellow whoj;
has been stuck by a fake-land propositioMl
and then tries to make someone else th«*
goat for his own short-sightedness andi'"
foolishness.

In my investigations I foimd that laa
which was selling for from $25 to $50 ai

acre as raw land could be bought froB
local owners at from $5. to $20 an acre
that all of the people of the locality looki
upon the people buying that land at sucl

high prices from promoters as "Yank
suckers." I found that not one person oui

of every thirty who bought such lan^

gave the same careful business investi-

gation to it that they would have given t
any other proposition.
The sources of information which I

to investigate—the government experts,
the county agents, the banks, the business'
houses—those sources were open to everj^
prospective purchaser, but not one i;

fifty took advantage of fhem, nor paid an;

attention to them when they did.
Personally I never regretted my pur-

chase from the map and the land agent,
but I never followed in the beaten path of

the promoters, and I didn't pay any
$250 or $500 an acre.

When I have looked over those holdings
of those far distant buyers who paid those
prices, it made me shudder. There, a
thousand miles away, were business and
professional men, teachers, farmers, preach-<
ers, widows and working men and women
plugging away in the big city or on tb
farm, and scrimping and saving to mato
theirmonthlypayments, all the while dream-
ing of the day soon to come when thei
could retire to their Southern "plantation."
And here, on the ground, at the othei

end of that thousand mile rainbow, roughl;

broken, sour, undrained land being plant
to trees that must surely die and be n
placed; weeds head-high through tb
groves, trees badly in need of pruning an^

spraying—what an awful contrast to tb
dreams of those who have yielded to tb
song of the promoter!
The picture which I paint has happeni

and is happening in thousands of cases. I:

this particular case the start of th
dreams and those pecan groves took plai

about ten years ago, and the owners have

not yet had any returns to speak of.

If you feel the lure and must answer it,

if you must make a change, you at least

owe it to yourself and to your family to

investigate thoroughly before answering

the call. Think three times and then stop

and think again, and then use every
available power at your command to in-

vestigate every angle of the proposition

thoroughly.
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Is There a Fortune on

Your Farm?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

fully open the change could have been

brought about many generations ago.

Back in the days of the Cleveland ad-

ministration a supposedly learned member
of the staff of the Interior Department
made a tour of the Great Plains country—
that section of the West between the

desert proper and the fertile region of the

Mississippi Valley. This gentleman, after

a careful study of the region, reported to

his department that the Great Plams
country would never be of any value agri-

culturallv except as a sparse grazing coun-

try. Yet to-day the Great Plains country

is the premier wheat country of America,

and played the leading role in furnishing

food to win the war. All because a farmer

named Campbell, with his eyes wide open

to opportunities, worked up the dust-

mulch system of dry farming, whereby
wheat was made a highly profitable crop.

Now let's look South again: Twenty
years ago the sand-hill country of North
Carolina was regarded as worthless. Fifty

cents an acre was a good average value for

land. The soil is little but pure sand for

20 feet or more down. But the climate is

pleasing, and a hotel man established a

winter resort at Pinehurst, right in the

heart of this sand-hill region. Soon there

arose the problem of getting vegetables

and milk for his guests. He decided to

attempt raising them himself. A way was
found. Cowpeas and commercial fertilizer

worked a revolution in the soil. After

turning under a few crops of pea vines he
was able to produce 60 to 70 bushels of

corn per acre. The system spread gradually,

until now the sand-hill country is,one of the

most prosperous in the State. No farmer
expects less than a bale of cotton to the

acre, and other things in proportion. Land
values have jumped 4,000 or 5,000 per

cent, and prosperous homes now dot a

land that once seemed destined to poverty.

All because one man used his head.
A little more than a generation ago the

eastern shore of Virginia was about as

backward a land as can be imagined.

To-day it teems with wealth. It is peopled
by a prosperous home-owning population.

There are splendid homes and schools and
roads. Practically all the younger genera-

tion go away to college. The change was
made by the people discovering and using

the opportunity for growing early vegeta-

bles for the great cities of the North
Cases like this can be cited indefinitely;

in fact, there is not' an incident, so far as I

know, where a region has been remade
that the farmers have not been pioneers.

In the little details of management where
they have struck a snag here and there,

agricultural science has come to their aid.

In the big things, the things that have been
vital to their destiny, the farmers have
blazed their own trail.

I sometimes think that through so much
publicity being given so-called agricultural

science there is danger of the farmer being
lulled into the belief that his thinking has
been ready made down at Washington or

at his state college and experiment station.

Such is far from the case.

Just a few of the big discoveries of

regional adaptation have been made to
date. These discoveries will continue for

alL time. The farmers themselves will

make them, or perchance overlook them
for many unfortunate days to come. It

is a question of keen observation, and then
decisive action on the thing observed.
You, too, have your share in this work of

watching and discovering, on your own
farm and in your own community.

How to Treat a Worn
Clutch

By P. T.Hines (North Carolina)

AFTER an automobile clutch has been
tightened to its last notch it often

begins to slip at a time when it is impossible
to reface it promptly. When this happens
something must be done in the way of a
temporary repair if the car is to be used.
A good way to overcome this slipping for

a time, in the ordinary cone clutch, is to
remove the floor boards of the car, push in
the clutch pedal so that the clutch members
will be separated, and then sift Fuller's
earth on the face of the clutch.'

Start the motor, and then engage the
clutch and let the earth become well rubbed
into the clutch facing. Repeat the opera-
tion until the clutch holds.

Pedigree in Live

Stock and in Paint

You buy a pedigreed cow,

not for the pedigree itself,

but because the pedigreed

cow delivers more butter-

fat or has better breeding

qualities, and yet costs no

more to keep.

You buy Dutch Boy
White-Lead, not for the

name or the trade-mark,

but because these things

identify a paint material

that is known to give better

protection, better spread-

ing power and longer life,

and yet costs no more to

apply.

Dutch Boy White-Lead
lowers the cost of k eping

prbperly painted.

Write our nearest office

for "Handy Book on
Painting." It will be sent

to you free at your request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York
Cincinnati

Boston

Cleveland

Buffalo

St. Louis

Chicago

San Francisco

JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. CO., Philadelphia

NATIONAL LEAD & OIL CO., Pittsburgh

AmericanFence
Fuligaugewires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalvanizing,proof

against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
has become so popular in its first four years that
thousands have been called for to replace, on their
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at
small cost, the gearing of the earlier
Aermotors, making them self-oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil-
ing System constantly
floods every bearing with oil, pre-
venting -wear^ and enabling th€
mill to pump in the lightest breeL^,
The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We inake Gasoline Engines, - Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws,

Write AERMOTOR CO., ZSOO Twelith SL, Chicago

StrAwWAnted
DON'T BURN your straw before finding out how
a few hours spent spreading Straw turns every stack
into his profits. Carter made $500 extra profit from
our information. Your name on a postal card brings
full particulars free. SIMPLEX SPREADER
MFG. CO.. 127 Traders BIdg.. Kansas City. Mo.

HARVESTER ing for cut-WM ting Com, Cane and Kaffir Com.
_ Cuts and throws in piles on

H m Um mm Mm harvester. Man and horse cuts
and shocks equal to a Corn Bind-

er. Sold in every state. Price only SZ5 with fodder binder.
The only sell gathering com harvester on the market
that is giving universal satisfaction.—Dexter L, Wood-
ward, Sandy Creek, N. Y., writes: "3 years ago I pur-
cliased your Com Ha.-vester. Would not take 4 times the
price of the machine if I could not get another one."
Clarence F. Huggins, Speermore. Okla. "Works 5 times
better than I expected . Saved S40 in labor this fall ." Roy
Apple, Farmersville, Oliio: "I have used a com shocker,
corn binder and 2 rowed machines, but your machine beats
them all and takes less twine of any machine I have ever
used." John F. Haag, Mayfleld Oklahoma. "Your har-
vester gave good satisfaction while using filling our Silo."
K. F. Ruegnitz, Otis, Colo. "Just received a letter from my
father saying he received the com binder and he is cutting
com and. cane now. Says it works fine and that I can sell

lots of them next year.". Write for free catalog showing
picture of harvester at work and testimonials.
PROCESS MFG. CO. Sallna, Kansas.

^ttTirstia StumpPuller|
Try the Kirstin SO days FREE.' Prove

j

that ONE MAN ALONE pullB stub- i
born stumps Quick!—Cbeapl—Easy!!

satisfied, keep puller. If not f
' lased, return at our ex-i

penee. You don t nsk\^
a penny! Four eaay^
ways to pay. KirstmJ —

weigh less—cost less—yet narel
trreatcr speed, power.strength, f

I Write for free book and Special
j

> Agent's oflFertodayl I
' A.J. KfratlnCo. '

2100 Lud St.. Escanaba, IVIIch.J

IMail This
To The ReillyCo., Dept. 133, Indianapolis, Ind.
TDLEASE place my name on your FREE raailins: list
-'^ to receive your magazine, THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which reviews all Livestock
and Poultry Bulletins issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No obligation or expense
to me. In return I send you the name of the
dealer from whom I purchase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supphes.

My dealer is . _

His address
Mail the magazine to my address,
which 1 enclose with this coupon.
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MISS AURELIA EDWARDS of Kansas has had

a picture taken every year for twenty-one

vears. but considers this one. taken twenty-one years

ago. tbe only one that does her justice. She is an

old maid^Tui she hxitcs cats. Her pets are two land

turtles and a king snake, which have the treedoin ol

the house, waddline and wriggling about to their

hearts- content. Or do snakes have hearts.' We
don't know. She has $1,000 in Liberty bonds, all

fifties, so she "won't lose so much' if she loses one

of them, she says.

'T'HIS is Great-Grandfather Cameron
of Michigan. He hates women.

If his special coffee cup ia not filled ex-

actly to the gold line near the top, and
his bowl ditto, he hurls the coDtenta

into the fireplace. He doesn't "hold
with the educating of females." When
his fields are ripe for harvesting and he

has "a call to preach." he leaves thehar-

vesting to the other folks. Do his fe-

male relatives march in suffrage pa*

rades? Well, indeed they dol

POUSIN AVERY CRANDALL,^ formerly of Cheboygan, Michigan,

and now of a Wisconsin farm, was a
talented photographer, and found
great delight in amusing and terrifying

his relatives with pictures which he
both posed for and took himself. You
never could tell what sort, of a photo-
graphic concoction he was going to

turn out next. To make the kin feel all

well and jolly at Christmas time,

Cousin Avery made this tender little

remembrance, in which he appeared aa
waiter, consumer, and consumed all

at once, for the family stockings.

Photo by Craodall and McBride

FOLKS, this is Cousin Agnes
Wooteu of Kentucky, who has

never had any clothes of her own.
Her ma discovered a couple of

trunks full of ancestors' duda in the

garret one day when Agnes was a

baby, and decided that Agnes
might as well be the goat and wear
them out. Agnes has been at it

ever since. Here she is at twenty-
two, and, as you can see, she isn't

through yet. Having worn some
made-overs of Brother Tom's our-

selves in our childhood, Agnes, we
can sympathize with you. Here's
hoping they give you a new dress

for your fiftieth birthday, Agnea.

liar Relative

HERE is Cousin SUas H. Cobb of Norton,
Massachusetts. He w,a3 trusted, liked,

and laughed at by everybody. He was a farm-

er, surveyor, deacon, representative, justice

of the peace, executor of estates, guardian of

orphans, and town weather prophet!

The last of his family, he went to seed with

the place. The house had not been painted

since 1814; nothing had ever been thrown
away, and the executor sold 2,200 pounds of

rags and paper from the house alone. The
sLxteen farm buildings, all once equipped with

lightning rod.s, even to the pigsty, had dwin-

dled to four. The last lone hen died, lamented,

at the age of thirteen. He bought one apple

pie a week, and worked out a cardboard pat-

tern to cut that pie into exactly seven pieces,

one for each dinner.

HERE we have Unclo Jason
McConiiel of Texas, the orig-

inal of the remark, "All drt-ssed up
and no place to go." Unclo Jason

lived for eiglity years in the sumo
town and never went any place,

but never a day in all that time he
didn't make preparations for a
long journey. He kept all lua

clothes in a big carpetbag, and ex-

amined the contents thereof every

nitjlit to make sure ho was ready.

When not working, or preparing

fur the journey he never took, ho

played the fiddle—and always the

same tunc, "The Arkansaw Trav-

eler."

AUNT JANE GAGE, the

-£» stingy old thing, might have

spared Cousin Agues Wootcn

some of the fancy duds she

never wore. Aunt Jane lived

alone on the old homo place m
Illinois, and died recently of

pneumonia because she was too

scared of fire to build enough to

keep her warm- ^^^T^^V^
wore the plainest of black

dresses, but after her dea h

nine silk gowns, a dozen lovely

ha s, je^^?.lry. '^"^J'^rH'T
of all kinds that she had col-

lected and stored away were

founda^oundtheplace.ThereS
peculiarity for you!

MISS TABATH A ANDREWS, once of Now Eiiglaiid.

now of Colorado, lives ia a beautiful home flooded

with electricity served \'P i^.^ilV^'^'S"". ^imliruht
indirect lighting and all, but sliU she pn-frrn "

J
to read by. Her Bible read by any r.t -r h.l.t th.u.lier

uecustomed candlelight wouldn t Ik- Ui

to her. She says: "There is nn liL-hl

pares with the restful, mellow -l^.w oi

can bo adjusted with such ea-i- y
light wiintcd." So Miss An.ln'w. .

caiidlelighl roli^iiousiy in VM\K

,,U\ l!lhlc

nllv '"111-

iiillo Miafc

degrei; of

I -a to use
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What I Learned From Mrs. Cummings
About Blue-Ribbon Canning

By Jane Wallace

/ \ f

go about my work of judging
canned products at fair after

fair in the summer, I try to

visualize the women behind
'those cans who have worked

hard many days to get such beautiful re-

sults. Often, as I pin on the blue and red
ribbons, I wonder if these women are doing
it easily, or if their families and their neigh-
bors scowl and say:

"Well, I'll be so thankful when canning
season is over and Mary can be herself

again."
I have talked to these women enough to

know that some do do it easily and others
are completely tired out by the time the
cans I am judging reach the fair. The
difference between these women's work is

not so hard to bridge. I believe it would be
perfectly possible for all of us to turn out
blue-ribbon cans from our kitchen factories,

and not be worn out in the process either,

if we have the spirit in the beginning that
we shall watch our movements with a
military eye that will sentence any useless

work, any worthless tool which wastes
more time and effort than it saves, to

immediate court martial. We must train

our soldier eyes, fingers, and bodies to use
the effective weapons of warfare so effec-

tively that when they are on duty they
are constantly at attention.

In one particular town where I had
judged fairs each year, I learned to know
that the name "Mrs. Cummings" belonged
to a woman whose cans were always the
blue-ribboned ones. I asked one of the
town women about her.

"Mrs. Cummings is one of the most en-

ergetic women I have ever known," she
said. "Not that she is the nervous, ex-

citable type of woman. On the contrary,

she is never in a hurry when she comes to

town. One likes to meet her on the street,

for she speaks as though she were pleased
to do it. Clerks like to wait on her in the
stores, for she is a capable buyer."

I determined to meet Mrs. Cummings
and talk with her, so when she came to
gather up her blue ribbons that afternoon
I introduced myself and explained how
interested I was in her wonderful canning
success.

"Wonderful nothing!" she said. "Every
woman could do as well as I have if she
would just watch herself and figure out
short cuts."

"To what do you attribute all these blue
ribbons? To your short cuts?" I asked.

"Hardly short cuts," she answered
laughingly. "I believe my equipment has
as much to do with it as anything. There
is no use trying to can unless you have
good tools. That is not saying expensive
ones, but tools that are durable and useful.

My sterilizing vessel varies with the
number of cans I have to boil. When I
have 50 to 100 quarts I scrub up my wash
boiler and ase that. But I am seldom
doing that many on the days I put up my
prize cans for the exhibit, because I do
spend more time on my exhibit cans than
on those we use at home, and the com-
bination is too much for one day when I

know there are other days coming. On
my exhibit days I use a heavy galvanized
pail which will hold three cans comfortably.

"In the wash boiler I use a piece of stiff

wire netting cut to fit it, with edges beaten
down. For the pail I happen to own a
round wire rack which I have always used
as a cake stand. It just fits the pail and
keeps the cans up the necessary one-half
inch from the bottom.
"When I first began my cold-pack can-

ning I used my long-handled pancake
turner, bent at the end of the handle at
right angles, to lift the cans in and out of
the water. It worked fairly well, but had a
tendency to catch the false bottom. It also
made it necessary for m.e to hold the top
of the can with my left hand to steady it as
I removed the can to the table where I

screwed the lid on tightly. As soon as I
went to a larger town I purchased at the
hardware store a pair of tongs made
especially for this purpose. They cost me
35 cents, and worked splendidly. It's a
great saver of time and nervous energy to
own one.

"Two other large kettles, a wire basket,
and a few yards of cheesecloth are the

only other things I have in my equipment
besides the all-important jars."

All-important jars—she's right about it.

As judge I know .the value of the good
jar for display purposes. I do not advocate
any particular brand, but use the clearest

glass of the brand you have. The lids must
be absolutely spotless and shining. Only
in a clean, shining jar will your fruit be done
justice in the exhibit, good as the product
itself may be in both looks and taste.

If quantities

are being sent,

see that all

your containers

are uniform.
The exhibitors

are just as anx-
ious as you are

that the food
looks well, but
they get pretty
discoioraged if

you send one
two-quart jar of

pickled apples to
stand beside a
pint jar of beet
relish.

For either
home or exhibit

use the labels

are essential.
Many a time I

have tried dili-

gently to decide
whether that
can in the front
ofmy fruit closet

was apricotmar-
malade or plum
butter, when a
small piece of

paper stuck on
the side of the
jar giving the
name of the ma-
terial, the date
canned, and the
cost would have

Mrs. Cummings, whose cans
always blue-ribboneci onei

"After blanching, the beans were ready
to pack in the clean hot jars which I had
already proved to have good seals. I
always do this testing before the canning
season proper begins. I buy the new rub-
bers and the new tops, then fit them on the
cans.

"To test the seal I put water in the cans,
seal them, and turn them upside down
overnight. If no leak shows then, I call the
can safe, release the seal, but leave the top

with that can.

"Beans fan
look worthy of

a prize if they
are cut upor left

their full length,

but I always
leave them full

length and pack
them in a pint
jar because they
are the right

length to reach
from top to bot-
tom, and it is

easier to get
them even and
symmetrical. I

tip my jar to the
side, and fit one
closely against
the other. I have
found that steri-

lized hatpins
will help when
extra fingers are

needed to hold
the outsidelayer
in place.

"It grows
easier as you
near the inside

of the can, but
care must be
taken that the
material is in
very tightly, so

that when the
boiling begins

were

Why We're Here

IF YOU have spilled ink on your favorite bedspread and want to know
how to get it out, if you are remodeling your home and want to know

how to arrange yoiu- kitchen so that your work will be lightened, if your
breakfast cereal is always lumpy and you want to know how to keep it

smooth, why not ask us? Ask us about anything that is puzzling you.

We shall turn your letter over to our expert on whatever subject you
write about, and she will be glad to help you. That's what we're here

for, you know. The address is 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

The Editor.

given me any information I might desire.

In my work as judge I hold the label as an
important factor. If a woman sends her
cans with uniform labels pasted on the
cans an equal distance from the top of the
can, and labeled either in clear printing or
typewriting, I think she deserves more
than the woman who sends hers with no
label at all, or with odd sized and shaped
ones written so that it is easier for m^ to
tell by the contents its name than by
studying its label.

"Would you mind telling me more about
your process of canning, Mrs. Cummings?
For instance, how did you get this good-
looking can of beans? And those tomatoes
of yours are the nicest, I believe, that I

have ever judged."
"Do you like that can of beans? I am

pretty proud of that myself. I sorted over
my beans carefully, getting them even in

length and in thickness. After sorting and
washing I blanched them. Always in
canning I have boiling water in one of the
big kettles and cold water in the other.
"A piece of cheesecloth about one-half

yard square does for purposes of holding the
beans while dipping them in the boiling
water to blanch them. Since they were
young and tender I found five minutes
long enough for blanching /them. Then I

quickly plunged them in the cold water,
and out again.

they will not be dislocated andthe symmetry
spoiled. On the top I put one-half teaspoon-
ful of salt, then fill the can to overflowing

with boiling water, pouring slowly on the
beans, so there will be less danger of break-
ing the glass. Right here I take great care

to see that no air bubbles are left in the
can.
"Then I make the seal. Of course, here

the next step depends on the kind of jar

I am using. If it is a jar with a screw top,

I make the seal, then bring back the lid one
inch, thus avoiding the bursting of the rub-

ber which would come otherwise when heat
is applied. If the jar has a clamp top, I put
the clamp on the lid, but do not close the

second clamp down until after the process-

ing. I keep this first can hot.until I prepare

the other two cans, then put them all in

together.
"In lowering the cans I always take it

by easy stages, dipping them in and out
about three times slowly so the heat will

not be too much for my jars. After they
are in, and I know there is at least an inch

of water above the top of the can, I put
the lid down carefully, and then there is

nothing to do except to watch the time."
"You surely have your beans down to a

science. Would you mind telling me a
little about those cans of tomatoes?" I

asked. "They look so nice and I just can't

tell you how many women come to me and

explain that they simply cannot can
tomatoes."

"In my estimation," she "said, "tomatoes
are exceptionally easy to can. I feel rath-
er on a vacation in canning when their
time comes around. I use either the cold-
pack or open-kettle method, depending
on the use I want to make of that can.
For instance, on the label you see I have
"For salads." That can I did by the cold-
pack method. They are firmer and much
better for salads than the ones I cook by the
open-kettle method. Those I use for soups
and stews. In this "For salads" can I used
average-sized tomatoes freshly picked from
my garden. I scalded them, then plunged
them immediately into the cold water, and
out again. I like to dip only a very few
tomatoes at a time, so there will be no dan-
ger of mashing any. The skinning should be
a quick process if the tomatoes are firm
Then comes the process of filling the
cans again.

"If the tomatoes fit in more easily by
cutting them in halves, I would do it that
way. The way I did this can was to put.
one whole one in the middle of the bottom
of the can. I arranged the half tomatoes
around this, continuing the process until
I reached the top of the can. The result is

good. The tomatoes need the processing
only twenty-two minutes. Too much
boiling means a mushy result.

"In general, that is the method I use in
canning all my fruits and vegetables,"
she said, "only changing my time limits to
suit the particular food. I have the govern-
ment bulletin time schedule, and go by that
when my fruit or vegetables are average in
their size and age. When they are not, I use
my common sense to help me out, and
very seldom lose a can."
We could all be blue-ribbon canners if

we used our printed directions with the
always essential common sense. If the
beans are very old we shall have to think
of that, and increase the blanching and
boiling time accordingly; and, on the other
hand, if it's rhubarb, fresh and juicy, it will

take less time than some bulletins give.
Let me tell you some of the points I

consider first in the general exhibit, gnd
then, as I narrow my interests, those things
I notice in individual exhibits and in<fi-

vidual cans.

I notice the general arrangement of the
exhibit. I test it by the following questions:

Will it attract the attention of passing
visitors and cause them to stop?

Will it hold their interest?

Will people talk about it afterward?
Is it clean or does it attract flies?

Then to come down to each woman's
exhibit, I ask:
Are the containers imiform?
Are her labels neat, clean and legible?

Are her containers absolutely clean?
Are the tops without blemish?
By the time I have reached the one-can

stage ! usually have it up in my hands, and
am looking it over quite minutely.
Here is the general score card I use:

General Appearance—
Color 10
Shape 10

Solid Proportion—
Proportion 15
Flavor 15
Condition 10

Liquid Portion—
Proportion 15
Flavor 15
Condition '.

. 10

Total 100

By general appearance I mean the
natural color of the fruit or vegetable and
the uniformity of shape and size. The
proportion of soUd material must be as

large as possible. I do not approve of

canned water.
By flavor I mean the preservation of the

natural flavor as nearly as possible. In

fruit the syrup should not be too thick and
vegetables should not taste strongly of

salt, vinegar, etc.

The condition means its general ability

to hold its shape. Peaches, for instance,

should look like peaches, and not be mashed.
Look your cans over with these things in

mind before they leave home and you will

be able to tell with acciu-acy the treatment

they will get at the fair.

I
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A Community Picnic
By Emily Rose Burt

SUNDAY-SCHOOL picnics have long
V been popular, but a community picnic

may include not only one Sunday

}"
ol but all the Sunday schools, as well

the rest of the folks in town. In fact,

one of the best little get-to-gether plans

c you can think of for a village or town.
1 the first place, of course, a committee
it be appointed to do the planning.
J people most interested will take the
dative and do the engineering. It is

isible to ask the different local organi-
lons to co-operate.

house-to-house canvass to find out
} is interested to go and to contribute

kard the slight expenses is desirable,

inquirer should also find out who are

For instance, someone who gets on well with

little tots may keep them happily together

playing ring games.
The older children and the grown-ups

will be entertained by a parade. Probably
some will have brought or worn picturesque

accessories. The others may be supplied in

groups with paper caps, whistles, horns,

and bells.

If there is a Boy Scout band, that will

be a great addition=to the parade, and may
lead off. A hurdy-gurdy would be a

tuneful feature.

There should be a number of parade
surprises, as for instance a couple of giant

Teddy bears, which are really, of course,

some fun-loving boys inside of canton

1

Prize Contest Announcement

How Do You Entertain Yourselves ?

Il^ rHAT do you do at your parties? Won't you write and tell us

IVV about them? Tell us about some party you planned that was an
inusual success. We don't care what sort of a party it was, whether
I birthday for eight-year-old Mary, a church social, an anniversary
celebration for your uncle, a Hallowe'en party, or what. We only ask
hat the ideas be your own, and that they be something you have tried

»ut and know to be fun. Tell us about the invitations, the games
)layed; about the decorations, the refreshments, etc.

We will pay $5 for the best description of an original party reaching

js by August 20th, and $3 for every other one we print. Address
Entertainment Editor, Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New
VTork City. Look for the prize-winning parties in the November issue.

iVe cannot return unused letters unless self-addressed stamped envelope
s enclosed. Entertainment Editor.

je depended on to furnish their own
i for transportation, and whether they

. and will carry additional passengers,
^fter these preliminaries, and after

tling upon a suitable and available place
the picnic, a few striking posters will

ouse enthusiasm. They should be let-

red in red on a white background, and
ight be worded somewhat as follows:

Community Picnic
for Everybody at Leonard's Woods
>me to the green (or town hall) at ten

o'clock, if you want to ride.

Bring Basket Lunches!
ear a costume for the parade and prepare

for fun!
Come One and All

ju're not too old, and not too young!

^The committee on transportation, after

vding out pretty closely the number to

Niect, may arrange for jitneys or hay-
ks to accommodate the crowd. And
;ry one of the vehicles should be deco-
ed in some gala style. A hayrack with
its at the corners may have wire strung
;ween hung with red paper bells or
panese lanterns. Bunting, flags, and
per streamers are always effective,

tturally, there will be plenty of patriotic
^orations.

There should be
th some badge of

ice to direct the
iting and prevent
nfusion. Then, as

e wagons and auto-
Dbiles are ready,
ey may move off in

real parade toward
le picnic grounds.
Upon arriving
ere the dinner com-
ttee comes into

ominence. Long
anks on sawhorses
rve as tables for

e basket lunches,

id if the funds hold
•it tubs of lemonade
/ay supplement the
)me supplies and
rove popular with
le youngsters.
The amusement

Sommittee will have
he greatest task of

lU, because some-
/;hing should be
rjlanned for the small
children, the larger
)nes, and grown-ups.

plenty of monitors

Scallop in Leaf Design

THIS attractive design is especially
appropriate for towels and pillow

slips. Complete directions for crochet-
ing it will be sent to you on receipt of
four cents in stamps by the Fancy-Work
Editor, Farm and Fireside, Springfield,
Ohio. Order No. FC-I17.

flannel costumes and masks. In fact,

there might be quite a comic animal
parade if a group of ingenious young peo-
ple would be willing to contrive costumes.
The type of parade could be announced on
the posters.

The children of your community will en-
joy dressing up in the cast-off finery of
grown-ups and passing as strange specimens
of society.

After the parade a loud gong announces
dinner. Following that could be a brief
program. Everybody would sing "The
Star Spangled Banner;" the Boy Scouts,
the Girl Scouts, the Camp Fire Girls, or
any local club might give a play or pan-
tomime; a local celebrity might make a
short speech, preferably humorous. As a
windup to the program proper there could
be a little community sing, for which a good
song leader is necessary.

Races and competitions in which any
number of contestants may join are al-

ways popular. Besides all the old ones
like the sack race, the potato race, and the
obstacle race, a few original ones are in
order, such as a balloon race, a chicken
race, a pail rac6, a powder race, a per-
petual motion race, and a somersault race.
The prizes may be funny favor men or
animals adorned y/ith splashing bows of
ribbon or crepe paper.
The sounding of the gong indicates the

time for the calvacade
to start for home.
Four or half-past four
is a good hour to se-
lect.

Such an affair is lots
of fun if everybody
goes and enters into
the sport. It's not a
great deal of work if

the responsibility is

well divided and
the proper interest is

taken. Try a Com-
munity Picnic in
your town!

Note : Directions for
half a dozen races fof
a Community Picnic;
i. e.. the balloon, the
chicken, the pail, the
powder, the perpetual
motion, and the somer-
sault, will be sent on
receipt of a stamped
self-addressed enve-
lope. Address Enter-
tainment Editor, Farm
AND Fireside, 381
Fourth Avenue, New
York City.

When ifs 9Gt in

the shade

That's'the time to wear Keds.

These canvas rubber-soled shoes
help you to forget the heat.

Keds are sure and certain re-

lief for tired feet in summer.
They're mighty comfortable.

And they're light and springy-
restful to the limit.

What's more, Keds can be

worn on any occasion. Whether
you're sitting quietly on the

porch or working in the fields

they'll keep your feet feeling

100 per cent. And they wear
and wear and wear

!

Get Keds for all the family.

Any good shoe-store should be

able to fit you out with just the

kind you want. Insist on Keds.

There are many styles and the

name "Keds" is stamped on
each sole.

United StatesJtubber Company

Keds
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Something -You Can Do to Make Your
Children Strong and Well

Bv Anna Steese Richardson

UNLESS all signs fail, there will

be different doings in rural

schoolhouses this year.

When war was declared, your
schoolhouses rang with patri-

otic appeals for men and money. Later
they became receiving and distributing

centers for war relief. And in both hnes

they made good.
Now they are to be used for the mobili-

zation of a new army—an army of peace,

the good-health legions, whose leaders will

conscript every child in the rural schools.

With this statement your school board

may take issue:

"Nonsense! We have good schoolhouses

and healthy pupils, and now that the war
is over we're going to get right down to the

three R's."
For a few weeks, perhaps, yes; but some

day your county superintendent of schools

will return from a conference at the state

capital and say to a group of teachers:

"We will consider to-day the health

hour which is to be introduced into your
regular program of work." And then he

will proceed to define the new phrase,

"Health hour."
Or, if your wife happens to be president

of the County Federation of Women's
Clubs she will receive a letter from the

state president asking, "What is your
child-welfare section doing to promote
health education in your schools?" Where-
upon your wife and her child-welfare com-
mittee will scurry around to discuss the

question with teachers and school board.

Or, your most progressive physician

coming home from a medical meeting will

announce to your school board: "See

here—something's got to be done about
health standards in our school! They're

doing it all over the country."

By this time your curiosity will be

aroused, and you will wish you knew how
to talk or vote on the question of health

education, if there should be any local

dispute; so why not learn about it now?
Seat yourselves on the magic carpet of

printer's ink and ride to a granite sky-

scraper on Fifth Avenue, New York City,

where you will find the high command of

the good-health army in process of mobili-

zation the country over. On the door of

headquarters you will see this sign, "Child

Health Organization." In one of the sim-

ply furnished offices you will meet a bright

woman who corresponds to the intelligence

officer of America's National Army, and
the story which she tells you runs some-
thing like this:

"When the United States mobilized its

army for the Great War, approximately
four million men of fighting age were
available for military service, volunteers,

and drafted men. And approximately one
million, or one fourth, were pronounced
unfit to bear arms.
"A few of the rejected ones crossed the

border and enlisted with the Canadian or

British Army, whose desperate need of

men lowered physical standards. A still

smaller number placed themselves under
surgical or medical care, and, in an amaz-
ingly short time, were in condition to

serve this country. The vast majority fell

back on their jobs, but with a new disquiet

in their souls.

"They had been pronounced physically

unfit!

"Were they in condition to n\ake good in

industrial, commercial, or professional

life?

"Handicapped by such physical defects

as Uncle Sam's medical 'examiners had
discovered, could they ever realize the
success of which they dreamed?"
And when one million boys and men were

rejected, almost as many mothers, wives,

and sweethearts wept or sang with relief.

Their dear ones were safe from the Huns.
But in time this relief changed to sub-

conscious dissatisfaction. Mothers of boys
who had been rejected did not care to

meet mothers of boys who had been
accepted. The rejection reflected in a way
on Son's upbringing, his mother's home-
making or cooking. Wives of disqualified

men found themselves explaining elabo-

rately that Bill and Charley and Jim were
going to the gymnasium daily, or taking a
new tonic, or trying a new doctor.. Girls

engaged to men who had returned to
civil life suggested the change of job which
might take their sweethearts outdoors, or
perhaps the family doctor might help.

You might thank God that your man

him. Once in business he ate at his desk,
or propped a book before him at a lunch
counter.
Another family friend was rejected be-

cause of diabetes which could be traced to

You'll Never Know What's in the Box
Till You Pry Off the Lid

Courtesy of ChUdreu's Piayground Asaociation, Bsltimore, Md-

The best investment tKe head of the family can make
IS good health for his growing children

WHEN you get a birthday package you may think you know what's
in it, because you recognize the handwriting on the outside, and

you know what that person said she was going to send you. But when
you open it, it may be something entirely diflFerent.

The same way with our health. Until we opened our national health

package and looked at its contents through the eyes of the physicians

who handled the draft examinations, we thought we were a pretty

strong, husky lot. But we found just the opposite. Twenty-five out of

every hundred men were declared unfit. A lot of the unfit ones came
from farms, too. Many of their troubles were traceable to wrong eating

and living habits when they were children.

We have also found that fifty out of every hundred of our school

children are more 'or less unhealthy because of wrong liviiig habits.

There is a remedy. And Mrs. Richardson tells about it in this article.

Read it. Maybe it will help you to help your child. The Editor.

was safe on American soil, but—you
wanted him to come up to standard.
And, strange to say, factory workers

and tenement dwellers did not have a
corner on physical disqualification. Dear
no! Thousands of those rejected boys came
from comfortable, well-furnished homes
with overflowing lar-

ders.

I recall the pitiful

despair of a boy re-

jected by every
branch of the army
and navy service,

who had been born
and raised on a pros-

perous farm, where
good food is always
abundant. He had
been educated at col-

lege by generous par-
ents, and had gone
from college to a pay-
ing position, and yet
he was disqualified

by a disease which
could be traced di-

rectly to malnutri-
tion. His mother ad-
mitted that from
childhood he had
never taken time to
eat properly. She
had never been able
to train him to chew
his food well, and,
after washing down
unmasticated meals
with water, milk, tea
and coffee, he had
raced back to school
or library as fast as
his legs could carry

Courtiwy Child Health Organization, New York

Children are much interested in learning
if their weight is what it should he

overindulgence in sweets from babyhood on.
So many of these young men appealed to

family physicians for advice, or blamed
their condition on their parents, that all

America was shaken by the realization
that it was not a nation of fine, sturdy,
efficient men. One railUon of its sons had

been proved physical-
ly unfit. At least one
fourth of its young
men had failed Uncle
Sam in his hour of

need. '

So, while the ma-
jority of Americans
watched the casualty
lists from the French
battle fields, a small
but earnest minority
was helping Uncle
Sam to solve the rid-

dle: "Why are the
sons of America, the
richest and most in-

telligent nation in

the civilized world,
physically defi-
cient?'

In this hard-work-
ing group were in-

telligent parents,
doctors, educators,
social workers of
national reputation,
and hundreds of

those inconspicuous
but valuable co-op-
erators, public school
teachers-. And they
have found the an-
swer. It is neglected
youth!
Not drunkenness

in fathers, depriving children of life's ne-
cessities ! Not poverty, preventing the pur-
chase of nourishing food! Not maternal
ignorance nor laziness! Just carelessness
in the home, the kitchen, the lunch basket!
Just the blind, thoughtless belief that if a
child passes safely through the teething,
toddling age, Nature will safeguard the
rest of his development.

These investigators of national standing
found this answer in the nation's school,
not the schools of congested cities like

New York, Chicago, and San Francisco
alone, but also in the small-town and the
rural schools. Of 30,000,000 school chil-

dren, it is said that 15,000,000 are suffering
from slight physical defects for the most
part correctable or curable, while 6,000,000
are below normal standards of physical
and mental developmen because of mal-
nutrition.

Into thousands of American homes thfi

Great War has brought grief, suffering, anfl
privation. In its train came influenza, moMf^
ing down more thoxisands, who to all oufe
ward appearances were in the finest ptysft
cal condition. T[
Now_ if the war proves that the hideoxi

death list from influenza was due largely
the invisible lack of resistance to diseasa
due in turn to physical defects acquirM
during childhood and youth, and if throu^
a new health campaign the children of t*
day are freed from these defects, and ther^
fore provided with physical resistance tfi

disease germs, then the war may be countel
a blessing as well as a curse. For out of this
knowledge and a determined, nation-wide
campaign we shall rear a new body at
30,000,000 youths, each strong and effi^

cient, not to wage war, but to rebuild the
nation, to achieve that great success whidl
includes happiness.
Every mother, every father, in Americt

irrespective of means or social positioj
wants healthy children. Health is cheap*
and more convenient than illness. &
spells peace in the home while children ^
young, care and devotion for parents IB
their old age. The best investment tlte

head of the family can make is good healS
for his growing claildren.

\
And if the Child Health Organizatioi

carries its campaign into the countiyS
schools, public and private, the inv^
ment can be made by every parent, at a
very small expenditure of time, though%
and money.
The Child Health Organization is 9

body of public-spirited citizens banded
together to raise the health standards of

American children, by teaching health
habits to the children, by securing adequate
health examinations and health records for

all public-school children of the country,
considering the urgent problem of maK
nutrition among school children, by safei

guarding the health of children in industrj|'

and by interesting the public, parents lifiS

you and me, to secure legislation covering
the points named above.

Perhaps you say, "Oh, we have no
factory children in our community to be
safeguarded." No, but you have school
children who, though coming from pros-

perous homes, may be suffering from mal-
nutrition.

"Nonsense!" cries Father. "I know how
much they eat. I pay the bills." But the

Child Health Organization has an answer
for this. The costliest food is not always
the most nourishing, especially when it is

not eaten at regular intervals and under
proper conditions. And what profits your^
child if you buy for him steak at 50 centn
a pound but let him spend six hours daily»^

in an unventilated class-room, or go to th©
movies, night after night, when he oughi

to be rebuilding tissues in sleep?

But we are getting far ahead of our storyj

so let us go back to the Child Health Organ-
ization,

There is scarcely a rural district in

America which has hot heard of the Better
Babies movement and the Better Babies;
contests. Scarcely a state or county fair

but has brought together parents and doc-

tors for the physical examination of babies

and the awarding of medals and prizes to

the children scoring highest. And everyone
knows how infant mortality was reduced
and baby health [continued on page 41]
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An Imported Dish
1 INTRODUCED a new dish into my

home last year, and a most popular one

has it proved itself to be—muscadine
grape paste. This isn't really a new dish

either, but one that has been used for many
generations in the Old World. We found
it especially nice used with cheese, the
combination taking the place of a salad.

This grape paste was a popular sub-
stitute for candy, too. Also, the children

love it spread on bread, and I often put
some in their school lunches.
The use of muscadine grapes has been

confined almost entirely to consumption in

the fresh state and in wine-making, and
their value for other purposes is unappreci-
ated.
The unfermented juice of muscadine

grapes is the least expensive product that
can be made from them, and is very re-

freshing on hot summer days.
I make the grape paste as a by-product

of my grape-juice operations or as a by-
product of jelly-making. In this way I

utilize the pulp that is left.

Of course, I use only freshly picked fruit

—fruit that is just right; in other words,
just ripe. Any fruit when just ripe con-
tains more sugar than at any other time,
so I save most by using it just then.

After the juice has been extracted from
the grapes I put the pulp through a ricer,

colander, or similar utensil to remove the
seeds. Now it is right for paste-making.

I use powdered sugar for sweetening in

my grape paste, as it doesn't require as
much cooking to drive off the moisture as
liquid sweeteners, such as syrup, and it

leaves the paste lighter in color and more
attractive in appearance. I use one-half
pound of sugar for each pound (or pint) of

pulp. If a liquid sweetener is preferred, use
one cup of syrup to two cups of fruit pulp.

When the sugar has been added I pour
the paste into a large shallow vessel

so that it can be spread out in a thin layer.

It is best to use enamel ware and wooden
utensils, as metal is affected by the fruit

acids. The moisture should be driven off

quite rapidly, but should not be boiled so

rapidly that it sputters and pops out.

I stir it often with a wooden paddle, and
when it stiffens give it constant attention.

When it nears the finishing point I slip

an asbestos pad under the vessel to prevent
burning and to lessen the sputtering.

When the mass is so stiff that it will not
flow readily together again when the paddle
is drawn through it, it is ready to be poured
out. I have an old marble slab on which I

spread the paste. Any marble, enamel, or

china surface is good. I make the layer of

paste about one-half inch thick. Of
course, the slab is greased before the paste
is emptied on it.

Next I place it in an open window to dry.

To protect it from flies and other insects

I fashion a tent of cheesecloth over it. I

let it stand from ten to twelve hours before
cutting, or until it becomes reasonably dry.
Then I cut the paste into pieces an inch
square, roll the pieces in granulated sugar,'

and spread them out to dry further. I
usually let the pieces dry a couple of days,
turning them occasionally, as I know it is

a waste of time and material to store paste
that is not thoroughly dry.

I have boxes lined with oiled paper, and
put a sheet of the paper between layers of
the paste. The boxes I store in my china
closet, as it is about the driest place I can
keep them. Helen L. Crawford.

One Thing You Must Have
in Your Soil
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

for leguminous crops are the basis of all

fertility, will increase the yield of almost
any crop, and cannot be grown in soil

that is devoid of lime.
Every great and enduring civilization in

the world grew up on a soil that was alka-
line with lime, not acid. Babylon, Greece,
the land of Egypt, Italy, and the richer

parts of France are lands rich in carbonate
of lime. The hill on which sits Jerusalem
is made of lime. Our own rich West be-
yond the Missouri River has often in its

soil as much as four per cent of carbonate
of lime, and never, so. far as I have inves-
tigated, has it less than one and one-half
per cent. And when it is scarce in the soil

there, you will find it in the hills close by.
Carbonate of lime is the sweetener that

God put in soils when He made them as
good as He could make them. And the
greatest reason for backward farming,
abandoned farms all along the Atlantic
seaboard, is that the land is lime-hungry.
A land hungry for lime is insatiable. Ma-
nures will not remain in it, phosphorus
unites with silica, iron, or alumina and be-
comes unavailable; the soil becomes acid,

useful bacteria won't grow in it, nor the
clovers or alfalfa.

There are vast stores of carbonate of
lime all along the foothills bordering on the
Atlantic coastal plain, there are unnum-
bered millions of tons of the stuff ready for
the farmer's use. Machinery is ready,
capital is ready, railways will fall in line as
soon as they are taught the wonderful work
that carbonate of lime will do.
The irrigation of desert valleys was a

great work, and it is well that *t was done.
The same sort of work can be done here at
home, and the results will be even more
profitable to civilization and America.
Here in the East we find already the popu-
lation. Here are now homes, farms,
schools, roads, villages, near to great cities,

the best markets in the world. Here we
find that strange enigma, impoverished and
half-abandoned fields within driving dis-
tance of such cities as Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Washington, New York.
Examine those nearly abandoned fields

and what do you find? Always that they
are starving for carbonate of lime. Cer-
tainly, they are starving for nitrogen and
phosphorus as well, but that always fol-
lows a lime hunger. Nitrogen will not ac-
cumulate in a soil that is lime-hungry.
The bacteria that feed soils with nitro-

gen do not exist in our soils.

The primary cause of decay of farm-
ing along the Atlantic seaboard is the
fact that the soils are, without exception,
deficient in carbonate of lime. On that
primal fact, so long forgotten or never
learned, rests all the discouragement and
decay that is found from Florida to Nova
Scotia. There is no reason in climate for
discouragement in the Eastern farmer.
There is no reason in markets. His labor
is cheaper, and on the whole better, than
the labor available to the man of the West,
the man of the irrigated valley.

These things dismay the Eastern man:
the impoverished soil he inherits, the fear-
ful conservatism, the lack of happy hope
and hopeful energy of his neighbors. When
the Eastern man has the optimism of the
man of the West, when he dreams dreams
of his land, dreams not based on what it is

now nor on what it was in his father's day,
but dreams of what it ought to be and well
may be, when he dreams these dreams and
smiles and is glad, rolls up his sleeves and
goes forth to combat a stubborn soil fact,
rolls up his sleeves and shovels carbonate
of lime with the same happy enthusiasm
as the Western brother shovels gravel out
of his canals and grubs up sage brush

—

when that time comes the East will be the
garden of Eden, the East, the envied, hap-
py, fortunate land, land of myriad happy
homes, thousands of snug, flowered-decked,
tree-shaded villages, land of apples, peaches,
grapes, alfalfa, corn, cows, lambs, and hap-
py children trudging schoolward, their lit-

tle satchels filled with books, their pockets
bulging with red apples and never a scale
of San Jose.

If those who have the welfare of the
American farmer at heart can teach but
one thing, let them teach soil-buidhng and
trust the farmer to use his wealth aright
when once he has it. In this connection it

is interesting to note that in the enrollment
of students in the Ohio State University the
counties having no lime in their soils send
no students, those counties rich in lime send
most students.
As for the other propositions which I have

outlined, they shall be taken up at length
in a continuation of this article in the next
thing I have to say to you.

[TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH]

Note : This is the second of the series of
the last unpublished manuscripts of the late
Joseph E. Wing. The third article of the series
will be published in the September number.

The Editor.
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The thrill you get

as the band goes by

!

^ Orhearing' the greatest

iands on the Victrola

How often do you get the chance to hear the

mighty brass band of Sousa as it goes swinging

past? Once or twice in a lifetime, perhaps. But

on the Victrola you can hear it any day^with
the same brave inspiration as if the big band was

actually marching by.

Not only Sousa's Band, but Pryor's also. And
Conway's and Vessella's and the United States

Marine Band, the Black Diamonds Band of Lon-

don, Band of H. M. Coldstream Guards, Garde

RepublicaineBandofFrance, Bandade Alabarderos
of Madrid—all the best band music of the world.

These famous organizations make Victor

Records because their leaders consider them the

best records in the world.

Victors and Victrolas in great variety from $12 to $g^o.

There are Victor dealers everywhere and they will gladly play for

you any band music you wish to hear. Write to us for catalogs

and name of nearest Victor dealer.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

Important P^otice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientTfieally coordi-

nated and synchronized in the processes ofmanufacture,and their use, one with the other,
is absolutely essential to a perfect reproduction.

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 1st ofeach month

"Victrola" is the Registered Trademark of the Victor Talking Machine Company
designating the products of this Company only.

SOUSA
ANO HIS
BAND

Turh A Vs^

Oliver Oil-Gas Burner
makes an? stove or raitse a ess stove.
No coal or wood. Cooka and bakes
better. No fires to start. You repu-
late flame. Saves money, work^ dirt.
Burns coal-oil (kerosene) . Simple,
safe, easily put in or taken out. No
damage to stove. Lasts a lifetime.
Thousands of delighted users. Id uae
seven years. Write us for FREE
literature. AGENTS WANTED.
Oliver On-G» Burner B Machine Ce.
1321 N. 7th St., St. Loui3. Mo.

MakeYour Slove AGas Slove

;

Springfield-Remington
single shot rifle altered and reflnished. Shoots cal.
30, model 1906 army cartridge. Weight 7} lbs., total
length 39 Inches, U. S. Barrel 23} inches, Remington
breech action, blued finish V. S. graduated sight. Price
$7.77 plus war tax 78 cents. Cartridges S3.50 per 100,
war tax 35 cents, packing charge 45 cents.
FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS 601 BROADWAV, N. V.

FARMERS
ARE WORKING HARDER
And using their feet more than ever i be-
fore. For all these workers the frequent
use of Allen's Foot=Ease, the antiseptic heal-

ing powder to be shaken into the shoes
and sprinkled in the foot-bath, increases their

efficiency and insures needed physical com-
fort. It takes the Friction from the Shoe,
freshens the feet, and prevents tired, aching
and blistered feet. Women everywhere are
constant users of Allen's Foot=Ease. Don't
get foot sore, get Allen's Foot=Ease. Sold by
dealers everywhere.

SALESMEN WANTED!
We have a limited num-
ber of openings for sales-

men who can qualify,

paying $35 to $50 weekly.
Send card for particulars.

Farm and Fireside,Sales Dept.,Springfield, Ohio

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and

Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair*
50c and 1 1.00 at druggista.

Money-Making Farms Stock, tools, crops often in-|

oluded to settle quickly. Write for big illxistrated catalogue.)

E. A. SIroul Farm Agency 2026 D. P. SunBtdg. New York^

PAID FOR 24
YEARS

good times and bad, in

gS^^ peace and in war, for 24
i^^M-mS^9 years we have paid 6% on

Two-Year Time Certificates
and 5% on Certificates pay-
able on demand. Interest

checks are paid semi-annually.

If you hav^ as little as $25 to invest, you
will be interested in our booklet, "6% and
Safety," giving full particulars about this old
and tried institution. Write far it.

The Calvert Mortgage Company
873 Calvert Building Baltimore, Md.



The Sheep Killer
FARM AND FIRESIDE

By Samuel A. Derieux I
And it shall be lawful for any person to kill

any dog found out of the enclosure or im-
mediate control of its owner or keeper worry-

ing, wounding, or killing any neat cattle,

sheep, or lambs.—Old Law.

H'
'ELLO, Steve Earle!Helo-o-o!"
The hail was clear and friend-

ly, but a little startling on so
peaceful a night. It came
from out in the big road at the

end of the avenue of oaks that led to the

house. On the moonlit, white-columned
old porch Steve Earle stood up and knocked
the ashes out of his pipe. From his moth-
er's lap litle Tommy
Earle slipped to the
floor, and rubbed the
sleep out of his eyes.

Out in the hedge-bor-
dered front walk old

Frank, Irish setter, rose

and pricked his ears

speculatively toward
the road.

"Hello, Steve Earle!

Hello-o-o!"
"All right, John!"

called Earle.

Down the long,
heavy-shaded avenue
pierced by shafts of

light, the three went
together, father and
boy and dog. Out into

the big road they came,
where Mr. John Taylor
sat on his horse, his

sandy beard silvery

patriarchal in the
moonlight. Ahead old

FVank had run round
the horse and stood
looking up at the
mounted man, his

bushy tail waving, his

long ears thrown back,

in his friendly, up-
raised eyes that touch
of melancholy one sees

in the eyes of all high-

bred bird dogs.

"I guess you've
heard thenews, Steve,"
said Mr. Taylor.
"Somebody'sdog'skill-
ing sheep. Jim Burton lost six last night.

I lost one myself. I don't know why he
let me off so light. Something must have
frightened him away." Mr. Taylor hesi-

tated a moment. "I was just riding by. I

thought I would tell you. Neighbors are

fastening up their dogs."
"All right, John."
Mr. Taylor cleared his throat.

"Of course you know and I know Frank
isn't killing any sheep. But usually it's

a hound or a bird dog, you know, and
neighbors

—

"

"I understand, John."
Mr. Taylor hesitated a moment as if he

felt like apologizing to the three of them.
Then he jogged off down the moonlit road,

and father and boy and dog turned back
to the house.

"Papa," there was a thrill in the boy's
voice, "what will they do with him if they
catch him?"

"Kill him, son. That's the law."
"F'ank wouldn't kill sheep, would he,

Papa?"
Steve laughed. No, Frank wouldn't

kill sheep.
Down the road at the next farmhouse

came the hail of Mr. Taylor across the
night. The boy caught hold of his father's

forefinger and trotted beside the long legs.

Behind, tail still waving with pleasure that
a good neighbor should have stopped by
and called them out to the road, trotted

old Frank.
Marian Earle, the young mother, came

down the steps to meet them, and went
round the house with them to watch the
unusual performance of chaining Frank to
his kennel. The act was purely perfunc-
tory. The chain itself was rusty from dis-

use. Some dogs, like some men, are above
suspicion. Steve expressed the sentiments
of them all.

"Might as well chain me up," he said.

Smiling, they told him good night, half

apologetically, for he seemed a little hurt
that they should . have put this indignity

upon him. When they looked back as they
went round the house he had sat down

gravely in front of his kennel, the chain
lying on the ground behind him. Across
the back yard from him was the lot and the
big white barn. Off to the side rose the
slender structure of the windmill, asleep
now up there in the moonlight. Behind
the barn extensive fields of new-plowed
corn sloped off to the pasture of Mr. Tay-
lor. It was toward this pasture he was
looking when they last saw him, with
pricked ears they were to remember that
afterward. But now, undisturbed, they
went on into the house, leaving the moon-
lit world to silence and to Frank.
How long he sat there, ears alert, they

half-resentful look in his eyes. Mr. Taylor
glanced quickly at the dog, then at mother
and boy and cook.

"That's all right, John," said Earle.
"What is it?"

"Steve, it's Frank that's killing sheep!"
Earle flushed quickly.
"Oh, I guess not, John!"
"But I saw him with the sheep in his

mouth!"
At this terrible indictment that fell from

Mr. Taylor's bearded lips the boy gasped
and caught old Frank protectingly by the
mane. Mr. Taylor went on, looking
straight into Earle's eyes, like an honest

"WKy <3on t you turn him loose. Joe?
He'll go kome, said the storekeeper

did not know. Night, the dramatic period
of a dog's day, brings oblivion to civilized

men.- Only the old clock in the hall re-

corded the passing of hours in the sleeping
house. Day dawned at last over the
countryside. The rising sun shot its level

rays across the yard, and looked in the open
window of the white up-stairs bedroom,
where a little bed sat beside a big one.
Steve and Marian had almost finished
dressing when hurried steps thumped up
the stairs, and old Aunt Cindy the cook
poked her broad black face and starting
eyes in the door.
"Mr. Steve, dat dawg broke his chain

las' night!"
Marian Earle turned from the dressing

table; Steve came hurriedly in from the
bathroom, his shaving brush in hand; little

Tommy slipped out of bed, tousled-headed,
wide-eyed.
"De plow hands say," she went on, "dat

dar's a dead sheep down in Mr. Taylor's
parsture!"

Hurriedly they finished dressing and
went down-stairs, and out into the back
yard. He came running to greet them,
fine, handsome fellow that he was, his silk-

en red coat glistening in the morning, his

bushy tail wagging, in his upraised glowing
eyes that perpetual welcome of a dog for

those he loves. From his silver-studded
collar dangled a broken fragment of chain.
In front of the kennel the rest of the chain
lay along the ground like a snake.

Earle looked down. Even in the eager-
ness of welcome there was an undoubted
shade of anxiety in his setter's eyes. Steve
turned to Marian.
"Did you hear anything last night?" he

asked.
She looked up at him and shook her head.
"Papa," cried the boy, "I heard F'ank

bark!"
But they paid no attention to him, for

yonder through the dew-sparkling corn-
fields came Mr. Taylor, his bearded face
grave; and Frank, who always ran to wel-
come his master's friends, was watching
this approaching neighbor sternly, a queer,

man whose yeas, however regretful, are
yea, and whose nays are nay.
"About one o'clock this morning I heard

the bleating of sheep. I got my gun and
ran to the pasture. Frank here had a
sheep in his mouth. At sight of me he
dropped it. I ordered him home, and he
picked it up again. I had to run at him
and threaten him. God knows I'm sorry,

Steve, but I saw with my own eyes. The
sheep was terribly mangled."

"Lordy, lordy!" cried old Aunt Cindy.
"He's just gone wild," Mr. Taylor went

on. "They do that sometimes, the best of

them. I guess they can't help it; but
neither can we."
"Come here, Frank!" said Earle.
Humbly the setter went, panting now,

and Tommy went with him, still holding
grimly to the heavy red mane. In the
midst of them all Earle stooped down. His
strong fingers trembled as he opened the
mouth, and his eyes narrowed as he exam-
ined the perfect white fangs. This was the
final proof of guilt, agreed to by all men
where sheep are raised. When he straight-

ened up head and shoulders above them
all, his face was pale under its tan.

"The wool's there," he said, "plenty of

it. You did right to tell us, John. Frank
will have to go."
"He won't!" screamed Tommy. "He

won't! F'ank never killed no sheep ! F'ank
never killed no sheep! F'ank never— !"

With a cry of pity the mother was down
on her knees beside him, and had gathered
him, sobs and all, to her breast.

"Better take him in the house, Mother!"
said Steve.

After that the summer morning activities

went on as usual on the plantation of Steve
Earle. The call of negro plow hands came
in from the fields now quivering with heat.

Up in the air the windmill whirled round
and round. Out in the lot the concrete
trough filled with cold gushing water. But
the big white house, with the windows up
stairs and down open to the breeze, was
strangely silent. For old Frank, the trust-

ing, the trusted, had gone wrong.

Wherever through the centuries men
have raised sheep the law has been in effect

'

the same: the dog that kills sheep must
himself be killed, or sent away never to re-
turn to the scene of his depredations. And
now at midday this ancient and inexorable
law descended upon Steve Earle and his
dog. Out in the big road blazing in the
glare the rural policeman swung out of his
saddle and started up the walk. Steve
went toward him, a challenge in his eyes.
Halfway to the house the two men met.
The policeman was a sunburned young

fellow, and his face underneath his broad
hat was flushed this morning with more

than heat. Maybe he
had had experience be-
fore with men and their
dogs, for his hand trem-
bled a bit when he
reached in his pocket
and pulled out a paper,
and his eyes, too, were
challenging.

"Here's a warrant,
Mr. Earle."
Steve read it through.
"Who's responsible

for this? " he demand-
ed.

"Jim Burton. He
swore it out. You know
Jim lost six sheep night
before last. Jim was
at the station just now
when John Taylor rode
up. Everybody had
heard what happened
last night. The magis-
trate was in the store.

Jim made John testify.

The magistrate swore
out the warrant on the
spot."

Earle glanced quick-
ly toward the house.i
The boy and dog when!
last he saw them werei
in the back yard. They'
might come round the
house any time.

"We'll go on to the
road," he said. "As for

Jim Burton, I'll pay
him for his sheep—he
knows that."

But the policeman hesitated. He was
plainly worried. He was young, and he
had his sense of duty.

"Paying won't do, Mr. Earle. You see

my orders there. You know your dog
killed those sheep. Now I want to be de-
cent about it; I ain't doin' it for fun, you
understand that. I thought I would take
him away—up the road—a mile or two
A glint of cold steel came into Earle's

narrowed eyes.

"No," he said quickly, "you won't do
that!"

"I've got my orders, Mr. Earle."
"And I know the law, Fred; I'm allowed

an alternative. I'll take the alternative:

I'll send him away from this community."
"When?" asked the policeman eagerly.
"To-night."
"Can I ten 'em that?"
"Yes; on the eight o'clock train."

"I guess that'll be satisfactory, won't
it?"

"It's obliged to be, Fred."
The policeman mopped his face and the

inside of his hat brim. This was ticklish

business, tampering with Steve Earle's dog.

They had^told him at the station it would
be. "Steve Earle's the squarest man m
the country," they had said, "but he thin!

as much of his dog as he does of his kid
Out in the road he swung with the alacri'

of a relieved man into his hot saddle,

was sure it would be all right, he said agaii

As he rode off, Earle saw in his hip poc'

et the glitter of a pistol butt, and his moutl
tightened. The evidence against his dog
was as strong as evidence could be. He
had known John Taylor all his life; it

wasn't the first time a fine bird dog had
turned sheep killer. But he wasn't going

to have Frank killed. They had had too

many hunts together. He was thinking of

them as he turned away from the road

—

glorious hunts! And now he walked with
head bowed. Old Frank's disgrace was
his own.
Halfway to the house Marian met him.

She had seen the policeman ride off, and
knew what it [continued on page 3Q]
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Do Your Letters Say What
You Mean?
By W. C. Smith

FEW farmers like to write letters,

especially business letters; and after I

moved off of the farm to bur little vil-

lage and eventually became postmaster, I

was daily called upon to write letters for

my farmer friends. They ranged in char-

acter from an inquiry for a pure-bred bull

to ordering children's underwear from a
mail-order house, but the letter that seenied

to give the most trouble was the one which
offered or attempted to describe something
offered for sale. I never objected to this

small service—in fact, I was glad to help.

But the fact that men, and young men too,

who were engaged in the enormous busi-

ness of farming, who hired men and were
represented by thousands of dollars of

invested capital, who were good breeders
and feeders of live stock and were experts

in soils, made such a lamentable effort at

former. Men whom I knew to be absolutely

honorable, who would not wilfully mis-
represent anything in a sale for worlds,

would go wild when they tried to describe

it on paper. If they sent out this descrip-

tion while it was "hot," they regretted it

later. If they left it for a rereading, they
sometimes went to the other extreme and
left out most of the good points. One of

my patrons used to do a considerable

business in cattle. He would come in and
tell me all about the particular animal he
had for sale, and then have me write to a
prospective buyer for him.
"That sounds all right," he would say.

"That is just the way it is, but I'll be
doggoned if I can make it sound right

when I try to write it out."
He could not write as he talked. That

is the trouble with many men with stuff

Well, What Do You Think of Us Now?
ON PAGE 40 of the February issue we asked you what was on your

mind about Fakm and Fireside—whether you Uked us or didn't,

and if you liked us for some things and not for others to please write and
tell us so. We told you Farm and Fireside was your magazine, and
that we vpanted your suggestions as to how we could make it helpful,

interesting, and practical for real farming folks, and for all farming

folks who are in the farming business as a business, and as a means of

getting the most out of life. You told us, in no uncertain terms. We
have worked hard in the six months that have passed since then to put
your suggestions into effect. We want you to write again and tell us

what you think we have accomplished. Write this time, you who didn't

write before. Are we on the right track? Are we printing things that
? interest and help you? Do you think there are still some weak spots?

And what are they? Don't be afraid to speak your mind. We're not
touchy. If you like us, say so ; and particularly ii you don't like us, say

so, and say why. Only by pulling together can we folks get out a Farm
AND Fireside that we will all enjoy and get some benefit from. Mean-
time, good luck to -you. George Martin, Editor.

letter-writing, was sometimes a little sad

—

almost pathetic.

It detracted in no way from the sterling

worth of these men. "The simple fact is

that until recent years there has been but
little need for much knowledge of correct

correspondence on the part of the farmer.

He has always been compelled to take
what the other fellow offered. He has been
too busy to write letters, he has had little

to sell that needed describing, and he paid
little or no attention to correspondence.
Every man who writes a business letter

;hould observe- certain things.

He should be direct without being stilted.

A. letter should be natural and not ram-
bling. The day of "I take my pen in hand
to let you know" is past, just as the letter

that begins by saying, "Yours of May 10th
at hand and contents carefully noted,"
etc., is passing, although the latter example
may be found in the correspondence of

many progressive business houses. It is

sufficient to begin a letter and say what
you wish to say without any wordy
meanderings.
"Mr. John Jones:
"Dear Sir:—I have two heifers that

from your description I believe will suit

you," etc., is just as complete and much
more businesslike than "I have your
letter concerping the two heifers at hand
and contents noted, and will say in reply,"
and so on through a half hundred words.
Mr. Jones wants to know about the

heifers he wrote about. He cares nothing
about what you did or are doing to his
letter. He knows that you have received
it and noted contents, else you would not
be answering his inquiry.
The letter that eliminates useless words

is a great saver of time and paper. Business
houses are short on both. In ordering from
mail-order concerns, always use the regular
order form that is usually mailed with or
enclosed in the catalogue. It contains all

the necessary information if properly
filled out, and a letter is unnecessary unless
special information is desired.
Men with something to sell, farmers with

pure-bred cattle, hogs, or other live stock,
I found to be the most lost correspondents.
The tendency seems either to make the
article in question too perfect or to de-
preciate it, with the balance in favor of the

to sell. It also affects the sales letters of
many business men in other lines. The
best writer of sales letters that I know
says he holds an imaginary conversation
with every prospective buyer, and then
attempts to transfer it to paper.
There is a difference between writing ai

sales letter to a personal friend and one to
an entire stranger. In the first case, a
letter may be intimate, but in the latter
case it can hardly be more intimate than
your talk would be if the buyer came to
your farm. If you were a breeder of
Shorthorns and a man came to your herd
for a Shorthorn, you would meet him with
ease and talk without embarrassment or
intimacy. If you can do that in a letter it

will be a good one.
Then there is the letter of inquiry. No

matter whether you write concerning a
farm, a cockerel, or a flock of sheep, carry
the same directness that a sales letter
carries. Furthermore, do not describe an
ideal and expect to buy it at bargain prices.
There used to be a lady who wrote to me
every year for cockerels to head her
poultry flock. She always filled a letter-
size sheet of paper, and invariably wanted
two cockerels for $5. If I could have filled

her order for the sort of bird she described
I should have considered myself a marvel
among marvels. In ten years of breeding
one variety of chickens I never came up
to the ideal that woman set for her $2.50
bird.

Proper stationery helps the appearance
of the farm correspondence. Letter-size
paper, either ruled or unruled, is best
because the entire letter can be made on
one sheet. It is 8^x11 inches, and the
most commonly used size for a typewriter.
One of these machines makes your busi-
ness letter readable and more businesslike.
If there is a youngster who will learn to
operate a typewriter, and if you do any
considerable correspondence, the $25 or
$30 invested in a good second-hand or
rebuilt machine will be worth while. The
ordinary business-size envelopes, called
No. 5 by your postmaster, are the most
convenient. You can get these with your
name and address printed in the upper
left-hand corner from the Post Office
Department through your local postmaster
at the bare cost of production.
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s IhOUSANDS of tons of aluminum were used in making giant

I "Wear-Ever"
g steam jacketed kettles, coffee urns and other utensils

g for battleships, destroyers, transports, cantonments, field

M kitchens and hospitals.

"Wear-Ever" utensils will mod-
ernize your kitchen—make it as
up-to-date in its equipment as the
other rooms of your home.
"Wear-Ever" utensils are

silver-like in their shining beauty.

They are made in one piece from
hard, thick sheet aluminum.
Have no joints or seams; can-
not chip or flake—are pure and
safe. Divide their cost by the
years they last!

= Replace utensils that wear out ||

^ with utensils that "Wear-Ever" M
M Look for the "Wear-Evet'' trade mark on Ihe Bottom of each uUmil S
I The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., Dept. 57, New Kensington, Pa. 1

The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co. _ S
Dei>t. 57. New Kensington, Pa. =
(or if you live in Canada—Northern Aluminum Co.. =
Limited, Toronto, Ont.) =
Send prepaid a I qt. "Wear-Ever" stew pan. ^

Enclosed is 30c in stamps—to be refunded if not S
satisfied. Offer good until September 20th, 19 1 9, only. M

only
30c

Name-

Address.
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He Earns $65.00 Every Week

William Woodruff

WHEN "Bill" WoodrufFfirst joined our
sales staff, he seemed to be just an

ordinary sort of young fellow in most
ways. He was extraordinary in one re-

^
spect, however—he had an overwhelming f

confidence in himself and in his ability to
'

"get somewhere." And he backed his

confidence with a willingness to work.
Bill is now making good. So can you if

you make up your mind that you've got
it in you.

We Want More Men Like Mr. Woodruff
YoM don't have to be a crack salesman to duplicate his record. /

You don't even need selling experience. He didn't have it when
he started. The thing you do need is a strong desire to get ^ v
somewhere:^—^to better your position in life, and willingness to <<J^ . I

make everything else run second to that desire. '^'^
\

Are You That Kind of a Chap? ^/
If you are, spend two cents on a postage stamp to investigate X

this opportunity. That's not much of an investment, and it .
'

^
might return a wonderful dividend. Why not try it anyway? ^ ^^

/ /
Clip the Coupon Now

Fill out with your name and address and send it to

Manager Country Salesmen

Farm and Fireside - Springfield, Ohio

// V//
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"We are advertise*

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Cf5

d by our loving friends" SlJ

Cy5

^1 Prepare baby's food w|

according to the
f^'

I
Mellin^ Food I

i Method of i
II Milk Modification ||

<^lleg-an.,£Mick.

Exceptional bargains from
more than sixty different

lines of merchandise are

offered in our Annual Mid-
summer Sale which is now

going on.

// you haven't received your copy of out

Special Sale Catalog send for it today.

Chicago Kansas City Fort Worth Portland, Ore.

^Cooking Worries Over

fX^Cannino Problem Solved

"Under Pressure" Bteam cookins with
a National Cooker insures better food
and a healthier, happier family. Cooka
everything perfectly; can't burn. Saves
food, fuel, time and work«

. National Steam Pressure Can net
ALUMINUM makes cold pack canning easy. Any*

flCOOKER body can do it. Better canned
goods for home use. Good

money for all surplus you can put up.
Home outfit $1 8, 400 cans a day capacity.
Others up to $2000 for communities or
factories. Write for full iiiformatioQ and
fine recipe book.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works
810 Spring Su
Ean Cure,Wis.

STEEt
CANN£R

The Sheep Killer

meant. Tommy and Frank were still in the
back yard, she said. Frank wouldn't leave

the boy—he knew something was wrong.
"What are we going to do, Steve?" she

asked.
"Send him to New York to Lancaster.

He can't kill any sheep on Broadway."
He said this a little grimly, but after he

had telephoned the message to the station

he came back out on the porch; he sank
into a chair like a tired man, and looked off

across the shaded lawn.
"Funny," he said, "how a dog gets hold

of a man." He cleared his throat. "Moth-
er, you'll have to tell the boy. I can't."

She told the boy that afternoon right

after his nap—told him that his friend and
comrade was going away. Frank would
have a good home, she said. Didn't he
remember Mr. Lancaster who came down
last winter and hunted? Mr. Lancaster
would be kind to Frank. If Frank stayed
here, the policeman would kill him. He
must go out in the yard now and play. He
must be a brave boy and show Frank a
good time.
He sobbed a little, his face buried in her

lap. Then he went out in the yard with
a big red apple she had given him as a peace
offering. He divided it with Frank, who
was waiting for him. Then he went soberly

round the house and sat down on the high

kitchen steps, Frank at his feet, and looked
off brooding at the summer sky, very lofty

and blue, with white masses of clouds drift-

ing across, while above them the windmill
squeaked as it turned its whirling face this

way and that to the wind.
But it was one thing to be brave, and it

was another thing to laiow that Frank was
going away and was never coming back.
A sudden lump too big for him would
rise in his throat; he would get up, face

crimson, and run into the house, crying out
that Frank didn't kill any sheep; then he
would come out again, another apple in his

hand, but the revolt growing in his blue

eyes. So the long, hot, brooding afternoon
passed; the time for Frank's exile drew
near; and just as the sun dropped over dis-

tant hills Tommy Earle played his last

card.

But it all did no good; law is law for man
and boy and dog. Somebody saw him,
maybe the argus-eyed old Aunt Cindy, who
was getting supper in the kitchen—saw
him running away with Frank across

the orchard to the shelter of the darkening
woods beyond. Here came his father after

them; yonder hurried his mother, her white
skirts shining against the tall grass; old

Aunt Cindy, out of breath, was coming too.

The world was arrayed against him and
Frank. At the edge of the orchard he
turned to face them, a sturdy, futile little

figure at bay, the glow of the sunset on his

face.

"F'ank never killed no sheep!" he
screamed.
He was carried back to the yard in his

father's arms, sobbing with rage and sor-

row and all the revolt of a small boy's soul.

And behind, head down, tail depressed, fol-

lowed old Frank. This had been the strang-

est day of his life.

BUT yet stranger things were to happen
before another sun set over those distant

purple hills, or another moon rose down the
avenue of oaks that led to the road. Out
of the house where he had carried the boy,
and where Mother and cook had followed,

came Earle alone, his face grim in the dusk,
went into the garage and drove the car out.

"Come on, Frank!" he said.

Ears drooped, tail tucked but wagging,
he went. But before he jumped into the
car his mistress had run out of the house
and to him, and had caught his head be-

tween both of her hands, and looked straight

into his eyes.

"I don't believe it, either!" she whis-
pered. "Good-by, Frank!"

Upright on the front seat beside Earle

—

how many times had he sat here!—he was
driven to Breton Station, four miles away.
The agent came out and fastened a tag to

his collar. A while they waited in silence,

then around the curve to the south swung
a powerful light and bore down upon them.

Just a look up into his master's face as

this light shone blindingly upon it, just a
little hug as he reared up on his master,

heart pounding, upraised eyes eloquent
with trouble, and Earle had lifted him from
the ground, a man in a lighted car piled

with trunks had taken him and chained
him to a slatted wall, from outside came a

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

great and ever-increasing roaring, and old
Frank's exile had begun.

All night long it continued, while the
baggageman worked on his books, or dozed
in a chair, and old Frank lay at the end of

his chain, the lights along the roof shining
into his eyes. Now and then, through
sleepless hours, there came into his brain
images of home—of master, of mistress, of

boy; then of a moonlit pasture and an an-
gry neighbor rushing at him with a gun;
then of the strange day that had ended still

more strangely. Not once did he bark or
whine: he was a dignified, self-contained
fellow; he was no boor even if he was a
countryman. But all night long the trou-
ble deepened in his agate-brown, melan-
choly-touched eyes, and in his dog's heart
grew a vast loneliness and dread.

DAY dawned at last in that whirling
country out there, and another sun rose

over strange, misty, ever-rushing fields,

and over towns that flashed past. Yawn-
ing, the half-awake baggageman brought
him something to eat. From where he lay
he looked up courteously at the man, he
tapped the floor with his tail, but he would
not eat.

It was bright day, but the sun did not
shine in that vast rumbUng place where
they stopped at last, where all trunks were
timibled off, and where a voice he seemed
to know spoke to the baggageman.
"Got an Irish setter in there?"
"Yes."
"Here's an order. Let's have him quick."
He was down on the ground in the midst

of the hurry and confusion, of strange, in-

tent faces and continuous noises, of hollow
rxmibling sounds and shuffling feet. A tall,

ruddy, white-mustached man held his chain,
smiled down at him, called him by name

—

Lancaster, his master's friend!
"We'll have to hizrry, old man," said

Lancaster. "Something queer about this."

Panting, he followed through the throngs
that filled this bewildering world. He saw
men and women stop and look at him. A
uniformed man fastened another tag to his

coUar. They came out betweentwo long Unes
of shining coaches. Another baggageman
up in a door called to Lancaster.
"That dog for me?"
"Yes."
"Let's have him. We're late now."
Lancaster lifted him from the ground.

Again a baggageman chained him to the
wall. And once more through long hours
old Frank, pawn of men and their devices,

listened to the roar and glimpsed fields and
woods and rivers, villages and towns and
cities, whirling endlessly past.

All day long it went on. Every instinct

was bewildered now. To what ends of the
world was he being burled through nights
and days? It was late afternoon when
against a dashing rain storm the baggage-
man closed the door. It -w^as night and the
lights on along the roof when he reopened
it, and from that roaring outer blackness
there came to the dog's quivering nose the
smell of wet pines, of rain-soaked fields.

He sprang suddenly to his feet, his eyes
wild with hope. The baggageman was com-
ing to him, had unfastened the chain, stood
with him in the door. Over that gliding

country the moon was now shining. Across
those moving fields that seemed tcr rush
backward stretched a silent black horizon
of forest. The roar was decreasing, the bell

was ringing, yonder was a light. Here was
a squat-roof station, with water barrels

under the eaves. They had stopped. Ahead,
the engine was panting and hissing. He be-

gan to plunge at his chain with the terrible

fear that they would leave this place. That
surprised-faced man hurrying toward them
was the agent of Breton Station. That was
Bolton's store where the light shone. That
was the road beside it that led home.
He was on the ground now. He was look-

ing all around him with shining, eager eyes.

But there was no one here to meet him; and
in the face of the agent who held the chain,

and in the faces of those'other men he knew
who came across from the store, was no
friendliness, no welcome. They crowded
about, looking down at him with disap-

proving eyes.

"Oh, come in, dog!" said the agent, and
jerked the chain. "How in thunder did

you get here to-night? Steve wasn't look-

ing for you till to-morrow."
"What the devil made Steve send for

.

him?" demanded one of the men.
"It wasn't Steve," laughed another. "It

was that kid of his.'/

The storekeeper began to talk. The hay
and his mother had driven to the station
that morning in the car. Right out there
in front of the store Sam Raines, his face as
long as if he had lost his wife, had told them
he had some sheep killed last night—while
the dog was on his way to New York!
"But that don't prove anything," broke

in one of the men, "except there's two sheep
killers in the community now instead of
one. Didn't John Taylor see this dog
it? Didn't Steve Earle himself admit ti

there was wool in his teeth?"
"That's what I told 'em," said the agei

"but they wouldn't listen. One was ahoi
as excited as the other. They called up tl

house, but couldn't find Steve. Then tl

mother wrote off the telegram to Mr.
caster. 'Send him back at once,' she saij

Evidence don't have much effect on womc
and kids. Come in, dog! I reckon if tl

rest of you fellers had seen that kid's fs

you'd have telegraphed yourself."
"Oh, well," said the storekeeper, lightii

his pipe, "it just means more money for tl

express company. Steve'll send him bac
Why don't you turn him loose, Joe? He'
go home."

"Unless he meets up with that pal of his,"

laughed a man—"that other sheep killer."

The agent hesitated, but the others
crowded about. For half a mile to the
woods the road lay straight and open under
the moonlight. Steve Earle's setter was
noted for his speed. Here was sport—like

tying a can to his tail.

"Turn him loose, Joe!"
"You ain't man enough to hold him

much longer!"
"Look at his eyes—green!"
The easy-going agent grinned.
"Have to trust some things to luck," he

said. He stooped, and unfastened the chain.

"Go home!" he shouted, and waved his

arms.
Behind old Frank the outlaw heard for a

moment their shouts and laughter, and his

eyes brightened with the sport of the thing.
Then everything was silent but his own
panting breaths and the light, swift splash
in the muddy road of his eager, home-going
feet. There would be welcome on the porch;
there would be supper in the kitchen.
Ahead of him raced the- moon; he barked
at it sharp and quick.
But he was coming home this night not

to peace but to war. Within sight of home,
serene and white amidst its trees on the next
hill, just where the road crosses the bot-

toms that separate the Earle farm from the

farm of John Taylor, he stopped so abrupt-
ly that his claws slid along the road. Even
as he ran there had come to his nose, fo^
ever on the alert, the smell of a dog, and to

his ears, keener than any human ears, the

pounding on the earth of scampering little

hoofs, the confused distant bleatings of

terrified and helpless sheep.

HE STOOD panting, then choking, thAI
panting again. He had heard that ruflP)

before, and he knew what it meant. Like a

rush of distant wind came again the pound-
ing of little hoofs, the cries of terror, the

sounds and scents of violence, down in that

peaceful pasture behind his master's barn.

His eyes in the moonlight gleamed bright

and fierce. He started to riish down there.

Then he remembered that other night, he

remembered the angry neighbor with his !

gun, and in sudden bewilderment he glanced ;

toward the house.
In all the windows up stairs and down

;

was no light, and on the whole place was
\

no sound of stirring. They riiust be asleep

as they had been that other night. But
even as he hesitated there came the faint

murmur of voices on the porch, then the

tiny glow of a match that flared up and
died down. His toaster was lighting his

pipe! His people were still awake!
Maybe they had heard him bark, may]

they had seen him standing in the road,
'

as he rushed up the avenue here they ca;

running down the steps bare-headed to

meet him. Mistress and boy cried out to

him with welcoming voices, but this w;

work for men and dogs. "There was oi

face he saw, one face alone, and that fa

was his master's. Straight to him he ran

with upraised shining eyes, then wheeled,

rushed away toward the barn, then ran

back to his master once more.
"Go with him. Papa!" screamed Toi

to

; to

m

toy-
,

"One minute! Keep him with you!
said Steve.

He ran up the [cONTimjED ON page 40]
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I :What One Farm Woman Thinks

of Our Better Babies Bureau
By Helen L. Crawford

THEY'RE coming—those
letters from mothers-in-
waiting who want to

know how to take care of

themselves and how to pre-
pare for the little life to come

;—those letters frommothers-
[
elect who want to know how
to dress their tiny babies, how
to bathe them, and how to per-

form the myriad other duties that
! pertain to babies. And they are call-

\ing for Mrs. Benton's helpful and inspiring
: letters, and for the leaflets with suggestions

of what to feed the baby, how to tell if he
'is growing as he should, and so on.

They are coming from all over the
country—from the north, the south, the
east, and the west. They prove what we
have always believed—that every parent
wants to give his child the best start in life

that it is in his power to give.

If you have a baby or are expecting one,
why not let Mrs. Benton help you take
care of yourself and of the little one?

Just this morning we received a letter

that made us feel better than any that has
come to us for a long time_. It told us what
one of our readers, who is already acquaint-
ed with Mrs. Benton's Better Babies work,
thinks of it. It told us what she thinks of
our putting Mrs.
Benton's Better
Babies Bureau at
your service, and
it cheered us a lot

to know that she
had the same idea
of that Bureau
that we have. She
is a farmer's wife.

The letter reads:

"Dear Editor:
Your paper came
yesterday, and I

surely want to
congratulate you
on securing Mrs.
Caroline French
Benton and her
Better Babies
Bureau. They
surely are better
babies, for I have
two of the dearest
baby girls that
speak highly for

the great work
that she is doing.

"Our older lit-

tle girl is two and
a half years old.

We owe her life to
these letters.
She was brought into the world two
.months too soon, caused by my nursing
her "daddy" through a serious illness. Our
doctor, who is a child specialist, says it's a
miracle. But now she is a strong little

rosy-cheeked girl, for which we can never
give thanks enough.
"Our baby, just two months old, is all a

model baby should or could be.

"I'm writing this letter to let

other mothers—country
mothers—know that these
things are possible for busy
farmers' wives. We live on a
200-acre farm, and I do all

of my own work with the help
of an adoring daddy and some

modern machinery—the vacu-
um cleaner, power washer, and

garden plow instead of a hoe.

These are only a few, and are within
reach of us all.

"At baby's birth I rest one month be-

fore and one month afterward if at all

possible, with a complete change of scene.

During this time baby's daddy and the
hired man 'bach'. Try it—they appreci-
ate it more when you return.

"Our babies are out-of-door babies.

This is accomplished by a modern screened-
in bed and play coop. It, as well as the
Bureau letters, is certainly a boon to busy
mothers.
"My husband says I never know when

to quit on this subject, but if I could only
help the thousands of other mothers,
especially farmers' wives, to make their

burden lighter and a joy, which it really is,

I would run on like the brook, 'Chatter,
chatter, all the way.' May the good work

never cease.

"From some of

the Crowell chil-

dren."
H. B. K., Illinois.

HEBE is a let-

ter from an-
other mother of a
Better Baby, say-
in g in short,
"Them's my sen-
timents too":

"I want to tell

you how much I

enjoyed your
monthly letters

before my baby
came.
"And what a

wonderful, won-
derful help they
have been! How
I wish every
young mother-to-
be might write
you and receive
these letters.
They have saved
me countless wor-
ries and anxieties

in telling me ex-
actly what I

should need and what I should do.

"We neglected sending the card after

the baby's birth, so am enclosing it.

"Also, I am sending 50 cents for mem-
bership in the Mothers' Club. My baby is

six weeks old.

"Thank you again for the help you have
given me, and for the letters that are to
come." Mrs. I. B., Missouri.

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circle: Any woman eligible may become a member,
receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of herself and the preparation for her
baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars showing designs for maternity dresses
and a common-sense layette are some of the helps sent with the letters. No matter at

* what period you enter, everything from the first month will be sent. No mention of the
Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which the material is mailed. En-
close a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps, for postage, and state what
month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of yoUng children is eligible. Pamphlets, together
with monthly letters of instruction on the care and feeding of babies under one year of
age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation, weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent
to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and states the age of her baby. There
are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for babies from one year of age to three
years. This Hterature is all included in the Mothers' Club's monthly service, but if the
letters are not desired the additional literature will be sent for Ten Cents. A self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to every inquiry. Address all

inquiries to BETTER BABIES BUREAU
or to Mrs. Caroline French. Benton, Counselor

Fabm and Firesidb 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Remember
there is just the right amount of boric acid in

COLOOTEl'S
TftLC POWDER
An impartial comparative analysis of various talc powders
was made about ten years ago by Dr. A. A. Breneman, M. Sc.,

a prominent chemist of New York.

He proved that Colgate's contained eight times more boric acid than
any of the others—besides two ingredients described by the U. S.

Dispensatory as soothing and healing. These ingredients were not
found in any other powder examined.

Three years ago Dr. Breneman repeated the test, with the same
brands. The result was almost the same—the only difference being
that one of the other talcs had a somewhat increased amount of

boric acid.

With Colgate's you are sure
of thesafeantisepticactionof
the rightamount of boricacid
—as well as of superior fine-

ness and absorbent action.

The widest choice of per-
fumes also— there are 1

1

different scents of Colgate's,

besides Tinted and Un-
scented Talcs.

A trial box sent for 2c in stamps

BOYS! BOYS!
How About Earning
This Fine Watch?
You can do it if you want to,

but you've got to get busy right

away, because the watches are

going like hot cakes. Boys cer-

tainly know a good thing when
they see it. A lot of fellows

won them in less than a week.
They say it's a cinch.

Are You Going to Let
Them Beat You?

Stem wind ar»d stem set. White -nt j. u i u j. mi
enameled dial, polished nickel case.

^Ot by a long shot, yOU'll

Good looking and keeps fine time. ^^Y- Well, here S how to get
the watch. Get eight one-

year subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at twenty-five cents each,

send us the two dollars, and we'll send you a watch by return

mail. Just take a copy of Farm and Fireside with you and
show it to your neighbors. Tell

them it costs only about two
cents a month. It won't take
them long to see it's worth a

whole lot more. If you don't

understand send us the coupon
right away and we'll give more
information. Address:

Gift No. 762

The Watch Club
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

The Watch Club FF.8.I9

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Pleetse tell me how I can earn a watch.

Name

P.O..

St.... State
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Always Keep Your DAYLO
on the Job

WHERE'S your "flashlight"?

Lying forgotten in some
bureau drawer? Or in your
desk?

Get it out to-day and put it

on the job 100% of the time.

It's not a toy of a week or

month— it's a year 'round
necessity.

,

Liven it up with a new bat-
tery. Its strong searchlightbeam
comes only from a fresh, high-
powered battery.

There's an Eveready Tungsten Battery

Don'tput it

off. Simply
note the

on theEveready
Tungsten Battery that fits

your '^flashlight*' and ask
any Daylo Dealer for it.

You don't even have to
take the light along,

to Rt every Daylo or "flashlight**

AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS
of National Carbon Company, Inc,

Have a regnlar place to keep your
DAYLO—in the pocket of your
car, on the kitchen shelf, in the

top of your suitcase when yoa
IraveL

y^ith that long-lived

Lon^ Island City, New York
Canadian National Carbon Co.,
Limited, Toronto, Ontario Accept no substitute for the gen*

nine Eveready Tungsten Battery.

The longest-lived, brightest-bnm-
ing battery for Daylo or "flash-

lights.'*

^n^sten Bamvj/
613
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I
Save While You Can!

|

I Magazine prices positively going up this fall. |
I The prices we quote below are guaranteed to |
I Farm and Fireside readers |

I Until September 1st Only |

Woman's Home Compeinion lyr.j Alitor American Magazine lyr.] Alitor -

Today's Housewife 1 yr. $2.45 Mctall's Magazine 1 yr. $2.45
Farm and Fireside 1 yr.J Save 80c Farm and Fireside 1 yr.. Save 80c

Woman's World 1 yr.] All for Journal of Agriculture lyr.] All for

People's Popular Monthly 1 yr. 75c People's Popular Monthly 1 yr. 75c
Farm and Fireside 1 yr.J Save 25c Farm and Fireside 1 yr.J Save 25c

Youth's Companion lyr. All (or EtucTe (musical) 1 yr. Alitor

Woman's World 1 yr. $2.75 People's Popular Monthly 1 yr. $1.80
Farm and Fireside 1 yr.J Save 50c Farm and Fireside 1 yr.J Save 45c

Farm and Fireside 1 yr.l Both Farm and Fireside 1 yr.
Both

McCall's Magazine 1 yr. $1.10 Today's Housewife 1 yr.J $1.10

B Send your order To-day—Now 1

I FARM AND FIRESIDE, Club Department, Springfield, Ohio |
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How You Can Increase Your
Wheat Yield

[CONTINXTED FROM PAGE 12]

complete fertilizer, made up of about 200
pounds steamed bone meal, 100 pounds
acid phosphate, and 40 pounds muriate
of potash in the fall, followed by 60 pounds
nitrate of soda in the spring, or a total of
400 pounds per acre, having the formula
4-16-5, and costing, about $6.50 per acre

unfertilized yield of 50 bushels of corn,
31 bushels of oats, and 21 bushels of wheat,
and more than three times as much hay saC
has been harvested from either of the hay
crops on the untreated land."

'

"This plan of using fertilizers can be put
into practice to advantage in the greatei

God Helps Those Who Help Them-
selves, and This Includes Farmers

QK)ME men leave millions of tons of limestone buried in the hills

lO around them when a little of it crushed and applied to their farms
would sweeten their soil and make it productive. (See "Alfalfa Joe"
Wing's article elsewhere in this issue.) And other men leave thousands
of helpful things buried in their state experiment stations when a little

of the free information available there would help them make more
money farming.

If you want to use your state experiment station and don't know
where it is, look it up and write to it for what you want. The
man in charge wiU send you a list of bulletins already issued, and
you can order from that (free) the ones you want. He will also put you
on the list for future bulletins on the subjects you tell him you are

interested in, and a mojithly bulletin on experiments, crop reports, etc.

And he will give you reports on diseased plant samples, pests, etc.,

which you send them. In special cases they will send a man to your
farm to help you solve your problem.

If you want bulletins from other States, write to the experiment
station in that State and they will send them to you. The Department
of Agriculture at Washington will also give you the same service. If

you don't know where your station is, ask us and we will tell you.
The Editor.

for the materials, or at the rate of $32.50
per ton.

"Allowing $5 for handling the manure,
$3 for the phosphate used with it, $3 for

the limestone, and $6.50 for the fertilizer,

the total cost of this treatment has been
$17.50 per acre for each four-year period,

or $4.38 annually.
"The outcome of this treatment has

been an eight-year average of 77 bushels of

corn per acre, followed by 61 bushels of

oats, 33 bushels of wheat, and 3% tons dl

hay, thus giving an increase above the

part of the winte -wheat region. Of coursej
not all the land in the Wheat Belt is

condition to produce such yields, but it

certain that the response which will be
given by soils to certain parts of the treat
ment above described will be suflftcient

show that the yields on the majority o|
farms may be increased.

In this discussion of the vast problem ot
winter-wheat culture one is naturally|
circumscribed by the necessity of brevityj
I have tried to answer the more important
points raised by J. F. M.'s letter.

Why It Pays to Disk the Stubble Land
By R. B. Rushing (Illinois)

IT
WILL pay to disk stubble land that is

to be plowed later, just as soon as the

shocks are removed. This disking will

conserve moisture, and make it possible to

plow this land long after similar undisked

land is too dry to plow. It will also kill

insects and destroy their eggs, and this

effect is especially important where insects

have been a great pest. One can disk the

stubble land rapidly, and can make good
wages in doing it.

The early preparation of a seed-bed for

wheat or for alfalfa is especially important.

In tests on the seed-bed preparation for

wheat the best results were obtained by
deep plowing early in July, and the profits

steadily decreased as the plowing time was
advanced. It frequently happens that a

drought comes in July and stops the plow-

ing at just the time it should be done, and
it is then necessary to wait until the rains

come later in the fall, which is frequently

as late as September. It is very rare that

the weather conditions are such that a'

good seed-bed can be made on September
plowed land.
When the stubble is disked, a loose

mulch is formed that retards the evapora-

tion of moisture very materially, and also

allows the capillary connection between
the plowed land and the subsoil to be

restored much more quickly after plowing

than on undisked land. The disking mixes

the trash and stubble with the soil, and
it is an easy matter for the plowed land to

form a union with the soil that is not

stirred. And it is absolutely essential that

the capillary connection be restored in

good shape before the wheat is planted.

Soil that does not have a mulch will

crack when- it gets dry, and these cracks

are the lines on which the clods are forme
A mulch on the surface will prevent th
clod formation, and the labor of seed-be
preparation after the plowing will be less.]

Dry, cloddy soil is a hard proposition wheil
it comes to making a proper seed-bed.
a contrast with this, take land that has
good surface mulch before it is plowed^
There are but few clods in this case, the
soil is mellojv and loose, and it is easy ta
prepare the field in ideal shape to receivef
the seed.

If you wish to see how capillary attrac
tion works in pumping the water out of the
soil) take a cube of sugar and dip a corH
ner of it in your coffee and see how quickW
the liquid climbs up. It is being moved b3
capillary action. If you put some loc

sugar on top, you will see that the coffe

does not climb up through it so quicklj
The reason is that the grains are so fa

apart that capillarity has been destroyed^
the grains are not in a condition so th?
liquid can be raised. Soil grains are plac
in a somewhat similar condition when,tl]
surface is disked, and the evaporation ofl

the much-needed soil moisture is checke
When one considers the great amount of

moisture necessary to mature a crop
properly, it is easy to understand the great

need for conserving the supply. It takes
more than 500 pounds of water to make
every pound of dry matter found in the
oats plant, and it takes about 400 pounds

.

with wheat. A little less, or sometimes asa|
little as 300 pounds,- will do for corn."
Unless great attention is given to storing

the rainfall in the soil, and putting the

land in condition so it is not lost by
capillary action, there is apt to be a defici-

ency at just the time it is most needed.
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Flowers That Will Make You
Glad Next Spring

By Andrew S. Wing

THERE are few people who do not love

flowers, and a country home above all

is not a real home without them. But,

no matter how many you plant, yoiir flower

garden is not complete without some of the

old-fashioned hardy perennials. They are

easier to grow than most people think, and,

once established, they will thrive and
increase, giving you more bloom year

after year without the trouble of yearly

planting. Indeed, some of the loveliest

farm gardens I have ever seen consisted

almost entirely of perennials, so selected

and arranged as to give almost continuous

t(loom from early spring until nipped by
late-fall frosts.

One drawback to perennials is that they
do not bloom the first year, but this can be

I wonder how many people with the old-

fashioned "pinies" in their yards ever

thought of dividing them up? Some of the

old clumps have been blooming for years,

and would be greatly benefited by division

and a supply of fresh soil, to say nothing of

the additional plants which would be
obtained. German iris, the common "flag"

of the garden, is greatly benefited by divi-

sion and replanting every few years. If left

alone it tends to grow out of the ground
and become ragged. The lovely Siberian

iris is also easily divided, and so are the

wonderful varieties of Japanese iris.

Hardy phlox spreads rapidly, and is

benefited by occasional division. In fact,

there are few of the perennial flowers which
do. not multiply by root-stalk division, or by

overcome by plant-

ing the seed in the
late summer or fall.

They then get a
start during the au-
tumn months, and
will bloom the fol-

lowing year.
Among thosegrown
from seed which
should be in every
farmgarden arefox-

glove, larkspur, and
Canterbury bell.

' Select a rather sheltered and out-of-the-

way place for the seed bed, because they
may be transplanted the following spring
to their permanent places, and they are

more apt to thrive if a special spot is

selected for their early growth. Have a
well-enriched, mellow soil, and work it up
into a fine seed bed. Great care should be
taken not to plant too deep or the tiny
seedlings will not be able to make their way
to the surface after germination. This is of

great importance. Keep the plants well

watered, and do not allow the weeds to get

a start. Watch out that the chickens do
not get into them. Brush or chicken wire
will prevent this. It is well to mulch them
too, before winter sets in, with a light

coating of straw. A little maniu-e with this

will also help, but care must be taken that
they are not smothered out by too heavy a
covering.

I must confess that, while I love most
all flowers, the perennials are most charm-
ing to me. Annuals are too much trouble
for the average gardener who does not
have a great deal of time to spend with his

flowers. I like to watch my perennials
grow and multiply, and then after them I

go with a sharp spade and divide them up
into two or three clumps, and set the new
plants thus created in new places. I like

to try new combinations of color and
variety. This division can be profitably
done in the fall with a good many perennials.
With some it is better to wait until spring.
If divided in the fall they should be care-
fully replanted and mulched so that the
frost will not heave them out of the ground.

The ckanging variety of the perennial

flower garden will delight you from
early spring until late autumn!

splitting up of the
tubers in the case

of the tuberous-
rooted plants.

As I said before,

this division can
be done in the fall

;

but, whether it is

done in the fall or

spring, it should
be done while the
jjlant is dormant
or immediately
after growth

starts, as otherwise injury will result. By
spending a little time each year dividing up
the largest lumps, you can soon have as

many perennials as you want. First, how-
ever, be sure that they are worthy of propa-
gation. There are hundreds of lovely peony
varieties, and do not become prejudiced
against them because you do not happen
to care for the common kinds. No peony
is ugly, but some are much handsomer than
others. The same applies to the iris family.

If you do not like the common yellow or pur-
ple "flags," pay a visit to some nursery and
pick out some of the newer varieties, such as

the Fan and Vilmorin seedlings, or select

some from a catalogue that sound good
from descriptions. If they seem a little

high-priced, remember that every year that
the plants do well you will have an increase
of from two- to fourfold.

You have missed half the beauties of

country living if you haven't an old-

fashioned perennial garden to stroll through
in the early mornings when everything is

dew-covered, or when the evening sun
begins to throw its long shadows across

the lawn. In May you can have the dainty-
tinted columbine, German iris, and bleed-
ing heart. June will delight you with a
continuation of the German iris, peonies,

Canterbury bells, gaillardia, Scotch pinks,

Japanese iris, Iceland and Oriental poppies,
sweet-william, and yucca or Adam's needle.

During July you can have hollyhocks, fox-

gloves, larkspur or delphinium, and helian-

thus or perennial sunflowers. In August
there will be cardinal flowers, phlox, and
golden glow. September brings the Japa-

Westclox
WESTCLOX is a short way of saying

Western clocks. It means a line of

good alarm clocks made by the Western
Clock Company.
Every clock in the Westclox family is

manufactured by the patented process that

made Big Ben famous. Whether you select

Big Ben, Sleep-Meter, America or Baby Ben,
you know you're getting a good clock because
each one is a Westclox.

To make it easy for you to recognize our
clocks, we print the family-name, Westclox, on
the dial right above the name of the clock.

We also attach an orange colored, six-sided

Westclox tag. These are marks of good time-

keeping. Look for them on the alarm clock

you buy.

\^stern Clock Co.—^makers of \^stclox
Offices at La Salle—Factories at Peru, 111., U.S.A.

ERE'S A REAL JOB FOR YOU:
If you are able bodied and willing to give a fair return in effort for the salary

you draw, we want you on our sales staff.

Past Experience Doesn't Count

for a great deal with us, if you will agree to devote yourself to learning how. We
pay straight weekly salary and expense. Write to-day for particulars.

COUNTRY SALES MANAGER
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

DRY YOUR FRUIT
and Vegetables by steam in two hours on the "Granger"
Evaporator. Cheaper than canning—No jars—No sugar

—

Less work—No loss—Cost S6.00 up. Send tor catalog L.
EASTERN MFG. CO. 259 S. 4ih SI. PHILA., PA.

I

Peonies are much better divided in the fall. nese_ anemone, [continxjed on page 36]

Ta Prnvo fliir
'"^ '^^'^^ ^^^^'^

I
10 rrOVe UUI pants for dress or

Pino Oiialitv business, many hand-
^rUIC yualllj some styles, genuine
through and through worsted goods,
beautilul narrow weave, smooth silliy

finish, guaranteed lor 2 years' solid

I wear and satisfaction and a great
value or MONEY BACK. These
stylish pants, while they last, only
one pair to any customer, 0185
by prepaid express, for only^
Tr'f.oU PrnAf c You can earn a lot
V^dsn I roilla of extra money by
sending: orders for your relatives and neigh-
bora. Young Dave Sheldon made $12.00 first

day and over $500.00 his first year. Get
his own boolc aljout it Free—also fine tailor

book, cloth Bamples and simple directions.

All goes to you Free with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.
CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N
DepL P405, SIS S. Franklin St, Oicago

MENDETS — Wonder Money Makers— mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot
water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and

—=^ 25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
^^^Collette Mfg. Co., Box 704, Amsterdam,N.Y.

Our Annual Midsummer Sale

is now on. Prices sharply

cut in all lines. If you have

not received your copy of

the Special Sale Catalog,

send for it today. Nearly 100

pages of very unusual bargains.

Chicago Kansas City Fort Worth Portland, Or«.
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VWORD OF HONOR/'

DID you ever think of the big meaning
in the word Firestone ?

Firestone—instantly you think of tires. Then
most miles per dollar flashes into your mind.

You see a host of workmen; long rows of
machines; trainloads of rubber and fabric.

You feel the thrill of a mighty purpose. These
men are determined to give the public more
miles; most miles for every dollar invested.

Firestone men are stockholders—thousands
of them. They strive constantly to better

the tires because they are proud of their skill

and because they share in the rewards that
result from the appreciation of the car owners.

Firestone is a Word of Honor, a symbol of
tire improvement.

See that Firestone is on the next tire you
buy.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, Firestone Park, Akron, Ohio
Branches and Dealers Everywhere

This shows part of

a Firestone 34 x 4
Tire in actual
size.

We guarantee that every subscriber will receive fair treatment
from advertisers. It therefore pays you to mention Farm and
Fireside in answering advertisements.

"Horn of Pleitfar'

Western Canada for
years has helped to feed

the world—the- same responsi-

iTrL-i , .
bility of production still rests upon her.

While high prices for Grain, Cattle and Sheep
are sure to remain, price of land is much below its value.

Land capable of yielding 20 to 45 bush- <

eis of wheat to the acre can be had on
easy terms at from $15 to $30 per
acre— good grazing land at much less.

1

farms psJd for from n single year'i crop. Raising cattle, sheep
and hogs brings equal success. The Government encourages farming
and Block ralBing. Railway and Land Co.'s offer unuBual inducements
to Home Seekers. Farms may be stocked by loans at moderate interest.

. v\ estern Canada oflers low taxation, good markets and shipping: free
I schools, churches and healthful climate.

ff-^'

I For particulars as to reduced railway rates, location m land, illus-
trated literature, etc., apply to Supt. of Immig., Ottawa, Can., or

S'n^'^'V"**"*',?'"!.''- Second St., Harrisbure, Pa. o. G. RUTLEDGC,
'-olumbus, O. C. J. BRbUGHTON, 112 W. Adams St., Chicago, IM.GEORGE A. HALL, 123 Second St., Milwaukee. Wis.

R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, IMinn.

Canadian Gov't Aeents

Have yoa «ver
heard "Bill"
Galloway's
tory of how he
divides the
melon with his
farmer friends?
No? Well, then,
sit down riffbt
now and send
for Galloway's
catalog. It tells
the story and
you'll find it

interestioc and
profitable.

WRITE
TODAY

Before you Bu/
It costs you only a postal card
to get Galloway's prices on
grain elevators, ensilage cutters,
hay tools, pump engines, cream
separators, manure spreaders
and other farm implements. And
it will be the best investment
you ever made.

Calloway Sells Direct
jfrom Factory to Farm ^

The saving goes Into your own pocket.
Every article gToaranteed to give satisfac-
tion or money refunded and freight paid
both ways. Choice of five selling plans.
CloBcby shipping points save you freight.

Writm fnilau and mention implement
IWniC lauay you are interested id.

Wm. GallowayCo.
Box 397, Watarloo, Iowa

orchoice of 44 styles, colors and sizesm the famous Ranger
line of bicycles for you to keep and use a month asyour own,
ikfnmm/^ Vtfua agree to sTiow your bicycle towWVUlia M VwM ten more of your friends and tell

them the ridiculously low factoryprice, easy terms,unusual
conditions and exceptional offers I would make^all of which
I will explain to you if within ten days of seeing this you
will say in a letter or on a postal, "Sendpartiailars qf
Bicycle Offer" and address your postal card or letter;

PcrsonalJbrG. I, LEWIS, Manager
SIEAD CVCLE CO. 83 Mead Block, Ghlcaco

jFARM AND FIRESIDE

When You Buy a Motor
Truck

[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 15]

Cost and Results: The principal ex-
penses, aside from the driver's time, are for
gasoline, oil, tires, licenses, and repairs.
For a ton truck the cost may be expected
to average about 10 cents a mile. Depend-
ing on the owner's resourcefulness and
mechanical skill, the cost of operation may
be a few cents higher or lower than the
figure mentioned. If the truck replaces
horses, the owner will save principally in
feed, and also cost of harness, shoeing, and
veterinary service. The truck will require
less care in the nature of chores and less

space for housing when storage for feed
is considered.

Additional advantages are: Saving of
driver's time, due to greater speed of truck;
wider radius of marketing; less shrinkage
in hauling live stock; better market conr
ditions of perishable products; stands
safely without hitching, saving a lot of
livery charges in city and ability to repeat
trips as Qften as desired, whereas horses
would need rest.

As I said a while ago, selecting a truck is

an individual problem for you to solve.
There is no place on the farm where you
can use headwork to better advantage than
in the matter of getting a truck. A truck
is a good deal like a child: if you don't
handle it to the best advantage it won't
amount to nearly so much as it will if you
study it and put it where it will do the
most good. Here is what I mean:

I happen to know two neighbors, both
good fanners. A few years ago one of

them, anxious to get a local milk-hauling
contract, bought a ton truck. He obtained
the contract, which guaranteed $70 a
month,*and which provided a schedule of

extra payment for hauling all cans in
excess of a specified number. He also did
miscellaneous hauling, and still had time
to help his hired man with the farm work.
The ton truck proved a valuable invest-
ment, but not so much so as his neighbor's
half-ton outfit.

The farm was about a mile from an
interurban station from which he formerly
shipped produce to a large city, 20 miles
distant.. Under the new plan, with his
half-ton truck, he hauled one load to the
station and billed it to the city, consigning
it to himself. Then he loaded up again and
took that load to the city by truck, which
traveled nearly at automobile speed-
Having disposed of his load, he called at
the city interurban freight station with his

empty truck, marketed that load, pur-
chased any supplies he needed—direct
from the wholesaler in many cases—and
returned home.

His investment in the light truck and
the cost of operating it were both low, and
by his personal knowledge of that particu-
lar market he sold at the best possible prices

in addition to saving commission and city

hauling charges.

In some of the fruit districts, where
careful handling and speed in marketing
are important, special motor-truck bodies
have been developed along highly ingeni-

ous lines. One of the most successful is

similar to that of a pie wagon such as

bakers use. There are eight or ten shelves,

one above the other, only, instead of being
filled with pies, they are spaced to receive

boxes or small baskets of berries, grapes,

and similar products which cannot be
handled in bulk without losing market
value.

Double-decked motor-truck bodies are

becoming common in localities where two
important classes of products, such as live

poultry and eggs, are marketed in large

quantities. One product is carried above
and the other below. In fact, the limit of

utility is as distant as the limit of ingenuity,

and even the moderate-sized truck has
sufficient capacity to stimulate careful

thought in body planning by everyone who
has market problems.
More power, personally controlled, is a

normal craving. We have developed the

horse wonderfully compared with the pre-

historic horse, no larger than a small dog.

But even the best draft horses, though as

strong as a dozen men, are now too small a

power unit for hauling the crops as we have
learned how to produce. The motor truck

will not do the work of the railroads on the

one hand, nor will it entirely supersede

horses on the other: it will simply fill an
intermediate position.

Motor power, wisely selected and used,

is not a new thing, but just another labor-

saving machine to make your farming of

to-morrow less laborious, and give a few
more hours for your own use.
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Take Your Bed With You
By Frank C. Perkins (New York)

NEVER since the automobile itself has

been perfected and brought within

the reach of practically everyone has there

appeared a device or attachment to be

used with it that so greatly increases the

pleasure and usefulness of the car as does

the auto cot. Regardless of the nature of

the trip or reason for making it, the fact

that one remains away from home over-

night with the car makes this simple and
sensible cot desirable. It weighs less than
15 pounds, and can be placed in position

for use in no time at all. When not in use it

is folded up and placed in the tonneau, back
of the front seat, where it is out of the way.
With the side curtains drawn one has as

secluded and protected sleeping quarters

as could be desired, and no comfort is

sacrificed. Two cots fit any four, five, or

seven passenger car. The front rests slide

back or forward on the frame to fit any
length of tonneau. When in place the cot

rests on the backs of the seats without
marring the leather, and is held in position

by the ciu-ved rests that fit the curve of the
upholstery. The cot extended is six feet

long by two feet wide, made of one-half

inch galvanized tubing, hinged in the
middle and covered with heavy canvas.
Two braces hold the frame rigid, the front

one being higher to offset the difference in

the height of the seat backs.

Breaking In a Car
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

WHEN the most of us get a new
machine we like to see what it will do.

And in order to see we put it through
stunts that would not be so bad after the
machine is broken in, but for a new one
they are hard tests. So many times I have
heard this, "She went over every hill on the
trip on high." That is a good record, but
there are so many times when it is much
better not to let a car do what it will.

Most steep hills can be handled easier on
second than on high, and every part of the
machine will be saved a heavy strain.

It is great fun to drive a car through a
stretch of mud on high when everything is

working right. Every cylinder hits on
time, and it pulls as evenly as one could
wish, even though it seems as though
every hit must be the last one the engine
can make without stalling. But it is the
hardest strain one can put on the entire
mechanism, and even though no immediate
damage appears, yet there are strains many
times, and trouble started which will cost
you dearly later.

When I first started driving I liked to
"let 'er go." I had my first experience
with a motorbike of a speed limit of 72
miles an hour, and though I never ran
quite that, there was plenty of power to do
it. I drove that machine for four years,
while most of the boys who got machines
were getting their second or

.
third one by

that time. It was my first machine, and I

was afraid to drive fast at first, and so it

was broken in at a slow pace. Tlaen the
first machine I drove was run at a slow
pace for the same reason, and it is going
yet. I started with it in 1915. The next
car didn't matter so much, but last year
another one, just six days out of the
factory, was broken in under 20 miles
an hour for 300 or 400 miles. I am sure
that it has paid in spite of the temptation
to "let 'er go" when it is new.
With the methods of manufacturing and

testing used in most factories, there is very
little rimning done by the average machine
till you get it in your hands. You have to
be the smoother and adjuster instead of
having that done in the shop, as it used to
be. Of course, increased efficiency in the
plants makes less adjustment necessary
than formerly. -

Join The Half Million
Used In 3000 Cities, Its
Admirers Are Now Legion

Who Praise The Essex
The Essex is now known in more than three

thousand towns and cities.

.DeUveries of new cars approximate a hun-
dred a day.
Thousands, through demonstrations made

by dealers and rides with friends, are daily

learning the qualities that account for Essex
popularity.

Their knowledge, like those who have not
yet ridden in the Essex was limited to hearsay.

But their impressions were most favorable be-
cause of what others had told them.

Won*t You Too
Join Its Army?

You too, will volunteer your endorsement,
we are sure, if you will but ride in the Essex.

It has never failed. Our estimate is that
more than half a million have ridden in it and
are telling their friends about the Essex.
Such praise is not misplaced. We don't be-

lieve it greater than the car deserves. But
that you will be able to judge after you have
ridden in the Essex.

Points Others
Speak Of

Note how motor car talk quickly turns to
the Essex.

When light, cheap cars are spoken of their

qualities are usually compared to the Essex.

Then someone says, "But the Essex also has
" and from then on Essex qualities

are compared to large costly cars.

It isn't likely that anyone will say any light

similarly priced car approaches the value of

the Essex.

In performance, for instance you won't hear
it classed with any but the most powerful.

And so with its riding qualities, which are

invariably compared to high priced large cars.

So is the detail of finish and beauty judged
by such standards.

Comparison with other light weight moder-
ate priced cars can be made only with their

respective first and operating costs.

Can You Resist
The Invitation?

We hope you won't delay in accepting our
invitation to ride in the Essex.

The result, we think, will be your leaving an
order to be filled as soon as possible. We
know you will help spread the news about the
Essex, for it must inspire you with the same
admiration others voice for it.

ROSEN RYE
CDCC CAUDI EC of All Field and

I flLL OAInrLuGrass Seeds.
Rosen Rye, the great money-making crop of today,
yields two to three times as much as the common
rye, grows on all soils, builds up the land: may be
used for either ^rain, hay or pasture crop. Write today
for Fall Seed Guide (which explains all) and free samples.
American Mutual Seed Co., Dept. 842. Chicago

Large Yorkshires for Sale
Only 3 six months'
boars and some

spring pigs for sale. If you want any write at once.
Stab Ridge Faem, Brewster, N. Y.

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Double mileaee, prevent blow-
outs and punetureB. Easily apphed in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Afirents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 1 16, Cincinnati

OWNERS! Jry FOR-DO
10 DAYS

Works wonders on Ford cars. Gives engine more|K
power, more "pep," more speed. Gives 4 to 6 miles more per gal- \

Ion. Enables you to locate engine trouble instantly. Overcomes all
plug troubles. Doubles life and service of plugs. Makes old, cracked or

worn out plugs spark like new. More, than 50,000 put on Ford cars in last three
months. Let us send one for you to try ICIidays free on your Ford.

Ssnt§ hin lUnn^tfl J^^^ ^^^^ name and
.1? ,

" muncy* address, and we will send you
' For-do complete, postpaid, ready to attach. You can put it on
m 3 mmutes. No changes necessary in car or engine, no holes to
bore, easier to put on than plugs. Use "For-do" 10 days Free. If
you find it does everything we claim, and you want to keep it,

send only $3. Ifyou are not pleased, just say so—mail it back and
no charge will be made. We take all the risk. Send today.

G. E. COLBY CO., Inc., 50 h. 8th Ave.. Maywood, III.

You are sure of a square deal if

you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

Anf0 and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Young man, are you
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert. I teach
with tools not books.
Do the work yoarself,
that's the secret of the

a SWEENEY SYSTEM

_ hmidreds
working in new Million Dollar

of practical training by which 6,000
Boldiera were trained for U. S. Gov-
ernment and over 20,000 expert
mechanics. Learn in a few weeks; no previous
experience necessary.

FDPF today for illastrated free catalogmCfc showing hundreds of pictu
" " Trad<

ictures men
>e School*
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A Ci&nt in^JPaw€r
A^Miser irTFuei

FARM AND FIRESIDE

ORIGINAL KEROSENE TRACTOR

EasiltfRuIlsFaifi"''

d HctrsejLoAd

"Pulled with easea 1 6- 1

6

and an 1 6-8disc hairow,
which would give eight
horsesalltheycoulddo."
—E. Rudd. Rudd, Iowa.

Minimum loss of energy between motor and
wheels is one of the distinctive construction
principles to which this tractor owes its great
power at low fuel cost. Power generated by
motor goes direct to belt pulley, and to rims 6f

hind wheels, giving greatest pulling leverage,
relieving hubs and axles of all strain. It is

transmitted through powerful steel gears, roll-

er bearing, oil-floated, which reduces friction.

Complete Combustion of
Kerosene

is the factor which contributes to low fuel consumption
and trouble eliminating operation. In a 165-day test

run to its full 25 H.P. capacity, the Waterloo Boy motor
consumed an average of less than \% gallons kerosene
per hour, without smoke or carbon deposit—no trouble
from dirty epark plugs—^full power from every drop.

Easy accessibility of dust-proof gears, de-
pendable ignition, control by one lever and foot
{>edal. automobile type gear shifts, automatic
ubrication, and other features combine to make
this tractor efficient in unskilled hands.
Write ua for illustrated catalog. It shows many

views of farms where the Waterloo Boy is at work, with
names and opinions of their owners.

DEERE
Moline, lUinoia

Tvra

Speed

12-25

H.P.

Leam Auto
5:'»«'Tractor Business

$100 To $400 A Month
r<REATBR opportunities^ than ever due to increased
production of Antos.TrncIu, and
Tractors. Big demand for Re-
pairmen, Garage Foremen.

Drivers and Tractor Operators.
Tnousandl or our graduates making big money.

Learn in G to 8 Weeks
fmmense additional equipment from our former
IQitan Division. Same practical —
methodasused to train soldiermechan'
lea for U. S. Army in 60-day courses.

Free NaW today, giving
ice nuns age and occupation

for 7-Day Trial OMar and 68-page
Opportunity Book.

Rahe Auio & Tractor School
2264 OaK St. Kansas City, Mo.

Aawiea't
Pioneer

Oit Medicines

BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed fr«« to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

KjHoanfGCQa

CIDER
PRESSE
draw the

Business

""Jv Thousands are
making Big Money with

M-G Cider Presses. Quick,
dean profits with little

labor and expense. Demand
for cider ia far greater than
ever. Now is the time to in-
stall the reliable

Mount Gilead Hydraulic

Cider Press
standard for 42 years. Larg.
eat juice yield. Easy

to operate. Fully guar-
anteed. Sizes from 10 to

460 bbla. daily. Complete outfits
ready to ship .Big Free Cider Mill -|

Catalog gives full details with
lowest factory prices. Write
today.

HYDRAUUC PRESS MFG. CO.

106 lincolo Ave., Mount Gilead, Ohio

A\ao Juice Evaporators, Pasteurizers,
Virieaar Generators, Etc.

Presses In stock at Suffem, N. Y. , Warehouse

' ZOOOOMiles

* Punc-tiire
AThat a the remarkable rec-L
Hord of BrictBon Fneumatiol
Tires. Thoasanda of oar I
lOwners know the; are atwo-

1

Dutely proof against pnnct-

1

Slarea, blowouts, ruts, rim I
Jonta,skidding,oi], gasoline. I
Bfnrthermore tney are IICuarantmd for tO.OOO Mllaa I
J Scrvica. Can yva equal thte for I
Itin cffieieac7 and •cooomrT

. TRY 'EM AT OUR EXPENSE
,rVske oa prove It, Don't pu If I

/not aatisftsd. ._Wrft» to-dar fori
r detana exmoat libera], convmcina I

_ Froe Trial plan "ever offered I
rSeatwitb illaatrated.dcscriptave book |
rTfie8rlctionMfg.C0. Dept. «S-89
kW. O. W. BIdff,. Omaha, Kebr. I

The Best Horseshoeing Pays
Needless trips to the blacksmith's shop cause loss.

Lost time of horses and! men is

your loss. Capewell nails hold
where others fail. Cheap sub-
stitutes are used at your own
risk. Demand the "Capewell"
brand—^it pays.

.World's Best
Roofing

Freight

'Reo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp. Corru-
gated, Standing- Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings. Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
offer ever made. We Pay the Freisht.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof

.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book
No. 858.

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
eOB-BSS Pihe Si., Cincinnati. 0.

How Does Your Cream Test?
By Arvle Sowers (Illinois)

DOES your test ever vary? And what
do you generally say when the vari-
ance isn't in your favor? Probably

you lay the blame on the operator at the
receiving station. Now, don't you—some-
times, anjrway? Oh, I know how it is. I
used to sell cream, and now I am operat-
ing a station.

I'll admit that the operator is sometimes
to blame—but I'll explain some of his
faults later. Butterfat is a very difficult
farm product to deal in—that is, always to
satisfy the customer. All operators know
that; and nine to one, when your test
drops off, he is tempted to raise it, hoping
that you will have a better test next time.
But the law doesn't stand for that.

for that is one of the operator's busiest
days. Quite a few of my customers are
avoiding the Saturday rush by bringing me
their cream on Friday.
Another thing about the rushed-through

test on a busy day is that the acid used to
eat the whey from the butterfat takes
effect at once. Consequently, in making
at least four tests at once, the operator
has to do some moving about to get the
test bottles into the tester. It only re-

quires five minutes for the acid to eat up
the whey, and the tester is supposed to ]x
in motion all that time. If one of those
minutes passes before the tester gets ia
motion, part of your butterfat is eatea
up by the acid, because the motion of the

Here, Buck! Have a Bite of My Apple!
JIMMY and Buck have been out in the orchard hunting ripe apples.

While there they found a turtle, who was making a trip to a near-by
pond, and Buck almost got stung when he stirred up a bumblebees' nest.

They found the apples, though—some big red Astrachans—and brought
them back in Jimmy's handkerchief.

Here they are resting up on the back porch after their explorations.
Buck doesn't like apples very well, but he is too polite to refuse anything
his pal offers him. He would rather have a nice piece of beefsteak, but any-
thing that Jimmy likes is good enough for him.

So, what are we operators to do then?

I wish you dairymen—everyone of you

—

would install a Babcock testing outfit.

"Then you would soon learn, by observation

and experience, why your test often varies.

There are a dozen and one causes for

your cream to vary in its test. We will

assimie that you have never touched the

regulation screw, changed feed, nor has

the engine failed to turn the separator

at the proper speed. Moreover, we will

take it for granted that you have kept the

fresh cream thoroughly mixed with the

sour.
Then, why does your test fall short?

Well, the condition of your cows may have
something to do with it. A cow doesn't

give quite as rich milk when she isn't

feeling very good. Cows have their off

days. Then, too, a rainy spell will lower

your test. Even if you are feeding the

same feed, that doesn't prove it is always
of the same quality.

Another thing: Don't.allow your cream
to become so thick in the winter months.
It is impossible to mix thick cream thor-

oughly enough to give a fair test. The
milk will naturally settle to the bottom of

the container. Subsequently the thick

cream on top will, in spots, become hard-

ened and lumpy. A thorough mixing is

out of the question. So loosen the regula-

tion screw, whatever you do. It's better to

have a lower but a fair test. Furthermore,
cream that will test 55 per cent butterfat
leaves at least 1 per cent of the butterfat
in the skimmed milk. Therefore, cream
testing from 35 to 40 per cent will in the
end net you more money.
Now to the operator: Sometimes, espe-

cially when you rush him through with
your test, he might get a little careless

about the proper temperature. So don't
try to hurry your operator through with
your cream. Also remember that Satur-
day is a bad day to bring cream to market,

tester gathers the butterfat on top in the
test bottle. Then, too, if the hiu-riedi

operator happens to get the tester filleJ

above the neck with water at the firsS

turn, some of the butterfat is prevented
from coming to the top. Subsequently
the acid gets it.

Flowers Will Make You
Glad

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33]

tritoma or red-hot poker plant, hardy aster,

and helenium. Your hardy chrysanthe-
mums will last through October and untfl
November's chill winds fade them.
Of course, variations will occur in bloom-

ing time according to latitude, and there
are many charming flowers which can be
added to the above list as experience growsL
Do not try too many things at first, but
select a few which you know, and which
are more easily grown to start with. As
your knack grows, increase your list every
year by the addition of a few more choice
varieties, and you will be surprised to see

how soon your perennial garden grows to
be a source of pleasure.

Start your old-fashioned garden this

fall by planting a few perennials. Choose
a sunny place, and plant in masses
rather than by scattering your efforts

all around the place. Against a wall or'

fence is a good place. Do not make the

mistake of putting round beds in the

middle of the lawn that will make trouble

for the boys in mowing. But don't worry
too much at first about arrangement and
color combinations. Take good care that

your soil is rich and well prepared. Get a
start by planting a few varieties, and later

the arrangement can be taken care of, as

they are easily moved if the fiirst location

does not suit you.
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What Sweet Clover Will Do
For You

AFEW years ago sweet clover was con-
sidered a weed, a roadside pest. Now

k. it is acknowledged one of the most
valuable soiling crops, but there are still

many farmers who do not fully appreci-

ate how valuable it might be in their rota-

tion.

All animals love sweet clover after they
have learned to eat it, and a small acreage
will help out very materially during the hot,

dry summer months. I have seen a plot of

a few acres in one end of a 30-acre pasture
that practically supported half a dozen
horses, as many cows, and a small flock of

sheep during the months of August and
September. And the pasture was a good
blue grass one too, that was partly first

creek bottom. When the blue grass became
short the animals spent most of their time
in the sweet clover, and even then hardly
kept it down.
The above probably is an extreme case,

but it shows what sweet clover will do
under favorable circumstances. Hogs love
it too, and will keep it cropped close to the
ground if the acreage is not large. There is

some danger, of course, of grazing too close,

and this should be carefully avoided; but
if the plant is kept down to a foot or less in

height the animals will pick off the juicy
leaves as they come out, and they are much

more nourishing than the tall, hard, and
woody stems and branches.
A small acreage of sweet clover, or

Melilotus, will pay on every farm. It will

furnish, I am convinced, more highly
nutritious forage than any other plant we
have, and will stand a great deal of abuse.
Practically the only requisite in the way of

soil is that it have lime in it. It will grow in

places that are too wet for alfalfa and
clover, and on gravelly hillsides that are too

deficient in organic matter to grow any-
thing else.

The white-flowered variety is the best,

and it is desirable to have the seed scari-

fied—that is, have your seedsman run it

through a machine that will scratch off the

hard seed coat and make germination more
prompt and sure. Buy good seed and sow
in a good, firm seed bed, at the rate of

about 20 pounds to the acre. Summer or

fall seeding is desirable, or it can be sown
in early spring. If you have not had alfalfa

or sweet clover on your field before, better

inoculate with some soil from a neighbor's

field, or with the commercial inoculation,

which is absolutley sure if obtained from a
reliable source.

Sweet clover is also fine for the bees.

They love it, 4nd will make more honey if

sweet clover is close to hand. J. A. b.

The Pirate Barberry

Do YOU still have the common bar-
berry on your farm? If so, you are

providing a breeding place for the disease

which destroys so much wheat every
year—the black wheat rust. For several

years a campaign to eradicate the common
barberry has been in progress all over the
country. Some States have passed laws
making it illegal to grow it. Others are

merely urging its eradication, but all are

agreed that it must go.

Everyone is familiar with the life history

of the common housefly. Even children

are taught in grade schools how the eggs
are laid ii> manure or refuse, and how the
adult flies come from the maggots. It is

a little harder to understand how a plant
disease may have two hosts, but such is the
case with the barberry. There are tWo
distinct and separate stages in the life

history of the black wheat-rust organism.
One stage is spent on the leaves and stems
of the common and purple barberry. It

will only live on the barberry when in this

stage. The spores are borne from the bar-
berry to the wheat by the wind, which
results in the destructive black rust on the
stems and leaves of the growing wheat
plant. Both the barberry plant and the
wheat plant are necessary in order that
the black rust may exist. That is, there
will be no rust organisms on the barberry
if there is no wheat in the vicinity, and
there will be no rust on the wheat if there
are no barberries near. The wind is

capable of carrying rust several miles.

If you are in doubt as to whether you
have the right kind of barberry or not,

send samples to your experiment station

for examination. The Japanese barberry
is even a prettier shrub, makes a better
hedge, and is good for planting around
buildings, as it is lower growing and
bushier. It has handsome red berries in

winter, and is a fine place for the birds.

This Japanese barberry is not attacked by
the rust, and therefore should be used in
your plantings to fill the places left by the
grubbing out of the' common and purple
varieties.

Do not wait for a law to be passed mak-
ing it compulsory to destroy your bar-
berries. Thousands of bushels of wheat
will be saved every year when this plant
is entirely exterminated. Why not be a
leader in yoiu: neighborhood in barberry
eradication? w. A. s.

"Until four years ago I bred my own
bulls," he said. "The sires were not pure-
bred, and I had to keep my steers for four
years before I could make them heavy
enough to sell as beef on the market.
Some of my friends in other States in the
Northwest told me how they got the best
results with pure-bred sires, so I bought a
few.

"Now I wouldn't have anything else.

I have a herd of 300 cows. The result of
using pure-bred bulls was noticeable on
the first crop of calves. Moreover, the
heifer calves were much better than their

dams, and the second crop showed more
improvement.
"The stuff I am marketing now is three

instead of four years of age, and the weight
is from 50 to 100 pounds more than it used
to be at a year older.

"I have thinned my herd so that nothing
I have is of scrub breeding. The calves
produced by the pure-bred bulls bring
more on the marekt, too, for they are of

better quality. They are thriftier, and
can get along better than the scrub stuff."
He said his crop of calves was larger

than before he used pure-bred sires.

Eliminate the Scrub Sire

FEED is the biggest thing the ranchman
has to contend with. One year of

drought and he is in a hard way for feed
for wintering his cattle. For this reason
he has to keep the stuff a year longer to
make it weigh anything near right.
W. C. Rogers of Pierce County, North

Dakota, until four years ago, had the same
trouble. Now he markets his cattle in
three years, instead of four; and the stuff
weighs from 50 to 100 pounds heavier.
The reason is pure-bred bulls.

The Way We Started Our
Farm Bureau

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

on their legislative committees. This selec-
tion has been well done, and we now have a
picked body of the best farmers in every
county who can be depended on to act
promptly and powerfully should the need
arise.

Within the year a majority of the
agricultural States will have their state
organizations so perfected that a national
federation of all the various States is

assured. When this national federation is

perfected and loyally supported, and with
a strong executive board entrusted to
study the needs of the American farmer, a
movement will have been started which will
assure the farmer a recognition in national
affairs never before accorded. Then, for
the_ first time, will the great industry of
agriculture be on an equal basis with other
branches of industry that have been
organized for some time. This completed
organization of agricultural interests is not
undertaken with the selfish aim of preying
on other branches of society. 'The in-
dividual units of agricultural production
are so small that without union for mutual
protection they have not a ghost of a show
of getting a square deal from the com-
pletely organized bodies with which they
have to deal.

The Farm Bureau movement is the first

that seems big and broad enough to unite
all of the many branches of agriculture into
one great federation, powerful enough to
stabilize this great basic industry. If it

can do this, why can it not also combat
successfully the wild anarchistic and
Bolshevistic forces that have been trying
to gnaw at the very -vdtals of civilization?

Salisbury
New Rear
Axle

Pressed Steel

Standard Type

"Always Safe'^

AN automobile is only as good as its rear axle. Remember—you may have the

. best engine in the world in your car but that does not and cannot make it a
good motor car unless the rear axle is mechanically correct and physically perfect.

Few people realize that the rear axle of

an automobile is, next to the engine, the
most important mechanical factor in pro-
ducing a good automobile. The engine's

power is transmitted to the rear (driving)

wheels through the pinion gear of the pro-
peller shaft and differential mechanism

—

all part of the rear axle.

The rear axle of a carriage or wagon car-

ries the weight of the vehicle on the spindle.

The rear axle of an automobile carries the
weight of the vehicle on its housing—the
pressed steel case which encloses the differ-

ential gear, driving shaft and all bearings
—and includes the wheel hubs, brakes and
brake mechanism complete ready for use.

ISO individual parts of the rear axle mech-
anism that must be carefully machined
and fitted to micrometer measure. This
mechanism must be compact, silent and of

great strength to transmit the power of

the engine to the driving wheels with the

least possible friction or loss of power.

The Salisbury New Pressed Steel Rear Axle
is produced in our two big plants after IS

years' successful building of front and rear

automobile axles, complete with hubs
and brakes, for the trade. It combines
the great strength and durability of our
own special formulae steel with simplicity

of construction.

Made in three standard sizes for cars

weighing 1700 to 4000 pounds.

One may better understand the importance
of the rear axlewhtn it is said there are over

The manufacturer who specifies our axles adds a
strong selling point to the prospective purchaser.

SALISBURY AXLE COMPANY PERU AXLE COMPANY
Established 1902 Established 1909

Jamestown, New York, U. S. A. Peru, Indiana, U. S. A.

™pel's Indigo Cimi
Standard, for over_ 73 years

Look forth*
lK>ottnde4iiai1c

on the back of the
cloth. Inside the

before you buy.

jFor Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stifel Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes.

The strongest, fast colar, imrk-^armenl cloth made.

Caimenb made of
SUfd IndiEo sold by
dealers evcfywbere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS w.«
Wheeling, W. Va. 100 Church St., N. Y. 'tti'dShSta'

• NEW • LOWER PRICES •

WITTE
{{erosene Engines
Bum cheap fuel—Big surplus power
—Easiest kerosene engine to understand and
operate—Most reliable—Latest improvements
—Fewer parts—Balanced construction—Auto-
matic feed control on varied load—Webster
magneto, or battery ignition. Every engine
or outfit ready to use on arrival. Factory
price saves you $15 to $200.

^

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
On Every Part of Your Engine.
Just as Agreed. Cash or Easy Pay-
ments. Quality assured by 33-year
record of reliability. Largest fac-
tory of the kind in United States.
Immediate shipment from Kansas
City or Pittsburgh, whichever is

nearest you. Full description of
WiTTE Engines, all styles and sizes, in
my big 4-coIor book, "HOW TO JUDGE
ENGINES"—FEEE, by Keturn Mail. It

WITTE PORTABLES

tells all yoa
want
know.

to

sizes
2 to
30H-P..

Before yon agree to take any engine getmy new book and
8rices on 2 to 30 H-P.—Stationary, Portable and Saw-Rig
intfits. I save you money and time.—ED. H.WIIIE, Frea.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS
20G20aklanilAve.,KansasCity,Mo. 2062EmpireBldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.



ONE MAN^
Does TheWork of Four ^

FARM AND FIRESIDE

With this Handy
Motor Cultivator

No pushing—no pulling—no bearing
down. All you do is guide it. Han-
dles are adjustable so that a boy or
girl can operate it. Travels 120 to

to 200 feet a minute and does much
better work and more work than four

men can do with hand machines.

Will cultivate hard, baked soil impossi-

ble to cultivate with hand machines

—

goes deeper— four to five inches— and
you know that means better cultivation

—bigger yields. Works between 10 and 12

inch rows and within '^ch of plants.

MERRY GARDEN
AUTO CULTIVATOR RUNS ITSELF

BOY Olt GIRL
CAN OPERATE IT

is the biggest labor-saver, biggest profit-pro-

ducer ever offered to farmers and gardeners.

Does better work—does it faster—easier and cheaper. One gallon of gasoline lasts i to
8 hours. Clutch and spark controls on handles. Very simple construction—practically
nothing to get out of order. By simply attaching a pulley you have a 2 h. p. portable gas
engine for running your cream separator, chum, washing machine, grind stone, pump,
saw, etc. For cultivating truck gardens it is a little wonder. Pays for itself in 30 days.

Sold on a Money-back Guarantee
You take no risk in ordering direct from this advertisement. We will allow you a five-

„ day free trial. Here's our Money-back Guarantee. We guarantee this machine to culti-

vate as represented. If for any reason it fails to do the work, purchaser in accepting
eame, a^ees to notify us within 6 days from receipt thereof. We reserve the right to send a demon-
strator and if machine then fails, purchase money will be refunded. Price $185 t* o* b. Cleve-
land, Ohio. Shlppins welgrbt !i50 lbs. For further Information, address

THE ATLANTIC MACHINE & MFG. CO., 434W. Prospect At., Cleveland, 0.
WANTED—Live Wire Representatives In All LocaUtles.

DOWN ^
ONE YEARS

$QQ Boys Ifae New Bntterfiy Jr. No. 2^,
OO Light running, easy clean'

close tk^niTning, dorable,

NEW BUTTERFLy
Saiwratora are (uarantMd a llf*^m« ^_
aaainst defects in material and workman-
ship. Bfadealaomfoorlarger sizes all eold oo
so Days' FREE TRIAL

aod oo • plan whereby they earn their
own eoet and more by what they saTe. Postal
brinsa Free Catalog Folder. Buy from the
maoafacturer and eave money. [91

AlbaUgh-DOVer Co. 2139Mar*ballBI.Chicaxo

KOR-KER
PRESERVES TIRES

What ma/iy autoist*

believed impossible has

been accomplished

'Tires can be made punc-

' ture proof a.nd leak proof. For
seven years and in forty

different countries thou-

sands of autoists have been
enjoying the luxury of riding free

from the worry or care of punctured
tires, by having them Korkerized.

Kor-Ker removes the bugbear of automobying.

Kor-Ker instantly and ,jermanently heals punctures.

Kor-Ker stops slow leaks—makes tires non-porous.

Kor-Ker often gives 50% more mileage.

Kor-Ker keeps tires at normal inflation—no broken side-

walls, rim cuts, chafed beads, etc.

Kor-Ker reduces possibility of blowouts to a minimum.
Kor-Ker saves many dollars a season.

Kor-Ker saves you the delay and bother—of a puncture
on the road.

Send for literature.

Corres-pondence invited with dealers.

ALCEMO MANUFACTURING CO.
:43 Bridge St. Y Newark, N. J.

Seconds Direct from Factory
makinc hl«b-class standard tirea excloslvely.
Rejected for slisrht blemishes or imperfee-
tions. Perfectotherwise. Should ffive as sood
milease as Firsts, which are euaranCeea for
6,000 miles.

30x3 Regular Price $18.50; Sab Price $ 9.25
3013^ 2

" *• 23.50; " " 11.75
ALL SIZES. tS.OO deposit on each tire with
order. Money refuoded-4f not satisfactory.

Mid^WestTireCo.i7«;!D"'''''?h'!^'g;

SELDOM SEE
a big knee like this, but your horse
may have a bunch or bruise on his

ankle, hock, stifle, knee or throat.

ABSORBINE
*~. TRADE MARK RtG.U.S. PAT, OfF.

will clean it off without laying up
the horse. No blister, no hair
gone. Concentrated—only a few

drops required at an application. $2.50 per bottle de-
livered. Describe your case for special instructions
and Book 8 R free.

W. F. YOUNG. INC., 23 Temple St.. Springfield. Mass.

ELECTRIFY YOUIT FARM

~ TNADC MARK
LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

AUTOMATIC*
HOT CVtM A
UTtON TO

(Specified standard by
the U. S. Govt.) Full
Automatic—the only
plant that starts and
stops itself. Built with
General Electric gener-
ator, Schebler carbu-
retor, Stewart Vacuum
Gasoline System and
Willard Batteries—Built
In eight alsea—from 16
lights to 1000 lights.
Writ« for IltuBtr«t«d c&UIoguc

CenMltdited Utilities Cerpsn-
tioR, 737 Michigtn Ave., Chiei-

ge. 111., Fietonr Oistributars

• Repiitahle Dealer* Wanted

More Tractor Experiences
By Readers of Farm ^and Fireside

HERE is my tractor experience and
what it has taught me:
In eight years, on my farm of 100

acres, I have tried out six different tractors.

The first four were brought to my farm on
trial, but the other two were bought and
paid for before they were unloaded from
the car.

One third of my farm is level, firm
Wabash bottom soil. The middle third is

second bottom, level and loam soil. The
remaining third is rolling sand.
The first tractor I tried' out was a large

one-cylinder affair, hitched to a three-
bottom plow. The agent, against my
positive protest, insisted on trying it out
on my sandy soil. I knew it was too heavy
for that soil.

The machine worked until we came to
the first sand hill, then it began to "dig
in," and in less time than you can tell it

it was half buried in sand. We toiled for

three hours to get it out, when we took
it to my bottom land. There is developed
all kinds of engine and gear trouble, and
when it broke its big cogwheel the agent
wisely concluded that it was not adapted
to my farm.
The next one tried out was a lighter

machine, weighing about 10,000 pounds
and pulling a three-bottom plow. Like
the first, it failed on the sandy ground,
did fairly well on the level soil, but de-
veloped so much engine trouble that the
agent confessed it was not adapted to my
farm.
The next one was a large machine,

pulling ' a five-bottom plow. My first

sight of the machine convinced me that
it was not suitable for my farm, and my
surmises proved correct. It would only
work on the level land, where it pulled
five plows, plowing nine inches deep,
doing a fine job of the plowing, but the
heavy machine so packed my soil that it

was two or three years recovering from its

effects.

The next one was also a large machine,
and I did not want to give it a trial; but
the agent was so persistent I let him try
it out. It was a complete failure—it had
difficulty in propelling its own weight and
would not successfully pull a one-bottom
plow.

I was discouraged with the tractor

business, and argued with the tractor
builders that they were all on the wrong
track in making a tractor for the average-
size farm. That a tractor suitable for such
must be a small, light machine, pulling

a one or two bottom plow, and a machine
that could be hitched to a harrow, disk,

mower, binder, manure spreader, and the
Uke.
The builders laughed at me, and said

that such a machine would not be practi-

cable. (Of course this was before the days
of the small tractor.) I told them that
they need not bother me any more about
tractors until they had decided to bmld
such a tractor.

In a couple of years such a tractor was
placed on the market, and I again became
interested in tractors. But a new sales

rule had been put into force. You could
no longer try out a tractor before you
purchased it. You had to put up the cash,

and were then given three days to try it

out on a guarantee that amounted to
nothing.
However, I bought an 8-16, light-weight

tractor, reputed to pull a three-bottom
plow, plowing seven inches deep. As I

wanted to plow deeper I purchased a two-
bottom plow for it.

The troubles we had with that tractor

would have aggravated a saint. First, we
had trouble in starting it. At times we
would spend as much as two or three hours
in getting it to go. We would do every-
thing that the book of instruction told us to

do, and even sent to the factory expert to

come out and work with it. The expert,

after much tinkering, would leave the
machine doing fairly well, but he was no
sooner gone than the same trouble would
develop again.

We also had engine and gear troubles
galore. The gears being exposed, the
instruction book told us to keep them well
greased with hard oil, but the grease
would catch the grit in the dirt and hold it,

which acted like emery on the gears,

cutting them out so quickly that repair
bills were startling. About once a week we
would have an expert to clear up some
engine trouble.

It was such a dirty job to operate the
machine that the operator would come

from the fields looking more like a coal
heaver than a farmhand. The machine
itself would run up and over sand hills;

but hitch any kind of a load to it, even a
harrow, and attempt to go up and over the
sand hills, and it would begin to "dig in."
And if it was hitched to a plow it would
even dig into level sand land, or so break
down the farrows that it could not be
successfully operated. To sum it all up,
it proved so unsatisfactory that I sold
it at a loss of $300, to be used to run a hay
baler.

My last tractor experience was with one
of the lightest tractors made, designed
to pull a sixteen-inch one-bottom plow,

Extension rims and broad wooden lu^s
make easy ^oin^ when tke ground is soft

nine inches deep, a harrow, disk, manure
spreader, mower, etc. This came nearer
filling the needs of my farm than any
other tractor I have yet seen. But it

had a defective oiling system that gave us
a lot of trouble. And its exposed gears
gave us a lot of trouble until we quit
putting grease on them. It was as easy
to start it as it is to start an automobile.
Hitched to a plow, manure spreader,
harrow, mowing machine, or any kind of
farm tool, it did fine work. But the de-
fective oiling system and its exposed gears
made it expensive to operate; and, like

all other tractors I had tried out, it would
not work on my sandy ground.

I have spent a lot of time interviewing
farmers who have tractors, and, with my
town experience, I find that these are the
troubles which have been met with in the
operation of the tractors: first, difficulty

in starting the tractor; second, the quick
wearing out of gears that are exposed;
third, defective oiling systems for the
engine; fourth, packing of clay and heavy
black soils, and their inability to work on
sandy soil.

The ideal tractor must be one that can
eliminate the first, second, third, and
first part of the fourth. I doubt if a tractor
can be made that will successfully work
on sandy soil.

And the ideal tractor must be one that
can be as easily operated as an automobile,
and as cleanly.

William C. Smith, Delphi, Indiana.

Machinery an Investment

WITH prices of all metal articles at the
point where they are, this is no year

to neglect farm machinery. The person
who leaves his machinery in the field where
it was last used it, or in the yard, is a
sure loser.

Not only is it worth while to store the
implements in a shed or other building big
enough in which to overhaul them, but
they should receive the right sort of at-

tention before being put away. Soap and
water, paint, and grease are the big
sentials. Rust and dirt should first _

reiftoved, soap and water being used wher
necessary. A wire brush is useful in getting

rid of rust.

The framework of the machinery should
be painted to prevent deterioration. A'
paint comprising a good red pigment and
linseed oil will give the desired results,

Good axle grease should be applied to the
metal parts which are liable to rust.

Throughout the winter, you will be repaid
by looking over the implements occasion-
ally, greasing them again if they seem to
need it.

At present prices a piece of farm machin-
ery is an investment of some moment, and
only by proper care can one hope to make
it yield a reasonable return. E. D.
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Cotton, Dairy, and Hog Farmers

Unite to Fight Big Oil Imports
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 11]

So Manchuria will figure rather promi-
nently this year both in Congress and in

tariff board hearings. For some time that

land has been a great center of interest in

diplomatic circles because of the amazing
struggle of several nations to secure trade
and territorial domination there.

The customary milling ratio of soybeans
to bean cake is 24 to 23. Using this meth-
od of computation, and adding the result

to the actual beans exported, we have the
equivalent of Manchurian beans exported
during the last eight-year period as follows:

1911 1,724,292 short tons
1912 1,374,438
1913 1,482,003
1914 1,482,236
1915 2,001,416
1916 1,537,782
1917 1,964,593
1918 2,042,000

Phenomenal Development of

Production in Sight

The 1919 crop will be fully as large as

that of 1918, on account of the Chinese
farmers' belief that the war settle-

ment will enable the beans of

North Manchuria to move
freely to market some-
where; and that some-
where will in all prob-
ability be Denmark
and Germany, once
the bars are down
on export. No mat-
ter where the beans
move, they will have
an effect on the cot-

tonseed-oil market
if stabilizing meth-
ods are not continued
in this country. Euro-
pean firms have for

years been buying di-

rect from the farmers in

North Manchuria. Last
year several large firms
purchased and stored
quantities, so as to be-
gin immediate shipment to Europe upon
the cessation of hostilities. And this fact

may have something to do with relieving

Europe's present fat shortage.
If immigration continues into Man-

churia at the present rate, within ten years
the quantity of oil that can be obtained
from the bean crop over there will be equal
to the amount of cottonseed oil that
can be extracted from 10,000,000 bales.

Such increase is hardly probable, although
many stranger things have happened in

the Orient; but its eventuality may pro-
duce radical changes in the world's outlook
on supply and character of its fats.

As to North Manchuria, the Japanese,
while having a strong foothold, do not
actually control the situation, and there is

plenty of opportunity for competitive
buyers. At all times the bulk of the beans
is in the hands of Chinese, who will sell

where it is most advantageous. But the
Japanese naturally look with longing eyes
upon this the larger and richer part of

Manchuria, and they are pouring into the
provinces of Kirin and Heilungchiang
with great rapidity.

Trade Policy of Japanese

In South Manchuria the Japanese have
the upper hand in all trade matters, due
to their control of railroad facilities and
the co-operation extended to Nipponese
firms by the Government. Their plan is

to build Dairen into the largest port on the
China coast, and to make it the real market
for by-products of the soybean.
We cannot blame the Japanese for de-

siring to control the trade of this marvel-
ous country, even though we do not al-

A Manchurian farmer makingf a
tome-power soybean millstone

ways endorse her methods of achieving
her ends. On the other hand, there is a
great possibility opening to American
interests by the international control of

the Trans-Siberian Railway, which has
been arranged between the great powers
and the Kolchak Government of Omsk,
Siberia. By this arrangement the United
States has undertaken to reorganize and
put on an efliciency basis this great line.

Included in the agreement is the Chinese
Eastern Railway, which for the past two
years has had American railway instruc-
tors stationed at various division points,
preparing the Russian operatives for

radical changes in handling trains. Inter-
nationalizing, for a time, of this line means
reopening of Vladivostok as a great ship-
ping port, and insures fair treatment to all

shippers.
Liberation of transport in Manchuria will

bring soybeans even more directly into
competition with cottonseed. So the farm-
ing interests and the cottonseed-crushing
interests have at last found something in
common—an outside rival of cotton oil.

And you gentlemen of the cotton fields,

dairy barns, and swine herds, what
are you going to do about this

matter? It is entirely in your
power to say whether the
bars shall remain down,
or whether American
farmers shall be pro-
tected from the com-
petition of nations
that have lower liv-

ing standards. If

you write your eon-
gressman, and tell

him to get busy and
do something, it will

have its effect, and
make it easier for your

leaders in the farm organi-
zations who are on the
ground now fighting your
battles for you.

Note: This is a problem
affecting farmers in all sec-

tions of the United States. It might be worth
your while to write your senator or represent-
ative and urge prompt action on this impor-
tant matter. The Editor.

Cheaper Hog Corn
By George W. Brown (Ohio)

SELF-FEEDERS with a balanced ration
aid in cheapening the corn crop fed

into hogs, but they will not do it all.

We can cheapen every bushel of corn
fed into our hogs by about 20 cents, and
this score of pennies goes onto the credit

balance at market time, where we want the
greatest profit.

Topping our cornfields, instead of cutting
up the whole stalks into shocks, gives us the
advantage of snapping in the husk load
after load of corn for winter feeding.

Swine like to tear into these husks and
find the rich grains. Just try it on a bunch
of hogs that are tired of your bare-husked,
expensive ear of corn upon which you have
expended six or eight cents a bushel for
shocking and husking.

After our hogs have got used to new
corn, sparingly fed for a few days, we turn
them into a plot hurdled off, and they
gladly do their own husking, and we have
saved another job of high-cost labor for
human hands.

A typical Chinese wooden plow

1 1 Years' Actual Field Work
FOR eleven years America's leading jpower farmers have used

the Heider In every kind of tractor work. Heider principles
have been tested by time and found to be absolutely correct.

15 to 20% Fewer Parts
The fewer the parts through which
the power has to travel, the more
power delivered at drawbar or belt.

Heider Tractor's simple construction
does away with IS to 20 per cent of
parts. It does away with clutch, trans-
mission, gears, and bevel gears.

This leaves the maximum power for
tractor work—with less upkeep ex-
pense.

"We have been operating "a 12-20 Hei-
der 4 years and it has at all times been
strictly on the job.'' J. A. and H. J.
Schmidt, Rock Rapids, Iowa.

No Gears to Strip
With the Heider Patented Friction Drive the pow-
er is taken directly from the flywheel by two large
metal discs at either side—one to go ahead, the
other for reverse.

No jerking, no vibration, NO GEARS TO STRIP.
Tractor always "in mesh." Seven speeds forward
and reverse, all with one motor speed and one
lever for traction or belt. Send for catalog of

Heider Tractors; the famous Rock Island Trac-
tor Plows, 2, 3 or 4 CTX bottoms, and the Rock
Island one-man Tractor Disc.

"I bought a Heider 9-16 with plow attached last

spring and am highly pleased. Would not ex-

change it for any other." Eugene Sites, Elyria, O.

Rock Island Plow Company
770 Second Ave.. Rock Island. III.

Established
, I8SS

\FRFF SAMPLES A postal card

Get highest quality of guaranteed seeds
from us at wholesale prices and save
one profit. We deal direct with you.
All seed subject to government test.

kslke^i^BmolliyMixed
Cheaper and better than timothy and best and cheapest
seeding linown. Makes great hay and pasture combma-
tion and will grow on any land. Our seed tested and
recleaned and equal to the sample. Will go much farther
than ordinary field seed. Quick service. Write today
for samples and circulars on all grass and field seeds and
feeds. The big saving will surprise you. Don't delay.
You have got to be satisfied before any transaction is

completed. Complete line Field, Grass and Garden
Seeds, Feeds, Garden and Poultry Supplies.

DAVE PECK SEED COMPANY, Dept. 43, EvansTilie, Ind.

Big Crops in Northwest Texas
on the New Line of the Santa Fe
The Federal Railroad Administration has authorized

the completion of the new Shattuck Branch of the Santa
Fe Railroad to take care of this year's big crops—wheat,
oats and sorghums. This will open for immediate settle-
ment and development a large block of my land in a
wheat and stock-farming section of Ochiltree and Hans-
ford Counties in Northwest Texas near Oklahoma State
line, where the first crop has in a number . of cases paid
for the land, and where cattle and hogs can be raised at
a low cost. Land is of a prairie character ready for the
plow. No sione, slumps, no brush to be cleared, at
attractive prices on easy terms. Climate healthful, rain
falls during growing season. Write for free illustrated
folder, giving experience and results settlers have secured
in short time on small capital. T. C. Spearman, 988 Rail-
way Exchange, Chicago, 111.

Steel Wheels
Cheaper than any other wheels QQJfwhen you figiu-e years of serv-

'

ice. Make any wagon good as CCC
new. Savelabor—easytoload. LtuQ
CUDIDr No repairs. Write lor FREE BDok.CmrinL MIg. Co., Box 268, Quincy, III.

QAYTON AmCSJ
Can't Puncture
Can't Blow Out

Piers of live, elastic rubber
built about one inch apart inside

the casing and'vxilcanized orwelded
to It take the place of an inner tube.

Nothing can happen but wear. 30x3 and
30 X 3H sizes only—Ford sizes. More than 50,000
cars equipped with them in 6 years.

Rl<y l^Tr»tl*»V becoming our exclusiveUlg xVlUIlCy dealer in your county. Tire
experience unnecessary. Write today for terms.

Dept. F. F., The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.

Make a Tractor of Your Car
Use it for farm work. Pullford catalog
shows how to make a practical tractor
out of Ford and other cars.

Write for Catalog
Pullford Co., Box 13C, Quincy, 111.

HereiProtection
f' Write for information on

IS

Buckeye Metal Cribs. Safe-
guard com and other grain from fire,

weather, rats, etc. Give perfect ven-
tilation. Easily filled aad emptied.

^ Sizesandatylesforeveryneed.Payfor
2 themselves Quickly and last a lifetime.

I AGENTS WANTED
I Best line of metal silo roofs, cribs, bins,
I etc. High endorsements. Good profits,

f Getouragency pFopositionatonce. Write

I
The Thomas & Armstrong Co.'

I 2121 Main St. London,!

Earn $50.00 a Week
If you want a position that will pay a good salary
and keep you permanently employed write at once.

Sales Manager Circulation Department
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

CheaperPowjer

10-Year
Guaranteoiteo ^

90>Day
Trial

ENGINESKerosene
Gasoline

You get more power from a gallon of 12 cent
Kerosene than from a gallon of 25 or 35 cent
gasoline in any gasoline engine. No crankino,

no batteries. Easy to start. Easy to operate.
All Sizes and Styles, VA H-P. to 22 H-P.

1 Before you arrange to -.try

r TTGG £300a( engine, 'read my latest

and finest 3-coIor book. Telia
all that you want to know
about engines. Written so
you can understand it.

Write for low prices now.

OTTAWA MFG. CO.
1156 King St., Ottawa, Kans.
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Are cheap teachers
going to he

goodfor your children^

JOHN GRIER HIBBEN, President
of Princeton University, gives some

startling facts in answering this big

question.

Doctor Hibben succeeded Woodrow
Wilson as President of Princeton in

1912. He has devoted his life to just

such educational problems as this one.

Here is what John M. Siddall, Editor
of The American Magazine, says

about the article:

THE small pay that teachers get is an old

story to me. I was born and brought up in

Oberlin, Ohio—where Oberlin College is located.

In my time the most that any fuU professor re-

ceived was eighteen hundred dollars a year. The
instructors and assistant professors got much less.

And the public-school teachers in the to^-n—most
of them intelligent, conscientious, loyal people

—

worked for next to nothing.

In recent years the Oberlin professors have had
an increase; but none of them is so overburdened
with salary that he rushes out and gives himself up
to riotous living. Quite the contrary. You know
just as well I that it's a joke—the pay that teachers

get. Especially when you consider the years of

preparation they put in, during which period they
spend money rather than earn it.

The colleges and school boards are not to blame,

most of them at any rate. They simply haven't

the money. They are nothing but stewards, any-

how. The real power to raise the pay of teachers

lies with you. It will be raised when you folks

who have children get it into your heads that

the teaching profession is going down hiU and that

your children are suflFering. Then you will wake up
and demand that teachers be paid what men and
women of intelligence, energy, and enthusiasm
should receive. And you will demand that we gd
that kind of teacher.

The situation is so serious that we sent a mem-
ber of the staflF to get from President John Grier

Hibben of Princeton University a plain statement
of facts. Before giving the article his approval

President Hibben went over it line by line. It

stands as a gTeat educator's revelation of a crisis

which affects every man and woman in America.

—In the September issue of

American
X V Magazine

Published by The Crowell Publishing Company
Also Publishers of Woman's Home Companion, Farm and Fireside

How Would You Like to Be a Modern
Knight of King Arthur?

Is THERE any boy who would like to belong to such a band of gallant
knights as is showTi above? To mount a gallant steed and ride away

in quest of noble deeds would thrill the heart of any lad. This is a band
of Farm Boy Cavaliers of America—a farm boys' organization which
is mounted on horses. It is not a mihtary organization, but engages in
peaceful pursuits of a useful nature. In this pictm-e their leader is

pointing out to them a camping trip which they are going to take this
sxmimer.

Any boy who is twelve years old and can mount a horse from the
ground and ride at a gallop can become a member. Girls can join, too,
the sister organization called the Home Cavaliers, and they also learn
how to ride, in addition to other useful things.

There are different tests to pass in order to qualify for the higher
degrees in these organizations, such as pig and cali raising for the
boys, and making bread for the girls.

If you think that you would like to be a CavaUer, and there is no
band in your neighborhood, write to me at 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City, and I will see that you learn all about it. The Editor.

The Sheep Killer
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]
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steps and into the house, the screen door
slamming behind him. When he came
out he was ramming shells into his gun,
the gun that never missed, and his face

was eager.
"All right, old man!" he said, then with

a grim smile to mother and boy, "Come
on!"
They hurried through the yard and the

barn lot. Behind the barn Frank broke
away.
"Come in!" ordered Earle.

Halfway across the fields he broke again.

Again, in a low voice this time, his master
ordered him in. Quivering in every muscle
he waited. They had all heard now; he
could see it in their faces, pale in the moon-
light.

In the hollow of his master s arm ghs-

tened the satiny little shotgun—the gun
that never missed. Behind them, the
mother had caught the boy by the hand.
The three as they hurried along were very
silent.

When, sharp and quick, his master spoke,

it was as if a rope tied to his collar and hold-

ing him in had been cut.

"Hie away!"
The pasture just ahead, dotted with

scrub pines that lifted their heads above a

thin silvery mist, was surrounded by a high
rail fence.-fllA powerful bound that lightly

touched the top rail with his hind feet and
he landed in the arena with a grunt. Over
there, huddled together, panting, bleating

in helpless terror, was the flock. Here and
there lay prostrate forms. And yonder
in a bald spot, white with moonlight, a big

burly mongrel, a no-man's dog, stood with

raised head and grinning fangs above his

latest victim. Straight at him, raging,

rushed old Frank.
Twice before these two had met, and one

was master. But mad lust of blood makes
even cowardly marauders bold, and to-

night the big mongrel met the setter breast

to breast. Snarling they reared, straight

up like men, foam flashing from their fangs

as they slashed and tore at one another's

throats.
Steve Earle had jumped the fence,

mother and boy were clambering over, yon-
der from the opposite direction came John
Taylor on the run. Still reared up like men
in the moonlight, their ears thrown back,

their eyes gleaming, the mongrel and the

setter slashed and tore at one another's

throats.

It was too fierce to last long. It was the

mongrel who broke and fled. But the setter
was on his back, biting the hard neck, then
running alongside with blazing eyes, then
springing again on the back. Behind, Steve
Earle was shouting. Once more they reared
straight up. Once more the mongrel broke.
Once more, far behind now, came the
shouts of Steve Earle and of Mr. Taylor.
"Come in, Frank! Come in!"
And now old Frank heard and paused.

From the gun that never missed bellowed
two shots. He saw the marauder tumble,
try to get up, tumble again. He ran at him
and stood above, growling low. He saw
him writhe, kick, gasp, he still. He got the
smell all animals know—the smell of death.
Then he looked up from the corpse of his
vanquished enemy. There close beside it

lay a dead lamb.
Some dogs, hke some men, destroy. Other

dogs, like other men, protect. It is not only
man that breeds both anarchists and law-
abiders. And now the sight of this pros-
trate little mass of torn flesh and bloody
wool, of those staring dead eyeballs, of that
slender tongue lolled out in the dirt, filled

the big setter with dismay. Sadly he
whiffed the carcass. Ears dropped, eyes
worried, he looked across the pasture
toward that group of people watching him
with white tense faces. Then, as it had
done on that other night, the instinct to r(

trieve, the desire to carry to his master tl

tangible evidence of things as they sho
not be, came upon him, and he picked t;

lamb up in his mouth.
It was a limp, flabby, unwieldy m

The dangling legs got entangled in his feei

his fangs tore the tender flesh. His moui
and teeth filled with greasy wool, he lai

his burden down, coughing, grinning coi

cally like a person who has swallowed so;

untasty object. He got down on his bell

and tried to paw the wool out of his way
if he were washing his face. Then once
more he picked up his burden and started
for his master.
They were coming to meet him now with

shining faces.

"That's what happened three nights
ago," John Taylor was explaining excited-
ly. "He had just driven that dog off. He
was trying to drag the sheep home, Steve !''|

"Sure," said Earle. I

And "Tommy, running beside his father,

was shouting over and over again in a shrill

triumphant voice:
"I tol' you, Papa! I tol' you F'ank never

killed no sheep!"
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Something You Can Do
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

standards raised by these examinations and
the treatment for defects which followed.

To be physically independent, the equal

of every other child, your child must have
pure air to breathe, clean water to drink,

properly balanced food to eat, enough
sleep to rebuild body tissues destroyed by
work and play, enough fun to balance
daily tasks, and education in health habits.

No child asks for these lawful privileges.

Sometimes he tries to evade them as stern

duties. It is the job of parent and teacher

to see that he regards them as privileges,

and not as undesirable tasks.

When your schoolhouse is improperly
ventilated and heated by an air-tight stove,

you rob every pupil of an inalienable right

—pure air—^and you lower the standard of

child health in your community.
Clean water and clean cups or fountain

spigots to drink it! You may think of

water only as a thirst quencher. Your
child must have it to cleanse his system.
A groaning table, an overflowing lunch

basket, or a liberal spending allowance for

your child does not necessarily spell the
food which will nourish him. The other
day I saw, crowded around a schoolyard
fence, three venders of peanuts, four of

candies, two of ice cream, three of dough-
nuts, fancy cakes, and macaroons, one of
fruit, but not one of milk or sandwiches.

I began to understand why the Child
Health Organization is demanding lunch-
rooms in school buildings, with properly
balanced food, sold at cost.

"Hah!" cries Father. "I was just
expecting some such nonsense. It can't
be done. I'm on the school board, and it's

all we can do to pay the teachers. That's
all very well for city schools, but rural

schools are a different proposition."
Well, way down in a remote corner of

Virginia it has been worked out in one of

the so-called central schools. The pupils,

who come miles in every direction, are
gathered up by automobiles, supported
partly by the school fund, partly by the
parents. In the hotel, a block from the
school, is the dining-room for pupils. I

stumbled into it by mistake while looking
for the room set aside for hotel guests.

In that dining-room were long tables

covered with white oilcloth, and entirely

surrounded by chattering children from
six to sixteen years. Some had ordered
bowls of steaming soup, others warm meat
stew, cocoa or milk, and most of them had
brought cakes or other sweets from home.
No item on the bill of fare ran higher than
ten cents, and there was not an indigestible

dish on the list.

Have you a public-spirited citizeness

living near your school who might do this?

If not, then the Child Health Organization
stands ready to help you plan the contents
of your children's lunch basket.

The Child Health Organization can save
Mother's strength and build up her child's

at the same time.
And education in good health habits,

what does that mean? Some little things

which we have ignored as unimportant.
Just the little matter of clean teeth. Of

course, you bought Billy a toothbrush and
told him to clean his teeth every day. But
Billy forgets. He does not tell you about
the resultant toothache. The pain makes
him nervous and his lessons suffer. It

hurts him to chew, so he bolts his food,

and his stomach rebels. He loses weight.
Where does the Health Organization

come in? Why, at school! There Billy

learns what is the matter with him, why he
feels so wretchedly, and why he is not
keeping up with his class. So he asks you
to take him to the dentist, and thereafter

keeps his teeth clean.

You tell Billy to take a bath, fill the tub,

and go about your many duties. Billy

gets through with it as quickly as possible,

slipshod fashion, and rushes off to some-
thing more pleasant. At school the Child
Health Organization program teaches him
all about his pores and what they carry
off, provided they are open—and what
stays inside if they are clogged with dirt!

The next time Billy bathes with care, rub-
bing the pores open. He wants to be
strong—every boy does.

Are youbeginningto imderstand what the
Child Health Organization can do for your
boy or girl? Beginning to feel interested?

Of course! Then organize.
Any teacher, member of the school or

health board, physician, Red Cross chair-

man, or public official in your community
may send a stamped self-addressed envelope
to Mr. Owen R. Lovejoy, secretary Child
Health Organization, 156 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, for information concern-
ing the campaign.

If you want to interest some of your
local people in the movement it will pay
you to send for a complete set of literature:

Teachers' Service Booklet
Weight Card, showing proper relation be-

tween weight and height for boys and girls.

Demonstration Booklet, the story of twenty-
five boys who grew strong on balanced rations.

Standards of Nutrition and Growth.
How to Conduct a Nutrition Class
The Diet of School Children
Wanted: Teachers for Child Health Edu-

cation.
War Prices and Undernourished Children
Tag, used in weighing contests
Class-room Record

This complete little Kbrary costs less

than 50 cents, and is illuminating.
Think it over, then write to Mr. Love-

joy. You can even have a field worker
look your school over, if you like. You
can—but why say more? Write to Mr.
Lovejoy—he kyiows.

Forage Made Him His Profit
By L. E. McGinnis

CHAS. C.CARDWELL, New Florence,
Missouri, found his rape pasture to be
the deciding factor between profitand

loss in feeding his hogs. Mr. Cardwell had
28 shotes, averaging about 137 pounds the
first of June. He also had a half-acre barn
lot, where he had been feeding hogs for the
last three or four years, sowed to rape.
Owing to the well-fertilized condition

of his lot, due to his hog-feeding operations
in previous years, he had a fine stand of
rape, it being about two feet tall and very
thick at the time he turned in the hogs.
Only 23 of the 28 hogs were put on the rape,
five being kept in an adjacent dry lot as a
check on the others.

Both lots had all of the corn and tankage
they would eat, the check lot being fed
exactly the same as the others, only they
were not allowed on the rape.

For the 23 Hogs on Rape Pasture
Grain per day per head—com, 6.125 lbs.;

tankage, .28 lbs.

Original average weight per head 136 lbs.
Original value per hog at 16c $21.76
Number of days fed 64
Average value feed consumed—com at

$1.50 per bu.; tankage, S5 per cwt.. . $12.40
Final weight per head 216 lbs.
Total gain per head 80 lbs.
Average cost of one pound of gain pro-
duced $.155

Final value per hog at 17c $36.72
Total profit per head due to the opera-

tion $2.56

For the Five Hogs in the Dry Lot

Grain per day per head—com, 9.66 lbs.;

tankage, 31 lbs.

Original average weight per head 139 lbs.

Original value per hog at 16c $24.24
Number of days fed 64
Average value of feed consumed per
head—corn at $1.50 per bu.; tankage
at $5 per cwt S 14.25

Final weight per head 201 lbs.

Total gain per head 62 lbs.

Average cost of one pound of gain pro-
duced $.23

Final value per hog at 17c S34.17
Total loss on operation $2.32

The rape pasture was charged against
the hogs running on it at the rate of 15
cents per month per hog.
You will notice that the hogs in the dry

lot consumed 9.66 pounds per head of corn
compared with 6.125 pounds consumed by
those on pasture.
The total gain per hog in the check lot

runs 62 pounds compared with 80 pounds
of those on pasture.
The total profit for the operation for the

64 days of the hogs on the forage was $2.56
per head compared with a loss of $2.32 per
head of the ones in the dry lot.

This feeding test of Mr. Cardwell's was
run in co-operation with the Government
and the Missouri College of Agriculture,
a representative of these institutions being
there at the start and close of the operation,
and making several intermediate visits.

Sold EvGrywhoro

j A Salary of $50.00 Weekly |

I For Man Having Car or Horse and Buggy! |
B \A7"^ want a high-grade man with initiative and "pep" and a keen H
B ^ ^ desire to get ahead. We want his entire time and will pay a liberal J
I salary to the man who can qualify. J
I This is an opportunity to connect with a big organization on a straight ; >
I salary and expense basis. Start at ?S0.00 weekly, with an increase as soon m
M as results justify. If you own or have the use of a car or horse and buggy, M
a sit down nozv and send this coupon below for full particulars.

SIM) THIS COUPON WITH YOUR REPLY

8 F. F.Manager
Country Sales Department
The Crowell Publishing Company, Springfield, Ohio

Gentlemen: I wish to make application for position in your Country Sales Department. I
enclose herewith full information as to past experience, etc.

I own automobile which I can use in connection

with this proposition.

Box No „ Name

R. D. No Address.
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Our Letters to Each Other
A page whereon we take a few lines every month to talk things over, so if you've

got anything on your mind, let's hear from you

SEEMS like life nowadays is just
one blamed tax statement after
another, doesn't it?—even to us
folks who have to figure a bit to
squeeze a little extra gas money

out of the family budget.
I just got through paying a little federal

income tax the other day when along came
a dun for my state income tax, if you please—one cent a year out of every dollar I make.
In the same mail were several letters from
you folks sajang, in effect, "Ain't it awful!"

Well, it's pretty awful, I'll admit. But
it has been worse. It has been worse. I

got to prowling around, and found some
funny facts about taxes, and, thinking you
might be interested, I'll pass along a few
of them:

In dear old England in 1695 Pa and Ma
were taxed two shillings every time the
stork brought a baby. That was for poor
folks. They had a sliding scale, the tax
being according to the baby's rank. A
young dukelet cost $150.
They laughed at a man in the Jersey

legislature last year who wanted a tax on
beards. But Queen Elizabeth charged
three farthings for every whisp of face hay
more than two weeks old. And two cen-
turies ago Peter the Great charged every
nobleman 100 rubles for the privilege of

wearing a beard.
Old Chancelor Pitt rendered himself

exceedingly popular along in 1798 when he
put a tax not only on all the folks, but on
all the horses too. One slick farmer got
around it by riding his cow to and from
market.

She Wants to Move

Well, some of us have one thing to worry
about, and some another. Here's a letter

from R. E. W., down in Virginia, who has
troubles of her own, or thinks she has:

"I love," writes R. E. W., "freedom and
sweet peace, such as they tell me are
known in California, and I want to go
there. I know a number of wealthy families
who came from there, and they seem so
different from the people right around us
that I have grown up with."
Then she goes on to tell how hard it is

for her to get along with the folks in her
part of the country. She thinks if she can
just get to California all will be roses and
sunshine, and everybody will be lovely.

Not so, R. E. W. Human nature is just

the same in California as in Virginia.

Good, bad, and indifferent, pleasant, un-
pleasant, and colorless souls abound there
just as they do where you are. I strongly
suspect that the trouble is not so much
with those around you as with yourself.

Friendliness and good nature in yourself

beget friendliness and good nature in

others. Have you ever tried that tack
with your neighbors—just being yoiu"

natural, cheerful self, picking out the good
points in others and ignoring the un-
pleasant ones? And did you ever think
that maybe you like the California follss

best because you started right with them?
Yours is no new woe, R. E. W. Thou-

sands of us have had it. I used to be that
way myself. You're eighteen now. Try
friendliness in Virginia until you're
twenty-one. Then go to California if you
want to. But if you run away from the
folks around you now you'll be trying to

run away from yourself—and that you
cannot do.

Here's a Happy One

Just look at the difference between this

note from Mrs. C. J. Kestner and the one
from R. E. W. And they're both from
Virginia. Looks like folks can be happy
there, after all:

"I am going to address you as 'Dear
Friend,' for Farm and Fireside is an old

friend of mine, though I cannot claim that
I am a banner subscriber; but I think I

am almost a banner reader, for my mother
subscribed for Farm and Fireside when
I was just a little girl (I am forty-eight
now), and when I was married twenty-five
years ago I subscribed, and have been
taking it ever since. One of the girls

caught me feeding the chickens, so here I

am if you care to know how I look."
Indeed we do care, Mrs. Kestner. Any
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woman who's sen-
sible enough not
to be afraid to
walk right out on
the front porch
and tell her age
like that can have
our vote any time.

I'll bet they're

fine chickens, too,

though we can't

see 'em in the pic-

ture.

Under this next
head the reading
won't be so pleas-

ant, buthere goes:

What a Farmhand's Wife Thinks
About It

We've heard a good deal about what the
farmer thinks of the farmhand situation,

and it's aplenty. But here's the other side

of the proposition, from a farmhand's wife,

and feeling that perhaps there was a little

food for thought in it for all of us I'm
going to pass it along:

"Your April issue," writes Mrs. R. H. B.,

"gives the idea that there are people who
think the hired man is human. Some do;

and some don't. I know, because we live

in a hired man's house.'

"It lias four rooms. We get four gallons

and a half of milk a day. We have a hen
house 14x14 feet. We get a garden patch
70x10 feet. We plant one bushel of potatoes

in the garden and one bushel elsewhere.

My husband gets $45 a month, and our
thirteen-year (overgrown) boy gets $30
from the first of April. I sell four to six

pounds of butter every two weeks. I do
not let anyone know I sell butter. If I did

they would soon stop the milk business.

I have my own chicks of 58 hens. I sell

from 25 to 37 dozen eggs, or from $12 to

$16 worth, and through the winter $6 to

$8 worth.
"But our four-room house is an old,

dilapidated schoolroom partitioned, one
room box-built on, and the kitchen built

by the back shed porch. The schoolroom
is 10x12 feet. Our cob house had no roof

to speak of. There are no trees, and the
garden is filled with quack as thick as blue

grass, and it is next to a ditch which goes

through the garden to the well. When the

water gets high it covers both well and
garden, so our neighbors say it's a sticky

muck.
"The man seems pleased with my

husband's work. His wife gives me a
cordial invitation to 'come down.' She
never forgets to remark that Mr. likes

my husband's work, and always leads to

remark as often as possible that she thinks

people are poor from choice.

"'We have four children at home,' she
says; 'let yours come up.' She does not
permit one of hers to come—only a four-
teen-year-old girl who always makes
stinging remarks—so I keep mine at home.
They are so lonely it makes my heart ache.
When their children come for the mail and
go back, my little eight-year-old girl's lips

and chin quiver, and my six-year boy
cries, too, with the heartache of loneUness.

"This man's father staked him for their

50 acres, and helped him to pay for it.

Her grandfather and grandmother buy and
give them many, many things. His father
died, leaving him some.
"Now, my children have been carefully

raised. "They don't go shabby. I lack lots

of being a tidy housekeeper, as there are
six children at home until the first of April.

The two boys, fifteen and sixteen, are
gone away since the first of April. She
keeps a girl, and makes scathing remarks
about people who are not ideal or perfect
housekeepers.

"Just last night the children of a neigh-
bor who lives half a mile away came by
playing in front of the yard, and when my
girlie stepped out they laughed and went
a few feet farther away. A farmhand[s
children are unwelcome. If a man does his

labor honestly, reliably, and faithfully,

isn't he as noble as other man?
"We both like farm work, and what

would I give to be able to set out our trees,

bushes, and have our home, that we can't

have right now! We are not contented.
These people stand for fine, respectable,
honest people. We had no one to stake ;xs.

We've had to meet hard circumstances.
We had no control over my hiisband's

father. He died when my husband was
twelve years of age, leaving four children

and a widowed mother.
"I have received more eggs than she.

I do as well by clean clothes as she. We
wonder if there is a place where farm work
isn't a disgrace. Can you enlighten the
people through Farm and Fireside?"

You never spoke a truer word than
when you said we think the hired man is a
human being. He is human, and his wife

and children are human. And if they do
their work as they should they are entitled

to the respect and good-fellowship of

everyone with whom they come in contact.

There are a great many things besides

wages that enter into the proposition of

getting and keeping the right kind of help

on the farm. And the personal attitude of

employer toward employes is one of the im-
portant things. I know that it is heart-

breaking to you to have the youngsters'

feelings hurt by other children. But I

think perhaps it might help a little if you
point out to your children that the ones
who treat them badly are the ones who
are at fault, and that they themselves have
nothing to feel badly about nor to be

ashamed of. Snobbish-
ness and vanity and
foolish pride never got
anyone anything in this
world but unhappiness.
So long as a man or a
woman or a boy or a girl

is honest, and clean, and
industrious, and self-re-

specting, there is no one
in theworld above them,
no matter who they are
or what they are doing.
I have more respect for a good, honest,]

efficient, hard-working street cleaner thai

I have for a bad millionaire or bank pi

dent. And so has everyone else.

Abraham Lincoln, who grew up on th(

soil, living a life much poorer and hai
even than you live, was as common
friendly and sociable as an old shoe;
he was just as much so after he got to
White House as he was before he got the
And, goodness knows, there was a maru
Now I dare say that in all his life, _

man though he was, Abraham Lim
never gave a single person the impres
that he felt himself superior to other
Just the opposite. I saw .the other
in a story of his life an account of how
members of his cabinet criticized him
"losing his dignity," because he sat d(

on the curbstone along Pennsylvi
Avenue one day and chatted with an
man he had never seen before, who
come hvmdreds of miles across the counj
just to see where he lived.

There are good employers of farm lal

I know dozens of them. They work to

'

their men help themselves, and when th(

men have got to the point where they
have little farms of their own no
rejoices more than the good farmer.
I know there are bad employers too.
it is such bad employers who help make
"farm-labor problem" even more ol

problem by the way they act.

So don't worry. Hoe your own
Work with your husband to get ahi

Use your mind as well as your hands]
work out plans whereby you can gel

little piece of land of your own and
successfully. Do these things nol

honestly, and sincerely and keep si

and you will come out ahead after all,

What's a Dollar Worth?

> onl^

'1ayta
irallel

If you have any good thought on the

subject of farmhands and bosses, be sure to

let us hear from you after you have read

the above. And now, here we are taUdng
about money again:
A farmer boy, writing in "Treat 'em

Rough," tells of an interesting experience

he had with his uncle concerning the value

of a dollar, and perhaps there is a hint in

it for the rest of us:

"My first job after leavin<? college WBi
remunerative to the extent of a very few

dollars per week. Every fellow at some
time feels very proud to realize that within

the depths of his trousers pocket there

rests real money earned by his own honest

effort. With this sense of pride it was onj^

natural, when the waiter presented
'

check for our luncheon, that I reached f

"Just how Uncle succeeded in pa:

that check was used for another parallel

which holds its place in my memory, and

has often presented its true worth in busi-

ness ventures undertaken since.

"'Son,' he said, 'our ages are quito

different. You are starting your coramw-
cial race—I crossed the tape at fifty-six,

and during that long course from your

present age to mine I came to realize the

value of a dollar. Now, if you will find the

earning power of the small amount of this

check at compound interest, or if securely

invested in some business over a period of

thirty-five years, you will readily see that

$2 will be worth. $15.36. That is what

your $2 is worth to you when you reach

my present age. To me now it is worth

exactly the value of its purchasing power.

"That idea of the value of youthful

thrift had never been brought to me in a

forcible concrete illustration like that

before."
So long till next month.

The Editor.
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Mistakes We Make With Our Children
By Joe Wing
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Four-fold Quality

When you invest your good, hard cash in

a roof, you have a right to expect at least

four things of it. These four qualities are all

found in Certain-teed Roofing.
Weather Protection. Certain-

teed Roofing, when properly laid

according to instructions, is a one-

piece roof because it is cemented
together. It is water-tight, air-

tight, and tight against driving

rain or drifting snow. Melting

snow finds no cracks or crevices

to enter. Because of its non-con-

ducting properties neither heat

nor cold go through it. It is also

a sound deadener—rain or hail

beating on the roof do not make
such a clatter.

Fire Protection. Certain-teed
Roofing resists sparks and burn-

ing embers. How many times

have you heard of a house, or a

barn full of stock or crops, catch-

ing fire from the chimney sparks.''

It is worth a lot to you to know
that your roof of Certain-teed will

resist this danger.

Economy. The first cost of Cer-

tain-teed Roofing is low—up-keep
cost practically nothing. Certain-

teed Roofing is guaranteed for 5,

10 or 15 years
^
according to thick-

ness. This guarantee is backed
by the largest roofing mills in

the world.

Easy to lay. Certain-teed can be
laid by anyone who will follow the

simple directions that come with
the roll. No skilled labor is re-,

quired.

Certain-teed Asphalt Shingles
for residences come in beautiful subdued tones of red and green. These shingles present a

handsome rough surface. They are so laid that three thicknesses cover the entire roof. They
lay and stay flat and will not crack or break off in the highest wind. This is due to the very
heav)^ soft saturation of asphalt in the center which makes them cling to the roof yet allows them
to "give" from a high wind without cracking off. They will prevent fires from sparks or

embers—a big item, especially where a building is not within reach of city fire protection

service. They cost no more than wood shingles, and are guaranteed 10 years.

(Note—It pays to keep a few rolls of Certain-teed on hand for emergenc)' roof

repairs. It may be the means of saving costly weather damage to your property.)

Certain-teed Products Corporation

Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities

Certain-teed Paints

and Varnishes

are the highest quality and will give you the best results and most

economical results. The name Certain-teed is your protection in

buying. It means certainty of quality and guaran/ir^tf satisfaction.

Dealers everv^vhere sell Certain-teed.

PAINT VARNISH ROOFING & RELATED BUILDING PRODUaS
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Delco-XiglxtUsers

More Than 75,000 Satisfied Users
DELCO-LIGHT was designed and built by men who"
were raised in farm homes—who experienced the dis-

comforts and inconveniences of farm life—and who set

out deliberately years ago to develop an electric plant
that would provide city advantages for rural com-
munities.

They were the same men whose engineering talent had
made DELCO Starting, Lighting and Ignition Equip-
ment for automobiles the standard of the world

—

They knew electricity—and they knew the needs and
limitations of farm life

—

They knew that an electric plant to give service in a
farm home must be simple, so that it would not get out
of order and require complicated repairs

—

It must be easily operated and require little attention

—

It must be very economical in operation

—

It must be built to stand hard usage and it must last

indefinitely

—

No Matter Where You Live There is a

Delco-Light Field Representative Near You

DELCO-LIGHT
A complete electric light and power plant for farms and country homes,

self-cranking—air-cooled—ball bearings—no belts—only one place to

Oil—Thick Plates—Long Lived Battery—RUNS ON KEROSENE
*

The Domestic Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio

It required five years to develop a plant that would
measure up to these specifications.

There were five years of hard engineering effort back of

DELCO-LIGHT before the first plant was put on the
market three and a half years ago.

Today DELCO-LIGHT is furnishing the conveniences
and comforts of electricity to more than Seventy-five

Thousand farm homes.

It is providing an abundance of clean, bright, econom-
ical electric light for these homes. It is furnishing power
to pump water, operate washing machine, churn, sep-

arator, vacuum cleaner, electric iron, milking machine,
and other small machinery.

And everywhere it is demonstrating its wonderful effi-

ciency—and actually paying for itself in time and labor

saved.
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STORAGE
BATTERY

illard Threaded Rubber Insulation
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The story of a remarkable storage battery

indention and what it is doing for Motorists

In the fall of 1917 readers of national magazines read about a

new Willard, a Still Better Willard, a Willard with an entirely

new idea in battery construction—Threaded Rubber Insulation.

The Still Better Willard was not an experiment—^for two years

before the announcement a car builder put it on 35,000 cars.

Many of those first Willard Batteries with Threaded Rubber
Insulation are still in use after four years.

What is the Secret of Threaded Rubber Success?

Insulation had always been the big problem with any storage

battery. Ordinary materials wore out before the battery plates

did. Re-insulation was boimd to come sooner or later, and when
insulation began to break down the plates were injured-.

But Willard, for the first time fotmd a practical way to use

rubber, the one ideal insulating material, by pienring each rubber

insulator with 196,000 tiny threads to permit passage of the

electrolyte.

You ought to be posted on batteries and battery insulation,

so that when you need a new battery you'll be sure of the best

your money can buy.

Get.the booklets "The Wick of the Willard"
and "A Mark with a Meaning tor You"
from the nearest Willard Service Station.
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What's Wrong With Farming?
By Eugene Davenport

Dean Illinois College of Agriculture

A GRICULTURE, has never figured

adequately in world affairs, be-
/ ^ ing regarded by publicists main-
/ ^ ly as the source of cheap food

for cheap labor, and of raw ma-
terials good for commerce and for manu-
facture, both convenient for holding the^
balance of trade upon the right side of the'

ledger. The farmer himself has been gen-
erally considered as an unskilled laborer,

rather than a typical citizen.

Outside the technical journals, the public

press is almost as silent about farmers and
agriculture—except for an occasional poor
joke, the annual crop statistics, or the
market report—as if our farming were
done upon Mars.
The columns are full of the struggles

between labor and capital, of society notes
and of business schemes, but how much
does the world know or care about the
farmer and his phenomenal success in ani-

mal and plant improvement or the pictures

he paints every year upon the landscape?
Clearly, our public press is animated almost
exclusively by city interests, even in cities

that owe their very commercial existence

and financial support to the agricultural

activity of the immediate environs. To
be sure, the statistician and the speculator
know something about farming, but not
about the farmer, for their interest is

limited to the mass results in the form of

millions of bushels, and does not extend
to the manner of their production, the
welfare of the producer, or the effect upon
the land.
No thoughtful man can fail to be struck

with the character of the economic and
social questions that begin to loom large in

connection with reconstruction. Not an
item, not a suggestion, of anj^hing agri-

cultural either as a business or as a mode
of life, if we may except the occasional
mention of the word land and certain plans
for providing homesteads for returning sol-

diers, which is an army, not an agricultural,

proposition.

A Problem of Public Concern

It may well be said that if there is a
dearth of live problems in the pubUc mind
regarding agriculture, it is the fault of the
farmers themselves, inasmuch as each
interest is assumed to be responsible for

promoting its own affairs. Granted, but
even so the conclusion is irresistible that
-people generally really do not regard agricul-

tural problems as of public concern.
I say that the public is more interested

than the farmer in these matters because
"the farmer" is actually a collection of
individuals who can for the most part
extricate themselves from any intolerable
situation that may develop, while the
country as a whole cannot extricate itself

from the consequences of bad agricultural
policies that easily develop when matters
of fundamental character intimately con-
nected with food production, home-build-
ing, and landownership are left to shift
for themselves.

Specifically, then, what is it that agri-
culture needs and does not have that is

essential to the highest success and the
greatest safety both of the farming people
and of the nation as a whole? What are
some of the things that must be provided
from the national end after the individual,
by his education, his industry, and his
thrift, has done about all that may be
fahly expected of hini, and the state he
lives in has done what it can?

If agriculture were solely an individual
enterprise, we should simply consult the
farmer about his needs and desires. But
agriculture is more than farming, and the

public must be party to any policies

affecting the production of its food, the
management of its lands, or the social

and political welfare of its people. The
question, therefore, "What does agriculture

need?" must be divided and considered
both from the point of view of the farmer
and from that of the public in its largest

capacity—that is to say, the nation, present
and prospective.

If this question should be put to the
observer from the parlor car he would
likely say that the farmer needs to work
to better purpose and to be more careful of

his equipment; that he doubtless needs
more capital, as he certainly needs to
organize his affairs according to modern
business methods, and to know better
than he does what things cost him.
But if the same question be asked the

farmer he will have a different answer.
He will say that the farmer needs many
things which he is. powerless himself to
provide.
He will probably say, first of all, that

he wants better educational opportunities
for his children, for as matters stand now
they must leave the parental roof at a
tender age, or else he must uproot his
home, abandon his business, and go to
town if his children are not to fall behind
those of the butcher, the baker, and the

candlestick maker—to be more specific,

of the carpenter, the plumber, and the
day laborer.

We are evidently headed in the right

direction at this point, but our progress
will be insufficient until we succeed in

providing for the children of the farm as
wholesome, as adequate, and as cultural,

if not as varied, educational opportuni-
ties as are provided in the most favored

cities. There are obstacles to be overcome,
of course, chief of which are the low tax-
paying ability of the open country as
coinpared with the congested city, and the
high per-capita cost of instruction.
But if we are to remain a democracy and

be safe, this burden must in some way be
assumed by the public, and not remain a
permanent handicap upon the profession
of farming. If it is not so assumed as a
national policy, and as a part of a national
plan, even to the extent of heavily sub-
sidizing rural education, it is inevitable
that we shall ultimately have a peasant
population on the farms, and colleges

such as ours will have no students of
collegiate grade except from among land-
holding city residents. It requires no
prophet to foresee that when such a time
comes democractic institutions will begin
to crumble at their foundation.

This farmer will confess that he has

long been criticized for tight-fistedness in
refusing to pay "decent wages," and that
he has thereby lost the bulk of his best
labor, even his own sons. He will point
out that a federal milk commission very
recently, after six weeks' deliberation, re-

fused to allow a price that would net him
30 cents an hour for the labor involved in

milk production, even though the same
milk was delivered by drivers getting a
hundred or more dollars a month, with no
risks and no expense.
He will point out how severely he has

long been criticized in the press and from
the platform for failure to provide bath-
rooms in his home and modern conveniences
for his wife, whom he loves as other men
love their wives; but he will also point out
that the policy which refused him 30 cents
an hour for his own labor permits the'
plumber in a country town to charge, 80
cents (by the latest information, to be
exact, 81M cents), with 50 cents for a boy
helper, who for the most part does Httle
work, and the like of whom would not be
"worth his salt" upon the farm.

If Farmers Had Minimum Wage

This farmer will be able to show also
that if he should attempt to pay the
minimum wage of Mr. Ford, or of the
labor unions, with an eight-hour day and
time and a half for overtime, now recog-
nized by the Federal Government, he
would either speedily lose his farm or else

the cost of food would run to a level un-
approached by war prices.

If he reads the daily paper, as he prob-
ably does, this farmer will also point out
that under federal management of the
railways his local station agent (not a
telegrapher) has been granted a minimum
wage of $95 a month on the basis of an
eight-hour day, pro-rata addition for two
hours' overtime, and time and a half for

further excess. And a good farm laborer
can do this work; how, therefore, shall the
farmer compete at less than 30 cents an
hour, and with what arguments shall he
preserve the independence and initiative of

his own son over against a government job,
protected by the civil service, backed by
a powerful union, and guaranteed with no
investment and no risk, a minimum wage
with an eight-hour day and time and a half
for overtime, spent wholly under shelter

and mostly in an armchair?
The situation is illustrated by my own

experience, wherein a farm laborer pro-
tested against his wage of $77 a month
upon the ground that his son of seventeen
was making $165 a month in the railroad

yards a mile away.
There are vast wheat-growing regions in

this country underlain by coal deposits.

Here farming and mining come together.
Here the farmer's income from wheat-
growing and the miner's wage may be
directly compared. When this is done it

will be found that the farmer is unable,
with the most modern machinery and
methods, to cultivate with his own hands
land enough to produce a labor income
equal to that of the soft-coal miner, work-
ing and living in the same neighborhood,
trading at the same stores, attending the
same churches, and sending his children to
the same schools.

Here we have a class of artisans, largely

of alien birth and not yet citizens, but
protected in their earning capacity by a

powerful organization whose existence

and demands are now recognized as a part
of our national policy. No preparation is

required for their business, nothing is

invested, no taxes paid, and no risks are

assumed, except [continued on page 20]

Photo by "Harry F. Blanchard

Here's One of Many Good Things

You Can't Get in Town
GOOD old apple cider, fresh and sparkling from the mill. Gee, don't you

feel sorry for the folks in town who have to buy theirs in bottles for 40
cents a quart, and put up with preservatives at that? We used to get all we
could carry home in a milk pail for a nickel—and we didn't pay a cent for the
luscious sweet cider we sucked through straws at the press.

Page 5
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The Girl I'd Marry and the Farm I'd Run
If I Were Twenty-one Again

By an Iowa Farmer

IF
I were twenty-one again I would do

three things: I would go in debt, I

would marry, I would take things
easy. Yes, and I'm a farmer too.

When I was twenty-one I did none of

these. I am past sixty now, and have had
plentj' of time to see and pay for my mis-
takes. I am also counted successful—and
by some> rich.

I know many a successful man—mer-
chant as well as farmer—who will say,
"Keep out of debt; it is a millstone about
the neck of the man who wants to get

There was a big pile of tm cans over
in tKe corner

ahead !

" I used to think that too ; I don't any
more. When I was twenty-one a mortgage
ranked alongside a case of smallpox. One
was a disgrace, the other a calamity.

I know a man to-day who stands high in

the . manufacturing world. He makes
agricultural implements, and sells them all

over the world. He is a millionaire several

times over.
"Mortgage is my middle name," he

confessed to me. "I will borrow as much
as any man, or set of men, will loan me."
It brought back to my mind the saying of

the late J. Pierpont Morgan:
"A milUonaire is not so much the man

who has a million dollars as the man who
can raise a million dollars."

I would marry young, because there is

nothing that helps a man to earn more and
to save more than a good wife. A good
wife is always to be desired, even above
great riches; but she is worth two dollars on
the farm for every one in the city. For just

as earth keeps a plowshare bright by con-
stant usage, so does the right kind of farm
life keep real true love bright.

I would take things easy, because that is

a good rule in any line of work. I believe

in being always about two rods ahead of

the job, never to let it nish me. .

I once heard a successful business man
say that he could tell whether a man had
administrative ability or not by the way he
kept his desk. If it was free from papers
and looked as though the owner didn't have
a thing in the world to do, he knew the man
was a hard worker and had great adminis-
trative ability. If it was crowded, untidy,
wearing a sort of "I can't possibly get it

all done to-day" look, he knew the man
was a failure.

There's a lot to the theory—especially
in the case of the farmer. Nowadays, with
labor-saving and time-saving machinery
for almost everything a farmer has to do,
there is not much excuse for overworking.

I want to set forth my ideas on these
three matters—debt, marriage, and work

—

at a little greater length. Taking marriage
first, I am going to cite two cases right here
at home, on two farms worked by hired
hands. I visited both of them the other
day, and as I rode homeward I thought
about the wives of these two hired men.

I had stopped at the farm worked by
Smith, and, as I never like to appear like a
boss or as company, I walked around to the
back door. Before I knocked I looked
about me. The yard was littered up,
weedy and unkempt; there was a board out
here and there in the walk between the
house and the outbuildings. The garden
was full of weeds; the poles for the beans
leaned every which way. But, the worst of
all, there was a big pile of tin cans over in
one corner—canned fruits and vegetables
of all kinds. Think what that means, in

the veiy garden spot of plenty, where
everything that those cans represented is

grown in profusion and might have been
canned by the woman, if only she had been
the right sort. " Tin-can poverty. " There
it was.

I knocked, and walked in. After passing
the time of day I asked the woman how her
poultry was doing. She replied she was
through trying to raise any poultry on the
shares, as it would take all she raised to
make up the original munber of breeders.
I asked her how she was coming along
with her canning, and she said she did not
have anything canned, and was not going
to can an>i:hing; for it would all spoil in

moving, and they did not intend to stay in

the country unless wages were better.

I stayed a while, and this woman sat on
her doorstep and told me her whole history
and that of her husband, and how hard it

was for a poor man to get ahead.
At the other farm, Mrs. Jones bade me

enter with a cheerj' voice, and kept on
working while she talked. She had fovu-

little ones and she was washing out their

clothes that day. After a few remarks I

asked her what she did with her tin cans,

and she replied that one of the children had
been craving sliced pineapple one day (we
don't raise them where I five), and she had
bought a small can of it; but aside from
that there hadn't been any canned stuff.

"I went over to Mrs. Smith's the other
day and got some old cans to make flower
pots out of," she concluded. "I do so love
flowers around, and think they have a re-

fining influence on the children."
I asked her about her chickens. She

stopped her washing, threw a bonnet on
her head and said:

"Come out here, I want to show you
some chickens!"

Well, she had 76 Buff Orpingtons in the
spring. She had kept us in eggs all summer,
and she had over 400 chickens when I

called.

Now, how am I—twenty-one again—to
know which one
of these two girls

to marrj'? I be-
lieve I'd arrange
to get to eatameal
or two at her
home; I'd listen to
hear if she sang at

her work, and
whether the song
was "Beulah
Land" or "Bright-
en the Corner, " or
whether it was
"Oh, You Beauti-
ful Doll! " or some
of these raggy-
jaz2y pieces.

If the meat and
the vegetables
were well cooked
—don't bother
about the pies and
cakes, at first—
and the table
served quickly
and unobtrusive-
ly, without any
waste motion or
complaining, if the
girl never fussed
and fumed when
her little baby sis-

ter cried or her
big brother jollied

her a bit too much,
I'd say the word that night, no matter
whether I was twenty-one or twenty-five,"
or whether I had a cent in the bank or
owned an acre of land.
Marry the right girl— that'syour first long

step toward happiness and success.
Now, as to going in debt: All my life I

have been a firm believer in borrowing. I
figure that in my business I have two
partners—my wife and my banker. I have
always consulted both on every deal I
made.

I have even borrowed money, paying six
per cent for it, when I had plenty of money
lying in the same bank, drawing only four
per cent interest. Why did I do this? For
two reasons: In the first place, I never like
to disturb a nest egg—and that's what a

kad four littl

wasking out their

savings account is. In the second place, I
worked and saved harder to pay off the note
than I would have if I had not borrowed.
Bank credit is largely a matter of per-

sonal character. I know men who do not
own a foot of land, not even the house they
live in, and they can borrow as much at
the bank on their personal note as some
farmers owning 160 acres clear. These
men of good credit never avail themselves
of the three days. of grace; they either pay
or renew their note the very day it is due,
often a few days before. 'They stop in at
the bank and chat when they have no
favors to ask. I never go to town without
stopping in at the bank. If the banker is

busy, I do not waste his time; but I let him
see me and know that I'm still on the job.

I have never used my personal credit to
indulge in extravagances. For any other
purpose I borrow, and tell the banker what
I am going to buy. Some folks say, "It's
none of the banker's business." All right;
there's a limit to their credit, and there's
practically no limit, within reason, to mine.

I have made it a habit for a good many
years, of investing $1,000 as soon as I had
$500. I borrow the other $500, and then
save with might and main until I have that
amount to pay back to the bank.

I am not a plunger. I have kept from
$500 to $1,000 in the bank, in certificates

of deposit, for years—never touching it.

A man never knows when sickness, death,
or some calamity is going to make it im-
perative for him to have ready money. By
withdrawing it I lose all the interest accu-
mulated since the last interest-paying
date. That is why I do not touch it when
I need money temporarily. Let me show
you how it works out:

Supposing I need $1,000 for sixty or
ninety days, and have $1,000 in certificates

of deposit in the bank. "This money, we
will say, has been there five months. At
four per cent interest—which the certifi-

cates draw—there is coming to me, at the
end of five months, $16.67. If I draw out

the money, how-
ever, before the
six-months period
is up, I lose this

amount. All right,

I go to the banker
and borrow $1,000
for sixty days. My
interest on that
note at six per
cent, for sixty
days, is $10. I am
$6.67 better off

than if I drew out
my own money.
Even if I borrow
for ninety days,
the interest at six

per cent is $15. I

am still $1.67 bet-
ter off.

I was not yet
thirty when I

learned that a lead
pencil and a pad
of paper will make
and save much
money. Figure
things out; study
percentages, or get

the children to ex-

plain them to you
—nothing is more
important for suc-

cess, either on the
farm or in the city.

Now as to the third statement: If I were
twenty-one again I should not work so

hard. How, then, would I expect to get

ahead better than I have done? I would let

machinery do the drudgery.
When the late David Rankin, known as

"the world's largest farmer," was asked to

tell the secret of his success (he began by
borrowing $6, and died worth $5,000,000,
all made in farming), he answered: "Suc-
cess in farming consists in making every
minute, every cent, and every seed count.

A good workman is cheap at most any price,

and a shiftless, careless man is dear if he
works for nothing." Before he died Mr.
Rankin amplified his views: "To make a
profit the farmer, just as a-ny other manu-
facturer, must reduce the cost of pro-

ones, and she was
clothes that day

duction, " he said. "I saw this long ag«
and when I saved a hand's wages by ti
use of a new piece of machinery I fe'

pretty good ; that was making money for mi
We farmers must not only keep eternaU
reducing the cost of production, but alB

plan a way to get the most out of our product.
Mr. Rankin's life was a constant prai

ticing of what he preached. Over sixt
years ago he conceived the idea of puttin
together two of his double shovel plows t

plow on both sides of the row at once. H
explained his ideas to the village blacl
smith, and his was the first straddle-ro"
cultivator, so far as any records go.

I do not have the inventive genius ths
David Rankin had; nor do I need it nov

I was not yet thirty when I learned
that a lead pencil and a pad of pa-
per will make and save much money

II can avail myself of the other fellow's geni

in almost every detail of farm work
Nothing interested me more, at our las

state fair, than an exhibit showing how fou
or five cents' worth of electricity will d
any one of the following chores around
farm: Separate 1,400 pounds of mill
churn 20 pounds of butter, do two larg

washings, clean all rugs, sharpen an ax or
scythe six times, pump enough water t

last a family two days, run the sewin
machine six hours, light a 32-candlepowe
lamp an hour a day for five days, and man;
other things.

A good idea of the amount of work
small motor will do on the farm can be ha
from this: Six horsepower will drive a grai

separator and thresh 2,500 bushels of oat

in ten hours. Three horsepower will mak
6,000 pounds of milk into cheese in one da>
Six horsepower will grind 20 bushels of cor
an hour. Five horsepower grinds 25 to 4
bushels of feed or 10 to 12 bushels of ea
corn an hour. Seven horsepower drives a
18-inch separator, bur mill, cornco!

crusher, and corn sheller, grinding from 1'

to 15 bushels of good, fine meal. Twelv
horsepower will run a 16-inch cutter ani

blower and elevate the silage into a silo 3'

feet high at the rate of seven tons an hour.

Do you think I am going to work var;

hard when the electric motor will do al

this for me, especially with the feed wire

running right past my door?
But when I say I would take thing

easier, I am not thinking of relying oi

machinery altogether. I would systema
tize my personal efforts so as to make m;
time count double.

I know a rich man who saj's the firs

time he realized he was wealthy was vf

he ordered from a menu without lool

down the right-hand side of the card to

what things cost. The first time I realize(

that I could do a lot was when I learne<

that I couldn't do everything. Don't lean

to depend on others, but realize that other

are necessary. If you find it to be a fac

that you can.do some one thing better thai

anything else, turn the other work over t*

others.

There will be some, I doubt not, bu
will say that I am a silly, visionary ok
man trying to give young folks advice. Bu
my neighbors will say that I have made i

success as it is. Ihave a fine, big farm, a fine

modern farmhouse. I enjoymost of the com
forts of rural living. And my experience ha*

proved that what I have said here is rig^

'
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ONE day a letter waS brought to

my attention wherein a farmer
was complaining about the seed
corn he bought from me. Deal-
ing with 65,000 farmers every

year, we get thousands of letters; but,

somehow or other, I think of this one every

time I start to pick the seed for the follow-

Eight Big Points to Watch in Selecting

and Caring for Your Seed Corn
By Eugene D. Funk

he wrote, "is
mg year.

"The seed you sent me,
|more like pop-
corn. I want corn

for my live stock,

not to pop."
I laughed when

I read this, but I

have been think-

ing over those few
lines ever since.

iHis was a very
natural mistake.

If he had noticed

in his own seed in

other years that

the well-shaped
kernels he picked
for seed in the
early fall were
greatly reduced in

^ize by spring,

when he shelled

the ears for the

planter, the ker-

nels would look
like pop corn if

he had properly
taken care of his seed during the winter.

When I go into the field in the fall to

pick seed corn, I like to think of how im-
portant it is, and of the bearing the seed I

pick has on the crop of the next year. -

And when the seed has been picked and
Jiauled into the seedhouse for sorting pre-

tjaratory to being hung up for the winter,

I am reminded of a horse race. I have seen

many a horse best the starter, only to lose

the race later on because he failed to hold

the lead; and I know of instances where
good seed corn, improperly handled during

the winter, has failed to produce the ex-

pected crop the next year.

Each ear we keep for seed, out of what has

been brought in, is a good ear—in shape,

kernels, rows, etc.—but after the ear has

been dried, and shelled in the spring, the

well-shaped kernels will be a little shriveled

because of the reduced moisture content.

It is because of the appearance of the

!iJ kernel, with 9 to 10 per cent of moisture

rji Dut, that this man thought the grain was
)il popcorn instead of field corn. Ears picked

ajfor seed corn will always shrink an inch or

Ljvo, depending on the amount of moisture

in them when picked.

Human nature is something all business

i men must observe. We are able to study it

through letters, and it is upon the infor-

(j mation contained in them that we base our

campaign of education relative to corn-

growing, selection and preservation of

eed.

I firmly believe, as a result of twenty-
seven years' studying corn-growing, that

every farmer should change his seed every

tew years, for the same reason that a

breeder changes his bulls. He should not

get a whole lot of seed, but merely a few
bushels—enough to plant in a special

seed-corn plot. And he should give this

plot the best of care, and from it select the
seed for his next year's crop.

This means a little extra work, and may
sound impractical to some; but when you
consider not only the increase in bushels

per acre, but also the quality and maturity
of the grain, I find it pays for the trouble.

My files contain thousands of letters from
good, practical farmers who are doing that

very thing. Many of these men have in-

creased their yield 15 bushels an acre by
the adoption of this system.
Seed selection is a difficult proposition.

It is impossible to study every stalk in the
field in order to select from only the healthy
ones. Moreover, this can't be done, be-
cause there is a disease in corn—a kind of

smut, known as Fusarium-r-which, in many
instances, it is impossible to detect out-
wardly, for it may attack the corn in nine
or more places.

' The only way is to select the best-looking
ears—that is, ears that are well shaped.
Diseased ears may be selected unknowingly,

as corn has disease just like live stoclj. I

would say that the corn crop of the United
States is reduced 20 per cent each year
because of disease.

Every State where corn is grown has it.

We have made a careful study of the
situation, and government investigations

have checked what we found. Fusarium,
we find, is the most prevalent disease. It

attacks the plant in the ear, roots, stalk.

is, hard. This is just before it freezes.

A hard freeze will affect the vitality of

seed corn because of its moisture content.

When the moisture is 18 per cent or below,

I have found, there is not much need for

worry over the danger of freezing in the
field.

It has been my experience that the
average time to pick corn for seed is about
the middle of September. Corn at that

Mr. and Mrs. runk.
and their two little

gfirls. Also some
samples of the kind
of seed corn Mr.
Funk tells about in

tkis article.

EVERYBODY
who knows corn

knows Eugene
Funk. He is a mem-
ber of the celebrat-
ed Funk family of
McLean County
Illinois. Eugene
Funk is in charge of

25,000 acres of the
Funk estate, and he .

uses 8,000 acres of

that to grow seed
corn.
There are 65,000

regular customers
on the Funk seed-
corn list, and the
seed is shipped to
every part of the
world. The Funks
started corn-grow-
ing in Africa, the

crop there having
originated from
their specially
grown seed for that
country.
Eugene Funk is

about fifty, and the
proudfather of eight
children. He is also

in the hog business
with his brother
Lawrence. They
market about 10,-

000 hogs a year.
Funk was one of the
first men Herbert
Hoover asked to
join his committee
of farmers in the
Food Administra-
tion when we en-
tered the war.

The Editor.

Here Are the Points in Brief

1. Get only a few bushels—enough to plant a special seed-corn plot. From this select

the seed for the succeeding year's crop.

2. Pick seed •corn in the field when it is ripe—that is, hard, just before it freezes.

3. Pick a medium-sized ear—not a big one. Large ears mean late-maturing plants.

4. Don't pick an ear from a hill which has smut in or near it.

5. Don't let your seed corn freeze. Store it in a warm, dry place where plenty of air

is circulating.

6. Don't pile up the ears. Hang the corn so the ears do not touch.
7. Test your seed early enough so that if your corn does not show good germination

you will have time to get and test new seed.

8. Change your seed corn every few years for the same reason that a breeder changes
his bulls. - Eugene D. Funk.

leaves, and other parts. Moreover, this

disease may remain in the soil for years, and
attack succeeding crops—not only of corn,
but of wheat.

There are some visible signs of this

disease, such as corn which has fallen, or
moldy ears. These are extreme cases, but
not every stalk which is down has Fusarium.
It can be discovered in the germinator too,

but the next kernel may be healthy.
One way to satisfy suspicion of Fusarium

when it is in its most violent stages is to
slit the stalk. The internodes will be as
black as your hat. If the corn has fallen

down, the roots will be rotted. This con-
dition may be reached at any stage of the
growth of the stalk. We haven't devised
any way of treating for Fusarium as yet,

but we are working on it.

The time to pick seed corn, I find, de-
pends upon the season. Offhand, it may be
said that I pick my seed when it is in the
best stage of preservation. I would like to
have corn ripen in the field, if I could
depend on the weather, because nature is

hard to improve upon.
I aim to pick corn when it is ripe—that

time will have from 22 to 25 per cent of

moisture, if conditions are average. If it is

an abnormal season the moisture content
inay run as high as 35 per cent. This is the
time for alarm, because a freeze will affect

the germination very materially.
I have found that freezing corn, when

it has such a high moisture content, may
not kill the germ, but it will weaken it, and
the crop next year may not be very good.
Take the present year, for instance: A
short time after we planted some of our
corn I looked at the thermometer we have
for registering temperature of soil and
atmosphere. The soil was 48 degrees, and
the atmosphere something like 65.

These conditions are not ideal for growth
of the tiny germ, and considerable of the
early planted corn this year will be some-
what stunted. It will produce, but not so
well as if conditions had been favorable.
It is with corn just as it is with a pig:

once you stunt him, he may recover; but
he will never be the same good animal.

If the moisture content of the corn gets
down as low as 15 per cent, no freeze, nO'

matter how hard, will have any serious

effect on seed vitality. However, in our
warehouse we don't allow the temperature,
even during the coldest part of the winter,
to get below freezing. Don't let your seed
cornfreezel

After picking our seed corn we dry it to
reduce it to 15 per cent moisture content.
The average farmer can do this by taking
corn into the house and hanging it where
his wife doesn't want it—around the stove;

or he may hang it

in a room above,
where there is some
heat and a good
circulation of air.

The best place to
store corn for the
winter is where it

is dry, and with
plenty of air circu-

lating. Corn should
never be piled up,

, buthung so the ears
do not touch, and
there is room for a
circulation of air

between the ears or

rows.
I have observed

thatmore seed corn
has been ruined by
not caring for it

properly than in

any other way.
Proper care during
the winter is very

important to obtain good results.

Our corn in the warehouse gets down to

9 or 10 per cent moisture by spring.

I have often seen seed corn hung in the
eaves of the barn, up over the horses, or in

the runway of the corncrib. These places
are highly improper to store seed corn.

There is more or less dampness always
coming in with the air from the outside,

and the ammonia from the manure. In
ordinary years it might be all right, when
the corn has only about 18 per cent or less

moisture. It will grow under those con-
ditions, but not so in abnormal years.

I figure three out of every ten years are
abnormal, and I always want to be pre-
pared. Safety first is a good motto when it

comes to handling your seed corn during
the winter months. It often spells the
difference between profit and loss.

I don't know of anything in the way of

seed that absorbs and gives off moisture
more readily than corn. Naturally, when
corn absorbs moisture the small germ
swells, and when it gives off moisture,
naturally it contracts. This takes place
during the freezing and thawing weather.
This expansion and contraction soon
break down the tissue in the germ, and
weaken it very much.
The most economical way to hang a

small amount of seed corn is by stringing it

on binder twine, twisting the twine so
the ears will not come together. Strong
twine should be, used.

I have found from experience that the
farmer selects an ear for seed because it is

well shaped, good sized, and has well-

filled butts and tips. He doesn't know if

this is the highest yielding corn in the field;

he merely uses his judgment by picking
the best-looking corn.

I am president of the National Corn
Association, and this organization has
staged six expositions and corn shows in

various parts of the country, for the pur-
pose of teaching better methods of pro-
duction. At these_ expositions the best
corn has been judged according to the score

card.
Naturally, the physically perfect ears

took the prizes. At times I have planted
seed from the prize-winning ears against

ears which would not win a prize because
of their shape. The ribbon ears never
yielded as well as the other. In fact, I

have never been able to get corn which
rated high according to the score card that

would make a big yield in the field.

The selection of the best physical ears

does not mean anything to the scientific

breeder, because they don't give an inkling

of the yielding power.
Another way of explaining the matter is

to liken the purchasing of a dairy cow
according to appearance and paying no
attention to her [continued on page 22]
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FARM AND FIRESIOE

Mistakes We All Make in Startin

Our Children Through Life
By Joseph E. Wing

IN
MY last article I told you some-

thing about soil fertility, and the
importance of building it up on your
farm, and keeping it up.
In this article I am going to tell you

two things about building up childreji

—

two things which most of us do noi now do,
but which are both vital if you and your
children are to be happy and successful
on the farm.
The first thing is so absurdly easy and

simple that, like the idea of carbonate of
lime underlying all soil fertility, it may
seem to you so small and unessential that
you will wonder, and yet it is the most
tremendous proposition that I know how
to advance, and if it can be accomplished
it will revolutionize all society, just as
carbonate of lime will revolutionize all

sour soils. That proposition is this:
That your child shall be taught to hold an

ever-reverent attitude toward all of God's
vjorld and all the creatures on it, including
animals, plants, children, men and ivomen,
of every race and nationality.

I think here I can see men inwardly
objecting: "Is such sentimental and un-
practical stuff as this what the man from
Ohio has to give us?"

Sentimental? Not at all. Unpractical?
No; the most practical of ideas, this, and
the thing of greatest need of anything in
America to-day. I would put this propn
osition ahead of that of carbonate of hme
if I did not think that it would be quite
difficult to carry it out unless we first

laid the foundation of material prosperity,
for money is needed in everything, always.
What do I mean by reverent attitude

toward God's world and its ' creatures?
Let me illustrate: One day in old England
I wandered along a footpath, through a
field of wheat, nearly ready for harvest.
It was splendid wheat. The owners of the
soil had held it in reverence for centuries.
The footpath was common property of the
dwellers in the old city of Salisbury.
Thousands of feet trod this path—feet of
rich and feet of poor. No fence limited the
path. One could stray into the wheat as
far as he pleased. And yet the wheat grew
tall, straight, and unharmed, to within a
foot of the path. It was a little lane, not
more than three feet wide, through tall

wheat. No one would pull off the heads, no
one would step on the young "corn," as
they called it, because of that reverent
spirit they held, first for the earth itself,

for the beautiful growth springing up on it,

for the rights of the owner of the soil and
crop.

"The law made them do that," I hear
some one whispering. Not at all. It is

probably true that the law of England is

more carefully enforced than is the law in
America, but it was not fear of the law
that made little feet respectful in the midst
of a great wheat field where no eye but
that of God could see. It was merely that
from infancy these people had been taught
reverence—reverence for plants, reverence
for animals, reverence for others.

Let's go on further: Up on the hillside

above the wheat field was a great pasture.
There on that Sunday afternoon went
many people, young and old, grave and .

gay. In little groups they sat on the grass
or beneath the great elms. Sheep fed in the
pasture. Children wandered about picking
flowers, and now and then they would run
up to feeding sheep and give them friendly

pats on the head. The sheep merely looked
around inquiringly, and maybe took a step
or two away, then resimied feeding. There
was perfect understanding, you see, be-
tween child and footpath, child and
pasture land, child and animals grazing
there—respect and appreciation for each
one.
"How are you to teach reverent ap-

preciation?" I hear you ask. It is born
within us, I think. What we need only to
do is to see that it is not lost. Let me
illustrate again:
A woman in our village planted in the

grass in front of our little church certain
bulbs that pushed up in spring, flower
shoots that then unfolded buds and
bloomed out in gay Uttle blossoms starring
the short green grass. Certain small chil-

dren came up the street one day as I hap-
pened to be near. They spied the flowers

and exclaimed. They ran eagerly to look

at them, smiles dimpling their faces. Then
they knelt down, put their little noses in
the blooms to enjoy the fragrance, laughed,
arose, and trotted gayly away.
Not a thought of destroying one of

them; already in these little minds bloomed
love for the beauty of flowers, admiration,
eagerness to know more of them and re-

ference for them. They would not step on
them, would not pull them to pieces or mar
them, would not pluck them, because some
instinct told them that they were in a
manner sacred, that they could love them

not the Itahan or any foreigner, is not that
feeling the true one?

Is it not aU wrong that we should feel

scorn of the man who is simply different
from us, who has lacked the opportunities
that we have, or whose virtues happen
simply to be different from ours? The
spirit of contempt is never born in a child.
You father, you mother, you older brother
or sister, taught that to that child.
Why can't we get back to simple rever-

ence once more? It would solve all the
race questions, all the social questions.

Joe Wmg loved to work, even at writing,

out m tke open. He abhorred being indoors,

and never stayed there unless compelled , to

and enjoy them but must not take them
away, that these flowers belonged to them,
bloomed for them, yet bloomed and be-
longed to others as well.

Now, take those little children, who
instinctively loved the tiny flowers, who
instinctively went to them and knelt be-
fore them and buried their little noses in

them, and then went away having done
them no harm—take those little children,

I say, and gfive them teaching that shall

carry that spirit right up through their

young lives, always reverence for whatever
God has made, be it of plant or animal life

or what, and all things good are possible.

I repeat with all possible emphasis that
this spirit of interest, pleasure, and rever-

ence is natural to childhood, and it is we,
the elders, who ought to bow down in deep
humiliation and hide our heads in the very
dust ; it is we who by our word and example
destroy this spirit of childlike respect, love,

and reference for all that is good in the
world that God has made.
Who told that child that the man of

black skin was a "nigger?" Who told that
child that this other man from Italy was a
"dago?" Would the child have learned
that unmerciful scorn that has made hatred
and envy and misunderstanding come into
human life without yoii? Is not the in-,

stinct of the child that sees kindliness and
certain goodness in the negro, that despises

Don't misunderstand me by hastily

assuming that I believe in "social equality"
or any such thing; I do not. I see no such
thing as equality anywhere among men,
but I hate injustice, I hate prejudice, I ask
only that the little child be taught to carry
through all life its first grave, happy,
reverent interest and appreciation in all

goodness wherever it is seen.
Who taught that child that bats are to

be feared, that they carry bed bugs under
their wings? That is a lie. Who taught
fear to the child? Who taught it to kill

things, to rob birds' nests, to torture
animals, to uproot plants, to be a vandal
wherever it went?
We have not time, or else we have not

ourselves enough goodness to be fit to be
comrades with these little ones and simply
lead them up along the path that their

little feet are born naturally to tread.
Now comes the "final," which you are all

wishing to hear. Perhaps it is as essential

as anything else that I have discussed. It

is to encourage cmd develop in the child from
infancy up an inquiring mind and_ to give

it a hand trained to work.
Naturally your child has an inquiring

mind. Chilcfren crave education—true,

real education, the learning of the secrets
of growth, the way things are made. They
desire exceedingly to know things. Don't
they dig up seeds to see how they sprout?

Don't they take their dolls and playthi_
apart to see how they are made? That
the instinct of the true student; discouri
it not. Direct the young mind; do
repress -it. Accept the little child frai
as an equal, embarked on the same jc
of life as yourself, interested as you i

nature and all things pertaining thei
Talk to the child as sensibly as you W(

to an older person. Marvelous is the n
of the child, marvelous the ease with w]
impressions are made, marvelous the si

ing quahties of those impressions. Ti
will be absorbed .in early childhood
dencies toward thought, tendencies to'

research, tendencies toward opinions
convictions. Rightly led, these will al

along natural, true, helpful lines.
The brain of the child is a white table

on which you may write. It is a mass c

molder's clay. It may be shaped easily int

almost any form. It is a twig that may
bent with ease, but that, once bent, is vl
hard to straighten again. • The directioo!
thought of the child during its earlier yi

is nearly sure to fiix it for all life afterwj
A Chinaman once said to a friend

mine who employed six Tiundred of thI

Chinamen in California: "You wish
know how Chinaman knows how to mi
things grow? China boy's mother, wl
China boy so long" (indicating with
hand a lad about two years old), "ti

box, fills box with earth. China boy p
seed in box. Soon China boy waters s<

Soon China boy's mother help China
dig up the seed and see the little spn
grow, see little root grow. China
plant seed again. Some day seed come
Then China boy's mother helps China _
put the little plant out in the gard(
China boy's mother shows China boy hi

to dig about it and fertilize it and water
China boy's mother make China boy 1(

at plants to see how they grow. Bimi
China boy be farmer."
And of all agriculturists in America

Chinamen are most skillful. They tal

deep interest in their work. They ar
careful students of soil and fertilization
Professor King, who has been to China
says he gets down on his knees before
Chinese farmer; he has nowhere aeei

greater skill, greater knowledge of soils

And, evidently, nowhere else has ther
been natiire study and training in th
elements of agriculture earlier begun x
more persistently and intelligently carrii
out. Yet we in our ignorance affect A
scorn and despise the Chinese peopl
They can teach us profound lessons that,
once learned, will make us a wiser peopl
a better people, a happier people.
So far as I have seen, about the

real practical schools in America to-dR;
are the kindergartens. My child gr#i
more in mind and judgment while in th
kindergarten than ever before or since.

Our education in schools is superfieii)

unrelated to anything that the child know
in outdoor life, unrelated to anything
except other studies that it may possifei;

learn in the dim future. That is wr
education. It is not education in the
sense at all—it is cramming. Educati
something that takes a boy and devi
him to do things.

Education is what comes out of the
not what goes into him. It is educai
when the child learns to know the vi)

facts underlying the earth, the plants, t

animals, the men about him; educai
when he can do things with his own hai

when he can take a block of wood and ra

it into a thing of use or a thing of beai

It is education when he can saw off

end of a board and can saw it square; wH
he can measure with his eye and mark-fi
sixteen feet; when he can plow a stra^^
furrow and, as he plows it, remember wto
the soil is that he is turning up,
something of its geology and somewhalfc
its chemistry, and somewhat of its bactedSs

flora. It is education when he can do wl
some useful, elemental work of the woi^
The child should know how to do thin
well with his own hands, with her
hands. The child should be trained
ivork, to think.

To do all this it will maybe be necessft

to remodel our whole scheme of educatid
It is top-heavy now, unpractical, misclii

vous, much of it [continued on pagE"*
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Tricks and Tackle I Use in Fishing for

the Bold, Bad Black Bass
By Warren H. Miller

Wi

TKe author tending
strictly to the wrig-
gle of a pork minnow

E ONCE
had a dinner
at the An-

gler's Club, where
the entire evening
was devoted to extoll-

ing the virtues and
fighting qualities of

the black bass.

In our midst sat an
English guest, spell-

bound, listening to

the tales of the prow-
ess of this king of the
lily-pad lakes. Bob
Davis, of "Mun-
sey's, " who is no

doubt as keen a fisherman as ever almost
caught a bass, was lauding a many-barbed
plug that would catch anything in the bass
line that wore fins.

"And you can slam it through the
shingles of a barn and hook a cow with it!

"

concluded Bob, dropping the plug on the
banquet table amid a tumult of applause.

The Englishman arose, deeply impressed.
"A most extraordinary fish, this bass,

doncherknow!" he averred. "I should like

to know where you get the scales to weigh
such a marvelous creature?"
"He has them too, right with him!"

shot back Davis, and sat down, leaving the

Englishman slightly puzzled.
Bass fishing is a great and universal

summer sport, at its best in June and
September, and poorest in late July and
August. Pike and pickerel fishing is much
like it, and in the same waters. Both pike

and pickerel are surface fighters, usually

coming to the boat in a squirming mass of

yellow and green, and their fight is soon
over.
But if there is a lily-pad pond anywhere

near your farm, where there are bass, bet-

ter get an outfit and try the sport. One
way to get there, worked out by a farmer
friend of mine, is to make a trailer for your
car out of an old pair of wagon wheels and
a tongue. On this a light boat is lashed, and
the tongue tied to the frame of the car.

With it every pond in the neighborhood is

his fishing ground.
The black bass is the most widely dis-

tributed of all our game fish. From Florida

to Maine, and from the Atlantic to the
Rockies, there is not a pond in the farming
districts that has not its share. You and I

love a good fighter, and here is an antago-
nist that will break any tackle, outside of

a cane pole and a clothesline, that you care

to match against him.
There are two sporting ways to take him—^wlth a six to eight ounce fly rod, or with

a five-ounce bait-casting rod, the lures be-
ing bass-sized flies, plugs, or live bait.

Your battles with him will be staged un-
der the roseate splendors of the setting sun,

with the clouds in the firmament a glory-

of lavender, purple, and gold, and the sur-

face of the lake a still mirror, burnished
with living color, each lily pad and rag-

weed a note of silver in the sjonphony of

the dying day.
Or else it will be in the mists of early

morning, with the green woods along shore
and the distances of each cove veiled in a
haze of sweetness, resting tranquilly on the
silent bosom of the waters. At such times
and places you ply your rod, or cast the
deft plug, while the boat drifts idly over the
green depths. There is neither pleasure nor
profit in fretting your soul after the sun is

well up and the lake a chop of wind-driven
whitecaps. During the time from ten to
four let the greenhorn use his day trjdng to
entice the bass when they are not feeding.
Except for bait fishing in an anchored boat,
the broad daytime is hardly worth while as
a fishing season. But betimes in the morn-
ing, or after four o'clock. Sir Bass is out for
what luck may befall.

He is a fighting fish. Everything in the
lake is afraid of His Finship, and he knows
it. The outlandish plug and the leathern
wooden minnow are but new enemies for
him to attack, and that is the real reason
why they succeed. Anything moving,
struggling, or wriggling in the water excites
his sudden ire. The smaller bass are apt to
fear your well meant attempts to bean
them with a wooden minnow. They will
chase it, and rout it valiantly; but pounce

on it with the smashing strike of the two-

pounder—never! For them I have had the

best success with the fly rod and a Silver

Doctor, an Ibis, or a Montreal; for a fly on
the surface is part of their natural food and,

if artfully presented, will not be overlooked.

With bass next in size, say around a

pound to a pound and a half, I will take
three to one against the plug, with a small

spoon or pork rind, skittered from the

shore line out, with a fly rod. If this spoon
has a short gut leader of some three feet in

length, severing all visible connection be-

tween it and the line, it will be a thousand
times more effective in deceiving the
doughty bass. Gut is invisible in water.

yards of Hne in your left hand, which shoot
out through the guides. When the whole
business straightens out in front, and is

about to settle on the water, lift it back
smartly, taking more line off the reel with
your left hand as you do so. Repeating the
maneuver several times will get out some
thirty feet of line, and then you let your
ily settle gently on the water. Jiggle and
work it a bit with the rod, and, if not taken,

lift it smartly and drop it in another likely

place.

Avoid rippling the water in starting your
line back.

In skittering, about twenty feet of line

is all that can be managed properly. Work

Then, in the realm
of the big fellows,

those from two to
four pounds, the
pork chunk

—

man's food—or a
diving wiggling
contraption
that performs
insane antics as
you reel it back
to the boat will

bring the leonine
pounce that will

send the blood
pumping wildly to
your head, set your
nerves a-tingle, and
put you on your met-
tle as a fighter against
a fighting fish.

Again, as the bold, bad
black bass has his moments
of indolence and lethargy,
there are days, particularly
hot, still, sunny ones, when he
will strike at nothing, and you
must go down after him with live bait

—the small green froglet, the agile angle-
worm, the peevish crawfish, or the nettle-

some helgrammite.
A brief outline on the accepted tackle for

fly and bait casting, and how to use it: The
fly rod for bass should be somewhat heavier
and stiffer than that for trout, say six or

seven ounces, and nine and a half feet long;

a heavy (size E) oiled silk line, preferably
double-tapered; a reel to hold it; a short gut
leader; some No. 1 spoons with feathered
treble hook, and the assortment of bass
flies, tied on No. 6 hooks—Royal Coach-
man, March Brown, Silver Doctor, Mon-
treal, Red Ibis, and White Miller—and you
have an outfit for either fly fishing or

skittering.

The casting is done as in fly fishing. It is

rather hard to tell how to do it, but you sit

in the boat, strip off a yard or two from the
reel with the left hand, and lift the rod tip

smartly, stopping it when it reaches per-
pendicular. The line already out, say
fifteen feet of it, will fly back horizontally
until it bends back the rod tip. When this

bend is over and the tip is coming forward
again, you aid it with a cast from the fore-
arm, at the same time releasing the two

Pike an<j pickerel not to

be. sneered at

the boat along some
twenty-five feet off

shore. Start the
cast on the off-

shore side of the
boat, flicking the
spoon across and
landing it near
shore in some
likely cove, rock
crevice, old
stump, or other

bass lair. Work
it slowly back to-

ward the boat with
the rod tip, mak-
ing the spoon wiggle
and twist, to imi-

tate a minnow turn-
ig over and over in dis-

ss. A small piece of

pork rind is also effective,

used in this way.
In bait-casting the whole
scheme of tackle changes.
The art is a development of

the old stunt of hurling an
apple off a pointed stick. The pointed stick

is replaced with a five-and-a-half-foot, five-

ounce bamboo or steel rod, and the apple by
a lure weighing not less than an ounce. A
light, braided silk Une, of about twelve
pounds' breaking strength, wound on a
free-running, quadruple-multiplying reel,

furnishes the connection between the apple
and the stick.

The reel is the most important item. A
good one should run 26 to 30 seconds on
one spin without stopping, and must have
strong, simple gears that a big bass cannot
strip. If it has jeweled bearings, so much
the better. The line should not be too
heavy or strong, as a thick line is hard to
cast accurately, and unfair to the bass. Too
stiff a rod requires too much arm-play, and
makes for backlashes and inaccuracy in
casting.

With such an outfit you are fixed to cast
60 to 100 feet, with an accuracy that will

land your lure within two feet of the chosen
spot—and accuracy is all important, for a
big bass will not come far from his lair to
strike at your offering. The boat is worked
along the shore, or along the outer fringe of

the lily pad, about 40 to 50 feet away from
them.

Take all the time you need to make at
least two casts into every likely dent and
cove. Each one of these is apt to be pre-
empted by some one particular bass, who
is boss of all that region. Here he lies in
wait for frog or minnow which may venture
near, ready to pounce out on them like an
ambushed leopard. Now, if you can flop

your lure right into his lair, it is an affront
that no self-respecting bass will endure, and
his return strike will be made with a fury
that will blow up your self-control unless
you have it well in hand. I've seen men go
all to pieces on a savage bass strike, grab
frantically for the line, and strive to haul it

in hand over hand. Needless to say, the
line parted and the bass ran off, snorting
with derision, and finally leaping out of the
water to hurl the plug from his lips with a
savage shake.
Keep cool, and play him on the reel, not

trying to horse him, but making him fight

for every inch of line dragged out from
under your thumb, snubbing him with the
full strength of the rod when he tries to
dive for roots and rock crevices to snag
your line, reeling in slack when he rushes
for the boat, and hauling him down with
your rod tip when he leaps high out of the
water in his mad efforts to shake out the
lure. When finally good and tired, it will

be safe to work him up to the boat and
slip the landing net under him—not before.
To land that lure in the chosen spot is the

hard thing—a fine art acquired through
long practice. The main reliance is a deli-

cate thumb tip, the thumb resting on the
reel stanchion and the tip just touching the
reel drum, to prevent the reel from spinning
faster than the line is going out. Its ten-
dency is to over travel, thus winding up the
line backward and making that glorious
snarl called a backlash. This your thumb
prevents.

.. The casting is done with the forearm.
Tie the victim's arm to his side if he per-
sists in using the whole arm. A good rod
will not need more than the forearm, any-
way, except for casts of 80 feet and over.
As to lures, I have had the most success

with the artificial minnows that dive and
wiggle, and with the good old pork minnow.
The good artificial lure seems to be some-
thing white with a red slash in its throat,
and a slanting face that will make it dive
and loop like an aeroplane when reeled
back through the water. The bass thinks
it is a minnow or chub in distress, and so
strikes.

It is a humane bait, in spite of its

numerous hooks, for it cannot be swallowed
or paunched, and the hook is invariably
found caught in the hard bony cartilage of

the lip, where it cannot hurt the fish. There
must be three hooks, one on each side of the
throat and one in the tail, and these had
better be treble hooks, for a pike may
strike, and you cannot catch a flat hook in

the bony jaws of his. You will hear many
a stuck-up angler sniffing at your bait, but
give him the laugh.
To make up the pork minnow, I have

found a home-made lure of red fly wound
on a large flat hook and weighted with a bit

of lead sinker a good starter. To this is

attached two small brass swivels and a
split ring, with a bright spoon hung in the
ring.

The pork rind minnow is cut three inches
long, with a tail split up about an inch.

Hang this in the bend of the large hook,
and there you are! You can buy these, but
a few white hen's feathers, some red dye,

and some spare time will make up a dozen
of them for the price of one. A 4-0 forged
steel hook is about right.

When this lure is reeled back through
the water, the spoon makes a bright flash,

and also causes currents of water which
wiggle the tail of the minnow in a very
lifelike manner. If the hook is made weed-
less, with a wire prong protecting its point,

it becomes a fine fishing tool, as it can be
sent right into the lily pads and pickerel

grass without hooking on them and scaring

the bass.

Now as to live bait: Most small streams
are alive with small frogs, and a nimble
snatch will get you bait. For the festive

nightwalker, a tour of the garden and the
lawn with a lantern will show to the sharp-

eyed that maroon [continued on page 26]
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And This Is

How It Will Look
When You
Rebuild It

'T'HE house aa found has the ar-
chitecture characteristic of the

Jersey famjr.^ilt is dizzy with gig-
saw work. -IBie wiudo^v'S are big-
paned, and mere are no inodern
improvements. But the general
architecture, framework, walls,
and roof are all right, consequently
it affords a good basis for remodel-
ing and restoring. There are lots
of country houses that can be
transformed into modern homes by
a few inexpensive changes.

Frank J. Forster, Architect

ir

J!

'T'HE old house is marked in black, the new parts in cross-hatching.
These include the separator vdng with the laundry, kitchen porch,

down-stairs toilet, porch and kitchen closets, and the overhang of the
eave for the protection of the loading platform and woodpiles. The new
entrances to the cellar, from the kitchen and outside, are indicated. On
the other side is the office extension and the pergola. A general layout
of the house grounds shows the ^iew from the various rooms.

WITH the exception of the bath, linen closet, chamber
closets, sleeping porch, and turn of stairs, the second-

story rooms are as found. Each is well lighted and ventilated.
The master bedroom leads onto the sleeping porch, and is in
close proximity to the bath, as are the other rooms. The
chamber directly in front' of it is suitable for a children's
nurserj', bedroom, or sewing-room. Plenty of closet room is

pro\-ided—a very important item.

%

A GENERAL layout of the grounds
shows how the extensions form

two sides of a court, n-ith a turn-
around and a direct drive to the barn.
The house lands are separated from-
the barn lands bj'' a generous distance,
the gardens and immediate surround-
ings of the house being kept intact.
An attractive planting of shrubbery
will add much to the effectiveness of
this arrangement. The barren look
of the old house is entirely displaced by
a pleasant setting of trees and shrubs.
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THE front elevation of the house as im-
proved shows the office ts-ing with

sleeping porch above, the new small-pane
sash, the French doors from dining and
Living rooms, the built-up bases of the
chimneys, and the pergola, forming, with
the office wall, a background for the
flower garden. On the other side is the
vegetable garden. These gardens may be
surrounded by a low wall or picket fence.

The gig-saw work, of course, has disap-
peared. The entire effect is one of com-
fort and distinction often lacking in"new
houses.

THIS side elevation shows thenew 24-foot

extension housing a separator room,
laundrj- and down-stairs toilet and kitchen

porch. It is the same character as the old

house. The chimney base is exposed, as

per plan, and the shutters and new win-
dows are provided. A simple lattice is

added to the porch end.
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If You're Going to Remodel Your House
These Ideas Will Help You

By Richardson Wright, Editor of "House and Garden"

THIS article is designed to give you
ideas that you can use in re-

modeling your own house where-
ever and whatever it may be,

whether you want to do a lot or

just a little.

It lists the steps in remodeling in the
order of their importance, gives you costs

on each item, and shows you how you can
make your house over completely at one
time for $2,791; or how you can spread the
work over several years, making one im-
provement at a time, at a cost of only a
lew hundred dollars a year.

It is so planned that you can scale it up
or down to fit a big house, a medium-sized
house, or a small house. And when com-
pleted you will have a home thoroughly
modern and attractive, with separator,
office, and miscellaneous wings; heating,
and plumbing system; sleeping porches,
gardens, etc.

The plan is presented to you now so that
you can work out your ideas during the
winter, get the benefit of the ideas and
discussions that the contest announced on
this page will bring forth, and be in position
next spring to know just what you want
to do.

If you want advice on lighting, heating,
or plumbing systems, and will write to the
Editor of Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, he will see that
you get information as to the best the
market affords in those lines.

As to the practicability of what I give
you here, I can only say that, with many
years of personal experience with all kinds
01 building problems, and with the ex-
perience of the best architects, builders, and
home owners throughout the country to
draw on, I have summed up, after many
weeks of careful investigation, the soundest
and most economical suggestions I could
develop from the whole field.

Of the methods by which a man and
woman may make a home, none are more
fascinating than restoring or remodeling an
old house. Half the work is already done.
The remainder will be successful according
to the measure of your imagination, your
ingenuity—and your purse. For the farmer
it may also be the most practical sort of

house.
The farmer can either restore the old

house to its one-time architectural glory,

or else so rebuild it that the original

property is scarcely recognizable. In
either case he must modernize its living

facilities. The methods of rebuilding and
Tutoring consequently combine architec-
tural and sanitary improvements.

If an old farmhouse suits your needs,
restore it; but be sure to restore it according
to_ the architectural character of the
original. Nothing is worse than a New
England Colonial farmhouse made hideous
with jig-saw decorations, porches of un-
suitable design, and modern, big-pane
windows. Or again, a house may eventu-
ally prove too small and additions be re-

quired. The same rules apply here. Have
a heart for the man who in old times
dreamed and executed a beautiful home.
Don't put a red brick wing to a shingle
house when a shingled wing will serve the
purpose. In restoring, your work should
be limited to putting in new parts where
the old have worn out, preserving both the
exterior and interior with paint, relaying
floors and introducing the modern con-
veniences of good plumbing and sewage
disposal, and heating and lighting plants.
Your success with either restoring or re-

modeling a house will depend greatly on the
original property. Before proceeding in-

vestigate these points:

1. Location of the house. Does the house
stand above the level of the road? If not,
you will receive drainage from the road.
The same applies to the other immediate
surroundings. The house in a pocket will

be damp, its cellar wet, washouts will ruin
the land, and you will have difficulty in
laying suitable drainage. Land sloping
away from the house, preferably to the
south and southeast, affords the best loca-
tion.

It should not be too near the road, eke
the housewife will have difficulty in keeping
her rooms clean, and the house itself will

have no approach which is requisite for its

setting.

You should also consider the house in

relation to the other farm buildings. This
will very much depend on the region you
are in. The New England grouping con-
nected the house with the barn by a series

of arched passages used for woodsheds,
machinery storage and chicken houses; the
Pennsylvania and New Jersey ground
plans show the farm buildings built around
a large square. Whatever
the location of the house, its

immediate surroundings
should be kept separate from
the other buildings. This
will reduce fire danger and
give the dwelling the proper
atmosphere that it deserves.
The house should have its

own kitchen garden, flower
gardens, and stretches of

lawn—a sphere the house-
wife should control.

2. The second question is

the location of existing
rooms. What do the present
rooms look out on? If the
view from the living-room,
for example, is unpleasant,
you will find yourself not
wanting to use that room.
This problem can be solved
by the rearrangement of the rooms inside

and the development of gardens outside.

3. To what extent are modern improve-
ments necessary? Heating and lighting

plants, a good sewage-disposal system, and
up-to-date plumbing add to the efficiency

assure its being water-tight against storms.
The chimneys need pointing. There is a
cellar under part of the house.
The average farmer might not select

such a house to work on, but it has been
chosen here because it affords so many
points of development.

In restoring and rebuilding this house we
are making room for a family of four-

man, wife, and two children
Space will also be provided
for an office and sleeping
porch, a separator-room,
laundry, down-stairs toilet,

and a kitchen porch, togeth-
er with a kitchen and an out-
side entrance to the cellar.

The architectural charac-
ter of the house is New
Jersey farmhouse style.

Roof and walls are shingled.
Windows, as we find them,
are large-paned. The chim-
ney stacks afford fireplaces

on either side. A wide porch
extends across the front,

added some years ago, and
trimmed with a dizzy frill of

jig-saw work. Inside the
rooms follow the general plan
of hall, with dining-room and

kitchen on one side and big living-room on
the other. Up-stairs are four bedrooms and
no bath. Heating was by stoves. A pump
supplied water for the kitchen. Lighting
was by lamps. Nowwe are going to restore,
rebuild, and bring this house up-to-date.

Prize Contest Announcement

$50, $25, $10, $10, and $5 in Prizes

For the best five letters from readers of Farm and Fireside on

How We Made Over Our House
VOU need not be a subscriber to take part in this contest. The con-

ditions are these: Tell, in not more than 1,500 words, (1) how you
located the house with relation to other farm buildings; (2) how you
developed and beautified the grounds around it; (3) how you rearranged
and relocated the rooms to improve their outlook and convenience in

regard to time, labor, and trouble saving; (4) how you improved the
architectural appearance of the whole place as remodeled; (5) what
modern conveniences you installed, and how you arranged them to
win economy of time, space, labor, and cost; (6) what special features
you designed and originated yourself to make your farmhouse living

and working conditions better for yourself and others in the family.
Give the costs and the results obtained under each heading. Send a
good picture, if possible, of the place before and after remodeling.
The prizes will be awarded to those who accomplish the most in

modernizing and beautifying the place with the least amount of money.
A specially chosen board of experts, headed by Mr. Wright, will select

the prize winners.

Address your letter to House Contest Editor of Farm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, enclosing postage for its return if

you want it back. We will pay for all letters accepted outside the five

prize winners. The contest closes September 30th, and all letters must
reach us not later than that date. The prize-winning letters will

be printed in one of the winter numbers. The Editor.

and comfort of all concerned. Modernize
your home and your boys won't be lured
away to the city.

4. A fourth investigation should cover
the actual condition of the house structure
—its flooring, beams, roof, etc. In many
instances a new roof is needed, or new
floors.

To illustrate these points I am taking a
house built about fifty or seventy-five years
ago. It lacks in everything modern. By
restoring it theoretically we can get at the
question of what has to be done and what
the improvements will cost. The frame of

the house—i. e., its beams—are in good
condition. Its shingled or clapboard walls
are firm, and the roof in a fairly decent
state which will require only an occasional
shingle or a new set of flashing tins to

The original house has a frontage of 40
feet, and is 28 feet deep. To this we are
going to add an extension—a separator
wing and an office with a sleeping porch
above it.

Off the kitchen corner we plan a one-
story shingled extension 24 feet long and
14 feet wide. This will house a separator-
room, a laundry, down-stairs toilet, kitchen
closet, and back porch. The porch contains
the icebox, easily reached from the kitchen,
and a broom closet, and gives access to the
laundry and separator-room. The house-
wife goes from the laundry across the porch
to the drying yard, a stretch of grass be-
hind the vegetable garden safely removed
from the dust of the road.

In order to preserve the general character
of the original, we will clapboard the walls

of this extension. The inside studs may be
left uncovered, or finished with wall board,
as one desires.

Two windows are provided on the side
facing the drying court, a door at the end
nearest the barn, a loading platform mid-
^yay down the other side, with windows to
light the toilet and laundry. On this side
the roof has a four-foot overhang to shel-
ter the loading platform and the stacks of

firewood on either side of it, the firewood
being easilyreached through a back kitchen
door.
The other addition contains the office

and the sleeping porch. Every farmer
ought to have an office where he can keep
the accounts and records of his stock and
sales, a room especially given over to that
purpose. In this extension, doors lead to
the living-room and to the back yard. One
window lights it sufficiently, for the office

measures only 10 x 11 feet. Off one corner
we run a 17-foot pergola, which, with the
office wall, forms a background for the
flower garden.
Both these extensions can be built on

concrete foundations. The roofs may, if

one desires to make them fire-proof, be
covered with asbestos shingles. The floor
of the separator-room and laundry are to be
concrete, the roof of the sleeping porch is

duck.
Other exterior improvements include the

introduction of long French windows in the
front and living-room -sides, thus giving
access respectively to the porch and flower
garden. On each side we have built out the
chimneys at the base, leaving the bricks
exposed—a pleasing architectural feature.
In respect to the original architecture we
have cut off the jig-saw work, substituted
small-pane sash for the large ones, and
added shutters. In the rear the original
bulkhead entrance to the cellar has been
turned around, and widened to give ample
space for carrying down milk cans to the
cooling-room.
Now we go inside the house. As the

plans show, there is a large, house-depth
living-room, with a window on the rear
yard, a door to the office, and our new
French windows leading to porch and
garden. The fireplace has also been re-

stored for use.

On the other side of the hall the kitchen
and dining-room have been made into one
big room with sliding doors. There is a
dining-room fireplace in the corner, and
behind it, on the other side of the partition,
stands the range, both using the same
chimney. In developing this one big
kitchen-dining-room we are hoping that
the farmers of America may see the oppor-
tunity for picturesque treatment that the
farmers of the Continent have long since
developed.
We find the stairs going up straight to

the second floor. We are turning these in
order to get space for a bathroom at the
rear, and cutting a little into one of the
chambers to make room for the landing.
At the front we are introducing linen
closets, and using the remaining space for
front chamber closets.

The owner's rooms are in suite—a front
chamber for the young children and a back
bedroom, with sleeping porch, for the
parents. Ample closets are provided.
There is easy access to the bathroom.
The structural changes to the house

itself are really small. The bathroom is a
necessity and the down-stairs toilet a con-
venience. It is built up on one stack of

plumbing, the most economical we can de-
vise. This will provide service for the laun-
dry, toilet, separator-room, and kitchen
sink. Hot water is also piped into the sep-
arator-room, laundry, and bath. The sew-
age is taken care of by a septic tank.
The two other modern improvements

are heating and lighting plants, which we
will discuss when we come to the matter of

costs. They are expensive items, but they
will amply repay in comfort and conven-
ience.

It is not to be supposed that the farmer

—

unless, of course, he is very well off—will

make all these changes in one year. He can
very well extend them^ over three years,
adding the separator wing first, then the
office, and finally developing the gardens.
His heating and lighting plants and pliunb-
ing should be [CONTINUED on page 26]
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Photo by Alice Boughton

Katberme and DorotLy Underkill of Long Island, New York, are so devoted to tke proper bringing up of tlieir calf, Mignon, tLat

ttey toojk tteir brand-new tootbbrusbes, wbicb tbeir motber bad bougbt, and used one to keep Mignon s teetb clean and tbe otber
to curry ber. Mignon seems to enjoy tbe operation, but we imagine tbat tbeir motber was not so pleased wben sbe beard of it.

I Am No More Honest on the Farm
Than I Am in Town

By Bruce Barton

ONE thing liters do that I wish they would stop. They are for-

ever ^titing about us farmers as though we were all, without ex-

ception, clean, brave, hospitable, and honest; and they write

about us New Yorkers as though no one ought to enter our midst
without j&rst camouflaging the gold fiUings in his teeth.

I use the word "us" in both instances advisedly, as will subsequently
appear.

Most writers who attack New Yorkers never see any New Yorkers.

They may visit New York, but New Yorkers are practically invisible.

They are shut up in offices earning a living all day, and at night they are

home in bed.

The people whom one sees in New York at night are not New
Yorkers

;
they are customers of the hotels, walking the streets and wait-

ing for their rooms to cool off.

Of course, writers seldom see any farmers either, except on the stage.

But I have had the good fortune to see both. In fact, I am both. I lead

a Dr. Jekyl and ISIr. Hyde existence—partly in New York, partly in the

soil.

The people I live among during the summer are so honest that we
simply puU the door of our house shut in October and go away for

eight months; and in all the years we haven't lost even a souvenir spoon.

But even in this perfect community there are folks no better than
they ought to be.

One of them swindled me when we were boys together. I had a pair

of pigeons of a verj' rare variety that had cost me many weary hours of

work at 15 cents an hour. One of them died, and I looked far and wide
to find a mate for the lonesome widow.

One day a boy appeared with a bird that was just exactly what I

had been looking for—the right breed and rightly marked—a white
tumbler pigeon, with a blue saddle across the back.

I paid a high price because I wanted that pigeon so much, and the

deceiver went away. Two weeks afterward I began to notice a change in

the head of the bird he had sold me. I examined it closely, and the bitter

truth was revealed: there were black feathers there—just enough to de-

stroy the perfection of the marking.

The boy had pulled out every black feather before he sold me the

bird, but now they were growing back again.

He is a man to-day, and he puts all the little strawberries in the

bottom of the box, and covers them with big ones on top.

If he lived in New York he would be selling worthless mining stocks.

He's wTong as a farmer, and he'd be wrong as a New Yorker; his location

hasn't anything to do with it at all.

AU of which means simply this

:

The longer I live the more I believe that human nature is about the

same everywhere. There are far more good men than bad to any square

mile; and the percentage of good to bad doesn't vary enough in any given

section to be deserving of mention.

I call my house in the country "The House by the Side of the Road,"
after the poem by Sam Walter Foss that begins:

"Let me live in a house by the side of the road,
Where the race of men go by

—

The men who are good and the men who are bad,
As good and as bad as I."

I like that line 'as good and as bad as I. It contains the real truth

about us. In the city or on the farm we're just about the same.

At least that's been my observation. Living partly on the farm and

partly in the city, I breathe both atmospheres. And looking back over

the record I give it as my frank opinion that I'm about as good—and as

bad—on the farm as I am in town.
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How I Make My Farm Work Easier
Personal experiences of practical farmers who have learned the value of studying out

little ways to make their heads save their heels

FIRST PRIZE

FARMERS generally would like to in-

crease their income and at the same time
do less hard work. But it is hard to do it with-
out thinking about it, and far too many be-
lieve they have no time to stop and think.

Hard work seems to benumb the think-
ing capacity of far too many of us. To-day
I saw a farmer clearing his dairy barn,
carrying each heavy scoopful of wet
manure at least 75 feet. And, strange to
remark, he seemed to have no thought of

improving conditions.

If there is any tendency toward prog-
ress in an individual it is generally de-
veloped by necessity. The man who in-

vented a tobacco and tomato plant trans-
planter told me he did it under the stress

of an aching back caused by setting out
tobacco plants.

In recent years, due to the absence of

my son and the high wages necessary to
secure labor, I have been forced to seek
short cuts to attain results. Like other
farmers in the Corn Belt, I find much of

my time is taken and much labor required
- to produce a corn crop, also considerable
cash to buy a protein feed to balance it

properly as a feeding ration, and cash to
buy fertilizer to replace the soil elements
taken by the corn crop.
But I found that by planting soybeans

in my corn I could grow my own protein,
and that both crops can be cultivated by
the labor required to raise a single crop.

Furthermore, one secures not only a much
greater amount of feed, but also a com-
bination that is much better balanced than
either alone.
Then I make arrangements whereby I

get this double crop harvested without
expense. The hogs do it, and they prefer
the combination crop to either the corn or
the beans alone. They do not worry about
long hours, and they stick to the job until

it is done.
They distribute the manure evenly over

the field. This, together with the nitrogen
secured through the beans, builds up the
soiL The scheme is better than a "two
birds with one stone" proposition, because
it provides for growing the two crops at
one cultivation process, balancing the
ration for the pigs, harvesting the double
crop, and distributing the manure.

I save myself a great deal of hard work
and expense by handling the stable manure
but once. Horses and cattle run loose in

large box stalls or sheds, and ground rock
or acid phosphate is scattered over the
manure at certain times, and this is hauled
directly on the clover fields that are to be
plowed, so with little work I get the manure
and fertilizer out where it is needed.

Instead of trying to make water gates
permanent, I now stretch a section of dis-

carded wire fencing across the stream,
anchoring it at the bottom; then if a flood
tears it loose one end always remains
secure, and I soon stretch it back in place.

I find in feeding and doing chores, which
formerly took an hour or more, I can take
five or ten minutes to rest and plan, and
still complete them in due time.

These last-mentioned savings are sug-
gestions along a line that any fanner can
think out for himself if he will try.

But planting soybeans in the com and
mixing phosphorus with the manure are
more than devices to save work: they are
real constructive practices that lead to
better farming.

It may not pay a farmer to dream, but
it pays to think, to plan, to systematize.

C. M. M., Indiana.

SECOND PRIZE

I AM farming 240 acres, and keep four
horses. I own a 15-25 tank type

tractor, which saves me hiring a man to
drive horses, and does the work quicker.

In the spring work it saves me the help
of four horses, as it will pull two four-
horse drags in dragging, and will pull two
disks to work up the ground. It also saves
my keeping four extra horses during the
summer.

I have a feed mill to grind my own feed,
thus saving a trip to town and the cost of
getting it ground. I also have a corn

shredder, which saves me hiring a man to
husk my corn in the fall.

In planting I try to have my clover on
a different piece of ground every year, as
it makes the ground richer. I plant corn
on the same ground that I had clover

planted on the previous year, and I get a
better crop of corn.

I have my fences straight and my fields

as square as possible, as this saves the
time of turning around and cutting across
the fields with plow, seeder, binder, or other
machinery.

I keep my machinery in the shed when
I am not using it. I also keep it well
greased, as this makes it last much longer.

I have a hayfork in my barn, which un-
loads the hay much quicker and easier

than by hand. In the field I use a hay
loader to load up. These things save the
help of one or two men during haying time.

I have a shop and tools, so that when
something breaks on some of the machinery
I can generally fix it myself, and if I did

My first improvement after I bought the
farm was the building of a dairy house
over the stream that flows past the house.
Mary, my wife, furnished the ideas, and I

did the work. We left one side of the
flooring out, so that we might put the but-
ter and cream into the cold water. It is

cool as the cellar, and more handy.
The next year we made our five-acre

orchard into a turkey pen by fencing it with
wire. We got this suggestion from Farm
AND Fireside, but we carried out the
plans to suit our needs, instead of making
it according to the directions. Our profits

on the turkeys have increased every year
since we built the pen, for we keep them
in it all the time, and do not lose any of

them. Mary now makes enough money
from them to buy her own clothes and the
children's.

The creek over which I built the dairy
house flowed through only one field. Until
last year I kept the cattle in this field, and
pumped water for the hogs. I did not

Do Your Folks Give You a Chance
to Make Money

Prize Contest Open to Boys and Girls

WE HAVE had a number of letters recently which made reference

to the fact that fathers and mothers have had a whole lot to do
with making farm life attractive to their children. We also have had
two or three letters from town folks who were born on the farm, who
complain that the reason they left the country was because their folks

didn't give them an opportunity to make money on the farm. We
would like to know more about the chances fathers and mothers give
their children to make money, and we are going to let the boys and
girls tell. For the best letter entitled " Chances My Father (or Mother)
Has Given Me to Make Money on the Farm" we will pay $5; the
second best, $4; the third best, $3; and for all others which we publish
we will pay $2. All letters should tell what effect these chances had on
increasing your interest in farm life. This contest is open to all farm
boys and girls between the ages of twelve and eighteen. No letter

should exceed 600 words, and it should reach the Contest Editor,
Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, not later

than September 25th.

not have any tools I would have to make a
trip to town.

I have a car, so when I want to go any
place I can go much quicker and easier,

thus saving time.
I have a litter carrier in the barn. It

takes less time and is easier work than
hauling the litter out in a wheelbarrow. I

have so made arrangements that it will

dump right in the spreader, and I then haul
it to the field, thus saving, pitching it once
more.

I also have a manure spreader, which
unloads much quicker and more evenly
than I could do it by hand.

I am milking 16 cows, which I test

about once a year. The poor ones that do
not give rich enough milk to pay for their

keeping I sell. If I did not test my cows I

would be feeding one or two cows every
year that did not pay for themselves. I

keep about 25 head of young cattle to
replace those I sell.

I have 39 little pigs and 5 old sows. I

have a cement walk outside of the hog-
house, where they eat. This saves all the
corn and feed, as they do not stamp it into

the ground.
I have a water tank up-stairs in the

barn, and pipes run down to the hoghouse.
To give the pigs their water I just turn on a
faucet. I have water fountains for my
calves and my bull, as the latter always
stays in the barn. E. P., Minnesota.

THIRD PRIZE

I HAVE felt all during my fifteen years of

experience on the farm that making the
work lighter is one of the biggest things a
farmer can do, and I have taken advantage
of every opportunity to save useless steps.
Most of my short cuts and labor-saving

devices are small ones, since my farm has
only 50 acres.

think of dividing it until one of my neigh-
bors suggested it. I did it immediately and
since then the cattle and hogs have both
had flowing water.

Besides these, I have numerous other
little devices everywhere. There is scarcely
a nook or corner of the farm that does not
show some of my handiwork. I made a
rounded trough to feed the calves, that I
might feed more than one at a time; I

put more windows in the chicken house, to
make it brighter and easier to keep clean;
I took down the ladder that led to the barn
loft and put up a stairway; I put stiles over
all my fences that do not have gates in
them, to keep people from climbing and
ruining the wire; I put in heavy flood gates
at the places where the stream enters and
leaves my farm, to save the trouble and ex-
pense of repairing thefences after high water.

I have picked up many similar devices
here and there, and I feel from my own
experience that it is worth while for every
farmer to keep his eyes and ears open for
suggestions. L. C, Indiana.

FOURTH PRIZE

IN THE first place, I practice intensive
farming. I try to make two blades of

grass grow where one grew before, and I
have accomplished it by using the right
kind of fertilizer and a perfect crop rota-
tion, which increases my income and les-

sens my work. I use cowpeas and the
clovers in my rotation. I don't go much on
soybeans, for I have tried them, and find
they didn't do well here. They may be
all right elsewhere, in different soil. The
preparation of the seed bed is a particular
point with me.
To plow right and at the right time, and

pulverize well with roller and harrow, is the
big end of cultivation in grain crops with me.
You see, we have clay soil here, and it has

plenty of potash and lime in it, and I
allow nothing to be burned that will decay
and can be turned under to make the land
more fertile and give it more hiunus.
When I put a piece of ground to meadow

I leave it in grass just as long as I can get a
paying hay crop, and pasture it with my
stock as much as I can, and still not injure
the hay crop. I try never to follow the
same grain crop in succession.

There is more clear money in the hay
crop than in the grain crop, especially if

you have stock to feed in the winter.
I do not turn any green crop under that

can be utilized for feed. Manure is better
than the green crop. Sweet clover is

great as a fertilizer. I have plowed in the
fall, and plowed in the spring, but I find
out that plowing just before planting is

best for me, as it saves cultivations in corn,
potatoes, cowpeas, or cane.

Seed is the great point. I don't care how
good your land is, or how good your culti-
vation is—poor seed, poor crop. Seed has
a back reputation just the same as stock
has a pedigree. This haphazard way of
picking seed makes your work bring you a
small income. Now, last year, I raised a
good crop of Irish potatoes, and all of my
neighbors failed. It was not luck nor in the
weather, for the weather was adverse, but
in the seed and time of planting. Conse-
quently, I sold all of my neighbors seed
potatoes. I could have sold more had I had
a larger crop. However, I made a good
profit on what I did have. I had 12 smooth
potatoes that weighed 11 pounds, and had
some rough ones that weighed 1 i4 pounds
each. The best seed you can get will make
you the biggest profit on the least amount
of labor. Of course, fertilization and
tillage help, and the weather is quite a
factor. Grain farming in itself is not com-
plete; you have to raise stock for fertilizer
or use commercial fertilizer.

On the two highest points on my farm
I have two ponds; when there is plenty of
rain I lay in a supply for a scarcity of
water, and can irrigate the lower ground if

need be. I siphon the water to the barn-
yard; when the springs go dry I still have
a supply to fall back on.
"A stitch in time saves nine" holds good

more especially in farming than any place
else. G. L. H., Missouri.

FIFTH PRIZE

I BELIEVE one of the greatest problems
that faces the modern farmer is that of

keeping a farm in condition so it will build
itself up without the use of fertilizers.
Every farmer should see to it, whether he
uses fertilizer or not, that his farm can
produce a crop without fertilizer. In other
words, the farm should produce its own
fertility in the form of barn yard manure
and clover. If it cannot do that you are
robbing your soil.

I have made it my aim to get and keep
my farm in such condition by what I call

a "five-year rotation." I have tried this
plan now for ten years. Before that I

always sowed wheat on oats stubble, and
had hay from the same field more than one
season. I have a hard clay farm, and
found that after I had left a field in grass
(clover and timothy) for a few years, and
plowed it for corn, it was very hard, and
full of wireworms. I once counted as
many as 134 in one hill of corn. The fly is

fond of laying its eggs in a timothy field,

and if the grass lays over one year these
eggs will develop into worms, and later
on into flies again.
Now I never plow stubble (wheat or

oats), but always turn under clover. First
I have wheat, then grass, then corn, then
oats, then grass and wheat again. "That
does not give the wireworm a chance to
breed.

Here's another advantage: The clover
brings nitrogen and humus into the soil

which no other fertilizer can do, and so
produces its own fertility. I hay as early
as possible, because the hay retains its
life better, and because I have more clover
to turn under in the fall for wheat.

Another advantage is that it softens the
soil. Now I have just as much hay (acre-
age) as I have wheat and oats combined
each year. I always seed down oats, and
turn under grass for wheat. I plow twice
as much as I used [continued on page 49]
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How I Make My Hogs-An3
By Charles F. Lavvson

I e

a lazy, fat sow will roll on, and sometimes
kill, her pigs. She isn't a good mother,
either.

I let the sows rim on blue-grass pasture,
and feed them corn and tankage, with
hominy hearts when corn is short. I find
they are about the same in feeding value.
About four or five ears of corn and one-
Jialf to three-fourths pound of tankage is

The Bell-Cows of Yesterday are the

Tail-Enders of To-day

I
FIND hog production profitable be- teet me when I have to compete with good
cause I have learned how to give the stock. It counts, you can bet on that,
packer what he wants. To my way of I breed about 50 sows every year. These
thmkmg. there are ttvo kinds of de- are not pure-breds, but by constantly grad-
mand: the seasonable demand, and ing up the herd by using pure-bred sires,

the demand which is the same the year and keeping the best female offspring for
around. Meeting tliis seasonable demand the breeding herd, I have sows which are
Ls merely chance work; I cannot produce to very near pure-bred,
meet it all the time. It changes from day Istart breeding for spring pigs about the
to day, and it would make me if I tried to
keep track of the changes.

I make first-class butcher hogs the j-ear
around, and in doing this I often top the
market. The butcher hog is always wanted,
because the packer can get from' it various
cuts which find a ready market at all times.

Also. I choose my markets. I send my
best hogs to Indianapolis, and the rough
stock to Chicago. The packing industry at
Indianapolis is small, therefore select "and
choicy. At Chicago the packing business

the biggest in the world, and any kind of
edible stock can be handled.
As I feed from 1,200 to 1,500 hogs a year,

naturally all of them don't grade, up as
orime butchers. I have many rough hogs
and old sows for Chicago.
About one fourth of the hogs are of my

ovm raising: the rest I buy at various points
over the count^J^ I find a better chance
to profit on the hogs I raise myself. The
high price of feed and the price of feeder
aogs, together with its risks from vaccina-
ion, disease, and other things, make it

iiore hazardous.
However. I have been in the hog business

for thirty- years, and am slill learning things
about it. I find the marketing end the im-
portant thing to contend -mth. It's the
price you get that determines whether you
continue or seek a new line.

Experience has taught me good market-
ing methods. I find that in the solution of
marketing lies much of the solution of pro-
auction problems. The sum of it all is this:
r^ood hogs are most easily sold, and bring
e b^t prices.

,
, , . .. ^ °^ December. I have two boars, and enough. At first the sows will eat heavily

In the spring—up to the last of April—I they serve the entire bunch. I allow them of tankage, but later on will hardly eat haSad shipped 10 loads of hogs to Indianapo- to serve two sows a day—one in the morn- that amount.
ing and one in the afternoon. It takes Tankage is a high protein feed, and con-
about two weeks to complete the herd, but tains the stuff needed to build up the pigs
this gives me the advantage of ha\nng the This ration keeps the sows in nice condi-
pigs come at intervals, so I can give them tion, not allowing them to get fat or run
the necessary care, and reduce losses to a down. If a few are not in good condition I

, , ^ . , > T
mmimum. After the sows have been bred either feed them more corn, or less cornbuy feeder t^Mce a year; and when I go on I turn them out, and let the boars run with and more tankage; or, sometimes I substi.:he market for them I buy hogs which can them, so that any of the sows which did tute mill feeds for

'

•}£ made of market weight—about 250 to not catch will be rebred
275 pounds-in four or five months I generally buy a two-year-old boar, the sows, so I can telMiitMn"'k"o wee^s o^I feed to come on the trade after the big paying from $75 to $100. This gives me a when the pigs are going to come A weekruns are over and pnces are up again. chance to see what the sire is capable of before the first sows are due I take all ofFor mstance,^ for ^\inter /eedmg I buy producing before I take him. With a year- them into the hog house. I leave them on

ling this is not possible. And with a big, the same ration, right up to farrowing
nriature boar I get bigger and stronger pigs This rest helps them, and confining them
than from a yearling. I keep the boars for helps eliminate a lot of their nervousne'^s
two years if they prove capable, otherwise The day before farrowing I cut the feed
1 castrate and fatten them after the first considerably, and let the sows have all the

I aim to'"-"-"

FirLTON built
the first steam-

boat, but nobody
would ride on one
like it to-day. Why?
Because there are so

many befier ones

—

bigger, faster, finer,

safer. The worst
ship afloat to-day
has got Fulton's old

tub cheated forty

ways.
Maybe you had

the most profitable

method of feeding hogs

—

ten years
ago. But if someone has improved
on your method since then, yours
has gone into the discard, and it's

up to you to get another method
that is better than the best to-day.

Folks will alu'ai/s

buy something bet-

ter, if you produce
it for them. And
they'll pay you just

a little better for it

than they paid for

the former best. If

these tw^o articles on
hog production and
marketing prove
anything they prove
that—just as Ful-
ton's e.Kperience
proved it, and just

as it is being proved in thousands
of instances everywhere every
day, even on the farm.

Quality and Profit are great lit-

tle playmates, if you will just bring
tliem together. The Editor.

which time t'hs "^"me in a..,
and co„s"quenH; the "^""lly »"'

Early pigs'usua 1^- '<^om^' ^1 t
^Then-tt^^iitS-''^'''^.
weelis old I txx TcvUr, f^".? t^'°

or H,
I put corn or'lfoSh ? &They won't eat much co

* 'anC
about a month old but tll= 'ley •?»
at the tan].-age. ""'"'^y >»bble aVi

There is nothing lilte „„„i,-and after they are about '""^
tit,

them run out if it is nlVa^r" 'ti
' TtH^"P ''"^^ I l«=-P hem in*'"™'

0
It does a man good to sec hi. :

around a lot on nice days T N "'e'^Plasin,
they are feeling goodf and ^^hen'condition pigs grow rapidly " t<»i

I keep the pens in the ho, i,bedded The floor is dirrbutrttr,?'"
grawthep.gshaveawarmtVX::g

fe^^t'SJJpl^J^-^Sani^,
Use aself-feeder; if I eed Ta '

orn T I,

it. I have minerals, such i '1.'"^-^^^''

soda, charcoal, ground liL?trf"^
in the feeder clmpartif S^£\f'sometimes I buy a stock powdpVil
tioner to kill off worms The

'

always have in a self-feeder
As soon as the pigs start to" eat Ithey care for before thi

since the first of December, and all of
them topped the market, or landed v«ithin
10 cents of it.

I buy most of my feeder hogs at Kansas
Cit5% some at Indianapolis, and occasion-
ally I go down into Oklahoma. I aim to

the last of October and the first of Novem-
ber. At that time I get a hog weighing
about 100 pounds. Spring pigs are coming
to the market at this time, and prices are
lower. The stock I buy has plenty of frame,
but not so much flesh. In five months these
hogs weigh from 250 to 275 pound:

service.

The best gilts are kept for breeding, and
They v.-m be ready for market the last of I change boars so as to prevent inbreeding

March or the fore part of April, when there It is very essential to watch this, for breed-
are not many hogs coming and prices are

"

good. For summer feeding I buy in March
and this gets me on the market in August
and September, just before prices begin to
settle during the fall and \'.inter months.
The reason I get frame, and not flesh, is

that it costs less to put on fat than it does
to grow bone and muscle.

In making feeding bogs the year around
I have the advantage of knov,ing that I can
get a good price for the feeder hogs five
months hence, when they are fat.

The butcher hog is the kind which is not
all lard, but which yields a goodly propor-

ing a sire to his daughter will not give
you very good results, especially if you per-
petuate it.

A good boar is half the herd. You can
correct many faults in the breeding herd by
using a sire which is strong in the weak
points, and by keeping the best female off-
spring for breeding.

I aim to keep the sows in good condition
from breeding to farrowing. I feed them
plenty to build up the fetus, and to keep
them in fine physical condition; but not
enough to allow them to take on weight.
If sows get fat they soon become lazy, and

. --- -— - wiem at all tiniM ihave been niaking 250-pound pigs i™lu
months, and I have to push thpm (?
birth. I have found it is' bett r t„ 3them along rather than to carry thempasture and just a little feedMy pigs come late, and I must tush themto reach the good market, which tolloB
the period of hea^^ runs. Another reason
tor the lateness of farrow is because I Icfd
cattle, and I want them to run behind (lie

steers to pick up the 1 5 per cent of the com
which the steers bolt.

Each year we put out from 200 to 2SD
acres of corn, and for fifteen years I haven't
harvested any of it. I am never bothered
looking for help on this account.

I usually split the cornfield into plots of

f„„j r 40 acres. Into this I turn 700 head of hois

T l,P»n 1 .1 Z M"™* . u J- , —P'SS and all. In the two months bet«wn

Ll^.? L'f'i'f •'"'^^''''je of October 15th and December 15th, they

have the whole field cleaned slicker than a

whistle. AH the while the hogs are in the

field they have access to tankage and min-

erals, or to stock powder if I am using it.

I don't wean my pigs; I let the sow do

this. It saves me trouble, and the pigs have

the advantage of getting a longer suckling

period. Milk sure helps to fatten them, and

it means less feed. With few exceptions,

I don't breed any of my sows for two litters.

The care of the boar, to my notion, is

quite essential. I generally pen up the

boars after farrowing time, and feed than

tion of loins, bacon, and hams—the meat wifl no't pVoduee'bfg oTsVone'l'itt
which bnngs the highest pnce on the retail
market.

I have in mind a type of hog when I go
to buy feeders. It is clear and distinct, but
when it comes to putting it down on paper,
somehow or other it is not so easily de-
=f ribed. I aim to get a well-bred hog, for I
::r,d that an animal of this kind nearly al-

i: s has the other points which I look for
-ood feeders.

. well-bred hog has quality, indicated
'.air, bone, and general appearance. I
a hog with a well-arched back, plenty
riedium-sized bone, good back develop-
t. straight sides, carrying out to the

rns, which should be deep and thick.
A hog which has hea\-y bone and rough

;i;-ir generally lacks quality and breeding.
1 lie underline must be tidy, for flabby hogs
d',n't sell well. I aim to get quality to pro-

water they want. At farrowing time the
sows will drink heavily, for they are fever-
ish. I give them nothing to eat on that day.
The following day I throw them an ear

or two of corn, and gradually increase the llghron corn and tankage.' The only time

ration until they are getting a full feed of thev run with the sows is after all of them

corn and tankage. 'This gives them plen- have been bred. I never allow the hoars to

ty of milk for the pigs.
j f^j j^^y. My idea is to keep them

I make them in eight months, and it is in good condition all the time, so that at

necessary to keep the pigs growing all the breeding time they will be up on thcu' toes,

and produce good pigs. n„»mH
If I have sows which are unusually, gM"

mothers, and have big litters "'.W '

keep them for two litters-that is, tm)

have a crop of spring pigs lirst, an"Jf '^

breed them back for fall. After tte g
have been weaned the sows ^'^'^Z,.
and sold. Feeding, rather than brccains.

is my specialty. ^ „ it

I always go to market "
t^jnd

is there I learn what the Pac>^
™J,|,„js.

what he is paying for 'I'fferent kinds "

I believe it pays to go. to niarKe

stock. Not long ago I =1"PP,?,^JJof 1»!!5

The salesman had a ff^.flf^oUf
consigned to him, and so d them m

The attendants st^I''-<'L„ Jm eiM
My hogs at t'''%'™f,i„';onani«

and drinking heavily, and putting
„,

frill. In about an
'""'^''^i;™ „,inc

hogs were weighed,

driven to the scales. .„y meal''

In that time the increase in „h

$50 to,$75 tome.„^Had^Ino'„,i„*»

them t'-y^™^'',^'!^,!f,';rn"outti.at.«»f:

I find personal attention he!

turn, and I would have bff °"V'^i„css be-

I have succeeded m H'e h°|o u|jcs anJ-

cause I like it. Any man wn

thing can succeed at it.
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IM
COLLECTING data for this article

I have tried to pick out the things you
want to know as a hog producer.

Having raised hogs, naturally I have

the farmer's viewpoint, and have at-

tempted to state the packer's as I got it

'"The information contained herein should

„j,,e you an insight into the packing busi-

ness so you can get both ends of the indus-

. ly
' Much has been written about the

nroduction of hogs, and some upon success-

ful
marketing; but the information dealt

lareely wth local problems, and how the

stuff was handled on the market.

While the farmer is interested to know
how his hogs are handled on the market, it

is of vital importance to him to know what

is done with them by the packer.

A hog is a hog when the packers have big

orders and the market receipts are insuffi-

fient to fill the demand, but over a period

of a year your butcher hog finds the best

demand.
The reason the packer wants the butcher

bog is because that animal yields the high-

est percentage and best quality of the cuts

for which there is the greatest demand. A
ruby ^vill not bring as much as a diamond

;

neither will salt pork sell as high as bacon.

And the packer can pay you most for what
he in turn can make most from.

Some hogs will yield more product than

the butcher hog; but the butcher hog
yields most of the kind of meat which is in

big demand, both for foreign and domestic
trade.

This is what I learned when I went into

the packing house to find what kinds of

hogs itwould be most profitable for you to
produce; in other words, your hog from the
standpoint of the packer:

'The principal domestic cuts, for which
the demand is greatest, are shoulders,

loins, and Boston butts, which are known
as fresh products; and hams and bacon,
which are the cured product. The butcher
hog yields all of these cuts, and it is the
butcher hog which yields the Cumberland
and Wiltshire for export orders. These cuts
come from the best quality hogs, which are

light and rangy, so that the whole side may
be used for bacon.
Studying the problem from the angle of

the farmer, one finds that the hog weighing
from 175 pounds to 260 pounds requires
less feeding than a heavier one, and this is

the range in weight of the butcher animal.
In this respect, the interest of the packer
and the farmer coincide.

After a hog reaches 200 pounds the gains
are made at a cost to you which is higher
than the current market value of hogs. The
cheapest gains, experiments show, are made
up to that weight. This for the reason that
a hog after it reaches 200 pounds cannot
consume so much rough or cheap feeds, and
still gain. The ration from then on is made
up of high-priced concentrates.
The physical make-up of a hog is such

that it has but one stomach. A steer has
four, and has the capacity for handling
rough feeds up to the time of marketing.
''Hogs weighing from 200 to 260 pounds,"

said E. R. Gentry, general hog buyer for
Armour & Co., "are the most desirable for
packing purposes, as they yield cuts of all

merchantable averages, and, if properly
led, will yield well for lard. Hogs weighing
irom 175 to 200 pounds are the most desir-
able weights from which are selected the
products suitable for export, and the light-
'^^.^'^rages of cuts for domestic usage.

We want good, light, and medium
Dutcher hogs. The following table will

ftm't n
butcher hog, weighing from

? ,
pounds, dresses out, and is cut

up mto edible products:
„ PerctiUagc
Hams
Shoulders! '.

hKlcs—Bacon beliv.'.' ii 50

SiS:^"*"-" - ••

Prime steam lard-kiilins lard' t'.io

'

Olhor cut., t 1

PH't'nelardS.OO.

loiL .„ spare ribs,
^«us. snouts, etc

12,60
10,80

21,45
9,75

.12,50

Total dres
8.50

ssed carcass 73.20
. 2 80
. 12,00

. SS 00

. 12.00

.100,00

Leatfi

(""Sings, heart, iivor.cb3ekmea't,'eic

M°--aifS£sr
Total

diBimlt''f *5se figures it is not

to na„
understand why we are willing

""^ more tor the butcher hogs."

By Thomas J. Delohery

umiormity of size, weiirht cnlnr ^v.a

'=f ^" '^5'="' ™ thi price a"d tit

mUd of"Stfln =f^
betted toi^'a do and hogs of the lard type find good de^mand at various times of the year

The other day I ran into Charley Goep-

Lawson Grows Children Who Can
Top the Market, Too

NOT every successful farmer is a successful father. We like Charles
F. Lawson particularly well because he is both.

He tops the market with many of the 1,200 to 1,.500 hogs he feeds
every year because he studies marketing as thoroughly as he does pro-
duction, and realizes that farming is a business requiring just as careful
thought about costs, methods, and salesmanship as any other manu-
facturing enterprise. And the COO-acre, $200,000 holding which he has
built up at Chase, Indiana, proves his idea is right.

He has trained his son Gilbert in the business. That Gilbert knoios
the business is proved by the offers of partnership other stockmen
have made him. That he has refused them, preferring to stick by the
home business, proves that the elder Lawson brought him uj) rij/ii.

We rex-peet Charles F. Lawson as a successful hog man, but we
admire him as a successful father. The Editor.

the buyer is often influenced by appear-

ances—in fact, this is the only thing he has

to go by when buying. Of course, he judges

the quality and dressing percentages too,

but uniformity helps a lot.

Quality is a big item in the value of a

hog. This depends on breeding, care, and

feeding. The latter, perhaps, needs the

most attention. With corn and other con-

centrated feeds increasing in value, the

producer is using considerable substitutes.

Commercial feeds are finding wide use in

making pork, and small grains are being

used more extensively.

Compare the figures Mr. Gentry gave

me mth these I obtained on the kill of

per, a hog salesman, formerly a buyer for

one of the big packers. He had four or five

loads of bogs in his pens, and the farmers
who owned them were standing around.
A buyer came along, looked at the four

loads, and asked Goepper what he wanted
for them. The price was too high, for the

buyer didn't take any of them. After he
had left, one of the shippers questioned

Goepper as to the difl'erence in prices on

his and the next load, a neighbor's.

The load was a line bunch—that is, from
the standpoint of fleshing—but was rough

and had very little quality. The next pen

was nicely finished, and well bred. They
were a tidy load too, and quality was quite

load of hogs averaging 300 pounds, which evident.
^ , ^

dressed 81 95 per cent. This kill is better Having little to do, Goepper pointed out

than the average market hog. The prices the difference between the four loads, as

also show why development over certain they looked to him, both from a buyer s and

of the carcass are wanted; seller's standpoint.

H lbs. Price dozen of all four loads into vacant pens on

the other side of the alley. No sort was

continued, singhng out the swine from the
pen of the fanner who asked the question.

1 hey are big and rough, and don't havemuch quality. The shoulders, as you mil
note, are rough and hea\-y, and the sides
are not even to the hams. The underline is
agged or flabby, even though the back is

rlicelv''
' '^"^^^ ™'

'"These hogs have large hams, but I don't
tiunl! the meat b of such good quality,
i ne snout and jowl are heavy too. From
appearance these bogs are thick-skinned,
where the others are smooth; and the hair
IS short and coarse."

Feed affects the quality and meat of the
nog. Peanut meal, velvet bean meal, soy-
beans, and slops of various kinds are in-
creasing in use as bog feeds. These feeds
produce a different quality of meat than
corn, and it is quite visible in the dressed
carcass The corn-fed hog, when cut, after
being chilled, parts easily, and the layer of
tat over the back is firm and white. The
flesh IS of a bright pink in color, and the
meat fln{^grained. The loins are shapely
when cut, and the ham is deep and rich in
color and flesh. The layers of tat in the
meat are even, and the belly is nicely
streaked with lean and fat, making good
bacon.
The grass hog does not chill well, and is

not firm when cut. The same condition
occuni when hogs are fed principally on the
feeds mentioned above, and the skin or
rind IS rough, and, instead of firm white
at, we have gristle. The flesh is not of
bright pmk, and the grain of the meat is
stringy. The hams when smoked dry up,
and the belly does not make good bacon.
On the whole, the percentage of the lat-

ter hog that goes over the block is much
smaller than the corn-fed hog. The sau-
sage and lard tank gets a good share, and
the price of the meat is low.

Soft corn ml] not produce the flesh that
grain of good quality will produce. This
does not mean, however, that a hog, to
make a fine carcass, must be fed all grain,
and of the best quality. A good hog can be
made on blue grass, if be is fed corn, bal-
anced with some protein feed such as tank-
age. Wheat, barley, rye, peas, beans, and
other feeds make good pork, but are usually
too costly to feed. Barley, especially, makes
a fine quality of meat, and the best bacon
hogs are fed this grain.

It is rather diflficult to detect a soft hog,
especially in the North, where few of tliem

are made. However, in other sections,
especially in the South, there is a discount
on soft hogs, which are usually fed on pea-
nuts, velvet, castor, or soy beans. When a
packer can't detect animals of this kind,
the only alternative is to buy them with a
provision for dockage if they dress soft.

These feeds can be used, however, pro-
vided enough corn is fed to harden the fa'

It's being done successfully now in man:
sections.

"The chief thing in determining th(
^

grade of a hog," said Dr. R. J. I-I. De Loacll
of the Agricultural Research Bureau of
Armour & Co., "is the dressing percentage^
This is vital to the packer, as a low dressing

percentage may spell all the difference be^
tween profit and loss on the transaction.

The average bog will dress around 70 per
cent of the live weight, which is after the
viscera has been removed, the head cut off,

and the leaf fat out.

"In connection with this, let me_ quote
the dressing percentage of all hogs killed at

the Chicago Armour plant for typical win-

ter and summer months:

Drrsnint] Pcrcmtage

portions

Wholesale Cuts

Head
Shoulders . . , .

Loin
Bacon
Spare ribs . . . -

Hams
Hocks
Fat Backs , . ,

Lard
Bellies'

Price

S0.15K
.22

.23

.44

.19

.32

.18

.iO

.20H

.20

Miscellaneoust '> *
, .

-^tafludes wdglit ot bacon. Some of the hof ™'

'

being too tat. Belliis are ^^^^
''IXna Snkt

barrS, wbi«h weiijlis approx,™tely 200 pounds,

tlncludea the weight of hocks, etc.

not current,

Ifi.'

...12.95

. . ,45,46

, ,
2fi !)2

1 5S
. ,

,;i6,b7

, ,.i 111

, .
,26,12

70

The prices stated above are

but were actual at one -
.

used to illustrate the point that hogs ae-

made, the hogs were taken as they came.

He started with the best and compared

them with the others.

"This bunch," said Goepper, is pnrae.

Notice how even they ari^that is, the

fleshing over the back and sides. See how

nicely arched the back is, and how straight

and tidy the underline. The bogs are of

medium stretch, medium bones, thick over

the back and hams, and their hair is nice

and shiny. The shoulders are not big and

rough, and the jowl is not so heavy, so there

will not be much waste in cutting There

is no falling away behind the shoulders, the

Mtmlh

JaniiaCV

.

r'cl.ruar>',

.Iiiiii.

July

,70 7,s

,71 22
07.79
OS, 30
69,24
08,30

1017

08.19
08,50
OS. 02
07.99

1918

08,05

d can be hog^carrying well out^t^o ^ jump-^^^

"Compare these hogs m he

"It will be noted that in 1915 the dress-

ing percentages ran higher in the winter

than in the summer, this being the general ,|

rule in a normal year. The summer season .

is the time when droves are cleaned up, and

,

the sows and boars, no longer useful as,,

breeders, are marketed. Also, we get a lot(,

of grassed hogs, and naturally the qualily

of these animals is not the best."

In late years the weight of hogs has I" in

decreasing. By this I mean the avrn.),.'

weight of the hogs marketed. The dcinun'l

has changed from (continued on pac:i u
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How Lee Holmes Got $20,000 Worth of Food From
300 Acres of Missouri Land in 1918

By John Francis Case

LEE HOLMES, Buchanan County,
Missouri, farmer, in 1917 produced

J $16,000 worth of foodstuffs on 300
acres of land; in 1918 food production in

this farm factory had increased to $20,000.
Holmes's farm is a factory operating

365 days in the year; and, unlike most
factories, it is being continually rebuilt.

Holmes plants soybeans with his corn

—

every acre, every year—and sows clover
on his wheat fields every spring. Not only
does he double crop successfully, but a
two-years rotation is crowded into one
year. The soybeans and clover replace
the soil nitrogen taken out by the corn
and wheat. Two men in addition to Mr.
Holmes are employed the year around.

"It isn't work that hurts folks," says
Holmes; "it's worrying how. to keep out
of it." While taking a hand in the field,

this factory superintendent finds time to
plan his year's work and to act as secretary
of the Buchanan County Farm Bureau.
Now, how does he earn $70 an acre on the
land which he owns and leases?
About the first thing done in January,

1918, was the marketing of 400 Western
Iambs that had been running in the corn
and soybeans. These lambs had been
bought in October, weighing 61 pounds
each and costing $16.25 a hundred. They
cleaned up every weed, ate the soybean
stems two inches into the ground, and
harvested the 80-acre corn crop. Sold at
$17.55, they averaged 91 pounds, a net
profit over all feed cost of $600. In Janu-
ary, too, Manager Holmes placed on feed
three carloads of cattle and a herd of hogs.
The cattle were just good feeders that
utilized the fodder on the farm and fat-

tened rapidly on the 40 pounds a day of
silage and one pound of oilmeal fed. The
silage in the 160-ton silo was a combination
of corn and soybeans, too. Sold in June,
the hogs and cattle showed a margin of
profit that equaled the earlier sale of lambs.
Sixty of the 300 acres is in apple orchard,

some of the orchards leased at $20 to $30
an acre. Diu"ing January and February,

Holmes and his men prune faithfully,

opening up the tree tops and cutting out
all diseased wood. In March one man is

released for manure-hauling, oats-sowing,
and clover-seeding, w^hile the other man

department, should "go stale." Farm
owner and hired hands, with the children
and women-folks, took part in the Farm
Bureau picnics and attended Chautauqua.
WTien the wheat was threshed it yielded

Working the seed bed for the wheat, Lee Holmes on the disk

and Holmes assemble spraying material,
overhaul the sprayer, and get the farrowing
house ready for the spring pig crop. More
than 100 loads of manure are scattered.
An equal amount had been spread in

December and disked into the ground to
prevent wasting.

April and May found the Holmes factory
speeding up. Spraying had to be done on
the 60 acres of orchard, the sows were
farrowing, groimd was being prepared for

corn, and then the corn crop had to be put
in. But so well was the work planned that
with no additional help the three men
"carried on."
With haying and harvest in June and

July, and threshing and marketing the
wheat crop in August, only an occasional
day could be taken for rest and recreation
during the summer months. And yet
Manager Holmes arranged farm work so
that no member of the working force in his

factory, including those in the commissary

an average of B0}/2 bushels on 100 acres,

while that of the neighbors yielded only
18 bushels. Commerical fertiUzer costing

$1.60 an acre to apply made the difference

—a difference of $25.56 an acre in cash.

With September came silo-filling, plow-
ing for the 1919 wheat, and, apparently
the biggest job of all, harvesting the 60-acre

apple crop. The trees were bending with
lucious, worm-free fruit. It was almost
impossible to hire capable help for apple-

picking; but, like many another good busi-

ness man.piolmes solved his problem by the
use of printer's ink. "Apples can be had
at the Lee Holmes orchards for $1.75 a
bushel, tree-run," said the advertisement
in the local papers. "Pick them yourself.

First come, first served." September 16th,

17th, and 18th were the dates given, arid

when night of the last day came not one
solitary apple was hanging on the trees.

Holmes later advertised October 10th as

the day for obtaining late apples, and on

that day there were 46 motor cars and
trucks in his orchards at one time. When
the cash sales had been totaled it was
found that this department had turned in
around $4,000 in cash. And the labor
problem had been solved.
With the coming of wheat-seeding

Manager Holmes leased more land. Fer-
tilizer had been ordered in ample time, and
150 pounds to the acre was applied. Dur-
ing October the 220 acres of wheat was
sown with smut-treated seed, on a perfect
seed bed, and accompanied into the soil

with an abundance of plant food. The
neighbors too, who hadn't "gone much on
fertilizer," had been sufficiently "shown,"
and in all 70 tons of fertilizer had been
shipped to the Holmes farm-factory
neighborhood. In October began harvest-
ing of the corn crop. Lambs were high, so
it was decided that a thrifty bunch of
shotes from the spring litters should be
harvesters. Rapid gains were made on
the corn and soybean ration, and these
hogs went to market in time to coimt
heavily on the year's production.

Construction work occupied the time
during the most of November. A big
concrete water tank was built, a concrete
cave for one of the men put in, and a lot
of minor work done. Then the machinerj-
was to be cleaned, greased, and put away
in the implement sheds. Along in No-
vember too, just to utilize roughage and
feeding time before the cattle for wintei'
feeding were bought, Manager Holmes
picked up 28 thin-fleshed young mules.
After thesemules had beenmated up as work
teams and had put on flesh, theywere offered
in an auction sale, and snapped up eagerly
by neighboring farmers at a long profit.

The closing month was occupied with
manure-hauling, putting on the finishing
touches on construction work, and a
general tidying up of the whole farm.
Every month in the year had been filled

with constructive, well-planned work. It
does pay to think out your scheme of things
and have a plan.

I Find That Even a Short, Inexpensive Vacation

Once a Year Makes M-e a Better Farmer
By W. C. Smith

IF
MORE farmers realized the benefits

that come from taking a vacation,
more of us would get away from our

ivork for a few days every year. Vacation
;ime comes when I am unusually busy, as
1 rule. For years, each time I would feel

ike I would like to get away but
[ couldn't find the time, so
massed it up with the fond
lope that the next year
vould be different.
Next year was

lever different. When
; found time I felt

:hat the money
;ouldn't be spared, and
vhen the money could
)e spared I had not the
irae. Of course, I have
leen bound more or less by
var work during the past
'ear or two, but all this is

)ut an argument for the
'^acation that should come this year to
!ach of us, farmers as well as city men.
With the exception of the war years^ I

lave been taking a vacation regularly
;very year now for several years. The
lutomobile makes it easier now than was
he case a few years ago, and there is

isually a slack time just after the grain
Top is threshed when it is easy to get
iway for a while, or it may come between
he time the corn is laid by and the binder
tarted; but, whenever it comes, it is not
mly good sense to get away from work and
s'orry for a week or two, but it is also good
)usiness. I get a new \'ision, see my work
rom a new angle, learn what folks else-
vhere in the world are doing, and renew
lot only my energy but also my spirit

The automobile makes a
vacation easier nowdays

by getting away for a while each year.
Three years ago I decided I was going to

take a vacation if such a thing were possi-

ble, and right after the threshing was over
I found the time. I had lived on a central

Indiana farm all my life, and none of us
had been north of Benton Harbor

or south of Cincinnati, and
those trips were back in the

days when the railroads

ran cheap one-day ex-

cursions, and they
could scarcely be
called a relaxation

from the daily work
—by no stretch of the

imagination could they
be called vacations,

was interested in farms
and farming, and decided
that I would rig up the car

for a trip through a farming
country and go on as far as

I could, visiting such places as appealed to
me. My farthest trip in the car had been
down to the state fair, and I had many mis-
givings as to my ability to get very far away
from home at anything like a reasonable ex-
pense. Most of my neighbors came in to
offer advice. However, my enthusiasm held,
and even infected them to the extent that
a couple of them got the vacation fever and
decided to^ accompany us.

We were mighty glad, and after we had
started we hardly knew how we could have
got along -wdthout them. We pooled our
interests the best we could. Farm help was
scarce, so we hired a reliable man between
us to look after the stock and do the feed-
ing. The milking was turned over to a
neighbor, and we saUed away.

Before we stopped we had invaded the
cut-over country of northern Wisconsin
and had fished for bass in a dozen streams;

had slept in barns, hayricks, and on the
ground beside our cars; had pitched tents

by the roadside and fried bacon and eggs
in a pan over live coals, salted the potatoes
with sugar and put salt in the coffee by
mistake, and had driven our cars through
Chicago, which a month before would have
seemed a marvelous feat—for us.

We had never experienced anything like

that vacation. It was wonderful, and some
of those experiences are still paying us real

dollars. We saw how others lived and
worked, and we found the world a mighty
good place in which to live—something we
had not formerly thought much
about. Up in the stump lands
we found a man farming
acres that had never had
a horse on it. He was
growing potatoes, and
not only pulled the
stumps from his land,

but also planted, culti-

vated, harvested, and
marketed his crop with
modern farm imple-
ments.
We learned more

about soils than we
knew existed, and saw
sugar beets in fields

of 40 to 200 acres. It was a real education.
We met a Pennsylvania farmer in Illinois

and an Iowa farmer in Michigan, both
seeing what the rest of the farmers were
doing—tourists like ourselves. We spent
half a day along the road in camp swapping
experiences. We visited with a man who

Tke tent was pitched under a huge oak

was keeping 150 head of milch cows, and
inspected dozens of factories which were
making things that interested us. We had
seen tobacco growing, which to us was a
new thing, had stopped at pickle patches
as big as our entire farms, saw vineyard;
stretching for miles, and had marveled al

an Illinois cornfield.

All of these things had been happening
for years almost within throwing distance o:

us, yet for all we knew, from direct evidence
they might as well have been at the othei
side of the earth. We talked about thai
vacation all winter. We had pried our-
self loose from business, given ourselve
and our families a treat, seen and learnec"

much, had laughed and been laughed at
and covered about 900 miles ii

two weeks we were gone
And the marvelous fact o

it all was that our ex-

penses for the thre<

families, counting th<

gasoline for the cars

had been a little les;

than $150! We had al-

ways figured on vaca
tions being very expen-
sive. Of course, ou:

man who fed for u:

had been an added ex-

pense, but the way ii

figured out he made uf

some money while w(
were gone, at that. We have made one cruise

since then, and enjoyed it fully as well.

Now, I don't like to pose as adviser to

those who have planned for a similar vaca-
tion, but there are a few things worth con-
sidering. In the first place, see that the
persons who [CONTINUED ON page 40J
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I Grow Better Truck by Using Plain

Water—and So Can You
By F. F. Rockwell

THE first thing to learn about
irrigation, if you are not familiar

with it, is that you can use it,

without much expense, on any
part of your own farm. It is no

pnger confined to vast tracts of lands in-

volving millions of dollars.

Thousands of small and medium-sized
arms throughout the country need irri-

;ation, but don't get it. If yours is one of

\ese, no matter what your crop, irrigation

[quipment that you can afford is available,

d will make money for you.
Perhaps you have enjoyed looking at

ctiu-es of million-dollar dams, and read-

pg about how the water from them grew
teat crops on land that never before pro-

mced anything but cactus and blisters.

I ou can produce just as wonderful results

ly applying water, under control, to your
wn soils and crops.

Water will produce just as big crops on
he soil of Ohio, or the sand of New Jersey,

I
the hillsides of New England, or the

juck bottom land of the big Eastern
iver valleys, as it will in any irrigation

(juntry. I know, because I have seen the
Bsults under dozens of different conditions,

pd because I have got them myself under
be most unfavorable conditions.

[The photograph of the heads of cabbage

p the end of the article is not "touched
p" by the art editor. It shows heads
!om the first crop of cabbage I grew under
igation on a dry, sandy, gravelly hillside,

ich had never before matured even a crop
early tomatoes or sweet corn. The only
ing that could survive the summer on that
iretch of ground was witch grass, and even
iat would curl up and shrivel at the end
t about the second week of dry weather

—

ie kind of soil through which rain will

iavel faster after it hits the ground than
fefore.

tWell, that crop of cabbage was at least

|ree times as heavy as the best crop

Sad ever grown without irrigation on my
est soil. And I know that the irrigation

id it, because the irrigation lines did not
sach quite to the ends of the field, and
eyond them the heads were barely worth
le cutting.

Profits Depend Upon Water

Of course, overhead irrigation in the
umid regions is not as much of a novelty
3 it was ten years ago. Irrigation in the
last and Middle West is not known to a
reat many growers. Of course, the war
bd the increased cost of pipe and work
as retarded the introduction of irrigation

i) a considerable extent, although a good
lany growers, realizing the prices for

reduce has gone up fully as much as
Tigation equipment, have gone ahead
nlarging their plants.

You know, of course, that nitrogen,
ihosphoric acid, potash, and limestone
riiist all be supplied to your crops in gen-
rous quantity if you expect a full bar-
est. And that a shortage in any one of

hese things will pull down the total yield.

But there is something that is more im-
portant which perhaps has not been im-
pressed thoroughly upon you, and that is

the fact that in nine cases out of ten, un-
der ordinary conditions, the real factor in

crop production is water. No matter how

In modern methods of agriculture $10
to $100 an acre—and in the case of market
gardening sometimes a great deal more
than the latter figure—is spent to fertilize

the soil for a single crop. And yet it is very
rarely a case that there is sufficient rain-

Early potatoes "under water"—nearly 1,000 baskets per acre. An
unirrigated part of same field yields about 300 baskets

Do You Have to Pay for Your Ticket

to Appreciate the Show?
MARK TWAIN once stood on the street corner and tried to sell a five-dollar

gold piece for fifty cents—just to prove that it couldn't be done. He proved
it. Nobody would buy.

That's human nature. Offer a man something good for little or nothing and
he won't take it. Why? Because all the really good things in this world that
men can organize and sell have a good round price set on themselves, and the
average man knows it. Hence—and rightly—he is suspicious.

But there are a few natural gifts of God that can't be organized and sold, or
that may be had very cheap. Chief among these are air and sunshine—and water.
As Rockwell points out in this article, many of us fail to appreciate the true
value of water because it's so easy to get.

As we get very little for nothing in this world, it's a good idea to take what
we can get. The Editor.

rich the soil, or how good the cultivation,

the size of the crop is absolutely limited
by the amount of moisture in the soil.

If you had to buy water, and there were
a national association of water manufac-
turers interested in seeing that you were
told why water is necessary, and how
profitable it would be to secure it in liberal

amounts, then we would perhaps realize

that it has a real money value.

fall to grow a maximum crop—100 per
cent of what that fertility is capable of

producing. With other conditions right, the

total yield mil depend absolutely and
directly on the amount of water supplied,
up to what the crops can make use of.

Without moisture the most carefully
fertilized crop, in the best of soils, will die.

With only half enough moisture, while
the crop may "pull through," it will not

be the kind that brings profit. And for
every single gallon of water lacking to
transfer the plant food from the soil,

through the root system and into the
plant, the possible profits on that acre are
proportionately cut down toward the van-
ishing point.

Another thing that is not fully realized
is this: Abundance of water is necessary,
not only to save crops from the absolute
ruin of prolonged drought, but also to
make them grow better in ordinary seasons.
Frequently the amount of money spent in
fertilizer and manure alone, if it were
divided, and spent half on fertilization and
half on water, would show a most decided
increase in the profits.

When it is realized that for every pound
of solid matter added to the crop there is

taken up through the root system and
evaporated through the leaves, from 500
to 800 pounds of water, then one begins to
see that water is a factor that should be
given careful consideration, and why it is

just as much good business to spend money
on water as it is to spend it on good seeds,

fertilizer, or modern machinery. Deep
plowing and frequent cultivation may
conserve the moisture in the soil, but they
are absolutely helpless to add a quart, and
when the total rainfall is insufficient for

the crop's needs it is then evident that no
amount of conserving will answer the pur-
pose.

What Kind of Irrigation Will Fit

the Average Farm?

There are many growers who have al-

ready realized these things, but do not
know which way to turn to get away from
the uncertainty of depending on the
eccentricities of natural rainfall.

Anyone who has ever been through the
experience of putting in weeks of toil and
every dollar that could be spared, in the
preparation and early cultivation of a crop,

only to see it gradually slaken down and
curl up beyond any hope of returning even
the cash outlay, to say nothing of labor and
profits, need not be told what it is to go
through such a crop bankruptcy. But what
to do about it has been "something else

again."
The value of any system of irrigation

that can be of practical importance to
you must be rated on the following three
points:

Availability, efficiency, economy.
'

The overhead system of irrigation,

especially the nozzle-line type, has the
tremendous advantage that it can be used
anywhere, and on any lay of land—a dead
level muck meadow, or a stony, uneven
hillside.

That means that any grower who wants
it can get all the unquestioned advantages
of irrigation, and at the same time stay
right at home at the door step of his

market, and where he is familiar with
local conditions and the crops to be grown.
The advantage of doing this, as compared
to pulling up [CONTINUED ON PAGE 32]

Part of the 600 acres of overhead irrigation at Seabrooh Farms, Bedgton, New Jersey. Seabrooh Farms started with a couple
of acres, skeptical as to results
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What I Learned Boy That Helped Me
Succeed Man

By George McKerrow

IF
THE editors of Farm and Fireside

had not suggested that the story of my
success with Uve stock might influ-

ence youthful workers along similar

lines to persevere and overcome ob-
stacles, I would not be writing this. How-
ever, with that object in view, I will set

down some of my youthful ambitions

—

iWhich, in a measure, have been realized

—

and try to tell you what I have learned
that may be of value to you and your
children.

^1 must admit that in my boyhood days
fl had a liking for the income from my little

flock as well as a love for its individual
members. When my boys were growing
up and were given a financial interest,

they went at their work with renewed
energy and a greater interest in its details.

I have noticed the same results in many
other cases. All of which prompts me to

say: Give the boys and girls a chance.
During these progressive days of boy and

girl calf, pig, and lamb clubs, under a sys-

tematic system of local and state manage-
ment, the young people are working under
much more favorable conditions than pre-

vailed fifty to sixty years ago. From my
own early experience in starting my live-

stock work, and the later experience- of

developing a love of good live stock in my
[
own sons, I feel that parents should aim to
iwork with the children in every move, not
only taking an interest in their work, but-

' also in backing them in a financial way and
,
in giving them a financial interest.

When I was called to take charge of the
'Farmers' Institute work in Wisconsin, and
finally accepted with many misgivings as

to the outcome of my own stock-breeding
operations, I soon found that my absence
from the farm for several days at a time
was not so much of a detriment as I had
anticipated. Our two boys, then ten and
twelve years of age, with their mother's
advice and help, developed an ability to

manage and do business at such a rapid
rate that they surprised me.
When I was young and just starting in

the stock business, I used to think some-
times that lack of capital was my serious

drawback, but have since concluded that it

may have been a good thing that I was
poor. It caused me to learn the business in

all its details from the ground up as I was
slowly developing the pure-bred herd or

flock. It is a good idea for the youngsters

to do the actual work with the flock.

The necessity of having to feed, shear,

trim, dock, and perform every detail with
the flock taught me a lesson that I never
could have learned if I had been depending
on others to do the work. My best teachers

in sheep husbandry have been the actual

work at home and in the show rings and the
pointers secured by contact with the
English and Scotch shepherds at work
among their flocks.

I no doubt inherited my love of animals
from my Scotch ancestors, and had it

further developed by my English step-

father, who had been a foreman on a live-

stock breeding farm in Yorkshire, England.
My education in live-stock began when
eight years old, by an investment of two

I dollars—all my capital—in an old ewe
with no teeth on either her upper or under
jaw in front. With eleven others of the

;
same class we began the sheep business on
lour 80-acre farm, whose cleared acres were
nearly exhausted of their native fertility

by a continual system of wheat-growing, so

common in southern Wisconsin then.
1- The fact that I was a stock owner, and
was to work for the old ewe's board by
caring for the little flock as its shepherd,
gave me a new sense of responsibility and
an incentive to learn all I could about the
business. The "American Agriculturist,"

Randall's work on sheep, and a little later

the "Live Stock Journal," then the
i." Breeders' Gazette" and the "American

^
Sheep Breeder, " I read and reread. Nearly
all of their suggestions were tried out in an
experimental way to decide if they were
suited to our plan of work.

: \ The old ewe proved a good investment,
as she produced me two ewe lambs the
following spring, and laid the foundation
for a good grade Merino flock.^ When I .was twelve years old, an uncle,

William McKerrow, who was managing a

1,000-acre farm in New York, came West
with a carload of pure-bred Merino rams of
very good breeding. WTien I saw him sell-

ing these rams at $75 to $300 each, I de-
cided that I would become a breeder of
pure-bred sheep some day, if the good
Lord left me on earth long enough to carry
this ambition into effect. 'This was my start.

ter. When sixteen years old I began buy-
ing stock to sell on the Milwaukee market,
and learnedmany things aboutmeat animals
that I had only hazy opinions on before. I
found that the sheep with the middle wool
fleece had the best quality of mutton. The
fine-wooled Merino was all lean, and when
fat their tallow was massed around the

WHEN you think of

sheep you think of

George McKerrow. He is

known and looked up to wher-
ever sheep are grown throughout
the world. If you have ever been
to a live-stock show of any conse-

quence, anywhere, you have seen
him, for he is always there. And no
one has done more to put the live

stock of America on a pure-bred
basis than McKerrow.
He has made more than fifteen

trips to England and the Channel
Islands, in the interest of import-
ing better live stock to this

country. In addition to that and
his regular business of farmer and
stockman, under the name of

George McKerrow & Sons Co., at

Pewaukee, Wisconsin, he
has found time to serve as

superintendent of the Wis-
consin Farmers' Institute (and

also as editor of the annual bulle-

tin) for twenty years. He was
also president of the Wisconsin
State Board of Agriculture for

thirteen years, and has served in

the capacity of president for the
WisconsinDairymen's Association.
Withal, IVIr.McKerrow is a likable,

modest man who dislikes very
much to talk about his o^ti ac-

complishments. We would not
have had this article from his pen
had it not been for the fact that
we told him such an article would
probably be helpful to other young
people starting on their life-work.

One day when a very successful farmer
of Scotch origin and live-stock education
was trying to buy one of these good rams
at a reduced price, I heard my uncle drop
two remarks that impressed me so much
that a little later I adopted one of them as
my business motto:
"The best are none too good."
The other, "The sire is half the herd o*r

flock," always comes to my mind when
selecting a herd or flock leader.

These statements were acquiesced in by
this shrewd Scotch
breeder, and evi-

dently acted on, as

he became the pur-
chaser of one of the
best. We bought an
aged ram from this

lot that had proved
an excellent sire in

theNewYork flock,

also two of the
choice ram lambs,
and a little later a
few pure-bred
Merino ewe lambs,
and laid the foun
dation of a pure-
bred flock.

This gave me a
new incentive to

study the question
of pedigrees, family
lines, and quality
of individuals,
coupled with breed,

type, and charac-

Photo from George MeKerrow & Sons Co.

Senator Second, ckampion ram Min-
nesota and Wisconsin state fairs, 1914

kidneys and stomach. The coarse, long-
wooled sheep went to the other extreme
of too much tallow mixed with the lean.
The middle wools we had in those days

were a cross between the Merino and the
long wools, such as Leicester, Cotswold, or
Lincoln. I began handhng some of these
long wools about this time, and found the
cross-breds of the middle-wool type a very
good sheep; but when a second and third
cross was made, too much tendency to
tallow in the carcass and coarseness of

fleece developed.
I then decided,

as the country grew
older good mutton
would become the
chief source of
profit, and good
wool a strong
second considera-
tion; and that my
life would be too
short to develop a
middle-wool breed
from the cross-
breds (Corrisdales)
and bring them to
any great uniform-
ity.

I now cast about
for the best middle-
wooled breeds that
would meet my
ideals. I first tried
the Oxfords, and
found them so sat-
isfactory that we

are still breeding them, some forty years ii

all. For over thirty years we have hac
America's leading flock in this breed, a:<

demonstrated in the leading show rings, in
eluding two world's fairs.

For over twenty years I had the cham
pion flock of Southdowns, and for nearlj
thirty years we have been developing i

flock of Shropshires along family Hnes tha
now rank second to none in show-ring per
formance and sale-ring averages—tb
Senator Bibby and Bibby Champioi
family that we have developed in this breci
is known from Canada to the Gulf, aH(
from ocean to ocean.
My show-yard career with sheep begai

at fifteen, when I won a first prize on a pe'

of three Merino ewes at the Waukesl
County Fair over pens that had won firs

and second at the Wisconsin and othe
state fairs in the Middle West. Thi|
aroused my ambition to become not onl
a breeder of the best, but showman as wel
One thing I very soon learned in m

show-ring career was that first you mu
have animals of type and quality. And th;

is only half. The other half comes in the
proper fitting so they reach the show seast
in the very pink of condition—not stale at

overdone by too long or heavy feeding,
underdone by a poor system of feeding;
the two I would prefer to have them
little underdone.

I believe the show ring is one of the V(

best educators for the breeder, as well
excellent advertising medium. I
reached this conclusion, and after otK
fifty years of experience in the show ria(
of America and Europe I am fully
vinced of its truth. Some of the
lessons have been learned in and aroi

the show rings. I began breeding p
bred stock in a small way, because
capital was very limited and I could
purchase one, two, or three at a time^

|

never bought inferior animals because tite

were low in price. I have often boi^
those that were rather low in condition, |i
had the conformation and indications c

health with good breeding that prompte
me to decide I could make good ones c

them with proper care and feeding; ttn

good judgment in breeding soon develojie
good families.

^
I have paid long prices for well-bredm

well-developed males, most of which Iiwv

been good breeders; but I must say ^
our best sires have been either boughfej
moderate prices—some people would fb
them high prices—and selected because-i
good pedigree and good conformationi't
themselves and their sires and {iams,'2|
have been bred by us from our best iaw[
lines.

The highest priced sires we have boi
in England have cost us $500 to
while we sold some of our own breedi:

$200 to $370, and one-half interest in
of our best home-bred sires at $500
one of them at five years old, and the o1

at three years old, and a one-half into

in two others at $250 each, when three
five years old.

One of my early ambitions was to
velop my flock of each breed that I ham
into one of the best of its class on tl

American continent. In fact, this ambitio
was so strong that it became a resolve,

carrying out the idea of my business moB
"The best are none too good," I bei

survey the best flocks not only in
country, but also in other countries wl
those breeds are kept. This led me im
importing business.

[The editors would Hke to add that
McKerrow's ambition has been realijfe

as is shown by the average records of tl

leading American show and sale rings,'

The best selections from the lea*

flocks in Canada and Great Britain
annually been drawn upon for many

.

I found that it only pays to import 11

best. Sometimes I have been tempted i

buy animals of only medium quality, b
cause of a comparatively low price and
demand by some customers for low
priced stuff than the best individuals con

be furnished for. In nearly every case

have regretted such a purchase.
Once while bujdng cattle for export (

the Island of Guernsey, a breeder said

me: [CONTINUED on page 5'
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A Few Hundred Yards May
10,000 MilesCost

AMAN with a new car had one of
his tires blow out. He didn't have

a spare, so he decided to run a few
hundred yards to a friend's house.
When he got there he discovered that
neither the tire nor the tube were worth
repairing, for running on the rim had
fractured the casing fabric. And the
tube was riddled with holes caused by
being pinched against the rim. Those
few hundred yards of running on the
rim probably cost him 10,000 miles-
miles that could have been saved by
properly caring for the tube. Proper
care of tubes saves miles in many other
ways—not only in emergencies but all

the time. Ask your Goodyear Service
Station, write to Akron, for Lesson
5 of the Goodyear Conservation Course—telling how to increase tire mileages
by proper care of tubes.

Repairing a tube -with a Goodyear Tube Repair Kit

PROPER care of tubes increases

by thousands of miles the life of

even the best of tires.

For whenever a tube fails, the casing
is seriously damaged by being run flat.

Only a few hundred yards of such
running may utterly spoil the tire

;

and even if the tube merely has a
slow leak the tire will suffer the
inevitable injuries due to under-infla-

tion.

Take care of your tubes, if you wish
to get the most from your tires.

Tube^ inserted in the casing without
being properly talced, either stick to

the casing and tear because of the
lack of French Talc or—when too
much of this lubricant is used—they
are injured because the talc collects

in puddles and hardens.

Tubes must be properly inserted in

the casing; otherwise they will be
pinched against the rim, or—if the

valve stem is at an angle—they may
be torn.

Punctures from the inside must be
prevented by cleaning all sharp dust
and grit out of the casings, and by
keeping the rims from rusting and
"flaking" off".

Lesson 5 of the Goodyear Conserva-
tion Course gives simple but detailed

directions for making your tubes

serve your tires.

It also tells how tubes can be repaired

permanently and in a few minutes
with the Goodyear Tube Repair Kit.

Ask your GcJodyear Service Station

to show you one—and ask also for

the other lessons of the Goodyear
Conservation Course.

The Goodyear Tire "& Rubber Co.

Akron, Ohio

The tube repaired and ready for talcing

K R O N
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Dependable Spark Plugs

Champion Dependability Has No Substitute

HTHE heavy demand for Champion de-

^ pendahilily made and keeps Champion
Spark Plug production the largest in the

world.

The greater resisting power of our famous number
3450 Insulator to temperature changes, shocks and

vibration, together with our patented asbestos

gasket construction, are a few of the reasons for

Chaunpion dependabiHty. There is a Champion
Spark Plug for every type of motor car, motor truck, ^

tractor, motorcycle and stationary engine.

Champion Spark Plug Co., ToImIo. Ohio

Champion Spar^ Plug Co., of Canada I Id

Windsor, Ontario

e

If You Own a Farm Lighting
Plant You Need This Motor

If you could hire a strong man to do the chores and he
would cost you only about a month's wages—and would
work for a few cents a day after that—you would hire
him mighty quick, wouldn't you ?

That is all the Robbins & Myers Special Farm Motor will
cost. It can be used In connection with any Farm Light-
ing Plant. Thie motor will furnish power to wash the
clothes, churn, turn the cream separator or ice cream
freezer, saw the wood, turn the grindstone or fanning mill,

pump the watei—in fact, perform all the odd jobs about the
farm and home which require power.

With efficient labor so scarce, this motor will easily pay
for itself in a short time and make life on the farm more
comfortable for all the folks.

Send today for the free illustrated booklet describing this
motor, also other types for farm service, and giving prices.

THE ROBBINS & MYERS COMPANY
DEPT. 523 SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

CUSHMAN
Light Weight All-Purpose Farm IVIotors

Weigh Only One -Fourth As Much
as ordinary farm engines, but run even more steadily and quietly, because of
perfect balance and accurate Throttling Governor.

Because of their light weight, they are the most useful farm engines, as they can be moved
so easily from job to job, doing many jobs other engines cannot do.

They are alto very durable—in fact, the Cushman service record on Americanfarms—where
50,000 of them are at work—justifies our claim that Cushman Motors are the most durable farm
engines in the world.

Double Cylinder Motors
8, 15 and 20 H. P.

They give a service the tractor cannot give and no other farm
engine compares with them in equipment. Two cylinders give
very steady power. They do not wear unevenly and lose com-
pression. Every nmning part protected from dust and properly

lyjjricated. Equipped with Throttling Gov-
ernor, Carburetor, Friction Clutch Pulley and
Water Circulating Pump without extra
charge.

Cushman Engtnmi are not cheap, but they
are cheap in the long run. Ask for Free Book
on Light Weight Engines.

8 H. P. t Cylinder Cushnan. Wftft^t Only 120 lbs.

Cushman Motor Works
807 N. 21st St.i Lincoln, Neb*

What's Wrong With Farming?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

perhaps a slightly, a very slightly, increased
hazard to life, offset to a considerable de-
gree by easier hours and healthier conditions
of work.
But the citizen farmer who lives in the

same community with the miner, whose
children grow up with his own, and who is

manager in a small way, competing in the
labor market, must invest in land and
buildings, tools, and live stock. He must
pay taxes and insurance and repairs and
veterinary fees. He often must work six-

teen hours, seldom less than ten, and he
rnust be on duty day and night, ready
always to care for his independent plant.

But, you ask, what has stirred the
farmer up to all this desire for more con-
sideration? Why is he dissatisfied? We
understand perfectly well what the mass
of Americans do not know—that, until
about the opening of the present century,
men, women and children worked willingly,

and often cruelly, without money and with-
out price for the sake of developing out
of nature's raw material a home of their
own. That opportunity has now gone, and
with it the impulse to labor for something
better than money. Hereafter the farmer,
hke other people, will have to reckon his

income in terms of cash.
The wave of land hunger now going up

over the country is but the premonition
of what is coming if it is to remain as
difficult as now for country-minded young
families to obtain, within a reasonable
period, homes of their own.
The home-building instinct is not only

the greatest known incentive to work, but
it is also the safety clutch for democratic
institutions.

Under existing conditions farmers will

do one of two things: require financial

returns comparable with those of other
people, or settle back upon the primitive
self-sufficing system, producing not a
supply, but a simple surplus over their

own needs. In either case more expensive
food is inevitable—in the one instance
from an increased initial cost of production,
and in the other from a reduced supply.
And we must go farther in our national

plan than to make it easy to acquire
ownership in land: we must care for this

land as a national asset and as a perpetual
obligation, in the interest of future
Americans. Ownership means at best but
temporary control, and whoever carries in

his pocket a deed to a portion of the
national domain is in reality a tenant at
will, and the conditions of his tenantry
should be such decent regard to the
fertility of the land he occupies as shall

insure increasing, not decreasing, pro-
ductivity.

After all, who is the farmer? And where
is the land which he wants? To attempt to

answer this question brings us very near
to the crux of the situation. Not far from
half the acreage of our better lands is

owned by one group and operated by
another. Who then is the farmer? When
two families are attempting to Hve off the

same farm, one of them in idleness, or

when eleven families are living off ten

farms, with wh6se interests do those of

the public lie?

In one county of Illinois, 20 per cent of

the farm lands are said to be owned by
men who have never seen their properties,

because they live with other interests on
the Atlantic seaboard, collecting rents

through agents as they clip coupons from
stock certificates.

It is said that the estate of Lord Scully

is just now raising the rents of some
hundreds of thousands of acres of our

best prairie land to $10 an acre, or about

2,000 per cent annually of the original

cost. Investments and betterments? Not
a dollar! For the agent is instructed that

if the renter wants a house or a pigpen let

him build it. No investments except in

additional land. Here is a mare's nest for
hatching trouble, and the tenants are
already reported -as organizing for resist-

ance.
We shall always have renters, but shall

renting and landlordism become typical in
the country as it is now in the cities? If
so, in that direction lies trouble.
Among the achievements necessary to

insure the proper development of American
agriculture, whether from a private or a
public point of view, the following at least
are of sufficient significance to be considered
as fundamental in a national policy:

First—Subsidizing of country schools to
an extent that will insure to every child
born upon the farm the opportunity of a
good high-school education admitting to
college. A
Second—Public recognition of the fac^

that the farmer is neither a capitalist nor
a laborer, as the terms are understood in
the commercial world, but a managing
operator of a small business of which the
home and family are integral parts

Third—Recognition of the fact that th
American farmer, as a typical citizen
representing our largest and most funda
mental industry, and' as our greatest horn
builder, is entitled to an income compar
able with his labor, his investment, an
his managerial skill.

Fourth—The assurance of this income,
not by arbitrary price-fixing in definace
of the economic law of supply and demand,
not by force, but by conference between
producer, distributor, and consumer.

Fifth—Requirement by law of minimum
housing conditions upon rented farms,
such conditions to be maintained under a
system of adequate inspection.

Sixth—The obhgation not only to
maintain but also to increase the fertility

of land, this obligation to~ be equally
binding upon landlord and tenant and
enforced by public license.

Seventh—Recognition of the fact that
as between the owner and the operator of

the land the sympathy and support of the
public should be with the operator.

Eighth—Recognition of the fact that as
between the owner-operator, the tenant,
and the speculator, the sympathy and
support of the public should be with the
owner-operator as the typical fanner.

Ninth—The elimination from the public
mind of the idea that tenantry is to be
regarded in American as typical Ian
occupancy or as the ideal road to ownei
ship, theories for nationalization am
mutualization of land to the contra;
notwithstanding.
Tenth—The appropriation of public

funds for financing young men in prospee^
tive ownership as soon as they shall havj
fully established a reputation for thrifi

and shall have accumulated, say, 10 p(

cent of the purchase price of productivi
lands.

Eleventh—The establishment of interesi

rates on funds loaned upon land for homi
building purposes that shall be based upoj
those of the most favorable bond issui

not upon cm-rent banking rates for shori

term loans—rates that cannot be general'
paid in farming, an^ that ought not fc

be paid in the business of producing t
staple foods.

Twelfth—Discouragement of speculatioi

in land by means of graduated taxatio:

and, if necessary, by prohibiting the
cumulation of large numbers of farms
other acquisition of land with no intenti*

of occupancy.
Thirteenth—Recognition of agricult

in all its phases as a matter of deep pub!
concern.

Fourteenth—Finally, the determinati
to maintain upon the land the same cl

of people as those who constitute tl^

prevaihng type among the mass of Amei^
can citizens.

be
in(L

len
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He Likes Real Milk

ONE day last summer some poor chil-

dren were permitted to go over a

stock farm which is located in the outskirts

of Philadelphia, and when their inspection

was done, to each of them was given a glass

of milk.
The milk was excellent. It came, m

fact, from a $2,000 cow.
"Well, boys, how do you like it?" the

farmer said, when they had drained their,

glasses.

"It's fine!" said one little fellow. Then,

after a pause, he added, "I wish our ml
man kep' a cow."

—

Baltimore Sun.

The following is an extract from a soldi^

letter, repeated by a censor who had
sense of humor:

Somewhere in France.

Dear Ma: I have saved a little mone^
and when I get back home I'm goin'^ to

buy me two mules, and name one of 'em

Corporal and the other one Sergeant; then

I'm goin' to lick hell out o' both of 'em!—Carry On.
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The Winchester Pattern. 320 pellets out of a
possible 431, or 74% 0/ the shot charge, evenly

distributed; no birds get through.

How big a bag will you bring back?
THEdifferencebetween a bulg-

ing bag and a lean one is

often a question of gun and
shells and not of shooting skill.

Make sure you have the right

game-getting combination— shells

that kill when the aim is true, and
a gun that enables the shell to

make its best pattern.

Good shell patterns are either

allowed or prevented by the char-
acter of the gun barrel—the cham-
ber, bore and choke.

Faulty chambering even more
than faulty choking tends to mash
and "ball" the shot, making pellets

fall short or fly wide.
And if a gun is faulty in its most

vital part, the chamber, the chances
are that the bore is also carelessly

made.
From chamber to choke, the

barrels of the famous Winchester
Repeaters are bored to make the
shell j:hrow its highest pattern.
They are free from shot-jamming
defects. They let the shell do its

full work.

It looks like a highly polished mir-

ror. Not a false shadow throughout
the t)ore. Sight through the bore

at a horizontal black line on the

window. This line will throw a "V*
shadow in the bore. Tilt the barrel

till the point of the *'V" touches

The "Line" test

Perfect bore of Win-
chester barrel revealed
under "Line" test.

Irregularities revealed

in inferior shotgun bar-

rel under "Line" test.

the muzzle. The perfect "V** shows
absence of irregularities.

This is the "Line" test of a per-

fect bore. No faulty barrel can
pass this test—the "V" will be
distorted.

Proof* test, having been fired many
times for smooth action and accuracy,

and strength-tested by firing 25 to 40
per cent excess loads. This stamp
stands for Winchester's guarantee of

quality, with 50 years of the best gun-

making reputation behind it.

Your dealer will show you
Winchester Guns and Ammunition

Before you take to the woods this

Fall, get your dealer to show you a Win-
chester Repeater—Model 97 for ham-
mer action; Model 12 for hammerless.
Put one to your shoulder, try its bal-

ance, see how beautifully it handles.

Your sportsman's instinct will tell you
it's the best weapon you could choose.

Leading hardware and sporting goods
dealers in every community carry Win-
chester Arms and Ammunition. They
will be glad to assist you in selecting

the gun best suited to your needs.

Upon request, we will mail you, free of

charge, the complete catalog of Win-
chester guns and loaded shells.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
Dept. 123, New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

What
**Line** test the barrel

Point a Winchester barrel toward

means

This mark on a Winchester barrel

Jill means that the gun has passed the
the light and look through the bore. "Winchester Provisional and Definitive

Important Notice
The chamber, bore and muezle choke

of all Winchester Shotguns are reamed to
micrometer measurements for the partic-

ular Winchester Shells they are meant to
shoot. You will get the highest and most
uniform pattern results by shooting Win-
chester shells in Winchester guns. The
two are made for each other.

^? it
^'^^'"^"^^ f<'^^^-^own repeating shotgun. Made in IZ gauge, weight about

7J4 408.; in 2S gauge, weight about e lbs.; in 20 gauge, weight about 6 lbs.—more
popular with women and new shooters, because of iis lightness and very slight recoil.

Model 97. Take-down repeatino shotgun. Made in tS gauge, weight at out i%
lbs.; in 16 gauge, weight about 7% lbs. The favorite with shooters who prefer a
itide forearm repeating shotgun with a hammer.

wmcmsTBR
World Standard Guns and Ammunition
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TheSalisbury
New Rear
Axle

Pressed Steel

Standard Type

"Always Safe''

AN automobile is only as good as its rear axle. Remember—-you may have the

^ best engine in the world in your car but that does not and cannot make it a

good motor car unless the rear axle is mechanically correct and physically perfect.

Few people realize that the rear axle of

an automobile is, next to the engine, the
most important mechanical factor in pro-

ducing a good automobile. The engine's

power is transmitted to the rear (driving)

wheels through the pinion gear of the pro-

peller shaft and differential mechanism

—

all part of the rear axle.

The rear axle of a carriage or wagon car-

ries the weight of the vehicle on the spindle.

The rear axle of an automobile carries the
weight of the vehicle on its housing—the

pressed steel case which encloses the differ-

ential gear, driving shaft and all bearings
—and includes the wheel hubs, brakes and
brake mechanism complete ready for use.

One may better understand the importance

150 individual parts of the rear axle mech-
anism that must be carefully machined
and fitted to micrometer measure. This
mechanism must be compact, silent and of

great strength to transmit the power of

the engine to the driving wheels with the

least possible friction or loss of power.

The SalisburyNew Pressed Steel Rear Axle
is produced in our two big plants after 15

years' successful building of front and rear

automobile axles, complete with hubs
and brakes, for the trade. It combines
the great strength and durability of our
own special formulae steel with simplicity

of construction.

Made in three standard sizes for cars

weighing 1700 to 4000 pounds.of the rear axle when it is said there are over

The manufacturer who specifies our axles adds a
strong selling point to the prospective purchaser.

SALISBURY AXLE COMPANY PERU AXLE COMPANY
Established 1902 Established 1909

Jamestown, New York, U. S. A. Peru, Indiana, U. S. A.

HERE is the tractor of utmost economy, the tractor

that gets most from every gallon of fuel because the

direct drive from motor to both rear axle and belt

pulley saves power.

TH E

is the right sized tractor for every sized farm. It is powerful enough to
pull three 14-inch bottoms and turn an acre an hour, and light enough
to work on plowed ground without packing it dovra.

Thousands of Huber Light Fours are in successful use. It is the
tried and proved tractor. Huber owners are Huber boosters. . For 40
years Huber has built steam tractors; and for 20 years gas tractors.

The Huber Light Four is the best tractor Huber ever built.
It plows, harrows, drills, pulls a binder—does every type of heavy field

and belt work economically. So simple a boy can run it,

and anyone who knows an automobile can keep it in repair.
Every one interested in tractors should read the

"Tractor in the Making," a reprint in booklet form. Tells
vitally interesting facts about tractors. It is free for the
asking. Write for your copy today.

Weight 5.000 pounds;
pulls three li" bot-

tom plows; li h. p.
delivered to the draw-
bar; 25 h. p. at the
belt; Waukesha four-

cylinder motor; Per-
tex Radiator; Hyatt
Roller Bearings;
burns gasoline, kero-
sene or dlistillate;
center draft: two
speeds, 2}^ and 4
miles per hour.

THE HUBER MFG. COMPANY
202 Center Street Marion, Ohio

Makers of the famous Huber Junior Thresher

Some territory still open for live dealers

Eight Big Points to Watch
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

production record. It has been proved that
the best-producing cows would never be
placed at the top of the list on appearance
alone.

To continue selection merely by appear-
ance for two or three years, the chances are
you will have corn which is just the oppo-
site to what you want.
A farmer hasn't the time nor opportimity

to experiment to breed up a
high-yielding variety of corn in;

his own field. It is a long-time
proposition, requiring years of :

careful study. Thousands of'

ears are tested during this time

'

before an ear is found which
has the inherent power to re-

produce itself and give to its

offspring a high-yielding strain
of corn.
Every time we tackle a prop-

osition of this kind we only
plant half the ear, retaining
the other haK for

planting the following
year. By eliminating
the weak-producing
ears, and mating the
strong ones, we are
able gradually to raise

the standard of pro-
duction.
And, for the same

reasons stated above,
I have found that the
corn which is the
heaviest at picking
time is not always the
heaviest when it is

taken out in the spring
for the germinating
test. The moisture
content of sgjne corn
is greater than others.

In picking corn I

like to get the ears on stalks about four
and one-half feet from the ground. Of
course, the location of the ear varies with
the variety. Yellow Dent, which is the
most popular corn for marketing purposes,
has the ear about this height on the stalk.

The variety of corn grown by the farm-
er depends upon its use. If the corn is

used for hominy, naturally it is white;
for feeding hogs he wants a variety which
matures early; for silage he wants a late-

maturing corn, which has a heavy growth
of foliage, ear, and stalk.

I prefer to pick the seed from a hill

which has no suckers. Suckers, by the way,
are a sign of an unbalanced soil—too much
nitrogen and not enough phosphorus.

Moreover, I would not pick an ear from
a hill which has smut or Fusarium in it,

or near it, because this ear is likely to be
infected even though it does not show it to
the naked eye.

I have found that the average farmer

Taking a drink to Father out in the field

insists on too big an ear for his own good
However, it is hxmian nature to look for the
biggest things in life. A man plantint;
corn from a big ear expects it to product
a big ear, but in the majority of cases he
IS due to be disappointed. Too large an
ear means a late-maturing plant.
Abnormal ears are not good, and I'll

explain why: Sometimes during the growth
of the stalk there was some
trouble. Nature has a way ol

trying to remedy these troubles,
and in this case it may have
sent up an abnormal supply of

plant food to correct the defect
The result is a mighty big ear.

This is an abnormal and bad
condition. I find the offspring
of such an ear is generally weak.

\ I pick a medium-sized ear
Our motto is a medium-sized ear
on a maximum number of stalks.

An average ear with me is 9^
to 10 inches long,

and the circumference
is approximately tWo
thirds of the length. I

like to have the row
straight, because t]ui

shows careful selectta
and breeding in ^
seed which produaei
the ear in questioi

In years past it

hard to find strai]

rowed ears, and
to this day some
eties of corn are km
by the charactei

of crooked rows
crooked row doi

prejudice me ag;

the ear.

An average
weighs about 14 ouni

when it has a moisture content of 15 pi

cent, and weighs about 18 ounces when
water content is 22 per cent. The av(

ear which I pick for seed, at the time, m
measure 10 to 12 >2 inches in length, ii
this will shrink from one to two incfc

when dried.

This is another point which is ^a^:»
ways observed by our customers,
don't realize that corn shrinks, from bit
ends as well as in circumference, and
the shrink affects the kernels too.

,

We test our seed corn for our inteffllw

breeding plots three times before planting

taking ten kernels from each ear ever

time. A germination of 95 per cent is O.E
for the farmer, but we must have 100 jx

cent.

The best time to test corn is after til

hoHdays. I do it then, and the famw
should do so too, if his corn does not show
good percentage of germination. He w
then have time to get and test new see$,

Apple-Barrel Advertising
By E. W. Gage (New York)

DID you ever advertise your orchard
business in your apple barrels? I have

found it pays, and pays big. Just slip a
card in the top of the barrel or box, and
when the consumer opens the package he
will shake hands with pleasure. There is a
touch of romance in knowing just where a
package of fruit comes from, and the con-
sumer's faith is instantly strong for the
farmer who is not ashamed to have the pur-
chaser know who produced and packed the
apples.
Although the consuming public demands

higher grade fruit each year, few of the city

folks know the qualities of each variety,

or the best means of keeping these varie-

ties. Few city housewives know the differ-

ence between the Mcintosh, for example,
for dessert purposes and the Tolman Sweet
for baking.

In the matter of keeping, too, few con-
sumers of apples are aware Of the absolute
necessity of keeping the winter stock of

apples in a room where the temperature is

not above 40 degrees, and as near freezing

as is safe. There is also great carelessness

in exposing fruit to a dry atmosphere. An
atmosphere saturated with moisture will

do no harm to a sound apple; moisture is

essential to keep many varieties in good
condition.

Fruit growers who have adopted the
plan of placing cards in their fruit packages

have reaped haivests of increased
built on the satisfaction which their
fully packed fruit gave in other years
is direct-to-the-eonsumer sales,

mean highest profits to the grower.
The following are a few suggestions (

cards for placing in apple containers wh
should be descriptive of the variety:

"Should there be any imperfections
this barrel of apples, return this cai

"

John Dickson, Ashville, N. Y."
"This barrel contains No. 1 Ti

Sweets, prime season, December, Ji

and February. Excellent for baking,

quire long cooking in moderate
Store in temperature near but not
32 degrees."

"This package contains No. 1 Ben
apples. Season, March, April, Ma:
June. Cooking apple. As a pie fill

pieces do not break down. Much usi

apple dumplings.. Store in temperatui

near but not below 32 degrees."

The name of the grower should be priih

below these lines, and possibly an invit

tion for direct orders by mail from the co

sumer and as many of his friends as mi

desire fruit later or next season. The eaf

shipments, where there is a large cro

should contain cards stating that a supp

of fruit is on hand which vidll be prompt

shipped to any whose orders are receive

stating a price good up to a certain date.

,
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ifi;i*\ SOFT AND
J'^-^'^V. RESILIENT

Every Bump is a Little Collision in Itself

COMBINE the bumps your Ford is compelled to withstand
year, or even six months, and you would have a collision that
would tear it to pieces.

Just because you can't notice the injury day by day is no sign it is

not taking place.

Prevent the effects of the bumps from reaching the vital parts of your
Ford Car or Ford One-Ton Truck and you will find a saving of more
than one-third in the up-keep and tire expense. You also will find that

at least fifty per cent has been added to its life and resale value.

Hassler Shock Absorbers afford this protection: for every Ford. They absorb the

"Httle collisions" before they get a chance to do their damage.
• Hasslers are proving their worth on more than a million Ford Cars today. Look
and you will see that one in every three Fords is now equipped with the Patented
Hassler Shock Absorber. And while the saving is remarkable, yet a large percentage

•of Hassler owners purchased them because of their easy riding qualities. Any Hassler
owner will tell you that the additional comfort alone is worth more than the cost of

Hasslers.

We might also mention that gasoline mileage is increased; that steering is made
easier, adding to the safety of the car; and that greater speed is made possible, giv-

ing more practical value to the car.

Hassler Shock Absorbers can be applied in a few minutes. They do not require

marring of the Ford. There are two types: one for the Ford Passenger Car and
another for the Ford One-Ton Truck.

10-DAY TRIAL OFFER
Find out for yourself what Hasslers mean. We do not ask you to risk your
money. The Hassler dealer in your vicinity will put them on— let you use
them for ten days—and if you are not pleased they will be taken off and
your money refunded in full. Write for descriptive folder—name of the
nearest dealer and trial order blank.

The Hassler Guarantee: "Absolute Satisfaction or Your Money Back"

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc. 1354 Naomi St., Indianapohs, Ind.

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ontario

A Standardized Quality Product—Worth the Price

HASSLERS
/or nil

toid Passer\qer Cars

DATFNTE OrMTTc^. m
^I THE conical springs set at the angle shown prevent sidesway and
J. allow for the most resilient downward action. The springs compress
cn either upward or downward movements— do not stretch out of shape—
do not allow up-throw. Hasslers last as long as the Ford and make U last.

THE JOHN BROWN.'c

„ HASSLERS
"DOUBLE or TWINS"

/orihe Ford OneTonTiuck
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TKis LaLel

Is aGuarantee

of Quality

There is no
Economy in

Cheap Roofing
When you buy ready-roofing remember that the
first cost of low-priced roofing is not the only
cost. There will be also the cost of up-keep and
the cost of an entirely new roof at the end of a few
years. Don't give experience the opportunity to teach
you that there is no economy in the purchase of cheap
roofing for industrial plants, residences, or other build-
ings of a permanent character.

You exercise true economy when you buy

ROOFING
Ru-ber-oid is made and sold to meet a standard of

,

quality, not a standard of price. As a result man}'
Ru-ber-oid roofs have lasted 26 years and the limit ot

their endurance is yet to be found. The cost of
up-keep is negligible.

One large user of Ru-ber-oid said recently, "You can
put on a Ru-ber-oid roof and forget it." Certainly, if

any roof can be safely forgotten, it is one covered with
Ru-ber-oid.

If you are interested in the matter of roofing send for

a copy of "Roofing Facts Worth Knowing." You will

find this booklet worth reading.

The Standard Paint Company
woolworth bldg.. n. y.

Chicago New York Boston

There is but One Ru-ber-oid

The Standard Paint Company Makes It

Send for a copy of

this book. It will

tell you many in-

teresting things

about roofing.
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UsSiss^ Indoor Closet
For Homes, Schools, Factories, Churches, Stores, Offices

Comfort, convenience, health. Sewage tank, installed beneath the
bowl and under floor, holds 127 gallons. One charge of chemical
lasts six months, kills germs and destroys odor. One pull of the
agitator daily is only attention required. Tank drains simply and
easily, contents seeping away from building. A turn of a valve
empties tank.

NO ODOR—ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Each Ro-San Outfit guaranteed absolutely odorless. Endorsed by
health officials and health boards everywhere. We furnish single
and multiple installations. Each outfit complete—no extras to buy.
Always sold on 30 daj-s' trial—ask for catalog.

Rowe Sanitary Mfg. Co., 968 6th St., Detroit, Mich.
Manufacturers of Ro-San Rolling Bath Tubs and Washstands—

No Plumbing Required.
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

Devices Other Farmers Have Found
Useful That Might Help You

Note: If you have a home-made appliance such as these, that
helps you on your farm, send a diagram and description of it

to us. We w ill pay you for all that are used. The EniTOii.

A Home-Made Filter

A SATISFACTORY water filter can be
l \ arranged by using a barrel and a keg
as suggested in the diagram. With an or-
dinary 50-gallon barrel, the layers of filter-

ing material being of the thickness shown,
the free space (S) at the top will hold
about 8 gallons of water. In using the
arrangement the filter barrel is filled with
water, and a faucet (A) is opened, per-
mitting the liquid to seep through into the
water keg. 'WTien the water keg is filled,

faucet A can be closed and the filter barrel
again charged. When the filter works
slowly it indicates the sand is becoming
clogged. This condition can be corrected
by removing some of the top layer of the
sand, possibly to the depth of six inches,
and replacing it with clean sand. All of
the sand and gravel in the barrel should
be thrown away and renewed at regular
intervals. F. A. Stveet, Virginia.

with these hinges and the chain. The
hinges, which are made from old buggy or
wagon tires, are essentially large rings en-

circling the post, upon which
they should slide freely. Attach
a trace chain at brace A and also
to post at B. The winding of

the chain about the post raises

1

24 in. SAND-

A Self-Closing Gate

THE gate here shown will always close

itself unless propped open. Any com-
mon farm gate can be made self-closing

the gate as it is opened, and it closes by it

ov*n weight. The purpose of the brace t<(

which the chain is fastened is to distribut
the weight equally on all the slats. Anj
form of latch desired may be used. Such i_

gate will never drag when opening, evei
with considerable snow on the ground.

H. F. Grinstead, Missouri.

Fastening Bolts in

Concrete Floors

IT IS easy to fasten
machinery to con-

crete floors if this plan
is used: With a cold
chisel make a hole in

the concrete the right
size to receive the nut
of the bolt to be used.
Put the bolt with nut
in place into the hole,

as shown, and fill the
space with melted bab-
bitt. Wrap the parts
of the bolt exposed to
the babbitt with thin oiled paper, am
when the babbitt has hardened remove tht
bolt. When the machinery is removed thf
holes can be corked, leaving
tions on the floor, and when replaced it ii

easy to bolt it solidly to the floor againj
F. H. Sweet, Virginia. *

!

How to Make a Pit for Saving Potatoes

THROUGH many years of experience I

have learned that the safest method of

keeping potatoes, apples, beets, etc., is by
burying them in a pit, well covered with
earth. And it never fails. I have never
known potatoes to freeze or heat when put
away by this method.
Many lost their vegetables ^and fruit

last winter, even though it was extra-
ordinarily mild, while winter before last,

being very severe, nearly all our neighbors
lost their potatoes by keeping them in

cellars, warm houses, etc. Many of them
used what is known as the tump method,
and found, when too late, that their

potatoes had heated by being buried too
deep, or had been frozen on account of too
shallow a covering, or else something else

had gone wrong—for most of the tubers
were a rotten mass. And at the same time
my own and a few neighbors' who had
followed my plan had not a single potato or

other vegetable or fruit injured in the least.

My method was brought from Ireland

by my father. There, where potatoes are a
main crop, the pit method is always used.

It never fails to save them, plump and
sound, and we always have seed potatoes
to sell to our neighbors who do not take
the trouble we do to protect them. The
pit can, of course, be made to hold any
amount. The one I made last fall held
over 20 bushels of potatoes, a lot of various
kinds of bulbs, and some other tubers. It

is made according to the following direc-

tions:

Make a frame of heavy 8-inch plank, 10
feet long by 6 feet wide. Nail the corners
tight, and put a strip 2 inches wide an
inch from the top on the outside of the

frame, so the roof boards will rest on it

Set a stout fence post 2 feet deep at eai

end, and 3 feet above the ground. Nail
strong scantling on top of the posts
support the roof. The roof boards are
2-inch stuff, a double course, and cut 4 f(

long. The gable ends are made separal

and nailed fast to the post, making sure
cracks are left. The ends and one side ai

a foot at each end are nailed fast,

other side is left open to receive tl

potatoes, etc. Of course, you can make
as large as you wish, and can make di

partments in it for variotis tubers, frui<

etc.

As it is filled up, put a good layer

straw between the potatoes . and ro<

Place the other boards on, and don't f<

get to insert a piece of pipe for ventilatioi

A tin ridge roll is added on top. Mark
line two feet from the lower edge of tl

pit, and dig a trench outside the lin<

throwing the dirt upon the pit until tl

whole is buried under at least a foot

earth. Watch after rains and freezii

that the earth is not cracked nor shpp(

down off the top or ends, as it sometime
does. Occasionally throw on more dirt

needed. Close the ventilator during sev<

freezing. l

In the spring draw down the dirt aol
leave the roof dry in summer. Wife hiS

ours covered with vines and flowers, ^
that it is a thing of beauty in siunmer, i#
stead of an eyesore. This little contrivan*
has saved more time, trouble, and labor

than any other one thing on my farm, and

our fruit and vegetables keep perfectly

through the entire winter.

A. J. Cavanaugh, Kansas. ~
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The Standard

Spark Tlug

of zAmerica
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It D e f i e s G a r b o n

CARBON
PROOF

Note the sharp, knife-
edged porcelain in the
cross section of the AC
Carbon Proof Spark Plug
shown above. Those
sharp edges are the secret
of this plug's success.
When the motor is run-
ning, the thin blades at-

tain terrific heat which
bums off the carbon a?
fast as it forms.

V

Thousands of Ford, Overland,

Studebaker and tractor owners

everywhere have learned the tre-

mendous advantage in using AC
Carbon Proof Spark Plugs.

If you own one of these cars or

a tractor, you too, can put an

end to spark plug troubles, econ-

omize on gasoline and increase

the efficiency of your motor by

installing a set of these plugs.

You will note the improvement
immediately. You will find

that these plugs permit a full

spark advance without the en-

gine knocking. That gives

higher engine speed with a

smaller throttle opening. Thus
you save gasoline.

AC Carbon Proof Spark Plugs

are especially designed for trac-

tors, Studebaker, Overland and
Ford cars.

But, remember, no matter what
car you drive there is an AC
Spark Plug specially designed

for it.

Most makers of fine cars have

for years standardized upon AC
Spark Plugs for factory equip-

ment.

Still further evidence of AC
superiority is the fact that AC
Plugs were selected by theUnited

States Government as standard

equipment for Liberty and
Hispano-Suiza airplane motors

during the war.

The letters, AC are glazed in^

the porcelain of the genuine.

Be sure these letters are on the

spark plugs you buy.

Champion Ignition Company
FLINT, Mchigan

These manufacturers use AC Spark Plugs for factory equipment
Acme Trucks
Advance-Rumely
Tractors

Ahrens Fox Fire Trucks
American-La France
Anderson
Apperson
Appieton Tractors
Avery Tractors
Brockway Trucks
Buffalo Motors
Bugatti
Buick
Cadillac
J. 1. CaseT.M.Co.
Chalmers
Chandler
Chevrolet
Chicago Trucks
Cole
Commonwealth
Conestoga Trucks
Continental Motors
Crane-Simplex

Daniels
Davis
Deere Tractors
Delco-Light
Diamond T Trucks
Diehl Trucks
Dodge Brothers
Dort
Duesenlfterg Motors
Eagle Tractors
Essex
Federal Trucks
F-W-D Trucks
Gabriel Trucks
Genco Light
G.B. S. Motors
G. M. C. Trucks
Gramm-Bernstein
Trucks

Halt Trucks
Harvey Trucks
Hatfield
Haynes
Herschell-Spillman

Hispano-Suiza
Howell Tractors
Hudson
Hupmoblle
Jackson
Jordan
Jumbo Trucks
Kissel Kar
Kleiber Trucks
Klemm Trucks
Knox Tractors
K-Z Trucks
La Crosse Tractors
Lalley-Light
Lane Trucks
Liberty
Liberty Aircraft
Motors

Locomobile
Marmon
Master Trucks
Maxim Fire Trucks
Maytag

McLaughlin (Canada)
MenomineeTrucks
Midland Trucks
Mitchell
Mollne-Knight
Morelahd Trucks
Napoleon Trucks
Nash
National
Nelson
Nelson & LeMoon Trucks
NetcO Trucks
Northway
Oakland
Old Reliable Trucks
Oldsmobile
Packard
Paige
Pan-American
Paterson
Patriot Trucks
Peerless
Phianna

Pierce-Arrow
Pilot
Pioneer Tractors
Premier
Reo
Re Vere
Riker Trucks
Robinson FireTrucks
Rock Falls
Rowe Trucks
Rutenber Motors
Samson Tractors
Sandow Trucks
Saxon
Scripps -Booth
Scripps Motors
Seagrave Fire Trucks
Seneca
Signal Trucks
Singer
SmithMotorWheel
Standard "8**

Standard Trucks

Stearns-Knight
Sterling Motors
Sterling Trucks
Stewart Trucks
Straubel Engines
Stutz
Sullivan Trucks
Swartz Lighting
Plants

Titan Trucks
Tower Trucks
t7nlversal Trucks
United States
Motor Trucks

Vim Trucks
Ward La France
Trucks

Westcott
White
Whitney Tractors
Wilcox Trux
Wisconsin Motors
Wolverine Tractor

U. S, Pat. No. 1.135.727. ADril 13, 1915. U. S. Pat. No. 1.216,139, Feb. 13. 1917. Other Patents Pending.
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Tairbanks -OWorse
"Z"'Engine with
"Bosch Magneto

GreaterEngine^ue
OVER 250,000 farmers bougKt tKe "Z" engine. 5 TKey

know it is pcsJerful, dependable, and practically fool-

proof—truly a great engine. ^ But now rf)e announce the

one addition which could possibly impro^>e the "Z" perform-

ance—Bosch high tension, oscillating magneto ignition. ^ So

let the "Z" dealer near you show ^ou in detail this greater

engine KJalue. 5 Over 200 Bosch Service Stations combine

with "Z" dealers to give everp farmer buyer a remarkably

complete engine service. ^ Prices— H. P. $75.00—
3 H. P. $125.00—6 H. P. $200.00—All F.O.B. Factory.

Fairbanks Morse (a
S MANUFACTURERS 1^1 CHICAGO

Free Catalog jn colors explains
' "° how you can save
money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steel or wood wheels to St
any running
pear. Send for
it today. i

Electric Wheel Co.'

13 Eim St.. Quinij. III.
"

Large Yorkshires for Sale ^°!fr ' trT:^'e
spring pigs for sale. If you want, any write at once.

St-ae Ridge Fakm, Brewster, N. Y.

Money-Making Farms Stock, tools, crops often in-

cluded to settle quickly. Write for big illustrated catalogue.
E. A. Stroul Farm Agency 20250. P. Sun Bid g. New York

IS^esierxi Canada
is as profitable asCtam Growinq

In Western Canada Grain Growing is a profit maker. Raising Cattle,

Sheep and Hogs brings certain success. It's easy to prosper where you
can raise 20 to 45 bu. ofwheat to the acre and buy on easy terms.

Land at $15 to $30 Per Acre
—Good Grazing Land at Much Less.
Railway and Land Go's, are offering unusual inducements to home-

seekers to settle in Western Canada and enjoy her prosperity. Loans made
for the purchase of stock or other farming requirements can be had at low interest.

The Governments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and Alberta extend every encouragement to the farmer and ranchman.

You can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, and get high prices
for your grain, cattle, sheep and hogs—low taxes (none on
improvements), good markets and shipping facilities, free

schools, churches, splendid climate and sure crops.

For illustrated literature, maps, description of lands for sale in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta, reduced railroad rates, etc., apply to Superintendent

of Immigration. Ottawa, Canada, or

F. A. HARRISON, 200 N. Second St., Hamsburg. Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE. 30t E.
Genesee St., Syracuse. N. Y. W. S. NETHERY, fnterurban Bide.. Columbus, O.
C. J. BROUGHTON, 112 W. Adams St.. Chicago, III. GEORGE A. HALL. 123 Second
St., Milwaukee, Wis. R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul. Minn.

Canadian Government Agents

Farm land^

If You are Going to Remodel
[CONTINXTED FROM PAGE 11]

installed the first year. The small addition
necessary for the office extension can easily
be made the second.

In developing his house he should keep
a definite plan constantly in mind. He
should know what the finished homestead
is going to look like, and stick as close as
possible to the original design. And in
creating the design for the house he should
also make a strict division between what
belongs to the farm and what to the home.
The farm lands are under his supervision;
the house lands should be under the wife's.

That flower garden is hers, and so is the
house vegetable garden and the drying
yard. She should be mistress of all she sur-
veys in that house. Too many farmers con-
duct their homes as a sort of necessary evil

to farming, an adjunct that has to be put up
with. Give the woman a chance—and see
what she'll do with it.

Figuring an exact cost on these various
improvements is extremely difficult be-
cause of the unsettled condition of labor
and the high prices. The figures given here
are on the basis of current New York
prices—the highest in the country. From
them you can get an approximate idea of

what the improvements in your section
would be, by using this table:

Philadelphia and suburbs 10-15% less

Northern New England 20%
Southern New England 19%
Middle South (Kentucky and
Marj-land) 30%

Chicago and ^acinity 11%
Middle West (Ohio, Michigan,
and Iowa) 47%

Pacific Coast and Northwest. . . 18-50%
Colorado and vicinity 18%
Southwest (Arizona and New
Mexico) 30-35% "

Each of these localities is affected to a
greater or less degree by the cost of labor
and transportation. In many instances

much of the work can be done by the farmer
himself. Again, the materials may be near
at hand. All of these variations change the
sum total of ultimate costs.

Setting them down in detail, we have,
for the separator wing, which is 24 feet

long by 14 feet wide:

Foundations

—

Concrete footings—Cement, 6 barrels . . . $18
Forms

—

%-in. boards and studs 24
Floors

—

Concrete floor in separator-room and
laundry—Cement, 2 barrels 6

Exterior Walls-
Studs, 3M 18
Sheathing, IM, 3-in 55
Paper 3
Beveled siding, 9M 60

Roof-
Framing—Rafters, 5M 30
Shingle lath and shingles 40

Millwork

—

4 windows at $7 28
4 doors at S6 24
Porch flooring 4

$310

The office extension, which is 10 x 11 feet

and has a sleeping porch above, figures out
at:

Foundations

—

Concrete footing—Cement, 3 barrels . . . S 9
Forms—Boards and studs 12

Exterior Walls

—

Studs . 5
Sheathing, 5M 27
Siding, 5M 30
Paper 2

Flooring

—

First and second floor framing, 3M 18

First and second floor boards 13
Roof—
4 posts for roof 8
Roof framing, 2M lo
Shingles and lath 9
Duck roof .32

S17o

The miscellaneous expenses to consider are:

Painting—Ready-mixed paints for all jobs . $35
Window sash—17 new window sash at $5

a window s.5

French doors—3 -French doors at $20 each . CO
Dutch door and hardware . . 25
Shutters—17 pairs of shutters at $4 a pr . . . . GS
Extra balusters, newels, etc., for stair change. 15
Concrete steps to cellar 8
Lumber
Closets

—

Lumber, 3M
Lath and plaster, 40 sq. yds. (materials

only) li

As the reader can readily see, each 01
these items is capable of generous reduc-
tions. The gardens, fences, and pergola
can be developed without such an expense,
the excavating can be cut in half, and the
chimney work may be reduced perceptibly,
as it merely requires an extra layer of brick

,

at the chimney bases and a general pointing^
at the tops. Again, as I have suggested,^
this work can be extended over a period or

.

years and advantage taken of reductions
that may come.
The heating plant should provide a

furnace capable of burning both wood and
coal. In extremely cold weather the living-
room heat can be cut off and the dining-
room-kitchen used for living purposes.
The price of a hot-water plant to heat the
entire house will cost approximately $750^
including installation.

j|
The choice of lighting plants lies between

electricity and acetylene gas. Both have
their respective merits, dependent on local
conditions. The one advantage of the
electrical system in this instance is that it

can be housed at the base of the water
tower by the barn, the same room being oc-
cupied also by the electric pump which gives
water supply from a pneumatic tank. An
electric-light system for this hotise, pro-
viding 20 outlets, costs approximately $400,
and the necessary wiring $125, or a total of

$525.
The plumbing system is a simple, om

stack plan to serve the bathroom, kitchei
laundry, separator-room, and down-

'

toilet. "These fixtures and their install

will cost approximately $700.
We therefore have a total foi

material necessary for these improven
labor not being figured:

Separator wing. . . .

Office wing
Miscellaneous wing

.

Heating
Lighting
Plumbing

There is just one more word to ss

costs: Paint will reduce the costs of up
It is one of the best insurances ag.
time and storm and wear and tear you ca^
carry. Keep the house painted.
Don't be afraid of spending money oi

your home. The best investment yo^
command is your house—an investmeii
paying big interest to yourself and you
children.

Tricks and Tackle I Use
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

glisten in the grass that tells of one out

for a promenade. As they run like so many
deer, one must step lightly, and pounce with
thumb and fore-finger ahead of the brute to

collar him. Crawfish and helgrammites you
will find sequestered under rocks in the

brook. If lifted slowly, so as not to stir up
sediment, you will perceive him waiting a
moment to collect his wits, and then is the

time to apprehend him.
Provided with all these delicacies and a

pail of live minnows to boot, you row over

to a good cove, with rock ledges down in

the green depths, anchor both ends of the

craft, and cast out your frog to drop into

the darkest spot in sight. Two rods can
easily be tended by one man, and the reels

1^

are to be left absolutely loose and free, ai

everyone keep quiet.

Presently a line will begin to move oi

stealthily. You have heart failure, ap«|

plexy, nerves, pounding gizzard, and t
lump in your throat—but you will n<w

touch that line! Wait! Twenty, thirty

forty feet, he takes out the line, as yoi
stealthily get possession of your rod. Netf
he spits out the bait and turns it, prepara-

tory to swallowing it whole. A jiggle com-
ing up the line apprises you that the

swallow has become an accomplished faet^

and then you strike, and pandemonium
breaks loose by the yellful as he showas
out of water!
Such is the broad outline of bass fishing.
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The Call of Home
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By Samuel A. Derieux

OLD FRANK, Irish setter, all

i unconscious of impending good

I
or ill, crawled out of his clean

' warm kennel underneath the

back porch, stretched his long,

powerful muscles till they cracked, yawned
mightily at the misty winter sun risen over

the Virginia mountains, then, tail wagging,

trotted around the big white house of his

The front steps he took three at a bound.
He scratched at the wide, hospitable doors,

then waited, ears pricked, tail still wagging.

Steve Earle, his master, answered this

regular winter morning summons (he

always did answer it), asked him how he
was feeling, led him
down the spacious
old hall, opened the
living-room door for

him. And now, for

the first time, old

Frank knew—knew
he was going on a
journey.

For his collar and
chain lay on the table,
and Lancaster, his

master's friend, who
lived in New York,
who had come all un-
expectedly yesterday
afternoon and driven
out from the station

at dusk—Lancaster
stood, tall and ruddy,
before the fire, his

overcoat on, his
satchel at his feet.

But more than this

old Frank knew, for

he was wise with the
wisdom of the sea-

soned bird dog. Steve
Earle's overcoathung
on the hat rack out
in the hall; his gun
stood in its corner
with the hunting coat
draped over it. Steve
Earle was not going.

It was this that
made old Frank drop
his long silken ears

and look with plead-
ing eyes first at
Marian Earle, his

mistress, then at

Tommy Earle, the lit-

tle boy, then at Steve
Earle, the master.
"He doesn't seem to be very keen about

leaving home," said Lancaster, smihng
down at him.

"Oh, he'll be all right," Steve assured.
"He's a good sport, old Frank. Just had a
sort of exiled feeling for a minute. You
see, he's a countryman like the rest of us,

and don't like to leave home. I'm glad
for him to go—to see something of the
world."

So spoke Steve Earle, the master. But
out in the spacious kitchen, hung with
pots and pans, where his mistress and
Tommy put his pot of breakfast before
him and watched while he ate—out in the
kitchen old Aunt Cindy, the cook, raised
her voice in protest.

"Ain't dey got no dogs up in New York
whar dat man come from?" she demanded.
"Why don't he have a dog of his own den?
He rich enough to buy a dozen. What he
want to stop over here an borry our dog
for? Whar he gwine to take him to. Miss
Marian? Fluridy, you say? Lordy, lordy,
dat a long way to take our dog, a powerful
long way!"
"But he's goin' to bring him back,

though!" cried Tommy.
'''Well, honey, I don't know about dat.

You never can tell. Dis here's Friday, an'
Friday a bad luck day. Sometimes folks,
an' dogs too, set out on Friday an' never
do come back. Lordy, lordy, ain't I seed
things like dat happen?"

Marian laughed.
"Don't scare the child. Aunt Cindy."
"I ain't skeerin' the chile. Miss Marian.

I mean ev'y word I say, Miss. Friday a
bad day to start anywhere—a powerful
bad day!"
And she went on wiping dishes and shak-

ing her turbaned head.
It was winter when Steve Earle and

Lancaster lifted him into the baggage car
at the station near home. It was summer

in the strange flat country where, after

two days and two nights, Lancaster took
him oil the train. It was old Frank's
stanchness that brought calamity upon
him. They had had three great days'
shooting; he had enjoyed every minute of

them, for old Frank was a good sport, and
at. the lodge in the pines down here were
other hunters and other dogs, and Lan-
caster was a fine shot..

It was on the morning of the third day
that he set a covey close up, in a little

clearing in the pines. He stopped short,

just in time. If he stirred, those nervous
birds—he heard a little twitter even now

—

would flush. He would not move—Old

at the sound of other wheels approaching
along the unfrequented road, they pulled
aside into the woods and waited. At dusk
they turned into a dirty yard. On the
porch of an unpainted shack stood a
woman; beyond stretched level fields of

broom straw, then the flat blue line of

forest, and above the forest a dark red glow.
They unfastened all the ropes but the

one about his neck, pulled him out of the
wagon, dragged him off to the log corn-
crib, shoved him in, untied the rope, and
bolted the door. Then the burly man
shoved in a pone of cornbread and a pan
of water.
"You go to town to-morrow, Sam," he

Tke two men climbed down out of the wagon
and came stealtbily across the field. The burly
man held in his hand a rope

Frank the Stanch, they called him—until

Lancaster came up behind him for the
shot, and ordered him on, and Lancaster
was far behind, on the other side of the
pines.

A fine sight he made in that lonely
country, standing head erect, tail straight
out, sun flashing on his silken red hair.

So those two disreputable men, driving in

a dilapidated wagon along a sandy road
in the edge of the pines, must have thought.
For the driver, a burly, sallow fellow,

pointed him out, pulled on the reins, and
the wagon stopped. The two talked for a
while in guarded tones, next they stood up
on the wagon seat, aiid looked all around,
then they climbed out and came stealthily

across the field. The burly,man held in his

hand a rope.
Instinct alarmed the dog, warned him to

turn. Professional pride held him rigid,

lest he flush those birds and be disgraced.
Pride betrayed him. A sudden grip cut
his hind legs from under him, threw him
flat on his back just as the birds rose with
a roar. A thumb and forefinger, clamped
in his mouth, pressed on his nose like -a

vise. He was squirming powerfully in the
sand, but a knee was on his belly, another
knee was on his throat, and the sky was
growing black.

Writhing and twisting, he was lifted to
the wagon and tied in the bottom with
ropes. Then pine trees were passing swiftly,

overhead. One man was lashing the mule.
The other was standing up, looking back.

"See anybody?''
"No."
"Reckon he's one of them thousand-

dollar dogs, Jim?"
"Reckon so! Look at him!"
All day the wagon wheels ground the

sand. All day old Frank, tied in the
bottom of the wagon, sullenly watched
those two men in the seat. Once or twice,

said as he rebolted the doQr. "Just hang
around and listen. See if there's any re-

ward in the paper—big red Irish setter.

His owner might telegraph the paper
to-night. Sooner we make the deal, the
better."

Inside the crib the captive stood listen-

ing with shrewdly pricked ears while the
mumble of voices died away toward the
shack, steps stamped up on the porch, and
the door slammed. Then he went cau-
tiously round his prison, whiffing the sides,

rearing up on the log walls. Across the
rear corner was a pile of boxes. He climbed
up on them. They rattled, and he jumped
quickly down.
But later, after all sound had ceased in

the shack, and the lights he had been
watching through a chink in the logs had
gone out, he climbed carefully over behirid

these boxes. There was space to stand in

back here; the floor was of broad boards.
Through the cracks he could see that the
crib was set up off the ground.
He began to scratch the corner board,

then to gnaw. All night long at intervals

he sounded like a big rat in a barn. Some-
times he rested, panting hard, then went
back to work.
At the first sound of movement in the

shack next morning he leaped back over
the boxes, and when the burly man opened
the door to shove in bread and water he lay
in the middle of the floor, and looked upon
his captor with sullen dignity..

That night he gnawed, and the next.
But the surface of the board offered little

hold for claws or teeth. Industry, patience,
a good cause, do not make boards less

hard, nails less maddening. He saw the
third day dawn, he heard steps stumping
about in the shack, he saw the other man
ride into the dirty yard ; and he sank down
panting on his prison floor, his head be-
tween his paws, dismay in his heart.

They brought him his breakfast, and
there was talk befdre his prison.
"Two hundred dollars, hell!" said the

burly man. "Is that all they're offering?
They'll give a thousand but what they'll
git that dog?"

"Well," said the other, "I told Fred to
watch the papers, and if the reward went
up to send us one. You goin' to keep him
stopped up in thar?"

"No. I'm goin' to hunt him—over
'bout the swamps where nobody's apt to
see him. Then s'pose questions is asked?
We don't read no papers. We just found
a lost dog and took care of him—see?"

"S'pose he sneaks off on a hunt?"
"Don't let him. If

he tries to git out of
sight, fill him full of

shot."
"The whole thing's

risky, Jim."
"Well, what is it

ain't risky?"
Old Frank had al-

ways associated with
gentlemen, hunted
with sportsmen. Now
he was to find what
it means to be threat-
ened, browbeaten,
harassed in his work
by inferiors.

On the first hunt,
as soon as he got out
in the field, he was
yelled at. He turned
in bewilderment. The
men hunted on mules,
their guns across the
pommels of their sad-
dles, and now they
weregesticulating an-
grily for him to come
in. He ran t • r,,

looking up ir ,

faces with ap
eyes, for, 1

scornful he n
of them in his

in the field i

fessional repi

his bird-dog
were at stake
"You hunt

ordered the
man.

After that h
shrewdly to get
to maneuver
sight under pre

smelling birds. But the burly man
him in, got down off his mule, cut
stick, and threatened him. Agai
enraged yell full of danger made hin
to find both guns pointed straight ai

and the face of the burly man cri

He came in, tail tucked, ears thrown back,
eyes wild.

"You look here, Jim," said the man
called Sam, "you better be satisfied.

They're offering four hundred dollars now,
and that looks good to me. It's been more'n
a week. They ain't goin' to raise it any
higher."

"They'll give a thousand!" yelled the
burly man.

"All right, Jim—I've warned you!"
Day after day they hunted over the

same ground, along the border of a great
swamp, where there were no houses, no
roads, no cultivated fields. Day after day
they grew watchful, until he was almost
afraid to get out of the shadows cast by
the mule. His tail that he had always
carried so proudly began to droop, the
gallop that used to carry him swiftly over
fields and hills and woodland gave way to a
spiritless trot. Fields and woods stretched
all about him, the sky was overhead; but
he was tied to these ragged men on mules
as if by an invisible rope, which to break
meant death.
At intervals during the silent nights he

still gnawed at his board behind the boxes,

but he could not hunt all day and stay
awake at night. Sheer weariness of body
and spirit made him welcome any rest,

even that of his hard prison floor. And
there were times when it seemed that he
had never known any life but the one he
was living now.
But sometimes after a hunt, as he lay

on the few shucks he had scratched together

into a meager bed, there came to him from
the shack the smell [continued on page 34]

ir



FOXY GRANDMAS
FARM AND FIRESIDE

O COMMON grandmother this. She
is fjreai-grandmother Taney of Tampa,
Florida, if you. please. And foxier than

the foxiest. So if you don't like some
thing that someone named Taney
does, blame her. She started them
in this country. And came all the
way from Ireland to do it, too.
She bats a very high average
on great-grandchildren

—

something like 390 in the
Grandmas' League, I think.
"And never a crooked back
nor a vacant eye in the
whole lot," says she.

J
R A N D M A'
CATHERINE

ADAMS of Michigan
City, Indiana, ladies and

gentlemen. Bow, bow to her,
all of you! She deserves homage. She adores
pink. And she told us as much—on pink sta-
tionery. But her daughter said no—she was
too old for pink. And not a smidgin of pink
did she get in her dresses. Heliotrope was the
dope. So grandma grew her a bed of pink^
sweet peas—and sat among them. And made!
money selling them ! Some grandma ! J

JOSEPHINE CLIFFORD McCRACKIN'S only claim to
" grandmothership is the fact that she recently adopted Mary
Pickford as her granddaughter. But, gee, that's enough! Be-
sides, she's America's oldest woman reporter, on the Santa
Cruz, California, "Sentinel." In 1900 she fought the would-be
destroyer of California's redwood forests to a standstill with
her pen—and won. So look out! If you do anything wrong
in her neighborhood she'll tell the world about you.

TULIA REINHARDT
" finished with hus-
bands—two of them

—

early in life, and has
been earning her own
living for the last fifty

years. She likes this
picture showing how she
did a little war work.
She swims, skates, rides,

dances, and loves to hike
in long parades. She
picked out the highest
apartment house in New
York, and hired the top
floor so she could walk
up and down stairs.

And you have her word
for it, she doesn't squeak
in a single joint, though
^venty-three.

Copyright, Underwood & Underwood

'T'HIS picture proves that foxy grandmas. Like street cara and bills

* and misfortunes, sometimes come in bimches. Here we have
Grandmas London, 76, of Hungary; Schentz, 78, of Galicia; Com-
isiere, 76, of Russia; Winter, 74, of Germany, and Berkowitz, 75, of

Rumania, proving that Europeans could live peacefully among them-
selves if they only had an American flag to hold them together.
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state pig
two years,

is getting
will have
pig yet.

HELEN RYAN, of

Cedar, Minnesota,
is only the sister of a

champion. He led the
clubbers for

But Helen
there. She
a champion

_ If Jezabel,

whom you see in the
picture with her, doesn't
make it, another ham
queen will. Helen be-
lieves in the personal
touch. She takes her
pig for long walks with
her over the hills. She
says the pigs enjoy it,

and that it makes their

legs very strong. But,
Helen, does it put on
fat?

WINNER of the Duroc-Jersey class, Boys' and Girls'

Pig Club Contest, Illinois State Fair, 1918, sweep-
stakes champion of contest and second in State Pig Club
championship. That's an awful long title for such a short
boy, but it all belongs to him, and he bears it lightly. Ralph
Gibbs, he is, of Palmyra, Illinois, who, as you see, carries a
fence with him wherever he goes, and a stick to make his

pig stay behind it.

'T'HIS young man is not strictly a pig club
champion, although- he does belong to a pig

club in Preble County, Ohio, and his record is

high. But we leave it to you if he isn't a cham-
pion boy? Gosh, if there were boy clubs among
boys, and this boy were entered—well, we'll lay
our last Liberty Bond on him for the Interna-
tional sweepstakes, at least. As for the pig,
shame on it for going to sleej) in company

!

PiioLo Irom G. A. Tibbans

fpHERE'S money in
the championship

business, too. Here Her-
bert Lowe of Faribault,
state champ of Minne-
sota, won $80 in prizes,
a national club medal
he could melt up if he
wanted to, and two trips
to the state capital. Of
course, some will say
that his naming her
MaryPiokford had some-
thing to do with it. But
it didn't. He took good
care of her—oiled her
with cream separator oil

and fed her whenever
she came to the house
and squealed, which she
frequently did. That's
what did it.

MISTRESS KATIE
YOUNG of

wood, Missouri, cot

be happy with
championship. S-

won three—-as a si

Such jawbreaker
' 'latitudinarian
i s t " are mere c

play to her. You
hit her with a who
abridged dictionar
she'd never feel it.

ter she had slain a

pupils in Missour
attacked the school
cipals, and recentlj
quished the last of
by spelling "insec
correctly. She is

the champion stra
ry picker—110 bo
day.

HERE we have another national champion— Ted Scott of Bagley, Wisconsin,
with his junior champion Hereford steer, which won its laurels at the 1917

Baby Beef Show. Thank goodness, there's nothing uppety about Ted! Cham-
pion though he is, he presents himself in the same duds in which he did the
work that made him champion. Sure, didn't Benjamin Franklin appear at the
court of kings in

arusty black suit?
And wasn't he
greater than them
all? We should
say so. He talked
them out of their

pet ideas on mon-
ey, anyhow. And
that's going some.

ILIERE'S Elton Sartor, 15, of Bartlett, Texas, 1918 Pig Club Champion of the eh-
* •• tire United States. He realized a net profit of $1,052.85 on a borrowed $25
in fifteen months. Elton, we hail you! Long may you wave! And you say that
whole milk will certainly make the pig's tail curl? Well, we knew it did curl, but
we never knew before what did it. Now, if you were talldng about our wife's hair,
we could tell you. But that's different.

Photo from
W. A. Freehoff
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Gates and Gateways Your Boy Can Build

I

i

By P. W. Humphreys

IF
YOUR boys delight in swinging on the

home and garden gates, in spite of fre-

quent protests, and if you will point out

to them the trouble caused by this for-

bidden pleasure, it is likely that as their

genius for "building things" begins to find

expression they will take an interest in

building gates and gate posts that will be
plumb and straight

and true after hard
usage. I will try to

tell you how you
can help them do
this.

There is no rea-

son why the gates

for fields and drive-

ways, as well as

those of the home
and garden en-
trance, should not
be kept in good con-
dition and made
attractive. Why
not hold your boy
responsible for the
appearance of your
gates? In a short
time the amateur
builder will become
ambitious to have
the finest gates in

the neighborhood.
Setting the posts

to insure firmness
and durability, and
proper bracing to
prevent sagging, will result in a pleasing,

trim, and stately appearance to the plainest

gate. There is very little in the building of

gates and the setting of posts that will be
difficult for the boys to master. By fol-

lowing practical suggestions in the han-
dling of wood, stone, and concrete the boys
may quickly develop skill.

The broad gates required for the entrance
to the home driveway and to the fields may
be difficult for the amateur, but a little

practice on the narrow gateways to garden
walks will lead to practical knowledge in

bracing and treating larger and heavier

gates. And attractive, well-built, well-

kept gateways will alter the appearance of

the entire place. They will make your
place worth more.
The narrow gateway built in a picket

fence of the front yard or lawn may be
made simple and effective in form without
difficult labor. When the pickets are

pointed the gate posts may have a wooden
cap and a bit of conical roofing that will

give additional attraction at little cost of

time or money, and will provide the old
New England effect that will be most
attractive.

Bark-covered cedar posts or good chest-
nut posts from the home woodlot will look
very well and require little ornamental
finish. When posts of this type are chosen
it is important to have the gate of the same
rustic finish. Harmony between the gate-
way and its surroundings is important.

All forms of wooden posts require
practically the same treatment in setting.

They must extend at least three feet under-
ground to prevent frost-heaving and insure
firmness. When the holes have been dug
for the posts, dig out another inch or two
to allow for foot stones. When it is possible,

secure broad, flat field stones. They are

bed of loose stones, or the flat foot stone,
but also to fill in with stones about the
post to preserve it from contact with the
soil, while rendering it more secure.
The tarred ends of the posts set down

three feet, on good firm ground, and
on a foot stone well rammed down, will

insure satisfactory results for the narrow

The roofing at the left

will not be attractive

until completely draped
with hariJy vines.

The gate at the nght has
strong, durable lines,
suitable for its setting in

the rough stone wall.-

The quaint type of re-

volving gate below is de-
cidedly ornamental for

the rustic arbor entrance
to the garden.

best for placing beneath the posts. If

these can't be had, small loose stones, well
packed down, will do.

Various plans are followed for treating
the ends of the posts to be buried 'under-
ground to keep them from rotting. Some
experts insist that the posts should have
the lower ends charred. Others advocate a
coat of tar, while still others insist upon
first charring and then tarring. It is well
not only to place the prepared posts on the

gateway. When the weight of broad, heavy
gates must swing from the posts it will be
a wise and safe plan to brace the posts
beneath the ground by firmly nailing cross

cleats from eight to ten inches long on
opposite sides of the post; one a foot from
its base, and the other about a foot higher.

When it is possible to avoid it, do not set

the big posts on a clay foundation. When
a streak of clay is struck at post-hole depth
it will be better to dig below it; or, if this

goes too deep, take extra precaution

!

preparing the well-packed foot sto
Posts thus carefully placed will be stric
out of danger from frost-heaving
sagging—the two worst enemies of ga
way beauty.

Sagging gates ,are quite as distressing!
sagging posts; and they require entirely <

ferent treatm<*
First be sure t
all the wood ux
in building tl

gate is well ses

soned; then a
that it is firmly

.

together, whetl
it is of picket t;

or rustic work,
rustic gateway
pleasing througl
garden hedge, b|

never for buUdii]
a gate in a pickj
fence.

j

In building wii

gates for the dri'

or roadway ei

trance it is bett{

to have two gati

closing in the cei

ter instead of
single one of ext;

length. These larj

gates should ha'

some sort of r,

provided for the

totakeoffthe strai

A bit of stonework set even with the drb.

or a flat field stone with a hole drilled in 4
center, will be satisfactory. Then a drl

bolt, fastened to the gate stile, should
j

so placed that it wiH drop into this hole
the stone, and hold the gate firmly in pla

while supporting it. For the double gatl

only one will require the drop bolt in t
center of the drive, and the other gate in

be held by its fastening to the secured ga
The stone sh^)uld be set flush with
drive to prevent any obstruction. | |The gateway for the drive should be jl'

least 14 feet wide. Whether the wide siog

gate or the two narrow ones are used, til

special care to have them well braced. Tl

usual type of driveway gate is formed

'

four or flve horizontal rails or slati

planed lumber supported by the stripiB

two-by-threes or three-by-fours (accordi

to the height and weight of the g^J

forming the uprights for hinges and I

tening. For the wide gate a center upri

is also used for taking the braces. But i

a better plan to have the one long br
extend from the top of the gate at the op
ing end to the bottom at the hinged e

The end of each board forming
horizontal slats should not only be fin

mortised into the end posts of the gatt

the uprights, but also secured with bo
In placing all main supports that are

be mortised, coat the tenon thickly w
paint. The ornamental design should hi

its parts painted before being put togetl

Some Simple Whys in Cookery
By Marion Brownfield

When Setting the Table

By Jane Macpherson

HEAT hardens the substance called
albumin that is contained in such

foods as eggs, milk, and meat. That is why
eggs harden when exposed to high tempera-
ture, and why milk forms a scum when
boiled; also it is why dishes in which these
foods have been should not be plunged
into a pan of hot dish water, for hot water
cooks the remains of these foods on, and
makes them very hard to wash off. Any
dish having contained milk or egg should
first be soaked, and even rinsed, in cold
water, and then later scalded.

Heat has the opposite effect on sugar, as
it dissolves it. Any dish having contained
a sugary mixture should be cleansed with
hot water from the very start.

Heat in combination with moisture has
what might be called an explosive effect
upon starch, for it causes the tiny cells that
compose any starchy food to swell. That
is why a tablespoonful of cornstarch, for
example, will thicken a liquid pudding or a
gravy, because with heat it expands in
volume. Also that is why any starchy food,
such as potatoes or rice, for instance, must
be thoroughly exposed to a high tempera-

ture so that the cellulose structure of the
starch may be thoroughly broken, and
thus made digestible.

Some acids and alkalies combined with
moisture form a gas that expands with
heat. That is why baking powder, or the
equivalent in soda and cream of tartar,

expands and raises a cake or bread mixture
when placed in the oven or otherwarm place.

Moisture and heat immediately affect the
acid and alkali which these leavening
agents contain.
Egg is a lightening agent when beaten

up and stirred into any recipe that is to be
heated, for the air beaten into the egg ex-

pands with heat and helps raise the mix-
ture. That is why pop-overs rise so
satisfactorily when made with eggs.

Molasses contains considerable acid,

although it is not commonly thought of as

a sour ingredient on account of its sweet
taste. That is why soda is used as a raising

agent in molasses gingerbread. The soda,
being an alkali, makes the proper combi-
nation with the acid molasses to make the
equivalent, for example, of baking powderj
or soda and cream of tartar.

IT IS not necessary to have trained
servants to set the table correctly and

to serve the meals nicely. Any housewife
can do it, and with no more time and
energy expended, if she will but train

herself.

Setting the table correctly three times a
day is an art, but it is one which everyone
may acquire. Simplicity is the keynote in

all table decorations. In no other point

is the taste and culture of a housewfte so

observed as in the table service which she

offers her family and friends.

The table should not appear crowded,
and, as far as possible, china, glassware,

and silverware should harmonize—that

is, they should all adhere strictly to the

note of simplicity.

The arrangement of the plate, glass,

napkin, and silverware for each person is

called the "cover." Each kind of meal has
its own particular pieces of silverware

necessary for it, but the same general rules

apply to all.

In all cases the plates and silverware

should be placed one-half inch from the
edge of the table. The dinner knife and

fork are always placed nearest the p

The knife, with the blade turned to

the plate on the right of the plate,

fork with tines up, to the left of the p
The other pieces of silver are plac<

the order in which they will be t

beginning with the outside. The sp

are placed to the right of the knife,

all forks are placed to the left of

dinner fork. The butter spreader mi
placed either on the butter plate or a
top of the "cover," with the point to'^

the fork.

The glass "has a correct place at th

and slightly to the right ot the '

The napkins are laid at the left of the

with the loose edges parallel to the

of the table and fork; or it is roll

placed in the same position.

The butter plate is placed at th

and slightly to the left of the fork.

The table linen may vary for the

ent meals, as a lunch cloth or doili

breakfast and luncheon, and a table

for dinner. These should bear out

same keynote of simphcity as the

decoration.



TTie Comfort Car

THERE are several reasons why the Hupmo-
bile is regarded as an especially staple value.

One, of course, is the car's uncommon quality.

Another is that pronounced yearly changes
are avoided.

Mechanical and general designs, as worked out

in the beginning, have proved basically sound
and right.

The result is that the Hupmobile is exception-

ally long-lived; and that there is no need for

radical engineering revision from year to year.

In addition, the Hupmobile always commands
an unusually high second-sale price, in propor-

tion to first cost.

Buyers, therefore, feel that their investment in

The Comfort Car is subject to much less than

the average depreciation.
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I Grow Better Truck

The
Great Friend

A personal story of

Theodore Roosevelt as

he revealed himself to

one of his associates in

magazine work.

By SONYA LEVIEN

yQ"Q will feel that you

have passed through a

rare experience after reading these

inimitable bits of unpublished

personal history of America's

great American.

On the news-stands to-day—in

the October

WOMAN'S

Home Companion
Published by

The Crowell Publishing Company

Also Publishers of

The Aa'Ierican Magazine Farm and Fireside

Collier's Weekly

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17]

stakes and traveling to an unknown coun-
try, probably with an insufficient capital,

and—as results on the government irriga-

tion projects have already shown—a very
serious chance of being swamped before he
could get on his feet.

To be efficient, any irrigation system
must be, first of all, 'practicable; and then
it must use the water to the best advantage.
The overhead system does work. There is

no mechanism to get out of order. It is

just as simple as putting running water in

the barn. Repairs and upkeep are negli-

gible. Systems that were put in years ago
are still in use, and are doing as good work
as ever. The type of nozzle has been
developed and changed until it is much
better than it was at first, but the system,
once in, will last as long as galvanized iron
pipe will last.

And the water is used much more
efficiently than by the "open furrow or the
flooding" systems commonly used in the
irrigation section in the West. Some parts
of the field absorb more water than others,

to say nothing of the labor cost of apply-
ing the water and grading the field. By
the nozzle-line system the water is applied
with a mechanical uniformity, in the form
of a fine, gentle rain which neither affects

the soil nor injures the foliage of delicate

flowers. Furthermore, it is practically

automatic in operation—one man being
able to attend to several acres of irrigation

and still have most of his time free for

weeding or cultivation. There is an auto-
matic turning device which makes it

possible to wet down uniformly, to any
desired degree, large areas by simply
turning on the water.

What Does It Cost.?

The third point, economy, depends upon
the cost of installing and operating the sys-

tem.
With present market conditions it is

impossible to give any accurate estimate.

The biggest cost of installing an overhead
system is the cost of iron pipe. The system
consists of a main supply line, running to

or through the field to be irrigated; a

tank or reservoir of sufficient capacity to

give a pressure of 30 to 50 pounds; and a

system of laterals or "nozzle lines," about
50 feet apart, running at right angles to

the main supply line. About every three

feet in these nozzle lines is placed a small
brass nozzle. At the beginning of each
line a specially constructed union and
handle is placed which makes it possible

to revolve the whole length of pipe, thus
turning the row of nozzles at any angle

from one side to the other. The water,

forced under pressure through the nozzles,

is projected in slim, solid streams, which are

broken up at some distance from the pipe,

by the resistance of the air, into a fine,

mist-like rain.

The water supply may be any clean

water capable of supplying 25 gallons or

more a minute for several hours. Twenty-
five gallons a minute will water about one
acre at a time. To irrigate a larger area,

at one time, will require more in propor-

tion.

The cost of getting water to the field

will vary greatly under local conditions.

A small installation, covering only a few
acres, can usually be put in for not over

$200 an acre. The work of installing can
be done by any one who is familiar with the

use of pipe tools; or, if desired, the pipes

can be bought ready drilled and fitted, noth-

ing being necessary but to put up the sup-j

ports and screw a few pieces of the pipe to-

gether.

It is possible, if one desires to ge
started with the least possible expense, t

use second-hand pipes for main lines, an-

often good valves and other fittings ma
be secured. When putting in my own oui

fit, which was tried out first on one acre

the cost was $235.75, including a two
horsepower engine, which, however, wa;

used for general farm work as well as fo

pumping. The second acre cost less thai

$65. These figures do not include posts

which we cut on the place, or work o

fitting pipes, drilling holes, etc., which wi

did ourselves. And, of course, pipes am
other materials were cheaper before thi

war.
As it is seldom necessary, even in thi

driest weather, to water more than onci

in a week, an outfit capable of waterinj

one or two acres at a time will easily taki

Early cabbage under irrigation on a sandji

hillside. The "close-up is a head
all head—weight 16 pounds 15 ounceEi

care of eight or ten acres if kept goir

pretty constantly.

As to the cost of operating, it takes aboi

13,5.00 gallons of water an acre to give

one-half-inch irrigation—equivalent to

good soaking rain, but better, becaus

being applied slowly and evenly, it a

soaks in instead of running off and coUec

ing in the low spots. The number of ga

Ions may be divided by the hourly capacil

of the pump used, and the per-ho\ir expen:,

of running the engine and pump will cov
most of the expense of applying the wate

The labor required to turn the pipe o

casionally is almost negligible.

The system amounts practically

having an ideal rainfall, absolutely und,

control, when you want it. Any growl

must know what that would mean. Ce

tainly, it is worth while to make a point

going to see the nearest field in yoi

vicinity under irrigation, and to try tl

thing out on a small scale, even if it is on

on your garden patch. Many growe

using irrigation have told me that thi

would rather go out of business than to
|

back to dependence on the weather i

the water necessary to grow crops

mean profits.

Fall Gardens Thrive in Louisiana

L^^TE plantings of potatoes and veg-
-i etables often thrive better in the South

than those planted in the spring, and an
interesting method of starting the tubers

is described in a letter received from L. E.

Armour of Many, Louisana, who writes as

follows:
"For growing a fall crop of Irish potatoes

we find no other soil so well suited as a

newly cleared creek bottom. This we plow
deeply in early summer after we are well

up with cultivation of growing crops, and
harrow often enough to keep grass and
weeds under control.

"In our latitude we can safely plant late

in August, but farther north they are

planted two weeks earlier. We have found
that when the nights begin to grow cooler

is an ideal time for fall crops of cabbage
and potatoes. Repeated experiments have
taught us that as long as both days and

i

nights are intensely warm newly plaj

vegetables do not thrive.

"Fall-planted potatoes mature in a mffli

shorter tima than those planted in

spring. Our greatest difficulty has

failure to secure a uniform stand. We
overcome that by sprouting the tubers c

fore planting. We use a box or ban-

boring holes in the bottom and fillmg wi

alternate layers of straw and potatoes.

"Keep the barrel in a shady place, ai

pour on a pail of water each day. In abo

ten days the potatoes will be ready f

planting, when we harrow the groui

thoroughly, open deep furrows, and dr

the potatoes, which have been cut so tt

each piece has at least two eyes. Pia

about 12 inches apart, cover with t

furrows with plow, and m a few dll

harrow again, leaving the ground as ne*

level as is possible." '
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Team Work in Silo-Filling

By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

A FTER being with a silo cutter for some
\ time I find there are a few things that

Jk. must be observed by the most of us
at will pay you to know and look out for,

d if they can be discovered through some-
e else they are the means of saving much
ne. In this case I am one of the four
/ners of a cutter that we use for our own
)rk, and because of that we are looking
the very best ways of doing our silo-

ing and also saving time and labor.
The first two days that we worked,
ere was one man to feed and another to
t the bands. The third day we were
ort a man, and I hurriedly had a pile of

ingles moved up close to the side of the
i 'd table of the cutter, and found that by
l;tening the cutting knife on my wrist I
I aid cut bands and feed as well as two

n. After that I did both jobs. It takes
t work, and is harder than most any
ler place on the job, except tramping
en one is short of help; but it saves a
n, and under the conditions the band
;ter and feeder are in perfect working
^ty, and so one does not wait on the
iter.

\fter the first experience we made a
kiporary platform and staked it to the
chine. It was about five feet long and
)bably thirty inches wide. It sloped a
le toward the carrier and the feeder, so
it the bundles that were thrown on the
)le were apt to slide toward the feeder
1 just where they were wanted,
[n unloading the wagon the driver can
p the work along by going slow enough
the unloading so the feeder can take
e of it. When one man feeds and cuts
tids he cannot spare much time for

dng one bundle from under another one.
e efficient running of the cutter depends
on keeping it busy all the time. I don't
ow that it is any harder on it than run-

ning at the faster speed it will reach when
running empty.
One thing that I have been trying to get

our set to do is to keep away from a loafing

man. There is no need for a man to ride

from the field to the cutter and back, when
a boy can as well drive the team, for that is

all there is to do. Then have the unloading
man make it his business to unload, and
that only. If he gets too tired, have him
change off for a while; but one man will

soon learn the wants of the feeder, and the
feeder will come to know what to expect of

an unloader. This will make quicker and
easier work for both.
There is no reason why the driver should

not help put on the first part of his load in

the field, though I cannot get that idea to
working yet. A driver has a nice rest

while going from the cutter to the field, and
can surely not be overworked. Then there
is less waiting, and the two men who are
loading in the field will have a better
chance to keep in shape. Handling heavy
corn bundles all day is no fun, and a loader
in the field gets as tired as anyone on the
job if he has to work all the time.

In some cases it may be a good plan to
change your man from one job to another
every few hours, and yet this is not always
the best, because when a man becomes ac-

customed to a certain kind of work' he
knows just how to handle it. When he
tackles another job it is new, and he must
get on to it before he can become really

efficient. In the threshing rings this idea
of one keeping the same work for the
threshing season is followed sometimes, and
seems to be very satisfactory. There is no
assigning of jobs by the owner of the farm,
as each man knows just where he is to
work.
A little pulley at the top of the sill and a

long rope that can be handled from the
ground save time and muscle, and also risk

of injury to man and machine when the
blower pipe is raised. We have found that
this same pulley will allow the distributor
hood or funnel to be lowered to the bottom
of the silo, and the sections of the- dis-

tributor hooked on piece by piece and
drawn up to be hooked on the blower pipe
all at one time.

Sharp knives are something else that
ought to be looked after carefully. One who
works close to a cutter for a half-day will

notice the difference in the way it runs. A
half-day's work is enough for a set of

knives without regrinding them. Some
cutters have a device on the machine that
can be set in motion at any time, and so an
extra man can grind a set of knives while
the machine is running.
Use good hard grease for the grease cups.

I like a graphite hard oil, as graphite is cer-

tainly an improvement on the straight hard
oils that one buys for automobile grease
cups, and it lasts much longer.

fertilizer Will Cost Less

This Fall

>N AVERAGE reduction of 30 per cent
L in fertilizer costs to farmers in the ter-

iory north of Arkansas, Tennessee, Vir-
lia, and West Virginia is the result of the
jpartment of Agriculture's conferences
th fertilizer manufacturers. Statements
reductions of prices for the South and
ler territories will be made as soon as
jy are agreed upon.
The scale of prices as issued applies to
alerg and farmers ordering 30-ton lots,

d is based upon delivery in 167-pound
gs. Where less than 30-ton lots are
lered, there must be added a fair dealer's
ofit of about $2 per ton, and where 200-
und bags are used 25 cents per ton can
deducted.' In 125-pound bags 25 cents

r ton should be added, and in 100-pound
gs the cost is 50 cents more per ton. A
scount of five per cent is made if paid in
sh by December 1st, and a further dis-
unt of one-half per cent is made for each
Dnth in advance of that date.
The prices as quoted are all f . o. b., and
e based upon costs at the three great
•tilizer distribution centers—Baltimore,
aryland, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
irteret. New Jersey. Costs at the vari-
s other distributing points are deter-
ined by the freight charge to that point
)m any one of the three above cities.

Without fixing prices, the Department
Agriculture has been able to effect this
eat saving to the farmers through con-

ferences and correspondence with the vari-
ous fertilizer manufacturers, acting under
the terms of the Food Control Act, ap-
proved August 10, 1917, and the Presi-
dent's regulations dated February 25, 1918.
The Department is also investigating the
differential in delivery rates in different
parts of the country, which have prevailed
in the fertilizer trade for several years.

L. N. w.

You Can StillMake Money
Growing Barley

EXPERIMENTS at the Wisconsin Ex-
periment Station show that barley

will surpass corn as a ration for fattening
hogs if it is properly fed. Twelve lots of
pigs were fed, using with some a corn
ration, while the others were given barley.
The return for each pig over the cost of
feed was $14.38 for the barley-fed pigs,
and $12.38 for the corn-fed porkers.
One of the most interesting facts brought

out was the value of a barley and whey
combination, which netted a handsome
return, and the gains made with this
ration were very rapid.

If you are in a region which is suited for
the production of barley, or if you have
been using it as a nurse crop for alfalfa, do
not be discouraged by the prospect of a
lower price, due to the curtaihng of the
use of barley in the brewing industry.
Perhaps it will pay you more than ever as
a feed for your hogs and your other live
stock. w. A. s.

Millions ofGerms
Breed in Tooth Film

—Keep It Off

All Statements Approved by Hi§h Dental Authorities

Film Wrecks the Teeth

THAT slimy film which you feel with your tongue causes

most tooth troubles. The tooth brush does not end it.

The ordinary tooth paste does not dissolve it. In crevices

and elsewhere that film clings. That is why your brushing

fails to keep teeth white, free from tartar, clean and safe.

That film is what discolors—not the teeth. It is the basis

of tartar. It holds food substance which ferments and forms

acid. It holds the acid in contact with the teeth to cause

decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They, with tartar, are the

chief cause of pyorrhea. So all these troubles have been

increasing despite the wide use of the tooth brush.

Dental science, after years of search, has found a film

combatant. Able authorities have amply proved this by
careful clinical tests. Leading dentists everywhere now
urge its daily use.

The method is embodied in a dentifrice called Pep^odent.

And we offer a 10-Day Tube free now to everyone for

home tests.

See the Results, Then Decide

The results of Pepsodent are quickly apparent. Some are

instant. We ask you to see them—watch them ten days

—

then decide for yourself about them.

Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the digestant of albumin.

The film is albuminous matter. The object of Pepsodent is

to dissolve it, then to constantly combat it.

Pepsin long seemed impossible. It must be activated,

and the usual agent is an acid harmful to the teeth. But
science has discovered a harmless activating method. The
inventor has been granted patents by five governments al-

ready. It is that invention which makes possible this efficient

film combatant.

PAT. OFF. I

REG. U.S. iHHHaHMHiMMMIIMMHIMB^

The New-Day Dentifrice

A Scientific Product—Sold by Druggists Everywhere

Send this Coupon for a
10-Day Tube

Use like any tooth paste. Note
howclean theteeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the slimy
film. See how the teeth whiten
as the fixed film disappears.

This test is most important.
Cut out the coupon now.

i

Ten-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT CO., Dept. 660

1 104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.

Mail 1 0-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Na

I Address..
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Victrola XVn, $275
"Victrola XVII, electric. $332.50

Mahogany or oak

Other styles of

the Victor and Victrola

$12 to $950

Every one oftheseVictor artists

is a reason for having aVictrola

ALDA
BORI
BRASLAU
CALVE
CARUSO
CLEMENT
CORTOT

CULP
DE GOGORZA
DE LUCA
OESTINN
EAMES
ELMAN
FARRAR

GALLI-CURCI JOURNET
GARRISON
GILLY

GLUCK
HAMLIN
HEIFETZ
HOMER

KREISLER
HUBELIK
MARTINELLI
McCORMACK
MELBA

MURPHY
PADEREWSKI
PATTI

POWELL
RUFFO
SAMMARCO
SCHUMANN-HEINK

SCOTTI

SEMBRICH
TETRAZZINI
WERRENRATH
WHITEHILL
WITHERSPOON
ZIMBALIST

It is to these artists the public instinctively

turns for musical entertainment in the great

opera houses, theatres and concert auditoriums
throughout the world. And on the Victrola their

glorious art echoes and re-echoes in thousands
upon thousands of homes.

To hear these famous artists on the Victrola is

to be thrilled and inspired by their exquisite inter-

pretations, to experience the delight that only the
greatest music can bestow—that only Victor Rec-
ords bring into your home. Every rendition as

true as life itself—and it is in acknowledgment of
this perfection that these great artists have chosen
the Victrola as the instrument to convey their

masterpieces to the music-lovers of all the world.
Any Victor dealer anywhere will gladly demonstrate the Victrola and play

any music you wish to hear. Write to us for catalogs, and name of nearest dealav

Victor Talking Machine "Co., Camden, N. J.

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor
Machines are scientifically coordinated and synchro-
nized in the processes of manufacture, and should
be used together to secure a perfect reproduction.

"Victrola" is the Registered Trademark of the
Victor Talking Machine Company designating the

products of this Company only.

DoiitBmm
Jast yoar reqaest— not a
cent with order— and we
Bend you this superb Poplin
Skirt. An extraordinary
offer made to prove at oor
risk that this is a most
amazing value. A wonder-
ful skirt in both style and
quality— priced to give
early buyers the bar-
^in of the year. Try
it on, examine it, com-
pareit with others.and
if not an astounding
bargain and just what
yoa want, send it

back. Read particu-
lars below.

Panama
Poplin

Skirt
Splendid quality

Panama Poplin in
very latest style. Cut
full with wide sweep.
Wide eepasrate belt,
lined, and trimmed
with two novelty
buttons; fine cord
worked through cen-
ter. Fancy loose side
pockets with sepa-
rate flaps, outlined
with silk braid and
finished with sou-
tache loops and nov-
elty ivory buttons.
Very strong inside
belting adds to life of
skirt.Seamsall bound.
Allsizes. Colors, black
and navy blue. State
color wanted. Order
by No. B1455. No

money now. Pay $3.98
on arrival. Money back if not satisfied.

MA%A^ Price of this skirt will surely advance." This is the time to order when it is such a
Bensational bargain. Decide about keeping it after it
comes. No risk to you on this offer. Send today.

Leonard-Morton & Co., Dept. 5119 Ghicaso

urn A VeJ
^ and Cook***^
&s OLIVER Oil- Gas Burner

makes anj etove or ranee 0 ga3 etoTe.
No coal or wood. Cooks and bakes
better. No fires to etart. Yon regn-
lateflune. Saves mooe;, work, dirt.
Barns cosUoIl (kerosene). Simple,
safe, cEtsilj pnt In or taken oat. No
damago to etove. Lasts a lifetfane.
Thoosands of delighted os«rs. In osa
seven years. Write ub for fUEB
literstare tellbig' bow 2g^ls. kerosene
eaoals 97 lbs. coal. Aaents Wanted,
Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Machine Co.
1321 N. 7th St.. St. Louis. Mo.

iMaketbur SieveA GailStbV^

FREE
TRIAL

Let us send this fine razor for 30 days' free trial . When
satisfied alter using, send SI.85 or return razor. Order
Today. JONES MFG. CO., 13S W. Like St., Depl. 943, CNIOeO

Express
or Postage
Prepaid

Guaranteed for two years' solid

wear or your money cheerfully
These pants are a

"Wonder
sent to you

refunded.
Value," worth much more. oc,. w jw
for $2.45 as a sainple of fine tailoring

AGENTS WANTED
Earn $50.00 a week in

your spare time. Xo experience
necessary. ^N'rite todav lor our

B!G FREE OUTFIT
with dozens of the newest styles and
attractive woolen samples to choose from.

Everything sent FREE.
WASHINGTON TAILORING CO.
Depl. 904 Chicago, Illinois

The Call of Home
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27]

of cooking meat; and he saw a big warm
kitchen, with a cat dozing by the stove,
and a fat old negro mammy bending over
steaming kettles and sputtering skillets.

Then hungry saliva dripped from his mouth
to the floor and he choked and swallowed.

Again, on chilly nights, when he glimpsed
through the chinks a glow in the ^\-indows
of the shack, there came into his mind a
roaring fire of oak logs, and a big living-
room, with a man and a woman and a little

boy around the fire, and a gun standing in
the corner with a hunting coat draped over
it. Then he raised his big head, and looked
about his prison with ej^es that glowed in
the dark. It was at these times that he
leaped over the boxes and began to gnaw
fiercely at his board.
But maybe even old Frank's stout spirit

would have broken, for hope deferred
makes the heart of a dog, as well as the
heart of man, sick; maybe he would have
ceased to gnaw at his board behind the
boxes; maybe he would have yielded to the
men at last, submissive in spirit as weU as
in act, if he had not seen the train, and the
woman, and he little boy.
They had taken an unusually long hunt,

out of their accustomed course. He had
managed to get some distance ahead, pre-
tending not to hear the shouts above the
wind; the bird shot they had sent after

him had only stung his rump, bringing
from him a little involuntary yelp, but not
causing him to turn. The wildness of the
day had infected him. A high wind blow-
ing out of a sunny, cloudless sky ran in

waves over the tawny level fields of broom
straw, and from a body of pines to his

right rose a great shouting roar.

Suddenly out of the south a whistle

came screaming melodiously on the wind.
He galloped at an angle to intercept it.

Out of the body of pines a long train shot
and rushed past, the sun flashing on its

sides, its roar deadened by the roar in the
pines. Just behind it, among leaves and
trash stirred into life and careering madly
along, he leaped on the track.

A glimpse he caught of the brass-railed

rear platform, where a woman rose quickly
from a chair, snatched up a l?oy smaller

than Tommy, and held him high in her
arms. The boy waved at him, the woman
smiled brilliantly, and he ran after them,
leaping into the air, barking his hungry
soul out.

But the waving woman and the smiling

boy whirled away, and in that desolate

country a big Irish setter stood between
the rails, and looked with straining eyes
after the vanishing rear of the northbound
Florida Limited, overhung by coils of

smoke.
That was what had brought him down

here. Those long, flashing rails led home!
He stood oblivious of everything else. He
did not hear the shouts, he did not see the
burly man jump off his mule, cut a stick,

and hurry toward him, gun in hand.
He had endured much during those evil

days. But what followed was that which
neither man or dog can ever forgive or

forget. At the first blow he sprang about,

mad with rage, but the man held the gun

—

to spring was to spring to death. He
dropped down at the man's feet, and laid

his head over the rail. He did not cry out.

But the blows sounded hollow on his gaunt
ribs, they ached sickeningly into his very
vitals.

IT COULD have had but one ending. An-
other blow and he would have leaped at

the man's throat, and to death. But the
other man was rushing at them. "Great
God, Jim," he cried, "let up! You want
to kill him?" White of face he had grabbed
the stick and the two stood facing one
another. From the pines still rose the
great shouting roar.

They came home through the dusk, a
silent procession; the burly man rode in

front, then the other man, and behind,

with drooped head and tail, trotted old

Frank. Now and then in the gathering
gloom the men looked back at him, but
not once did he raise his eyes to them.

"I guess I learned him his lesson, Sam."
Sam did not reply.

"I'm gettin' tired of waitin' anyhow."
Still Sam did not reply.

And his silence must have had its effect.

For when they reached home the burly man
made the dog come into the shack. The
wind had died ,down, the night turned
chilly, and they let him lie down before the
fire of pine knots. The woman brought him
a pot of hominy; the men felt his ribs as

gently as they could. He shrank from tl

touch more than from the pain. Kindnf
had come too late, even for a dog.
He lay before the hearth, indifferent I

all that happened in this shabby roon
for the sight of this fire had made him st

another and kindlier fire, in another an
kindlier world. These people did n
notice his growing restlessness, his furti,

glances, his panting breaths, the burnit
hght in his eyes. For steps had come up c

the porch; somebody had knocked at tl

door; the night of their fortune was her
The burly man hurried to answer, shal

ing the floor. The open door showed
negro who handed in a paper. Somebod
had sent it from town, he explained, ar
was gone. The woman snatched the pape
Heads close together, the three stood aboi
a smoking kerosene lamp. The won!
was reading in a whiny, excited dra:
"'One thousand dollars reward for—

"I told you so!" burst from the bur
man.

"Shut up! Listen!" cried the other.
"'Irish setter,' she read. "'Answers

name Frank. Notify R. A. Lancaster'

—

0
here's a lot of streets and numbers—'Ni

York City'; or,'" she read on, '"Stev
Earle, Breton Station, Virginia.'

"

"I told you'se!" the burly man w
shouting. "I told you I knew a dog whei
saw one! Look at him, Sam! Look at th

head! Look at that dome above the eai

Look at that hair—like silk! The mold th

dog was made in is broke!"
"One thousand dollars!" gasped ti

woman. "One thousand dollars!"

WHEN the two men came out with
to his prison the excitement was

rising. The woman had already gone
another room, and the men had got oi

bottle. Their voices as they bolted
door and propped a pole against it soun
loud and thick. They stamped up
steps, and he could hear them laughing
shouting in the shack. Surely they o
not hear him gnawing—gnawing frantic

at his board behind the boxes. They co
not hear him jerking at the end of the bo
freed at last from the sleeper below. The
could not hear the board give way, throv
ing him on his haunches. Surely they a

"

not hear the httle bark that escaped
when the floor opened.
But out in the yard, free at last, he

suddenly down flat, head between
paws, very still. The back door of
shack had opened and the light shone c
across the Uttered yard, up the walls of 1

prison, into his very eyes. The bur
man had stepped out on the porch.

It was one of those hollow nights w
sounds carry far, when a spoken word
shout.

"I don't hear nothin', Sam."
The other man staggered out.
"Maybe it was a rat," he said.
He could almost hear them breathing
"Guess I imagined," said Sam.
"Sure," said the other.
Their figures darkened the doorw

The burly man clapped the other on
back.
"What I tell you, Sam ! One thousand
The door closed. The merriment wi

go on till morning. And old Frank, mu^
limbering as he ran, soreness passing oU
his side, was galloping through the ni
toward the railroad—and home.
Morning found him loping easily a

the railroad, nose pointed north lifi

compass. Now and then he left the ti

to let a train pass, looking at it, if it

north, with wistful eyes, then keepini
sight of it as far as he could. He pass<
few small stations with big water tank:
crossed long, low trestles over boune
marches, he came at dusk to a village.

Hungry, lonely, he approached an
painted cottage on its outskirts. Two (

rushed at him; he faced them, and
turned back. He trotted on, hair rise

an angry tuft down his back. He a

curled up in an abandoned shed, but
long. The morning stars lingering low dl

the flat horizon kept pace with him, thei

sea of mottled pink clouds, then the hn

red face of the rising sun.

At midday he pounced an animal

'

a muskrat that tried to cross the trafi

a tough thing to kill, a tougher to eat.j

dusk he drew near a farmhouse, whe
man was chopping wood. The man pid

up a stick, ordered him away, then we^
chopping.
He made no more overtures after

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 36]
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A Harvest Home Party
By Emi]y Rose Burt

A"RED EAR PARTY" is what they
called it in the invitations. It was the

. opening party of the year in the high
school and the seniors planned it.

The cards of invitation they sent out
said:

At this time o' year
You'll recall the red ear
(It never ^vill go out o' date),
So the members of "twenty"
Have planned fun aplenty
At a regular Harvest Home Fete.

You're invited!

The school hall was delightfully deco-
rated, with emphasis on the autumn colors.

Bright, tawny leaves banked the platform
where the orchestra sat, and the globes of

scarlet and orange bal-

loons flamed among the
soft tans and browns of

the cornstalks stacked
along the side walls.
Depending from the
ceiling and hanging in
the windows myriads
of gay red and orange
paper lanterns swayed
brilliantly.

The dance programs
were "red ears" cut from
cardboard, and tiny red
pencils dangled from
them. Some of the
names of the dances
seemed to pique people's
curiosity, such, for in-

stance, as: The Corn-
stalk; the Scarecrow
Skitter; Farmerettes'
Fancy; Popcorn Waltz;
Orchard One-step;
Pumpkin Pie Walk;
Red Ear Dance; Harvest Home Revue.
The "Cornstalk" was in the nature of a

»rand march, everybody stalking stiffly

round and round in time to the music, the
leaders finally breaking into a romping
one-step and the others following suit.

Then followed the "Scarecrow Skitter."

A dilapidated old cornfield character, in all

liis crudity of flapping black, was brought
in and established in -the center of the floor,

[n the band of his shabby hat fluttered a
[landful of rusty crow feathers, and the
feature of the dance was for each boy to
secure one of these, in passing, for his

partner. The poor old fellow was nearly
torn to bits in the process. -

"Farmerettes' Fancy" was another
name for "Ladies' Choice." All the girls

were given tiny toy rakes, hoes, spades,
and other farm implements, which they
used as favors in choosing partners.
For the "Popcorn Waltz" the favors

were popcorn chains for the boys to hang
around their partners' necks. There was a
temptation to devour these adornments as
well as to use them for decorative purposes,
and so they were a source of much fun.

The orchestra at intervals in this dance
made use of some contrivance which
sounded like corn popping briskly over
the fire. A shower of snowy-white con-
fetti from the balcony still further empha-
sized the popcorn idea.

In the "Orchard One-step" the boys
were invited to pick peaches. The girls

stood behind a high screen and thrust their

right hands above it. The boys reached up,

touched the "peach" they chose, and
thereupon the girl thus designated one-
stepped away with her partner.

Instead of a cake walk, a "Pumpkin Pie
Walk" was announced. The contestants
could indulge in just as crazy, funny, or

pretty dance steps as the5'- liked. The
reward to the cleverest and most amusing
couple was a big pumpkin pie.

In the "Red Ear Dance" the girls were
blindfolded, and asked to pick an ear of

corn from a big basket. When vision was
restored the girl holding the one red ear

was acclaimed the Queen of the Carnival,

and was presented with a bouquet of red
roses. During the dance a red glow from
the lighting arrangements flooded the hall.

The "Harvest Home
Dance" was the supper
dance. Paper costume
caps suggesting fruit
and vegetables were
given out, and worn so
that the whole room
seemed to be filled with
a harvest medley. To-
mato, carrot, corn,
apple, wheat, squash,
grapes, popcorn, water-
melon, and blackberry
were all represented.
The supper dance oc-

curred, of course, mid-
way in the evening.
The other novelty
dances were inter-
spersed each side of it

throughout the eve-
ning.

The supper consisted
merely of peach ice

cream served on grape-
leaf doilies, nut macaroons, tiny pumpkin
pies, and fruit punch.

Note : A description of the ten costume caps
for the "Harvest Home Dance" will be sent
on receipt of a stamped self-addressed envelope.
Address Entertainment Editor, Farm and
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Scarecrow Skitter

Some Things Soda Will Do
By Nancy D. Dunlea

SODA is a splendid deodorizer for any
utensil. A teaspoonful of soda boiled

up with a little water in any kettle in
which fish has been cooked is the finishing
touch in cleaning the kettle.

Occasionally it is good to clean out the
coffee and tea pots by placing a teaspoon-
ful of soda in the pots, filling them three
quarters full of cold water, and bringing
the solution to a boil.

A teaspoonful of soda in a cup of warm
water is an antiseptic gargle.

A little soda inwarm water makes a sooth-
ing bath for any rash such as hives.
A pinch of soda in the water in which

flannels are washed will soften the water
and whiten the flannels.

A little soda added to tomatoes before
tomatoes are added to cream of tomato
soup will prevent the milk from curdling.

Soda will make tinware look like new if

applied with moistened paper and then-
polished with a piece of dry paper.

Dresser Scarf in Rose Scallop

COMPLETE airections for tLis <3resser scarf will be sent to you on receipt
of four cents in stamps by the Fancy-Work Editor, Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, OKio. Order No. FC-118.

Styles—Direct From tl

Save $5 to $10!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY
THE HAMILTON CATALOG

Photos From Life!

The Hamilton Catalog for Fall

is illustrated with over 300
photographs taken on live
models—beautifully printed in

the Rotogravure. You see the
garments just as they are—exactly
as you will get them

—

the camera
never lies!

Fifth Avenue Styles

These are not the usual mail
order garments—they are new-
est styles now being sold in the sales

rooms of our^ve story building
on Fifth Avenue—the same
styles that are shown in other
smart Fifth Avenue stores, but
much more moderately priced!

Wholesale Prices!

By buymg direct from us—the

manufacturers—you pay but little

more than wholesale prices.
On each garment you save at least

$S—often as much as $10. Our
200,000 pleased customers take

advantage of this great saving!

Our Liberal Guarantee
You run no risk in buying from
us

—

we guarantee everything
—even the iit. You are the judge.
If it is unsatisfactory in any way,
return it at our expense. We
will refund your money without
question. A trial will cost you
nothing

—

postage prepaid!
Dresses, $7.95 up; Suits, $11.95 up; Coats, $7.95 up; Waists, $1.25 up

MILLINERY, FURS, SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR,
SKIRTS AND SHOES

The object of this

advertisement is to

have you send for

our catalo g—

a

postcard today will

do it. Thanli you

!

BE CURIOUS ! Even if

you do not vrant to buy—send lor this beautilul
book anyway, and see more
than 300 photographs of
the latest styles from
Fifth Avenue. It'sfREE.

>ro.ao
VelveteenHat i

$1.95

m m CeAR/V^EAi'T CO.
[
P-9, 307 FIFTH AVE., N. Y.

Mall
Order
Depf^

DRY YOUR FRUIT
and Vegetables by steam in two hours on the "Granger"
Evaporator. Cheaper than canning—No jars—No sugar

—

Lessworlc—No loss—Cost .S6.00 up. Send for catalog L.
EASTERN MFG. CO. 259 S. 4th SI. PHILA., PA.

Free Trial
Let us send

this brand new
Oliver to you for
fxee trial. Not a
penny in advance.
Try it as if it were
your own. If you
decide to keep it,

pay us at the
rate of $3 per
montli. Price
S57 —was
$100. The fin-
est money
can buy.
Over 700,000
Olivers sold.

Send today
for our new

'booklet. "The
'Typewriter on tlie

' Farm." With it

J comes complete de-
I tails of our offer,

shovring how easy it is

to own an Oliver, and
how easy to learn.

Hundreds offanners
now use the Oliver.
Write today.

CaTiadMn Price, t78
THE OLIVER

TYPEWRITER CO.
313-C Otivsr Typa-
WIlKr BWCCMcalo

[60.07]

10 Cents a Day Pays
for This Symphonola

Plays all records. Victor, Columbia. Edison. Pathe, Little Wonder,
Emerson. Take a year to pay, after 30 days' trial. Compare it3
tone for clearness, volume, with more costly instruments. Return ,

at our expense if it fails to make good.^ Ask today for the I

Beautifully Illustrated Symphonola Book FREE]
Shows this and other Symphonola styles, sold on easy payments.]

Symphonola Records £L°,";i-^,af ^iiruVS
full toned disc records. Playable on any Phonograph. 4

£^dciu Co, Desk SFF 919 Buffalo, N. y3
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GLORIANA
(Banner)

All year wearing
•tockms. Softcombed
yam. lisle finish. Ex-
tra fine gause. Wide
dasdc tops. Strongly
double reinforced
heels and toei. Black,
white, cordovan.

True Value in Hosiery is Measured
by the Extra Wear it Gives

It is one thing to get good looking hosiery—and quite another

to get hosiery with long-wearing value. You get both when you

buy Durable-DURHAM. To know the true value of this hosiery

is to save on your stocking expense. Money is saved with fewer

new pairs to buy—and the trouble of darning is avoided.

Durable-DURHAM wears longer because it is made stronger.

The Durham dyes do not fade and the stockings keep a long

lasting good appearance. Best of all, it is reasonably priced. And
meets every stocking need. Styles for men and women include

all fashionable colors and come in all weights from the lightest

lisle to the thick, w£irm, fleecy lined hosiery for winter wear.

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERT

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
I^ade Strongest Where the Wear is Hardest

Every pair of Durable-DURHAM Hosiery is extra strongly re-

inforced. The legs are full length, tops wide and elastic, soles and

toes are smooth, seamless and even. Sizes are accurately marked.

Look for the trade mark ticket attached to each pair. You
should be able to buy Durable-DURHAM Hosiery at any deal-

er's. If you do not find it, please write our sales office, 88 Leonard

Street, New York, giving us the name of your dealer.

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham, N. C.
Sales Office: 88 Leonard Street New York

No Rats by Sunday
On Thursday scatter small bits of "Rough
on Rats" mixed u-ith chopped meat about
the place; on Friday mix dampened oatmeal
and "Rough on Rats;" Saturday chopped
ham with "Rough on Rats" will get all

that are left. Sunday comes, but rats and
mice are gone. Change of bait fools the
pests. Get "Rough on Rats" at drug and
general stores. Write for booklet, "Ending
Rats and Mice," sent free to you.

E. S. WELLS
Chemist

Jersey City, N.J.

ON
Rats

AGENTS: $60 a Week
4^:, 2 in 1 Reversible Raincoat

Positively guaranteed waterproof. Some-
tliing new Not sold in stores. Two
coats in one. One side a handsome black
raincoat, reverse si'de fine dress coat.
Latest style. For business men, clerks,

farmers, teamsters, truck drivers, min-
ers—every man a prospect.

Make $3,000 a Year
Binford sold 26 coats in 5 days. Easy

.

seller on account of two coats in one.
Right nowis the season. Befirstinyour
territory to introduce this new rever-

sible coat. Get this big money maker
quick. Write for agency and sample.

THOMAS RAINCOAT CO.
546 Jane St. Dayton, Ohio

Send NO
Money!.

S<inpl7 send yoor elze and these
nronderful Dress Shoes will
come to yonr home at once. Yon'H
beproud of thera. Built solid full
Af wear. Genuine oak leather
fides. Note tlie splendid extra
Qoality leather! Enjov their bless-
ed comfort! The risk is ours-tbeso

must delight you or no Bale.

Pay only $4.39
on arrival

Guarantee!
A new pair free
ifbecause ofde-
fective material
or workmanship
these fail to iHve
1 months' wear

Business Man's
Dress Shoe

2.2 w

ON ARRIVAL
POSTAGE FREE
Black Dress Shoe
Save profits. Buy Direct
from Factory Headquarters.

Boston Mail Order House, Dept. T401, Boston, Mass.
Send eboes on approval. My money back If I want it. I risk nothing

Name Size.

Address

Mr, Edison's won-
derfulNew ATiiberoUi

Onlii s\go
___ and After Trial
Keep the New Edison Amberola—Edison's great phonopraph
with the diamond stylus—and your choice of records, for only

$1.00. Pay balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Free
trial in your own home before you decide. Nothing down.
Write today, /or our New Edison Book and pictures, free.

F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph DisL, 3106 Edison BIk.. Chicago

The Call of Home
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34]

but many a farmer thought a fox had been
among his chickens. Habits of civilization
had given way perforce to habits of out-
lawry. Only as he galloped north day after
day his eyes still shone with the eager light
of the bird dog's craving for human com-
panionship and love.

The number of tracks that branched out
from the city whose environs he skirted
bewildered him for a minute, then he took
the one that pointed due north. All the
days he traveled, part of the nights. Some-
times at first he had wondered why he did
not reach home, at last to travel always
north had become a habit, and he wondered
no more.
But the time came when he could not

keep on going as fast and ias long as for-

merly. There were days when he found
hardly anything at all to eat. The endless
ties passing under him began to make him
dizzy and faint. His long hair was matted;
his ribs showed; his eyes grew haggard.
It was a wonder the young man knew him
for what he was.
He had come into the freight yards of a

town at nightfall, in a cold, driving rain,

a bedraggled, forlorn figure, a stray dog.
A passenger train had just passed him,
stopped at the station ahead, then pulled
out. A light glistened down wet rails into
his hungry eyes and blinded him. Rows of si-

lent dripping box cars hid the man crossing
the track at the street. Frank almost ran
into him. Both stopped. The man was
buttoned up to his neck in an overcoat,
and carried a satcnel.

"Hello!" he said.

Frank started to slink back under a box
car.

"Come here!" He stooped down and
looked into the dogs eyes. "Where did you
drop from?" he said. "You come with
me! Let's talk it over."

In a warm, firelit cottage room a young
woman ran to meet the man—then for the
first time she saw the dog.
"Why, John!" she cried. "Where did

you get him?"
"He got me," laughed the man,*"on the

way home from the station. He's starving.
Get him something to eat. Then I'll tell

you about it."

She glanced at a cradle, whose covers
were being suddenly and violently agitated.

"I'll answer for this old fellow," assured
the man, "He's seen better days. I think
I've seen him before."
Out in the bright little Icitchen, where

they scraped together all the scraps they
could find, he went on:

"Of course I may be mistaken. But at a
little station up here in Virginia, where J
sell goods sometimes, I used to see a big
red Irish setter following a tall man and a
little boy. I think they lived out in the
country from there. The kind of folks and
tlie kind of dog you don't forget. If it

wasn't so far—^hang it, I believe it's the
dog anyhow! Well, we'll take good care of

him, and next week: when I go through I'll

find out."
The young woman in a rain CQat came

out in the back yard and held the stream-
ing lantern while the man arranged some
sacks underneath the porch and closed and
bolted the back gate. He heard them go up
the back steps, heard them moving about
in the house. Like a decent old fellow he
licked the rainfrom his silken coat, smoothed
out the matted strands, then curled up
comfortably in his dry bed and slept deep
and long.

HE STAYED with them a week, while

strength returned to his muscles, fire to

his eyes, courage to his heart. But as he lay

before their hearth at night he saw always
in his mind that other fire—the fire of

home. The stars were still shining that

morning when he scrambled over the high

back fence and was gone.
But it was with new life and confidence

that he continued his journey. He slunk

no more on the outskirts of towns; he
passed boldly through. Fortune favored

him now; on the second day after he left

them he ran into snow, and rabbits are

almost helpless before a swift pounce in the

snow.
The drifts grew deeper as he traveled

north. Fields of dead cotton stalks gave
way to fields of withered corn stubble,

yellow, broken rows on white hills. There
was an occasional big farmhouse now, a
house with white pillars like his master's,

set in a grove of naked oaks. And at last,

following fence rows and hedges, lines of

cylindrical cedars climbed over and over

high hills. The look of home was on the
face of nature, the smell of home was in
the air.

It was a bitter cold afternoon when the
mountains first took shape in the distance.
He could make them out, though the sky
was heavily overcast. Those were the
mountains he saw every morning from the
back porch of his home. He barked at them
as he ran. He would lie before his own fire
this night.
At dusk sudden hunger assailed him.

On a hill sat a big farmhouse, the windows
aglow, smoke veering wildly from the
chimneys. And on the wind came the
smell of cooking .meat. He stopped on an
embankment, pricked his ears, hcked his
chops. Then he scrambled down the
embankment, and like a big fox made his
way along a fence row toward that house
from whence came the smell of cooking
meat. At the same time flakes of snow
began to drive horizontally across the
white fields.

SUDDENLY from out the yard two
stocky cream-colored dogs rushed at him.

They camewith incredible swiftnessthrough
the snow, considering their short bench
legs. Frank waited, head up, ears pricked.
One was a female; it was she who came
first. He would not fight a female; he even
wagged his tail haughtily. But in a twin-
kling she was under him, and had caught his
hind leg in a crushing, grinding grip. He
lunged back, snarling, and the other dog
sprang straight at his throat.
He was down in the snow, he was on his

feet again, he was ripping the short back
of the dog at his throat into shreds, his
fangs flashing in the dusk. He was drag-
ging them by sheer strength off toward the
railroad; but he could not tear that grip
from his hind leg, nor that other grip from
his throat.
He did not cry out—he was no yelping

cur. But it was growing dark, the air was
full of snow, the grip was tightening on his
throat, the other grip had pulled him down
at last to his haunches. Then two men
came running toward them, the one white,
the other black. The white man grabbed
the dog at his throat, the black man the
dog under him. The white man was pound-
ing the dog's nose with his fist, was cram-
ming snow down his bloody mouth.

"They'll kill him. Will!" he panted.
"Go get some water to throw in their
faces!" •
The black man disappeared running-

came back running, a bucket in each hand.
And now it was over, and off there the

white man held both his dogs by their
collars. They were panting, their wrinkled
eyes half closed, their mouths dripping
bloody foam. For many yards around the
snow was churned into little hillocks. And
there lay old Frank, panting hard, head up,
eyes shining.

"Pick him up Will!" said the white man.
"His leg's broke."

"Cap'n," said the negro, "I'm afraid of

him."
The white man swore, shaking his dogs

angrily. That was some man's bird dog—

,

a fine one too. They would have to get the!

sled. They went off to the house, dragging
the two dogs with them. When they hurried
back with the sled the wounded dog was
gone. They followed his blood-stained
tracks to the railroad and up the embank-
ment. They looked at them between th(

rails—they were fast filling with snow,,

The white man put his hands to his eans
"He'll freeze to-night," he said. ^
In the teeth of the wind, like a thre^

legged automaton, Frank was fighting

way doggedly through the night. The win
almost blew him off the embankments; tli

swirling waves of snow choked him. Ma^
be he would have lain down, maybe
would have happened as the man said, if i'

had not been for the spirit within him am
for what he saw. |

Just before him the superstructure of a
iron trestle rose penciled in snow again!

the night. Far below a black river wount
serpentine into the mists. In those din

bottoms on either side he and his maste
had hunted a hundred times. The birds ha'

scattered on those wooded hills, now vi

brant with the blast. Out on this' trestle h
picked his slow, hesitating way.

Suddenly he cried out sharply. A might;

gust of wind striking him in midair, anii

almost hurling him off into the blacknesj

below, had caused him to put down as
[

brace his wounded hind leg. Gasping
(

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 39]
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'masters
Masters of the musical art

made your records. It takes a
master instrument to play them
eoiTectly—art stically. The

IV-A-TONE
Reproducer

embodies an entirely new principle.

The "Iv-a-tone" improves the finest
phonograph; it will bring out the
maximum in yours.

Price $10; in gold $15
We will send you an "Iv-a-tone" upon
receipt of $10 by Parcel Post, insured.

You may keep it for 10 days and it

you are willing to part with it, you
may return it and we will refund your
money in full.

Important
Be sure to advise us what kind of an
instrument you use, when ordering.

As easy to install as a new needle.

NEWTON & CO.
Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

•ribner Bldg., 597 Fifth Ave., New York
I

"GO SOUTH
YOUNG MAN"
From Virginia to Texas the

south is more prosperous and
promising than ever in its his-

tory. Land values are lower

today than they will be again.

NOW is the time to buy.

The U. S. Railroad Adminis-
tration is prepared to furnish

accurate information to home-
seekers regarding opportunities

in the south.

Name the state you want to

learn about.

Address
J. L. EDWARDS, Manager,

Agricultural Section U. S. Railroad
Administration, Room 701,

Washington, D. C.

rU SAVE Youll
25% to 60% on a f

Pipeless Furnace!
Because I build tbem myself. You
can't beat the price of the man who
makes the goods, Friend. I

Write and Get My Book, FREE
quoting my direct-to-you-from-fac-
tory price. Also get my offer on
Kalamazoo Stoves, Ranges, Kitch- I

en Kabinets and Tables, Phono-
|

graphs, Fireless Cookers, Cream
i

Separators, Sewing Machines,
Washing Machines. Indoor Closets,
Paints and Roofing. I'll quote easy
terms, give you an unconditional
STuarantee and pay the freight.

Ask for Catalog No. 921.

"The Old Stove Master'*
Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs*

KalamazoOt Mich.

Better Babies
What Their Parents Think of Our Bureau

;SjB;pIWtEto Yovl"

I
KNOW I've been a long time thanking
you for your helpful letters, but I

certainly have appreciated and profited

by each one of them, both before and since

the arrival of our dear little daughter.
Through very unfortunate circumstances

I was unable to nurse my baby after she
was two weeks old, but with the help
of your advice and one of the
books which you recommend-
ed, I have been able to
bring her this far along
the way (she is now
thirteen months old)

without a single day's
sickness. You cer-

tainly are helping
when help is needed.

It has been both
interesting and grati-

fying to me to note
that, while some of our
other popular magazines
are publishing articles that
can only make women feel

that theirs is a deplorable and
unappreciated lot, you are teach-

ing wives and mothers to regard
motherhood as the high and holy privilege

that it is, and to care for themselves and
their babies so that both may be healthy
and happy.

I do feel so grateful to you for the help
you have given me, and I heartily com-
mend your good work.

Mrs. A. E. S., Mississippi.

Does Not Begin to Compensate

I enclose card herewith giving name,
date of birth and weight of our daughter.
My wife and baby, I am very happy to say,

are doing very nicely.

My wife desires me to express to you her
great appreciation of your various letters

and papers of advice, which she has found
to be most invaluable. We both feel that
your Better Babies Bureau is doing a
wonderful work, and wish that everyone
possible having need of it could take ad-
vantage of it. You are doing a work which
is of great service to the nation in bidding
for a better generation.

We desire to continue to receive your
letters, etc., and accordingly enclose 50
cents (I believe this is

the correct amount),
although it does not be-
gin to compensate inany
way for the value and
benefit of the advice.

I wish you continued
success, and trust you
will continue to give
your Bureau the great-
est wide-spread pub-
licity possible, so that
all may share in it.

F. C. B., New York.

He GreatlyApproved

You will find enclosed
50 cents, for which
please enroll me in the
Mothers' Club. My lit-

tle "better baby" is now nearly five months
old.

I was a inember of the Expectant
Mothers' Circle, and received much help
from it. The letters were devoured by my
husband and myself, and long ago passed
along to another woman who is here away

from all her relatives. It would have
done your heart good to hear
my educated husband ex-

pand his knowledge to the
poor ignorant one. And
how proud he was of the
clothes made by me!
It was the first sewing
I had ever done.
Well, to make a long
story short, it was
neglect on my part
that I have not en-
rolled before this, and
now, with my baby

teething, I feel very great-
ly the need of expert ad-

vice, and immediately am
sending for it. My physician

just says, "Follow your letters,"

so I have confidence in your judg-
ment. You see, he knew I had your other

letters, and greatly approved.
Mrs. J. E. C, Pennsylvania.

Every Letter a Source of Cheer

At last I have put my good intentions

into action. Ever since I received your
first letter of welcome into your circle, my
heart has been filled with gratitude. Never
can I forget those beautiful words of

encouragement. Not only the first but
every letter which I received has been a
source of cheer and comfort to me.

I am about all prepared now for our
little expected darling, and many, many
thanks for your information regarding
baby's layette, etc.

If all goes well after baby is born, I will

send the required fee, and thus have my
letters continued, for I feel now that I

could not get along satisfactorily without
your help. Mrs. W. E. J.

The Reason for the "Best Baby"

I am enclosing post card announcing the
arrival of our "better

X baby," also 50c the
letters of advice each
month. Really, I could
not possibly begin to tell

you what a wondwful
help your letters were to
me before Baby Rene
came. I always knew
just about when to ex-
pect them, and some-
times I could hardly
wait. I followed your ad-
vice in every way pos-
sible, and I'm sure that's
the reason we have
such a "best baby."
Thank you just ever

so much for all your
"Hints and Helps."
Mrs. F. A. A., N.Mexico.

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circle: Any woman eligible, whether she is a subscriber
or not, may become a member, receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of
herself and the preparation for her baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars
showing designs for maternity dresses and a common-sense layette are some of the helps
sent with the letters. No matter at what period you enter, everything from the first month
will be sent. No mention of the Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which
the material is mailed. Enclose a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps,
for postage, and state what month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of young children is eligible and need not be a
subscriber to join. Pamphlets, together with monthly letters of instruction on the care
and feeding of babies under one year of age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation,
weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and
states the age of her baby. There are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for

babies from one year of age to three years. This literature is all included in the Mothers'
Club's monthly service, but if the letters are not desired the additional literature will

be sent for Ten Cents. A self-addressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to
every inquiry. Address all inquiries to

Farm and Fireside

BETTER BABIES BUREAU
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Book FREE
Don't send a penny for the dre-ss shown
here, or anything in our 244 page Style
Book. Just a^k for BOTH, on a postal!

Amazing Value

SilkFoplin

Silk Georgette

Dress
Guaranteed

$92?Value

^98
I R. 3700. Bar-
gain sensation
of America
Fashioned in
Fall 3 prettiest
Style of all
Silk Poplin.
Gorgeously
embroider-
ed waist
and skirt
New
sash.
Silk
georgette
sleeves.
Button
trimmings.

If you don't
h i n k It

worth every
penny of $9,
we don't
want you to
keep it.

All C. O.D i.rders

shipped express
collect.

Colors:! lack.
Navy or Burgundy.

Sizes: Bust 34to4 \

waistband 24 to 30,
skirt length 3 i to 42.
Misses Sizes Bust 32
to 38. waistband 23
to 27, length 34 to 36

Price, CJ. QC
Prepaid.

CHARGES
PREPAID
Right to Your Door

^

o n anythii] you
order. Or \\ : will
send goods * 'on ap-
proval

'

' , express
collect— not one
penny down.

Sample Offers!

Silk Dresses,

I
$6.98 up

I Cloth Dresses,
....$2.98

i Silk Waists,

f .$1.98 up

Skirts.

^ Coats 3.98 up
Hats 79 up
Shoes 1.49 up

) Furs 1 .98 up

/ Boys' Clothing 2.50 up

Money
Back
ifyou
jaskit

Jr CHICAGOJLJ^: >^
The Edition of Style

Books is limited. Rush
a postal today tomake sure of getting your copy.

Important!
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Keeps Cold Oitt—Keeps Hecut In

^at DotiUe Bod^rUnderwear I

GIVES PROTECTION WHERE
PROTECTION IS NEEDED.

SINGLE
FABRIC

IN
SLEEVES
ND LEGS

DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
combines maximum protection and
comfort with minimum bulk and
weight. DOUBLE-BODY UNDER-
WEAR is built on the vacuum bottle

principle—double walls with an air

space between. This double thick-

ness of fabric covers the chest, ab-
domen and back. It keeps the cold

out and the body heat in. The arms
and legs are covered with but a single

thickness, allowing perfect freedom
of movement'.

Every man, woman or child whose
work or play takes them outdoors in

cold weather needs the protection

DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
afiords. It defends the vital parts of

the body from cold and helps to

prevent Winter sickness.

DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
is made in cotton and wool fabrics
for men, women and children.

Learn more about this superior
Winter underwear. Write today for
complete descriptive circular No.
7218F, telling all about the DOUBLE.
BODY principle of underwear con-
struction and illustrating the differ-

ent styles and fabrics in which it is

made. Made for and sold exclusively
by

Sears. Roebuck and Co.
Chicaeo

WHat 15'^ Youf Nation's Capiy
7 tj/„,i.j„„,„„ j; „ D^tut;«^»^ u Tl?e little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring you the Pathfinderstamps or coin will bring you the Pathfinder

13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, pubbshed at
the Nation's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tellsthe truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptinng the purse; it costs butfl a year. If yoa
wantto keep posted on what is goingonintheworld, at the leastexpense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paperin your home

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to show that you mightUkesuchapaper.and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 13
weeks. The ISc docs not repay us, but we are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder, Box 45, Washington, D. C.

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
-/ nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
iilustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs

during these strenuous, epoch-making days.

HDQ5IER STOVES &
RANGES FREE

To try in your home 30 days free no matter where yoD live.
Sbow year friends, send it back at onr expense if you do not
ivant to keep it. Million members of families enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of
"Hoosier** Stoves & Ranees*
perfect bakers and heaters, beau-
tifully finished, smooth latent
design, guaranteed for years.

Write for our big free book show-
ing photographs, describing large
assortment of sizes and designs
of Steel and Cast Raneee. Cooks. Soft
and Hard Coal Heaters, to eelect from.
e^Iaining our free trial. Send postal

HOOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St. Marion, Ind.

HighSchool
I Course in
TwoYoars;

Lack of High School training bara yoa from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete High School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leading professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead-
^ . . ing professions.
Lam YI^AM matter what your business
f\g ^Jr * X^Vr inclinations may be. you can't

hope to succeed without spe-
cialized training. Let us give
you the practical trtiining you

need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL.
Correspondence
Dept.H 336 Chicago

Ti;.a.\-I>G THf, KEY TO SUCCESS
Please aend me booklet and tell me how
' can fit myself for the poeitlOD markedX ^

..High School Course

..Electrical Engineer

..Telephone Engineer

..Architect

..Draftsman

..Building Contractor

..Structural Engineer

Shop Superintendent
Lawyer
Business Manager
Auditor
Certified Public Acc'nt
Stenographer
Bookkeeper

Mechanical Engineer Fire Ins. Adjuster
Civil Engineer Sanitary Engineer
Steam Engineer Automobile Engineer

Name

.

FARM FENCE.
CEMTS A ROD tot:

—
\tm a :6-lnch Hog Fence

:

27Me. a rod for IT-ln.

88 styles Farm. Poultry and Lawn
Fences. Low prices Barbed Wire

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
iSold on 30 day* FREE TRIAL.
I Write for tree catalog now.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO
Box 121 MORTON, ILLS. .

THE EARNING
POWER OF

YOUR MONEY
is safely 6% if invested in

our 6% Two-Year Time
Certificates, which we have

issued for 24 years—amply protected by first

mortgage. We pay 5% on Certificates pay-
able on demand.

Booklet gives the facts about this old

and tried institution. Write for it.

The Calvert Mortgeige Company
873 Calvert Building Baltimore, Md.

Buy your work socks
direct from the mill

In order to get you acquainted with

us and to show you how much you
can save by buying your hosiery di-

rect from the mill, we will send you
a dozen pair of the best work socks

that you ever wore, for 31-80, post-

paid. Absolute satisfaction guaran-

teed. These socks retail at from 30c

to 40c. By buying direct from us

you save at least half.

Blanch Hosiery Mills, Shelby, N. C.

Belinda, My Double, and I

By Nina Willard Wallace

I DO love to wear pretty clothes—not of

necessity expensive one.s, but the kind
of clothes that just suit my individual

style as to line, color, and general becom-
ingness. Now "line" with me means as
straight, long effects as possible. I am
short, and, well—not as slim as I used to
be, md I insist on going corsetless. I hold
mj'self well, chest out, abdomen in, but
there- are certain requirements for the
corsetless figure, and the best dressmakers
even do not seem to get the right idea. I
always knew that I could "do" my own
dresses if I coxdd just take my bodily self

off myself and drape the dress materials
on myself, myself. So I should be perfectly
suited, and my pocketbook would not
wear the crushed appearance every season
just after the usual dressmdiing orgy has
been completed.
The first thing I did before I invited

Belinda to dwell with me was to price and
examine several kinds of adjustable dress
forms. As my figure

has its peculiarities,

none of these would do
except the very most
adjustable ones, cost-

ing $18 or $20. That
amount was needed
elsewhere. Here's
what I did:

I bought a non-ad-
justable dress form at
a sale for $4.75. This,
the saleswoman as-

sured me, should be
38 inches bust measru"e
(I'm 37, and 41 inches
at the hips, I being
just that measure-
ment at this line). But
I knew this would not
do, as I would have
to pad the dress form
up to suit my own
figure, not only i?!

measurements, but
also in appearance.
So I bought a dress
form one inch less bust
measure, two inches
hip meastire less than
I wanted, and many,
manyinches less at the
waistline. I have all

my clothing, belts,

etc., made 31 inches
around the waist.
Let me digress long enough to say that

if you who wish to go without corsets, or
who have been under the impression that
you have a "middle-aged" figure (under
wise management you needn't have),
would have your dresses made in one piece,

straight lines running from neck or shoulder
to hem, or with belt so loose, when you
wish to wear a belt, that it merely holds
the garment in shape but does not accentu-
ate the waist line, nor bring into promi-
nence the curve at the hips, you could be
actually gi-aceful, though fat. Long lines,

very loose waist measure, belt a trifle

raised at back, a bit lowered at front

—

these will give you style and grace, and
may just as well be a part of the work or

house dress as of the dress for more formal
occasions.

IN building up "Belinda," my name for

my dressy friend, I placed heavy pads
wherever they were needed to be a replica

of me. "Know thyself," as to bodily pro-

portions at least, is one's only guide in this

part of the preparation for making one's

own wearing apparel.
I found that two thicknesses of carpet

rags wound around the neck of the dress

form brought that measurement up to the
correct number of inches. A good heavy
pad of cotton batting was placed up and
down, starting at waistline in front, some
as heavy were fastened at the sides, back
of the hip bones, more across the back
several inches below the waistline, to make
Belinda look like me, Belinda originally

had a rather flat chest and sloping shoul-

ders. A very well-rounded chest and square
shoulders were needed; in fact, the so-

called "perfect" figure wouldn't do at all,

and cotton was used unsparingly wherever
needed.

During Farmers' Week at the Home
Economics Building, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York, I had the privilege of

hearing thrift lectures on dress as well as on
other subjects, of seeing excellent clothing

demonstrations, and I had the honor of

adding my share—a made-over coat.

Belinda, all ready to be fitted

which now is a stylish coat-cape—to the
success of the work done there.
The clothing authorities there advised

us to buy the non-adjustable dress forms.
Those on exhibition were built up with
swathes of tissue paper. Tissue paper in
such quantities was not obtainable. I had
unneeded cotton batting in the house, and
to some extent I used this, and my own
judgment. I might have used old cotton
cloth in layers. I have used carpet rags
somewhat, but thus far am finding the
cotton pads, as suggested, to be very gooa
indeed. After pinning the cotton to the
jersey covering I did use tissue paper,
winding it around and pinning it fast
wherever it was required to smooth off th^
curves which the cotton alone would have|
left rather bunchy. Tissue-paper patterns
no longer in vogue are good for this purpose.'
Meanwhile I had made a stout un-

bleached muslin waist. This waist fitted

not only very smoothly, but almost Uke
the bark on a tree. As
the demonstrator at
Ithaca said to me, "It
must be you." This
waist was left open at
the back and was so
tight on the built-up
dress form that it had
to be pulled into place
and pinned at short in-

tervals before it could
be sewed up with
coarse white thread.
Then the pins were re-

moved, and behold,
Belinda!

It's simply astonish-
ing to me, a woman
who believed she could
not make her own
clothes, what I have
been able to accom-
plish with the aid of

my dummy double.
First I practiced on
clothes that were worn
frequently. You know
how even the best of

them will, after a few
wearings, dip here,
shrink there, stretch
in another, place. I

found that I could
bring them into line

with very little effort.

Before this I had had
to turn myself almost wrong side fore-

most whenever I wanted to see whether
a garment fitted me or not. Next I made
over some old garments into new-looking
ones. After that I made some brand-new,
princess slips. f

If you're built like Belinda, don't wear
separate skirts and corset covers. Have
all your underwear hang with its weight
on your shoulders, waist belt very, very

loose. I seldom wear belts on my under-
garments.
The woman who loves pretty clothes

(who doesn't?), the woman whose money
expenditures for personal use must be
limited, the woman who has no other
adult member of the family for whom slie

must make dresses, and the woman who
would like more and better materials loa

her clothing will find a Belinda a grea
help, a very inexpensive experiment, and-
well, just invite into your home a dressl

friend like my Belinda. She's worth, if no
her actual weight in gold, at least a veij

considerable bit of it.

Oil the Machine
By Fern Laurence

SOMETIMES my sewing machine b<

comes gummed, and refuses to mov(
so I pour coal oil into the oil holes, tah

the thread out of the needle, and run tl

machine. The coal oil soon cuts the di

and gummed oil. Then I wipe off all tl

coal oil, and oil with a good quality mi

chine oil.

This knowledge has saved me sending f(

the repair man a number of times; it aU

has saved me much time. It is a very sin

pie thing, and yet many women neglect i

When Stitching—If the belt on you

sewing machine is a little loose and slip

when operating the machine, rub the belt

thoroughly with a piece of resin.

Mrs, F. F. W., Vermont.
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111FB12S.
Faille lustresilk
poplin. Has
white poplin vestee.
Silk embroidery in
contrasting color on pockets
end waist panels. Girdle belt
with four rows trimming
cords. Splendidly made and
eharmingr in style. Lustrous,
silky, dressy. Choice of navy
blue or burgundy.
Order No. 111FB125. Wo-

men's Sizes 32 to 44bust; Skirt
39; Misses' sizes 14 to 20years,
32 to 38 bust: Skirt 37. State
eolor wanted, navy blue or bnrgun-
dy. Price $3.98, delivered FREE.

f
Money Back

I Anything you order from os Is sent
with the onderstanding that if you ^; s?iare not satisfied in every respect it £may be returned and we will cheerfully"

refund yourmoney and return postage at once

5000 Bargains
Prices Smashed

.Get oar Style Book and Bargain Price
Ust. Learn what "PRICES SMASHED"
means in connection with Chicago Mail
Order Company merchandise. See how
we undersell all competition. Thou-
sands of wonderful money-saving bar-
gains that save yoa money on erery i

porcbase.

> Great Silk

lin Dress
Offer

^

DeliveredFREE!
See the bargains in this Cata'

log and compare with offer-
ings e Is e w h ere . Then
judge of the savings you
can make buying du-
rect from the CHI-
CAGO MAIL OE- 4DER COMPANY, ^

RUSH
COUPON
TODAY

Name.

Address,,

< EN PETS ~ W O N D E R Mo NEV MAKERS
"fL' mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot^ water ba^s, etc. Insert and tii^hten. 10c and

m 25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
I^^Collette Mfg. Co., Box704. Amsterdam, N.Y.

No Garter Ravels in

FASHIONED HOSE
The narrow hem top prevents
garter runs, because the garter
clasp is attached
below the weak-
ened stitching

of the hem.
No more darning ravels

—more wear—more com-
fort, because the Burson
Top is extra elastic.

Made in

Cotton, Lisle, Mercerized
and Silk twisted

with Fibre

Burson Knitting
Company

99 Frey Street

Rockford, III.

The Call of Home
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

trembling, he lay down for a minute on the
whitened ties, one leg hanging through.
Then he rose'and doggedly picked his way
on.
On the high embankment at the other

side he stopped, and, in spite of the blood
stiffened under his throat and the water
frozen on his shoulders, he raised his

quivering nose. Beyond those misty
bottoms, to the left, over those storm-swept
hills, lay home.
Halfway down the embankment he cried

out again. He had slipped in the snow and
fallen on his leg. Under the shelter of the
embankment he rested for a minute,
panting as if the night were hot. Then
lunging, tottering, falling, rising again,
panting, gasping, but never another cry,

old Frank fought his way up those bottoms,
turned to the left, dragged himself over
the hills, dragged himself home!

BELLY deep in drifted snow he stood at

the corner of the lot fence and surveyed
the white distance that lay between him and
his kennel—more unattainable to his weak-
ness than a quarter of a continent had been
to his strength. And while he stood there
the roaring of the wind in the great oaks
overhead, the cracking of their naked
branches, the swirl of snow against his nose
and in his eyes, bewildered him, and sud-
denly something deep within him whispered
to him to lie down and rest.

But the sudden terror of death lurked
in that whisper, and head dragging in the
snow he staggered across the yard toward
his kennel. In here he would crawl and
hide from that fearful thing that had told

him to lie down in the snow and rest. He
reached the kennel, he touched it with his

eager nose, he tried to root his way in

between the slats he had not known were
there. Then gasping and helpless he sat
down before it. The door of his kennel was
nailed up. The great hulk of the house
loomed dark and silent above it. Maybe
his people were gone!
With this new terror in his heart he

fought his way around to the side of the
house. Underneath his master's window
he raised his head and tried to bark. But
the wind snatched the muffled sound out of

his throat and hurled it away into the
darkness. Once more the still small voice
that terrified even while it soothed pleaded
with him to lie down and rest. Maybe he
would have listened now, maybe he would
have yielded, if he had not seen through the
living-room curtains the sudden flicker of

firelight on the ceiling. They were not
gone—they were only asleep. Tail wagging
strangely as if someone in there had spoken
to him, he rose for the last time and strug-

gled toward the front of the house. At
the corner a gust of wind, waiting in am-
bush, rushed at him, and stopped him
where he was. A moment he waited for it

to die down, then dragged himself to the
steps, up the steps, his ruined hind leg

hitting each one like a rag tied in a knot
and frozen.

Before the big front door he sat down and
raised to it his suffering eyes. A hundred
times it had opened to his whim, now in

his need it barred his way. Gathering all

his remaining strength, he raised his paw

—

the paw he shook hands with—and
scratched. There was no sound from
within.
Once more—^it would be the last time,

so heavy had his leg become—he raised

his paw and scratched. Then careless

of all things, of master and mistress, of

life and death, he sank down before the
door and laid his head on the sill.

HE NEVER knew how it happened. He
only knew there was a burst of light in

his eyes, and somebody had picked him up.

Then faces were bent close to him; some-
thing hot and gagging was being poured
down his throat; a voice—the most com-
manding voice in all the world—ordered
him to swallow, swallow. And now he saw
before him, as he lay on his side, a roaring
fire whose flames licked and twisted among
oak logs piled high into the chimney.

Strange that he had not known that fire

all the time; that he had not known who
these people were. But then he had been
on a long journey, and he was tired, very
tired. He must tell them he knew now,
let them know he appreciated what they
were doing. He always did that even with
strangers, and these—they were his master,
his mistress, his Tommy.

It was Tommy's shrill voice that broke
the silence.

"Look, Papa, look, look! He wagged his
tail. He wagged his old tail!"

mm
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I NEEDLEWORK ii
$1500.00

IN CASH PRIZES

Offered for artistic work in

Crochet, Tatting, Knitting

and Embroidery.

For Particulars Address

THE
STAR NEEDLEWORK JOURNAL

260 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK

We will send a copy of the Journal
free on application.

M . COUPON
^ 'Please mail to following address one copy July issue "STAR NEEDLEWORK
^ JOURNAL" with details covering Prize Needlework Contest as per advertisementm in "Farm and Fireside."

Name

Address

FOR MEN
PROTECTION against chilling of the body;

fore-runner of colds, pneumonia and rheumatism.
Famous over half a century for its superior qualities.

Every garment shaped to the figure and guaranteed
not to shrink.

Glastenbury Two-Piece and Union Suits, Flat
Knit Spring Needle Underwear are made in several weights
of fine wools, worsted, and merino.

Adjustable drawer bands on all two-piece 'grades
Natural Gray Wool, winter weight

"

Natural Gray Wool, winter weight '

Natural Gray Wool, winter weight (Ja Oft
Natural Gray Wool, light weight I $ /.DU f^ V /
Natural Gray Worsted, light weight (

• ~~
Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, light weight
Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight
Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, winter weight

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Write for booklet— sample cuttings. Yours for the asking. Dept. 32

GLASTONBURY KNITTING COMPANY, Glastonbury, Conn.

Per Garment
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Let It Cany Your Load
IN the olden days folks put the world on the

back of a fabled giant called "Atlas." To-
day progressive farmers put a world of,work
on the shoulders of an

International Kerosene Engine
This sturdy, reliable, willing} inexpensive

servant is doing more today to take drudgery
ojit of farming than any other one factor. It

tackles scores of jobs about the farm— such
as sawing wood, pumping water, cutting feed,

running the fanning mill, etc., and disposes of

them swiftly and satisfactorily.

Rations for the smallest size cost less than 3c per
hour— pretty cheap board for a "jack-of-all-trades"
that does the work of a dozen men. Stop working
so hard. Slip all the pesky Httle jobs to an Inter-

national. It conserves your time and labor and fat-

tens your purse. There are three sizes, IJ^, 3 and
6-H. P., all operating on kerosene or gasoline.

An International dealer nearby will go over this

work wizard, point by point, and explain why its

"credentials" are gilt edge. Or write the address
below and full information will be supplied.

International Harvester Company
OF AMERICA IHC

Chicago USA

You are sure of a square deal if
you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

See what a bargain yoa are offered here-
cert to send with your order. These strong,

wonderful shoes sent to you on
approval just to sho' v v*>u tli i

in spite of advac
prices of materia"
and tabor we can f

.

give yoo themostv
remarkable ^

values. Just send
your name and ad-
dress stating size
wanted. Compare
these with shoes at
$6 or even $8. Keep
them only if the
beet bargain you
ever saw.

Soft Toe

Genuine

Munson

Last
Big

Bargain

oak

Splendid
qnality and a

' great ehoe with
Boft toe—wonder-

fully easy on the
feet. And how they do

wear! Uppers are finest
Quality, thick soft, pliable

leather; fine drill lining: solid
leather double soles and heels

insure the greatest service under hardest wear. Not
only a wonderful wearing shoe but is exceptionally
fine looking. Tan color. Lace blucher style. This,
men, is the very shoe you want for real wear. The
grandest shoe last ever made. Biggest value for
the money. Sizes 6 to 13.

MmiA/V today—just your nance SvlSO
and address—no money. Pay

fortheshoes on arrival. Try them on and see how
comfortable and stylish they are. If you don't say
this is the biggest shoe bargain yoo can find, or if for
any reason shoes are not satisfactory, return them
and we will refund your money. Be sure to give size
when ordering. Order shoes by No. A1805.
LEONARD-MORTDN & CO., Sept. 936 Chicago

LANDOPENiNG
This corporation is opening
lor settlement over fifty
thousand acres of highly pro-

ductive agricultural land, close to towns and tracks of the
Tremont and Gulf Railway Company, in the heart of
Louisiana. Wliat we want are actual settlers, and to these
we will give inducements and terms that are extraordinary.
Very liberal homeseeker arrangements now ready. All
these lands need is development. Every advantage. .Good
climate, good water, good elevation, richsoil.doublecrops,
close proximity to markets, good prices for produce, ideal
cattle country, big corn, splendid productivity generally.
Educational facilities excellent. Prosperous farmers and
good neighbors to welcome you. Farms of forty acres and
up now ready for settlement. Low prices, easy long time
payments. Best land-buy in the south, where you can
enjoy outdoor life the whole year 'round.

Free booklet, "Land Where Life is Worth Living."
A. R. Code, Land and Industrial Commissioner,
Tremont and Gulf Ry. Co.. Winnfield, La., Dept. 11.

Wear Absolutely Waterproof Steels
Cost less than leather, wear 3 to 6 timea
longer, are lighter, easier, stronger.
Stop big shoe bills. Eliminate repair
biile. Stop foot troublee. Prevent Colds,
Rheumatism, Corns, Bunions. Keep feet

warm and dry in snow, rain,
mud, slush . Never change
shape—comfortable always.

FREE Shoe Book Tells
All. Write Today.

N. M. RUTHSTEIN, Vrce-Pres.

STEEL SOLE SHOE CO., Dept. A22, Racine, Wis.

Better Your Salary
If you belong to the class of men

who want advancement and who are

willing to put in real and honest labor

to get it, then we have a job for you

that is worth undertaking. We pay

$50 Weekly Salary and Expenses.

Write to-day.

County Sales Manager

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Poultry for the Farm Woman
By Bertha L. Smith (Ohio)

THERE have been so many articles in
the various agricultural papers con-
cerning the raising and feeding of

chickens, the trap-nesting of hens, and the
proper proportion of meat scrap and char-
coal in their daily diet, that we farm women
find ourselves in a net of technical terms,
with a buzz of protein, carbohydrates, and
mineral salts in our ears. Since but few of
us aim to be specialists, I think it is time
for a swing of the pendulum, and that we
will fare better to get back to the good
old-fashioned common sense of our for-
bears, plus the knowledge that our study
of the efforts of the experts in this line has
given us. I will confess that I have been a
"follower," and have tried out many and
various fads of feeding and raising, and
have thus spent much valuable time that

insist that it does not pay to raise mongrel
stock. I set enough hens in March or early
April to raise the pullets for the next year's
stock; that is to be assured of at least 60
well-developed pullets maturing. I always
retain 40 yearlings; they make good early
spring layers, and are ready to do the
mothering of the coming flock. The
cockerels resulting from this early hatch
are used generously on the home table, and
the surplus can be readily converted into
a pretty hat or a cool summer dress.
Now, right here I digress from all the

good advice of poultry raisers. I have
chickens hatch after April. I have small
or colony houses that can be easily moved.
I plan to have about 50 chicks come og
so that I can put them with a mother hen
into the oats field, after the grain is cut and

Outwitting the Hessian Fly
SEPTEMBER

frrtilizer &ppbi

FOR avoiding the attacks of
the Hessian fly, late seeding

has been found to be the most
successful method. But in late
seeding there is danger of not get-
ting a stand that will carry well
over the winter, and decreased
yields result. Choosing the lesser

of two evils, however, seems to be
the logical thing in this case; for,

while late seedingmay givesmaller
yields, early-seeded wheat may
succumb to the attacks of the fly

and be destroyed entirely.

And your late-seeded wheat
can be given a boost that will
carry it well through the winter,
by careful preparation of the seed
bed. The fertilizer used should
carry a high percentage of phos-
phorus, as that element is lacking
in most soils thathave been farmed
long. A good complete commer-
cial fertilizer carrying 10 or 12 per
cent phosphoric acid is fine, or in

many cases acid phosphate or basic
slag alone would pay best of all.

Thus you can still get almost
maximum yields, andby late plant-
ing keep out the Hessian fly. Many
millions of bushels of wheat can
be saved this next year by a little

more careful attention to seeding
and fertilization.

sober afterthought convinces me could
have given better returns.

I have a good farm flock of thrifty hens.

They probably will not maintain as high an
average egg yield as the carefully nurtured
specialist's flock, but why should they?
The cost of feeding does not have to be
taken into consideration, because the food
is raised on the farm and consists mainly
of by-products and "screenings." Don't
adopt a diet and stick to it through all

seasons, and at all times. Why? Because
one year there may be a superabundance
of "nubbin" corn, another year the wheat
may yield a quantity of "light" grains, and
another will find " oodles

'

' of small potatoes,

turnips, carrots, or underdeveloped cab-
bage heads to add to the food. But do try

and maintain a balanced diet; study the
specialist's articles enough to know what
element each food you possess has, then go
ahead and use what you have.
For instance, I never buy meat scraps

in the winter. There are the "cracklings"
and all the "off-fallings" of butchering
time to be garnered, and there is a plentiful

supply of sour milk, and commercial meat
scrap is a superfluity. If you burn wood
in any of your stoves, as I do, the question
of chareoal is solved; you can crush or

grind it yourself. Sand and gravel are

hauled in from a near-by creek each year,

meaning a half-day's work for the man and
a team. I do have to buy the oyster
shells. This winter, having a lot of com-
mon navy beans that were discolored by
a quick shower after the vines w^ere pulled,

I used these in the mash, thoroughly
cooked, and found my hens greedy for

protein in this form.
I have no quarrel with those who prefer

incubators. It's all a matter of taste.

For maintaining my flock of 100 hens, and
having all the fried chicken we wish to eat,

I use the old "settin' hen." My flock con-
sists of pure-bred Barred Rocks. I would

hauled; another bunch goes into the wheat
field, and perhaps another in the clover

patch. After the first ten days these flocks

actually raise themselves. I see that they
have water, sour milk, and grit in their

houses. Fifteen minutes a day is all the
time spent on them. They grow lustily,

and in the autumn may be turned off

into cash—almost net cash, for they live on
the grain that would otherwise be wasted,
and thrive on grasshoppers and bugs.

Even a Short Vacation
[CONTINtffiD FROM PAGE 16]

accompany you are compatible. I would
rather tinker with a balky engine or patch
a tube in the broiling sun than put up with
a family that is never satisfied, always in a

hurry, and who spend half of the time pre-

dicting calamity.
The car ought to be in good mechanical

condition, a couple of spare tires and tubes
should be carried, but if this is not con-

venient take an extra tube and a couple of

blow-out patches, and buy other supplies

as needed. Drive carefully and never get

in a hurry. If you can take but three days
off, plan to stay pretty close to home, so you
will not have to rush back; and if you hire

a man to look after yovu* stuff for a couple

of weeks, make provision that he will stay

with the job if 'you don't get back on
on schedule. When I take a vacation I

don't want to worry.
A pair of overalls, over a reasonably

decent pair of trousers, and an old coat are

as good an outfit as the male members of

the party can find, and the women ought
to dress with as few frills as possible. You
are going on a vacation where you can rest

and live and have a good time, and not to

create an impression or stand parade. The
more simple it is the better you will like it,

and the more returns it will pay.
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—with the largest flour mill on earth—with huge grain elevators—

a

great modern laboratory and the international organization of

Pillsbury, the unfailing quality of Pillsbury Products is assured.

Out of the great Pillsbury laboratory and the immense flour

mills, one by one, have come new products until today we have the

Pillsbury Family of Foods—A Select Family of Selected Foods.

Pillsbury's Health Bran—Wheat Cereal—Pancake Flour—Rye, Gra-
ham and Durum flours—all are worthy members of the Pillsbury

Family of Foods. If PILLSBURY is on the package, the product
is guaranteed. Your grocer carries "the Pillsbury line."

PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS COMPANY Minneapolis, U. S. A.

Pillsburys

Pillsbury's

?ea,lth.Bran
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the nationaljoy smoke

Copyright 1919
by R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Co.

NEVER was such two-fisted-

smokejoy as you puff out of a
jimmy pipe packed with Prince
Albert! That's because P. A. has
the quality!

Your taste apparatus certainly

cannot be fooled! So, when you
smoke Prince Albert and get a lot

of delightyou know you've got the

first prize on the end ofyour line!

Prince Albert's quality alone puts

it in a class of its own, but when
you figure that P. A. is made by our

exclusive patented process that cuts

out bite and parch—vre//—you real-

izewhy P. A. is so unlike other kinds.

No matter what your past luck

has been on pipe smokes you put

your confidence in Prince Albert for

it certainly makes good every time

the clock ticks.

Toppy red baga, tidy
red tins, handsome
pound and halfpound
tin humidors—and—
that claasy, practical
pound crystal glass
humidor urith sponge
moistener top that
keeps the tobacco in

mchperfectcondition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C
ClAW MITI^ SHINGLE MILLS, CORNJAW miJ_l-.0 MILLS, WATER WHEELS,
ENGINES. DeLOACH CO., 546, ATLANTA, OA.

TheCheapestWayTq

, PullStumps /
Send No Money

Try Kirstin 30
days FREE on your B

own stumps

—

6 months
to pay. If not convinced

return it. Money refunded.

B ^%^t—..tSwi One-Man '

, [VirMin Stump PuUer I

I
Weighs less—costs less. Greater power, speed I
and strength. Lasts longer. A few pounds pull

on handle exerts tons on stump. Free Book I
gives full details. Shows One-Man and Horse
Power models. A. J. KIRSTIN COMPANY |HKBM 2101 Lud Street, ESCANABA, MICH. HMiHai

{Nadl This ONqponj
ToTheReillyCo., Dept. 134, Indianapolis, Ind.
"pL£ASE place ray name on your FREE rnailmfr list

to receive your magazine, 'THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which reviews all Livestock
and Poultry Bolletins issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No obligation or expense
to me. In return I send yoo the name of the
dealer from whom I purchase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supplies.

My dealer is—

His sddresB—
Mail the magrazine to my address,
which I enclose with this coupon.

G
FOR FALL SOWING

Buy direct from us at wholesale prices. Get high-
est quality guaranteed seeds and save one profit.
We deal direct with you. Tlie big saving will surprise
you. All seed sold subject to Government test. Alsike
and Timothy mixed cheaper and better tlian Timotliy.
Write tor samples and circulars today on aH Grass and
Field Seeds and Feeds. Quicis Service.
DAVE PECK SEED CO., Dept. 13, Evansvllle, Inil.

OWNERS! Jry"FOR-DO
10 DAYS

Works wonders on Ford cars. Gives engine more^
power, more "pep," more speed. Gives 4 to 6 miles more per gal-

lon. Enables you to locate engine trouble instantly. Overcomes ail
spark plug troubles. Doubles life and service of plugs. Makes old, cracked or
worn out plugs spark like new. More than 50,000 put on Ford cars in last three

months. Let us send one for you to try 10 days free on yom: Ford.

St^nH l\in Mnnr»lf^ ^^^^ ^^^^ your name and<^CIIU f«W Ittuntsym address,and we wUlsendyou
|Tor-do" complete, postpaid, ready to attach. You can put it on
in 3 minutes. No changes necessary in car or engine, no holes to
bore, easier to put on than plugs. Use 'Tor-do" 10 days Free. If

you find it does everything we claim, and you want to keep it,

send only $3. Ifyou are not pleased, just say so—mail it back and
no charge will be made. We take all the risk. Send today.

G. E. COLBY CO., Inc., 50 n. 8th Ave., Maywcod, III.

It Paid Us to Haul With a Truck:
By J. L. Justice (Indiana)

A NY practical way that a farmer can
/\ save both time and money represents

XJL an economy. It has been pointed out
that the adoption of the motor truck or the
formation of a motor express would be
an economy to a large number of farmers.
Here is a concrete illustration:

During a period of warm weather we
had left from a herd six head of fat hogs
which we desired to send to the local

packing house. The packing plant is

about four miles from here, and to send
the hogs in a wagon would require the
better part of a morning for a team and
hand. So we called in a motor truck, the
charge for the trip being $1.50.
On our home scales, before leaving, the

six head weighed 1,244 pounds. At the
packing plant they weighed 1,230 pounds,
the shrinkage on the trip being 14 pounds.
The time between the farm and packing
plant was about twenty minutes.

If we had taken these hogs in a wagon
the loss from shrinkage, as past experience
has proved many times, would have been
between four and six pounds a head.
Taking four pounds as a fair basis, the
total loss woixld have been 24 pounds.
The truck therefore saved the difference
between 24 and 14 poimds, or 10 pounds.
The hogs brought 17 cents a pound, so
the 10 pounds represented a saving of

$1.72, and the truck man charged 31-50
for hauling. We made 22 cents by hiring
the truck, and the work was all over in

less than an hour. On looking at it in a
comparative way with the wagon and
truck:

W.\GON Charges
Team, H day at S3 $0.75
Driver's time, day 75
24 lbs. shrinkage at S17.25 cwt 4. 14

Total charge r S5.64

Tbuck Charges
Truck charge $1 . 50

{

14 lbs. shrinkage at $17.25 cwt 2.41

$3.91

Does a Motor Run Sweeter

at Night?
DOES it seem to you that your motor

nms better at night? It is the im-
pression of a great many motorists that it

does. There seems to be less missing, and
the car glides along with the pleasant,

contented sound that makes you feel that
everything is working in perfect unison.
It is even a pleasure to have the muffler
cut out so as to hear the even torque of all

the cylinders more plainly.

Experts say that there is more in this

view than most people realize, but they
claim that one of the chief reasons that the
car runs better is that you do more careful

driving. Diu"ing the daytime there is a
tendency to speed, and sharp corners,

chuck holes, and an overheated engine are

unnoticed, due to the interest in things
along the way.
At night there is the constant thought

that some obstacle or sharp turn may be
lurking ahead. Unconsciously you drive
more slowly.

The motor has a language of its own
that is very easy to imderstand if one will

but give it his ear. Here are some of the
things it will be saying to you:

"Give me food and drink in moderation;
don't choke me. Give me a good digestion,

so I can thoroughly digest my food, which
is the gas mixture, and thus show my best
power.
"Do not give me too rich mixtures of

food and a weak spark, for that leads to

waste, and soon I will be all choked up
with carbon and have a bad liver and heart,

and I will pant when going up the hills.

Better give me less gas, more air, and a big

hot spark with which to consu'ne it. In
this way my cylinders will keep clean and
I won't be afraid of the hills. Then I will

purr." G. w. M.

Making a Motor Truck Pay
By Charles Olive (Minnesota)

JOHN MASON of Renville County,
Minnesota, believes in being up-to-date.

As to automotive machines, he has two
pleasure cars, a tractor, and a truck. He
says a motor truck woiild well pay on any
average farm. He has had his truck for

three years, and has always found it as use-
ful as any other farm implement. The
machine is still good, though it has seen
some hard service.

When I met Mr. Mason the other day
he said: "I was at first doubtful whether a
truck would be profitable on a 160-acre
farm. But I have much produce to haul
to market every fall, and, as it is 10 miles to
town, I cannot possibly make more than
two trips a day vnth horses. I figured that

I could do the work much quicker with a
|

motor truck, and thus save a lot of valua-
ble time. So, wise or unwise, I decided to

|

buy a truck.
"I purchased one with a ton capacity I

that same fall, and I have beenin love with
the gas wagon ever since. With it I ami
able to do alone as much hauling as three]
men with three teams can do, and often]
more. I use the truck for hauUng all myl
grain to market, and also my cream, hogs,l
and cattle. I have frequently taken overl
50 bushels of grain to the load, and made]
six trips to town in a day, even when the]
roads have not been in best condition. AndJ
I do not have to sit on the load and freeze]

for hours when it is cold. Indeed, myl
motor truck is one of the handiest machines]
on the farm, and has paid for itself many]
times over. Hauling farm products ICj

miles to market in a lumber wagon is, ]]
think, an old-fashioned method.
"The truck has saved my horses, and has

]

also saved much time in just hauling things]

to market. But I have put the machine tc
]

numerous other uses. Last fall my well rar
J

dry, and I was obliged to haul water for mjJ
stock from a neighboring farm. One of mj]
smaller boys could do the work with th«I

help of the truck. I was very busy, and il

it hadn't been for the truck I believe
would have been stuck.

"For a 160-acre farm I think that a one I

ton truck is large enough. But lots o:[

farmers are now buying the heavier trucks
]

On the big grain farms, 3-, 3 J^-, and 5-toi

trucks are used for hauling grain to market
On account of its weight, grain cannot bi

|

hauled quickly with teams."

WhyThey Top the Markd
j

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15]

the heavy hog to those more on the butchej
type, and the average weight now runs fron]

225 to 250 pounds. Since the Allies startec]

buying pork and products of us, the goo<j
old-fashioned heavy hog has been in mon]
demand.
The big type hog is fine for lard, but th I

domestic consimiption of lard has dej
creased very materially in the last fe^j

years. This is partially due to the increase< I

use of vegetable oils and fats, and to th<

manufactured products which tend to de|

crease the use of the hog product.

Note : This is the second of a series of thwi 11

articles on stock feeding and marketing, t

show the farmer what and how to produc
|

stock for which the packer will pay him gooi

money. The first article, on beef, appeare
in the August issue. The last article, on sheei

|

will appear in the October issue. If you misse
i

the August issue, and want it, send this not
j

with your name and address to us at 381 Fourt
Avenue, New York City, and we will mail i

|

to you. The Editor.
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That Basket of Apples

Under the Seat

By George Weimar Brown (Ohio)

HAVE you ever noticed when you drive

into town with a load of apples to

peddle about, or dispose of to the groceries,

what a hungry look that man standing

i

upon the street near-by gives you as you

1
pull up to the curb, and especially if you

have extra fine fruits displayed in nice

crates? We did, and we took a valuable

, lesson from that hungry look. The whole

i world is hungry for good apples to eat, and

all the time. We used to feel sorry when
we shied glances at him with the hungry

look, but our apples were all weighed up in

measures ready to deliver, and we must

not start in handing out, or we would run

short. We caught a trick one day when
packing in our orchard for the market.

Quite a few specimens were always found

with little defects, overripe or bruised just

a little. These apples were more than we
could use up at home, and often went to

waste. Next day when we took our load

of apples to town, a half-bushel basket of

these specimens, mellowed for ready eat-

ing, went under the seat, and everywhere

we met that hungry look with a ripe apple.

And it worked, better than we had
suspected, for the next time we went to

town with apples that hungry look met us

with an order for some of our apples. Then
it went still further. The grocers where we
delivered apples found out, and we did not

tell them either, that we were handing out

ripe samples. It increased their trade, and
thereby increased the demand for more of

our apples. Now we never go to market in

apple time without a good, generous

basket of ripe samples under our seat, and

they bring us as much money in an ad-

vertising way as our crop does in the

market.
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How I Use My Bank
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

[HAVE long believed that our telephones

could save us more time and travel than

;hey do. Right now I am thinking about

ioing the farmer's banking by telephone.

[ am not so very much different than

nost farmers, and I live six miles from my
3ank. There are times when I want
lomething done fairly quick and which
ormerly meant a trip to town.

Now I have found that practically all

ny banking business may be done without

;oing to the bank at all. When I want to

ieposit checks on my checking account I

ust make a list of them, on the slips that

:he bank has on the public desks at all

jimes, and mail them to the cashier. I

icnow him personally, and so I address the

etter in his name, and no one else gets at

t. The.bank gives me a pad of depositing

lips, so that I have them out here all the

ime. Then in a few days the receipt from
he bank comes out, and the business is

lone.

Sometimes I want to borrow a little

noney for an emergency. I formerly made
. trip in to the bank when I wanted money,
,s I felt that it was something to be quiet

.bout—in fact, almost ashamed of. Now I

io not see it that way, and I call the cash-

BT on the phone and tell him how much I

leed and for how long. He mails me a note,

/hich I sign and return, and the job is

lone. Then the time comes to pay the

lote. I send a check made out to the bank,
nth interest added, and in a few days I

et the note back marked paid, and the
lUsiness is over with.

Lj Now I wonder if you think this is risky.
m >erhaps it is. Most of the business we do

5 rislQ' in some way or another, at some
'ime or another. The banker I deal with is

home man whose interests are here. A
latter of a few dollars would not make him

fi
un away. If he embezzled a half million,

' hen he might be expected to run; but
/hat I send in wouldn't be worth the car
are on a very long run.

I find that the banks rather like this

ort of business, as it distributes their
7ork better than when people come to the
window in bunches. When there is no one

Ot the window the mail business can be
aken care of.

There are some who advocate farmers'
orrowing money of their banks, whether

[itifj
hey need it or not, just to get acquainted

t ath the bank's methods of doing business
J#

! nd to establish a line of credit. One can
fi* stablish credit that might be very con-

enient some time when there is a pinch. I

^'l^ on't know whether I would do this, if I

f idn't need it, or not, though I believe the

fjjs ,
iea is worth considering.

msJ''

lllUi
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Our Victory Model
A TWO-YEAR REVISION—OVER 100 IMPROVEMENTS

After 16 Years

This new Mitchell Six comes
out in our 16th year of car

building.

We have built and watched
tens of thousands of Light
Sixes. They have given the

Mitchell a world-wide fame.

Now our engineers and spec-
ialists have worked two years*
on this new model, to embody
all we have learned. There are
more than 100 important im-
provements, based on vast ex-

perience.

You should measure up these
new-day standards before you
buy a fine car now.

Lasting Newness
The object of this new Six is

to give you lasting newness.
Most cars satisfy when new.

In this new Mitchell that new-
ness will endure.

Part by part we have added
strength. We are using better
materials, new heat treatments,
123 drop forgings.

New and radical tests are
now applied to every vital part.

Inspection is carried to ex-
tremes.

Reducing Wear
There is finer workmanship.

We have spent over $300,000

on new machinery and equip-

ment to attain this.

There is utter smoothness in

the motor, less waste of power.

The crankshafts are twice bal-

anced on two new-type ma-
chines:

Gears are perfectly mated.

Transmissions are tested in a

sound-proof room. Engines are

tested, and for hours, with elec-

tric dynamometers.

The bodies are extra-staunch.

The top will stay new. The
luster of the finish is enduring.

The rear springs have been
proved unbreakable.

A thermostat on the motor
controls temperature. The gaso-

line is perfectly vaporized. Thus
we cut down fuel cost.

These things mean much to

owners. They mean less wear,
less upkeep, less operating cost.

And they mean much extra

service.

Learn the Facts
Ask for our catalog and learn

all the improvements, or see

our nearest dealer. These are

qualities every car owner
wants. Now so many know
them that Mitchell sales are

breaking all our records.

A Six like this at the Mitchell

price is due to our factory

efficiency. We build the com-

plete car—motor, chassis and

body—under scientific cost-re-

ducing methods. This model
plant has long been famous for

them.

When you know the facts

this car will be your first choice

in this class. Write us today*

5-Passenger Touring Car
$1690 f. o. b. Factory

120-ln. Wheelbase— 40 h. p. Motor
3-Passenger Roadster, same price

Also built as Sedan and Coupe

7-Passenger Touring Car
$1875 f. o. b. Factory

127-In. Wheelbase— 48 h. p. Motor

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc.

Racine, Wisconsin

WANTED—AMBITIOUS MEN
SEVERAL more positions open to men who act quickly. Our proposition is

clean cut and full of real opportunities to earn a good living. It is only for

the man who desires to advance himself both in position and salary and is willing

to work hard for this advancement. To such a man immediate success is in sight.^
Does a $50 a Week Salary Appeal to You?

You can make this much right at the start, and by persistent

plugging soon advance your earnings to $6S a week. We know you
can, because others are doing it right along. What they can do, you
can do also.

If you want a permanent position, if you want to make bigger

money than you have ever made before, sit down now and write us a

full letter about your past experience. Clip the coupon and return

it with your reply.

! Salesmanager, Farm and Firestde,

I The Crowell Publishing Co.,

I
Springfield, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

I Please tell me how I can earn ?50 weekly working

I
for you, and explain your pjoposition in detail. I am
enclosing a letter which contains full information about

I

myself and experience.

Name

I
Address.,
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60,000 Esirlier Hudsons
Foretold This Super-Six

Qualities That Men Had Predicted Would Make
It the Unrivalled Car Have Now Been Realized

Everyone knows Hudson Super-Six history.

It is written in the official records of some of

the greatest endurance and speed tests known.
It is told in nearly every locality by those who
know how performance reveals quality.

But its greatest fame lies in the apprecia-

tion that thousands of owners hold for it.

You have heard Hudson owners predict

its ultimate achievements. They have praised

their cars and yet always they have said that

a greater Super-Six was inevitable,-

Hudson Evolution Came Naturally

Let the reader review the past four years

of motor history. The Super-Six was a distinct

step ahead in motor designing. It added 72%
to power without increased weight or compli-

cations.

Its principle was new. Vibration had been
minimized. Performance had been increased.

That first Super-Six revealed a development
not possible to any other type. It foretold

the Hudson we now offer.

Each Year Marked Some Improvement

New Hudson models are not mere changes

in body design. Such attractiveness is not
overlooked. The main effort has been to

increase endurance, to free it from the faults

common to all cars.

Easier starting, more reliability of perform-
ance, freedom from mechanical attention, a
safer, more comfortable and more economical
car has been the aim.

Each added quality has been proved in a

thousand ways. The speedway, road racing,

moimtain climbing, trans-continental tour-

ing atexpress speed, did their part. Spectacu-
lar records were established, but long after

details of the world's fastest mile for a stock

chassis, or the double nm from San Francisco
to New York and return, had been forgotten

by the public, Hudson engineers continued
to profit by the lessons learned in those tests.

Subsequent models showed the result.

Such a car would have been imp>ossible with-

out that experience. We did not enter racing to

win prizesbut to learn how to build a better car.

Sale* Lead All Fine Cars

Like the constant champion it proved to

be on the race track, Hudson sales exceed

those of any other fine car.

More Hudsons are built now than ever
before. A month's output now is as great as

was the first four months* production of the

first Super-Six.
Sales demand, though, has always been

ahead of the supply. That shows how motor-
dom regards the Super-Six.

When will you make it your choice?

(1086) Hudson Motor Car Company Detroit, Michigan

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Double mileage, prevent biow-
outa and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details frt^. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116. Cincinnati

Expert
Anto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Young man, are yoa
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert. I teach
w'th tool3 not books.
Do the work yourself,
that's the secret of the

SWEENEY SYSTEM
of practical training by which 6,000

*

Boldiers were trained for U. S. Gov-
ernment and over 20,CC0 expert
mechanics. Learn in a zew weeks; no previous
experience necessary.

PPCC Write today for illastrated free catalog
riibb showing hundreOs of pictures men
working in new Million Dollar Trade School.

Don't Use Your Ford
without a Red Spot Manilold Heater. Gives the smooth,
powerful action of a six cylinder car. Save one third gaso-
line. Red Spot gets all the power out of every drop of fuel

.

Use part kerosene. Make hills or bad road on high.

Keep Your Motor Cool
on the hottest day by using a lean, gasoline-sa\1ng mixture.
Get more power, less carbon, no missing and jerking

—

save repair bills.
t-end So and year of motor, for prepaid parcel post ship-
ment. Saves its cost every two months. Attach in live
minutes. Sold on monev back guarantee. A.xleford Truck
Co., Dept. F.. 7311 Crandon Ave., Chicago.

A New Invention
THE e:ac)k.r

A1TT09IATIC XAIiVE
OBIMDEB

Greftt«at Labor and Mooe; BaT«r ever
brought out to eubance
Automobile Efficiency
KQarauteeiDC Bore milca^e^
a taviDg of pas and the elim-
Inatton of nioety per cent
intor trouble*—Lasta a life

time—Easy to use

—

Saves it« cost erery-

tlme yoa grind your

Agents Wanted
'

$25 to $50 a day, easily
made—Dont miss this—Greatest
Seller on Record, Write for Free
Descriptive Circulars. Address
THE EAGLE MFG. CO.. 204. CINCINNATI. 0.

Sales Agent
We want one excluBire r«prMeotatfv«
in every coosty. The posiaon is wortn f

—

a month to oDe_Be)ected. Ifmexpanenced
I train yon. Write us, the laiweat mfr'a

tranaparent bandied Knives and Bazora, for
tioo. Novelty Cutlery Col526ar St,

prOIKMU-
Cinnn. 0.

CORN
IIADUrCTPD One man, one horse, one row, self
nHnftaitn gathering; equal to « com bmder;
sold direct to farmers for 23 years. Only $25, with
fodder binder, shipped by express to every state.^ ^-.-i ihowingFree Catalogue

CORN HARVESTER CO.
pictures of H^rveater.

SALINA, KANS.

Leam Auto
and Tractor Business^

Earn SIOO to
SttOOaMonth
Ki^ht in your own

oeigbborbood. You need orily let it be known
fbatyoa are a Rahe Trained Motor Mecbanic.

ind yoa will getintoagood paying basioessatoDce.

Learn in 6 to 8 Weeks
Dailvpractfce on up-to-date Aatomoblles Tracka
and Tractors— The Greatest Training Equip-
ment in America. Tbouaandsof eaccess-
fol graduatea — many from yoor own
eectfon, tNo colored epplicatiODS.)
CafflA IVau/ Write today for T-Day

Page ]lli]6trated Opportunity £ook.
State age and occupation.

RAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL
Dept. 2264. Kansas Clly, Mo.

The Hallmarks of a Green-

horn Mechanic
By P. T. Hines (North Carolina)

EVERYWHERE you see the halhnarks
of the greenhorn mechanic—^that fel-

low who knows httle about machinery but
thinks he knows it all.

He is the man who uses the wrong tool
on every job; who is always able to tear
down but seldom able to put together;
who rushes in where really good mechanics
fear to tread; who is always able to give
advice on any mechanical subject.

In short, he is the man who makes half
the wheels of repairing machinery go
round, because when he gets through
fixing" a machine real mechanics have a

job.

You can always tell when he has been
near a machine.
Nuts will have been loosened and

tightened by the use of hammer and cold
cfisel.

Cotter pins will have been taken out and
not replaced.

All lock washers will have been scattered
to the winds.

Threads on bolts and nuts will have
been battered and stripped.
Every part about the machine will be

loose unless it has simply stayed tight of

its own accord.
Gears will be chewed up until they are

almost unrecognizable.
Bearings will have cried in vain for

grease and adjustment.
Parts will be missing, paint scratched,

and the whole machine dirty and unkempt.
The services of such a man are dear at

any price—are dear even if they cost
nothing.
Do not be a greenhorn mechanic. Be no

mechanic at all rather than this.

And do not hire one!

A Motorcycle Pointer
By W. E. Curley (Ohio)

DO NOT neglect the rim of your
motorcycle. If you happen to lose a

spoke or two from a wheel (and there are
few of us who are so fortimate as to escape
the loss of spokes in the course of a year)
do not think that a couple of spokes more
or less make no difference to the wheel.
If such were the case the manufacturer
would have left them out in the first place.

Replace broken spokes as soon as
possible, if you wish to keep your rim I

straight and true. Just as soon as a spoke
is broken the rim wUl have a tendency to

pxill sidewise at the point where the spoke
was attached.
The same thing applies to loose spokes.

It is surprising how quickly the spokes
will loosen up, and the rim warp in con-
sequence, if the wheels are not inspected
and spokes tightened frequently.

After a rim has been warped for some
time, due to unequal tension of spokes, it

is practically impossible to straighten it

by tightening the loose spokes. It seems to

get a permanent warp, and a new rim is i

the only cure.
\

I do not convey the "dea that it is dan-
|

gerous to ride a motorcycle with loose or \

missing spokes, for a wheel with one third

of its spokes missing—if not all in one
place—will carry the rider with perfect

safety. If you have an accident and rip

out some spokes, do not hesitate to ride

home, but if you wish to keep your wheels
true replace the spokes as soon as possible.

An Easy Way to Balance

a Ration

DID you ever sit down to balance a ra-

tion where there were two or three

concentrates, in addition to silage and hay,

to figure on? And did you ever get up in

disgust because it was feeding time and
you hadn't yet hit the right combination?

If you have you will appreciate a device

that has just been perfected which will do

all of your ration-balancing for you, and in

a tenth of the time it usually takes.

This instrument is a simple little cylinder

with rotating drums on which the figures

are arranged. It is a very easy mattei

quickly to arrange several different ratior

combinations, and then the most economi-j

cal one can be selected. It is beUeved hy

.

prominent dairy and live-stock men that,

this device will not only be of great assis-

tance to people who are now balancing

rations, but will also lead many who ar«

not now doing so into the ways of betteij

feeding. S. S. S.
|
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Tractor Farming in the

Canadian Northwest
By T. A. Clark (Saskatchewan, Can.)

THIS is too late to get into the contest,

but your articles on farmers' problems
are so interesting, especially on tractors,

that I couldn't resist trying to help you, if

possible.

I read where one of your correspondents

says that he has used his tractor nine

months and tTiought that after that much
experience he couldn't be fooled. Just let

me say here that although I have run
engines for seven years I still get a fooling

sometimes. Even after a person thinks he

knows it all, he will learn something every

day or so about his particular machine.

"A man never gets too old to learn." The
tractor I am using is a 12-25. Although
I have had a small amount of trouble I

never have had to call in an expert to

straighten me out. In the two years using

this model I have never been hung up at a

critical time. As this is starting on the

third season I can see where the manu-
facturers could improve on it to the
farmer's advantage, even if they had to

raise the price of the engine.

My main objection is the non-accesi-

bility of connecting-rod bearings. Al-

though a person can adjust them through
hand holes about 3x8 inches, you have to

do it all by feeling, and it is next to im-
possible to get the nuts tight, and extra
hard to find holes in bolts for cotter pins.

I think the holes should be larger, or the
crank case made so a person could remove
it without taking engine out of frame. I

always take the engine out, so that I can
see what I am doing and be sure of a good
job.

Next of importance is roller bearings.
Although the bearings have never bothered
me, there would certainly be less friction

if roller bearings were used every place
possible instead of just on rear axle. 'There

should be three roller bearings on jack
shaft, and also in front wheels. The worm
and segment should be enclosed from the
dust, because in this dry Canadian country
the edges of the worm and segment get

worn down to an edge you could shave
vith.

I am going to buy another tractor in the
next twelve months, and I will stick to the
same make if they remedy some of these
things; if not, I will look at some others
that suit me and which have these advan-
tages.

It might be of interest to you to know
that kerosene is 25 cents per gallon;

gasoline, 40 cents, and cylinder oil, $1.48.
These prices are by the barrel. Of course,

there are five American quarts in a
Canadian gallon. Three 14-inch plows
make almost an overload for a 12-horse-
power engine traveling 2J4 miles per hour
in breaking virgin soil that is heavy.
Three plows and harrow make a nice

load in stubble. I have double-disked
about 1,000 acres and plowed about 400
acres in the last two years, and have lots

of work for it this year.
• I have never seen a tractor that just

suited me in every detail. Some are
accessible, but leave gears exposed to the
dust; others are almost perfect in both of

those respects, but are poor kerosene
burners or require too much water in the
radiator to keep the system filled up. My
present tractor uses only about a quart of

water on a hot day, which I call perfection.
Then a few tractors still "monkey"

with dry batteries, while others have weak
frames. I believe practically all tractors
are equipped with too narrow drive wheels.
If you will notice the photographs in
tractor catalogues of farmers using their
tractors you will find that at least 75 per
cent of the users have extensions on the
wheels. Well, if extensions are necessary—
and they surely are—why doesn't the manu-
facturer put them on in the first place?
I have 6-inch extension rims, making
my wheels 18 inches wide, which isn't any
too wide. It packs the ground less, because
it divides the weight (5,000 pounds) over
more square inches and certainly helps in
3oft places in the field.

I have been asked a number of times
which I thought would'last the longest—

a

two or four cylinder engine. If they are
given the same care, develop the same
power, and hitched to the same load, I
can't see why one wouldn't last as long as
the other. For my part, if a tractor suited
me exactly I wouldn't give the flip of a
:oin for 'the difference.

Alfalfa believes in a square deal. It
jives back to the soil in nitrogen more
than enough to pay for its keep.

of Power Farininq
You buy a tractor to make

money. The more money a tractor

or implement will make for you
the more you are willing to pay
for it.

Consider then what a tractor will

make for you in dollars and cents

—how much man power it saves,

how many horses it displaces, and
the more and better work it will

do. That is the way to buy a
tractor—the purchase price alone

should not influence you.

When you buy a Moline-

Universal Tractor you get

one of the finest power
plants on wheels. You get

a completely equipped
tractor, with self starter,

electric governor, electric

lights, belt pulley, power
lift gang plow—everything

you need.

The Moline Line
of Implements

Plow,
(steel and chilled)

Harrows
Planters

Cultivators
Grain Drills
Lime Sowers
Mowers

Hay Rakes
Hay Loaders
Hay Stackers
Grain Binders
Com Binders
PitleM Scales
Spreaders
Wagon.

Moline-LIniversa] Tractor.
Stephens Salient Six

Automobile.

You not only buy a quality

tractor, but a complete system of

power farming. The Moline-Uni-
versal enables you to do all farm
work including cultivating. One
man operates both tractor and im-
plement from the seat of the
implement.

Actual figures from over 200
farms in 37 states show that the

Moline System of Power farming
saves an average of If men and

5 horses per farm.

Figure what such a sav-

ing will mean to you. Con-
sidered from this point of

view the Moline-Universal

is the lowest priced tractor

made. Thousands of farm-
ers are proving this every
day. Write us today for

full information. It's free

on request.

Moline Plow Company, Moline, 111.
Atlanta
New Orleans
Dallas

Oklahoma City

St. Louis
Poughkeepsie
Baltimore
Los Angeles
Indianapolis

Stockton
Spokane
Portland
Salt Lake City
Columbus, Ohio

Denver
Kansas City
0,maha
Minneapolis
Jackson, Mich.

Minot
Sioux Falls

Des Moines
Bloomington, 111.

Get These
BALER.
Facts!

Write todayl Leam why the Sandwich bales
2 to 8 extra tons per day without extra labor
expenee—saving $4 to J16 per day on labor
alone. Enables operators to bale 20 to 40 tons
per dar aod make $10 to $26 clear profit per
day easy

S Motor Power W W
ANDWICH
Hc^ Presses JL A

Supply own motor power, solid steel; ' 'break
proof^'; Kas or kerosene fuel; hopper cooled;
magneto. Tremendous power to handle bay.
alfalfa or straw. Friction clutch on press and
other improrements. Wonderful success.
Write for new Book "Tons Tell'*; guarantee
and full details FREE. Address
SANDWICH MANUFACTURING CO.
12 Wood Street Sandwich, III.

siMPLZ rmoNO

li Forget lastMuter

!

MAKE certain of your feed supply. Buy an Indiana
Silo now. You'll be surprised at our low prices.
We'll make delivery immediately, from our nearest

Factory. Write for prices.

SELL YOUR HORSES NOW
Save their winter feed. Cut your corn and do all your Fall work with
the Indiana Tractor. An All 'Round One-Man-Tractor that does more
work at less cost than any other tractor. Let us tell you what Farm-
ers from Maine to Mexico say ^. ,

about it—and what it will do for jV'^m'X'^- n ^, iyou on your farm using the im- . ^S;, ' " -
^'^—^''J

plements you have.

The Indiana Silo Company %
918 Union Building . Anderson, Ind. lu

918 Silo Building Kansas City, Mo.
"

918 Indiana Building Des Moines, Iowa
918 Live Stoclc Exchange, Ft. Worth, Tex.
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Daylight*^ Underground
700,000 miners do their work by the light of

carbide gas lamps—demand and depend ab-

solutely upon its steady unfailing brilliancy.

Carbide gas supplies 24-hour "sunshine" to

all kinds of tunnels, subways and other great

construction works where dark hours cannot
be tolerated.

A quarter of a million farm homes owe their

bright and modern cheerfulness* to carbide

gas lighting and cooking—the Panama
Canal, lighthouses, buoys, hospitals, schools,

and churches everywhere are conveniently
and economically lighted the same efficient

way.

Carbide gas is welding broken machinery for

factories and railroads, speeding and cheap-
ening shipbuilding—literally salvaging mil-

lions of dollars daily in material and time.

By all means write for the free book-
let telling all about this wonder
gas made from Union Carbide.

UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street, People's Gas Bldg. Kohl Bldg.
New York City, N. Y. Chicago, 111.

901

San Francisco, Cal.

Dept. 108

CctRcadyNpw!
Fur Book FREE
Old trappers' secrets, written by ex- ^
2rts. Tricks of the trade that will bring \pens,

extra profits. Get it from

Trapping knowledge that took years to learn la
yours for the asking m this new. up-to-tUe-minute
1920 book. Three books in one—Trapper's Guides
Game Laws and Trapper'e Supply Catalog.

Get FuDsten factory prices od all
equipment — traps, smokers, stretchers,
guns, clothing; everything you need.
FREE Shipping Tags and Market Reports.

Get yoar name on our liat—we keep
yoa coated oa markets.

FuNSTEN Bros. & Co,
Inlernalional Fur Exchange

1 27 Funsten Bldg.

St. Louis, Mo.

Trapli

Two Entire ffl

Manufacturers Stocks(

)

rthAt Ainazin|ly Low Prices!

)

, . Trappers! Buy direct from trap head- I J
I I qaarters. Pay 30% to 40% less for your traps, •'f

[ 1 Order from

0
0

(1
f » soecial lot. Also eet our iiook

I I
SoppUes-FREE. Write today

^ F. C. Taylor Fur Co., [TuVTxfh'SSIl

St. Louis, U.S.A.

We've iost bonffht two immense lots of hieheat crade
trape ata special price. No. 1 Traps (1.86 per dozen.
Others equallv low priced. Write for pncee on this
special lol. Also our Book of Traps and Trappers

0 375 Fur Exchange
Building

1^ I

How the Beef Ring Will Give

You Better Meat
By Thomas J. Delohery (Illinois)

THE automobile, electric-light plant,
telephone, and other things have done
much to eliminate the inconveniences

of farm life. Now comes the beef ring to
help solve the meat problem. Fresh, home-
killed beef on the farm is almost an im-
possibility unless there are enough people
to eat a steer, or the farm is situated close
to a city.

Twenty farmers around Marble Rock,
Iowa, have fresh meat every week, and
plenty of it, because they are members of
a beef ring, which they organized several
years ago.

L. N. Wilson of that city is a live-stock
man who often yearned for a nice juicy
steak. The meat he bought in town was
not like the kind he made for market, and
his mouth watered whenever he looked at
the choice load of beeves he was feeding.

"Those steers would make some fine
steaks," he said to his wife. "I wish I

could have a steak or two from them in-

stead of this tough beef we are getting in
town."
A few days afterward he picked up a

bulletin issued by one of the agricultural
colleges, which told of a beef ring in oper-
ation in Canada. It showed how the
farmers by this method were able to get
fresh beef every week.
The next day he met one of his neighbors

and told him of the plan. He told others,
and finally called together twenty of his
friends and proposed that they try the
thing.

The chief obstacle was the lack of a
slaughter house. So the men got together,
and with old lumber, costing them $15,
they, built an abattoir. They contributed
their labor and teams to the cause, and
one farmer gave the use of a plot of ground
on his farm, in return for which he gets
the offal, which he feeds to his hogs.
One of the members, it developed, was a

butcher before he took to farming, so he
was given that job, and it was agreed that
he should get $3 a head and the hide, heart,
tallow, and tongue for his labor..

When the slaughter house was built the
next question was supplying the beeves.
It was decided that one steer every two
weeks would be enough until the plan had

been tried out. Within a short time, after
its success was assured, it was raised to a
bullock a week.
With two steers and $6 in cash each

member has fresh beef for a family of five
for a year. It costs them about $5 a week
at this rate.

To make the slaughter house sanitary a
cement floor was put in. Not all of the
building is used for slaughtering. One room
is used as a cooler. Each winter it is packed
with ice. The icehouse is 16x24 feet, and
the cooUng room 8x10 feet. The ice is

six feet deep on the three sides, and three
feet on top, and is packed in sawdxist so it

will not melt too quickly. This sawdust
packing is 18 inches thick under the roof
and 12 inches around the sides, and the
sides of the cooUng-room are made of tin.

Meat will keep in this cooler two weeks
without tainting. In order that every
farmer will get as much meat as he supplies
a chart is used. This has the name of each
man, and it shows how much dressed beef
he takes away, and his supply. If he takes
away more than he gives, the surplus costs
him $12 per 100 pounds; and he is paid iH
like proportion if he takes away less than he
suppUes.

In order that there will be an equality in
division of the carcasses, the cuts are
divided according to the accompanying
drawing. As you will see, each cut is

numbered, and is distributed according to
the following table:

Roast Boiling Piece Steak

1 14 1

2 13 2
3 19 3
4 16 4
5 17 5
6 18 6
7 15 7
8 12 8
9 20 9
10 11 10

One man gets a boiling pie.ce, steak, and
roast each week, the position it comes from
the_carcass being decided on the slip on the
side of the list. A rotation is worked so
that the man who gets roast No. 1, boiling
piece No. 14, and steak No. 1 this week
will get roast No. 2, boiling piece No. 13,
and steak No. 2 next week. In the course
of twenty weeks, by this scheme, each man
gets cuts from every part of the carcass.
A spirit of pride causes the members to

supply only the best of their bullocks.
Once a man unknowingly supplied a steer
which was tubercular. When it was dis-
covered the carcass was disposed of, and
he furnished another animal in its place.

To Keep Young Stock

Healthy
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

BEWARE the old, bare-bitten grass
pastures for young animals. Were

every farmer to make it his invariable rule

to keep calves off old grass- during the first

year of life, feeding them in roomy, clean,

light, airy pens and shaded yards, provided
with an abundance of pure drinking water,
he would have better "luck."
Animals of one kind grazed year after

year on permanent pasture inevitably taint

or contaminate it with parasites peculiar

to their kind. Lung worms are contracted
by calves on such pasture, and there is no
perfectly satisfactory remedy for this pest,

which causes lack of thrift and sometimes
fatal pneumonia. Pigs, too, become in-

vested with lung worms which have a like

ill effect. They take them in on old hog
lots, pastures, orchards, and yards, or from
surface water and dirty feeding troughs.

Pigs, like calves, should be kept off such
contaminated places, and should be pas-
tured only on new green rape, peas and
oats, clover, alfalfa, or other forage crops.

Prevention in both instances is all-impor-

tant. Treatment is troublesome, expensive,
and rarely successful. What has been said

in respect to calves and pigs is equally true
of lambs and foals. Stomach worms, tape-
worms, nodular disease worms, and lung
worms soon infest lambs grazing bare-
bitten permanent sheep pasture.

Foals pasturing on old horsa-tainted
grass cannot escape contracting the deadly
bloodworm, for which there is no specific

cure.

Why I Am Going to Stick

to Dairying
By E. L. Vincent (New York)

SOME farmers are turning from milk to
beef. Instead of producing dairy prod-

ucts they are laying more stress upon
breeding, growing, and selling cattle for
meat.
Now is just the time when I am going to

hold on to dairying as tight as I can. Why?
There are those who tell us there is a sur-
plus of milk. Right on top of that the-

story comes, backed up by good evidence,
that there are many little folks, and old
ones too, that never know what it is to
have all. the milk they ought to have. As
long as that is so, I believe in producing all

the milk I can.

So I am doing my level best to make my
herd better. That has been my job for a
good many years, and I have had the joy
and the profit of seeing my milk test
steadily rise, while the quantity produced
is better to-day than ever. I have reached
out in various directions to find better
sires to head my herd. They have cost me
something, but they have given me some
good pure-breds and a number of fine

grades.
But I do not expect to stop here. There

is, somewhere, a better lot of cows than
mine. As fast as I can, I shall work to
graft some blood from those better cows
into my herd. Because, don't you see,

when any number of men sell their cows,
or change from dairy-farming to beef-
making, it is a good time for me to hold on
and get ready for the high tide in milk-
making that is sure to come my way.
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—or it inigAf he called the $73,000,000 tire, for it is possible only

because of the entire resources of the Firestone Company.

BUT $7,000,000 is what has gone directly into this new, vast

Firestone factory that is devoted exclusively to the majcing of

this tire and the tubes to match. The main plant is now con-

centrating on Cords and big sizes.

16,000 TIRES and 20,000 tubes, all S^^-inch size, is the daily

capacity of this new factory. This plant is years in advance
in its mechanical efficiency. Into it has gone the thinking,

planning, the spirit of service that distinguishes the entire

Firestone organization. Its methods and machinery were de-

veloped by Firestone men.

FIRESTONE HAS STEPPED FAR AHEAD in engineering
practice and you get the benefit. The labor saving equipment
of this factory cuts costs on every operation from 10% to 30%.

FROM THE TIME special shipments of rubber and of fabric

arrive at this plant, until the finished tire is loaded on the

freight car, there is not a backward move.

AND THE MAN POWER of this plant is as far in advance of

the ordinary as is the mechanical efficiency. The Firestone
organization is the talk of men in big industry everywhere.

THE FACT THAT 90% of Firestone workers own stock in

the Company is an index to their interest in their work. Their
superior skill, thejr spirit of service, is stimulated by their

financial interest in winning you as a customer.

AT EVERY TURN Firestone thinks and plans to give you the
most for your money, knowing that this is the surest method
of obtaining the greatest demand. Every move Firestone
makes is toward this end—mileage at lowest cost.

NEVER HAS FIRESTONE, NOR ANY TIRE MAKER,
offered car owners so much as they are offered now. It is the
year of big value. Ask your dealer.

T/iits ts

¥

Prices on
Special Molded

30x31
Non-Skid Gray Tube

$j[30o $325

'2

Gray Tube

32 x3l
Non-Skid

$21,00 $370

6,000 Miles
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Get Rid of Worms
Always keep one compartment of your self-feeder supplied with
Dr. Hess Stock Tonic. Make it half Tonic, half salt. Animal in-
stinct will do the rest. Mr. Hog will not only help himself to
this great worm destroyer, but

—

He'll get a Tonic that will keep his appetite on edge and hfs
digestion good. He'll get a laxative that will keep his bowels
moving regularly. He'll get a Diuretic that will help his kidneys
throw off the poisonous waste material.

Remember that worms are not a hog's only trouble—making a
six-months market hog calls for a stuffing and cramming proc-
ess with corn, or its equivalent. You are laying on fat faster
than nature ever intended. Let your hog's system clog and
your hog is in trouble; if there is any disease in the neighbor-
hood, your hog gets it.

Dr.Hess Stock Tonic
Put it in tlie Self-Feeder

Here's tbe remedy—Always keep Dr. Hess Stock Tonic before your
hogs in the self-feeder; or add it to the swill, or the drinking water-
anyway, just so they get it

Here are your results-You have a herd with good appetite—you
nave a herd free from worms—you have a healthy herd. Their sys-
tems are free from poison, free from fever, because the bowels and
kidneys are active. They throw off and carry off the waste material.
Dr. Hess Stock Tonic is good alike for cattle, horses, hogs and sheep. It
makes the ailing animals healthy, the whole herd thrifty. It expels

worms. Now, listen to tbis: Vou buy Dr. Hess Stock
Tonic according to the size of your herd—2 pounds for
each average hog to start with. Add it to
your self-feeder, or the swill, or the drink-
ing water. You'll see the good results, or
the dealer will refund your money. Always
guaranteed.

Why Pay the Peddler
Twice My Price?

25-lb. Pail, $2.25: 104-lb. Drnm, $7.50
Except in the far West, South and Canada.

Smaller packaees in proportion.

DR.HESS & CLAKK,Ashland, O.

^ivHess Dip and DIsinfectan

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Aato Tires. Double mileagre, prevent
blowouts and punctures. Easily applied in any
tire. Used over and over in several tires.
Thoueanda sold. Details free. Asenta wanted.

American Accessories Co., Deptl02 CndniMti, 0.

FARMS! FARMS!
RAISE BIG CROPS on our splendid hardwood lands. No
swamps or stones. Only S15 to S30 per A. Small down pay-
ment. £aey terms. 10 to 160 A. Schools, markets, K. R.
Fine climate. Money loaned to settlers. Oldest and largest
Co. Write for free booklet. Swioabt Land Co., Y1250 First
Nat'l Bk. Bldg.. Chicago, Ul.

RushMoliingHens
^

Back to Work
THIS year of all years—with egg prices going the

highest ever-getabig fall andwinter egg-yield. Get
your hens through molting—when they're all expense
and no income—as fast as you can. Get your pullets

to laying early and regularly. Yes, get all the

profit you can from the high egg prices. Give all

your poultry

Pratts Poultry Regulator
• A MERICA'S original poultry tonic and conditioner,

the standard for nearly fifty years. It builds

health and strength naturally. It stops losses from the strain of

molting. It puts and keeps hens in the condition where a good

ration is all they need to lay the biggest lot of eggs you ever

got. See if it doesn't. At our risk

—

'YourMoDey Back ii YOU Are Not Satisfied"

Sold by 60,000 dealers. There's one nearyou

Writt forPratUNEWPoultry Book-Fr—

PRATT FOOD COMPANY
Philadelphia Chicago Toronto

Makers of Pratts Animal Regrplator, Hog Tonic,
Dip and Disinfectant, Veterinary Remedies.

The Illusion of Free Paint
By S. C. Burt (Illinois)

FORTUNATELY, the practice is not
so prevalent as it was, but it is stillmore
common than some of us wish—the

covering of barns and other farm buildings
with hideous signs proclaiming the virtues of

wares offered for sale in near-by towns and
cities. Undoubtedly, the man who permits
such a desecration is thinking only of the
advantage of having his buildings covered
with paint at no cost to himself, and of the
$10 bill which is slipped to him as an addi-
tional consideration for the privilege of
committing such an outrage upon an
innocent and unsuspecting countryside.

But, aside from the esthetic standpoint,
this sort of paint is poor economy at best.
ThoSe who have been victimized in this
way—and such it usually amounts to in the
long run—assert that with the exception
of that portion of the building bearing the
advertisement the paint used is of the
thinnest and poorest quality, scarcely
good enough, as a rule, to weather more
than a season or two. The sign, however,
is put on to stay, and is of the "display"
variety, which makes it almost impossible
to blot it out without the use of several

coats of paint. Thus, in the long run,
there is no real saving.
A public-spirited farm woman once

said: "The inside of my home belongs to
me to do with as I wish, but my yard and
home surroundings belong in a measure to
the great public whose way takes it past
my door." Which applies quite appropri-
ately to the plastering of farm buildings
with advertisements. Many cities have
passed laws forbidding obnoxious sign-
boards in certain residence districts. When
will lovers of the countryside champion
a bill to forbid turning our barns into
billboards?

An example of roadside "beautification'

War Machines for Build-

ing Roads
THOUSANDS of tons of the machinery

built for the War Department to help
whip Germany is going to be turned over
to American farmers to help build roads
all over the United States, according to an
announcement from Secretary of War
Baker. This modern way of beating swords
into plowshares originated with the De-
partment of Agriculture.
Through the Department's Bureau of

Public Roads each State will get its share
of 20,000 army trucks, 1,500 caterpillar

tractors, 400 road rollers, concrete mixers,

graders, crushers, tracks, locomotives, steam
shovels, and other equipment. We say,
''Hurrah ! '

' This will help a lot to hurry bet-

ter roads connecting the city with the coun-
try. The great national highway, you know,
is the road that leads from the market to

your farm. s. J. L.

How I Equipped My
Farm Office

By p. C. Grose (Ohio)

I KNOW a very successful farmer. He
has been retired for many years now, but

he did not quit farming until he had become
the owner of several hundred acres of land,

practically all of which he acquired as the
result of hard work and good management.

I have been in his home often, and the
most distinct impression of good manage-
ment that I have had of this farmer is that

of his spending his evenings at his desk in

one corner of his living-room.

He seemed never to be better pleased

than when he had some bulletins or reports,

and was making sketches and calculations

relative to the adoption of a new method or

practice in his own farming operations.

Somehow I grew up with the desire to

emulate the success of this farmer. As
to the success I have had, much is yet to

materialize; but I have already emulated
his methods and proved their value.

Realizing that my means and require-

ments did not justify the creation of a

special office structure, I followed the

example of my predecessor and placed my
desk in one corner of the living-room.

There is now and then a time when I find

the environment non-conducive to office

requirements, but there are vastly more
times when I am glad that my desk is

where it is. In the evenings I can visit

with the family, at times, and then do the
daily desk work in the interim.

I purchased a fairly high-priced desk that

makes an attractive article of furniture.

Thus the desk adds to the appearance of

the room instead of detracting from it.

A comfortable desk chair seems quite as

essential as the desk.

Another advantage in having the office

headquarters at the house is that some
member of the family will likely be there

to give attention to a business caller.

Where possible, the telephone should be
within reach of the desk.

I also have a typewriter. The first one
I procured was a standard make; but,
being of an old style and second-handed or
rebuilt, it cost me only $20. Now I have
an up-to-date machine, with all the
modern conveniences, two-color ribbon,
back spacer, tabulator, etc., which cost
very near $100. The cheaper machines,
however, are very serviceable, and I find

that my old machine served me about as
weiras my new one.
By careful selection from a variety of

designs, and having it made to order in-

stead of selecting it from a dealer's stock,

I secured a desk that encloses the type-
writer within it when not in use.

I have a small file to guide me in my
transactions. This I keep on my desk.
Then I carry with me at all times a small
note pad with leaves easily detachable.
Thus, if while out in the field I happen to
think of something that should be done
two weeks ahead, I jot it down on the pad,
and then that evening I make a memoran-
dum of it to be filed under the future date.
Each evening I refer to the file for all notes
and memoranda that have accumulated
for the following day, so as to be ready for

them in the morning.
One very great advantage of the type-

writer over the pen is that it enables one to

keep a legible carbon copy of all business
letters, which should be filed for reference
along with all correspondence received
A typewritten letter on the farm's business
letterhead speaks much for the modernness
and efficiency of the owner.

To Save Money on Express

Packages Try This Plan
THOUSANDS of dollars are lost annu-i

ally by the small shipper through neg-
i

lect to pack and tag express shipment-
properly. The big fellows do not los<

much, because they take pains to havi
their merchandise well packed and care
fully tagged or stenciled.

Much perishable food is wasted ever:

year for the lack of proper crating, or be (

cause the tags rub off or because there an
several uncanceled addresses on the crate

The express companies pay the claims
but a great deal of time and effort is ex
pended in settling them, and in the end th
shipper pays, through increased shippini
charges.
These rules for better service, prepare<

by express experts, will save you time an*

money in getting your produce to market
Always show your name and addres

as well as those of the person or firm, t
|

whom you are sending your goods. As ai

additional precaution, it is well to enclos
j

your name and address inside the shipment
Place plain, legible marks directly oi

^
each shipment by use of crayon (not chalk) |S

brush, or stencil. Always erase old mark
]

of every description. In marking ship

ments of iced goods, place the marks o:

some protected part where it will not com \i

in contact with other packages. Never rel;

!

on a single tag. Avoid tags if you can writ

the address on the package, but never be sat

isfied with less than two tags. J. A. B.
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The Way I Keep My Yard Full

of Song Birds
By L. Walter Sherman (Ohio)

FOR fifteen years I have been waging
war against insects, and at the same
time keeping my yard supplied with

songsters. There is nothing so delightful as

to wake up in the earlymorning and hear the

song of the thrush or the cheerful chirp of

the robin.

, My idea has been so to encourage and
protect our bird friends that the bugs have
no chance at; all. At the present time I

can show you, within a stone's throw of our
back porch, a robin's nest, a bluebird's

nest, two chippy nests, one ground spar-

row's nest, two colonies of martins, a yellow
warbler's nest, a catbird's nest, and our
chimney will soon be filled with swifts,

though they haven't arrived on the scene

the sparrow without the martin's becoming
frightened. To shoot a sparrow now I have
to shoot from cover, as my appearance in

the open with a rifle is a signal for every
sparrow to take to flight. Some may think
it strange, but not another bird seems to

pay any attention to me or the rifle.

It is within the area best protected by
my rifle that the above-named birds have
built their nests, and this is the best proof
that they appreciate this protection. Does
anyone know of a like area, not protected,
that is better supplied with birds?

Second, after protecting the birds from
their great enemy, the English sparrow, it

will be necessary to supply nesting places.

Trees, shrubs, vines, etc., are natural nest-

Drawn by J. HamUton Williaois By Courtesy of "Judge"

Tte farmer's wife, strong for economy, gives her spouse a powerful hint about
his habit of leaving the farm machinery outsi<le for months in all weathers.

as yet this year. In addition to all these,

a wren's nest full of young birds met disas-

ter day before yesterday. Probably they
were the victims of a stray cat.

Can others obtain like results?

Yes, they can. I had as many birds

when I lived in a small town in northern
Ohio and on a truck farm in Oklahoma as I

now have in the hills of southeastern Ohio
on a fruit and truck farm.
How do I do it?

First, ceaseless war, the year round,
against the English sparrow. I never let a
chance pass to kill one or destroy their

nests. This sparrow is a Hun on every oc-

casion. The most efficient weapon against
them is a good .22-caliber rifle. Don't use
shot shells, as they scatter and are only
jffective at short range.
Many a time I have taken my rifle when

;he sparrows and martins were fighting,

ind with a well-timed shot have picked off

ing places for most birds, and my yard is

abundantly supplied with them. I do, how-
ever, furnish the martins and bluebirds
with houses suitable to their tastes.

The best martin box I have is made of a
small barrel the inside of which is divided
into 16 compartments, with a hole opening
into each. This is placed on top of a long
pole, away from the buildings. Do not
place it on a short pole or on top of a build-
ing, as the martins don't like it that way.

"The best bluebird box is a short piece of

hollow log about a foot in length. One end
is cut off square, the other slanting. A
hole is then bored into it from the side.

Place this house on top of a fence post, toe-
nailing the square end to the post, and cov-
ering the slanting end with a board. Leave
the opening on the south side. This house
will nearly always attract the bluebirds.
It looks very much like a hollow post,
which is one of their natural resting places.

How I Make My Farm Work Easier
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

0 do, or I might say twice as often, but twice
IS easy, and have obtained better crops. I

ry to give my farm a square deal, and I get
1 square deal back. If your clover doesn't
:atch, take what the farm gives you, plow
he clover, and the next year you'll get it

)ack. You can't cheat your farm. One fall

turned under an excellent stand of clover;
he people called me foolish for not cutting
t for hay, but the next year I had a bxmiper
Top of wheat when others had a poor
tand.
The people in this community are

leginning to see that it pays to give back
o the farm the second crop of clover, and
hope this article may prove of some bene-

!t to my fellow farmers. I have been a
armer for thirty-five years, and am con-

wm inced that my present system of farmingm 5 easier, better, and more profitable than
sbipf i; was before. G. J. B., Michigan.

Iote: These are only a few of the splendid
(tters received telling of efficiency methoda
pplied to farming. It was a hard job to de-

j
ide which we liked best, but here they are, and

ie»1|! you don't agree write and tell ua why. Other
tters will appear from time to time, and if you

were late getting yours in, or if you were so
rushed with work that you didn't write at all,

do it now and we will pay for all letters that
are used.

Your Stock Will Appre-
ciate This

THE great annoyance and loss in flesh
of your farm animals, due to flies dur-

ing the hot months, can be eliminated by
the liberal use of a good fly repellent. The
following solution is recommended by the
North Dakota Agricultural College:

Dissolve one cake of laundry soap in
four gallons of soft water, and, while
boiling hot, add one gallon of crude oil

slowly, and stir vigorously for ten minutes.
To this add four ounces napthalene, and
shake for fifteen minutes, care being taken
to keep away from the fire.

This solution is best applied by spraying,
but can be put on with a moistened cloth.
Care should be taken to apply to hair only,
and not to rub the skin. Renew every
day or two. w. A. s.
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Save fuel, save work,
increase the value of your
property, live in comfort this

winter and for years to come.

Will you (ievote one day
nozc to secure these and
many other benefits ? That
is all the time you need to

install a
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Pipeless Furnace
"TTte One You've Heard So Much About"

There are no alterations to be made, no net-work
of pipes to put up. Burn hard or soft coal, wood or
gas and no more than you have needed for one
stove. The New Idea will flood your whole house
with fresh, clean, moist air as warm as you desire.
It is the ideal heating—the kind physicians rec-
ommend.

One Fire Instead of Several
Instead of carrying coal and ashes for several stoves,
making it difficult to keep the house clean, you will
have only one fire to look after, and that one will be
in the cellar. The perfect heating from the New
Idea is due to its scientific and thorough construc-
tion. The frameless feed door construction alone
puts the New Idea in a class by itself—no dust

—

no gas—no ashes

!

A Real Investment
The New Idea is a real investment and its
cost is little more than that of one good stove.
You'll want to know all about this wonderful
heater so send for full information and name
of dealer in your neighborhood.
Every New Idea Pipeless Furnace is sold
under a positive and absolutely binding written
guarantee. Write today,

UTICA HEATER CO.
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Also manufacturers of " Superior" Warm Air
Furnaces and Imperial" Steam and Hot
Water Boilers.
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JBox 30, Utica, N. Y.
218-220 W. Kinzle St., Chicago
Excellent proposition to the right

kind of agents

19-15
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If you could buy
bam paint for 50 cents per gal-

lon, it would still cost nearly twice as
much to paint your bam with it. as it would cost to paint
th5 same Ijam with WEATHERWAX Liquid PainL Write for
fi'ee color card and prices. Sold by good dealers everywhere,
or direct, freight paid, where we have no dealer. Addreu,

THE REILLY COMPANY, bidianapoliB, Indiana.

"Reo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Cirimp, Corru
gated, standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings, Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
ofTer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No paintinff
or repairs. Guaranteedrot, fire, rust, lightningproof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low pricea and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
pro6ts. Ask for Book-
No. 958.

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Grarase Book, showing styles,

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
9Q8-SSB Pthe St.. Cincinnati, 0.

FREE
I

Samples &
I

Roofing Book

Direct from Factory to Yon
ALL SIZES AND STYLES

2. 3. 4. 6, 8.1% 16, 22 and 30 H-P.

LOW PRICES
Don't wait if you need an engine
for any purpose. NOW is the time to buy.
Life Guarantee Against Defect
Big surplus horse-power; Above price io-
eludes engine complete on skids, ready to
operate when you get it. Safe delivery guaran-
teed. Immediate factory shipment. Write or wire
for big, new catalog of these wonderful engine**..-.

WriTE EngineWorks
206 1 Oakland Ave.
2061 Empire BIdg.

KANSAS CITY. HWO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.
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We distribute only aboat
t> per cent ofthe country's
butter, eggs and poultry

Only about 12 per cent of
the meat of the country is
dressed by Swi/f «6 Com-
pany

Our tanneries make
Jess than 15 per
cent of the hides
into leather

Compared to the entire industry,

our business is small
The United States produces

an immense amount of meat.

Swift & Company does a big

business, but compared to

the nation's total, our output

is small. It is like comparing

one big apple to a whole tree

of fruit.

We handle only about 12 per

cent of the dressed meat of

the United States. There

are 302 national packers and
944 local ones competing

with us.

We distribute only about 6

per cent of the country's

butter, eggs, and poultry.

Our tanneries handle less

than 15 pfer cent of the hides

made into leather in the

United States.

Our soap factories make less

than 10 per cent of the soap

output.

Compare these small per-

centages with the propor-

tions handled by large cor-

porations in other industries,

and you can easily see that

Swift & Company is not so

large after all.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Founded 1868

A nation-wide organization owned by more than 30,000 shareholders

America's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed fre« to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

DOPITCHING THIS FALL
Prevent winter rains smotha-ing the soil. Put

I

land in shape for early spring work. Get your
ditching and terracing done now "with

Fann Ditcher
Terracer

and Grader
Works in any etU. Makes "V*'-ebaped ditch
iT cleane (Utvhee down 4 ft. deep. All eteel.

RcvcrBiblc- AdjuEUble. Writ* for Tree IJoofc.

OWENSBORO DITCHERS GRADER CO.. Inc.

Bo> 348. Owensboro, Ky.

FARMERS
HANDY
WAGON
Low steel wheels, wide tires, make
loading and handling easier. We fur-
nish Steel Wheels to fit any axle, to
carry any load. Plain or grooved tire.

Catalogue sent Iree.

EMPIRE MFG. CO., Boi 368, Quincy. III.

STOPS

W. F

LAMENESS
from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone, Splint, Curb,

Side Bone, or similar trouble and gets

horse going sotmd. It acts mildly

but quickly and good results are last-

ing. Does not blister or remove the hair

and horse can be worked. Page 17

in pamphlet with each bottle tells

how. $2.50 a bottle delivered.

Horse Book 9-R Free
YOUNG, INC., 23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

YOUR HORSESHOEING BILLS
can be kept to the minimum if your shoer uses

"Capewell" nails. They hold
the shoe firmly and save un-
necessary trips to the black-

smith's shop. Demand The
Capewell nail and get the

world's best.

DOWN
ONE YEAR .

TO PAY _:^s
soQ Boys the New BotterilT Jr. No.

00 Light Fanning, easy cleaning,
close akimmmR, dar&Dle,

NEW BUTTERFLY
Separators are ^arant«ed llfe-ttme
aeaiDBt defect!) lo materiai and workmrnn-
sbip. Made also in four larger sizes all Bold on
30 Days* FRE£ TRIAJL

and on a plan wbereb? they ears their
own cost BDd more by what the.v saye. Postal
brin^ Free Catalog Folder. Buy from the
manofactorer and save money. [9J

AlbaUgh-OOVerCo. ZlasMarslullBI. Chicago

FARM AND FIRESIDj

Care in Feeding Hogs
By A. M. Patersoh (Kansas)

HOG feeders have to figure very ca
fully to make a profit even w:

present prices. In the heavy corn-p
ducing States like Illinois, Iowa, a
Indiana the price of 100 pounc^ of he
at the farm has generally been about t

price of 12 bushels of corn. This gives
safe margin to work on.

Feeders in those States are accustom
.

to figure that they can make 100 pounds
pork from 10 bushels of corn. But duri
the five-year period from 1910 to 1914 t

price of 100 pounds of hogs would pay
about 14 to 15 bushels of corn. Th
must be less waste of feed now, and 1

loss from disease, if feeders are to f

satisfied with the season's returns. T;
ing the average farm prices reported for i

entire country, 100 pounds of hogs woi
only pay for 10 bushels of corn, while
the five-year period referred to they woi
pay for 12 bushels.
These comparisons suggest that

bulk of the pork now going to market 1 s

httle profit in it. There is nothing to
i

with shotes that have been on full f«

but push them right on to market weiji

and condition.

Stunts I Have Learned

About Hog-Raising
By L. B. Kilmer (Indiana)

THERE is no mystery in the businesi
raising good hogs. I have found

per cent of it to be merely common sei

In the corner of every hog house I hav
sand bath, made by soaking a bed of s:

with crude oil. The hogs roll on this

great enjoyment, oiling their hair
destroying an occasional louse that may
present
The hogs get a little sulphate of iror

their drinking water to prevent worms,
have all the wood ashes, salt, and lime t
want to eat.

I ring hogs by lassoing them around
nose with a baling wire and holding tl

while the ring is inserted.

I have found by experience that
surest method of preventing loss fi

cholera is by use of serum. The dot
method, which is supposed to give
manent immunity, has caused the chol
instead of preventing it, in so many c;

that it cannot be considered entirely ;

to use.

The safest plan seems to be to do ev
thing possible to keep the hogs healthj
proper feeding and sanitation, and tl

if cholera breaks out, vaccinate im
diately, with seriun alone.

The success of this plan depends
being able to get serum as soon as
disease is discovered. About the only p
tical way to do this is to follow the pla
four counties in Illinois, which five y
ago took definite steps to combat
cholera by forming an association and 1^

ing a supply of serum to be kept in

1

I

(I

SI

i

storage at some convenient point in t

district.

Proper feeds, sanitary quarters,

pure drinking water must be provi
The successful hog raiser also knows th;

is essential to have the pigs well broke
eating before they are removed from
sow.

All that is necessary is to make a s

opening in one corner of the pen, so
the small pigs can enter an enclosure w
the sows cannot follow. A mixture of

groimd feed and milk also may be pi

in shallow troughs for the young anii

They learn to eat and drink at an earlj

when this practice is followed. Then \

weaning time comes they miss their mol
very little.

The common notion that bone or m a
must have age to have strength is

brother to the idea that a pig must li\

half-rations for months to make him st

enough to stand full ration.

As soon as the pigs have been put
the fattening pens in the fall they at

be fed all that they will eat with a n
for the shorter the fattening period

larger the profits.

Lean, lank hogs and poor fences

discotirage the average man who goes

hog-raising.

Keep the dog from chasing the

He may tear their hams or chew their i ^
and is sure to lose you money.

If pigs get into the garden or grcijjiii?

crops, don't try to keep them ou
punishing them with the dog, but sto

cracks in the fence.
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Solving the Father-and-Son

Partnership Problem
By P. C. Grose (Ohio)

WHEN I returned from agricultural

college I took charge of Father's

farm. I was the only boy in the

amily, and Father was at the age when he
/ished to be relieved of all active and stren-

ous duties.

Consequently, the major part of the

lanagement and operation fell on me.
So far as a capital and labor situation was

oncerned, ours was just the same as that

f the manufacturer and his employee,
i'^e were in the production game just as

vuch as the manufacturer. The inherent
action that seems to exist between these

Ivo elements of modern economic activity

las in our relationship doubtless as much
i|5 in any. Yet in our case labor never
iiffered a lay-off, nor did capital ever suffer

* labor strike. How we managed it I

mall try to explairu

In the first place. Father must be credited

ith having seen what it has taken a lot of

anufacturers a long time to see, or at least

I admit—namely, that labor is quite as es-

ntial an element toproduction as is capital,

id just as much entitled to a share of the
ofits cf production. Some fathers, like

me manufacturers, have apparently been
bw to recognize this fact,

sit For example, I was ambitious and enter-

iljising and wanted to make some extra

etjoney when I was a boy. As Father had a
iviir-sized family the shoe-repair bill was
s|ry considerable. In view of these facts,

iijj
conceived the idea of purchasing a

iijbbling outfit for a few dollars and doing

ivje repairing myself. Father might just
'

} well pay the money to me as to another,

(III
d at the same time it would permit me to

Jike a little extra money for myself,

tl ,

Father agreed to my proposal, and in a
short time I had paid for the repair outfit,

and had made considerable money besides.

Hearing of what I had accomplished,
another boy made the same proposition to

his father. Instead of agreeing to it, how-
ever, this farmer purchased an outfit him-
self, and then made the boy, who was one
of the oldest children of a large family, do
the repairing without compensation. It is

not remarkable that in a few years this

particular "laborer" declared a "strike"

and went off to the city for another job.

Father understood another point that
many farmers overlook: he knew that the
income from farming was always less to a
single man than to a married man with a
family, while in the city it is just the
opposite. For instance, in the city the
single man would pay rent possibly for

only a single room, while the man with the
family would require many. Also, the
married man would have a heavier food
and fuel bill. So, on the same income, the
single man fares better in the city than the
married man. But on the farm the factors

of rent, food, and fuel are largely included
in the total income. As the value of these

are more to a man with a family than to a
single man, the man with a family fares

better on the 'arm than the single man.
Knowing this fact. Father always sought to
make my income as "a single" man on the
farm equal to what I could make in the city.

Father did not donate me things or make
it especially easy for me; he simply dealt

with me oh a fair and square basis. On my
part, I helped to increase my share of the
profit as the "labor" by increasing the
profit that went to "capital."

hosphorus Will Increase

Your Crop Yields

1 0 SLOW with potash this fall, say the

f soil experts at the Ohio College of

Ticulture. Fertilizers containing as high
five per cent potash are offered by

tilizer manufacturers, who claim that
rt of this comes from the Alsace mines,

e»(i;ich are now operated by France. At the

it'iji ces quoted, the cost per pound of potash

i iries from 20 cents, in the higher grades
irifertilizers, to 30 cents in the lower grades.

ijPhosphoric acid when obtained in acid

nilsbsphate costs approximately seven cents

abound, or from one third to one fourth

plat the potash costs. Not only is phos-
orus a cheaper fertilizing material, but

i'ililso has been demonstrated to be more
jctive on most soils. The average soil

it has been tilled for twenty years or

re is hungry for potash, and responds
xkly to liberal applications of acid
jsphate, basic slag, or raw rock phos-
ite. Most clay soils contain sufficient

;ash to last many years. It is only the
:asional soil that is badly in need of

:assium, such as muck or other soils

ose origin has been largely from vege-
le matter.

li^n a average of over 100 tests through-
Ohio, 175 pounds per acre of acid

t^Jsphate has increased the yield of wheat
en bushels an acre, and the increase in

Id of clover following was more than
Rcient to cover the cost of the fertilizer.

,
;ash, added to the wheat with the

!i«j)sphate, produced an additional bushel
wheat per acre, but was not sufficient to
T the cost of the potash.

Dii^rhe amount of commercial fertilizer

d in Ohio last year, if equally divided,

|jriiv|iild have added but 44 pounds to each
jt^e in cultivation. Ohio authorities
ommend the use of at least 200 pounds
acre of acid phosphate, or its equivalent,
h year that a crop is produced. A few
.rs ago it was considered necessary only
fertilize poor soils; now it is considered
rood investment on the very* best of

d. Without the phosphorus, which
imercial fertiUzers supply, clover and
ilfa yields decrease, and applications of
imon barnyard maniu-e are unable to
p them up, due to the great loss through
:hing. In addition, a great deal of
(sphorxis is lost from the land each year
;he bone of the animals, even if all the
ps are fed on the farm,
'hege recommendations apply to other
tes as well as Ohio. Practically all

soils that have been tilled for a number of

years are in need of liberal applications of

phosphorus to produce maximum crops.

At the same time, until potash gets cheaper
it will pay to go a little slow with it unless

your soil is especially deficient in that
element. O. E. s.

pen*

j
JOffi

tlie'
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Which Way Are Your
Roads Closed?

By S. C. Burt (Illinois)

THJE closing of a public highway when
repairs are being made carries with it

a certain responsibility toward those who
use the roads. As a rule, these responsibili-

ties seem not to weigh very heavily upon

those who should discharge them. The
public growls, but gets along as best it can,

largely because it seems so useless to offer

protest, and because it takes^time to hunt
out and register complaint with the proper
authorities.

For one thing, a road should be really

closed, as shown in the illustration, not
partially so, if it is intended that no traffic

whatever pass a certain point. There are

always those who are ready to take a
chance, and who will press on past a sign

"Road closed," in hope of being able to

pick their way around the obstruction.

This results in interference and annoyance
to the road gang, sometimes in accidents
and upsets to those who venture upon, the
torn-up highway. When a road is closed,

courtesy demands that it be closed at the
nearest crossroad, and not half a mile
fxu-ther on, where perhaps the actual work
of repair may be in progress. Almost
everyone can recall the annoyance and
delay occasioned by being obliged to re-

trace one's course due to the neglect of the
road boss properly to close the highway.
Here again courtesy demands that a sign
bearing intelligible directions be installed.

The Great Task of Construction
With the coming of peace the Bell

System faced an enormous con*

struction program. Conditions
arising from war resulted in the

wiping out of the reserve equip-

ment normally maintained, and
necessEuy to give prompt connec-

tion to new subscribers. The re-

lease of industry arid accumulated

growth of population now makes
telephone demands almost over-

whelming.

Telephone construction, includ-

ing buildings, switchboards, con-

duits, cables and toll lines, must,

from its inherent nature, be under-

taken in large units. A metropol-

itan switchboard, with its tens of

thousands of parts, may require

from two to three years to con-

struct and install.

Only great extension can meet the

present excess burden of traffic and
provide for future requirements.

E^xtension which cares for imme-
diate demand, only, is uneconom-
ical and x;alls for continuous work
of such a character as to be fre-

quently detrimental to the service.

During the war the Bell System
devoted all its margin to the needs
of the Government. The greeit

task of getting back to normal pre-

war excellence of operation re-

quires the reestablishment of an
economic operating margin capa-

ble of taking care of a largergrowth
than has ever before confronted
the Bell System.

Construction is being pushed to the

limit of men and materials; while

every effort is being made to pto-

vide the best, present service.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And associated Companies^

One Policy One System Universal Sen>ic<s

Delivered v^u FREE

Agents
Wanton

Tonr choice of 44 styln. colors
and sizea in the famous line of
"RANGER" bicycles. We pay the

freifirht from Chicago to your to^n.

lays Free Trial SMg^
bicycle you select, actual ridine test.
' EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a

small advance oyer our Regular Fac-
tory-to-Rider cash prices.
Do not buy until yongetour greatnew
trial offer and low Factory-Direct-
To-Rider terms and prices.

TIRPC LAMPS, HORNS, pedals.
I inCw single wheels and repair
parts for all makes of bicycles athalt
usual prices. SEND NO MONEY but
write today for the J)ig_new Catalog.

ftjrAn CYCLE COMPANY
MLIIU DEPT.C83 CHICAGO

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
has become so popular in its first four years that:

thousands have Deen called for to replace, on their
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at:

small cost, the gearing: of the earlier
Aermotors, making them self-oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
I

keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil-
ing System constantly '

floods every bearing with oil,pre-
venting wear and enabling the
mill to pump in the lightest breeze.

,
The oil supply is renewedonce a year.
Double Gears are used, each carryinghalf the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanksk

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.

Write AERMOTOR CO., 2500 Twelfth SL, Chicago

LIVE BOYS CAN WIN THIS WATCH!

Stem wind, stem set,
polished nickel case,

keeps tine time.

All you need, boys, is a little pep.

We'll send you this dandy watch for a few

hours of your time. Go out among your

friends, show them your copy of Fakm and
FiBESiDE, get eight one-year subscriptions^

at 25c each, mail us the money you col-

lect, and the watch is yours. Can you

think of any easier way to earn a good

timepiece? Lots of boys earned their

watches in a day. So can you, if you try.

The Watch Club

Fann and Fireside Spni



ISOLATION
LTOINATED BY THE

CONCRrTE ROAD

ALLENTOWN, PA,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SPOKANE, WN.
New Yotk, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas Gty, Moi
Minneapolis, Minn.

New Castle, Paj

Omaha, Neb.

Pittsburgh, Pa;

Mason City, Iowa.

Richmond, Va-

The mud road of our forefathers is a relic

of pioneer days and an obstacle to our

national development.

The concrete road keeps communication

open between town and country, benefit-

ing both by^ their conneaion. Lehigh

Cement—its great mills serving ev^ry part

of the country—has in large measure

made this development possible.

LEHIGH PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY

Qhe Qfational Gmmt

LEHIGH
^ CEMENT (

^our dealercan supply you withlbhigk r^HlGl
TQep ajew sacks on handjor thatoddjob

PRESSES
Do you live in an apple-gro^sdng commxinity? Turn
waste apples into high-priced cider. Outfit pays for
itself first season. We show you how to make Big
Money operating the original Alount Gilead Hydrau-
lic Cider Press. Free Catalog. Lowest Factory
Prices. Write us today.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.
106 Lincoln Ave. Mount Gilead, Ohio
Also Juice Evaporators, Pasteurizerg, Vineffar Genfratnrf. Etr.

Presaee in stock at Suffern, N, Y., Warehouse

Have yoa ever
beard "Bill"
GallowB7'B
story of how he
divides the
melon with bis
farmer friends?
No? Well, then,
sit down rierbt
now and send
for Gallowar's
catalog. It tells
the story and
yoo'II find It
interesting and
pro6table.

WRITE
TODAY

Before you Buy
It costs you only a postal card
to get Galloway's prices on
grain elevators, ensilage cutters,
hay tools, pump engines, cream
separators, manure spreaders
and other farm implements. And
it will be the best investment
you ever made.

Calloway Sells DIrcd
from Factory to farm
The saving goes Into yoor own pocket.
Every article guaranteed to give satisfac-
tion or money refunded Bind freight paid
both ways. Choice of five selling plana.
Closeby shipping' points save you freight.

Write inrlaif b"<^ mention implement
fflllC lUUay you arc interestefl in.

Wm. Galloway Co.
Box 397. Waterloo, Iowa

GOOD PAYING POSITIONS!
DO YOU WANT ONE OF THEM?

A number of our salesmen are regularly earning a salary of $65 a

week. Without exception, when they started to work for us, they were

in positions paying only mediocre salaries. But they weren't satisfied.

They possessed an ambition to do something worth while. And they are

doing it. We have several more open positions similar to theirs, with

possibilities just as great.

THE KIND OF MEN WE WANT
If you can answer "yes" to these questions we want you, regardless

of the kind of work you have done before, regardless of what your educa-

tion is, regardless of whether you have ever had selling experience or not.

1 . Are you a hard worker?

2. Are you honest and reliable?

3. Can you devote all of your time to the work?

We want you because we know that "yes" to these questions spells

success

ADVANTAGES OF THIS WORK
1. Healthful outdoor life.

2. Opportunity to leam salesmanship.

3. You are your own boss—absolutely independent, in business for

yourself.

4. A good salary.

5. A permanent position.

// you are interested, if you want to climb out of a rut, or if you wont to better yourself,

write for particulars to-day and tell us about yourself.

Manager Salaried Salesmen
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

FARM AND FIRESIl

Preventing Loss in Shij

ping Potatoes

I SEE that the double-headed, ventila
barrel is the most satisfactory method

shipping new potatoes in the opinion of
Department of Agriculture after extens
investigations at important shipping pbi ;

in the South and at Northern mar t

centers. Southern shippers lose mi i

every year through fungous diseases wh
develop where the skin of the tubers

'

been bruised in digging and shippi
Although sacks are mofetly used for sH
ping, they are not as satisfactory as barr
because they allow bruising, and do
permit sufficient ventilation. Sacks c i

less than barrels, however, and if u f
should not contain more than 120 pour
according to Farmers' Bulletin IC
published by the United States Dep;
ment of Agriculture.

Careful grading will increase the grow
profits, and will insure a ready marl
especially if a brand is used which
dealer gets to know. He will pay more >

potatoes from a grower that he knows
be rehable, because his potatoes will

carefully graded and packed, and will

contain bruised, cut, or diseased tubers
The majority of rotten potatoes

caxised by bruises which permit fung ii

diseases to get a start. Careful hand
will eliminate most of this. Contaii
should be strong, and where barrels
used they should be placed on end in c

instead of on the bilge, as there is

breakage. Cloth-top panels do not
]

tect as well as those having double he
;

and slat or veneer barrels will not st

rough handling. Well-built crates ti

been used successfully, but hampers V
not proved to be satisfactory, bec£
they are usually not strong enough. W
sacks are used they should be set upr
in the car, one half of the bags leai'

against one side of the car and the_oj
half against the other side.

Ventilated box cars or stock cars i

be safely used for shipping new potal]
and double-deck stock cars are bj
successfully used in some sections!
placing one solid layer of sacks or ba]
standing upright on each deck. If sj

cars are used, it is best to line the sj

with heavy building paper to protect ij

sun and weather. The net weight orj
measure should be placed on each i

tainer, and cars should be loaded accor'
to a definite plan which provides for
tilation and prevents breakage. Attei
to grading and shipping details will

only save you money but also will ere;

favorable impression with dealers,
soon learn that your product can b(
pended upon. s. N

What I Learned as a £Sdi

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

You seem very particular about
you buy. Don't you think you ma^
mistake in not buying more of the ch(

kind to sell again in your country?
importers buy them, and can und
you. " To which I had to answer:

" They do not suit me and I have
what does not suit me does not, as a
suit our customers.
A few choice pure-bred animals, aa

thought of replacing the grades with
breds as soon as it can be done, al

seem to add interest to the work
youthful members of the family. Wer
become an adviser to the youths
country on the farms, I would say:

'Study the animals, get interest

their feeding, care, and breeding,
your parents to get at least a pure
sire, and then give them all the
Watch and study the improvement
the shows and fairs—not to see th€

shows, but to study animal life by con
son
And to the parents I would give the

advice, and to it would add:
"Study the likes and dislikes of

children with the view of helping th(

develop along useful lines. Give their

stock to work with; good books and p€
cals along these lines. Encourage th

study the laws that a wise Creator gs

the beginning for the improvement
creatures, when he turned them over t

as a part of his great heritage.

"

The man or woman on the farm wl

comes a good, thoughtful live-stock bi

gets a closer view of God's wise way
his wonderful plans for a man's de"

ment on this, earth than does any
member of the human family.

,

privileges are many if they are wise e

to profit by their experience.

Wl

i

m
8!
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Two Mistakes We All

Make
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 ]

svorse than useless. The kindergarten should

jet the child early in life. The next grade

ihould continue the kindergarten spirit. The
3hild should never again find thought sepa-

rate from action. The child should be led

itep by step from one delightful task to an-

)ther, learning nature study, learning of

ioils and plants and animals in good central-

zed rural schools. The boys should learn at

I

;he same time to work in wood and to forge

jron, to graft trees, to lay bricks. The

|

;irls should learn nearly all that the boys
earn, adding the art of making bread and
jhe delights of needlework,

i
Other lands have made beginnings,

taught us the way. In France it is said

{hat there are 40,000 schools where the
jlements of agriculture are taught, schools

i|/ith gardens attached to them,
ij Is America the most advanced of na-
jions? Prove it, you who so affirm. Do we
iroduce the most law-abiding, industrious,

|eauty-lovirig, kindly, reverent common
i eople? Do you know that the despised

(Italian, the "dago," at home lives in a
ieatly whitewashed cottage over which

ire
trained flowers?

Hungarian and Polish peasants dwell in

ijaat, clean, gleaming white cottages with
Jjjwers and vines. They are clean, moral,
^idustrious. Life in America causes them

> degenerate, to become uncivil, rude, cold,

Ifish, grasping,

[(j
In Denmark the schoolmaster is the
eatman, the honored man of the village,

hey hold him in peculiar esteem and rever-

.^ice. The schoolhouses are good. The
ijjhoolmaster takes his little flock with him

I excursions now and then. The State
rnishes transportation free for the school,

rffiey.go to visit the seashore, to visit a
iJrest, to Ajisit a dairy or farm.

(I At their destination the master marshals
em in orderly array, and they march

J)ng the highway or through the streets,

jtiiring the march, the master explains to
uem the significance of this interesting

Bling or that. At night he marches them
ijlck to their car, and they go home again

I happy as children can well be, and wiser

ill'
their day's outing.
Now, to sum up: What is it that I

jgest is worth doing for country people?
st, to teach them to make their lands

"Jtile. That the problem of fertility is not a
arlficult one is easily proved. It requires

i(i|ly energy, faith, and some money.
Sfext, to get after our schools and re-

it|ild them from the foundation uj). Put
J good school in the center of a town-

tt^p, have it graded, put children first in

! kindergarten with competent teachers,

every grade afterward make nature
dy a prominent thing. Have school

I'dens, have plants and plant experi-

ntal work in every room, and have it

ng on all the time. Train teachers to do
3 work, and do it well.

*ut workshops in connection with the
tiols. Train every hand to do at the
le time that you train the brain to
ik, the tongue to speak,
ind then, when school days are over?
iter a neighborhood spirit. Get people
uainted with each other. Build in each
jhborhood a grange or clubhouse.
ve times that are grave and times that

,,„gay.

j 'he country is good. There is absolutely
' reason to fear that it will not come up,

i then yet higher up. God made the
ntry. God put men and women there,

i put little children there. Can we not,

sr all, sum up in this thought:
Get yourself a field and dwell in a cor-

of that field. Walk hopefully over
t field and ask of it: Old field, in what
[ err in my treatment of you? What is

ield, for which you hunger? You, field,

part of God's earth. You are apportioned
le, as a very great privilege I am permit-
to call you my own. Teach me my
y to you."

J ake by the hand a little child, lead it
*' over that field and point out each

e flower, each plant, each bird, each
Qal. Lead that child, and see how in
I the child leads you. Foster that
i's reverence, its love of things alive,

nquiring spirit. See that no poison of
e or prejudice creeps into the mind of
child. Teach it to use its hands, to do
ul work in the world.. Help that child
;^ork, to think, to reason. Teach it to
up its head, smile, and be gay. When
have done these simple little tasks,
e will no longer be any need of a corp-
ion to ascertain what is wrong with
itry life.

eiii.
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Cream Quality

in Paint

A QUART of milk and a quart of

cream look much alike in the

pail. But milk is milk, and cream
is cream, and they don't sell for the

same price.

A gallon of paint made of Dutch
Boy White-Lead and linseed oil may
look very much like some other

gallon of paint that.you can buy for

less money. But Dutch Boy is cream-
quality paint. It contains the added
value you pay for.

Some of the important advantages
of using Dutch Boy White-Lead are

found in the ease with which it

spreads, saying labor; its superior

covering power, complete protection

and long wear.

Write our nearest branch for free

"Handy Book on Painting."

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Boston, . Buifalo, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, St. Louis, San Francisco

JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. CO., Philadelphia

NATIONAL LEAD & OIL CO., Pittsburgh

Dutch
POWER WASHER
Swinging Wringer. Washes dirtiest
clotlies nice and clean by Engine or
Motor. Can be used by hand. 5 styles.
Absolute satisfaction Guaranteed.

t?fi 9lK SOLD DffiECT AT
<P^U.Ot) FAaORY PRICES

Sent on 30 days Free trial.
NO MONEY DOWN. Write
(or Free Catalog today.

INTERLOCEING FENCE CO.
Box 309 Morton, Illinois.

Here's Protection
Write for information on

Buckeye Metal Cribs. Safe-
guard com and other grain from fire,

weather, rata. etc. Give perfect ven-
tilation, Etiaily fiUed and emptied.
Siaes and styles for every need . Pay for
themaelves quickly and last a lifetime.

AGENTS WANTED
Best line of metal sQo roofs, cribs, bins,
-etc. High endorsements. Good profits.
Getouragency propositionatonce. Write

The Thomas & Armstrong Co.
2122 Main St. London, Ohi.

BROWN'S

lENCE ip
BOOK r Send for my New BARGAIN a

FENCE600K showing the blearest I
line and lowest Drices on all kinds
of wire fencing. My latest direct-from-factory

Drices save yoo a lot of money. ISO STYLES—FREIGHT PREPAID.
We ase heavy ACID TEST GALVANIZED wire—outlasts all
others. Book and sample to test—FREE by retnrn mail. [IJ

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO., Dept.t21 , CLEVELAND, 0.

Big Crops in Northwest Texas
on the New Line of the Santa Fe
The Federal Railroad Administration ha^ authorized

the completion of the new Shattuck Branch of the Santa
Fe Railroad to take care of this year's big crops—wheat,
oats and sorghums. This will open for immediate settle-
ment and development a large block of my land in a
wheat and stock-farming section of Ochiltree and Hans-
ford Counties in Northwest Texas near Oklahoma State
line, where the flrst crop has in a number of cases paid
for the land, and where cattle and hogs can be raised at
a low cost. Land is of a prairie character ready for the
plow. No stone, stumps, no -brusti to be cleared, at
attractive prices on easy terms. Climate healthful, rain
falls during growing season. Write for free illastrated
folder, giving experience and results settlers have secured
In short time on small capital. T. C. Spearman. 988' Rail-
way Exchange, Chj.oago, 111.

Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalvanlzing,proof
against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free« J>eal*rs Everywhera*.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
'

CHICAGO NEW YORK

^^-^[^^^'^i^^ ^^1^ '^^1^ i^^^sl

Direct to Farmer
at Wire iVIiii Prices

KITSELMAN BROS. OEPT„ 271 MUNeie, DNDIAMA
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Our Letters to Each Other
This is where we take a few lines every month to talk things over, so if you've

got anything on your mind, let's hear from you

MAYBE you fellows don't suffer

from new didoes that your
wives are constantly adding to

the dining-room table, but, by
gosh! it seems to us that there's

a strange implement rung in on every meal
at our home here lately.

Not that it makes any particular differ-

ence, for it will be done anyhow; but
darned if it doesn't keep us worried. Take
salt cellars, for instance. You wouldn't
think there were many tricks to play on a

common salt cellar, would you? And j^et,

when you get right down to it, there seems
to be no end of stunts. Already we have
had three different varieties—shaking,
pinching, and grinding. The latest is the
grinder. You turn a little crank and out
rolls the salt. Makes you feel like an Italian

organ man with a monkey.
But the salt cellar is an ancient institu-

tion, and far be it from us to mahgn it.

Among the Greeks and Romans it occupied
the place of honor at banquets, and among
the wealthy, salt cellars were handed down
from father to son.

During the latter part of the Middle
Ages the salt cellar was the most con-

spicuous object on the table. It was al-

ways placed in the center of the long table

at which the household gathered, my lord

and lady, family, and guest being at one
end, and the servants -and retainers at the

other, and in this way one's social position

was at once apparent, the "gentle folk"

sitting "above the salt" and the yoemanry
"below the salt."

The cellars of the rich were of gold or

silver; but, just as in all things else, salt

cellars were made of common earthenware
for common people, and at ordinary repasts

the cellar was often a piece of bread hol-

lowed out, and placed near each guest.

If our wife sees this we'll get one of the

hoUowed-out bread kind next, probably.

What? A Brutal Husband?
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it has to be done. And we turn now to

our good friend and subscriber, Mr. J. P.

Carver of Canton, Illinois, who has a word
to say about quality stock, enclosing a

sample of same in the form of a picture,

which we reproduce.
"I am sending you," says he, "a picture

of one of the main subjects from which any
one can get a good start in farming. He's a

full-blood Polled
can be

However, if you think that is trouble,

look at this: Here's a good wife who says

she and her husband are perfectly happy
on their farm, except that she can't stand

the brutal way he treats his stock.

"We are living," says she, "on a farm
of 300 acres out here in the Southwest, and
it could be the happiest place on earth

were it not for my husband's horrid temper.

He treats his animals so cruelly that I

sometimes think I can't stand it any longer.

"You might think there was something
worrying him, but there isn't. Outside of

that one thing we are perfectly happy. Our
little girl, eight years old, is a nervous
wreck on account of her father's brutality.

She watches him all the time he is around
the cattle, and it breaks her heart to see the

way he treats them.
"Of course, he works very hard, but we

do everything we can to help him. We
just bought the farm last year, and we
worked hard to get it. I do my house-
work, and work in the fields too, and I

know we could be successful and happy
even with our small start if it wasn't for

this one thing. What do you think of it?"

Jessie M.

That's a pretty stiff question to put up
to another man, Jessie M., and we're not
going to stick our fingers in the fire trying

to answer it. But it does suggest an
interesting question that some of you
folks might answer confidentially. How
many of you are troubled with grouchy
husbands or ill-tempered wives? Don't
answer if you are just troubled and haven't
found a solution of the problem, but if any
of you—men or women—have worked out
a scheme to make a sour nature sweet,

or an ill temper gracious, tell us the story
in a letter of not more than • 500 words
and we will print some of the answers

—

keeping names in confidence, of course

—

and maybe your answer will help others.

Forty Years a Farmer

Well, we got around that rather grace-
fully, didn't we? We don't hke to talk
about disagreeable things, but sometimes

Angus, and
registered.

"I have 40 head of

cattle. I sell my
calves off of grass in

the fall and rough my
stock cattle through
the winter on straw
and hay. I have
farmed for forty
years, am now sixty-

one years old, and I

own 240 acres of land.

I have tried raising

almost everything,
but I find that cattle

can be handled most
profitably with very little trouble and ex-

pense, especially if it is good stock."

Carver s favorites

Right you are, Mr. Carver. Quality
stock makes quality folks. Every particle

of quality a man adds to any crop he raises,

or anything he does, means just that much
quality added to his property, his neigh-
borhood, his township, his county, his

State and his nation; and the wealth of the
nation goes up just that much, and makes
it just that much better and more com-
fortable a nation to live and have his being
in. (And we'll bet you're not mean to your
stock, either, J. P. C. Eh?)

What's Your Life Worth?

Speaking of quality stock, what about
quality of human beings? What's a himian
being worth, anyhow? If you were going to

sell yourself for cash at pubhc auction on
your farm, four miles west of the Plummer
school, at 3 P.M. to-morrow afternoon,
what would you consider a fair price for

yourself?
That's a tough question, but there is an

answer.
Down in Texas, the other day, the widow

of a man who had been killed by a train

sued the railroad for $15,000 damages.
The attorney for the defense said that inas-

much as the man only carried $2,000 worth
of insurance that was the value he placed
on his own life, and so that was all he was
worth. The court is said to have agreed
with him, but if the court did the court was
wrong.
Your value is not the value you place on

yourself to yourself, but your value to

others. Your value to the world depends
upon what you do in the world—the
amount and kind of service you render to
the world. And you can't figure that in
dollars and cents. In some cases a man
wouldn't, as the saying is, be worth his
salt. In other cases—George Washington,
for instance, whose value to the cause of
liberty couldn't be estimated in dollars if

you added up millions

until you went bUnd.
There is a cash

value that can be
placed on your ma-
terial ability to pro-
duce support for those
dependent on you.
From several de-

cisions in various
States it is estimated
that at ten years of

age a boy of the
laboring class is

worth on the average,

$1,061.42; at fifteen,

$4,263.46; at twenty-
five, $5,488.03—from

which time the decline is steady, a man of

seventy, by some legal decisions, rating at

only $17.13.
By the same practical method of com-

putation one eye is worth $5,000; one leg,

$15,000; two legs $25,000; one finger,

$1,500; permanent disability, $25,000.

What is the Answer?

E. B. L., of a certain Middle Western
State, asks an old, old question here, but
one that has never been answered. It

applies with equal force in city, village, and
rural schools, and her brief statement of

bald facts puts the matter before us from
the personal viewpoint—which we, in our
anxiety to "hold down expenses" for the
school district, are too often prone to ignore,

entirely forgetting that when we hold down
expenses to the detriment of the happiness
and prosperity of the teachers of our
children we are holding down our own
progress as a nation. And that is very
false economy. Here is the letter:

"Dear Editor: This is August, and
next month I begin my eighteenth year as a
teacher in a country school. I am the
youngest of four daughters—all of us were
farm youngsters, and I have given seven-
teen of the best years of my life to teaching
the "three R's" to boys and girls who have
attended our district school.

"When I started teaching I received $35
a month, plus the $2.50 allowed for janitor

service (which I did myself). In the
seventeen years of service I have given my
home community, my salary has been
raised until I now receive the magnificent
honorarium of $50, plus the $2.50 for

janitor service—which latter I still render.
"I will save your time and my own by

not pouring out any of the bitterness wH^
has accumulated during those seventftn
years—not bitterness in regard to my woik
for I love it, but bitterness for a schooi
system which hardly pays a living wage.
But I would like to know where the cofih
try school teacher will eventually get off,

}

"Of course, my work has its compenaa-i
tion in the knowledge that I have help©
so many youngsters, but when I know-c
mechanics, uneducated and hardly fit to;h
called skilled, in a town 30 miles from
who are making nearly as much in flo

week as I do in a month, it naturally mak«
rne wonder where the material compensi
tion is for the country school teachei
Can you answer that, Mr. Editor?"

You and your kind, E. B. L., are in t]ui

very small and select class of human bdilg
who work for love. Of course, you an
forced to it; but the fact remains that yo
work. And in so doing you show youne
noble and self-sacrificing to a peculia
degree. But that is small comfort to yoi
when you have to scrimp and save at ever
turn to "keep up appearances;" when yo
have to deny yourself certain privat
necessities in order to provide certai

outward and visible non-essentials tha
your children's parents "demand" of yo\
It is to the great shame of America'
fathers and mothers that they allow thi

to be so. They are the real school boan
back of the ofl[icial school board. It is froB

them that the money really comes, an
with the same breath they praise you f(

your goodness to their children and d
nounce the heaviness of the taxes that *
utilized to underpay you. They ought

'

be ashamed of themselves. We say i

flatly, and we don't care who gets mi
about it. Maybe if they get mad enouf
they'll wake up and do something dece:

for you. WTiat do you think about it, y(
fathers and mothers? The Editok.

We Bow to This Lady

This is a very humble reply to J. B.
Indiana, who objects to the printing
articles about "How to Save Money (

$3,000 a Year," on the ground that h
husband only makes a $1.25 a day.

"I have seen letters," says she, "tellii

how people saved money on $3,000 a yes

But I would like to see a letter on how
man could live on $1.25 a day and sa

inoney.
"My husband works by the day, e

cept for a little while in the summer, wh(

he runs a straw baler. He made alw
$800 last year, and we bought $200 wor
of war savings stamps and two $100 bone

and subscribed for three more to be ps

for during this year.
"Most anyone could liveon $3,000 a

Well, J. B., we certainly hand it

on a silver platter. Making $8i

saving $400 of it is going some. Not
folks save half what they earn. Well t

you a little secret—our wife and I are tr

ing to do that, but, believe us, it's an aw
pull. We know it can be done, but
fatted calves can be killed while yoi

about it, can there? We told a man
other day we were doing that, and he s

we were just a plain, garden-variety li

But, J. B., there are a lot of folks in

world who think they can't save out

$3,000 a year. We know of a case not I

ago when the guardian of a rich mi
child went into court and swore that

couldn't buy clothes for that young!

with the $12,000 a year he was allowed

that purpose, and asked that the allowa

be raised to $15,000. And the request

granted. Of course, you and I and
rest of us know that was nonsense,

that's the way some folks are. It's

point of view that counts.

It isn't so much what you make as wi

you save that counts. Many a large f

tune has been started by small savin

and many a high-salaried man has dfei

pauper. But cheer up, J. B., when T
time comes you will know what to do «

your money, which is one thing some peo

never seem to learn.
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FAMILY OF FOODS
Light, tender pancakes, with a delicious flavor—bran muffins, healthful and
appetizing—wheat cereal that makes breakfast an event—bread, cakes and
pastry, which are real food treats— all are made best with The Pillsbury

Family of Foods—a sislect family of selected foods.

Pillsbury's Best Flour—Health Bran—Wheat Cereal—Pancake Flour—rye,

durum and graham flours—all are fully guaranteed. With satisfaction, to you,

positively assured let Pillsbury be your guiding word to the best in foods. Your
grocer carries Pillsbury Products.

PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS COMPANY
Minneapolis, U. S. A.
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Field

There Is a Delco-Light Man Near You
No matter where you live, there

is a Delco-Light man within easy-

reach of you.

This means much more to you than
mere convenience in the purchase
of a Delco-Light plant.

These men are trained men—They KNOW
electricity as applied to farm use.

They can advise you as, to the size of plant

you should have.

They can see that your house and barn are

properly wired

—

They can superintend the installation of the

plant so that it will give you the most efficient

and economical service.

They can tell you where and how to place your water

system and what kind of a water system to have to

meet your particular requirements

—

They can give you intelligent advice as to the purchase

and use of washing machine, churn, separator, milking

machine and other appliances that you can operate

with the electricity furnished by Delco Light,

And—^After the plant is installed they are always near-

by to advise with you and see that you get full hundred
per cent satisfaction out of its operation

—

Delco-Liight is lightening labor, bettering living

conditions and actually paying for itself in time

and labor saved in more than 75000 farm homes.

DELCO-LIGHT
A complete electric light and power plant for farms and country homes,

t self-cranking— air-cooled—ball bearings—no belts—only one place to

Oil— Thick Plates—Long Lived Battery—RUNS ON KEROSENE

The Domestic Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio
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A patchy pattern often means a
mi88, many timet a cripple, and
sometime! badly mutilated game

Leader GAME GETTERS
THE steady game-getting qualities of Winchester

Loaded Shells have made them the favorite shells

of experienced shooters.

Under all weather conditions they play true to form,
shooting a strong, even spread of shot. The Winchester
waterproofing process prevents swelling from dampness

;

special lubrication of the paper fibres prevents brittleness

and splitting in dry weather.

The secret of the famous Winchester Shot Pattern is

in the control of the gas blast from the exploding powder.
This in turn depends upon the wadding in the shell.

The Winchester gas control system

The Winchester system of wadding and loading is the
result of repeated experiments to determine the most
effective control of the gas blast. The base wads of
Winchester Shells are constructed to give what is known
as progressive combustion to the powder charge. The
ignition spreads to the sides, in all directions, as well as

forward.

Under the heat and pressure of this progressive com-
bustion, the tough, springy driving wad expands and fills

the bore snugly, completely sealing in the gas behind.

In being driven through the bore this wad offers just

enough resistance to the gas blast to insure complete
combustion of every grain of powder, so that the full

energy of the whole
powder charge is

developed at the
muzzle. Thus none
of the shot charge

leaves the gun until it is being driven by the maximum
energy and velocity possible from the load.

At the muzzle, the expanded, snug-fitting driving wad
is slightly checked by the muzzle choke or constriction,

while the shot cluster travels on unbroken by gas blast

or wadding, making the hard-hitting uniform pattern

for which Winchester Shells are world famous.

Uniform shells. From primer to crimp, Winchester
Shells are so balanced in construction as to insure the
maximum pattern possible from any load. The broad
fish-tail flash from the primer gives even and thorough
ignition; the driving wads completely seal in the gas behind

the shot; the stiffness of the crimp or turnover at the

shell head is varied exactly according to different loads,

great care being taken never to stiffen it to such a de-

gree that it offers undue resistance to the powder explosion.

Clean hits and more of them

To 'insure more hits and cleaner hits in the field or at

the traps, be sure your shells are Winchester Leader and
Repeater for smokeless; Nublack and New Rival for black
powder. Leading hardware and sporting goods dealers

in every community carry Winchester arms and am-
munition. They will be glad to assist you in determin-
ing the particular load best suited to your purpose. Up-
on request, we will send you, free of charge, our interest-

ing booklet on Winchester Shotguns and Loaded Shells.

Winchester Repeating
Arms Co., Dept. 223,

New Haven, Conn.,
U. S. A.

The Winchester system of wadding. The wadding expands evenly, sealing in the gas blast all

the way to the muzzle, where the wadding is checked by the "choke" or constriction. The shot
cluster travels on ahead unbroken. Actual test target S20 pellets out of USl or 7i% of th* shot
charge (I% oz. of lYt chiUtd} tnstde a 30-inch circle at iO yards.

World Standard Gan» and Ammunition
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Those Stupid Folks in Town
By George S. Hall

Wi
HO gets the money?" is a

question underlying al-

most every argument now-
adays. Accusing fingers

are pointed at everyone

who has to do with the production or

handling of food, the farmer, of course,

gets his full share of the blame for the ris-

ing cost of all commodities. The city

housewife has heard that many farmers

actually own automobiles. What other

proof do we need that farmers are be-

coming criminally rich? Then someone
exclaims:

"Just think of it for a moment! A few
years ago the farmer got 70 cents a bushel

for his wheat, and now he gets more than

$2. No wonder our bread comes high!"

Next comes the retailer's turn to be

dealt a heavy body blow. A government
clerk has been reading an article on modern
city delivery systems.

"There are three times as many re-

tailers as we need," he argues. "Little one-

horse grocery stores are thicker than

saloons used to be. Their delivery wagons
block up the streets, chasing about with

three tomatoes for Mrs. Smith, one-

thirty-second of a peck of potatoes for

Mrs. Jones, and one and one-fourth pounds
of dog meat for Mrs. Abernathy. How
long are we going to stand for this foolish

and expensive system of delivery?"

But the wholesaler couldn't well be

overlooked in such an argument. A bank
teller who once spent a month on a farm
where the hens laid strictly fresh eggs

explained where the fine Italian hand of

the wholesaler was shown.
"You see, hens have no more sense than

to lay nearly all their eggs in the spring,

when eggs are cheap. Now, in spring the

packer's fancy lightly turns to cornering

the egg supply. These eggs are held in

cold storage till next winter, and then we
will buy them at a nice little profit—to

the packer."
At this point a contractor, who had been

rather impatiently listening to the dis-

cussion, entered the arena.

"Have you recently tried to get any
work done by hired labor? No? Well,

when you do try it you will soon find what
causes the high cost of everything. It's

labor. The hod carrier and the coal heaver
are paid higher wages than the college

professor. And the more you pay them
the less work they do. A manufacturing
friend lately showed me his books for the

past year. He increased wages per man
50 per cent, and increased the number of

workers 20 per cent, and yet his total out-

put fell down 15 per cent. When a man gets

a dollar a day he thinks he is under obliga-

tion to earn the dollar, but when he gets a
dollar an hour he thinks the world owes
him a living."

This kind of an argument can be heard
eighteen hours a day the year around on
every street car, in every hotel lobby in the
United States, and wherever and whenever
two or more persons converse for five

minutes. The problem is beginning to
demand almost as much attention as that
of the relative merits of different picture
shows. In discussions Tof this sort my
fellow farmers and I are seldom represented
and we are naturally, therefore, given the
worst of it.

But the problem is by no means so sim-
ple as all that. There are many points to
consider, and putting the blame on the
feliow who happens to be absent will never
give the right answer. The question will
not down. It recurs on all occasions.
What is the cause of the high cost of
living? Who is profiteering? How can the
economic burden be more equitably
adjusted?

In the various answers to these questions

there is too much evidence of class antag-

onism. We are told that the wages for

labor must remain at the high war level,

or even be increased, but that the prices

of farm produce must come down. Now,
the farmer is a worker, taking his wages

Farmers are blandly asked to accept
such a program as meeting the national
needs. Frankly, is not the advocacy of

such methods evidence of a lack of the sense
of humor? To ask the farmer deliberately

to overproduce the materials upon which
his living depends, and thereby to reduce

A manufacturing friend lately showed me his books for the past year.

He increased wages per man 50 per cent, and increased the number
of workers 20 per cent, and yet his total output fell down 15 per cent

Read This Yourself, Then Pass It on

to Sonneone in the City

HERE is a plain statement of facts about farmers that it would do
the folks in town a lot of good to know. When you have read it,

if you agree with it, pass it along to some carping critic you know in

town. Better still, if you care enough about it send it to the editor of

your county-seat paper, or even to the exchange editor of the city

daily you take, with the suggestion that it might do a lot of good if

they felt like printing it. It is straight-from-the-shoulder facts like

these that will do more than anything else to root out the stupid

prejudice of some townsfolk against the farm folks. The Editor.

in the form of returns from sale of prod-
ucts whenever there are any returns. If

the price of these products is lowered
without other compensating adjustment,
the wages of the farmer are automatically
lowered. In other words, the city con-
sumer would argue that the wages of all

workers except the farmer must be raised,

but that his must come down! Plainly,

some city folk are making strange demands.
Nearly every one of the numerous

schemes for reducjng the cost of living are
frankly based on the assumption that the
plan will result in increased production of

foodstuffs, and will, therefore, reduce the
cost of such material. In plain English,
practically all of these schemes are direct
attempts to induce overproduction of

farm crops. The various land-settlement
schemes are largely justified by their pro-
moters with the argument that by greatly
increasing the area of cultivated land the
prices of farm products will be lowered.

his income, is in principle the same prop-
osition as asking organized labor to take
part in the importation of Japanese,
Mexicans, and Hindoos in order to reduce
wages.
How, then, can we best proceed to re-

duce the total amount of foolishness

written about agriculture? Possibly by
getting the city man acquainted with the
farmer. The farmer knows quite a bit

about farming. Perhaps the city man can
learn something from him, as in the
following cases:

Two years ago several bulletins on poul-
try fell into the hands of Albert Mahon, a
professional accountant. Just a few days
before Albert had told his wife very
emphatically that Farmer Flaherty, who
brought them their eggs, was an unmiti-
gated robber.
"Why, look here!" said Albert. "When

I eat these two four-minute eggs it's just

the same as swallowing 12 cents. It's an

outrage. We have room in our back yard.
I am going into the poultry business—on a
small scale, you understand, my dear, say,
five or six hens and a rooster. That will
give us eggs for our own table and a few
to sell to the Robsons, thus paying our
poultry expenses and making our break-
fast eggs pure velvet, you see."
A fine plan it obviously was. They con-

structed very modest quarters for their
fowls-to-be. Albert complained of the high
price of lumber, nails, paint, and other
materials, and wages were really atrocious.
But the initial expense of a.new industry is

always large. One must be long-headed
enough to keep his eye on the future re-

turns. Mrs. Mahon wanted to buy a few
plain White Leghorns or Plymouth Rocks.
But Albert had heard of a breeder of Buff
Orpingtons with a pedigree that came over
with William the Conqueror. The breeder
parted with five pullets and a cockerel at
a price which Albert refrained from
mentioning.

.

During the next eighteen months I
occasionally saw Albert, but he was neither
boastful nor communicative about the
chicken business. At last he made a clean
breast of the matter and showed a care-
fully kept set of cost accounts on his prize
Orpingtons. Albert was interested chiefly

in eggs, and had calculated the whole
business on the basis of egg production.
It had cost, on an average, $2.32 for each
dozen of eggs. The next step was to kill

and eat the fowls that laid the golden eggs.
Finally, Farmer Flaherty was entreated
to explain how he did it even at the pre-
vailing high prices.

I remember, as if it were yesterday, the
crusader's enthusiasm with which Joe
Spooner set forth to gain his fortune on a
Michigan farm. To Joe the end of the rain-

bow was in a potato patch. Joe had told
his wife to order a whole bushel of potatoes
at once and abandon the foolish practice
of buying in quarter-peck lots.

"What, four dollars a bushel?" Joe
exclaimed when his wife told him of her •

purchase. "That settles it. It's me for the
potato business. A dry-goods salesman
has no future."

Joe went into the new line of work body
and soul.

"We'll rent first and buy later, after

looking around a bit," Joe explained to

Mrs. Spooner. "We must always be care-

ful and conservative in making an untried
venture—no jumping headlong into the
dark." Joe made a trip to the northern
end of the southern peninsula of Michigan.
The very first day he found a farm for

rent. The soil was very sandy and just

the thing for potatoes. Joe closed the deal,

and returned to Chicago to get the wife

and household goods.

Joe didn't pretend to know it all. He
was willing to take advice on the technical

details of preparing the soil, time for

planting, cutting the seed pieces, etc.

He decided to plant nothing but the Rus-
set Rural variety.

"Potato buyers won't want to bother
with small quantities of several varieties,"

Joe mumbled to himself. "The Russet
Rural is good enough."

In potato-farming everything goes out

and nothing comes in till the crop is

harvested. Joe noted with some con-
sternation the mounting total of expenses
which were piling up against the potatoes-

to-be. The high cost of killing potato bugs
and of spraying for blight gave Joe many
an anxious moment. But there were the

potatoes, growing every day. They would
put a nice little figure on the right side of

the ledger.

"It will feel good," Joe reflected, "to be
at the selling end, [CONTINUED on page 24|
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Company's Coming to Your House Next
January! Who Can It Be?

By Harlan Smith

A VERY important visitor is going
/^k to call at your farm some day
/ ^ between January 1 and January
/ % 31,1 920—less than three months

from now—and ask you a lot of

very important questions.
This visitor may be a man or a woman,

but the visit will be very important, espe-
cially to you. And it will be greatly to yowc
interest to answer all the questions correctly.

So, on the chance that you might mis-
take your caller for an impertinent "butter-
in" and accord him short shrift, I thought
I would write you through Farm and Fire-
side who and what he is, why he will ask
so many questions, and what the whole
proceeding means.
He will be a census enumerator, repre-

senting the United States Government, and
on the facts you give him will depend the
Government's attitude for the next ten
years toward you and me and the other
forty-five or fifty million country folks who
keep the United States and a good share of

the rest of the world supplied with three
square meals a day, and most of their

clothes.

Only one thing can fail to make the cen-

sus of 1920 a powerful foundation of facts

on which to build a stronger and more pros-

perous agriculture in America. That would
be your failure to realize your responsibility

to furnish accurate information when the

census enumerator comes around.

This has been a matter of no little con-

cern to Uncle Sam in planning his big cen-

sus job. He has no fears of failure among
those farmers who thoroughly understand
the purpose and importance of the census,

but he realizes that a few careless ones in

every community, added to those grudges

who nurse suspicions and distrust of gov-

ernmental enterprises—a declining num-
ber, thanks, I believe, to the county-agent

system—can upset the accuracy and relia-

bility of census information. He is power-

less to handle the situation satisfactorily

should any considerable number of farmers

indulge in guesswork.
It takes years of hard work by thousands

of men you never even heard of to get

things ready for this thirty days' of visit-

ing in which you will share next January.

And in this tedious, expensive preparatory

work Uncle Sam is taking no chances. He
is eliminating all the factors of human
frailty he possibly can. He has been work-
ing for years to develop a system of han-

dling census information that well-nigh

precludes the possibility of error. .
Giant

machines of steel and iron, almost human
in their working, but lacking human liability

to err, stand in the Census Bureau at

Washington ready to masticate, digest,

and assimilate the information from the

millions of schedules that will begin pour-

ing in to them from you folks next January.

Recent tests of the efficiency and speed of

these mechanical workers warrant the pre-

diction by census officials that publication

of the results of the 1920 census can be ad-

vanced eighteen months ahead of any
previous census. It is expected that the

first state bulletin—which will be for that

State first sending in its schedule—will be

issued six or seven months after the sched-

ules are received. And it is hoped that

tabulation of all the information can be
completed in twelve months. Heretofore

it has required two to two and a half years.

The agriculture schedule, you should
know, is a four-page sheet containing

—

brace yourself !—63 subdivisions, with some-
thing over 200 items for which quantity,

number, value, size, or age are to be given.

At that, the 1920 schedule has only four

more subdivisions than were carried in the

1910 census, although it covers a great deal

more ground. That is made possible by a
more skillful construction and arrangement
of the inquiries.

To achieve that has required the sweat
of expert brows in the Census Bureau, the
Department of Agriculture, and of state

agricultural representatives in many a con-
ference assembled. It has required more
than that. To be sure that the questions
were complete enough to encompass our
giant farming industry, and that they were
simple enough to be understandable and so
a man would not be kept up all night trying
to answer them, the Census Bureau did
something different this time: it tried out
its preliminary schedule on 40,000 farmers
all over the country. It asked these farm-
ers—crop correspondents of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture—to answer the ques-
tions for their own farms and to send in

suggestions for improving the questions.

That test was most valuable. It showed
the weaknesses—questions that didn't get
all the information sought, or got it in a
form that could not be used—and it brought
in to Washington a flood of practicable

suggestions many of which were adopted
when the new schedule was made. Agri-
cultural organizations of every kind, agri-

cultural officials and editors of farm
journals, also were consulted, and their

ideas carefully considered. So after two
years of work, during which three tentative

schedules were tried out, the final schedule
was made ready last June (1919). The
Census Bureau never has taken such pains
in preparing for the agricultural stock-tak-
ing.

Ninety thousand enumerators, working
under the direction of four hundred super-

visors, make up the census army that will

take the field January 1, 1920—or January
2d, if they don't want to work New Year's
Day. Fifty-five thousand enumerators
will be engaged on the agricultural census.

They will be given thirty days to visit and
report on every farm in the United States.

There will be no politics played in select-

ing enumerators this time, census officials

say. The law authorizing this census has
changed the system of employing workers
in the field. Instead of appointment by
the President on the advice of congressmen,
supervisors were appointed this time by
the Secretary of Commerce on the recom-
mendation of the Director of the Census.
The enumerators will be appointed by the
supervisors; but, for the first time in cen-

sus-taking, they must pass a preliminary
examination to show their fitness for the
work. They must show that they are fa-

miliar with agricultural conditions, and
that they understand the questions to be
put to you. So much depends on compe-
tent, faithful enumerators that census

officials will take precautions to see that

only persons who are thoroughly reliable

are appointed.
William L. Austin, in charge of the agri-

cultural census under Samuel L. Rogers,

the Director of the Census, and the man
who is laboring to make this census the

most accurate and comprehensive of

American farming, told me he hoped that

discharged soldiers would be attracted to

the work of enumerating. He said he
knew of no better material to do the job

right. I suppose he meant that the lads

who took the measure of William Hohen-
zollern and his gang, and invoiced their

line of war goods pretty thoroughly, ought
to find it easy to size up the home folks.

The man who comes to your farm will

not be making a fortune out of his job, but
he can make a little money if he
works fast. Unfortunately, Con-
gress did not increase the pay of

these workers over the amounts

allowed in 1910, although other wages have
increased. He will get not less than 20
cents nor more than 30 cents for visiting
your farm, except in some places where the
Director of the Census may fix other com-
pensation. Where enumeration is difficult,

a minimum of $3 and a maximum of $6 a
day is fixed by law. At that rate it means
that the enumerator must get up and dust
to make a fair wage, so be ready with your
facts and don't detain him by asking ques-
tions about your neighbor's business. It
would be unlawful for him to give you that
information anyway. The average com-
pensation of enumerators who get 20 to 30
cents a farm is about $5 a day, although
some have made $10 and $12 a day, very
fast working.
A fine not to exceed $1,000, or imprison-

ment not to exceed two years, or both fine

and imprisonment, are prescribed as penal-
ties for a census taker who publishes or
communicates, without the authority of
the Director of the Census, any informa-
tion coming into his possession by reason
of his employment on the census. Heavier
penalties are prescribed for the enumerator
who wilfully and knowingly swears or af-

firms falsely to the truth of any statement
required to be made under oath, or for will-

fully and knowingly making a false certifi-

cate or a fictitious return.
The Census Bureau keeps a sharp watch

for crookedness.
A negro school teacher, employed as an

enumerator on the last census in Mississip-
pi, thought he saw some easy money. He
sat in the schoolroom one day aiid dreamed
a brand-new colored settlement. He saw
his pupils married and living on farms
within the district he was engaged to
enumerate. He gave them children, land,
cattle, hogs, crops, mortgaged indebted-
ness, and other farm pleasures and disap-
pointments—all on a bunch of census sched-
ules, all on one fine day. Then he turned
in the product of his happy thought to cen-
sus officials—sold the whole colony out-
right—and received therefore some $25 or

$30, and some time later ninety days in
jail and a fine of $250; also the cost of the
trial, about $150.
One important change in the 1920 cen-

sus will be the advancement of the date for
taking it from April 15th to January 1st.

There are very good reasons for that: the
enumerators' visit will not come during
your rush of spring work, and the record
of live stock will not be taken at a season
when new crops of offspring are coming on.
Heretofore, for this reason, figures on
young stock in the North and in the South
have not been comparable. January is al-

so considered a better time because the re-

turns on crops obtained during the winter
are more accurate than those gathered
later, and they are comparable with the
December estimates of the Department of
Agriculture.
Now let's see how much more we're go-

ing to know about agriculture in 1920 than
in 1910—how the census is to be extended.

Agriculture's problems have grown since
1910. We need light on many more phases
of them. We want to know more about
tenantry, so useful laws can be enacted to
make it a stepping stone to ownership in-

stead of a rut. The new census will make
it possible to distinguish more carefully
between the different types of tenure. It

will distinguish between tenants and crop-
pers in the South. It will show not
only the number of tenants and own-
ers, but will also show how long farm-
ers remain as tenants before they own

1 Ki

their farms; the acreage of farm land s

crop land operated by tenants and owne
the value of buildings, land, machinery, s

live stock.

Land utiUzation is another big probl
the census will throw more light on.
has become apparent that economic pr
lems connected with land are at the fo'

dation of all movements for the impro
ment of rural life and institutions," sai

recent statement from the Department
Agriculture. Through its reorganized 1

reau of Farm Management the Dept
ment is starting an investigation of me
ods of increasing the area of land in fari'

and better and more complete utilizat

of land now in farms. In addition to she

ing the amount of improved land, wo
land, and all other land in farms, the r

census will give the acreage of crop la

crop land fallow or idle, acreage in pasti

acreage in buildings and barnyards, ac

age in different kinds of pasture, and it

show how much land suitable for crops

not in crops.

We're going to know more about fa

incumbrances, too. Heretofore the cen
has shown the nxmiber of farms mortgai
and the amount of indebtedness. AJ
1920 the purpose for which loans were m:
will be known and the rate of interest pa

Facts about forests and forest produ
will be obtained in much more detail

acreage in merchantable timber, in w(
lots, and in cordwood timber will

learned, also the extent of chaparral, ni

quite, and other woody shrubs which hf

tofore have been thrown together un
"farm woodland." The value of for

products sold, and of those used on
farm, will be recorded, and the amount
ceived from the sale of standing timt
The kinds of forest products cut on
farm will also be given.

A new question added to this census i

show for the first time the number of dw
ing houses, tractors, automobiles, autor
bile trucks, and telephones.

Another very interesting new fact

be the number of farmers selling fa

products to or through a farmers' mart
ing organization in 1919, and the valuf

the products.
A more definite and usable classificat

of live stock is to be made. Taking the c

sus in January rather than in April help

make this possible. A more complete c

silication by age and sex is provided, an^

will be possible for the first time to separ

completely dairy animals and beef anim
Distinction also will be made in breed

stock and stock for slaughter, and both

be by age groups.
The live-stock census this time will co

"live stock on farms, ranges, and
where," instead of only farms and rani

That will take in the stock of back-y
and suburban producers, including poull

bees, and so on. The count of town s

will be made on a special schedule,

Instead of asking the value of crops

heretofore, the enumerators will learn

"quantity sold or to be sold." By apply

to these amounts prices obtained by
Department of Agriculture's Bureau
Crop Estimates a more uniform valuat

the country over can be obtained.

Information about hay and forage

be more definite also. Some new questi

include crops cut for silage, amount of

nual legumes cut for hay, amount of ki

milo, sweet sorghum, sugar cane, and
dan grass cut for forage or fodder, mat
crops grazed or hogged off, and more
tailed statements about pastures.

A special inquiry on irrigation will

made later, based on names of irrigal

farmers obtained in the general sched

I asked officials of the Census Bur
and the Department of Agriculture w
Farm and Fireside [continuedonpage
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My Experience in Making a Living

From a Cut-Over Farm
By John Manning

IN
TELLING my experience of making

a farm out of what three years ago
was wild land—soil covered with a

heavy growth of timber and brush—

I

find it almost as hard as I did clearing

the land. You hear a lot of talk about
this cut-over land, but I want to tell you
that it is no snap. It can be made to pay,

but it will take as much and more hard
work than farming anywhere else. If you
go into it, read my story and do it with
your eyes open.

It was a hard and steady climb to get to

the top of the hill, and many times I thought
of turning back. But my reinforcements
were too good; my wife would not let me.
I was discouraged many, many times, and

B. ' would have quit. As I look back over the
pmi short space of three years and consider how
foijiably and admirably she bore up under
hardships, I can't help but think I have the

saijbest wife in the world.
I had always worked for other folks, but

l(;we saved our money, and three years ago
my wife and I talked over the matter of

liej buying a small farm. Land in Illinois and
farijlowa, I found, was entirely out of line. It

was too high-priced, and our savings too
small. We looked over the advertisements

woijin the paper, and saw some ads about Mar-
inette County, Wisconsin.
Upon investigation we found the prices

in keeping with our pocketbook. I visited

the county, and looked over the land. At
the time I didn't pay much attention to the
amount of brush and timber on the land,

nor figure how hard it would be to
clear. I was anxious to get a farm

cei!—everything else was a blank. I

jaf bought 40 acres.

The forty cost me $1,000. I came
up in October and settled on the

tpa iplace. Two months before that my
wife had made me a present of our
second child, Mary—a mighty fine

girl. It would be too trying for her
to make the trip then, so she re-

in mained until the following spring.

I left the cabin and went to work
as a lumberjack in a near-by camp

fori during the winter, earning good
on fmoney.

In April I sent for my wife and
the two children. And with what
I earned in the lumber camp and
our savings we still had, we had an-

us « other bit of money and I bought 40
(iw( acres more, adjoining the original

itonl purchase. Up to this time I hadn't
begun to clear any land, so didn't

know I was adding to my work.
The purchase of the 80 acres left

me without funds, but "the paying
of cash put me in a position to get
credit. I went to the bank and
borrowed $600 with which to buy

iec^o'ur food and clothing, dynamite to
blast the stumps, and for working .

capital in general. I still owe this

money. However, I'm not broke; my prop-
erty now is worth about $5,000, including

tools and stock, and I have $150 in Liberty
bonds.

I dug into the work of clearing the land
with considerable vigor. I was strong and
healthy, and wanted to do the job in a hur-
ry. Soon I realized I was up against a
tough proposition. The hard work I had
been used to was mere child's play to what
was before me. I got discouraged.
Sunday is generally conceded a day of

rest, but ^or the first two years to me it was
only the first day of a new working week.
Now I rest on that day. I worked early in

the morning, and after supper when the
moonlight was good. Stump after stump I

pulled, and two seemed to hop up each
time to laugh and jeer at me.
At night I'd come into the house to eat,

tired, sick, and discontented. My wife, on
the other hand, did all of the chores, looked
after the children and her housework. She
never complained, and was always bright
and cheery. Often I wondered if this was
put on, but I was never able to find out.

"To-morrow, John," she would say, "is

another day. Each day brings us closer to
success. Don't stop now, or you must ad-
mit you're licked." I'd take the bit in my
teeth, and before daybreak was at it again.
Summer passed the first season, and the

cold weather set in. Frost hardened the
ground, and I couldn't do anything in the

lent

)slio
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way of stumping. I cut up the logs and
timber, and when snow fell I made a sled

and hauled it to the city. The best logs I

hauled to the sawmill, and had cut up into

boards which I used to build a small barn
and another shed for tools and things.

The first year had some compensation
other than the land cleared. I sold cord-

wood, boxwood, and kiln wood for about
$185, which proved sufficient to cover my
grocery and cloth-

ing bills.

Food would have
cost us more if it

had not been for the
garden. When I

bought the original

forty, in the rear

of the shack was
about an acre of

clear ground which
I worked up. We
got enough stuff

from it to cut the
grocery bill about
one third.

Often my wife
and Ihad long talks,

and she was always
urging me to work
harder. Whenever
I would get real

morose, and was
about to pack up
and quit, she would
go over into the

selves. The single acre of wheat yielded 22
bushels, which I sold at $1.90 a bushel; the
peas brought me $6 a hundred, and the
yield was 19 bushels, making an income of

$68.40. The two acres of corn was caught
by the frost early in the spring, but good
weather followed and it grew and ripened.

My income last year was enough to pay
for my food and clothing. My expenses
were higher this year because of the price

of meat.
When I came up

here I bought a horse
for $50. It was a
good worker. I also

bought a Guernsey
cow, and now I have
a herd of four with

.

a two-year-old heifer
and three calves.

Last year I bought
an old sow from one
ofmy neighbors. She
gave me a litter of

seven pigs this
spring. I kept the
corn for them, and
got my 1919 seed
from it too. This
corn grew and the
pigs are doing nice-

ly on it, with grass,

rutabagas, and other
vegetables which we
have to spare.

I will keep out

Above—Manning and his wife. Below—Mr. and Mrs. Manning, their

two youngsters and their house and barn on the cut-over farm near
Loomis, Wisconsin, which they carved out of the wilderness

corner and start to cry. The last time my
wife cried I didn't try to stop her. I went
outside.

In the shade of my barn I Ut my pipe,
and took inventory of myself. I weighed
what I had done, and what was before me.
I also figured what my wife had done to'

help me. In a few minutes I came to realize

that her heart and soul were in the little

place. The crude house was more to her
than a town house on Michigan Avenue in

Chicago; and the fields with their brush
and timber were more than a sunken gar-
den with orchids.

"Manning," I said to myself, "you're a
quitter. You can't even keep pace with
your wife."

The more I thought the madder I got.

Finally I stuck out my chin, and the old
determination which enabled me to hold
my own with bigger boys when I w^s a kid
came back to me.

I went back into the house. My wife was
still crying. I told her I was going to stick,

and she surely was pleased.
Next spring I was in the field as soon as

possible. I worked from sunup to sundown,
and when the moon was bright I worked
too. The old feeling to quit often came
over me, but all I had to do was to look at
the eight acres I had cleared, with their
growing crops. Then I worked harder.

This eight acres I had in corn, wheat,
peas, and potatoes which we used for our-

the best of the sows and breed them for

next year, and use the boars and poor gilts

for our meat supply.
In 1918 I cleared about 30 acres, so that

this year I have 38 acres in crops and hay.
I have other land clear, but haven't had
time to put out any crops. The second year
of clearing was not as hard as the first, be-
cause I had a few acres in; and this year I

am sailing along. I no longer want to quit.

Now I have to look after the crops and
clearing in spare time. My wife, however,
is helping me as much as possible.

The receipts for 1918 amounted to about
$250, of which $140 came from the sale of

wood. I had more wood to sell last year,
having cleared 30 acres of land. I again
saved the best logs, and had them sawed
into boards. These with what I will be able

to get within the next two years, by which
time all of my land will be well cleared, will

be enough for a new house which I plan to

build. The farm is well situated, being only
a mile from town, and on a state road.
The wood I saved and sold paid for clear-

ing the land, which I figured cost from $40
to $60 an acre, leaving only a cost of about
$15 an acre for brushing.

I don't intend to clear all of the remain-
ing 42 acres, but will brush the stuff I in-

tend to leave in pasture for the herd of

cows I plan to have. The boards I have
saved are worth about $600, being all hard
wood.

Let no one come into the cut-over land
to make a home unless he is willing to work
hard. Until the land is cleared, my experi-
ence is that it is the toughest of tough jobs.
The $600 I borrowed is about gone.

Some of it went for the cows, some for
dynamite for blasting the stumps. I use a
low-grade powder—say 20 to 30 per cent.
It does not blow the stump out of the
ground—merely loosens and splits it, so I
can snake it out with my team. For this I
use a block and tackle and a steel cable. I
hitch one end of the device to a solid stump
as anchor, and the other end on the stump
I want to pull out.

This year I have 23 acres in crops, and
the remainder in clover and pasture. I will
get plenty of hay for the cows and horses
for winter, and with rutabagas, corn, and
oats, will have plenty of feed. I also have
some fodder corn planted. I have out five
acres of oats, three acres of corn, two acres
of rye, three acres of peas, three acres of
fodder corn, two acres of rutabagas, two
acres of potatoes, and three acres of sugac
beets.

The beets are a sure cash crop. The fac-
tory near-by gave me the seed to be paid
for when the crop was cashed. I am guar-
anteed $10 a ton, and the jdeld will run
about 10 bushels per acre. This will give
me some money in the bank.

I have only a few chickens. They give
me enough fresh eggs, and now and then I

can cook up a nice rooster. With the chick-
ens, pigs, and vegetables it doesn't cost

much to keep the house going.
My cows are fairly good producers,

being Guernseys and Jerseys. I sell

the cream, the check running about
$35 a month. I just sold one of the
cows for $80. I bought her three
months ago for $52, but she only
gave enough milk to pay for her
keep.

I am a mile from the Loomis
station, and I only have to deliver
the cream every day or two. This
doesn't take any of my time, for my
wife has to go to town and she puts
the cream in the buggy. I used to
sell whole milk to a cheese factory,
but it took an hour a day to make
the delivery. One hour a day is sij

hours a week, and thirty hours a

month—two whole working days.
I'm alone, with no help, so every
minute counts. Another reason is I

like to have the skim -milk for the
calves and pigs.

I do my own separating— or,

rather, my wife does it. At first we
used to have thin cream, not regulate
ing the machine to make it thick.
We soon found out this was a poor
policy, and now make it as thick as
we can. The cream runs from 30 to
35 per cent.

"The losing of an hour and the thin-
ning of the cream, together with other little

items I have mentioned, may appear small
at first glance, but not when you are work-
ing as I did for two years. I aimed to think
out everything before I started to work. This
gave me a program, and saved lots of useless

turns.

Brute strength is a necessity in clearing
land, but good, clear thinking is a big fac-

tor too. I must admit my wife did a whole
lot of the thinking for our firm.

I am rather inclined to make light of my
hard work, because I have succeeded; iDut

nevertheless I think of it once in a while.
But I discount my part when I think of

how my wife worked to help me. She is a
woman of slight build, but her muscle and
fiber must be of tempered steel. Otherwise
she could not stand up under the strain.

This year she is working in the field.

But there is compensation coming for aD
that we have gone through. All of us are
young. I am thirty-six, my wife thirty-

three, Johnny nine, and Mary three years.
Often I look forward a few years to the new
house we will have on the road, and to the
little car which I am going to buy.

This reward is due my wife and kids, and
/

they will get it. The thought of it is mak-/
ing my road easier to travel now, and sua*
cess is nearer each day. /

I have kept records of every penny tKis

farm has cOst me, and how much it cost to

clear it. I have [CONTINUED ON page 29)



FARM AND FIRESIDE'

The Kind of National Organization I Think
«

We Farmers Need
By Eugene Davenport

ONE of Mr. Hoover's chief
i difficulties at the outset and
I throughout the duration of the
' war lay in the fact he so often
deplored, that there was no

single national organization of farmers
which could speak with some degree of

authority for the occupation, and with
which he could advise or make definite

arrangements for production.
Accordingly, he was obliged to deal with

the situation bit by bit, with this, that,

and the other locality, producing interest,

or group, often finding it necessary to
create special advisory or administrative
bodies at great expense and delay, only
because the machinery did not exist for

doing agricultural business in a large way.
There have been a small multitude of

farmers' organizations of one kind or

another for more than a hundred years,

but none of them could serve the needs
that suddenly developed, and the reason
for this is of more than passing interest,

because it shows that a new situation is

coming to the front for you and me.
Most of these organizations of farmers

have been educational, like the farmers'
institutes, fair associations, etc.; or they
have been designed to improve the methock
of production in special fields, such as

horticultxire, dairying, cotton-growing,
sugar-beet production, and the like; or else

to promote the interests of some particular

breed of horses, cattle, sheep, or swine.

Exceptions may be found in certain

gatherings, such as the Farmers' National
Congress, or the Drainage Congress, but
these are meetings of individuals, rather
than responsible bodies of men with stable

and permanent organizations.
The Grange is a notable exception in

many ways, and, like all the others, it has
had a powerful influence for good. Even
so, it is not a body with which Mr. Hoover
or anyone else could "do business." It is

educational and social rather than econom-
ic, and while it has to some slight extent

functioned in the fields of trade, it has been
almost exclusively as a purveyor of the
things which farmers buy to consume
rather than of the .commodities they pro-
duce to sell.

Aside from the Fruit Growers' Exchange
of the Far West, we have no strong associ-

ations of farmers organized for systematic
selling, and that is why Mr. Hoover found
his hands practically tied under a good
many embarrassing, not to say dangerous,
situations.

For example, when Lord Rhonda cabled
desperately for seventy-five millions of

bushels of wheat in the spring of 1918, the
Food Administration did not know whether
we had that amount in America, and there

was no one else who knew, or with whom
Mr. Hoover could deal as a first step in

relieving the distress of the Allies. The
result was that he was obliged to stop in

the midst of things and create special

machinery for finding the wheat and for

getting it together.
When the Food Administration had

occasion to discuss "fair prices," there was
no authoritative body to speak for the
farmers. It was therefore obliged to be
constantly creating new commissions or

boards to deal with each new problem, as,

for example, the price of pork or rice. Some-
times the arrangement was made by con-
ference with important dealers, but very
rarely could it be made with the producers,

because nobody existed that had sufficient

authority to speak even in an advisory
way. A farmers' national chamber of

commerce, or some such general body, con-
fessedly comm.ercial, would, have been a
godsend to us farmers in our emergency.
Under the circumstances the Food

Administration was obliged to rely for

increased production upon the "requests"
put out by the Department of Agriculture.
To the credit of American farmers those
requests were honored, and, so far as in-

creased production is concerned, they
availed because backed up by om intensely
patriotic desire to do everything that could
be done to win the war. Such methods,
however, succeed only in a national
emergency. They do not constitute a
basis for business in time of peace.
While the war created, an emergency.

it did not create the lack of organization
situation. It simply brought it to the sur-
face. The situation was there before, and
it is there now. There is no responsible
national body that can speak for agriculture
in a business way.

In the county farm bureaus now being
organized under the federal legislation

knowTi as the Smith-Lever Act, there is

posal of its goods. But the Western Fruit
Exchange is not so dependent. Not a
sugar beet will be planted this year any-
where in America except upon contract,
and the principle is capable of indefinite
extension as soon as adequate machinery
is provided.
We are gradually providing this ma-

chinery through the organization and ex-

A Bean That Makes Bad Medicine

for Her Fellow Indians

PERHAPS you never heard of the
peyote bean, and the terrible

dreams it brings to those who chew it.

Perhaps you didn't know that among
Indians and whites in the Western
States, peyote "eats" have demoral-
ized thousands of men, women, and
children, often killing them outright
after a protracted debauch.

This Indian woman—Red Bird, of

the Sioux, direct descendant of the
great Sitting Bull of the Black Hills

country—is devoting her life to the
fight against it.

Born on the reservation. Red Bird
witnessed the debauches, lasting days
and nights, that were indulged in by
her people over the bean-like bud of

the scrub cactus that abounds in the
Mexicos. She saw the whites come in

and join the midnight orgies. She saw
babies and old men killed with the
"medicine." She is to-day Mrs.
Gertrude Bonnin, secretary of the
Society of American Indians at

Washington, D. C, spending all that

she has of time, money, and energy in

her fight against the peyote bean and its awful effects.

When Mrs. Bonnin appeared before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs,

she brought testimony to prove that unscrupulous dealers in peyote (pronounced
pay-oh-tee) have for years taught Indians and whites that the powerful drug
bean has a rehgious significance, and that the sensations which they experience

when they attend the debauches and dance incantations around a pile of it on a

pedestal are Christian feehngs inspired by the Christian God, and that they will

open the gates of heaven.
"I am sure," says Mrs. Bonnin, "as I can be of anything, that peyote will

fill America with 'mescal' fiends just as opium filled China with opixim eaters.

Throughout all the Indian tribes, and increasingly ainong the whites of the
Southwest, 'mescal eats' are becoming more common as liquor is wiped out.

"For these affairs, men, women, and children club together once a week, buy
a sack of beans from the growers' agent for from $75 to $150, and send out word to

the eaters. These come trooping in from a radius of 100 miles around on Satur-

day night, and gather about the 'spirit.'

"The eat begins with gibberish and the beating of drums and cymbals as the
faithful start their orgy. It grows more Uvely as the drug takes effect, and by
early morning it has degenerated into a wild debauch of unspeakable scenes.

Some of the victims become paralyzed. Others scream and charge about the
room under the spell of wild visions. They see lions, tigers, snakes, beautiful

birds, and marvelous fields of color swirling around thein. Sometimes the imag-
inary beasts and scorpions bite them, and they scream with pain. There is docu-
mentary e\ddence also to prove that himdreds of babies are killed annually by
the giving of a spoonful of the spirit, or peyote tea, to chase the devils' out of them.

"Dr. Havelock Ellis, describing his sensations after eating only three of the
beans—whereas the usual feast for one person consists of 36 beans—said that his

first symptom was that of immense strength and wonderful intellectual power,
but that later he felt faint, with a very low pulse. Then he became paralyzed, and
though he was conscious and knew all that was going on about him, he could not
so much as move his little finger or tiu-n'his eyes. A pale shadow seemed to hover
before his face. Then visions came—slowly at first, then rapidly. The first was of

a vast field of golden jewels studded with red, crimson, and green stones—

a

wonderful vision,—a dull rich glow suffusing the whole.
"Then came flowers, the rarest and most beautiful he had ever seen, floating

before his eyes, and, hovering over them, brilliant silver butterflies. Then a
hollow revolving cyhnder Uned with marvelous mother of pearl. Then waves of

light and shadows flushed with violet and shot with floating white draperies and
feathery forms."

It is, as Mrs. Bonnin says, "bad medicine."

gradually being built up a series of local

organizations of farmers that are hoping
to do business co-operatively. These bu-
reaus are coming to be organized into

state associations, which in turn are per-

fectly capable of federation into a national
agricultural association.

Any such national body to be effective

in a business way must be closely tied up
with local organizations that reach the
individual farmer in such a way as even to
underwrite bids and to enforce contracts
upon the ultimate producer.

It is said that farming must always de-
pend upon an open market for the dis-

perience of"the county farm bureaus, and as
these combine into large units the machinery
will be complete, provided the ultimate object

is kept always in view.

That object is not to "bust the trusts,"
but it is to do business. It is not to get the
"farmers' rights," but to deal with the
world in wholesale ways, and to make such
connections with big business as may be
necessary to bring the producers most
readily and most successfully into contact
with the world of consumers.

Such a national organization must be
built upon local units, not the reverse.

That is to say, the national agricultural

J

association that shall live and do businesEl
will not be organized first at some great
national gathering with local chapters tc
be organized later. The process will be the
natural one. The local associations will

first learn to do business along necessary
lines and by perfectly natural processes,
and then the larger organizations will
inevitably follow.

This national organization will not he
born in a fight, nor christened "for pro-
tection." It will be born in the process ol_..
everyday affairs, and its purpose will bei ta

not to obstruct but to facilitate traffic and
trade. It will be not negative but positive
in its impulses and processes, and it wiLfii
serve to make a bond between the farmere
and the farm upon the one hand, and the^..
other commercial interests upon the othei fe—interests which, because they involvejai
fewer people, have gone further along the
road toward ideal organization and man-
agement.
The Fruit Exchange and the sugar in

dustry have shown us what can be done
and they have worked out many methodL„„
that will be found useful, even needful, in j;;.

the larger and more complicated measures iiit

of handhng those phases of production
which, hke farming, are in the hands of ,

multitudes of individuals instead of being jai

organized under a single roof, or in otherpo!
small compass, and managed by a few fc

officials. Until farming can find ways of
making a better connection than has yet

it

been made, the individual farmer will
continue to work always in the dark, and
often at a disadvantage, nor will the pub- i
he be either well or cheaply served. to

The conditions breed suspicion, ill feel- \

ing, resentment, and often open violence, m
The confficting interests of producer and m
consumer must be brought together in

(fs

conference around the same table, with iti

members few enough so that conference k
can take the place of speeches, and thought
be shaped by discussion rather than in- m
flamed by "resolutions." Such a body 13^'
greatly needed, and its local centers are'
already developing in our county farmj
bureaus. j-

Every time one of these bureaus takes al
contract to furnish a stated number oij
horses of a given grade, whenever its!,

members sign a milk contract, whenever
!

they pool their wool clip, wherever theyi
organize a co-operative grain elevator or a t

co-operative shipping association, then,
and there these bureaus are laying founda-
tion stones for the national agricultural ji

association that hopefullymay soon be born, i
not of violence or in anger, but of human; in

necessity and in the way of commerce.
se
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And This is How They,

Are Going After It

FARM organizations of a national char-
acter that are organized from the head

Jt|

down usually fail to accomplish their pur-
pose because there is a lack of interest and
support on the part of the individualiL;
farmer. To get the sort of a national farm
organization that Dean Davenport and all

of us would like to see, there must be a
backbone of strong local units. A confer-

ence of representatives of various state

farm bureaus will meet in Chicago, No-
vember 12th and 13th, for the purpose oiKj

perfecting a national farmers' association '(^

based on state farm-bureau organizations,

This meeting is the outgrowth of a conn
ference held at Ithaca, New York, Februi
ary 12th and 13th, at which time reprej

sentatives from the state farm-bureaVi
organizations of the States of Illinois, lowai
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
York, Vermont, Ohio, and West Virginia,

together with farm-bureau presidents in-L^

formally representing the States of Penn- «[,

sylvania and Delaware, met and discussed
| [jjv

plans for a national federation of farnr

bureaus. The chief result of this meeting
was the appointing of the following com-
mittee to draw up plans for the permanent
organization to be effected November
12th and 13th: 0. E. Bradfute, Ohio, chair-

55.

mjtn: F. M. Smith, New York, secretary;
^jj

J. E. Sailor, Illinois; C.H. Gary, Missouri:,
|^

E. J. Cornwall, Vermont.

tl
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Why the Pennsylvania Dutchman is a

Prosperous Farmer
By Henry Irving Dodge

I:

HAVE just returned from one of the

most interesting trips of my life—

a

visit to the land of the Pennsylvania
Dutchman. I knew of old how pros-

perous and successful he is, and I went
lown there to find out why.

I knew of Pennsylvania Dutchmen who,
itarting with $100, had a $5,000 farm and
money in the bank in three or four years.

; had known Dutchman after Dutchman
;o accumulate property with surprising

juickness—and every speck of it li ii d

lonest work ; for the Dutchman is abo\ (

ill honest.
Why can he do with seeming ea

Ivhat you and I find so hard'

what methods does he use that

Ive don't? Can you and I use
hem and accomplish the

'iame results? To this last I

Minswer: We can.

The keystone in the arch
f the Pennsylvania Dutch-
nan's success is reputation,

le attains reputation by the
tudious practice of indus-

ry, thrift, honesty, and clean-

liness. He makes them all help

uild up his reputation.

That trip among these re-

lElnarkable folks has made me think

aore about reputation than any-
hing that ever happened to me.
t made me ask myself what my
eputation is among the neighbors,

nth. my banker, among the busi-

ess men I deal with. Maybe it

n\\ suggest the same line of

hought to you.
It has shown me how vitally im-

ortant a good reputation is to a
lan's success. Without a good
sputation I can't borrow money
t the bank. I can't get credit at

tie store. I can't command the
li| onfidence and respect ofmy neigh-

ors. Therefore I cannot succeed

s I should.
The late J. Pierpont Morgan,

liking to a man in his Wall Street

ffice one day, remarked that a
lillionaire is not a man who -has

yt a million dollars, but a man
its ho can raise a million dollars,

fi! nd that man cannot raise money
i6j|nless he has character and repu-

ition. And that, therefore, com-
ig down to plain facts, wealth is reputation.

That is true of you on your farm, Of me
n mine, and of every other man, wherever
tid whatever he is. The truth of it never
as more clearly shown than in the experi-

ice of the Pennsylvania Dutchman. Let
3 examine his record and see how:
A lady I met had 10 farms, averaging

50 acres, left her by her husband. A
ilative of this lady, a professional man,
ad, when alive, 28 farms. I expressed
stonishment at the fact. "That's noth-
ig," said she. "There's a man down
)uth of here who owns 100 farms."
"What do you make on them?" said I.

"About 12H per cent on present valua-

on."
"How does that compare with what
our husband made?"
The lady smiled.
" He made 2H per cent. But that was a
ng time ago." She knitted and reflected

)r a few minutes, then said: "I think I'm
oing a little better than my neighbors,
en per cent net is about the average earn-
igs for a good farm in this section. That
, the owner of an 80-acre farm, worked
1/ a tenant farmer, would net about $800
i his share. Last year some 150-acre
:rms I know of earned for their owners
J,500 each. In some cases the milk
lereon alone brought $1,500."
The milk, remember, belongs to the

!«• mant farmer,
itt "It costs more for a tenant farme'* to
leii ock a farm now, I take it."

m
I

The lady smiled indulgently.

reckons it would cost him $3,000 to-day

to take up this profession."

"Great Scott! What show has a poor
man?"
"No man is poor in this section that has

a good reputation. A few years ago I knew
a farmer who turned cigarmaker. He went
broke, having only $100 left. He came to

itl

decorated with crimson rambler, vine-clad

and mellow, huge stone barns of Swiss

pattern, covered with ivy, and fences and
fields and orchards "as well groomed in

every detail as a stallion on parade. There
are no ragged edges in Pennsylvania
Dutchland, no fences in disrepair, no de-

pressing, unkempt, wood-colored buildings

No mushroom growth, this beauty spot.

This Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouse
near Womelsdorf, Pennsylvania, is

to he about 200 years old.

serve the acute angle of the

roof, which indicates age,

architecturally speaking.
The two round holes near
the apex of the roof were
made for defensive pur-
poses. Through them
the wily, lurking red-
skin was discerned
and appropriately wel-
comed.

Forty years ago a certain man I know
ocked an 80-acre farm—in a less ambi-
ous way than he would to-day, perhaps
-for $800. His four good horses cost him
)0 apiece; his eight cows $25 a head; that
ft him $400 for his machinery. The same
)ws now would cost $100 apiece, and the
•ice of the wagons and other things has
ore than doubled. The same farmer

Pennsylvania Dutch kitchen. Ob-
serve huge chimney in which the
stove IS set, with doors enclosing
to confine heat in summertime. In
these huge chimneys the farmers
and their wives used to sit and
smoke corncob pipes a hundred or
more years ago. The "home assis-

tant, ' Liza Kessler, who is seen sit-

ting in the ch air, does all the house
and garden work. Electric lights in

these houses are common through-
out the great Pennsylvania Dutch
section. The exquisitely neat con-
dition of the stove, cupboard, and
floor IS typical of Pennsylvania
Dutch kitchens.

me for a 90-acre farm. Knowing him to be

a good man I let him have it. I said the
word, and the bank loaned him money to
pay for his live stock and equipment, tak-
ing a lien on the same. During the five

years that followed he not only supported
his family in comfort, but also earned, free
and clear, $4,000 worth of live stock and
equipment."

"Splendid for a hundred-dollar start."
"Plus reputation," corrected the lady.

She pondered a bit. "That sort of thing
is common enough about here. Another
tenant farmer started with $250 on a farm
of the same size, and made a similar suc-
cess. That's the way a man can capitalize

reputation out our way. If he's broke, the
bank'U loan him the money to stock up.
I'd back him myself, so would any other
landlord. We've got to. Else what would
become of our farms when our old tenants
decide to give" up work and go to the vil-

lage to live? You see," she added, "the
ambition of many of our tenants is to ac-

cumulate $5,000 in live stock and equip-
ment, and $5,000 in the bank. That he
calls his 'independence,' and if he chooses
he can sell out and retire to a house in

the village and live a life of idleness, which
to him means some lucrative job near
home or working by the day for other
farmers."

"Strenuous idleness," I commented.
"Pennsylvania Dutch idleness,", the

lady enlightened.
Pennsylvania Dutchland comprises—

I

, was about to name the counties in an off-

hand way, but remembered that local

pride out there is very great, so I will name
them in alphabetical order, thus obviating
the stigma of partiality—roughly speaking,
Berks, Dauphin, Lancaster, Lebanon, and
Lehigh counties.

. Nestling in the dimples of the landscape
one sees beautiful old brick or stone houses
—many of then vp.i:-'''- mansiiris

—

No, it was wrought by the hand of man,
the slow creation of unceasing industry,

ever-vigilant thrift. The prosperity of it

all is time-honored, substantial. There is

no poverty in Pennsylvania Dutchland

—

poverty as block dwellers in the great
cities know it. And how could there be,

since thrift is ever the handmaiden to in-

dustry out there? And I do positively

affirm that all aforesaid beauty and pros-

perity are due to the first four words in

the Pennsylvania Dutchman's Bible: In-

dustry, thrift, honesty, cleanliness—one
and inseparable—applied to make reputa-
tion.

But why do we call our Pennsylvania
friend a Dutchman? He'§ no more a
Dutchman than I am an Englishman. His
father may have come from Sweden,
Switzerland, Germany, Wales, or any old

place. But he's generations deep in Ameri-
can soil.

With the Pennsylvania Dutchman farm-
ing is a profession, not a makeshift. It's

in his blood by inheritance, just as it was
in the blood of his great-great-grandfather
by inheritance. He has developed farmer
sense just as the Indian developed forest

sense. He loves his land; he's kind to it;

he doesn't work it to death; he realizes

that it must be fed, sustained, just like a
living creature, if it would bring forth
fruit unto his hand. He knows the soil by
intuition; he can smell the possibilities in

it; and he transmutes every ounce of vir-

tue it contains into crops, and so on into

coin.

There are two classes of farmers in Penn-
sylvania Dutchland: the landlord and the
tenant. The landlord, you will say, is

—

well, the landlord. Right. But often he
is a tenant farmer as well, working some
other fellow's farm on shares while some
other fellow works one of his farms on
shares. Cases of this kind may be unus-
nil. ijiit r ; - not extraordinary in Pennsyl-

vania Dutchland. / met a tenant farmer
who owned three farms and was landlord to

the tenant farmers who worked them.
The tenant farmer in Pennsylvania

Dutchland, mind you, is not a hired man
with a cottage near the barn. He's a full

partner, and almost always lives in a won-
derful red brick or gray stone mansion, for

that's the way the Pennsylvania Dutch
farmhouses strike an outsider.

For example, I saw near Womelsdorf a
stone mansion—a farmhouse—of patrician

style, the acute angle of the roof archi-

tecturally indicating its age, some two
hundred years, I was told. Near the apex
were two ten or twelve inch, star-shaped
holes, through which the wily, lurking
redskins were discerned and appropriately
welcomed, let us hope.
The owner furnishes land and buildings.

The tenant farmer furnishes live stock
(horses, cattle, hogs, and the like) and
equipment (wagons, plows, hay rakes,

mowing machinery and the like) adequate
to the operation of the farm,
and customarily worth from
$3,000 to^ $5,000. The
amount of cattle and other
live stock the tenant may
maintain depends on the
size of the farm, and is pro-
vided for in the lease.

The tenant farmer rarely

makes a change. He doesn't
believe in it. A certain land-
lord told me that one of his

farms had been worked for

forty-seven years by the
same man, and was now be-
ing worked by the man's
son.

It is the tenant farmer's
ambition to own a farm of

his own. It is the landlord's
ambition to ownmore farms.

Reputation is the tenant
farmer's stock in trade, more
valuable even than money.
And in Pennsylvania Dutch-
land, where everybody
knows everybody else, or can
find out about him, it's easy
to separate the goats from
the sheep. As a consequence,
there are mighty few goats
left. Also, one can capitalize
the reputation of his father

before him, and his grandfather, out ther^
because they're all interested in one an-
other's families. Said a tenant farmer, who
was also a landlord:
"The fact that a good many of us

—

tenant farmers—operate other men's farms,
while tenant farmers, who may themselves
be landlords, operate ours, is responsiblCj
I think, for the very equitable terms of the
lease between landlord and tenant." He
laughed. "You see, I can't ignore the com-
plaint of my tenant when I myself may
make the same complaint to my landlord.
It is quite possible that my tenant might
be my landlord. On the other hand, I

wouldn't exact from my landlord conces-
sions that I would not make to my tenant."

Verily, the lease between the Pennsyl-
vania Dutch landlord and his tenant is a
model of equity. Every minute deta^ is

written into the instrument. Long experi-
ence has taught owner and tenant alike
the wisdom of being literal, concrete. So,
while men of the strictest honesty and
blessed with reciprocal confidence, they
deem it wise to keep their powder dry.
For this reason such a thing as a lawsuit
between owner and tenant is almost un-
known. When a cause of disagreement
does arise, it is almost invariably settled
out of 'court. Not only is this a less ex-
pensive proceeding, but neither landlord
nor tenant fancies the reputation of being
a litigious person—fond of law, and to be
avoided.
On the other hand, the spoken word

alone—and that without witnesses even

—

is enough to bind the bargain as to the
renewal of lease.

"Leases," my informant went on, "are
never written for more than a year—from
April 1st to April 1st. The renewals are
always made early in September, just

after the sowing of the winter wheat. No
hint of the continuance or severance of
thfJ Fc-lations of |CONTINUED ON PAGE 43]
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Does Raising Poultry Really Pay, or

Had You Better Give It Up?
Answered by Readers of Farm and Fireside

You probably remember that dis-

cussion we had a few months
ago with Mr. C. W. Hunt about
the poultry business, in which
he cast some doubt on our desire

to print the truth about the business.
In the same issue that we printed his let-

lers and our replies we also printed his arti-

cle, just as he wrote it, in which he said he
told the real truth about the poultry busi-
ness.

Well, Mr. Hunt's fellow subscribers have
been bombarding us with articles and let-

ters in reply to his story ever since, and in-

asmuch as the replies come from other
readers, instead of from us, we herewith
put some samples of these before you, in
order that you will have both sides of the
case.

Personally, we are going to keep our oar
out of this matter, and simply turn the
pages of Farm and Fireside over to you
to settle it among yourselves.

HERE is a letter from J. R. Mooney of

Butler, Missouri, an importer and
breeder of Tom Barron's strain of English
Single-Comb Brown Leghorns:
"The experience of Mr. C. W. Hunt as

detailed in the June Farm and Fireside
simply tells the story of a man who did not
succeed as he wished to. There are many
such failures, simply because it is the gen-
eral impression that anyone can raise

chickens. It is like the old story of the
man who so often fails because of the idea
that anyone can farm, when farming is one
of the most particular of businesses and're-
quires more knowledge than many profes-

sions or trades.

"Because a man may be a successful

general farmer does not say that he would
be successful in the poultry business, or as

a fruit farmer or dairyman.
"It is generally considered among prac-

tical poultrymen that a hen to be profita-

ble must lay at least 100 eggs a year. The
surplus above that is the profit. Mr.
Hunt's hens by his own figures did not
average 80 eggs. Also, he had among his

flock an incurable disease and did not erad-

icate it.

"One might as well try to dairy with a
lot of scrub cows, which would not give

enough milk to pay for their feed, and
which had tuberculosis, and then claim that -

dairying was not profitable. It is not, to

some men.
"There are many flocks of hens- in the

United States that do pay, and many that

do not. A good flock will average 150 eggs

a year. Few will average over 175, though
some hens will lay close to 3.00 eggs.

"White diarrhoea is incurable, and when
a flock is infected with it that flock cannot
be profitable. It is a germ disease, and is

generally transmitted from a hen to her
chicks in the yolk of the egg. An infected

egg will hatch as well as any egg, but when
the chick absorbs the yolk the germ gets

into the bowels of the chick, and it is

doomed. Chicks not infected will get the
disease by picking the droppings of those
infected, becoming infected just as people
do with typhoid fever.

"The Storrs, Connecticut, station did
iflspect hens for white diarrhoea, trap-

nesting the hens and examining the yolk
of the egg for the germs, and then certify-

ing the hens as free from it or as carriers.

The disease does not seem to affect the
mature stock much, but it does get most
of the chicks that have it.

"It is a wonder Mr. Hunt could make
expenses with stock infected with such a
disease.

"Some people think because a hen is a
Leghorn she should be a fine layer. This is

a mistake. Some Leghorns are fine layers,

and some are very poor layers, just like all

varieties of chickens. But as they are
smaller and eat less, and set so little, they
have been bred more for egg production
than the larger breeds, and most egg farms
have them.

"Egg-farming is just like other kinds of

farming, some make a success of it and
some do not. It is a mistaken idea that
anyone can go into the business and make
a go of it. Too many people think they can
farm, and too many farmers think they
can run a city business. Both generally

fail, but both sometimes are successful in

the change. It depends on the man, his

knowledge, and ability to learn in all busi-
nesses."

HERE is one from R. C. Gifford of

North East, Maryland:
"C. W. Hunt's article certainly was in-

teresting, and I agree with most of the
things he said; but somehow, whenever, I

think of that article, I have a feeling of

having been "hit below the belt." He put

"Also, on a battlefield you are working
with the people around you; on a farm you
are, with most products, working in com-
petition with the people around you, and in
competition with all the farmers of the
country who produce the same things you
do. That means, if you would be successful
in farming, that you must really love the
work, have experience, a pretty good head,
and then get right up on your toes and stay
on 'em. It is not just chance that so
many country boys go to the city and get

These Boys Will Go Back Home
Better Farmers

CAMP SHERMAN soldiers don't
believe that because they were

wounded overseas they will have to
give up farming, although some of them
will never be able to do hard work
again. WhUe they are still in bed in the
base hospital, they are given the
regular correspondence courses from the

.

Ohio State University College of Agri-
culture, and when they are well enough
to move about they attend the outdoor
classes. Many of these farmer-boy
soldiers are studying to become teachers
or managers of farms.
Even though they are only in the

hospital a short time, they learn things
that will help them when they get back
on the farm. One boy had never seen
sweet clover grow, and considered it a
weed until he saw what it was doing on
a near-by farm. Now he is determined
not to rest until he gets it started on the
home place. The best farms in the
community are visited each week, and
practical work is done in setting out
shrubbery, planting lawns, and gardens.
A former professor from the Ohio

College of Agriculture has been in

charge of the work, and other instruc-
tors have been secured who are expert
in different branches of agriculture. An
excellent library and reading-room con-
taining farm papers is an important
supplement to the school. Several
hundred convalescents have received
the benefit of instruction in this de-
partment alone. The equipment in-

cludes laboratory apparatus and a
considerable amount of farm machinery,
including a tractor which is used on an
adjoining 54-acre farm.
The above picture shows one of the

classes studying the conformation of a
dairy cow. Many of these boys will go
back home with new ideas that will

enable them to become real farmers,
where otherwise they would have been
content to drift along in the same old
way. Camp Sherman is not the only
camp giving this service, for the khaki
college has branches overseas and in all

the principal demobilization camps in

this country where vocational training
has been given.' H. s.

too much of the blame for the failure of the
poultry fartns on the poultry, and not
enough on the people who were attempting
to handle them.

"It reminds me of a conversation with
our local real-estate agent. He sells dozens
of farms every year. He said: 'You know
it is the queerest thing to me! Half the
city people who come out here want to
specialize in hog or poultry raising—the
two hardest things to do successfully. They
will buy any little old place that has some
hog or poultry houses on it, and refuse to

pay the least attention to a perfectly good
farm right beside it. Those hog and poul-
try farms are like the proverbial bad pen-
ny: I sell them over and over.'

"However, I don't believe any farm will

be a success which is run for poultry and
eggs alone, any more than the farm in this

locality which the city owner was going to
for breakfast-bacon hogs. Those hogs were
to produce nothing but breakfast bacon.
They were not to have even shoulders and
hams.

"Starting farming of any kind is a queer
business; it is, figuratively speaking, like

advancing your position in a battlefield

—

you have to dig yourself in. And you have
to dig in in so many different ways.

along well. Business ability is bred in

them. It has to be.

"However, to return to poultry: While
white diarrhoea cannot be cured, it can be
prevented. We had a siege with it once.
We got rid of it by disposing of every hen
which showed the least signs of diarrhoea,

and thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting.

When the chicks are hatched they are kept
in the hatching trays, under the hens, or in

warm baskets until they are at least forty-

eight hours old, when they are taken one
by one and given three or four swallows of

sour milk. If hens are to be used for hover-
ing them, each hen is given not more than
a dozen chicks, and her coop is in a shel-

tered, dry place. If a brooder is used, not
more than 40 chicks are put in each com-
partment, and the brooder run so the tem-
perature is 90 degrees when the thermome-
ter is lying flat on the floor.

"Every precaution has to be taken from
the time the eggs are pipped until the
chicks are between three and four weeks
old, to keep them from becoming chilled.

From the time the chicks are seventy-two
hours old until they are three weeks old

they have all the sour milk, water, and grit

they want, and very stingy feedings of

rolled oats four times a day.

"In regard to egg production, the tine

has come when we will have really to bree
for increased production. Also, we wi
have to have nests which can be used ii

trap nests, if we wish, and use them as sue
during the early winter months, or at lea

for a few weeks. Then we will have to cu
cull, and cull some more. The culling is 1
big secret. If it and the breeding work
done consistently, it is surprising ho
quickly the average egg production for l4

flock will increase, and each year keep o

increasing.

"Since the defective pullets will not ha>
a chance to at least eat any more than the
selHng price, there is bound to be son
profit from the hens which are left. J

"Trap-nesting for a short time is ^
only way out, though. It will surely wet
out all pullets lacking stamina, also puUe
which later die of apoplexy, because tl

latter are in nearly every case physical
defective and unable to lay eggs. If yc
doubt that, perform post-mortem exar
inations on all the hens you find dea
where a purple comb is the only unnatur
thing about them. I did that. It certain
opened ray eyes.

"Most any poultry raiser can tell ti

very good layers and the very defecti
pullets, but the great majority are in tl

middle class. With these only the tr;

nest can show their worth.
"Perhaps all these things do not soui

particularly promising. They are from e

perience, not dreams. However, I am
the poultry business to stay. Primaril
because I really like hens. Secondarili

because they averaged 140 eggs per h>

last year, and one dealer gave thirty cer
per crate above fancy market quotatio
for all the eggs shipped him."
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MISS BESSIE LITTLE, Quincy, II

nois, sent this very interesting lett«

"For over thirty years I've read Fai
AND Fireside with profit and pleasure,
his history of his poultry experiences
given in the Farm and Fireside, IVfi

Hunt gives but the inevitable outcome
all who engage in the business without t

necessary knowledge thereof; this un
they by experience gain the necessaijow

knowledge. But not many can or will pi

severe to that point. There is no royal ro:

to the heights of successful poultry ma
agement. The ascent must be persona
climbed, step by step, by whoever gets
or near the top.
"The plan of his housings and his savi

500 out of 2,500 chicljs give a pretty fi;

indication of Mr. Hunt's inexperience
poultry-raising. Poultry experts wort'

of the name know that the white diarrh( dan

is considered, and for all practical purpos
is, an incurable, contagious germ disea
which may, and doubtless sometimes do
come from eggs from diseased fowls.

"I've had over fifty years' experience
poultry-raising, with various breeds
greater or smaller numbers, and find tli

the business is a science and an art,

quiring a systematized skill, scientifica

applied by technical and psychologi
knowledge—knowledge obtainable only
years of intelligent observation, close stu

and tireless labor and watchfulness. A
without a fair amount of these qualifi(

tions one had better leave poultry culti

as a business to the dunghill flocks a
those who know how.
"The science of the business consists

considering the surroundings, the clima

the market, in choosing the location, in (

ciding on the branch of the business to

followed, choosing the breed best adapt
thereto, and like things.

"The art of the business consists in i

skill necessary to the making and insti

ing of all the necessary appliances, fr<

the building of the houses to the maki:

of the nests.
j

"Besides a technical knowledge of

these concrete, tangible things, things

design and make, things necessary to s'

cess, there is another kind of knowlecj

absolutely needful to satisfactory resu.

and that is a psychological knowledge

:

poultry language—a sense knowledge .

just what every cheep, peep, chirp, cacl
;

crow, or other cry, as well as every n
droop, flop, scratch, [coNTiNtTED ON page

to:
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Most Things That Can t Be Done, Can Be

Done if You Go at Them Right
By "Bob" Seeds

ea older boys

ti(

NOTE: The first time we ever saw "Bob"
Seeds was a good many years ago, when he

was lecturing in Ohio. He and "Joe" Wing
were sitting under a maple tree near a spnng.

They had known each other on the Chautauqua
circuit, and to watch them talking and laugh-

ing made one realize that they indeed were
kindred spirits. Later we saw Bob Seeds at a

meeting of the farmers' institute speakers in

Pennsylvania. He was a general favorite, and
everyone gave a good word—not only to him,

but also for him. We asked one of the leaders

of the institute work in the Keystone State

what he thought of Bob Seeds. He said: "I
can tell you what all of us think about Bob
in a few words, fie is 'all wool and a yard

wide. ' We love him because he is honest, and
simple and unaffected in his ways. Moreover,
Bob is a good finisher as well as a starter."

What Bob tells about himself in this article

certainly substantiates that statement.
The Editor.

EAR EDITOR: You ask for

the story of my success. You
say there might be some point-

ers in it for other young fellows

who are just starting out, or

older boys who haven't got oh as fast as

;u|they thought they ought.

My, if we could only sit down together

and determine what success in life is, so

ill the world would say, "Arnen," what a

jreat thing we would accomplish!

I have known men to die worth one

t|million and a half who were absolute fail-

ares. Other men stoned and imprisoned

iiUjivere such successes the world could not

orget them if it wanted to.

Christopher Columbus, a mighty suc-

cess to the world and mankind, was per-

secuted. It is about twenty years since I

1 oegan to talk in pubUc, about sixteen years

;t 3n the public platform. I am starting now
o fill 80 consecutive dates, with 103 dates

;old for the summer of 1920, besides the

Ddd dates, and never wrote a lecture in my
ife. Have been busy all my spring vacation

tti working around my home, and the last

il bhing I did before leaving home was to

ijo out and look at my new garden that will

3e enclosed with a grapevine fence—beauty

liind profit combined.
Mrs. Seeds tells me that other lecturers

;pend their vacations in study for the future

ind that the first thing I know I will fall

down, and fall down hard, for I throw my
suitcases in the clothes press when I get

aome, and never think about lecturing

ill I go to pack them again.

But I have often thought if such a thing

hould happen and I would have to go

home, what a job I would have with one

of the best boarding houses in this world,

kept by the best woman in the world! I

know, because I made the selection myself.

Why do I lecture so much and why am I

dated so far ahead? Because I try to Hve
what I talk. I never told an audience any-

thing that I did not believe and endorse

dofj myself.
So many people talk and stand for one

thing and believe and do another. Noth-
ing but money at the bottom of their minds.

They don't act and live what they talk.

This holds good in anything, farming,

lecturing, manufacturing, bricklaying, or

anything. If you're sincere and honest

i|with yourself and those around you, and
tij you like and believe in what you're doing,

you will succeed. If not, you won't.

It did not hurt me at Selings Grove,
Pennsylvania, and Hastings, Nebraska,
and other places to stand on the platform
and have people by the dozens jump all

over me because they did not agree with
me. I did not flinch an inch, because I had
lived what I talked, and I knew it was true.

If I have been successful it is because I

have always liked the work that I was at.

I knew if I picked work that I liked I was
bound to succeed. I have never had a
vacation in my life. Rather, I have never
had anything but a vacation. The whole
year round is a vacation to me because I

get fun out of my work.
I would rather live in my country home

with some love in it and the lock on the
si( front door broken than in any home in
New York City with iron bars running up
and down the windows. And when you
see city folks break their necks to get to
your home, winter and summer, you begin
to think others are on your side also.

All this has taken, place on a run-down,

,vi

worn-out, and abandoned farm that caused

Mrs. Seeds to cry when she moved from all

the city comforts in Tyrone, Pennsylvania,

out on the old farm that was abandoned for

seven years. She cried because she knew
what was in that house better than I did.

I hate to talk about the bedbug, but certain-

So out we went, and, to make a long
story short, I found out that God made all

the lands of the world fertile, and He
never hauled a wagon load of manure or a
wagon load of lime, nor bought a ton of

fertilizer, but made all this world nice

and fertile (except granite) with decayed

What They Think of Him Around
His Own Home Farm

(Reprinted from the Tyrone, Pennsylvania, "Daily Herald")

TYRONE takes a lot of pride in

claiming Bob Seeds as one of its

honored citizens, although he lives

on a beautiful homestead (when he

is at home) at One Hundred Springs.

Bob has made millions laugh,

and he is known from coast to coast

and from Canada to Mexico as one of

the greatest fun producers on the

American platform. He is producing
silver linings to dark clouds, and
driving the blues out of people's

lives. We are proud to reprint, with
our endorsement, what "The Bill-

board" magazine recently had to

say about him:
" Bob Seeds is the only farmer in

America who has made a success of

both farming and professional lyceum

and Chautauqua lecturing. At least

that is the way it looks to the most
of us. And this brings up the old,

oft-asked question. How does he
do it?

" More years ago than the colonel

now cares to admit. Bob Seeds

bought a run-down farm that had
been sold for back taxes. He imme-
diately began to clean it up and put
life into its sterile soil. It wasn't

very long before everyone began to

talk about the magic change that

was being wrought on the old place.

Then the State of Pennsylvania got

busy and carted Farmer Seeds over
the old Keystone territory, so that

he might tell other farmers how he
had performed a miracle at Birmingham—the^village post office bearing that pre-

tentious cognomen, and his farm was right near the town. The Chautauqua
drafted him. The lyceum put him to work telling his story in other States. Like
Elbert Hubbard, Bob sold more than lectures. He gave more than any audience
paid for. It was not long before farmers from all over the country began to send
to him for the rich, alluvial deposits which Dame Nature had so generously hidden
away under the rocks of his farm. He sold the soil by the bushel, and turned this

old run-down abandoned piece of outdoors into a veritable propagating farm,
where life and plant foods were almost created.

"Then the bankers and bricklayers, the merchants and the national gather-

ings of all kinds, began, to draft him into service, and he has been busy telling

them all about 'How God Made the Soil Fertile.' When he gets tired of that

he tells them about how to make 'home' happy, and with it all he is never too

busy to spread sunshine and good cheer to all who come in contact with him.
"Bob has that irrepressible flow of Irish wit that he inherited with his race.

He is one of the few men who knew enough not to try to tell bankers how to bank
and manufacturers how to make a fortune. He is a credit to our business, be-

cause as soon as he is through lecturing he crawls into his overalls and gets back
to work, and as soon as that gets tiresome he creeps back into his platform clothes

and hikes away with the first call of the lyceum or Chautauqua wilds: life to

Bob Seeds is one great, joyous span, with no breaks.
"His stories have- been collected and published and have a wide sale. He

puts heart into his fun and soul into all that he does. He is a thorough American,
a fighter for the right and a foe that crooks and sneak thieves hate to have around.
He is uncompromising in his ideals and unbeatable in battle. Such is the man
from Pennsylvania whom we are glad to call a friend, and that is the common
feeling that penetrates the breast of the great general public that has heard him
and of his neighbors who know him.

"He is the hub around which any crowd will gather where clean fun, good
cheer, or horse sense is the magnet that will draw. Bob says he comes from
Pennsylvania, where they make iron and ste(a)(e)l for a living; where he goes

no one knows; what he does is an open book."

"Bob" Seeds

ly I do not like the way he makes a living.

I moved on this old farm because I lost

my health, and I have friends in Tyrone,
Pennsylvania, to-day, who talked to me
and said the worst part of it was my
dragging my family out on that God-for-
saken place. They wanted to know why I

did not buy a good farm if I wanted one.

The truth is that if I had you would not
know me 25 miles from Tyrone now. It

is tackling and doing hard jobs that other
men won't tackle that makes a man of you
and brings out the best that is in you.

vegetable matter, organic matter, humus
holding the moisture when we have the
heat. And I made up my mind that if God
can do it I can, for God helps him who
helps himself. I always liked what Elbert
Hubbard said when he said:

"A man who never does more than he is

paid for never gets paid for more than he
does."
He said one day to a man across the

street: "Jake, come and help us haul in

alfalfa hay."
Jake said: "What do you pay?"

Hubbard said: "I will pay you all you
are worth."

Jake said: "Guess I won't take it."

There are too many people like Jake,
and they never get anywhere.

So I redeemed the old farm. I found out
that as man abused nature and God's way,
and destroyed the decayed vegetable mat-
ter and burned out the humus, God in

his wisdom locked up the plant food to keep
the duffer from starving to death the man
who would come along later.

I found out that all I had to do was to
unlock the plant food with decayed vege-
table matter, the same as God did in the
first place, and the State of Pennsylvania
hired me to go over the State and tell my
story. So I started. I fought it out on
the platform and through the agricultural
papers in many a fight, and from there
they pushed me on to the lecture platform.
When I struck Sisston, South Dakota,

in 1916, the town people wanted me to
lecture on the "Mistakes of Life," and the
country people wanted "How God Made
the Soil Fertile," and as I was there two
days ahead I went to the hotel and got up
my new lecture, "The Way It Looks from
the Road"—the way I have seen it from
the road for the last fifteen years, and
what makes it look that way.
Now, you see, I had seen, lived, and had

the lecture in my system for years. It took
the people of Sisston, South Dakota, to
make the seed germinate and come through,
and when I was through with my new
lecture (the first time) the people of Sisston
came up and said to me, "You can come
back"—and I was back in 1918. If this is

success, why, I did not do a thing but keep
telling them God's truth. To live and talk
and love the truth is the first principle of

any man's success. No man ever goes away
from me saying anything else but "It hurts,
but it is true."
Every young man ought to work to a

photograph in his mind. Ought to have an
idea, an ideal and a goal; he ought to have
his wagon hitched to a star; ought to learn
to think. I know it is hard on the brain,
but you can get used to-it. Try it, but go
slow at first. Riley said once: "There were
weeks and weeks I could not think of a darn
word," but he got there.

Folks ought to live decently—if they
expect to succeed decently. At Madison,
South Dakota, a few years ago, my second
time there, I was lecturing on the "In-
fluence of the Home," and without thought
or past preparation I began to talk on the
"Influence of the Hog Pen," and put it

over, on the afternoon of the fourth of July.
I am arguing every day that thorough-

bred people are created the same as thor-
oughbred stock—by environment, sur-

roundings, conditions. Kindness and good
food help to make communities good.
How many people try to get through the
world as high-brows on the record and
standing of their sires, and by boasting
of their breeding, when they have been
drones all their life and the world is no
better because they have lived!

"The story of my success," as you word
it in asking for it, my dear Editor, is that
of bringing up a run-down, forsaken, worn-
out farm, which I sold a few years ago
(except my home and ten acres) to a man
who lately sold it to the treasurer of West-
moreland County, in Greensburg, Pennsyl-
vania. You will please excuse the use of the
pronoun I, for I can use no other in "My
Story of Success," but I did nothing more
than use the means at hand, and God and
Nature did all the rest. I would say to
others: "Go thou and do likewise." Most
of the things in this world that can't be
done, can be done if you go at them right.

Kept Him Dry

"TTE'S perfectly quiet, ladies," remarked
V \ the liveryman tothetwo girlswhowere

about to hire a horse and trap, "only you
must take care to keep the rein off his tail."

"We won't forget," they replied.

When they returned the liveryman in-

quired how they had got on.

"Splendidly," they exclaimed. "We had
one rather sharp shower, but we took it in

turns to hold the umbrella over the horse's

tail, so there was no real danger."
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The I Grow Good Sheep
By E. Noel Gibson

I
HAVE found sheep production profit-

able. In the last three years, this de-
partment of our 680-acre farm at

Dundee, Illinois, netted us $10,000.
And this year, with a 145 per cent lamb

crop, I expect a good profit, despite the
high price of feeds.

Lamb production is profitable with me
because I make what the packer wants. I

have found that a good fat lamb, weighing
from 65 to 80 pounds, will bring home the
bacon every time. It takes feed to make
a lamb of this kind, but the money return
is the best.

On our farm we make two kinds of

Iambs—early and late. There is a reason
for this: We operate quite extensively in

sheep, having 300 to 400 ewes, and this

means we need lots of pasture. With a
limited acreage of high-priced land we can-
not provide pasture for 800 ewes and lambs
at one time, so we get some of the lambs
and ewes off early to leave room for the
others.

The early lambs—we make about a
load—reach market before the first of

June. The idea is to get on the market
before the big run of Western lambs
starts coming. Prices, therefore, are bet-
ter than later, when the supply is ample.
The late lambs are shipped with the ewes
along in November and December.
The ewes and lambs get no grain after

they are put on pasture. This occurs when
the weather is warm, the grass good, and
the lambs strong enough to get about for

themselves. They are carried on grass
during the summer.

I figure the profits are greater on the
lambs we carry along through the summer
on grass; but, on the whole, there is very
little difference between them and the
early stock. For the average man, how-
ever, I would advocate the production of

the late lambs. In the first place, the
lambs come when it is warm and there is

not much danger of losing many through
cold and dampness. Another thing, very
little equipment is needed in the way of

housing; and then there is the big item
of feed.

I have judged sheep for years—^in

Canada, at the Minnesota State Fair, and
at the International Live Stock Exposi-
tion at Chicago. I have been around sheep
all my life, my father having been in the
business in Canada, where I was born.

At thirteen I was showing our sheep, which
won many prizes in this country and in

Canada.
I love sheep, or I would not have raised

them all of my life, and I am forty now.
A man must like the business in order to

understand it, and there is no live stock

which requires as much care and attention

as sheep. This is especially true at lambing
time, when a man has early lambs. This
is one reason why I advocate late lambs
for the farmer who doesn't know the bxisi-

ness, or who is just starting in.

And not only that, sheep must be
watched all the time. They are very frail

in some instances, and in others I am
amazed at the hardships and treatment
they will stand without breaking.

There are tricks in every trade, even
in sheep production, and a man must
know the ropes to get the best results.

Flushing is one process to bring the ewes
into heat before the normal time. I have
to do this to breed in September for

February lambs.
As a rule, we buy our ewes in Augiist,

and the stuff I want for early lambs is put
on a grain ration of corn and barley right

away. I put them on pasture, turning the

bucks with them at night, and feeding in

the daytime. I have learned that when
the nights are cool and the ewes are getting

grain they will breed earlier than if on
pasture with no feed.

And in the cool of the night the rams
seem to work better. Later on, when the
weather gets cooler again, the ewes which
have not been fed any grain come into

heat, and I turn the bucks in with them at

night.
We buy grade Western ewes of Merino

foundation, coupled with a Rambouillet
and Lincoln cross. On these I use a pure-
bred Shropshire buck. I use 15 bucks,
buying them as yearlings, and using them
for four or five years. They cost about
$50 per head.
The ewes for late lambs are bred in

October, and are marketed with the lambs

along in the fall and winter of the next
year. The lambs then weigh about 90
pounds. They get no grain after they are
put on grass in the spring, and are allowed
to wean themselves.
By selling off our ewes and lambs each

year, and laying in a batch fresh off the
range, we are able to keep our pastures
free from worms.
About the first of December I start to

feed the ewes which are to lamb early,
giving them about three pounds of corn
silage and all of the clover hay they will

eat. If some of the ewes are in rather poor

bag, especially if she had but one lamb.
Ewes need lots of care, and most espe-

cially at lambing time. I stay with them
during the entire period, and for that
purpose have formed my own ultra-ex-
clusive organization called the Leg-o'-
Mutton Club. I am the only member.
Club quarters are located in the sheep
barn, and large enough for but one cot
and one person. When I am at the club,
there is room for no one else. In fact, I
can't turn around in it—I have to back
out and in.

When I take Up residence at the club I

Quality, Not Quantity, is What
Gets the Money

JACK DEMPSEY took the heavy-weight championship away from
Jess Willard, out in Ohio a few months ago, because he had the

fighting quaUty to do it. Willard had all the quantity—^weighed nearly

60 potmds more and stood a foot taUer than Dempsey—but it availed

him nothing.

It was ever thus. David, the pygmy, laid low Goliath, the giant

warrior, because he had the quality of thought that enabled him to work
out a scheme to bring the monster down.
Thus also does the small Western lamb of quality put more money

in its owner's pocket than the big native lamb that tips a heavier scale.

The small gas engine beats the lumbering Percheron. The under^
sized, selected ear of seed corn beats the big, showy ear taken from the

field merely for size.

"The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong."
Quality wins in everything. The Editor.

condition, I sort them out, and feed them
a little com, oats and cottonseed meal. I

like cottonseed meal for sheep, especially

when I feed silage which is a little off con-
dition. Oil meal is too laxative to be fed
at this time.
A month before lambing time I give

these ewes a little corn and oats, still feed-

ing the silage and cottonseed meal, with
all the hay they will eat. This provides
plenty of feed for the ewe, and as a result

she is able to produce a big, strong lamb.
The day before lamb-

ing I take away the con-
centrates and silage, and
let her have only hay,
with water; and the day
of lambing, water alone.

"The ewe may be a little

feverish, and water is

cooling to the system.
The next day, how-

ever, I give her a handful
of .corn and oats, and a
little silage, and gradual-
ly, as she regains her
strength, increase the
feed, giving all she will

clean up. The idea of

heavy feeding is to pro-

moteenough milk to grow
the lamb as quickly as
possible. Often, because
of this feeding, when the
ewe is a heavy milk pro-
ducer, I have to strip the

Two of Gibson s able-bodied

the skeep businessassets in

bring the alarm clock with me, and- set it

to be awakened every two hours. I get up
and look around, and if any ewe is having
difficulty in lambing I help in every way
possible. I have found that I can sleep
between midnight and daylight without
interruption, -for seldom does a ewe lamb
during this period.
Ewes are funny creatures. If you don't

watch them you'll lose a lot of lambs, and
not alone from malpresentation. I have
found that if a ewe is about to lamb, and

she sees another ewe with
a lamb, she will wait her
chance and kidnap the
youngster, taking it to
some out-of-the-way cor-
ner. Consequently, when
her lamb comes, she will

either disown it or the
adopted lamb, with the
result that one will die,

having no source of nour-
ishment.
As a lamb is born I

place it and the ewe in a
small panel pen, about
4x4 feet. This gives the
ewe a chance to get ac-
quainted with her off-

spring, and the lamb a
chance to start sucking.
It also prevents kidnaj)-

ping, and the possibility

of the weak lamb being
trampled by the ewes. I

generally keep them in these pens until they
are a week old.

It is an easy matter to arrange a set of
panel pens before lambing, so there is no
trouble when the time comes. When the
lamb is a week old it knows its mother,
and the ewe knows the lamb.
Some people say camouflage originated

during the war, but it did not. The sheep-
men of Scotland used it long ago, and so
do I. If a ewe loses her lamb, and another
ewe, not a heavy milker, has twin lambs,
I take away one of these lambs. Before
doing this I skin the dead lamb, and tie
the hide on one of the twins. Then I put
the youngster with the camouflage hide in
the pen with the mourning mother. She
is delighted at the reincarnation and soon
gets to nosing and licking the ringer. First
thing you know it is sucking away—making
itself right at home.
The ewe is completely fooled, and in a

few days she and the lamb are very well
acquainted, the lamb keeping up his part,
because I look every now- and then to see
that his false hide does not come loose.
Then I remove the hide, and the ewe
doesn't know the difference.

In the last three years I haven't lost a
lamb from malpresentation or infection of
the womb. One good way to help the ewe
when she is having trouble in presentation
is to use sUppery elm and vaseline. An-
other is to use sweet oil and carbolic acid.
Before lambing time I mix up a batch of
each preparation.

I take an ordinary pane of window glass,
and on it spread some vaseline. Then I
sprinkle slippery elm powder over it, and
mix until it gets a drab color. I mix ten
parts of sweet oil and one part of carbolic
acid.

I use the vaseline and slippery elm
freely, and am never afraid to get my
hands or arms soiled. One must use plenty
of it, and sometimes it is a great help. If,

after using this combination, the ewe does
not relax, I tip the ewe and pour some of
the oil and acid into the vagina. This
usually does the business, lubricating the
insides so that presentation will be easy.
When the lambs are about ten days to

two weeks old, I dock and castrate them.
Precaution should be used at this time to
prevent infection in these operations. In
docking, some people use red-hot pincers,
severing the tail at a joint, and at the same
time searing the ends of the skin together.

I use a common pocket knife, and sever
the tail at a joint near the rump. A tail is

very useless to a lamb, and sometimes
will cause trouble when allowed to grow
long. Impaction sometimes results when
the tail becomes matted with dirt, and
often it provides a fine breeding place for
maggots, which creep into the animal.

If the ewe lambs are saved for breeding
purposes, docking is very essential. Often
a long tail will prevent proper mating.

Castrating can be done with the same
knife, but more sanitary precautions must
be used, because danger of infection is

greater. Dip the knife in some disinfect-
ant before the sack is cut, and there is no
danger. It is a good policy to castrate and
dock when the lambs are young, because
they do not feel the effects as they will

when older. And if castrating is put off,

often the male lambs will take on a bucky
appearance, and this detracts from the
market value.

Castrating makes them gain faster, and
it prevents them from bothering the ewes
when they get older and begin to feel theii

"oats."
When the lambs are about three weeks

old they will commence eating grain. Here
is where another trick counts: I have
found that lambs always flock to that part
of the barn which has plenty of sunlight;

so I place the creep, containing the mix-
ture of two parts cracked corn, one pari

oil cake, one part bran, and one part oats,

opposite the window, through which thf

sun shines.

Nothing attracts the lambs like the sun-

shine, and any time of the day they wil

be found basking in the shaft of sunlight
By putting the creep there they can't helf
but find the grain, for young lambs art

awfully nosey. Really, one should have e

sun parlor in his barn for the lambs.
In weaning the early lambs I merely

take them from the ewes and put th(

mothers in the dry lot for a day or twc
on very little grain, [continued on PAGE 30
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And Why They Sell at a Profit
By T. J. Delohery

UCH has been written about
the economic value of sheep,

and the profits which can be
made in producing wool and
mutton; but little has been

said about mutton from the viewpoint of

the packer and consumer—in other words,

the kinds of animals the packer needs to

fill the consuming demand.
Ignoring the marketing end of the busi-

ness, and informing the farmer solely of

the profit in sheep production, and their

ability to clean up waste on the farm, has

been more of a detriment than a benefit

to the farmer.
In the first place, it has caused the pro-

ducer to buy lambs indiscriminately at

times, and he has paid very liberal prices

for feeders, only to find, upon marketing,

that he made a bad buy. He doesn't know
the marketing end of the business thor-

oughly. An experienced cattle feeder

doesn't buy feeders in the spring unless

he has lots of roughage, because they are

the highest at that time. And many farm-

ers, changing from cattle to sheep, know
this. Not knowing when feeders are the

lowest, they buy whenever they take the

notion.
Picturing sheep as farm scavengers is

all right in a way, but when men start to

figure they can make market lambs on:

weeds alone the information hurts more
than it does good.
No better example of how erroneous is

this impression could be had than the

sale of a bunch of lambs from Iowa. They
were bought as feeders in August, 1918,

costing $17.50. After being grazed for

two months, when they were marketed, the

trade was low, and they were sold for $11

as "finished" product.

Their owner lost money, and quit sheep-

feeding. He bought wrong, probably on
the advice of some market man who had
no insight into the future of the trade.

The lambs were of fine breeding, and had
all the conformation and quality needed
to make a good bunch; but they had been
fed no grain, and were not fat.

Farmers in the Corn Belt have been
making strenuous efforts to get back into

sheep production, but as yet their efforts

have not been attended by any too healthy

profits—in fact, not as much as they are

able to make on cattle and hogs, even with

a sheep market which is as good as either

of the other two. Inexperience and failure

to study the market are the answers.

The men who feed lambs often do not
know how to handle them, and they buy
feeding lambs when they are too high.

For a man who raises his own lambs the
lack of handling is the cause of his not
getting the most possible out of the game.
Very few native lambs top the market.

Of course, the output of expert producers
in the country west of the range get the
best results, because those men know how
to make 'em. Western lambs, on the other
hand, find no trouble in securing best
prices.

Corn-Belt farmers ought to know more
of the marketing end of the mutton busi-

ness, because they haven't been in the
business for years. The Corn Belt and
the Eastern States quit mutton produc-
tion about the time the present genera-
tion took the reins. Since then the range
has been supplying the great bulk of our
mutton and wool. They have the grass
out there, and large areas of pasture, and
that's why our men quit. Now the range
is being broken up, and sheep-growing is

moving eastward.
The range sheepmen produce a lamb

the packers want. It dresses out a nice,

tidy carcass, on the right scale. There is

plenty of room for expansion in mutton
production in the Middle West and East
without hurting the market.
Mutton consumption is increasing, but

as yet it is not on a plane with pork
and beef. Wool consumption is increasing
materially in the last few years. High
prices have greeted both wool and mut-
ton, and this fact has attracted the East-
ern farmer. And there have been cam-
paigns to put sheep on these farms. They
are bearing wonderful results, but how
much profit?

In late years the marketing of sheep has
turned from aged stock to lambs, just as
the demand for hogs has changed from
heavy to medium-weight swine, of the
butcher class. The market now wants

well-fed lambs that make a nice, tidy
carcass.

"The trade calls for light, plump, well-

finished lambs weighing from 65 to 80
pounds on the hoof, and mutton weighing
from 100 to 125 pounds," said H. A.
Phillips, manager of Armour's sheep de-
partment. "The sale of poorly finished
carcasses is usually very slow, but the de-
mand is always active for the good stock.

"In this country few of our wethers are
above three years old when taken to mar-
ket. We are a lamb-eating people, but
will eat mutton when lambs are not avail-
able."

These statements of Mr. Phillips' are
significant and important to you as a
sheep producer and grower. In the first

place, they tell what kind of lambs the
market pays best prices for, and tell you

to breed the sheep which are early ma-
turing, small in size, so they can be fat at
65 to 80 pounds. Western lambs are this

kind, and it is for this reason that Western
lambs bring better prices than the ordinary
native product.
When gathering material for this article

I stopped into the sheep house at Chicago
to see Ben Cook, salesman for Clay Robin-
son & Co., and one of the most experi-

enced men in the business. I went to him
to get first-hand information as to the
kind of stock the packers buy.

It was an easy matter for him to point
out the good and bad lambs in a big pen.
I asked him to catch the lambs, and to

show me more definitely what he talked
of, so I could relate it to you.
He picked the nearest lamb to him—

a

nice Southdown.

Sheep Lore
By Joseph E. Wing

THE history of the sheep is written only
in its frame, embroidered in its wool, or
imprinted in its mental characteristics.

The history of the sheep is in large part the
history of the human race. Hardly any
animal in the world has been so modified
by association with man as has the sheep.
Its ancestor is unknown. There is, so far
as known, no long-tailed breed of wild
sheep, nor, as far as known, any wild breed
that will interbreed and make fertile

crosses with our domesticated sheep.
Can you imagine what the primal wild

sheep was like? Maybe the Scottish black-
face gives a clue; they are wild, hairy,
active, having much the habits of deer,
with strong instinct and ability to care for
themselves. The little Hardwicks are like

them, even wilder, with coarse, stiff, hairy
wool, and with instincts too much for wild
nature, who tries in vain to snow them
under on the mountains of Cumberland
and Westmoreland. Maybe these are like

the original wild sheep, which must have
come first from the mountains.

In truth, what changes have been
wrought in sheep! Once active, hardy,
able to escape wolves and even panthers
in some way or another, they are now prey
to even small dogs—that is, most breeds
are. Once coated with suflficient woolly
hair to protect them from the cold, they
are now burdened with prodigious fleeces,

the very weight of which bears them down.
Withdraw from the sheep of the world
man's protecting hand, what would be the
condition of things in ten years?

There would be probably a few flocks of
Cheviots, some Dorsets, maybe; perhaps
some Welsh mountain sheep, some Hard-
wicks, and doubtless some Scottish black-
faces. No Merino would survive; the
Southdowns might—who knows? But
nearly the entire sheep population of the
world would be swept out of existence in a
very few years were man's protecting hand
withdrawn.
How much has the sheep improved with-

in historic times? No one knows. Before his-
tory was written women wove fine woolen
apparel. Doubtless the sheep now shears a
far heavier fleece than it did then. Doubt-
less the form has been helped by selection.
Within a century the finishing touches
have been given. Has the end come? Very
nearly, in the judgment of the writer. Al-
ready there is a turning backward by prac-
tical breeders who make mutton. The
Shropshire, most perfect of breeds, is losing
favor in Shropshire land, and Kerry Hill
sheep are said to be displacing them as
farmers' flocks kept as market flocks solely.
The Kerry Hill sheep are not nearly so
handsome as the Shropshire, but they have
been kept for hardiness, good feeding, and
suckling habits. So it goes. Breeds reach
"perfection;" they receive fine finish;

through inbreeding or some other defective
mating they lose in stamina and hardiness;
then the neglected breeds come to the top
again.
But how much has the sheep and the

shepherd changed since history was writ-
ten? Hardly have they changed at all.

Once a young man, Egyptian, born of
desert heritage, fled from an Egyptian city,
from police and officers of the law; out
into the desert he fled, and at last reached
a ranching country, with many sheep in
small bands and many shepherds. Beside
a well of water he sat and brooded his fate
and wondered what the future had in store
for him. As the sun dropped low over the
yellow desert hills little flocks came in to
the well to water; came from right, from
left, from in front of you and from behind
you. Each flock had its shepherd. They
approach, and each one draws water and

pours it in the stone trough, while his parch-
ing flock draws near, and eagerly the sheep
slake their thirst. Some girls draw near;
one tall, almost a woman grown, yet with
timid, hesitating, girlish grace; the other
younger, more slender; each one bearing
rich color in face and arm—browns that
deserts love, reds that hint of wild desert
bloom, eyes that are like quiet pools under
overhanging rocks. Their sheep follow them
eagerly; they take their place and begin
drawing water. When only a few have
slaked their thirst come other shepherds.
Strange, selfish, piggish young men and
half-grown boys, in whose breasts as yet
has not awakened the flame that love
kindles; they see naught in the two girls

but rival sheep tenders. They drive away
their flocks; they rudely take away the
rope and water bucket; they hurl coarse,
unfeeling jest and ribald remark. The girls,

ashamed and affrighted, are about to go
away, leading their reluctant flock, but the
tall Egyptian stranger sees it all. He arises,

comes forward with easy grace and courage

;

he bows to the girls, speaks one word of
comfort, hotly rebukes the intruding shep-
herds, cuffs one, takes the rope in his own
hands, and draws water for the flock till

the last lamb has had its fill. "Then, with
courteous, low-sweeping bow, he retires
again to the shade of the date palm, and
the girls, wondering and looking backward,
take their flock and go homeward. Behind
the square house of adobe bricks is a little

corral of thorn enclosure. Here the flock
is penned. Then the father, astonished, asks:
"Why, daughters, how come you home

this early?"
And the girls eagerly reply:
"Why, Father, such a wonderful thing

happened at the weU. A stranger, an edu-
cated, courteous, beautifully dressed gentle-
man, came and drove away the rude shep-
herd boys when' they would not let us
water our sheep, and himself drew the
water till every lamb did drink."

"Where, then, is this stranger now?"
" We left him sitting under the date palm

beside the well."
"And bethought you not what courtesy

is due to a man who has done this much
for you? Fie upon you! Go at once, I com-
mand you" (to the older daughter), "and
bring him home with you, that I may thank
him and that he may break bread with us."

Demurely the maiden goes down the
warm trail; demurely she salutes the grave
but handsome stranger; she repeats her
father's command; the man arises and
smiles, bows acquiescence, and together, she
in front, they go up the trail to her father's
house, a strange commotion in her maiden's
heart, a new, strong throb in his. For forty
years this young Egyptian abode in that
house; he married that girl; he cared for
the flock. And there, on the slopes of that
mountain, he stood and dreamed of a people
in slavery, his people, his brethren, dreamed
of their strength could they be united,
dreamed of leading them away into the
wilderness and through the desert to a land
of which he had heard, a goodly land, where
rains fell and grass was good and cows came
lowing to their calves with swelling udders,
and flowers there were with bees that stored
honey in the rocks. Thus was born within
young Moses the idea of delivering his

people, Israel.

The same life exists in exactness to-day.
I have seen the scene enacted over and
over in desert lands. In Mexico one can
see it; in Arabia, in Palestine. Men come,
men go; sheep come, sheep go; but the
life of the sheep and of the shepherd in the
deserts, where first sheep were made man's
companions, goes on, the same yesterday,
to-day and forevermore.

"This lamb is selling at top price," he
said. "Feel along his back and see how
well covered he is over the loin and ribs,
and how the shoulders have no gap be-
tween them. The fat also carries out to the
dock. The flesh is sohd but springy, and
it runs down over the ribs.

"Take particular notice of the thickness
of the loin, and the solid flesh on the ribs.
That is what counts to the packer. Now
feel the leg of the lamb—the flesh there is

firm and springy, and there is plenty of it.

This lamb will dress out a carcass that
will grade No. 1, and command the best
price. This animal weighs about 80 pounds,
the best weight you can get when fat. The
public wants light cuts of meat, and this
larnb would dress out in good shape.

"Feel the neck and see how short and
thick it is. The chest is well developed and
wide, and the fleece is long and well
crimped, and has a good luster. Wool is
selling high, and this is good fiber."
He shpped the lamb back into the pen,

and from the adjoining lot took out an
animal which was bigger, but evidently
thinner. He had me go over this animal
in the same way, and there surely was a
difference—also in the price.

"This lamb," he continued, "is thin.
The back bone is evident when you place
your hand along the spine, and he is open
between the crops. The flesh does not
carry down over the ribs, nor back to the
dock, and the leg of lamb is not as well
developed as on the other animal. The
loin, too, is not so thick."

"The good points in sheep are the same
as in lambs.
The wholesale cuts of sheep and lamb

carcasses are leg, loin, and chuck. The
retail butcher cuts the carcass into stews,
chops, roasts, and other pieces, but in the
table below I give the dressing percentage
of the main cuts, together with the price.
The table is the dressing percentage of a
lamb weighing 80 pounds on the hoof,
and dressing 50.75 per cent—a very good
average. The prices, while not current,
show the difference between grades.
From the prices it is readily seen why

development over the high price cuts is

essential to best prices on the hoof.

Wholesale Yield in Price Price
Cuts lbs. Lamb Mutton

Leg 15 S0.25 $0.22
Loin 10 .25 .22
Chuck 15.6 .17 .13

An important difference between West-
ern and native lambs is that the native
product weighing only 80 pounds would
not be in prime condition. But many
Eastern farmers are able to produce the
best grade of lambs, at this weight, out
of a cross of thrifty bucks and grade
Western ewes. And native lambs, if they
are of the same quality and condition as
the Western lambs, will outsell the range
product.

Prime native lambs come from worm-
free pastures, a thing which does not
trouble the range producer. Proper rota-
tion is one method of accomplishing this

vital necessity.

The small, plump lambs do not reach a
very large size, but use the feed to lay on
fat. The small lamb is usually well de-
veloped over the loin and leg, and the ribs

are well covered with meat.
This development is largely due to breed-

ing and feeding.

The first run of lambs to market in the
spring is hothouse or spring lamb. These
are dropped early, and are pushed right

along on grain, usually weighing around
50 to 55 pounds when marketed. They
bring extra good prices, and I know of one
man—A. A. Maxwell of Defiance, Iowa

—

who made a specialty of producing them.
He had no extra equipment, but had well-

bred stock, and the lambs came early. He
made a handsome profit each year.

However, the marketing of hothouse
lambs is small, and the real run of spring

lambs does not come until late in May and
the early part of June. Tennessee lambs,
the first of the Southern crop, start mar-
ketward about the middle of May, and
catch the high prices. In June and July
the Kentucky product is marketed, fol-

lowing which the Central States start to

move their stuff.

The rangemen come last, along in the

early fall, and almost up to the time the
Southern lambs start coming.
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It Was Good Enough for My Father
By Bruce Barton

/~\LD October's purt* nigh gone.

And the frosts is comin on

Little heavier every day

—

Like our hearts is thataway!

Leaves is changin' overhead.

Back from green to gray and red.

Brown and yeller, with their stems

Loosenin' on the oaks and e'ms;

And the balance of the trees

Gittin' balder every breeze

—

Like the heads we're scratchin' on!

Old October's purt' nigh gone.

ANEIGHBOR of
mine in the coun-
trystoppedbyone
day when we were

T LO\'E Old October so,

I can't bear to see her go-
Seems to me like losin' some

Old-home relative er chum—
'Pears like sort o' §ettin by
Some old friend 'at sigh by sigh

Was a-passin' out o' sight

Into everlastin' night!

Hickernuts a feller hears

Rattlin' do\\n is more like tears

Drappin' on the leaves below—

I love Old October so!

—By James Whiicomb Riley

i

i

k
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Photo by Frank M. Hohenberger, Nashville. Ind-

Old October

making some changes in our house. He climbed down from his buggy;
and, being glad of a chance to loaf a little, I quit work to talk to him.

"Going to put all those three bathtubs in one house?" he asked in-

credulously.

I told him we had figured it didn't cost much more to have all the bath-
tubs we wanted, while we were about it.

" Going to have a furnace too, I see, " he added.
I said we were.

When he spoke next there was a certain condescension in his tones, as
if he realized we were making a mistake and would Uke to have saved us
from it.

" I never went in much for such things, " he said. " I figure my place
was good enough for my father and it is good enough for me.

"

As he drove away I got to wondering how much of the world's failure
to progress can be attributed to that unhappy phrase.

I have attended town meetings where it was the stock argument. Why
make improvements? Why be so dissatisfied with the roads, or the water
supply, or the schools?

All these things have been so in the past; our fathers managed very
well with them; why should their children want anything better?

The answer to that argument, it seems to me, is that every man who
amounts to anything ought to feel a sense of pride in leaving the world
at least a little better than he found it.

Some men, like Clemen
ceau, and PresidentWilson,
and Lloyd George, have
the magnificent opportu

nity of lifting all civilization to a little higher plane.

Other men leave nobler cities as a record of the fact, that they have

lived. Sir Christopher Wren was one of these. The fire that wiped out

London in the seventeenth century was a blessing in disguise, because

the genius of Wren created a finer and more lovely London in its stead.

Most of us work neither with civiUzation, nor with-cities. Our influence

is confined to a little town, or a few acres of land, or a single household.

These are our kingdoms, and the fact that they are small ought not tc

excuse us from the obligation to improve them just as much as we can

When I get to the end of my life I would like to be able to check ovei

the record and say:

"At least I'm leaving my land a little more fertile than the previou:

owner left it. I've put the house in such shape that it will stand for fiftj

years. And every time a proposition has come up that would improve

the town, I've helped it along. To this extent, at least, the world is £

better place because I spent a lifetime in it.

"

Elijah in one of his periods of dejection went over int9 the woods anc

sat down under a juniper tree. And he prayed that he might die.

"It is enough; now, 0 Lord, take away my life," he prayed; "far

am no better than my fathers.
"

His notion was that when a man is content to be no better than hii

fathers he might as well be dead.

And there is considerable to be said in favor of that proposition.

D
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"You Will be Happier on the

Than Anywhere Else"
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Farm

By Joseph E. Wing

US'

THE Constitution of the United
States, I believe, declares that

every man has an inalienable

right to "life, liberty, and the pur-

suit of happiness." I am glad

that it specifies the pursuit of happiness.

That means much. I have pursued happi-
ness as a farmer, and I have found it—in

hard work.
I do not believe that any man who doesn't

work with his muscles and his mind can
ever be truly happy. Therefore I believe

that the farmer has the best chance for hap-
piness of any man in the world. And I

believe that, though he may not realize it,

he is the happiest man in the world.

You ask why I think the man who has
to work hard most of his hfe is the happiest.

[ will tell you:
Now, how are you to obtain happiness?

The old saying was, "Be good and you will

be happy." Some have improved on that
by saying, "Be good and you will be lone-

some." Really, rather than sajring "Be
?ood and you will be happy," you can more
truly say, "Be happy and you will be gopd."

I can reform the world if I can make peo-
ple happy. Happy people don't steal, kill,

ight, or quarrel.

Pleasure and happiness are forms of ac-

;ion. The old idea that they are forms of

'est is absurd. Pleasure comes from success-

'ul effort. The football player is happy
when he makes a good play, when he feels

;he conscious strength of perfect manhood,
when every muscle is joyous; but he feels

ilso the pleasure of an active brain direct-

ng the muscle, the pleasure of knowing,
,00, that others are watching and approv-
ng. He is in action. The horse putting

)ut his every effort to win the race is happy
it that time. I do not pity him, even if he
lies in the effort. Pity rather the poor

)rute destined to die a prisoner in his stall,

lurfeited with food for which he has no use,

lull, stupid, half-dead all the time. He
;ets no chance to work.

I am glad that every one of you on the

arm has his or her work to do in the world.

: am glad that none of you are born with
iilver spoons in your mouths. What a fate

;o be rich, to be sheltered from exertion, to

ide always and never know the delights of

walking, of wrestling with the Western
jales, of proving your own manhood and
eeling your own powers. To be always fed

;o satisfaction, eating when you are not

lungry, drinking when you are not thirsty!

^at a horrible fate! Why, the most un-

lappy people in America are riding in

jalace cars to-day, eating in gilded dining-

•ooms, waited on by Uveried footmen.
At the table where I used to sit at the

joarding house the lads were always grum-
bling at the food served them. Now, that

ioes not mean much—it is a habit, very
argely, and does not count; but I want to

llustrate a point. The trouble was they
ound that food prepared for them by some-
)ne else. Now, if they had first felt hun-
rry, then went out and hunted up the ma-
;erials and prepared for themselves the

/ery same food that they grumbled at, it

would have given them pleasure, it would
lave tasted good, they would have relished

t if it had been only half as good. They
would not have grumbled, nor would have
iet anyone else grumble at it. I know what
.t is to get hungry, to go out with a gun and
shoot a rabbit, to dress and cook it, to bake
ny own bread by the camp fire, to sit and
3at it, serving myself and comrade—and
;hat meal was sweet. Because it was the
iirect fruit of my own labor, that's why.

I do not think that God meant a curse

(vhen he said that you must earn your
tiread by the sweat of your brow. The very
fact that you did sweat is a sign that He
had put energy in you, that you were em-
ploying that energy, therefore were happy
while you were earning that bread; and
then when you have wiped away the sweat
ind sit down to eat the bread, what pleas-

are it gives you; how sweet it is! I tell you
there is nothing like earning the bread, to
sweeten it. And to marry a wife while you
are yet earning the bread, to let her share
the labor with you, together to earn and
sat the fruit of your labor, that is the sweet-
3st thing of all. You make a great mistake
if you wait to make your fortune before
you marry.

But in the world's work, what are you
going to do? Now, I do not know that it

so much inatters, so it is honest endeavor.
There is a class that seeks to prey on the
rest of mankind. Of course, you will not
become one of that class. There is another
class that seeks soft jobs, for a field' where
the bread comes easy, the sweat does not
start much. I have nothing to say to these
men either, only I pity them, for I know
that their joy will never be full. But for

you who have chosen to do manly things,

more felt that they had lost a personal

friend and helper in him than in any other
man I ever knew. Yet he had only got

them places to work, and given them the

help of his advice, now and then. He di-

rected i*s to the right kind of action.

I think the surest road to success in the
world is to give. The way to get is to give.

"Cast your bread upon the waters and it

shall return to you" is as true now as it

ever was. The successful man is the man
who gives much. The failure is the man

Williams: the Man Who Never Had
a Chance

OUR neighborhood comet, Tom
Williams, has just made his

periodic return and camped
with his covered wagon and dog tent
beside the rock quarry where he has a
job.

In spite of his human faiUngs I Uke
Tom, so I went up and visited with him
Sunday afternoon. We had not talked
longwhen he fell

into his favorite
topic.

"Yes, sir," he
said; "I could
have come back
here a rich man
if it hadn't been
for my wife.
There was a fel-

low down South
invented a wire
stretcher and offered me a half interest in

it if I'd pay for the patent. Andjustwhen
I was about ready to cash in on it the

missus balked."
"Why, Tom," his wife protested,

"you couldn't have raised the money
without selling the mules; and I didn't

want us and the kids to be set afoot on
the slim chance of making something
out of a contraption you'd never been
allowed to see, but had to take a

stranger's word for."

"Oh, well," he growled, "of course

you couldn't see the point; but it just

meant the difference between a home
and a car of our own, and this job in the

quarry!"
And pretty soon it was another case.

"Yes, sir," he said; "I did a little

mining while I was down South, and if

it hadn't been that my pardner lost his

nerve and quit me I'd have made a .big

thing out of it. This makes five or six

times I've been done out of a fortune

that was right under my fingers be-

cause my pardners quit on me."
"You ought to try it alone," I ad-

vised.

"I think I'll do that next time," he
declared. "But no doubt if I do the

YOUR thousand pretenses

for not getting along better

are all nonsense; they deceive

nobody but yourself.

Abraham Lincoln.

wife will growl and fuss at me until I

have to quit just at the wrong time."
I smiled inwardly as I noted how his

trained mind always spotted in advance
an opening to load the blame on some-
body else. And I remembered different

opportunities he had told me of in the
past that had been wrested from his

sturdy grasp by the shortcomings of

others: One
where he had
gone into "^the

hardware busi-

ness with an
uncle—who fur-

nished all the
money, by the
way, but whose
surly disposition
drove away
trade until they

were forced to the wall; fanother|where
his brother dissuaded him from buying
a place that finally developed into one
of the greatest poultry farms in the
State; and still another where he had a
worthy ambition and a mighty plan for
reforming politics, but the powers had
not the foresight to elect him to the
legislature.

We were sitting on the wagon tongue
as we talked, and the little Williams boy
was playing some ten steps out in front.
In his desperate struggle with an unruly
stick horse he got his legs tangled and
stuck his curly head into a sand bank.
With a bound he was on his feet again
and snarling toward his father, who sat
calmly whittling and looking on.
"Now look what you made me do!"

he screamed. And I thought to myself:
"There's Tom Williams in miniature.
By and by somebody is going to steal
all the opportunities from him too, and
he, like his father, probably won't
realize that it's a chap by the name of
Williams who does it. He is getting a
poor start toward learning the vital
lesson that if your life is a failure it is

invariably your own fault."

Fred L. Lawson.

like men, I am glad, for I know what hap-
piness will come to you after a while.

Often a fellow becomes lonely in the ear-

ly days of his young manhood. He feels

that the world, was made before he had
anything to say about it, that all the places

are filled, that he will have a hard time to

push his way into anything. He feels that

he is almost an intruder and no one wants
him. Let me set his mind at rest there.

The whole world is looking and waiting

eagerly for young men who "know how."
That is the secret, the world wants men
who know how, and who not only know
how but are also willing and trained to do
things. If you have not found your place

yet consider whether "you know how;"
maybe you had better go where they do
know how, and work there a time for noth-
ing, just to learn. Then see if the way is

not open to you.
I had a friend who did more for me per-

haps than anyone else who ever lived. And
all he ever did was to give me chances to

work, to do things. He has befriended
many other men in the same way. They
lived to bless his name. When he died I

think more young men were saddened.

who is fearful to give, lest he be not repaid.
The young man who takes not too much
thought of time or effort, who pushes his
employer's interests, who works sometimes
after hours, if it is necessary, or does his
work a little too well, is the one who is pro-
moted or taken into partnership. It is the
man who is afraid to do too much who re-
mains all his days a laborer. It is the mer-
chant who gives bargains, who gives honest
weight, honest change, courteous words,
who finally dies a merchant prince. It is

the mail who gives kind words and thoughts
and smiles who gets the priceless treasures
of friendship. If you would be loved you
should love much. And love itself is a
form of energy.
But what are you going to do? I don't

know that I would think it necessary to
map out my whole future life at one sitting.
Man proposes and God disposes, you know;
yet it is well to have a general line of ac-
tion ahead of us. I know that I always
had one ambition—to build up Woodland
Farm. All my life it has been my ideal to
see that old place blossom as the rose. I

dreamed of it by night and by day. And
it never occurred to me to make a specula-

tion, to "fix it up to sell." No, when I laid
the drains I did it hoping that they would
last for my boys' time. When I planted a
tree I thought of how perhaps my grand-
children would climb it after apples, or
walk beneath its shade. When I was haul-
ing our odorous manures and spreading
them on the hillsides I did not smell the
manures, but the clovers that were to grow
there instead. My ideal was high. It has
been in a measure the mountain top, that,
as you climb the long trail, constantly re-
cedes before you; but I can see that I am
gaining, for as I look back it is so far below
to the foot of the trail. It is well enough
to start to climb a pretty high hill when we
begin to climb, for the fun is in the climbing,
in pressing the earth beneath your foot
with joyous muscle, in breathing the sweet
mountain air in great, long breaths. And
some day the mountain top will stand still

for us, and we will come out on top. It is

only a question of faith, of continuous ef-

fort, and of starting to climb where it is

possible to climb. It is sometimes wise to
ask old mountaineers about the trail.

Now, I have great faith in the future of

intelligent agriculture, and in particular of
intelligent and consistent effort in live

stock, breeding and keeping. People are
demanding more and more meat, too. The
field is getting more and more inviting.
There is a greater demand each year for

young men who know how to take care of

herds of pure-bred cattle and flocks of
sheep. There is no doubt at all of the
brightness of the outlook. Yet one must
be prepared for storms now and then. It

won't be all suns*hine. It is necessary to
have faith. It is wise to go in debt a little,

for it stimulates you to effort to go in debt.
I mean for things that you really need, like

a little land, or a barn if you have none.
It is wise to consult your wife before you

go in debt at all. And for the man who
goes in debt for luxuries, for things that he
ought to have earned before he enjoyed,
there is nothing ahead but well-deserved
failure. Yes, there will be storms ahead.
You need that faith that lets you work
right on. And that means that it is welt
to study your condition and map out a road
to follow, and then follow it consistently.
We began ten years ago to try to feed
lambs on Woodland Farm, and to grow
feed for them, and to build up the farm.
We have been doing just that thing each
year.since. We have not varied our prac-
tice much at any time, and, in spite of oc-
casional bad seasons, it has paid us well.

It has paid us better than we expected.
The things in which we have failed have
been a help to us. We have been able to
start on the foundation of knowledge
gained by mistakes, and build up from that
a successful practice.

The difference, often, between the suc-
cessful man and the failure is that one takes
his failure as a basis to build upon, the
other takes failure as sufficient ground for

giving up and quitting in disgust. It is

the man who is a stayer who succeeds. It
was General Grant who said, "I propose to
fight it out along this line if it takes all

summer." A genius might have succeeded
quicker by change of base, but he would
very likely have failed entirely. Fight it

out, then, along the line you start in on.
First look the ground over and start on a
reasonable line, then fight it out and hold
every foot of ground you gain.

There are some things I will mention
that will help you: The use of an alarm
clock—how few there are who know how
to use one! My room-mate one morning
did not hear his alarm, and overslept. That
was really a mercy, for he did better work
all the day for the extra half-hour of sleep.

Use an alarm clock by all means, but set it

to go off at a certain hour in the evening, and
when it goes off go to bed. When you waken
in the morning get up. There is a for-

tune in that idea, if you will follow it up.
Don't squander your young strength in

stasdng up at night, not even to read or
study. Respect your own body. Keep it

clean without and within. It is the temple
of the Almighty. Without a sound mind in

a sound body yoir can't do much. Use will

strengthen you, but overwork or idleness,

either one, will debilitate you. Bear in

mind that you can [continued on page 59]

E ' "
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If This Law is Changed You Must Pay
Higher Interest for Your Loans

VrOTE: Judge Lobdell is a Republican mem-
' her of the non-partisan Federal Farm Loan

Board. He was born and brought up in Kansas,
and has lived his life in a fanning community,
and understands the ins and outs of farming
problems. He is peculiarly well fitted to talk on
the subject of farm loans.

It might do a great deal toward heading off

the proposed change in the Farm Loan Act,
which will put a tax on farm loan bonds, if you
and every other reader of Farm and Fireside
would write a letter to your Congressman and
Senator and send along a copy of Judge
Lobdell's statement for his consideration.

The Editor.

A S THE law stands now, farm loan
i^k bonds issued by the]Governnient

to raise the money with which
/ to make loans to farmers at a low

rate of interest are exempt from
taxation. There is a movement afoot

among certain interests to change the law
so that a tax will be placed on these bonds.
If this is done you will have to pay a higher
rate of interest for your farm loan.

I do not think these bonds ought to be
taxed, because I do not think you farmers
ought to have to pay a higher interest rate

on your government farm loans than you
pay now, which is a little less than four
per cent over a long period of years. So
I am going to tell briefly what the situation

is and what you can do about it:

When any group of men seeks a change
in a certain law it is well to find out who
they are and whether they have an interest

in the proposed legislation apart from the
interest of the general public.

The only agitation for the repeal of the
tax-exemption feature of the Federal Farm
Loan Act is being carried on by the Farm
Mortgage Bankers of America, and at their

expense. Who are the Farm Mortgage
Bankers of America? A group of wealthy,-

well-organized, highly efficient and per-

sonally honorable gentlemen who are and
have been for years engaged in the business

of making and selling farm-mortgage loans,

realizing therefrom as a rule an annual

profit of from two to four per cent, that

being the annual difference between the

rate received by the investor and that

charged the borrower.
When a law like the Federal Farm Loan

Act cuts into a man's income it is easy for

him to find a patriotic motive for opposing

that law, and the fact that the Federal

Farm Loan Act fixes the maximimi differ-

ence between the rate charged the borrower

and that realized by the investor at one
per cent per annum, and the further fact

that large ntmabers of 8 and 10 per cent

loans controlled by members of the Farm
Mortgage Bankers of America have been
refunded into 5}4 per cent loans through
the federal land banks, may possibly, al-

though quite unconsciously, have influenced

the Farm Mortgage Bankers of Amwica to

start their campaign.
In discussing whether you farmers are

entitled to the tax exemption on the bonds
issued by your banks, let's reflect on what
the Farm Loan System really is:

It is not a paternalistic organization.

It is not a system of government loaning.

It is a plan for the betterment of the farm
credit of the country—a plan to build it up
into borrowing organizations sufficiently

strong and big to entitle them to credit

equal to that of other industries equally
big and of equal public utility. To this

they are entitled because they have the
best basic security on earth.

These organizations are to be ultimately
owned by you farmer borrowers yourselves,
but operated always under such govern-
ment supervision as to guarantee the
soundness of their operations and the in-

tegrity of their securities. It is true that a
large majority of the stock at first was
subscribed by the Federal Government,
but the law contains provision for the
entire repayment of that stock so that you
will own and control it, and such repay-
ment is already well under way.

It is true that the law provides for the
payment of the expenses of the Farm Loan
Board, registrars, and examiners by the
Government, but the progress of the
system to date warrants the statement
that in the almost immediate future your

By Judge Charles E. Lobdell

Member of the Federal Farm Loan Board

farm loan banks can assume this burden,
thus putting the Government out of it on
this point.

Federal land banks operate upon a fixed
basis of income, and the excess of that
income over expenses and reserve goes
back to the borrowers in the form of
dividends. Already two of the banks in
the territory where interest was originally

highest have declared dividends, and three
others will do so this year. So, you see.

industrial institutions, and we have wit-
nessed, for the first time in the history of
the country, the remarkable condition
that the farmer was able to borrow money
cheaper than the railroad. This would
seem to be a result worth while to the farm-
er at least, if not to the farm mortgage
banker. "This has unquestionably come
about largely through the tax-exemption
feature of the federal farm loan bonds.
What would be the result if that ex-

Another New Corresponding Editor

for Farm and Fireside

r
N THE August issue we in-

troduced the first six mem-
bers of our new staff of corre-

sponding editors. And we said

then that others would be added
from time to time. The first,

and, we think, a very important,
addition to the original six is

L. E. Call of Kansas, who will

handle all your inquiries about
crops and soils north of Mason
and Dixon line. He will also

have articles in the magazine
from time to time.

It is also interesting to note
that IVIr. Call is om* first cor-

responding editor west of the
^^HpH||^^Hn^^^^^^^^^H I Mississippi. One or two of the
i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^pr/ additional corresponding edi-
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

tors, whose names will be an-
nounced later, will be from even
farther west than Kansas.

INIr. Call is, of course, a practical farmer, just as all our other
corresponding editors are. He practices what he preaches. His sound
farming has equipped him also to be dean and professor of Agronomy
at Kansas State Agricultural College, and director of the Kansas
Experiment Station at Manhattan. He is a native of Ohio, and a mighty
fine man in addition to being a good farmer. Ask your northern crops

and soils questions of him. Address him, enclosing stamped self-ad-

dressed envelope, care of Fakm and Fireside, 381 Fom-th Avenue,
New York City. The Editor.

L. E. Call

the Federal Farm Loan System in its

ultimate purpose, which is fast being
accomplished, is a mutual organization
owned by farmer borrowers, operated by
farmer borrowers under the supervision of

the Government, and primarily for the
benefit of farmer borrowers.
The Federal Farm Loan System is not

a partisan creation. It received its first

government recognition from President
Taft; it received in its passage the votes of

practically all the members of both houses
of Congress; the board which administers
it is required to be bi-partisan; and the
Secretary of the Treasury being the fifth

member, the majority of such board is

always in political harmony with the
Administration.

After finding out what men want to
change this system, the next pertinent
inquiry is, what would be the result?

"The results of the Federal Farm Loan
System to date have been to equalize and
stabilize the rate of interest on farm mort-
gages. The uniform rate made by the
federal land banks throughout the country
is 5}4 per cent; this effected a reduction of

from 214 to per cent in many sections

of the West and South, and it is especially

interesting to note that many of the farm
mortgage bankers who were charging 8
and 10 per cent in those sections, because
of what they declared an extra hazard, are

now finding that they can safely loan at
6 and 7 per cent.

Rates on farm loans have remained
practically the same throughout the finan-

cial stress of the war, though we saw wide
fluctuations in rates to commercial and

emption were taken away is of course
problematical. But as I write I have be-
fore me the April 1st offerings of one of the
oldest, best-established, and most reliable

investment banking houses in the coimtry,
and note that the federal farm loan bonds
are offered to yield slightly imder 4J4 per
cent while railways and industrials, in-

cluding such high-class industrials as the
Anaconda Copper Company, are quoted as
yielding from 6 to as high as 7 per cent.

It would seem safe to assume that if the
tax-exemption feature were taken away
from farm loan bonds these bonds would
have to be sold to yield the investor as
good a rate as high-grade railroad securi-
ties, the average of which, from the cir-

cular quoted, would be above 6 per cent.
If to this we add the one per cent allowed
for the operating expenses of a federal
land bank, or the two or more per cent
charged by the farm mortgage bankers, it

is easy to see, in the language of the street,

where the farmer would "get off."

It is evident, therefore, that the ques-
tion is not open to argument from- your
standpoint. Now, are you entitled to the
exemption? Certainly not if it is a special
privilege and you alone are the beneficiary.
The farmer has never thrived by privilege,

does not believe in it, and does not ask it.

Do the two hundred mOlions of farm
loan bonds now outstanding (and the
estimated output of from one hundred to
one hundred and fifty milKons per year)
constitute a large part of all securities

enjoying tax exemption? No.
The campaign of the farm mortgage

bankers lays special stress on what they

call the loss to the Government becausel
of the possible accumulation of these bonds'
in the hands of persons of great wealth, who
thereby escape a surtax.
What are the facts? First, there are in

existence in excess of four billions of dollars
of municipal bonds issued by the States
and towns and cities of the country. Thesi
bonds too are exempt from every form oi

federal taxation, and where the "male-
factor of great wealth" has one opportu-
nity to buy a farm loan bond and escape
surtaxes he has twenty opportunities tc
buy a municipal bond. In addition to this
there are in circulation government bondsil
entirely exempt from taxation in amount
approximating two biUions of dollars
which give the same party ten opportuni-
ties to buy a government bond and escape
surtaxes where he has one opportunity to
buy a federal farm loan bond.
And as finally quite exploding the theorj

that the little issues of federal farm loan
bonds have affected the market for Liberty
bonds, the Government has just sold to the
public four and a half biUions in bonds,
which may, at the option of the purchaser^
become tax-free on a 3% per cent basis.
The farm mortgage bankers have been

entirely silent about this volume of tax-
exempt securities, possibly because it

doesn't interfere with their business. But
these are not the only tax-exemption
privileges granted by our recent revenue
act. The mortgages held by mutual
building and loan associations, which at
present aggregate in excess of one and
three-quarter billions of dollars, are by
the terms of the Revenue Act especiall;
exempted from its provisions. "The fa:

mortgage bankers have not criticized tl

exemption. It doesn't interfere with t
farm-mortgage business!
Mutual savings banks enjoy a simili.

exemption under the Federal Revenue Act.
These banks hold real-estate mortgages
amounting to more than two billions of
dollars. Many of these mortgages represent
loans for which farm mortgage bankers have
charged the borrower 8 and 10 per cent, and
which have been turned into the savings
banks at 5 and 6 per cent. The farm mort-
gage bankers are entirely silent about this.
The stock in federal reserve banks and

the income therefrom is exempt from all

federal taxation. The farm mortgago
bankers are not complaining of this. Most
of them are stockholders in national banks
and get the 6 per cent dividends which the
federal reserve banks are paying, and
which dividends are wholly non-taxable.
The four billion and more of municipa'

securities exempt from federal taxatio> i

represent largely the expenses of municipal
improvements to make life for the citj-

dweller more comfortable and prosperous.
The mortgages held by the building and
loan associations represent the home-build-
ing efforts of the city dweller.
Does not an analysis of these facts^r

satisfy even the most skeptical that th<5
farmer has not been overindulged in the-

matter of tax exemption, and that it v*'

absurd to even suggest that the issue ot.

two hundred millions of farm loan bondv
has disturbed the market for twenty-odd'
billions of governments outstanding?

Glass in the Poultry House
By J. T. Bartlett (Colorado)

ALTHOUGH the first sweeping en^
i \ thusiasm for the open-front poultrj'

house seemed to sound the death knell for

glass in the chicken house, more recent de-

velopments favor the use of a combinatior
of glass and muslin frames. The open front,

equipped with muslin frames for use ii

stormy weather, should occupy at least

one fifth of the south wall, but is not uset"

indiscriminately, as in the olden days, bj
progressive poultrymen. >

Practical poultrymen now incline to,

the opinion that the open front has been
much overdone, and so are putting in

enough glass to give plenty of light during
bad weather, when the musUn frames are

up, and also to give more protection.

II

I
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Think What the Tu6e Has to Do
A LMOST everyone knows, now, that

Goodyear Cords are the first choice of

the race driver.

For all important track records, from one
mile to six hundred miles, have been estab-

lished by cars shod with Goodyear Tires.

But we wonder how many people realize

that this fact is one of the most emphatic
endorsements possible for Goodyear Tubes?

No tire, not even a Goodyear Cord, could

stand the terrific punishment inflicted by

scorching speed unless the tube which it en-

closed was irreproachably made.

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are made of

purest rubber—grey gum strips iui/t up layer-

upon-layer many plies thick, then welded

inseparably together into an integral mass.

They are of even heavier construction than

usually used in racing tires.

Because of their longer life and their unfail-

ing retention of air, they undeniably do give

much protection to casings.

This being true, isn't it essential that your tires

have the benefit of the finest tubes you can buy?

More Goodyear Tubes are used than any
other kind.

AKRON
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Practical Marketing Methods That Save

300,000 Southern Farmers Money

I
WAS amazed the other day to learn

that of the 2,853 county agents help-

ing farmers in the United States,

1,440 of them are in fifteen Southern
States.

Inquiring further, I found that some of

the most wonderful farming in the country
is being done in these very States. And,
thinking that perhaps there was something
in the work there that you and I could use
to advantage in our farming, I went
straight to the man at the head of the work
in those States and got him to tell me about
it.

I was not disappointed.
The things I tell here were told me by

Bradford Knapp, Southern director of

extension work of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, son of Dr. S. A. Knapp, former
director, and the man who started the
great co-operative farming movement in

the South.
Knapp's face fairly beamed while he

spoke of the marvelous strides made by
these 300,000 farmers with their 7,000
local farm organizations in Arkansas,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North
Carohna, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.
There is no close-knit organization of

all these units, and they have no common
name, but they work together just as
effectively as if they had—perhaps more
effectively because there is no big organi-
zation to wrangle over. When they want
things done they just naturally get to-
gether and do them. As an example of

this, take the handling of the feed situation
in the Southwest in 1918:
That fall found the farmers of west

Texas and Oklahoma facing the greatest
feed shortage in the history of the South-
west. Three successive dry years had
baked the fields and dried up the grass and
cultivated crops. Practically all of the
reserve supplies of hay and grain had been
consumed long before. And when you say
drought in the Southwest you say a mouth-
ful. It means more than a protracted dry
spell means in the Corn Belt.

This year the weather man is giving the
Southwest plenty of rain, while the North-
west is having its turn at the dry end of the
horn. And there may be a hunch for you
fellows of the Northwest in this story.

There was plenty of feed to be brought in

from the North and other sections. High
freight rates, combined with profiteering
all along the line, made the profitable

feeding of live stock almost an impossi-
bility. In Fort Worth alfalfa hay was
selling for $42.50 a ton, and corn was
around $2 a bushel. Something had to be
done.
The Department of Agriculture made a

tour of investigation, and then Bradford
Knapp said: "We've got to introduce a
new element of competition here.

"

A man from the Bureau of Markets was
placed in Fort Worth and a campaign of

publicity and organization started. Through
the county organizations, and aided by the
state workers and county agents, the busi-
ness of importing feed was taken out of the
hands of the feed dealers, and was handled
in a co-operative way on a very large

By W. S. Andrews

scale. Banks gave credit, and even allowed government officials and the farmers'
the shipments to be consigned to them in organizations. The feed interests through-
some instances. A special freight rate was out the entire country were stirred up and
obtained which practically cut that cost in apprehensive at their loss of business.

County Agent B. F. Boggs helping witK the first co-operative shipment
of cantaloupes made hy the farmers of Madison County, Kentucky, who
marketed $9,000 worth of cantaloupes the first year from this point

The Real Solution of the Farmer's

One Great Problem
WHEN we think of American farming we picture it to ourselves

as a great manufacturing industry. Six million business men

—

of whom you are one—are operating six million factories on their

farms, taking raw material in the form of seed and unfattened stock,

and turning it into finished products for the market.
The only flaw in this great network of factories has been its lack

of organization in the marketing end. The U. S. Steel Corporation
has mastered its marketing problem. The automobile industry is

thoroughly organized. So are the rubber manufactiu-ers. So are the

other great industries—all except farming, the greatest of them all.

Now, you farm-goods manufacturers are strong on production, but
weak on costs and on distribution. You must build and control your
marketing organization just as other great manufacturers do. And
you are beginning to do that. You have the groundwork for that

branch of your business in your local organizations. If you need any
proof of it, read this wonderful story. In the nation-wide network of

local units which is growing up among farmers we see the solution of

the now overwhelming marketing problems you face; and this solution

wiU include solution of the much cussed and discussed packer " situ-

ation. The Editor.

two. The farmers got their feed, and they
got it at reasonable prices.

What did the feed interests do? Many of

the smaller dealers went out of business.

Some, with real foresight, offered their

services to the farmers' organizations, and
handled the business of importing and dis-

tributing the shipments on a very small
commission. The usual charges of graft

and manipulation were made against the

A few figures compiled by the Southern
Extension Department show the magnitude
of the saving made to the farmers of the
drought-stricken areas. There was a total

of 6,000 carloads of feed handled in the
entire State of Texas, valued at over
$6,000,000, and representing a saving to
the farmers of $1,155,622, including the
saving on freight, which amounted to

$259,308 in west Texas alone. There were

4,871 carloads of feed shipped into the wes
Texas country. Hay was sold for $29 a toi
where it had been selling for as high a
$42.50.

Over $2,000,000 worth of feed ws|
shipped into Oklahoma at a saving of $|
on every $100 spent by the consumer. AM
gether over the entire South, a total |
$17,000,000 worth of produce or live stodi
was bought or sold co-operatively at
estimated average saving to the farmer ol

$16 on every $100. There were altogetha
751 carloads of cattle marketed in this way
Without previous organization, such i

tremendous saving could never have beei
accomplished. Thousands of farmers wouk
have had a hard struggle for mere ex-
istence. Without organization the resuK
of a bad situation would have been mudi
different, and with further organization
there seems no limit to the good which cai
be done through co-operative action.
The growth in the fifteen Southern

States, for some reason, has been mud
more rapid than in the North and West
The farmers down there have demonstrate(
that it is just as foolish for the Southen
farmer to put all his eggs in one basket as i

is for his brother in the North. It is just a:

bad for him to risk his income on one croj
like cotton as it is for the Corn-Belt farmei
to plant nothing but corn. The elde:

Knapp started the work independently o
the Department of Agriculture, and it was
later taken over. In 1910 there were jusl

three county agents, two in Virginia am
one in North Carolina. Now there an
1,440 in fifteen States. This is exclusive o
the home demonstration workers and th(

boys' and girls' club workers.
The 7,000 farmers' organizations are no

called farm bureaus, although I could noi

learn why, nor are they organized in i

uniform way. In Texas they are callec

farm councils, and in Maryland, agricul-

tural societies. Obviously the form anc
name of the organization does not matter
just so it gets the results, which it cer-

tainly does.
Co-operative selling is occupying just as

prominent a place as co-operative buying
Mississippi is a typical example of how th(

county organization can assist in solvinj

the farmers' marketing problems. In om
locality buyers were paying only $9 s

hundred for hogs, while they were quotec
in St. Louis at $15. The county agent anc
the farmers got together and set a day whei
all would ship their hogs. The farmers
with hogs ready to ship brought them in on

that day, and they were first carefully

graded. Some lively discussions arose when
the grading took place. Many farmers
learned then for the first time how thej
breeding and feeding methods compared
with their neighbors. That alone paid foi

the trouble, but when the check came back
from St. Louis the price obtained was very

much higher than the local buyers had been
paying, even after subtracting the freight,

One county agent in Mississippi, 0. F.

Turner, agent for Carroll County, pfo-

moted a scheme by which practically evay
man in the county raised a pig and gave

part of the proceeds from each porker to

the Red Cross. The contest started in

January, 1918, [continued on page 26

Drawings by E. W. KemUt

"Couldn t dis ckile cut loose' wif
close lak dat!

"

'E{ you all ain't busy, lil flower pot,

I'se gwine ter use you.
"

"An' I'se gwine ter use dia ole

stove pipe too.

'Dis may be style, but bow is I

^wine ter perambulate?'



A Maxwell Truck you buy this

Month will make you a

present of its Total Cost in

One Year.
More miles per gallon

More miles oh tires

T^IVE-thousand-doUar truck construc-

tion. Five -thousand -dollar truck

guarantee. Worm Drive. 10-foot loading

space. Electric lights and generator. 2400

pounds—we built it right to get it light

—

to save tires—to reduce gas consumption
—to climb hills—to take bad roads

—

and
to keep repair bills down.

For long hauls and short calls. Self-

supporting. Amateur proof. Chassis $1185

f. o. b. Detroit.
*

If you like, take your time with the

payments and let the Maxwell buy itself

on the run.

Pays its way from day to day.

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY, Inc.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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How I Get and Keep Farm Help
Readers of Farm and Fireside tell how they solved this great farm problem

First Prize
Winner: B,. B. C-, Springfield,

Vermont

MY METHOD of keeping a hired man
gets him for me, and I keep him be-

cause I pay him something else besides
wages; for when it comes to wages alone
the farmer cannot compete with shop and
factory.

About twelve or thirteen years ago I had
a local boy working for me whose time had
expired; when I asked him to stay with me
he replied something like this:

"Mr. , I'm going to own a farm
some day, just as soon as I can save enough
money to buy one. I can get more money
in the machine shop than you can afford to
pay me, and I figure that I can get my farm
about two years quicker in that way."
Of course we argued the matter consid-

erably. Then I did some deep thinking,
and finally made him the following propo-
sition, which, with few changes, has ever
since been my way of getting and keeping
hired help:
He agreed to work for me for a period of

five years at the going wage for a capable
farmhand. During this time he was to

save what he could, and when his time was
up I agreed to buy a farm of his choosing.

I also agreed to help him get the equipment
necessary to give him a working start.

Well, at the end of five years he had
about $800 in the bank, and we bought a
$2,500 farm. I then helped him borrow
about $800 more, which, with some stock,

etc., I could spare from my own place, gave
him a pretty good start. This was the best
I could do then, considering my own finan-

cial condition.
He of course paid me interest on my in-

vestment, and a part of the principal each
year. Although he is yet somewhat in

debt, his present worth is around $4,000 or

$5,000.
The second man stayed with me only

about a year, having an unexpected oppor-
tunity to better himself.
The third man worked out his time, and

is now working his $3,000 farm and getting

along fine. This time I had some profits to

invest in helping him—certainly a much
better investment than "wild-cat copper,"
etc.

The fourth man had to do his part in the
war, but is now back on the job, and will

get his farm in about three years.

During all this time I have had first-

class hired help. It doesn't cost me any
more than other farmers are paying who
hire by the month or day. My man has
something to look forward to, something
to make him think and work for my inter-

ests, and when his time is up it doesn't cost

me anything to give him a start.

Of course my method wouldn't work
with "fioaters," town bums, and men who
have no ambition beyond their wages; but
there are enough of the other kind to sup-
ply farmers with help if they are paid the
right kind of wages.

I am convinced that the solution of the
farm-labor problem lies in co-operation of

some sort between owner and help.

Second Prize
Winner: J. N. Glover, Vicksburg,

Pennsylvania

IN LOOKING for farm help I try to get
a boy or man of whom I know something

concerning his habits and staying and
working qualities. If he has stayed his

months or year where hired before,' he is

safer to engage than one who changes
places frequently.

After learning these facts about the man
or boy, I speak to him, and we agree on the
wages by the month or year, as the case
may be. On my farm of 96 acres I hire a
young boy from twelve to sixteen years for

six or eight months, and a man and wife or
family by the year, and they live on my
farm, working with my stock and imple-
ments.
He has a good house in which to live,

with a good garden, water handy, and fruit
trees in the yard. I live in a house at the
north end of the farm, and work with the
man and boy at farm work when at home.
The boy is paid regiilarly by the month,

and boards and has his washing done on
the farm.
For twelve years I have farmed this way,

and the boy, because of fair treatment and
pay, stays out his time, or until school be-
gins, as they are schoolboys. I try to teach
them how to work to advantage so as to
save steps, time, and their money.

During these years my boys have all

stayed their time but one, and he was lazy,

so I was not sorry that he left; but I had
one boy for five summers.

In these twelve years I had one man four
years, or until he began farming for him-
self with his own stock, and then I helped
him a little in the start.

The second man I have had eight years,

and I have encouraged him to learn to do
all kinds of work like drilling, planting
corn, and running the binder, which he had
not been allowed to do before coming to me.
The man I have by the year I pay the

middle of each month, when the milk check

move every year, because that is expensive.
There is another class of hard-working,

industrious men who are willing to pull

heavy loads but want big pay, whether
they spend as they go or add to their bank
account continually. This class consti-

tutes a big army of laborers; they read the
'journals, are well posted on agricultural
and national affairs; they are not afraid of

work, but must be carefully handled' if you
keep them very long. They, too, are Uve
men, and the ones which make the labor
enigma the most difficult.

In getting other than local hands we al-

ways put a notice in one or more of our
favorite papers, generally under a "want"
advertisement, simply stating, "Farmer
wanted, married; must be a live, temperate
man and well recommended."
We ask for a recommendationfrom at least

Making Cobblestones into Porches

IT IS wonderful what a little cement and a few hours of spare time will do some-
times with a house. Take the httle bungalow shown above for example. The

view on the left shows the old house, and the way it looked after the addition of

the porch is shown in the right-hand view. One would hardly recognize the two
as the same building. The cobblestone porch with the open pergola roof and
cement floor and the cement walks were all constructed by the owner, Mrs.
George Katzenmeyer, of BowHng Green, Ohio, at very small cost.

Cobblestones were gathered from a near-by field, forms were made of store

boxes, and the only expense was that of the cement and the timbers used in

building the pergola. A trench two feet deep and one foot wide was dug the

length of the wall, and filled with cement and stones and continued up about
five feet above the ground. The stones were laid on the outside, and the cement
poured in carefully so as to bind them without covering them entirely.

Any farmer can beautify his own home in this manner without the expense
of a carpenter or a mason. Roses gro^^ang over the pergola and cUnging vines

on the stone walls make a very pleasing picture, and a good place to cool off on
hot summer evenings.

comes, so he has a regular income. He gets

milk daily for family use, butter, half the
eggs and chickens produced on the farm,

his pork, beef, potatoes, winter apples and
cider, wheat for flour, the whole of the gar-

den, sweet corn, and a share of the milk
from the cows kept, in addition to monthly
wages. Then I pay him for meals for extra

hands; he has a team for his hauhng, and a
horse to drive when necessary; besides this

he has house rent free, and firewood for

five months.
I try to comply with all my promises in

full. He has some children who are able to

do work, and I pay them for work done on
the farm.

WTien anything goes on in the county he
is allowed a half-day off, like Memorial
Day, picnics, or the fair. The family is ex-

pected to do the milking and raise the
chickens for both his and my family, though
I help with the milking in the morning.
We begin the day in fair time, try to do

a day's work when in the fields, and quit at

six o'clock or before, unless it is a very busy
season, as we hardly average more than
nine hours in the fields.

By treating help fairly and kindly we
have solved the help problem on Willow
Spring Farm.

Third Prize
Winner: N. R. Shuster, Frenchtown,

New Jersey

THE labor question to-day has become
a problem, and in many cases how to

get and keep the energetic, intelligent,

hard-working man is a conundrum not
easily solved.

There are some good, industrious men
who can't stay anywhere six months, and
are never satisfied with anything—always
wanting a change.
There are other valuable men who are

always contented with a good home and
very reasonable salary; they don't like to

Fourth Prize
Winner: J. J. Boone, Mt. Victory,

Ohio

the last place or places where he worked,
and for such a man we offer good pay, with
chance of occasional raises, if worthy and
crops admit of it. •

Sometimes there is quite some com-
munication before we decide on the party,

who later comes to see us. We talk mat-
ters over, ask him what he thinks he should
have for the work required; and if he is

reasonable and does not want everything
we take him at his own offer, and as he
proves worthy we gradually increase his

wages by giving him a share or interest in

such things as he has most to do with.

A nominal weekly or monthly pay, with
a share in the pigs, milk, grain, or potatoes,

creates a special interest in the farm work
on the part of the hired man, and has a
wonderful tendency to hold him for years.

If the man proves good, after a year or

two we give him a greater share, and pay
him no regular weekly or monthly salary.

Our man is a young married man from
the West. Iowa has the Western system
of farming, which does not fit in every par-
ticular with the New Jersey system, but
we get along well, and he is counting on
staying for years.

We give him a good house to live in, a
good garden; a day off now and then, out-
side of the busy pinches, does not mean
much to the proprietor, but a big thing for

the help. An invitation for him and his

family to dinner—Thanksgiving and Christ-

mas or on his birthday—a word of encour-
agement, approval, or appreciation are
splendid addenda which stimulate feelings

on the part of the hired man and his family
to love and respect his employer.

Let him see that you take him for a man
and trust him as far as it is reasonably safe,

and that your own word is always straight.

Don't find fault with everything; one boss
only; very little or no arguing; firm, hon-
est, kind, and liberal treatment every day,
and you will find the hired man is a man
too, and one who does appreciate a good
turn, a good farm, and a good home.

1HAD known Frank for several years,
and felt sure he was a good worker and

inteUigent and honest. I asked him to'

work for me, and he accepted the offer,

That was in the spring of 1915. The farm
I had just purchased was much impover-
ished, and, except for 26 'acres of the 132,
was covered with inferior timber and not
underdrained with tile.

I took Frank on this farm, with not very
bright prospects because of the run-down
condition of the farm. We started on the
co-operative plan; cut off the wood lot and
drained it; fixed comfortable buildings foi

live stock; built a good henhouse, 16x45
feet, plain but substantial; good hoghouse,
good barn and cow stable, silo, fixed fences,
put tile in other fields, and got a manure
spreader.. We keep from 8 to 10 head of
cows, sell milk to a condensary, their haul
ers coming to our door for milk. I bought
25 ewes in the fall of 1915, and Frank has
largely taken care of them; and this flock,
though small, has made us an income of
almost $1,000 since purchase. Our cows
have made us an income last year of over
$1,000; and we sold over $2,200 worth of J
hogs last year. And the income was almost
$5,000 on this 132 acres for the year. This
year we have 26 acres to corn, and corn is-",

splendid for crop at this time. We sowed
five acres to alfalfa two yeafs ago, which is

a success, as we sowed 800 pounds of lime-
stone on this field, and inoculated the seed.

I got Frank because I know him to be a
good worker, in good health, and honest.
I keep him because I have been fair with
him, and made it profitable and pleasant
for him to stay with me—so profitable that
he can own a small farm, and pay for it, in^
three or four seasons more.

There never has passed an unkind w
between Frank and myself in the five si

sons. The outcome has been profitable for
me. A healthy, honest, wiUing, intelligent

worker, give him a fair show, co-operate
with him, make it profitable for him as well^
as pleasant, manage the farm as a busine^
matter, and success will result. f

Fifth Prize
Winner: Mrs. C. G. Willcox,

North Norsvich, New York

WE OWN a dairy farm of 153 acre
and on it keep a pure-bred Holstein^^

Friesian herd of 40 head. It is needless to

say that the man we hire to care for the
stock must possess quaUties not to be
found in every "hired man," such as a will-^

ingness to be perfectly regular about chores;;;

not to insist on every holiday that cornea,

along; to know and like good cows, and :

treat them accordingly; and, in a nutshell,

not to be afraid of keeping long hours an<^
filling them full of hard, honest work, aai
farmers must do in these days of labow
shortage. Therefore we plan to know C
man's habits, reputation, and qualifica-d

tions pretty thoroughly before we hire him^
But here is where we diverge from th^

"

latter part of your question: we do not kee]

our farm help indefinitely. For instana
the man with us now leaves the first ol

March next to buy a farm of his own, aftei

the most loyal service with us for two years;

He has become imbued with ambition fc

own a place for himself, with such cattl

and horses and tools as he has found in usi

here. We consider this ambition perfectl;

laudable, and through experience are oL

the firm behef that the really extra-gooc^.

worker will want to be his own boss in duter

time, while those lacking that natural am--
bition are second-raters, and not the cl;

of men desired on a high-class farm.

So we consider it good business to inspire^

our men to buy land, and they certainly

give us of their best in the meantime. W€$
house our helper in a neat, modern dwell-

ing with conveniences, and pay a little^

more than the neighbors do. My husband
treats his man as a partner, and assumes
that he is as interested in the welfare of

everything as we are. This attitude has.

never failed to bear results; and, while we
cannot boast that our men have remained
for long years with us, several of them are

now proprietors themselves.

Our slogan is: Hire the best, treat him
right, and send him away a better farmer.



NewKind of Suit
All Wool -$12«5

BOYS are hard on clothesi Mothers know boys will play ball

and leap frog, slide down cellar doors and banisters, vault

fences and run foot races— and every jump and slide and

strain tears and wears the fabrics, pulls apart the seams, rips off

buttons. Heretofore, boys* suits quickly went to pieces. You will

find the remedy in such clothes as

Boyville Stockings
Boys' Pine Ribbed, Medium

Weight Stockines. Made from
two threads of fine quality cotton
yarn, with an extra thread knit
into the knees and tops. Toes and
heels ofthree-thread yarn. Sizes,

5H. 6, eVa, 7, 714, 8, BVi, 9, 9>^. 10.
State size. Shipping weight, each
'pair, 4 ounces.
77A262S0—Black. Price, 3 pairs. $1

Boyville Shoes
Poot form shape, gunmetal finish

•Ide leather lace shoe with dull leather
top. All leather low heel, leather
innersole and counter. Full
vamp, not cut off under the
tip. Medium heavy sole,
Goodyear welt. State size.
Shipping weight. 1^ to 2 lbs.

15A375372—Little folks' sizes, 9 to 13}^ Price $3.45
1SA3749X0—Boys' sizes, 1 to S>5 Price 3.9S
1SA374123-;^oung men's sizes, 6 to 9 Price 4.75

Boyville Blouse
Made of mercerized cotton poplin;

seams double stitched. Attached col-
lar has buttonholes on points and
pearl links. Two breast pockets.
Three-ply open style cuffs with but-
ton and buttonhole. Sizes. 6 to IS
years. State size. Shipping weight,
6 ounces.

40A13—Price CUO
If by parcel post add amount ofpostage

according to weight and zone.

Boyville, a new kind of suit for your boy, is

designed to stand the strains. It is a suit made of a
specially woven all wool fabric—a suit with new
strength to withstand the wear and tear at more
than twenty points of strain.

This new kind of suit is designed to save you the
trouble of sewing up seams, save you from con-
stantly sewing on buttons, sewing up sleeve linings,

tacking on belt loops and endless patching and fixing.

A New Standard of Value
Boyville pockets are held permanently in place by

canvas stays. Seams are double stitched and taped.

Sleeve linings are backstitched to stand months of
pulling and tugging. Even the buttons are reamed
so that they will not cut the thread.

And you will have no more regrets that your boy
is not better dressed. Even in style the Boyville is

different. It is really two suits in one.

Never before has a boys' suit been madewith such
wear resisting materials and sold for so little. Boy-
ville sets a new standard of values. The Boyville
with itsmore than twenty special featuresofstrength,
its specially woven all wool cloth—costs only $12.85.

Boyville clothes will look better and last longer per
dollar of expenditure than any other clothes for boys.

Backed by Our Guarantee
Into every Boyville suit goes the resources of one

of America's largest merchandising institutions, now
serving, in its 27th year, about one-quarter of all the
families in the United States.

There is no better illustration of the advantage of
dealing with Sears, Roebuck and Co. than in the per-

fection of detail and value found in Boyville clothes.

Boyville suits, as well as everything that Sears,
Roebuck and Co. sell, are backed by this guarantee
of satisfaction:

The service that you have a right to expect or your money
returned.

Send all orders direct to

"Boyville' Suit can be worn in two
waym— with belt or in the

new waiat team style.

The Boyville Suit

—

Price, $12.85
Two-Style Knickerbocker Suit.

Caa be worn as belt all around
model or the new waist seam style.
Coat lined with good quality mo-
hair. Pants are lull lined. Sizes 7 to
18 years. Statesize. Shipping
weight. 3Vi pounds. Your choice of
four patterns.

40At—14-ounce wool cassimere.
Color, gray Trice $IZ6S

40A2—14-ounce wool cassimere.
Color, brown Price 12.85

40A3—14-ounce wool cassimere.
Olive green Price I2.6S

40A4—14-ounce wool cassimere.
Blue with stripe Price 12.65

Boyville Full Lined
Pants to Match— $3.85

Priced especially low. Order an
extra pair of pants with the suit.

Sizes, 7 to 18 years. State size. Ship-
ping weight, 1% pounds.

40AS—Pants to match Suit 40A1.
Price S3JS

40A6—Pants to match Suit 40A2.
Price 3«

40A7—Pants to match Suit 40A3.
Price 9,6$

40A8—Pants to match Suit 40A4.
Price 3,65

Boyville Cap to Match
—Price, 98c

One-Piece Top Winter Golf Style
Cap made of same material as suits.
Full lined. Stitched band. Long
visor. Cloth lined inside pulldown
band. Sizes. 6}^, 6%. 6%, 6%, and 7.

State size. Average shipping
weight. 9 ounces.

40A9 —Cap to match Suit 40At.
Price 98c

40A10—Cap to match Suit 40A2.
Price .98c

40A11—Cap to match Suit 4QA3.
Price 98c

4pA12—Cap to match Suit 40A4.
Price .98c

// by parcel poaf add amount ol
postage according to weight

and zone.

SearSy Roebuck and Co., Chicago, Dallas, Seattle
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DoUars-and-Cents Ideas I Have Found That
You May be Able to Use

By John Roberts

THE 20,000 men and women who
work for you and me in the
Department of Agriculture have
a lot to do. They look after all

the agricultural extension work in

48 States, supervise all road-building under
the Federal Aid Road Act, take care of

our giant national forests on which mil-
lions of live stock are raised, run the vari-

ous national campaigns for the eradica-
tion or control of plant and animal diseases

and pests, make weather forecasts and
warnings throughout the coimtry and at
sea, enforce the Food and Drugs Law, the
Grain Standards Law, the Cotton Futures
Law, the Warehouse Law, the Insecticide

Law, the Plant Quarantine Law, and many
other laws, the federal game laws, the crop-
reporting system, the soil surveys, investi-

gations in farm management, farm market-
ing, finance and organization, crop and
live-stock production.
They have about $30,000,000 a year

(the price of one dreadnaught nowadays,
as Mr. Daniels likes them) to use in mak-
ing agriculture better for you and me.

This is too much for any one person to
absorb and understand, so I am going to
follow the work of the Department down
here, sort out what I think will help you
farm better. I am going to watch espe-

cially for money-making ideas in farming
as they are developed in the field. I will

give you only practicable stuff that you
can use in your own work.

It has been said that the Department is

wasting money, that it is full of long-

haired men and short-haired women who
peep through spyglasses and see very
small things with very large names, and
that what time these spyglass peepers are

not peeping they are writing dull and
deadly bulletins in a mysterious language,

f
I have a suspicion that there are a lot

of useful facts here, just the same, if we
can strip them down and set them forth

in plain language. I won't be able to

tell about them in much detail. If I did

I couldn't cover much ground each month.
But I can give you the ideas, and some-
times tell where fuller information can be
obtained. The rest is up to you.

Ji Your Engine Won't Run

One of the first things I stumbled onto
the other day in making the rounds was a
little bulletin telling why a gas engine
doesn't go sometimes, and what to do
about it. The name of it is "Practical
Hints on Running a Gas Engine," Farmer's
Bulletin 1013, and it's free. There is much
truth in its statement that "a man fre-

quently will spend much more time and
energy in starting a gas engine to pump
water for stock, ruii a miMng machine,
or for some other similar purpose, than
would be required to do the work by hand."
It says that the time lost in this manner in

the aggregate is enormous, and that to a
great extent it is preventable. Then it

tells in a "trouble chart" where the gas en-
gine's common ailments lie, and the reme-
dies. If you have a gas engine get a copy.

Double a Hide's Value

Here's a tip on skinning farm animals
that may mean more money in your pocket
at butchering time. Just three or five

minutes more used in taking oii the skin
of a calf, or fifteen minutes with a beef
hide, may make it worth several times
more. Department experts assert. They
say the chief reason tanners pay more for
packers' hides than for those farmers offer

is because the packers take the hides off

properly. Farmers usually are careless
with the knife, and cut and score the skins
badly. Sometimes more than half the
thickness of the leather is lost by such
defects. Care with the skinning knife,
keeping hides clean and free from blood,
and proper storage and packing are the
essentials. The Department has a new
publication which tells how to skin the
right way, how to pack the hides, how to
store, and how to sell them. Hides are
worth real money nowadays, and it will

pay you well to learn how to remove them
properly. I have a report before me which
shows that country hides on the Chicago

market increased from $21-$22 on March
1st, last, to $32-$35 on June 21st.

Save Your Horse Feed

Do you feed the little horse the same as
the big horse, doing the same work? That
isn't necessary. And do you know that the

horse working at a trot requires consider-
ably more feed than the one working at a
walk? How would you mix a good balanced
ration for horses? Is silage a good horse
feed? And what about alfalfa—is it too
laxative? Do horses need tonics? The
answers to these questions are in Farmers'
Bulletin 1030.

I'll give you some of them. Yes, silage
may be fed, but its use is as an appetizer
and tonic fed in limited quantities as a
supplement to the regular ration. It should
be introduced gradually into the ration.
It is very dangerous to feed moldy or
frozen silage to horses. Corn silage is the

only kind that has met favor as a horse
feed. It has a valuable place in the winter
ration if fed with care—not more than 10
pounds daily to the animal. Alfalfa is

laxative, but it is coming into great favor
as a horse feed, and is safe if the amount
is limited to one half to two thirds the
roughage allowance. The conditioners,

took out railroad in valley this side. No
trains running. Seed-corn man and I took
handcar, went as far as we could. Finally
had to swim for it. Abandoned car, which
was washed down stream when embank- ,

ment gave way. No rain on other side of
mountain. Rousing meeting. Lots of good
accompUshed. Handcar cheap at the ^

price."

Want a House Plan?

If you are thinking of building a house
this fall I beUeve it would pay you to get
the ideas of the rural engineering experts

'

in the Department of Agriculture. They
have recently finished a series of plans for

\

farmhouses, including tenant houses, which
seem to be very practicable, and the houses
are rather good-looking, too. An inquiry
to the Rural Engineering Division will
bring working drawings free. If you don't J
want to follow their plans rigidly you can J
modify them to suit your needs. They

"

also have plans for storage houses, portable
granaries, and other farm structures.

Tips on Beekeeping

There are too many people in the bee
business, and not enough beekeepers.
That's the way the Bureau of Entomology
of the Department sees it. They say that
we've got more beekeepers now than we
need—ten times over, they venture. And
then they turn right around and say we'
need ten times the present niamber of good
beekeepers. The reason for that attitude
is the plain fact that too many people
think they can make a wad at beekeeping
without working at it. I don't mean that 1

this calling requires very hard work, but i

it demands the right kind of attention at
the right time. If you're going to be a
beekeeper, be a good one. That's the'
whole thing in a few words. Farmer bee-
keepers are usually head over heels in other '

things in spring and fall when the bees :

need most attention. -4

The Department has a number of pub-
lications on beekeeping. Two of them dis-
cuss the preparation of bees for the winter.
These are Farmers' Bulletin 1012, "The
Protection of Bees for Outdoor Wintering,"
and Farmers' Bulletin 1014, "Wintering
Bees in Cellars." Wintering in cellars is

recommended in the colder parts of the
country, and packing the hives with good/
insulating material in protecting cases out-;^
doors is advised for the Central and

'

Southern States. October is the month to"
prepare the bees for winter in the North
Central States. ^

For the Women

Kihn, the Man Who Invents New
Kinds of Potatoes

John Kihn

SOME ten years ago John Kihn and
his family located on a farm not far

from us, a farm not noted then as it is

now. He became an extensive potato
grower, but, being a progressive man
with the right farming spirit, felt there
should be better varieties and larger
yields.

He started to search his fields for
potato balls, or seed which matures on
the vines after blossoms, if the disease
and insects do not kill them. These
balls are small, green, and about the
size of a marble.

Only the finest and thriftiest hills are
used for seed. When mature they con-
tain from 5 to 400 small white seeds
about one-twentieth as large as a to-
mato seed. Mr. Kihn had his next
year's seed in a small pill bottle, and
they were so small one wondered how
the tiny things would ever find their
way out of the ground in the propagat-
ing boxes. These boxes were glass-
covered to prevent loss by accident to
the tiny young plants, which the first

year were very small, hardly resembling
the potato at all.

The first year they had potatoes
ranging from the size of a marble to a
walnut. They produced all shapes and
many colors, from blue, red, and white
to a mixture of all colors. Only those
that conform with Mr. Kihn's ideals
are saved. They are carefully cured,
when ripe, and kept in storage the same
as other potatoes. The second year they
are again planted in boxes. Those that
have kept sound and hard through the
winter receive the same attention as

before, gaining in size and strength of
vine. Any showing disease or lack of
vitality are promptly discarded. They
are again kept over winter, and during

. the third season are planted in the
ground.
There are sometimes as many as 20

varieties in the testing garden. These
tubers grow fuU size, and must stand
the last and most essential test—that
of cooking. Only the best are saved at
this last test. They must be dry, mealy,
white, good flavor, and cook quickly.
They are tested by eating while hot,
with just enough salt to make them
pleasant. Thus the true potato flavor
is found. Many that have been carried
through the three years of propagating
are now rejected as not up to ideal.

There are now perhaps 8 or 10 pounds
of potatoes to begin growing with.

It still takes at least two years more
before this variety can be placed on the
market. Mr. Kihn has so far given a
five-year test to the following varieties:

First, Geauga Chief, a large oblong
potato of the best quality. Rank of

vine, covering the ground completely
so the center of the row cannot be seen.

Our own field last year completely cov-
ered the ground, and, as our county
agent, M. H. Bartter, said one day, not
one of those potatoes should be eaten.
Every one should be used right here in

Geauga County for seed. Mr. Kihn
has an early potato which he calls

Early Red, which is a decided addition
to the early potato. This potato is

large in size, red, cooks dry and white,
with very shallow eye. This is a feature
noticed on all his fully developed pota-
toes, and one that always appeals to
the housekeeper; for, after all, if it does
not suit the housewife it is a failure.

His last, and he thinks best of all, is-

Kihn's Choice. This potato is nearly
round, beautifully smooth and white,

b£st of all as to flavor, and cooks per-

fectly in sixteen minutes. As to growth
it is marvelous. Last simimer as our
county agent and Mr. Wade of the Ohio
Experiment Station looked them over,

Mr. Wade remarked that those did not
look like potato vines. They are more
like tomato vines, as thick as a tomato
stalk, and about four feet high. As
Mr. Wade remarked, "Here is a fleld

of certified seed, if there is any raised

in Ohio."
They dug out at the rate of 480

bushels per acre. Mr. JCihn says they
are so solid that they weigh four to five

pounds over a measured bushel, and
are solid clear through. We think that
neighbor Kihn has the patience and
love of his work, which is necessary to
any man's success in anything.

Mrs. James Lampman,
R. 4, Chardon, 0.

tonics, and fatteners on the market have
for their foundation simple and well-known
drugs and feeds. You can make them
yourself if your horses need a tonic. The
bulletin tells how.

The Winning Spirit

He was a county agent, and he had just

received a letter from an inquisitive and
meddlesome clerk in Washington asking
him why he had asked reimbursement, in

his expense account, for a railway handcar.
This is what he wrote back: "Promised to

hold meeting at Dry Forks. Cloudburst

Is the Department doing anything of
interest to women? Well, if you mean
farm women, I haven't seen much aroundi
the Department so far that wouldn't inter-
est them. But putting aside all the strictly
farming investigations in which they are
becoming more and more concerned and
affected, even if only indirectly, aren't!
they keenly interested in better housing'
plans, water supplies, better milk and milk_j
products, rural sanitary improvements,!
enforcement of pure-food laws, control off
household pests, gardening and fruit-l
raising, retail market reports, parcel-postj
marketing, poultry-raising, not to mention?
the obviously vital investigations of foodl
and clothing problems, home conveniences/l
home management, and rural life matters?

jt

I will have more to say about these activi-f
ties later. In the meantime I would suggest^:
that if your library does not already con-
tain the publications of the Department
on these subjects you write for them. In
its food research work the Department
undoubtedly has gone farther than any
other American agency. You will be inter-

ested especially in a recent series of Thrift
Leaflets—twenty in all—issued by the
Home Economics Office in co-operation
with the Treasury Department. These
are four-page circulars, briefed to the
limit, but digesting all the information of
the federal experts on household thrift.

They discuss things that come right home^
on the matter of cutting living expenses.;



lOie Comfort Qar

AMAN who buys the Hupmobile

on the strength of what he has

heard of it, is naturally led to expect

a great deal from his car.
s

And haven't you always heard owners

of The Comfort Car express unusual

satisfaction with the way it lives up to

its high character!

The reason the Hupmobile has this

splendid endorsement is that buyers

actually do find it exceeds their ex-

pectations in power and performance,

economy, and appetite for hard work.
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You represent over half the tire buyers of the world. You deserve special
consideration. Your volume of demand calls for the biggest value.

Recognizing this, Firestone has built a special

$7,000,000 factory for you, designed special

machinery for your tire and special looms to

weave your fabric.

And this factory is operated by an organization
devoted entirely to your requirements. The
methods and machinery leave no room for

errors or flaws. Result: This special molded
tire is the nearest thing to a perfect tire that
engineering can give you.

By saving from 10% to 30% on every factory

operation, you get this tire at a price that some
pay even for the "off brand" kinds. 30x33^,
non skid, $18; 32x33^, non skid, $21.

You get a 6,000 mile adjustment basis, and
you get it from Firestone—always in the front

in value-giving and now years ahead of the
field. Any one of the-42,000 dealers who bank
on Firestone quality will put these money-
saving tires on your car.

Dollar

ORNAMENTAL i, FENCE

6 Conts per Foot and up. Costs less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns, Clixirches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and spocial Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North SL, Kokomo, Ind.

if
Jast write aod eet

„7 New Barsaln Fance
Book—see the bisf money

70a cu save this j>ear by
i buyine BKOWN FEfJCES *

\ at my low factory—fretght Ttrepaid T>ricca.
' Competition can't touch them. 125.000.000
rods BoldproveB BROWN FENCE satiafieB.

150 styles. Heavily Galvaniied — ruBt-reaistinff,
Sample to test and book FREE, postpaid.

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO., Dept. 121 ,CLEVEUND.«.

'ARM FEN
19 CENTS A ROD for

a 26-lncli Hog Fence:
_ _ 27Xc. a rod for 47-ln.'

188 BtylesFmrm, Poultry and Lawn
Fences. Low prices Barbed Wire,

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
Sold en 30 days FREE TRIAI.
Write for free catalog now.

INTERLOCKING FENCE COl
Box 121 MORTON. ILLS,

Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qua]itygalvcinizing,proof

against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

EARN $100 TO $400 A MONTH
Right in your own
neighborhood. Youneeilbnitii «t»iwv wv~'uun III wiv III only to let it be known

5^ that you are a Rahe Trained ^lotor Mechanic, and you will get into a
good paying busine^ at once. We refer you to thousands of successful

Rahe erraduates—many in your own section.

Any man, 16 years of age and over,
can learn here by daily practice on
the greatest mass of Automobile

and Farm Tractor equipment ever used for training purposes. Same'Moihod ol Pracil-
cal Training as used to train thousands of Soldier Mechanics, in 60-day Courses. We
train you, regardless of education or previous experience. (No colored applications.)

Write today for 7-Day Trial Offer and Big Opportunity
Book. State age and occupation.

LEARN IN 6 TO 8 WEEKS

FREE NOW
RAHE AUTO AND TRACTOR SCHOOL, Dept. 2265, Kansas City, Mo.

'^fDirect to Farmer
at Wire Mill Prices

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. DEPT. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

Buy Now!
pOR a limited time only, we offer

highest grade extra heavy 12 gauge
barbed wire at less than the cost of manu-
.facture: 4 point barbs % in. long, spaced'
3 in. apart. Coated with best special ,

weather resisting paint. Put up in reels '

of 750 ft. weighing 58 lbs.

Special Low Prices!
No. 2-SXlOO. Carload, 625 reels.
per reel $t.SO

No. 2-SXlOl. 100 reels, per reel., t.95
' No. 2-SX102. 60 reels, per reel... 2.00

No. 2-SX103. 25 reels, per reel... 2.0S
No. 2-SX104. Less than 25 reels,
per reel 2.tO

HARRIS BROS. CO., Dept. RX-28
35th andiron Stc CHICAGO

Those Stupid Folks
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE ' 5]

rather than the buying end, of this four-
doUars-a-bushel game."
At last came the time to dig up the pot

of gold at the end of the rainbow.
"How much are you going to hold your

potatoes for?" Joe inqi±-ed of neighbor
Brown, wondering if he would have the
backbone to hold cut for $5.

"Well," and Brown hesitated a moment,
"the county agent says we'll be lucky if we
get a dollar a bushel. You see, everybody
went potato-crazy this year. This State is

simply full of potatoes—everywhere, even
along the highway and in the railroad right
of way. And Michigan wasn't the only
State that plunged in potatoes. So did
Maine, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Colorado,
and California."
That was enough for one lesson. Joe

went home and did some heavy thinking.
Potatoes are mighty good food, and nearly
every one likes them. The idea that there
could be an overproduction of potatoes had
never before entered Joe's head.

In a few days the buyers appeared.
Potatoes started at 75 cents a bushel.
That's what the farmer got; the city con-
sumer of course still paid $4 to $6. But
within a week they dropped to 60 cents, at
which price the bulk of the crop was sold.
Thus Joe learned an important lesson in
farming—^the fact that the farmer con-
stantly faces the danger of overproduction.
He learned the lesson in the capacity of a
farmer, not in that of a parlor bolshevik.
The lesson gave such a shock to Joe that
he started ransacking all reliable sources of
information on the subject. He was quite
astounded to find that the farmers of the
United States, working witfi a man-power
reduced by more than 1,000,000 men, as.

compared with pre-war times, produced,
by the simple process of speeding-up, what
would have been a huge surplus of food if

we had not exported nearly 20,000,000 tons
of food to Europe instead of the usual
6,000,000 tons.
But Joe stuck to farming, and he will

succeed. He doesn't require to be knocked
on the head but once to get an idea. In-
cidentally, it is well to remember that
Albert and Joe are not the only men who
have learned something worth while about
farming, from actual contact with farmers
and farming,
A few years ago, when the dry-farming

propaganda was at its height, as a sort of
literary measles, one of the government
experts on dry-land agriculture bought
several thousand acres in a much-adver-
tised district where there were large areas
of land lying out of doors. The government
expert had talked dry farming so long and
so enthusiastically that he had come to
believe in it himself. Many persons seem
never to find out that it's a great deal
easier to deceive one's self than to deceive
others, and that the ostrich is not the only
creature that buries its head in the sand.

Several big land companies, small real-

estate dealers, and two railroad companies
issued fat pamphlets with pictures show-
ing cows wandering over pleasant hills, a
pretty girl by a trellis of sweet-peas, a
patch of ground literally covered over
with big potatoes, a man's smiling face
above a field of waving wheat, and other
sights calculated to make one envious of

the fortunate mortals who lived where the
pictures were taken—presumably in the
particular dry-farm district named in the
advertising matter.

I must be both unlucky and untimely,
for I never could find where one could get
such photographs on these particular dry
farms. But my failure has little to do with
the case. The dry-farming expert, "here-
inafter called the D. F.," as a legal docu-
ment would have it, gave me the orthodox
explanation of the whole matter.

"It's the biggest proposition west of the
Mississippi," said the D. F. in a real-

estate brother's tone of voice. "A consump-
tive grocery clerk who had never seen a
farm, and with a doctor's cheerful allow-

ance of six months to live, came out here
and the first year dug 400 bushels of

potatoes out of an acre, and 60 per cent of

them were the "big baked potato' kind.

And then the ex-grocery clerk forgot to

die, thus disappointing the doctor."

Here the D. F. smiled in a fatherly man-
ner, thereby giving me an inkUng of the

subtle humor underlying his dry statement
of facts.

"Now," continued the D. F., "people

are flocking into our tract from all direc-

tions, from Bangor to Jacksonville, and
from Seattle to El Paso. I tell you, people

are getting tired of being shut in an office

like pet guinea pigs in a box. They have to

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 28]
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OAKLAND OWNERS REPORT RETURNS OF FROM
18 TO 25 MILES PER GALLON OF GASOLINE
AND FROM 8,000 TO 13,000 MILES ON TIRES

THIS NEW OAKLAND SENSIBLE SIX FOUR DOOR SEDAN IS POWERED WITH THE FAMOUS 44-HORSEPOWER OVERHEAD-VALVE OAKLAND ENGINI

OAKLAND
S E N S I B LiE S I X

No matter what the roads, the season or

the weather, there is true boulevard

comfort in this new Oakland Sensible Six

four door Sedan. Every essential conven-

ience, including automatic controllers for

the windows in its double-latch doors, an
inconspicuous heater for use on cold days,

a serviceable windshield cleaner and like

unusual equipment, has place in the ap-

pointment of this commodious and attrac-

tive car. Its solid body construction is

notable for its freedom from needless weight,

and the efficiency of its standard Oakland
chassis makes its range of action fully as

great as that of an open model. Only im-
mense manufacturing resources and a

production of unusual magnitude allow the

combination of ability, usefulness and value

embodied in this sedan.

Touring Car, £1075; Roadster, S1075; Coupe, £1740; Four Door Sedan, C1740
F. 0. B. PoNTiAC, Mich. Additional for Wire Wheel Eouipment, t75

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR COMPANY
Pontiac, Michigan
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DEAeborNTrucks
!5

oints

Superiority

1. Lighter
Weight.

2. Longer Life.

3. Greater
Speed.

4. Lower Run-
ning Cost.

5. Lower First

Cost.

"p'VERY farmer who can afford a
team of horses can't afford to be

without a good truck. But it must
be a good truck.

It must be free from mechanical lia-

bihty. It must save time—not waste
time. Such a truck is the DEAR-
BORN MODEL BW 2-TON WORM
DRIVE TRUCK.
It goes, when you want to GO—any-
where and it does not eat when it is

not working. It enables more work
to be done at the time it should be
done. It delivers your farm products
to the right market at the right

time. It earns its way every day.

Dearborn Trucks ARE sturd3^ They
were built to answer the varied
needs of the fai-mer.

QUICK on the road. And strong on
(he pull. The engine having 500

to 2000 pounds less truck to puU

—

puUs the 2-ton load easily.

—But you must see The Dearborn to
know that it is "More Than Just a
Truck." Facts beat WORDS. Com-
parison proves every claim we make.
Your judgment is your best guide
See aU—try all. Then Decide.

PAY horn PROFITS

Farmers easily pay for their Dear-
born in wages and labor saved. In
time saved in getting to market.
We will be glad to send suggestions.

Ask our local dealer, or lorite us
direct.

Sonthem Sales Represen-
tative:

R. J. MarDO.\ALD
119 Hurl Rnildioe
Atlanta. Georgia

Eastern Sales Represeo.
tatires:

FRiaiOJiT & COMPAST
Times Rnildinr

New York

Dearborn Truck Company
Dept. F, 2015 So. Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Dearborn Model BW
Two-ton Worm Drive Truck

Dependable Spark Plugs

Champion AS 14

Price $1.00

Are Equipment on All

Fairbanks -Morse Z" Engines
FAIRBANKS-MORSE famous "Z" kerosene

engines for the farm are now equipped with
Champion Dependable Spark Plugs.

These sturdy, economical engines are making work
easier for more than 250,000 farmers. Ranging in size

from 114 horsepower to 15 horsepower, they are adapted
to countless power jobs. They run cream separators,

milking machines and washers.

Champion Dependable Spark Plugs have proved their

worth in all weather and in all climates on every type of

internal combustion engine. Their adoption by Fair-

banks-Morse is but one more proof of the high esteem in

which they are held.

Champion Spark Plug Company
Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

Champion Spark Plag Company, of Canada, Ltd., Windsor, Ontario

Practical Marketing Methods
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

and when the shipment was made there
were 26 carloads of hogs, which brought
over $100,000, and 10 per cent of this was
turned over to the Red Cross. Practically
every man in the county took part. A good
price was realized for the hogs, and the
share which the Red Cross received was
not missed.
While the above are some of the moxe

outstanding examples of what the extension
service and county organization movement
has done for the South, the really great
service has been the individual work which
is going on all the time, helping the farmer
solve his own particular problems. When
each and every individual farmer's problem
has been solved, there will be no need to
worry about the future of the South as a
whole. It is the agent who gets right out in
the field and shows him how his plowing
should be done a better way, or who goes
in his barn and explains in what respect his

ration is faulty, that is delivering the goods,
and he is the man in whom the farmer puts
his trust.

Some of the things your 300,000 fellow
farmers are doing which make for a safe
and a permanent agriculture are:

1. More than one crop is grown, to in-

sure an income if one or the other crop
fails. Each farm produces enough feed to
keep a certain amount of live stock. This
helps maintain soil fertility.

2. Each farm, community. State, and
section seeks to produce its own food and
feed to save transportation charges and
middlemen's profit.

3. Emphasis is put on growing non-
perishable, staple crops, so any excess of

local needs may be safely stored or shipped.
Perishable crops are encouraged only as
transportation and storage faciUties war-
rant and make safe.

That the transition from a one-crop region
to a region of diversified farming is gradually
but surely taking place in the eleven cotton-
producing States of Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Loilisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina, Tennessee, and Texas is shown by
figures of the Bureau of Crop Estimates
and the U. S. Census for 1910 to 1918.
These tables show that in 1910 the value
of the cotton crop in the eleven cotton
States (lint only) was $820,407,000, while
the value of the twelve other crops—corn,

wheat, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat, flax-

seed, rice, potatoes, sweet potatoes, tame
hay, and tobacco—^was only $623,805,000.

In 1918 the value of the cotton crop (lint

only), in these States, was $1,616,207,000,
while the value of the twelve other crops
was $1,646,410,000. To visualize the
change that is taking place, at the same
time, in the production of animals, a study
of these figures, relative to the number of

animals on the farms of the fifteen Southern
States, is very enlightening:

Percentage of increase in 1919 over 191t):

Swine, 31.1 per cent; horses, 4.7; mules,
17.7; milch cows, 10.7; other cattle, decrease,

6.3; sheep, decrease, 1.4.

Thus a healthy growth in number of all

kinds of live stock is shown except in the
cases of other cattle and sheep. Other
cattle have been rather steadily decreasing
since 1910, the low point being reached in

1914, since which time there has been an
upward trend. The cattle tick and the dry
years in Texas and Oklahoma, the two
greatest cattle-producing States in the
South, are mostly responsible. Thus the
average of the whole region is brought
down, although there has been a very great
increase in such Statesjas Alabama. Texas
and Oklahoma have forged ahead on sheep
in spite of the dry years, while several of

the States which have less favorable
cUmatic conditions for sheep have fallen

oS materially.
The negro farmer is being well taken

care of in this campaign for better farming.
There are 178 colored men acting as local

agents who work with negroes only. All

the other agents do work with colored
farmers. No race line is drawn.

Bradford Knapp tells an amusing
incident which happened in the early days
of the couiity-agent movement. He was
visiting one of the first agents, who was a
real Southerner and a splendid farmer,
although he was not very well versed with
book learning. Knapp accompanied him on
one of his demonstration trips. One of the
questions asked was:
"Do you work with negroes?"
The agent reflected a bit and replied:

"Well, sah, I guess I do, now that you
mention it; but I nevah thought of it that
way before." They arrived presently at a

large plantation where about 40 negr
tenants were waiting for the agent, wh
took them on a tour of the various farms
the plantation.
The first farm visited was the negro's

who had raised the best crop of corn. "The
agent had him get up and tell just what he
had done to obtain his big yield, which he
did with the simple directness peculiar to
the colored man. He had followed direc-
tions implicitly, and remembered every-
thing he had done. The other tenants wen
much impressed. So they passed from oni
farm to another, each tenant doing t:

talking and demonstrating at his plai

The agent merely got them started. Befoi _

Knapp left, the agent drew him to one side
and said that there was just one very im-
portant thing that he wanted to ask.
"You know, Mr. Knapp, there are a lot

of no-account people around here who
knock everything we do. They won
listen to what I tell them, but they
home and imitate what we do. Wliat cai

I do in a case like that? Those men are
thieves; they are steahng our methods.
And they don't give us any credit."

"Well," replied Kiiapp, "we don't care
anything about credit so long as they are
getting better crops." Which expresses the
true spirit of extension work as well aa
anything I ever heard.

Various methods of organization are
used. Sometimes the agent heads the
county organization. In other districts
merely acts in an advisory capacity
handles the secretarial and detail worl^
Some organizations are very complete and
complex. Others are models of simpljcitsi
The main thing is: Does it work? "The mo^
successful almost invariably include stroiM
and complete community organization, a
is the community club that really gets the
results. Very often the communities are
organized first and then welded into a
county unit.

It is very important that the boys' and
girls' club work be properly handled. The
farmer's wife is not neglected. I will teU
in another article how she is being helped.
One county agent in Texas has a novdi

way of detailing his work to subordinates.
I saw his annual report. It was quite
lengthy, and filled with interesting photo-
graphs of the work and the people who are
doing it. In every community will be
found menwho are partial to some particular
crop or breed. This agent capitalized the
enthusiasm shown by these men by making
them heads of the different departments,
such as Soils, Cotton, Corn, Sorghums,
Cattle, Swine, etc. Each department head
had his individual report in the main report
telling what there had been in his field in

the way of improvements.
A county organization will help a farmer,

no matter how many college degrees he
has or how good a farmer he is. There are

constantly arising problems which M
must face, and which may have be^
solved by someone in another part of tbfc

county or State. He is enabled throim
his county organization to draw on »
other man's experience. Perhaps a hetva
variety of corn is needed or a perplexing
problem in trying to make a balanced
ration arises. The county agent and his

assistants will know of this, and their

knowledge is for the use of all.

It has been found best to handle tht

very important work of co-operative buy-
ing and marketing through agencies othei

than the county organization, althoui

"

they may be affiliated with it. It is bet'

to keep the county agent and the admin]
trative end out of the tangles of busim
although they may aid in forming these
operative buying and selling agencies,
the purely business side grows, it will

able to support a man to handle that aloni

and his salary will be more than earned if

he is efficient, as was clearly shown ir

handling the feed situation in Oklahonif
and Texas.
But what does all this mean to you'

Simply this: If you and your neighbors
haven't a county farm bureau, you can use

one just as these farmers have done. Yok
can get the plan complete by writing

Director Knapp, Southern Extension,

Department of Agriculture, Washington
D. C.
What will it do for you? It will open the

way to co-operative buying and selling ii

your community, help solve many of yoiB

individual problems, and, perhaps best d
all, give you a unit on which to join the

proposed National Association of Federati

Farm Bureaus, which is to be organized
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]
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'AR VESTS measure the health of your land. The farmer who
uses wasteful methods of manuring robs himself of from five

to fifteen bushels per acre. And more, he robs his soil of fertility

which even proper manuring cannot restore for years.

PROPER manuring means light applications. It means applying manure while it

is fre<?h. It means thin, but thorough, applications to every square foot of soil.

Your farm paper editor, county agent or experiment station men will tell you that

light applications the year 'round pay best. For government tests show that six

months' storage means an actual loss of one-half the valuable nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid

plant-food properties of manure—a loss that any farmer can ill afford to stand.

So begin right now—and through every week of the winter continue—to spread manure direct from
your stable onto your fields. Neither cold weather nor snow will stop this good work if you use a

THE NEW IDEA
Straw Spreading Attachment

"M'EXT to your manure pile, straw is

your biggest, most valuable by-pro-

duct. Burn it, and youburn fertilizer that

is worth, at the very lowest, $8.00 per

ton. Burn it, and you burn the greatest

protection you can give your wheat
againstwinter killing. For adding humus
to your soil, preventing soil washing and
blowing, straw is almost invaluable!

The NEW IDEA Spreading Attach-

ment—for old machines or new—shreds

the straw and spreads it evenly 8 to 10

feet wide. Easy to put on
or take off

—

a one-man
machine. Your dealer
will show you. Or, write

direct for literature.

»: .m Registered «U.S.Pat.Off.m^Ji,

-

(Known as the NISCO in the West)

The time to buy your NEW IDEA is NOW! No other investment
will pay for itself so quickly. No other labor will show up so big on your
next year's profits. And in no other way will you save so much disagree-
able, dirty work in handling your manure.

Just look at the illustration. See how the NEW IDEA spreads—a full

seven feet wide—laying a thin, uniform blanket of finely shredded manure
on every square foot of ground covered.

Loads High Hauls Easily See Your Dealer
The NEW IDEA is built low down—it is

easy to load. Pile it a full 30 inches high, and
your team will handle it on any ground—spreading

3, 6, 9, 12 or 15 loads to the acre as you wish.

No gears on the NEW IDEA to break in cold

weather. Strong chains drive the pulverizing cylin-

ders and the big steel distributor paddles that spread
the manure in an even stream well outside the
wheel tracks.

Simple in construction, extra strong, yet light-draft

—this is unquestionably the spreader you need.

If you don't know the exact money value of
your stablemanure—used right—ask yourNEW
IDEAdealer. Lethim explainhow the farmers
of this country are actually losing $700,000,000
each year through failure to get the most from the r

manure. And then let him show you just how the NE'^ /

IDEA will change your share of this loss to profit.

We have prepared a mighty interesting and valuab' e

booklet, "Feeding the Farm." It is packed with fac' 3

and figures about the money your manure pile Cf 1

make. Sent, with a copy of the latest NEW IDEA
catalog, on request. Use the coupon below.

THE NEW IDEA SPREADER CO.
Spreader Specialists" COLDWATER, OHIO

Name ^

Street or R F. D „ ^

City State ^
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MostBeaaitfid Carin/lmericei

We Share the ResponsibUity

Buying a Pa^e Car is very much like

buying a high grade, first mortgage
bond Both the principal and interest

of the investment are protected by a

company that .has never failed to meet
its obligations.

Each car that is produced by this fectory

must satisfy two groups of people

—

oxjt

owners and ourselves. In each day of
service it must justify its reputation and

the faith that has been placed in it. It

must be worthy of every Paige tradition

or it cannot bear the Paige imme
plate.

Such, in brief, is a simple, straightforward

statement of the Paige pohcy. It is by
no means original or spectacular. But
it affinns that all Paige cars are honest

cars and we gladly share the responsi'

bihty of ownership.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

DO DITCHING THISFALL
Prevent winter ralna smothering the soil. Put
land in shape for early spring work. Get your

ditching and terracing done now with
Farm Ditcher

T«rrac«r
and Grader

Works hi my soiL Mftkes "V-ah»p«<i ditch
or cleans ditches down 4 ft. de«p. Alt etecL
BevcrHible. Adjustable. Write tot Fre« Book.

OWENSBOIIO DITCHEl I GRAKR CO.. Inc.

Bu 341, Owenskari, Ky.

steel Wheels
Cheaper than any other wheels PflCT
when you figure years of serv- uUOl
ice. Make any wagon good as

| CQC
new. Savelabor—easytoload. LtOu
EMPIRE No repairs. Wri(e lor FREE Bllk.

Mfg. Co., lu 2tl, Quincy, III.

INSYDE TYRES Inner Ar
for Auto Tirei. Doable milease, prevent blow-
outs and panctores. Easily applied in any tire.

Thouaands sold. Details free. Agenta wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co.. Dept. 116, Ctncinnati

i That's Enough
For Any Engine to WeighPER

CUSHMAN SrJS^

Any engine that weighs more than 60 pounds per horsepower
is too heavy for farm work. It wastes gasoline, material,
time and energy.

Cushman Double Cylinder Engines weigh only one-
fourtli as much as ordiDary farm engines, bat they are balanced eo

carefully and eoverned so accurately that they mn even more
steadily and qaietly. They are also the most durable farm engines in
he world, on account of improved design and better material and constraction.

OA H. p. Double Cylinder weighs only 1200 lbs.
~* For heavy duty jobs, such as heavy sawing, shred-
ders, shellers and grain separators.
1 e H. p. Double Cylinder weiehs only 780 lbs. A

wonderful motorfor silo filling. It will handle most
ensilage cutters that usually require a 20 H. P. heavy engine.

H. P. Double Cylinder weighs only 320 lbs. For
all smaller jobs.

A H. P. weighs only 190 lbs. Besides doing all small
jobs, it may be attached to binder to save a team.

Cnshman En^nes do not wear nnevenly and lose compression. Every
running part protected from dust and properly lubricated. Equipped
with Throttling Governor, Carburetor. Friction Clutch Pulley and
Water Circulating Pomp. Ask for Book on Light Weight Engines.

Cushman Motor Works

Easy to Move from Job to Job

Two Men
Can Carry

0 H. P.
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THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
haa become so popular in it« first iour year* diat
thousands have been called for to replace, on Uielr
old towers, other makes of miiia, and to replacer at
small cost, the searing of the earlier

Aermotors, making tliem 8elf*oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil-
ins System constantly
floods eveiy bearing with oil,pre-
venting wear and enabling the

mill to pump in the lightest breeze.
The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines. Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.

Write AERMOTOR C0„ 2500 TwelHh St., Chicago

BE
ANKill
Auto and Tracior Mechamc
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Young man, are yon
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert. I teach
with tools not books.
Do the work yourself,
that's the secret of the

SWEEHEY SYSTEM
of practical training by which 5,000

'

soldiers were trained for U. S. Gov-
ernment and over 20,000 expert
mechanics. Learn in a few weeks; no previous
experience necessary.

Pppc Write today for Hlastrated free catalog
rnbb showing hundreds of pictures men
working in new Million Dollar Trade SchooL

LEARN A TRADE

SCHOOL OF AUTO-TRACTOR-AVIATIC
1 1 SWEENEV BLOC. KrtNSAS CITY. mO-

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Those Stupid Folks
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

get out into God's air and sunshine, and,<
we are giving them the chance of a life-.!

time." j:

The D. F. looked at me with a slightl/-f
changed expression, resembling the smil&i
on the cat as she meditates on the benevo-
lent assimilation of a mouse.

"I don't know how you are fixed finan-
cially," he proceeded, "but, since you are
an old friend, I shall be glad to let you i:ito
the enterprise. I can easily finance thea
whole thing myself, you understand, but Vji

like to share all good things with my
friends."

Quite so, I dare say. But somehow I
never was quick at seeing gambling chances,
and opportunity once more passed me by.

Last year the final chapter of this big
dry-land plunge was written, at least so
far as the D. F. is concerned. It was the
end of the inevitable three-year period of
drought. All the enthusiasts who had
bought farms in this tract understood at
last why it was called "dry farming." The
Government saved their starving cattle
by transporting them in special cattle
trains to available pasturage in other
States. Finally, when there was no longer
even sufficient drinking water, the settlers
dispersed and left the land still lying out of
doors. With the loss of all his savings of a
lifetime, the education of the D. F. on theffb
subject of dry farming was complete.
And who is the D. F.? His name is

legion. Albert, Joe, and the D. F. are not
unusual or exceptional men in any sense.
Albert, Joe, and the D. F. had precisely
the same ideas about farming as are held
by two thirds or more of the city popula-
tion. Our three heroes merely acted on
their belief, and were promptly disillu-

sioned and set aright.

The great mass of the city consumers
still hold the same old beliefs. They are
encouraged to persist in this frame of mind
by the marvelous agricultural literature
which the daily and periodical press affords.

They read about living on the "fat of the
land," and forget that there are streaks of
lean in this fat. Then they study about
"500 hens and a competence." After
reading "Two acres and liberty" they con
elude that 40 acres must be good for a
regular jamboree. And thus the age-oldjfr

trick of palming off exceptional cases for
the average is re-enacted.
The old adage that "ttim about is fair

play" may perhaps apply here. The
farmer has been preached at by city edi^

tors, consumers' leagues, chambers
commerce, and heaven knows how many
other organizations. He has become the
object of nation-wide concern as to his
education. He is flooded with bulletinsilh
pamphlets, books, tracts, and peripatetic
wisdom venders, aU telling him just how to
run his business, how to steer his course,
and just where the rocks and shoals are
located.

Now perhaps the time has come to turn
the edueational guns about and iire them
on the city. Wouldn't it be well for thek
city dweUers to know some of the real facts

about agriculture? There are people liv-

ing on farms, you know. How fares it with
these people? Are they getting a square
deal? What can we do to make the farmer
happier, more prosperous, and more effi-

cient? Can't farmers' organizations choose
spokesmen to tell how it goes with the
farmer, and what city folks can do to help

make farm life the health-giving loundation
of national stability which it should be?

IB

Washington Milk Pro-

ducers Protected by New
License Law

DISSATISFACTION with milk testB|^

made by private buying concerns

will be largely eliminated in the State of

Washington by a regulation which went
into effect in June, 1919. All operators d
Babcock testers must now be licensed by,,

the dairying division of the State Depart- ^

ment of Agriculture, and a preliminary' 'i.

examination must be passed showing that||t

they are qualified to make these tests.

Creameries, condenseries, cream-buying

stations, and any milk plant where milk oi'
|^

cream is bought or sold come under the; fti

jurisdiction of this act, and must now dis- i

play the tester's license in their place oJ st

business before they will be permitted tc ««

operate. This should largely eliminate tht

dissatisfaction shown in the past witl

butterfat tests made by these concerns, »

and might be profitably adopted in othei )

States. J- T. B. |pn

it:
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Company's Coming to

Your House
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

readers could do to help make the farm cen-

sus a success. The answer was, "Keep
books, and start right away." Even the sim-

plest account-keeping will help wonderfully,

they said. The census will cover the season
of 1919. To be prepared when the enu-
merator stops at your gate, therefore, start

an account now, and have it show these

things:
1. Money paid out in 1919 for hay,

grain, mill feed, manure, fertilizer, and la-

bor—by month, year, or day.
2. Acreage, production, and quantity

sold of each farm crop and kind of hay.
3. Value of farm products sold to or

through a farmers' marketing organization.
4. Amount and value of animal products

sold—meat and meat products, milk, but-
ter, cream, wool, chickens, and eggs.

That ought not to take a lot of time, and
it will help Uncle Sam's books to tell the
feal truth. If you want information on
she best methods of keeping farm accounts,
livrite to the United States Department of

;4.griculture at Washington, or to your
itate agricultural college.

But just how does the census benefit you,
he individual farmer?
In many ways. One of the most impor-

ant is the basis it affords the Bureau of

>op Estimates in making its periodical
stimates of crops and conditions. The
)rices you get for farm products, you well
:now, are governed by production. If there
vere no unselfish agencies estimating and
eporting production, that business would
)e in the hands of speculators, and subject
0 their manipulation. Ofiicial government
stimates, therefore, are the farmer's safe-
,uard.

Legislation to improve farm conditions
3 sound and fair only when based on facts.

Che census tells the truth—if you tell it to
he enumerator.
Investigations by experts, based on cen-

us facts, and the publication of their re-

ults, represent one of the most direct
enefits to farmers. The census shows the
Qvestigator where economic evils exist and
vhere assistance is needed to overcome
hese difficulties. County agents can bet-
er plan for the improvement of farming
nd make calculations on the various needs
f their counties for seeds, fertilizer, and a
core of other things.

1 Manufacturers, armed with census facts,

re able to concentrate their efforts on a
'nown territory, to seek its products or to
id in its development.
It will be good for us all to know the

ruth about American agriculture. Help
he enumerators get it next January.

My Experience With a

Cut-Over Farm
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

Iso kept track of every cent taken in and
pent. At the start I decided that this was
ecessary. These books are kept by me,
ut my wife knows more about the detail

ban I do.
I don't expect to have enough money to
uy a herd of cows in the next few years,
b I am gradually breeding up the stock on
and, and adding a cow here and there
/here I can find a bargain. A neighbor has
pure-bred bull to which I breed my cows.
have had good luck so far, only getting
ne bull calf, which I intend to veal.
I believe a man can start on this sort of
md if he has about $1,000, and is willing
0 work real hard for a few years. Half of
jbis $1,000 can be paid on the land, and the
est used as a working capital. All that is

ceded is a shack to live in, a horse and
7agon, a garden, clearing implements, and
loney for food. Work can be obtained in
he winter, and this will help the income.
A dishonest or lazy man has no place up

ere.

Some men come up here and see oodles of
lover in the wild land. Immediately they
uy cows, giving no thought to the winter.
)ne of my neighbors did this very thing, and
ay the first winter cost him $45 a ton.
The secret of success, as I see it, is in

'lanning your work, and then doing it.

'he more a man works the more he accom-
,Iishes. I have always believed that work
my boss. I have found that if I boss the

(j
!OTk nothing is done.

m
Look at the wormy apples now, and re-

olve to spray next year. Your state college
r experiment station will furnish you with
praying schedules.

OUR VICTORY MODEL
New in 100 Ways

A New-Class Six
Based on 16 Years' Experience

. This new Mitchell is not merely a new
model. The aim has not been new attrac-

tions, though scores of them are added.

It represents a two-year effort to correct

Light Six shortcomings. It is based on
many-year experience with tens of thou-

sands of them.

It is built to offer more strength, more
endurance, more lasting satisfaction. To
reduce your upkeep and your fuel cost.

And to give you a Six which keeps its

newness both in looks and in performance.

Over 100 Changes
These new standards have involved

over 100 changes. It has takers two years

to perfect them.

Yet they are not new features largely.

Parts are built larger and stronger. New
heat treatments and better materials have
given added strength.

Much motor wear has been eliminated

by smoothness and perfect fit. Also by
better balance. We balance crankshafts

twice now, on two new-type machines.

Fuel cost has been reduced. Power that

was wasted has been saved. A thermostat
is added. The carburetor intake is twice-

better heated.

Trouble causers are prevented by many
new and radical tests. Also by inspection,

carried to extremes.

The body is built extra-staunch. The
new grade top will stay new. Interlaced

hair maintains the cushion shape.

There is a new-type disc clutch. There
is a ball-bearing steering gear which does
not tire the driver. There are long canti-

lever rear springs to give matchless riding

comfort. And ample tests have proved
these rear springs unbreakable in use.

Compare the New and Old
Compare the new type with the old

types. Ask for our catalog which tells all

the improvements. Compare our stand-

ards with old standards on all essential

parts. Compare the outer details.

We have made these changes—these

additions—because time has proved them
necessary. Cars built in lesser ways do
not keep their newness.

These are new conditions to consider

when you buy a fine car now. Let us help
you to a right conclusion.

5-Passenger Touring Car
$1690 f. o. b. Factory

120-Inch Wheelbase—40 h. p. Motor
3-Passenger Roadster, same price

Also built as Sedan and Coupe
7-Passenger Touring Car
$1875 f. o. b. Factory

,127-Inch Wheelbase—48 h. p. Motor

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc.
Racine, Wisconsin

FARMS! FARMS!
RAISE BIG CROPS on our splendid hardwood lands. No
swamps or stones. Only $15 to S30 per A. Small iown pay-
ment. Easy terms. 10 to 160 A. Schools, marlsets, R. R.
Fine climate. Money loaned to settlers. Oldest and largest
Co. Write for free booklet.
Swigart Land Co.. T1250 First Nat'l Bk. Bldg, Chicago, Dl

SPARK STRONGEST
LAST LONGEST.

Reliable Farm Power
With RED SEAL
Dry Batteries
Send for this FREE Book.
Tells you how to get the most
power out of a gas engine.
Electrical catalog free. Address
MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
130 S.Wells Street, Chicago

,New York St. Louis San Francisco'
FACTORIES

Jersey City St Louis Ravenna, O.

You are sure of a square deal if you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

Buy Your Roofing Needs Now
Y^Ordet Direct From This List Today

This is your hig chance to buy prepared roofing, metal roofins
end siding at prices that will not be equalled in economy for some time to
come. But you must not delay. Quick action is necessary, for the supply

of these bargain lots is limited. Bead them carefully, mail order quicKly.

SPECIAL SNAPS FOR THIS SALE!!
Aiax high-grade rubber" surfaced roofing; put up 108 sti. ft. to the n\t.

Complete, with nails and cement. No. TX-302, 3-ply, per roll, $1.41; 2-ply,

per roll, $1.31; 1-ply, per roll, $1.07.

Rawhide stone-faced Gold Medal Roofing, guaranteed 15 years. Rolls

contain 108 sq. ft., nails and cement included. Ko. TX-303, per roll, $2.20.

Our Famous Rawhide Rubber Roofing, 3-ply, guaranteed for 12 years; a high

grade covering. Kolls contain IDS sq. ft., nails and cement included. No. TA-
304, 3-ply, per roll, $1.83; 2-ply, per roll, $1.63; 1-ply, per roll, $1.33.

10,000 rolls of extra heavy high grade roofing: red or gray slate coated. rocR-

faced, brown pebble coated, double sanded, mineral or mica surfaced. JNO. iJi-

305, per roU of X08 sq. ft., nails and cement included, $1.93.

Corrugated Metal Sheets $2.00 squire
28-gauge painted 2^/^ in. corrugated, overhauled siding sheetSt

SJ4 ft. long No. TX-306, per 100 sq. ft., $2.00.

26-gauge painted 2% in. corrugated, overhauled roofing sheets.
No. TX-307, per 100 sq. ft., $2.75.

24-gauge extra heavy painted, 2^2 in. corrugated, overhauled
sheets for roofing barns, granaries, etc. No. TX-308, per 100 sq. ft.,

gXAAMmm HARRIS BROTHERS CO., '^^!^}lt^i^6
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^IKICE tKe "Z" was put on tKe market, c^er

250,000 farmer buj^ers Kave pronounced it

tKe greatest farm engine value. ^ We felt tKe

same "waj) about it. ^ But follo^^>ing our policj? to

improve our product wKene"9er possible, r?e are

KigKlj? pleased to announce a new Fairbanks-

Morse "Z" v7itK BoscK Magneto—KigK tension

ignition "WKicK adds tKe one possible betterment.

5 Call on tKe "Z" dealer near ^ou—see tKis

v?orld's greatest engine— understand tKe fuU

meaning for yon of tKe engine service wKicK o^er 200 BoscK Service Stations giS?e,

in co-operation ^^>itK eOer^ "Z" dealer, to every "Z" engine buj^er. ^ Prices

—

V/i H. P. $75.00-3 H.P. $125.00—6 H. P. $200.00—All F.O.B. Factory.

MANUFACTURERS CHICAGO
Wear

.
Absolutely Waterproof Steels

Coat less than leatber, wear 3 to 6 timea
loDser. are lighter, easier, stronger.
Stop big shoe bjJls. £liminate repair
billa. Stop foot troublea. Prevent Colds.
Rheamatiam, Coma, Bunions. Keep feet

warm and dry in snow, rain,
mud, slush. Never chanse
shape—comfortable always.

FREE Shoe Book Tells
All. Write Today.

N. M. RUTHSTEIN, Viec-Pres.

STEEL SOLE SHOE CO., Dept. A22. Racine, Wis.

If you could buy
bam paint for 50 cents per gal-

lon, it would siill cosi nearly twice as
much to paini your bam with it, as it would cost to paint

'

ths same bam with WEATHERWAX Liquid Paint Write for

free color card and prices. Sold by good dealer? everywhere,
or direct, freight paid, where we have no dealer. AJdre**,

THE REILLY COMPANY, Indianapolu, Indiana.

99*n Cut 27 Cords of Wood a Day
^ —says Nc»ata DIgge, of Jacksonville, Nortli Carolina,

**iivltli my Ottawa Log Saw under imlavorable conditions, and
In 52 hoora I sold and delivered $75 wortli.**

You, too can make big profits with the Ottawa Engine Log Saw.
It ia always on the job, and saws from 25 to 40 cords a day. Provides cheaper
and more plentiful local fuel. Pays foritself in short time. Takes the backache

Bas two BetB of spindles on combination axle—side
spindlea for Btraight ahead moviocon the road: and
end spindles for movinsr aidewiseuonf the lop froEB
catto cut* Mo stopping the engine and do bftis^.

prnng^ backing or twistmg to set from cnt to eat.
Direct pear to drive saw— no chains to tighten; no

keys and no set ecrewa. Automatic friction datch
protects saw, allowing slippage nnder any pinch.
4-C7cle Frostproof engine. Oscillator Uagneto Igni-

tioD_. When not sawing. demoant saw
and nse en*egmpment, by pulling one pin.

gine for all kinds of other work.

Tree Cutting Equipment
Full tniormation FREE

Write QS, cow, for fan Information on this
^tting equipment
Low prices* noWy

log saw, and on oar fast catting equipment
, for iawing dowa trees.

'

Beware of
30 Days* Trtal

' on both oatfita.

OHAWA MF6. CO.
975 Wood St.

Ottawa, Kansas

can solveYou
the question of

MONEY
T3Y applying yourself

to work for us as a

country salesman, you
; can better your income

at once. Previous selling experience

unnecessary. We teach you to be

successful and pay you a fine salarj-

from the very beginning.

Ambition and Energy
These two qualifications you must

possess. If you do, we have a real

job for you, and it will pay you to

write at once for details to

Country Sales Manager

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

FARM AND FIRESIl

The Way I Grow
Sheep

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12]

SO they will dry up. The lambs are o
tinued on the grain ration until marke _

I never have used anything but Shn
shire bucks. They have always pTO^
good sires, and I don't believe in expi
menting when I get good results from
breed.
The care of the buck is important,

must have good strong, prolific sires,

I figure the buck is half the flock,
bucks are used four arid five years,
cause we do not overwork them. And v

can use them that length of time becauu|
we change the ewes annually.
The bucks, when in pasture, after

breeding season, run by themselves
keep them on grass until a month befor.

the breeding season starts. Then I f
them lightly on oats, bran, and oil c;

increasing it gradually until they are
ting a full feed. They are in fine breed,
condition then. I feed them during the d?

After breeding I gradually cut down
grain ration until they are getting (

enough to carry them along during
winter months when there is no pasi

In buying ewes I try to get big animal
the bigger the better. Ewes which hi

good size have capacity, and a tende;
to produce twin lambs. Every addition
lamb over 100 per cent means greater
fi.eieney, and more money to the grows
Moreover, a big ewe can handle lots
feed, and can produce enough milk
grow twin lambs when she has them.

I like to have ewes which are four to
years of age. I don't want broken-mout:
ewes, but sometimes it is impossible to
away from them. We always sort tl

out of the flock and resell them.
The ewes at this age make the

mothers. Unhke the ewe lambs, they
accustomed to lambing and are not
feverish or ner\'ous, and they are ex
enced and will take better care of tl

lambs.
One of the big things I look for in br<

ing ewes is quality. I just can't expl
how I tell it, but I look for a short
under each corner, and a good thick ni

If they have these qualifications the
and bottom lines will be reasonal
straight. Quahty is also told by the h(

I want a refined, feminine head on a
and a masculine head on the ram.

I hke meditmi-sized bone. It is qi

essential, too, that the ewe be a
feeder. A well-nourished body is one
and it can be determined by feeling al
the back and ribs. A healthy ewe can
told by the color of the skin. Animal
with a nice pink skin are in good co:

tion and good feeders. Ewes with whi
dried-up skin are perhaps sick or
feeders.

I shear the ewes each year, and the
pays for their keep. This year it ran abou
nine pounds. I usually pay $12 per he*
for the ewes.
Our sheds for the ewes and lambs

open to the south, with windows on fl|

other three sides. There is plenty of u
in the shed through this arrangement, an(

at the same time it protects the stock ii

the winter. The lambing shed, of course
is not open, but doors which are cut ii

half can be opened at the top, allowing;
free circulation at all times without cai

ing drafts.

How the Eskimo Grets

His Meat
THAT meat production can be de^

oped in the arctic and subarctic regi

of Canada is believed by the Can^
Government, which is investigating n
deer with a view to introducing them i

the far northern regions of that countrj
The reindeer Uves principally on

moss, which covers thousands of miles
cotmtry in Canada, Alaska, and Sibei

and is a domesticated animal. It is

generally known that the reindeer is no
native of Alaska, but was introduced th
in 1891 by Dr. Sheldon Jackson, then g
eral agent of education in Alaska.
He discovered that the natural food

ply of the Eskimo was fast disappear
with the incoming of the white hunti

and that unless something was done
Government either would have to f(

20,000 natives or else let them starve

The solution was the reindeer which
introduced in 1891, and later an appro;

ation was received from Congress for

rying on this work. N. G.
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Reducing the Fruit and
Vegetable Spread

By J. T. Bartlett (Colorado)

THE diiference between the price paid
the farmer and the sum the consumer

pays—the so-called "spread"—is greater
with fruits and vegetables than with any
other class of produce. In some cases the
retail store sells for $1 produce which the
farmer sold for 30 cents. Invariably, under
the present distributing system, the spread
is very high. This undesirable condition is

being attacked both theoretically and
practically in very interesting ways at
present. A glance into the future would
seem to justify the hope that radical im-
provements in fruit and vegetable dis-

tribution, benefiting growers and con-
sumers alike, will be effected.

On the theoretical side, R. W. Merrick,
an expert late of the United States Bureau
of Markets, declares that 10 to 25 per cent
of the high cost of fruits and vegetables is

attributable to the use of flimsy, one-trip,

so-called "free" packages in which produce
is sold. A simple veneer crate costs 30
cents, a bushel hamper 25 cents. Merrick
declares the imperative need is for sub-
stantial, permanent containers which can
be used over and over again, much as
metal cans and bottles are employed in
the milk trade. He predicts that ulti-

mately the country will be driven to adop-
tion of permanent steel containers for use
in the produce trade.
The consumer, says Merrick, little real-

izes how high he is taxed for packages. On
a head of lettuce he pays 1 cent; on a bas-
ket of grapes, 4 to 9 cents; on a till basket
of tomatoes or peaches, 5 to 6 cents; on
each head of cabbage or cauhflower, 1 to
3 cents; on each grapefruit, }/2 cent; on
each dozen oranges, 1 to 2 cents; on each
fancy apple, 3^ cent.

While the produce trade and farmers in
general are inclined to believe Merrick's
opinions rather advanced, it is noteworthy
that producers themselves have attacked
the same unsatisfactory condition, with
good results, within recent months. They
have taken the old public-market idea,
hoary with age, and vastly improved it in
some respects.

The traditional public market is a
centrally located stand at which farmers,
driving in from the country, occupy stalls,

or maybe simply back up to the curb,
driving home when the wagonload is sold.
The public market so operated always re-

duced prices to consumers, in some cases
narrowing the spread radically; but an
objection to it made by many farmers was
the time it demanded. Unless they were
near the market, or could sell large quanti-
ties of produce in quick time, the labor of
selling direct would often more than offset
the higher prices obtained.
On the consumer's part, distance to the

market was a leading objection to this
direet-to-consumer plan. The saving in
price obtained was secured at the expense
of too much time.
These objections can be conveniently

overcome, as numerous public markets
demonstrated the past season. In a
Massachusetts city a farmers' wholesale
market was the ingenious plan.' Instead of
selling in small lots, as on the usual pubhc
market, the farmers sold in wholesale
quantities. Most of the purchasers con-
tinued to be consumers, glad to save money
by purchasing in quantities. The farmers
saved so much labor in selling that the
public-market idea was made profitable.

In other places farmers combined and
rented premises which they placed in
charge of a selling agent. They delivered
fruit and vegetables to their market at
regular intervals. This plan reduced the
spread to a very reasonable point, yet
demanded only a moderate amount of
extra labor of each supporting farmer.

Still another plan, overcoming the
paramount disadvantage of the large
central public market, was the establish-
ment of small markets at various points
about the city. This offered a real induce-
ment to wide-spread support of the farm-
ers' markets by consumers.
The war resulted in public markets

springing up all over the United States.
While they mainly reduced the spread by
eliminating middlemen, indirectly they
effected economies in other ways—in the
matter of containers, which R. W. Merrick
complains of. The public market from
time immemorial has been associated with
the market basket, used over and over
again. The pubhc_ market saves a great
deal of money by not furnishing containers.
In new and more efficient forms the public
market seems destined to play a consider-
able part in reducing living costs.
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You WouIdn^t Make Three Trips

to town to haul farm produce that you could

easily handle in one load— it would be a

needless and expensive waste of time.

And yet— you haul your crops to the ele-

vator with your team and wagon although it

takes more than three times the length of

time that would be required with a motor
truck— time, two-thirds of which you might just

as well employ to good advantage doing your fall

work.

According to the United States Department of

Agriculture, the cost of hauling wheat or corn by
motor truck is just one-half that of horse and wagon
hauling.

International Motor Trucks are especially

designed to meet farm and country road condi-

tions. The chassis and artillery type wheels are

of very sturdy construction as are the engine,

clutch, transmission, rear axle— all designed,

built and tested to provide low-cost hauling under
the trying conditions usually encountered in farm
hauling. And, moreover, International trucks have
behind them the same repair service, handled
through our eighty-eight branch Rouses, that you
get on McCormick, Deering and other Interna-

tional machines.

Let us send you a catalogue descriptive of

International Motor Trucks and tell you where
you can see one of these trucks near you.

The International Line

Grain Harvesting Machine*
Binders Push Binders
Headers Rice Binders
Harvester-Threshers Reapers
Shockers Threshers

Tillage Implements

Tractor Plows Riding Plows
Walking Plows
Disk Harrows

Tractor Harrows
Spring-Tooth Harrows
Peg-Tooth Harrows

Orchard Harrows Cultivators
Culti-Packers

Planting and Seeding Machines

Corn Planters Corn Drills
Listers Cotton Planters
Grain Drills Broadcast Seeders
Alfalfa and Grass Seed Drills
Fertilizer and Lime Sowers

Haying Machines

Mowers Side-Delivery Rakes
Comb. Side Rakes & Tedders
Tedders Loaders (all types)
Baling Presses Rakes
Sweep Rakes Stackers
Comb. Sweep Rakes& Stackers

Bunchers

Belt Machines

Ensilage Cutters CornShellers
Huskers and Shredders

Hay Presses Stone Burr Mills
Threshers Feed Grinders

Cane Mills

Power Machines

Tractors Engines
Motor Trucks

Motor Cultivators

Com Machines

Planters Motor Cultivators
Listers Lister Cultivators
Drills Ensilage Cutters
Cultivators Binders Pickers
Shellers Husker-Shredders

Beet Tools

Seeders Pullers Cultivators

Other Farm Equipment .

Cream Separators
Manure Spreaders

Straw Spreading Attachment
Farm Wagons Stalk Cutters
Farm Trucks Knife Grinders
Tractor Hitches Binder Twine

(

International Harvester Company
or AMERICA INC,

CHICAGO USA

INSVDE TYRES InnerArMwr
for Auto Tirea, Double mileasre. prevent
blowonta and punctures. Easily applied in any
tire. Used over and over in several tires.
Thousands sold, Details free. Agents wanted.

American Accessories Co.. DepLl02 Cmdnmli, 0.

^^:<<^<-CiwWor8d's Best
Roofing

Freight
Paid

"Reo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp, Corru-
gated, Standing Seam, Fainted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings. Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices, Positively greatest
offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

Bamplea. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
proBts, Ask for Book h
No. 1058

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
I00a-105B Pike St.. Cincinnali, 0.

Samples &
Roofing Book

CENTURY Rubber Roofing Is sold direct from
factory to you. Best and cheapest in Amer-
ica. Long guarantee. We pay freight. Send for
CPCC samples, catalog and bargain prices.rnCC write today.

CENTURY MFG. CO., 223Kalherine BIdg., E.St.Louis, III.

Free Catalog jn colors explains
,

° how you can save
money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steelier wood wheels to fit

anyrunningr
pear. Send for
It today.

Electric Wheel Co.^
13 Flm St., Qtiiiic.r, III.

The greatest fur season in history

is here I This means that you, Mr.
Trapper, can get more than ever

before if you ship your catch to

Sobel — where astonishingly high

pricey -are paid and liberal assort-

ments are allowed. Ship us what
you have, quick. '

The least you owe yourself is to get the most for

your pelts and a square deal. Send for our free

price list and find out how liberally we pay. Our
33 years experience is your guarantee of gener-

ous, honest grading. Don't wait! You might
neglect it It's important for us both. Send us a
postal today for a price list.

^2 WcSt :a-T iiy&tr<s<ii
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What Do They
t),

of the world's unsolved mysteries

how children find enough things to do
the daytime to wear themselves out
3 completely by night. We have
probed this problem, and this page

if pictures partly clears it uji. The
answer in the case of Joe, Alex,

and Prisscy Toneti of Long Island,

Now York, seems to be goats.
Goata," says Joe. "are very
trcnuous exorcise. And of
L'ourse the folks wear gas masks
wlien we con\e home in the
evening, but that's nothing."

Photo by Alice BoushtoD

With Their Time?
PAGE SS

Pholo by Alit-L' Boughlon

TITTLE MurielSmythe
Lj of Brookhaven also

goes in for odoriferous
playmates, but of a
sweeter sort than the
Toneti goats. She loves
flowers. Muriel is a '

business woman, too.

Note the shrewd smile and the commercial
glint in her eye. She lets Father buy the
bulbs and things for Mother to plant, while
she gathers the posies and resells them to

Father. We fear, Muriel, that j ou will grow
up to bf a naughty middleman.

j\^RS. WILLIAM H. KELLY

to mixed aud,S;s.®'¥„'''t'='°u'
here with one of her most tl,

Iris i child Tl.e
p'*'

Conferencc hart

> by Alice Boushlon

DAPA

birds," And,,

ButDOlll,
long. Ittabii
and anolhertai

can't he said Ihi

thusi? over \hti

Margaret andfn

clothes, uDd &
ruinoui lo mmji

'T'HE dairy industry of America has much to be
thankful for to this tno. They keep one cow

busy the year round. Ail three of them demanded
to be refilled with milk before they would have this
pictiu-e taken. They are Jane and Peter Williams
and little Jezabel. the Maltese mar\'el, who can
meow unbelievably long and penetratingly when
locked up in the cellar at night. The answering wail
of Jane and Peter is also distinctive. Maxim silenc-

ers are being considered by Mr. and Mrs. Williams.

r\F COURSE, if you really want to sec
^children who make definite use of their
time, go to the farm. This is little Marif
Doreau, who lives near Quebec, and her
three hens, Biddy. Blacky, and Petite. They
know Marie, and wiien she returns frorii
school she calls them, and they come runninc
to get what she has for them in her pan. As
you .see. the hens are of three different breeds,
but Marie loves one just as much as another
and says that they all strive to see which caii
lay the most eggs for her.

ijinrks to Mamma
itiod Frances are

mall reports, they

ihra these eggs be-

})i to climb a tree,

I'gg in it. And it

lion either side en-

The parents of

ii ruinous lo many
tiie neat say it is

ND here we have
Mike "Barton, son

of Bruce. No question
about what he does with
his time. He is bcckon-
mg his father to come
into the garden and help
him rake. "Father," he

:^:iys, may write editorials and articles and
novuls, and get by; but., for my pnrt, I have
to work for a li\'ing." And work ho does.
He has just .succeeded, by strenuous effort,m scattermg the loaves the hired man has
spent an hour getting into a neat pile. Ably
assisted, we might add, by his young sister.
Betsy.

n. known as ^'^^^.^

„f bread 't'<l'S\c I't

to cet iM tiie""!:

tUtells"'"'''" Ai-J'S

i;t?»Spre.li.t«.«'

Plirito by Edith WnUon

d ^ f'^"^^- and his pal

f"' caatLs t n^°\ see-wonder-

and rh>^^^ ''"^

"Id Platn? .f^°°'^'^oo trains,

^•^oab e^J^f^";:^^^ scraps and

^^-'vernpn'^T^ writer

Ssewife VvJl "^OQS^ived. no

^ "ut ihcy see them.

AT L.AST we reach an important conclu.sion.
Many children spend most of their time laugh-

ito'. When they aren't laughing (hey arc cryirm.
Wlicn' tliey rvren't crying tliey arc nuininft. When
tliey aren't running they are jumping up and down
where they stand. Many a time they do a little

slirteking, a little falling off chairs, a little none-
humping, and a prodigious amount of eating and
sleeping. This, it seems to us, is the real truth, and
rather conclusive.

HERE we will have to give it up. The
McKcan twins are certainly putting in

fhcir time, hut what they are doinc we don't

know. We asked them, and they didn't

know. We even asked the dog. Rajah, but

he just smiled knowingly. He probably

knows. Privately and ronfidenlially, and in

spite of all the explanations on this iia£;e. we
really think that nobody knows what chil-

flren'do with their time—not even the cliil-
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HONEST, I'd sooner expected
Swifty Joe to have quit the
Physica' Culture Studio and
opened a manicure shop. Why,
this T. Walker Wells party,

from all I'd ever seen of him, was about as

flighty as a corner stone and no more
irregular in his habits than a swing door.

You could have run trains by him.
And yet, now that I'm over the jolt and

can think back calm, I do remember
noticin' sort of an odd look that used to

come into them mild, pale blue eyes of his

occasionally. Just a flicker, maybe when
I was gassin' away with him about nothing
in particular; kind of a freaky, whimsical
flash, with a queer little quirk to the mouth
corners. Then, almost before I'd started

wonderin' what had struck him so sudden,
he'd give his shoulders a little shake and
it would be gone.
"I—I beg pardon," T. Walker would

remark. "You were saying
—

"

A medium-sized, well-built chap, T.
Walker; kind of distinguished lookin' too,

for his thick, wavy hair was well sprinkled
with gray, although he couldn't have been
over forty. An old batch, and all kinds of

a plute.

If there ever was any such animal as a
real New Yorker I expect T. Walker
Wells was it. Anyw'ay, he was born on
Madison Avenue, and he was still gettin'

his mail at the same number they put on
his birth certificate. Can't beat that, can
you?
And of course he knew his native city

about as well as that kind usually do. He
could locate the city hall, havin' had to go
dowTi there frequent to swear off his per-

sonal tax. Also he knew the Bronx must
be up the other way, because some of the
subway expresses ran there. Third Avenue
was where the L cars were so smelly, and on
east of that—well, there were breweries and
Blackwell's Island. He'd been west of

Seventh Avenue plenty of times. One drove
across to get to the steamship docks. Aw-
fully messy. But as a rule he didn't go
much above the Seventies, and now it was
gettin' so one seldom went below Thirty-
fourth. Say, a sightseein' tripper who'd
been on from Petoskey, Michigan, or Weep-
ing Willow, Iowa, only ten days could have
taken T. Walker out and got him lost with-
in sight of the Metropolitan tower.
But he was a New York business man,

Mr. Wells.- Oh, yes! Managed the estate.

That is, he had an office where he dropped
in Tuesdays and Fridays to consult with
his agents, sign checks, and ask foolish

questions about repair bills and invest-

ments. Rather a bore, you know; but
real estate needed watching. Half of it

belonged to his sister. Miss Martha
Wells, spinster; the other half to him.
Sister Martha was ten years older, and a

good deal of an invalid. She was mainly
interested in her two gray parrots and a
mission college for girls in Korea.

I got this dope about him from Purdy
Pell, who'd known him ever since T. Walker
had joined the Union League. In fact,

they'd always been quite chummy, noddin'
to each other real cordial at the club, and
exchangin' dinner bids at least once a year.

So he was one of the last parties I'd

have looked for to blow into the Studio and
date up for a private course. I expect
he'd heard how I put Purdy Pell back into
condition when the specialists wanted to
shoo him toward Battle Creek. It was a
case of tight vest buttons and puffy
breathin' with T. Walker. And inside of

two weeks, just by tossin' the ball and
stunts on the apparatus, I had Mr. Wells
breathin' deeper and leakin' freer than he'd
ever done in his whole career. Also, I had
that Madison Avenue crust of his cracked
in several places. By degrees we was
gettin' almost chummy.
"Do you know, Professor," he breaks

out one day after he's had a cold shower
and comes out of the dressin' room with
the pink still showin' in his face, "this is

doing me a world of good. Why, life is

beginning to seem worth living."
"Why not live it then?" says I.

"By George!" says he. "Why not?
But I—I don't know how, I suppose."
"Maybe there is something in that, too,"

says I, careless.

"One drops into a rut without realizing
it," he goes on. "I've no doubt I have."

"It's feather-lined, anyway," says I.

"Yes, but—well, I'd like to get out,"
says he. "I would, really."

A Late Start at That
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By Sewell Ford

"Why not take a runnin' jump?" says I,

yawnin'.
But T. Walker only shakes his head, and

the subject is dropped. It's only a day or
two after that he taps the confidential
vein again.

"You know," says he, "even real estate
can be interesting at times. I've been
looking into things at the office a bit closer

lately, and I find that tenants are odd.

myself. Not as executor of the estate, you
understand, but as—as

—

"

"In disguise?" says I. "Sleuth stuff?"
"That's it!" says T. Walker. "In dis-

guise. I hadn't really thought of that.
But just how, now, could I do it?"
"Why," says I, ironin' out a grin, "you

might hire a masquerade costume and go
down as a Spanish bull fighter, or in one of
these Pierrot clown outfits. But it would be

TKere, sittin' close to^etker
and tcdkm away real ear-
nest, IS T. Walker and this

tallyoun^ish-Iookin woman

some of them. There is one who rents a
store from us, way down on Eighth Avenue
somewhere. Buys and sells second-hand
furniture. We've had a lot of trouble with
him about the rent. He's always behind.
No wonder. Second-hand furniture! What
a wretched business! Ugh!
"But he writes the most plausible

letters, forever promising to pay up if we
will give him a little more time to put
through some vague schemes of his. Six
months ago he offered a mortgage on his

stock if we would advance him a few
hundred dollars. I told the agent to do it.

Well, he hasn't paid even the interest

on the money.
"My people advise foreclosing, getting rid

of him. But now he writes that he is about
to take in a partner with plenty of capital,

and if we will only wait until the deal is

made he can settle in full. I—I've a good
notion to go down and investigate for

simpler to forfeCi. to shave some mornin',
dig out an old suit, leave your pearl-gray
gloves in the drawer, and just naturally
stroll in lookin' for a four-piece bedroom
set or something."
"By George!" says T. Walker, his pale

blue eyes livenin' up.
And the first thing I knew I'd been taken

on as consultin' expert in this grand ad-
venture of his. After three days' plannin'
and rehearsin' he drives down in a closed

taxi for me to inspect the result.

"What do you think of the suit, eh?"
he chuckles. "One I haven't worn for

years—last season's straw hat, too. How
about the whole effect?"

"Well," says I, "you ain't rough enough
so they'd run you off Fifth Avenue, but I

guess you won't cause any riot on Eighth.
You'll pass, I expect."

"I am going to say that my name is

Smith," says he, "Thomas Smith; and I

.shall ask to see some three-quarter irol
beds. Then, if I can get him to talkinf)
1 II ask about this new partner of his."

Smooth stuff!" says I. "You ought t
be m the Secret Service."

I can't say I was all nerved- up over thi
scoutm' expedition of T. Walker's. I
fact, after a smile or two, I must hav
switched my mighty intellect toward othe
things. So I'm a little surprised when h
comes rushin' into the front office alon
about closin' time that afternoon
announces brisk:
"What do you think. Professor?

did it!"

"Eh?
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' says I, starin' puzzled.
"Passed myself off as Thomas Smith,

says he. "I don't believe he suspected m
for a moment."

y^-'" ^^ys gettin' the connectior
'Well, well! Without the aid of fak,
whiskers, too. Did you find out anything.}

"Everything," says T. Walker, spreadin
out his hands dramatic. "And say, Pro
fessor, do you know, there wasn't a word o
truth in that man's story about havini
taken in a partner. He's just looking fo
one, and he hasn't a chance in the world o
inducing anyone to invest in such a mise
able business. Really, his store is tl-

most hopeless place— dusty floors, dingj
windows—and full of the worst lot
rickety old furniture you ever saw. OVL
quite impossible! But he's rather an in g™
teresting old rascal. English—that is, fronfa
the Island of Jersey. He's been everywiaerfSji
done all kinds of things: ten years in thC,
British army in India, as band major; theif "i

head steward on a P. & 0. liner, untiL„|
the ship was wrecked in the Red Sea
Once he ran a fried-fish house in London
later an English coffee house in Cairo. Hi
has met all sorts of distinguished persons
Lord Roberts, Henry Irving, Gladstone]
Knew Lilly Langtry when she was a girl. Hi
came to the States, he told me, with
Punch and Judy show.

"Of course, Ipresume a lot of itwasn'ttru
But he's an entertaining talker. I had te^^.,
wdth him. Oh, yes. He lives in some uppe^
back rooms with his daughter, a widow wh<|™u
has two rather nice-appearing youngsters^

(jA Mrs. Faming. She used to be a concertL.
hall singer. Rather bright, too. We hac^jj
toasted muffins and jam, and Majoi
Jeffrys—they call him Major, you know-
played the clarinet."

"Some party!" says I. "What wasU
happenin' to the store all this time?

"Oh, he locked it up," says T. Walker,
"Does that whenever he feels like itjmjji

He's quite a fisherman. Goes down t(U[i
Jamaica Bay frequently after flounders ancLjse'

eels. Wants me to go along some time '{

'I'll show you some real sport, Tom,' say^™
he. Think of that! Inside of an hour heLy
was calling me Tom. You can't imaginft
how odd it sounded and seemed. WhyQ
here I've been doing the same things dajlread
after day, year in and year out, seeing th'

ji^,^

same people, saying about the same things
{jj j]

and then, just hke that, I am someone elsil^,.

—Tom Smith—a different person entirely.'

"Ye-e-s?" says I. "But it's all over, eh?'

i

"I suppose so," says T. Walker. "Still-
well, you see, I did drop a hint that 1

iright go in with him—silent partner, bl

course—just to get him to talking."

It was next week that Mr. Wells skips

tw o ses-sions at the gym, and I was wonder-
ing what had become of him when he
drifts in again one afternoon in his Eighth
Avenue disguise. i'

"Listen, Professor!" he begins. "Thi
is in strict confidence. I—I've done it.

I'm half owner of a second-hand furniture

store. I've been living dowTi there foi

four days. My sister thinks I'm in Phila-

delphia looking after some of our business
interests. And all the while I've been right

on Eighth Avenue, helping run the store.

You should see what I've been doing.

Why, I've had two women and a man at

work scrubbing and dusting. I've had the

windows cleaned and a new sign lettered.

Yes—'Jeffrys & Smith, Used Furniture

Bought and Sold.'

'The Major is taking hold of things, tooi

Of course, he's not a good business man.
Forgets what things cost, and is a poor sale*

man. But customers like to hear him talk.-

I'm getting so I can talk to people myself

—

all sorts of people. It's no end of fun. They
tell you their troubles; you get acquainted

with them. I'm almost used to being

called Mr. Smith, [continued on page 41]

men
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Better Babies

itoi

Want

HERE are a few more let

ters to let you know
whatwomenwho are

ioining the ever-increasing
ranks of the Expectant
Mothers' Circle and of

the Mothers' Club think
Df the service they are
getting:

I JUST want to join

the great list of young
mothers who have found
such help and comfort in

5^our monthly letters. Many
times I have wanted to write be-

fore, but I was too busy—the
same ancient excuse, you know.
"Only a matter of a week or ten days

tiow till I hope to have my own baby in

my arms, and, if realization is better than
;he hope, then I'll be wonderfully happy.
For these have been nine months of joyful

mticipation, and only once has there come
i suggestion of fear as I approach this as

fst untried path. But a quiet trust in

jod, a loving husband's unfailing devoted-
less, and your confidence-inspiring letters

lave done wonders, and I thank you from
1 full heart.
"Of course I want to join the Mothers'

Dlub as soon as our little one arrives, and
ntend to send the card you sent to be filled

n, as soon after baby's birthday as pos-
^ble." Mrs. W. A. A., Canada.

'"\/'OUR prelim.inary circular arrived,
Jl and I am enclosing 50 cents in stamps,

;o cover fees for membership in your
Expectant Mothers' Circle. I have en-

oyed the literature sent so much, and
ihall look forward with interest to the

etters.

"Mine is indeed a great privilege, and I

vant to meet it with

01

I',

ill the courage and
cnowledge possible.

Saving been a kin-
iergartner, I have
,ilways been inter-

ested in children;

|)ut, of course, now
i;he interest is of a
ar deeper, intenser

Jiort, and both my
'l*'iusband and I are

iiighly appreciative
'

)f the fact that
iplendid women of

experience and
;horough knowledge
ire promoting this

Setter Babies move-
*'>fnent, and that
.hrough it, and

,
;hrough the govern-

'H'nent bureau as
veil, we may get

m Ivise, safe counsel.

"Good doctors,

'yf aospitals, comfort, and care are all within
jasy reach, but I shall treasure every
pamphlet sent me because they are short
ind interesting, and can be read and re-

read as one stops to rest. It will be like

having a friendly doctor who is interested
m.n the" threefold nature of our baby with
k is constantly.

f'l "Your course of reading was recom-
mended by a well-known doctor of Seattle.

ireat Keavens
alone a

I am heartily interested in your
work, and wish for it and all

the mothers and babies it

may reach the best of suc-
cess and happiness." Mrs.
D. L. W., Washington.

ENCLOSED please
find 50 cents in

stamps to cover postage
on letters regarding the
care of our better baby

boy who has arrived to

gladden our hearts.

"I feel sure that I'll need your
advice in raising him just as

much as I needed your kindly in-

structions and cheerful thoughts
before he came.

"I can never thank' you enough for the
comfort and help I got from those ex-

pectant mother letters, for during the whole
nine months I wasn't sick a minute.

"I am by nature a very active person,

and by following your instructive letters

we have a healthy, happy baby boy.
"This is my first baby, and the doctor

and nurse say I got along beautifully;

really, I felt so much better afterward
that I hardly realized it was all over. But
the confidence I placed in your letters is

what helped me so much, so , will you
please send me my mother letters soon, as

I feel our little one will get much help from
them-?
"May I thank you again for your past

kindness, and may I soon have the great
pleasure of reading the mother letters?

"One mother that you have helped most
wonderfully." Mrs. S. J. S., Kentucky.

MY LAST letter is about due—and,
oh, how sorry I shall be when they

stop coming! They are such a help and
com.fort to a new
mother, and I only
wish every new
mother could know
about them. When
I came home from
the hospital with my
precious bundle I

hardly knew what to

do with it. I really

do not know how I

managed until your
first letter came. I

wrote for the letters

just as soon as I

possibly could, and
each one has helped
to solve some prob-
lem that confronts
the new mother.
"Mybaby is truly

a Better Baby,- and
with God's help and
good care I trust she
will become a Best
Baby. She only

weighed five pounds nine ounces at birth,

but to-day, at eleven and a half months, she
weighs over nineteen pounds and is as
healthy as can be; and I assure you she
can compete with any baby in the neigh-
borhood to-day.

"I thank you for your courtesy, and sin-

cerely hope your wonderful bureau may
prosper and last forever."

Mrs. M. M., Massachusetts.

! Can t you leave me
.7"

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

u4nd how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circle: Any woman eligible may become a member,
receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of herself and the preparation for her
baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars showing designs for maternity dresses

and a common-sense layette are some of the helps sent with the letters. No matter at

what period you enter, everything from the first month will be sent. No mention of the
Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which the material is mailed. En-
close a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps, for postage, and slate what
month you expect your balry.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of young children is eligible. Pamphlets, together
with monthly letters of instruction on the care and feeding of babies under one year of
age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation, weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent
to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and states the age of her baby. There
are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for babies from one year of age to three
years. This literature is all included in the Mothers' Club's monthly service, but if the
letters are not desired the additional literature will be sent for Ten Cents. A self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to every inqxiiry. Address all

mquiries to BETTER BABIES BUREAU
or to Mrs. . Caroline French Benton, Counselor

Farm and Fireside 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Remove the Film
From Your Teeth

—

Then Look at Them
All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities

Let Your Own Eyes

THIS is to urge a free ten-day test of a tooth paste which
combats the film. See the results and then decide if

filmless teeth will pay.

That sKmy film which you feel with your tongue is the

cause of most tooth troubles. The tooth brush alone doesn't

end it. The ordinary tooth paste does not dissolve it.

It clings to the teeth, gets into crevices and stays. That
is why teeth brushed twice daily still discolor and decay.

That film is what discolors—not the teeth. It is the basis

of tartar. It holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact with the teeth to

cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They, with tartar, are the

chief cause of pyorrhea. So, despite the tooth brush, all

these troubles have been constantly increasing.

Dental science has found a way to combat that film. The
way is now embodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. It

does.what nothing else has done. That is the tooth paste
we ask you to try— use a ten-day tube at our cost and see

the results for yourself.

You Do Not End the Film

Your present methods remove food debris, but they do not
end the film. So teeth discolor and tartar forms. Wherever
the film is, decay may follow.

The use of Pepsodent applies pepsin to the film. The film

is albuminous and pepsin is the digestant of albumin. The
object is to dissolve the film, then to constantly combat it.

Pepsin long seemed impossible. It must be activated, and
the usual agent is an acid harmful to the teeth. But dental
science has now discovered a harmless activating method.
And that has made the constant use of active pepsin possible.

Clinical tests under able authorities have proved the re-

sults beyond question. Leading dentists all over America
now urge the use of Pepsodent. It is keeping millions of

teeth white, safe and clean.

Now we ask you to prove it.

PAT. OFF. a

BEG.U.S

The New-Day Dentifrice

A Scientific Product—Sold by Druggists Everywhere

Send This Coupon for a
10-Day Tube

Note how clean the teeth feel after

using. Mark the absence of the slimy

film. See how teeth whiten—how
they glisten—as the fixed film dis-

appears.
Do this and then decide between

the old ways and the new. Cut out

the coupon now. (230)

Ten-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT CO.. Dept. 720.

1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mail 1 0-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Name .

.

Address



36 FARM AND FIRESIDE

School Methods We Use to Make Young
Folks Good Business Farmers

By Edward J. Tobin

Superintendent of Schools, Cook County, Illinois

THIS is the story of the system of

child education which my associ-

ates and I have worked out in the
Cook County, Illinois, schools.

It gives the children the funda-
mentals of good farming, good business,

and good citizenship at the same time that
it educates them in their regular studies.

It does this in such a way that the chil-

dren enjoy it, make money out of it, and
are ready, when they finally graduate, to

step right into the practical affairs of life,

equipped to become happy and cheerful

men and women.
It teaches them honesty, industry,

politeness, economy, methods of pro-
duction, marketing, cost-finding, business
practice, and banking. And it imbues
them with a true love of farm life.

The plan could easily be applied to your
own county schools by your own school

people, if you wanted to use it.

The idea of this work as an adjunct to

the study of books in the schools came to

me as a result of my own experience and
observation.

I was born on a farm, and learned to do
all the chores that every farm boy has to

do. Later, during the few years I taught
rural schools in my home county in Wis-
consin, I thoroughly believed that it was
my business to teach my pupils books, and
nothing else, to make scholars of them. I

was not alone in this belief. All my farmer
patrons solemnly accepted the view that

scholarship or book-learning was the chief

end and aim of education.

But when I went to Chicago to teach,

and got a bigger, broader view of the world
of industry, I began to see light. All around
me were men and women doing big things

which required initiative and vigorous,

original ideas. I discovered that, although
many of them had only a limited knowl-
edge of books, hand and brain and judg-

ment were highly trained to do the world's

work efficiently. I began to realize that

the schools must teach pupils- to produce,

to create, to achieve, as well as to absorb
knowledge from books.

In Cook County every child above the
fourth grade in the rural and small-town
schools must earn one achievement credit

a year by completing a school-home proj-

ect course. This <;redit adds from ten to

fifteen points to a pupil's academic aver-

age, and without it he cannot pass from
grade to grade.

What is an "achievement credit" and
what a "school-home project?" Any Cook
County pupil can tell you that they mean
doing your home chores with the eye of the
entire school system, from teacher up to

county superintendent, upon you. In
other words, the Cook County schools have
two distinct courses: the "studying" course

and the '/doing" course. We maintain
that it is just as much the duty of the
school to teach the children how to do
things as how to study about things, other-

wise they cannot develop initiative and
practical independence.
To teach the art of doing we must go

outside the school, into the home, the
garden, the shop, the factory—wherever
a child works or expects to work. We
believe it is just as much a part of educa-
tion to perform a humdrum chore efficiently

A calf-club

The man in his shirt sleeves isMr. Tobin

as it is to learn the multiplication table.

Five years ago we began to blaze this

new trail. We organized the county into
five divisions, each under the supervision
of a so-called country-life director. At
first the pupil could take his choice of six

projects: field and garden, poultry-raising,
cow-testing, cooking and sewing, business,
and music. Later we added canning, wage-
earning, and keeping a pig, calf, or sheep.

Co-operation with the parents is the
solid foundation on which our system
rests. When a boy decides to plant a field

of his own, he is told by his teacher to
consult his father,
who advises him as
to the kind of crop
to raise, what seed
is best, and how to
plant and culti-

vate. It is his father
who rents him the
little plot of land
for the venture

—

for it is the law of

the system that
every project must
be conducted
strictly on a busi-

ness basis, and
must pay its own
way, if possible.

With the aid of

the country-life di-

rector and the
teacher, the boy
measures his land, hoes and weeds his crop,
and harvests it, keeping account of every
penny of expeiiditure, as well as the net in-

come derived from it. For the latter purpose
he is given a small red record book, in
which debit and credit items are carefully
recorded. At every visit of inspection the
record book must be produced, and signed
by the visitor, and great is the chagrin of

the boy if he is caught with his accounts
not up to date.

Right here let me say that the value of

these visits of inspection cannot be over-
emphasized. By taking the teacher and
the country-life director straight into the
home, our system brings about that close

alliance between the school and the home
which educators have for years been vainly
trying to achieve.

In more than one project the account-
keeping is a man's-sized job. The poultry-
project youngster, who raises chickens,
must keep a daily egg record; the cow-
testing boys must carefully compute the
weight of the milk, its percentage of butter-
fat, the value of the butter produced, the
weight and cost of feed consumed, and
similar data; the field and garden lads and
lassies thriftily reckon with every radish
and potato they sell.

The rewards for the faithful discharge of

such responsibilities are all the most
ambitious pupil could ask. First, he gains
the dignity of being a worker and a money-
maker, and of investing the proceeds of

his toil in necessary clothes and books; for

wise investment of returns is one of the
most strongly emphasized features of our
system.

Second, at the end of each school year
he receives one achievement credit for

successfully completing each project.

Third, with his first credit goes an "achieve-
ment emblem," in which is welded a silver

star for each succeeding credit, the emblem
being complete with the awarding of eight

stars. Fourth, he receives the cash profits

of his enterprise, which are not to be
despised, as may be seen from a random
study of returns from different projects.

For example, one young hustler reports a

net profit of $120.33 from an acre of sweet
corn; another, $73.75 from a brood of

89 chickens; a third, $180.10 on 100 square
rods of potatoes and onions; a fourth,

$273.75 from a little more than 76 square
rods of tomatoes.

These opulent returns, of course, come
from the older pupils, as the younger ones
begin on a smaller scale, suited to their

limited abilities. No youngster of less than
ten is considered mature enough to carry
through a project unless he qualifies on the
strength of sheer, nervy ambition, as did

member

one youngster of the never-say-die type.
Fired by the achievements of his older
brother and sister, he begged his teacher
to let him join, but she refused on the
ground that he was too young. Neverthe-
less, the little fellow went ahead and plant-
ed his garden, sold his vegetables, and
kept his books, and at the end of the sea-
son showed a profit on his project. Need-
less to say, the rule was stretched, and he
was admitted to the club.
How do our school farmers market their

crops? Many of them set up roadside
markets along the highways to Chicago,

and automobile
loads of city folk
gladly buy their

fresh vegetables
and poultry. Last
season, on several
occasions, the
young merchants
thus disposed of

$200 or $300 worth
of vegetables in one
afternoon.
Another angle of

the school-home
project is theschool
community fair,

held on the school
grounds. Coming
in the fall at the
end of the season's
harvest, it offers

the pupils a place
to display their handiwork, with a chance
of carrying home a premium for superior
beans or buttonholes, pigs or popcorn.

There is no group more enthusiastic
than the canners. When the system was
first adopted, canning was not in the pro-
gram. But a poor season and a dull mar-
ket forced the issue on the teachers.

"I saw the gardens failing," said one
principal. "Peas, beans and tomatoes
were not of a grade to command good prices,

which meant discouragernent for the
children. So I organized a canning club of

twenty-eight boys and girls, and held
canning parties at my house of evenings,
making semi-social occasions of them. We
can very largely for the market, and the
canning project is the biggest thing in our
district."

Canning records in the various schools

are almost as much a matter of local

pride as football scores and batting aver-
ages in the field of sport. One small school

reached the enviable height of 3,304 cans
in one season. As for individual records,

one httle girl canned a total of 496.5 quarts
of fruit and vegetables in one summer.
The net profits of many a Cook County

pupil testify eloquently to the purely cash-

value aspect of our system. During the
season of 1918 the children of one of our divi-

sions earned a total of $10,939.17, net.

Yet these monetary returns are the most
insignificant part of our educational
harvest, serving mainly to fire the enthusi-

asm of the pupils. What about the practi-

cal training of hand and brain, which is the
foundation of productive, self-sustaining

citizenship? What about the returns in

character-building? These are the great
questions at issue.

In answering the first I would say that
we consider education and life as identical.

If a boy is raising a pig we teach him all the
fine points of feeding and proper sanitary
care. He learns that his charge must be
fed in a clean place and have clean water,

as water holes are cholera breeders, and
that it must have a balanced ration, with
plenty of green things, such as soybeans.
He learns that it is good business to turn a
hog into a field and let it husk the corn,

instead of leaving the corn for human
buskers. He later goes to his arithmetic

class and solves problems based on the
feeding and monetary value of his pig.

In his language class he writes the story of

his project from the wealth of information
he has acquired in the care of his pig.

All around him are his mates applying
in their various classes the lessons they
have learned in similar projects: solving

problems based on their crops, studying
the composition of soils in their gardens

and the food properties of their canne
products, absorbing geography from tL
sewing -class, where the complete industril
history of cotton and linen may be fa
lowed from the field to the loom. Mea^
while, no pupil escapes the pricele
training in punctuality, faithful servic
and efficiency which comes of making goa
at such a job as fattening hungry OrpinJ
tons or Durocs, or making two carrc
grow where only one grew before.

It is these lessons that are slowly b|
surely doing the work of character-buildin
which is, after all, the big thing in educ
tion. While the growth is usually neithl.
swift nor spectacular, yet we occasionally
handle cases of genuine mental and moral
awakening, directly due to the operation
of the school-home system.
One of our country-life directors founji'

a certain boy making trouble in one of her
districts, and formed a poor opinion ofihim
during her visits to the school. The next
year, under a better teacher, the school-
home projects were started, and the boy
had an acre of corn. Visiting his home
that year she found him transformed ir

a well-mannered and likable lad, deep
interested in his project, which wasl
success. He is now one of the most prori
ing pupils in the school.
Another director encountered a simij

case rather more difficult to handle,
boy was extremely backward, yet he wai
leader among his mates, was captain of t|
football team, and an enthusiast in
sports. The director, seeing good mater^
in the lad, urged hitn to have a garden
project. The boy was skeptical as to t|
paying qualities of a garden, but fi

consented to take up the work,
success was prompt and overwhelmir
He raised onion sets, and cleared $150
first year. At the end of the second yej
his gross sales on an acre of onions amour
ed to $400.
By that time his school work had great

improved, and he was in the eighth graq
Then the director and the teacher
vailed upon him to enter high school-
thing he had never intended to do. He w
persuaded to stay two years in high schc
where he made a good record, even ir

proving his English, which was his
est point. Meanwhile he had gone ini
partnership with his brother in trucli|

gardening, working at it during the suirl
mer. He has become an authority on thi
raising of onions, and people who wis!
expert advice on onion culture are alwajl
referred to him. Our system is broaj
enough' and human enough to enable tbj
parents to share it. We hold farmeii]
institutes which the farmers widely atteii

and in which they take an interested pal
We teach and encourage the buying I

fertilizer among the children for thi
gardens, and the idea goes directly to thd
parents. In one district the board 1

education bought two carloads of manu l

and crushed limestone, and sold it to tl^

farmers at cost.

Sometimes the school does valuab^l

pioneer work in crop-raising, from whiii

the parents benefit. In one locality, f
j

example, it was not known that garlic w \

adapted to the soil until the school childnj

began to raise rows and rows of the fine!

quality in their [CONTINUED ON page 3|

A successful poultry-project boy
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bu'll Like Some of These

for Dinner

I

CELERY CROQUETTES— One cup
mashed potato, three-fourths cup finely

:ed celery, one to one and a half teaspoons
1 tter, two tablespoons chopped nuts,

I

ich of salt. Do not cook celery, mix all

! ^redients while the potato is hot, cool,

ipe, egg and crumb. Stand in a cold

I
ice until ready to bake. Bake in a quick

( en ten minutes, or until croquettes are
3wn.

Cherry and Cream Cheese Salad—
lect a cream cheese and mash well with
ork, adding a few drops of cream. Season
th salt and paprika and stuff with chosen
iraschino cherries. Arrange on lettuce

ves and serve with French dressing.

French Dressing—One-half teaspoon
t, one-fourtb teaspoon pepper, two
jlespoons vinegar, four tablespoons olive

Mix the ingredients, .and stir until

II blended.

STUFFED Potatoes—Choose six pota-
s of equal size and good shape. Scrub
im clean, and bake in a moderate oven
til soft. Then cut a piece from the end
each, and with a teaspoon scoop out the
ides without damaging the skins. Mash
s pulp smooth, and put it into a basin;
i five tablespoons chopped, cooked ham
meat, pepper, salt, and paprika to taste,

J tablespoon chopped parsley, and bind
together with a well-beaten egg. Refill

I skins with this mixture, sprinkle over
;h cracker crumbs, dot with butter, and
urn the potatoes to the oven to reheat,
ve hot, garnished with parsley.

Baked Squash—Cut the squash m
ces for serving. Remove the seeds and
ingy portion, brush with molasses, and
son with pepper and salt. Bake until

t, add butter, and serve at once in shell.

Baked Hominy—Four cups hominy,
cups white sauce, one cup chopped

n, one-half teaspoon salt, and one-half
spoon paprika. Canned hominy is ex-
lent to use. Mix with white sauce, add
soning and chopped ham. Stir in thor-

;hly, and bake in a moderate oven.

:n Cooking Parsnips, slice them round-
and place in a kettle, with slices of

sh pork laid over them; add salt, a dash
cayenne pepper, and water to cover
im, and simmer slowly for a while,
len they are tender sprinkle a bit of
\XT over them, and again cook slowly,
til, when the meat and parsnips are
ndved, there will be a rich gravy in the
;tle, to be eaten with them or separately,
desired.

ta

h

\

i

Fo Launder Collars and

Cuffs
INCE I live on a farm and am quite
far removed from a laundry, I always
up the stiff collars and cuffs at home,
using starch jelly I am able to secure

;t as high a gloss as that obtained at the
mdry. The following are the proportions
dch I use: two tablespoons starch,
e-quarter cup cold water, one cup boiling
ter.

I add the cold water to the starch and
ike a thin mixture without lumps; Then
add the boiling water slowly, stirring

tl
nstantly, and allow it to boil up.
After I have my jelly prepared I lay
t the collars and cuffs which have been
ished and dried and apply the jelly with
;oft cloth, rubbing in thoroughly on both
les.

If they are to be very stiff I allow them
4 dry, repeat the process, and roll them

I in a towel while still wet. In" twenty
thirty minutes I iron them first on one
le and then on the other with an iron
bbed with paraffin, until perfectly dry
d glossy.

If a very high gloss is desired I rub a
mp cloth over them and again press
itil perfectly dry.
When washing articles which I do not
re to have especially stiff I generally use
e cold-starch method, which is- some-
lat simpler: two tablespoons starch, one-
If teaspoon borax, two cups cold water.
Add the cold water gradually to the
irch. Mix well, and add the dissolved
j'rax. Dip the article in the solution and
b well, repeating the process several
nes.

With a cloth remove all surface starch,
:ll up in a cloth, and allow to stand over
^ht. Iron according to the directions
/en for starch jelly.
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Snug and Fleecy^^and Economical, Too
GET the family into VELLASTIC Underwear, and you'll have the

underwear problem settled happily for a long time to come. It

won't break the family bank balance either, for—well, the mills where
VELLASTIC is made are such huge, mammoth mills that it is possible

for them to make |Underwear in the most modem money-saving -est
manner. For men, women and children—all—in union suits or separate

garments—at any good store ^—at prices you'll like.

Vellastic is so warm, so comfortable, with its good fleece lining inside and its

stretchy elastic ribbing outside! And Vellastic fits the form and looks as good as it

feels. The most careful sewing and finishing adds to its value and long life.

UTICA KNITTING COMPANY,

Mr. Edison's
wonderful

New
Amberola

and After Trial
Keep the New Edison Amberola—Edison's great phonograph
with the diamond stylus—and your choice of records, for only
$1.00._ Pay balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Free
trial in your own home before you decide. Nothinfr down.
Write today, for our New Edison Book and pictures, free.

F. K. BABSON. Edison Phonograph DisL. 3107 Edison BIk., Chicago

Musiclessonsi

A Complete Conservatory Course
Rx? IV^ail Wondsr'i^' tome study music Ie330n3 onder
Mjy AVlall great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski, Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Tlie only recognized Conservatory of Music eivins lessona
by the UNIVERSITY EXTENSION METHOD.

The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for home
study based upon lessons containing the cream of the life's

teaching experience of Master Musicians, reinforced by the
individual instruction of Bpecialists, is now attained.

The instruction of a master—the individual
touch of an accompliahed teacher—is yours to
command from tlie very moment you enroll.

The University Extension Conservatory, by adopting the
Personal Instruction Method, has placed home music Btody
beyond question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.
An«r fMc>4-w««vkrkAw«f> Write telling OS course you are
r\liy inSLrUmeni; interested in—Piano. Harmony,
Voice, Public School Music, Violin. Cornet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
6047 Siegel-Myers Building Chicago, lUiniais

ME ETS Wonder Money Makers
mend leaks instantly in all utenaila, hot

I 2Sc a pa"ckaee, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
^^aCollettC Mfg. Co.. Box704. Amsterdam.N.Y.

water baerD, etc. Insert and tighten, 10c and

Only $4
ON ARRIVAL
POSTAGE FREE
Black Dress Shoe
Save profits. Bay Direct
from Factory Headquarters.

Boston Mail Order House, Dept. T422 Boston, Mass.
~

Send shoes od approval. My money b&ck if I want it. I risk nothlns

Name , Size.

Address
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Westclox
WESTCLOX is a short way of

saying Western clocks. It means
a line of good alarm clocks

made by the Western Clock Co.
The trade-mark, Westclox, is printed

on the dia4 of every one: also on the

orange-colored, six-sided tag attached
to each clock. These marks of quality

make it easy to choose a \^stclox alarm.

There is a strong demand for West-
clox. The present increased capacity
is not great enough to supply it. Big
Ben, Baby Ben, Sleep-Meter and
America have more friends than they
can serve.

WesternClock Co.,—makers ofWestclox
La Salle and Peru, 111., U. S. A.

What IScSYout Nation's Capital
Waehino^An. fhAhnmAof «hA Pa«hff!>tffl»_ 1 The Utile matter of ISc in stamps or coin wfll bring you the! Pathfindcrl3Washingrton, the home of the Pathfinder,
has become the World's Capital and read-
iBfl* the Pathfinder will be like sitting: in
the inner council with those who will mold
the world's destiny forthenextgeneration

How I Use the Cheaper Cuts o|

Meat
By Edith M. Updegraff

_ stamps or coin will bringyouthel Pathfinder 13
weeks oo triaL The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at the Na-
tion's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the world and
tells the truth and only the truth; now in its 27th year. This paper fills the bill

without emptying the purse; it costs butjl a year. If you want to keep posted

on what is goingr on in the world, at the leastexpense of time or money, this is

your means. If you want a paper in your home which is sincere, reliable, entertaining', wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours, li you
appreciate a paper which puts everything clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to showthatyou might like such a paper and we

rill Bend the Psthflnder43 weeks. Tne l&c does not repay us; we arefflad to invest in oew friends. Pathfinder. Box 4S,wasnlnston( D*C*will Bend the Psthflnder43 weeks.

Prices Again
Says **The Old Stove Master

SINCE meat fills such an important
place in the diet, and also since the
price of meat, as of other foods, has

greatly advanced, I find it is necessary to
use ray meat to the very best advantage.

I use the cheaper cuts of meat to excel-

lent advantage by taking more thought
in their selection and preparation. And I

have found them to be as nutritious and as
digestible, if properly cooked, as the higher
priced cuts.

The cooking of these cheaper cuts is all

important. In all meat there is a course
fiber, and, if this fiber is not properly
cooked, we find the meat is tough, not
appetizing, and very indigestible.

I cook the tougher meats, which are
usually the cheaper ones, very carefully
at low heat for a long time, in order to
soften this fiber, for boiling at high heat
will make meat very tough. Meat may be
cooked at low heat in many ways—on a
gas stove, the back of the range, or the
"simmerer," and a fireless cooker gives that
low, slow heat. One of the best ways, I

find, is to place meat in an earthen dish
and cover. Most of us are familiar with
these casserole dishes.

When I desire the flavor left in the meat
I sear the outside of the meat in either hot
fat or in boiling water before beginning the

I

slow process of cooking. If I wish to use
the liquid or broth in which meat has been

' cooked, and am not particular as to the
flavor of the meat, I put the meat in cold
water, as this draws out the juice, which
gives soups, broths, etc., their excellent
flavors.

One means I have of cutting down the
waste in the use of meat is to use up as
much as possible of the bone, fat, and
trimmings. When I buy a specially
trimmed roast I see that I have all scraps
of meat, for these are valuable. I render
the fat and use some in cooking in

place of butter or lard. The trimmings
make rich broth for soups. In boiling or
cooking spinach, cabbage, beans, etc., I

use the fat broth that comes from boiling

a ham, pot roast, pork roasts, etc. I find

I so many uses for this so-called waste,

j

Besides using these proper methods of
' cooking meats to increase the flavor, I

I

usually add other flavors. For, after all,

it is not so much the difference in texture
and nutrition between a high and low
priced meat, but more in the difference in

i flavor. I add different flavors to the meat
by using vegetables, such as carrots,

onions, celery; herbs, such as sage, parsley,

bay leaf; spices, curry mixtures or highly
seasoned meat sauces, and broths. These
give the meat a very fine flavor, give it

variety, and make it more appetizing.
One way I have discovered of making

the cheaper steaks more palatable is to
pound and sprinkle with flour, sear on top,

then place in oven and steam. This in-

creases the flavor and makes them more
tender.

In using most cheaper cuts of meat I

make them into croquettes, meat balls,

mock cutlets, etc. I also use them with
dumplings, cooked with vegetables, and in

so many other attractive ways. If we
housewives intend to have as palatable
dishes as those made from higher priced

foods, we must spend more time in buying,
preparing, and cooking these foods. I

believe the test of a good cook is not so

If this advertisement catches your eye. Neighbor,

,

don't miss the opportunity you have this year to

"TTie Old Stove Matter" s^ve big OH that new range or heater direct-to-

you from Kalamazoo.

Write and Get My Book
Everyone knows Kalama200 quality. Our satisfied
tomers from coast to coast say you can't beat it. Our

prices save you 25?& to 40^, because you deal direct
with manufacturers. Cash or Easy Payments. Un-
conditional guarantee. We pay freight.

Mail a postal today. Also get my offer on Kalamazoo
Furnaces, Kitchen Kabinets and Tables,

Phonographs, Cream Separators, Fire-
less Cookers, Indoor Closets, Sewing

Machines, Washing Machines, Paint
Roo&ng and other home needs.

Ask for Catalog No. 183
"The Old StooeMatter"

KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Direct to You"

much in fixing up pretty, fancy meals '

in preparing attractive and wholes C;i4

dishes from the less expensive foods

Swiss Steak
1 flank steak
1 cup buttered crumbs
1 cup tomatoes
1 teaspoon onion juice
1 pint hot water or

stock

1 tablespoon lemo
1J4 teaspoons sail

Speck pepper
Speck nutmeg
Speck cloves

1^

tti

Score steak on both sides; rub into it

seasonings. Mix bread crumbs and tor
toes, and spread over one side of ste

Roll and skewer, sear, place in casserole
covered earthen baking dish. Pour
water or stock, cover closely, and bake i

slow oven for one hour. Lift steak fr

casserole. Thicken stock and pour o'

steak. One cup of cooked macaroni
spaghetti may be added to steak wl
cooking. This makes a good one-dish m<

Veal Birds

Use three-inch squares of round veal
beef. Spread each piece with stuff

which has been well seasoned; stu;

should not be too moist. Roll, skewer w
toothpicks, roll in flour, and sear first

hot fat. Place in baking pan, half cc
with water and milk, and bake slowly
one hour.

Mock Cutlets

h

T

3 cups chopped meat Meat stock or mili
3 cups cold boiled rice moisten

Salt and pepper

Mix meat and rice and liquid togetl
Season highly with pepper and salt. Sh;

like cutlets, making one end larger tl

the other; roll in egg and crumbs, and
in deep fat.

Meat and Potato Balls
2 cups cold mashed

potatoes
1 egg yolk

IWf

lei

lov

pe

Fi

at

on

h
ee;

ai

w

i4 cup milk
Creamed me

W
k

Beat egg yolk slightly. Scald
pour over beaten egg, stirring constanl
Add to potato, beating thoroughly. Pl
large spoonfuls in a shallow balang p
Make hollow in center of potato ball s

fill with creamed meat. Heat and broP
slightly in oven. Garnish with parsley i

serve on platter.

Italian Stew
3 cups ground ham-

burger
IJ-^ cups cooked spa-

ghetti

1 cup cooked tomato*
}4 cup chopped pime
Salt
Pepper

Cook hamburger first in frying p
Add cooked spaghetti, tomatoes, chop;
pimento. Season highly, and let cool do
slowly until all is mixed thoroughly,
small amount of hot water or meat st<

may be added if too thick.

Stuffed Veal Heart
Remove veins and arteries. Wi

carefully inside and out. Cook in boil

water until tender. Remove from stoj

and fill heart with dressing made fri

bread. Sew up opening, sprinkle with
and pepper, and dredge with flour. Bak
in a covered dish one hour, partly cove:

with stock in which it was stewed. Thic!

liquid with flour, and serve as sauce aroun
heart.

los

m
«tl

School Methods We Use to Make'Younj

Folks Good Business Farmers
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

community garden. Whereupon seasoned
farmers rubbed their eyes and decided that
there was something, after all, which they
might learn from their own public schools.

Even in certain quarters, where we found
a tendency to resent the idea of "these
teachers trying to show us practical farm-
ers how to farm," friendly interest in

school-home projects has grown like the
proverbial snowball in January. This is

especially true in families in which parents,

formerly hostile, have discovered that, for

the first time in her life, Susie is doing good
work because of the zeal she absorbs from
her poultry project, and that Tom, who
had previously threatened to leave school.

is now determined to stay and win
achievement emblem on the strength <

his ability to raise beets as big as youi
cabbages, and seed corn that cleans up «

the prizes at the school community fair.
I

The community fair also offers Mothi
and Dad and Granddad a chance to exhib

their own products—which may accoui

for its rapidly growing popularity. 1

the wake of school-home projects have ai^

sprung up such parental interests as cojp

munity festivals and pageants, schgi

lecture courses, and parent-teacher assot

ations, all of which are helping to teat

Mother and Dad and Granddad that
"

learn to do by doing" is really education

nmrii
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A ''Jack" Supper Party
By Emily Rose Burt

NOTICE in the weekly paper invited

everybody in town to a Jack Supper
and Party on Hallowe'en:

L)very Jack you know'll be there for you to

greet!
h erything for supper will be there to eat!

There'll be lots of funny stunts;

Make your plans to come, at once-^
Everybody! Everybody! toute de suite!'.

As if this weren't enough to stimulate

tendance, the
formation was
ded that the
•jeet was funds
furnish the
mmunity cen-
r that was
eded in the
lage.

The town hall

IS hardly large
ough for all the
rangements, and
e committee al-

3st wished theyhad
ed the schoolhouse.
The first Jacks that
seted the patrons were
k-o'-lanterns, real and toy
es. The imitation ones hung thickly
im the ceiling, and gave the necessary
illowe'enish atmosphere; the real ones
inned from window sills and other van-
je points.

The feature which first attracted interest,

wever, was the line of supper booths at

e end of the hall. Each had a large sign

ove it identifying it, and its attendants
re characteristic.

First was Jack Spratt's House. Next to

it. Jack in the Beanstalk's, then Jack
prner's, and finally Jack Frost's.

Jack Spratt and his wife served cold

ed meat and potato salad; Jack in the
^anstalk presided over individual baked
anpots with steamed brown bread ac-

[tnpaniment; Jack Horner sold apple,

jnce, berry, pumpkin pie; Jack Frost
oped out the ice cream.
A certain price was charged for a portion
each food, and visitors could move pro-
essively from booth to booth till they
d had what they wished.
It was possible also to have a Flapjack
iinter, where a famous local flapjack

iker was kept busy "flapping."
jJack and Jill in costume wandered in

d out among the throng, dispensing
iter from a shining pail. Another Mother
)ose Jack was popular in the person of

indy Spandy, Jack-a-Dandy, with his

oth of candy.

After supper, which, of course, was the
main object, and in itself proved a great

deal of fun, the other attractions of the
Jack Party were appreciated. There was,

for instance, "Shooting Jack Rabbits."
This sport consisted of hitting stuffed

rabbits with baseballs at a given range.

Jack-be-Nimble managed a contest

which consisted of jumping frontward and
backward over a very tall candlestick. The
successful contestants were awarded wee

wax tapers.

The ever popular
grab bag took the
form of a real live

sailor jacky with
his kit bag, which
contained jump-
ing jacks and
jack-in-the boxes
for the young-
sters.

Fortunes, without
which a Hallowe'en
party would be in-

complete, were
uniquely offered. Large

"Jack" roses of paperwere
fastened to a mock rosebush,

and a pretty maid gowned in

crimson bestowed these favors in ex-

change for a nickel each. A little written for-

tune was concealed in the heart of each rose.

Some of the young folks enjoyed games
of jackstraws and slapjack in one corner

of the hall, and there was a whittling con-
test with jackknives.
As people have grown rather tired of the

cut-and-dried Hallowe'en party, this affair

proved a marked success socially, and
brought in a generous sum as well for the
community center.

Note: Twenty fortune rhymes will be sent
on receipt of a stamped self-addressed envelope.
Address Entertainment Editor, Farm and
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

On Window-Washing
By C. B. Ames

DO YOU know that a chamois skin and
plain cold water are the simplest and

quickest materials for the washing of

windows, mirrors, and all glass in the
house—bookcase doors, kitchen cupboards,
etc.? Wash first with the chamois quite
wet, and then wring it out in fresh water
and wipe. They dry almost at once. This
is the way the public cleaners of the plate-

glass windows in the huge city buildings
get their work done so quickly and per-
fectly—cold and warm weather alike.

A Corner of Wild Flowers

WHAT could be lovelier for a lunch cloth than this wild rose design?
Complete directions for making it will be sent to you on receipt

of four cents m stamps. Address Fancy-Work Editor, Farm and
Fireside, Springfield. Ohio. Order No. FC-119.

Qood iAs Qold
is a good recomnaendation
for gold. As good as O-Cedar
is O-Cedar's best recommendation.

This or that Cedar oil is not the

g-enuine O-Cedar Polish. Makeshift
names are likely to be makeshift products—and
substitutes and imitations sail under false colors.

To avoid disappointment, make sure you get

the genuine O-Cedar Polish. Ask for it by its

full name.

To insure satisfaction, make sure you get

O-Cedar Polish. You can use the genuine with

perfect safety.

Use O-Cedar Polish on all furniture and
woodwork.

**Cleans as it Polishes'*

Polish
25c to $3.00 Sizes At All Dealers Everywhere

Channel! Chemical Company
Chicago Toronto London Paris

Was
$100

Now
$57

FREE TRIAL
Try the Oliver Typewriter 5 days

free. Prove to yourself its value on
tlie farm. See how quick you learn
to operate it. If you decide not to
keep it, send it back at our expense.

Save $43 on $100 Oliver
For $57 you now obtain the identi-

cal Oliver formerly priced at $100.A saving of $43. And you may pay
for the Oliver at the easy rate of $3
a month while using the machine.
Write for particulars of our new plan,
and copy of our booklet, "The Oliver
on the Farm."

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
818T Oliver Typewriter BuUdine,

Chicago, 111.
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Keeps Cold Out—Keeps Heat

Doiible*'

r
GIVES PROTECTION WHERE
PROTECTION IS NEEDED.

DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
combines maximum protection and
comfort with minimum bulk and
weight. DOUBLE-BODY UNDER-
WEAR is built on the vacuum bottle

principle—double walls with an air

space between. This double thick-

ness of fabric covers the chest, ab-
domen and back. It keeps the cold

out and the body heat in. The arms
and legs are covered with but a single

thickness, allowing perfect freedom
of movement.

Every man, woman or child whose
work or play takes them outdoors in

cold weather needs the protection
DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
affords. It defends the vital parts of

the body from cold and helps to

prevent Winter sickness.

DOUBLE-BODY UNDERWEAR
is made in cotton and wool fabrics

for men, women and children.

Learn more about this superior
Winter underwear. Write today for
complete descriptive circular No.
7218F, teUing all about the DOUBLE-
BODY principle of underwear con-
struction and illustrating the differ-

ent styles and fabrics in which it is

made. Made for and sold exclusively
by

Sears. Roebuck and Co.
Chicaeo

Tills is a very unusual advertisement . due to a very
unusual condition. We want thousands of new
workers, men and women, to make socks for us at
home on The Auto Knitter. Our need for these
workers is verj?-acute.

We are a laree hosiery concern loing a world-wide
business. Not only in the United states, but through-
out the world, there is a great hoaiery shortage.

Though we employ an army ol home-workers, we
cannot fill our orders.

Regular Wages Paid
Positively Not a "Canvassing Scheme''

This great demand is your personal opportunity. It
is your chance to make good money working in the
freedom and comfort of your own home. Our Wage
Contract guarantees a fixed pay, on a liberal piece-
work basis. This work agreement is positively not
a "canvassing," "agency" or "store" scheme. Itisa
straightforward Employment Arrangement. You
can work full-time or spare-time just as you choose.

WriteToday for Full Information
Read the testimony of our perfectly satisfied people.

Leam of the profitable, pleasant and permanent oppor-
tunity for you in our organization. Know the future
SOBsibie through The Auto Knitter: Independence, free-
om from bosses, time-clocks, worK-hours. and working

rules. Learn how you canfatso have your own home fac-
tory and sell your output both wholesale and retail.

As we have said before the great and
unsatisfied wo rid-shortage of hosiery is
your own personal opportunity to make
ffood money at home. Write us today.
Send 2 centa postage to cover cost of
mailUiK. etc.

Better
Than a
Hundred ^

Hands

m\

The Wonderful
Auto Knitter

Makes a sock or stocking—top,
body, heel and toe—without
removal from the machine.

It is to hand-knitting what
the sewing machine is to hand-
sewing. To have an Auto
Knitter is as good as having
many families of skilled hand-
knitters working for you. Just
one turn of the handle knits
from 90 to 200 and more per-
fect, even stitches. Experienced
workers make thousands of

such stitches in a few minutes.
Many of them report that they
can make a sock in less than
10 minutes. They also report
earnings of from $2 to S4 a day.

We supply FREE the well-known
Qu-No Quality Brand Yarn, made
especially for The Auto Knitter. It

is the Softest, the Warmest, the
Strongest. A Free Shade Card
shows quality and colors.

The Auto Knitter Hosiery Co., he.
2610-A Jefferson Street

Buffalo, N. Y.

Helpful Suggestions for the

Housewife

An Iceless Refrigerator A Handy Mending Basl

OUR most convenient device is a home-
made iceless refrigerator. It consists

of a wooden frame with top, center, and
bottom shelves set on four blocks for feet.

It is placed in a pan a little larger than the

wooden shelves, and is then covered with
a dripping wet cheesecloth, the lower edges
of which must rest in bottom of pan, into

which pour water until nearly brim full.

Over the top is suspended, by string, a
small vessel with a hole in the bottom, so
water will drip from it and percolate down
all four sides of the cooler, which must be
set near a window or in a current of air.

The square I used was made from a
small orange box, because it had top, bot-
tom, and shelf (center partition). From
all four sides of the box I removed all

boards, leaving only strips for corners. I

use a large square baking pan for the water
container, giving all a coat of white enamel
paint for neatness; but it is so clean and
airy that paint is not needed.
The only attention required is to keep

top and bottom water containers filled. Be
sure drip hole does not get stopped up, for

it is necessary that water drips over the
cheesecloth covering. The covering must
be scalded each morning, and it is best to

have two cloths, so that one may be sun-
ning one day and used on cooler the next.

Of course, the pan must have at least

two inches of water in it, in which the
lower ends of cloth rest, so capillary attrac-

tion will cause moisture to ascend sides

and meet drip moistiu-e from above. The
air passing through cools the food. The
taller the container the deeper the water
should be.
On the top shelf, under the cloth, I place

a covered pitcher of lemonade or a water-
melon or cantaloupe, coohng for the next
meal, or merely a jar of water to cool

—

anything to raise the damp cloth from
center and cause drops to flow on all sides

ahke, possibly a little more on the side

the wind strikes. Mrs. A. O., California.

Editor's Note: Canton flannel inay also be
used for covering the iceless refrigerator; and
an old cotton blanket is good. If either of

these is used, a pan of water should be set on
top of the frame; the cloth extends over the
top, into the pan of water, thus serving as a
wick or siphon to keep the cover moist.

An Endless Clothesline

ONE of the most simple labor savers I

have is an endless clothesline made of

two well wheels, one fastened to the corner

of screened porch, the other to a post

about a hundred feet from the house. The
clothesUne wire runs through the wheels,

and is soldered, making an endless line

easily pulled through wheels. This does

away with carrying a basket and going

WHEN, without a second's war;
my hard-working and efficient

mother was stricken with paralysis
couldn't even speak for weel«, placing
at the helm instantly, a lot of things
simply didn't get done, and nothing pr(

a worse nightmare than my mendini
don't know how Mama ever manag(
know about everything. I never
find any two essential articles at the
time, until I happened to discover a
empty peach crate. That gave me ai

spiration.

I found just a scrap of gay-flowered
tonne, used but not much worn. 1
width covered the crate outside to wit!

an inch of the bottom, and was con&
by an inch of plain, red outing flam
also slightly worn. The rest of the cretoi

was used to line the crate about six ind
from the top, the bottom of the lining b«
red outing flannel. Every remaining sd
of cretonne was made into a series of pcj

ets around the top for thread, buttons,
and bands of elastic were sewed on to
shears and scissors. All the space is

saved for patches and garments, and
necessary article is right at hand.

Mrs. E. M. A., New Yofl

into mud or snow. I simply stand on the
step and hang clothes by pulling the line

toward me. It is a great convenience for

mothers who do their own washing.
Mrs. C. S., Montana.

A Home-Made TeaWagj—
: F

I AM a practical farmer's wife, and 1

on the farm besides doing the housey^
so whatever saves time and labor in

house makes that much more time fort
door work.
We Uve in an old-fashioned farmhflj

The pantry opens from one end of

dining-room, and the kitchen from
other end, making a good many s

necessary when getting a meal. I had
old washstand that was in good condit
also the wheels from a baby's gocart
sawed two end legs from the stand just

right length, then sawed grooves in

end of the legs to fit down over thej
of the gocart and put small bolts thri|

the bottom of the legs to hold then

place. Then I put casters on the other

legs.

I sandpapered the stand, and naik

small railing around the top after cove

the top with white oilcloth. Then I 1

the lower shelf in the same way. I sta

the stand a dark oak color, and varnii

it nicely.

Now I put all the things I am goin

need in the kitchen, while getting a b

on this stand, and wheel it out to

kitchen. It makes a very nice little 1

to use there. Then, when I dish up

dinner, I put it on this little stand,
]

wheel it into the dining-room, thus sa

a good many extra steps. The used d '

are put on it, wheeled back to the kit*,

washed, and again wheeled to the paJ'

making one trip where I used to ma
dozen, thus saving time for other woj

Mrs. M. L. W., Miehigt
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J*We are advertised by our loving friends '

Food
Babies

i Write today for our helpful

book, "The Care and Feed-

ing of Infants," also a

Free Trial Bottle of
Mellin's Food

Mellin's Food Company
Boston. Mass.

3JCI\ RANGES FREE
lyour home 30 days free no matter where yoa live.
Iir friends, send it back at our expense if you do not
1 eep it. Million members of families enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of
"Hoosler** Stoves & Ranges*
perfect bakers and heaters, beau-
tifully finished, smooth latest
design, guaranteed for years.
Write for our big free book show-
ing photographs, describing large
assortment of lizcs and designs
of Steel and Cast Ranges, Cooks, Soft
and Bard Coal Heaters, to select from.
ej^laiDioff our free trial. Send postal

iioOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St. Marion, Ind.

rTE FLAME.
I make your old kerosene lamps and lanterns
I iant white liRht better than electricity or
lies your light. Savea oil. NO MANTLE TO .

Guaranteed Safe and Reliable. Delights
I . Send now for complete sample postpaid
I tamps or coin. 3for|l.2&. MONEY BACK

i

I KTISFACTORY.
I sentativea Wanted. Exclusive Territory.

\ Light Co., 67 Clark 8ldg.. Grind Rapids, Mich,
j

TRY THIS RANGE
AT OUR RISK!

JR 100,000 NOW IN USE
All sold freight prepaid on

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Demand growing amazingly.
Housemves delighted. -

—
A GREAT FUEL SAVER
WONDERFUL BAKER

Many exclusive features
—Odor Hood carries
all steani and cooking
odors direct to chim-
ney. Ash Sifter per-
mits sifting ashes

right in range. No dust.
Stone Oven Bottom absorbs
and holds heat in oven; more
even and thorough baking;

ver. GUARANTEED. Last for years.

:SALE PRICES DIRECT FROM FACTORY
re dealer's profit. New 1920 design has
namel front. 100 styles to select from.

CREDIT TERMS
send it to you and astonish you. Address
IE IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO.
;roit Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

A Late Start at That
[CONTINUED PKOM PAGE 34]

I wish now I'd chosen a different name,
something more—er—distinctive than plain
Thomas Smith. Makes it rather difficult

for me to invent an identity, you know.
"The Major was asking me something

about myself only the other day. I had
to put him off. But later I decided that I

was Thomas Smith from Buffalo, a widower
since 1905, no children, and that I'd been a
fire-insurance agent up there, but had a
chance to sell out and had come to New
York trying to trace an uncle who dis-

appeared several years ago. How does
that sound?"

"Listens well enough," says I. "What
you supposed to be doing now? Time out
while you take another look for Uncle?"

"Precisely—a clue from Brooklyn,"
says T. Walker, alias Tom Smith. "You
see, I've rented one of our vacant front
rooms—wouldn't they stare at the office if

they knew?—I furnished it out of the
store, and I'm taking my meals with the
Major. Mrs. Faming isn't a bad cook, by
the way. A remarkably cheerful person,
too—always humming a song. Her little

girl and I are getting to be quite good
friends. I—I've never known children very
well. Interesting, aren't they? She has
begun calling me Uncle Tom."

"Well!" says I, gawpin' at him. "Ain't
you gettin' in kind of deep with this

double life act of yours? How do you plan
on squarin' yourself at home?"
"Awkward," he admits. "But I presume

I can think up more business trips to sat-

isfy my sister. She'll be rather glad to get

rid of me. But Talcott, my man, is quite
shrewd. Fancies he's something of a detec-

tive. But I mean to fool him."
Yes, he had it all planned out: how he'd

slip in late at night, stow his Tom Smith
outfit in a locked kit bag, and before he
left again give Talcott orders to pack a
suitcase for a three-days trip. He'd leave

the suitcase here at the Studio until he
sneaked home again.

"It's almost as exciting as being a spy,"
saj^ he.

"Gettin' complicated, though," says I.

"After a few more changes you won't know
whether you're T. Walker Smith or Tom
Wells."

"Yes, I do feel somewhat confused at

times," he admits. "And at first I wasn't
sure I could stand it down there. Why, I

haven't even a private bath! And the
man on the floor above rows with his wife.

But, really, some of those people are much
more interesting than you'd think. The
plumber next door tells me about his boy
who's in the navy. Read one of his letters

to me yesterday. I'm going to buy a nice

service flag for him to hang out. Then the
Major and I are having quite a cribbage
tournament. I'm going to try one of those
fishing trips with him next Sunday." ,

"I think I get you," says I. "Home on
Madison Avenue was never like that, eh?"

T. Walker nods.

THIS must have been goin' on more'n a
month, and I was seein' less and less of

him, when one day comes a sallow-faced,
heavy-browed gink into the Studio and
asks about Mr. Wells.

"Wells?" says I. "Oh, T. Walker! Why,
he ain't been around here in some time."

"Yes, sir. Thank you, sir," says he.
"But just where could I reach him?"

"It's by me," says I.
'

He ain't stalled off by this. Not a bit.

Just stands there starin' around sleuthy.
"What's the idea?" I goes on. "Got a

habeas corpus or something up your cuff?"
"I am Mr. Wells's valet, Talcott," says he.
"So?" says I.

"Mr. Wells has been away from home
for over a week, sir," says Talcott.

"That's nice," says I. "Business trip?"
"So he inferred, sir," comes in Talcott.

"But they knew nothing of it at the office

of the estate. Besides, sir, he's done this

before—and his bag has never been opened.
Just as I packed it, sir."

"Mysterious, eh?" says I. "And you
think you're on the trail, do you?"
"They told me at the office," says he,

"that Mr. Wells often comes here."
"Yes, people do," says I. "But that's

no sign I keep track of 'em when they
leave."
"But you might guess, sir," insists

Talcott, squintin' around.
"That's so," says I. "He might be

wanderin' through Grand Park takin' a
squirrel census, or maybe he's strayed over
to Hoboken and is

—

"

Just then I followed Talcott's gaze, and
find it's aimed over in the corner at the
safe. And juttin' out from one side is the
end of a suitcase with T. W. W. lettered

What are your
teeth wortht

The Evidence
that Colgate's is pre-
ferred by more dentists
is contained in th&affi-
davits and other papers
in this evidence chest.
They show the result of
an investigation made
impartially among the
Dental Profession the
country over. The chest
is deposited with The
Title Guarantee &Trust
Co. of N. Y., where
accredited committees
may examine it on ap-
plication to us.

They are worth so much to you
that the care necessary to help pre-

serve them is a wonderfully good
investment. In this care a dentifrice

is needed—as any doctor or dentist

will tell you.

But you can afford to use only a
safe one— Colgate's.

Unless your mouth requires medicine

to correct some unusual condition

you should avoid strongly drugged
dentifrices.

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream
cleans the teeth—and does it well

—without risky chemicals. And it

is delicious in flavor.

You, too, should use Colgate's—con-

venient—it "comes out a ribbon, lies

flat on the brush '
'—economical,too.

COLGATE SC CO.
Dept. 89

199 Fulton St., New York

Send Slcinaiampsfor
the 12 Colgate Mother
Goose booklets with
colored covera, front

design by
Jeatit Willcox Smith

J^o^San, Rolling S
Bath Tub H^ii^.

^

full size white enamel t'ub« nickeled ^
I2'ga]. tank. Olosesup in space 3 ft.
square. On castors—rollitanywhere.
Heater attachment for kerosene,
gasoleneor gas. Water heats quickly,!
wsste drains tbroush hose attach-,
ed to temporary or pennanentW '

outlet. Simple. Guaranteed
Writo for cataloff and price.

RowcSuiUryMfff.Co.
j

1068 6t]i St.

Detroit, Mich.

Ask about
Eo-Sanlndoor
Olosets andWash
stands. No |Plumbing Ecquired. } /30 OXCip^S -TRIAL

Vaseline
Reg. lT. S.Pat. Off.

PETROLEUMJELLY

For all irritations of the

skin—cuts, sores, etc.

Healing and softening.

Booklet describing the many
uses of "Vaseline" Jelly free

on request.

For Sale at all

druggists and gen-
[v^^l^^e-

eral stores—10c.
^

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO,
(Consolidated)

22 State Street New York

Sales Agent
Ws want one exclusive representative ^
in every county. The position is worth ^100
a month to one selected. If inexperienced
we traia yoa. Write us, the larsrest mfr's ol
transparent handled Knives and Bazora. for propoii-^
tioD. Novelty Cutlery ColSSBu St., Cinlon, 0.
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The right hosiery for all the family
—for every season—for work, dress, or play

HOSIEIRY foi every one in the family that is made thick and warm for winter—and light and
cool for summer, but always of honest wearing value—and always good-looking. Every peiir has

teal value. Longer wear at reasonable cost means true economy. Not only in the money saved

—

but the time that is saved in less darning.

Right now, thousands of men and women are buying Durable-DURHAM fleecy-lined hosiery for

winter. Every pair is full of warmth and full of wear. This hosiery is comfortable to wear—and
has a fine appearance.

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY
FOR MEN.- WOMEN AND CHILDREN

MADE STRONGEST WHERE THE WEAR IS HARDEST

The strong reinforcing at point of greatest strain gives extra months of weat
to Durable-DURHAM Hosiery. Styles for men and women include all

fashionable colors and come in all weights from sheer lisle to the heavy fleecy,

lined hosiery for coldest weather.

Every pair of Durable-DURHAM is made right. Legs are full length; tops

wide and elastic; sizes are accurately marked. Soles and toes are smooth,

seamless and even. The Durham dyes will not fade.

Ask for Durable-DURHAM Hosiery and look for the trade mark ticket

on each pair. Your dealer should have Durable-DURHAM. If you do not

6nd it, please write to our sales department, 88 Leonard Street, New York,
giving us the name of your dealer.

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham, N. C.
Sales Offices: 88 Leonard Street, New York

HIKER
An extra warm and
long wearing sock.

Double fleecy-lined

throughout Full of

warmth and full of

wear. Strongly re-

inforced heels and
toes. Black only.

It is to your interest to mention
Farm and Fireside in answering
advertisements.

Send Your Name
No Money

Delivery Free
Jast send your name, ad-

dress and size and we will
send this skirt to you.
Don't pay one penny until
the skirt is delivered at
year door by the postman.
This is a wonderful op-
portunity to get a $7.50
skirt for $4.45. Our price
is an amazing bargain.
Compare it with others
and see for yourself.

Embroidered
Silk SIcirt

Thia is the seasons
newest prize fash-
ion. Made of fine silk

poplin whichisstrong
and durable and will
give an abundanceof
satisfactory wear.
The skirt hasbroad
girdle belt beneath
which it is gathered.
Cut full and roomy.
Twelve - inch band
of handsome elabor-
ate self-colored em-
broidery encircles
entire skirt. Order
on approval and if

you don't like it re-
turn it at our ex-
pense and the trial
will cost you noth-
ing. Our price of
$4.45 includes all

j

the transportation '

charges. Color
black, navy blue
and gray. Sizes 22
30 waist measure; 36 to 42
length. Give size and color,

SahH y<>ur name and address, do money. When^ lU the skirt arrives pay the postman $4.49
only. Wear the skirt— if you dont find it all you expect
Bend it back and we will refund your money at once.
This is our risk—not yours. Order by number 818.

Walter Field C0.72S s. wf,ri.iirch,«,.
Th» Bargain Mail Order House

Turn aValvG and CflsK
^ or Heat -®".C

l^e OliTcr Oil-Gas Burner
makes any cookini? or heatioK etove a eaa
stove. Bums coaloil (kerosene). Cooks, bakes

better, cheaper. Keeps home warmer.
Yoa regroiate flame. No fires to
start, no dirt. Simple, eafe. easily
pot In or taken out. No damaso
to Btove. Lasts a lifetime.
MONEY - BACK GUARANTEE.
Free literature tella how two gals,
kerosene equals 97 lbs. of coal.

AGENTS WANTED
Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Maehino
Co., 1821 N. 7th St., St. Louis. Mo.
West€7^t Shi-pment3 From Frisco.

>B0 away with coal and wood
Yoa can be qaickly cured, if yoa

Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page book on Stam-
mering and Stuttering, "It Cause and Cure." It tells how
I cured myself after stammering for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Bogue, 1350 Bogue Building, Indianapolis

1 0 rrOVe UUr pants tor dress or

Fine Oiialitv business.manyhand-
I llie VUdlliy some styles, genuine
through and through worsted goods,
beautitul narrow weave, smootli silky
finish, guaranteed tor 2 years' solid

wear and siitisfaction and a great
vulue or MONEY BACK. Thesestyl-
ish pants, while they last, only one
pair to any customer, by < Qg
prepaid express, for only |

Tacli Prnfife You can earn a lot
vd2>n rruills o( extra money by
BendinR orders for your relatives and neigh-
bors. YounK Dave Sheldon made $12.00 first

day and over $500.00 his first year. Get
hiB own book about it Free—also fine tailor

book, cloth samples and simple directions.
AH jToes to you Free with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.

CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N.
Dept. S405 515 S. FrukKn St. Chicago

plain on it. Which was when I does a shift.

"H-m-m-m!" says I. "Course, if it was
important

—

"

"It is," says Talcott. "Miss Martha is

quite ill."

"That's different," says I. "And, while

I don't know exactly where Mr. Wells is at

this minute, I might find him."

It was simple enough to locate this

second-hand furniture shop after I'd called

up the estate and got the number. And
within twenty minutes I was down there

interviewin' a grizzly-whiskered, twinkly-

eyed old pirate who admits he's Major
Jeffrys. And, bein' well posted, I asks for

Mr. Smith.
"Tom?" says the Major. "Why, I expect

he's up-stairs helpin' Letty lay some
linoleum."

"Letty?" says I.

"My daughter," says the Major. "And
if it's about that uncle of his you better go
right up—two flights, in the back."

"Thanks," says I, not denyin' anything.

I'D RAPPED twice without gettin' any
action when I finds the door is open a

crack. So I pushes in. Nobody in sight

but the cat. Through another door though

I has a view into the kitchen, and there,

'sittin' close together on a pine table and
talkin' away real earnest, is T. Walker
and this tall youngish-lookin' woman with

the big gray eyes and the heavy coil of

light hair. He's holdin' onto one of her

hands.
"Ahem!" says I, clearin' my throat.

They made a quick break-away, and
even after he has recovered enough to do
the introducin' they're both more or less

pinked up. And say, I might as well

register right here my opinion that Mrs.

Langtry didn't exhaust all the good looks

on the Island of Jersey. Even in an all-over

apron with her sleeves rolled up this Mrs.

Farning is more or less ornamental. Talks

well, too, what little she had to say. And
as I tows T. Walker out she favors him with

a friendly, sunshiny smile that must have
been worth gettin'.

Goin' down the stairs Mr. Wells pounds

me so enthusiastic on the shoulder and
seems so generally chirked up that I holds

back the bad news.
"You act like a winner," saj^ I.

"I am, old man," says he. "I've just

won the finest woman in the world."

"Flaggin' as Tom Smith?" says I.

"By George!" says he, stoppin' sudden.

"I'd forgotten all about that. I—I—sup-
pose she'll have to know the whole thing

now. I wonder if—if it will make any
difference?"

"If you explain it careful," says I,

"maybe she'll forgive you for bein' born on
Madison Avenue."
Then I had to tell him about Sister

Martha, and how his man Talcott was on

his trail. So he hurries right on home just

as he is.

WeH, seems as it wasn't the finish of

Martha; but as soon as she was able to be

moved the doctors shunted her off to the

White Mountains with a couple of trained

nurses. Which leaves T. Walker actually

on his own for the first time in years, I

expect. He didn't do a thing but make the

most of it, too.

Only yesterday he romps into the Studio,

all gussied up like a room clerk, and them
hght blue eyes fairly beamin'.

"She knows the whole story, Professor,"

he announces. "And you should have seen

how sensibly she took it. Doesn't mind a

bit."

"And now?" I suggests.

"We're to be married this afternoon,"

says he, "and start for Bar Harbor to-

night."
"Some speed to you, T. Walker, when

you finally get into high!" I remarks.

"Wasn't it you who advised me to start

living?" he asks. "Well, I have, haven't

I?"
"What about the second-hand furniture

business?" says I. "Going to keep on with

that?"
, ,

"Oh, no," says he. "I've presented the

Major with the whole affair. He's going

to close it out and go back to Jersey. The
children, of course, stay with us. Won't
the old house seem like a real home though,

with them in it? You wait. We'll show
you."

I'm waitin'. I want to hear how Sister

Martha survives the blow, if she does.

Also I'm curious to see how Mrs. Wells

shows up in the kind of costumes she can

buy with some of T. Walker's surplus

income. She ought to be easy to look at.

And say, whenever any more treadmill

plutes come beefin' to me about havin' had
no romance or adventure in their lives, do
you know what I'm going' to do? Steer

'em down to Eighth Avenue.

FARM A?>ID FIRESi

Dont Seni
a Penny

These Len-Mort Work and Outdoor Shoes
are each wonderful value that we will
gladly send them to you at
once, no money down. Yoa
will find them so well-mEide
and so stylish and euch a
big money saving bar-
pain that you will surely
keef[eep them. No need to pay
higher prices when you
can buy direct from ub.
Why pay (5 and $6 for
Bboes not near bo gonod? .

^

Great
Shoe
Offer

PER
ANDAGENTS: ^

Selling concentrated, non-acoholiO(<
food flavors. Alwaya fresh. Put upjl
in collsDsible tubes. Ten times

}

the strength of bottled flavors.
|

Guaranteed under U. 8. pure food 1

laws. AU flavors. Sella in every
home. Used every day. Not sold
in stores. Big demand. Bis repeat*

|

er. 100% profit.

Men or IVomen
can make big money. Baut sold
over $300 in one month. You will

find this s big', easv seller and
a sare repeater. Mast satisfy

^

customers or money back.
Write for territory and
sample outfit. Get a big'

|

line of customers. Get
{

repeat orders every month
and have a steady income.
Write quick.

American Products Co. _
1794 American Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

Your Savings Shouli

Earn Six Per Cent]

That is the rat*? we hail

paid for 24 years and eve|

dollar invested with

is amply protected by fiij

mortgage.

6% on Two-Year Time Certificates.

5% on Certificates, payable on demandj

Write for booklet

"6% and Safety"

The Calvert Mortgage Comps
873 Calvert Bldg. Baltimore, Ml

built
the deo

an outdocH^.
workers' shf

well as for then
farmer. Built onj|

lace Blucher last,

tanning process makes the
proof agrainst; the acids in milk, manure, soil, gasolina
They outwear three ordinary pairs of shoes. Very fla
soft and easy on the feet. Made by a special process ^

leaves all the "life" in the leather and gives it a wonfl^
wear-resisting quality. Double leather soles and heela^
and water-proof tongue. Heavy chrome leather tope,

j
Blip them on and see if they are not the most comfo
easiest, most wonderful shoes y«u ever wore. Pa_
ffi^^lQQ for shoes on arrival. If, after careful exa
«J tion you don't find them all you expect, send]

back and we wiU return your money. Order by No. Alff
CPI^^ yoar name and address, and be sure tol^"^^ size you want. You be judge of quality,]
find value. Keep them only if satisfactory in every

LEONARD-MORTQN & CQ.. Dept. 2244 C

Money-Making Farms JUl"f„'oit^^r»
eluded to settle auickly. Write for big illustrated catjf
E. A. S«^out Farm Agency 2026 0. P. Sun BIdg. Nej

AGENTS: $60 A WEI
New Gas Generating Cd
Lamp. Lowest priced high-j
lamp on the market. Guara

300 Candle Powd
Brilliant, yet soft and ea
eyes. Can't explode. Sa
any position.

Costs Less than
Cent a Night

Wonderful aeUer. I..OW price
easy to sell in every home. Ti'
$45 in 5 days. HoIIman'g aven _
a week. Hart making S200 every mO
King averaging SIO aday. Writeq
for demonstrating sample if you n

business. We furnish representot
with auto to travel in. '

1346 Cay SI. DAYTON,THOMAS LAMP CO

Vili

10 Cents a Day Pa]
for This Symphonola

Plays all records. Victor, Columbia. Edison, Pathe. Little Wo
Emerson. Take a year to pay, after 30 days' trial. Comoa
tone for clearness, volume, with more costly instruments. R"

at our expense if it fails to make good. Ask today for the

Beautifully Illustrated Symphonola Book Fl

Shows this and other Symphonola styles, sold on
^'^j^^^JJ*

Symphonola Records dance, popular clear KW
full toned disc records. Playable on any PhoDOgraph.

Lffrkftr Desk IFF 1019 Buffalo, N

nun
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Masters of the musical art

made your records. It takes a
master instrument to play them
correctly—artistically. The

IV-A-TONE
Reproducer

embodies an entirely new principle.

The "Iv-a-tone" improves the finest
phonograph; it will bring out the
maximum in yours.

Price $10 in nickel; in gold $15
We willsendyou by parcel post,insured,
an "Iv-a-tone" upon receipt of $10.

You may keep it for 10 days and if

you are wilhng to part with it, you
may return it and we will refund your
money in full.

Important
Be sure to advise us what kind of an
instrument you use, when ordering.

As easy to install as a new needle.

NEWTON & CO.
Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

ner Bldg., 597 Fifth Ave., New York

TRIAL
1

lend this fine razor for 30 days' free trial. When
after using, send SI.85 or return razor. Order
JONES MFG. CO., 136 W. Lake SI.. Dept. 1043, CHICAGO

SAFETY
JAR OPENER

\. Twist of the Handle
and It's Done

n the glass top of a fruit or vegetable jar
:s you need more than patience to get it oft.

"EccO" SAFETY JAR OPENER wiU raise
nost stubborn top without chipping the glass
without risking the safety of fmgers and

i edges.

Fits pint and quart glass top jars
of all makes

ind 25c In stamps with the attached coupon and
3 will send you an "EccO" by mail, prepaid.

. CARPENTER MFG. CO. (Dopl. "F")
I6EPORT, CONN.
(With find Twenty-five Cents (25c) in Stamps,
which send me one "EccO" SAFETY JAR
;NER. It is understood that it may be re-
ed for full credit within ten days.

le

et or Box No

OfiSce State
Agents desired. Write for particulars.

The Pennsylvania Dutch
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

landlord and tenant is given by either one
until then. When the seed is in—everything
finished—the tenant says to the owner:
'Do you want me to stay on?'

"'Yes' or 'No,' says the owner. Not
even the scratch of a pen. On the other
hand, if the tenant determines to quit he
says so—in two words, perhaps."

"I suppose the landlord thinks that if

he told his tenant he was going to chuck
him he'd skimp the sowing of the winter
wheat?" I suggested.
"He might skimp it, as you suggest,

provided he were dishonest or if he were
going to quit farming. Let us say my man
skimps on me: The wheat field shows it

next year. Every landlord in this section

will note that my wheat looks bad, and
they'll know that Jones put it in, and that
Jones quit. Result: Jones'll have a hard
job to get a good farm, no matter how
much money he's got or how good stock.

If he's a good man he gets another, good
farm, and can avail himself of the crop his

predecessor sowed. So it's a stand-off."

"What are the terms of the lease in de-

tail?" I asked.
"Roughly speaking, the cost of main-

taining the farm is borne about as follows:

Taxes are paid by owner and tenant on a
50-50 basis, unless otherwise stipulated.

Insurance on all buildings is paid by the
landlord, while the tenant insures his own
live stock and equipment. All seeds

—

timothy, clover, and the like—purchased
are paid for equally by landlord and ten-
ant. The landlord usually furnishes hme
and commercial fertilizer, which is only
fair, since this contributes permanently to
the soil, and the tenant agrees to haul and
distribute same on the land. Sometimes
all fertilizer, other than manure and the
like, is paid for by both owner and tenant.

"Occasionally landlords stipulate in the
lease that they will not pay for fertilizer.

But usually the landlord prefers to have
this part of the operation in his own hands
exclusively, since it leaves him in the po-
sition of saying when lime shall or shall not
be put on the land. The tenant will not
suffer by this stipulation, since it is always
to the owner's interest to keep his land from
becoming impoverished. And when one
considers that Hme costs 18 cents a bushel,

and takes 50 bushels to the acre, the
amount required by an average farm of

90 acres is no mean item.
"The landlord agrees to build all new

fences, and the tenant agrees to keep all

existing fences in repair. Likewise, the
tenant undertakes to keep a free, open,
an unimpeded thoroughfare to the public
highway for the benefit of the landlord.
"The tenant pays to the landlord, in

consideration of the lease for one year, one
half of all the grain raised, such as wheat,
oats, and rye. And the landlord may dis-

pose of his share as he sees fit, without let

or hindrance. So may the tenant dispose
of his grain. But it is mutually under-
stood that none of his hay, straw, corn-
stalks, or manure shall be removed. These
must be used for enriching the soil.

"While the tenant has the right to sell

all his grain, he rarely ever sells anything
but his wheat, converting his oats, corn,

etc., into beef, pork, poultry, milk, and
eggs, from which he realizes his money.
All the manure of the tenant's animals
must be put back on the land.

"The tenant has the right to raise gar-

den stu£f for his own use on a specified

plot, the product of which is his entirely.

The tenant agrees to thresh all grain and
husk and shell corn at his own expense,
and also to deliver the landlord's share at
one or two specified warehouses free.

The tenant is so jealous of his reputa-
tion that if the landlord shows any sus-

picion, or should attempt to keep check
on him and the tenant finds it out, a good
farmer will leave at once.

It is said of the Pennsylvania Dutch
farmer that he is so regardful of the rights

of others that he will carry his conscien-
tious scruples against trespassing to an
absurd extreme. I was told of a case where
a pernicious foreign weed was discovered
in a certain lot, which threatened to
spread disastrously. The owner of this

land was away on a trip, and the farmer
whose land adjoined would not enter and
destroy the weed before it had a chance to
go to seed, until he had located the owner
and obtained his conesnt to do so.

Now, I hold no brief for any transporta-
tion company. But I do most sincerely
urge that you and every other farmer in the
U. S. A. who can afford it, even by strain-

ing a point, make a pilgrimage through
Pennsylvania Dutehland. Study the Penn-
sylvania Dutch farmer's ways, and prosper.

1

"1 Carried

This Aluminum

Outfit With Me
Everywhere

•"— when in training back

of the lines, on the march,

into battle. It got the

roughest kind of usage,

but stood the racket!

J know now why I've al-

ways seen 'Wear-Ever'
aluminum utensils in so

many homes.

"

Women who realize that real economy is not a matter

of buying "cheap" things, but things that give lasting

service, know that it pays to invest in

"Wear-Ever"
Aluminum Cooking Utensils

They know that because of

the strength and enduring
qualities of these beautiful

utensils, they are saved the ex-

pense and annoyance of con-
tinually buying new utensils.

"Wear-Ever" utensils are

made in one piece— without
joint or seams— from thick,

hard sheet aluminum. They
have no coating to chip or

peel; no place for food to

lodge—cahhot rust—are pure
and safe.

Replace utensili that wear out

with utensils that "Wear-Ever"

Loo^ for the " Wear-Ever" trade marli on the bottom of each utensil

The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., Dept. 57 New Kensington, Pa.

The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.
Dept. 57. New Kensington, Pa. (or if you live in
Canada—Northern Aluminum Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.)

Send prepaid a I qt. **Wear-Ever" stew pan.

Enclosed is 30c. in stamps—to be refunded if not

satisfied. Offer good until November 20th, 1919, only.

Na

only
30c

RniiuiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiuiuiiuiHiiiniiim

TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED
We want a man willing to work hard. Prefer one who owns an auto or horse and
buggy, though not entirely essential. Salary, $50 a week. Send full particulars

about yourself. SALES MANAGER, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

auHDERWEAR
FORfMEN

PROTECTION against chilling of the body; often a

fore-runner of colds, pneumonia and rheumatism.
Famous over half a century for its superior qualities.

Every garment shaped to the figure and guaranteed
not to shrink.

Glastenbury Two-Piece and Union Suits, Flat

Knit Spring Needle Underwear are made in several weights

of fine wools, worsted, and merino.

Adjustable drawer bands on all two-piece grades

Natural Gray Wool, winter weights in four") Prices
qualities ^_

Natural Gray Wool, super weights in two lO !^7.0U

qualities

Natural Gray Worsted effect, medium weight J Per Garment

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Write for booklet— sample cuttings. Yours for the asking. Dept. 32

GLASTONBURY KNITTING COMPANY, iGlastonbury, Conn.

tsss
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Q mostIkrnous musical instrument

in tfie world

Victrola fame is based on Victrola

quality. More people all over the world

have wanted and have bought the Victrola

than any other musical instrument of its

type. It is the instrument which the

world's greatest artists have selected as

the best. It is the instrument selected by

music-lovers throughout the world as the

best. It is certainly the instrument which

:you will want for your home.

Victors and Virtrolas $12 to $950. At»y Victor dealer

will gladly play your favorite music for you. Write to us

for illustrated catalog and name of nearest Vtctoi dealer.

VICTROLA
"Victrola" i, Ae
Registered Trademark of
the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Companj' desig.

nating the products of
this Company only.

New Victor Records
demonstrated at all

dealers on the Ist of
each month.

Important Notice.
Victor Records and Victor

Machines ate sdentifically

coordinated and syncfaio.

nized in the processes of

manu&ctute, and should

be used together to secure

a perfect reproduction.

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.. CAMDEN. N. J.

LAND OPENING
This corporation is opening
for settlement over fifty
thousand acres of highly pro-

ductive agricultural land, close to towns and tracks of the
IVemont and Gulf Railway Company, in the heart of
Xiouisiana. \VT3at we want are actual settlers, and to these
we will give Inducements and terms that are extraordinary.
Very liberal homeseelser arrangements now ready. All
these lands Deed is development. Every advantage. .Good
climate, good water, good elevation, rich soil, double crops,
close proximity to markets, good prices for produce, ideal
cattle country, big corn, splendid productivity generally.
Educational facilities excellent. Prosperous farmers and
good neighbors to welcome you. Farms of forty acres and
up now ready for settlement. Low prices, easy long time
payments. Best land-buy in the south, where you can
enjoy outdoor life the whole year 'round.

Free booklet, **Land Where Life is Worth Living."
A. R. Code, Land and Industrial Commissioner,
Tremontand Gulf Ry. Co., Winnfield, La., Dept. 11.

High Power Mantles
lor GasolineLampm
ana Lanterns

Madetoeriveeervlce. WilU&st
longer and stand rougher asage
than any otber mantle feDonn.
Made fn onr own factory by epee-
lai patented proeees. Buy from
your dealer or order direct from
Deaie8toffic«, Price p*r dot. 91.50.
THE COLEMAN LAMP CO.
Ufffzo of The FamoDB Quick L)t«"

Lamps and LaDtcros
Wichita St. Piui DalUs

Los AbbcIm Chicago

ARFNTQ-0"ly in the WorldHULn I Okerosene ST.r burner
JUST OUT

oil)

Fits in any cook-stove.
Makes its own gas from
Kerosene (coal oil). Gives
every home a gas stove.
Absolutely safe. Cheapest
fuel known.

Wonderful Labor Saver
Agents just coining mon-
ey. Women wild about
it. No more coal or ashes
to carry. No more danger
from gasoline

Safe, Clean, Odorless, Cheap
,

=£"
, . , „ Every home a prospect. Low

pijce makes quick sales. Easy to carry and demonstrate.
Big profits. \ our territory is open. Write today.

Thomas Burner Co., 2346 Gay St., Dayton. Ohio

MARVEL
FREE
TRiaL

COMPLETE

HOT
WATER

No Sewer or Plumbing— Move Anywhere
The Thermotub, combined bathtub and water heater. Gives
ali comforts of modern bathroom. Full length tub. Plenty hot
water quick. Write today. Auk aUo about our Odorless indoor
Closet and Washstand. Make any room complete bathroom.

HQM-gOUlD NAT L HOME EQUIPMENT CO.WWIf*' 2010 Nal'l Building, Detroit, Mich.

I

Dettroy Rat* Today
Because you can't eee rata
does not mean that there are
none about youi premises. Iti

costs but a few cents to mako
sure that your buildings are
free from rata and mice.
'Rough on Rats"—the eco-
nomical exterminator— geta
them ALL Clears premises In
3 nights. Never falls. At drug
and general stores. Write for
"Ending Rats and Mice."
E. S. WELLS. Chemift
Janay City. N. J.

FARM AND FIRESll

Making Better Silage With
Work

By Paris Thompson (District of Columbia)

THAT many farmers make extra work
for themselves by cutting their silage
too green is clearly shown by a simple

bit of arithmetic. Making silage of green corn
means hauling a lot of water from the field

to the silo, and, furthermare, the nutritive
value of the silage per pound is greatly re-
duced. I have tried this problem on a lot
of silage experts who were not convinced
until they had figured quite a while for
themselves. So get out your pad and pen-
cil and you will be surprised at the results.

the tendency to make the comparison witii
j

the figures fot water per cent instead
figures for dry-matter per cent. A cha
from 80 to 60 per cent water seems ra
small, but a change from 20 per cent
matter to 40 per cent dry matter obviq
means, if the total amount of dry
remains the same, that the total
has been cut in half.

This bit of arithmetic points to an
portant lesson in silage-making. Thfl
son is to let the water content go as 1

WALLPAPER
1,000,000 ROLLS r Write for Free Sam-

Per 1 Catalog of 87 new
^. I designs and colorings.

Roll Why use Paint when 52c
will paper Room 12 z 14, 9 ft high

Martin Roseiiberg:er.«*SSr15SII?£*«^

ilouetf
WATS

Making silage of green corn means ex.tra and unnecessary work

Now for the silage problem. We will

assume a case: Suppose that a field of corn
when cut at a certain stage yields 20 tons
of ensilage with 80 per cent water content.
Suppose we decide to allow the corn to
stand in the field and dry out until the
water content has decreased to 60 per cent.

To simplify the problem we will assume
also that there is no further production of

dry matter. Such would not be quite the
case, but then this is a problem of arithme-
tic. The problem is, how much would this

20-ton yield shrink in weight with the drop-
ping of the water content from 80 to 60
per cent?
Men accustomed to handling silage all

their lives come back as a rule very glibly

with an answer. They reason this way:
The difference between 60 and 80 per cent
is 20 per cent; 20 per cent of 20 tons is 4
tons, and this they figure will be the amount
of shrinkage. The problem is not so simple,
nor so unimportant. The true solution of

it is as follows:

The silage in the first place contained 4
tons of dry matter and 16 tons of water, or

20 per cent dry matter and 80 per cent
water. In the second case there is the
same 4 tons of dry matter, but only 6 tons
of water, or 40 per cent dry matter and 60
per cent water. The silage loses just one
half its weight, the 20 tons shrinking to 10
tons. The usual error of course comes in

possible without injuring the silage qi
before starting to fill the silo. During
period of growth the corn is actually

i

ing in feeding value as well as getting i

an immense tonnage of water. Hall
labor of hauling may be saved, and a 1

product secured, by making a ratheii

as against a rather wet silage.

TjSis bit of commonly misunder
silage arithmetic also gives rise to
arguments over yields of silage corn,
man accustomed to making a dry
takes with a grain of salt the story
tonnage put out by the man who
sloppy sUage, neither party appreci
the fact that shifting the moisture co^
from 80 per cent down to 60 per
about the two extremes encountere
actual practice—causes a reduction o^
50 per cent in weight per acre.

The same question is also involved

'

it comes to feeding. A wet silage has|
half the feeding value, pound per pa
as has a dry silage. All too frequently
distinction is not appreciated when the
terial is doled out along the feeding

_

form. Maybe the milk pail will sho^
the difference, but only a little silage i

metic will point to the cause. It taka
pounds of wet silage to give the same

\

ing value as 40 pounds with the lowe
centage of water—as per the problem]
which we started out.

How to Reduce Cost of Handling Fod(
By George W. Brown (Ohio)

ONE of the real needs of our farms to-

day is a more even retiurn of fertility

to our soils.

The manure sprea^der is solving this

problem to a certain extent, but we find

that the manure spreader is not working
out to the best advantage upon many
farms, and the seething piles of stalks and
straw which lie in barnyards all summer
long, are of little value as a fertilizer.

We have often wondered why so many
of our farmers work and tug all winter long

with great armloads of stalks, paying out

long prices for getting this corn husked
and the heavy bundles of stalks stored for

winter feeding. They are doing it all at a
high cost of twine, of husking, and the

added labor of handling these stalks to the
feed lot and of getting the residue back
upon the fields again.

We have just completed the breaking
up of 20 acres where we have turned under
the stalks just where they grew, and we do
not know how we could get a more even
distribution of humus, nor a better job of

conserving it. There is but little fodder

of value growing upon cornstalks

the ear, so we get busy as soon as the!
is glazing, and with sharp cutting

top above the ears, and bind these bu
into the finest feed imaginable for

feeding in the barn mangers, and hail

hauling in and out of bulky stalks.

As soon in autumn as we get the
J

snapped we break up the soil, tij

under the butt stalks, evenly distrib

as they grow, and thus eliminate the

dling of this bulk two or three times d^
the winter feeding.

We have followed this plan for

years, and it works so well for us tl

are very enthusiastic about it, and
recommend it to others.

We start our corn-harvesting earli

the fall, for we can commence toppia

least two weeks earlier than to cut|

shock, and the ears mature and cure

earlier for shucking and cribbing. We^
store twice as much feed in our barns,

we turn the cattle into the fields

topping and shucking, so no feed of

value is lost.



, now. Send for this extraheavy,
lembossed, satin finish Bedspread Set.
|1 is full size, 78x88 inches. Bolster Cover,
. Beautifully embroidered and scal-
Jidges. Comers of spread are cut out to
lund bed posts. Put them on your bed.
liata finished, tastyappearance theyhave,
(r price they are a splendid, an excep-
Ijargain. You'llsay sowhen youseethem.

y^Days* Trial
now. If not satisfied send them back
{(Hlayg and we refund the $1 and pay transpor-
oth ways. Otherwise pay on our easy terms,
about 4)i lbs. Shipped from Chicago,

by No. 315BMA34. Price $8.6d.
1 now. Balance $1.00 monthly,
or ft letter, with $1 bring-s this complete set

r risk. Send while the^price holds good.

Bargain
Catalog

osta! for our big catalog. Thousands of
9 in furniture, carpets* stovea, jewelry, Bilver-
dtchenware, sewing machines, farm equip-
c.,all oneasycreditterms. ManypagesiD color.

•REE

HARTMAN COMPANY I

139 LaSalle Street DepL 2245 Chicago
|

led find $1.00. Send the Bedspread Set No.
'

4. I am to have 30 days' trial. If not satisBed
I

it back and you will refund my 91.00 and pay
»tion both ways. If I keep it I will pay {1.00 '

b ODtil the price $8.69 ia paid. 1

on,

"iij

was a bad burn, too, and
me of the skin came off.

it Sally was a smart girl

—

e applied
A MSAUNO CREAM

^entholatum
ays TTiad* under this signature

cooled and stopped the
in at once. There wasn't
ly infection because
entholatum is antiseptic

well as gently healing.

She had no trouble
with it.

•llow Sally's example and
e Mentholatum for cuts,

uises, tired feet and other
;ttle ills."

ntholatum is sold
rywhere in tubes.
: jars, 25c, 50c $1.

MentholatumCo.

BiiH*lo.N.¥.

The Liltle Nurse for Little Ills

He Found a Tractor

Cheaper Than Horses
By A. J. Cavanaugh (Kansas)

AFTER four years of experience with one
t\ make of tractor, which I still use on
my farm, and two years' experience with
other makes, I have decided that a moder-
ate-sized tractor is the best for the average
farmer. I prefer a slow-speed, two-
cylinder, long-stroke motor of the hori-

zontal type, mounted low in the frame.
I want the flywheel as near the center of

the tractor as possible. With this arrange-
ment the motor is most nearly balanced,
and vibration is greatly reduced.
A good many tractors have given and

still continue to give trouble, and there is

just as much difference in the efficiency of

tractors as there is in horses. But my idea
is this: If you were going to purchase a
plow horse .you would not buy a high-
stepping roadster, would you? I think the
same idea applies to the tractor. To my
notion, heavy gearing and wide drivers are
exceedingly important. My machine has
very wide drivers, and thus it travels over
plowed ground without packing it. And
it pulls three 12-hole drills or two 8-foot
binders. Some time ago, when the ground
was so wet the binder mired down, my
engine stayed on top and dragged it out;
and I had to drag out both a binder and a
tractor for my neighbor. This was easy
because of my tractor's wide wheels. My
engine has two speeds. I use the high
speed for pulling binders, harrows, and
drills, and the low speed for plowing or
drawing four 16-inch bottoms.

I long ago found that it was much cheap-
er to operate a tractor than to feed the
horses it would take to pull what the
tractor pulls.

For instance: Last fall I plowed 50
acres in four days. For this I used 90
gallons of gasoline at 20 cents a gallon, and
four gallons of engine oil at 50 cents a
gallon, making a total of $20. This, with
the wages of one man for four days, makes
a total cost of $30 for the work.
My neighbor plowed the same amount of

land in a near-by field in twelve days.
During that time he fed his horses 30
bushels of oats at 96 cents, $6 worth of hay,
and $5 worth of corn. One man for
twelve days at $2.50 a day was paid $30, so
the total cash cost was $69.80—a difference
of $39.80 in favor of the tractor on a 50-
acre field, to say nothing of the difference
in time required to do the work—and that
was, of course, a big item. When there was
no more work to be done my tractor was
put in the shed, and required no further
care and caused no more expense, whereas
my neighbor had to feed his horses and
take care of them, whether they worked or
not.
However, I very seldom stop when

plowing, harrowing, and seed-bed pre-
paration is finished, but with my tractor
earn good money every fall and winter by
grading roads. I generally grade from 40 to
50 miles of road every year, and for this I

get $20 a mile. So I usually earn enough
by this, each year, to about pay the
original cost of my tractor. Could anyone
ask for anything better? Where can a
farmer make a better profit on his labor
and money invested?
With me, repairs have been very light.

If a man expects to make a success with a
tractor, no matter what make, he must be
willing to give the machine good care. I
use my tractor for all sorts of work. In
addition to what I have before mentioned,
I have used it for sawing wood, grinding
feed, and hauling and moving houses. One
fall I shelled nearly 40,000 bushels of corn
for others. But in every case I have always
taken good care of the machine.

I believe that whenever a man can
possibly do so he should run his tractor
himself rather than hire inexperienced help;
not that it is a hard job to run a tractor

—

any man can do it, so long as it runs all

right—but the minute something gets out
of order an inexperienced man is sure to
have trouble. I had a hired man running
my tractor once. Within less than five

days he had let the oilers run dry, and con-
siderable damage was done to the machine.
The result was that we were tied up for a
week before we could get the necessary re-

pairs. The cost of repairs was not so heavy,
but it was the loss of time that counted.

I believe that a rather moderate-sized
tractor of rather slow speed is the best
machine for the average farmer. But even
a small farm of 100 acres or so can be run to
far better advantage by means of a tractor.
It is much cheaper to work with a tractor
than to keep horses, and if the machine is

properly taken care of it will last many
years.
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NEEDLEWORK
$1500.00

IN CASH PRIZES

Offered for artistic work in

Crochet, Tatting, Knitting

and Embroidery.

r«Hi

For Particulars Address

THE
STAR NEEDLEWORK JOURNAL

260 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK

We will send a copy of the Journal
free on application.

COUPON
Please mail to following address one copy July issue "STAR NEEDLEWORK

JOURNAL" with details covering Prize Needlework Contest as per advertisement
in "Farm and Fireside."

Hi Name

PI Address

KODAKS
WE DO KODAK FINISHING, DEVELOPING,

PRINTING AND ENLARGING
WE ALSO SELL KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

Write for our complete price liat

LOLLAR'S KODAK PARLOR
Dept. F Birmirtgham, Ala.

"LetMe
Save You
AFat Roll

of Bills"

Say*/*Tha Old Stove Matter"
T«8. ilrt I'll Bare you big money— - --pe or Dipel«BB farnBce,

a Tou Iroin my biff fac-
tori«B^ Write and get my offes
direct to
tori«B. V
OD • Kalunuoo

Pipeless Furnace
Free Book
mon*y wltb "A Kalamazoo-Dl-
r«et-to-You. *

' Caah or Easy Pay-
manta. UDConditional ffoarantaa.
We pay freiffht. Alaoaave ooKal*
amaxoo Stovea. Ranffaa. Gaa and
Oil. Haatera^ Kitchen EabinataUBBMIO, ZLlLiCQaU A.UUIU*tB
and Tablea.Befriireratora, Phono*
Epha, PfrelaBB Cookara, Sawing

shinea, Waahfnff Machinea,
Craam Saparatora, Indoor Cloa-
eta, Paint and Roofloff. We pv
freight. Write today.

Ask for Catalog No. 921
**Th« Old Stova Maatar**

mUMAZOO STOVE COMPANY
Haaaficturars • Kalanuao. Miilh

A Kalamazoo
Direct to You"

POWER WASHER
Swinging Wringer. Wasiies dirtiest
clothes nice and clean by Engine or
Motor. Can be used by hand. 5 styles.
Absolute satisfaction Guaranteed.

t9fi RI^ SOLD DIREa AT
^L\}.OD pACTORY PRICES

Sent on 30 days Free trial.
NO MONEV DOWN. Write
for Free Catalog today.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.
Boi 309 Morton, Illinois.

HighSchool
Course in

uKSes

Lack of High School traraiofr hars yea from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete High School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leading professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead-
^ — . - in^ professions.

arlkAM matter what your business

^0^^ inclinations may be^ you can't
hope to succeed without spe-
cialized training. Let us give
you the practical training you

need. Satiataction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
of CorresDondence

Dept.H338 Chicago

n^iINrvX. TIU, KEY TO SUCCESS
PleaBO send me booklet and toll me how _ _
I can fit myself for the poBitioa marlcedX ^^^Ji^g

..High School Course
Blectrical Engineer
Telephone Encrineer
Architect
Draftsman

..Building Contractor

..Structural Engineer

..Mechanical Engineer

..Civil Engineer

..Steam Engineer

Shop Saporintendeoe
Lawyer
Business Manager
Auditor
Certified Public Acc'nfe
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Fire Ins. Adjuster

, Sanitary Engineer
Aatomobile Engineer

Name

Address..

a:
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Saw Your Own Lum-
bertoBuildThatBarn

YOU'RE not the only farmer
who is waiting to go ahead
with needed farm building be-

cause lumber prices are so high. Why
wait? There's good Jumber over
there in the woodlot. You and the

boys can fell the trees and haul the
logs in spare time this winter. Then
saw them up into good lumber with
an "American"—the "Farmer's Saw
Mill." Or you can take the light,

portable "American" right up to the
woodlot. By sawing your own lum-
ber for a good-sized bam, you can
save enough money to pay for your
"American." Then you can save
money for your neighbors too, and
make money yourself by sawing for

them.

The "American" is the standard
portable saw mill, and has been on
the market for years. Light but
sturdy, and so simple anyone can
run it without special skill or ex-

perience. Saws 2,500 feet a day with
8 H. P. farm engine.

American

Get our Illustrated War Book and
read how 2,000 "American" Mills

and Woodworking Machines sawed
their way to fame in the .forests of
France, and at Navy Yards, Ship
Yards and Cantonments—winning
a War Department citation for a
Certificate of Merit for distinguished

service. If your boy was "over
there" with the Forestry Troops,
ask him. He doubtless saw "Ameri-
can" Mills in action and knows the

extraordinary work they did.

"AMERICAN " MACHINES
WERE USED AT

Camp Upton
Camp Merritt
Camp Dix
Camp Knox
Camp Devon:
Camp McClellan

Camp Meade
Camp Humphreys
Camp Eustis
Camp Mills
Camp Stuart
Camp Jackson

THESE DISTRIBUTORS CAN SUP-
PLY "AMERICAN" MILLS

PROMPTLY:

Chicag"—American Saw Mill Machinery
Co., 162 North Clinton Street.

Seattle, Wash.—Higgins Machinery Co.
Portland, Ore.—Portland Machinery Co.
San Francisco, Calif.—Joshua Hendy Iron

Works.
Salt Lake City, Utah.—Landes 6e Co.
Duluth, Minn.—Diiluth Machinery Co.
St. Louis, Mo.—Brown-McDonald Ma-

chinery Co.

Memphis, Tenn.—Riechman-Crosby Co.
Little Rock, Ark.—Thos. Cox & Son Ma-

chinery Co.

Montgomery. Ala.—Luih Machinery and
Supply Co.

Mobile, Ala.—Turner Supply Co.
New Orleans, La.—A. Baldwin & Co., Ltd.
Houston, Texas.—Peden Iron and Steel Co.
Texarkana, Ark.—Williams Mill Mfg. Co.
Muskogee, Okla.—Lester Machinery Co.
Wytheville, Va.—R. P. Johnson.

Jacksonville, Fla.—Malsby Machinery Co.
Atlanta, Ga.—American Machinery Co.
Columbia, S. C.—Gibbes Machinery Co.

SEND COUPON for FREE BOOK

(Tear out—Fill in—Mail today)

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.,
1394 Hudson Terminal Bldg.,

New York City.

Please send me, free of charge, your
Illustrated War Book and Catalogue.

Name

Address

FARM AND FIKESlDi

Methods That May Save You Money
Better Farm Practice Worked Out by Readers of Farm and Fireside I

My Method of Selecting

Seed Corn
By M. Baird (Kansas)

THE most satisfactory method of select-

ing seed, corn I have found is to choose
the corn as it is being gathered in the field.

I place the seed ears in a box on the side of

the wagon, and thus keep them separate
from the other corn. The main things I

consider in choosing an ear for seed are:

Soundness, length, diameter, depth of

kernel, color, and conformity to type.
Ears should be uniformly large and well

proportioned. The color should be uni-
form, and the indentation typical of the
variety. The cob should be as small as
possible and still permit the maximum
growth of the kernel. Corn for seed should
not be chosen from stalks advantageously
located. I select about twice as many ears

as are needed for planting. It requires
about 15 ears to plant an acre.

That the filling-out of the tips and butts
does not deserve as much attention as is

commonly given from the standpoint of

yield has been shown in many experiments.
In one series of experiments, covering a
period of five years—from 1905 to 1909, in-

clusive—well-filled tips yielded 51.65 bush-
els an acre; medium-filled butts, well

rounded, yielded 50.66 bushels an acre;

partially rounded, 50.96 bushels; not
rounded, or otherwise poor, 51.04 bushels.

There is a tendency, in selecting tips and
butts, to reduce the size of the ear.

The corn for seed should be stored in

such a manner that it permits of free cir-

circulation of air around the ears, so as to
dry them quickly and prevent molding.
If they are not well dried before being
subjected to freezing temperatures, the
germ will be inj"ured. A vacant room in the
house that allows free circulation of air is

an ideal place to store seed corn, but an
attic, if well ventilated, will serve the pur-
pose just as well. Seed houses have regular

drying rooms or sheds, but for the average
farmer this is not practical.

Seed corn should be tested twice if

possible, one test being made in the winter
and the other in the spring just before
planting. In the winter test I select one
kernel from each ear, and germinate. In
the spring I make a more accurate test,

about six kernels being selected from differ-

ent rows and different parts of each ear.

If fewer than five of the six kernels germi-
nate, I do not use the ear for seed.

Beating Jack Frost to It

By Nat S. Green (Ohio)

THE first frost of autumn used to end
our garden, just as it does the average

garden to-day; but we came to the conclu-
sion that there was no necessity for it, and
we might just as well have fresh vegetables
right up until winter. So about the first of

September we set about to make prepara-
tions to cheat Jack Frost out of his usual
toll.

Such vegetables as parsnips, celery, cab-
bage, etc., do not need to be considered, as

they either remain in the ground through
the winter or are stored in cellar or pit.

Others, like radishes, lettuce, and spinach,
are of lesser importance and also of a semi-
hardy nature, so they are not worth consid-
eration.

This leaves four vegetables of prime im-
portance—tomatoes, lima beans, string

beans, and sweet corn—which, if we are to
enjoy them in a fresh state during the fall

and the early winter, must have some pro-
tection.

For protecting the tomatoes and bush
beans from the earlier frosts we have found
that thin canvas, such as is used on tobacco
beds in the spring, is sufficient. It is

merely spread over the rows of beans, but
for the tomatoes we make long frames
of lath and spread canvas over them, tack-
ing it to hold it in place. It is impractical
to cover the pole limas with the canvas, so
we tried the smudge-fire plan with them,
as we had about a quarter of an acre of

limas, and all the vines were full of half-

developed pods, which would yield a neat
profit if we could save them. For three-

nights we kept smudge fires going, making
a dense smoke which hung over and among
the bean vines, and scarcely any were
nipped.
To prolong the season for sweet corn we

pull the stalks up and stack them in a
sheltered place. Many of the ears fill out
fairly well, and give us roasting ears for
some time after the regular season for them
is over.

While these methods are all right as long
as the frosts are comparatively light, they
cannot be used when freezing weather
threatens, so we pulled up a quantity of
the bush beans and spread them out in
the cellar, placing moist dirt over the roots.
In this way they keep fresh for some time
and you can have a number of messes of
string beans from them.
We pull up a few of the tomato vines and

Photo by Eugene J. Hall

Saving labor for Dad

place them in the cellar, but we pick most
of the tomatoes, and sort them closely.

All which show any signs of ripening are
spread out on boards in a sheltered place
and used as they ripen. The green ones are
picked over, and all thoroughly sound ones
wrapped in newspaper and placed in

bushel boxes, which are set in the cellar,

with boards between to allow a free circu-

lation of air. In two weeks these are
examined, and all tomatoes which have
commenced to ripen are removed, the
others being rewrapped. They are gone
over in this way frequently, and by using
care in handling and sorting we have good
fresh tomatoes long past Thanksgiving

—

in fact, we manage to keep a very few until

Christmas.
While protecting these vegetables as we

do is some trouble and entails some expense,
we are amply repaid. The only money
outlay is for the canvas, and that will last

us for a number of years. The time in-

volved is not great, and when we consider
the pleasure derived from having fresh

vegetables for weeks after the usual time
we consider that our time is well spent.

Vermin are Expensive

HERE'S a neat little cost-of-production
fact from the Animal Husbandry Divi-

sion: Lice add a cent a pound to the cost of

producing pork; that is, it costs $4 more
to produce a lousy 400-peund hog than to

raise one of the same size free of these
parasites. This is the way they found it

out:
They took 24 lousy hogs and divided

them into two lots as nearly equal as to

quality of animals as possible. The two
lots were fed and cared for identically the

same, except that one was treated to pre-

vent lice. At the end of the fattening period

it was found that the pork put on by the

lousy animals cost a cent more for every
pound than that added by the pen free

from the "cooties." And keeping hogs
free from lice is not an expensive operation,

although vigorous and persistent treat-

ment is required to eradicate them. Dip-
ping in cresol compound (U.S.P.), two or

more times, at intervals of fifteen days,
will free the animals of lice.

For dipping, mix this compound in the
proportion of one gallon to lOO gallons of

water.

Saving Labor and Fertil

with a Litter Carrier!

By H. W. Swope

AGOOD litter carrier used for conve
the manure from behind the stalL

the spreader or manure pit is in my opd
an absolute necessity on every well-i

aged farm. With one of these cai,

properly installed you are able to clea^
the barn thoroughly in about one hal
time it ordinarily takes to do the jd|
any other method. The work of cle

out the stables is not only made
easier, and done better too, perhapsl
the task is less disagreeable than fon
and wheeling, especially during the «
months of the year. The manure canl
be put, with little effort on our part, I

where we want it. Hired help doesj
object to cleaning the stables often
thoroughly when the barn is equipped]
a good carrier. The result is a clean

|

that is presentable at all times.
I noticed in a government estimate i

time ago that more than $100 is losi

nually on the average farm by not pro||

caring for the manure. This estimate
doubtedly is very low, as the average 1

is not equipped properly in the han
and storing of manure. A manure c
and a pit as well are unquestionably

|

investments on a farm of average sizi

It has been carefully estimated th_
dozen cows will produce about $400 wa
or better, of manure each year. Now.j
less some provision is made to save
liquid manure the value of this ou
yearly will be only about one half
original value. This alone ought to ,
even to the most skeptical that a mi
pit jnade of concrete is a good invest
for us. ,

The litter carrier and manure
hand in hand. They are both useful,
former saves labor and time, while tht

ter saves all the fertilizing value to be
in the manure, which alone is an it

great importance.

How One Potato GroA

Increased His Profits

By W. A. Freehoff

THE difference between just on
farming and intelligent, busin

farming represents most of the coi

and luxuries of country life.

Ed Kringle, a Barron County, Wi
sin, farmer has made a very practical
onstration of this fact. Kringle is a pi

grower. At first he grew just "spi

which he sold on the market for wha(
they would bring. He found that the
ing of market potatoes was profitablO
not profitable enough for an ambm
farmer. ?

So he decided to "certify" his potato

and go after the Southern seed-trade
et. Certified potatoes mean that t

perts from the state agricultural

inspect the field of growing potato

purity of strain, and if the variety is f

pure they may be sold as certified

potatoes.
Last year, when Cobblers and Trim

sold in Barron County for $1.25 to $1.1

the local market, the same strains
j

certified brought an average price of

per bushel.
J

That is why Ed Kringle became f

ested in certified seed potatoes. Bil

went a step farther than the ordinary f

er. He made this proposition to his '

that he would give her all the mone^
potatoes brought over the ordinary
price.

The first year this extra bought a _

the second year new furniture fol

house, the third year an electric li|

plant and a milking machine, and tl

year a new automobile.

Kringle believes in perseverance,

shown by his experience in showing
toes. The first year that he sho\^

competition against the best Wisi

growers he did not get a ribbon, bu

came right back, and at last year's i

potato show his entries won first placg.

His neighbors appreciate the work

has been doing with better "spuds," i

he has no difficulty in disposing of a gj

share of his crop locally every year
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BALL
Look for the Red Ball
More than ten million people look for the "Red

Ball" Trade Mark when they buy Rubber Footwear.

They know it means foot-comfort, perfect fit, and
More Days' Wear.

"Ball-Band" Rubber Boots are vacuum-cured by
our own process, making them extra strong and
tough, "Ball-Band" Arctics keep your feet warm,
and protect your shoes from being soaked and ruined

by snow, slush, or mud. " Ball-Band" Light Weight
Rubbers, handsome and well-fitting, keep feet dry

and prevent falls on icy walks.

Many styles and heights of "Ball-Band" Boots' for

farmers, lumbermen, dairymen, sportsmen. Our Coon
Tail Knit Boot keeps the feet and legs of outdoor

workers warm and comfortable in any kind of weather.

Ask"your dealer for our free illustrated booklet

"More Days' Wear"

MISHAWAKA WOOLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
305 Water Street Mishawaka, Indiana

"The House that Pays Millions for Quality"

AND
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

Keep Your Live Stock
Sound and Contented

—free from the pain of strained tendons, the

aches and tortures of swellings^ lameness, bruises

—with Sloan's Liniment. Its use for 38 years

recommends it to you.

Suffering from neglect which may
develop seriously, their efficiency

is undennined, their ralue be-

low par.

Apply Sloan's liniment to the

throbbing part and let it pene-

trate nvitkout rubbing. Prompt
relief will follow, the paine and
aches will mbflide, better work
and better worth will be year
reward.

For family use, too, Sloan's Lin-
iment soon relieves rheumatic

tivinges, lumbago, stiffness and
soreness of joints and muscles. A
bottle around the house is a

thoughtful provision for first-aid

emergency.

Three sizes — 35c, 70c, $1.40,

the bigger the bottle the greater

the thrift. Getyours today.

Sloan's Liniment ia always sold by DEALERS
you know and can trust.
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KEEP IT

HANDY
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Are You Worried About Your Future?
,

Men in our organization earn weekly salaries of from S50 to S65. The secret lies in their
determination to work consistently. Let us put you on our pay roll. Write us about
yourself. COUNTRY SALES DEPT., Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

^TTTHETHER it's cattle, hogs, sheep or
VV horses, the more vigorous you keep
them the more money you are sure to make
from them. For it's the healthy, vigorous
cows that produce the great quantities of
the best milk. It's the sound, good-con-
ditioned steers that put on the pounds of
beef. It's the well, sturdy horses that
can do the big day's work.

You'll make sure of thrifty stock by
giving them

Packed in bags, pails

and handy packages.

Pratts Animal Regulator

AMERICA'S original and guaranteed stock
tx. tonic and conditioner. It sharpens the
appetite. It improves the digestion. It rege-
lates the bowels. It makes rich, red blood.
It makes the stock more thrifty and vigor-

ous—and more profits for you—every time.

"Your Money Back if YOU Are Not Safisfied" ^
Sold by 60,00 dealers. There's one near you.

Write for Pratts NEW Stock Book—Free

PRATTFOOD COMPANY
Philadelphia Chicago Toronto

Makers of
Pratts Poultry Regulator. Pratts Baby Chick Food,

Pratts Roup Remedy, Pratts Lice Killers

How I Doubled My Egg Yield

in Four Years
By G. J. Sauer (Wisconsin)

IF
YOU were to come to my farm I could

show you the methods I use much better
than I can write about them. For doing

the things by which I have built up a high-
producing strain of chickens is much easier

for me than to sit down and tell how I do
them. When I first started trap-nesting I
followed directions implicitly, and as I soon
became discouraged at the great amount
of work involved I abandoned the elabo-
rate system of records that I had started. I
then thought it necessary to carry on the
work the year through. Now I do not
start trap-nesting until November or De-
cember, and continue only until March.
This is the critical period in egg production,
and the hen that lays well during the winter
months is almost sure to be a good pro-
ducer the year round. That my methods
are sound is shown by the fact that I have
doubled my egg production in four years
without increasing the size of my flock.

The first year I found that it took so

lay at all, especially in northern Wisconsin.
This gives a condensed record of 19 hens

for nine days, January 1st to 9th inclusive.
The top row of figures represents the num-
ber of each hen. The date in left-hand
margin and the right-hand margin show
number of eggs laid each day, while the
figures at bottom of card show the number
of eggs laid by each hen for the nine days.
Hens Nos. 12, 16, 26, 31, and 32 show

about the same record for December, and
very little gain for February. These five

hens were culled out. Hen No. 28 laid only
one egg during the nine days, but was
broody during that time. She showed a
good record for December, and also again
after January 15th, and all through Febru-
ary.

There is only one way to get started
right, and that is to buy the very best layr

ing strain of whatever breed you take a
fancy to; or, if you already have a flock of

pure-bred chickens, cull out all undersized,

Record No. 11 1919 19 Hens

egg record no. 2—white wyandottfis

Card No. 8

Day
Jan. 12 16 17 18 22 24 25 26 28 30 31 32 _33 34 35 36 37 38 39 Total

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 11

2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 13

3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 12

4 G 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 10

5 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 12

6 . 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 13

7 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 10

9 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 14

Ben Total 3 i 8 5 9 6 7 3 1 7 0 3 8 8 8 7 8 6 8 107

much of my time keeping the records of

the different hens I abandoned the plan,

and did not use trap nests at all for several

years. Four years ago I decided to try out
a plan which I had been thinking of for

some time. What I wanted most was to

have my hens lay during the winter months
when eggs bring the top prices.

Good, clean, well-balanced scratch feed,

a little green cut bone, some green food,

such as finely cut rutabagas, cabbage, or

sprouted oats, with proper care and good
housing, plenty of light and fresh aii, are

all absolutely necessary for maximum egg
production. But even with all this, with-

out a record of yo\ir flock, your hens may
eat their heads off and still not be profita-

ble.

The following is the plan which has
proved successful for me. It has more than
doubled my egg yield in four years: I in-

stalled the trap nests to take care of all my
hens, using one nest to every two to four

hens. More nests are needed than when
using the ordinary kind.

I start trap-nesting in November or

December, and continue into February.
Each hen has a numbered leg band. I use
a card-index system for all my records,

and find it a.saving of time, and also more
accxirate, to have these cards tacked up in

each pen, crediting each hen with the eggs

she lays. When the card is filled it is

placed in the cabinet and another ^ut up.

Above is shown a sample of card I use.

In this pen there were 19 White Wyan-
dottes. While this is not a big egg yield,

remember this record was in January,
when most hens don't think it proper to

off-colored hens, and those showing any
other defects. Have your nests installed

and be sure your hens are free from lice.

Don't let your hens deceive you, your best
laying hens may be your poorest lookers.

Beware of the hen that is always out with
a fine coat of feathers, because instead of

putting her energy into a good egg yield it

all goes into fine feathers. After you have
finished trap-nesting and sorted out all

your slackers, get them off the farm.
You should secure a good male bird,

with his dam showing even a better egg
record than your hens. You can't afford
to go to your neighbors and trade roosters,

but must get your male bird from someone
you know has been trap-nesting, or you
will tear your flock to pieces as fast as you
build it up. If you can line-breed it is the
only sure system. If several of your neigh-
bors with the same birds will follow this

system for a year or two, you will be able

to secure male birds right at home.
Don't breed your pullets the first year if

you can possibly avoid it; but, if you must,
mate pullets to a two- or three-year-old
male bird. Mate mature hens to cockerels.

My trap nests are all home-made, and
cost around 25 cents each,- not counting
labor. Be sure you don't make them too
small. Wyandottes and Plymouth Rocks
need a nest 13 by 13 inches by 19 inches
high. Farmers' Bulletin 682 gives a plan
and description of a trap nest which can be
easily made.

Don't try to build up a run-down strain

of chickens. Start right, then stay right,

and the results of your small investment in

a few good hens will surprise you.

Raising Better Turkeys

IF YOU,want to make more money with
turkeys the method of Ida E. Bloye,

FrankUnville, New York, may help you.

"A pure-bred tom to head one's flock,"

writes Miss Bloye, "will pay the best

returns for the money and time invested

of anything in the poultry line on the farm.

If the hen turkeys are all or part pure-

bred, so much the better; but if they are

only mongrels, a pure-bred tom will im-
prove the flock wonderfully.
"For about twenty-two years Mother

and some of we girls have raised turkeys,

owning the flock together. A few years

ago a pure-bred tom was bought to head
the flock, and when fall came, and the

young turkeys came in off the range, every-

one that saw them remarked what a fine-

looking lot of turkeys
.
they were. And

they certainly were fine-looking .birds; they
were larger, weighed more, had a better

shape, had better markings and color to

their plumage, and when they were little

poults they seemed to be stronger and grew
faster than our turkeys ever had before.

"All of these good qualities helped con-

siderably in seUing them on the market or

as breeders that fall. Although the young
ones were only about three-fourths pure-

bred, those that were sold for breeders

brought $5.50 apiece, and the buyers were

so well pleased that they either came back
the next year for more or told their friends

and neighbors where they could get some
good turkeys. For the following two or

three years the profits from the flock in-

creased each year, although the same num-
ber of hens were kept."

n
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Your choice of
these books.
Fill out the
coupon below.

Which Book Shall

We Send You?

If you're a farmer,
awake to the necessity of improved
methods of farming, ask for our free

book "How to Make the Farm Pay More."
Whether you have a large or small farm, it

will show you how you can improve the crops,

increase your yield, improve your stock and
multiply your profits.

If You're a Farm Hand
or farmer's son, or city man, with or without .

an agricultural education, and want to in-

crease your earnings and get ahead faster, our
free book "Modern Farming—the Salaried

Man's Opportunity" will show you the way.
It tells you how thousands of men situated as you
are. have, with the scientifio methods we teach,
stepped into positions as farm foremen or manaeers,
or become successful owners of farms. (Free Employ-
ment Bureau.) The proof's in the book. Write for it.

10% Discount to Soldiers and Sailors
Study in your spare time this winter with our faculty
of agricultural experts. Be prepared in the spring
for the greatest opportunity of your life. You know
modern farming pays and you know education pays.
Mark and mail coupon—write me about your hopes
and plans—act now.

J. L. LAIRD, President

American Farmers School
821 Laird Building, Minneapolis, Mfnn.
Original and Largeat School Exelitaively Teaching

Arming by Mail. No Agents.

Free to Students—Parmer's Cyclopedia—for limited
time only—7 big volumes and Coburn Guide. (Lim-
ited Edition.) Contains S4,000.000 worth of farm
experience. Points the way to fortunes in farming.
Also sold on approval, price $29.50—time payments.
The Farming Book Shelf—a 10 volume set just off the
press. Only $25.00. Sent on approval. Ask for
descriptive folder.

FREE Book Coupon
American Fanners School, 821 Laird BIdg., Minneapoh's, Minn.

Check which book and which courses interest you:
—"How to Make the Farm Pay More"
-"Modern Farming—the Saiaried Man's Opportunity"
—General Farming —Poultry -Livestock
—Farm ManaKoment —Dairying —Small Farm
—Soils & Fertilizers —Farm Crops -Bookkeeping
—Civil Service In A^r. —Track —Fruit —Strawberries
—Farm Bookkeeping —Eh-y Farmine —Domestic Science
—Greenhouae M'^n'g't —Agr. JoumaliBm -Teacher's Course
—South'n Field Crops —Feeding —Farm Veterinary
—Farm Bn^eerinff -Stock Judfflnir —Irrigation
—Flowers for Profit —Landscape —Canadian
—Swine —Cotton -Forestry —GinsenK

Name— . Age_

Street or
R. F. D._ -Occupation.

Study Farming By Mail'

|Mi^ This OMqpt
To The Rellly Co., Dept. 13S. Indianapolis, Ind.
T>LEASE place my name on your FREE mailioiff list

to receive your magazine, |THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which reviews all Livestock
and Poultry Bulletins Issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No obligation or expense
to me. In return I send you the name of the
dealer from whom I ptm;hase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supplies.

My dealer is—

His address—
Mat! the magazine to my address,
which I enclose with this coupon.

America's

Pioneer

Dig Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed frse to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New Yorli

How to Breed
Live Stock

iB^t.«\FreeBook^

i.StOCK\

Write
today. A
post card
will do.

Get our wonderful free booklet," How
to Breed Live Stock." Reveals valu-
able information on the breeding and
feeding of horses, cattle, swine and
sheep. Shows pictures of breeding
organs. Also describes our wonderful
home-study coarse in Animal Breed-
ing, Sterility. Disease - Prevention,

, „ . - T> . Contagious Abortion, Artificial Breed-
ing. Systems of Breeding, etc.—all taught in detail. Write today
tor Ireebooklet and learn how to master scientific breeding at
hoine. We have brought the school to the breeder. Get our free
booklet. Write today. Just mail a postcard.
» _ ^Jf"^*^**'^ SCHOOL OF /(NIMAL BREEDING
Dept. 6910 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Give the Young Pigs a

Good Start in the World
By R. B. Rushing (Illinois)

SEVERAL years of hog-raising and some
costly mistakes have taught me several

things about caring for the pregnant sow
and newborn pigs that I believe are worth
passing on. Watchful care during this

trying period will not only save many pigs

but will also give the little porkers a start

that will hurry up the day when they go
over the scales.

Guard against having too many sows
heavily pregnant in one bunch, as crowd-
ing or jamming will cause abortion or dead
pigs. Crossing high barn sills, or other

similar obstacles, is dangerous, and should
be avoided. Sows will usually farrow about
the 112th to the 114th day, but more will

farrow at the earlier day, and I have never
had one to farrow sooner than the 110th
day.

In the evening of about the 107th day I

generally drive the sow to her farrowing
pen. One man can easily drive her if he
knows how. He should have a basket, and
whenever the sow turns to go back hold it

before her. As soon as she finds her head
in the basket she stops and does not be-
come excited, which must by all means be
avoided. I mention this because it is of

the utmost importance that the sow be
handled gently and easily. Speak to her,

scratch her, and teach her to have con-
fidence in you. If the day is pleasant let

her run with the rest, as she must have
exercise to be healthy.

If you will observe closely you will

notice uneasiness from six to ten hours
before farrowing. If an old sow, she will

invariably make a nest; with young mothers
the uneasiness may be the only indication.

Be on hand when the little fellows begin to
arrive. And if the weather is cool pick them
up as fast as they come, and put them in

a barrel or a high box. Have some warm
bricks or pieces of iron in the bottom
covered with straw and an old quilt or
gunny sack, with another to cover the top.
This makes a nice warm nest, where they
soon get dry and comfortable. After they
have all arrived and have warmed up and
are lively, let them out to have their first

food, being sure that none get left. When
they have enough put them back in the
box, and after two or three hours put them
back to suck again, and leave them with
the sow if she is resting quietly and seems
to be doing well.

Many pigs that might die otherwise
can be saved in this manner. If your
farrowing pen is a little higher on one side
than the other, the sow will make her nest
on the lower side and will usually lie with
her back up the hill, thus lessening the
danger of smothering the pigs.

The next step will be to keep the little

fellows in a thirfty, growing condition.
Always keep the nest fresh and clean, and
after a couple of days give plenty of bed-
ding. I prefer wheat or barley straw, but
do not like oat straw. Millet hay is very
good. Give the sow all the water she wante
the first day, slightly warmed, if it is very
cold, and no feed, except perhaps slop, and
do not disturb her. On the second day I
begin giving light swill, and from now on
increase the feed daily until at the end of

ten or twelve days she is on her regular
feed. If she has a good-sized litter it will

be safe to feed her quite liberally. If she
is a poor mother, give plenty of milk-pro-
ducing feeds, such as soaked shorts and a
little bran mixed with ground oats, or
wheat and barley. If she gives a large
flow of milk, a part of the ration should
become bulk, as above.

Feeding sows too heavily the first few
weeks causes a heavier flow of milk than
the little fellows require, and in conse-
quence the udder is not emptied. The milk
remaining soon becomes feverish and
begins to cake, and upsets the delicate
stomach, causing scours. Scours are hard
to prevent sometimes, and still harder to
cure. It has been my experience that one
person should feed the same bunch of hogs
all the time, carefully watching the amount
of feed given. 'No two persons can feed
exactly alike; and, not feeding enough at
one time and too much at another, the
pigs gorge themselves and the result is

scours. As far as it is practical feed at the
same hour daily.

Pigs, like farmers, like to have their
meals served on time. After about three
weeks have a small pen where the sow
cannot go, but where the pigs can go at will.

A little warm milk, some soaked corn and
oats, will draw their attention. After
getting them well started, feed skim milk
and soaked corn and wheat mixed, and such
food as they will eat up clean.

REMEMBER, going through the moult is like going through
a long spell of sickness. To force out the old quills and

grow new feathers saps a hen's vitality.

Ifyou expect your hens to be fall producers and winter layers,

then feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-a during and after the moult

Dr.Hess PoultryPan a ce a
ivUl start your pullets and moulted bens to laying

It contains Tonics that put your moulted hens in fine con-
dition—^Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs—Iron
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease

germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-a regularly.

It brings back the singing—it brings back the scratching
—it brings back the cackle. That's when you get eggs;
and ifs eggs you want—fall eggs, winter eggs—when
eggs are eggs.
Feed Pan-a-ce-a to all your poultry to make and keep
them healthy. The dealer refunds your money if it

does not do as claimed. Tell the dealer how many
fowls you have and he will tell you what sized
package to buy. Always buy Pan-
a-ce-a according to the size of
your flock. 30c, 75c and $1.50
packages. 25-lb. pail, $3.00;
100-lb. drum, $10.00, Except
in the farWest and Canac

DR. BESS & CLARK
Ashland, Ohio

Killer Kills Lice

DR. HESS
STOCK TONIC

ABSORBINE
.

.TRADE MARK RfG.U S PAT. off:

Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
Curbs, Filled Tendons, Sore-
ness from any Bruise or Strain;
Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.

Does not Blister, remove the hair

or lay up the horse. ?2.S0 a bottle,

delivered. Book 1 R free.

W. F. YOUNG, Inc., 23 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.

EGG-O-LATUM f^lSf^.

It costs only one cent per dozen eggs to use
Egg-o-latum. There is no other expense. Eggs are
kept in carton or box in cellar. Eggs may be boiled,
poached or used in any other way, just like fresh
eggs. Simply rubbed on the eggs—a dozen per
minute. A 50c jar is sufiScient for 50 dozen eggs. At
Drug, Seed and Poultry Supply Stores or postpaid.

$o DOWN^ ONE YEAR
TO PAY

SoQ Buys the New Bottetfly Jr. No. 2%,,

vO Liebt running, eas^ cleanine,
close akimmiDV. durable.

NEW BUTTERFLV
SeparKtors are cuarantMd a Ilf*i41ni*

asaiDst defecta id nuterial and workman-
sbip. Made also in four lareer sizes all sold od

30 Days' FREE TRIAL
and on m plan whereby they earn tbelr
own coat and more by what they saTe. Postal
brin^a Free Cataloff Folder. Buy from the
maoufactorer and aave money. C9J

AlbaUgh-DOVer COa aiSSMushallBLChlcaie

GEO. H. LEE CO. Dept. 450 OMAHA. NEB.

Your Horseshoeing Bills
can be kept to the minimum if shoers use "Cape-
well" nails.

They holdj the shoe firmly
until the growth of the hoof
necessitates reshoeing. Demand
"The Capewell" nail and get
the world's best.

9 CORDS IN 10 HOURS

BT ONE UAN. It's KING OF THE WOODS. Saves money and
baokaohe. Send lor FREE Catalog No. B 12 showing low price
and latest Improvements. First order gets agency.

Fatding Sawing Machine Co.. 161 WestHarrisonSt., Chicago, HI.

IN THE ORICINAL

N/ITION4LGI4NT
$NOHC HOUSE

AHiD aAHlTABT STORt tlOUSl

Beware of Imitations or Experiments!
This wonderful smoke hoaee Sb portable. Can be
operated in and oat-doora. Runs on eawduat, cobs and
little bark for seasoning. Positively the best way to

smoke hams, bacon, eaasaees, fish,

A 6 Yeara' Success! H
Thousands in nse in U. 8.
and foreign countries. After
smoking meats, use for
store house. Absolutely fly

and bug proof. Keeps meat
sweet all summer long. Made
in three sizes, of heavy sheet
steel. FIREPROOF. GUARANTEED.

Send for FREE Book
which gives prize -winning
recipes. Also get our low
prices. Write today.

PORTABLE ELEVATOR MFG. CO. „.
354 McClun Street Bloomington, Ul.
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Spreaders

Harvest Sale of 9,000 Low Down 60-70 Bushel
9,000 Spreaders in
Harvest Sale. Take less

horse and man power. En-
ables you to cash in big on
record-crop for top prices.
Has new distributor. Besides has eleven other great features.
IjOw down. Has wide-spreadins V rake. Patented automatic
stop uniform clean-out push-board. Short turn, all wheels under
the load. All steel beater—tears manure to shreds—cannot twist,
warp or break. Spreads from four to twenty-four loads per acre.

Harvest Sale of 12,000 Masterpiece Seven
The Harvest sale price on
this Masterpiece 7 is a quantity-
price. You could not buy the 12,000
at a lower figure, because the
price is based on the 10,000 fac-
tory run. Our new Masterpiece 7 gives 7 actual horsepower for
the price of 6. Portable or stationary. Big bore, long stroke,
heavyweight, every part standardized and interchangeable.

Near
Shipping
Points
Save
Freight

Engines

Harvest Sale
15,000 750-11).

Separators
Theprice is thesameforone

orthewholel5.000. The750-lb.«ize
is the best all around size—our big-

gest seller. Has all our latest improve-
ments. Skims close. Easy to run and
ilean. Every drop of milk gets full skim
ling force of the bowl. Sold on

"
diking tests.

Mail the Coupon
You farmers who have been wait-
Qgfor prices to come down, here
8 your chance. Bat you must
\CT QUICK. Mailthe
coupon tonight, sure!

. Galloway Co.
397 Galloway Station,

WATERLOO, IOWA

Until the Price Goes Up!
Magazine prices, like everything else, are going up

!

up ! Farm and Fireside will have to advance its sub-

scription rates soon. This will, of course, result in in-

creases on our popular clubs with other magazines.

j4ct NOW! Buy before the increases become effective.

THESE RATES GUARANTEED TO DECEMBER 1st

(NOTE: Each Club Includes FARM AND FIRESIDE for Two Years)

McCall's Magazine 1 yr,

Today's Housewife 1 yr
Farm and Fireside 2 yr

Boys' Magazine 1 yr.

Mother's Magazine 1 yr.

Farm and Fireside 2 yr.

Woman's World 1 yr.

People's Home Journal 1 yr.

Farm and Fireside 2 yr.

Boys' Life 1 yr.

Little Folks 1 yr.

Farm and Fireside 2 yr.

Woman's World 1 yr.

Thrice-a-WeekWorld iN.Y.)lyT.
Farm and Fireside 2 yr.

1 Our Pric

. $1.6!
J Saves $0.1

Price

65
.85

Today's Housewife
People's Home Journal
Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 Our Price

1 yr. $1.65
2 yr. ) Sates $0.85

Our Price Boys' Life

$2.10 McCall's Magagine
Saves $0.90 Farm and Fireside

Our Price Woman's World

$1.45 Today's Housewife

Saves $0.55 Farm and Fireside

Our Price Modern Priscilla

$2.65 McCall's Magazine
Saves $0.85; Farm and Fireside

Our Price Farm Mechanics

$1.50 Poultry Keeper
[Saves $0.50 Farm and Fireside

Youth's Companion
Woman's World
Farm and Fireside

lyr.
lyr.
2yr.

Our Price American Fruit Grower

$2.75 Woman's World
Saves $0.75 Farm and Fireside

1 yr.

lyr.
2yr.

1 yr.

1 yr.

2yr.

lyr.
1 yr.

2yr.

lyr.
1 yr.

2yr.

lyr.
1 yr.

2yr.

Our Price

$2.10
Saves $0.90

Our Price

$1.45
Saves $0.55

Our Price

$2.10
Saves $0.90

Our Price

$1.25
Saves $0.75

Oar Price

$1.00
Saves $0.50

Mail Your Order—NOW

Learning from My Neighbors
Morgan White (Illinois)

Farm and Fireside
Clab

Department Springfield, Ohio

ALARGE part of what I know about
farming has been learned from my

t neighbors. From some I have learned
things I ought to do; from others, things
I ought not to do.
Andrew Baker, whose farm corners with

mine, is one of the men from whom I have
learned much. Andrew is a specialist in
raising hogs. He has studied pork and
porkers since he was a boy, with a diligence
and reverence for his subject that would do
credit to a college professor. He has fed
hogs of all ages and sizes, and in all the ways
imaginable. He can tell you all the details of
feeds, and how tomake the most out of them.
One day last week I went over to spend

an afternoon with Andrew. I had not seen
him for nearly two months, and was sure
he had much to tell me. He likes to talk on
his favorite subject—pigs. As I had hoped,
he was out with his pigs, going from one lot

to another, studying the results of some
experiments he was carrying on. So deep
was his study that he did not notice me
drive up. I hitched my horse, and was
about to slip up and give him a friendly

slap on the shoulder, when he turned sud-
denly and saw me. His face lit up with a
smile as he gave me a hearty greeting.

"Hello, expert!" I said as I walked up to
shake hands. "What are you up to now?"

"In the first place I am no expert," said

he; "and as for what I am doing, I am
trying to figure out why I don't know
more about my business—why I sometimes
succeed and sometimes fail."

I soon found myself listening intently

to his account of what he had been doing.
"There," he said, "is a pen of five hogs

which I have fed as farmers often do, in a
pen where it is muddy, as you can see.

If you want a hog to eat his head off,

that's the way to do it. I weighed those
pigs yesterday, and they have made an
average gain of about .3 of a pound a day
for the Jast two months. They have had
all the corn they could eat, but nothing
else, and they have gained only seven
pounds for each bushel of corn they have
eaten. You see their condition. It is

really cruelty to animals, but I wanted to
satisfy myself on this one point."
We walked over to another pen where

there were five other pigs fed cornmeal and
tankage. He said they had made very
satisfactory gains, but at too high a cost.

Even with present high prices for hogs it

did not pay him to feed that way. "But
come out here in this clover field," said

he. "I am not ashamed to show you what
I am doing there. Those pigs are harvest-
ing hay and converting it into pork."

It was a pretty sight to see the thrifty,

growing hogs wading through clover that
almost covered them. From all sides

came that grunt which, in pig language,
means satisfaction, contentment, and good
health. It was really good to see their clean,

glossy coats. There was certainly no tuber-
culosis nor cholera amongst them.

"I weighed these pigs at weaning time,"
said Andrew; "then again in June. Their
feed was corn, a little tankage, and this

clover pasture. They had made an average
gain of a pound a day, and had made 25
pounds of pork for every bushel of corn
fed them. I weighed them again yesterday.

Since June they have gained three quarters

of a pound a day, and for every bushel of

corn fed they have produced 17 pounds
of pork. You see," he continued, "as they
become older they take on weight more
slowly, and it takes more feed to' make a
pound of gain."
"What do you do," I asked, "when the

price of corn goes up?"
"If there is too great a rise in price, and

not a corresponding rise in the price of
hogs, I simply cut down the feed of corn a
little and make them consume more pas-
ture. Of course, there is a limit beyond
which this should not be carried. Just at
present I could pay $2 a bushel for corn
and still make money. It's all in the
pasture. I can't afford to raise hogs with-
out it. Next year I hope to have an alfalfa

pasture; that is the best of all."

We crossed the clover field and walked
through the woodlot. As we emerged on
the other side we came upon a field of a
beautiful green crop that was new to me.
"What is this?" I asked as we waded out

into the luxuriant growth that came up
under our arms.

"This," said he, "is my winter pasture."
"Winter pasture!". I exclaimed, "But

won't the frost kill it? And besides, how
can the hogs reach up to pasture this stuff!"
Andrew laughed at me for this, but

immediately explained:
"You see, these pods are beginning to

harden. In a few days these leaves will

begin to turn yellow. "Then we will cut and
shock the crop, and put it in the sheds and
barn. During the winter we feed it out in
racks as hay to our hogs. It takes the place
of pasture, you see; saves the expense of

buying high-priced feeds, and makes every
pound of corn do its best in producing pork.
It furnishes the exact food elements that
are needed with corn, and prevents entirely
such results as you saw in that first pen.
This soybean crop," he added, "is one of

the most valuable I grow on my farm."
I could but marvel at the completeness of

his plans—every season of the year pro-
vided for to produce pork most efficiently,

and at the lowest possible cost.

Itwas getting late, so I badeAndrew good-
by, and turned my horse down the road.
On my way home I stopped a monjent to
see another neighbor who had moved into
the neighborhood only the year before. I

had hoped to learn something from him too,
but in this I was disappointed. In a bare
lot by the roadside on his farm were about
50 shotes that would weigh 100 to 125
pounds each. They were not fat, and from
their appearance I judged they were not
thrifty. I saw some wagons in the barn
lot ready for loading.
My new neighbor told me he had sold

his hogs, that they were not doing well,

and that he could not afford to feed corn
at the present high prices. He also said he
was going out of the hog business. I took
in the situation, and decided not to argue
the matter for fear I might lose friendly
relations with him. I invited him to come
over some time and spend an afternoon
with me, and incidentally told him what a
delightful visit I had had that afternoon on
Andrew Baker's farm. I suggested further
that we all get together occasionally to
discuss our farm problems.

I turned from this farm with a heavy
heart. "There," said I to myself, "is a

man not living up to his opportunities."

Practical Marketing Methods
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

Chicago, November 12-13, 1919, and which
promises to be the first really effective

national organization we farmers have
ever had.

Before the appearance of the bollworm
in Pontococ County, Mississippi, the
farmers of that fertile region often pro-

duced a bale of cotton per acre in their

rich valleyland. In 1915 the county pro-

duced 9,500 bales of cotton, but the next
year the boll weevil caught them, and their

crop dropped down to 1,800 bales, which
sold for 17% cents a pound, making a
total of $159,750. In that year it is esti-

mated that $150,000 of food and feed were
brought into the county. As cotton was
the only crop, that left a balance for the
farmers of $9,750, after taking out the
cost of the imported foodstuffs. The
future looked pretty dark, but instead of

giving up they began anew under the
direction of their county agent. Now they
will tell you that the cotton pest was a
blessing in disguise.

Until 1916 there had never been a single

car of hogs, corn, melons, cane seeds,

peanuts, or popcorn shipped from the
county. That "safe farming" has come to

stay is shown by the fact that during 1918
and the first part of 1919 the farmers of

Pontococ County shipped out 104 cars of

hogs, valued at more than $250,000; 468
cars of corn, valued at $567,376; 20 cars of

molasses, valued at a Utile more than
$50,000; 50 cars of cane seed, valued at

nearly $30,000; and 7 cars of popcorn,
valued at more than $10,000; as well as

46 cars of peas, 7 cars of velvet beans,

4,700 bales of cotton (1918), 176 cars of

cottonseed products, 21 ears of cattle, 23
cars of mixed cattle and hogs, 29 cases of

eggs, 8 cars of poultry, several cars of

lumber, and express shipments of eggs,

poultry, butter, and cream. The grand
total of the agricultural products for the

county was more than $2,500,000, or

$2,340,250 more than the year the boll-

worm hit them.
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How One Big Dairyman Keeps

His Sons on the Farm
By W. A. Freehoff (Wisconsin)

ACAREFUL scrutinizing of the live-

stock advertising columns of leading

L farm journals reveals a surprising

number of father-and-son partnerships

—

surprising becauseupon investigation a great
many of the sons involved prove to be mere
lads of five, six, and up to ten or fifteen

years of age.

These fathers early realized that there

was a drift from the farm to the city, and
they did not care to have their sons join

the great white-collar procession.

Fame and fortune might await them in

the Big Town; but, on the other hand,
shabby gentility and obscurity would
more probably prove their lot. Safe at

home on the farm, there are boundless
possibilities for advancement.
One of the most conspicuous examples

iof a father-and-son partnership is that of

j
Adam Seitz and Sons, Waukesha, Wiscon-
'sin, as their advertisements read. By
jmany Mr. Seitz is acclaimed the greatest

showman of America. Certainly, his record
of pulling out the champion Ayrshire show
jherd of the county for seven consecutive
'years is no mean achievement.

There are six Seite boys old enough to

take an active part in this work, and the
oldest of them, Louis, is only twenty-four.

These boys, as mere lads, have themselves
fitted the wonderful show herds which
have swept aside all competition at ex-

positions of such importance as the National
Dairy Show.
When their cattle are fitted they take

them on the circuit themselves, and per-

sonally led the prize winners into the
ring. No hired "experts" are ever employed
as the best expert has nothing on either

Mr. Seitz or his young sons.

Mr. Seitz takes great delight in telling

how he sent Louis, when only nineteen
years old, to the East to pick up a carload

of Ayrshires to supply the local demand.
Louis left, and in just three days he found
his car in the herds of two States, and
brought the cattle home.

Louis had kept a record of- his expenses,
and after every animal bought he put the
buying price and what he judged would
prove to be its reselling price. When the
whole earload had been sold Louis dis-

covered that it had netted just $50 more
than he had estimated.

Mr. Seitz is not worried that Louis will

leave him to take a fling in the city, for

Louis and his younger brothers have a cash
interest in the business, which yields them
bigger dividends than would a job in town.

Cowpea and Cane Silage

By R. B. Rushing (Illinois)

I HAD some experience with cowpeas and
cane silage last winter that has been very

profitable to me, and perhaps it might
help you. I -sowed about acres on July
24th, mixing the seed by pouring a half-

bushel of cowpeas into an ordinary wheat
drill, and then pouring a peck of sorghum-
cane seed on top of the peas. Then I

mixed the two thoroughly with my hands.

I set the drill to sow a bushel and one peck
to the acre.

When it first came up, there was nothing
in sight but cowpeas; but it was not long

before the cane began to show, and as the
cane grew tall the peas chmbed the stalks.

When it was ready to cut, there was an
enormous mass of feed such as one rarely

sees. I mowed it as soon as the cane was'
well headed out, and there was so much of

it that the mower would barely run over

the down swath. I raked it into windrows
as soon as possible, and let it lie for two
days, until nearly cured, and then ran it

through a silage cutter into the silo.

It made as fine silage as I have ever seen,

and the cows seemed to like it better than
anything^else we could give them.

The milk production of my cows during
the winter was splendid, and I expect to

sow at least 10 acres after the oats crop is

.out of the way. The yield of silage I found
'to be even greater than corn on our thin

hill soils, and the quality fully as good as

any corn. The idle fields that produce
nothing but a crop of weeds later in the
summer can thus be utilized to supply
early silage.

Best Time to Wean Pigs

WEANING pigs too early will cause
you loss instead of gain, according

to the Department of Agriculture. When
the pigs are from six to seven weeks old
the sow should be on full feed, and should
be capable of maintaining the young in

excellent condition, and with less trouble
and expense than they could be raised
otherwise. Unless there is some special
reason, they should be left with their
mother until they are ten weeks old, and
it is preferable to wait until they are in
their twelfth or fourteenth week. Then, if

they have had access to corn, tankage, or
other concentrates in the self-feeder, with-
out interference by other hogs, the wean-
ing becomes a natural process, without
the radical changes in diet which sometimes
cause serious trouble. They will simply
continue their "cafeteria" diet in a con-
tented manner.

I have observed that to obtain maximum
gains pigs must be "on their feed" at all
times, as a continuous and uniform growth
is then assured. There should be an
abundance of feed together with ready
access, during the growing season, to such
forage crops as alfalfa and red clover.

It is good for them to harvest their own
feed, because they then get it in its freshest
condition and the exercise makes the
young shotes healthy.

If there is any indication of your pigs
being "off feed" their ration should set once
be changed, using barley in place of corn
and providing as much skim milk or butter-
milk as possible. Freedom from lice can
only be insured by the liberal use of crude
oil on the animal, as well as in their quar-
ters. Where natural shade is not available,
temporary shelters should be built which
will protect the young porkers from the
burning sun. There is no rosy pathway
for you to success as a hog feeder, unless it

be your careful attention to the little

details wnich make for the hogs' health
and comfort. d. o. a.

Will Quarantine Prevent

Hog Cholera?

WHEN a disease particularly danger-
ous to human life breaks out in a

community, a quarantine is enforced during
the time of its height. Why isn't the same
idea right for hogs when the cholera is

among them? It looks to me as though
it is, and there is some evidence among
neighboring farmers that it is one way of
keeping down the dreaded disease.
The cost of vaccination is not great, but

it runs up in a herd of 50 hogs. The cost of
a building is rather big, but it lasts. Hogs
have to be treated often as your pigs grow
up and are marketed and others take their
places. I am not personally able to say
just which is the cheaper. I have observed
these things, but have only been a pro-
ducer of hogs for something like a year. I
am in it to stay, however.
One neighbor who had lost hogs in a

cholera siege before has now a pretty good
hoghouse made of cement. It is made for
keeps, and is tight. It is large enough to
keep hogs 'in day and night, and that is
just what he does when cholera is around.
Germs of cholera are carried by birds

—

sparrows principally, I am sure—and also
on people's footwear. A neighbor will
unknowingly carry them with him, and
may do it carelessly. The result is the
same. Dogs are another source of this
traffic, and more dog laws or more enforce-
ment is needed.
Now, I wonder if in two years or some-

thing like that the expense of treating
hogs would not be better invested in a
place for the hogs to foe kept when danger
comes in the. neighborhood? The man who
owns them would have much better gains,
undoubtedly, and a good deal more com-
fortable time caring for them than without
buildings that will house them. Our county
agent tells me that the results from treat-
ing last year show it to be 94 per cent
efficient. That is splendid, and most of us
know the results in our own neighborhood.
Would not quarantine be as efficient,
counting a five-year cost?

Ilii)

PUT a pipe in your mouth that's

filled brimful of Prince Albert, if

you're after smoke peace 1 For, no
matter how bad has been your pipe-

past, P. A. will hand you such to-

bacco joy you'll wish your job was to

see how much P. A. you could get
away with

'

You can "carry on'* with Prinice
Albert through thick and thin and ho
matter how hard you test it out you'll

find it true to your taste and tongue.
You'll be after laying down a smoke
barrage that'll make the boys think of
the days in France I

Prince Albert never tires your taste

because it has the quality! P. A. is

made by our exclusive patented process
which cuts out bite and parch—assur-
ance that you can make new smoke
records without any comeback but real

smoke joy every time you fire up

!

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Prince Albert ia sup*
pliedSntoppyredbaga,
tidyredtins, handsome
pound and htdfpound
tin humidors—and—in

that cUtssy, practical

pound crystal glase
humidor with sponge
moistener top that
keeps the tobacco in

tuchperfectcondition.

Hav€ a Business of VonivOwn
With the WITTE rig you can go anywhere—earn $15 to $20
a day sawing cord word, poles, ties, rails, posts or slabs.

When not sawing you can errind corn, fill
eilos, operate threshers, do any work within tho
horse - power of the eosine selected*
Size3 4, 6.8, 12.16and

ED. H. WITTE.

Get a WITTE
It comes to you complete as shown, Belt, Speed Regulator,
Pulley, Saw Table, Saw, Belt Tightener, Steel Seat, Chain
Brake and full engine equipment. All you need when you
get engine is fuel oil and water. Write lor my latest

_ prices and terms — Casta or Payments. Any
honest man can have a saw rig on my favorable payment plan. I can
usually ship the entire outfit (Kerosene or Gasoline) same day order
is received. You get it all at once—not part from one place and
part from another. My new (copyrighted) Book tells all about it—tells
you ••How to Judge Engines" and "How to Make Money Sawing".

Write me today for full particulars.—ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

tXTTTTV FUrrilUF WAD IfQ ^"^^ Oakland Ave.. Kansas City. Mo.
IWltlEi JjllUUlCi WWVIl.niJ 2063EinDire6uUding.Pittsburgb.Pa.

Jl
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Can We
Communicate
With the Dead?
MARGARET DELAND, America's

greatest woman novelist, has

_ written a series of articles on

spiritualism for the Woman's Home
Companion. Is there a spirit "wireless"

between our world and the next? Are

the table-tipping and rappings of the

"mediums" sufficient evidence? Do our

loved ones write to us through the plan-

chette and the ouija board? Is there

something that cannot be explained except

by actual commimication from those

whom we call dead? Or have such eminent, clear-headed men
as Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge, William James,

Tennyson and Gladstone been deceived? These questions are

discussed in a sane, thoughtful and intensely interesting way.

There Are TWO
Perfect Husbands
In Brooklyn

and only one other in the whole state of New
York. Their wives say so! When the Companion
asked its readers for letters on the subject of "My
Husband's Worst Fault and What I Did to Help
Him Correct It" the flood of replies was not

anticipated. Untidy Husbands, Profane Husbads,

Late-to-Meals Husbands, Grouchy Husbands,
Husbands Who Are Finicky About Food, and
many other varieties were described and their

cures told in detail. Some of the letters were

funny, all were clever. Read them!

She Lived Next Door
to the "Uncle of
Europe"

SHE talked intimately with the queen of Den-
mark. She saw royal princesses stand for

hours at a court ball while she sat with the queen.

A'prince violated the royal custom to wink at her.

Mrs. Maurice Francis Egan, wife of the American
minister to Denmark saw the amusing human
side of life in this most formal court in Europe.

She tells her personal experiences with quiet

humor and great interest, and you will enjoy

immensely what she tells you.

WOMAN'S Home
Companion
The Crowell Publishing Company

The American Magazine, Farm and Fireside, Collier's Weekly

Mr. Porker is a Fine Corn Husker
By T. J. Delohery

THREE years ago W. H. Cook of
Benton County, Indiana, found he
could not get help to husk his 250

acres of corn. The men he could get were
not experienced and, besides, wanted too
much money.
Husking 250 acres of com is no small job

when the corn runs around 50 bushels to
the acre. Cook admits he was puzzled, but
remembered that some of his neighbors
harvested their corn via the hog route.

So he went to the nearest man and
learned the method.

"I haven't husked an ear of com since

the com is ready for the hogs I start feed-
ing them new corn, ^adually increasing
the amount until they are almost on full
feed. Then they are ready for the field.

"I think this is a better policy than to
take the hogs off shelled com and turn
them into the field. Too sudden a change
is likely to have bad effect on the hogs, the
same as a quick change from any other
feed. Tankage is always available, as I
keep a feeder in the field with the corn.
This permits the hogs to balance their own
ration, with very little labor on my part.
The only thing I do is to move the fence

Hogging off corn grows more popular every year

I learned of the hog plan," he said. "Last
year I husked 250 acres with sheep and
hogs and propose to do the same thing
this year. I think it is the best way, espe^
daily when buskers want 7 or 8 cents a
bushel. That is entirely too much money
when you also have to provide board and
room.

"My plan is simple. I buy several loads
of hogs, and then split up the cornfield into
small plots, say of 20 to 30 acres, depend-
ing upon the number of hogs I have. I put
sheep in first to dress up the plot. They
clean up the weeds, grass, and leaves they
can reach. Then I let in the hogs, and they
break down the com, which they and the
sheep eat.

"When one plot is thoroughly cleaned
up I move the fence, and give them access
to another plot of the same size. It doesn't
take long, and the corn is cleaned up better
than I could do it with high-priced buskers.
Moreover, lots of the stalks, leaves, ahd
grass make mutton and pork, which other-

wise would go to waste. Two weeks before

when it is needed, and to keep the feeder
filled with tankage.

"I believe the idea of sheep and hogs is

much better than hogs alone, because the
sheep eat a lot of green stuff that the hogs
pass up. Sheep leave nothing that is edible.
Not only does this plan save'labor in husk
ing, but it also saves labor and horses
spreading and handling the manure.
"My crop yields are better, beca

"~

none of the solid or liquid manure is lostj

and it is spread evenly over the field.

"The hogs which I use to gather my
corn are of the feeding order—that is, thin
and growthy. After the hogs and shee
have been over a plot, I turn in the fa
hogs and sows. They pick up a kem
here and there, and the exercise keeps th
sows in good trim."

I have talked with scores of farmers wh
hog down their corn. The practice is b
coming more wide-spread every year. I
is simple and economical, and saves lo
of time and labor. The expense is sm-'
as most every farm is fenced hog-tight.

Fresh Rhubarb Through the Winter

WE ALL love a good, tasty dish of

rhubarb or a pie that melts in your
mouth, and Cora J. Sheppard of

Shiloh, New Jersey, tells how she keeps a
fresh supply the winter through without a
greenhouse. Her method of raising it, and
her success in making it a profitable side

line, is described as follows:

Who is not glad to tone up his system

.

with the first green rhubarb that pushes
through the ground in the spring? It is

to the physical man as religion is to the
spiritual part—it helps clean him up.
As a girl at home on the farm I remember

we had three hills of rhubarb. The rhubarb
we had then didn't get much care, but it

furnished the family with all the sauce and

'

pies needed. Now that I am in a home of

my own, rhubarb tells a different story.

We know that it needs a rich soil and that
it is a great feeder.

We started with one 135-foot row across

our garden. The plants were given to us
by a farmer, who raised acres and acres of

it. He had been setting a new field and had
a lot of roots left over. When we tried to

buy them he let us, have all we wanted
without cost.

For fifteen years those roots have been
a source of enjoyment and profit. Each
fall when cold weather comes a few roots

are dug out of the ground in square chunks
and left in the open until the ground freezes,

when they are taken to the heater cellar

and placed in a box. These roots are
watered occasionally, and in a short time
they are sending up the most beautiful

pink stalks, furnishing our table with

delicious freshness even in the cold
weather.
Our plants grow so rapidly that th

stalks are very tender. The darkness of th
cellar prevents very much leaf growt'
This is as we want it, for the stalks are th
only part to eat. "The roots we use f

forcing are quite exhausted, so. we do n
force them again soon, but put them out i

the ground again and allow them a yi

for regaining strength.
The roots out of doors need a good cove

ing of horse manure to keep them warm an
to give strength, for rhubarb is a rank feed-^

er. In the spring the manure is raked oS^
and our rhubarb is usually the first on the
market. i
Two more 135-foot rows have bee»

planted from divisions of the first rowj
making 150 hills, and we sell a Uttle morl
each season. Last season's crop netted
$47.97 for 896 bunches, or 3VA cents 8

hill. The very earliest of course bring^
more per bunch than do the others.

Rhubarb-pulling is always fun for me,
and there is a special fascination in giving
the proper yank to a stalk to make it come
out whole and perfect without harming the

plant. The most exciting time is when it

tries to go to seed. We have no use for the

seed, and it takes the strength away from
the plant, so I appoint myself a committee
of one to see that all the seed stalks are

destroyed. We have given away roots at

times, as well as bunches of rhubarb, and
feel that we are only passing along the
blessing given to us so long ago by a good
Bay Side farmer.
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Can Make
Bi^MoneyMth
This Business

'OU, without previous milling experience, can earn the same big profits others are making with
this one-man, direct process, roller flour mill.

This is the best paying business in your town, and second only to that of your banker in prestige and dignity.

You can be the local flour miller of your community and make "Flavo" Flour with but a comparatively small
investment, and have indoor work and an all-year-round business.

Everybody wants good flour. Why not furnish it from wheat grown at home, milled at home and sold to home people?
In this way you save the freight on both, the wheat out and the flour in, and earn the regular milling profits in addition
to the extra profit of making "A BETTER BARREL OF FLOUR CHEAPER" on the famous "MIDGET" MARVEL
MILL.

The AMERICANn MILL
is the wonderful self-contained, one-man, roller flour mill that is revolutionizing the milling industry, and is bringing back
flour milling to the local community where it belongs. It requires less than one-half the power and labor of the old
long system mill. Takes but little space and can be installed at a small expense. Because of its improved patented direct

process, the "MIDGET" MARVEL produces a high yield of creamy white flour that retains the natural sweetness and the
health-building vitamines of the wheat berry. Everywhere people are demanding this better flavored, more nutritious flour.

THE AMERICAN "MIDGET" MARVEL has proven a phenomenal success. Over 1,700 are now operating throughout
the United States, earning unusual profits for their owners. There are more than twice as many "MIDGET" MARVELS
being sold at the present time as all other makes of flour mills combined.

You are given the free use of our nationally advertised brand as your own. ,

Famous for Its Flavor"

We advertise this flour nationally for you and furnish you
the sacks with your name printed on them. Our Confidential
SELLING PLANS contain detail instructions on conducting
the business of flour milling. Our SERVICE DEPART-
MENT, composed of skilled millers and flour experts, ex-
amine samples of your flour each month and keep your
products up to our high "Flavo" standard.

THE AMERICAN "MIDGET" MARVEL is built in seven
sizes—from 15 to 100 barrels daily capacity. Sold on
Thirty Days' Free Trial, you to be the sole judge as to

whether it comes up to your expectations. Thus
you are enabled to operate it and be assured

of success before buying.

Here is an opportunity for you in your
town if you act at once. Sooner or

later "Flavo" Flour will be manu-
factured there.

Write today for our booklet, "THE STORY OF A WON-
DERFUL FLOUR MILL." You wiU find it most interesting.

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN MILL COMPANY
633-639 Central Trust Bldg.

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

W
is Book

/
/

,^ANGLO-
. AMERICAN
^ MILL CO.,

633-639 Trust Bldg.

OWENSBORO, KY.

Please send me free full

^ particulars regarding your
. mill and free booklet, "The
^StoryofaWonderful FlourMill."

If
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^ Salisbury
New Rear Axle

**An Automobile is only as good as its Rear Axle"

\/0U may have the best engine in the world in your car but that

does not and cannot make a good motor car unless the rear axle

is mechanically correct and physically perfect.

The superiority of the Salisbury

New Rear Axle is due to the fact

that its mechanism is compact, silent

and combines the great strength of

our own special formulae steel with

simplicity of design and construc-

tion.

The reason that the Salisbury

New Rear Axle transmits the power
of the engine to the driving wheels

with the least possible friction or loss

of power is because more than 150

of its parts are carefully machined
and fitted to micrometer measure.

Made in two standard sizes for cars weighing from 2600 to 4000 lbs.

The automobile manufacturer who specifies our axles

adds a strong selling point to the prospectioe purchaser.

Salisbury Axle
Company

Established 1902 Jamestown, N. Y. U. S. A.

It works all day—every day
The Mill Wteel turns as long as there is water in the chute.

You must know that your tractor will "go" as long as there

is fuel in the tank.

12 H. P. on
Draw Bar

25 H. P. on
Belt Pulley

THE Draws three
bottoms

Turns an acre
an hour

b known for its dependable service. A steady stream of power flows from
its mighty motor through all spur gear direct to the draw-bar. Light tractor

weight combined with great traction power; high wheels that roll easier and
increase the amount of surface "grip"; center draft on all loads, preventing

loss of power from side pull. The combination of all these—with a dozen
other Huber features—makes the Light Four the last word in tractor de-

pendability—and fuel economy, too.

Write for "The Tractor in the Making", an interesting

story of the development of the tractor as reflected in

the successive models of the Huber for more than

twenty years.

THE HUBER MFG. COMPANY
202 Center Street Marion, Ohio

Csuiadian Branch, Brandon, Manitoba

Makers of the Huber Junior Thresher

Good territory still open for live dealers

WeightS ,000 pounds;
pulls three 14" bot-
tom plows; 12 b.p.
ddivered to thedraw-
bar; 25 h. p. at the
belt; Waukesha.four-
cyliuder motor; Per-
fez Badiator; Hyatt
Roller Bearings;
bums gasoline, kero-
sene or distillate; cen-
ter draft ; two speeds,

£^ and 4 milee
per hour.
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Some Milking-Machine Don'ts

ACANVASS of dairy cattle breeders
handling valuable pedigreed cattle,

^ and naturally extremely critical of all

aspects of milking-machine use, produced
helpful cautions. Many breeders as well as
market milk farmers now use machine
milkers exclusively, and they can intelli-

gently discuss the ways in which inexperi-
enced owners of machines sometimes make
mistakes. The dealer or agent selling the
machine in over-enthusiasm sometimes
paints the milking process as so simple by
machine an untutored child can do it,

which isn't so. Machine milking isn't a
fool-proof operation—^yet.

"A man must make sure that all the
milk is taken away," said one breeder.
"You must be on hand at the proper time
to finish up each cow. With some cows it is

necessary to strip, but many of them,
particularly the younger ones, will milk out
clean if a little weight is added to the teat
cups, and the udders manipulated a little.

However, if the attendant is not on hand
at the proper moment, and the machine is

left running, the cow will hold the strip-

pings, and much time is lost in hand
stripping before it can be got, if at all."

"One thing a man must do," cautions
another dairyman, "and that is make up
his mind to keep things clean. A milker if

properly cared for will produce clean milk,

The Farm Spud Will Save

Your Back
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

"OPUD" is the name I use for a long-O handled tool with a blade on one end.
It is one of the handiest things around my
farm, and is used especially for cutting
dandelions, plantain, and other weeds
out of the lawm or any of the fields.

Our spud is made from an old, narrow,
garden hoe. The blade is stuck straight
in the end of a six-foot handle, and fas-

tened with a screw or bolt. The blade is

two inches wide, but for some work a
narrower one is handier.

It should be made of good steel, so that
it will hold an edge for some time. I saw
one farmer weeding his cornfield the last

time with such a tool. He was taking two
or three rows at a time, and getting the
occasional large weeds without much
running from one row to another, and he
was cutting the weeds with less effort than
with a hoe. We have never used it for that
purpose, but I intend to try it. The reason
we made our first one was that there were
several acres of newly planted strawberries,

and the first year we cut off the blossoms
to stimulate growth in the plant. I had
this job, and once used a pair of house
shears. The spud is much quicker, and, oh,

how much easier on one's back.

Gasoline—How to Save It

By B. H. Wike (Illinois)

THERE are few persons who really

think of the many little tricks of saving
gasoline. A drop of gasoline here and there
soon makes a gallon.

Take the carburetor. It is through this

device that the gasoline passes while the
car is in operation. Too rich a mixture
will cause more gasoline to be used than
necessary, and it means that it is in excess

for the amount of air supplied. It may
take less air in the cold season; but even
then, if the motor gets warm and the cold

air from the front is reduced, the choker
at the curburetor can be opened for more
air. The average ratio of gasoline and air

for a burning mixture in the cylinders is

about sixteen to one. At all times endeavor
to make the motor use as much air as
possible without spitting at the carburetor.
After the motor becomes warm turn down
the needle spray until it runs smoothly.
Various carburetorshave different means for

setting, and it is best to follow instructions

for your particular make, or else get some-
one who understands to do it. What applies

to one will not always apply to another.
Constant engine speed on high gear,

say at about 15 or 20 miles an hour, does
not use as much gasoline as the spasmodic
gait where one spurts ahead and then as

suddenly sloWs down, repeating the per-

formance. Keep your engine speed regular,

and do not race it. This practice of racing
uses an inordinate amoimt of gasoline, and
is otherwise injiurious.

If the couplings of the gas line, from

but if carelessly handled it can become the
very worst source of contamination imagi-
nable."
"The mature cows give about half a

pound of strippings, and the heifers
scarcely any," stated a Holstein breeder.
"I believe the machine would take practi-
cally all the milk if left on long enough, but
it would not pay. I find it best to have the
udder worked till the cow is ready to let
down freely before putting the machine
on, and also to take the machine off as
soon as it begins to milk slower than I could
by hand. Thus the machine is kept work-
ing at its maximum all the time. Instead of
sitting around and waiting for it to finish
up a cow, I put it on another one and
finish by hand."
The successful herdsman on a well-

known breeding farm believes "that many
farmers imagine that there are no strip-
pings, when the real fact is that they have
left the machine pulling away after the
milk ceased coming, thus causing dis-
comfort to the cow and leading her to re-"
fuse to let down even to hand stripping."
On the subject of hand stripping, another
breeder who followed it declared that
nothing had prejudiced farmers more
against the machine milker than agents
who claimed the machine did not require
to be followed by hand milking, j. T. B.

tank to carburetor, feel moist and drops
of gasoline are found to be coming out,
no matter how slowly, attend to these
couplings at once. They may need either
a little more tightening or else need to be
taken off and repacked. It is easy to
twist one of these out of shape and working
order, so be very careful.
Keep your cans of gasoline in a cool

place. The caps on these cans are not
always air-tight, and the heat striking on
the outside evaporates the gasoline within,
with the result that the vapor slowly
escapes past these covers.
When the engine is cold, gentle flooding

of the carburetor will often hasten a start,
provided other conditions are equal and'
favorable. But do not overdo the flooding
act, for if the chamber of the carburetor-
overflows excessively the loss of gasoline *

may be considerable.
If the carburetor continually leaks,

perhaps the float is heavy and does not',
rise soon enough to shut off the gasoline,''
It may be also that the check or sbutting-v'i
off valve which the float operates does not'H
seat well, in which case a little grinding '-i

with an emery paste will, if well done,

'

make it seat properly and be gas-tight.

Grit Wears Engines Fastj
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

IIKE most farmers, I take care of my
-i own car, and I try to do it the quickest;

and best way that I can. I do not have
time to fleck the last speck of dust off the
fenders very often, but I do try to keep the
wearing parts in tiptop shape all the time.

Lubrication is one of the things that
never neglect, and I get the best oil I ca*i
buy, after four years of driving an in-1
expensive make of car that we give a good^l
many hard knocks. The expense per mi'
for oil is very light, and a difference of 1

cents a gallon will never be felt and ceH
tainly gives a smoother running motor. P
have been through the cheap cylinder-oil

experimental stage, and have found that
it does not pay to use anything but the best.

Just as important as the grade of oil i*

the care of the container used to put th^
oil in the car. I learned this lesson when t
ran a twin motorbike with the oil-can top
open one summer. Enough sand got inti
the engine that way to necessitate taking
the engine down and regrinding the.

cylinder. I could feel the grit in the o$
that came out of the machine. The cost was
only $12, but enoug;h to teach me better.

Now I keep the oil tightly covered, and I
also keep the measure that I pour {rom;^

covered all the time. At first I used a papa*
sack for this, but now I have found someJ
thing better in a round pasteboard box, cut
down to fit the height of the can. Dust
and dirt easily get into these measures, and
then into your engine. Protect your oil,

and in so doing protect your engine. It

pays to keep oil clean.

The artist Whistler told an inquirer that
he mixed his paint with brains. And the
successful farmer mixes his fertilizer with
brains.
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EccQ
SAFETY RAZOR

mh 12

BLADES.

j[ave a real shave every time you want it, with a
br that is easy to adjust, always ready with a keen
3e that does not dull easily.

EccO" Blades are made from special steel, per-
ly ground and tempered to hold the edge.

EccO" Blades fit into the holder without fussy
isting. The "EccO" is simple.

rame and handle in one piece, heavily silver plated.

Give the "EccO" Safety
Razor TEN DAYS' TRIAL

[rely at our expense.

11 out the attached coupon and mail it TODAY.

W. Carpenter Mfe. Co., Dept. F
Brldeeportt Conn.

3end me at your risk, all charges prepaid, one
SccO" SAFETY RAZOR and twelve blades.
Atter ten days' tree trial, I will either return holder
id blades at. your expense or send you Two Dollars,
-2.00) in full payment therefor.

ame

reel or Box No

<)St Office Slate

AGENTS WANTEU. VVKITE F«H TEKMS.

$10,000.00
) Backs This PI 111
^ Hertzler&ZookXAW
Portable Wood ' '

Our No. 1 is the best and
cheapest saw made to which a
ripping table may be attached.

Onaranteed 1 year
.MoneyrefbndedlfnotsatisEactory

Write for catalog

Hertaler&ZookCo.,Boi 9 Bellev»le,Pa.

SPARE HOURS
1 yoar spare time earn you money? It should. If you are wilting
ivote allBpare time to a good proposition, we want to hear from
Triangle Dept., FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, O.

E WANT ALL KINDS OF FURS

FOX, BEAR,BEAVER, LYNX,

MUSKRAT, ,

MARfEM:MlNHift
WEILPpfTHliSsfi

REMITS QUICKEST. PAYS CASH. Holds shipments
,
five days. Furs are High. Catch all you can. Send for
our illustrated Trappers* Guide. Make biff money.
Frequent Price-Lists sent to keep you posted. Traps
and Bait, the kind that increases your catch. In

|1 business half a century. Ask any bank abaut us. First
in U. S. to send price-lists to trappers. Cash for Beef

I Hides. Let us quote. Ratine one million dollars and
over, known wherever furs are trapped ae the old square

' deal house. WEIL BROS. & CO., "The Old Square Deal
House," Box 92, Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.

> Capital $1,000,000 paid. Everybody Interested Write.

most money In quickest
loryour FURS. HIDES and ROOTS
The Old Faithful Fur House of SQUARE
DEAL MASON in St. Louis, needs fnrB to

Bll waiting orders. Top-O'-The-MarketPriees
always paid and
NO COMMISSION EVER CHARGED

Liberal grddingB by expert grraders. BIG-
GEST DEMAND in all history. Never before
have trapping profits been so big.
Get your share of fur money NOW.
Our new book, "Trapping for Profit
and Sport'*, price lists, market reports,

tags, all sent FREE, Write
today.

(MASON FUR CO., Inc.

22B Trappers Headquarters

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Does Raising Poultry Pay?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10.]

or other motion the birds make, means; this,

together with a knowledge how best to an-

swer all these sign calls, is necessary to suc-

cess. All these bird signs of sound or motion
plainly indicate their conditions as to tem-
perature, fteed, grit, as to whatever is neces-

sary to their comfort, growth, and fruitage.

"With an average of 1,000 S. C. W. Leg-
horn hens and pullets in a house 20x120
feet, divided into 12x20-foot rooms, with a
6xl2-foot outside run in front of each room,
I have had fairly good success, the yearly

yield being about 14,000 eggs per 100 birds.

Were I again building on the above scale I

would make the rooms 10x24 feet for each

100 birds.

"Among the many things in connection

with the business there is one I wish to

mention, and that is, of all the nasty, un-

sanitary and everyday disagreeable labor

makers, the dropping board is the worst.

"A very satisfactory substitute for the

dropping board is a removable two-inch-

mesh wire screen placed about 12 inches

above the floor level, over a pit dug 12 inches

below the floor level, under the entire

roosting space at the rear of the room.
This arrangement is in no way offensive,

and may be emptied more or less often

than once a year, as convenient time may
offer or fertilizer may be needed."

MILO E. VAIL of Milton, Kentucky,
has this to say:

"It seems that Mr. Hunt has tried the
poultry business on quite a large scale, and,
not having made a wonderful success of it,

has concluded that all the articles in farm
papers are lies and the writers are liars of

the first class. Well, here is our experience
with incubator chickens:

"Three years ago we hatched 120 chicks,

and raised 117 of them. Last year we
raised a large percentage of all the chicks

hatched.
"This year we had 105 hatched April

5th. Of these one was killed, as it was
blind, three died, and one was tramped to

death. That is all we have lost.

"So far as white diarrhoea is concerned,
will say that we never did have a case of it

in our incubator chicks. We set our own
eggs, or ones selected from flocks having
range. The chicks are fed on buttermilk
once each day, and have scratch feed, grit,

etc.

"While we suppose there are many good
hovers on the market, we have never had
but home-made ones. Of course, it is not
to be expected that anyone could be as suc-

cessful on a large scale, but we do believe

that Mr. Hunt has surely neglected them
in some way to lose so many.
"We have been subscribing for your pa-

per for years. While some of the articles

may be a bit too rosy, we find the most of

them very helpful."

HAROLD W. GOULD of Gould's Egg
Farm at Lake Grove, New York,

looks at it this way:
"I have read with interest Mr. Hunt's

article setting forth his ideas of the almost
insurmountable obstacles one is very apt
to meet in the business of producing mar-
ket eggs.

"Now, I am engaged in exactly that line

of work. I look at the matter in an entirely

different light. I have a good bit of pride
in my work, and in the poultry business
generally, and do not like to allow his

gloomy outlook to pass unanswered.
"It is not my idea to discredit Mr. Hunt's

good intentions, as I believe they were of

the best.

"During the last four years I have built

up from $500, and not overly good health,

an egg farm which, in stock and equipment,
is worth several thousand dollars. I have
gained invaluable experience, good health,

credit with business houses and my bank,
a business which is giving me a nice living,

and one which has grown in size and prof-

its each year, and last, but not least, have
been married, and established a home.
What more can I ask for?

"It is true that poultry business has its

disadvantages, but is that not true of every
business? It is not at all impossible, as
Mr. Hunt leads us to beUeve, to eliminate
white diarrhoea. On a well-arranged
plant the incubating of the eggs is no great
hardship. I have not found it necessary
to market my fine, large, clean, fresh white
eggs in competition with common barn-
yard eggs.

"Success in the market egg business re-

quires the same basic principles that suc-
cess in any line requires—a knowledge of

the business and a fitness for it, system,
and proper and timely execution of the de-
tails that go to make up the day's work.

NOW
is the time to.

subscribe for

The Youth's
Companion

It Pays to Subscribe Early
See October Offer Below
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IT S THE FAMILY

AND THE
NATION

THE YOUTH'S
COMPANION

—comes every week
—is full of good things for all

~is all original matter

—the paper that is "One of the Family"
—never prints a worthless line

—is famous for its humor
—keeps a whole family well posted

In the 52 Issues for 1920
Serial Stories, Short Stories, Editorials, Timely
Articles, "How-to-Make" Pages, Games, Sports,
Suggestions for Home Efficiency, Economy, etc.

Special Pages for Boys, for Girls, for theFamily.
HARRY'S HERD, a new Serial Story of the Cattle Country,

in eleven chapters , just beginning.

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
who cuts out and sends this slip with price of Offer accepted will at

once begin to receive the issues indicated

:

OFFER
No. 1

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION for 1920-
52 Splendid Weekly Issues

All the Remaining 1919 Weekly Issues ; also
1920 Companion Home Calendar Free B D 30

ALL FOB

$2 50

FAMILY
TRIO A

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION . . . $2.50
Including all of Offer No. 1

McCALL'S MAGAZINE, 12 Issues . . 1.00

The Best Fashion Monthly
FARM AND FIRESIDE 25

The Best Farm Magazine

ALL FOR

$3 00

TO ANY SUBSCRIBER requesting it and adding 10c. to the subscription price

we will include The Companion Victory Atlas, 32 pages in colors, showing
the Boundaries of Great and Small Nations as defined by the Peace of Versailles.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS
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20 Skunk! One
Week's CatchWith

20 Skunk in a week! That's the record of Claude Scott, Rocky
Ford, Colo., using Funsten Bait and Traps. A bottle of Funsten Bait makes
more than 100 sets. Irresistible. Eamsmore than itscost with first pelttaken.
Save money by bayiner all necessary Get ready early! Make your outfit corn-
trapping supplies from Funsten. We sell plete now. Big fur year coming. Fun*
baits, traps, smoker, guns, etc., at sten will pay yoa highest prices for
lowest factory prices. See oor Catalog. your pelts.

FUNSTEN BROS.& CO.
InternattoDal
Far Exchange 253Fiuisten Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.

Price

$2.00
Postage Extra

Extra Hose ott SA
Attachment V * .oV

Animal
Bait Ih
9 for $5.00

WRITE!
FrM for thtt acklnsl Oar
great 1920 FurBook. Corj
roct pictarea of
anlmala, trap-
v'iog methods,
suppl? catalog,
er a m e laws.
Market Reports
B o d Shipping;
Tags alao free.
Write today.
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It^s Carbide Gas that

Lights the Panama Canal

PRECIOUS mllUons of snipping pass

through the Panama Canal. Every

possible safeguard protects it. And
the light that makes passage risk-free is

Carbide Gas—simple, dependable, brilliant.

These same wonderful qualities have

made Carbide Gas the lighting standard

for over a quarter of a million country

homes. They make their own gas from

Union Carbide and water—use it to light

their houses and barns, to cook their meals.

The story of Union Carbide reads like

magic—the white magic of the brightest

and softest light known.

We will gladly send you an interest-

ing new booklet if you will say the word,

UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY
30 East 42nd Stre«t New York

902 Dept. 108
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Trapping the Stupid

Opossum
OWING to the tremendous demand for

all furs the pelt of the opossum-takes
on an increased style value, and market
quotations show that opossum pelts are
bringing considerably more to-day than in
the past.

Here is opportunity for the ambitious
boy who wants to make pocket money; for
the opossum, being one of the most stupid
of all the smaller animals, is easy to trap.
Be careful, though, not to trap them to

such an extent as to exterminate them in
your section. Common sense will tell you
that there is money to be made in protect-
ing these animals and letting them multiply
by putting off trapping until they are ma-
ture and full-furred and have borne their
young.
That is, for every opossum you kill in

your neighborhood let one live. If it is a
female, she will sometimes bear as many as
a dozen young in a season. They in turn
will bear others, and in this way you can
be assured of a steady supply.
Look for opossum tracks in any wooded

territory in your neighborhood. The trail

is a wandering one, and the toes are turned
outward. The whole front-foot print should
measure about an inch and a quarter acros^.

The opossum builds its home in the
ground, in rocky dens, and in hollow trees.

The places to set traps for them are along
fences, in wood gullies, in holes beneath
stumps, or under rocks. Most trappers
maintain that a natural enclosure, with the
bait in the enclosure and the trap at its

entrance, is the best set for opossum.
For bait, small birds, two or three grubs,

pieces of fowl or rabbit will do. The
opossum doesn't care whether the food is

tainted or not. In setting your traps it

is always well to cover them carefully, but
no special pains need be taken, as in the
trapping of wiser and more cautious animals.
A small trap (a No. 1 has proved very

successful) should be used, one that grips

the animal low down, where the muscles
are coarse and the bones tough; other-
wise the animal's leg is broken, and the
opossum frees itself. As a rule, opossum
are neither great strugglers nor fighters,

but unless the proper trap is used they will

sometimes get away. j. k.

Skin Your Furs Right if

You Want Full Value

for Your Efforts

THE duty of the trapper is only begun
when he has taken his catch from the

traps. An important task remains before
shipping the pelts to market, and that is

to skin the animals properly.

All the animals trapped in North America
are treated in one of two ways—their skins

are either "cased" or taken off "open." If

taken off open, some are preferable fur side

out and some pelt side out.

Casing a pelt means that you peel it

from the body of the animal intact. Here
is the way most experienced trappers say to

do it: With a sharp knife cut from the
base of the tail down each hind leg to the
foot. Also cut the skin loose about the eyes
and nose. Then suspend the carcass by the
hind legs and with a gentle, slow movement,
so that you will not tear the pelt, begin
pulling downward until you have peeled the

whole pelt from the animal's body. If the
tail is valuable it should be skinned also,

and the bone removed.
If you have never had experience in

casing your catches it would be wise to have
some seasoned trapper show you how it is

done before you attempt it yourself. It is

a task that requires care and skill, but you
are repaid by the better prices that well-

skinned pelts will bring.

The "open" method is used generally on
coon, beaver, badger, mountain lion, and
bear. With a sharp knife slit the pelt down
the belly from the jaw to the base of the
tail. Also make incisions down the back of

the hind and the inside of the fore legs.

Then peel the skin off gently, taking
special care when you come to the head not
to rip or tear it. Never cut the head off.

After you have done this remove every
ounce of surplus flesh on the pelt.

Next comes the stretching of the skins.

Steel stretchers may be procored for this

purpose. Do not attempt this alone and
unaided or without instruction at first. A
wise move is to write one of the big rep-

utable fur houses, asking for explicit and
detailed directions for stretching skins,

and any other information about preparing

them for market that you may need. You

THIS
SMOKE)
HAS ME
dizzyI

TRAPPER
Graham
Smoke Pump
Dnves *Em Out
Something new. Get all the facts about

Abraham Smoke Pump. You will want
one of these pumps. Greatest smoker ever
invented. Makes most smoke. Drives 'em
out from longest logs or deepest dens. Just
say you are interested and we will have
something to say to you. Don't miss this.

PPPP Fur Facts and Trap-mCL pers' Supply Catalog

You must have this new book "FurFacts."
Contains good trapping stories by Geo. J.
Theissen and others and valuable informa-

j

tion. You get our new catalog free also.

Best hunters'and trappers' guide published.
Not a penny to pay for it. Gives you low-
est prices on supplies—Traps.Guns.Knives,
Hunting Coats, Heavy Coats, Suits for all

weather, Fox Horns, Turkey and Duck
Calls—everything you want for trapping.

Weekly Reports -Also Free
We will put your name on our mailing list

for Abraham's Weekly Reports. They keep
you posted—right up-to-date on prices, etc-

JuBt a post card—that's all you need to

get all this—FREE—Fur Facts, the Cata-
log and the Weekly Reports. And don't
forget the Pump. Ask for offer on that.

Now, get your poet card into the mail
—quick,

Graham Hir^u
IS North Main Street, Dept. 16

'Ship your furs to Abraham*'

Get the most money for youx seasoaV
catch. Ship us your furs—you'U gi^

absolutely honest grading, and yoUJ
money will be sent same day.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSIOM
For 47 years square dealing has built ouii

reputation. Ask the oldest trapper. Hel
tell you.
Write now for our reliable prices, suppjb

catalogue, and free shipping tags.
SIMON SUMMERFIELD & CO.

Dept. 128 Est. 1872 Si. Loull, I

TRAP!^ AND cutW\.r^m ATFACTORYC'
We pay hiehest prices for Furs and sell you Guds, '

Supplies, etc., AT FACTORY COST. Write for
CATALOG. TRAPPERS' GUIDE, and Fur Price List.

E. W. BIGGS I CO. 119 Biggs Building MlltU (F

Trapper's Guide—FRO
Trappers and Shippers— don't wai
write in to-day for Rogers' big improw
Trappers' Guide—it's /rce. The biggest, &|
work of its kind—hang the cover on ]

waJI—it's full of color and action—meant
real outdoor men.

Complete lists of traps and tr.

pers' supplies at lowest pricei

Game laws—all the haunts and habits of
_

fur bearers—every trapper needs it—and i1

FREE. Rogers pays highest prices, quicke

cash, and shipping charges on furs—deals (

rect with you, the square deal way—grading do:

by experts. No commission charged. Write I

day for Trappers' Guide—get prices and mart
reports all winter through—Service Free—doi
delay—send card today. Address Dept. 115.

ROGERSia
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If you want the most cash for yonr
furs—in the quickest time—write
us at once. We need all the Skunk,
Muskrat, Opossum, Raccoon, Fpx,
Bear, Beaver, Lynx, Marten and Mink
furs you can ship, and will pay spot

cash same day shipment is received.

HighestMarket Price
Our high prices, fair and honest grad-

ings, prompt returns and fair dealing is

proven by our thousands of satisfied

shippers everywhere.
One of the bigfgest trapping seasona known
is here. Furs are in amazing demand all

over, 80 don't be satisfied with ordinary
prices. Ship direct to Geo. I. Fox. Prac-
tically all furs eventually reach the New
York Marketand wecan thereforepayyou
higher prices by buying direct from you.

j[oiiGetAII Your Money
No deduction for handling—no
commission charge. On all
stitpments over $75 we pay
you 5% extra above quoted
prices. Don't ship a dol-
lar's worth of furs to any
one until you compare our
latest special pricelistand
advance information, free
on request, with free ship-

ping tagsandTrappers Guide.

'.House That Guarantees Satisfaction

114-1 64 W. 25th St., New York, N.Y.

pROUTY!
lUARANTEED PEICE LIST

A Post Card
Will Bring It to You

|nd for it at once. It absolutely protects
lu on your fur shipments. It guarantees
lu more money as the market goes up;
I less than the prices listed if the
Rrket goes down.

1 Guaranteed Profits On Furs
Bt's what shipping to Prouty means to you.
buty is nationally known as the oldest Fur
Juse in New York—The Fur Market of the
fcrld. Why ship elsewhere when Prouty abso-
lely guarantees you the highest prices your
Irs can bring in the best market in the world.
tiest grading! Prompt payment! Topnoich prices!
" Try Prouty and you'll try no other.

J. L. PROUTVS SONS, INC.
ftalerg in Raw Fors, GinseDg Roots, Golden Seal, eto.

38aC West Broadway, New York Clly

TDAPOpDCf Furs are hiffh; trap-
' pine pays. ''Trap-

( craft," illua., tells how to trap fox.
muskrat, ekunk, wolf, mink, etc.: water,
den, snow, log, blind sets, etc., bow to

,
fasten traps, stretcb furs, make deadfalls,

IBS, Fur News, his illus. magazine, tells about fur markets,
pine, hunting, woodcraft, iisnine. furfarming. roots, herbs:
pf Kood stories. Send 10c. coin for copy oi "Trapcraft
ample copy of magazine.

[NEWS,71 W.23d St.,NewYork, Room 503

OF BIG TRAPPERS
Official Fur Price List.
Bapply Catalog and Game
Laws. All sent FHEE.
Hill Bros. Fur Co. ii^I^^'Al:

HILL BROS. IFUR CO.
822 Hill Blde.,Sl. Loui.. Mo.

rmi ?SJ^^ "Secretfl of Big Trappers".Offiaal Fur Price List, etc
ra .

Name

town

• _.R. F. D

will find that the fur house is willing to

help you at every turn of the trapping
game. Also observe and adopt the methods
of trappers of experience.

The importance of this task cannot be
overemphasized, because unless skins are

stretched properly they will not bring full

market value.

The drying process is not so difficult.

Always remember that skins must be dried

in a cool, shady place, and keep flies aw y
from them. Never dry skins in the sun or

by artificial heat. They must not be al-

lowed to wrinkle or get brittle, and if for

any reason they start to get too dry, mois-
ten them from time to time with a wet
cloth, taking care however, that this mois-
ture doesn't remain when the furs are

shipped. F. s. L.

Foods, Baits, and Scents

HALF the battle of trapping is knowing
what the animals you're out after like

best as food, and then displajdng it tempt-
ingly in the traps.

But sometimes, when the game is wary,

or not particularly hungry, even the choic-

est morsels of food will not tempt Mr. Rac-
coon, Mr. Mink, or other animals; then
trappers resort to artificial baits or scent

baits.

Fish oil is one of the most popular scent

baits than can be used, and it is made with
almost no trouble. Just catch a few min-
nows or small fish, slice them up, and put
the pieces in an ordinary fruit jar. Set this

jar in some sunny spot and leave it there

a month or more, by which time it will be
thoroughly rotten. Then pour out the
liquid and skim from the top the oil that
forms. This is the fish oil that all trappers
use. A small drop or globule of it is enough
to scent any set.

Of late years more and more trappers
are finding the guaranteed animal baits

prepared by some of the fur houses a great
success. They are used extensively now in

the Hudson Bay district—perhaps the
greatest trapping area of the world. These
scents are prepared with the idea of ap-
pealing to the strongest instinct of the fur-

bearing animals—the sex instinct, which
often is greater than the instinct for pro-
tection.

Animal baits of this sort are inexpen-
sive, and have lured animals to the traps
when all other baits failed. A. R. S.

One Way to Trap Fox
OLD trappers know that the fox will

nearly always show marked interest

in anything that looks like the remains of

a camp fire. Usually, too, he will dig

around in the ashes, doubtless entertaining
the belief that something in the way of

food has been left there by his enemy

—

man.
Therefore, when out trapping fox it is

a good plan to make a bed of ashes. On
this bed of ashes place scraps of meat,
being careful not to touch the meat with
the bare hands, for that would give it the
human scent and scare away the quarry.

Bait the ash bed three or four times,
allowing the foxes to visit it unharmed.
Then set your trap, carefully covering it

with the loose ashes. Next, burn a little

grass oyer the place where the trap is set,

to make the place look natural. Stake the
trap securely, or else have a good clog on
the end of your chain. Then put fresh
bait near it, using leather gloves doing
this, as well as in previous operations.
The fox, satisfied by reason of previous

visits that the ash bed is a fine source of

supply, and a safe one too, will be almost
sure to spring the trap.

Another good place to make a fox set
is on logs or saplings that bridge streams,
one trap at each end. Thenjf the first one
fails to catch him you still have a chance
with the second.

In all operations for fox, be careful that
you do not let the human scent get either
on traps, food baits, or scents, r. c. m.

A Land Measure
1HAVE made a land measure with which

I can quickly measure a field or strip of
fence. It is made from three pieces of
boards two inches wide and five and one-
half feet long, fastened together in a
triangle. I mark one corner with some
bright-colored paint, then roll the measure
along, counting each time the marked
corner comes to the ground. Every
count is one rod. To find the number of
acres in a square field, multiply the width
by the length and divide by 160.

John Upton.
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With
Moist
Warm

Air

There's health and happiness in homes where every room
is flooded with warm, moist, fresh air. It is the ideai heat-
ing physicians recommend— the kind being put in better
class bouses.

You can install a New Idea in a day, for you make no
alterations in your house, put up no network of pipes.

Costs Very Little

A New Idea costs little more than a good stove, but does
the work of several, burning hard or soft coal, wood or gas,
and less than you've burned before.

Every New-Idea Pipeless Furnace is sold under a positive
and absolutely binding written guarantee.

You should install a New Idea before cold weather catches
you. At least send at once for all the facts about this
ideal heating. Don't confuse the New Idea with other
pipeless furnaces. The frameless feed door construction
alone puts the New Idea in a class by itself—no dust
—no gas—no ashes! There are New Idea dealers in all

sections—one in your neighborhood. Write us and we'll
send you his name. You can get your New Idea promptly.

UTIGA HEATER COMPANY Box 30. Utica, N, Y.
218-220 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, 111,
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Pipeless Furnace
"The One You've Heard So Much About"

Also Manufacturer

B

of *^Superior"
Warm Air Furn-

acesand' *Imperial*'
Steam and Hot
Water Boilers.

Excellent profiosi-

tion for the right

kind of agents.

19-17

^Thesefeatures
make New
Idea Heatins^

ideal

:

Framelessfeed door
Smoke curtain
Non-clinker grate
Hot blastfeed door
Gas and dust- tight

radiator
Two-piece fire pot
Large water pan
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Write Today To
FREE
FUR
BOOK

Big Bargains

la Traps

and Supplies

Send a postal and get Taylor's Fur Book FREE J Shows animals in color. Helps you
begin the season right and make big money from the start I Contains old trappers' secrets
of success. No guesswork—real time-tried tricks! Tells where, when, how to trap.
Whole pageson baitsand scents. Explainsways to skin and ship furs to getthe most money.
Also a long list of traps and supplies at real money -saving prices! See the bargains we
list at money-saving prices. Free Fur Book, Market Reports, Shipping Tags—Write I

375 Fur Exchanc^e Building w WSa
International Fur Exchange Ssl. JL01I1S, HIO*F.C. Taylor Fur Co.
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Truck, Cow or

Paint—it's what
you get

The farmer became a

business man when he
began to pay twice as much
for a truck which would
give him three times the

mileage, twice as much for a

cow which would give him
four times the butter-fat.

The business man-farmer
paints his buildings with

Dutch BoyWhite-Lead be-

cause of what it will give

him in superior service,

even if its first cost is

slightly higher than that of

some other paints he could

use.

Dutch Boy White-Lead
can • be tinted any color.

Write our nearest office for

free ** Handy Book on
Painting."

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Boston Buffalo Cincinnati

Chicago Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

JOHN T LEWIS & BROS. CO., Philadelphia

NATIONAL LEAD & OIL CO.. Pittsburgh

Dutch

Boy
Products

Clark Tanlts
are tacked by
20 years of

eatisfa c t ory
Steel Vault
building.

Removal after
2 years ia
flooded grave.
Casket dry
and flowers
dried as they
were.

No Tomb of. Monarch More Secure
All tlie protective advantages of a Mausoleum, cost-

ing thousands of dollars, are secured at little expense to

tliose who trust their -well-loved dead to the

The Clark Grave Vault
"That They May Best In Peace"

Interment in the Clark Grave Vault is a perpetual

comfort and satisfactiou to those left behind. You
KKOW that the dear one is safely at rest—unmolested

by dampness, water, gho\ils or other destroying

elements.

The Clark Grave Vault is built from heavy plates of

Keystone, rust-resistiug steel, electrically welded into

an air-tight bell. Through an inviolable law of Xature
no water can enter. Each,Clark Grave Vault is tested

up to 2% tons hydraulic resistance and guaranteed for

50 years.

No one will ever regret the purchase of a Clark Gravo
Vault—Handsome, Substantial, Impressive, Safe, Mod-
erate in Price.

Eecommended and sold by all conscientious Tinder-

takers.
. , V ^ JPjctonal record of positive quality proofs

nailed on request. Address DepU B 1

The Clark Grave Vault Co.
Town and Starling Sts. Columbus, Ohio

Why Roosevelt Believed in

the Farmer
By Edwin Cartv Ranck

NO MAN in public life realized more
keenly the debt that the country
owed to the farmer than Theodore

Roosevelt. In his book, "The Foes of Our
Own Household," written shortly after
America went into the war, Roosevelt
speaks of the farmer as "the cornerstone of

civilization," and in speeches that he
made long before he was President of the
United States he was constantly paying
tribute to the farmer.
"We cannot permanently shape our

course right on any international issue,"
he, wrote in September, 1917, "unless we
are sound on the domestic issues; and this
farm movement is the fundamental social

issue—the one issue which is even more
basic than the relations of capitalist and
working man. The farm industry cannot
stop; the world is never more than a year
from starvation; this great war has im-
mensely increased the cost of living with-
out commensurately improving the con-
dition of the men who produce the things
on which we live."

It was Roosevelt's firm conviction that
the most important step in the amelio-
rating of farming conditions in this country
was to make the tenant farmer a farm
owner, thus restoring his self-respect and
faith in his own ability. He felt that the
freedom of the farms was just as important
to the life of this nation as the "freedom
of the seas."

Nor did Roosevelt ever talk vaguely
and at random about farmers and their

problems. He realized that the only thing
that counted was results, and that the only
way to obtain these results was by com-
mon sense methods. Therefore, whenever
he discussed farming problems, he always
tried to find concrete remedies, and offered

them for the consideration of the farmer
for what they might be worth.
One of these remedies was to eliminate

conditions that produced the tramp type
of laborer, and to place the farm laborer on
a perriianent status, offering him a career

as a farmer and encouraging him to bend all

his energies toward owning his own farm.
He also preached co-operation among

small landowners, believing that a stand-
together policy would aid each individual
in obtaining his rights and getting the best
possible returns for his labor.

Nothing riled the colonel more than the
practice on the part of wealthy men of

buying up large blocks of land, crowding
out the farmer, and establishing great

landed estates as domains of pure pleasure.

This, he felt, was a serious menace to the
existence of the producing farmer, and
should be fought tooth and nail. He
recommended progressive taxation as one
method of fighting the evil.

Another excellent suggestion of Roose-
velt was to make capital more easily avail-

able for farmers, thus putting them on a
more equitable plane with other men
engaged in business, and giving them an
opportunity to put in improvements, buy
tractors, and enlarge their productive
activities.

Another point that the colonel was con-
stantly emphasizing was the economic
independence of the woman on the farm.

He felt that she should have as much care

as the man, and that conditions that tended
to make her life a drab and colorless round
of daily drudgery should be eliminated.

While Roosevelt was not, strictly speak-
ing, a farmer, he nevertheless had as much
right to call himself one as many land-

owners who use that title. He took a lively

interest in all things pertaining to a farm,

and farmers living in Oyster Bay
vicinity will tell you that they ah
found "the colonel," as they loved to
him, reliably informed about crops
live stock.

In an address delivered in Bangor, Ma
in 1902, Roosevelt called attention to
fact that almost all of our great Presidi

had been brought up in the country,
had received their early training on fai

"The forces," he said, "which a
these farm-bred boys leaders of men %
they had come to their full manhood are
at work in our country districts. Self-1

and individual initiativeremain to a peci
degree typical of life in the country."

Roosevelt reaUzed clearly that the
of the farmer who did all his own plo\i

milking, haying, etc., and then triec

look after the business end of his farm

:

market his products successfully, was,{
He knew that conditions had ehanget,

radically the business of farming
there was no longer any room for the
style farmer unless he modernized

i

methods. And he could only do thig

directing the business end of his famii
leaving the detail work to trusted
ployees.

But Roosevelt also knew that there
many able business men of the soil who
been forced by circumstances to bee

tenants under men less able than tl

selves, but who had the necessary am
of capital to do things that they were
in a position to do. In these farmer
ants he was greatly interested, and he

that their salvation depended upon
economical independence; otherwise
lar conditions might develop in

communities that had given birth to
business octopus, the "trust."

Such a thing as a farmers' trust wat
to be thought of, but such a thing
farmers' union naight be eminently pi'

cable, he thought, as a curb on the acti'\;

of rich dilettante farmers. While he 1

it was foolish to talk of such a thing i

arbitrary union among farmers of

country, he also knew that there wg
more effective weapon for them thai

operation, provided it was co-operati(

the interest of the many as oppose
selfish co-operation in the interest of th€

The farmers of America had no

'

doughty champion of their rights

Theodore Roosevelt.

Farm Bureaus and Labor Prices

FARM bureaus are helping in several

ways to ease the labor situation. In
one New York county the county agent
has vigorously promoted a movement for

regular monthly payment of wages. Ift

California the farm bureaus of Merced,
Stanislaus, and San Joaquin counties co-

operated this spring to establish uni-

formity in wages. Each bureau appointed
a wage committee, and fair wages were
set for general farm work, for orchard and
vineyard work, for haying, and for irri-

gation work, all on the basis of a nine-hour
day, with board furnished. For milkers a
wage by the month was set. This move-

ment is aimed to curb the wild compel

,

for help at rush seasons, which has 8

times occurred, pushing wages tO[

reasonable heights.

In still another way can farm bu:|

help solve the labor problem, eithej

themselves or in co-operation with a
mercial club, chamber of commero
similar organization of town bu£

interests. Employing a paid secreta;

labor exchange is established, where
seeking work and farmers needing
register their wants. Such an exd
energetically managed becomes an eflB

institution. J. T.
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ou Will Be Happier on

the Farm
[CONTIlSaJED FROM PAGE 15]

Tiore work in six days than you can in

m. Bear in mind that you can do more

k in ten hours than you can in fourteen.

,r in mind that to make the muscles work

ausly at routine work they must not only

n condition so that it is a pleasure to use

m, but the brain must be pleasantly occu-

i too. That is what gives you farm lads

advantage, now that you have had this

cation. Your neighbor's son who has

learned to think or know sees only the

;h that his plow is turning up. With
it turns up the history of the world

:e the rocks cooled; it turns up the mys-
es of chemistry and the secrets of plant

It is no longer a dead thing. It feeds

mind, and your soul as well as your

y.
'here is one important advantage that

student in agriculture has over his

a associates: he will probably, some
, and that perhaps soon, be his own
iter. Most of the other lads will be
)loyees. They are fitting themselves for

ul and paying work, but they will have
disadvantage of being cogs in a ma-
le for all that. You may not even make
nuch money as some of them will, but
all give you more pleasure. You will

e the suburban or country residence

; the city man longs for, and gets as

1 as he can afiford it.

wish I could teach you the happiness
; comes from renunciation—that comes
a doing without things. I once pitied

old hermits, the old monks and holy
I, who renounced everything but coarse

king and simple food and work. I still

k they carried things too far, that they
'did things in their enthusiasm, yet
e is a satisfying happiness that comes
1 self-denial, and you will do well to

;riment a little in that line. The good
•chman is the better for his observance
^ent—it helps his body, his soul. The
ng man who does without the cigar, the
s luxury here and there, is stronger for

nd happier too. I would not ask him
18 miserly. The helping hand that he
is, the dollar now and then invested in

ing one who needs it, is sure to be re-

i in the joy it brings to his own soul.

young man who walks sometimes
more out of life than the other young

[ who rides in a shiny buggy that has
in the larger part of what he should
e saved that year.

here is one more thing that will help

I

wonderfully, that is reverence. This is

age of irreverence. There is hardly any
>r reason why we do not any more pro-

3 such men as George Washington and
mas Jefferson. We have learned to
le at sacred things, to jest at holy
gs, and to criticize and sneer at our
Uc men. I believe, myself, in hero-
ship. It will do everyone of you good
ake some great man—maybe he is one
)ne knows but yourself—take this man

1 and think of his character, his life; it

strengthen you.
was down at Washington the other

. There is a monument there erected
he memory of George Washington. I

heard of it. It came as a surprise to
: It towered above all that is in Wash-
on. Everywhere you weiit that fall,

ight, white, pure shaft looked down at

I The beauty and strength of it grew
you. After a time you took off your
and bowed your head to the memory
dm whom it was meant to represent

—

one ifiicomparable American, the sim-
ihearted, pure, strong character of
shington. You saw then that after all

It Americans worship is not wealth, is

social position, is not success as com-
ily meant by that term, but truth and
or, and usefulness and love, for all of
ie things Washington had more than
fellows. And when you think of it you
glad that such a life was produced on
farm, that he went back to the farm
in and identified himself with country
after his work was done.
Lnd now I am done. It has been a
isure to write to you. I feel as though
1 one of you were a personal friend to
and I wish you Godspeed in your life.

1 you will, most of you, succeed. Re-
nber, though, that the greatest success
not in making money or making a stir
he world, but in building up your own
racter, and in that alone comes peace
happiness.

ote: This is the fourth in the series of
faJfa Joe" Wing's last unpublished articles
3h are appearing exclusively in Farm and
ESIDE. The Editob.
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THE OLD TIME FARM
WAS NOTA BUSINESS

It was simply a means of livelihood. Tedi-

ous and wasteful methods were the reason.

Today the well-managed farm is a plant

—a place where every dollar invested

shows a profit. Throughout the country,

Lehigh Cement, in the form of concrete

in its many uses, has reduced the cost of

operation and helped place farming on a

paying basis.

LEHIGH PORTLAND lEHlGl
CEMENT COMPANY ^ ^

QksQ^ational &ment

1.EHIGH
%wr dealercan supply you witklbhigh r^HlGl
Keep ajew sacks on kandjor thatoddjob

Big Crops in Northwest Texas
on the New Line of the Santa Fe
The Federal Railroad Administration lias authorized

the completion ol the new Shattuck Branch of the Santa
Fe Railroad to take care of this year's big crops—wheat,
oats and sorgliums. This will open for immediate settle-
ment and development a large block of my land in a
wheat and stock-farming section of Ochiltree and Hans-
ford Counties in Northwest Texas near Oklahoma State
line, where the first crop has in a number of cases paid
for the land, and where cattle and hogs can be raised at
a low cost. Land is of a prairie character ready for the
plow. No stone, stumps, no brush to be cleared, at
attractive prices on easy terms. Climate healthful, rain
falls during growing season. Write for free illustrated
folder, giving experience and results settlers have secured
in short time on small capital. T. C. Spearman, 988 Rail-
way Exchange, Chicago, Dl.

You Can Earn
A Good Salary

TF YOU are a live energetic man and own or
have the use of an auto or a horse and buggy,

you can earn a salary of $50 w^eekly. Our work
requires strong virile men who have confidence
in their ability to successfully introduce Farm
and Fireside in rural districts. Write at once if

you think you can qualify.

Mail this coupon vv;ith your reply

C. M. MITCHELL
Farm and Fireside. Springfield, Ohio
Please send me details of your proposition to

salesmen. I have a .automobile.

Name

P.O Slate

KShi Smoke House

30DagsFREE»'«ou|
uon t fay r>ig ourcner isiiis:

Send for your Kirstin Smoke House. Butcher a few hogs
for your own table. Smoke the Ham, Bacon and Sausaffe. Cut
butcher bills in half. Also sell to neierhbors at tremendous profit. The Kirstin Smoke Honse is all

steel, fireproof. Lasts longer than wood, costs much less. Portable. Use in basement, IdtcheQ,
1* onporch. Burns cobs, sawdust or hardwood. Smoke poaitively air cooled. After smoking use for
^ sanitary maat storehouse. Fly and rat proof. Wonderful success! Free Book shows sizes—val-

uable home curing recipes—30 day Free Trial Offer—Special Agent's proposition—etc. Write today.

A. J. KIRSTIN COMPANY. I 100 VWells Street, ESCANABA, MICHICAN

Wonderful
l

newbool
Tr apping.

J 1

Full of hints
of how to

make big catches. Tells
the great stories of Amer-
ica's famous trappers.
Holds you with the thrill-
ing adventures of Crock-
ett, Carson, Boone, Ken-

ton and others. It follows
. them on the trap line with
clever " trapping secrets."
Write for

Trapping Secrets
Sent free to
fur trappers
only.

We will also

keep you
posted on

j

the fur mar-
ket. Send
for your
copy today.

Clay Export

1123H—West SSth Street

Chicaeo, 111.. U. S. A.

secrets

Help Solve the Food Problem by Producing Three to Four Crops a Year
FLORIDA offers unequalled opportunities for Farminfr, Su^arCane

Growing, Cattle and Hog Raising. Cheap Ranges. Good Water, Mild
Climate, Open Grazing Year Round, Home Market, etc. Detail Infor-
mation pertaining to Florida Real Estate, etc., will be gladly furnished.
JAMES H. PAYNE. Bisbee Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.

Send NO Money!
Simply send your size and
these wonderful Army Work
Shoes will come to your home

at once. Built solid full of
wear. Genuine oak leather
soIeB. Note the splendid
extra quality leather! Enjoy
their blessed comfort! The
risk is ours—these must de-
light you or no sale. Pay
only $4.39 on arrival for

this splendid bargain.

We guarantee that these
shoes are S7.00
and $8.00 values;
that they will give
satisfactory wear
or we will send
a new pair

FREE

On Arrival
POSTAGE FREE

Army Work Shoe
Save profits. Buy
from Factory Headquarters! 1

Boston Mail Order House, Depl. V422, Boston, Mass.
Send shoes on approval. My money back if I want it. I risk nothing.

Name • • • • Size

Address Color
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Ifyou had been
on the Arizona

HERE she comes, homeward
bound, with "a bone in her

teeth," and a record for looking

into many strange ports in six

short months.

If you had been one of her proud

sailors you would have left New York

City in January, been at Guantanamo,

Cuba, in February, gone ashore at Port

of Spain, Trinidad, in March and
stopped at Brest, France, in April to

bring the President home. In May the

Arizona swung at her anchor in the har-

bor of Smyrna, Turkey. In June she

rested under the shadow of Gibraltar

and in July she was back in New York

harbor.

Her crew boasts that no millionaire

tourist ever globe-trotted like this. There

was one period of four weeks in which

the crew saw the coasts of North Amer-

ica, South America, Europe, Asia and

Africa.

An enlistment in the navy

gives you a chance at the education of

travel. Your mind is quickened by contact

with new people, new places, new ways of

doing things.

Pay begins the day you join. On board

ship a man is always learning. There is

work to be done and he is taught to do it

well. Trade schools develop skill, industry

and business ability. Work and play are

planned by experts. Thirty days furlough

each year with full pay. The food is fine. A
full outfit of clothing is provided free. Pro-

motion is unlimited for men of brains. You
can enlist for two years and come out

broader, stronger, abler. "The Navy made
a,man of me" is an expression often heard.

Apply at any recruiting station if

you are over 17. There you will get

full information. If you can't find

the recruiting station, ask your
Postmaster. He knows.

Shove off f

Join the U.
am
am illlllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

li

FARM and FIRESIDE Subscription Rates

GO UP SOON!
WE HAVE'been holding off this announcement for months, but the constantly

ascending costs of everything that goes into the making of the magazine
renders an increase inevitable. We will tell you the new subscription rates in an
early issue. In the meanwhile THE OLD RATES HOLD GOOD. So renew now
hejore the increase goes into effect. Your new subscription will be added to what-
ever time your old one has to run.

Five years $l.OO - Three years $0.60
Send Your Order to

FARM and FIRESIDE

mm

One Year $0.2S

Springfield, Ohio
lliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiii^
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FARM AND FIRES

Handy Fruit Gatherer

THE finest apples, the most luscic

pears, and the ripest plums are alwj
high on the outside branches of a tree, a
there they usually hang for the birds a

weather to destroy. I illustrate a little i

vice which has saved us hundreds of doll

in time, fruit, and money. If you have \

one large fruit tree, it will be worth y(

while to make one. We have used it

gathering figs and oranges since coming
California. It is made as follows: Tn'-

pole 10 or 12 feet long, and on top of

No STUMPS too bigr. Get the
richest, mostproductive land

Into crops. Make more money.
lercules on 30 days' free trial.

Three -year guaranty. Safe
and fast. Send post card
for free book. Introduc-
tory price offer now.

HERCULES MFG. CO.
978 27lh St., Canlervllle, Iowa

)

attach a thin disk about five inches
ameter, or smaller for small fruit, se»

wooden teeth like a rake. Carefully
this under a pear or apple so that fruit
on the disk, and give a slight twist,

at once detach and bring down the-

without marring or injuring it in any

Why We Should Eat
Mutton

Is IT an inherited aversion to the tiS

tional "woolly" taste some mutti
supposed to have, or because we hs^
been educated to eat it, that causes^

consumption of mutton in this countrj

be so small? Although we are the _^

est meat eaters in the world, our perc^'

of mutton per capita is lower than tluj

England, France, or Canada. White
averaged 150 pounds of meat per perso

1918, oply five pounds of that was Ii

and mutton. Our pork consumptiiB
fourteen times and beef consumption ifl

thirteen times our use of mutton.
The British are the greatest mu'

eaters in tne world, as 22 per cent oi

the meat tney consume comes from
sheep. France is next with about 11

cent. Canadians use about 7 per f

while in the United States the averas

only per cent. Having been brot

up on a sheep farm, with memorie
cunning lambs for pets, and with a

early acquired taste for a choice 'lei

mutton" wnich I still cherish, it is 1

for me to understand why more peopl

not appreciate this tasty meat. w. i

Lifting 10 Acres of Bee

Per Day
By Earle W. Gage (New Yodi

OUR sugar-beet growers have sue

fully solved the problem of comp
with cheap foreign labor in handling

acreages of this crop. They were 1^

capped for several seasons, since

shortages restricted the acreage pa

of handling, while the crop was matUT"

the sugar content of the beets ngh

But with the invention and intro

of the crotch and side lifters, their p;

was solved, and to-day a four-row

lifter operated by a 45 tractor will

out as high as 10 acres of beets pw
and do the same work as 30 to 40 men

eight teams did in the olden days.

The crotch lifter has double p

which run on both sides of the row,

the side lifter has single points on the

of long, thin, cutting blades, the

common size being the one-row imph

with but one point. This is called i

lifter, because the point runs at th|

of the row. The crotch type lifts on!

row while the side lifters are ma
handle from one to four rows, aca

to the power of the tractor.

Rainy days in October are excellent

to put the tractor in shape for tlit

season.
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Sorghum-Makin' Time
By J. Leland Crawford (Kentucky)

LONG in the fall, when the maple

L leaves begin to turn gold and brown,
when frost is in the air, and all nature

eparing for winter, we know that sor-

n-makin' time is at hand, and we are

he first thing we do when preparing
hum for the making is stripping the
er from it. We go into the patch on a
clear morning, just as the sun is

ling above the eastern rim of hills, and
the half-frozen dew hanging on the
hum—and we shiver. But soon the
cise and the rising sun's rays warm us.

lien we cut the beautiful, shining

[S and clip the heads of seed from them,
put the sorghum, now som'ewhat re-

ling a lot of fishing poles, on the
3ns and haul it to the mill. I have
ys considered the sorghum mill a place
^reetness, if it is not always beautiful,

unwary visitor is liable to rest his

ilders against a post and talk a while,

to find himself stuck fast when he
to move; or perhaps he has sat upon
ry inviting upturned bucket, and finds

the bucket persists in staying with
when he decides to go. But we "who

will wear overalls, and enjoy the
it odor of the sorghum in every stage of

making.
e unload the sorghum near the grinder,
start old Jaick on his endless road,
h is pulling the sweeping beam that
3 the rollers of the grinder. I always
ider myself fortunate if I get the job
eding the sorghum grinder. This job
not require concentration of thought,
mly the regular feeding of the sorghum
:s into the rollers—and I am free to
dream.

'

le juice as it comes from the cane is

sweet, but it has too much of a greenish

taste to be very good. However, most any
farm boy can store a vast amount of it

underneath his belt. When I have ex-

tracted a sufficient amount of this juice

from the stalk to satisfy the thirst of all the

boys present and fill the "pan," we place

it over the furnace, and the first batch of

sorghum is in the making.
From the time the juice begins boiling

until it becomes molasses we who pride

ourselves on making good mola,sses stand,

over the pans, carefully skimming off the

waste that gathers as the juice boils. This
we do with a long-handled skimmer. We
usually try to throw these skimmings into

an old bucket kept for this purpose, but
they are almost always distributed over a
good-sized spot of ground around the buck-
et. When the syrup begins to get thick

these skimmings have a good fiavor, and
we bring the much-licked wooden spoon
into play again.^

As soon as one'batch is cooked we begin

another. The work is continued late into

the night. Usually some of the neighbors
gather in after dark to talk over the news
of the day, and eat as much foam as they
want. The big, open-mouthed furnace
casts a ruddy glow around, and we lounge
about in this light and swap jokes.

Long before daybreak the work is in full

sway again. We start old Jack on his

endless road again, and the sweet-smelling
juice comes streaming from the grinder.
Each day's work is a repetition of the

first one. Finally we have a year's supply
of molasses made. We store the sweets
away. Even if the sugar-beet crop is a
failure, and the Cuban sugar crop runs bad,
we have a goodly supply of wholesome fat

and heat producing food—and we are glad.

t Your Customer's Eye
By F. E. Brimmer

(T- long ago I found a truck farmer
vho has hit upon a rather spectacular
effective way of catching the eye,

•s, and cash of passing motorists. He

it is necessary to have it geared and gov-
erned so that the revolutions will be slow
and steady, no matter what the wind
velocity may be. A well-proportioned,
neatly built mill, kept tastefully painted,
becomes a widely known farm landmark,
and can appropriately bear the proprie-
tor's name and the farm name, which in
this case cited is "The Windmill Farm."

a windmill about 10 feet in spread of

and mounted it in a conspicuous
near the highway. It is a fairly good

ature of the famous Dutch windmill,
this in itself attracts the passer-by.
It he went farther than that. He
eived the plan of making his repro-
ion of a Dutch windmill do some
tive advertising for him as its fans

[y revolved. He arranged suitable
or grooves on the blades to receive

rtising cards conspicuously lettered
the names of various kinds of truck,

, and produce in which he specializes,

cards are tin or sheet iron, neatly
red and painted, and few passers-by
ing produce so uniquely advertised
;ible to withstand the appeal. When
they are enticed to see the produce
sale is assured. A man having such
need ideas on publicity can be de-
ed on to hold his customers by means
lality, once they are caught,
lere are numerous publicity schemes
h depend on some similar plan of
al that can be originated. One es-
al is to attract the eye of the public
ame means that will please and cause
nent. Then keep your publicity
lod constantly fresh and attractive,
ben mounting a windmill as described,

What Can I Do On a

Rainy Day?
By Edgar L. Vincent (New York)

HERE are some of my big jobs for a
rainy day. It may be some folks

would not think they amount to so very
much. All right. I have learned that the
biggest jobs I have to do are those that I

hate to do most. Here they are:
Straighten up the harness-room. When

every day is crowded full of things that
simply must be done on the farm we are
pretty apt. to throw things round in the
harness-room pretty promiscuously. Gets
so it looks like sin, only more so; and this
rainy day is just the best time to slick up.
Another good big job is tightening up

the horses' shoes. I can do that all right.
I have an old piece of a drag tooth, a reUc
from the days of the spike-tooth harrow,
that I hold against the head of the loose
nails, and with a light hammer I can draw
the nails down tight, so that they will go
several days longer.
Lowery days are a good time to bring up

correspondence. Business letters must be
answered the same day, no matter what
else happens; but here are friendly letters

waiting. I have no bigger job than to
answer these. None pays better, either.

Again, it is a big job to go around the
house and do the little chores that Wife
knows about. Maybe a door that sags on
the hinges and is scraping the carpet out.

I drive out the hinge pins, tug the door out,

and with cross-cut and rip saw cut it down
to save wearing the pretty carpet.
But I think the very hardest task of all

is to clear up my office desk. Piled so high
with accumulated papers and stuff I dread
to touch it. It really is a man's job to
wade down through the heap and keep
cheery. Can you do it? Then you are good
for any big job.

The quiet-looking boy at the foot of the
dass had not had a question. The teacher
looked at him severely, and asked:

"In what condition was the patriarch
Job at the end of his life?"

"Dead," was the reply.
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Tell You Nothing

You cannot determine the quality of ready-

roofing by its looks or its "feel." Surface

appearances tell you nothing. The ability of

ready-roofing to meet successfully the test of
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into it and the manufacturing processes fol-

lowed in making it.

When you buy Ru-ber-oid Roofing not a
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roofings may be judged. It maintains today

the enviable position which it reached when
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The Standard Paint Company lias rested upon
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Our Letters to Each Other
A page whereon we take a few lines every month to talk things over, so if you've

got anything on your mind, let's hear from you

Wi
'HEN we haul out our old
vest-pocket typewriter and
swing into this page of

letters, it seems just like

sitting down comfortably in
the evening for a visit with an old friend.
We often wonder if you get that feeling
in reading it, or if we just imagine it has
a spirit all its own.
Anyhow, we like to think you feel that

way about it. We all need a little plain
visiting with each other to keep us polished
up. Without wishing to draw any odious
comparisons, we might illustrate that point
by saying that, no matter how well the
fire-blackened old teakettle may do its

work, it it doesn't come in contact with the
scouring cloth once in a while, it never
shines. It lives in perpetual gloom. It is

a pessimist.
And that's the way with human beings.

Those of us who just grub along, never go
any place, or do anything, or see anybody,
soon lose touch and live in a gloomy, nar-
row little world of their own. These folks
usually have the idea that others don't
like them. That hurts their feelings, and
they crawl in their shells and stay there.
What a mistake! The fault is with the

ones who crawl in their shells and growl,
not with those on the outside, "rhe world
has no use for a gloom or a gjouch. We
all have gloom antl grouch enough of our
own without taking on any from the other
fellow's supply.
The man or woman who is most popular,

and has the most friends in this world, is

the one who keeps whining, and sorrow,
and gloom, and sad accounts of trials and
tribulations to himself. With that as a
basic principle to start from, it is a pretty
safe bet that folks will like you in direct
ratio as you show that you like them.

Let that stand not only as a general
statement, but also as a direct answer to
a number of letters we have had along that
line lately.

That's Right, Montana

The Department of Agriculture's Weekly
News Letter says that a large number of
Montana Farm Bureau members have
organized a State Farm Management As-
sociation, and will offer over $300 in prizes
for the best showing of business farming.
There will be $100 for the best-kept farm-
er's account book, $100 for the best-
organized farm as shown by the account
book, and a $100 combination prize cov-
ering both points. That certainly is the
right idea. We have long since passed
the point in farming where it was merely
a question of production. Most farming
folks have got their production problems
pretty well whipped. The biggest step we
can take now is to develop ourselves into
thoroughly good business men, getting an
equally firm grip on problems of marketing
and management. What good will it do
us to produce great crops if we don't
manage the farm to know what those crops
cost us, and if we don't market them in

such a way as to bring us a profit on what
we have to sell?

Of course, Montana' isn't alone in things
of this kind, but we merely mention it as

a step in the right direction, and one which
might be imitated to advaintage elsewhere.

What Is "One Horsepowei;"?

A farmer friend of ours the other day
got to talking about labor-saving on the
farm through the addition of power
machinery—the truck, tractors, auto-
mobiles, light plants, and other gas and
electric appliances. He said it would be
interesting, as a basis of comparison, to
know exactly how much human and
animal labor "one horsepower" replaces.

So we looked it up, and here it is:

To do a day's work equal to one horse-
power requires the efforts of three strong
men, and for three eight-hour shifts there
would be required nine men. At the wage
rate of about $2.25 per day this would be
about $20, or $7,300 per year, per horse-
power.
To do the work of one horsepower with

horses instead of men will cost approxi-
mately one tenth the above amount, or

$2 a day, and $730 per year. To do the

work of one horsepower using electric
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power at 1.1 cents per kilowatt-hour will

cost $72.30 per year, or about one tenth the
cost of the work done by horse and about
one per cent of the cost of man.

This shows the relative economy of

doing things by machinery, but the figures

take no account of the fact that human
power and animal power cannot be organ-
ized as can electrical and mechanical power
to produce a steady and large output.
When this fact of speed and output is

taken into account, it illustrates how rich

a man would be with 100 horsepower at his

disposal, at a rate of 1.1 cents per kilowatt-
hour, compared to the man who tried to do
the same work with 1,000 slaves, working
for no pay whatever.

A Hard Question, This

"I have," writes J. T. of Ohio, "been a
faithful reader of Farm and Fireside for

ten years or more, ^ and have been much
interested in the topics which it discusses.

I am not a farmer myself, but only a
farmhand; but don't we come under your
wing too?

"It seems to me that all one hears now
is comment on high prices and especially

the high price of labor. I don't know
much about wages in the city, but I 'do

know what farmers are paying their hired

men in this part of the country, and I

know that it is little enough.
"Of course I realize that costs are up,

and that it takes a lot of money to buy
labor for a farm now, but it certainly is

discouraging for one in my position to try

to get ahead. I can remember when I

worked as a boy for as low as 25 cents a
day. It was a big day's work for a kid.

"Then I got so I could earn 50 cents a

day, and I certainly felt like a young mil-

lionaire when I was paid off Saturday
night. Then I grew to be a man, and got

$1 a day, and shortly after that wife and
I were married. We could save a little

money in those days, even on a dollar a

day. Then it went up to $1.25, and then
to $1.50. Prices had begun to go up in

the meantime.
"We have been on the same farm now

for ten years. Our boss is a good, hard-
headed farmer, a money maker, and a good
manager. He has always been fair with
us, and I have nothing to complain of in

his treatment. He furnishes us a comfort-
able tenant house. He boosts his wages
just as soon as anyone around here, and
always gives us some sort of remembrance
at Christmas. Last year it was a barrel

of flour and a load of coal. Some years

it has been less, but always a useful gift,

such as a sheepskin coat or a pair of felt

boots.
"He lets me have corn and other feed

a little below market price, so I always
have kept a cow, some chickens, and a

few pigs. My wages are now $2 a day,
but it doesn't seem as though we could
save any money, no matter how we skimp.

"It has always been our ambition to
save enough to rent a farm somewhere on
shares, and thus make a start toward buy-
ing a place of our own. We have saved
a little money in the past, and have it

safely put away in a building and loan
association, but it isn't enough to more
than buy a good team and wagon now, and
prices are so high that we hesitate to try
to do anything until things settle down.
"One of our girls (we have three) has

finished high school, and has been teaching
school two years. Last summer she went
to a normal college for a while. The next
oldest will graduate in another year. She
wants to go to college to take domestic
science, but we won't be able to send her.
We could have saved a little more money,
but we wanted the girls to have as good
education as we could give them. "Then
the wife has always kept our little cottage
looking neat, and we all have decent
clothes to wear for Sundays at least.

"I feel sometimes that I could save more
money if we went to the city, where they
pay big wages, but I know that living ex-
penses are much higher there too. What
would you advise me to do? Do you
think I ought to leave and go to the city
or another part of the country where wages
are higher? Is there any way we could
borrow money to get on a farm of our
own? Any advice you can give us will

be greatly appreciated."
The solution of the problem of the farm-

hand's wages, J. T., does not lie wholly
with any one person. And it is a very
serious problem, which .ought to be settled.

If the city folks read what I am going to
tell you here they would rise en masse and
curse and revile me; but they probably
won't see it, though I don't care if they
do, for it's the truth.
Your boss has got to get more for what

he produces before he can pay you more
for helping him produce it. Consequently
the folks in town will have to pay higher
prices for their food before your boss can
get more for his crops. They, sad to relate,

have an insane notion that all the farmer
has to do is produce more to bring prices
down to them. They have their mjnds set

on cheaper food. They are kind of crazy
on the subject. Their minds have got to
be changed before your wages can be
raised. You see by this that it really is

a serious problem you are up against.
Of course there are a lot of middlemen

taking exorbitant profits on the food you
help to produce, between the time it leaves
the farm and the time it is sold to the con-
sumer. There is a lot of waste in our
marketing methods. That is why Farm
AND Fireside is always harping on the
importance of the farmer devoting time

and study to marketing and manu,
problems, just like any other manuf
does. Middlemen's profits is anoth*
that will have to be cleared up befo
wages can be raised.
And of course the folks in town

entirely unjustified in not wanting
more for their food. They aren't t

more than enough to live on now, r
them. Consequently they are deW
higher wages for their work in ma
turing the farm machinery you us
the clothes you wear, and the sho
buy. And if their wages are rais

manufacturer will again boost the
{

the machinery and shoes and thini

sell you and your boss, which wil

add to your boss's expense and
another boost in his prices and youi
You see, it is a vicious circle. T

which upset wage standards and
tion standards in every line of

activity, has hurled us all off of oi

fully prepared and delicately a

perches in the scheme of wages and
factures and all the other parts
great commercial and industrial si

that was built up and runnin(
smoothly before the war, and no
all trying to get readjusted.
Your income, as you say, has u

as your boss's income increased.
:

can't save as much on $2 a. day
you used to save on 50 cents a day
years ago because your income
increased as much nor as fast a
costs went up; neither has your
neither, as far as that's concern
mire. Three years ago my wife
eould set our table for $5 a week,
it costs us between twice and thn
that, and we don't have as mucl
as we had then; that is, for those
of the year when we are compelletl
in town.
You and I look with delight u|

man who pats us on the shoul(
voices the opinion that prices wil
down so that our income will more
equal our outgo. We hope he ia

but I, for my part, don't think thai

are coming down at all. The I

workers who got such good war]
and used the money to get a taste c'

living—better houses, better clothet^

food, more recreation—are human,
will not let go of those better things
can possibly help it. They will

thing, including rioting, to keej
wages up. Consequently the m
turers they work for will keep pri

About the only answer I can sei

increase the prices of farm prod\
the farmer immediately, so that you
can be raised, and then let the f

folks set about systematically to ii

their marketing methods, and the

facturers and distributors to improi
ufacturing and distribution meti
cut out the money now wasted a
in the form of excess profits there

That's where you and I come in (

they call the "packer situation,

farmer isn't getting enough to pay
producing meat, he says. The pad
he can't pay him any more ti

paying him. The consumer sa^

afford to eat meat any more bi

can't pay the high prices demands
packer for the steaks the packaf
from the beef your boss produces
body is vjrong on that propositiofi

and has got to be set right. Th
country is aroused o-uer the pro
manufacture, and distribution

J. T., and some sort of a solutio;

to be arrived at before very long.

However, there is one thing y\

do instead of sitting down and
the nation to work out this probj

might make a valiant effort to

the farmhand class. If you ai

farmer, with the right stuff in

believe you are, you can find oppi

to get ahead. 'The spirit required

shown by John Manning, the yoiffl

er who, on another page of thk

tells the story of how he pulled I

out of the hired man class and got

of his own. He didn't have mud
but he had brains, and ideas, ai

money, as you say you've got,

put it over because he also had
mination to win. George
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The New Overland 4, with Three- Point
Cantilever Springs, the Greatest Improvement

in Riding Comfort Since Pneumatic Tires

THIS handsome new Over-
land has a Springbase of 130

inches— yet a wheelbase of only

100 inches.

It is a new type of car with a

new standard of riding comfort.

The springs are Three -Point
"ever springs of Chrome
lium steel, a new type of

y exclusive with this new
• nd.

::iy give the Overland 4, with

;ht weight and ease of driv-

he road-comfort and road-

ness formerly confined to

, expensive cars of long

Dase.

They end the ordinary bounc-

ing, vibrating over the bumps.
They stop the usual swaying,
twisting and jars that fatigue the

passengers and rack the car.

The wheels and springs go up
and down, following the bumps,
but the passengers and car are

shielded from road blows. The
Three- Point Springs protect the

mechanism from road injuries and
prolong the life of the car. . .^i^

Light weight brings gr^t econo-

my of tires and gasoline.^
"

High quality materials and work-
manship are used in Overland 4

throughout. Its equipment is high

grade, complete from Auto-Lite
Starting and Lighting to De
mountable Rims.

Ask the Overland dealer to show
you this new motor car which has

been tested more than 250,000
miles, let him explain to you its

exclusive Three-Point Cantilever
Springs, then-

Select rough roads that you for-

,^ merly dreaded to ride over and
^ see what it means to ride in

Overland 4.

Overland 4 Touring, $845;
Roadster, $845; Coupe, $1325;
Sedan, $1375. Prices f. o. b.

Toledo.

~106fnch""Wheelbase " T

WILLYS-OVERLAND, INC., TOLEDO, OHIO
Sedans, Coupes, Touring Cars and Roadsters

Willys-Overland, Limited, Toronto, Canada
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Battery Life Dependsi
upon INSULATION

There's only one sure-fire preventive against aging on
the shelf—^that is to store the batteries in true bone-dry
condition, which is possible only with the Willard Battery
containing Threaded Rubber Insulation.

The life of the battery is largely up to the man in the
car, but Threaded Rubber Insulation adds greatly to its

chance of long service, because it removes one of the
commonest causes of battery trouble—^breaking down of

the insulation.

Nearly every battery with ordinary insulation has to be
. re-insulated at least once during its lifetime. Willard
Threaded Rubber Insulation never has to be replaced.

Threaded Rubber Insulation has

these three distinct advantages
over any other :

-

/• Threaded Rubber Insulation eliminates
depreciation in the dealer's stock.

'

Willard Batteries with Threaded Rubber Insulation,

since they have no wood insulation in any form, can
be shipped and stored bone dry—since neither plates

nor insulation in the battery have ever been wet.

The storage battery with wood insulation in any
form can not be kept in a dealer's stock without
depreciation, because wood insulation must be put
into the battery wet at the factory, and, once the

insulation is wet, a continuous chemical action begins;

and furthermore, the insulation can not be allowed

to be dried out, as it would become damaged. Hence
the battery must soon be filled.

2» Threaded Rubber Insulation returns
bigger dividends to the user.

Threaded Rubber Insulation is a manufactured
product held to rigid uniformity, more durable and
long-lived than any wood can be. The car owner is

not wholly relieved of caring for his battery, but the

battery will stand more abuse, and function at high

efficiency for a much longer time.

3» Threaded Rubber Insulation makes re-

insulation unnecessary.

W^en installed in the car no one can say just how
soon wood insulation will begin to break down, on
account of the impossibility of securing absolute

uniformity in wood, since it is the product of nature,

not of scientific manufacture. During this period

even careful driving and faithful attention to battery

care will not absolutely insure long life.

Re-insulation—at considerable expense—^is almost

certain to come before the ordinary battery is worn
out, and the life of any battery after re-insulation is

uncertain.

Threaded Rubber Insulation outlasts the Mates and
re-insulation is, therefore, unnecessary.

STORAGE
BATTERY

Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation
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Should Farmers Advertise?
By George Martin

IN
a recent batch of mail there came to

my desk a bulletin and a letter. I

read the letter first; it was from an
apartment-house dweller in Chicago.
Boiled down it was this:

"As a long-suffering, tax-ridden, deeply-

gouged consumer I appeal to you for help.

I

You print articles about the successes of

ithose who produce our food, would it not

|be fair play to print something about the

'plight of the customers of those producers?

"We investigate through Congress the

trusts when they apply the monopolistic

principle to the distribution of meat; the

stockmen who raise that meat and to whom
the greater part of my tribute goes, when I

buy a pound of it—those men are over-

looked. Congress allows farmers $2.26 a

bushel for theirwheat, and the Federal Grain
Corporation forthwith gets a club for the

millers, who charge me only a tithe of this

authorized price inflation. To-morrow I

must pay a cent more a quart for milk, but

the dairymen are scattered and seemingly

immune to punishment for this robbery.

My wife goes to farm wagons at markets,

and there is held up for the vegetables she

buys.
"Why should the farmers of this country

"he granted immunity to the penalties of

profiteering? Why shouldn't they be in-

vestigated and made to feel the weight of

the hand of equity? Why should the

monopolistic principle be tolerated in pro-

duction and scourged in distribution?

"You owe it to your readers to play fair

with both sides; as it is now, we as humble
consumers are helpless tribute bearers to

subsidized tyrannical production of the

basic necessities of life."

I read this letter and absently picked up
the bulletin. It dealt with the cost of pro-

ducing milk in the State of Illinois. Then
somehow it all came over me that here be-

fore me lay the reason why the farmer is a

"profiteer."

The irate apartment dweller had read

newspaper reports of hearings when the

meat packers were grilled in Congress by
Francis J. Heney; and he had read what
Julius H. Barnes, president of the United
States Grain Corporation, had said to the

millers. Also he had read, day after day,

heavy-type advertisements by the packers

which were like kicks in the face—how it

was impossible for packers to control the

price of meats, how their profit on a pound
of it is only a fraction of a cent. So had
his wife read these things.

He was convinced that the bulk of his

dollar for meat went to the stockman—the

packers told him so. Every day they did.

He knew that farmers were receiving $2.26

for their wheat—think of it! He knew
that .his milkman was charging him a cent

more for milk simply because the dairy
farmer's price to the milkman had been
raised a cent. He knew these things, and
was sore.

. But he had not read that bulletin which
strayed to my desk, and which showed
what a complex, expensive operation it is

to produce a quart of milk; he had not read
what it cost the cattleman who got the
bulk of his meat dollar to raise that meat;
he had not read that many a man who sold
$2.26 wheat did so and felt relieved when
he broke even, and peeved when he thought
of what he might have sold it for if the
price hadn't been fixed.

As a matter of fact, this man had not read
anything about the producer's costs and
risks and failures which came to his atten-
tion only when meat and milk and flour
and fruit and spinach went up in price.

Now, this city dweller is but one of mil-
lions. He is fair-minded and honest in his
outburst against the increased burden of
the cost of existence.

He is fair-minded according to his lights;

yet he has received light on but one angle

of the question.

He is honest in his criticism; yet he has
been provided with but half a premise for

that criticism.

And every day that he and his kind live

on half-rations of enUghtenment, just so

much is the gap widened between himself

and the farmer.
Who reads these vital bulletins like the

one on my desk? Farmers and
workers in experiment stations.

Their circulation is strictly in the
workshop. And there they have
great value.
But this Chicago man and his

kind, who hold a smoldering re-

sentment against the producer,
are allowed to go in ignorance

of the business romance behind the fin-

ished product which they buy to-day at a
higher price than yesterday, and never feel

outraged. The steel maker and the auto
maker see to it that the public has the facts

as to why those increases are necessary.
Practically every industry except agri-

culture has taken the public into its con-
fidence.

A chain of the most successful hotels in
the United States has built its phenomenal

success upon the policy
of selling the utmost for

the service price
charged. Its desk clerks

'call you by your name
from the moment you
register until you leave

;

in the morning there is

a newspaperunder your

New England's Champion Sheep Shearer

DENUDING a sheep of its coat of wool by means of a pair of old-fashioned
sheep shears may be a lost art on the great ranches of the West, but up in

Maine the annual wool crop is still clipped that way, and the champion manipu-
lator of the shears in that State and in New England is A. E. Hodges of Vassal-
boro, Maine, whose picture you see here.

Mr. Hodges has been shearing sheep since he was a boy, and he is now getting
along toward three score and ten. He learned the trick on his father's farm.
His record, established ten years ago, is 59 sheep dipped in ten hours. This rec-
ord stands in Maine and New England as the best. On the day the accompany-
ing photograph was taken Mr. Hodges sheared 19 sheep in a forenoon of four
hours. This was at Long Branch Farm in the town of Bowdoinham, Maine,
where is owned the largest flock of sheep in Maine, 2,500 head.

Sam E. Conner.

of these simple facts regarding costs.

When the packers decided they should
clear up the haze of suspicion hanging about
their business practices, did they circularize
stockmen with the announcement that they
were making only a fraction of a cent profit
on each pound of meat distributed through
their machinery?

No, they went straight to the public, and
took it into their confidence.
When the dairymen have been under

public criticism -and condemnation for
higher prices charged by milk distributors,
is it policy for them to circularize dairymen
with reasons for these increases?

The farmer is the greatest producer in
America, beside whom the steel barons and
automobile monarchs dwindle to Lillipu-
tian stature. Without his products the
wheels of industry, the very pulse of life,

would halt.

Yet the consumers of steel have a sym-
pathetic understanding of the steel indus-
try, and they know the why and the where-
fore when its price increases; and automo-
bile buyers take pride in their knowledge

door for you to read during breakfast; on
your bureau are needles, thread, buttons.

But on this bureau also are two or three
attractively printed folders

—

to you. They
take you by the arm and tell you just what
it means to run such a big hotel, how every
employee is trained, how many troubles
the management encounters in just one
day, what it wants to give you for your
money, and how it is always scratching its

head to give you just a little more than
you expect.

All these things the folders tell you, and
then wind up something like this:

"Now, old man, we're doing the best we
can for you

—

to-day. To-morrQw we will

do better than this

—

if we can. We want
you to be satisfied and to leave with a smile.
You see, we can't do business without

you."
These hotels sell service. They have

something to advertise. They advertise to
their customers.
You go to Detroit and a guide takes you

through a colossal automobile plant; you
leave with a keener, more enthusiastic ap-

Farm and Fire,ide is published monrt^^^ by The Crowell Publishmg Company at Sprinrfeli Ohio. Subscription terms: Five years, $1.00. Three yews, 66 cents. One year,Fu-ejide, Springfield, Ohio. Entered at the Post OfBce at Springfield, Ohio, as second-class matter, under Act of March S, 1879. Copyright 1919 by The

preciation of the finished product. You
have seen a flash picture of the gigantic
overhead costs, the great labor costs. You
don't begrudge the money you pay for the
car, for you have some idea why it is

charged. And you know the car is worth it.

A manufacturer of farm machinery
works up a big farmer excursion to his plant.

He serves them lunch and conducts them
through the works. They see raw lumber
transformed into plow handles, pig iron

leaving the plant as glistening plowshares.
They see the care, the great pains expended
to make those implements worth all that
is charged for them. And those farmers
when they go to the local stores for imple-
ments take a just pride in the fact that they
are buying products which they under-
stand.

But the apartment dweller or his wife
must go to the butcher's stall and buy a
cut of meat in total ignorance of what lies

behind it in the making. They know the
meat is shipped alive to the packers by you—and the packers have drilled these buy-
ers in their story. The consumer doesn't
know your story.
They cannot visualize the feed lot on

$300-an-acre Middle Western land, nor the
master technique with which sires and
dams are chosen to produce the animal
yielding that cut of beef. They cannot
plank down a dollar with the flash picture of

its duty back in Iowa or on the Western
plains, where it must be divided up for de-
preciation on your equipment, cost of feed,

cost of labor, losses from animal diseases,

vicious winters, and accident.
They cannot understand that, while the

automobile plant and the farm machinery
can run twelve months in the year, the
plant of yours in which this meat is pro-
duced must virtually shut down in winter.
They don't think of the great game of

chance that you play with the weather
above your outdoor plant.

They know nothing of hauling this fin-

ished product over poor roads, to find a car
shortage at the shipping point, and conse-
quent losses because of this delay.

None of these things, nor a score more
as vital, does the consumer know. There-
fore he is not an intelligent purchaser of

what you produce. He is not in sympa-
thetic understanding with your product
and your price. And out of his ignorance
leap up the small red fiames of resentment
against you—the unseen thousands of

farming men whose plants produce his food.

In the past we have shrugged our shoul-
ders at these deplorable conditions and
said, "Too bad!" Then we turned to a
fresh interest. And all the while the in-

equity of this misunderstanding has been
allowed to feed the fires of resentment and
broaden the gap between farmer and con-
sumer.

This must not go on!
Yesterday's theories and practices are

being scrapped every hour—to-day. The
entire human race and its economic and
social equations are standing trial before
the bar of an altogether new era. Social
and economic unrest no longer finds a nar-
cotic in the words of professional mollifiers.

The new covenants of civilization, demand
that wrongs be righted and misunderstand-
ings cleared away by constructive action.

If consumers have not had faith in you
farm producers because they haven't had
the facts, then you must place the facts in
the hands of the consumers.

If the public condemns unjustly the pro-
ducers of its daily bread, and that con-
demnation springs from fancied injustices
reflected in prices, then you, the producer,
are on trial and owe an unreserved account
of yourself to make the consumer under-
stand. [CONTINUED ON PAGE 55]
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Would You Like to See the Farm Loan
Limit Raised to $25,000

?

% T
T T f

•ILLIAM COLLINS of
Adair County, Iowa, wants
to buy more land, but he,

like thousands of other
w . farmers, has discovered that

'the Federal Farm Loan Act was so framed
as to keep him outside the enjoyment of

the system. The loan limit to individual

larmers through the national farm loan

associations is $10,000. Since five per

tent, or $500, of this sum must be in the

form of a subscription to the capital stock

n)f the district land bank, William would
Slave but $9,500 in spot cash, whereas, he
aeeds $20,000 to put over the program he
las mapped out.

D. P. Hogan, president of the Federal

land Bank of Omaha, serving Iowa, has
Imown Mr. Collins for twenty years, and
told me something of his record.

"I knew him as a farm hand, and he
attracted my attention on account of his

lonesty and industry," advised Mr. Hogan.
""William was not yet twenty-one at that

Mme, but he had saved enough from his

wages to buy a team and a set of harness.

3 loaned him enough to buy another span
»f horses, some farm machinery, a little

start in brood sows, a couple of cows, seed

*om, horse feed and some household furni-

tare, and asked the merchant to give him
(iredit for such groceries and work clothes

ms he would need imtil he grew a crop.

"William set to work with right good
will," continued Mr. Hogan. "His sister

!kept house for iim, and he had splendid

iprospects for a good crop, when on the

ilwenty-fifth day of July his entire crop was
utterly destroyed by a hailstorm that

ievastated that locality. William had just

sut a couple of rounds of his oat crop, and
ahe rest, along with the growing corn and
lay, was beaten into the ground.

"The next day WilUam came to town
ahoroughly discouraged, and told me he

was worse off than nothing; that his prop-

erty would not bring what he owed, but

ahat he woiild turn everything over to

me to pay as far as it would go, and then

fo to work again as a farmhand and earn

anough to pay the balance.

"I just told William to brace up; to go

Ifcack to the farm, make the best of it,

leap his stuff, and prepare for another year.

1 loaned him enough more money to pur-

chase several young cows, and their milk

jaid for his living for another year."

Mr. Hogan reflected back for the next

Ink in the story of William Collins, and
«ontinued:

* "The next year was a good one; prices

^rere good, and William got on his feet

again. The teacher of the district school

*oarded with him and his sister, and before

another year closed WiUiam married her.

They worked hard and saved every dollar

jjKBsible, doing without everything except

She barest necessities; but they were happy
and cheerfxil, taking pleasure in their work,

Ml their growing children, and in watching

She growth of the fund they were saving

fto purchase a farm home of their own.
"William went into the field early and

worked late, cheered on by his helpful wife,

who had most of the chores done when he
tetumed from the fields in the evening, and
ielped him milk the cows when the flies

aeased to pester them. Mrs. Collins raised

several hundred chickens every year, thus

adding to the fund with which to pxirchase

the farm they hoped to buy.
"After several years they managed to

accumulate sufficient money to make a

By Earle W. Gage

payment on 160 acres of land, the seller of

the land taking a mortgage back for about
three-fourths of the purchase price. They
continued, to work hard and live very
modestly, not even buying a motor car
until two years ago.

" Mr. and Mrs. Collins now have a family
of four boys and two girls, the two oldest

William, having been acquainted with
Mr. Hogan for years, thought he would
see if he could secure financial aid of him,
since he is now presiding officer of the
district land bank. As he still owes $4,000
on his 160 acres, he needs $20,000 to cover
this and buy the 80 acres. But the land
bank cannot now, as the Federal Farm

Dinnertime on tke Stovall ranch

Raising Calves in Oregon
WE RAISE a great many skim-milk calves on oxir Western mountain ranch,

and are confident that a skim-milk calf makes a sturdy, healthy, and pro-
ductive cow if due attention is given to feeding. We take our calves from the cow
on the second or third day, and teach them to drink from a pail. For the first few
feedings, so given, the skim milk, given fresh and warm, is mixed with one-third
portion of straight cow's milk. But after the first week, skim milk alone is fed to

the calves.

The main thing is to have the pails clean. The bucket from which a calf drinks
ought to be just as clean as one from which a human being would drink. Which
means it must be regularly washed, rinsed, and aired. A foul, dirty bucket will

make a sickly calf and a poor cow. Skim milk, diluted with water, may fiU the
calf, but will not nourish. Skim milk, brought home from the creamery, is not
only sour, but also contaminated. We have a neighbor who lost a number of

valuable calves in just this way, and brought disease into his herd.
We give our skim milk to the calves just as quickly as it can be conveyed to

them from the separator. In this way they get it fresh and warm. We balance it

up a bit with flaxseed meal, particularly for the younger calves, as this makes
them grow more rapidly, and puts greater strength into their bones. Having a
clean pasture, and feeding racks all their own, the calves soon learn to nibble grass

and to eat clover or green vetch hay. Dennis H. Stovall, Philomath, Oregon.

boys being old enough to work in the fields,

and each do almost a man's work during
the farming season. The other two boys
will soon be able to help a lot.

"The rub is right here: William now
wants to buy more land so that he can keep
his family with him on the farm. Even
now there is hardly enough work for him-
self and two boys on the 160 acres. Unless
he buys more land, he realizes that the
boys wiU soon leave home and seek em-
ployment as farmhands or go to town.
"A farm of 80 acres, adjoining William's

160 acres, is for sale at $200 an acre. He
thinks the price is high, but it is close by,
is a good farm, and is worth more to him
than land further away."

Loan Act is framed, loan William to exceed
$10,000.

William did discover that the nearest
joint stock land bank (which is a privately
operated institution, under the Federal
Farm Loan Act) would loan him the
$20,000, but that they would ask six per
cent under the amortization plan, whereas
the land bank asks but five and one-half

per cent interest.

And Wilham and his wife did some
figiu-ing. They discovered that if they took
the joint stock land bank mortgage for

$20,000 at six per cent, the annual differ-

ence in the payments would be $100 in

favor of the private owners of that bank,
and that at the end of ten years they would

lose just $1,216.19, which could be saved i1 J
they could borrow through the land bank
William wondered why the fathers of tht
Federal Farm Loan Act permitted privatt
individuals to loan money—making a /

"rake off" of one half of one per cent in-

terest—^in larger sums than they would per-

mit the farmers' federal land bank to loan
1

money.
But this is not all that William and his L

wife found they would lose. Presidenll
Hogan informed them that the Federal [
Land Bank of Omaha is now making n^l
earnings to its borrowers of twelve per ceistf
per annum, which belongs to them as c©.]
partners of it, which would provide ik\
additional saving of $810.12 on a $20,C

'

loan, or a total saving of $2,026.31 under!
the Federal Farm Loan Act, if the loaii||

were closed through the land bank insteS
of the joint stock land bank. In othl
words, William could put this sum inf
his own profits, if the act were made
that the farmers' bank could really finand
farmers requiring loans of this size, instea
of into the profits of those operating tB
privately owned stock banks.
There are thousands of farmers in tl

United States who, like William CoUir
require financial support to a greater
tent than $10,000—$9,500 net cash. Tt
case of Lyon County, Iowa, is a typical I

illustration of many of our best farming
communities. A recent survey of this

county shows that there are 1,669 farms in
the county, worth on an average $33,000

|

each. The Uve stock, work horses, machin-
ery, and other equipment essential for the

j

profitable operation of these farms would
bring the total capitalization up to $50,000.

]

Lyon County also boasts 16 banks, witj^J
an average capital of $42,000, so that
requires $8,000 niore to operate the averag

,

of the 1,669 Lyon County farms than the'
average banking house.
One reason why some have stood againsft

increasing the size of the mortgage to:

farmers is because they have the idea thaf
farming is a small industry, composed of a
whole lot of men doing a little business.
To the contrary, American farming is one
of our greatest industries, demanding as
great scientific intelligence as any business.
During the war this was too well demoit
strated to require restatement here now.
The fact that our farmers exported $750*
000,000 worth of foodstuffs, while oW
manufacturers got $500,000,000 worth d
goods together for Europe, is sufficienb

evidence on the point of American farming
being big business. And big business re-

quires capital, more capital than the
present Federal Farm Loan Act providefi
in thousands of instances. *

Others feel that the bonds sold on federal
farm loan mortgages would not be secure
if the sum were advanced to the required,;

$25,000 mark. Take Lyon County agai"
as an illustration: Suppose that a $25,00
mortgage were placed on 70 per cent <i
these 1,669 farms, worth $50,000 full|

equipped—^is it any more of a risk than fof
federal reserve banks to loan up to 90 pef
cent of the actual value of grain elevatord
mercantile stocks, etc.? The Lyon Countl
farmer, in his farm lands, supplies the bea
security in the world. !

Heretofore the Lyon County farmer has
had no adequate system to supply his

long-time farm-loan needs. The banker it

Lyon County can supply his customen
with short-term commercial needs by takins
their notes to the [continued on page 54

"Dat chile <io keep me Kustlin*—first

wid a bath an' den washing her clothes!'

"Dar she gwine plumb inter de tub!' "Now, den, I kin do bofe duties at

one time.

"An' it suttinly am some time saber."

tl
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The Thing You Want May Be Right

at Your Elbow
By J. S. Gates

Illustration by Jessie Gillespie

HERE is one outstanding thing
about the development of Ameri-
can farming which you and I

ought to recognize and use to

better advantage, and that is the
!act that we are not learning as much from
the people and things right around us as,

we should learn.

No individual is very original. The man
who appears to be most original is, for the

most, part, merely applying ideas which he
has picked up here and there. Few of us

sver originate anything out and out. We
merely go a step farther than something we
tiave seen or heard about. How often have
you heard the expression, "and that sug-

gested an idea to me!"
I have spent most of my life studying

ibout farming. I have carried on line after

ine of experiments trying to solve impor-
;ant problems, and I have a few times suc-

ceeded in solving them in this way. But I

ave come firmly to the conclusion that

;he best way to study farm problems is to

study them on farms of the men who have
ivorked them out in a practical way.

.

I have found that most of the practical

jroblems which experimenters are working
;heir lives away trying to solve have al-

ready been solved by some farmer, and that

these experiments could save a lot of time
and bother if they would go round and see

What the farmers have already found out,

^nd publish this. There is always a large

»roup of farmers who would profit highly

By such information.

W. J. Spillman tells a story of his experi-

snce out in Washington State which
illustrates this point exactly. When he was
professor of agriculture there, many years

ago, he got interested in studying methods
of summer fallow. He sat down at his

desk one day and thought out a lot of

methods of fallowing that might be used.

He then laid off a lot of plots of land out
on the experiment fields and tried out these

methods, i

One method proved far superior to all

the rest. It looked to Spillman like a big

discovery. The following summer, at a big

farmers' meeting, he told about these
experiments and the results. He fairly

bubbled with enthusiasm as he recounted
how this one method of fallowing had led to

such big results.

The audience, however, did not warm
up very much. All the farmers looked
bored, a few smiled, and others just yawned.
The young professor was crestfallen. At
lunch time that day he asked one large

wheat grower for a frank opinion of his

talk of the morning.
"Well," said his friend, "your talk was

all right, and that is a good method of

summer fallow, but in this part of the State
everybody has been using it for ten years.
Farmer Jones down the valley worked it

up, and it proved so successful that we
adopted it long ago."
That is how Spillman got the idea of

establishing the National Office of Farm
Management, which was based on finding
out what the farmers themselves are doing,
rather than attempting to work things out
by experimenting entirely.

Just as the farmers as a class worked out
most of the things that the experimenters
are puttering around with—^because every
farmer is an experimenter as well as a
farmer, and there are six million farmers,
while there are only a few thousand ex-
perimenters pure and simple,—so has some
farmer inyour communityworked out some-

Distance Lends Enchantment, But

That's About All

WE HUMAN beings are funny folks. We seem to think that be-

cause a thing is far away and hard to get at it must be better

than anything we can pick up near at hand. A woman in Falls City,

Nebraska, will go to Kansas City for her clothes. The Kansas City

woman goes to New York. The New York woman goes to Paris. Paris

women like things from New York.
A man we know in the Middle West traveled all the way to Vienna

to consult a famous physician about his health. When he got there

the physician told him that the only place in the world that could cure

him was a spring within fifty miles of his own home.

The same thing applies to your farming. A man in your own town-

ship, whom you meet at market a dozen times a month, may be able to

give you more help than an expert 1,500 miles away in Washington.
This is not always true, but it holds good in enough cases to be worth
thinking about, as Cates suggests. The Editor.

:

thing that would be highly valuable to you
and the other neighbors.

A few days ago I was down at Wash-
ington and dropped into the Office of

Corn Investigations at the Department of

Agriculture. The corn expert, Mr. Hartley,

showed me a letter he had got that morn-
ing from a farmer in Maryland. This man
had decided that he needed a change of

seed corn. His yields were low, and he had
come to the conclusion that it was due to

Gsing a poorly adapted variety. He wanted
advice as to where to get seed. Mr.
Hartley replied that probably the best
seed corn in the State was being sold by
one of his neighbors, and suggested that
he drive up the road less than a mile and
get some of it. Maybe there's an eye-
opener like that awaiting you within a few
miles of your place.

Last summer a new county agent went
on the job out in a sandy section of the
Middle West. Before very long the state

leader dropped in for a day with this agent.

The local man remarked that he had had an
inquiry from a farmer as to how brome
grass would be adapted to the region, and
would like to get some seed and have one
of the farmers make a trial.

"My dear sir," replied the older man,
"among any two thousand farmers dozens
have tried brome grass, and most every
other grass for that matter. Brome grass

is no doubt growing in two or three places
in less than five miles from here."
At the next farm they stopped to make

inquiry about the matter. They were
directed to a field of brome grass less than
a mile away. The man who was raising it

was enthusiastic about it. Less than three

miles away lived the farmer who had sought

the information as to how it was adapted to

the region.

This failure to look and see whether the
thing you want isn't right at your elbow is

not confined to farmers by any manner of

means. I know a number of cases of sup-
posedly shrewd business men and manufac-
turers who have made the same mistake.

I remember one instance that happened
shortly after the beginning of the European
war. A certain big manufacturer who used
large quantities of a particular mineral in

making his product had his supply cut off

from Germany. This material never had
come from anywhere else in the world.
The man was distracted. He was on the
verge of closing his factory when he de-

cided, as a last resort, to employ a research
man to see if he could dig up a substitute
material anywhere outside of Germany.

Within three weeks the research man had
discovered an almost limitless deposit of this

very material within a stone's throw of the

man's factory, and it was on property which
had been owned by the manufacturer for years.

Nor should we let pride or prejudice keep
us from using the experience of other men,
if it will help us succeed.
Down in the mountains of southwestern

Virginia a well-known horticulturist has
a 50-acre apple orchard. His trees are
pruned and sprayed in an ideal manner.
His spraying is done with a high-pressure
outfit, and the whole handling of the
orchard is in fact about as efficient as could
be imagined. Right in this same region are
a lot of other qrchardists who have not had
the advantage of the training which has
been the lot of this man. Few of them have
taken advantage of this easy method of

learning the best orchard practice. I am

inclined to think the reason here is that thia

expert orchardist is an outsider. Perhaps
when one of his neighbors copies his im-
proved methods the others will follow.

When a neighbor succeeds, however, it is

wise and highly profitable to watch him,
even though he be an outsider.

I spent a day a short time ago with a
farming expert who was advising with the
boys who wished to go to farming.

One young soldier had definitely in mind
just what he wanted to do and where he
wanted to go. He had spent most of his

young life on a farm in the Middle West. He
planned to go South, and take with him the
system in use on his old farm in the Middle
West. The expert pointed out to him that
his plan would be very hazardous. That
the system to follow was a matter of

geography. With change of geography
there is change of soil, climate, and, what
perhaps in most cases proves to be a far

more determining factor still, a change in

economic conditions. The thing that is

profitable in one region, though it might
succeed as a productive enterprise some-
where else, still might fail to make money.
The expert wound up his talk with thia

man by advising that he study his new
neighbors, and learn thoroughly the best
system they had developed before he put
any new ideas into effect. New ideas are

fine, because they are what makes farming
move ahead, but we ought to know all the
old ones first, so we won't make the mis-
take Spillman made.
The most fatal mistake a farrner can

make is to choose a type of farming un-
suited to his conditions. If he gets very
far wrong in this respect the sheriff finally

closes him out. That is the reason types of

farming utterly unsuited to a region are

rarely found in that region, except when
conducted by some rich city farmer who
just likes to see certain things grow or to
have certain types of live stock around,
whether these things pay or not. And, of

course, you and I are not concerned with
that. Farming is a business, not a play-

thing, to us.

Some farmer near you, however, may
have worked out a slight variation in the
same general thing which your community
is engaged in, and this variation may be
highly profitable to you. That is the thing
to grab. There are a thousand and one
little things which, if you could get and
put them on your farm, would improve
your place 100 per cent.

Always go after the other fellow's practi-

cal experience. An abstract theory usually

makes but little impression on me. But
cite a case in which this theory has been
appUed and I am immediately interested.

The best county agent I know told me to-

day that if he could avoid it he never
answered a question about farming with-

out citing a case where it had worked.
A farmer, for instance, had just asked

his advice on how to put out some alfalla.

His reply was that Farmer So-and-so, three

or four miles away, had the best alfalfa

field that he knew. Then he told just how
this other farmer had proceeded to get this

result. The thing was reduced to a definite

case. The success of the other man carried

a force which he could have given his

advice in no other way. The farmer who
wanted the information felt that he had a
sort of information that he could depend
on. If this county agent had merely
launched into a recital how to put out al-

falfa, his advice [continued on page 33]
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A Country Boy in the City, and Why He
Went Back to the Farm

A GREAT deal has been said and
written about how to stem the

/_% tide of young country folks

/ ^ rushing cityward. The ad-
vantages of country Ufe have

been dwelt upon, the ever-increasing con-
veniences, the better schools, rural mail
deUvery, telephones, neighborhood clubs,

and so on. Yet the flow toward the city

keeps on.

The lure of the city has a powerful at-

traction, no matter how great the efforts

put forth by the country life advocates.
Being a country boy myself, and one who
answered that lure, I ought to know. My
kind want to know what the city holds

—

they want to hear and see what life is like

in the big cities.

And I think that more can be gained for

the cause of the country by showing what
city life holds for the average country boy
or girl, and then letting them decide the
question for themselves, than by simply
expounding the advantages of country life

to them.
They know what country life is. Give

them a look behind the scenes; let them see

the big city as it really is, and as it would
he to most of them, and then let them de-

ride whether or not they want to leave the
country and all it holds for them, for the
uncertainties of the big cities.

So, to give you all a look behind the
scenes of a big city, I am going to tell my
own story of how I left the country for the
dty, and later left the city for the country.

I was born in the country not far from
Chicago. From my earhest boyhood I

loved the farm. During summer vacations
I'd work there all I could. I've got up at

four in the morning, walked four miles to
work and walked home at night, and got
60 cents a day and my dinner. I've husked
com after school far into the night, by the
light of the moon. I hoped to be able to

go to the state agricultural college after

getting through high school, and study to

be a modern farmer; but my plans blew up.

At the end of my third year of high
school, circumstances were such that it was
op to me to go to work. Of course, I

wanted to earn all the money possible, and
in looking about for a job I decided that the
city held out greater inducements for

higher wages, and more rapid advance-
ment, than did work on a farm.

So I went to the city and got a job as

office boy for a big corporation. My salary

was $5 a week, and I was promised ad-
vancement if I could "deliver the goods."

I |was able to go back and forth from
home to my work in the city every day.
It's a good thing I was. If I'd had to live

in the city onmy $5 a week I'd have starved.

I'll never forget those first weeks and
months as an office boy. I was green, and
the way that some of my superiors "bawled
me out" and "called me down" was awful.
It made me want to cry from despondency.
I wanted to quit it all and run back to the
fresh green country and throw myself flat

on the ground in my favorite woods along
the old creek.

I Many a noon I've sat on a stool in a
crowded limch-room eating my sandwich
and glass of milk and watched the hurry-
ing crowds bolting their food and rushing
back to work or out to do a little shopping
before their noon hour was up.

^ Ajid how often I compared the rush and
clatter and bang of the quick-lunch room
with the dining-room of the old Flagg stock
farm and its heavily loaded table. There
the boss used to eat before the rest of us
came in, and while we were eating he sat
there at the head of the table and loaded
up our plates as fast as they began to get
empty. And then, after dinner, we'd all

go out and lounge in the shade until the
hour was up, and then back to work

—

work in the open air, out in the sunshine,
out close to nature, where life was real.

What a comparison to the stools in the
quick-lunch room! And what a comparison
between that sandwich and glass of milk
and those meals of well-cooked, wholesome
food out on the farm!
But I made up my mind to make good

in the city, and I refused to give up. I'd
leave the lunch-room, take a short walk.

By T. C. Hart

Dlustrations by Paul Carruth

and then go back to the grind in the close

office of a big skyscraper, back amid the
hurrying clerks, busy lawyers, banging
typewriters, ringing telephones, and a
general mad rush and chaos. But I gradu-
ally learned the ropes, and things got a
httle easier for
me. In due time
promotion came,
and with it added
responsibilities
which made it

necessary for me
to move to the
city altogether.
And it was then

that I learned the
av/ful loneliness

and commotion of it all, there is a sort of

fascination about it that holds you in spite

of yourself. You resolve that you will give
it up and go back to the country, but you
stay on and on. One thing that holds you
is your pride. You hate to admit that the

city has beaten
you. You hate to
go back and face
the " I-told-you-
so's"of the people
who predicted
that you never
could make good
in the city.

Of course, not
all people from
the country want

"Because my pig became kis pork"

Why He Left the Farm
Another version of the same story which beats any editorial

comment we could make

"A^ rHY did you leave the farm, my lad?

' ' Whydidyouboltandleaveyourdad?

Why did you beat it off to town

And turn your poor old father down?

Thinkers of platform, pulpit, press.

Are wallowing in deep distress;

They seek to know the hidden cause

Why farmer boys desert their pas.

Some say they long to get a taste

Of faster life and social waste,

And some will say the silly chumps

Mistake the suit cards for their trumps

In waging fresh and germless air

Against the smoky thoroughfare.

We're all agreed the farm's the place.

So tree your mind and state your case."

"Well, Stranger, since you've been so frank,

I'll roll aside my hazy bank.

The misty cloud of theories.

And tell you where the trouble lies:

I left my dad, his farm, his plow.

Because my calf became his cow;

I left my dad
—

'twas wrong, of course

—

Because my colt became his horse;

I left my dad to sow and reap

Because my Iamb became his sheep;

I dropped my hoe and stuck my fork

Because my pig became his pork;

The garden truck that I made grow

Was his to sell but mine to hoe;

It's not the smoke in the atmosphere

Nor the taste for life that brought me here;

Please tell the platform, pulpit, press.

No fear of toil or love of dress

Is driving off the farmer lads.

But just the methods of their dads."
—Anomfmous.

of the city. It had not
been so bad when I was
going home every night,
but when I had to live en-
tirely in the city it struck
me full blast. I became very homesick.
No one who has never experienced the

loneHness of the big city can have any idea
of what it means. "To live in a building for
months at a time and not know the person
next door to you any better than to give
him a casual "Good morning!" "To go
into a restaurant and eat with hundreds of

other people and not know any of them
well enough to even say "Hello!" To go to
a theater with hundreds of others and not
know a soul in the house! To ride on
crowded street cars day after day—see the
same faces often, and not know more than
a few of them to speak to! To go to a ball

game and not know anyone among the
thousands present, when at home you knew
all the "fans" and players, not only of your
own town but for miles around! That is

real loneliness.

Of course, a person makes acquaintances
in the city—people you work with and
meet in a business way, but they are
usually occupied with their own affairs

after working hours, they have their own
"set," and it is hard for the young person
from the country to "break in."

Everywhere you go—on the streets, in
the stores, at the theaters, or ball game

—

everywhere, thousands of people, and for
days and days not one you know well
enough to talk to and chum with.
But once you are in the rush and roar

to go back after they get

into the Ufe of the city.

Many of them score big
successes in the cities.

Some of the greatest city

business men came from the country, and
are proud of it.

But for every exceptional success there

are thousands of failures—maybe not

complete failures, but people who have got

so far and no farther. They have settled

into a groove.

As time went on and some small success

came to me, I was promoted to the position

of employment superintendent. In that

position it was my duty to hire help for a
number of the largest firms in the city.

That way I got an insight into the living

conditions of the masses of working people,

and saw at first hand how a great many
country people were getting along who had
heard the call of the city.

Hundreds of people passed through the

office daily in search of work. One of the

questions asked was where they were born,

and in the answer was the startUng reve-

lation of what numbers of people looking

for work in the big city came originally

from the country.

I found that a huge majority of these

were unskilled workers. They had no
trade or profession. And it was these

people that it was always hardest to place.

There was usually a pretty good demand
for skilled workers—mechanics and office

assistants—but for the unskilled the

supply far exceeded the demand.
The people from the country who had

studied some particular trade or line
work, and who came to the city with
definite object in view, were the ones whi
succeeded. Hundreds of times I ha',
talked with people who were out of worl
and in need, who would say, "Oh, if r<
only been satisfied to stay at home!" T
cry went up from young and old alike

There are to-day thousands upon thoi
sands of young people in the big cities whi
rather than go back to the farm, will k
on in the city, doing the best they can, bi

getting deeper and deeper into the rut,

A high police official with whom I
came acquainted said to me one day wh(
we were talking about country boys a;

girls in the city:

"It's the damnable loneliness that g(

them. They find out that life in the cii

isn't what they expected it would be. Thi
get discoxu-aged; won't admit they ai

beaten; try to stick it out, and in the ei

the life gets them. If they'd only go bad
how much better off they'd be.

~

wouldn't have to keep up this never-endi
hunt for missing girls.

I knew one young fellow who came
the city from a farm. His parents we
dead, and he didn't want to stay on tl

farm. After about a year, during which
had done all sorts of jobs, from temporal
office clerk to porter in a cheap restaurani
he came into the office one day in earl
spring with a look of determination in

"

eyes.

"I'm through," he announced. "I'l

done with the fight to make something
myself in the city—there's too many of
here. I don't belong here, and I'm goii

back to my grandfather's farm."
He didn't have any money for car f:

but that night he "went back"—ridi
the bliiid baggage of a fast train head
out into the open country. I heard froi

him long after, and he had made good
Another fellow whom the city had beati

until he was nothing but a drifter, su(

denly made up his mind one morning
"cut it all out and go back." He hired oi

to a man who wanted men to work in
redwood forests of California. He we!
West, and three years later he one di

appeared in my office—with his brid(

He had made good, and had married ti

daughter of a wealthy ranchman.
One cold evening in the late fall a m;

that looked to be in the last stages
con.sumption came in to see me just befoi
closing time. I had got work for him oftei

and now he came to see if I would lend
money enough to go to a little coum
town where he had a job waiting for him
he could get to it. I loaned him mone;
bought him food, and saw him on the trail

A month later he sent me what I'l

loaned him, and I forgot all about hi
Several years later a big, robust-looki;

fellow stood in the door of my offii

watching me with a smile on his face. H(
was the sick " down-and-outer " I had pu
on the train for the country several year
before. He had made good in the country
and was the proud owner of a fruit farn
in Michigan.

Personally, I had gained a measure
success in the city, but the more salar;

I got the heavier got my expenses. As i

$25-a-week department manager I couldn*:

very well wear the same kind of cloth
that I wore as a $5-a-week office boy.
had to dress better. My standard of liv

ing had to keep pace with my busines
advancement. I had to be a credit to m;
job. My employers expected it of me,
Where a dollar or two would give me an<

my "best girl" a good time in a small town
five or ten would be eaten up in the city

And there aren't many" fellows who cai

afford to let those good times happen vei

often and have any pf their week's pa;

left to put in the bank. And how different"

the city theaters, movies, amusement parks
and dances from the socials, entertainmen
picnics, husking bees, and dances of th(

country!
There are thousands of homes in the bi

cities where the head of the home has com?
from the country and made a so-called

success. You hear them talking about
getting out in the (continued ON page STjjl
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This Year's International—And How It

Will Help Every Farmer
By Charles F. Curtiss

Dean of Ames Agricultural College and president of the International Live Stock Exposition

nN
CONNECTION with the twentieth

anniversary International Live Stock

Exposition, which will • be held at

Chicako from the twenty-ninth of this

month until the sixth of December, I

lave been asked to tell the readers of

•"ARM AND Fireside what the value of the

xposition is to the average American
arraer—in. short, what it means to you.

Does it add anything to the value of your

arm, or show you the way to better meth-
ds or more profits?

I should say that it most certainly does,

nd I will try to tell you how.
The greatest industry in the United

States to-day is not the operation of the

ailroad, nor the operation of the great in-

lustrial plants, but the operation of the

arms of the United States—the operation

if your farm. The farmers do not belong

o unions, do not strike for more money,
ess work, and shorter hours, but dig in and
)roduce. If everyone did that we would
lave a lot less turmoil in this country to-

lay.

Hence, everything that adds to your
ibility to produce more profitably is valu-

ible and worth while to you. And despite

he impression in some quarters that the

nternational is merely a fancy-stock show
or fancy breeders, its primary object is to

lelp you farmers who make up the rank

ind file of the greatest basic industry in

he world—the food industry.

I think you will admit thUt anything

vhich shows the way to improving the

luality of your product is of direct value

-0 you. We feel that the International does

ust that; that directly and indirectly it

las been a big factor in the development
)f more profitable agriculture in the last

wenty years.

The International connects up with you
n many ways. One of the most important

)f these is through its stock-judging con-

ests. The way is open for the stock of any
armer anjrwhere to win a grand champion-
;hip at the International. No matter how
nodest his possessions may be, nor where
le lives, he stands on a par with the biggest

md the most famous, if he produces the

luality stock. The International is a

luality show, pure and simple. And no
setter example of hbw this works to the

3enefit of the individual eould be cited

;han the Junior Stock-Judging Contest we
lave arranged for this year.

Prom the beginning the Exposition man-
igement saw the advantage of close co-

iperation with agricultural colleges, the

'arm boys' and girls' club work, agricul-

tural extension work, and all other impor-
tant lines of education, which would carry

its lessons back to every community en-

gaged in agricultural production.

The features of the International keep
pace with the demands of the farm. This

Sfear the new Junior Stock-Judging Contest

is open to boys and girls in agricultural

high schools, clubs, and vocational schools.

The representative competitors in the con-

test will be selected through local contests

held in the various communities and
States.

By this method the entries will be sifted

down, but yet thousands of boys and girls

will come to the International for the pur-

pose of acquiring higher skill in judging

live stock. Similar contests will be staged

later in connection with the Grain and Hay
Show.

These young people will get instruction

not only in judging, but also in selection

and production of better live-stock and
agricultural products. In this way they
will take home knowledge of live-stoek and
grain production which will be of great
value to them and their neighbors in years
to come.

Great stress is laid on the boys' and girls'

end of the show. Realizing that the future
of the live-stoek industry, and the farm in
general, rests upon the boys and girls, the
International, through a number of con-
tests, is doing its bit to make this founda-
tion most solid.

Boys' and girls' calf, pig, and lamb clubs
have sprung up all over the country. There
is the greatest interest in these contests
which usually are held in connection with
the school and the farm bureau. During

the year these clubs stage their shows
when the feeding period has been finished,

and the winners are picked. Sometimes the

winning animals go to the state fair, and
then the winners are sent to the Inter-

national.
Usually the prizes at these local contests

are trips to the International for the boy
or girl and the calf, pig, or lamb. The ex-

penses of this trip is the prize.

At Chicago a contest is staged, and win-

ners picked from the stuff entered from all

States. While the boys and girls are at the

show they have an opportunity of entering

International Grain and Hay Show, estab-

lished through co-operation and support
of the Chicago Board of Trade, which is

furnishing $10,000 in cash prizes. This
exhibition will be staged in the Interna-
tional buildings, in direct connection with
the live-stock show.

Born of a necessity, the International is

the leading live-stock show of the world.
It is the classic of live-stock fairs, where
the champions of all sections of the country
meet, and the winners are picked.

Back in 1899, live-stock men decided
that something must be done to further

THIS is Dean Charles F. Cur-
tiss, president of the Interna-

tional Live Stock Exposition and
dean of the Agricultural College of

the Iowa State College at Ames.
Dean Curtiss also is a famous
breeder of Percheron horses,

Shorthorn cattle, and Berkshire

hogs. He has been connected
with the International since its in-

ception, and is one of the best in-

formed men on live stock and
general agriculture in the country,

and is recognized as one of the

leaders.

One of his greatest works is the

two-year agricultural course at

Iowa State College. This course

can be taken by farm boys who
have not had the opportunity of

going to high school. Up to the

time he hit upon this idea the ag-

ricultural college was limited to

those who went through high

school; but now any boy having a
grammar-school education can
take the short course. The course

is not the same as the regular four-year course, but it contains all the

essential studies for a practical farmer.

Dean Curtiss some years ago went to South America in the interest

of Shorthorn cattle, and the impression he made on the Latin breeders

is partly responsible for the wonderful growth of Shorthorn prestige in

those countries. During the war he was one of Mr. Hoover's advisers.

He is also a director of the Iowa State Fair, having charge of the horse

department, and president of the Berkshire Breeders' Association.

judging contests especially arranged for

them.
The last day of the Exposition the ani-

mals are sold to the packers in an auction
sale for that purpose. Usually good prices

are paid, and if the animal is a prize winner
the boy usually takes home a nice check.

These contests teach boys and girls a
number of things. It starts with the selec-

tion of the right kind of an animal, the
proper feeds and balancing of the ration,

keeping cost records, and finally the judg-
ing. The score of the winners at the local

shows is based partially upon the cost of

production, and special stress is placed
upon this feature. This gets the contest-

ants in the habit of keeping records of their

business. Every minute of the time they
know exactly what their calf, pig, or lamb
has cost them.

This, I think, shows you the connection
between the individual farmer and the
International.
The International has always stood for

more and better live stock, and in this way
has been instrumental in the improvement
and increase of other farm products. It

represents the culmination of the highest
achievement in agriculture.

It was just twenty years ago that it was
established, and during these two decades
it has constantly extended its field of serv-

ice and usefulness. It serves primarily the
live-stock industry, and incidentally all

lines of agricultural production.
At the twentieth anniversary Exposition

crop production will be represented in the

the production of more and better live

stock. Meat production had not kept pace
with the growth of the population, and the
growth of better stock was lagging.

On November 24, 1899, a group of

prominent live-stock men and representa-
tives of the various breed assoiciations

gathered in Chicago and, after discussing
the proposition, laid the plans for the Inter-
national Live Stock Exposition.

In the twenty years of the Exposition it

has yet to reach the climax of its growth,
and it probably never will, for pure-bred
and better live stock is continually increas-
ing. The scrub is going; better live stock
is becoming more numerous every day.
The mission of the International, as de-

cided by these men, is evident on every
farm in the United States. Thousands of

farmers attend the International each year,
and have profited by the lessons the show
teaches. The great purpose and central
thought of the Exposition has been its di-

rect practical educational value, and the
better methods of more profitable produc-
tion of live stock.
Having accoinplished what it set out to

do, the next logical and important step for
the International is increased production
of better qualitied grain. The Grain and
Hay Show, we believe, is the right step in
this direction.

The International is not a show for the
breeders alonO; it is an exposition for the
feeder and producer as well. The car-lot

division of the show, with its various con-
tests and sectional classification of entries.

affords lessons which personal or individual
experience could never produce.

In this department the best feeders and
producers of the country exhibit their
wares, pitting their favorite rations and
methods of management against those of

other experts. The Short-Fed Specials
open a fund of real practical information
to the feeder.

The cattle in this department are judged
according to quality, finish, cost of gains,

and dressing percentage—everjrthing a
successful feeder must know in his daily,

work. Various rations and feeds are
tested, and the results are made public.

The results come to the interested farmer
in dollars and cents, so that he may know
what feed or combination of feeds will pro-
duce the quickest and cheapest gains.
And the exhibitors make known the cost

of the feeders, too, and where they came
from. The selling price, then, shows a man
what margin over the first cost he must
have to feed certain rations. The results

show how feeds can be handled profitably.

The judging in this department is done
by packer buyers; in fact, all of the cattle,

hogs, and sheep in the car-lot division is

placed by men who buy from the farmer
every day the stock he ships to market.
To see the winners they pick shows what
the packer needs, and what he will pay
best prices for.

The practical feeder's opportunity to
gather the packer's viewpoint in his pro-
duction methods is not limited to the re-

sults of the car-lot division. There is a
-judging contest in connection with the
Slaughter Tests which gives any man a
chance to pick the steer he thinks will dress
out the highest percentage of beef.
The award in this contest—that is, the

winning carcass—is not judged solely on
dressing percentage, but the quality of
meat, and the covering over the various
parts of the body. Therein lies the ad-
vantage of this contest to the feeder: he
can learn to judge quality in live animals,
and use it when he buys feeder cattle.

In closing I might say there was never
before in the history of America such a
large output of agricultural products and
of such high all-round excellence as was
produced under the stress and strain of

war conditions in 1918. This output prom-
ises to be duplicated, and even surpassed,
in 1919, and the best of these products will

come in friendly rivalry and competition
at the International this year.

Therefore, if there is any message that I,

as president of the International, have for
you, as an American farmer, it is this:

Keep your eye on the International
show, and on the other shows—state,
county, and local—which lead up to it.

It has many things of value to offer you.
Attend it, if you can, in person. I urge
this not because I want to swell the at-
tendance, nor for any selfish reason what-
soever, but because I believe the Inter-
national, with its keynote of quality

—

which in turn is the keynote of successful
farming—is really a valuable and worth-
while thing to you.

Pruning to Prevent Injury

By R. G. Kirby (Michigan)

SOME of our Michigan peach orchards,
and apple orchards as well, exposed to

the full force of violent winds are injured
in appearance and productiveness, par-
ticularly the rows of trees bordering the
orchards.

I find this trouble can be largely over-
come by pruning the young trees, and also

when setting the trees if a slight incline is

given toward the prevailing wind.
Branches growing toward the strong

winds should not be pruned so heavily,

which helps to keep the center of gravity
on the windward side and the trees better

balanced.
Peach wood is more brittle than apple

wood, so to prevent breakage when heavily
loaded with fruit I avoid all crotches in

pruning the branches that must take the
brunt of the wind, and thereby save much
injury to the trees and loss of fruit as well.
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What Does Your Wife Do to Help You
Succeed on the Farm

By Andrew S. Wing

NOTE: This article is built around the idea
that it is a good investment for a man to

3ook upon his wife as a business partner, and
give her a real share and an equal di\'ision of
responsibility with him. The facts here cer-

taiiily prove the value of that point, and there
xre enough farming folks north, south, east, and
west who, not getting as much as they might
out of the farm business, would be greatly in-

terested in an article that puts the proposition
up to them in a constructive way. The Editor.

BEFORE me, as I write, is a letter

from a farmer's wife asking:
"How can I help my husband in

) his business? In what ways can
I be more useful outside of my

Tegular housework? What part of our af-

lairs should I manage, and how should the
division be made?"
With that is another letter, from another

farmer's wife, who complains that, in spite

of helping her husband in the field in ad-
dition to doing the housework, they don't
ieem to be progressing very rapidly.

I'm going to answer both these letters

hy telling you the actual experience of

ihree million farm women who had to
inswer the same questions for themselves.
It may bring out facts of interest and value
Jo all the husbands and wives who read
Ihis. I will give you the facts, and let you
judge for yourself.

These three million women live in the
South. Up until nine years ago they
worked harder and produced less than any
other group of women in the country.
They didn't know what the trouble was.
Their husbands didn't know, either.

Within the last nine years, by studying
out this very problem of the wife's place
in farming, they have made themselves
healthier, happier, and richer than they
*ver were before.

In 1918 alone, those women added
products worth $65,000,000 to Southern
tommerce, sold 16,000,000 pounds of but-
ler at an average of 17 cents above market
price, and produced and marketed $300,000
vorth of eggs.

How was this change brought about?
Simply by a careful study of the farm
inie's most productive place in her hus-
Itand's business. The study was made by
Dr. Seman A. Knapp, his son Bradford
Knapp, and a corps of Department of

Agriculture home demonstration agents
Tsrorking in co-operation with the farmers'
vives and daughters.
Bradford Knapp is now chief of the

Office of Extension Work in the South. In
deUing me the facts of this wonderful story
i|which I believe has a real message for

every husband and wife in the farming
i)usiness), he went back to its beginning
an 1910, when his father started, inde-
pendently of the Department of Agricul-
iure, with three county agents in Virginia
md North Carolina, and followed the
jpread and development of the movement
down to to-day, which finds the entire

South covered with a chain of local wom-
en's clubs. These clubs are really what has
made the whole thing possible. The
Knapps and their agents merely put the
Jacts before the farmers and their wives
jtnd pointed the way, and the farm folks

did the rest.

The first step in 1910 was the organiza-
tion, in connection with the county-agent
work with farmers, of girls' tomato clubs
jind canning contests. While these created
a great deal of interest and p'ointed out the
possibilities, they were necessarily very
limited in their scope. Soon afterward the
work was taken over by the Department
of Agriculture, and plans were made to
earry it on in a very extensive way.
The younger Knapp had been studying

the problem of the Southern farm woman
for a number of years, and there were some
things that greatly puzzled him. In the
first place, the 1910 census showed that
85 per cent of all women engaged in agri-

culture in the United States were in the
fifteen Southern States. He finally dis-

covered that the reason for this rather
startling proportion, which seems grossly
inaccurate at first, was that the women of
the South were listed as being in agricul-
ture to a greater extent than the women
of the North and West, because more of

them actually got out in the fields and worked
tpith their hands, while Northern women

spent most of their spare time with their
poultry, butter, and gardens.
The work done by the women of the

North and West was not considered as
"agricultural, although they were actually
producing much more than the Southern
women who worked with a hoe in the cot-

ton fields. This was an enlightening though
rather a discouraging discovery, but it

seemed to point a way to a solution of the
problem.
Why did so many Southern women work

in the fields when a great deal more could
be produced, and with less labor, by their

attending to the things that come more
naturally within a woman's sphere? The
answer was that they didn't know how.

"How many farmers' wives are there
here who have any income of their own,
that they earn through work they do at
home, such as raising chickens, making
butter, or gardening?"'
A deep silence fell over the room. One

woman after another dropped her head
and tears began to flow. At last one elderly
woman rose and said:

"Mr. Knapp, you have hit the nail on
the head. That is the very thing that is

the matter with us, only we have been
afraid to say so, and don't know how to
help it. All the work most of us do on the
farm goes into the corn, or cotton, or to-

bacco crop, and we don't have any money
of our own. If you and your people can

ft

Girls' club workers canning fisK along CKesapeake Bay

Prize Contest Announcement

How My Wife Has Helped Me in

My Business

IF YOUR wife has helped you make a success of farming, teU us in a
letter of not more than 500 words how she did it. If yours is the best

letter received we will send you the first prize—a check for $15. If it is

the second best, we will send you the second prize—a check for $10. If it

is third, we will send you the third prize—a check for $5. And if it is

among those we print we will give you a $3 prize check for it. The page
of prize letters will appear in a later issue of the magazine. The contest

closes November 25th, so get your letter in before then. We can't

promise to return unused letters unless stamps are enclosed for it. Ad-
dress Contest Editor, Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City. Many a man's wife has done a heap to help make him a

success, and we expect some wonderful letters from you in this contest.

The Editor.

Investigation showed that there was
very little butter marketed from Southern
farms. Scarcely any poultry or eggs were
sold, and there were very few gardens that

really produced anjd;hing. Canning vege-

tables and fruits, as well as curing meats,

had become a lost art. It is much more
difficult to keep canned goods in the South
than in cooler climates, and as a result

this very important home industry had
practically passed out of existence [because

the women had never learned how to do
it properly.

Of course, there were a great many ex-

ceptions where Southern farmers' wives
were just as proficient, or more so, in all

the little tricks of providing a good larder,

and at the same time adding to the family
income, as anyone could be. But they
were exceptions, and the average wife of

the small farmer was pitifully in need of

instruction that would show her the way to

do more toward increasing the farm income,
and by doing much less hard work.

Shortly after the work began, with these

facts to guide it, a meeting of farm women
was held in a small Virginia town, and
Knapp was asked to address them. He
had about made up his mind what the
trouble was, so the first thing he did was
to ask them this question:

show us how we can make some real money
for ourselves, it will be the greatest thing
in the world for us."

That was the second and the real be-
ginning of the work as it is now carried on.
Trained experts were sent out to show how
to can vegetables and fruits. Canning
clubs were organized and steam canners
were made at home.

It was impressed on every worker that
she must show the women how they could
start with nothing and build the things
they needed to work with. Gardening was
encouraged, and tomato and various other
clubs were formed among the girls, where
they were taught and inspired to help
produce things. Meat-curing demonstra-
tions were held, and this art was revived,
for the far-famed "sugar-cured hams" had
really become more of a myth than a reality

in most sections. One of the workers be-
came so enthused over this phase of the
work that he wrote a book on the subject
that went clear back to the days of

Pharaoh. They were taught how to pre-
serve beef, hams, fish, and even chickens,
and found the women everywhere eager
to learn.

The big result of this campaign is that

while fewer women are now found in the

fields with (he men, a great deal more is

added to the family income through
women's efforts in kitchen, poultry pen, a
orchard.

Many families which relied almost e
tirely on one or two main crops for the'
income have found that the by-produc
which the wife produces do a great d
toward providing a living, and, furthe
more, she has money of her own wit
which to buy her frocks and the things s'

needs to make the home more comfortab
and attractive.

In' many cases the farmer's wife is

almost to support the family with the mori
thus earned.

This would seem to show rather clear"

what the farm wife's most product!"
place is in her husband's business.
The organization has had to keep'pa

with the demand for its services, and
where there were 21 workers in 1911, th
are now 1,172, including state leaders, d'

trict agents, local and emergency worke^
Of these, 314 are colored, althoug
practically all do work with negro wome~
There are now altogether 6,391 clu'

in the South alone, for women and gir

of which 3,525 are composed of ne
members. Although the total club me
bership is only 325,229, the number
girls and women who were directly hel
through this work was over 3,000,000
1918. This does not include those who a"
only reached through bulletins or lette
every one of them received some sort
personal aid or demonstration.
The idea is started in a communi

through a demonstration, after which
club is organized. As soon as the c
munity gets the idea other clubs a
formed, and then all are linked togeth
as a part of the county agricultural s

ciety, which naturally is welded into t'

state and national organization.
But what has this work been able to

toward increasing the farm income? I

significant as the by-products produced
the feminine end of the family may se-
the total for 1918 amounted to more th
$65,000,000. And each dollar means bet
living conditions, better education, bet
clothes, and more of the proper sort
recreation for Southern farm families. B"
the greatest of all is the boost in se
esteem when the better half knows th
she has materially contributed to the su
port of the family, and that she has
little pin-money of her own to spend f

long-needed household improvements,
to put into the savings account. Perha
she still helps in the cotton field duri
the busy season, but most of her time s

spends with things that come within h
own jurisdiction, and which pay f

greater dividends on the labor expend
Statistics are usually a bore to anyon

but when they represent what they do
"

this case I believe that you will be in"

ested in hearing a little more of what t

women of the South produced in 191
The total value of the food preserved,
eluding vegetables, fruits, and meats whi
were canned, dried, and brined, w'
$17,852,353. The number of pounds
butter made under home demonstrati
methods was 16,507,711. The number
chickens raised was 1,592,357, and t

number of eggs sold co-operatively w
575,593. One of the greatest things is t'

number of rest-rooms established for fa

women, which is 137,. while there we
855 community canneries established. T
men will indeed have to keep on the j

to stay abreast of what the women's clu'

are doing.
In the spring of 1917 a farmer of Dura

Oklahoma, had decided that to keep
farming his 40 acres would be worse th.

folly. The mortgage and interest of $1,C

seemed to be more than the place
worth as a farming proposition, and he h
about determined to let the bank forecl

on it. His wife and daughter had oth
plans, however, and did not intend to gi

up their dream of having a home of the
own. They got the head of the family
agree to deed them the place if they coul

make a go of it. He agreed, and the
started their plans for clearing the place

debt.
They hired the 40 acres plowed, a

planted cotton and [continued on page
"
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Six Big Points to Study When You
Buy or Sell a Farm

By E. L. D. Seymour

HAT should you know
about your farm, anyway?
How would you size up the
ten most important facts

about it if, as owner, you
were thinking of selling it, or if, as cus-
tomer, you were thinking of buying it?

That was the question that buzzed in

my head the year I completed the course
at Cornell to top off my practical experi-
ence previously accumulated back home.
So I wrote to about a dozen leading agri-

cultural authorities in different parts of

the country for their advice.
Someone has said that there is neither

reason, safety, nor profit in attempting to
advij3 a man as to the choice of a farm, a
horse, or a wife. Well, I don't know. The
replies I received were so all-fired helpful
and so much to the point that when I came
across the correspondence the other day it

suddenly struck me they might be of inter-
est and possibly of help to other farmers, so
I am passing them along to you, boiled
down into a summary of "Things That
Every Farm Buyer Should Know." That
is, I boiled down all but the reply of

"Alfalfa Joe" Wing—which included some
of the points on which all the others agreed,
and also was so human and helpful and
real that I have let it stand just as it came
to me.

Doubtless many of you who read this
know most, if not all, of the men quoted.
There was Prof. G. F. Warren of Cornell,
whose farm management studies are among
the best ever made; there was Dr. W. M.
Jardine, now president of the Kansas Agri-
cultural College; there was Dr. W. J. Spill-

man, long-time chief of the Office of Farm
Management of the Department of Agri-
culture; Dean F. B. Mumford of the Col-

,
lege of Agriculture of the University of

j

Missouri; W. L. Nelson, then assistant
secretary of the Board of Agriculture of

that State, now a congressman, but al-

ways a sound, practical, clear-visioned
farmer; Statistician C. J. Blanchard of the
U. S. Reclamation Service, who knows
irrigation farming problems backwards;
Schuyler Marshall, successful rancher of
Texas; George T. Powell, New York fruit
grower and president of the Agricultural
Exports Association; and Joseph E. Wing
of»Ohio.

It so happens that just six main points
were mentioned in every one of the ten re-
plies, and six others were included in one
form or another in all but two or three.
These I propose to set down, briefly, first;

then I am going to pass along Mr. Wing's
interpretations and explanations of some
of them.

The Six Big Points

1. The Soil. Prominent in every answer
was some form of the composite question:
What is the soil like; what is its texture; is

it fertile, sour, stony; and how has it been
handled by previous farmers? Associated
with this are such supplementary points as:
Is it well drained, naturally or artificially?

To what crops is it especially adapted?
What have been its per-acre yields of im-
portant crops? With the arid West in
mind, Mr. Blanchard naturally urges care-
ful inquiry regarding the supply of this
irrigation water, its nature, certainty, and
cost. But probably the keynote of this
whole question is struck by Mr. Marshall
of Texas, when he says:

" I would also go to the land and examine
the soil myself, taking no man's word for
that." There, indeed, speaks wisdom and
experience.

2. Size and Arrangement. A second
question compounded of several parts has
to do with the size of the farm and the
arrangement of its fields. By this is meant
both the total acreage paid for and the
actual acreage of arable land from which
the returns must come. As Professor
Warren puts it: -

" Very frequently land that sounds cheap
is''actually very expensive when viewed in
the light of its tillable area. Wood and
pasture land is usually not very valuable."
In other words, if you buy 100 acrfss for
$5,000 and 75 acres turn out rough, scrub-
by, or otherwise unproductive, you might
as well consider the property as consisting
of 25 acres which must pay interest on a
valuation of $200 an acre, instead of the

$50 per acre you paid, presumably, for the
whole farm. Another adviser cautions:

"See that the sum of the different kinds
of land—pasture, woodland, tilled fields,

house lot, etc.—equals and does not exceed
the figure given for the whole farm. Be
watchful for a possible duplication of wood
lot and permanent pasture."

. The arrangement of the fields is some-
times obviously good or poor. But more
often a farmer gets so used to going the
longest way round, or to avoiding a wet
swale or a pile of rocks, or to tilling half a
dozen little fields that might be better
thrown into one, that he loses sight of the
inconvenience, to, which he is being sub-

Representative Nelson also contributes
a significant thought when he says:
"Are the improvements old or insuffi-

cient, or out of proportion to the true value
of the farm, and so extensive as to prove
burdensome?" There is a state of being
"building poor" which is just as unde-
sirable as that of being "land poor."

6. What of the Farm's Environment
AND Community? This, the last of the
most essential questions to ask about a
farm, includes roads and railway facilities,

the geographical location and its character-
istics, such as climate, and, of prime im-
portance, the people of the community.
Take any one of these factors you like and

1

YOU can see as well as we can what Seymour is doing here, so we
won't bore you with details. You might be interested, however, to

know that he lives at Hempstead, Long Island, that he's a New Eng-
lander by birth, and has been a practical farmer all his life. He has
also written several farming books out of his own experiences. He's
modest, and didn't want his picture printed. His wife loaned us this

snapshot as a very special favor. But don't tell Seymour.
The Editor.

jected, and the time and money he is wast-
ing. Study the farm to see not only how
it is arranged, but also how it can be re-

arranged.
3. Topography. The lay of the land has

special significance in these days of ma-
chine farming and power equipment. Is it

level so as to permit the use of such ma-
chinery, or is it roUing, hilly, or cut by
gullies or ledges? Is it easy to cultivate,

or is there danger of soil erosion taking
place, together with its numerous attend-
ant losses? And, as Dr. Jardine notes, is

the air drainage good, especially in the case
of the farm that is sought for the growing
of fruit?

4. Water Supply. Quite aside from the
problem of water for crops, whether from
heaven or from irrigation ditch, is there an
adequate, unfailing, conveniently located
supply of piire drinking water? Offhand
one is likely to scoff at the possibility of
overlooking such an important feature,
yet upon how many farms are man and
beast dependent upon a single shallow well
or a few casual springs so poorly located
that every gallon of water used has to be
"toted" at an almost inconceivable cost
in the aggregate of both time (which means
money) and human effort and comfort!

5. Buildings. Closely related to the
water supply are the buildings and other
improvements that measure the hvable-
ness of the farm. Here, of course, there is

room for considerable latitude, but the
range of the questions to be asked under
this head is well expressed by Dr. Spill-
man's query:
"What kind of improvements are there

on the place, and are they adapted to the
purposes of the buyer?" Then he adds:
"A farmer can afford to build a dwelhng
which costs an amount about equal to the
annual income of the farm, and he can
afford other buildings costing in all about
the same as his dweUing."

you will find that it affects the value of the
farm in three different ways. The first deals
with the economic side of farm manage-
ment—the marketing of its products, the
obtaining of supplies and of labor, the cost
of production, etc. , not tomention the effects

(of climate, for instance) upon every detail

of the actual crop and animal production.
The second determines the social life and
status of the farmer and his family—first

in relation to schools, churches, stores,

mail and telephone facilities, granges and
other means of human intercourse; and,
second, in respect to the character and de-
sirability of the people themselves as neigh-
bors, friends, and co-workers. The third
group of effects bears upon the actual life

of the man, woman, and child on the farm,
since climate, the intellectual development
of the neighborhood, and the ideals and
habits of its people all contribute directly
to the maintenance or destruction of health
and, through that channel, to the very
foundation stones of happy, useful exist-

ence.

In seeking answers to this group of ques-
tions in particular, no little tact and per-
sistence are required. It is not enough, for
instance, to find out that the average an-
nual rainfall for the section is forty inches;
the important thing is, how much of that
rainfall comes during the growing months
when it is needed, and how much in the
form of torrential, largely wasted spring
or winter storms?

Again, as to location, the town two miles
distant may be far less accessible than one
six miles from another farm, if the former
has to be reached over muddy, rut-carved,
uncared-for roads or by crossing an inse-

cure bridge over a stream frequently sub-
ject to floods, while the latter is reached
via hard-surfaced highways and easy
grades. In every case, reads the advice
contained ini the letters that I have before
me, ascertain not what sometimes occurs.

but that which can be confidently expected
eight years out of ten, and also that which
is likely to happen during the bad years
that are bound to come once in a while.

Taking up now questions that are in-
cluded in a majority but not all of my
letters, I have made up a second list of the
almost-as-essential factors—not a second
choice list, be it remembered, but rather a
reserve supply of worth-while inquiries.
There are:

1. What are the price and the actual
value of the farm, the latter as shown by
its assessed valuation and its tax rate?
What are the constant, overhead expenses,
such as the taxes, insurance, repairs, etc.,

that rn-ist always be deducted from its

gross income before its real producing
ability is found? In this connection one of
my authorities says, "This [insurance] is

the best criterion of the present worth of
any farm building. Take the total insur-
ance as the present worth to the owner."
And Professor Warren adds: "It is usu-
ally better to offer cash for a farm, if pos-
sible, and borrow of a bank, rather than
give the former owner a mortgage, as the
price will usually be reduced for all cash.
Banks commonly lend about half of the
value of a farm."

2. What sort of farming are the neigh-
bors practicing, and what results are they
obtaining? "It is not often wise," says
Professor Warren, "to undertake a type of
farming that is not already developed in
the community. Certainly, a beginner
oaght not to start such a type." And Nel-
son brings up another important point
when he asks: "If specialized farming,
such as dairying or fruit-growing, is your
aim, are there local' associations through
which your produce may be marketed?"

3. What are the banking facilities in the
community? Once upon a time that would
have cut but little ice, to use a common
phrase, but to-day the farmer must be a
business man in fact as well as in name.
He must know how to use and handle
money; and the securing of financial aid
from a safe, convenient source, on favorable
terms, is often an essential and legitimate
phase of the farming business.

4. What is the history of the farm? Has
it been mined or carefully, intelligently
farmed? Is the soil gaining or losing in
fertihty, and why? How much stock are
the fields carrying; how much have they
carried in the past; how much are they
capable of carrying? " If the farm does not
have the equivalent of one cow or horse
for each five acres of crops," warns Pro-
fessor Warren, "it has not been getting
very much mamu-e."

5. What have been the actual cash re-
ceipts obtained for each of several years,
and what are the average yields of wheat,
corn, and other leading crops for a period
of not less than ten years?

6. How does the farm measure up to
your personal tastes, fitness, and equip-
ment for agricultural work? In other
words, are you fitted to run that kind of
farm? This, perhaps, is hardly a question
directed at the farm property, but more
than one of the men to whom I wrote
deemed it of sufficient importance to war-
rant their voluntarily including it.

7. Have you sufficient capital to buy,
stock, equip, and maintain the farm for
two, three, or more years until you get it

on a paying basis? Talk to your local

banker on this. Is your family going to
enjoy living here, and going to benefit by
it? Frank answers to such questions are
valuable before a decision to buy is made.
Now, as to why some of these factors are
so important, let me quote from the letter

from Joseph E. Wing:
"First—^Where is the farm located?

Each region has its especial adaptation to
crops. One can switch these around more
or less, for I have seen apples grown in
Louisiana and figs in Ohio, yet it would be
folly for me, wishing to grow apples, to
buy land in Louisiana, or, wishing to grow
figs, to buy land in Ohio. In Vermont grow

^

maple sugar, grasses, cows, and sheep, yes,

and pine trees. In Ohio grow oaks, maize,
wheat, clovers, and alfalfa when men know
how. If I hate to milk cows, I should not
buy a dairy farm; if I love the tinkle of the
sheep bell, I must [continxied on page 30]
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The Horse Situation—And What You and I

Can Do About It
By D. J. Thomas

ON MY way up the horse line to

kthe auction ring in Chicago the
I other day, I asked a friend of

'mine who is a horse dealer how
the market was acting. He is

one of the big operators, and handles
thousands of horses in the course of a year.

"Good horses are selling," he said, "but
it is hard to move this stuff below 1,500
pounds. The common stuff won't even get
a bid. No one seems to want anything
but draft horses weighing 1,500 to 1,600
pounds and over."

I left him and went into the auction ring.

Here I saw good horses, the kind city oper-
ators would have welcomed a chance to
buy a few years ago, selling at $125 a
head. These animals, sound five-year-old

geldings and mares weighing 1,400 pounds,
were a drug on the market. A few horses
of about 1,000 to 1,200 pounds were run
in, and went under the hammer at $75 to
$100.

I believe there is something for all of

us farmers to think about in the present
poor condition of the horse market. I have
looked into the thing and I'm convinced
that during the next five years you and I

have got to look pretty carefully to our-
colt crop, and not depend on anyone else

to do it for us.

The market is off now, due largely to
the ceasing of the demand for light stuff,

•which was wanted during the war. All
stuff under 1,500 pounds, regardless of

quality, is in this class. A shortage,, ic

bound to come during the nestr'sixty
months, possibly within the -next thirty-
six months, because of the small colt crop
and the general lacli cl interest in horses.
I think you an4 I as farmers should fully
realize this, snid act accordingly.
BQth to use and to sell, I believe the

best colt we can breed is from a mare
weighing a minimimi of 1,400 to a stallion

above the 2,000-pound mark. I know of

several men who are doing this success-

fully. I figure that every 100 pounds a
horse carries over 1,400 pounds now is

worth $25 to me. Work for the light horse
B better done by power, and the heavy
animal is coming into its own, both on the
farm and in city hauling over short dis-

tances, where power doesn't pay.
I had known that the market for the

]ast six months was merely a market in

name; in fact, during the last five years,

except at times, it has been the foreign

army demand that kept the horse market
on its feet. And conditions on the market
reflect the situation in the country.

Light and- medium weight animals were
easy to sell if they passed the army tests,

for the artillery and cavalry could use
them. This selfsame stuff now is hard to

BeU.
Everyone has plenty of farm horses now

—in fact, there is more than enough to go
around. The market is in poor shape, and
buyers no longer roam the country buying
carloads from communities. Every now
and then a buyer drops around, but he
only skims the best drafters, leaving the
others.

I have had men tell me that suckling
colts, in their locaUty, regardless of good
breeding, could be bought for as low as
$25—and it takes this amount to pay the
service fee for a good stallion. In view of

this, is there any wonder that horse pro-
duction is decreasing, and that a shortage
looms on the horizon?

I have also been told that in some sec-

tions the colt crop this year is but half of

what it used to be, and there is a big pos-
sibility that it will be smaller next year,
unless farmers can work off some of their
horses at a good price. When I asked one
farmer the reason, his reply was:

"I can make more money raising a calf

than a colt."

The high price of feed has made horse
production prohibitive, considering the
price of the horse after it reaches maturity.
Another thing, to raise colts pasture is

necessary, and with wheat at $2.26, corn
$1.50, and oats at 70 cents the farmer is

anxious to work all of his arable land while
high prices prevail. He wants to harvest
the hay while the sun is shining.
To rent pasture is almost an impossi-

bility, unless the land is unfit for the plow

—

and then it can be had for about $10 an
acre. Witness what Western cattlemen are
paying for pasture—$50 per head in some
instances. Pasture land has been slashed
right and left in the last two years in the
rush to get in as much grain as possible.

Not only must a colt have pasture, but
it must also have a liberal ration of grain
to produce good growth. Farmers say they

The auto truck in the city has done away
with the demand for the 1,000- to 1,400-
pound horse, which used to be so popular
for light hauling and express work. "The
auto now does this hauling, and the nirni-

ber of light delivery trucks is constantly
increasing. Any merchant who has any
delivering at all has a small truck.

This is the principal reason why the'

This IS Abe Klein, a Chicago trader, with a sample of the wrong kind

of horse to breed now. If this animal were blocked up with 100 or

200 pounds more, it would command $50 more on the market

can't feed a colt corn and
oats when the same grain,

fed to a steer, will produce
more money, and in a
shorter time.

This shortage has al-

ready arrived in one locality

—Montgomery County,
eastern Missouri. W. J.

Bishop, a big farmer in that
section, told "me of it.

"There is a scarcity of

work horses and mules in

our locality," he said. "We
raise only enough colts to
supply our nee(fi; and the
war demand took all our
surplus, and a little of the
stuff which we could not
well afford to part with.
"We use more mules

than horses, but they, too, if you will remem-
ber, were in good demand, and were bringing

more money than horses. High prices

proved too tempting, so we are short of

horses and mules now.
"We will have to buy now, until the crop

of colts on hand can be matured and broken
to work."
A horseless farm is an impossibihty at

the present time; even the tractor men will

agree to this. "The tractor, however, has
reduced the horsepower requirements as

much as one half on some farms, with an
average of about one third. This leaves

the tractor owners with excess horses.

Don't Worry
THE horse market

isn't going to
pieces; it is merely re-

adjusting itself . Prices
are way down now be-
cause the right weight
stuff isn't being of-

fered. There probably
never will be an exten-
sive market for horses
under 1,400 pounds.
There will be plenty of

demand for heavier
stuff. The Editor.

horses which scale below
the draft mark find it hard
sledding. About the only
outlet, as I see now, for this

kind of animals is the
Southern farmer, and he is

pretty well stocked up. In-
cidentally, this demand is

only at times, and the num-
ber of horses required for

replacements is consider-
ably smaller than the~sup-
ply. The mule, too, is hurt-
ing this business—in fact,

the mule is'making serious
inroads in all work which
heretofore has been al-

lotted to horses alone.
In the citythe draft horse

still retains his hold on the
short-haul work. Big team-

ing contractors who have scores of trucks
of all sizes still use horses on short trips,

where heavy loads are drawn. They say
the horse can do this work better than a
truck, but they look at it in a different

way on long hauls.
From this it would appear that the future

horse market will be for draft horses.
Harry McNair of Chicago, one of the big-
gest horse dealers in the country, says this

is true.

"It is a hard market for anything below
1,500 pounds," he said. "The horse trade
is not what it used to be, because of the
curtailed use of horseflesh in the city and

Here is George Abrams of South Bend, Indiana, driving a team
of about the right weight to make it desirable anywhere

on the farm. Better roads in the city and
country invite the automobile.
"The man who has light mares now can

provide for the future by breeding them to
big draft stallions. The kind weighing over
a ton will produce a colt which will scale
150 to 200 pounds more than the mare,
and put the colt in a position to supply the
demand.

"And, in addition to finding demand,
the price will be from $50 to $75 more.
Right now every 100 pounds a horse car-
ries over the 1,400-pound mark is worth
$25 to the farmer. This is a fact."
McNair speaks of breeding mares weigh-

ing 1,400 pounds or under to stallions above
the 2,000-pound mark, or thereabouts. I
know of one man, H. W. Gossard, whc:
began an experiment of this kind eight
years ago. He started with ordinary range
mares on his ranch out West, and tne firsl

cross of the mares and a 1,900-pound stal-
lion gave colts weighing 200 pounds more
than the mare. He rebred the offspring tc
another draft sire, and the present product
bids fair to scale 1,600 pounds or better
at maturity.
Any farmer can do this, and thus utilize

the stock he has on hand. Experiments
have shown that the heavy horse is coming
into his own on the farm as well as in thc-

city. There are lots of farms too small
for tractors, others too rough, and some
have grades which a tractor does not nego-
tiate very readily and last long. It -costs
no more to maintain draft horses, and they
will do more work than the lighter kind.

Just the other day I was talking to Hugh
Davis, a farmer of Washington County,
out in southeastern Iowa. He was ex-
tremely interested in the horse situation
and he also told me there will be a shortage
of horses in a few years.
The talk I had with him was typical ol

what other thinking farmers had to say.
"There is no money in raising horses at

the present time," he said. "It will pay a
man more to raise a calf than a colt, for
he has some chance to get money for his
caU. Horses are not paying enough to
raise them any more.'

"If high-priced feed continues it will
tend further to reduce breeding, and in
the next four or five years there will be'^'a

big shortage of horses. Then everyone will

wake up and reahze the mistake he has
made. Of course, the tractor has reduced
the number of horses required on some
farms, but not every farm has a tractor,
and all will not have, because some land
is unsuited to them.

"Then, again, no matter how good the
tractor, horses will be needed. No machine
has been designed as yet which will elim-
inate horses altogether. If we have a short-
age, horses will sell way out of sight.

" And I .hate to see things going the way
they are now. In our locality in the last

few years farmers have been buying mares
of good breeding with the intention o'
getting a better class of colts. However,
some of them have stopped breeding.
"You can buy, in our section, a suckling

colt for $20 to $40. There is no money ir.

this for the farmer, especially when he payr
$20 to $25 for service to a good stallion. A
calf, on the other hand, doesn't need tC'

be fed so long, and can be carried along or.

cheaper food. In a year the calf is ready
for market, and has- a good cash value.

"If conditions continue as they are, the
fellow with a long head who continues tc
produce colts will come out at the big ene"

of the horn in a few years, for he will have
horses and there will be a good market at

fine prices."

Roy J. Swaner of Henry County, western
Illinois, in addition to feeding live stock,

handles a few horses. He says he can buj
a 1,600-pound horse in his section, that ii

sound in every respect, and of fine quality,

for $200. He bought some recently, and
resold them on the market at Chicago at

a profit of $25 per head. He won't, how-
ever, touch horses weighing 1,200 to 1,400
pounds, because he can't get rid of them.

I talked with better than one hundred
farmers, but the men I quote here cover
about what the rest told me. It seems as

though few think of the impending short-

age. They don't seem to realize it, because
they haven't given it the necessary thought.
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How 8,500 Fruit Growers Are Cutting Out
the Middleman's Profit

By John B. Wallace

WOULD it mean anything to

you in these days when the
cost of living has soared so

high if I were to show you a

way to save from 5 to 25
per cent upon every necessity and every
luxury that you buy?
Would you like to be able to buy the

barrels, crates, and boxes in which you
ship your produce at practically the same
prices that you paid twelve years ago?
Would you like to be able to buy your

spraying, your fumigation materials, your
fertilizer at pre-war prices, plus only the

additional expense caused by higher labor

and transportation costs, without one
cent of tribute to the profiteer?

Would it mean anything to you to be
able to sell your produce in the open
market at the very highest price obtain-
able, without one cent of the proceeds being
withheld from you except the actual cost

of getting the stuff to market?
These things are actually being done by

me and my fellow citrus fruit growers of

southern California to-day. There is no
mystery about it. We are men just like

you and your neighbors—and we learned

to pull together. That is all.

The California Fruit Growers' Exchange,
perhaps the greatest co-operative market-
ing vehicle in the world, is too well known
to merit a detailed description. It picks,

packs, and markets more than 70 per cent

of the oranges and lemons grown in Cali-

fornia. Through it the grower is assured
of selling his fruit and produce at the top
of the market. Suchi^a high standard of

excellence has been maintained for the
fruit put out under its brands that its

trade-mark, "Sunkist," is valued at a cool

million dollars.

But there is another end to the game
besides the selling end—the buying end.
And so we organized the Fruit Growers'
Supply Company, a subsidiary company of

the California Fruit Growers' Exchange,
in October, 1907. The two corporations
are independent of each other in operation,

but very closely connected, both having
the same stockholders and many of the
same directors.

It began with two employees. To-day
it has an office force in Los Angeles alone
of 25, and has on its official pay roll more

' than 425. Last year, an off year because of

a short orange crop, it did a $4,000,000
business. The previous year, 1917, which

' gives a better basis of comparison, as the
crop was normal, the supply company
bought $5,759,080.53 worth of merchandise
for its members.
The company will buy anything a

member desires. If I wish to build, it will

buy the lumber, the nails, the plumbing,
the paint. It will buy my farm or orchard
machinery, my tractor or my pumping
plant, for me. It has bought articles

ranging in value from 50 cents to $25,000.
Recently one of the local exchanges

called upon Secretary A. E. Barnes to buy
a baptismal font for a Baptist chiirch.

Barnes not only bought it, but also saved
$17 on the purchase.
Take my own experience: Last fall a

wagon wheel went to pieces on us. I in-

quired the price of a new one from the
nearest retail dealer. He quoted me $27.
I bought it through the supply company
for $17. In December I purchased an
electric carpet sweeper of a well-known
make, which retails for $53.50, through the
supply company for $41.80. These are
only initial savings. There is still a further
refund due at the close of the fiscal year;

'On many articles there is not such a
large saving on first cost, as manufacturers'
agencies compel the supply company to
charge very nearly the list price, to protect
their own dealers. But the saving is made
just the same. The supply company simply
banks its profits and distributes them to us
growers in refunds at the end of the year.
The refund last year amounted to the tidy
sum of $134,872.07.

"Through its immense purchasing power,
which represents the combined resources
of 8,500 growers, the company is able to
establish connections direct with manu-
facturers or their agencies, thus getting
prices that eliminate entirely the profits
of the jobber and retailer.

The method on the part of the purchaser
is simple: I call up my local packing
house through which I ship my fruit and
describe the article I want. They, in turn,

phone or mail my order to the main office

of the supply company in Los Angeles.
The company procures the article from
the nearest agency of the manufacturer,

sugar factories. Not only does the com-
pany make a considerable saving, but it

also insures a supply. This was a great
boon during the past two years, when
fertilizers were very hard to get.

Each year the company makes a sur-

vey of the possible needs of its members.
Much of the fertilizer is then bought out-

What Wallace Said When We Asked
Him for His Picture

"T HAVE been raising oranges and enjoying myself here near La
A Verne, California, for several years, and there isn't much else to tell.

However, as you request, I am enclosing a photo of myself standing
alongside one of our seventeen-year-old navel orange trees. Came near
sending a snapshot of myself and my Airedale bitch on the front porch
of our bungalow, but the blamed pup looked so much more intelligent

than myself that I did not dare: risk the comparison.
"I do not know as I altogether approve of the modern policy of

publishing writers' photographs. I have never fully recovered from the

shock of seeing Cobb, Tarkington, and Kelland for the first time in

print. The disillusionment was terrible. Why not let the public imagine
the writer to be a handsome six-footer instead of a little runt?

"Yours, Wallace."

and has it shipped to me. Several weeks
later I get the bill.

I can either pay the cash to my local

packing house or they will debit it against
my account.
The supply company is often able to save

me money by acting in an advisory capaci-
ty, as it is well informed as to the merits
of different makes of the same article.

The sundry department of the company
is just in its infancy. Many of the growers
do not yet understand and take advantage
of the wonderful opportunities for saving
that it offers them. But at that this de-
partment did a business last year of
$131,753.27. One of the popular lines that
it supplies is automobile accessories, especi-
ally tires. Large savings are effected by
buying through the supply company.
Take fertilizer. The fertilizer bill is one

of the largest that a grower must meet.
Last year the company bought nearly
$500,000 worth of fertilizer for its members.
"The bulk of this was commercial fertilizers.

Through their contracts with the big meat-
packing companies the company was able
to effect a considerable saving to its mem-
bers on such materials as blood, bone, and
tankage. The supply company also buys
large amounts of fish scraps from the
canneries, as well as great quantities of
lime rock and refuse lime from the beet

right, and stored in company warehouses
throughout the Citrus Belt. All I need to
do is to place my order with my local

packing house and it takes care of me.
But it is in the line of stable manure

that the company has proved of inesti-

mable benefit to the growers. This commod-
ity is yearly decreasing. The automobile,
the truck, and the tractor are slowly but
surely driving it out.
From Los Angeles, where four years ago

the fruit growers and truck farmers were
able to get 25 cars of barnyard a week,
they now get a scant seven. Other coast
cities show a similar decrease. This season
the company had more orders than it

could fill, and was compelled to pro-rate
the supply. With the supply company out
of the field this would have been a bonanza
for the speculator.

Before the supply .company got in the
game, when barnyard manure was com-
paratively plentiful, the grower would
only get about one third of the stuff he
paid for. The remainder was sand and
water. After, dumping in half a car of sand
and gravel, not to mention sawdust and
shavings, the contractors would play a
hose on the car. Manure is usually bought
by the ton, and as it absorbs water like a
sponge you can imagine where the grower
got off.

The supply company has its own teams
and does its own loading. Its inspectors
keep a hawk-like eye on the contractors,
and any load that fails to come up to
standard is promptly turned back.
The company also maintains a research

department, where chemists analyze the
fertilizers purchased by it. . The company
buys nearly all of its fertilizers on a unit
basis—that is, it pays for the actual amount
of plant food, the three principal con-
stituents of which are nitrogen, phosphorus
and potash.

This department also investigates any
of the new brands of fertilizers, and reports
upon their merits to the growers.
The research department is also proving

of great value along the lines of fumigation
and spraying. Citrus trees are afflicted
with numerous insect pests, the most
damaging of which is the black scale. To
get rid of them the growers are compelled
to fumigate once a year. This gas is com-
posed of cynanide, sulphuric acid, and
water. The work is largely done by local
co-operative fumigation associations affili-

ated with the exchange. •

The cynanide and sulphuric acid is

purchased in enormous quantities by the
company, and notwithstanding the tre-
mendous demand for these materials which
the war brought on, the supply company
was able to procure an adequate supply at
practically pre-war prices. Had it not
been for the supply company, and had the
growers been compelled to go into the open
market for their fumigation materials, it

is safe to say that a third of the citrus-fruit
acreage of Southern California would have
suffered irreparable damage from the scale.
The company has also kept its research

department on the hunt for a cheaper and
more effective method of fumigation. At
present a method involving the use of
hydrocyanic acid is being perfected which
it is believed will be just as deadly to the
scale, and will save the growers a large
amount of money each year.

During the past eight years the use of
cover crops of melilotus has become
especially popular. The demand for this
seed soon began to exceed the supply. This
was anticipated by the supply company,,
whose business it is to watch out for just
such, things, and it proceeded not only to
buy up all it could get hold of, but it also
arranged for the planting of a large acreage'
of the seed stock. The company handled,
nearly $60,000 worth of cover crop last
season, and more than $80,000 the previous
year.
The fruit growers also use yearly a large'

amount of spraying materials in getting
rid of the red spider and fungus. The
company has purchased for them nearly:
$180,000 worth of equipment for this
during the past two years.

During January of this year southern
California was visited by a severe frost.

Temperatures dropped to 22 above zero,
and the enormous crop of oranges and
lemons, the largest in the history of the
industry, was in great danger. Now the
fruit growers fight frost with fire. Nearly
every grove is equipped with orchard
heaters, commonly known as smudge pots,
which burn a low-grade distillate or fuel
oil.

The cold spell last January lasted nearly
a week, with the result that the local stores
of oil became exhausted. Again the supply
company was the rescuing angel. Headed
by Secretary Barnes, members of the office

force in Los Angeles worked day and night
to get the oil to the growers. Every empty
tank car in the city was commandeered,
filled with oil and rushed to the scene.
Within twenty-four hours of the first

emergency call 300 carloads of oil were on
the way at express speed. Had it not been
for the supply company and its prompt
action it is estimated that fully 50 per cent
of the crop would have been totally ruined.

Now as to what the company has done
for the marketing side of the industry.
The largest single item in packing-house

supplies is boxes. In a normal year the
California Fruit Growers' Exchange uses
nearly 20,000,000 boxes. This includes
both the boxes the fruit is shipped in and
the field boxes used for picking.

It was this [CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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Asbury Lever, Herbert Quick's Successor on the

Federal Farm Loan Board

EIGHTEEN years ago, when each
member of the National House of

Representatives had his own indi-

\'idual desk and chair, and when at

the convening of Congress seats were chosen
by lot, big and genial Claude Kitchin,
member from North CaroUna, tiirned to
the occupant of the chair next to the one
he himself had just drawn, and asked:

"Little man, whose seat is this you've
got?"
"Mine," came the answer from the

"little man" who occupied but did not fill

the big, roomy chair.

"Don't kid me," returned Kitchin; "I
want to know whose seat you are holding.

Is it yoiur father's or does it belong to
some other member?"

"It is mine, I tell you," replied the
occupant with just a bit more feeling.

"How did . you get it?" asked Mr.
Kitchin.
"How did you get yours?" was the re-

joinder.

"I was elected by the people," replied
Mr. Kitchin. Then with an added word or
two to give emphasis, the little fellow,

who really looked more like a page or
clerk," replied:

"I got mine the same way."
The gentleman from North Carolina was

not satisfied. He turned to the occupant
of the seat on the other side, an old ac-
quaintance, and asked:
"Who is the Uttle fellow in the chair

next to me?"
"That," he was told, "is Asbury Lever,

newly elected member from South Carolina
and the youngest man in the House." Still

Mr. Kitchin felt that some joke was being
perpetrated. Quietly he slipped over and
secured a list of the members of the House.
Sure enough, he saw the name of Asbiiry
Francis Lever. He then hurried back to
his seat, extended his hand to Mr. Lever,
and said:

"Well, young man, this is your seat.

Let's shake hands and be friends; I am

By W. L. Nelson

mighty glad you are here." Were we to
follow the language of the old story we
would say they were friends ever after,

for the friendship starting on that day has
only increased with years.

As illustrating the youthfulness of Mr.
Lever, it is recalled that after he had been
in the House a half a dozen years
or more it was not uncommon for

him to be mistaken for a page
On one occasion Hon. Bert
Cochran was delivering an
address before the House.
Having finished with
some papers to which
he had been referring,

and to the reading of

which Congressman
Lever, standing only
a short distance away,
had been hstening at-

tentively, Mr. Coch-
ran glanced at Lever,
snapped his fingers,

and said:

"Here, page, take
these papers, quick!" Mr.
Lever looked as if he hard-
ly knew what to do. Another
member, taking note of things,

turned to Mr. Cochran and said:
" Mr. Cochran, have you ever met

Congressman Lever? Allow me to present
him." It is said that never since that, as

these men, both widely known in public,

meet, did Mr. Cochran ever fail to express

his regret at the mistake he made on that
day. Of course, Mr. Lever took it all good-
naturedly.

So much by way of introduction to
Asbury Francis Lever, who was born
January 5, 1875, on a little farm near
Springhill, Lexington County, South Caro-
lina, and who, after eighteen years in Con-
gress, to-day at one o'clock (the day on
which this sketch is written) was sworn in

as a director of the Federal Land Bank, he
having only a few hours before formally

' ^HbI ''''''

tendered his resignation as a member of
Congress.
The story .pf Mr. Lever is one which

might well serve as an inspiration to every
country boy, and, as for that matter, to
every boy in America. He was not born
with riches. He had pluck, which was

better. He had no silver spoon in hi§

mouth. He had eyes with which
to see, ears with which to hear,
and a personality which
made and held friends—all

of which is infinitely bet-
ter. Best of all, hehad en-
ergy and perseverance.
After attending the
common schools of his

community and put-
ting in his vacation on
the home farm, Mr.
Lever graduated with
the honors of his class

in 1895. After gradu-
ation he taught school
urftil he was selected as
a private secretary to
the late Hon. J. William

Stokes, whom he succeeds,
lie graduated in law at the

Georgetown University in

1899, and the same year was ad-
mitted to practice in his State, by the

supreme court. He was a member of the
state conventions in 1896 and 1900, and
in the latter year was elected to the state

legislature from Lexington County, hold-

ing that position until his resignation to
enter the race to fill the unexpired term of

Congressman Stokes in the 57th Congress.
Since that time he has been elected to each
succeeding Congress.

It is as the author of the Smith-Lever
Bill that Mr. Lever is best known. Just
here it might be said, by way of explana-
tion, that in 1862 Congress passed the
Morrell Act, providing for the support and
maintenance of a least one college in each
State. In 1887 the Hatch Act, providing

7

for the establishment of agricultural ex-
periment stations, was enacted into law.
Then came the Adams Act, but the cap
sheet of all is the act bearing the name of
Mr. Lever. The Lever Bill is for the pur-
pose of carrying the knowledge which had
been accumulated and acquired through
the other sources to the public. Past legis-

lation, to which we have referred, resulted
in the accumulation of very valuable in-
formation. The Smith-Lever Bill has for
its object the dissemination of this knowl-
edge in the most practical and far-reaching
manner through men in the field.

So, to-day, this statesman, friend of
farmers, and, I believe I might add, friend
of everybody, enters upon his new duties,
filling the place made vacant by the resig-

nation of Hon. Herbert Quick, whose term
of office would not have expired for five

years. The position pays $10,000 a year,
$2,500 more than is the salary of a Con-
gressman, and is looked upon as a life

position if the holder so wills. It is ex-
ceedingly fortunate at this time, when
certain features of the Federal Farm Loan
system are being attacked and questioned,
that one so familiar with every detail, and
so in sympathy with the cause of agricul-
ture, occupies the position now filled by
Director Lever. It is of interest to know
that when the bill creating the land banks
was up for consideration Mr. Lever not
only attended every hearing, but he also

has to-day his own notes of each of these
hearings, which will prove valuable to him
in his new position.

It is seldom that a more appropriate ap-
pointment to public office is made. Direc-
tor Lever has a background of worthy
achievement, and the good he has already
accomplished for the agricultural interests
of the country is worthy of an older man.
Further expansion of the Farm Loan
system may be expected under his guid-
ance, and I beUeve we may confidently
look for further developments in rural
credits that have been long needed.

Bob Hildebrand-"The Man Who Takes Those

Live-Stock Pictures"

This is Bob him-
self—in action

CRAMPING
around the
barnyards and

show pens of Amer-
ica, Robert F. Hilde-
brand is building a
history of the Uve-
stock industry
through the eye of

his camera. You'll
probably see him if

you go to the Inter-
national this month.

Let a farmer win a blue ribbon at the
state fair, and it's not long before he slips

over to Hildebrand and remarks:
"Bob, I wish you'd snap me a picture

of Agatha May Gwendolyn."
"Sure," replies Hildebrand, and this

photograph is the history of one man's
accomplishment. Scattered over the coun-
try, as it always is through press channels,
it may give thousands of people inspira-
tions, in breeding.
The picture hits the climbing breeder

just as hard. "Serves me right for not
entering at the fair," he mutters darkly.
"I could have put it all over them with
Dashing Daisy." So it goes, with Hilde-
brand's pictures showing each fellow how
to do better.

Hildebrand is believed to be the only
exclusive animal photographer in America.
He began taking pictures of Uve stock at
the International some eighteen years ago,
and is acquainted personally with every
prominent breeder in the country.
The public knows him by his newspaper

portraits of the winners at that great show
each year. Hildebrand sees the exhibits

By Tom Blackburn

before the judges do, and takes pictures

of what he considers the best specimens.
His decisions are remarkable in nearly

always coinciding with the final awards.
By this qxiick action he is able to send out
the pictures first.

"You'd think it odd if I told you I

learned all my stock-judging out of a
book," he remarked once. "A man can't

photograph animals unless he is a good
judge and knows what character to bring

out. It's harder, much harder, to shoot pic-

tures of animals than of humans."
Hildebrand is the best pubhcity man the

business has. He scatters his photographs
lavishly all over the world, boosting Ameri-
can Uve stock.

Only yesterday the staid old Bank of

England asked for some fine

cattle and sheep pictures to
hang on their walls. "We
think it will encourage oiu-

customers in their stock-

raising by them," they
wrote. A few years ago the
Argentina republic tried to

get Hildebrand to move to
South America to devote
his time to "publicizing"
the animals on the pampas.

Spreading through the
banks and business firms of

the United States is the be-
lief that meat production
must be encouraged. Most
of them are advertising their
convictions by means of

neatly framed pictures of

prize winners on their
walls.

Several changes of evolution are revealed
by a glance at the negatives taken during
nineteen years. Hampshire hogs seem to
have gained more "Irish" to their snouts
in this period, and the increase in size of

Poland-China is quite evident. A photo-
graph is the only way of marking down the
excellence of an animal for future apprecia-

tion. Dan Patch, the pacer, is dead, but his

famous foot action Uves on in the gelatin

record. The Hildebrand studio has a
library of 30,000 negatives—pictures of

every well-known animal born in the twen-
tieth century. Rag Apple the Great, who
recently sold for $125,000, has his archive

beside a classic WTiite Hall Sultan.

When Hildebrand opened his shop in

1907, nobody understood the use of photo-

This is HiUebrand's picture of Rag Apple the Great, who
sold for $125,000 to Robert E. Pointer of Detroit, from

the Pine Grove Farms at Elmira, New York

graphs in advertising and selling; nor did
they know how to picture the fine points of

an animal. Dan Hanna of Cleveland, son
of the late Senator Mark Hanna, gave
Hildebrand his first order.

"I stole a ride to get there—that shows
what kind of a start I had," comments the
photographer.

His cleverness in bringing out selling

points in an animal has built up the use
of illustrations in Uve-stock advertising.

Breeders can see by a picture whether
their herds will "nick" successfully and
profitably with another group, and are

able to buy without personal inspection.

Movies of barnyard animals began in

1918. " If we could show motion pictures of

champion cows yielding gallon after gallon

of milk in the nethermost corner of the
State, we could do real missionary work,"
an agricultural college wrote him. Thou-
sands of feet of farm films are printed each

week for breed associations, agricultural

colleges, and railroads. These animated
pictures are awakening more attention than
"stills" possibly could.

Bob Hildebrand's great value to the in-

dustry hes in his abihty to show other folks

what is being done in the hve-stock busi-

ness. He moves from State to State, mak-
ing records. As a photographer he has

been a fervent missionary for better live

stock. So widely is his work known and
used that you can scarcely find an adver-

tisement of a pure-bred live-stock sale that

doesn't have some Hildebrand photographs

in it. His work will be a greater monument
to his name than could be builded of stone,

for it is intermingled with the growth of

live-stock interests in this country.
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What is Bred in the Bone Will Come
Out in the Flesh

By Joseph E. Wing
M. —OM WILSON has shot Steve

Woodman in the head of Pine
Tree Canyon. " So read the let-

ter from a young cowboy on the
old range. This much, no more.

* 'That is a typical cowboy letter. He can
talk well enough, get him once started over

|the camp fire, but he can't write letters

more than a little bit. But what a flood of

[memories this simple announcement brings

tip! And what a drift of speculation as to

what will be the outcome of this later

'escapade of my old friend, Tom Wilson!

For Steve was rich, and his friends are

irich. A dirty, sneaking, dishonorable dog,

Steve was, for there are some dead of whom
•^ou cannot speak well, and I admit that I

51m glad that he is dead. Nor do I believe

jnany will mourn his loss. I was his neigh-

bor, and knew him well.

^ But poor old Tom! He was a bad one
(too, but there was about him some qualities

of kindness and generosity, a sturdy manli-
ness too, and a dashing daring about him
that made you hke him even though you
could never trust him out of your sight. In
some ways he was the worst, certainly the
deadliest, -man I ever knew, and yet so far

88 I know he never killed a man amiss. I

presume it will go hard with him now, for

if he runs he will lose his position as ranch
superintendent and his cattle; if he stays

he will lose all he has in defending himself

ia court.
« 1 have known a number of bad men in

my time, and no two of them were alike, no
two had the same excuse for being bad.
Generally, I think, there is the same root

—

a desire to possess things that someone
else lays claim to. Most of us were in the

mountains to possess things that had never
belonged to us—free grass, mines, timber;

it was but another step to desire to possess

a maverick calf that after all might have
belonged to us, and so Tom reasoned wTiile

he was foreman of the Carson City outfit

across Brown River.
: It began by his branding some mavericks
for the Carson City people. The manager
knew and acquiesced in this. Later Tom,
'"wToio had a little bunch of cows all his own,
that most dangerous of all possessions for a

ranch foreman, branded a few calves for

himself. Maybe he was not so careful as he
should have been as to their parentage.

Anyway, it finally made trouble with the
manager, and he asked for Tom's resigna-

ktion.

Tom is a big fellow, immensely strong

and very quick-tempered. There was a
fearful fight between him and the manager,
in which the manager was fearfully bruised

and battered. Tom is quick to repent,

partly no doubt from policy, partly from
real good-heartedness, and he bound up
the manager's broken face and begged his

forgiveness. Partly out of good nature and
ipartly because Tom had a hold on him, the
!manager forgave him. They parted good
ifrien(£, apparently, the friendship and
ikindly feeling was real on the part of the
;manager, I am sure, and he wished only

Ito, reform Tom and make a man of him.
Tliat was the way Tom put it. "You have
me in your power," he told the manager,
"y.ou can either make an outlaw or a man
of me." And the manager believed it.

I
Tom also believed it, probably. I believe

' it was his ambition to be good and re-

;spected, but he had a longing for a herd of

- icattle all his own. And so mavericks were
A great temptation to him. A dead shot
with a rope was Tom; a dead shot with a
gun, too; and the best and most daring
rider I have ever seen. A man of perfect

self-reliance too, never caring for help in

difficult undertakings, caring only for com-
panionship, for he was the most companion-
able fellow, and generally kept a lad with
him, a strange quiet lad who watched you
and said nothing. Where Tom got this lad

' and whether or not he was his father none
, of us ever knew.
f After the rupture with the manager,
' Tom took his little bunch of cows down on
.Brown River and began ranching for him-
self. He pre-empted a little rocky canyon,
put up a tent, made some rude fences, and
looked after his own affairs very closely.

The lad was with him a good deal, and old
Uncle Lou, a harmless old fellow, ex-
trapper and stage driver, lived with them
sometimes. Uncle Lou had a little band of

horses, knd it was these horses that got
Tom into trouble when the two deputy
sheriffs were killed.

Now, along Brown River at this place
there are great cUffs and canyons and nar-
row, rocky trails that only the initiated can
find. Often the trail will lead along the
riverside, perhaps near the water's level;

then, to avoid a headland projecting sheer
into the water, it will chmb high up among
the shelving cliffs and wind in and out
among perilous places where one would
hardly think a coyote could find footing.

And there are mesas above the cliffs, level

stretches of dry and bunch-grass-covered

surely be for bad. Not that it is probable
that they ever confided much to him of

their crimes—they are a silent lot of fellows

generally—but they would drop hints now
and then, no doubt, and ask suggestive
questions, and Tom no doubt was weak
enough to feel flattered by their attention
and feel their influence mightily.

I have often wondered what his life was
like in his younger days. He came to our
country from Colorado, and to there from
Texas, and all he ever told me was that he
had grown up in a cow camp. The boy had
yearnings for a better life, and confided it

to me, wished he had had a good mother to

My Father as I Knew Him
ONE of my earliest childhood

memories is that of sitting

on Father's knee and listening

with open mouth to the stories

he told of his cowboy days on a
Utah ranch. It was way back
in the eighties, when the range
country was still new and In-

dians roamed through the moiin-

tains, and every man, law-abid-

ing or otherwise, carried a gun
on his hip, that Father heard the

call of the West and answered it.

He worked at mining for a while,

but ended up as foreman of the

Range Valley Cattle Company,
who grazed the fertile valleys

and broad mesas up along Green
River. Here he learned to love

the life of the herder, and
dreamed dreams of some day
starting a home out there of his

own, with a certain Ohio lassie

by his side. He loved to explore

the cliff-dwellers' houses, many
of which had not felt the tread

of man since the mysterious dis-

appearance of that thrifty race.

He has often told me of the day
he discovered the new creek
which he named Florence after

Mother, and how they had to

cross the swollen Green River
coming home, and very nearly

were swept away into its angry rapids. Here it was that he learned to

know the plant that he afterward established in Ohio, and helped other
people start in nearly every State east of the Mississippi—alfalfa. It

was with a heavy heart that he returned to the little farm in Ohio when
his father sent for him. Everything seemed so small after living in the
great West. But he stayed, and saw his dreams come true in Ohio just

as they would have in Utah had he stayed. Andrew S. Wing.

range, cut in two by deep and narrow
arroyos, and above all is the Big Mesa,
reaching almost into the clouds and clear
into the region of moisture and rainfall and
grass and tree and flower. And along this.

Brown River country runs the secret trail

of the outlaws who escape by it from their
crimes of train robbery or horse-stealing.
Never, after they have disappeared into
the desert of San Juan country below,
headed northward, does a sheriff hope to
overtake them until they have emerged
from these mountain fastnesses, somewhere
in Wyoming; and other times the outlaws
of Wyoming disappear into this region and
reappear months after in Arizona. They
are seldom in a hurry when they reach the
country of the cliffs and mesas. There is

safe hiding and good feed for their horses
and game in plenty, and often our own men
befriended them, never at least affronting
them, for reasons of policy. Very seldom,
indeed, do we see them at all on our side of
Brown River.

Just what dealings with these outlaws
Tom ever had no one knows, but there is no
doubt that some of them made his camp a
resting place, and their influence would

teach him. Had he had a different training
he might have been—but this is a digres-
sion.

Tom's next trouble came from his taking
in a gambler from Saltero, a fellow named
Junkett, a worthless fellow himself, hiding
out for a time, I think. Tom kept him all

winter at his cabin, fed him, made much of
him, confided to him all his plans, and told
him all the history of his Ufe. That was
Tom's weak point—he was such a friendly,
companionable, trusting fellow that when
he liked a man he told him everything, it

seemed as though he could not help it. And
Junkett fattened on Tom's fare, and
honeyed around him until he had all Tom's
secrets. Alas, some of those secrets are
buried with him, so it is doubtful if all

Tom's history can be written now. He had
learned to be wary of confiding things. So
he went away in the spring to Saltero to get
supplies, and left Junkett at the camp.
And Junkett proceeded to tell the manager
of the Carson City outfit of Tom's raidings
among the Carson City mavericks. So
when Tom returned the manager came to
see him, and upbraided him for not keeping
his promise. And ivhen Tom rode to camp.

filled with rage and bitterness at the be-
trayal by his friend, and met Junkett, he
gave him the fearfulest pounding that ever
man had to live through. But he repented
of it at once, bound up Junkett's wounds,
and helped him to the railway. He begged
to be forgiven and gave Junkett a hundred
dollars to pay his hospital expenses, and
supposed it was all right, but it was not.

Men of Junkett's type never forget nor
forgive.

It rankled in Junkett's bosom that he
had been and was a sneaking, ungrateful
dog, and that he had been found out, and
that he had had to take a beating from a
man who was better in body and soul than
he, so he laid plans for revenge. It was not
an easy problem. The revenge must be had
at no cost to his own safety. Nothing short
of Tom's death would satisfy the hunger of

hate that consumed him. Finally he went
down to the hamlet that made our county
seat, swore out a warrent for Tom's arrest,

got himself an ally in a deputy sheriff, and
started in on a man hunt. Literally that
was it. There was no desire to arrest their

man—they wished only to kill him.
Taking an obscure trail, they approached

his camp to find him absent. Scouting
carefully down the canyon to the river,

they found a man there and, coming up as
near to him as they dared, they opened
fire. He promptly took to the rocks and
returned the fire with vigor. They should
have known that it was not Tom, or they
would, have been killed promptly. They
took to cover, and a battle ensued lasting

an hour or more, each trying to get a shot
at the other and firing at the slightest ex-
posure. Finally, by separating and keeping
themselves hid, they uncovered their man
and killed him. When they came up to him
they were alarmed to see that it was not
Tom. Then the fear came over them that
they may have killed one of my men, as it

was on our range and our men would be
riding there at that time of year. So they
loaded him on the pack horse and carried

him by our camp at night and out to the
railway. There, to their unspeakable de-
light, they got him identified as "Flat-
nosed George," a desperado from Arizona,
much wanted down there, and for whom a
reward of three thousand dollars was
offered. They shipped the body to Arizona,
and exulted.

Now it can be easily imagined how our
men felt about this outrage, for if men were
to be killed without warning or identifica-

tion in our country not one of our riders

was safe, except as he might prove able to
defend himself. Tom especially was in-

dignant at the outrage that had been at-

tempted on him, and though he said little

he brooded over the affair night and day,
and seldom went near the river again,

moving camp to our side of the river and
bringing all his cattle over with him. And
then we needed men, and gave him employ-
ment at the spring round-up and moving
cattle from the desert to the upper pas-
tures on the great mesa.
However brave and resolute a man may

be by nature, the thought that he is being
hunted by those who would kill him on
sight and from behind cover is a dreadful
thought, and makes cowards of the best of

us. During those days Tom grew moody
and restless, given to fits of abstraction,
and, while he said little of Junkett or the
shooting over on the river, there was a
dangerous look on his face when he thought
of it.

Bad men, so far as I have seen, are
generally bad men because they are fearful,

because there is always the haunting dread
in their minds that someone is thinking and
planning to kill them. And so it was with
Tom. More than once when riding the
lonely canyons he fancied he heard a horse
behind him, and hid behind cedar or rock
and waited with his Winchester ready, and
woe betide Junkett had he ever crossed the
trail at such a time. But Junkett had no
idea of braving the lion in his den, more
especially would he be most unapt to seek
him alone.

It is indeed a dreadful thing to feel that

you are hated and hunted by desperate
men, and to know that you have done
things that make the world willing to see

you die. Not that Tom had not plenty of

warm friends who [CONTINUED ON PAGE 41]
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How the Pennsylvania Dutchman Gets a

Profit From His Farm
By Henry Irving Dodge

AS I said last month, in the first

article about my visit with the
/_m Pennsylvania Dutch farmers to
/ % find out whether they had any^ ^^ideas you could profitably use,

the first four words of their farming bible are

Industry, Thrift, Honesty, and Cleanliness.

And the greatest of these is

Thrift.
" The other three," said a rural

philosopher out there, "avail
nothing without thrift.

" If anyone of our people is un-
thrifty and slovenly at heart, the
stern disapproval of his neighbors
would make him hide it. He
ivoids even the appearance of

evil. If he has a poor piece of

machinery, he keeps it in the
karn, out of sight. You don't

see a mower or a hay rack left

to rustand fall apart out of doors,

a monument to the farmer's lazi-

ness. And his dooryard and
fences are as well cared for as his

tattle. And you'll no more see

dirty cattle in this section than
you see dirty kitchens."

Industry with the Pennsyl-
Tania Dutchman, then, means
jetting the most he can from his

tffort of brain and muscle. In
no sense is he a shirker. He will

vork hard, but always for him-
self. An ordinary farmhand out
there, who sees ho dishonor in
vrestling with a red fiannel un-
dershirt to spare his wife on washing day,
vould deem it a disgrace to work in another
Hian's.garden for pay. For any other than a
mere boy or a man over seventy to do
ordinary garden work about the village is

taken to mean that he is a person without
!et employment at a regular man's job in

the fields or the stables. It places him in

the shiftless class.

By the Dutchman's thrift I don't mean
jimply putting money in the bank and
letting it grow, slow but sure, like an oak
tree, and just as welcome in our old age
vhen we need a shelter. I mean construc-

tive thrift, preservative thrift, the "stitch in

lime saves nine" kind of thrift, the kind of

thrift that keeps the money out of the
pockets of middlemen and puts it into the
pockets of the farmer—the only kind of

thrift that'll make a farmer rich, anywhere.
Else how did that Dutch cigarmaker pay
off a $4,000 lien on his live stock and equip-
ment in four years? Tell me thn.t. Other
farmers may claim they haven't got the
light kind of land. They may plead pov-
erty. But that fellow started with $100
only, plxis reputation; and he's not an ex-
ceptional case either.

Our friend never buys what he can pro-
duce, and he never wastes a by-product,
however humble. Here's a sample: Along
the edges of his corn field or his wheat
field—in a space that cannot be economi-
tally devoted to other purposes—^he plants
broom straw. Broom straw bears a seed
that is excellent for chicken feed. Con-
verted into eggs alone, this article more
than pays for the growing of it. But the
farmer takes his straw to the broommaker,
together with some old broomsticks the
good housewife has saved up or purchased
for 10 cents apiece. For 20 cents the maker
converts these articles into a first-class

broom, which would cost $1.25 at the cross-

roads store.

And so on, all along the line. A farmer
friend gave the snap away when I said:

"You fellows don't waste anything at all,

not even an old, rusty nail."

"That's where we get our profits," said
he. "Why should we throw 'em away? A
nail or a nut in a place where I can find it

saves me a trip to the village, saves time,
to waste which is the most immoral of all,

since it cannot be recovered."
Even at thife late day many of the Penn-

sylvania Dutch farmers make the shoes for
their families, and repair their own har-
nesses. They are very adept at that sort
of thing.

Said one farmer, pointing to a great
chest containing scraps of iron, bits of leath-
er, and the like: "That's one of my savings
banks."

"It strikes me your whole blooming farm

is a combination factory and savings bank,"
said I. He laughed.
"We husband the wheat when it is in

the barn, and also the coin into which the
wheat is turned. I object to the stigma of

penury which has been cast upon us," said

he. "We give, but we do not give indis-

advertises that all his farming implements
and the Uke will be sold at auction sometime
between February 1st and April 1st, for
this is the period during which all such
affairs occur. The specific date of the sale
is so fixed as not to conflict with some other
farmer's sale. During the intervening

TKe present teautiful stone Louse
on tte Jacob Yodder farm, builtsome
fifty years a^o, is typical of Pennsyl-
vania DutcKland. Many farmbouses
are grander, more imposmg—few
are less pretentious. In brief, tbis

IS an average stone farmbouse.
Happy Jobn Kintzer, tbe tenant
farmer, wbo stands smilmg m tbe
foreground, is a t3^ical farmer of tbis

section. Tbe ICintzers bave tbe
average Pennsylvania Dutcb family
of nme cbildren, tbree of wbom are
at bome, wbile tbe otber six are op-
erating farms of tbeir own.

Parlor or "best
room" in tbe Kint-
zer bouse. Observe
tbe motto on tbe op-
posite wall, "Bear
ye one anotbers
burdens." Notbing
could be more typi-

cal of tbe family and
community senti-
ment tbat pervades
PennsylvaniaDutcb
farmerdom tban
tbese beautiful
words.

months our farmer prepares his stock for

the sale. His cattle are fattened, his horses

conditioned, his harnesses are oiled and
properly repaired with new straps and
copper rivets, his wagons washed, and his

machinery made spick and span and usable.

And it's notorious that he gets the best

kind of prices for his goods and chattels.

Years ago, the understanding that an
abundance of "free liquor" would be served
at such sales proved a considerable lure.

But for some reason or another the prac-

tice was abandoned. To this day, however,
it is advertised that those who attend will

be provided with a dinner. Such occasions
resemble a Donnybrook Fair in many

respects. Local poli-

ticians avail of them
to get acquainted
with the people.

Automobile sales-

men are always
present. Even the
peanut, pink lemon-
adeand fake jewelry
men are in evidence.
At these sales the
ambitious young
man with no other
capital than his rep-
utationmayacquire
a farming outfit on
ten months' credit,

or longer, paying
little more for the

Tbe "arcb"—common to all farms in this vast section. Tbe arcb is a subcellar, two or

tbree steps lower tban tbe ordinary cellar. In it is kept butter, cream, and otber articles

destructible by beat. Practically no ice is used by tbe Pennsylvania Dutcb farmer, tbe

arcb rendering sucb an expedient unnecessary. Tbe thickness of tbe wall of tbe entrance
to the arcb, some two and a half or tbree feet, indicates tbe solidity of the foundations of

tbe Pennsylvania Dutcb farmhouses, which are without exception either bnck or stone.

criminately, but where giving will do the
most good. To a neighbor in need we give
unsparingly of our time and effort, taking
no heed of the value thereof in terms of
coin. If Friend Brown's barn burns, the
whole countryside joins in the rehabilita-
tion of his property. If his wheat is burn-
ing for the sickle, we go to his aid. But,"
he added reflectively, "in this we're not
peculiar. The same is true of all good
farming communities."
The Pennsylvania Dutch farmer is

thrifty up to the very last day of his pro-
fessional career. In some parts of the coun-
try the tiller of the soil, when he decides
to move to another section, distant, or
quit farming, puts
up his goods and
chattels at auction.
He's through with
them. The pubKc
may have them for

any old price. They
are chucked togeth-
er, haphazard,
wagons unwashed,
harnesses unoiled.
And they do bring
any old price.

But immediately
the Pennsylvania
Dutchman decides
to sell out he be-
comes a merchant.
In the first place, he

privilege than if he dealt with cash. This
liberal policy often has the effect of putting
into business a new farmer whenever an old
farmer retires.

The Pennsylvania Dutchman's food
costs him practically nothing in cash. "The
eggs belong to the housewife, and with
them she furnishes the table. A certain
good woman told me that she had $50 egg
money left over at the end of the laying
season.

"Gosh," said I, "and with those husky
farmhands eating as much as a horse! How
do you do it?"

She was greatly amused at my astonish-
ment.

" Easy enough. I have only to buy sugar
and salt and tea and coffee and spices^

—

only the things we don't raise."

"You don't raise butter, do you? I
thought you sold all your mJlk?"

"All but the Sunday milk," she cor-
rected. "That won't keep over, because
we use no ice. So we make butter of it

—

plenty for our own use. We don't believe
in keeping cows and then paying exorbitant
prices for butter to put into the pockets of
middlemen and profiteers."

Constructive thrift, again.
In the matter of meats, in

Pennsylvania Dutchland, the kill-

ing of cattle and hogs is done in
November. Beef is kept frozen
as long as possible, and is then
cut into steaks, fried, and packed
solid in huge, stone crocks, custo-
marily of 16 gallons. When the
crock is filled, hot lard is poured
in right up to the top and the
great container sealed up. The
lard, filling the interstices, keep-
ing the air away, preserves the
meat. In this way every family
has enough meat food to last

—

three times a day—until the next
killing.

Few of us can understand the
excess of industry of these farm-
ers. Still fewer can appreciate
their thrift. We have been ac-
customed to regard the latter as,

sordid, grasping. On the con-
trary, it is only scientific, benefi-

cent, moral—in a word, highly
civilized avoidance of wastewhich
we would all do well to imitate.

It is as natural for the Pennsyl-
vania Dutchman to work as it is

for a Shanghai rooster to crow.
Ask him why, and he can't teli

you, any more than the chanti-

cleer can tell you. He has been an early and
late toiler for generations and generations.

In him is bred a capacity for enduring physi-

cal'effort. It is second nature to him. But it's;

a mistake to assume that he doesn't kno\\

anything else but work. True, the Penn-
sylvania Dutchman thinks a heap of his

church and thinks a heap of his reputation.

But he's not a wholly serious proposition.

He has his social side.

"You make slaves of your children," I

said to one farmer.
"That's only your point of view," said

he. "We don't 7naA;e them anything. They
breathe the air of industry from their

birth. They breathe the air of order. They
see it all about them. It's suggestive. To
them, thrift and order are a matter of

course. They don't know anything else.

That's why yoiur word slovenliness is not .

in our vocabulary.
"But the trolley car carries our boys

and girls to the village and the movies
every Saturday night. And we have our
automobiles that bring the town to our
front gate. And the telephone"—^he

chuckled—"my old woman spends a good
deal of her time listening in, as you call it.

And I do myself, sometimes—on a rainy

day," he admitted. "And the rural de-

livery brings us the news. But, most of

all, the phonograph. It plays hymns and
band music and dances."

"Of course you listen only to the hymns,"
I said. He puckered his brow and grinned

broadly. "I don't object to a Uttle dance
music now and then—on week days," he
hastened to qualify.

I hope that this will give you some idea

of the way the Pennsylvania Dutchman
makes farming [contintjed ON PAGE 63]
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Herbert Quick Tells Why He Thinks

Farmers Haven't Organized
By Donald Wilhelm

IN
WASHINGTON the other day,

Judge Lobdell of the Farm Loan
Board asked:
"Why is it that, while folks who live

on farms constitute practically half

of the population of the United States, their

influence in national affairs is practically

negligible?"

In New York the Editor of Farm and
Fireside set forth the same inquiry, in his

own way; and many hundreds of farmers

are asking the same question, and have
been asking it a long, long time.

There is no sound and sufficient reason

why the farmers should not be able to speak

in united voice about matters that vitally

affect agriculture, and about holders of

public office who are in position to affect

their vital interests.

Therefore it is worth hearing what one
of the most genuine and most astute of

real farmers has to say—Herbert Quick:

"I would not place myself in the position

of throwing cold water on any movement
for the organization of farmers on a

national scope, provided that it has a

proper basis. Organizations for political

purposes are perfectly legitimate. The
influence of the farmers on the Govern-
ment in both state and nation is very much
less than it should be, and there are cer-

tain crucial problems which the farmers

might solve, not only to their own benefit,

but also to the benefit of the entire country,

if they had a nation-wide organization.

"I am old enough to have observed

personally several great movements for

the political organization of farmers. I

remember the Anti-Monopoly movement
in the West when I was a boy. I remember
when the Grange movement had a very

strong political trend. I remember the

Populist movement, which at one time had
a very important group of representatives

in both branches of the National Congress,

and when whole States went for the

Populist party. The country owes a great

deal to the ideas which were forced upon
the country by these movements, started

very largely by the farmers, but each of

them finally went to pieces.

"The trouble with all such organizations,

both in the past and now, is that they are

efforts to organize the farmers from the

top down instead of from the bottom up.

Agriculture needs organization from the

bottom up, and the only way in which this

has been done, or in my opinion ever can

be done, is through the building up of

local organizations along definite and
limited economic and social lines.

"Every farm locality should have a

number of organizations of farmers, and
every farmer should be able to realize

actual beneficial results from such organi-

zation. The ideally organized farm neigh-

borhood is one in which every farmer will

belong to a number of local organizations

having definite objects in view, from which
he can realize day by day and year by
year actual and definite benefits. In order

to be good, an organization must be good
for something in particular—something
which the farmers can see, feel, realize,

and point to as definite beneficial results.

Such organizations as these are farm
bureaus, co-operative associations for

such things as the purchase of lime and
fertilizers, co-operative organizations for

the marketing of definite products, "'and

the like. If a man raises fruit he should
belong to a fruit-marketing association^ if

he raises lambs he should belong to an
organization for marketing lambs; if he
raises bees he should belong to a bee-

keepers' association. For the purpose of

studying his methods of culture he should
belong to horticultural associations. He
should belong to specific organizations for

the ownership of breeding animals. The
elevator associations of the West have
done a wonderful work as organizations;

so have the organizations for the improve-
ment of the roads, for the maintenance of

county agents, for the betterment of

schools, for local fairs. The condition to
be striven for is one in which every farmer
and the metnbers of his family will belong
to as many co-operative associations as
there are phases in the local life and
branches of his business in which co-opera-

, tion can benefit. This is organization
from the bottom up.

"What good will this do, it may be
asked, in a general way?

"Well, in the first place it will prevent
the disappointments and futilities of great

organization schemes which start off in a

blaze of glory, financed by someone per-

haps who has an agitational end in view,

and which finally fizzle out, leaving the

farmers exactly where they were before.

This is what it will save us from, but it

will finally accomplish the very ends for

what might by farmers be taken as a ready-
to-hand means with which to accomplish a
desired end. They have, of course, "agricul-

tural objects." They have been organized,

in entirely democratic fashion, so that any-
one can join, "from the bottoni up" rather

than from the top down. They exist "locally,

for specific, definite, and limited pur-

poses," in all the States, and have so well

demonstrated their worth in helping to

guide local county agents, home demon-

The Kind of Horses I Believe in

Breeding Nowadays
By H. W. Gossard

EIGHT or nine
years ago I

began to think of

the future of the
horse business.

Frankly, I could

see no market for

the light horses

which we were us-

ing at the time.

The automobile
was doing light

delivery work in

the city, while draft
horses were used
forshort-haul stuff.

As a horse breeder
this presented a
situation which
commanded some
thought.
Accordingly

I decided to breed
the fight, range
mares I had on my
farm at Preston,

Kansas, to draft

stallions. The
mares weighed 850
pounds, and I first crossed them with a
big grade Percheron stallion. The blood
nicked nicely, and the foals at maturity
scaled 1,100 pounds.
Then I bred these mares to a pure-

bred Percheron stallion, a grandson of

Pink, the famous Percheron stallion.

This animal weighed about a ton. The
result of this cross promises to weigh
from 1,400 to 1,600 pounds at maturity.
My results are not singular. I have

been observing conditions throughout
the Southwest, where we sell a lot of

horses and breeding stock, and I note
that these ranchmen are doing the same
thing. They realize the small horse is

not as efficient as the large animal,
especially in the range, where farms are
not counted by the quarter section.

The first cross of the range mare and
grade Percheron showed the char-
acteristics of the Percheron breed. The

H. W. Gc

colt was well-mus-
cled, clean-legged,

had good bone and
size, and the head
was intelligent and
clean. The second
crossbrought these
things out more
forcibly. More-
over, this crossing

range mares gave
me an animal with
the spirit of the
range horse and
the strength of

the Percheron.
These heavier

colts are easier

handled, because
they are more
gentle and easy
feeders. They get

along on about
the same amount
of feed, but will do
much more work
and have wonder-
ful absorptive
powers.

I think the horse business is due for a
rational, steady growth, with an increas-

ing demand. The price of horses during

the war did not advance materially, but
feed costs did. Consequently, from now
on, for the next five years, we will have
a good domestic and foreign demand,
and feed costs will be higher.

Our farmers who are fortified to

supply the demand, which will be for

drafty horses, will make money. You
know, it takes four to five years to

make a crop of horses, and now is the
time to get started in the business. I

think it is a good idea to get rid of the
light geldings and to breed the light

mares to draft stallions.

We have been selling a number of

stallions to men who are doing this

sort of thing through Texas, Oklahoma,
Arizona, and other States in the South-
west.

which wide-spread organizations strive.

After the farmers of the United States are
organized locally for specific, definite, and
limited purposes, they will begin to under-
stand their general needs; their co-opera-
tion on state lines will follow and will

extend to national lines, and the country
will finally have a body of organized farm
opinion, based on a study of actual prob-
lems, and invincible if it ever chooses to

step into the arena of politics.

"This will take time, but it will work.
In my opinion nothing else will work.
Time, however, is exactly what impatient
people who want to pry the world off its

hinges immediately will not spend on the
problem. They want results immediately,
and very often they want those results not
for the farmers, but for themselves. They
may be perfectly honest, but their objects

are not always agricultural objects."

It so happens that something of an
illustration of what Mr. Quick says a
farmers' organization should be may
perhaps be found in the farm bureaus,
which are suggested—tentatively, of course
—simply as a constructive illustration of

strators, and junior activities, that the
Department of Agriculture no longer sub-
scribes to the nomination of an agent to
any new county unless there is a farm
bureau to aid him. "Every farmer," in
all States, and "the members of his family,"
in a steadily increasing number of States,
can belong. "The co-operation on state
lines" has already come about. In fact, a
dozen of the state farm bureaus met early
in the year in Ithaca, and made plans for
extending the state organizations to
"national lines," so that, it seems, the
"country will finally have a body of

organized farm opinion based on a study
of actual problems, and invincible"

—

perhaps—"if it ever steps into the arena of
politics." But the national organization of
the bureaus, though it is self-sufficient in
point of dues and entirely aloof from the
Department of Agriculture, does not and
cannot, because of its promised constitu-
tion, enter poHtics. It knows, clearly, that
politics has wrecked many a farmer
organization in the past, and some of its

champion^ solemnly aver: "We've seen
the handwriting on the wall, and there's

nothing doing in the political line for us.

Not for the present, anyway."
Almost every farm organization has been

of value, if in doing no more than to teach
to some farmers the value of pulling together.
A farmer organization, the United States
Agricultural Society, almost of itself secured
the establishment of the Department of

Agriculture, in 1862. The Grange and Farm-
ers' Alliance movements were the chief

powers that, in 1889, elevated the Depart-
ment to first rank as an executive depart-
ment. Since those early years farmer or-

ganizations by the score have had their ups
and, notably, their downs, and the following
points are as clear as the side of a barn
after a little study of them.

1. Most of them have been organized
from the top down, as Mr. Quick suggests,

and it is axiomatic that in a democracy
leaders cannot, satisfactorily or enduringly,
organize from the top down, any more
than they can build a pyramid from the
top down. For the foundation is the most
difficult part of any structure.

2. In the nature of organizations built

from the top down, in the past and in the
present, everything depends on the leaders.

That is why now we find in one section, or

one State, or one county, a farmer organi-

zation accomplishing a great deal, and,
almost next to it, a similar one of a given
name accomplishing nothing. Largely for

these two reasons every farmer organization
tied in with politics has failed to endure.
Coming round the other way, through

the front gate, we can argue:
1. Any enduring farmer organization

that is to be truly representative, and
accomplish the most for farmers, must
spring from the soil and grow from the
soil, and have its roots always in the soil

—

and not inthe keeping ofanygroup ofleaders.

2. Its leaders must be farmer leaders,

with their feet on the ground and their

noses to the ground.
3. Those leaders should be addicted to

no political program, but ready to hand an
ultimatum or lend support to any such
program as wall help the interests of

agriculture.

If these three points hold, then it is clear

that you can't mix politics and farming.
Where is a business m.en's organization
that attempts to serve both masters-
politics and business—and is successful?
When' Mark Hanna covered his control

of the Granges by seeing that most of the
Democrats held most of the offices; and
when, a little later, the whole Grange
organization, with all its apparent politi-

cal promise, was weakened by political

machinery that drove out the South, wise
farmers learned that they knew precious
little about the political game. And why
in the wprld, if they are real farmers,
should they be expected to know that
dreadfully complicated game?

George P. Hampton, who was in charge
of the farmers' committee that put through
the parcel post, who did a lot to put through
the Farm Loan Act, and is now managing
director of a central committee on recon-
struction, called the National Farmers'
Council, says that you can get the farmers'
organizations together for specific pur-
poses, but you can't get them together for

all purposes.
"The farmers haven't reached that stage

so far," he said, "where they can and will

express themselves as a group. Experience
shows that the most you can do is to get
them to unite for specific purposes in a
central committee, as we did in fighting

for the parcel post and rural credit systems,
and are doing now in the Farmers' Council.
When you get them to unite in that way
for specific purposes, you can, first, get the
full power of associated organizations;
next, you avoid any organized jealousies or
controversies, because we are not concerned
in them; and, third, remembering that the
great mass of farmers are not organized,
you make the issue primary, and as a
result you get a far greater response from
the farm world as a whole."

If all the farmers would unite, when
occasion calls, for specific purposes, through
their existing organizations, in the manner
advocated and demonstrated by Mr.
Hampton, they could accomplish safely,

and at a very low cost, a great deal in th^
way of national legislation.
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How I Made Butter ThatWon the National Dairy Prize

SUCCESSFUL buttermaking, like any-
thing else which is successful, depends
principally on carefui attention to the

smallest detaik. Far be it from me to

claim to know all there is to know about
this industry, but that my methods do get

results is shown by the fact that the entry
made from the Athens (Ohio) State Hos-
pital was awarded first prize at the Nation-
al Dairy Show, held in Columbus in 1918.
My metnods of making butter as given
heie will supply information upon which
my fellow dairy and creamery men can
base their own conclusions.

There are a great many things to be ta-

ken into consideration, and I always work
on tne idea that it is the little things that
determine the difference between really

fine butter and that of mediocre quality.

If we want to make better butter it is first

necessary to improve the quality of our
cream, and so we see that our cows are fed
a good balanced ration. We keep the pas-
ture free from foods of a volatile nature
such as wild onions, as such foods give ob-
jectionable flavors to the fresh butter.

Cleanliness is the next thing to be given
attention. Our barns are thoroughly swept
and scrubbed daily, and at no time do we
allow dust or cobwebs to find a resting

place on the walls, ceilings, or sills. Our
cows are combed and brushed daily.

Manure does not lay about the floor to
cause an objectionable odor, and every-
thing possible is done to keep the barns in

a sanitary condition. Thus we avoid a
large count of undesirable bacteria in the
milk. Before milking, all the udders are
washed, and after the milk has been
drawn it is very carefully handled at all

times, every precaution being taken to keep
it free from dust.
Immediately after the milk has been

drawn from the cow it is taken to the
weighing-room and weighed. Here the in-

dividual records are kept. The milk is

then put into cans and taken to the milk-
room, where it remains sealed until the en-
tire herd has been milked. It is then taken
to the creamery, where it is separated and
cooled immediately.

All the cans, buckets, and bottles used
here are thoroughly washed and sterilized

after using. The other articles used in the
creamery are scalded and, when possible,

By Homer B. Gall

Chief Dairyman Athens (Ohio) State Hospital

sterilized, and kept in a sanitary manner.
Special care is taken of the separators,

permitting no filth to remain in them from
one separation to another. The milk is

separated twice eacn day, after which the
cream is placed in the compartment of the
refrigerator used for this purpose, and
where it is kept at a temperature of 40 de-

grees F.
The cream from each separator is kept

in sealed containers, and
we never mix the cream
from one separation
with another.
Our cream is never

kept longer than five

days before churning,
as I do not believe in

keeping cream longer
when it is to be used for

butter, knowing that it

is impossible to make
good butter from stale

cream. Our cream which
is used in the making of

butter is separated to
test 40 per cent.

When it is time to
make butter the cream
is placed in the pasteur-
izer and heated to a
temperature of 140 de-
grees F. for thirty
"minutes. This destroys
most bacteria and food
flavors, enables me more
easily to control the ripening process, and
gives a butter with good keeping qualities.

A commercial starter can be used more suc-
cessfully if the cream is pasteurized.

After pasteurization the cream is set at
a temperature between 65 degrees and 70
degrees F., and is now ready for the starter.

To prepare my starter I use one quart of

sweet milk ^nd heat it gradually in water
until the temperature reaches 200 degrees
F., at which temperature it is held for one
hour. I then cool the milk gradually until

it.reaches 90 degrees F., and the culture
for producing lactic-acid bacteria is added.
After mixing the culture with the mUk it is

cooled to 70 degrees F., holding it at this

temperature for about 24 hours. It is then
sour and called "mother starter," and is

used in preparing starter for the cream.

Homer B. Gall

I then take 100 pounds of skim milk,
heat to 200 degrees F. for at least one hour,
then cool to 70 degrees F., and add one
quart of mother starter, letting it stand
for twenty to twenty-four hours. This is

then stirred, and used to ripen the cream.
My starter is now added to the cream, and
I always make sure that the starter has a
good flavor, because a bad starter is worse
than none at all. This is important. •

The amount of starter
used • is about 10 per
cent, due to the very rich
cream which we use.
Of course, the amount
of starter used varies
according to the tem-
perature and the grade
of cream, but I try to
have my cream test 40
per cent. This batch
stands for a period of

ninehours, then is cooled
in a temperattu-e of 40
degrees F. until I am
ready to churn.
The churning is of

great importance, so I

give this particular at-

tention, washing the
churn well with hot
water, and then with
cold, before using. The
cream is strained into
the churn to avoid
lumps. The churning is

done every five days, and at no time do
I have the churn more than one third full.

This.sometimes causes an extra churning,
but I have found that the butter can be
worked more evenly if the churn is but par-
tially filled, and the agitation is greater.

Immediately after putting the cream into
the churn the coloring is added, .7cc. of
liquid color to one pound of butterfat dxir-

ing winter months and .4cc. to the pound
during summer months.
There may be some who do not agree

with me in regards to the amount of color-

ing to be used, but with Holstein milk the
results from this amount have been very
good, my butter having a nice straw color.

When the butter which won the national
prize was made I used .4cc. to each pound of

butterfat, because the cows were on pasture.

The temperatiu-e has always received due
consideration, and I prefer 53 degrees F.
during summer, and in winter 56 degrees F.

It requires from twenty to th5ty-fiv6
minutes to complete the churning, but
there are several things we must look after
if we intend having good butter. The most
important things are:

1. See that butter granules are about the
size of walnut kernels or corn kernels.

2. The buttermilk should be of a light
blue color.

3. Don't churn too long or the butter
will contain too much moisture, and it will
not keep so well.

4. Be sure to churn enough. If you don't
the butter granules will be too small, and
consequently many will be lost.

As soon as the buttermilk is drawn from
the churn the butter is washed with water
of about the same temperature as the
cream was when first put in the churn.
Care should be taken in washing the but-
ter, for if the water is too cold it will caxisc

a tallowy appearance in the product. If

the water is too warm it will make the but-
ter soft and greasy.
The amount of water to be used depends

on your butter. I usually wash my butter
once—although two or three washings
could be given—using about the same
amount of water as I had cream to start.
After the butter has been thoroughly
washed the salt is prepared by sifting and
washing, being careful in your search for
foreign matter which is often found in salt.

The amount of salt used is one oimce to
one pound of butterfat, and then I put one
pound of salt in the batch for good measure,
because I generally make about 500
pounds at each churning.

I use a combined churn, and work the
butter 20 or|22 revolutions. The churn is

stopped occasionally, and the butter is

moved from the ends to the center of the
churn to distribute the salt evenly through
the product. To work the butter depends
upon the condition of the butter and the
amount.
When the working has been completed

the butter is packed solid in wooden tubs
lined with wrapping paper. The tubs are
then covered, and placed in the refrigera-
tor, for one to two days. It is then put into
one-pound prints, wrapped and distributed.

What You Can Do for the Young Foal
By Dr. W. P. Schuler (Oklahoma, A. & M. College)

Soon after birth many foals are troubled with a common two-ounce hard rubber
with digestive disorders, which must be syringe, taking care not to rupture the
remedied at once or they will prove fatal, tender membrane. This will lubricate the
Again they are often troubled with an in- passage and stimulate the bowels to action,
fectious navel disease, which usually The injection may be repeated each hour
proves fatal to the young foal. until the matter is passed, which should be

Mares and foals in a blue-grass pasture

THERE is too much unnecessary loss of

young colts at foaling time. Most of

this can be prevented by proper prepara-
tion of the mare for foaling, and by the
observance of a few simple rules after the
colt has come into the world. Horses now-
adays are too valuable to lose by neglect

at birth when a little attention will start

them on the way to healthy life.

It is important that the young foal get

the first milk from the dam. The first

milk, often called colostrum, looks thick
?nd yellow and differs materially in com-
position from the subsequent milk. It is a
natural purgative for the removal of the
material that has accumulated in the foal's

digestive tract during the last few days of

his development. The prompt removal of

this material is essential to the fife of the
foal. If the colt is unable to stand and
nurse, he should be aided in obtaining his

first meal from his dam.
The foal that makes his appearance

normally, and is able to stand and suck,
needs but to be let alone as long as mare
and foal are both doing well. The young
foal will be better for it. By regulating the
food and exercise of the mare, the foal may
be kept thriving and in the pink of condi-
tion without any special attention.

There is a high death rate among foals,

due largely to lack of understanding on the
part of the caretaker. It sometimes hap-
pens that the new-born foal cannot breathe"
because of membranes enveloping the
head. In such cases the membrane should
be broken with the hand. Occasionally a
new-born foal does not at once establish
the function of respiration. In such cases
the body should be rubbed briskly until

breathing starts.

If the digestive tract has not been
cleaned within twelve hours after birth,

and the youngster presents a droopy, list-

less appearance, such as eyes not bright or
ears lopped over, something must be done
to stimulate the action of the bowels. This
can usually be done by giving internally

two ounces of olive oil or castor oil, and by
injection of warm water into the bowels.
The oil must be given carefully to avoid

strangling the foal. The water used in the
injection should be at blood heat, and have
added to it a little glycerin. Inject gently

within five hours from the time of giving
the oil.

Young foals are often troubled with
diarrhoea or scours, which is apt to prove
fatal if it occurs soon after birth. There are

a number of causes of this disease, perhaps
the chief one being changes of an unknown
character in the composition of the mare's
milk, due to poor health, lack of ej^ercise,

or to the mare's becoming fretful when
kept away from the foal, for a time, soon
after foaling. The foal feeding on this

changed milk induces indigestion and

diarrhoea. Some mares give a very large
flow of milk, particularly when fed rich and
stimulating food, and if the foal is per-
mitted to take it all, digestive disorders and
diarrhoea are likely to result. The same
often happens in early spring when the
mare is pasturing on a rank growth ol

succulent grass. Other causes are the non-
removal of the fecal matter, mare and foal
confined to unclean stables, and the like.

The treatment is the avoidance of con-
ditions likely to cause such disorders. II

the dam is properly housed, fed, and exer-
cised there is very Uttle danger. At the
first appearance of such trouble we should
attend the foal and remove the cause, for

even then it may be too late. If it is due to
an oversupply of milk, the dam should be
milked in part by hand.
Never give an astringent with a view of

cutting off the discharge, as the trouble is

probably caused by an irritant in the
stomach or bowels which must be removed
before a cure can be effected. The best
plan in all such cases is to expel the dis-

turber with a laxitive, such as two ounces
of olive or castor oil, and later, when the
irritant has been removed, to check the
discharge.
Young foals are very commonly troubled

with navel infection or joint ill, which is

a very fatal disease, particularly after the

joints become affected. This disease is due
to filth germs that gain access to the body
of the' foal by way of the open umbilical
vein of the navel at birth. Soon after these
germs enter the navel they set up inflamma-
tion. The navel becomes enlarged, pus
forms, and is absorbed into the system.

It should be understood that simple hygi-
enic measures will prevent all such diseases.
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Useful Things Uncle Sam Has Found Out
About Farming for You

By John Roberts

THE other day I sat in a conference

of officials of the Department of

Agriculture in Washington. I had
no business there, for it was not a
pubUc meeting. But I had put my

head in the door of an office to see an offi-

cial of the Department and found the con-

ference, and before I could back out I was
invited to remain.
What I heard at this meeting of some of

the most prominent members of the Fed-
eral Department impressed me a good deal.

I cannot tell you just what the discussions

were or the conclusions reached, but I can
give you the thought that dominated there.

It was simply this:

American farming has reached a point

where brains, more than any factor, and
mofe so now than at any other time, are

going to pay the biggest premium in ag-

riculture. By brains I don't mean scholarly

training particularly, but rather sound
sense and good business judgment as a
foundation, and a capacity for progressing

from learned facts and experience, whether
one's own experience or that of others. The
cost of producing farm commodities is on
a rising scale. Labor, materials, everything
entering into the running of a farming
business are at unheard-of prices. The
prices the farmer receives for his goods are

keeping pace in some cases; in others they
are not.

In all cases, farming is on a new plane

economically, and to cope with high costs

of production, so as to come off with a

profit and not a loss, will require wits and
shrewd management. It means that poor
farming will be less and less profitable. It

means that headwork will be more and
more profitable. It means that the man
who has brains, and will use them, can beat
the corn game, for instance, at the start

by using better seed, and thereby assuring

the increase in yield needed to make its

production pay a profit. The live-stock

man can play to a surer thing by quitting

his scrub-stock lottery and taking to pure-

breds. He can still further cut the corners

and assure his profit by studying feeding

rations, and by substituting the cheaper
feeds for the expensive ones.

I believe we're going to profit by the
high cost of producing. If the year 1920'

doesn't see an increased practice of thrift

and good farming on American farms, I'll

miss a guess. It takes a period of stress to

bring our wits into play—a necessity to

,
Mother Invention. "The next season will

seek out and reward brains. You'll be able

to find them in that way.

You Can Double the 1920 Corn
Yield This Fall

We need to wake up to some plain facts

about seed corn. We've been half dozing
for a number of years with these facts right

in front of us, not more than half seeing
them, and scarcely using a half of what we
saw. The first fact is that the average pro-
duction of corn in this great corn country
of ours is only 26 bushels an acre, although
some farmers in nearly every section some-

how are able to get four times that yield.

The second fact is that the least expensive

method of increasing corn yields is to use

seed of better quahty. I'm quoting the

Department on that. The third fact is that

the difference between 25-bushel yields

and 50, 75, or 100 bushels an acre is largely

due to delay or negligence in selecting a

supply of seed. Selecting seed from the

field in the fall, and not from the bin in the

spring, is the solution. It's getting late

now, but there is still time in many fields

to hunt out the best-producing stalks. The
best seed corn must be well adapted to the

seasonal and soil conditions where it is to

be planted; it must be grown on productive
plants of a productive variety; it must be-

well matured, and preserved from ripening

time till planting time in a manner that
will preserve its full productivity. The
Office of Corn Investigation of the Depart-
ment has proved the importance of those

points in tests. For a series of five years

twelve well-bred varieties were tested in

ten Northern States, equivalent lots of seed
being used in each State. Varieties that
produced most in some States were among
the poorest in other States. Seed ears

taken from the highest-yielding rows of

ear-to-ear breeding plants have repeatedly
produced better than seed ears taken from
poorer-yielding rows. Seed ears from the
best-producing stalks found in a general
field produced more than seed ears taken
without considering the productiveness of

the parent stalks. The third point I gave
above was proved by taking 400 ears and
dividing them into two equal parts, one
part being well taken care of, and the
other placed in a barn as corn is ordinarily

cribbed. The well-preserved seed gave a
yield on poor soil 12 per cent higher than
the poorly preserved, and 27 per cent
higher on fertile soil, notwithstanding the
fact that both lots of seed germinated
equally well. Get a bulletin from the
Department telling how to store seed corn
so it will keep.

Scrub Stock is Costly

It looks as if the scrub sire hadn't long
to stay here. The Department is enrolling

thousands of farmers in its Better Sires,

Better Stock campaign. If you have a
pure-bred of any kind—^horses, beef or

dairy cattle, hogs, sheep, asses, goats, or
poultry—you are qualified to enroll and
receive the official emblem which the De-
partment is awarding to keepers of pure-
breds. I siiould not have listed poultry
among puxe-breds; they are not, the federal

officials say, but are standard-bred. And
of course the Department is still called

upon to explain the misuse of "thorough-
bred." There is no such thing as thorough-
bred cattle, hogs, and so on. That term ap-
phes properly only to a breed of horses

—

Thoroughbreds—and the Department dis-

courages its use in any other form. There's
more money in pure-breds, not because
they are pure-breds, but because there is

more meat or higher production in them if

they are well selected. Department offi-

cials cite two simple instances. Here's the
first:

A New Jersey boy was influenced to buy
a high-grade cow for $155. The cow on
freshening gave 24 quarts of milk, and kept
it up for a long period. The father owned
five cows, average cows for the neighbor-
hood. They were fresh in the spring. Their
product did not equal the product of the
cow owned by the son—five times the labor
and five times the feed, in comparison with
one good cow.

Here's the second:
An Oklahoma farmer had two registered

Shorthorn bulls, yearlings, that he priced

at $100 each for breeding purposes. A
butcher saw the bulls, asked the price, but
learned they were registered, and that it

would take $100 each to buy them. He
bought them, killed them, and stated that
they were the cheapest cattle he had bought
for some time because they cut the better

kinds of beef and more of it. Get aboard!
Add your name to those who have pledged
for pure-breds. Ask the county agent or
write to the Department at Washington
for an enrollment blank. It costs you
nothing to join. I suggest also that you
ask the Department for its new bulletin

on breeding.

Science and Chickens

—

Speaking of the practical value of well-

bred stock, here's a brand-new story of

good blood. The Department recently
announced some rather striking results

from a test in "grading up" poultry car-

ried on at its experiment farm at Belts-

ville, Maryland. The federal poultrymen
apparently had decided there was a lesson
for them in the success of dairy breeders
who have graded up something from noth-
ing with a pure-bred sire. , You know what
I mean. Every now and then some en-
thusiastic dairyman stops you with a story
—usually true—of some meek and lowly
herd of cows that rose to boAnne eminence
in dairy production after a pure-bred bull
was put at the head of the herd. What the
poultrymen have just done is this: They
mated mongrel hens of unknown ancestry
with standard-bred males. The result of

crossing a White Plymouth Rock male on
mongrel females weighing 4.33 pounds
apiece was a first generation progeny
weighing, at the same age, 5.68 pounds
each. Fowls of the second-generation cross

—another standard-bred male with pullets

of the first cross—weighed 5.98 pounds
apiece, while in the third generation this

was increased to 6.49 pounds—a gain of

2j4 pounds to the bird over the original

mongrels. Almost as noteworthy results

were obtained by the use of standard-bred
Barred Plymouth Rock males and mongrel
hens. Here the total gain during the three
generations was a little over two pounds

—

2.09. The original mongrel hens weighed
4.4 pounds. Grade progeny of the first

generation cross weighed 5.63 pounds at
the same age; those of the second genera-
tion, 6.22 pounds; and those of the third
generation, 6.49 pounds. So far the in-

vestigations have had for their objects
increase in size and weight and improve-
ment in uniformity of type. The work will
be carried further in studying the trans-
mission of egg producing and other charac-
teis. The specialists regard the results as
extremely important to poultrymen. A
possible gain of two pounds to the bird by
the use of a well-bred rooster is a convincing
argument for good blood in your poultry
flock.

In Time of Winter Prepare for

Summer—With Ice

Here is a lesson from the drummer who
sells straw hats and Palm Beach suits in
the dead of winter. Build that icehouse
this month. The Department is renewing
its campaign of last year on "Harvest an
Ice Crop!" It wasn't the Department's
fault that the country suffered for lack of
ice this season. It had campaigned all last
fall and winter for icehouse buildings and
filling. As a matter of fact, most of the
trouble came from the very poor yield of
ice on account of the mild weather last
winter. At any rate, this is the time to
take thought of preventing an iceless sum-
mer next season. If you can harvest an ice

crop and are interested in houses, ask the
Department for some bulletins on their
construction. They also tell how to put
up ice. As between the above-ground kind
of house, the cellar type, and the half-
aboye-and-half-below icehouse, the spe-
cialists say the above-ground houses can,
as a rule, be more economically constructed
than either of the other designs. Excava-
tions are expensive to make, and difficult

to insulate and drain properly. Insulation
and drainage are two of the most important
factors in the preservation of ice. It is

true that the temperature of the earth
varies less than that of the air, but the
fact that the temperature of the .earth at
six or eight feet below the surface remains
at or about 55° F. the year round makes it

quite as important to protect the stored
ice against the earth heat as against the
heated air. It is more difficult to remove
ice as needed during the season from pits
than from structures above ground. Slight
advantages are apparent at harvest time
in favor of the cellar or the half-sunken
types of house, and under some circum-
stances they will be preferred to the other
type. Here is a method of ridding ice

ponds of green spawn, or algae, which some-
times grows so profusely that it prevents
a good clean ice from forming: Copper sul-

phate crystals in a cloth sack, hung to a
pole and trailed through the water until
the salts are dissolved, will do it. One or
two treatments of the sulphate during a
season, at the rate of one pound to 100,000
gallons of v/ater, will be sufficient to keep
down such growth and make the water
clear and pure.
You will be glad when the hot summer

days come on if you have an icehouse
full of clear, pure ice. It's purely a busi-
ness proposition these days of high food
costs.

wwm
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He Took the Poor Old Farm His Brothers

Scorned—and Made It Pay
By H. G. Wood

JOHN MATTHEWS is my neighbor
down here in Mississippi. He had
eleven brothers and sisters. They all

grew up, looked the farm over, decided it

was too hopelessly poor to do anything
with, and moved away. John saw possi-

bilities in it, stuck, and made it pay.
When he took the 160 about ten years

ago it was heavily mortgaged and unpro-
ductive. To-day John Matthews is prac-
tically out of debt, has a rich modern farm
and one of the best graded dairy herds in

the South. He is well-to-do, much better
off than any of his brothers and sisters,

whom he has helped a good deal, too, in-

cidentally.

I am going to tell John Matthews' story
in the hope that it may be an inspiration
to you if you have an unpromising propo-
sition, and to bring out the point that it

is the man who sees future possibilities in

the things he has right at hand, and who
is willing to work to materialize what his

mind sees, who wins.
Without money and without credit,

John Matthews has paid for the place
twice, built up the run-down soil, provided
for his mother and father, cleared up the
debts—secured and unsecured—and built

a credit equal to that of any man in the
community. To-day he is worth more in

property and money than all the rest of

the family put together.
John Matthews is a "sticker." He may

be found at any time, day or night, winter
or summer, cold or hot, wet or dry, on his

little 160-acre farm in Monroe County,
Mississippi, just six miles east of the town
of Okolona, except when business calls

him away, or when he attends church on
Sundays.

He'll not tell you much about what he
has accomplished on the farm. He is very
modest and unassuming. But ask the
business men of the town where he trades,

or inquire of his nearest neighbors. They

will tell you the
story of his strug-
gles and how he
has made good.
They have
watched him as
he silently toiled

in the day—^yes,

and late into the
night.
And thatbrings

me down to one
of the secrets of

his success—^he is

"everlastingly at
it." He is one of

the few men in

this world who
can work suc-
cessfully with his

head and hands,
both at the same
time and in the
same place. There
is not a hired man
on his place who does more hard work in a
day than does the owner himself. Not only
that, but he is "head over heels" in love
with his work. I verily believe that John
Matthews had rath-
er work for a small
wage on the farm
than to command a
big salary in town.

Here is another
secret of his success:
he is never discour-
aged. He hits the
same lick when
things are looking
"blue" as he does
when "everything is lovely and the goose
hangs high." He has no time to waste in

grumbling and complaining about the
weather or bad crops, or the thousand and
one other things that some farmers make

John Matthews, Monroe County,
Mississippi

"r
I
lALK about opportunity!

X I studied law out of a for-

gotten set of 'Blackstone's Com-
mentaries' I found in an old

barrel
. '

' Abraham Lincoln.

a "fuss" about.
Ten years ago,

when his father
gave up in de-
spair,John agreed
to take charge
anddo thebest he
could with what
was left. At that
time the place
was a typical cot-

ton farm, produc-
ing almost
enough cotton to
pay for the corn
and other feed
stuff consumed in

making the crop.
John tried this

method for one
year and decided
to make a change.
He built

stanchions in the
old ginhouse, and

began to milk the five mortgaged cows left

on the place. He made butter, and sold it

to a store in town to help defraythe expenses
of the family. A few hogs were procured, a

fieldsowedto alfalfa,

and, for the first time
in the history of the
place, the crops were
diversified and a
system of rotation
practiced.
Then the young

man began to study
his cows and to weed
out the unprofitable
ones, adding the best

grades he could buy as hewas able. This took
time. But every year more and better cows
were introduced and more and better hogs
grew up on the place, until to-day John
Matthews is milking 19 cows, and out in his

alfalfa pasture he has 75 " pigs in clover." A
creamery has been operating in a near-by
town for four years now, and young Mat-
thews' cream check is right around $275 a
month. Best of all though, thefarm produces
the feed stuff consumed. An agent for the
creamery made the statement not so very
long ago that Matthews was the only
farmer he had met since ~he came to the
South whom he had to caution about feed-
ing too much.
But I would not have you think that his

work has been without its ups and downs.
He has had his share of troubles—perhaps
more. He has simply got the bull-dog
tenacity, the "stickability," and he meets
trouble face to face and "keeps a-knock-
ing." His father believed that cotton was
the only salvation for the Southern farmer,
and therefore discouraged his son in adopt-,
ing new things. John would let the old
gentleman have his say and then go ahead
in his own way.

"You've tried that way of doing," he
would say, "and it failed; I can certainly
do that well," and on he would go.

One day, several years ago, John was
scattering stable manure on a piece of

corn ground back of the barn. The old
man came out and saw what his son was
doing.
"By Granny, John," he said, "all the

fools in the world ain't dead yet! Don't
you know you're simply throwing away
your time putting manure on that ground?
Stable manure is all right for sandy land,
but it ain't worth shucks on this black
prairie soil, I tell you. I know what I'm
talking about.. Didn't I put 50 loads of
manure on 12 rows of that land there over
forty years ago? And, by Granny, when
fall come you couldn't tell where the ma-
nure stopged—there wasn't a particle of
difference in that corn!"
"That may be true," said John as he

continued his [continued on page 43]

Hazie's Children Left the Farm—Clinchit's Stayed

at Home. Why?
By James H. Collins

FARMER CLINCHIT brought up
four boys and three girls. All stayed
on the farm until they married, and

then they stayed in the neighborhood.
Farmer Hazie had only two youngsters

—a boy and a girl—and both left home as
soon as they were old enough to work.
And the difference was largely a matter

of just plain business.

The Clinchits never undertook anything
without a talk and a plain business under-
standing.

Neither pig nor canning clubs had been
invented when these youngsters were
small. But they all had separate farm
interests oi their own—chickens, pigs,

calves, colts, a corner of the garden, cer-

Jtain fields, certain fruit trees, certain crops.

Before Pa Clinchit gave them animals to

raise, or financed their enterprises, there
was always a talk about details. Johnny
got the eolt he wanted, but rendered such-
and-such return in work, while matters of

feed, pasture, care, and ownership were
clearly settled beforehand. If Milly got
the chicken money, it was because she
assumed responsibility and did the work.
There was the same understanding be-
tween Pa and Ma Clinchit about house-
hold money, clothes money, and the num-
ber of men coming in the threshing crew,
the cultivation of Ma's berry patch.
But over in the Hazie family nobody

knew where anybody stood.
Little Hank Hazie worked like a Trojan

all summer, raising a litter of pigs, under
the impression that they were his own,
only to find that Dad sold them to the
butcher just before fair time, and didn't
remember giving them to Hank. Neither
Mrs. Hazie nor Charlotte ever had money
for themselves. They got clothes and a
few trimmings of life on a temperamental

The Clinchits never did anything without a talk and a plain

business understanding

plan, according to whether Dad Hazie felt

prosperous or poor.
A business arrangement among members

of the Clinchit family was as clear as a
pig-club contract. They never put such
things in writing. But all the details were
discussed, and ob-
scure points raised
and settled, with
sometimes a little

shrewd bargaining.
Pa and Ma Clinchit
began married life

that way, vvhen he
provided so much of

the crop money for running the house and
allowed her all she saved for her own, and
she led him to make a will, putting proper-
ty matters in good shape for an emergency.
Long before they left school the young

Clinchits were good hands at business. In
the industrial world they would have been
capable salespeople—maybe captains of

industry. They always came to you with
a clear, well-thought-out business propo-

"Don't permit the young men
to drift away."

Abraham Lincoln.

sition. When one of them had a pig proj-

ect in view he not only started by having
a definite understanding with his father,

but also had decided exactly what he
wanted from Pa Clinchit, and how and
when. That gave a basis for going ahead

and getting results,

and enjoying them
one's self.

But the poor Hazie
family! It ran some-
thing like a factory
where everybody is

on a piece-work
basis, and the boss

hkely to cut a piece rate overnight. Hank
and Charlotte would have been as good
hands at biisiness as the Clinchit youngsters—if they had ever had a chance. But Dad
Hazie "hated to be bothered with details."

Hank might develop an ambition to enter
a prize acre corn o«ntest. But because
business ran at loose ends on the Hazie
farm he did not know how to crystallize
the proposition and lay it before his father.

In fact, he was afraid to, and felt that Dad
would not be very sympathetic, anyway.
If Dad Hazie gave permission it was off-

hand, when caught in a good humor, and
then he said vaguely: "Oh, well—^yes, I

guess so. But you won't get anything out
of it."

And probably he was right, becaxise
/agueness about help or horse work in
planting or cultivating \\Tecked the enter-
prise halfway. Or his father did not re-

member next fall that that acre of corn
belonged to the boy, and so Hank got
nothing out of it.

Business discussion is fine mental train-

ing, apart from the clear understanding
that it gives a family about money matters,
property, and common interests.

The Jews are capable business men and
women wherever you find them. Much of
their capability grows out of Jewish family
life, where discussion of business matters,
even in the abstract, is encouraged and
becomes a habit. Jewish boys and girlfl

grow up in an atmosphere of mental rivalry,

learning to give and take, and also to be
exact in the statement of details.

Carry the same attention to clear detail

and exact statement a little further, and it

becomes the scientific spirit and the basis of

all human progress. Children have the
faculty naturally, because in their liking

for facts, and with their undeveloped
powers of theorizing, they are scientific.

Farming is certainly a business—more
complex in details, very often, than in-

dustrial business. The farm family is an
informal corporation. No "big business"
corporation would run along without con-
ferences, definitions, agreements. Prob-
ably a little "big business" on the fan»
would do more than any other one thing
tb keep the boys and girls at home.
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No birds get through his shot patterns

THE successful sportsman knows that
his bag depends almost as much upon
the shot pattern, or evenness with

which the shot spreads out and covers the
game, as it does upon his gun handling.

The secret of uniform game-getting pat-
terns is in the control of the gas blast from
the exploding powder. This in turn depends
upon the wadding in the shell.

The Winchester gas
control system

The Winchester system of wadding and
loading is the result of repeated experiments
to determine the most effective control of
the gas blast.

The base wads of Winchester Shells are

constructed to give what is known as pro-

fressive combustion to the powder charge,

'he ignition spreads to the sides, in all

directions, as well as forward.

Under the heat and pressure of this pro-

gressive combustion the tough, springy
driving wad expands and fills the bore
snugly, completely sealing

in the gas behind. In being

driven through the bore this

wad offers just enough re-

sistance to the gas blast to

insure complete combustion
of every grain of powder,

so that the full energy of the whole powder
charge is developed at the muzzle. Thus
none of the shot charge leaves the gun until

it is being driven by the maximum energy
and velocity possible from the load.

At the muzzle, the expanded snug-fitting

driving wad is slightly checked by the muzzle
choke or constriction, while the shot cluster

A patchy pattern often
means a miss, many
times a cripple, and
sometimes badly muti-
lated game.

The hard-hitting Win-
chester pattern is evenly
distributed. No game
gets through,and no game
is mutilated.

travels on unbroken by gas blast or wadding,
making the hard-hitting uniform pattern for

which Winchester Shells are world-famous.

Uniform shells. From primer to crimp

Winchester Shells are so balanced in con-

struction as to insure the maximum pattern

possible from any load. The broad fish-tail

flash from the primer gives even and thor-

ough ignition; the driving wads completely

seal in the gas behind the shot; the stiffness

of the crimp or turnover at the shell head is

varied exactly according to different loads,

great care being taken never to stiffen it to

such a degree that it offers undue resistance

to the powder explosion.

In addition Winchester Shells are, of course, thor-

oughly waterproof, insuring true shooting in damp
saturating salt air or drenching rains. A special lubri-

cation of the paper fibre prevents brittleness and

splitting in dry weather.

Glean hits and more
of them

To insure more hits and cleaner hits in the field or

at the traps be sure your shells are Winchester Leader
and Repeater for smokeless; Nublack and New Rival
for black powder. Leading hardware and sporting
goods dealers in every community carry Winchester
arms and ammunition. They will be glad to assist

you in determining the particular load best suited to

your purpose. Upon request, we will send you, free

of charge, our interesting booklet

on Winchester Shotguns and
Loaded Shells.

Winchester Repeating
Arms Co., Dept. 323, New
Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

The Winchester system of wadding. The wadding expands evenly, sealing in the gas lilast all the way to

the muzzle, where the wadding is checked hy the "choke" or constriction. Tlie shot cluster travels on
ahead unbrolen. Actual test target SiO pellets out of 4Si or 74% of the shot charge UH oz. of 7% chilled)

inside a so-inch circle at iO yards.

World Standard Guns and Ammunition
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Where the Profit Lies in Pasture Land and

How You Can Get It Out!
By W. L. Nelson

I
WANT to tell you about a bit of

false economy I have often noticed in

farming that costs a lot of us more
than we realize. I refer to putting
stock on grass too early in the spring

and leaving it on too late in the fall, with
the idea that it will save in money on the
feed bill.

The truth is that this practice does
more harm to our pasture lands than it

saves us money on feed bills.

I am in the business of farming to make
money. I believe you are too. I want to
produce what I have to sell just as economi-
cally as I can without hxirting the machin-
ery I work with. And pasture land is part
of every stockman's working machinery.
If his way of using it is harmful, he is

wTecking part of his plant and equipment
just as surely as a grain farmer would be if

he took a sledge hammer and pounded his

reaper to pieces.

I want to make money from farming so
my family and I can have a house with
a bathroom, electric hghts, a pumping
engine for a water system, an automobile,
and all those other things which take the
drudgery out of farming and leave me free

to work with my head as well as my hands,
and give the members of my family time to

.

enjoy the pleasures ofjife a httle. Good
pasture land is one of the things that
enables the stockman to make money and
attain these things, and deserves care.

Only a few months ago, following a
winter which was marked by a decided
scarcity of corn and other grain, farmers
were anxious to cut the feed bill just as
early in the season as possible. The result

was that many pastiu*es were given a set-

back from which they will not recover
before another year, if then.
Prompted by the same desire to save,

thousands of stockmen each year hold their

herds on grass long after they should have
been put to the feed troughs. As a result

the pasture lands go into winter without
sufficient covering. ^ The following season
the grass makes a slow and backward
start, bare spots show up here and there,

and weeds and wild grasses are everywhere.
The farmer who wishes to retain a good
permanent pasture should not graze it too
heavily or too late this fall.

I knew one far-seeing farmer to leave a
fine blue-grass pasture ungrazed in the fall

in order that he might have it to^turn on
the following spring when the new growth
in other fields was making a start. Such
mature grass is readily relished when
wdnter is breaking up, and it also puts on
fat almost like "old corn in the crib."

In addition to the grass covering, there
should be this fall a covering of stable
manure.

Here's another point: During the war,
pastures never before "profaned by the
plow" were put to cultivated crops, and
other pastures were planted to corn or
small grain. At the same time the acreage
seeded to meadows or turned to permanent
pa.stures was reduced to the minimum.
They must be again built up.
The army is not the only organization

that "fights on its stomach." Even the
grasses of our pastures must be fed. Dur-
ing the war we were so busy feeding folks

that we forgot all about feeding the fields,

except as we fed the acres which were
at that time yielding grain to feed the
fighters. Nor have we in peace times
always been as careful as we should have
been to provide plant food for our pastures.

cally half a century, consisted of 34.3 per
cent grasses, 7.5 per cent legimies, and 58.2
per cent weeds. On the other hand, the
plot that has regularly received complete
fertilizers has produced an average yield
during the same period of 6,080 pounds of
hay to the acre. Best of all, in the forty-
seventh year of the experiment the crop
consisted of 88.8 per cent grasses, 3.7 per

The farmer who wishes to retain a good permanent pasture should
not graze it too heavily or too late this fall

Generally it has been the poor and little

favored field or "forty" that has been
given over to permanent pasture, and for-

gotten. We have not even always thought
it worth while to provide sanitary sur-
roundings for our tame grasses and legimies
that were battling the. wild grasses and
weeds. Frequently they have been left to
fight it out in poorly drained places, and,
as a result, each year yielding a little

ground, until finally they were driven back.
Spread stable manure over a part of the

blue-grass pasture and note the result;

use commercial fertilizer as it should be
used; set the disk straight so that it will

not tear up the sod and work on a part of
the "hide-bound" pasture; tile-drain the
low and sour part of the pastiire; make use
of lime where needed; hold off the stock
from one pasture for a while; allow a good
growth of grass as a winter covering.
On small meadow plots located side by

side I have seen twice as much good hay
taken from one field as from the other,

and all because one piece of land had been
top-dressed with stable manure while the
other had had no such treatment. We
have seen practically the same results

from drainage.
Results from the Rothamsted Experi-

ment Station fields in England are con-
vincing. In the forty-seventh year of the
experiment the hay crop on certain plots
was separated into grasses, clovers, and
weeds. The crop from the unfertilized

land, which has made an average yield of

2,150 pounds of hay to the acre for practi-

cent legumes, and only 7.5 per cent weeds.
The contrasts in hay yields at the Roth-

amsted Station are not greater than one
can see on pasture lands in almost aiiy

part of the United States, and especially
in the Blue-Grass Belt, in central Missouri
and Kentucky. While one pasture will

care for cattle at the rate of one steer to
each acre and a half, another pasture,
perhaps adjoining, will require from three
to five acres for each mature animal.
Taken throughout a term of years a good

pastiu-e on a general farm should be made,
and can be made, to compare favorably in
profit with any part of the place. As early
as April 1, 1919, Kansas grass was being
contracted at $13 to $18 an acre for the
season, with some exceptionally good
pastures commanding $20 an acre for the
grazing right. Nor is the Central West the
exception. The grass on New England
hillsides has acquired added value, and
the Appalachian region is being developed.
Men are saying, as of old, "Grass is king."

It is possible to "graze on" from 300 to
400 pounds of beef a year, and on many
farms the figures show larger gains on grass
alone. Each year, too, more farmers are
feeding and finishing cattle on grass rather
than during the winter season. There is

httle or no labor cost attached to the
pasture.

In the United States any permanent
system of general farming must include
live stock. This is the same as saying
that on most farms pastures mxist be
provided. The first step is to build up

these war-worn pastures. They may need
the "rest cure," or they may require
treatment. Whatever treatment is given
should be intelligently appUed. The time
to apply stable mamu-e or commercial
fertilizer is not in midsiunmer, after the
grass has made a good start. This, though,
is the time to chop out and mow weeds,
and this should be done before the noxious
seed ripen and fall or are scattered by the
wind. Ditching and drainage work can be
done at almost any season, and when the
grovmd is not frozen.
On many farms where no commercial

fertilizer is used on pastures, and where no
stable manure is ever hauled except for
the truck patches or cultivated fields,

blue-grass pastures are maintained year
after year by feeding live stock on the
grass during the period when vegetation
is most dormant. On my home farm are
two pastures which have been maintained
in this manner for almost half «a century.

Simple as it may seem to some, there are
many who do not know how to proceed
in establishing a permanent pasture. One
reason for this is that, in much of the Corn
Belt, meadows have after a few years, and
especially when pastured, just "gone to
blue grass." On thousands of farms in this
section are magnificent blue-grass pastures
where no blue-grass seed was ever sown.
In some instances the ground has never
been plowed, but after many years blue
grass, "the grass of civilization," has
crowded out the blue-stem or prairie grass.

In other cases clover or mixed meadows
have in time been taken by blue grass.

To establish a blue-grass pasture it is

well to prepare the ground in much the
same manner as for wheat. When the
wheat is sown, add about eight pounds of i

timothy seed per acre, and during the
winter top-dress the field with manure
or straw, but not too heavily. In February
or March—or, if you prefer, you may wait
until April—sow ten pounds of clover seed
per acre, and from one to two pecks of the
best quality blue grass.

You must have quality in blue-grass
seed, for much that is on the market is not
only lacking in purity, but is also very low,
sometimes as low as 10 per cent, in germi-
nation. On ground not naturally adapted
to blue grass the quality of seed should be
greater than in Kentucky and Missouri, for
instance, where blue grass grows along
almost every roadside.
A nurse crop is frequently sown with

clover and grasses. Rye, wheat, oats, and
ether crops, depending upon the territory^'
are commonly used. The nurse crop is not,

as many suppose, to aid directly the growth -

of the clovers and grasses, but to assist in

keeping down the wild grasses and weeds
which might crowd out and destroy the
young grass plants. The nurse crop may ^

bring some returns the first year, but care

'

miist be taken that it is not too heavy.
To attempt to grow a full crop as a nurse
crop is to endanger the life of the grass,

which may either be smothered out or
destroyed by the midsummer sun after the
oats, rye, or other crop is removed.

4

Stock on some of Nelson's pasture land in the blue-grass section of Missouri
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Weather and //re protection
In case of a fire, a Certain-teed roof will smother and help to con-

fine the blaze to the building in which it starts. This protection is

insurance of greater safety for stored crops and, forage in outlying

buildings which might be endangered by flying sparks and embers.

It will relieve you of a great deal of anxiety if you will have your roofs

Certain-teed against sparks and burning embers. Certain-teed Roofing forms

a permanent protection against sparks.

Certain-teed wilt give you year-in-and-year-out protection from weather.

You cement it together in a single piece, so that the hardest rains cannot
find a creyice. It is a retardant of heat and cold, making the building

warmer in winter and cooler in summer. It is a deadener of sound—rain

or hail beating on the roof does not make any noise.

Certain-teed Roofing is easy to lay—no skilled labor required—the first cost

is much lower than wood or metal—lasts longer and costs practically noth-
ing to maintain.

Certain-teed Roofing is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15 years, according to thickness.

The Certain-teed label insures you certainty of quality and absolutely gna-rd^nteed satisfaction.

Certain-teed Asphalt Shingles
for residences come in beautiful subdued tones of red
and green. These shingles present a handsome rough
surface. They are so laid that three thicknesses cover
the entire roof. They lay and stay flat, and will not
crack or break off in the highest wind. This is due to
the very heavy saturation of asphalt in the center,

which makes them cling to the roof, yet permits them
to "give" from a high wind without cracking off. They
will prevent fires from sparks or embers—a big item,

especially where a building is not within reach of city

fire service protection. They cost no more than wood
shingles, and are guaranteed 10 years.

{NOTE:—It pays to keep a few rolls of Certain-teed on hand for emergency roof
repairs. It may be the means of saving costly weather damage to your property.)

Certain-teed Products Corporation SPprincSli^wes''"'^^
Certain-teed Paints and Varnishes are the hignesL

quality. They will give the best paint satisfaction.

PMNTViU^MISn R00FIN6 % REyillD iUILDINi iDuas
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Warm as an arctic- -

washes off like a boot
The new U. S. Wahus which is fast be-

coming popular among farmers everywhere

FOR years farmers have needed a high rubber
overshoe—easy to put on and take off—warm ,

and comfortable— one that could be easily cleansed of

the dirt of the barnyard.

There's an overshoe like that ready for you this

winter. With an all-rubber surface—snow-tight and
water-tight—lined with thick, soft fleece—the new
U. S. Walrus is just the thing you've been looking for.

It slips right on over your regular shoes. You can
trudge through mud and wet all day, and then at your

doorstep— swish!—a pail of water washes the U. S.

Walrus as clean as before you started. A moment to

unbuckle them and leave them at the door, and you
enter the house as clean and dry-shod as you left it.

Think of having an overshoe that keeps your feet

warm as an arctic does—dry as a boot will—^in the

coldest, wettest weather! In every way the new
U. S. Walrus is the farmer's ideal overshoe.

U. S. Walrus—Comes in all weights ax^\

sizes; in red, black, and white. An overshcfe

with an all -rubber surface that can actual^

be washed off after wearing. Warm as ^|
arctic. Absolutely water-tight.
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At exactly the points where overshoes usually wear out

irst, the U. S. Walrus has been made strongest

Ask your dealer today to show you a pair of the new
J. S. Walrus.

Other U. S. Models—all built for extra miles of wear

It makes no difference whether you want a boot for the wet season, a bootee or rubber

>r general use, or a cloth-top arctic for the cold—you can find in U. S. Rubber footwear
cactly what you need.

Every one of these models is made with the same care in details of construction as the

. S. Walrus. Heavy five-ply soles— special reinforcements at toe and heel—and always the

ghest quality rubber—these are the characteristics of every piece of U. S. Rubber footwear.

The U. S. Seal, wherever you find it, means solid wear and long service for your money.

U. S. Boots—reinforced where the wear is hardest

1 The sole—Five soles in one, all of the finest rubber and
fabric.

O Back of the heel—Every step you take strains the seam
in back. At this point every U. S. Boot is reinforced

with ten thicknesses.

O The toe—Has a cloth lining, a rubber and fabric strip
*^ around the edge, a "vamp" lining, a toe cap, and a sheet

of highest quality rubber on the outside.

A The "bend" in front—A boot has no lacing in front
to give as you walk. Every mile you cover, the rubber
at this point bends and buckles 750 times. Six heavy
thicknesses give long wear to U. S. Boots at this point.

U. S. Boots—All sizes and styles:

Short, Storm King, Sporting, and
Hip. In red, black, and white.

S. Arctics—Come in one, two,
ir, and six buckles, all weights
d sizes. Made of snow-tight
hmerette, warm and comfort-
le. Reinforced where the wear
tiardest.

U. S. Bootee—^Comes in red,
black, and white. Hy-Bootee, six

eyelets; Lo-Bootee, four eyelets.

Worn over the sock. An all-rubber
surface, easily washed off. Water-
tight. Reinforced where the wear
is hardest.

Ask for U. S.RUBBER
FOOTWEAR

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
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We Started Life Together in a Barn,

But We've Made $100,000 Since
By Francis M. Sayler

IT
NEVER occurred to me, until the

Editor suggested it, that others might
be interested in the story of how my
wife and I started life in an old barn
and worked our way up to something

over $100,000 worth of land and fine stock
out here near New Market, Indiana.
But if you think it is interesting I will

try to tell it.

I was born in a log cabin on a farm in

Putnam County, Indiana, in 1859. My
parents were William and Malinda Clod-
felter Sayler. My father died in 1908, after

being incapacitated for work for many years
with the worst form of rheumatism. My
mother, seventy-five years old, is still

living and able to take care of her own
house.
My father was always handicapped by

poverty. When he was thirteen my grand-
father died, leaving him the greater
responsibility of his mother and seven
children. His little farm in Montgomery
County, Indiana, was hilly, like most
pioneers selected in those days on account
of lack of drainage where the land was level,

and persons then were so afflicted with
malaria.
The soil was poor, and it was about all

Father and the rest of the family could do
to make both ends meet and pay off the
mortgage. He plodded along in this way
until 1858, when he married and moved to
Putnam County, Indiana, where he bought
40 acres, mostly on credit.

My father was a man of intelligence and
had splendid ideas, but his yoke of poverty
was so heavy he seemed unable to lift it.

He never could rise above the actual
necessities of life. His life begot in me a
greater ambition for ownership without in-

cumbrance. I resolved to execute many
of his ideas. I was determined, as old age
crept upon me, to rid myself of many of the
burdens he had to bear. I think that wm
the turning point, when I made up my mind
to succeed, and began to plan to make my
head save my heels.

As Igrew to manhood I read a great deal.

One sentence from a noted author has
always stayed with me. It was this:

"Health, ambition and poverty are the
greatest inheritance a boy can receive." I
was sure I had plenty of the latter.

When I was fifteen my parents moved to
Montgomery County, Indiana, near New
Market, where I now reside. There were
six children then—two had passed away.
He again bought forty acres, and the
prospects on this farm seemed brighter, the
land was level and more productive.

Father did succeed better here. His boys
were big enough to help him, and were all

taught to work; but affliction came upon
him, and he was unable to work many years
before he died.

My energetic good mother worked after

he was gone. Meantime I had been sent
to school, where I received a good common-
school education.

It was in this school I met my life part-
ner. We became engaged to be married,
but when was a question. I did not have
the nerve to ask her to name the day, when
I had no place to take her.

One morning I was driving along the
public road, thinking seriously of the
marriage question and of how I could
possibly get a place to take my prospective
bride, when one of our neighbors, a pretty
well-to-do man, beckoned me to stop. This
was his rather abrupt greeting to

"Hello, Milbert! I hear you are
going to be married."

I blushed and grinned, and final-

ly stammered out: "I—I—would if

I had a place to take her."
"Well," said my neighbor, "I've

got the place. You know that farm
on the Terre Haute road? I would
be glad to rent it to you. There is

no house on it, but maybe we could
fix up the end of the barn so you
could live in it. It will give you a
fine chance.

"

My heart beat with joy to know
of a place, but whether my prospec-
tive bride would live in a barn I did
not know. We parted, and I was
to let him know in a few days.

It was not long until I visited my
friend and put the question to her.

me:

To my surprise she readily agreed. The
prospective landlord was notified. The grain
was moved into one end of tha barn, and
we fixed up two rooms for ourselves at the
other. On December 31, 1884, America

and, really, our rooms looked pretty well.

I had no money yet. I knew I could not
nm the farm without stock and farming
implements, as I always felt that my suc-
cess on the farm would be by raising stock.

Sayle

Tooting Your Own Horn Backwards
Sometimes is a Good Idea

AFRIEND of ours who belongs to a golf club was telling us the story,

. not long ago, of a certain member who loved to play cards at the
clubhouse, and who alimys played, though^ to hear him talk, you would
never guess that he cared a snap about the game. «

The point is that there were always more players than chairs^ and
the way the man worked'it was this: He would first sit down in one of

the chairs. Then he would declare that he didn't care about playing,

repeating this over and over,, with variations

—

hut never would he move
a fraction of an inch off that chair. Pretty soon someone would deal
the cards, and there he would be, playing, and still meekly protesting
that he didn't wa.nt to.

Then there is Sayler, who writes the article on this page. With
equal meekness he quietly sUpped into that old barn. IF anyone
thought much about his doing it, it was only to pity him. But he kept
on, quietly and firmly, until he made it -pay. The Editor.

VanCleave and I were married, and we
have Uved in happy companionship ever
since.

How could I help being happy and suc-
cessful with a girl like that?

In about a week after our wedding we
moved into the barn. We had collected
together enough "stuff" to make us fairly

comfortable. Some cast-away things were
given us, we borrowed some, and bought
some on credit.

My wife had good taste—a knack of

making everything appear at its best

—

I went in debt about $400. I bought
cows, horses, hogs, and some farming im-
plements. It gave me great pleasure to
know that people would trust me without
security. It strengthened my ambition to

carry out the teaching of my parents always
to be honest.
But there came a "blue day." The pay-

ment on these things was coming due and
nothing to pay it with. I did not have the
"cheek" to tell my creditors I could not
pay it, and I could not ask them to extend
the time. My wife and I coui^eled to-

TKis IS tKe barn they started m And this IS what they made of it

gether, and decided to sell the hogs, t

only about half ready for market. I
this, and paid the debt promptly, wit'

few hogs left. I never made a sacrifice t

gave me greater joy.

We then moved along smoothly,
wife made enough money from the produ
of the cows, chickens, and garden to k
up all the household expenses.
At the end of the year our landl

wanted us to take the farm a^iin.
attached a small summer kitchen to
barn, which made us more comfortable.
The second year looked brighter, and

were very happy together. Our stock
increasing and our prospects for the fu
were encouraging. That year I bought
$10 a registered Poland-China boar,
desire of my heart and the beginning of
career as a pure-bred hog raiser. Ge
into pure-bred stock was another big s'

forward. It will pay, no matter how li

stock you have, or how poor you
Quality stock makes quality folks.

The year 1885 was indeed an even'
one in our career. In this barn our
child was born. We did not feel humilia
over that, because a better child than
was born in a manger, you know,
prosperity that year caused us to farm
a larger scale. I rented 160 acres for _
rent, and kept a hired man from then
the year round.
My hogs were my mortgage hfters,

bought more registered Poland-C
males, which I mated with strong, heal
sows until there was no mixture

—

full-blooded Poland-China hogs.
I raised cattle too, but never sped:

with them like I did with the hogs. I

a registered bull, which I mated with g
strong Shorthorn cows, producing s

that was profitable for both milk and
I usually had a drove of registered Shr
shire sheep.
My wife raised Bronze turkeys

Plymouth Rock chickens, and made g
money out of them. She did her
advertising and selling. A few years
she quit this industry, as it was too

'

for her with all her other responsibiUties,

At the end of seven years I had sa
enough money to pay half down on an
acre farm, which I purchased for $45
acre. I still rented ground to give my
help employment, and to raise em
gram to feed the stock.

I had this 80 acres fenced off into lO-i

fields. This was helpful with my hogs,
pasture saved paid for the fencing. I

from 15 to 20 brood sows, the older

bearing two litters of pigs a year-

litter in the spring, and one in the fall

fall pigs and about one fourth of the spi

pigs were fed for market, and the oti

kept as breeders. I always have my
vaccinated, and seldom lose one.

Every few years I bought more land
got better grades of stock, if possibl

now own 460 acres lying near three ship;

points, and only 12 miles from our co]

seat.

In 1908 I built a modem house, in oi

that our future years might be spent com;

fortably. Before building this house I
"

equipped the farm with modern necessil

and conveniences.

My farm is all good plow land. The
is sugar tree, poplar, and bur oak,

black land swags. It has a clay subsoil,

rotation is corn, wheat, and clover,

sometimes two years of corn in succi

When I first began farmi
noticed that clover land always
duced big ears of corn, so I de
it was a good thing to grow cl

I usually grow on the farm a1

100 acres of corn and 100 a<

grain. I feed all the corn I ri

ship a carload of cattle every
winter, which I raise on the
The manure from the stables;

feed yards is saved and put
on the farm. This keeps up_

himius. I use commercial fei

some years, when sowing wheat
can grow a good yield of corn
out it. I think it a mistake toui
it on corn. If used at all, it sh
be on wheat, then the clover

the benefit of it.

It might [CONTINUED ON PA
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TZie Comfort Car

IT is really not strange that many
who formerly drove other cars,

should now be numbered among
our most enthusiastic Hupmobile

owners.

The reasons why this is so are per-

fectly plain.

It is only necessary to recall that The
Comfort Car has the name of being

a really extraordinary performer

among all types; that its economy
and freedom from repairs are like-

wise quite unusual; and that it is

regarded as one of the soundest

and most lasting values in the auto-

mobile market.

| 11*
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^fel-s Indigoe™
jSi/ STandard. for over 75 years

Look for til*

boot tnde-nuric
oa tht back of the

doth, inside tbe gumcot*
before you buy.

For Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stifel Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes.

The strongest, fast color, work-garment cloth made.

Canneab made <rf

SUfel Indlto sold by
dealers everywhere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Wheeling, W. Va. 100 Church St., N. Y.

We are
Manu^durm oj
tbe doth only

Your Commission Man Could
Help You Buy Feeder Cattle

By James R. Wiley (Indiana)

YOUR commission man can give you
valuable advice about what kind of
feeder cattle to buy, and when to buy

them, if you will only consult him, according
to Ben Henderson of Indiana, who has been
feeding cattle successfully and profitably
for several years.

"I learned this several years ago, and
have been consulting my commission man
every year since, and I have usually found
his advice reliable," was his answer when
asked how he bought feeder cattle. "Late
in the summer or early in the fall I write
and give my commission man all the infor-

mation that he needs to advise me intelli-

gently. I tell him what feeds I will have
and how long these feeds will last. Know-
ing the conditions of the cattle market
much better than I do, he can tell me about
when I ought to buy to get the kind of
cattle I will need to utilize my feeds to the
best advantage."

Last year Henderson had about 20 acres
of blue-grass pasture in fair condition the
early part of September. He also had 16
acres of corn that had been sown to rape
at the last cultivation, which could be pas-
tured after the corn had been husked out.
For winter feed he had silage, clover hay,
and a limited amount of corn, and he in-

tended to buy some cottonseed meal to
supplement these feeds.

He wrote to the commission man, giving
him this information. The commission
man advised him to buy a good quality of

800 to 900 poimd steers in thip fiesh at
once, for such cattle were selling at a dis-

count at that time—early September. Hen-
derson replied with an order to buy at or
less than a given figure. In less than two
weeks the cattle were on his farm, pur-

chased to advantage because they had been
bought when there was an excess of such
cattle.

The steers ran on the blue-grass pasture
and the cornstalk field until early in De-
cember. The only grain they got during
this time was the nubbins left in the corn-
stalks at husking time, and about an ear
of corn apiece daily, beginning about the
middle of November. They put on an
average of almost 100 pounds per head oa
this cheap feed, and the labor of feeding
them was very little.

When Henderson's steers went into win-
ter feeding quarters they were in as good
or better condition than the steers of similar
size and weight that his neighbors were buy-
ing to feed out. Such steers were then
costing fully two cents a pound more than
he had paid for his. He had a big handicap
over his neighbors because he had bought to
advantage and produced 100 pounds of gain
•with cheap feeds and at a low labor cost.

This advantage showed up when the cat-
tle went to market last spring. At that
time the cattle market was in a bad way
because of the curtailment of beef pur-
chases for army and Allied use. Yet, in
spite of this, Henderson's cattle made a
profit over feed cost of approximately
$1,550, including pork produced, while sev-
eral of his neighbors marketed their steers

.

at little or no profit, and some at a decided
loss.

" Cattle-feeding is a specialized business
the profit of which depends upon certain
pretty definite economic conditions," is the
way Henderson sums the situation up.
" The commission man is usually iii a better
position to know and wesgh ; market con-
ditions than the farmed.' '

Raising Turkeys Fit for a President
By T. F. Washburn (Illinois)

Some of Miles's turkeys ready for market

TURKEYS, big bronze butterballs, are

busy chasing the last bugs of Indian
summer and surreptitiously swiping

corn from J. S. Miles's crib on his farm near

Petersburg, Illinois. Miles smiles at the

antics of the young gobblers as he tacks up
crates for them to ride to market in.

This story is not about how to grow
turkeys, but how one man developed a
marketing system. J. S. Miles, several

times president of the American Bronze
Turkey Association, began keeping turkeys

as an experiment.
"I had been reading about Lincoln-j-

you remember he lived down in this

country when he was a young fellow—and
the book spoke of wild turkeys being as

thick as gooseberries, " relates Miles. " The
old-timers said they were mighty common,
but all my neighbors said tame turkeys

couldn't be raised, the climate being too

damp, etc. I began keeping them just to

see if it could be done.

"

Miles's shrewdness in selling has been
the factor that has made his tiu-key-growing

so profitable.

"We were over at the state fair at

Springfield one time, and I told my wife

that our birds could give the prize-winning

turkeys a r\m for their money," says

Miles. "We entered at different poultry

shows, including Chicago and St. Louis,

1 and met several city men who wanted to

know if we would sell them some extra

fine Thanksgiving and Christmas tvu-keys.

That gave me a new slant on selling them-
why not cultivate a fastidious trade?
"Menard County is halfway between

Chicago and St. Louis. Both towns have
any number of rich men who want 'better

than the market affords' food. When the
holidays come, the finest in the land is

sought by the connoisseur."
Miles once presented the President of

the United States with his Thanksgiving
turkey. This proved good advertising, be-

cause a bird from the flock that supplied
the presidential table sounded good to Mr
Chicago Millionaire.

The Miles flock is exhibited a good de

and has ribbon winners at its head. Abou
150 turkeys are ready for market eac'"

autmnn, and they bring from $8 to $1
apiece. The birds are confined to th

.

orchard during laying season, but othe
wise have the run of the farm, and thrive o
the alfalfa.

"Why have you done so well.with
keys, Mr. Miles?" I asked.

"Perhaps I am one of your specialists,'

he smiled. "Everybody keeps chickens.

I raise turkeys. I live near big cities wher"
wealthy men will pay any price for fin

holiday birds. My show winnings prov
to them I had the quality, and the rest w
easy."



More than 13,000 men are

building your Maxwell

IMAGINE 13,000 men devoting themselves to a single

Maxw^ell. Yet that is the picture which a little journey

through the eight great Maxwell plants supplies.

If they built but that one car in a day its cost to you

would represent a king's ransom.

But they are so well organized, their work so very

definite, they are so expert in the special one thing they

do, and they are aided by so many thousands of uncanny

and superhuman machines, whose accuracy is down to

1/1000 of an inch, that you pay but a small price for a

Maxwell.

A great aid to the economy of manufacture is the use

of many, many millions of dollars so that a 10-cent piece

saved on a bit of material often runs into amazing figures.

Thus the big staff of purchasing experts

for Maxwell become your purchasing experts

and the saving goes on to you in the price.

$985 is indeed a small sum to pay for a

great value in a great par like Maxwell. '^'Hul^V'lIZ

MAXWELL MOTdR COMPANY, Inc.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Salisbury Axles
are Standard

The Nezv Salisbury Pressed Steel Rear Axle
Standard Type

CALISBURY AXLE3 incorporate many improvements and better-

^ ments tried and proven by exhaustive engineering tests and practi-

cal use. Each Axle is submitted to careful factory test for strength

and mechanical perfection before shipping.

The various axle members are

designed for accessibility, strength,

simplicity of construction and are

"fool proof" as f£ur as possible. Pin-

ion shaft bearings cannot be jcuraned

by improper adjustment.

The mounting in the spiral ring

gear "the Salisbury way" insures

greater rigidity and perfect alignment.

The rear wheels fixed rigidly to

the driving shaft by a steel fleinge

bolted to the hubs hold steady
against side strains through a wide

spread of bearings jmd permits of

easy accessibility to driving shafts.

This gives all the desirable fea-

tures of the full floating type and
the added advantages of the three

quarter floating type.

Manafactured for Automobiles weighing 2600 to 3200 lbs.

Established 1902

Salisbury Axle
Company

Jamestown, N.Y. - U. S. A.

No Punctures-No Blowouts!
Users tell OS that it is

worthmuch more than
the cost of ESSESJKAY
to have the fear of
punctures banished^
blowouts, slow leaks
and expensive tire'

troubles made impos-
sible. EsSENKAYusers
can ride without fear
of nails^glass or sharp
stones.

Rides

Over100,000 users have prov-
ed the economy of ESSEN-
KAY. They have invested
over$4,500,000 inESSENKAY— the Better-than-Air Tire

Filler. ESSENKAY
contains no rubber, but
possessespractically all

thedesirablecharacter-
istics of rubber—un'tA
none%>fit» imperfections.

Doubles

Like

Air < THE TiRE riLLER
Tire

Mileage

Doubles Mileage
Tires filled withESSENKAY
are always at uniform pres-

sure—cannot be deflated or

run "flat". ESSENKAY
forms a highly resilient rid-

ing cushion which filte cas-

ings completely— no inner

tubes— no air. 10,000 to

No Inner Tubes

No Spare Tires

No Spare Rims

NoPnmps-Jacks

Send For
FREE Book
Get the story of ESSEN-
KAY. See what it has
done for others—what it

will do for YOU. All the
facta in our FREE Book.

20,000 miles on ESSENKAY is the rule, not the excep- Mail Coupon or postal for
tion. When ESSENKAY filled tires are worn down to booklet and particulars of
the last layer of fabric, the same ESSENKAY can be trans- p_„Q rp- i r\a„
ferred to new casings. ESSENKAY is guaranteed against " Uner.
beins affected bsr heat, cold, water, mud, sand, pressure. DEALERS: Write for'prepost*
friction—hardenintf, crumbling o» flatteningr. op,„ territoryl

FREE TRIAL OFFER— Send This Coupon
We will send ESSENKAY for Free Trial in your tires. Ride ->,,„. ..i,.,,,.,,.,,,,, ,,,.,,,.11
over smooth roada, then over the roughest you can find.** — - t » j /•

Including hilly and sandy country. Allow the car to re-/ lie Enrakay Prodncb Compaaj

main under a maximum load on a concrete floor to prove 92.220 We»t Snperior Stmt,

that ESSENKAY does not flatten. Make any test / Chicago, Illinois

yon like. Then—if you are not convinced that ESS- * Please send me derails of yonr Free Trial

ENKAY rides like air- that it wiU end your tire AP^f'' 'i?^i?'^^\.^i.tjT^'l^v'i,^^ ^'^^

troubles-that you willno longer be bothered with / Story of ESSENKAY"
punctures, blowouts and slow leaks— that *Name..
EsSENKAYwillnot flatten,crumbleor deterior- *
ate—return it

—

the test loill costyou nothing, j>* Address ,v

The Elssenkay Products Co. /Xiity

92-22OW. Superior St., Chicago, ni. /State

Six Big Points to Study
[CONTINXraO FROM PAGE 11]

not buy cotton land in Georgia. There is a
fitness of lands for plants and for animals.
It is not accident, it is lime and phosphorus
that gives the Thoroughbreds in Kentucky;
it is lack of these things that gives the
little ponies of Chincoteague
"Second—What are the people in the

region like? This is a very essential point.
Men make or unmake communities (some-
times communities make or unmake men).
I know an ideal community on hilltops in
Maryland, every man an intelligent one,
educated, working, reading, thinking, co-
operating with his neighbors to upbuild all

the region. I have nowhere in the world
seen a finer neighborhood. Steadily the
soils of these hilltops grow better because
of the good men who five there. Not fifty

miles away I can show you a land richer in
soil but sunk in sloth, ignorance, and de-
spair, the fields overgrown with briers, the
homesteads tumbling into ruin. I would
give a lot more for a farm in that hilltop
community.

"Again, what are the people like as
neighbors? Of course, they will all be
neighbors, but are there enough of them
near me that will be congenial, inspiring,
helpful—the sort-among whose children I

would want my children to intermarry? I
would not count a farm cheap enough at
any price to tempt me to go and settle my
children among people whose ideals are
low, who read no books, who do not see
the good current literature, whose sole

thoughts are eating much, working, sleep-
ing, and money.
"Third—What is the soil like? 'Oh,

never mind the soil,' you say; 'soils are
easily made.' True, and modern agricul-
tural science clearly points the way. I

admire your courage and your enthusiasm.
I wUl be glad to help you, for I have
watched a good many soil-building opera-
tions, some of which came to a happy con-
clusion.

"But before you buy let's consider how
far away is the limestone that is to re-

deem this land. What will it cost you?
Have you a constructive bent of mind,
and a constructive pocketbook? What will

it cost to buy this poor land, and how
much more to buy good land? And is the
land at $25 an acre cheaper than the land
at $100 an acre, or is it dearer, fertility

considered?
"The plain fact is that very poor land is

not cheap as a gift, nor is rich land often
valued too high. -.

"But why so much emphasis on mere
soil fertility," you ask. Because civiliza-

tion is based on soil fertility, and based,
really, on the amount of carbonate of lime
that is at hand with which to keep soils

sweet. It means that in future the neigh-

borhood will be intelligent, enterprising;

will support roads and schools and ideals

which your children will enjoy. I well re-

call how a friend and I crossed Kentucky
by automobile with no road map, only a
geological map of the State; and how we
simply kept to the limestone and found
always good roads and fine farms and good
schoolhouses Uning the way, while the mo-
ment we left the limestone and the rich

soils—^well, I can't go on here, it would not
be courteous to do so. If the land has
enough lime in it the fertility problem is

simple, because the clovers grow easily,

and clovers make soils rich. Then, too,

grasses come so nicely, and naturally, and
that prevents soil erosion on hill slopes,

and a lot of troubles solve themselves.
"Fourth—What is the texture of that

soil? Texture is a thing that the layman
can easily imderstand. Soils range from
gravels to putty—either extreme is bad.
The soils with too coarse a texture are
droughty, and cannot hold fertility well.

The putty-Uke soils can only be worked
nicely one day in the year, and on that
day you may have gone on a picnic. Ex-
cept for grass, and excepting limestone
clays, dodge the putty-like soils. Walk

oyer the land, if you can do so, in a wet
time. Does the water stand over it in this
sheets? Is it too water-tight to let water
reach down to the tiles? If so, you can
redeem it by aid of vegetable matter turned
under in time. To make the open soils
productive is far more quickly done. I
repeat, though, if that dense clay is strongly
impregnated with Umestone, take it. You
will have your cultiu-al troubles, true; but
what grasses it will grow! How clovers will
riot in it ! How alfalfa will stick .' Of course
it won't be a garden soil, but there's money
in it.

"Perhaps there is need right here for
expert advice as to whether a soil is of th"
right or the wrong kind. ' Let the soil itse'

tell you. Do grasses IxiXuriate along road-
sides and in pastures? Or does the land lie

naked or thinly covered with weeds? If it

is Hme-impregnated the grasses are there.
Don't listen to the land seller when he
says, 'The reason there is no grass here is

that the farmers have been too lazy to
sow it.' Grass is universal, the gift of God.
It comes as surely as the sunshine if the
soil is fit.

"Fifth—What is the subsoil? If it is a
water-tight clay it means difficult drainage.
If it is nicely pervious it saves you about
$40 an acre in drainage problem. Sample
the soil and the subsoil as you go; take
along a little bottle of muriatic acid. It is

inexpensive and innocent stuff and won't
hurt your fingers. Test pebbles from the
subsoil by pouring on a little acid. If they
bubble, close the bargain quick before the
owner suspects. That effervescence means
that the subsoil is filled with carbonate of
lime; if it doesn't bubble, the soil is lime-
hungry.

"Sixth—Is there a water supply? Of
course, if it is a dry farm you can provide
wells and windmills and cisterns, but these
cost money. If there are springs, if one of
^em will -nm by gravity to the house and
barns, it is well, and should add at least

$500, and perhaps several times that, to
the value (rf the place.

"Seventh—Is there timber? Trees pay
well in the form of fence posts, firewood,
and so on, and immensely do they enrich
country life. You can select a farm with
fine trees if you will have a Uttle patience
in the search.
"Eighth—What of the house? Is it a

true country house or not? A country
house has sun, open fires, porches, a
"homey" air. It has a lot big enough to
make a lawn on, to plant old-fashioned
tiger lilies and phlox and apples and cher-
ries on. If it is a city house built in the
country, costly to live in, needing a lot of
servants and all that, buy it if you like

—

but none of it for me!
"Ninth—What is the road Uke? Roads

are indexes of civilization. You can pretty
well judge the neighbors by the road they
have called 'good enough,' all their lives.

True, one can allow a Kttle here, for road
improvement is coming fast. The road
may improve soon after you have taken
possession.

"Tenth—How far is it to the town or
village you must visit? You will go to.
town at least a hundred times a year, maybe
three times that often. Say we compare
two miles distance with eight miles. In
the one case you travel 400 miles a year in
going to town; in the other case, 1,600
miles. To drive a horse the extra 1,200
miles will cost you, for time and horseflesh,

how much? Reckon that in in considering
the cost of the one farm with the other. It

costs you at least 10 cents a mile, does it

not, to drive to town? Well, $120 a year
B five per cent interest on $2,400. So you
can afford to pay that much more for a
farm near town than for one that is eight

miles away, if you need to visit the town
often."

I have found the above list of questions
mighty valuable and I hope it will prove so
to you.

Rake Useful in Chicken

House

I HAVE found that raking the grain fed
to my chickens into the Utter of the

poultry house will keep the hens active
scratching for it. The little extra time
spent is weU worth while, and a com-
mon garden rake will do the work.
This same rake is useful for distributing
evenly the litter which accumulates under
the roosts. .1. t. b.

Ejuployer's Time

APLUMBER and a painter were working
in the same house. One morning the

painter arrived late and the plumber said

to him:
"You are late this morning."
"Yes," said the painter. "I had to stop

and have my hair cut."

"You did not do it on your employer's
time, did you? " said the plumber.

"Sure I did," said the painter; "it grew
on his time."

—

Exchange.
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The Delco-Light engine is valve-in-the-head type

—

used in the best and most powerful airplane engines and

in hundreds of thousands of automobiles.

It is air-cooled—runs on kerosene in any climate-

has only one place to oil and has a simple mixing valve

in place of carburetor.

The storage battery is exclusively designed and

built for Delco-Light with thick plates, wood and

rubber separators and many improvements that

insure long life.

Delco-Light long ago passed the experimental stage

and has gone through the refining influence of three

and one-half years of production and of usage by
75,000 customers.

You will find plants in homes in your community.

Just ask your neighbor about his Delco-Light plant.

Delco-Light makes happy homes ; it saves time and

labor, taking away lots of hard, unpleasant tasks. It

"Pays for Itself" by the work it does and the time

it saves.

Of the more than 75,000 Satisfied Users of Delco-

Light, the first are among the most enthusiastic

—

proof that the simplicity and durability of Delco-Light

meets the requirements of its customers.

There's a Delco-Light Man Near You

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING COMPANY
Makers of Delco-Light Products

Dayton, Ohio
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

Dependable Priming Plu^s

Equip Your
Engine So It Sure-Fires When Cold
Champion Dependable Priming

Plugs sure-fire cold motors because,
with the priming cup right in the
plug, the gasoline trickles down the
core of the plug and drips from the
sparking point where the spark
jumps and is the hottest.

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio
Champion Spark Plug Co. of Canada, Limited, Windsor, Ontario

DbarborNTrucks

S -4Ounenorixy

1. Lighter

Weight
2. Longer Life.

3. Greater
Speed.

4. Lower Run-
ning Cost

5. Lower First

Cost

Here's the Farm Truck You Need
THE Dearborn Model BW 2-ton truck is the greatest investment ever

made for the farmer. It is built to do hard steady work under all

kinds of weather conditions. On rough going, on hurry calls to town the
Dearborn gets there and back at the least expense of time and money.

Dearborn strength comes from special

quality steel, and the elimination of
annecessary parts. That's why the
Dearborn is from 500 to 2,000 pounds
lighter than any other worm- driven
truck.

This means less expense in every way
md more power for the load. There's
less gasoline, less oil, less tire cost, less

upkeep on the Dearborn.

The Dearborn is the pioneer of the
ight-weight, strength-plus truck.

The Dearborn costs less by several
hundred dollars to buy, and saves you
money every minute of ever}' hour of

• every day, every year you use it.

Dearborn working units are the world's standard.
This insures you long life and dependability. The
motor is a Buda— the transmission Grant-Lees—
the rear axle Standard, and so on.

Pay From Profit Plan
You can't afFord to run chances on a truck.
Before you buy any truck at any time see the
Dearborn Model BW. If you don't know our
local dealer, write us. Be sure to get information
about the Dearborn.

Dearborn Truck Company
Dept. F

2015 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
R. J. MACDONALD. Sonthern Sales Ri-d

119 Hurt Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Dearborn Model BW
Tivo-ton Worm Drive Truck

Every car can be easily equipped
with these plugs in a few minutes.

Get a set of Champion Depend-
able Priming Plugs from your deal-

er, and insure easy starting in cold

weather. Price $1.50 each.

Alpine Farmers Succeed in Spite

of Difficulties

ONE would not think that these
Alpine mountainous slopes would
be suited for farming, but the

Swiss are famed for their ability to make
the most of what God has given them.
Intensive farming of the fertile valleys
and careful pasturing of the steep hill-

Italy. (It takes five francs to make a
dollar.)

The condensed milk industry is also
highly developed, and 1,100,000 quin-
tals were produced in 1914, nearly half
of which was exported. Another dairy
by-product is the Swiss chocolate, of

An Alpine shepherd and his flock

sides and the more level plateaus make
it possible for them to rank among the
greatest producers of dairy products in

the world. Cattle-breeding and milk
production head the list of Switzerland's
agricultural industries, and their cheese
and butter are known throughout the
world.

Swiss farmers, numbering 207,523,
own 1,615,893 cattle, over half being
cows, and there are 1,076,388 head of

other farm animals, of which 358,887
are goats. In the year 1914 these cat-

tle produced 26,700,000 quintals of

milk, and 1,000,000 quintals of milk
were obtained from goats. (A quintal
is 100 pounds. We didn't know our-
selves until we looked it up.) About
half of this milk is made into butter,

worth respectively 222,000 francs, and
cheese, worth 70,129,000 francs, which
was exported principally to the United
States, France, Germany, Austria, and

which 80,000,000 quintals were manu-
factured in 1913.

This industry employs over 7,000
workmen, and is one of the most im-
portant in Switzerland.
From this prosperous little nation a

lesson can be drawn which involves
one of the most vital problems of
agricultm-e. In spite of the lack of

broad, fertile fields the above figures
show that they are making th^ most of
nature's endownments. Iliey are real-

izing a maximum profit on their farm-
ing operations, and at the same time
losing very little fertility from their
soils. It does not pay as yet in this

country to cultivate mountain lands,
but there are plenty of level farms which
are not being worked for all that is in
them.
My, what a temptation it must be for

the Swiss ^lepherd to sit and watch the
clouds drift over the Alps!

The Queen of Autumn
By Lena C. Ahlers (IlKft^>is)

THE chrysanthemum is truly the queen
of autumn flowers, and no garden is

complete without them. They bloom
abundantly from September untU killed

by severe freezing, and if taken indoors
will continue to flower until January. There
are a great many varieties and colors. All

are beautiful and quite easy to grow, but
some are more adaptable for out-o^-door

culture, while others do better in pots.

They will grow to perfection in any garden
soil with plenty of water and sunshine, but
will abundantly repay any extra care given
them, as they are gross feeders, _and if the
ground is spaded deep and enriched with
well-rotted manure they •will grow rapidly

and soon become large bushes. When
treated thus, I find that the flowers will

also be larger and more gorgeously colored.

Chrysanthemums may be propagated
in three ways: Cuttings may be taken from
a thrifty plant and inserted in rich soil. If

plants are to be used, they should be set out
in the ground about the same time tomato
plants are put out. They may also be
started from seed, which germinates easily,

and will often bloom the first year if- sown
early in March. All professional growers
use this method to obtain new varieties,

but it is rather slower than other methods.
The class of "mums" known as exhi-

bition or show include the Chinese, Japa-
n^e, and Ostrich Plume varieties, all of

which are for indoor growing. My ex-
perience proves that plants or cuttings do
best when put in pots six inches in diameter
and given a thorough watering, then set

away in a cool, shady place till started.

The Pompon, Anemone, and Grand-
mother's Garden chrysanthemums are all

hardy and do best planted out of doors.
The plants that have been growing in the
open ground may be lifted, if desired, and

placed into pots and boxes for indoor bloom-
ing.

These plants should be lifted very care-

fully about the first of September, so as not
to disturb the buds, drenched thoroughly,
and set in a shady place until re-estab-
lished. Chrysanthemums like a cool tem-
perature, and will do best in a room
that is kept only a little above the freezing
point. Wlien through flowering they may
be taken to the cellar, where they will re-

quire very little attention except an occa-
sional watering.
Soon after the chrysanthemums are set

in the open ground they should be pinched
back to make fine bushy plants. Some
varieties -will grow very "leggy" if this is

not resorted to. If large flowers are de-
sired, the plants must be disbudded. About
the first of October a cluster of flower buds
may be found on every stem. Remove all

the buds, except the terminal ones—that
is, the largest and strongest ones in the tips

of the branches. This is the way the
florists grow the large flowers that are the
admiration and despair of every amateur
grower. All plants grown for specimen and
exhibition purposes should be fed frequent-
ly with liquid manure.
The single-flowering varieties are very

graceful, and for artistic effect have no
rival in the flower kingdom. The Pompon
sorts are entirely hardy, and endure the
coldest winters •without protection. The
flowers are small and round, resembling
miniature roses. They are the most
beautifully colored of all chrysanthemums,
and give satisfaction wherever grown.

Sometimes little black and green flies

trouble young chrysanthemums and de-

vour the young shoots. These pests may be
kept in check by dusting the plants with
tobacco powder.
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The Thing You Want
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 7]

would most probably have been ignored.

Your neighbor of course is not any
smarter than you are. He probably is not

a whit more original, maybe rtot as much,
for that matter. But then there are several

hundred neighbors, and there is only one

of you. Each neighbor is trying out things

you have not tried out, and is getting sug-

gestions from people that you have not got
suggestions from. Your immediate neigh-

bors, therefore, have the biggest fund of

information about the agriculture ot your
neighborhood that there is to be found
anywhere. They are, in a sense, working for

you. I know case after case where whole
conmiunities have been remade by one man
getting an important idea and putting it to

work. The other men around copied what
had done, and from time to time im-

proved on methods.
The eastern shore of Maryland has been

remade in the last twelve years by the

^general introduction of crimson clover arid

otlier winter cover crops. At first this

plant was grown as an ornament. Later
one fanner grew it in his fields, and found
that it more than doubled the corn crop
which followed. His neighbor copied his

idea, and so it spread through the region.

It might have spread a deal faster than it

did had everybody in a community been
alert to observe what was going on ground
him.

In a trip down the Atlantic Coast last

year I was interested in noting the wonder-
ful development of the new bright tobacco
belt in the upper coastal plain country.
Thirty or forty million dollars' worth of

tobacco is produced in this part of the
Garolinas, where practically none was
grown twenty years ago. It fits in with
cotton-farming to fill up slack labor perio.ds

and better rotmd out the farm business.

I was fiu-ther interested in learning how,
this business had sprung up. I learned that
it all came through one man here and
there finding that tobacco-growing was
profitable, and his neighbors, with their

eyes open to what was going on, copying
this success.

I found other areas devoted largely to
the growing of strawberries, and learned
that they had developed in the same way.
There was another large area in which the
fill-in crop was cantaloupes. Ten years
ago one man conceived the idef of growing
these melons commercially. It proved high-
ly profitable. Pretty soon his neighbors
began to copy. One httle station last year
shipped out over 600 carloads of these
melons.

There is no way of telling how many
community-remaking ideas have been
worked up on a farm and have not been
copied by the neighbors. I am of the
opinion, though, that these neglected re-

sults are far more numerous and important
around you and me than those which have
survived and proved of such value, and I

think this field of agricultiu-al uplift holds out
the most returns for the least effort and out-
put of any scheme of betterment I know of.
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A Short Cut to the Pump
By George Russell

WITH our windmill fully a quarter
mile from the farm buildings, a lot of

•walking was necessary to start and stop it.

Finally I rigged up a step saver.
I set strong poles, 10 feet high, 50 yards

ijpart between the windmill and main
barn, and put a heavy screw eye in the top
of' each pole. ^ No. 9 wire was attached to

'4i
,

the startmg lever of the mill, the wire then
going through a pulley fastened to the
null tower, thence through each screw eyem the poles to the barn, where it passed
through another pulley fastened to one
corner, and finally was attached to a lever.
One more improvement needed to make it
work perfectly was a short piece of wire
fastened to the main wire at the mill
•which was passed through a pulley, and a
weight attached heavy enough to take up
the slack and keep the -wire taut. Short
pieces of round link chain where the wire
passes through the pulleys prevent friction
andjhe •wire from catching.

Make Money. All Wintw
Pixll out stumps

I
and get all the virgin land at -work

1 making money for you. It's the
best land yon have. Work can
bo done in Winter and early
Spring. Stumps pulled at 3c to
5c each. An acre or more a day.

Hercules
Triple Power

Stump Puller
Find out all about it by
sending for the big book
at once. See the proofs
•we offer. Get the spe-
cial lo'w price proposition
we are making. Address

Hercules Mffg. Co.
978 ZBth St.. Cenlerville, la.

Kight in your own
neighborhood. You need

Rahc Rraduates-

EARS«$100TO$400AMONTH
lotor Mechanic. . .

We refer you to thousands of successful

B-midV «je I u I U cji'^vu ft ITIUBV I Bi only to let it be known
that you are a Rahe Trained Motor Mechanic, aud you will_ get into a

LEARN IN 6 TO 8 WEEKS

goofi paying business at once
-many in your own section.

Any naan, 16 years of age arid over
can learn here by daily practice on
the greatest mass of Automobile

and Farm Tractor equipment ever used for training purposes. Same Method of Practi-
cal Training used to train thousands of Soldier Mechanics, in 60-day Courses. We
train you, regardless of education or previous experience. fNo colored applications.)

AVrite today for 7-Day Trial Offer and Big Opportunity
Book. State age and occupation.FREE NOW

RAHE AUTO AND TRACTOR SCHOOL, Dept. 2265, Kansas City, Mo.





Spread Manure All Winter Long
If you want to save time and money and put an end, once

and for all, to the dirty, disagreeable job of old-fashioned hand
methods of manuring—

If you want to utilize to the very best advantage every scrap

of manure that your stock produces—
If you want the manure spreader that is built stronger, lasts long-

er, shreds the manure finer, and spreads it wider and more evenly

—

You Want The NEW IDEA
See your dealer now and get the facts in

full. Plan to make yourNEW IDEApay for

itself between now and spring. You can

—

easily—^by spreading every week through

all the winter. Spread right over the

snow! Good results will be sure to foUow.

The NEW IDEA is built low down; easy

to load. And because of its light draft, you
can heap it 30 inches high and still have

a light haul for your team. There are doz-

ens of big, important, patented features

that make this the best machine for your
needs. For instance, note that it has no
gears to break in cold weather. The chain

sprocket wheel drive saves wear and gives

you control, right at the seat, to spread any
quantity desired—3, 6, 9, 12, or IS loads to

the acre.

NEW IDEIA Dealers Everywhere
Every red spot on this map represents the location of a NEW IDEA Branch or

Distributor where both spreaders and repair parts

are carried in stock.

Little Rock. Ark.
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal,

Denver, Colo.
Atlanta, Ga.
Cottonwood, Ida.

Pocatello, Ida.

Chicago, III.

Peoria, III.

Indianapolis, Ind,
Vincenne*, ind.

Gi

Des Moines, Iowa
Waterloo, Iowa
Louisville, fCy.

New Orleans, La.
Shreveport, La.
Portland, Me.
Baltimore, Md.
Jackson, Mich.
TraverseCity, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Kausas City, Mo.
een Bay. Wi«.

St. Louis, Mo.
Helena. Mont.
Omaha, Neb.
Fargo, N. D.
LeRoy, N. Y.

Creennlle, Pa.
Harrlsburg. Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Knoxvllle. Tenn.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Memphis, Tenn.
Watertown, N. Y. Dallas, Tex.
Columbus, Ohio Houston, Tex.
Mansfield, Ohio San Antonio.ITex.
Toledo, Ohio Orange. Va.
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

Milwaukee, Wis.

f^°rroXce!''S%;pe7t«^r ''"'r'Sf/or you? Has Us fertility, its pou,er^ uuce, aroppea steadily down, or has it held its own and perhaps even gained?

IF
your land has been worthy of its hire, then pay up your debt to your soil.

Perpetuate its prospenty-^d yours. Treat it right. Begin now, and continue throughout the
winter, to spread manure direct from the stable onto your fields. For your land, drained by

successive croppings, cannot possibly keep on feeding unless, in turn, it is fed.

through years of accurate tests which demonstrate conclusively the
wonderful value of scientific manure spreading. They cover every

possible crop, climate and soil. Talk it over
with your County Agent or Experiment Sta-
tion Man, or consult any other authority.
All will tell you that it does pay enormous

returns— returns so big thatH their actual dollar value for one
1 1 season alone is worth far more
^1

Haphazard manuring and poor production invariably go hand in

hand. Manure piles leaching away the best of their valuable plant
food through a winter's wasting; wagon-tail
distribution—where manure is scattered about
unevenly by hand, over-feeding some portions
of soil and allowing others to starve—^hit-or-

miss methods such as these in-

vite scanty crops and soil star-

vation.

Figures have been compiled ,„ ,,„„„„ . „, ^

{Known as "NISCO" in the West)

NEWIDEA
Z^eOriginalWidc SpreadingSpoea^

than the cost of a NEW IDEA.

Your Dealer Will Show You
your New Idea dealer. Ask him for visible proof of

ew Idea superiority. He will point out the many vitally

ant features that make this spreader the big choice of

s everywhere. Talk to him today. It will mean big-

ofits for you next year. If you don't know who the

t New Idea dealer is, write to us direct. We will send

s name along with a copy of our absorbingly interesting

t, "Feeding the Farm."

OurBiUionBushelWheatCrop?

n't Bum Your Straw
your straw this fall and see how your
ains thrive. Stack only what you
your live stock. Don't burn your
nd don't let it rot. Forget the
lought that burning is the way to

'eeds. Even if it was, the price you
rohibitive. Either way, you rob your
your pocketbook—and damage the
or months to come, on which your
ick stood.

New Idea Straw Spreading Attachment
"Two Machines

in One"

At mighty small cost you

can get this attachment for

your new machine or old.

Handles a big load, shredding

the straw fine, and spreading

it evenly, 8 to 10 feet wide.

With this simple attachment,

you almost double yoar

spreading profits.

Few Parts

The Straw Spreading At-

tachment consists of two
framed sides which rest on the

sides of the regular spreader—
an upper, or third cylinder

with a chain to connect it with

the upper cylinder of the ma-

nure spreader—and plates to

hold the cylinder frame in

place.

A metal shield around the

ends of the topmost cylinder

prevents straw from catching

in the shaft.

You Need This
Machine

If you already have a NEW
IDEA, get the Straw Sprcodcr
AtUcKment oad put it on—you
can do it yourself in 15 minutea.

And if you haven't a manure
sprender, act the original wide-

jpreading MEW IDEA com*
bination for Bprcading botlt

ritraw and manure.

ADER CO.
WATER, OHIO
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Liars
FARM AND FIRESIDE

WE HATE to say anything against George—considering
the cherry tree and everything—but yoa can figure for

yoOTself that he was dead wrong sometimes in his estimates.
We wouldn't go so far as to say that George deliberately
lied—maybe he was only trying to hold out ten bucks on
Martha. If you don't believe it, here are his accounts in

his own handwriting, and yoxx can add them up on your
OT^-n machine. This is hard on historj^, but we had to do it.

AND here is dear old Ananias, the world's first thoroughgoing liar.

You recall that, according to The Acts, the apostles and their fol-

lowers agreed to combine their belongings and share alike. Ananias and
Sapphira, his wife, forgot to turn in all the money they owned from their
land, meaning to make themselves more comfortable than their neighbors.
They lied about it. and as a reward were stricken de^d. Gosh, what
wouid happen to our population if all liars got the same dose!

FRANKBACON has been

.

learning to be a liar all

his life. He got so good
they brought him to New
York and put him in a show
on Broadway, so he could
exhibit his lying prowess to
audiences, and make them
pay three doUars a seat to
hear him do it. He studied
in poverty for forty years
to perfect his great lying
village character of "Light-
nin' Bill" Jones, in his own
play, "Lightnin'." A few
months ago no one had ever
heard of Bacon. To-day he
is famous. Motto: If you
must be a Uar, be a good
one.

AND here's that famous
Winsted, Connecticut,

liar. Lou Stone. His regu-
lar job is city editor of the
"AVinsted Evening Citi-

zen." All he makes from
the lies he writes under a
Winsted date line is clear

velvet. He's to blame
for the story about the
bald man who painted a
spider on his head to
keep the flies away, and
of the stem-winding
watch swallowed by a
cow and kept running in
her stomach for five

years. He explained that
every time the cow
breathed the muscular
action wound the watch
a little. Just think of a
man earning a living break-
ing one of the Ten Com-
mandments!

BARON Earl Friederich Hieronymous von Mtinchhausen wasn't really such a Uar
as you might think. He was a German soldier in Russian, service against the

Turks in the middle seventies. It was E. R. Raspe, an Englishman, who wrote
"Baron Miinchhausen's Narrative of his Marveloiis Travels and Campaigns in
R\xs.sia." The adventures were awful lies. The picture shows oiu- valiant baron
in " bear "-handed encounter. Having put his hand down the bear's throat and
torn out his tongue, the hero ia now using its still living carcass as a dedge hammer
to beat the enemy into submission.

PAUL M. FELTON,
movie cartoonist of

Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania,
can prove to you that there
is no force of gravity. He
makes gentlemen row up
steep waterfalls as well as
down. His visual prevari-
cations know no bounds.
But it's a hard job. You see

in this picture how a mo-
tion-picture cartoonist has
to work. He has to draw
sixteen pictures for every
foot of film. "Whoever
tells you there is easy money
in being a mo^ae cartoonist

deserves a place on this

page with the other liars."

says Paul.
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Rolling Stones

Photo by Browu Bros.

Bsc?***"

pONTRARY^ to the adage, the
business of the rolling ,

stones on this page is to
gather moss—not to mention
beasts and birds and the fishes of the sea.

Mr. Charles William Beebe traveled almost
without a Baedeker, because there isn't

one on the jungles of eastern Nepal, where
Mr. Beebe sought for Tragepan pheasants.
.Vs curator of birds for the New York
Zoological Park, Mr. Beebe journeyed to

India, Ceylon, Himalayas, anS Borneo,
with a complete laboratory outfit and a
large box of quinine. While at Kalacoon,
in British Guiana, Mr. Beebe feastedsump-
tuously on tinamon and agoutis. Well,
we don't know. We have lunched at an
Armenian restaurant on things that read
worse than that.

Photo by Brown Bro.s.

]yfR. J. ALDEN LORING
is probably our most

strenuous traveler. To prove
this, he was eleven months
in British and German
Africa with Roosevel'', ele-

phant hunting. While
curator of mammals at the
Bronx Zoo, New York, Mr.
Loring went to Alaska to
collectwhitesheep, moose,
and caribou. According to
the U. S. National Mu-
seum, Mr. Loring has the
highest record as a travel-
ing collector, for during
a three months' trip he
sent back nine hundred
specimens of mammal.

lAMES WILLARD
^ SOHULTZ was born in New
England, but he went West in

the seventies, and promptly
forgot all about codfish balls

and town meetings. Out in

Montana he endeared himself
to the Blackfoot Tribe, and got
adopted. Later he married
Nat-ah-ki, and wrote "Black-
feet Tales of Glacier National
Park," *hich contains stories

of his mother-in-law and other
relatives. In the picture we
see Mr. Sckultz fortified against
Thanksgiving Day—several
months after the passing of

Mr. Hoover.

Photo by Brown Bro«.

TUi. T because a man is seventy
" Dr. R. L. Garner doesn't believe
he should retire to his steam radi-
ator and "Thanatopsis." At that
tender age the doctor started on
his seventh mission to the French
Congo to study the language of
the chimpanzee. Having trained
twenty-six chimpanzees and twelve
gorillas, Dr. Garner ought to know

|

whereof he speaks when he says
they do. In fact, he has even taken
phonographic records of the mon-
key language. This photograph
shows Dr. Garner having an "at
home" in the jungle.

^^^^^

TPHE job of Dr. Jesse Walter Fewkes of
Smithsonian Institute is mobilizing stones

that started rolling about 1900 B. C. On the
table are some trophies rescued from the
buried city at Casa Grande, Arizona. Being
adaptable. Dr. Fewkes can joke with the
Zuni people in colloquial Zunese, and he is

received in the highest priced Hepi apart-
ment houses. Somewhere he discovered that
the Cappadocians originated the skyscraper.
However, the highest Cappadocian was a
"cone house" of only nine stories.

MAJOR E. S. O'REILLY succumbed early to

the "curse of the meandering foot." At
seventeen he enlisted for service during the
Spanish-American War. Since then he has served
as an officer under four different flags—the Philip-

pine, Chinese, Venezuelan, and Mexican. Still

he doesn't recommend wandering as a profession.
"The rolling stone," he
says, "pays the price of
his freedom in hardships
and loneliness." Major
O'Reilly has been other
than a soldier. He taught
school in Japan, was a
police corporal in China,
a reporter in Chicago,
and a book agent in Kan-
sas. While an officer in
the Chinese army. Major
O'Reilly concluded that
if China ever had a good
meal she could clean up
the whole world—in-
cluding Ireland,
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The Pell Street Rejuvenator
By Joseph Ernest

IN
EXPLANATION of the presence of

Jonathan Potter in Chinatown, alone

and at a late hour, it should be under-
stood that he had discovered the place

by accident after some hours of entirely

aimless wandering. Pell Street thrilled him
with its darkUng mystery, and there was
something in the lines of painted exotic

lanterns and the sound of hidden gongs
that he found solacing and grateful.

He had been suffering acutely from too
much Piddock. He had found, in fact, that
Piddock was finally and definitely insuffer-

able; and in order to spare himself the fur-

; ther society of Piddock he had bidden good
night at an ostentatiously early hour to the
dearest, sweetest, cleverest woman in the
world. Piddock was rich ; he was handsome
after the fashion of a Greek god modeled in

wax; he sang a pretty contralto; and he
played the mandohn. Any of these things

! Mr. Potter might have forgiven him, if only
Piddock had not chosen, in aggravation of

his other enormities, to be still young.
It was Jonathan Potter's fortieth birth-

day, and he feared he was getting old. The
subsequent contemplation of Piddock had
strengthened his fear into gloomy convic-
tion. If he had happened to pass a suffi-

ciently inviting and comfortable lethal

chamber, the odds are that he would have
dropped in.

As chance fell, however, it was the much
more cheerful establishment of Mr. Wash
Jin that attracted his attention. He was
momentarily coveting a fine piece of crackle-
ware in the window, when he observed that
the Celestial proprietor inside was behaving
in an unusual manner.

While Potter watched, Mr. Wash Jin
dropped a solid ivory ball into a black in-

laid box, and shut the lid. Then he crushed
the box into a handful of splinters, and as-

certained with satisfaction that the ball had
disappeared. Finally he reconstructed the
box in the twinkling of an eye, inlay work
included, and produced from it, not the
ball, but a curiously shaped green bottle.

The colored lanterns, the whispering
music, the throbbing of mysterious gongs
in the gloomy tenements, the slant-eyed
sinister beings that slunk past him on noise-
less feet, combined to excite Jonathan Pot-
ter to a mood of adventure. He grasped
his umbrella firmly in the middle and en-
tered the shop.

Mr. Wash Jin's smile assumed the large

caliber reserved for customers of obvious
prosperity and patent embarrassment.
"You wanchee?" he said. He used

pidgin English in business, on account of

the distinct advantage it gave him over the
uninitiated.

"Wanchee crackle jar in window," said

Mr. Potter, nervously wondering whether
he had got the correct accent.

"All lightee," said Wash Jin.

He touched a flower vase on his way to
the window, a glorious example of blue por-
celain ; and in the twinkling of an eye it be-
came wonderfully filled with sweet pink
blossoms. The magic black box lay near it.

Affecting to smell the blooms, Mr. Potter
examined its construction.

It appeared to be solid. Inside was the
green bottle which Wash Jin had seemed
to create out of thin air. It also was solid

enough. It was filled, moreover, with some
milky liquid, and engraved on the outside

with Chinese characters in gold.

Wash Jin reappeared with the crackle-

ware jar.

"Ten dollee," he observed affably.

"Wliat's this?" demanded Potter, hold-
ing up the small bottle.

Wash Jin took it from him with gentle
I insistence and placed it definitely back in

its box.
"Not fol you," he said. "Makee lil joss-

work. Him," he added, indicating the bot-
tle, /'belong makee young."
"Makee young?" repeated Potter, se-

cretly thrilling. "How muchee? '

'

"No, no!" Wash Jin's sleek head shook
vigorously. "No wanchee sell!"

"Why in Sam Hillee?" demanded Pot-
ter, in disgust. "Well, I guess I'll take the
jar." He added, as an after-thought, "Allee
same."
"Ten dollee," observed Wash Jin once

more.
He took the bill, inspected it with care,

and departed into the rear of the shop to
pack the jar. On the way he produced
from the atmosphere two bowls full of gold-

fish, laying them aside as if they embar-
, rassed him. At the same time a carved

dragon at the rear of the store flashed green
beams from its eyes and opened its maw to
disclose a fiery crinkled tongue.

This final episode probably completed
the disturbance of Mr. Potter's usually
sober judgment.
"Makee young!" he thought, and picked

up the greenish bottle again with eager in-

terest. The Chinese had so many secrets

—

age-old secrets that they jealously guarded
from the prying foreign devil. It might
be—!
He saw himself in a polished brass mir-

ror, a httle slack in the shoulders, quite

The milky fluid was infernally hot stuff.

He threw the empty bottle under the sofa

and sank into a chair, making wry faces and
gasping. Thereafter for a long time he lay

still, with closed eyes—to open them sleep-

ily at length and emit a sigh of utter beati-

tude.
"No' bad dope," he murmured. "Hie!

Purrigood at that!"
And he slept in the chair in his shirt

sleeves.

The Jonathan Potter who awoke next
morning, three hours earlier than had been
his wont, not only felt a new being—he was

The Tree
By Joyce Kilmer

1 THINK that I shall never see

A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest

Against the earth's sweet flowing breast.

A tree that looks at God all day

And lifts her leafy arms to pray.

A tree that may in summer wear

A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;

Who intimately lives with the rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,

Rut only God can make a tree.

Published by permission of George H. Doran Co.. P..blishers

certainly a little convex in the waistline,

weary-eyed, graying, with a mouth that

dropped beneath his scrubby mustache. He
contrasted his somber presence with the
juvenile exuberance of Piddock.
The thought of Piddock electrified him

into action. Wash Jin was safely hidden
behind the stacked profuse merchandise.
Mr. Potter thrust the green bottle into his

vest pocket, grabbed his umbrella, and
slipped on tiptoe into the street. In a mo-
ment he had rounded a shadowy corner; in

two he was rapidly traversing Park Row
in the general direction of the White Moun-
tains.

All the way up-town the bottle seemed to

be burning a hole in his pocket, and he
sickened with dread at the sight of a police-

man. But once safely inside his apartment
the feeling of fear gave place to wildest

hopes.
To be young again! Any risk seemed

worth while to win back youth.
"Here goes!" said Mr. Potter aloud; and,

leaping upon the green bottle, he tore out
the stopper and drank.

quite astonishingly new. His bath, which
had often caused him a shudder of disgust,

was a sparkling delight. He squared his

shoulders strenuously in dressing, and di-

minished thereby almost to vanishing point
the telltale rotundity below. He dug out a
pair of Indian clubs from a box room, wiped
from them the dust of years, and put in

fifteen minutes' exercise before an open
window.
He breakfasted on ambrosia. The player-

piano in the next flat was stamping out a
metallic ragtime, but he did not curse it

any more. On the contrary, the tin-pan
tune made him tap his feet and wag his

head, added a flavor to his bacon and al-

most a "university tip" to his morning
paper.
Between the moment when he assumed

his hat and coat, and the time for opening
his office, there was an interval of two
hours. On the Way down-town he bought
an elaborate hair trim and face massage,
a plaid spring coat, a suit of checks with
cuffs on the arms and a collar to the waist-

coat, some examples of the youthful collar

at the moment, and a tie in diagonal stripes.
Jonathan also bought an ebony cane with

a plaited silver mount—smart without be-
ing savage, as the clerk assured him.

Throughout an hour's energetic sifting of
mail at the office of Dean & Everhard,
manufacturers of filing systems. Potter's
hand wandered from time to time to the
scrubby growth on his upper Hp. After he
had captured a miraculously early stenog-
rapher his eye snapped with sudden deter-
mination. He dictated to her a niunber of
cm-t letters to the salesmen, giving them
drastic changes of territory- The Ust of
these changes had been in his desk for
months. He had sighed over it from time
to time and had hidden it away, fearing
that it would excite a successful rebellion
against him. In his new and fiery youth it

seemed his first and most obvious duty to
take the risk.

Then he decided to take a walk in the
sunlight until the salesmen arrived and his
notes had time to sink in.

Before he had walked two blocks, temp-
tation seized and whirled him once more
into a barber's chair. A minute later his
humble brown mustache was one with
Ninevah and Tyre.
"Mucha better look without heem,"

commented the barber. "Haluva lot more
yo'ng!"^
"But I am young," Potter chuckled.

"Man, I feel like a two-year-old!"
"Eet ees da spreenga-time," said the bar-

ber. "Ev-body feela more yo'ng."
Which was possibly true; but the rejuve-

nation of Jonathan Potter became of a
quality verging on the sensational. He had
long trembled at the idea of revolt among
the salesmen. Month after month he had
faced Everhard over the sales statements
with a frozen sensation arising from his
feet and playing about his shoulder blades.
But now he sailed up the elevator shaft

into the thick of trouble, joyously whis-
tling. He wasn't going to wait for events;
he was going to start them himself.
The salesmen's room was buzzing like a

hornet's nest as he approached. The voice
of Billy Simms, who had long enjoyed the
fattest part of the down-town territory, was
raised in injured indignation.
"You all know me for a good-tempered

guy^if I'm let alone," Billy was saying.
"But this thing is too raw. He can't hand
me a deal like that without talking it out
higher up. I'll scare the poor, sleepy old
stiff out of his shoes. Boys, keep your ears
open and you'll hear something drop!"

Unfortunately for Billy Simms, he chose
that moment to adjust a shoe tie. He had
been standing beside the sales manager's
desk, rehearsing a menacing attitude; but
his pose when Jonathan Potter entered, far
from being menacing, showed what might
be described as an almost abject lack of
preparedness.

Billy Simms was a portly man and well
favored. Potter carried his newly acquired
cane. What the boys did actually hear was
a sound resembling that of a blow on a well-

upholstered sofa; but it was a sound with a
special and distinctive quality that, in com-
bination with Billy's roar of protest, mip-ht
have set the spectators on Olympus rocking
with laughter, as well as those at the adja-
cent desks.

"Billy, old scout," said the sales manager
in a voice that was unfamiharly breezy,
"you're everlastingly fixing your shoe ties.

Why not get out and hustle up some orders

instead?"
Simms had come to rest at a distance of

several yards, constituting a creditable

broad jump for a man of his figure. When
he turned to confront the spectacle of the
metamorphosed Jonathan Potter, the only
thing he let drop was his jaw.

"WTiy, say!" he stammered. "About
that new route, you know. You ain't go-

ing to spring it on me hke that!"
"But I am, though!"
Potter, busthng, flung a couple of pa-

per weights about his desk. They were of

cast steel, in generous sizes, and fell with
the nerve-shattering effect of pistol shots.

"If there's anything that isn't quite

clear," he added, "I'm here to explain it."

"I don't see what I done to deserve it,"

protested Simms faintly. "My sales are

keeping up all right."

"Done?" Potter laughed genially and
picked up one of the paper weights, which
he flourished to assist his remarks. "I'll

tell you what you've done, Billy. You've
grown slack and [CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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How One Rural Teacher Prepared Healthful

Lunches for Her Pupils
By Zoe Hartman

WHAT teacher of a rural

district has not looked upon
the cold lunches her pupils

must eat every noon with

distaste and misgiving, and
svondered if anything could ever be done to

improve conditions?

A young woman teaching m one of the

mral schools of Illinois, more courageous

and resourceful than the rest, has solved

the problem as far as her own school is

;oncemed. As her methods are simple and
easily imitated, they are hereby set forth

ioT the benefit of any other rural "school-

ma'am," or for trustees or patrons who
have become impressed with the menace of

malnutrition among school children.

Miss Marvin presides over a typical

one-room country school, with four grades

«nd an attendance varying from fifteen

io twenty-one pupils, all of whom live

from one to two miles from the schoolhouse

and must bring their lunches. As in many
such schools, a number of these pupils

tome from large families, in which the

mothers are burdened with the cares of

their broods and with farm work, and have
little time for preparing tempting or even
«ppetizing lunches. A few thick slices of

bread soaked in syrup formed the basis of

the child's noon meal—before this teacher

began her experiment. Usually the mothers
»re not well versed in matters of diet, so

they do not realize the child's need of more
noiu-ishing food.
Miss Marvin had always nursed an

ambition to try out her hot-lunch plan.

So two years ago she was inspired to direct

action by the haunting face of a frail,

snemic little boy in her primer class, who
had to walk two miles to school. For the

sake of pathetic little figures like this one,

she resolved to undertake the work. She
did not, however, submit her plan to the

parents for approval, realizing that it

would meet with a dozen objections. In
fact, she talked very little about it at all,

until it was successfully launched, tactfully

avoiding all friction. She simply "sawed
wood."
Out of the proceeds of a school enter-

Sainment she bought a three-gallon alu-

minum kettle for $2.25. Then she quietly

asked the pupils each to bring a small

quantity of vegetables to school. One
child contributed two or three potatoes,

another brought a few carrots, a third

supplied an onion, and a fourth had a fine

soup bone at home which was just the

thing for soup stock.
These materials were cooked together

on the big flat-topped stove that heated
the schooh-oom. Thus the school had its

first hot stew. Each cold autmnn or winter

day they had a different dish—^just one.

Now it was macaroni stew, now rice soup,

then barley soup, bean soup, hominy
soup, or hot stewed com or tomatoes,
canned by the pupils themselves in con-

nection with their autumn school work
under the teacher's supervision; and
occasionally, just for a change. Miss Mar-
vin decided to have hot diocolate or

chocolate pudding. On one occasion last

winter one of the boys on his way to school

caught a rabbit which the pupils skinned
and cleaned, with the aid of the teacher,

and the next day the school had a savory
rabbit stew.

THE children were enthusiastic. They
liked the feeling of this hot dish at

noontime, and almost never forgot to
bring their contributions.
From the first, the parents were much

interested and not at all inclined to adverse
criticism. What farmer patron could object
to parting with a few vegetables, a cup of

rice, beans or hominy, or a package of
macaroni occasionally? One mother has
been so eager to help that she has several
times sent the school veal stock. Miss
Marvin always keeps a record of what each
child brings, so that no family will be called
upon to give more than its share.
At first the children were asked to bring

saucers and spoons. Later on the citizens of
the district formed a community club, with
the schoolhouse as headquarters, and the or-
ganization equipped itself with dishes, which
the teacher and her pupils are free to use.
Each child is served at his own desk,

which is protected by outspread news-
papers or paper napkins. The service is

performed in orderly fashion by Miss
Marvin and a few of the older girls. Man-
ners, you see, are not neglected. Along with
his cup of soup or saucer of hot tomatoes
the pupil has the cold limch which he has
brought. After the meal most of the
pupils are sent out to play, while Miss
Marvin and her appointed helpers clear

the table. By the time the afternoon

session is due all signs of cooking and dish-

washing have disappeared.
Miss Marvin has always found it expedi-

ent to do all the cooking herself. "In a
one-room country school," she explained,

"we have so little room that it would be
impracticable to have the children he:lp.

They would only get in each other's way.

Other results of Miss Marvin's two years'

experiment are greater interest of the
pupils in their school work—because of

their improved physical condition—and
greater interest of both parents and pupils

in the children's diet. The cold lunches
which the youngsters now bring to school

have distinctly improved, both as to quality

and variety, showing an effort on the part

of the mothers to provide daintier sand-
wiches, more fresh fruit, sauces and raisin

bread, and the like.

Better yet, the district has become a
fertile field for the propaganda of juvenile

good health instituted by the Federal
Children's Bureau. Miss Marvin has
awakened much intellitffint interest by
distributing the various government pam-
phlets on nutrition. These contain sug-

Flioto from Internatifrial Harveeter Company

EacK ckild IS served at his own desk, which is protected hy
outspread newspapers or paper napkins

Then we have so little time for extras that
it would be hard to crowd it into school
hours, and the parents might think the
children were neglecting their studies.

"On the days wlien I plan to have soup
I aim to arrive at the schoolhouse early,

and put on the soup bone td cook and pre-

pare the vegetables, to be added later in

the morning. "The soup cooks during school

hours, and is v*ry little trouble. A small

oil stove with one or two burners is the
best to lose, because the large heater gets

too hot lor the comfort of the pupils when
we fire up enoug'h to keep the pot boiling.

It would be easy for any teacher to buy an
oil stove with the proceeds of a school
entertainment. My patrons are now talk-

ing about getting me one.

"The ikitcihen equipment is simple and
requires little room. We have a large cup-
board for the lundi pails, one shelf of which
is devoted to storing the canned goods,
beans, rice, salt, sugar, and the like. In
the cold weat3ier we keep the vegetables
and canned goods in a farmer 'S cellar near
the schoolhouse, iso they will not freeze."

The cost of the hot noonday luncheon
need not frighten any teacher or school
board. Miss Marvin has always avoided
asking directly for money contributions
from the parents, so the cost must be
reckoned solely upon the donated material,

most of which comes straight from the
farm, with the expense of the middleman
eliminated. She estimates that the vege-
table soup may be prepared at an average
ranging from two to four cents for each
child. To fill the three-gallon kettle full of

bean soup, she uses about two pounds of

beans, a large potato, and half a pound of

salt pork, all of which means an expendi-
ture of 55 of 60 cents for raw materials.

In other words, from fifteen to twenty
hungry pupils on a cold winter day may
have a satisfyrng lunch of bean soup for
three or four cents apiece.

gestions for the school lunch, and tell just

what sort of food a child should have to
keep him in the best of health and spirits.

She has also given out the government
score cards for keeping account of a child's

weight. And more than one youngster has
acquired the habit of weighing himself to
see if he is gaining those precious pounds
which Uncle Sam's experts say he needs
to keep up a high standard of health.

A Country Church That

"Came Back"
By Alice Mary Kimball

IN Platte County, Missouri, lives a farmer
who has worked all his life with the idea

of retiring in his old age and buying a home
in Kansas City. He has reached the point
at which this ambition may be easily

realized but for one obstacle—his young
son and daughter firmly and vigorously
refuse to give their consent!
They refuse because—^what do you

think?—they are afraid the city would be
dull! They are very sure, at any rate, that
it wouldn't give them the satisfying social

life they enjoy in their home neighborhood.
Their mother is partly responsible for

the attitude of the children who won't
let Dad leave the country. She was one of

seventeen mothers who met one day to
make plans for building a social center
annex to Second Creek Church near
Ferrelview, tKe oldest country church in

the county. The seventeen had observed
the waning influence and the gradual
abandonment of many rural churches, and
especially their failure to touch the lives of

the growing boys and girls. They decided
that Second Creek Church should not
succumb to creeping paralysis, but should
"come back" to the position of vitality

and helpfulness it held in pioneer times.
Plans were made for a social center

annex to the church, consisting of an up-to-
date kitchen and a community dining-room
and auditorium. Modern plunmbing was to
be installed, with lavatories, drinking
fountains, and inside toilets. A hot-air
furnace was to replace the stoves.
These improvements would cost $1,000.

The figure was low because farmers in the
neighborhood had offered to contribute
labor and materials. Nevertheless, the
raising of $1,000 was a task not to be lightly
accomplished by a handful of busy country
women in these days of scarcity of help.

"It will take a long time to raise $1,000,"
suggested one of the workers. "Our children
would grow up in the time it would take
for that money to trickle in from socials and
bazaars. I move that we look on this as
a business proposition and go at it just as
men would. Who ever heard of men
waiting for public improvements until
they had raised the money by pie suppers?
I propose that we borrow $1,000 at the
bank and give our personal notes for it.

"If we get in debt we'll have to get out.
Our good names will be at stake, and we'll
work like beavers to make up the pay-
ments. If we get a loan we can start
building right away. We can have our
improvements and be getting the good of
them while we're paying."
Everybody gasped. But the more the

proposal was threshed over the more
sensible it seemed. The neighborhood
needed social enlivening at once.
The women adjourned to put the pro-

posal to .the president of a bank in the
nearest village. They got the loan.
That was in 1917. The annex, completed

in a few weeks, was equipped with a kitchen
containing a gas stove, a cooking range,
hot and cold running water, and every
convenience for preparing and serving
meals. The large dining hall is also used
for a Sunday-school room, and as an audi-
torium for lectures, farmers' meetings,
concerts, amateur theatricals, community
dinners, and Christmas trees.

"The big thing about modernizing a
country church is making up your mind to
do it," said Mrs. Joe Couch of Westdall,
Missouri, who is a leader in the social
activities of the enlarged church. "Once
you've decided to go ahead you'll get all

kinds of co-operation. We couldn't have
improved our church but for the help of our
htisbands, brothers, fathers, and sons.
"They contributed teams, labor, and

material to the value of several hundred
dollars. People who had never taken much
interest in the church added their bit. The
building of tBe annex stimulated the spirit

of co-operation and teamwork, not only in
the church but throughout the neighbor-
hood. I think any band of chiu-ch women
could do what we did."
The annex has more than fulfilled ex-

pectations in supplying the community
with social lite. To the dinners given in the
new dining hall, people come from a radius
of twenty miles. "They arrive by motor
car, by mule team, and on foot. The
young husband and wife who have just
moved into the neighborhood shake hands
with scores of new friends. Lifelong friends
meet and talk across the table. The young
people sit around in congenial groups.
Although the Second Creek Church was

built as a Campbellite institution, it

doesn't bear down on sectarian or dog-
matic lines to-day. For this reason it

has attracted people of varying religious

faiths, and. has become, in effect, non-
sectarian.

The Ladies' Aid has met payments on
the loan easily. The women got out a
cookbook which they sold throughout the
county to raise money. They have had
entertainments, bazaars, and sales of food,
gamjients, and fancy needlework. One day
of each month they meet at the church to
sew on garments which are sold for the
church fund. Meanwhile there is "some-
thing doing"—some social or educational
gathering—at the annex every week.
And that is why the boy and girl in the

home of at least one farmer in Platte
County, Missouri, are growing up happily
and wholesomely on the farm, and not in

the city.
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Order From This Advertisement
H. C. Phelps

You or your neighbois know me.
I have warm friends all over the
United States made by my Sauare
Deal in the Split Hickory Vehicle I'll Put This Magnificent $lSO.OO
MASTERTONE Phonograph in Your
Home—I'll Send \bu a Selection of Fine
Records to Play It With—All Without
One Cent Down. You Satisfy Yourself
I'm Making This
Free Trial Offer
—to the honest, substantial folks, like the
hundreds of thousands that have bought
my fine buggies and carriages in the last 20
years. I'll trust you to the limit—for 1 know
that you do business on good faith, just as

I do. I went into the phonograph business

some years ago because I believed there was
a way,to put the biggest, finest phonographs
in your homes.

Now my plan is ready for you. It beats anything
I have ever done or anything anybody else has
ever done with a real phonograph.- First you get
it in your" home to try absolutely free. Then you
send me the low price only because you are perfect-

ly satisfied—because you would not part with the
MASTERTONE. Or, if you are not satisfied I'U

take it back, and you keep your money.

You Try My
MASTERTONE
In Your Home Ten Days.
If You Want to Keep It

Send Me Only . . .

You Simply Fill Out

and Mail the Coupon
Send no money—no pay of any kind. Back
comes the MASTERTONE and with it six

fine record selections to play.

It is one of the three greatest phonographs in

the world. Experts say the MASTERTONE re-

produces the human voice, the piano, the violin,

the music of famous baads with clearness, sweet-
ness and naturalness all its own. You'll notice
the freedom from roughness when you compare it

with others. -

You use the phonograph and the records as your
own for ten days. Play it for your family, your
neighbors, your friends. Take a vote of this whole
faimly on it—and if you don't say it is as fine as
any phonograph costing twice as much—if

you want to part with it for any reason

—

I'll take the phonograph and the records back
and you won't be out one cent of the pur-
chase price.

• • •

How can I afford to ma^e this liberal offer?

How can I seU this splendid instrument at this

low price? Simply because of the saving to you
of my sales methods. This advertisement is my
only salesman. At my one small profit my
MASTERTONE makes many sales, because ev-
ery one of your friends wiU want a MASTER-
TONE when they hear it, and see how much
better it is than the ordinary.

I send you my written absolute Guarantee of my
MASTERTONE. I can not begin to describe
its superior mechanism—the 29 ways in which it

excels other phonographs. You have to hear the
MASTERTONE Reproducer—the greatest ad-
vance in phonographic improvement—with gen-

uine imported India mica diaphragm. You have
to hear its patent Tone Modulator. You have to
enjoy the records played by the MASTER-
TONE'S velvety, silent motor.

My MASTERTONE plays 4 to 6 records atone
winding. Automatic Stop stops the machine at
end of record.

Now— fill out the coupon todav. Don't delay
—for I want you to get the MA5TERT0NE as

soon as possible. The first in each neighborhood
will be the fortunate ones— for there will be a
rush to take advantage of my offer. This is the
first time I have ever published it.

Whether You Order My MASTERTONE or Not, Get My Free Song Book

Write for the MASTERTONE Book whether
you order or not. Your name and address on a
post card will bring you full description and il-

lustration of the phonograph in colors. I will

also send you FREE my Book of Old Favorite
Songs—the old-time melodies that everybody
loves—50 famous songs—words and music.
Write today.

H. C. Phelps, President, THE PHELPS FACTORIES, Dept. 107, Columbus, Ohio

The Phelps Factories. Dept. Columbus, Ohio
Gentlemen: You may send me one MASTERTONE Phonograph in finish (you have choice of Walnut or

Satin Finish Mahogany) on your ten days' free trial 4)ffeT. I agree to pay the transportation cliarges and if aft«r ten days* trial I find it perfectly
eatisfactory in every respect, I agree to send you S79.50 in full payment within ten days from receipt of Phonograph. It is understood that tuis
does not place me under any obligaMoQ to keep the Phonograph. If for any reason I am not satisfied with it and do not want to keep it, I agree
to return it at your expense. It is understood that the Phonograph remains youf property until I pay for in full.

I

Name Town

.

State St. No. or R. F. D.

£>o you own property? If so give description and name of bank or any one else you desire to give i

property and names of references on seperate sheet of paper.

Shall we ship by freight or express?

NOTE: We recommend that you have Phonograph shipped by express to insure its reaching you promptly.

I reference. Give complete description of

Big, Beautiful Cabinet

in Mahogany orWalnut
You have your choice of either Black Walnut or
Mahogany finish. My royal MASTERTONE has
a big artistic cabinet—48 inches high, 20 inches
wide, 23>^ inches deep

—

the latest art style—^as beau-
tiful as any you ever saw at any price. ' Make your
choice—fill out the coupon—answer all the questions
satisfactorily—do it today. I'll send the MASTER-
TONE to you at once. V-

Hear it and you will know why I am so willing to put it

in your home without any money down—^why I am will-
ing to send it to you with six fine record selections—so
you and 3-our family and your friends can appreciate
its real value at first hand^

PLAYS ALL RECORDS
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What is Bred in the Bone Will

Come Out in the Flesh
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 15]

would fight for him, but his general repu-

tation was such that all of us feared him
whfle we liked him, knowing too well his

handiness with rope and branding iron, and

his grave lack of appreciation of the rights

of property.
, , ^ • •

A month passed by. Junkett had got his

reward for killing "Flat-nosed George,

and spent his share of it. His luck had been

so good on this one foray that he induced

the sheriff and the same deputy who had

been with him before to go with him again

after Tom, armed with a warrant. Inci-

dentally, I think they were in hopes of sur-

prising some other poor fellow who was m
hiding. It was a ticklish thing to do, to

thread those rocky passes and bury them-

selves in that maze of canyon and mountain
so soon after the other killing. It will be

long before any three men attempt it

again; for this time they found what they

were looking for.

It happened in this way: Tom had yet a

a few horses up on the high range of that

side of Brown River. He wished very much
to see about them, to get one or two of

them across for his mount. Why he did not

tell us of his wish is a part of his whole
course in life, which is pretty much obscure.

Anyway, as he and Johnny Upward, our

foreman, were taking a bunch of cattle up
the trail to the mesa, he remarked, as they
neared the summit: "Johnny, if you will

take them on alone now, I will go back to

the creek and ride down the canyon and
camp, and in the morning get an early

start and bring up all the cattle I caii find."

Johnny agreed to this. Now, this trail

ran through a great cleft in the mountain-

side. The sun sets there at a little after

three, and while Johnny afterward testified

that it was near night when Tom left him I

have not the least doubt that there were

yet some hours of sun. And Tom improved
them.
Riding swiftly down the trail to the val-

ley he urged his horse into a swift traveling

pace, as swift as could be sustained, took

the short cut across the hills, swam the

river and, fearful of the canyon, pushed on
up to the very top of the mountain. It was
a wonderful ride to be made in the time,

but Tom rode good mounts, and rode them
hard. Some time after dusk he inade camp,
twenty miles as the crow flies from where
he had left Johnny.
With a fine instinct for a camping site he

rode down through a tangle of fallen poles

of quaking aspen to a little grassy slope of

a hundred yards, to the further side of this

slope where there was a thicket of young
aspens. Here he lay down with his saddle

blankets and slept. Did he sleep? I wonder
if angels whispered to him that night of the

dreadful deeds that lay so close at hand;
for early in the morning, led by some hint,

I know not what, Junkett's party struck

his trail.

They followed it down across the moun-
tain top, down to the fallen timber, dis-

mounted here, to avoid making a noise, I

imagine, and, guns in hand, came cautious-

ly down into the little grassy slope, came in

sight of Tom's watchful eye, and he was
ready. He waited until they were near

enough, then opened fii-e. The sheriff was
in the lead, the deputy next. Junkett
brought up the rear.

AT THE first fire Junkett fell. At the
r\. second fire the deputy fell, dead. The
sheriff turned, and fled up the slope. Tom
did not fire at bim, for some reason. As he
passed Junkett he stopped, for the poor
wretch had lifted himself up on his arm and
was coughing out blood and trying to talk.

As the sheriff stopped beside him he said

two words, "Tom Wilson," and fell down,
collapsed. The sheriff kept on running
until he found his horse, and rode hard all

that day until he reached the railway and
civilization. And at once he wired the
news, and all thie mountain newspapers
were filled with scare heads: "Tom Wilson
and his gang have murdered two deputy
sheriffs!"

The sheriff was afterward too <Jonfused
to give any accurate account of what he
saw or fancied he saw.
The sun was just rising over the level

plains of the great mesa, and all below, in
the great canyon of Brown River, it was
yet filled with the cold morning shadow.
Whether Tom had caught a fresh horse or
whether yesterday's mount was able to
carry him, I know not, but very soon he

was in the saddle and slipping swiftly away
from the two dead foodies lying there so

huddled in the long grass, the magpies
screaming at them and soon the coyotes to

come and sniff at them, while Tom was
slipping softly away and never setting foot

in the trail, slipping right down to the
awful bluffs of Brown River, slipping over

the edge and down, down, slipping and
sliding, jumping horse over ledge and
pulling him through tangle of brush and
tree, down, down, out of the greenery, onto

the barrenness of the lower part of the

canyon, following the deer trails along the

brink of frightful precipices, seeing far be-

low the cool, smooth water hurrying south-

ward, down at last to the jumble of rock

and sage brush that makes the lower slopes

of the canyon, down, slipping, plunging,

tearing through this jungle to the water's

edge at last, and drinking deep, both rider

and steed, and the shadow clinging to the

bottom of the gorge!

SUCH a ride had never before been made,
will never be again. Into the swift,smooth

current plunged horse and rider. It was
nothing for them. They struggled with it

for a time, and only felt anjcious that the

passage consumed so much time. They
emerged under the cottonwood, and the

sun kissed them^—^it had crept down to the

brink on that side—and they hurried down
the river a little way, and then up, up,
among the rocks and cliffs again, taking a
desperate cut-off rather than risk the

longer trail. Climb and scramble, puff and
blow; rest a brief moment and try it again,

out at last on the level top of the lower

mesas, among the cedars and pinoiis.

Away! Now away! From the haunting fear,

away! From the dead things that lay, all

unrepented, on yonder mountain top,

away!—^from the fear of pursuit and sus-

picion! At last the creek was reached, and
the old horse was most cruelly ridden for

the last ten miles of the journey, until, just

as he was staggering and reeling aind about
to leave the rider afoot, Tom espied a fresh

horse of his own, caught it, made quick
shift of saddle and felt that he was almost
saved. He gathered up a little bunch of

cows, heard cattle ahead of him, and tlie

hallooing of cowboys, dropped into a walk
as he rounded the bend, and met them at

the foot of the trail—and it was not yet
ten o'clock!

Now^ to have made a deliberate ride by
trail from where the two dead men lay
growing purple in the sunlight to where
Tom met our men would take two day^,

and few tenderfeet would care to make it in

less time.
What is the rest of the tale? I was at

Denver when the news came in the papers.
When I reached the end of my railway
journey there, a carload of man-hunters
with fine saddle horses had been unloaded
and started on the trail to find Tom Wilson.
Of course they had started on the wrong
side of the river. They were simply a lot

of would-be bad men, boasters of Saltero,

anxious for an outing and to maintain their

reputation as bad men. But that sort of

man is also dangerous to meet, for he is a
coward at heart and reckless when he has
the shadow of the law at his back. So I

rode across the hills to the ranch, sad at
heart and wondering what would be the
next chapter.
Johnny met me and reassured me.
"It could not have been Tom who did

the killing, for he has not been away from
the ranch a minute for two weeks," he
declared.

"No matter, they will kill him on sight,

if they find him, " I replied.

And we rode up next morning to find

him and carry warning. Far off on the
crest of a ridge we saw two horsemen out-
lined against the sky.
"Tom and our herder," said Johnny.
One figure slipped away over the crest

and disappeared. When we rode up we
met the herder, an ignorant Danish boy.
"Where is Tom Wilson?" we asked.
"Who is that man with you?" he re-

pHed, inquiring of Johnny.
"He is the owner of this ranch," Johnny

assured him. They had hired the boy
during my absence.
"Then Tom is over at Indian Spring,

but if you were strangers he told me to say
that I did not know where he was," was
the guileless response.

[CONTINL^ED ON PAGE 47|

This is the

Acid
That Destroys Your

Teeth

All Statements Approved by High

Dental Authorities

Hidden in the Film

The acid which destroys your teeth is lactic acid,

produced from certain foods by action of bacteria.

The film on your teeth—that shmy film—holds

the food substance while it ferments and forms

acid. Then it holds the acid in contact with the

teeth to cause decay.

This film clings to teeth, gets between the teeth,

enters crevices euid stays. The ordinary dentifrice

does not dissolve it. The tooth brush fails to re-

move it all. So it protects the acid. Free acids are

neutralized by alkaline saliva.

That film is the source of nearly all tooth

troubles. That is what discolors, not your teeth.

It is the basis of tartar. It is a breeder of germs
—millions of them. Those germs, with tartar,

are the chief causes of pyorrhea.

Brushing the teeth does not suffice, as nearly

everybody knows. You must remove the film.

After painstaking riesearch, dental science has
found a way to do that. The way is now em-
bodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And we
offer you a 10-Day Tube to show you what it does.

Use It 10 Days—Free

Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the digestant of

albumin. The film is albuminous matter. The
object of Pepsodent is to dissolve it, then to con-
stantly combat it.

Ordinary pepsin will not do. It must be acti-

vated, and the usual agent is harmful to the teeth.

So pepsin long seemed impossible.

Now science has invented a harmless activating

method. Five governments have already granted
patents. Now active pepsin can be applied twice

daily to the teeth.

Authorities have made many clinical tests.

Thousands of dentists have tried it. And now
leading dentists all over America urge its universal

adoption.

The New-Day Dentifrice
A Scientific Product—Sold by Druggists Everywhere

259

Send the Coupon for a
10-Day Tube

Note how clean the teeth feel

after using. Mark the absence of

the slimy film. See how the teeth

whiten as the fixed film disap'

pears.

Ten-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 782, 1 104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Name ....

Address..
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VICTROLiA
Ofie instrument specially made

to play]4ctorand Vidrola Records

**What artists make rec-

ords for itV* That indi-

cates the quality of a talk-

ing-machine as a musical
instrument—upon that
depends the pleasure you
will get from it. ^ ,,, , „

The Victrola brings to I fir^f^

you the greatest artists of

all the world—and they
make records for the Vic-

tor Company exclusively

because theyare convinced
that only Victor Records
do full justice to their art;

that only the Victrola brings that art into your
home in all its beauty*
Such fidelity of tone is possible only because

Victor Records and the Victrola are scientific-

ally coordinated and synchronized in the pro-

cesses of manufacture.
.
They should be used

together to secure a perfect reproduction.

That is the way for you to hear in your own
home the superb interpretations of the great-

est artists exactly as they themselves heard
and approved their own work.

Victors and Vic-
trolas $12 to $950.

Write us for cata-

logs and name of
nearest Victor

dealer.
HIS Masters VOICE

"Victrola" is the

Registered Trademark

of the Victor Talking

Machine Company des*

ignating the products

of this Company only.

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.. CAMDEN. N. J.

No. 12.—
Chops 3 lbs.

per minute.

Price, $5.00

No. 22.—
Chops 4 lbs.
meat per
minute.

Price, $8,S0

meat

«6

rENTERPRISgl

2- to 8-qt. Stufters,
4-qt. size.
Japanned, $12,25
6-qt. size,

Japanned, $14.00
8-qt. size.
Japanned, $15.00

The name "ENTERPRISE"
means Economy and Best

Results in Mciking lard and

sausage—whether for mar-

ket or home use.

The "ENTERPRISE" Meat-and-
Food Chopper cuts clean and with-
out wasting the meat juices : Be-
cause it has four-bladed steel knife

and perforated steel plate. It

economizes in the kitchen, too.

The "ENTERPRISE" Lard
Press and Sausage Stuffer saves
lard. It stuffs sausage that won't
S p o i 1—the Patented Corrugated
Spout keeps air from entering
casing. Cylinder is bored TRUE.

Ask ioT "ENTERPRISE"—at
your dealer's. Write us for tree

"Hog Book," by F. D. Coburn.

The Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Pa.

Dept 96, Philadelphia

No. S.—Price, $3.50
Chops 1} lbs. meat
per minute.

No. 10.—
Chops 3 lbs.
meat per
minute.

Price, $5.50

What Four Women Think of

Our Better Babies Letters

YOUR second letter came, and I was
so glad to get it, as well as the first

one, which came some time ago. I

intended writing you before, but, Uving on
a ranch, we have so many things to do.
Your letters mean so much to me, so

much more because I really know
so little about everything about
babies. As this is our first

one, we are more than anx
ious to have a really
"better baby."
The leaflets sent

with the letters are so
helpful. I sent for
one of the maternity
dress patterns, and
am going to make
some of my clothes
myself.
Your letters explain

so many of the things
I've been wondering
about. I do want to do
just what is best. As we
have to go about twenty-five
miles for the advice of a physician,
you see we can't go very often, and so
the letters help a great deal. We have a
good physician already engaged, though, be-
lieving, as you suggest, the earlier the better.

I am anxiously awaiting your next letter
concerning baby's layette.

Mrs. F. N. L., California.

I WANT to thank you for your most
cordial welcome of myself into your

Expectant Mothers' Circle, and also for
the splendidly helpful letters I have been
receiving each month.
They surely have been a wonderful help

to me, and I think that you are doing a
truly wonderful work in making it possible
for all expectant mothers, for the tiny sum
of 50 cents, to have the help and inspira-
tion your letters impart.
Although this is only the sixth month, I

am beginning to look forward to the ar-
rival of our baby, and I trust it will be a
"better baby."
At first I dreaded confinement, but since

I have been receiving your lovely letters
they have so inspired me that I begin to
see more and more
what a wonderful
blessing God has be-
stowed upon women,
and it seems very
sweet to know that I

myself am going to be
the mother of a wee,
little,dear,sweetbaby.
Be assured of my

sincere appreciation.
Mrs.L. S.F.Michigan.

1HAD meant to
write to you during

the months of waiting
for our baby, but the
days slipped by with-
out my doing it.

Now, however, I

want to tell you how
much I enjoyed each
letter, and, although I

had every care, I always found some sug-
gestion in your letters that helped so much.
I surely want the next series, and am en-
closing the card and stamps.
Perhaps you will remember that my

husband was in France? Well, it became a
race between him and the stork,
and he won by just twenty-four

hours. Isn't that like a story-
book tale?

Thanks to the good care
and exercise during the
months of waiting, I

was in splendid shape,
and have recovered
my strength so rapid-
ly that my friends
are simply amazed.
The baby weighed
seven and a quarter
pounds when he was
born, and gained near-

ly an ounce a day. I
have started him on the

four-hour schedule, and
have very little trouble stick-

ing to it, he is so good and so well.

And we mean to keep him so if we can.
I don't want to bore you, but felt sure of

your interest in this new member of your
circle.

I thank you for your help, and may I

receive the first of the new letters soon?
Mrs. H. M. G.

YOUR last letter received, and I hardly
know how to express myself to thank

you and let you know how much help you
have been to me. I shall certainly miss the
letters, they were a godsend to me.

I knew nothing about babies, and I wish
you could see our daughter—she is a big,

strong, healthy girl, and I owe it all to your
advice.

I was glad that your last letter gave me
some helpful ideas on feeding her when she
gets older, as one of the things I did not
know was when to give her hearty food.
She is very healthy and likes all kinds of

cereal and milk and zwieback and potatoes.
But now I can give her other things.
You have been like a mother to me; just

as soon as I would get a letter from you I

would have to sit right
down and read it. It
was like getting a let-

ter from home. And
after a few days I
would begin to look
and wait for another,
and sometimes it

would seem an awfully
long time before I
heard from you.

If I know of anyone
who needs your letters

of advice I shall cer-

tainly tell them of you,
and also see that they
write to you. I am
going to write to you
once in a while myself
and let you know,
how my daughter is

getting along.
Mrs. A. B. C, Maine.

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circle: Any woman eligible, whether she is a subscriber
or not, may become a member, receiving each month a letter of advice on the oare of

herself and the preparation for her baby. Several practical Little pamphlet circulars

showing designs for maternity dresses and a common-sense layette are some of the helps m
sent with the letters. No matter at what period you enter, everything from the first month -

will be sent. No mention of the Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in whicli

the material is mailed. Enclose a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps,
for postage, and state what month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of young children is eligible and need not be a

subscriber to join. Pamphlets, together with monthly letters of instruction on the care

and feeding of babies under one year of age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation,

weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and
states the age of her baby. There are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for

babies from one year of age to three years. This Uterature is all included in the Mothers'
Club's monthly service, but if the letters are not desired the additional literature will

be sent for Ten Cents. A self-addressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt replj'^ to

every inquiry. Address all inquiries to

Farm and Fireside

BETTER BABIES BUREAU
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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Started Life in a Barn
[CONTINtJED FROM PAGI3 26]

be well to speak of my fencing. I find

cement useful on the farm, especially for

fence posts.

I experimented some time before I found
out what I thought to be the best way to

make them. I make molds and reinforce

the posts with six No. 7 wires. The hard
wire I find much better than the soft, for if

the post is broken it does not fall over, the
wire being elastic enough to force the post

up again. The post is made heaArier at the

surface of the ground, and by fitting it into

the mold perfectly it comes out with a
smooth surface. Besides posts, foundation
blocks are also made.

I have a tender spot in my heart for all

animals.
I have always been painstaking with the

care of my tools and farming implements.
When I put them away for the winter I

loosen them up and oil them. In the sum-
mer I keep them from standing in the hot
sun and rain.

Though I have always worked very hard,

I have always taken time to attend church
services, and assist in every way with the
activities of the church work and civic re-

form. I was chairman of our County
Farmers' Institute for 1910 and 1911.
My wife has been a helpmate to me in

every sense of the term. Her economy and
good management with the children and in

our home, her tidy housekeeping and kind
disposition, have not only been a source of

great pleasure to me, but have aided me
very materially to succeed.
We have four children—^two boys and

two girls, all married now but one son. And
now, as age is creeping upon us, our
children, whom we have always enjoyed,
are a som-ce of more pleasure than ever.

Our boys helped on the farm until a few
years ago, when they married and went to
work for themselves. We gave each a good
education, and those that were musical
were given a musical education. Not only
do the girls have these accomplishments,
but they each have a thorough knowledge of
good housekeeping.
Thinking that perhaps, before closing

this article, my experience of how much
stock can be well kept on an 80-acre farm
might be helpful to an owner or tenant on
that amoxmt of land, I will say that I have
kept, and have seen others keep, three
cows, three brood mares, ten ewes, six

brood sows, and a stock of poultry.
I raised two litters of pigs a year from

these sows. This land should produce
enough grain to feed this amount of stock.

In conclusion, I do not feel that I have
accomplished more than hundreds of

others, nor more than most farmers would
do under the same conditions if they would
be willing to work hard, econoniize, and
concentrate their every effort to the one
industry—^farming and general stock-
raising.
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HeTook the PoorOld Farm
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

work, "but that was forty years ago, and
the land was so rich then that it didn't need
manure or anything else to make crops
grow. But you fellows have cropped it in
cotton and corn so long, and let it wash, I

think I can show you a difference this fall."

And he did—^you could tell to the row
where the manure was spread. In fact,

there was such a vast difference in the
fertiUzed and unfertilized crop that the
old gentleman never referred to the sub-
ject again.
Then soybeans were introduced in the

South as a hog feed and soil builder, and
now every row of corn on the Matthews
place is planted to soybeans, and in the
fall of the year, after the corn is gathered,
the hogs are turned into the fields and
grow fat.

Alfalfa, corn, potatoes, hogs, cows, and
just a little cotton on the side—these are
the money makers on John Matthews
farm.

I said that Matthews paid for his place
twice, and he has. When he took charge
the farm was mortgaged for about all it

was worth at that time. He paid off the
mortgage. Then he decided to buy it from
the heirs—^his brothers and sisters. He
bought it, thus paying for it the second
time.
He has accomplished all this on a run-

down farm, and under the most trying
circumstances, by being in love with his
work, keeping eternally at it, never being
discouraged, producing what the farm
consumed, and keeping abreast of the
times.

Agents $50 a Week
Something New. 2 in 1 Reversible Raincoat

Two coats in one. One side a handsome raincoat, reverse side fine

dress coat. Ideal for rough work and hard service. For business

men, clerks, mechanics, farmers, teamsters, truck drivers, miners

—

every man in your community is a prospect.

Guaranteed Water-proof
Nothing else like it. Not sold in stores. Easy sales on account
of two coats for the price of one. Don't fail to get this big, new
money maker quick. Rig'nt now is the season. Everybody buys.

Make $622. to $1522. aDay
Don't pass up this big opportunity. Work full time or spare time. No
matter what you are doing, or what your occupation may be—^you will find this to be
a big money maker. We are paying thousands of dollars to our representatives..Oon't
delay. Act quick. Get your sample and be first in your locality to introduce this new big seller. Write quick
for our special offer and free outfit to county representatives. Don't put this off. Territory going fast.

THOMAS RAINCOAT CO. 1346 Jane St. DAYTON, OHIO

Only $4.39
ON ARRIVAL
POSTAGE FREE
Black Dresl Shoe
Save profits. Buy Direct
from Factory Headquarters,

Boston Mail Order House. Dept. 464.T. Boston. Mass.
Send shoes on approval. My moneybacb if I want it. I risk nothing.

Name Size

Address
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Durahk-DURHAM
Hosiery is a product

of industrial democ-

racy—never of Child

Labor. IVt have no
strikes or lockouts.

Full of warmth and full of wear

HERE is comfort for cold

weather. Durable-DURHAM
fleecy-lined Hosiery is warm, and

because of this it is the sensible

hosiery for winter wear. Every pair

has soft, thick, fleecy lining. They
have the strength to give long wear

—and stay good-looking through

many wearings and washings.

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery in-

cludes not only Fleecy- lined but

other styles for every member of the

family—for work, dress, or play

—

for every season of the year. The

children's stockings are made
doubly strong to stand the hardest

wear and tear. Styles for men
and women include all fashionable

colors and come in all weights
from sheer mercerized to the heavy

fleecy-lined.

Every pair is extra strongly re-

inforced at points of hardest wear.

Legs are full length; tops wide and
elastic; sizes are accurately marked.

Soles and toes eure smooth, seamless

and even. The Durham dyes will

not fade.

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

MADE STRONGEST WHERE THE WEAR IS HARDEST

Ask for Durable-DURHAM Hosiery and look for the trade mark

ticket attached to each pair. You should be able to buy it at any

dealer's. If you do not find it, please write to our sales department,

88 Leonard Street, New York, giving us the name of your dealer.

Durham Hosiery Mills, Durham, N. C
Sales Office: 88 Leonard Street, New York

WENDETS — Wonder Mo ney Makers
"* mend leaks instantly in all atensils. hot

water baGTS, etc. Insert and tifrhten. 10c and
a

-=-^ 25c a packagre. postpaid. Agents Wanted.
I ^giJCollette Mfg. Co.. Box704. Amsterdam.N.Y.

FILMS DEVELOPED FREE—any Size, 12 prints (trial

order) 2c each. Quiet:—Satisfactory worls guaranteed.
Remit with order. Save money.
BENNETT STUDIO, Hyde Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.

UNDERWEAR
FOR MEN

PROTECTION against chilling of the body; often a

fore-runner of colds, pneumonia and rheumatism.
Famous over half a century for its superior qualities.

Every garment shaped to the figure and guaranteed
not to shrink.

Glastenbury Two- Piece and Union Suits, Flat

Knit Spring-Needle Underwear are made in several weights

of fine wools, worsted, and merino.

Adjustable drawer bands on all two-piece grades

. Prices

$2-50 to $y.oo

Per Garment

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Write for booklet— sample cuttings. Youre for the asking. Dept. 32

GLASTONBURY KNITTING COMPANY, Glastonbury, Conn.

Natural Gray Wool, winter weights, in four
qualities

Natural Gray Wool, super weights, in two
qualities

Natural Gray Worsted effect, medium weight. . .

.

The Pell Street Rejuvenator
[CONTINlffiD FROM PAGE 38]

middle-aged before your time, and that
altered territory will do you a world of

good. You're too fine a drummer to waste
entirely on the cinch routes. So I've
sliced off just a corner of the fat—and
I hope it will do the same for you. Why
don't you take a little exercise before
breakfast, hke me?"

BILLY SIMMS made one or two incoher-
ent noises, but the gayly juvenile air of

the once timid and harassed sales manager
was a transformation too startling and com-
plete. It robbed Billy of his well-known
power of repartee.

He decided suddenly that if he did not
get out into the open air he would undoubt-
edly fall a victim to apoplexy. The other
salesmen were edging toward the door,
grinning foolishly. With a snort of im-
potent disgust Simms shot ahead of them,
leading to the elevator a silently amused
and slightly awe-stricken procession.
When Jonathan Potter looked up from

those disastrous monthly statements, he
saw a double row of empty desks. Two in-

tensely interested stenographers caught his

eye, and fell to tapping again with guilty

industry. His victory was complete.
The episode failed to present itself to

Potter in the light of a victory, however.
He had already reached a mental stage in

which he regarded Billy Simms no longer

as a dangerous critic and rival for his own
desk, to be placated and favored. Simms
appeared now as an obese skulker, sus-

piciously secretive as to his age, openly in-

clined to lie down on his job—one on whom
justice had been too long delayed. .

Besides, he was doing some swift think-
ing on the subject of the inevitable inter-

view with Everhard about the falling sales

figures. He passed between the deserted

desks, surveying himself once or twice with
some approval in the frosted glass door that
led to the junior partner's room. Almost
before he realized the transition, he had
completely risen above the state of mind in

which he had awaited Everhard's displeas-

tire with a certain apprehension. In five

minutes he had worked himself into a con-

dition of keen displeasure with Everhard.
" Poor old fish !" he told himself. " It was

Dean that made the firm, anyway. Car-
ried Everhard on his shoulders to prosper-

ity. Where does a faded remnant like him
come in, to bully me? Time to trim him a
piece!"
He sat down at a vacant typewriter and

carefully|clicked off a brief letter under the
business head of the establishment. He
had just signed it, and was seaUng it in an
envelope, when an office boy announced the
arrival of the junior partner.

"Well, I'm loaded for him!" said Potter
gayly.

. .

The junior partner was junior only m
name. He was very bald, somewhat
shrunken as to the neck, and he wore an
air of embittered distrust. His manner in

the office conveyed that, in his confident

opinion, the object of employees was to

draw salaries for loafing, and that the rea-

son of his own existence was to defeat this

ambition. When Jonathan Potter entered,

Everhard was looking over his private mail,

and he motioned Potter to a seat without
even a glance at him—a form of discourtesy

vaguely identified in the junior partner's

mind with discipline.

Potter did not sit down. He stood at

Everhard's shoulder, smiling—a smile that

had in its assurance of triumph a touch of

pity. The tragedy of having no hair on the

top of one's head!
"About those statements, Potter," be-

gan Everhard at last, leaning back in his

chair and placing his finger tips together.
" This question of New York sales has be-

come too serious a matter to be shelved any
longer. I've talked until I'm tired

—

"

At the moment he glanced up, caught
the pitying, chean-shaven smile of his

transformed sales manager, and closed the

sentence with a word that sounded like

"Wumph!"
"You were about to say

—
" suggested

Potter indulgently.
" Why, I—I've forgotten what I was go-

ing to say."
"Then let me save you the trouble,"

said Potter decisively. "You were going

to say that there's something pretty serious

the matter with this firm. And you're

right. The trouble with this firm is you!"
Everhard said "Wumph!" again, and

stared blankly.
"Yes," said the sales manager, with de-

cision, "I've let you crowd me into a cor-

ner and tie my hands behind me. I've let

you kill my best schemes for the sake of
economy. I've stood by while you drove
my best men to opposition firms to save a
five-dollar boost. I've watehed you clear
off to Palm Beach when I wanted to talk
about growing competition. But now that
the come-back has arrived in our midst I'm
not going to let you put all the blame on
me!"

"I don't understand you at all," observed
Everhard with sudden cold precision.

Potter strode up and down the carpet,
sawing the air and waving a sheaf of papers
at his employer.

"That's what I expected. You can't
get me until you wake up, and you won't
wake up until you get me! The business
is sound enough at bottom. We hold our
place, though we're weakening pretty fast.

What we need is youth at the helin."
He threw a chest and stuck a thumb

jauntily in his waistcoat.

"You know, Everhard," he went on,

with an air of kindly admonition, "you're
not by any means so young as you were.
You've nothing to gain by blinking that!
What you need is new blood at the head of

the firm. The rest of us are young enough,
but we've been smothered under a dead
weight."
"One would think," remarked the jun-

ior partner, "that you were about to offer
'

your resignation. On my word—

"

"It's there," replied Potter, producing
and tabling the letter he had just typed.
"That's me—no sooner the word than the
blow! If I were an older man it would be
different. But I'm too young to stay by a
sinking ship while the swimming is good.
Now, I've done the best day's work I ever
did for this firm. I'm going out and play
two or three games of pool to clear my
head."
He departed, leaving Everhard fighting

desperately for breath.
Jonathan Potter, on his part, had never

breathed so freely. It was the first time
in ten years that he had broken through
the fence of office routine sufficiently to
visit his club in working hours. He crushed
the plush hat on the back of his head,
grasped his cane by the middle, and burst
forth into Broadway, humming an air that
had been popular in his salad days. On his

way to the club he called at his bank and
drew a thousand dollars in new yellow-
backs. The paying teller inspected him
carefully before handing over the money,
to make sure of his identity.

ONCE more in the bright spring sun-
shine, the yellow-backs in Potter's

pocket began to radiate a vivid thrill of in-

toxicating freedom. For the harassed and
routine-ridden business man there is proba-
bly no tonic so effective as the feeling of an
unaccustomed bank roll in the hip pocket.
So marked was the effect that at the club
he played pool with Eddie Mackenna,
whose harum-scarum youth had hitherto
made him appear quite impossible.

Eddie was flattered. He confided to
Potter that he had just pulled off a big deal
and was going to take an ideal holiday.
His ideal proved to be the hiring of a flat-

boat in which he might float slap down the
Mississippi, from the Chicago canal to New
Orleans, in the absolute impossibility of

doing anything but loaf.

" I'm taking a shotgun and a camera and
a skillet," he said. "The man in Chicago
is fixing me a hammock on board and laying
in caimed goods for a month. Say, don't
you envy me?"

Potter gasped at the vision of spacious
liberty. The more he thought of Eddie's
idea the more he Uked it. "They discussed
it until Potter realized, with merely passing
concern, that the hour of closing the offices

of Dean & Everhard had come and gone.
At last, with sudden decision, he went to
the telephone and called up Veronica Cul-
len.

"Hello, Vee!" he said. "Is that idiot

Piddock going to be there to-night?"
"Why, yes; I—I told him that he might

take me out to supper," came back the
mellifluous accents of the paragon of

women.
"Then you need not expect me," laughed

Potter. "I shall take a friend to Hector's

on my own."
He returned to the billiard-room with his

mouth set in a straight line of determina-
tion.

"Say, Mackenna," he demaftded, "how
many hammocks have you got on that

boat?" [CONTINUED ON PAGE 501
!j
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Farm Meat for Farm Tables
By L. E. Armour

W'
E HAVE discovered in our neigh-

borhood a plan for providing a gen-

erous and comparatively inexpen-

sive meat supply for our tables. I know
many who raise cattle but who rarely kill a
beef because they feel they cannot afford it.

But they are among those who waste too

much of what to the packer is valuable by-
product—namely, blood, entrails, feet, head,

and horns.
Let me tell you how we manage. Our

poultry and pork
are home-grown,
killed and pre-
pared.
For our beef,

mutton, and veal
weaimtoco-oper-

ut, ite with at least

ihree neighbors,

and each one of

Ithis group of four
oii,|Pamilies butchers

u'lelbne small young
ere, > beef and one or

nai! imore veals and
io! fat sheep each

y^ear.

A suitable
:)utchering shed

jiii
IV as prepared

'-fi,: where the work
s conveniently
ione, and provi-
sion is made for

laving all the
)lood and every
)art of" the car-

iass. The bones
)elow the knees
md hocks, and
he feet, are
:leaned the same
IS hogs' feet, and
)oiled until the
neat is perfectly
ender and slips

iasily from the
)ones. The meat
3 then seasoned with salt, pepper, a pinch
)f sage, a little flour, a minced onion, and
I beaten egg stirred in. This is carefully

nixed, then dropped by spoonfuls into hot
at, and fried. Thus handled, what is too
)ften wasted is to us about the best relished

)art of our beeves. The water is then
ivaporated from the oil in which the feet

md leg bones were cooked by boiling, and,
;he neat's-foot oil resulting is strained and
)ottled for harness and leather dressing.

The heads of beef, sheep, and calf are
arefully cut up with a cleaver on a block,

md are used for head cheese, hash, and
lausage. The tongue boiled and served
told is a titbit high in favor. So, too, with
leart and liver—every bit becomes appe-
;izing meat for our family.
Instead of the customary way of frying

iver, I slice it thinly, season, roll in flour,

md fry in boiling fat like doughnuts, put-
;ing in the oven to brown, and turning
vhen one side is browned. It's then no
onger beef liver.

New Tatting Edges

rc-121

HOW about a new ed^e for that

underwear you'remakingtKese
fall evenings? The Fancy-Work
Editor, Farm and Fireside, Spring-
field, Ohio, will gladly send you
directions for these two designs if

you send her four cents in stamps.
Order No. FC.121.

The heart I stew until tender, then bake
with a dressing made of bread crumbs, sea-

soned as for chicken and made rich with
butter. This makes a dish fit for a king.

The tail goes into "ox-tail" soup. All

bones are ground for th» laying hens, and
the best of the entrails become tripe or sau-
sage casings. Of course, every ounce of

tallow leaf and "rough" is rendered, the
best going into a lard compound shortening,

and the poorest for soap-making.
All of these too

often wasted by-
products supply
us with practically

half as much value
in meat as do a
quarter of the
animals butch-
ered, and the va-
riety furnished is

much appreci-
ated.

In cold weather
some of the choic-
est roasts and
steaks can be kept
for future eating,

some of the re-

mainder is corned
and some dried.

According to
our reckoning,
this plan of farm
meat supply we
are now making
use of furnishes us
about three times

much choiceas
meat as we would
get for the same
expenditure were
it bought at retail

prices, as prac-
ticed by many.

Care of Iron
Utensils—Great
care must be ex-

ercised in the washing of iron utensils to
keep them from rusting. They may be
washed with warm water and soap like

any other utensil, but must be dried care-
fully. It is a good plan to allow them
to stand for a minute or two in a warm
oven after being dried. In some climates
the air is so damp that iron will rust on
standing. To remove the rust, rub with
emery and then polish with whiting or
paraffin oil. Often the rust can be taken
off by cleaning with kersosene.

N. B., South Dakota.

An easy Way to Dust—The easiest and
most satisfactory method of dusting floors

is to go over them with a floor mop which
has been moistened with oil. An economi-
cal and effective oil is a solution of two
parts of paraffin oil and one of kerosene.
The floors should be dusted once a day.
It is a good plan to clean the mop once a
month by washing thoroughly with warm
water and soap.

"Nodding Roses" Yoke

FiIRECTIONS for making this fascinating yoke will be sent to you
on receipt of four cents in stamps, by the Fancy-Work Editor,

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio. Order No. FC-120.

Makes it Easy-

to-Cleetn Those

Hard-to-get-at-Places.

The tops of doors and high furniture

often go undusted because they are hard
to reach. The O-Cedar Polish Mop makes this

easy. No more standing on chairs or reaching
and stretching.

With the same O-Cedar Polish Mop you dust, clean and
polish your floors in half the time it takes the old back-
breaking way. Wonderful for oil cloth and linoleum.

Get an O-Cedar Polish Mop ($1.00, $1.25 and $1.50
Sizes) at your dealer's. He will refund your money if

you are not delighted.

Polish

Channell Chemical Company
Chicago " Toronto London - Paris

WhatlMYour Nation's Capital
Washineton. thehome of tha Pathfinder. I The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin wiU bring: you the I Pathfinaer 13The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring: you the I Pathfinaer 13

weeks on triaL The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at the Na-
tion's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the world and
tells the truth and only the truth; now in its 27th year, This paper fills the bill

without emptyinff the purse; it costs but$l a year. If you want to keep posted

on what is soms on in the world, at the leastexpense of time or money, this is

your means. If you want a paper in your home which is sincere, reliable, entertaining:, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If yo«
appreciate a paper which puts everything:clearly, fairly, briefly—hete it is. Send ISc to show that_you might like such a paper and «y
gill Bend the Pathfinder 13 weeks. The ISc does not repap U3; we are slad to invest In new friends. PathnndeFp Box 45,Washington* O. C*

WashinsCon, thehome of the Pathfinder,
has become the World's Capital and read<
ing the Pathfinder will be like sitting in
the inner council with those who will mold
the world's destinyfor thenextgeneration

SEND NO MONEY. Any diamond
shipped for inepection, charges pre-
paid. Examine carefully—it satisfied
pay 1-5 and keep it; balance 10 per

ent monthly. If unsatisfactory, return our expense. Don't pay a cent
inleBB yoD're sure Lyon Diamonds are Superior Value. Every diamona
(Tuaranteea. Cxchanereable at Yearly Increase in Value of 8 per cent.
Send Today forFreeCataioi;No. IQ-F. 10 per cent discount on all casQ
purchases. J. M. LYON & CO., 1 Maiden Lane, New York.
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UNDERWEAia
GUARANTEE—We guarantee Hanes Underuxar abso-
lutely—ewry thread, sfitcb and button. ]Ve guarantee to return

your money ot give you a new garment if any seam break'-

Greatest underwear value
in America at the price!

You can't get greater warmth or better workmanship or more comfort
or more actual wear than every suit of Hanes winter weight underwear
for Men and Boys surely will supply!

Hanes is made in winter weight Union Suits and Shirts and Drawers.
Illustrated here is the staunchest, most comfortable, wear-resisting union
suit ever sold at the price.

Hanes Union Suits have the most desirable and dependable features

—

unbreakable seams; reinforced, non-stretching buttonholes that last

the life of the garment; tailored collarette that cannot gap; shape
holding elastic shoulders ; elastic knit wrists and ankles ;

pearl buttons
sewed on to stay. And, a closed crotch that stays closed!

Hanes Shirts and Drawers have the same desirable quality ; perfect work-
manship and features. Drawers have the durable, snug-fitting 3-button
sateen waistband.

ITninn ^iiifc fnr Rnirc quality, cozy warmth and workmanship are unsur-UlUUU L>IU15 lOr DUyb passed at the price I Reinforced at all buttonhole and
strain points. In fact they duplicate Hanes Union Suits for men, with added fleeci-

ness. Made in sizes from 2 to 15 years. Two to four year sizes have the drop seat.

Ifyour dealer cannot supply " Hanes " write us direct.

P. H. Hanes Knitting Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
New York Office. 366 Broadway j^^Tl^Ll^ r^^^^'i^S'X""^''"'"/!"?"

Thisnewshape brush re-

duces the unpleasant work of clean-
ing vegetables. It cleans them thor-
oughly and quickly. Thefibres will

not come out andwater does not sof-

ten them._ Retails regularly at 20
cents, butinreturn forname of your
hardware dealeror leading druggist;
sentpostpaiifor 10 cents. Onlyone
brush to an address. Send at once
if you want one of these bargains.

ColontalBrush Mfg'. Co., Inc.
2200 Asylum St.. Hartford. Cono.

HighSchool
Couri^e in
TwoY^ar&

Lack of High School traininir bars yoa from a
eaccessfol business career. This simplified and
complete High School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leadinpr professors—meets all

requirements for

Soother
requirements for entrance to college and the lead-

ine professions.
No matter what yonr business

inclinations may be. you can't
hope to succeed without spe-

,«f cialized training. Let us give
you the practical trying you

need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
mail Coupon for Free Bulletin,

AMERICAN SCHOOL
of CorresDondence

DeptH33S Chicago

T7<,WNI>G TIIF, KEY TO SUCCESS
Please send me booklet and tell me h'

lean fit myself for the poaition maxkedX ^
High School Coarse
Electrical Engineer
.Telephone Engineer
..Architect
..Draftsman
..Building Contractor
..Structural Engineer
..Mechanical Engineer
..Civil Engineer
..Steam Engineer

Shop Superintendent
Lawyer
Business Manager
Auditor
Certified Public Acc'nt
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Fire Ins. Adjuster
Sanitary Engineer
Automobile Engineer

Name .

Address..

10 Cents a Day Pays
for This Symphonola

Plays all records. Victor, Columbia. Edison, Pathe, Little Wonder,
Emerson. Take a year to pay, after 30 days' trial. Compare its

tone for clearness, volume, with more costly instruments. Return
at our expense if it fails tcrmake good. Ask today for the
Beautifully Illustrated Sytnphonola Book FREE
Shows thia and other Symphonola styles, sold on easy payments.

Symphonola Records ?a^L°"p<!fu, °/ S'L'^rnZI:
full toned disc records. Playable on any Phonogr-ph.

Lsrkta Co. Desk SFF ins Buffalo, N. Y.

Be Careful What You
Wash Your Hair With

Most soaps and prepared shampoos
contain too much alkali, which is very
injurious, as it dries the scalp and makes
the hair brittle.

The' best thing to use is Mxilsified co-

coanut oil shampoo, for this is pure and
entirely greaseless. It's very cheap and
beats anything else all to pieces. You
can get this at any drug store, and a
few ounces will last the whole family

for months.
Simply moisten the hair with water

and rub it in, about a teaspoonful is all

that is required. It makes an abundance
of rich, creamy lather, cleanses thor-

oughly, and rinses out easily. The hair

dries quickly and evenly, and is soft,

fresh looking, bright, fluffy, wavy, and
easy to handle. Besides, it loosens and
takes out every particle of dust, dirt and
dandruff.

A Hard-Times Party
Prize-Winning Entertainment

By Mabelle Stewart, Iowa

GLADLY will I pass along these ideas

. for a Hard -Times Party which I

planned and which was successfully
carried out.

It was for a Sunday-school class of young
married people. The families were also in-

cluded in the invitations, which were writ-

ten on brown wrapping paper.
I began preparations by removing all

signs of prosperity from my home. I took
down all pictiires and waU decorations, and
replaced them with cheap-looking pictures
cut from newspapers. All window shades
and hangings were taken away, in some in-

stances being replaced by disreputable
shades which had been cast aside. Some
windows were hung with faded calico, and
some were left bare. Up-stairs and down
the idea of extreme poverty was carried
out, using the most ragged quilts, pillow-
cases, etc., which I could find or borrow.
An old battered teapot and tin washbasin
on a backless chair gave indications that
efforts were made for cleanliness, even un-
der these adverse circumstances.

I would have taken up the rugs in the
parlor and dining-room had it not been too
much trouble to move the stove, but as it

was they were scarcely visible, being cov-

one had drawn a name from a separate box
when the pictures were passed, only names
of those present being used, said name rep-
resenting the dear friend, all were now
ready to tell their secret. Of course, the
pictures were nearly all of frivolous, un-^
likely things, and the reading caused niudlj
merriment. One would say, for instanc^
'My friend Mrs. - told me she has al-j

ways hoped some day to be the owner of
hammock and a bottle of horseradish," agi
it might be a diamond ring and a pair a^f
shoes, or some such combination. OttB*'

man wanted a large business estabUshmenfc

j

and a pair of socks, another an elephaaf

'

and a dill pickle.

After this a vote was taken (by balloi

to decide which costumes were most d<

serving of the prizes. The first prize
a neat little box containing one dozen fn
eggs, each one wrapped in deHcately o
ored tissue paper. The second was a bi

of apples. Only two of the guests made nv?)

attempt at "fixing up," which wasn't ba^-
considering there were sixty-five present.

'

By this time all were ready for refresb*'

ments. These consisted of squares of gin-,

gerbread and two doughnuts served in t-

paper sack, and coffee served in tin cups.

Refreshments consisted of squares of gingerbread
and two doughnuts served in a paper sack

">

ered with strips of faded rag carpet and
home-made rugs. All tables were covered
with something ridiculous—^ragged cloths,

colored handkerchiefs, etc.—and for seats

long planks were laid from one box to

another and covered with old blankets,

shawls, or quilts, the chairs being taken to

an unused room. Of course, some old

broken chairs and boxes were in evidence,

inviting the tired guests to have a seat.

Having announced that there would be
a prize given for the one presenting the
most poverty-stricken appearance, amaz-
ing and ridiculous costumes met me at the
door. I will not attempt to describe them,
but certainly there were some original

ideas.

For entertainment we passed to each
guest a slip containing some reason for his

or her present financial condition—merely
the fact—^recipient to make as flowery a
speech as he or she desired. Many things

will present themselves as one writes the
slips, but here are a few examples: One
man said he had to keep his wife's relatives;

another that his farm contained too many
shade trees. One woman, whom we all

knew to be a very hard worker, said she
spent too much time in the hammock. It

was hard to tell which was the funnier,

when the "reasons" happened to fit the
party receiving them or when they were
just an exact opposite, as sometimes hap-
pened.
Next I gave each one a chance to draw

out two pictures (previously cut from old
catalogues and pasted on cardboard, with
titles in plain sight, so there would be no
chance for error). I then announced that
each one had confided to his or her best
friend that if he (or she) ever did get hold
of money enough there were two things
upon which he had set his heart. As each

The napkins were squares of white wra|
ping paper, the cream and sugar containe

,

were old cracked relics set in a rusty drif

ping pan to be passed around—of cou
tin spoons were used.

Altogether it was a most enjoyable time^ i

and some of the guests expressed themselves
]

as having "had a very hard time!"

The Hodge-Podge Party|
(Second Prize)

Winner : Mrs. A. W. Snell, New York

SEND out inAatations for a Hodge-Podge
Party on odd scraps of paper and im-

matched envelopes, with part of wording
written in ink and part in pencil, or witn
two colors of ink.

For a party of twenty have five tabl<

four at each table. Select partners 1

matching pictures cut across in differ©

shapes, and numbered for the differei

couples and tables. These are to be
as score cards, the winning couple gett:

a gold star each time, and progressing

the next table, changing partners ei

time.
Prizes can be given those who win tl

most stars, if desired—one for the boys a;

one for the girls.

Five minutes should be allowed for eai

game, and five minutes between games, 1^

allow for change of seats and checking
scores. It is best to start and stop withii

bell signal. >

At the first table have the old-fashioned

game of jack straws, which requires a

skilled touch. At the second table ar

alphabet game is good. Cut inch squares

of cardboard, and paint a letter of tht

[CONTINPUED ON PAGE 49]
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or Daily

ttiave or Week^Old Beard
fitg(s(*ft<J TradeMark

SAFETY RAZOR
With 12

BLADES

fave a real shave every time you want it, with a
pr that is easy to adjust, always ready with a keen
tie that does not dull easily.

pEacO" Blades are made from special steel, per-
tly ground and tempered to hold the edge.

EccO" Blades fit into the holder without fussy
usting. The "EcoO" is simple.

Fame and handle in one piece, heavily silver plated.

Give the "EccO" Safety
Razor TEN DAYS' TRIAL

rely at our expense.

ill out the attached coupon and mail it TODAY.

W. Carpenter MQc. Co., Dept. F
JSrldffeporty Conn,

Send me at your risk, all charees prepaid, one
EccO" SAFETY RAZOR and twelve blades.
After ten days' free trial, I mil either return holder
id blades at your expense or send you Two Dollars
2.00) In full payment therefor.

ame

reel or Box Ne.

wtOSUx _ State..

IIAGEKTS WANTJiD. WKITK FOK TERMS.

D OSIER RANGESIFREE
Ty in your home 30 days free no matter where you live,
w yoar friendsv send it back at our expense if you do not
ft to keep it. Million members of families enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of
"Hooslar" Stoves ft Ranses.
perfect Jakers and heaters, beaa-
tifully finished, smooth latest
design, guaranteed for years.

Writeforourbie free book show-
ine photographs, describing large
assortment of sizes and designs
of Steel HDdCast Ranses, Cooke. Soft
and HardCoal Beaters, to select irom,
ei^lalnina our free trial. Send postal

HOOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St. Marion, Ind.

Kigh Power Mantles
for Gasoline L.mmpm

UadetosUeBervlce. Wnilast
lOD^er and stand xougber aeaga
thaa any otber jmantte bnono.

,

Hade in ourown faotoiy by epee-
tal patented process. Buy from
your dealerororderdirect from
Deaieot «fBc«, Price par doi. Sl.SO.
THE COLEMAN LAMP CO.
Uf»s of The Famoaa ' Qoick Utn"

Laffi()Beod Laatetos
VnehKa St. Paul Dallaa I

Tolsdo Los Angeles Chicago

^ Why use
Coal 01^

ffl^gs Wood?

Turn a Valvo /f!^

Cook or\
THE OLIVER OIL-CAS BURNER
makes any cooking or beating stove

' ft gas stove. Burns coal oil (kcro-
j
Bene) . No coal or wood. Cooks

1 and bakes better. Cheaper. Keeps
I your home warmer. You regulata
\
flame. FITS ««! STOVE MVWHERE. No
fires to start, no ashes, no chop-

\
ping, shovelii^, poking and draf-

I

ging of coal. Saves hom-s of work
and loads of dirt. Simple. Safe.
Easily pQt In or taken out. No damage
t^Jtoye. Lasts a lifetime. Thousands
ol deliKhted users. In use eleht years.
Money-Back Quarantee. Pico literature

AGENTSWANTED
OU«ER OIL-BAS BURNER ( MaCHINE CO.

to- F^' 5J St., St. Louis. Mo.
\

tVette'V. Orders ShiTyped From Frisco.

TheOlivcrlOilG^sBiirner makps^
2 gdls. oil equal 97 lbs coal'

What is Bred in the Bone
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41]

We rode over aud met the hunted man.
He came and greeted us natnrally enough.
We told him the news, and he did not ex-

press any surprise, saying only: "So
Junkett is dead, is he? Well, I am proud to
know it. I am proud to know that he is

dead. " He repeated this over and over.
"But there is a carload of deputies hunt-

ing you, Tom!"
"They won't take me alive!" was his

fierce rejoinder.

Then I had to show him the folly of

resistance, how it would be a crime, even
though he were innocent, as I then thought,
to kill an officer, and would surely ruin him
for life.

"But what am I to do?" he demanded.
"Tom, do you beheve that I am your

friend?"
"I know you are, Joe."
"Then surrender to me and I will protect

you."
He looked at me suspiciously, and I

made haste to explain:
"There is no safety for you until you are

in the keeping of the law. You are inno-

cent. Our men will all testify that you
were on the ranch when that killing was
done. Now let me take you to the judge;

you demand trial, present your evidence,

get acquitted, then you are safe forever

afterward. As sure as you remain in these

hills your life is in danger, for these scared

man-hunters won't try to arrest you."
He thought a bit, then surrendered, gave

me his guns, and we rode toward camp.
On the way we found a right fresh bear

track, made within an hour, and all

thoughts of other things forsook us and
we started in pursuit. Tom and I plunged
into a deep, brushy canyon, trying to drive
the bear around to the other fellows. As
soon as we were well out of sight I said:

"Look here, Tom, this rifle is mighty
heavy, and I won't carry it for you; besides,

you are the one to kill that bear, if we do
come upon him."
So he took it and on we trudged, talking

of the events that had happened, and of the
future. We came to a sunny bank and gave
up the bear, and lay there resting and lay-

ing bare our hearts to each other for hours.
Only on one dread secret was Tom silent;

Then, as the shadows of night were falling,

we emerged from the canyon, marched to
camp, Tom a prisoner again, walking
ahead, me with the guns.
No one had been there yet. We had

supper, and, taking our blankets, Tom and
I crept away down into a gulch beneath
some aspen brush and made our bed, in

just such a place as he had selected on that
other unhappy night across the river. And
next morning he went with me to the rail-

way, we two armed with a paper signed by
my foreman and all the men on the ranch,

telling exactly where the man had been
each hour for a week, and not mentioning
that he had camped alone that one fatal

night, and with no witnesses against him.
He had a brief trial and was acquitted, for

the sheriff could not say that he had
recognized anyone, and was inclined to

think that there was a gang of men at the
camp.
And the man-hunters? They roamed the

hills for days. They found not one trace of

"Tom or anyone else. Occasionally one
would shoot at another across a valley, a
long shot. They got lost, their horses went
lame; they got hungry and sunblistered,

and at last straggled back to the railway,

and to the rest of their days will have ad-
ventures to relate of the time when they
hunted the slayers of Junkett and the
deputy.
And Tom? Vowing everlasting devotion

to me, within a year he was stealing our
calves and had corrupted every man I had,
not excepting the foreman! For, verily,

what is bred in the bone will come out in

the flesh.

Nevertheless I feel saddened to know
that my old comrade is in deep trouble
again, and this time without probability
of escape.

This .story is literally true, which may not
have any particular advantage to it, but it

makes necessary the changing of names and
places. Joseph E. Wing.

A dustless duster can be made at home
by soaking old soft cloths in a solution of

two quarts of hot water and a cup of

kerosene.

Sensible women are making over old
clothes because they realize that the ma-
terials in the old articles are better than
they can buy now at three times the
price.

want some-

thingftolast

100 years
gfoplant a
tree.

SPijou
want soniC'

thing to last

1000 years
go plant a
habit in a
child.

If I were the mother of
a little child

—

I would always remem-
ber this:

For a habit, well taught to a child,

will no doubt be taught again to

that child's children, and by them
to their children, to continue for

generations.

Fd use this dentifrice

For Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream makes

tooth care a pride and a pleasure. Its de-

licious flavor encourages use by the children

and the beneficial results obtained make it

the favored dentifrice for the whole family.

Colgate's is safe, sane and mildly antiseptic,

but free from risky drugs.

COLGATE & CO. Established i8o6 New York

il Cents
WORTHOI'l
COMMON
ORblNARV

to Trim

No
Smoke

KEROSENE
orCoal Oil will keep tiiis
lamp in operationfor SO
HOURSandwilf^roduce

300CANDLEP0WER
of the purest, whitest and best light
known to science. Nothingto wear
out orgetout of order Siinple. Safe.
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
Send for catalog showing lamps for
fvery purpose: also special intro-

ductory offer and agency pro*
^position. Write today.

KNIGHT UGHTft SODA FOUNTAIN
COMPANy,48 1 Knight Bldg.Cluaso

Vaseline
Reg: U.S. Pat Of£

Carbolated
PETROLEUM JELLY

An invaluable antiseptic for

sprains, sores, blisters and bruises.

Keep a bottle always handy.

For sale at drug and general stores

everywhere— 10c.

Booklet containing valuable advice —
free.

CHESEBROUGH MFG. COMPANY
(Consolidated)

22 State Street New York City

Free Trial
Let us send

this brand new
Oliver to you for
free trial. Not a '

penny in advance.
Try it as If it were
your own. If you
decide to keep it,

pay us a,t the
rate of $3 per
month. Price
$57 — w
$100. The fin-
est moneycan buy.
Over 700,000
Olivers sold.

Send today
or our new

booklet. "The
Typewriter on the
Farm." With it
comes complete do-
tails of our offer,

Bhowinsbow easy it ii

to own an Oliver, and
how easy to learn.

Eondredsof farmeis
now cse the Oliver.
Write today.

Canadicn Pric€,t7t
THE OLtVER

TVPEWfRITER CO.

3138 Oliver 1Vp«.
writerBldg..ChlcaiEO

[60.07]

"TheOld
StoveMaster"

ril SAVE You
2S% to 60% on a

Pipeless Furnace!
Because I baild them myself. Yoa
can't beat the price of the man who
makes the goods. Friend.

Write and Get My Book, FREE
quoting- my direct-to-you-from-fac-
tory price. Also get my offer on
Kalamazoo Stoves, Ranges, Kitch-
en Kabinets and Tables, Phono-
frrapbs. Fireless Cookers, Cream
Separators, Sewing Machines,
Washing Machines, Indoor Closets,
Paints and Roofing. I'll quote easy
terms, give you an unconditional
guarantee and pay the freight.

Ask for Catalog No. 92t
"The Old Stove Master"

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs*
Kalamazoo, Mich.

SJSiSf Direct to Yoa'
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Send for this Free

Song Book
and let us tell you why you
should get your

PIANO or
Player-Piano
Jrom tJie

Baldwin Dealer

THE BALDWIN dealer m your section is the direct repre-

sentative for the Baldwin products. His instruments come
to him directly from the great Baldwin factories in Cin-

cinnati and Chicago. These instruments therefore are placed in

the home at the lowest possible cost.

The Baldwin products are made in their entirety in these fac-

tories. Every detail of the design and construction is strictly

Baldwin and is guaranteed by Baldwin. Baldwin aims to give

you the very best value at the price you pay and is able to do
this because of immense output and distinctive selling plan.

The Baldwin dealer has the kind of instrument you want

—

Grand or Upright Piano in the Baldwin, Ellington, Hamilton
or Howard brand and the Manualo, the player-piano that is all

but human.

Sendfor the Seng Soali today. Contains complete tilords and
masic of ail the favorites that Will live forever. 26 of them.

New York Cincinnati Chicago St. Louis

San Francisco Indianapolis Name
Louisville Denver Dallas

, ,

Address

'
P. O State

WHITE FLAME
BURNERS make your old kerosene lamps and lanterns
eive a brilliant wnite light better than electricity or
gas. Doables your light. Saves oil. NO MANTLE TO
BREAK. Guaranteed Safe and Reliable. Delights
every user. Send now for complete sample ijostpaid
60 cents, Btampa orcein. 3forll.25. MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFACTORY.
Live Representatives Wanted. Exclusive Territory.
WliHe flame Liqiil Ca.. S7 Clark BUg., Grand Rapids, Mich.

SAFETY
JAR OPENER

A Twist of the Handle
and It's Done

When the glass top of a fruit or vegetable jar
sticks you need more than patience to get it off.

The "EccO" SAFETY JAR OPENER wiU raise
the most stubborn top without chipping the glass
and without risking the safety of fingers and
knife edges.

Fits pint and quart glass top jars
of all mcikes

Send 25c In stamps with the attached coupon and
we will send you an "JEccO" by mail, prepaid.

E. W. CARPENTER MFG. CO. (Dept. "F")
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Herewith find Twenty-five Cents (25c) in Stamps,
for which send me one "EccO" SAFETY JAR
OPENER. It is understood that it may be re-
turned for full credit within ten days.

MARVEL
FREE
TRiat

COMPLETE

HOT
WATER

No Sewer or Plumbing— Move Anywhere
The Tliermotub, combioed bathtub and water heater. Gives
all comforts of modem bathroom . Full length tub. Plenty hot
water quick. Write toda?. Ask al30 about our Odorless indoor
Closet and Washstancl. Make any room complete bathroom.

HOM.gQUlD NAFL HOME EQUIPMENT CO.un MMiVtf
, B„|,j,„g_ Oelrolt, Mich.

Name.

Street or Box No.

I
Post Office State

j

Retail Agents desired. Write for particulars.

The Ideal

Hosiery for Women
The comfortable seamless foot

,

trim narrowed ankle, smooth wid-
ened calf and Narrow Hem Top

that prevents garter runs are the
dominating features of these im-

proved stockings.

pigia(e)S?j

FASHIONED HOSE
Are knit-to-shape without seams. This

gives perfect fitting together with maxi-
mum comfort. Tlie Narrow Hem Top
saves money by preventing destructible

garter runs so common to most all hosiery

Ask your dealer for Burson Hose
Accept no substitute

Booklet sent free upon request

Burson ELnitting Co.
911 Frev Slreet Rockford. 111.

Aunt MoUie s Household Accounts
By Grace E. Langdon

HOW much did you spend in town
to-day, Pa?" Aunt Mollie would
ask as soon as she had cleared a

place on the supper table to make room
for her account book.

"Well, let's see—" Uncle Charlie would
reflect. "I got a hair cut for a quarter, and
Henry's overalls cost $1.50. Jed charged
me 50 cents for fixing the harness."
"What about you, Mary?" Aunt Mollie

would say to the next one at the table.

"I went to a movie with Cousin Jane

—

she paid for that, but I got some candy
afterward. Fifteen cents' worth it was.
And the lining for your new waist was 80
cents. The lemons I bought at the new
store were 20 cents, and the other groceries
are on this slip."

Aunt Mollie would write busilywhile each
member of the family told her what he or
she had spent during the day. Sometimes
there wouldn't be much to put in her book,
and again she would have a long column.
"What's the use of bothering with all

those little things?" I asked her one
evening as we started "to clear off the table.

"They aren't little," she said, "not when
you look at them as a whole. Sometimes
you spend more than you ought for one
kind of thing, and how are you going to
know it if you don't have some way of

keeping track? This way we can see where
we are extravagent and where maybe we
can spend a little more. Last year we had
to buy a lot of canned stuff from the store

because our vegetable garden hadn't been
big enough the summer before. This year
we knew about how much we would need,

so we planned a much bigger garden. We
bought more eggs during the winter than

carried over to the next page in each casf
and at the end of the month the totals fo
that period were entered in a page at th
back of the book, so that the total for th
year could be seen at a glance. This als
allowed for comparisons of months an^
years. In order to save writing the head
ings on each separate page in her book
Aunt Mollie had cut off the tops of
number of pages so that one set of heading
served for all.

She had divided her expenditures into te
classes, and as I studied her book I foun
them to fall into groups something like thi.-

Animal Food—Meats, lard, fish, butte;
milk, cream cheese.

Fruits and Vegetables—Fresh, dried, an.

canned fruits; fresh, dried, and canne
vegetables.

Cereals—Cornmeal, hominy, rye flou;

wheat flour, rice, bread, crackers.
Other Groceries—Tea, coffee, cocoa, bii

ing powder, flavorings, spices, sugar. *

Clothing—Suits, coats, hats, cleanup
and repairing.
Household Furnishings—Furniture, liner

carpets, kitchen utensils.

Running Expenses—Fuel, light, ioe

telephone, stationery and postage, aeciden
insurance, life insurance.
Advancement—Recreation: Picnics, trip

fairs, movies. Education: Schooling fo

children, books, papers, lectures. Benevc
lence: Gifts, church, charity.

Incidentals—Doctor, dentist, medicim
tobacco, candy, barber.

Savings—Investments, savings-bank 8(

count.
"We must watch what we spend o

those first three classes pretty carefully,

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES

Item, Ani- Fruits, Other Cereal House Run- Ad- Inet.
Date Amount, and mal Vege- Grocer- Prod- Cloth- Furn- ning vance- Sot>- den-
1919 Kind Valtie Food tables ies ucts ing ishings Exp. ment fngs tab

Apr. 2 3 lbs. Coffee . 1.20 1.20
2 Shoes, Mary . 4.50 4.50
3 Strainer, sink .25 .25
3 Flower seed .

.

.25
" 3 Sack flour, 24

lbs 2.40 2.40
" 5 6 oranges .... .30 .30 y
" 5 1 lb. cheese . . .25 .25

6 War stamps . 2.00 2.00
" 7 Church 1.00 1.00 1

8 Subscription
to paper .... 1.25 1.25

" 8 Telephone bil: 2.00 2.00
" 9 Hired girl, 1

week 7.00 7.00
" 10 Movie, Pa &

me .20 .20
" 11 Candy, Ma. .

.

.15
" 11 Overalls, for

Henry 1.50
2.00

1.60
" 11 Sugar, 20 lbs. 2.00
" 12 1 can sorghum .65 .66
" 13 Life Insurance 25.00 25.00

it was sensible to do, because I had'no idea

how many we would need or that the price

was going up so. I'm going to put down a
lot of them in water glass while they are

cheap. Then with what I will save by
these two things alone there will be more
money ahead for a good winter overcoat
for Pa and a new suit for me."

"That's just like keeping a budget and
being really scientific," I said. "Know
how much you spend for each kind of

expense and then see if the proportion is

anywhere sensible."

"Well, science or no science," said Aunt
Molly, "I know we are saving money by it.

Pa finds it easier to keep his farm accounts
if he has some way of checking up the cost

of the house and the expense of boarding
the hired help. Most people don't stop to

think of the value of the foodstuff the

farm gives them either, but Pa always
figures it in as part of his profits. But, of

course, the only way you can tell how
much the farm is giving you and how much
you are buying is to keep accounts. Then
the next step is to see where you can make
the farm give you more and cut down the

amount you have to buy."
I got out Aunt Mollie's book of accounts

one afternoon to see just how she did it.

It was an ordinary day book with a stiff

cover, about twelve inches long and seven
inches wide. There were about 48 pages
in it, and I suppose it hadn't cost more
than 25 cents. Aunt Mollie had ruled it in

columns, and had put a heading at the
top of each.
Each item was entered twice, so that

there was a running account of all expendi-
tures as well as a classified arrangement.
The totals of the different columns were

explained Aunt Mollie, "because we don
want to spend money for things that ei

be grown right here on the farm. Liii

year Pa figured that we got 80 per
of our animal food and 70 per cent of '

fruits and vegetables from the fa

That's a pretty good record I think. Lo
of farmers buy too much at the store wh<
they could raise those very things at hq
much more cheaply. But you don't resj'

how much you are spending until you
'

a record of it in black and white.
"I keep track of the farm products '

in the house in another book. In it I ha"

such headings as poultry, butter, eg?

pork, berries, etc. Every few days I

mate the things I have used, and at |j

end of the month I total it up and
culate the cost at market price. This ;

earning of the farm just as well as whal
get for products sold outside.

"A lot of work for me? Oh, it re

isn't a great deal—^just a few minut
day, and I'm always anxious to see hov
are coming out."
The first double page in her book looki,

something like the above table.

^|
To Make Candles Fit—I endeavoif

to make candles fit candlesticks by holdu

the end of the candle over a flame unt"
softened. But frequently the wax drip

very badly, and only the outer layer of _

candle would be softened. I have found
a much more satisfactory way to holdjt'

end of the candle in hot water unt3
could be forced into the socket of .li

candlestick. It is a satisfaction to havet'
candles fixed so they will not tumble o

when dusted or, worse yet, when carri

lighted. Mrs. H. B., Fhrid^^
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The Hodge-Podge Party
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46]

dabet on each. Have three sets of letters

mixed up in a heap, the letter side down.
;n have a list such as this: 1. Vegetable.

Hsh. 3. Kitchen utensils. 4. Popular
gugs. 5. Books. 6. Names of towns.

7! bearing apparel. 8. Animals,

yiach player, in turn, draws a letl^er and
IS it right side up. The first one who
s out the name of a vegetable beginning

h that letter scores one for himself and
tner. The couple scoring the highest

ttber wins. The next hand around the

ject changes to fish, and so on until the

is exhausted or time is up.

Lt the third table have a game of tiddledy

ks, and at the fourth have two sets of

;ure puzzles, the partners first complet-

the picture being the winners,

'he fifth table should provide the most
Have a lot of old hats and millinery

iming, with plenty of big pins. Here
boy^ trim, the hats with suggestions

I the girls. Then the girls put on the

, and parade around the room to get

33 as to which hat is the more stunning,

'or refreshments have a "hodge-podge
d" made of spaghetti, canned tuna
pimentos, celery, and ripe olives, all

pped together and mixed with mayon-
e. Place a neat mound of this mix-
on lettuce leaves, with a slice of red

ato on top of that. A bit of mayon-
;e with a ripe olive gives it an appetizing
ih. Serve with cheese crackers or

ines, nicely crisped in the oven. Hot
jolate with a marshmallow in each cup
ce served with it.

A Unique Party
(Third Prize)

Vinner: Kate Baker Knight, Michigan

I JHAT kind of a time did you have
;Vat Elizabeth's last night?" asked
fy's mother.
fust the j oiliest kind of a time imagin-
! Betty is so original. She never does
gs like anybody else. You know, she
Edith Carlson gave this party together,

we were all consumed with curiosity

I the moment we received our invita-

You recall how the envelop© was
;d with a cat cut from black paper,

two black cats decorated the head of

sheet on which the note of invitation

written? Just the wording of it led xis

sxpect one of Betty's unique affairs,

.'t you remember, it read, "Two black
invite you to spend the evening of

ember tenth at The Elms, 203 High
et." The girls showed me some of the
is of acceptance they received, and they
i quite as original as the invitation,

k Leeson wrote:

I'm glad to find I'm in good grace
iVith two black cats about this place;
\lid since I find I'm on their slate,
'11 meet them on the given date.

Did they carry out the idea"throughout
evening, Mary?"
Indeed they did. During the half-hour
e the guests were assembling, envelopes
:aining pictures of cats sliced in irregular

ions were handed us, and we worked
ther in little groups of twos and threes
)lace them correctly. This broke the
and prevented any stiffness at the be-

ginning. Soon after the last arrival we
were each given a card about six inches
square, decorated with two black cats, and
containing a list of twenty short definitions

describing some word the first syllable of

which was ' cat.' Let me get mine and see

if you can guess any better than I did."
Mary ran from the room and quickly re-

turned with the card from which she read,

"A waterfall."
" Cataract," replied hermother promptly.

"That is easy."
" They made the first easy to encourage

us, I guess. They are not all so simple.
Let me read you several from the list just-

to show you what they were like: 'An un-
conscious state,' 'A great calamity,' 'An
ancient burial place,' 'A beam at a ship's

end.' No one had over seventeen of the
twenty correct, but we had lots of fun fig-

uring them out. If we had been allowed to
consult the dictionary we might all have
done much better. We were allowed
twenty minutes in which to make our at-

tempt, and then Betty read the correct

answers and we checked ours. A pretty
calendar with a picture of kittens on it was
the first prize, while a copy of the 'Black
Cat Magazine,' tied with black ribbon,
was the consolation.

"Tables were now brought in, and for

two hours progressive games followed. See
our score cards?" and she dangled from her
finger a cat about four inches high cut from
black cardboard, with the eyes, mouth, and
whiskers drawn in with white ink.

"It must have been a lot of work for

somebody," said Mary's mother.
"Oh, the girls worked together getting

things ready, and they said it was great
fun. The plan was carried out in the din-

ing-room, too. The cloth and napkins were
decorated with black cats, and the cookies
served with the ice cream were cut in the
shape of cats. I don't see where they
found so many different shapes, but there
seemed to be no two alike.

"After supper we did one more stunt:
Betty and Edith gave to each of us a large
sheet of drawing paper and a stick of char-
coal, and told us to illustrate the jingle we
found on the back of our sheet. Mine was:

"Pussy cat, pussy 'cat, where have you been?
I've been to London to visit the qureen.

"In a few minutes the girls collected our
sketches and exhibited them one at a time,
asking the audience to guess what Mother
Goose or nursery rhyme the drawing was
supposed to represent. If the sketch was
so impossible that no one could guess it,

the artist was compelled to rise and recite

his verse. Some of them were very cleverly
done, especially:

*

"Heigh diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle,

The cow jumped over the moon.

"Ping, dong, bell, pussy's in the well.

"It certainly closed one of the jolliest

evenings we've had this year," and Mary
leaned back in her chair with a sigh of satis-

faction.

"You don't mean to say that you came
home without having played ' Pussy wants
a corner!" ' laughed her mother.

"Yes, we did," replied Mary. " The girls

must have forgotten that, but they cer-

tainly thought of everything else."

Sweets for Thanksgiving
SANUT ICING—Two tablespoons pea-
lut butter, two tablespoons thin cream, a
drops vanilla, and confectioner's sugar,
peanut butter, vanilla, and cream to-

ler, and add enough confectioner's
IT so that the mixture may be easily
ad.

[aple Creams—Boil together two cups
le syrup, three-quarters cup milk, and
heaping teaspoon butter or oleomarga-
. When it forms a soft ball in cold
3r, remove from fire, add one teaspoon
Ilia, and set pan quickly into a larger
containing cold water. Stir (not beat)
1 it thickens, and drop by spoonfuls on
sed plates.

E5ANUT Butter Balls—-Put through
food grinder one cup seeded raisins.
with one cup peanut butter, one-

th teaspoon salt, and one teaspoon
tlla. Form into small balls. Dip some
leto in melted bitter chocolate, and roll
remainder in shredded cocoanut.

Chocolate Dainties—Put through the
meat chopper one-half cup each of dates,
figs, and nut meats. Add one tablespoon
oranga juice, a little grated orange peel,

and one square of melted unsweetened
chocolate. Mold into balls, and roll in
chopped nuts or granulated sugar. This
mixture may be packed in an oiled tin,

put under a weight until firm, then cut in
any shape desired.

Sugarless, Wheatless, Baiceless Cake
can be made by taking one^ourth pound
each of cocoanut, figs, dates, nuts, and
raisins. Wash the fruit and put through
food chopper. Add cocoanut, mix all in-

gredients together, and turn into buttered
tin. Weight down so that fruit will be
tightly pressed together. Let stand several
hours before serving.

I find this cake to be delicious and suit-

able to serve as a dessert at dinner or lunch-
eon. It can also be served with tea at after-
noon tea, and takes the plajce of candy to a
large extent.

A Modern King Canute
The people who hved in the

good days of the wise King
Canute thought he had the

power to make the ocean

recede at a mere word of com-
mand. Today the Bell Tele-

phone Company finds itself in

a position not unlike that of

the ancient king. Its mere
word will not hold back an
ocean of expense.

Rigideconomyand themost
modern methods of operation

have made it possible for the

BellCompany to keep its rates

at a far lower level than that

of the commodities which it

must use in construction and
upkeep. But it has felt the

rising tide of costs just as cer-

tainly as has every business

and every family.

The one source of revenue

of the Bell Company is the

price you pay for service. If

this price fails to cover fair

wagesandnecessarymaterials,

then both you and your tele-

phone company must suffer.

For one year the Bell Com-
pany was under Government
control. The Government
analyzed methods and costs;

and established the present

ratesasjust. All the BellCom-
pany asks is a rate sufficient

to provide satisfactory service

to every subscriber.

American Telephone and Telegraph CoMPANJf
And associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Sales Agent
We want one excIosiTe representative ^
In ererv count7. The posinon is worth $100
a month to one selected. If inexperienced
we train yon. Write us, the largest mfr's oL ^
transparent bandied Knives and Bazors. for proposi-
tion. Novelty Cutlery ColSSi Bar St., Canton, f

You can be quickly cured, if you

Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page book on Stam-
mering and Stuttering, "lis Cause and Cure." It tells how
I cured myself after stammering for 20 years.

Benjamin W. Bopue, 1351 Bogue Building, Indianapolh

YES, theNew Edison Amberola—Mr.
Edison's great new phonograph with the Dia
inond stylus reproducer and your choice of all the brand New

Diamond Ambero! Records on free triat without a penny down. Now, on tWa ofiier,
yoa can tiave the finest, the best that money can buy at a price veey muctk less than tliat at which
mutations of the genuine Edison Amberola are offered. Seize this opportunity. Send tlie coupom.

Rock-Bottom Offer Direct l^V»oi?Sfe^t^^?IS:S
your family and friends with your favorite records—everything from Grand Opera to the latest dty
eong hits. Comic VaudeviUa and roaring Mi^trel Shows—then, if joa choose, send the oa&St back to
OS at our expense. But if yoa wish to keep Mr. Edison's superb new
instrument, send ns only tl.OO after the free triaL Pay the balance ,-™-"".

OD the easiest kind of monthly payments. Don't miss this offer. Tb F. K. BABSOI^
/nf_^^*_._. |7»„_ _ GetOurNewEdlson' / Edison Phonograph Dlstrfbutois

%^ClTU-lO§ ^^1%^™^^ y' 3108 Edison Block CHICAGO, ILL.

DOBtrcard or letter (orjust this coup™)> enou|h.° " /p,,^^"^^?!' ~ ^^,^,?, "f„,2°'S SSJJ
Find out about this offer-JoAiZfl thia offer lasta. y' ^?,*7Sf £,"ii„?^'!S^A "1 ^"J"
Ev BaDcnii pj- DL t. n- a ^ moiel Edison Amberola.
.K. BABSON, Efflson Phonograpii Dist

3106 Edison Block Chicago, lllinola y-''

Cm.Ogice:assPortaai^w..Winfiivex.llm. Name ^
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PUT it right up to Prince Albert to

produce for you more smoke hap-
piness than you ever before collected!

P. A.'s made to fit your smokeappetite
like a glove. It has the best flavor

and coolness and fragrance, ever

!

Just what a whole lot of joy Prince
Albert really is you want to find out
the quickest wayyou knowhow! And,
put it down how you could smoke
P. A. for hours without tongue bite or
parch. Our exclusive patented
process cuts out bite and parch.

Realize what, it would mean to get

set with a joy'us jimmy pipe and to

fill 'er up every once and a while.

And, puff to beat the cards! Without
a comeback!

Just as sure as you're reading this,

P. A. will hand you everything you
everyearned for in tobacco joy ! Why,
it'tf so good you feel like you'd just

have to eat that fragrant smoke I

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C«

Toppy red bags, tidy

red tins, handsome
pound and half pound
tin humidors—and—
that classy, practiced

pound crystal glass
humidor with sponge
moiatener top that
keeps the tobacco in

auchperfect condition.

LIGHT YOUR HOME
LIKE day-Cost 1g
for 5 hours. Pore white 60 candle
powerlightfromcommon Kerosene.

SOLAR MANTLE LAMP
approved by goverDment experta. Beats
^3, gasoline or electricity. Entirelynew.
Every home interested. AGENTS MAKE
MONEY. Week's free trial. Writdquick
seliiner plan, territory and trial offer.

^^^SBfl Qnlnr I amn Pn C8 Solar Building^^gtmm OOiar Lamp bO. Kansas City, Mo.

CANDY BY MAIL
BIG SA^^NGS on fresh, delicious Chocolates,
Peanut Brittle, Xmas Candv, all kinds, direct
from factory by PARCEL POST. One lb. or
more. Get our PRICE LIST, it's FREE for a
postcard. Eat and keep plenty of CANDY in the
home this winter. Send your name and get our list

regular. You ivill save money. Write NOW to

Economy Candy Dept., Box 438, Mattoon, Illinois

Here, Neighbor, is where
can "knock off" a good, big part of

the price you expected to pay^

for that new stove or
range. Write
and

Ask
for my cata-

^ log showing the

"most beautiful hot blast and
oak heaters, base burners, steel and

cast iron ranges that you ever laid eyes on.

quoted at my factory-to-you prices—freight pre-

paid to your station.

Also get my money-saving offer on Kalamazoo Pipe and
Pipeless Furnaces, Kitchen Kabinets and Tables, Phono-

graphs, Indoor Closets, Fireless Cookers, Sewmg
Machines, Washing Machines, Cream Separators,
Paints and Roofing. Ask for Catalog No. 183

"The Old Stove Master"
Kalamazoo Stove Co. , Mirs., Kalamazoo, Midi.

you

Cub or
Esty

Payment*
—Uncon-

ditional

Gnar>
aaiee

The Pell Street Rejuvenator
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44]

"Just one; why?"
" I want you to make it two. Take me

along, and I'm your debtor for life."

"I'd have to wire to Chicago," said
Mackenna with interest.

"Do it now," urged Potter. "Then we
can make an evening of it."

They made an evening of it, and also
a night and a good deal of a morning. At
Hector's cabaret they became unaccount-
ably attached, about midnight, to a blond
soprano 'vocalist and a vivid little Spanish
dancer in a snake-like costume of green and
silver spangles, as well as to two awe-
stricken tourists from the West, who were
in search of instruction in the fabled wicked-
ness of New York. Mr. Potter was the soul
of the party, which was marked by much
youthful abandon—so much that he en-
tirely failed to notice the entrance of Veron-
ica Cullen and the detested Piddock.

If he had known that Veronica was pres-
ent, Mr. Potter would not have permitted
the Spanish dancer, who bade him good
night from the fourth step of the balcony
staircase, to clasp him ecstatically around
the neck and kiss him in large and public
fashion on the forehead.

But, having accepted this compliment in
the spirit in which it was offered, and

the note from Veronica,
businesslike:

It was briski

Dear -Jack: Don't be a fool! Piddock
only to wake you up, and he seems to ha\
had that effect, though not quite in the way
intended. It seems that you have been shov
ing me only your dreary side, which isn't fai

I shall be alone to-night. Come 'H'ithout fa

I simply won't lose my dearest friend througl.
perfectly idiotic misunderstanding.

Always yours. V.

Potter leaned wearily back in his cha!
The diabolical Rejuvenator had product
effects marvelous indeed, but pitifully trar

sient. It had placed within his reach ever'

thing that made life worth living—only •

snatch it cruelly away overnight!

There was only one thing to do. ¥.

must offer every dollar he possessed f'

more of it.

An hour later he entered the establi-
ment of that mjrsterious Pell Street ma;
cian. He clutched in a feverish hand t'

empty green bottle. Mr. Wash Jin car
forward, smiling ecstatically.
"You savvy makee-young stuff?" begt

Potter, exhibiting the bottle. "Wanch'
more all same like this—"
At the first glimpse of the bottle il

Do You Know Davy Allen ?

WE HAVE an idea that you folks don't care much for a long-
drawn-out continued story. So we're not going to run any more

of them unless you really want them; and we'll depend on you to let

us know if what we do doesn't suit you.

But we think maybe you would like several two and three part
stories—that is, long stories printed in three big installments. Ho^\•

about that?

Just on the chance that you will think well of the idea we have bought
one from Samuel A. Derieux, who wrote "The Sheep Killer" and "The
Call of Home" for you a couple of months ago. This three-part story
of his is called "The Amazing Adventures of Da\y Allen," and it s

first and last the real story of a real boy with a real mule, who gets
mixed up in the love affairs of a nice girl and two young men who hap-
pen to be down in Daw's part of the country on a hunting trip! There's
a real mystery about the disappearance of the girl in the first install-

ment, and Davy is the hero of that occasion, in a very unusual way.
Does it sound interesting? If it does, look for the first installment

next month. The Editor.

turned away from the balcony staircase to
confront the scandalized Veronica at the
first tab]e on his way to the cloak-room,
Mr. Potter's emotions distinctly did not
include remorse. He bowed to her, indeed,
with a sort of triumph.

It was not until the middle of the follow-

ing day that Jonathan Potter awoke to the
fact that the main portion of his bank roll

was no longer in his pocket. He remem-
bered with sudden comprehension the
rather abrupt farewell of the ingenuous
tourists from the West. But even this loss

was of small moment beside the ghastly
general wreckage of an existence no longer
colored by the Rejuvenator.
He surveyed himself in his shaving glass,

and saw a seared and melancholy reprobate
whose liver was swelling into a dromedary
hump. He eyed the resurrected Indian
clubs with disgust. He found the green
glass bottle with the Chinese characters,

and kicked it viciously under the table.

Two letters confronted him on his break-
fast table. He imagined the contents, and
shuddered.

If was not until after his second abortive
attempt at breakfast that he took up the let-

ter from his firm and opened it with a groan.
At the first glance his eyebrows climbed

into the roots of his hair. It was signed
by the junior partner, and it ran:

Dear Potter: I am sure you will have recon-
sidered by this time your very hasty and en-
tirely unnecessary decision of this afternoon.
An association of ten years, so mutually pleas-

ant and valuable; should not be so lightly

broken.
Call it a holiday instead. Take a month at

our expense, and come back prepared to discuss
the question of your appointment as general
manager with a proprietary interest.

We have had the idea for some time, but it is

only lately that we have become con^'inced of
your ability to infuse into the work the youth-
ful vigor which is so eminently desirable.

Youthful vigor! Poor Jonathan Potter
glanced just once at his reflection in the
buffet mirror, and reached miserably for

Wash Jin's manner changed, likewise h
speech. He snatched the thing from Pc
ter's trembling fingers.

"Aw, cut out the fool talk," he said. " C
you think I don't speak United States
good as you? Why, you must be the sar
crazy mutt that put my best trick on tl

fritz. I've a good notion to— But yc
don't look like him, exactly."

He considered the anxious custome
plainly puzzled by the absence of a rau

,

tache.
"I'll pay any price you like," plead«

Potter abjectly, "and I'll buy all you ci

get. It's wonderful stuJf ! It madftme t<

years younger in a night."

"You wanter tell me you drank it?"j!,
manded Wash Jin incredulously,
it was nothing but a httle alcohol and 1

powder—what ladies put on their fac
give them a peachy complexioa! And 1

was why you made me let my best
tomer down, that wanted the trick fori
evening performance at the Palace!"
"You mean that it was nothing but

conjuring trick?"

"Of course! Where do you fancy t

dopes that do Chinese magic on the sta

get their stunts? They have to come
me. And that bottle was just the r||!

size and weight. Say, on the level, f\
know, honest to goodness—ain't you?''!-
He shook his head in weary reprotfi'

But Jonathan Potter's despairing featUJ

were being slowly transformed by a n
and luminous hope.
"Why, if was nothing but faith that.(

it!" he cried. "I wiped off ten years of i

age just by wanting to! Don't you see?

can do it again whenever I like, with(
paying anybody a cent—there's no reas

on earth why any man should ever feel ok
Wash Jin carefully returned the gr<

bottle to its cabinet before he replied:

"I could have told you that in the fi

place," he said, with a pitying sm
"Mildewed stuff! Why, we knew that
China five thousand years ago!"
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Buy Your Magazines Now!
Before FARM AND FIRESIDE'S Subscription Rates Advance

Farm
and
Fireside's

Subscription

Rates Will
Positively be

Advanced at

Least 100%, Soon

The New
Scale of

Subscription

Rates Will be

Announced in

the December
Farm andFireside

You Can Renew Your Subscription to FARM AND FIRESIDE NOW at These Prices

Five Years (60 Issues) $1.00 Four Years (48 Issues) 75c One Year (12 Issues) 25c
You can send your subscription for Farm and Fireside alone or in combination with other popular magazines.
Please note that in all the clubs below, Farm and Fireside is included for 2 years and each of the other publica-
tions for one year. Use the coupon to send your order and send it before December 1st, SURE.

Woman's Home Companion 1 year $2.00

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

AT REGULAR RATES $2.50

Our Price

$2.25
J Saves $0.25

Collier's—The National Weekly . 1 year $2.50

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

AT REGULAR RATES $3.00

Our Price

$2.60
Saves $0.40

Woman's Home Companion 1 year $2.00 1

Collier'*—The National Weekly. . 1 year 2.50

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

AT REGULAR RATES $5.00

Our Price

$3.40
Saves $1.60

The Family Trio

AT REGULAR RATES $4.00 .

Our Price

$3.10
Saves $0.90

American Magazine 1 year $2.00 1

Collier's—The National Weekly. .1 year ZSO

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

AT REGULAR RATES $5.00

Our Price

$3.40
Saves $ 1 .60

McCall's Magazine 1 year $1.00 '1

Today's Housewife 1 year 1.00

AT REGULAR RATES $2.50

Our Price

$1.65
Saves $0.85

AT REGULAR RATES 3.00

Our Price

$2.10
Saves $0.90

Woman's World 1 year $0.50 1

People's Home Journal 1 year 1.00

AT REGULAR RATES $2.00

Our Price

$1.45
Saves $0.55

Boys' Life 1 year $1.50
]

Little Folks , 1 year 1.50

AT REGULAR RATES $3.50

Our Price

$2.65
Saves $0.85

Woman's World 1 year $0.50
]

Thrice-a-Week World (N.Y.)...l year 1.00

AT REGULAR RATES $2.00

Our Price

$1.50
Saves $0.50

AT REGULAR RATES $3.50
j

Our Price

$2.75
Saves $0.75

Today's Housewife 1 year $1.00 1

People's Hone Journal 1 year 1.00

AT REGULAR RATES $2.50

Our Price

$1.65
1

Saves $0.85 '

AT REGULAR RATES $3.00

Our rice

$2.10
Saves $0.90

Woman's World 1 year $0.50

AT REGULAR RATES $2.00

Our Price

$1.45

1

Saves $0.55 i

McCaU's Magazine
. , 1 year 1.00

AT REGULAR RATES $3.00

Our Price

$2.10
Saves $0.90

Farm Mechanics 1 year $1.00
]

AT REGULAR RATES y $2.00
^

Our Price 1

$1.25

!

Saves $0.75 |

The American Magazine 1 year $2.00

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

AT REGULAR RATES $2.50

Our Price

$2.25
Saves $0.25

Special Clubs of TWO Magazines
The list below includes Fahm and Fireside turn years and the magazine
named one year. Please remember that these prices are good only to
December 1st.

General Literature Publications

American Boy $2 2.5

American Magazine 2 25
Boys' Life l'65

Boys' Magazine 1 65
Collier's—The National Weekly 2 60
Delineator 2 25
Designer 1'65

Elude (For Musk Lovers) 1 85
Ladies' Home Journal 2*25

Little Folks (Oiildren's Magazine) 1'65

McCall's Magazine 125
McClure's Magazine 2'25

Modern Priscilla 1*75

Mother's Magazine 125
People's Home Journal 1*25

Pathfinder 125
Saturday Evening Post 2-50

'

Short Stories 1-65

Today's Housewife 1.25

Woman's Home Companion 2.25

Woman's World 75

Youth's Companion 2.60

Agricultural, Fruit, Poultry and
Bee Publications

American Bee Journal $1.35

American Fruit Grower 1.10

American Poultry Advocate 75

Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer 90

Farm Mechanics 1.10

Gleanings in Bee Culture 1.35

Hoard's Dairyman 1 .25

Iowa Homestead 1.10

Journal of Agriculture 75

National Stockman and Farmer 1.25

Ohio Farmer 1.25

Poultry Keeper 75

Poultry Success 75

Reliable Poultry Journal 80

Southern Fruit Grower

St. Louis Weekly Globe-Democrat

.

Toledo Weekly Blade l.(

NOTE: FARM AND FIRESIDE TWO Years in Each of Above Clubs. ORDER NOW!
FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio

NOVEMBER Money-Saving Coupon
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio ^- ^-

Gentlemen: I send you $ for which enter my subscrip-

tion to Fahm and Fireside for years. You may also send

the other magazines listed below, one year each.

Name

P. 0

St. or R. D. No State

Send Magazines Below for One Year Each

(1)

(-?).

(Name of otlier magazine)

(Name of other magazine)

(Name of other magazine)
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The Greatest Gmilniiadini

"Z'Tlngine with
Xosch Magneto

\Y/HEM tKe full meaning of this "Z" message is realized
"'^ —migKty fe'v? farmers in America will fail to at once

call on the nearest "Z" engine dealer. 5 This example of

master engine-building must be seen. 5 Type and pictures

can but suggest this ^alue establishing achievement 5
adding this one possible betterment—Bosch high tension,

oscillating magneto—we complete a rare engine service, fullp

maintained by o^er 200 Bosch Service Stations in co-opera-

tion with e'^ery "Z" engine dealer—for all "Z" engine

owners. 5 Prices—IH H. P. $75.00—3 H. P. $125.00
—6 H. P. $200.00—AU F.O.B. Factory.

orseGr
CHICAGO

$
;
J50NE DAY365 in JULY, 1919

Ira Shook of Flint Did Tliat
amountofbusiness in one day
making and selling popcorn Crispettes
with this machine. Profits $269.00.
Pierson of Montgomery started two stores since
August. Higgins of Poughkeepsie started and sold
2,800 packages first day. John W. Culp, So. Caro-
lina. wTites on Aug. 11, 1919, "Everything is going
lovely—business is growing by leaps and bounds.
The business section of this town covers two blocks.
Crispette wrappers lying every-
where." It's a good old world
after all. Kellog $700 ahead end
of second week. Mexiner, Balti-

more, S250 in one day.
Perrin, S380 in one day.
Baker, 3,000 packages
one day.

WE
. Start You in Business
Little capital, no experience. Teach you secret formula.

BUILD A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN
The demand for crispettes is enormous. A delicious
food confectioD made without sugar. Write me. Get
facts about an honorable business which will make you
Independent. You can start right in your own town.
Business will grow. You won't be scrambling and crowd-
ing for a Job. You will have made your own place.

PROFITS $1000 A MONTH EASILY POSSIBLE
For full particulars send post card for book shown
below. It's Free. Do it now.

W. Z. LONG COMPANY
1437 High St., Springfield, 0.

AGENTS $6 a Day
Bhonld be easilr madeselllnK
our Concentrated Non-Alco-
holic Food Flavors, Soaps,
Perfumes and Toilet Prepara-
tions. Over 100 kinds, put up
in collapsible tubes. Ten
times the strength of bottle
eitractB, Every home in city
or country is a possible cus-
tomer. Entirely new. Quick
sellers. Good repeaters.
Not sold in stores. No
competition. 100 per
cent, profit to agents.
Little or no capital
required. Elegant
sample case forwork-
ers. Start now while
it's now. Write today

—

ft poflt card will do—17UF T7
for foil particular! ^ IVJuCa

AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO. 1795 American Bldg. Codimati, 0.

Musiclessonsi

=At=Hoine
A Complete Conservatory Course
By IVIflil

home study music lessons under
great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessona a marvel of simplicity and compIetenesB.

The only recognized Conservatory of Music giving lessona

by the UNIVEKSITY EXTENSION METHOD.^
The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for home

Btudy based upon lessons containing the cream of the life's

teaching experience of Master Musicians, reinforced by the

bidividual instruction of specialists, is now attained.

The instruction of a master—the individual
touch of an accompUBhed teacher—is yours to

corn/mand from, the very moment you enroll.

The University Extension Conservatory, by adopting the
Personal Instruction Method, has placed home music study
beyond Question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.

A «... f Write telling us course you areAny instrument interestedln—piano Harmony.
Voice, Public School Music. Violin. Comet, Mandolin. Guitar,
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
6073 Siegel-Myers Building Chicago, Illinois

What Does Your Wife Do to

Help You
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 10]

peanuts. The foul land required constant
hoeing, but they kept at it, even when the
cotton drooped under the hot sun and they
decided that they would probably have to
sell the milch cow in order to live. They
raised chickens for food, and made over their
old clothing. The daughter joined the local
canning club, planted one-tenth acre to
tomatoes, and bought 500 tin cans. To
insure the success of her crop, on which so
much was at stake, she dug with a post-
hole digger holes 12 to 14 inches deep,
filled the bottom with rotted manure, and
planted her tomatoes in them. The tomato
plants were staked up and kept pruned,
and were the wonder of the neighborhood,
as they grew from 8 to 9 feet high, and
were covered with fine fruit throughout
the entire season. She sold and canned
for home use 2,500 pounds of tomatoes,
and won a number of prizes at the local

and state fairs.

The mother joined the Home Demon-
stration Club, and put out a large garden
where she grew enough potatoes, lima
beans, peas, etc., to last for a year. All
of the surplus was either sold or preserved
for home use. After harvesting their crops,
mother and daughter helped their neigh-
bors finish their cotton crops, and averaged
$5 a day picking cotton.

In December the mother came into the
office of the county agent—who by the way
is a woman—and told the story of her suc-
cess.
"1 have paid my mortgage off to-day,"

she said, "and have a deed to the land.
We have about $200 left to clothe us, and
also sufficient food supplies to last a year,
with the exception of flour, sugar, and
coffee. Then we still have our cow and
chickens."
There was nothing for the county agent

to do but tell her that she was the plucki-
est little woman in the world, and that she
deserved a gold medal. Then they planned
things for the coming year, and the out-
come of those plans will be a neat little

five-room bungalow, with outbuilding to
correspond, on the 40-acre farm. This is

only a typical example of thousands which
might be noted showing what home demon-
stration has done for the South.

First in Knapp's scheme comes produc-
tion, then economy and thrift, and last,

but not least, health and happiness, which

are pretty sure to follow where the other
two have been attained. And in summing
up he drew some interesting conclusions
which we all might do well to consider.
He said:

"Why not let your wife have charge of
all the by-products of the farm? She ^\ill

take more interest and will be more apt
to see that they are properly attended to
than you will, because you are too busily
occupied with the big things of the farm,
while she has time to think about the little

ones.

"If she knows how the garden should be
cared for, she will see that John or the
hired hand does the work when it is needed.
The same thing applies to the orchard
and the dairy. If she uses her head in

making these enterprises successful, she
will not only add materially to the income
of the farm, but will also be happier, be-
cause she knows her work really counts for

something."
All of which suggests to me the thought

that it might be to your mutual interests
\

as husband and wife to get together some
{jj

evening and draw up a simple business
partnership plan. Make a list of the vari-

ous kinds of work there are on your farm,
then separate them into things Husband
is to have charge of, and things Wife is to

manage. If there are grown sons or daugh-
ters, give them a share in it—a money share
as well as a work share.
The great value of such a plan, it seems

to me, is that it will fix responsibility for

certain definite things. And there is noth-
ing that inspires to real good work like

responsibility.

This idea, I think, is peculiarly impor-
tant on the farm, because your home life

and your business life are all thrown to-

gether. Husband and wife are necessarily I

business associates, as well as personal
companions; and if the experience of

those Southern women proves anything it

is the importance of the wife knowing the
things she can do to help most, and doing
them.

Money in the bank is one safe invest-

ment; another is green crops turned over.

Dead black cats are lucky for grape-
vines. To get best results bury the cat

near the roots of the vines.

How MacBurgess Won With Potatoes

David MacBurgess

MACBURGESS—MacBurgess, the
potato man. Ever hear of him?

No, perhaps not. There are other and
larger potato growers, and so, in the
hurley-burly, time has forgotten to
transfer his name from the journal of

success to the ledger of fame.
He has traveled the long rough road

from Nowhere to Somewhere—Mac-
Burgess has—and from piles of potatoes
has gathered piles of dollars.

MacBurgess is a Scotchman, and his

State is Kansas.
The sandy soil between Kansas City

and Topeka was made for potatoes, or

potatoes were made for it—put it the
way you hke.

MacBurgess was born in Scotland,

came to America, drifted to the country,
and hired out by the month on a farm;
and while he worked he studied

—

studied potatoes.
With his savings MacBurgess rented

and planted a few acres, and with his

earnings he bought these acres and
rented more.
There is a difference between the

education we have thrust upon us and
the education we acquire.

MacBurgess acquired his.

Soon he knew a great deal about
potatoes, as well as other things.

He kept on keeping on—the only
way to reach success—and each year
recorded more acres in his name, more
men in his employ, more labor-saving
machines in his use, and bigger piles of

potatoes in his fields.

Something more than a quarter of a
century has slipped by since MacBurgess
drifted to the country looking for a job.

To-day it takes five, maybe six,

figures and the respect and good-will of a
large community to measure his riches.

Back in the past there were years
when potatoes brought little more than
the cost of their digging.

Like smiles and tears, success and
failure are closfely connected, and the
one is often mistaken for the other.

The men all about him were thinking
potatoes, studying potatoes, talking

potatoes, and raising potatoes; but
MacBurgess stands out because he
started from Nowhere and arrived

Somewhere, just as will any man who
substitutes "can" for "can't" and mixes
a little gray matter with a lot of dirt,

be the crop potatoes, wheat, corn, or

what not. Helen Armstrong.
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Ipend Your Evenings in Egypt This Winter
N the evenings this winter when
your day's work is done, suppose
you forget the tiring modern world

' a while, and spend a httle time in

icient Egypt.

ingle with its people in their strange

irriage customs and their gorgeous
igious processions: listen to the
;sip of ambition and intrigue that

vers about the court. Impossible,

u say? Not at all: you can do it

rough the fascinating pages of

irodbtus.

perhaps you will want to journey
long the Fuegians with Darwin,
ben famine threatened them the
legians ate their old women first.

and dogs afterwards. "Doggies catch

otters," they said, "old women no."

Or you may step into a sailing ship

with Dana and spend "Two Years
Before the Mast."

There is a world of pleasure for the

man or woman who knows what to

read. But how can one know what
books are worth reading ?

Among so many millions of books of

travel, history, biography, science,

drama and essays, how can one select

the few that are really worth while.?

That question has been answered

—

wonderfully answered, by the foremost

living authority in America. And the

answer is

DR. ELIOT'S FAMOUS

•"ive Foot Shelf of Books
The Pleasant Way To Learn To Think Straight

and Talk Interestingly

fifteen minutes a day, says Dr. Eliot,

the average man or woman can get from
|;hese few great books "the essentials of

leral education."

liberal education—think of it. The power
think clearly and talk interestingly: the

lity to be a marked man or woman in any

company—and all for a few minutes of pleas-

ant reading each day.

Two hundred thousand men and women have
followed Dr. Eliot's guidance and proved its

value. Find out for yourself what big things

you can accomplish by the wise use of fifteen

minutes a day.

A VALUABLE
LITTLE BOOK
—FREE

A Httle book you will

be very glad to own is

wrapped and waiting

to be sent to you en-

tirely free and without

the slightest obliga-

tion. It is entitled

"Fifteen Minutes a

Day."

It contains

1. Dr. Eliot's own

story of the Five

Foot Shelf;

2. A Valuable essay by Hamilton Wright Mabie

on "The Art of Reading;"

3. A chapter on Reading and Business; and

4. Full page pictures from the Five Foot Shelf

including a picture of Marie Antoinette rid-

ing to her death. It's a little book you'll be

glad to have; merely clip the coupon.

One reader says of this free booh: "It opened the

door to a whole new world of pleasure and growth

far me." Your copy is ready: send for it now.
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^fieAUisiBeautifulCarin/baeiioa

Quality!
The price of every Paifee car is established

by the cost of hifeh grade manufacturing
materials and expert workmanship.

These two factors are the essentials in any
fine product. To compromise on either

one of them means to lower the standard
of manufacturing—and that is precisely

what this company never haa done and
never will do.

"We do not make cheap cars for the simple
reason that we have no faith in cheap
materials or cheap workmanship.

As we have said repeatedly, we believe
that Pride and SelfRespect have an actual
market value, so we build these qualities

into every Paige that leaves our plant.

With such a policy there can be only one
result. Our cars go into service with an
honest heritage and a limitless capacity

for hard, gruelling work.

Theyendtire because theyare fit to endtire.

They prove, day by day, that they are
worthy of our complete confidence and
everypennythathasbeeninvested in them.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, McKINSTRY AVE., DETROIT

{Kail This GMipm|
To The ReillyCo., Dept. 136. Indianapolis. Ind.
"PLEASE plac« my oame on your FREE mailing list

to receive your mafirazine, THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which renews aJI Livestock
and Poultry BuMetina issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No obligation or expense
to me. In return I send you the name of the
dealer from whom I parchase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supplies.

My dealer is

His address-
Mail the magazine to my address,
which I enclose with this coupon.

INSYDE TYRES Innei- Armor
for Auto Tires. Doable mileage, prevent blow-
oats and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co.. Dept. 116, Cincinnati

Aofo and Tractor Mechanio
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
young man, are you
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
Bn expert. I teach

Tarn the fence comers or your
back yard into a flower garden
and clear $100 to $200 extra mon-
ey next summer. We teach you
how. Big FREE Manual tells

about it. Little time required
and yon learn a profitable busi-

ness while yoQ make money.

Send for FREE Book todaj.

American Horticultui« Co.,

^ Dept. 36, Dea Momes, la.

STATEMENT of the ownership, management, circulation, etc.,

required by the act of Congress of August 24. 1912, of Farm
and Fireside, published monthly at Springfield. Ohio, for
October i. 1919. State of New York. County of New York.—ss.:

Before me. a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared Walter H. Brown, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the Assistant Treasurer
of The Crowell Publishing Company and that the following is,

to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,

of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the act of August 24, 191 2, embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to
wit: I. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher, The Crowell
Publishing Company. Springfield, Ohio; Editor. George Martin.
381 Fourth Avenue, New York. N. Y.; General Manager, George D.
Buckley. 381 Fourth Avenue, New York. N. Y. 2. That the owners
are: {Give names and addresses of individual o\vners. or, if a cor-
poration, give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders
owning or holding r per cent or more of the total amount of stock.)
American Lithographic Co.. New York. N. Y.; Denny Pomroy
& Co., New York. N. Y.; LouU Ettlinger. New York. N. Y.; Ella
Gardner Hazen, New York, N. Y.; George H. Hazen, New York.
N. Y.; Joseph P. Knapp, New York. N. Y.; Florence Lamont.
Ne^\- York, N. Y.; Arthur H. Lockett, New York, N. Y.; Antoinette
K. Milliken. New York. N. Y.; John S. Phillips. New York. N. Y.;
Pomroy Bros.. New York, N. Y.; Ida M. Tarbell, New York.
N. Y.; J. Walter Thompson. New York. N, Y.; InA-in Untermyer,
New York. N. Y.; Alvin Untermyer, New York. N. Y.; Alvin
and Irwin Untermyer, Trustees for Irene Meyers Richter. New
York, N. Y. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or hofding i per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None.
4. That the two paragraphs ne.\t above, giving the names of the
O'ivners. stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon

npany but also, in cases where the stockholder
ppear? upon the books of the company as trus-
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
m such trustee is acting, is given; also that the
IS contain statements embracing affiant's full

J as to the circumstances and conditions under
and security holders who do not appear upon
mpany as trustee, hold stock and securities in

.n that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has
: that any other person, association, or corpora-
t direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
ji as so stated by him. s. That the average
f each issue of this publication sold or distrib-
lails or otherR'ise, to iiaid subscribers during the
g the date shown above is (This informa-
m daily publications only.) The Crowell Pub-
Walter Brown, _ Assistant Treasurer. Sworn
before me this 24th day of September, 1919.
ibkin. (My commission expires i^Iarch 30. 1921.)
Lement must be made in duplicate and both
the publisher to the postma^ster, who shall send
lird Assistant Postmaster General (Division of
?hington. D. C, and retain the other in the files

The publisher must publish a copy of this state-
issue printed next after its filing.

PEACH & APPLE
WHOLESALE PRICES

TO PLANTERS
Small or Large Lots by Express, Frelglit or Parcel Post,
Pear, Plum, Cherry, Small Fruits, Berries, Grapes, Nuts,
Shade and Ornamental Trees. Vines, Shrubs. Catalog FREE.
TENN. NURSERY CO.. Box 35. CLEX'ELAND. TENN.

> Try This
f Stump Puller

Write for
'New FREE Book!

A Kirstin One-Man Stump Puller" instantly gives
you a GIANT'S POWER—makes you master of any
stump! Many Xirstin owners pull stubbomest stumps
in 4 to 10 minutesi AS CHEAP as 5 CENTS per stump!

Kll£!i!is;"^ Stump Puller
Just a few pounds on the handle means tons on the

stump. "\NTien stump starts, throw machine into high
speed and out comes the biggest stump, roots and all.

Positively no other machine like it. Has special, pat-
ented features. Recommended by leading Agricultura]
Schools and Forestry Bureaus. Why have stumps when
you can now pull them so easily, quickly and cheaply?

Six Months to Pay
To prove these claims, we will ship yoo any size or style

Kirstin on THIRTY DAYS' FREE TRIAL^not one penny
in advance. If pleased, keep puller. If not pleased, return at
our expense. Yoa don't risk a penny. Four easy ways to pay.

Kirstin pullers at low prices. One-man style or HORSE
POWER—all sizes. Three-year guarantee with each machine.

TX/R ITp* I Don't endure profit-losing, pesky stumps any
1 !_ • longer. Send postal now for most valuable

Stomp Puller Book ever published—pictures—prices—terms-
letters from Kirstin users and all about oar Special Propo-
sition—all Free. Write!

A. J. KIRSTIN CO., 2103 Lud St., Ejcanaba, Mich.
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Introducing Mary and

Martha

MARY and Martha Cooper, twin
sisters of Cadiz, Ohio, are sure

enough farmerettes. In this picture
you see them as they looked after

exploring the woods for blackberries,
and you can see that both their

buckets are full and running over
with juicy berries. They abo de-
Uver milk for their father, who is a
dairyman living in the outskirts of
the town, and collect for it too. A.
B. Warfel, a neighbor who sends us
their picture, says that they gener-
ally have a smile on their faces, and
that they will probably smile more
than ever to see their picture in

print. Who wouldn't be glad to have
such smiling milkmen calling at their

door every morning? We don't
know which is Mary or which is Mar-
tha, but we are glad to make their

acquaintance anyhow. A. s. W.

The Farm Loan
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, ai

securing federal reserve notes to supp;
his customers. Other industries, throui,

the federal reserve, are furnished capil

up to 90 per cent of the value of tht

security to supply their needs. Has &\
one started the cry that our federal i

serve banks are facing calamity becat
of this? No, and no one can truthfu'

say that the Federal Farm Loan sy^te
doing business with farmers produci
$10,000,000,000 worth of produce annual,
woxild face ruin if it should raise its lo -"

limit up to $25,000, this answering t

financial needs of thousands of farmersi,

We must remember that agriculture
the indispensable industry of Amerii
This farming business cannot be satisf:

torily carried on by the old slipshod bar
to-mouth system of farm loans; in fa,

the old systeih cannot be dignified with t,^

name of system at all. Our farmer, w'^
choice, stable land security, is not aski

the Federal Farm Loan system for charii

he is asking for his right.

If bankers find themselves in need
additional funds to supply the short-te
needs of their customers, they can sel

from the files certain notes, take them
the federal reserve bank of their distri

and obtain in return federal reserve ba
notes in any quantity they desire or .

entitled to.

By the same token, our farmers are j

as fully entitled to ask the Government
supply machinery, to supply them wit]

market for their security, founded on fi

mortgage on farm lands, which is

choicest security in the world.
There is a movement now on to ask C

gress to amend the Federal Farm Loan j

so as to provide the sum of $25,000 as

maximum loan. This will prove no ha
ship to those desiring the same average f

;

loan as now being closed under the $10,i

'

plan, and will place the system in a posit

,

to serve thousands of farmers requir
j

between $10,000 and $25,000 amply '

finance their farm operations.
_ _ jj

If you think it is worth while, it mi J

be good business to write your represer
j

tive at Washington, requesting him j

exercise his influence toward securing i

amendment immediately.
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Feed Them Milk?
^ a man feeds an abundance of milk in

jonnection with green stuff, he is a

aner," declares W. R. Graham, the

itario Agricultural College poultry ex-

rt. Graham has a reputation second

iy to that of Dryden, Rice, Lewis, Dr.

arl, and possibly one or two other Ameri-

\ poultry investigators, and his con-

sions can be depended on. Not only

growing children, as Dr. McCoUum has

nonstrated, require milk foods, but
cks do too.

50 W. R. Graham's way of raising chicks

md it is a mighty successful way

—

orously emphasizes these "growing
nciples." A visitor to his well-managed
Jtry plant found growing chicks busy
buttermilk troughs. They lived in well-

itilated colony houses scattered over an
ensive range, and a flourishing field of

lilfa, very popular with the stock,

•dered near. From the day of birth,

ctically, these chicks had consumed
jh feeds. It was inevitable that they
uld be "growthy."
tlilk can be used by poultry keepers in

ious forms, depending on local supply
ditions. Sour milk, sweet skim milk,

rinsings, and buttermilk are better

>wn than the powdered milk, a new
imercial product. It is put up in big

imery centers and shipped all over the
ntry. For use it is simply dissolved.

55

ould Farmers Advertise?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

he farmer owes it to himself, to the
and to the consumer to bring about a
! of mind among consumers which
pmatically will make it impossible for

|n to talk about "the profiteering

ler" when there are.

here is only one way to insure this

e of mind, only one way to insure the
i will of the man who buys a cut of

t or a peck of potatoes:
ake him into your confidence.

ell him the story of production. It is

mderful story. In agriculture you have
jgreatest romance of all time.
Iiow him what it costs to raise your
lel of wheat or peck of onions; you have
jrs entering into these costs which
Id stagger a bank examiner,
kplain why you grow for him a barrel

srfect yams instead of a barrel of culls;

he matter of quality production you
; a story as full of thrills and wonders
lat of any breeder of rarest orchids.

ake him feel a 'personal pride in his

rstanding of the business of farming.
Du say, how? Your plants are scat-

1; you have no guides to conduct him
ugh; seldom does he come your way.
are handicapped,
one sense, yes; in another, no.

fjur plants are scattered, and there is

;he uniformity in production processes

tie farm which he will find in the auto-
ile plants—farming cannot be stand-
;ed. But the public, your public, must

It does read. It will read your story,

it agriculture in competition with man-
;uring for a share of his thought at

'{ Dreakfast table as your consumer re-

s the news; compete with the packers
daily are telling their story to your
)mer's wife. He would not visit pack-
lants for this story, so the packers take

him!
ley advertise—everybody does. Yet
have as much to advertise as you.
your advertising you have no need
atchpenny tricks; you have an unlim-
ivealth of facts which are new.
lis is the psychological moment for the
iment; never were all things so ready,
it don't misunderstand. This maga-
has nothing to gain by your advertis-
We don't want you to advertise with
Farm and Fireside, or any other
publication, would be the wrong
for you to advertise,

lur local newspapers, county and state
papers, and magazines of general char-
which reach the city consumer are the
you want. And this is no special plea
he magazines either. Most of them
are any good have more advertising
iy than they are equipped to handle,
is advertising idea, it seems to us,

d be handled by your state or national
lization, if you should decide to do
ling with it. And your campaigns
d be mapped out for you by experts in
idvertising business, on the basis of
lets you give them.

.

imall personal contribution from each
would make a big state and national
And the campaign it paid for would

itionize the present stupid public sen-
it against the "profiteering farmer."

ID

Howmachineryhas made it possible

to produce food cheaper
We have just threshed one
of the largest wheat crops
in our history. Ever stop
to think how impossible it

would have been to grow
those 915,000,000 bushels
without modern, back-sav-
ing machinery?

The tractor never tires. A
binder does the work of a
hundred scythes. •

Machinery has made eco-
nomical, labor-saving agri-

culture possible.

The American farmer has
found that he can do twice
as much work with it—and
do it cheaper. Every farm
has several hundred dollars'

worth of equipment on it.

It is the same way with the

packer.

From knife and saw methods
his equipment has grown
until it takes many buildings
to hold all his meat dressing
machinery.

The packer, too, has multi-
plied his capacity. His mod-
ern equipment—like the
farmer's—gives him ability

to dress many more cattle

and do it cheaper.

The difference between live

stock and dressedmeat prices

has been narrowed. Swift 8b

Company's profit—a fraction

of a cent per pound from all

sources—is too small to have
any effect on live stock or
meat prices.

All of which shows that big
scale machinery pays—both
on the farm and in the pack-
ing plant.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Founded 1868

A nation-wide organization owned by more than 30,000 shareholders

HIGH CPRAYERS
OspraVtnO Vfitli special features all their own,
Cnfnlnir . They claim your kind attention.

Proo In every size .... for every zone,
' They furnish sure 2>rotecf2on,

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO. Dept. 39 Elmira, New York

'^1 IfV 1ri/A^' INDOOR
USE nil CHEMICAL

imIiw taii ft
ODdfftESS SAFE SANITARY
J.1u uiuiuuiug jieoutju; piuctianywnere—IDa ci oset,
hal I , attic, bedroom, under stair8,etc. Takes floor
space 16 inctieB square No sewer or water con-
nection reciuired; made of steel, rustproof, grey
enameled finish, seat and cover golden oak, dur-
able, handsome, lasts a lifetime. Shipped on ap-
proval complete with pipes, access- "70

, ories and chemical all ready to in- ^ /w
I stall attheremarkablylowpriceof ^^^^^

Money Back Guarantee
Have comfort this winter, avoid expos-—^ ore. protect family's health. Toilet
emptied every few weeks anywhere same as
Bshea, as chemical sterilizes and makes con-
tents odorless. Get one today on our GToaraiiteo
of satisfactioo or money back.

0. S. SANITARY SPECIALTIES CORP.
1317 Fulton Street Chioago. III.

Watts' Famous Corn Shelters!

I— NOW SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY US-t

for Watts'

No. 4 with Cob
Stacker and Grain
Elevator.

$^Q50 Here's Big News for America's Corn Growers—Our Fall an-

0«/ ^^^^ nouncement and your best chance to own a World's Famous Watts' Cornw e/r'^^ Sheller in any size—small, medium or large capacity. We are now able to
~ ' Big Cut Prices in all sizes, under most liberal terms with a

60-Day Free Trial and a guarantee of complete and lasting satiefac-

tion. All other sizes are o&ered at equally big reductions.

Watts No. 1, Corn Sheller for the man who shells
corn only for his own use. Capacity 50 to 75 bushels per hour
with a 3 H. F. engine cow $34.50. Order No. KB-900.

Waits No . 9, Corn Sheller with cleaning system,
cob stacker and grain elevator $69.50. Order No. KB-901.

Watts No. 7. Corn Sheller with standard equip-
ment including wagon box, grain elevator, corn stacker, type
'B" feeder, on steel trucks. Capacity 200 bushels pet hour,
^now $265.00. Order No. KB-903.

Watts No. 8. Double Cylinder Corn
Sheller for custom work. With standard equipment,

wagon box elevator, swivel cob stacker and feeder

on steel trucks. Capacity 600 bushels per hour,

DOW $390.00. Order No. KB-90S.

Write today for Free Watttf
Corn Sheller Book No. KB-77

HARRIS BROTHERS CO. W-.a, ''•"'^MSS^iS!"*
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Offical Photo 24476
Engrs., France

The Amex tie Mill, 20th

95 "American" Mills Like This

Made History in France

COL. J. A. WOODRUFF, 20th Engineers, said in
offical recognition of these "American" Mills

(named Amex Mills by tlie Forestry Division):

—

"When ties were called for in large quantities to
support the advance of our troops at St. Mihiel and
the Argonne, they were ready!" The distinguished
services rendered by 2000 "American" machines in
the forests of France, and at Ship Yards and Canton-
ments, won from the War Department a citation for

a Certificate of Merit.

Now we are ready again to fill orders promptly for
"American" Portable Saw Mills to help reconstruction on the
farm. Saw your own lumber and save money. What you
don't need, sell to your neighbors. Saw for them at good
prices. There are woodlots around you if you have none of
your own. Get the dollars out ' of these trees with a still

better "American" Portable Mill, improved through War ex-
perience. Easy to move and anyone can operate. Famous
for quality for years.

Write for Free Illustrated War Book and Catalog

The Nearest Distribu-
tor Listed Below Will
Supply "American"

Mills Promptly
Cticago—American Saw Mill

Mchy. Co., 162 No. Clinton St.
Seattle.Wash.—Higgina Mchy. Co.
Portland.Ore.—PortlandMchy. Co.
San Francisco, Calif.—Joshua
Hendy Iron Works.

Salt Lake Citj-, Utah—Landes
& Co.

Duluth. Minn.—Duluth Mchy. Co.
St. Louis,Mo.—Brown-McDonald

Machinery' Co.
Memphis, Tenn.—Riechman-Cros-

by Company.
Little Rock, Ark.—Thos. Cox &

Son Machinery Co.
Montgomery, Ala.—Lum Machin-

ery & Suppl>- Co.
Mobile, Ala.—Turner Supply Co.
Mew Orleans, La.—A. Baldwin &

Co.. Ltd.
Houston. Texas— Feden Iron &

Steel Co.
Texarkana, Ark.—Williams Mill

Mfg. Co.
Muskogee.Okla.—LesterMchy.Co.
Wytheville. Va.—R. P. Johnson
Jacksonville, Fla.—Malsby Ma-

chinery Co.
Atlanta.Ga —American Mchy.Co.
Columbia, S. C.—Gibbes Machin-

ery Co.

American Saw Mill Machinery Company, 1394 Hudson Terminal Building, New York City

AmericanSawMill

f

I have used a set of Dayton Airless
|

Tires, getting 44.000 miles out of S

the front and 20,000 miles out of
the rear tires, the difference in
mileage being due to my overload-
ing my Ford Touring Car by haul-
ing three barrels of oil constantly.

I used the tires constantly, nearly
three years, and Daj'ton Airless
Tires make no difference in the
wear and tear of a car. I find the
engine and steering apparatus as
good or better than the a-verage
car of like age.

And the satisfaction of knowing
that when a person starts he can
get somewhere without distress of
both body and mind by punctures,
blowouts and loss of time is a
compensation in this age of prog-
ress for any difference in price.
The fact is, in the long run, the
cost of Dayton Airless is about
half the pneumatic cost.

HahOLD T. Smith,
Assistant Treasvrer,

PiER5o^\Punclure Proof AN5.
liverubber\ Easy Riding
taKe rhe place| ^ •>

Put Dayton Airless Tires on your car
now and forget punctures, blowouts,
pumps and patches. Seven years of

ser^^ce has proven their success and
reliability. Over 100,000 are in use
today. They don't bounce like a tight

pneumatic nor d-r-a-g Uke a loose

pneumatic. They are easy riding—and
wear till there's nothing left but shreds.

Equip Your Ford

or any other car using 30x3 or 30x8 >^

sizes. No spare tire needed. Thou-
sands in use on light dehvery cars.

Send coupon for booklet and prices.

Excellent Territory Open
We have a splendid proposition to offer to busi-

ness men in every county where we have no
agent. Mail the coupon for the facts.

The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co.
Dept. 29 Dayton, Ohio

The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co.
Dept. 29, Dayton, Ohio
Please send booklet and prices on Dayton Airless Tires as follows:

Passenger Cars
Light Delivery Cars
Dealer's Proposition

Name

Address

Boy Herdsman Who Made Good
By W. A. Freehoff (Wisconsin)

Henry Heisler and one of the
McKerrows champion Guernseys

ONE of the pleasantest facts in con-
nection with the advancement of
live-stock hiisbandry is the number

of boys and girls who are taking hold to
such good purpose that their achievements
rival those of adults.

Henry Heisler, herdsman of Geo. Mc-
Kerrow and Sons Company, Pewaukee,
Wisconsin, is such a boy. He is only
fifteen years of age, but he is in full charge
of the splendid herd of Guernseys the Mc-
Kerrows are building up. One cow under
his care has made over 71 pounds of fat a
month, and others are making around
60 pounds.

There was a certain cow in the herd
which had already made a good Advanced
Registry record, and Gavin McKerrow,
the manager, did not wish to run her again.
The boy insisted the cow be given another
chance.

"All right," said Gavin, "if you get her
up to 50 pounds of milk a day you can run
her."

Young Heisler immediately got busy
and now is running the cow with everj
prospect that she will greatly increase hei

former record.
Henry Heisler did not set out to be

stockman. When fourteen years old he ra

away from his home in the Dakotas, ari

went to Milwaukee, where he had relative

Too independent to "sponge" off h;

relatives, he went to an employmen
agency and secured work on a Waukeshj
County farm.
He finally came to the McKerrowa

where for a month he made himself useful'

When the regular herdsman left, Heisle
asked for a chance to qualify. He was
mere boy to have such an ambition, but h
was given this proposition:
"We will start you at $15 a month, am

every month that you make good we wil

raise you $5 until you are getting $50 am
your board.

"

The $50 goal has long been reached, am
the boy is still making good.

He Saved By Storing

By J. T. Bartlett (Colorado)

THERE is something of permanent value
in the experience of a Northwestern ap-

ple grower who did not ship his 1918 Yellow
Newtowns vmtil last spring, when they
were seasonable. He marketed three cars,

including a few Spies and Baldwins, and he
received the highest net price ever paid for

a single car of apples in his district. The
top-price car contained 720 boxes, and
netted $2,112.75. Sizes 100 to 150 brought
$3.50 a box, net; sizes 64 to 80, $3.25. Cull
grades netted the siun of $1.50 a box.

It is not the practice in this locality to

store apples extensively, and the bulk of

the spring varieties are shipped from the
orchard farms in October and November.
A comparison of returns is interesting. In
this same market which netted the man
who stored $3.50 a box on best grades,

Yellow Newtowns were last November ad-
vertised for $3 a box at retail. The jobber
sold for $2.65, of which 38 cents was freight,

and the grower sold for $2. The grower got
a profitable price, but one which didn't

hold a candle to the returns of the Yellow
Newtown man who stored.

The man who hasn't proper storage
facilities, and endeavors to store, often

comes to grief. The out-and-out speculator
often does, also.

But conditions in this man's particular

market represented a genuine selling op-
portunity. Storage facilities both in grow-
ing districts and market regions did not be-
gin to match the size of the apple industry.

Consequently, great quantities of winter
and spring apples were forced on the mar-
ket in late fall. The grower put the prob-
lem up to the wholesaler, who in turn di-

verted supplies to the retailer with the re-

sult that the crop of Newtowns, Winesaps,
Ganos, and some other varieties was in

large part forced on the consumer out of

season. - -""
ijj!

What progressive individuals have been
doing for some time, big organizations of

growers are either preparing to do or have
actually started. During the past year, at

a goodly nxmiber of points in the North-
west, fruit growers have either built their

own storage warehoiises or have acquired
possession of private warehouses. "There

is a very definite disposition, too, to "fee
the market" in a clever manner, with maxil

mum consimiption in view. Thanks t

national advertising, the "apple calendar
of one big Northwestern frtiit-marketin

concern is already becoming familiar t

consumers. This calendar specifies th
various varieties of apples in season at atti

particular time, from fall till late spring.

MUCH of the high cost of living is

due to the fact that many folks

depend on others to do things that
might better be done by themselves.

1
Stumping at "76" ^

ANOVEL method of clearing a field (|

stumps is described in the followini

letter from Miss Henrietta M. Worsham »i

Seventy Six, Missouri:
"I had purchased a steam-pressure cai]

ning machine, but didn't have any landj
which to raise the tomatoes with whic"
had hoped to make my canner a profita

investment. Eventually I persuaded
family to let me have the use of a two-a
strip that had been cleared off during >^

winter. I managed to roll the logs togetlj

and either burn them entire or in sdBll

enough pieces to allow me to roll them i\\

tirely off the land. But the stumps stdi

so thick that the land was practically li

less. m
"Coming in the house one day I fom

my mother lamenting over the number
holes in the bottom of the heater that w

|

being taken out of the dining-room,
asked for the stove, and was given it, wi
a lot of questions and wondering looks.

,

hacked the bottom out of it and carried

out to my new ground and set it over'j

stump. It worked fine. I put on a joint

pipe to keep the sparks in. It burns the
j

out quite a distance into the ground, ai l

does even better when I dig a hole throu; I

under the stump next to the taproot, as|
seems to draw better. And speaking
drawing, everybody knows how a healjj

can draw. Of course, the stump has to
chunked up, and it isn't very fast woij
but I find I can burn out any stump t|

stove will fit down over, and do it well a'|

safely."
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Here Is your chance. Buy one of the famous
Galloway Farm Engines or Spreaders at a special
low price. Get in on this 30-day offer. Save
money. When old winter freezes, snows and
blows, there are many jobs that a Galloway En-
gine will relieve you of and it works in any
weather. Bmlt for long and hard service. Gives
7 actual horsepower for the price of 6. Portable
or stationary. Big bore, long stroke, heavy-
weight, every part standardized and interchange-
able. With a Galloway "frost proof* Engine this
winter, you'll do your work in less time and with
less effort than ever before.

Note these low factory prices below—they can-
not be matched anywhere. Fine quality spread-
ers never »old for such a low figure before and
neTer will again.

WItli Whirlwind Distributor
The Galloway new whirlwind distributor abso-

lutely polrerizes every bit of manure and scat-

ters it six to seven feet, saving time and labor in
spreading. Kemember that Galloway has
H other great features that enable the
Galloway Spreader to spread more land
with less effort—leas horse and man

' power—than any other method known.

For the
Mew No. 8

M7^
For the

Mew No. 5

For the
iewNo.lA

Write

GallowayNow*"
Don't let this30-day low

price opportunity slip by.
Get your order In early.
Have your engine for
Winter work and your
Spreadernow for immedi-
ate or next Spring's work
and save big money on
both. Write today and
get the full facts with
complete descriptions of
these bargain pnce, qual-
ity Implements. Near by
shipping points save you,
onthefrelght. Writetoday!
Wm. Gallowat, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.
397 Calloway Station

WATERLOO, IOW

A

Dustyair? IfaveaZudenls
Luden's clear the nose and throat;

give quick relief to coughs and
colds. Many factory workers use

- Luden's the year 'round.

A Country Boy in the City

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

country "for the children's sake," while, if

the truth were told, the older "children" are

longing for the old scenes just as strongly as

the younger ones. Even if they are "city

successes," they have paid a price for it.

One of the departments maintained by
the association for which I worked was a

large teaming company, having 150 head
of horses and employing about a hundred
men. The manager heard the call of the

open country, and I was appointed to take
his place. It was one more step up the

ladder. I didn't know much about the
business, but I did know horses, could

handle men, and was a good judge of hay
and grain.

At the barn I got a view of "the city boy
in the country" problem from still another
angle. I found that when the city had got

the best of a country boy one of the chief

places he went to hang around was the

teaming barn. There these country lads

seemed to find a link that connected them
with the old life.

I had been in the city a good many years

by that time, and one day I got to thinking

it over. The constant eating of restaurant

food had put my digestion in bad shape,

despite active exercise, which I always
kept up. I felt that I had made quite a
success, and yet, through all of my years
there, there was the feeling that "I didn't

belong." I never got so I felt as if I were
really a part of the city.

I had bought a little land down on the
Gulf Coast, and I hoped some day to "go
back." My determination was suddenly
strengthened when the examiner of an
insurance company refused to pass me.
That examination woke me up. My
health had slipped. I'd never been any
too husky, and recently I had felt that the
strain of the city was wearing me down.
My regular doctor, who had been a country
doctor, finally tipped the scale.

We had been talking about a recent
fishing trip of his, and how he had enjoyed
every second of his stay in the open. He
knew that I was getting worn out, and after

talking about his trip he turned to the
window and waved his hand at the smoke-
covered buildings, the clanging street cars

and hurrying crowds, and said:

"Is it all worth while? Is it worth the
price?"
A short time later I was offered the

chance to take charge of some farming
operations near where my own land was
located. The salary wouldn't amount to

more than about one third of what I was
getting in the city, but I'd be back in the
open country.
One afternoon in early May I sat on a

piling of the breakwater out on the lake
shore, fighting out my problem. I looked
off across the sparkling waters, across
which the lake boats were plying.
Beyond those waters, on the other

shores, were quiet villages and hamlets ,and

farms of every description. People over
there were living the real life. True, they
had their problems and their troubles, but-^

I looked back at the city—^it's sky-line
overhung with a heavy smoke, its tall

forbidding buildings standing out like a
challenge, I reviewed my life in the city

—

I had seen big employers of labor ask
for country-raised workers, because they
were more reliable for one reason, and
because they would work cheaper and
under conditions that some city workers
would not tolerate. I had seen youthful
ambition and enthusiasm used by big
employers to the very limit.

I had seen it all; I had lived in the midst
of it—success, failure, loneliness, every-
thing the city held I had seen and tasted.

I looked long at the challenging front
of the big city. It still was challenging,
and always would challenge, the youth of
the rural districts.

Night fell upon the city and I still sat
on my piling and listened to the wash of

the waves, and thought and thought. I

thought of other springs and summers I'd
passed in the city—hot nights when the air

seemed dead and the whole city seemed
about to suffocate. I saw again the crowd-
ed parks, the streets, and the door steps
crowded with people trying to get a breath
of air. I saw again the derelicts and drifters

on the park benches and in the cheap lodg-
ing houses and "flops" of the city. I saw
the congested slum districts, with the
streets crowded with half-clad, underfed
children.

And in contrast I saw again the fresh
green fields of the open country, the woods,
the creeks, the lakes, and meadows. I felt

the clean night air of the country. I felt

the fresh evening dampness, and I saw
[CONTINXJED ON PAGE 65]

Carbide Gas Lights 24-Hour Shifts

—Cooks Your Dinner

— Irons Your Clothes

THE same brilliant powerful white light

that makes continuous construction work
possible in subways, tunnels and mines

(such as the gigantic Caiskill Water Supply System,

the Panama Canal, and the N. Y. Subway)

IS already hghting over 250,000 country

homes, besides supplying gas for the cooking

stoves and for the sad iroiis that take the

sadness out of ironing day.

Wherever machinery breaks. Carbide
Gas is welding the parts together— on rail-

roads, in shipyards, factories and plants—
big and little—all over the world.

The story of Carbide reads like a story

out of the Arabian Nights— of miracles ac-

complished between sleeping and waking.

// you wish to read it,

write for free booklet

UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street, People's Gas BIdg. Kohl Bldg.

New York City, N. Y. Chicago, III. San Francisco, Cal.

Dept. 108 903

Ditch for Profits
r

Insure big^ crops every y«ar. Dos't l«t
eropB drown out. Drain with

TERRACER
Ml'Slitl, rmniUt, sdiuslatile. Cuts or cleans
ditch down to 4 ft. deep—any soil—does labor,

100 men. Write for free drainaee book.
Owensboro Ditcher & Grader Go«

Boxl4|^^^^^^^^^^wen»boroJ^^

"Re»" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp, Corru-
gated, Standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings, Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

eamples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

i n- between dealer'
pro6t3. A;.; for Book
No. 1158

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles,

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
1108-1158 Pike St., Cincinnati. 0.

AGENTS: $12 a Day
NEW KANT-KLOG COAL OIL BURNER

Most perfect burner ever invented. Can't clog up. Bum9 '

85% air and 15% gas. Turns any coal or wood stove into
a gas stove. Pays for itself in a short time. Cheaper than
coal. Big seller. Write for Agency terms and territory.

PARKER MFG. CO. 226 Coal St. DAYTON, OHIO

How to Breed
Livestock

iBSBi>lFreeBook
W r I I o
today. A
post card
will do.

Get our wonderful free booklet,"How
to Breed Live Stock." Reveals valu-
able information on the breeding and
feeding of horses, cattle, swine and
sheep. Shows pictures of breeding
organs. Also describes our wonderful
home-study course in Animal Breed-
ing, Sterility, Disease - Prevention,
Contagious Abortion, Artificial Breed-

ing, Systems of Breeding, etc.—all taught in detail. Write today
for free booklet and learn how to master scientific breeding at
home. We have brought the school to the breeder. Get our free
booklet. Write today. Just mail a postcard.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ANIMAL BREEDING
Dept. 6911 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

,STOCK.\
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Is Every Animal

At Its Best?
Don't let your stock lose their

Summer's gain through November
neglect. Your animals are now
going on dry feed—hay and grain.

It's a big change from the succulent,
nutritious grasses of summer pastures
which supply the needed laxatives and
tonics.

Keep your ani-

mals' bowels open
and regular—drive
out the worms—
keep their blood
rich and keep their

digestion good by
feeding regularly

Dr. Hess Stock Tonic
A Conditioner and Worm Expeller

Don't allowyour stock to "get off feed"
and in a run-down condition.

Condition your cows for calving by
feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic before
freshing. Then feed it regularly to in-

crease the flow of milk. It lengthens
the milking period.

Buy Stock Tonic according to the size
of your herd. Get from your dealer two
pounds for each average hog, five pounds
for each horse, cow or steer, to start with,
feed as directed and then watch results.

Why Pay the Peddler
Twice My Price?

You buy Dr. Hess Stock Tonic at an
honest price from a responsible dealer

in your own town who
guarantees it, and who
refunds your money if it

does not do as claimed.

25-Ib. Pail. $2.25;
100-lb. Drum, $7.50

Except in the far West Soutb
and Canada.

Smallerpackages in proportion.

DR. HESS & CLARK
Asbland, OMo

I

DitHessInstant Lous?
Killer Kills Lice

^gilbert HESS, M D..D.V. S.

Dr. Hess Poultry

PAN-A-CE-A
WUl start Your

Pallets and Hoallcd
Hens to Laying

THISS20 00
INDOOR TOILET
30 DaT»' Free Trial.
Common outhouse costs $35 to ^0.
Here is an indoor closet at special price
of $9.45, complete, that brings health, com-'
fort, convenience and sanitation to your
home. No water—no sewerage. Set op in 15
rolnates. Satisfaction (guaranteed or moneF re-
funded. Order today or write for aeacnptlve
circular and pEo^culars. Address

BESTYET CHEMICAL CLOSET CO.
Dept. 16 Waterloo. Iowa'

As low as

$10 $10,000.00
y Backs This PI 111
^ Hartzler&Zook.NA VV
Portable Wood *"* ' '

Our No. 1 is the best and
cheapest saw made to which a
ripping table may be attached.

Gnaranteed 1 year
nonejreftandedlfDOtsatlsfactory

Write for catalog

H«rtileraZookCo., Boi 9 BelleTille,Pa.

TheBlueGrassFarmKennels.ofBerry.Ky.
offer for sale, Setters and Pointers, Fox and Cat
Hounds, Wolf and DeerHoxinds, Coonand Opos-
sum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear
and Lion Hounds, also Airedale Terriers. All

dogs shipped on tnal, purchaser alone to judge
the quality, satisfaction guaranteed, or money
refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

structive, and interesting catalog for ten cents in

stamps or coin.

' tO.M.C'-
T«AOS MARK

=4 i : nmk I'TTW

PEARL GRIT—The Double Purpose Grit— I

I
preparea food for good digestion—g-ives I

I nens the neceeaary elements for egg mak- I
ing. Ask your dealer or send lOc fori

I lb. nkg. postpaid. Book-
I
let of poultry remedies

I
free.

iTbe Ohio Marble Co..
I 153CleTeUnd£t.,Piqua,0.f

"I Cut 27 Cords
r" of Wood a 99

—says Noah Digge* of Jacksonville, Nortb Carolina,
**witb my Ottawa Log Saw under unfavorable conditlonst and in
52 iioars I sold and delivered $75 wortlu"
You, too can make bi^ profits vrith the Ottawa Engine Log Saw. It is always on
the job, andeawB from 26 to
40cordsaday. Pays for iteelf
in short time. Takes the
backache and worry out of
woodcutting. One man does
the work of ten. No stopping the engine and no
lifting, prying, backing or twisting to set from cat to
cot. Wneels like a wheelbarrow from log to Xo^s—

;uuj wim xne wixawa i^n^uit: oaw. u tuwajro mi
**2Vb«) you can
saw down trees
and cut tip logs
by power.'

Geo, E' Long

Biiy moved from cut to cut on log.

Beware of
Imitations SO Days'

Direct gear to drive eaw—no
chains to tighten, no keys and no set screws. Aoto-
matic friction clutch protects saw, allowing slippage
under any pinch. 4-Cycle Frost Proof engine. Oscilla-
ting Magneto Ignition. When not sawing demount

saw equipment, by pulling one pin. and use
engine for all kinds of other work.

Tree Cutting Equipment
FuU information FREE

Write us. now, for full information on this
log eaw, and on cor fast cutting equipment

for sawing down trees. Low prices, aow,
on both outfita.

97S Wood St.
Ottawa, Kansas.OHAWA MFG. GO.

Hats Off to Tilly

By R. E. Jones (California)

IF YOU should put aU of the milk
produced last year by Tillie Alcartra,

the world's champion cow, in 10-gallon
cans, and stack them in pyramid fashion,
the peak would be as high as an eight-story
building. If you took all the milk Tilly has
produced in her lifetime, and stacked the
cans, the topmost container would be 181
feet from the ground, with 62 cans at the
base. Her product in the six lactation
periods of her life would fill more than one
and a half of the great 12,000-gallon oil

cars that thunder by on the railroads. •

"Tilly" is the frivolous name of one of
California's most useful matrons. She is a
registered Holstein cow owned by A. W.
Morris & Sons of Yolo County, and re-

cently, for the second time, broke the
world's record for a year's production of

milk. She has been officially tested for six

consecutive years by the University of

California College of Agriculture, and to-

day is th3 most remarkable dairy cow

Tilly and some of tlie milk slie lias produced

history has known. She holds all the
world's records for milk production from
one year to six years, and all the butter
records from three to six years.

During the last twelve months Tilly's

yield was 33,424.8 pounds, or 16,712.4
quarts, of milk. She beat the best previous
record by 2,178 pounds, and set up a mark
which dairymen do not expect to see beaten
for many years to come. At 13 cents a
quart retail, Tilly's milk would have
brought $1,172.61, which is considerably
above the annual wage of the average man
in the United States. Her milk actually
sold at wholesale for $920, or $2.76 a
hundred pounds. Had it been chosen to
turn her product into butter, her year's
yield would have been 1,323 pounds, or 661
rolls. In terms of butter, her lifetime

production has been 6,142.11 pounds.
You'll be interested in the wonderful

economy of this remarkable cow. For
every dollar's worth of feed she consumed
she returned $3.17 worth of milk. She ate
during the year 5,872 pounds of concen-
trated feed, such as ground barley and
oats, bran, soybean meal, cottonseed meal,
and linseed meal, and 31,550 pounds of

roughage feeds, such as field beets, dried

beet pulp, silage, and alfalfa hay. She
roamed in an alfalfa pasture at will during
nine months of the year. Her favorite feed
was of the salad variety—freshly pulled
beets, of which she had 21,000 pounds in

the year, as much as 80 pounds a day when
milk flow was heaviest.

I have seen cows on test kept in carefully

bedded stalls, screened against flies, and
with a purring electric fan to keep them
comfortable in warm weather. Tilly had no
luxuries save the privilege of wandering
where she wished in the pasture, or re-

maining in her stall. She was fond of the
open, and spent many of the summer nights
under the stars on a bed of cool, green
alfalfa.

While Tilly is making a great name dur-
ing her Ufetime, her real value will be
realized in the future of dairying, for she
perpetuates her virile, heavy-producing
blood through her three sons and three
daughters, all of which are living. Shortly
there will come another calf, and then the
mother will freshen for still another 12-

months' test, which may mean more
shattered records.

Live-Stock Development

Through Farm Bureau

TWENTY carloads of live stock, includ-

ing Holsteins, Shorthorns, and Shrop-
shire sheep, have been shipped into Gage
County, Nebraska, by the local farm
bureau.
As county agent, I acted as the repre-

sentative of the farmers in making the
purchases. This is the record made by the
Gage County farmers since the farm bu-
reau was organized in 1913. This system

Banish Big
Butcher Bills!
Send for your KIRSTIN

Smoke House—and kill a
few hogs for yoor own table
this year. Smoke Ham, Bacon,
Sausage— and cnt exorbitant
butcher bills in half. Also eeli

to neighbors at tremendous pro-

fit. If satisfied after trial, keep
Smoke Hoose. If not, return at our expense. No
risk to yoa. Six months to pay. Write today

!

Kirstin farm Smoke House
Stordy, all steel, fireproof. Lasts longer

than wood, costemuchlesB. Portable. Use
ID basement, kitchen, on porch. Burns
eawdust. cobs or hardwood. Smoke posi-
tively air cooled. After smoking use for
meatstorehous*. Fly and rat proof . Won-
derful euccesa! FREE BOOK shows eizeo
—valuable home-curing recipes — Special
Asrents' Proposition, etc. Write today.

J. KIRSTIN COMPANY
1101 Wells StTMt ESCANABA. MtCH.

ABSORBINE
'H^.-.-.- -TRADE MARK REG.aS.PAT. OFr.:

Will reduce Infiamed, Strained
SwollenTendons, Ligaments, i

Muscles. Stops the lameness an

pain from a Splint, Side Boneo
Bone Spavin. No blister, no hai.

gone and horse can be used. 32.5'

a bottle at druggists or delivered.

Describe your case for special ir-

structions and interesting horse Book 2 R Fret,

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.,23T.mple St., Springfield, Mu»

Write
for this

amazing book
NOW! Secrets of

successful horse train-
ing: and breaking disclosed

by Prof. Jesse Beery, country's
foremost horse-trainer. Tells you
how you can break the nastiest-
tempered horse of shyingr, ballc-
ing, biting, kicking running
away and all other bad habits forever.
Make every vicious horso a hard and wilHne ivorker.
liooK shows you bow you can make big money by train-ing and resellraK green or "ornery ' horses. BeerySystem never faila-uaaranteed to produce satisfactory
results every tJme. l>arD in spare time at home.Send post card NOW for this ijriiderful free boSkl
BEERY SCHOOL OF HORSEMANSHIP

6911 Main Street, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

BREAK
« and
TRAIN.
HOHSi

Cash'
for your

Junk
SHIP TODS
AND SAVE
COLLEC-
TORS'

PRoms.

YOU GET MORE MONEY FROM US FOR TOB

Oid Rubber, Rags, Met
Aulo Tires, Old Boots, Scrap Copper, Brass.

Zinc, Old Rope, Rags, Burlap, Old Bags, Old I

Communicate viith tfie

HUDSON SUPPLY & MFG.
DEPT. L BAYONNE, N. J.

Send for Price List. WE PAY THE FREK

Highest Bapk References Furnished

INSYDE TYRES Inner Arn
for Aato Tir«B. Double mil«affe. pr«n||
blowouts and punctorea. Easily applied in
tire. Uoed over and over in several tin
TbooBaoda sold. Details fre«. Aeents wanti

Amerku Accessories Co. , Dept 102 Gndaiiiti^ I

C^nnA I anri TViPan Raises fine gram, fruit and tr^UOOa I^ana V.neap Michigan's best co s. $1^
S30 per A. Easy terms. Markets, schools, churches,
taxes to settlers first 5 yrs. No swamps or stones. 1
160 A. Best land offer in U. S. from largest Co. Wrlte|
day for free booklet. Swigarl Land Co., Y 1 260 First I

Bk. BIdg., Chicago, III.

^ More COB^
fortable, healthfnl. convenienfl

Takes place of all oatdoor toileti^
where germs breed. Be ready for

\
Jong, cold winter. Have a war
sanitary, comfortable, odorle,
toilet in. the house anywhere
want it. Don't go oat in the cola
A boon to invalids. Sndoreed I

health officials everywher

Guaranteed Odorless
The ffensp ore killed by a cliei

cal in water in the container. Ei_

.

^ once a month as easy as asbM
The oririDal cloaet. Goannt«
THIMY DAY8' TRIAL,.
for cataloff ajid price.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. CO.

1168 Rowe BIdg., Detroit. Midu
Ask about Ro-San Washstand i

BoliiDf Bath Tub
No PiuioDinf Required

Set
InSou Cold S«l)d<

Send Yonr Name and We'l
Send Yon a Lachnite

DON'T aend a penny. Just aaad your name and say: "Sasi i
a Lachnite mountad ia a ooUd rold rin* oo 10 aaya' fr

trial." We will send it prepaid rlsht to yoor borne. Wbea^l
cornea merely deposit (1.76 with the postman and then wear t

riosr for 10 full days. II you, or If anyof your friends can ft

It from a dtamoml. sand It back. Bat if yoa decide to boy •
—send us 92.50 a month until $18.76 baa been paid.

QTwMa 1*Ajl«*r Send year name dow. Tell ua which of
«* riii; a Utiajr ^ ^|^ rlnn illustrated above yoa wl
Oadiea' or men's}. Be sure to send fincer atxe.

Harold LaclunanCo.,12N.HlcblsanAT.E>epbT4038 Cb
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In THIS Smoke House
A 6 -Years* Success

Don't Bell all yoor hoge and pay big batcher bills.

Save enough for your own use and Bmoke hams,
bacon, sausages and fish in the National Giant Smolce
House. This wonderful smoke house is portable.
Can be operated in and out-doors. Runs on sawdust,
cobs -and little bark for seasoning. The

NATIONAL ClANf
SMOKE HOLSE

AND SANITARY 5TORC HOUSf
|is a great success. Thousands !n use in U. S. and for-
riffn countries. Operates perfectly in every climate.
Uadein 3 sizes. Fireproof. Guaranteed. After smok-

l[np meats, use for store house. Absolutely bugr and
Ihiite proof. Keeps meat sweet all summer. Worth
|[ts price many times for this fea-

ire alone. Investigate!
,

•TFREE BOOK
vhich tells when to butcher, about
btora^e, how Bmoke house operates,
etc. Book contains prize-winnintt
recipes for curing Hams, Bacon^Sau-
ages and fish at home. Write for
ook, get low prices today, sure.

PORTABLE ELEVATOR MFG. CO.
0^54 McClun 81. Bloomlncton. III.

NOTICE
Get the orig-
inal National
Giant Porta-
ble Smoke
House.

Beware of
Imitations or
Experimeats.

TRYTHISRANGE
AT OUR RISK!

100,000 NOW IN USE
All sold freight prepaid on

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Demand growing amazingly.
Housewives delighted.

A GREAT FUEL SAVER
WONDERFUL BAKER

Many exclusive features
—Odor Hood carries
all steam and cooking
odors direct to chim-
ney. Ash Sifter per-
mits sifting ashes

right in range. No dust.
Stone Oven Bottom absorbs
and holds heat in oven; more
even and thorough baking;

el saver. GUARANTEED. Last for years.

OLESALE PRICES DIRECT FROM FACTORY
t save dealer's profit. New 1920 design has
te enamel front. 100 styles to select from.

SY CREDIT TERMS 'k'^roL^Z'^'^^l
t to send it to you and astonish you. Address
THE IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO.
Detroit Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

CENTURY Rubber Roofing is sold direct from
factory to you. Best and cheapest in Amer-
ica. Long guarantee. We pay Ireight. Send lor
rDCC samples, catalog and bargain prices.rnCL write today.

CENTURY MFG. CO., 223KatlierineBlda.. E.St.Louis, III.

J^ecp Them on the Job

You know the dangers of neglecting

painful lameness, bruises and swell-

ings. Put Sloan's Liniment on the

job and let it relieve those poor dumb
faithful beasts from suffering. Just apply
a little uuithout rubbing, for it penetrate]

and keeps the animals efficient.

Forfamilyuse, too, Sloan's Liniment soon
relieves rheumatic tiuinges, lumbago, stiff-

ness and soreness of joints and muscles. A
bottle around the house is a thoughtful
provision for first aid emergency.

six times as much In the large bottle as
you set in the small size bottle. Bear in

mind, Sloan*8 Liniment lias been the

World's Standard Liniment for thirty-

eieht years. 35c, 70c.. S1.40

Sloan's
Keep ithandy

has had a wholesome effect upon the live-

stock industry of the county, and the num-
ber of pure-bred herds has increased in

these last few years over 40 per cent.

This plan naturally works both ways,
both in buying and selling. The Gage
County Farm Bureau has conducted in the
last two years, through its auxiliary organi-

zation, the Live-Stook Breeders' Associa-

tion, a special advertising campaign offer-

ing its live stock in carload lots, and en-

couraging prospective buyers to pool their

orders and send their representative to buy
the stock. Three carloads of breeding
stock have been sold recently by this

method.
County Agent Beatty, of Clayton, New

Mexico, carrying orders from his farmers
for a carload of Holsteins, visited the Hol-
stein herds of Gage County with me, and
bought a carload of excellent cows, heifers,

and bulls. Two other cars were sold the
same way to representatives of breeders
from Wichita Falls, Texas, and McCook,
Nebraska. A half carload of Angus cows
were also sold through County Agent
Thomas, of Fillmore County, Nebraska, to
farmers of his county.

This system of exchange between farm
bureaus has developed very rapidly the last

few years. Requests come through this

office every few weeks. Many, of course,

we are not able to fill because of lack of

surplus stock.

A new community, in order to make ad-
vancement, will be benefited if it takes ad-
vantage of the opportunities offered by the
breeders who have established herds, and
by then using their breeding stock. The
question arises how best to buy this stock
and get the proper start.

We have our public sales. These offer-

ings are one source for prospective purchas-
ers. The other is the pooling of orders by
farmers in one community, turning them
over to a person well qualified to act as their

agent to make the purchase for them. This
latter method has many advantages. The
person engaged to make the purchase can
go to the place where the best selections can
be made. Animals can be selected solely on
their worth. Oftentimes better selections

can be made from the entire herd than tak-
ing those that are offered in the sale ring.

There are larger numbers of animals from
which to make a selection. Then when a
carload will be selected and sliipped the ex-

penses are naturally less.

The public sale, of course, is necessary.
We believe a well-conducted sale creates a
wholesome effect on the live-stock business.

A sale carries with it the element of a show
or exhibit. Anyone who likes good live

stock, and attends a sale when the animals
are well selected, cannot help but get an in-

spiration. It is certainly worth while.

The pooling of orders, however, and ship-

ping in carefully selected stoclc, has its

place in the development of better live

stock in the community. It is a system of

live-stock tr-ading that should be developed.
We believe that the organization of farm

bureaus with the county agents in all the
agricultural counties will bring about this

sort of trading in a large way, and with it

the corresponding betterment and improve-
ment of all our live stock. L. Boyd Rist.

Smothering Out Quack
Grass On My Farm
By F. C. Squires (New York)

IT SEEMS to me I have never seen the
treatment for quack grass which I have

been practicing for some time with gratify-

ing-results, mentioned in any farm paper.
I do not use the spring-tooth, and have
observed that the farmers who do use it

have plenty of quack grass.

For several years I have been following
the practice of always going the same way
over the quack with wheel or disk harrow,
smoothing harrow, or cultivator where
there is quack. Go the same way in the
row when cultivating every time. The idea
is to keep crowding it under and covering
it. If one goes the opposite way in the row
alternately, it just puts the quack in good
growing condition.

I prefer the disks to be dull, so as to not
cut the roots when disking, because the
more you cut the roots the more quack you
have. Sometimes quack is hard to pull,

and at other times it pulls easily. One
should watch and take advantage of it

when it is weak.

It's only common sense to assume that
the farm that's growing richer and paying
a profit has got an owner with brains be-
hind it.

Now is the Time to Buy
Your Spreader

A GOOD manure spreader, properly used,

will undoubtedly earn its full cost and more
on any average farm this year. Besides doing that,

it gets you into the habit of fertihzing your land regu-
larly and so building up a soil condition that makes
your farm more valuable with each succeeding year.
Everybody expects prices of farm products to be

high this year. The market will absorb everything
you can raise and pay you well for it. Occasional
top dressings of growing crops will increase yields
this year, probably more than enough to pay for
your spreader, and will also give you even greater
assurance of bigger yields next year. Buy your manure
spreader now and get busy. ^For best results, get one of the light-dFaft

Corn King— Cloverleaf—
20th Century

spreaders, whichever of the three the dealer sells. All these
machines spread beyond the wheel tracks, yet are so narrow
they can be driven right into the barn for easy loading. There
are three handy sizes, small, medium, and large. Each can be
adjusted to do the heaviest spreading ever required, or for
the lightest kind of top dressing. The spread is wide enough
to dress three rows of corn at once.
You cannot expect land to grow bumper crops on an empty

stomach. This year it will pay you well to feed your crops.
Buy a Low Corn King, Cloverleaf, or 20th Century spreader
now. At harvest time you can charge the full cost off your
books and have a spreader that has cost you nothing and that
will do good work for years to come. See the local dealer or
write us for catalogues.

International Harvester Company
or America lire..

USA

Why Take Needless Risks
by using horse nalla ol
inferior qual-
ity? Capewell
nails are easily
procurable b y
any horseshoer.
There's no ex-
tra charge to
horse owner.

Insist upon the use of
The CapeweU
nail on your
horse— best in
the world at a
fair price, not
the cheapest
regardless of
quality.

America's

Pioneer

Dag Medicines

BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

on This Easyi Self-Earning Plan!
You won't feel the cost at all. The ma-
chine itself will save its own cost and more
before you pay. We ship any size separator
you need direct from our factory and
give you a whole year to pay our low
price of $38 and up. Read what Alfred
Geatches, North Jackson, C. says: "We
are getting more than twice the cream we were
before. The separator is very easy to clean and
runs very easy." Why not get a fully guaranteed

New Butterfly Separator for your farm
end let it earn its cost by what it saves^ '

New BUTTERFLV
Cream Separators have these exclusive; high-grade features:
Frictionless pivot ball bearings bathed in oil—self-draining be _
self-draining milk tank—easy-cleaning one-piece aluminum sliimming
device— closed drip-proof bottom— light-running cut steel gears, oil

bathed. Guaranteed highest skimming efficiency and durability. Wegive^

30 Days' FREE Trial— Lifetime Guarantee
sgsunst all defects in material and workmanship. We ship yoa the
Biie machine you need and let you use it for 30 days. Then if pleased

you can make the rest of the small monthly payments out of the
extra profits the separator saves and makes for you. If not pleased,

just ship the machine back at our expense and we will refund what
you paid. You take no risk. Write for FREE Catalog Folder now.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO., 2139 Marsliall Boulevard, CHICAGO

m
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MakeMoney
Have a Business of Vour Own
With the WITTE rig you can go anywhere—earn $15 to $20
a day sawing cord word, poles, ties, rails, posts or slabs.

When not sawing yoa can grind com, fill

6ilos, operate threshers, do any work withiQ the
horse power of the engine selected,
Size3 4, 6,8, 12, l$and
22H-P..

ED. H. WITTE,
Pres.

Gcf a WITTE
It comes to you complete as shown, Belt, Speed Regulator,
Pulley, Saw Table, Saw, Belt Tightener, Steel Seat, Chain
Brake and full engine equipment. All you need when you
get engine is fuel oil and water. Write for my latest

_ prices and terms — Casb or Payments. Any
honest man can have a saw rig on my favorable payment plan. I can
usually ship the entire outfit (Kerosene or Gasolme) same day order
is received. You get it all at once—not part from one place and
part from another. My new (copyrighted) Book tells all about it—tells
you **How to Judge Engines" and "How to Make Money Sawing".

Write me today for fuU parttculars.—ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

tinTTP FlWr'IlMr WADVC 2065 Oakland Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
iWlillj EillUlillj fWUIiIii3 2065 EmDireBuUding. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Big Crops in Northwest Texas
on the New Line of the Santa Fe
The Federal Railroad Administration has authorized

the completion of the new Shattuck Branch of the Santa
Fe Railroad to take care of this year's big crops—wheat,
oats and sorghums. This will open for immediate settle-
ment and development a large block of my land in a
wheat and stock-farming section of Ochiltree and Hans-
lord Counties in Northwest Texas near Oklahoma State
line, where the first crop has in a number of cases paid
for the land, and where cattle and hogs can be raised at
a low cost. Land is of a prairie character ready for the
plow. No stone, stumps, no brusli to be cleared, at
attractive prices on easy terms. Climate healthful, rain
falls during growing season. Write for free illustrated
folder, giving experience and results settlers have secured
In short time on small capital. T. C. Spearman, 988 Rail-
way Exchange. Chicago, 111.

SAVES MONEY AND BACKACHE

FOLDS LIKE A POCKET KNIFE. ONE MAN with the FOLD-
ING SAWING MACHINE saws down trees

—

eOwe any kind of
timber on any kind of ground. One man can saw more timber
with it than two men in any other way, and do it easier. Send
for free illustrated catalog No. D-12, showing Low Price and
latest improvements. In use 30 years. First order gets agency.

Folding SawMg Machine Co.. 161 West Harrison St. Chicago. PL

Money-Making Farms Stock, tools, crops often in-

cluded to settle quickly. Write for big illustrated catadogue.
E.I.A. Strouf Farm Agency 2026 D. P. Sun Bids- New York

Until the Price Goes Up!

Magazine prices, like everything else, are going up!

up ! Farm and Fireside will have to advance its sub-

scription rates soon. This will, of course, result in in-

creases on our popular clubs with other magazines.

Act NOW! Buy before the increases become effective.

THESE RATES GUARANTEED TO DECEMBER 1st

(NOTE: Each Club Includes FARM AND FIRESIDE for Two Years)

McCall's Magazine
Today's Housewife
Farm and Fireside

Boys' Magazine
Mother's Magazine
Farm and Fireside

Woman's World
People's Home Journal
Farm and Fireside

Boys' Life

Little Folks

Farm and Fireside

1 yr.

lyr.

2yr.

.
I

Oar Pric

$1.6!
J Saves $0.1

Price

65
ss

Today's Housewife
People's Home Journal
Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 Otir Price Boys' Life

1 yr.
[
$2.10 McCall's Magagine

2 yr. J s»T«s fOJSO Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 Onr Price Woman's World
1 yr-

f
$1.45 Today's Housewife

2 yr. J Sares $0.55 Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1
Oiff Price Modern Priscilla

1 yr. > $2.65 McCall's Magazine
2 yr.J Sam $0.85 Farm and Fireside

Woman's World 1 yr.

Thrice-a-WeekWorld (N.Y.)lyi.
Farm and Fireside 2 yr

}0iir Pric

$1.51
Saves $0.1

Price

50
50

Farm Mechanics
Poultry Keeper
Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 Om Price

1 yr.[ $1.65
2 yr: J Saves $0.85

1 yr. 1 Oar Price

iyr.[ $2.10
2 yr. J Saves $0.90

1 yr. 1 Onr Price

1 yr. $1.45
2 yr. I Saves $0.55

1 yr. 1 Our Price

1 yr. $2.10
2 yr. J Saves $0.90

1 yr. 1 Out Prfce

lyr. $1.25
2 yr. J Saves $0.75

Youth's Companion
Woman's World
Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 f"* American Fruit Grower
1 yr.

[ $2.75 Woman's World
2 yr. J Saves $0.75 Farm and Fireside

1 yr. 1 Onr Price

1 yr. $1.00
2 yr.J Saves $0.50

Mail Your Order—NOW

Farm and Fireside
Club

Department Springfield, Ohio

Did You Know George Washington
Owned $500,000 Worth of Farms?

The courthouse where Washington's will can be seen

over half a million dollars. In those
days that was considered great wealth
for an individual.

On his home plantation at Mount
Vernon he had in ctiltivation many acres
of wheat, oats, grass, and corn, while a
considerable number of acres were given
over to raising potatoes, beans, peas,
buckwheat, barley, and many other
farm products. His live stock consisted
of several hundred horses, cows, oxen,
sheep, steers, and a great many hogs.

According to docimients now held in

the old courthouse at Fairfax the value
of the Washington estates, about 1798,
was as follows:
Acres Value
4.039 Loudoun & Fauquier counties $41,540
9,744 the Ohio River 97.440

23,a41 the Great Kanawha 800,000
2,236 Berkeley County 44,720
571 Frederick County 11,420
400 Gloucester County 3,600
240 Hampshire County .' 3.600

1,119 Charles & Montgomery counties, Md. 9,828
234 Great Meadows, Pa 1,404

1,000 New York State 6,000
3,051 Northwest Territory 15,251
5,000 Kentucky 10,000

50,975 $444,803
Lots in Alexandria, Winchester, and Warm

Springs 24,332
Stocks and bonds 25,212
Personal (except slaves) 15.653
Great Dismal Swamp interest 20,000

$530,000
Also 5,500 acres in Fairfar County, including,

River Farm, Mansion House Farm, Union Farm,
Dogue Run Farm. This land estimated to be worth
from $10 to $20 an acre.

The courthouse is open to visitors al-

most every day of the week, except

'

Stmdays and holidays, and there are .

many interesting things to look at be- •

sides these two famous wills.

Wendell M. Whiting.

IN
THE little town of Fairfax Court

House, about 15 miles west of Wash-
ington, the national capital, stands

the ancient courthouse where the original

wills of George and Martha Washington
are kept in a glass case, which is placed
in a large fire-proof and burglar-proof
vault. These documents show how
extensive were the landholdings of the
Father of his Country, who was a
mighty good farmer too.

George Washington's will, which was
admitted to probate January 20, 1800,
consists of 40 pages of his own hand-
writing. Martha Washington's will,

dated March 20, 1802, consists of only
a few pages, and has been in the burglar-
proof vault only three years, as it was
removed from the courthouse during
the Civil War and only recently re-

covered. The will was stolen during the
war, and came into the possession of

J. Pierpont Morgan. The county of

Fairfax coilld never afford to present the
case before the courts in order to recover
the will, and finally the Virginia legis-

lature passed an act making the expenses
a state charge. Morgan finally gave the
will back to the courthouse.

George Washington was one of the
largest landowners of Virginia. He
inherited 12,500 acres of Virginia land
from his half-brother, Lawrence Wash-
ington, about the year 1754; 5,500 acres,

including Mount Vernon, were located
in Fairfax County, and the rest was
in other parts of the State.

In 1799, when he died, his landhold-
ings were 56,475 acres, the majority of

which were located in other parts of the
country, and his estate was valued at

How Our Silo Has Paid for Itself ^

By Chas. Olive (Minnesota)

IT
IS to me a great mystery that so naany

farmers are still without silos. Having
been in use for a quarter of a century,

they are certainly beyond the experimental
stage. They have brought success to agri-

culturists in every State. Most farmers
who have found their silos unprofitable

have not used them rightly, or have made
some serious mistake in their construction.

Before building our silo we had only 10
cows; yet, to provide ample forage for

them, winter and summer, good years and
bad, was sometimes a difficult job. Now
we have 20 cows, and it is easier to provide
feed for them than it was to provide for the
other ten. Besides, our silage-fed cows
are in better condition, look sleeker, and
produce a higher grade of milk. For the
last two years every cow has produced on
the average 400 pounds of butter per year.

This butter, we have ascertained, has cost

us 10 cents a pound less to produce than
butter coming from cows not fed silage.

Comparing figures with one of our neigh-

bors who has no silo, we find that each of

our cows cost us, per year, $13 less to feed

than his. We are also able to produce beef

$2 cheaper per 100 pounds than he can.

Figuring at this rate, we came to the con-
clusion that our silo £arned, last year, at
least $265. Moreover, we saved much
grain feed by giving the colts silage, and
also the horses, when not working. In-

deed, I believe that our silo has sa>

enough to build a new one each year
the last four or five years.
Sometimes when the corn crop has bi

short we have made good silage from mil'

clover, oats, or rye. We have fed this w
success even in winter, but mostly we fi

it during the latter part of summer, ai

the corn silage is fed out. In fall, agj

we fill the silo with corn, and if this is :

enough we refill it later with cornsta

taken from shocks in the field. The stal

if soaked with water, can easily be cut,^

make good silage. i

We always try to have a supply of ^
for summer. The cattle need a cool, sujd

lent feed during hot weather: and wh»'
better than corn silage? Some simiali

also, the pastures dry up, and then sS
comes in handy. Besides, high-priced j

ttu-e lands do not pay. Since we bei

feeding silage in summer, we have had o

half as much pasture land as formerly, •!

our cows have milked as they never did
fore. A piece of land used for raising

lage crops will produce five or six times

much feed as will a pasture of equal sia

Every farmer having 10 cows or ni

needs a silo. Without one it is hard to c

profitable dairy business. A good silo

stand as long as any other building.
_

built oiu-s seven years ago, and it is stil

good condition.
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One of life's greatest comforts 19

mowing that our dead rest peacefully

—that even though the grave be

Looded, they are absolutely safe.

K>o, people of fine sensibilities itt-

rariably select the Clark Grave Vault,

ato which no water can enter, nor thieves

reak in and steal.

The Clark Grave Vault—the handsomest,
nost dignified and substantial casket con-

tainer ever made—is built from plates o£
'Keystone" rust-proof steel, electrically

ivelded into a one-piece ''bell"; air-tight and
apable of resisting tons of hydraulic pres-

nre in actual test before shipment—guaraa-
eed to withstand ,all underground elements
or fifty years.

Considerate funeral directors invariablj

tock and recommend the Clark Grave Vault,

Thousands of disinterments prove that
Jlark Grave Vaults never fail.

Boot of Proofs 3ent on request to De^t. B-4

The Clark Grave Vault Co.
• Succeisful Vault Builders for 20 Yeaia

'own and Starling Sts. Columbus, Ohio
Diainterment because of "wet lot.'

Casket and lining absolutely dry.

£T MORE EGGS; SAVE FEED
Eigher prices for eggs this winter will

like big profits for those who know how
d what grain mixtures to feed. Improper
jthods mean big loss. Prof. T. E. Quisen-
rry made a thousand hens in the American

g Laying Contest lay 200 to 304 eggs each
year. Another big flock cleared for

n $6.15 r hen in nine months. His
ithods are explained in a new bulletin,

low to Get More Eggs and Save Feed."
it this bulletin, free, by writing Quisen-
rry today, addressing care American Poul-
r School, Dept. 262, Kansas City, Mo.

»ULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
Foy's big book tells aU about it. Contains

many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-
try information, poultry houses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who knows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.
FRANK FOV Box 4 CLINTON, IOWA

LANS FOR POULTRY HOUSES.
ALL STYLES. 160 ILLUSTRATIONS.
SEND 10 CENTS. INLAND POULTRY
URNAL, Dept. 10, Indianapolis Ind.

m0\ CENTS A ROD for
a 26-mch Hog Fence:

I 27ic. a rod for 47-m.
88 styles Farm, Poultry and Lawn
Fences. Low prices Barbed Wire.

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
Sold on 30 days- FREE TRIAL.

Write for free catalog now.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.
Box 121 MORTON, ILLS.

brownY
WRITE
QUICK

ilsi

or

andyWlre^ Splicer. Free postpaid.

Brown's Prices Lowest
again. My new catalog Is
brimful of Bmashing bar-

gains in Fencing.Gates, Steel
Posts, Roo&nsr. No profiteerine

^ bere. Brown's prices areroekbot.
torn. Quality sky hitrb. Remomber

J Brown pays the freight. Get my
/ cataloff before you buy.
BROWN FENCE a WIRE COb

Dept. 121 • Clavalandf Ohio

Direct to Farmer
at Wire Mill Prices

CATALOG FREE
JOrSELMAN BROS. dept. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

My Colony-House Plan
By E. G. Kirby (Michigan)

I HAVE read the article "Things You
Should Know Before You Try Poultry,"
by C. W. Hunt, and while I do not doubt

Mr. Hunt's experiences I think he had more
bad luck than was really necessary, and
possibly painted the poultry situation a lit-

tle too dark. Here are some ideas of my
own about colony-house construction and
management which you might find in-

teresting:

Small colony houses can sometimes be
made from the scraps left over after finish-

ing other farm buildings. They should have
strong frames, so they can stand the strain

of moving. Small colony houses can be
built on skids so that they can be moved
around the farm by one horse. The large

colony houses, such as 8x10 or 10x12 feet

in size, cannot be moved by one horse.

Some poultrymen build hubs on each side

t\ movable colony bouse

of a large colony house. Then wheels can
be attached, and they can easily be pulled
to a new location.

Our idea of the most suitable colony
house is one 10 feet wide and 8 feet deep.
Such a house can be built on skids, and
easily drawn to any part of the farm with
two horses. A house of that size is large

enough for a stove brooder containing 200
chicks, or it will protect 100 pullets until

they are ready to be placed in the laying
house in the fall. An 8xl0-foot house can
be lowered from its blocks on a stone boat,
and hauled to a new location.

Colony houses are warm and free from
drafts if they are covered with substantial
roofing paper. However, we have some
houses covered with black paper which are
too warm. They draw the heat during the
day, and become so warm that the birds

can scarcely enter them. Houses covered
with red paper do not become quite so
warm.
We believe that the front door to each

colony house should be nearly the height of

the building. This saves bumping the head
when entering to care for the birds. It al-

lows plenty of simshine to enter the house
when the door is open. The doors should
swing outward, so that none of the birds
will be injured when the door is opened. It

should always be hooked when open, so it

will not swing in the wind and strike any of

the poultry. Colony houses made of

matched lumber and painted like the other
farm buildings look very attractive in the
field. When a colony house is covered with
red roofing paper, the paper can be held in

place securely by several strips of wood
about one inch wide.
We find it pays to place a padlock on the

door of each colony house, and to fasten it

at sundown to prevent losses from thieves.

Then, if the houses are locked and raised

from the ground to keep pests from eating
through the floor, the poultryman is fairly

sure of keeping his flock if the other part
of the management is all right. In very hot
weather it is a good thing to have a small
slit at the back of the house which can be
opened to give a supply of fresh air. It

should be near enough to the roof so that
there will be no drafts on the birds.

The window of the colony house should
be wide enough to take up most of the front

of the house not occupied by the door, thus
insuring plenty of light and air. The win-
dow need not extend nearer than two feet

from the floor, and possibly about one foot
from the roof. A curtain can be made of

burlap attached to an old broom handle,
but need only be used in times of hard rain-

storms. It will not have to be lowered at
night, as poultry furnish quite a little heat
for a house, and they need a great deal of

air. Plenty of fresh air is very important
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 63]

THIS MILL
WillMakeYou

$600 to

$1,000
a Month

You can be the local flour

miller of your Community with but a
comparatively small investment, and have a

dignified, permanent business that will earn you
steady profits the entire year. No previous milling exper-

ience needed. By grinding your home grown wheat and supplying
your Community with flour and mill feed you save the freight on

the wheat out and the incoming flour and feed, besides, earning the
regular milling profits and the extra profit of making "A BETTER

BARREL OF FLOUR CHEAPER" on the famous "MIDGET'*
MARVEL MILL.

"

TheAMEMCANTIS^Mia
Is the new process, self-contained, one-man, roller flour mill that is revo-
lutionizing the miUingr industry. It requires less than half the powerand
labor of the long system mill, and makes a better flavored flour that retain!
the health building vitamines and the natural sweet flavor of the wheat.

Everywhere people are demanding this better flour. Our customers
are given the privilege, if they desire, of using our Nationally advertised
Brand

"Famous for its Flavor"

We furnish you the sacks with your name printed on them.
OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT checks your miU up every Thirty

Days to see that you are getting the b|^t results.

Write today for our Free Book
*^he Story of a Wonderful Flour MilL**

You will find it most interesting.

The Anglo-American Mill Co.
676.682 Trust BuildinK

OWENSBORO. KY.

^1

Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalvanizing.proof
against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere^

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

World's Best
Poultry Journal

Yott be the Judge!4 MONTHS' TRIAL 1 B5«
SUBSCRIPTION XOC
SEND V. S. STAMPS

Tells how to feeep ponTtry with erea^teat
profit; 84 to 168 pasea; 26th rear. Best articles; expert advice;
ever? Dumber profusely illustrated. 1 yr., 60c; 2 yrs.,$1.00.

Relialile PonltiyJonnial Pub. Co., Dept.l 26.Qiiiiicy, IIL

HotLayin^Yet?

Start Them!
YOUR hens and pullets should be

producing eggs — making
profits— by now. Hens should

be over their molt— pullets de-

veloped—both on the job'. Egg
prices are up— it's up to,you to

cash in now— and all Winter.

Pratts Poultry Regulator

Invigorates and strengthens— hastens ma-
turity—starts fowls laying weeks earUer. Pre-

vents losses — economical to use— costs about a

cent a month per hen. Test Pratts Poultry

Regulator at our risk :

"Yonr Money Back ii YOU AreNot Satisfied"

Sold by 60.000 dealers. There's one near you

Write, for Pratts NEW Pmittry Book-Free

PRATT FOOD COMPANY
Philadelphia Chicago Toronto

Makers of Pratts Animal Regalator Hog Tonic,

i3ip and DisinfectaaCt Veterinary Remedies
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TRAUGOTT

5CHMID
PAY
THE MARKErt

HIGHEST MARK

AND SONS ^ CP
tl.7G0.0r

You'U be Bare of top prices if you ship your furs
to us. WE DO NOT QUOTE A ''SLIDING
SCALE" OF PRICES. Instead we quote ONE
DEPENDABLE PRICE—then stick to it. You
can be absolutely positive of what you will get.
We charge NO COMMISSION and pay yoo every
cent your furs are worttu

WE PAY SHIPPING CHARGES
We pay all eipresa or parcel post charges, saving;
you lots of money this way during the season.
We send your check on
next mail after fura are
received, so there is no
waiting or delay.

WRITE AT ONCE
For our valuable book-
let "Successful Trapp-
ing"—tells you bow to

f:et the most money
or your furs—dependable

price-list, market news
end shipping tags—all free.

Traugott Schmidt & Sons.

171 Monroe AvcDetroit, Mich.

Free Catalog jp colors explains
' ° how you can save
money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steel or wood wheels to fit

any running
gear. Send for
It today.

Electric Wheel Co.'

13 Elm St.. Qnlncy, III.

Going

The temperature is dropping
and raw fur prices are rising.

Getyourtraps ready for the big

season—the year of high prices.

RAW FURS
Thousands of shippers are

S & B shippers first, last and
always, because past experi-

ence has convinced them of

the never failing S & B policy

of high prices, liberal assort-

ments and immediate returns.

Write for price list.

Struck & Bossak, Inc.

141 West 28th Street
New York City

Buyers also of Ginseng and Golden Seal

Springfield-Remington
single Sbot rifle altered and refinished. Shoots
cal. SO, model 1806 army cartridge. Weight 7}^
!bi., total length 19 Inches, U. S. Barrel 13}^ inches
Remington breech action, blued finish U. S. graduated
sight. Price r7.77. CARTRIDGES S3,60 Per Handrad
packing charge 45 cents.

FRANCIS BANNERHAN SONS 501 BROADWAY. N.T.

—better engines
at less than
usual prices

unusual offer now
-

Direct from '

Factory,
only.

My factorymakes
Tprompt ehipTnentSt
and gives unequall-
ed value in every
engine skipved.
GEO. E. L0N6. Pres.

WRITE us for our price list, and you will
see the big saving you can make on the engines best

liked by tens of thousands of farmers and shop men in all

sections of America. No profiteering and no distributer's com-
missions in our prices. We can and will save you big money, and
ship you an engine of proved reliability and durabilityo Throttlmg
Governor, Webster Magneto built on

OTTO/AFNCINES
Better Built; Kerosene, Gasoline, Bistillate ana Gas

Stationary, Portable and Sawrig Styles. Sizes, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12.

16 and 22 horse power. Each size built with 20% to 50% surplus power.
Easy to start; easy to operate. Use cheapest fuel for any
work, at any time without making any changes on engine.

tkn O'safei TmoI 10 S'car guarantee. We standW mMSyS m rial squarely behind every Ottawa
engine for durability and steady, even pulling power by oar
binding written guarantee. Beware of imitations.

Bnnl^ Fbu>a \>oo)i makes all engines easy to
KmWit rrW understand. It shows by picture
and text how Ottawa engines are Better Bullttand gives
present low prices. A post card brings it.

OTTAWA MANUFACTURING CO.
1 1 5S King Street, Ottawa, Kansas.

How 8,500 Fruit Growers Are
Cutting Out the Middleman

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

question of boxes that resulted in the organi-
zation of the Fruit Growers' Supply Com-
pany in the first place. In 1906 the lumber
agency that controlled the output of box
shook on the Pacific Coast took advantage
of a temporary shortage in the lumber
market to raise the price of shook so that a
standard orange box, which was then cost-

ing the growers 13 cents, would cost them
21 cents. This was a terrific jolt, a"raise of

eight cents apiece on the 15,000,000 boxes
per year the growers were then using.

The California Fruit Growers' Exchange
sent agents into the lumber districts of

California, Washington, and Oregon, and
succeeded in finding enough independent
mills to provide the major portion of the
shook needed that season. But they had
learned their lesson. The following year
the growers organized the company. The
first thing the newly organized corporation
did was to go into the limiber business.

"To-day it owns 26,940 acres of timber land
in northern California and southern Oregon.
It owns the entire townsite of Hilt, on the
main line of the Southern Pacific Railway,
in Siskiyou County, California, where it

owns and operates a sawmill with a daily

capacity of 120,000 feet of lumber and a
box factory of 90,000 -feet daily output.
It owns and operates a standard-gauge
logging railway about 20 miles in length.

In 1916 the mill cut more than 25,000,000
feet of lumber.
The company now has, on its own prop-

erty and in timber under contract,

enough lumber in sight to last them for

seventeen years. In addition there is 75,-

000,000 feet on private holdings that
be available when the present supply
exhausted, and besides that 350,000,C
feet accessible in the forest reserve.

In 1917, the most recent figures avs
able, the mill cut 23,440,000 feet of luml
at a cost in pile of $11.02 per thousa
feet.-

By cutting their own lumber and mi
ing a goodly share of their own boxes, 1

supply company is able to get a line

manufacturing costs that enables it to
some very close figuring with the m
from which it contracts the remainder
its boxes—just how close you can figi

for yourselves, when you learn that the i'

cost per box to the growers last year v
13.435 cents in contrast to 13 cents

\

box twelve years ago. Only a raise of 1

than half a cent a box in twelve yes
during which period the cost of Uving 1

doubled, and in some instances aEni'

trebled.

The company keeps its members
touch with the operations at Hilt by mei
of moving pictures, which are shown yea
at the stockholders' meetings of the lo

exchanges and at the picture hou
throughout the Citrus Belt.

Another big saving is made by the supj

company in the purchase of the tis

wraps for the fruit.

When the printing estabhshments tl,

print the labels for the boxes began talk'

of raising prices, the supply company bef
to consider putting in its own print
plant. It was not necessary. The print,

saw the light.

Will You Let This Happen
to Your Cattle?

IT IS almost inconceivable that, with
prices for live stock the highest in the

history of the world, between 1,500,000

and 2,000,000 cattle and sheep die of ex-

posure and starvation in the United States

every winter; but such is the case. Blame
for this inhuman practice does not fall on
the progressive ranchman and farmer, but
on the selfish individuals who prefer to

take the chances of a 10 per cent or greater

loss rather than feed diu-ing the winter
months.
Thomas E. Wilson reports, after much

study and investigation abroad, that in

one of the best farming regions of Germany
the number of cattle is not more than one
to the square mile. The rest of continental

Europe is in no better condition, and it

will be necessary for them to import not

only meat but also breeding animals in

take the risk of losing a $10 ewe to save
expenditiire of 50 cents on hay. Even!
severe winter, losses are light where ni

make provision for winter feeding."
We do not believe that you are one of

men who allow this great waste every yt
but if you are, get your pad and pen
and it won't take long to discover tha
pays to feed. All available forage should
made into hay, and perhaps a silo wo
pay you another year. There are lote

other crops that make good silage besi,

corn.

The American Red Star Animal Rel'

the organization behind this movemi
says: "This great wrong, this crime, m
end. Men, investigators, education, li.

ature, and money can do much speedilji

lessen the evil. What is done now
reduce the suffering and loss which otl

wise will take place." A. s. U

naei

Mother dead and calf starving on a

western ranch

large numbers. The world needs every

beast, and such wanton waste is not only

poor business practice but also a gross

crime against civilization.

The losses are heaviest in the range

States, Wyoming averaging with sheep

58 per 1,000, and 30 per 1,000 with cattle;

Montana 47 per 1,000 with sheep, and 34

per 1,000 with cattle; Colorado 42 with

sheep, and 27 with cattle; Arizona 40 with

sheep, and 31 with cattle. Although the

winters are just as severe in Maine, the

losses there with cattle are only 2 per

1,000, and the average for all New England
is less than 7 per 1,000.

"This loss is not confined to animals that

perish, however, but millions of pounds of

meat are lost through the stunted growth
and the great loss at time of birth, due
to the impoverished condition of the

mother.
"I regret," declares a government official,

"that there are some sheepmen who will

Try This Roost Curtail

THE roost curtain is, a detail in po^'
house equipment which is much Bi

likely to be needed in the farm or n
yard hen house than on the commit
farm, provided both use the open

'

principle.

The poultry house built for

use is pretty sure to have good di

16 and 20 feet are very common on _
mercial farms. In back yards and on fi

shallow hen houses are the rule,

roosting hens are consequently several

nearer the open front, and where the (

front is of good size the hens may ei

require the protection of a roost curtai

extreme weather.

The idea of the roost curtain is

coddle the hens. In most localitii

vided the breed is a practical, comn
one, the roost curtain will be used oi

rare occasions. But, used rarely, th
tain will pay for itself. Ordinary bu
satisfactory, sewed together. Thi
cost is very low.

The curtain should be attached
ceiling about two feet in front of the
and should hang shghtly below the,

level. In times of high winds it is esp<

valuable, acting as preventive
colds and roup. In the drafty

house the burlap roost curtain is al

legitimate piece of equipment. The
can be stretched over a frame and
at the top, or placed on a roller. The
in some respects, is more convenien'

J. T,

Time and tide wait for no man, but

'

and care applied to farm tasks pay l|{

man.
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and get our

price list be-

fore you ship

your furs and

you'll see for

yourself that

We Pay More

MONEY
For All IT I TD C
Kinds of V KJ IVO

If you try us just once

—

you also will be convinced
that WE CAN AND DO
LIVE UP TO OUR
PROMISES. Here's the
reason: We have

A World -Wide
MARKET
in Russia, China, England,
North and South America.
We sell to those markets
where we can get the high-
est prices. Therefore, we
can pay you more money
than others do.

Ship to Clay Export Co.
and get these great advan-

tages of the world's
best markets.

Send for Prices

and-Free Book
Write for price list

and free book "Trap-
ping Secrets"— great-
est trapping book writ-
ten. Tells the secrets
of success of well-
known trappers-
Crockett, Boone, and
others. Write today
—now.

CLAY EXPORT
COMPANY

Fur* for th* World's Trade

1123H-Weit35th St..

Chicago, U.S.A.
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E HIGH DOLLAR FUR HOUSE
|cannot afford to sell a single fur without our Free

! List and Market Letter on Furs "Write to-day."
want your entire catch this year and will pay

Hs to get it. We stand on our merits of honest and
lal grading, prompt returns, and always guarantee
Inaction. We charge no commission, and hold
3 separate subject to approval. Play safe and
srour furs to the old reliable HARDER FUR CO.,
fa Handlers of Furs, Mill Stret, Catawissa, Pa.

TRIAL
3 3«nd this fine razor for 30 days' free trial. When

|9ed after using, send SI .85 or return razor. Order
|y. JOWES MFG. CO.. 136 W. Like SI.. DtpL 1143. CHICAeO

ANKS
THE NEW GAME CRAZE

InNY FASCINATING EDUCATIONAL
I \JKj or direct from I

lERNATIONAL WOOD AND PAPER PRODUaS CORPORATION
BALTIMORE. MAJtYLJkND

It the Shoe Bills
er Work Shoes at Less Cost. Easy on Feet.
omplete protection a^ainat water and cold. Save your health.

Relieve foot troubles. Thousands of users—farmers,
dairymen, miners, concrete workers, etc.—every-
where are enthusiastic in praise of

OVERLAND
EA^Y WALKING CI|nrC
Aluminum Soled ijIlUCO

Made in several styles and sizes.
Pit the feet perfectly. Materials,
workmanship and Batdafaction guar-
anteed. Get your catalog at once.
It tells the whole story Write today.

ILAND SHOE CO. Dept. 208 Racine, Wisconsin

rrapper's Guide—FREE!
Trappers and Shippers—don't wait,
^ite in to-day for Rogers' big improved
Trappers' Guide—it's free. The biggest, best
work of its kind—hang the cover on your
wall—it's full of color and action—meant for
real outdoor men.

Complete lists of traps and trap-
pers' supplies at lowest prices—
aame laws—all the haunts and habits of the
•J^^iarers—every trapper needs it—and it's
cBJBE. Rogers pays highest prices, quickest
jash, and shipping charges on furs—deals di-
rect with you, the square deal way—grading done
jy experts. No commlBslon charged. Write to-
lay for Trappers' Guide—get prices and market
•eports all winter through—Service Free—don't
lelay—send card today. Address Dept. 115.

lOGERS FUR CO.
SXLOUIS

My Colony-House Plan
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 61]

in developing the healthy colony-house
stock, which will grow into -vagorous layers.

It is best to cover the colony-house win-
dow with quarter-inch mesh wire, and not
with the wide-mesh wire which permits
sparrows to enter. This fine-mesh wire also

helps to break the wind and keep out
thieves. If sparrows can eat from the hop-
pers in colony houses and roost under the

roof, they soon ^become a serious pest

around the poultry buildings, and consume
considerable of the scratch feed which is

thrown out for the birds.

When colony houses are raised from the

Windows insure plenty of liglit and air

ground the wind can have a sweep under
them, and there is danger that they may be
turned over in a severe windstorm. This
can be avoided by driving a strong two-by-
four down at each corner of the house and
spiking it securely to the framework of the
house. As colony houses are part of the
necessary investment of the poultryman,
it pays to give them good care and make re-

pairs as soon as needed. ' Often a few of the
roofing-paper nails will come loose. Then a
strong wind may catch the loose paper and
tear off a large strip. Painting the roofs

every few years will increase the life of the
paper. Nothing is more insanitary for

poultry than a house which leaks, as every
rain will turn the floor into a dirty and un-
healthful condition.
Make the iloors of the colony house

strong, and use enough braces underneath
so that there will be no danger of breaking
through while walking in the house, which
may cause a broken leg^'or sprained ankle
when the farm work is at its height.

A Bathtub for Hogs
By Orin Crooker (Illinois)

THE indulgence, in a sanitary way, of

the hog's natural love for wallo^wing is

productive of better hogs and larger profits.

A cement bathtub installed in the hog lot

is an efficient means to this end. Such a
wallow is easily built at small cost. A
dozen sacks of cement mixed with coarse
sand and graveljin the proportion of one to
four will construct a pool at least 6x12
feet in dimensions. The walls should pro-
ject somewhat above the ground in order
to keep foreign substances from finding
their way into the wallow. Shallowness
of the basin is to be aimed at, rather than
depth. Three or four inches of water in

the pool is sufficient. An outlet into an
underground tile should be provided, and
water should be piped from some near-by
source.
The concrete hog bath indulges the

animals, natural desire to wallow, and
promotes a sense of creature comfort and
contentment which makes for thriftier

animals. By replenishing the water with
reasonable frequency, greater cleanliness

of the hogs is maintained, and there is

less liability of disease. If a dip or some
form of disinfectant is placed in the water
once a week the hogs 'will keep themselves
free from vermin. It is the experience of

men who have installed the concrete
wallow in their hog lots that it is to be
counted as one of the things which go far

toward successful hog-raising.

The Pennsylvania Dutch
[CONTINXffiD PROM PAGE 16]

profitable. If you find it irksome to look
carefully after seeming trifles on your farm,
think a minute about what those trifles

mean to the pocketbook of the Dutchman
and youmay agree with me that "trifles" are
an important part of the farming business.
With this article and the one you read last

month you have a fair idea of the two main
things that make the Pennsylvania Dutch-
man prosperous—reputation, and thrift.

But what of his family, his children?
Do they enjoy life and have a good time?
I will tell you about them in another
article in the next issue.

1919
Drawn especially for

F. C. Taylor Fur Co: by
CHARLESJ.lVINaSTON BXJLL
America'3 Joremost animal vainter

Top Prices
For Your Furs!
There is a tremendous boom in furs. The highest prices in

history are being paid. Make every day count during this
best trapping season in years. Bundle up every pelt you
have and ship to Taylor TODAY!
Every day is pay day at Taylor's. Furs are graded promptly,

checks are sent immediately— and you get top market prices.
"You can't go wrong when you ship Taylor," is what old-
timers will tell you. For quick money and sure money ship
right through the season to

INTERMTIONALjr FURs EXCHMGE r
Highest Gradings

Taylor gives absolutely fair, highest gradings— always.
Life-long experience has taught our experts how to get you
best possible market prices. Their instructions are to grade
furs up; merit only is what counts at Taylor's.

Prompt Returns
There's no waiting for your money when you ship to Taylor.

Check is mailed same day your furs are opened.
Fifty years' experience and six St. Louis banks vouch for

our reliability— thousands of trappers will tell you Taylor
renders promptest returns.

Need Supplies? Get Our Bargains
Taylor Smoke Torpedo

Reaches to rear of den. Drives all animals out. No
suffocating or spoiling furs. Handy. Easily carried,

simple operation. Torpedo, 10 feet of flexible cable
and 12 smoke cartridges. Price postpaid $2.00

Guaranteed Steel Traps
No. 0 for smaller animals. Regularly $1.65;

Sale price $1.12 per doz. Weight 6 lbs.

No. 1 for Skunk, etc. Regularly $1.95;

Sale price $1.35 per doz. 'Weight 8 lbs.

No. 1 H for general use. Regrularly $2.95;

Sale price $1.89 per doz. Weight 12 lbs.

No. 2 for Fox. Coon. etc. Regularly S4.1S;

Sale price $2.88 per doz. 'Weight 15 lbs.

No. 3, Coyote, 'Wolf, etc. Regularly S5.50;

Sale price $4.18 per doz. Weight 23 lbs.

No. 4, Beaver, Otter, etc. Regularly ^j-S.SO;

Sale price $4.59 per doz. 'Weight 26 lbs.

Jump Traps
No. 0 for Muskrat, etc. Regularly J2.35;

Sale price $1.57 per doz. 'Weight 9 lbs.

No. 1 for Mink. etc. Regularly $2.i

Sale price $1.85 per doz. 'Weight 9 lbs.

No. IJi for Skunk, etc. Regularly 84.15:

Sale price $2.74 per doz. 'Weight 11 lbs

No. 2 for Pox, etc. Regularly S6.15

Sale price $3.84 per doz. Weight 15 lbs

No. 3 for Beaver, etc. Regularly S8.20;

Sale price $4.85 per doz. Weight 23 lbs

No. 4 for Wolf, etc. Regularly S9.65

Sale price $6. 15 per doz. Weight 28 lbs,

Send for FREE Fur Book
Shows all fur bearers in color—

tells best trapping tricks—gives game
laws—shows how to ship, etc. Quotes
complete lists of trappers' supplies at
money-saving prices.

Free Shipping Tags
Tie a Taylor tag to your bundle.

Many as you want—furnished free.

Simply put one inside the bundle
and tie other on outside.

376 Fur Ebcchange Bldg.
F. C. Taylor Fur Co. ^1^^Z^'tST

INTERNATIONAIi FUR EXCHANGE iSls ijUUlS) iflU*
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1919 prices will make otKer years look, like 30 cents

The 1919 Pfaelzer prices, liberal assortments and quick money will take you off

your feet. They will open your eyes. They will establish a record, for we

must satisfy the tremendous demand for Raw Furs and we must have them
quick. Therefore, hurry your first 1919 shipment to the House of Pfaelzer.
Write for the Pfaelzer price list, but ship anyway. The House ofPfaelzer
will let you run no risk. The Pfaelzer guarantee of top prices and liberal

grading is your absolute protection. New York is the world's fur headquarters

and The House of Pfaelzer is New York's leader in boosting Prices for

Raw Furs.

M. F. Pfaelzer & Qp.
' lS-123 WEST 29TH STREET (DESK 10), NEW YORK

Members Raw Fur Merchants* Association

The greatest fvt season in history

is here I This means that you, Mr.

Trapper, can get more than ever

before if you ship your catch to

Sobel — where astonishingly high

prices 'are paid and liberal assort-

ments are allowed. Ship us what
ytra have, quick.

The least you owe yourself is to get the most for

your pelts and a square deal. Send for our free

price list and find out how liberally we pay. Our
33 years experience is your guarantee of gener-

ous, honest grading. Don't wait! You might
neglect it It's important for us both. Send us a
postal today for a price list

obel.Ina
^^^^ TRAPPERS!
JBS^^^^^^^KB^ craft," tells how to trap fox,

{Sri^^^^^W^k^ muBkrat, skunk, wolf, mink, etc.; water.
^VkW ^^^fc den. snow, log, blind sets. etc.. how to^ fasten traps,- stretch furs, miake deadfalls,

snares. Fur News, bi^ illua, majrazine, tells about fur markets,
trapping, huntjng, woodcraft, Ashing, lurfarming, roots, herbs*
iots of good stories. Send 10c. coin for copy oi ' Trapcraft'
and sample cod? of magazine.

FUR NEWS, 71 W.23d St, New York, Room 503

SKUNK
We pay liigjaesc casli pncts lor
all staple furs—Skunk. Mink,
Muskrat, Raccoon, Red Fox.
Fancy furs a specialty, includ-
ing Silver and Cross Fox.
Fisher, Marten, etc. Est. 1870.

Our continued prompt returns and liberal policy arenow
bringing us shipments from all North America, Alaska
to Mexico. Send for free Price List. Address

M. J. JEWETT & SONS. REDWOOD, N. Y. Dept. 7

liippiii
We Need Imm^diafely
SkuiikrMuskrat. O possu :

^:Rj^t^oon. Fox, Bear, lyiinkv-:

Beaiver, Lynx, Marten, etc.

We need furs badly to meet the demands
of our outlets and are ready to pay higher prices
than ever before; we can use all the furs you can
ship and will pay

Highest Market Prices "^Y%;f."'
No matter where you ship your raw furs they eventually reach New York.
Why be satisfied with ordinary prices when you can ship direct tO Geo. I.

Fox of New York and get highest New York market prices?

We Charge No Commission
You get full value—not a penny deducted. For years our system of grad-
ing has insured trappers the highest prices and won for us the name of the
"fur house that guarantees satisfaction." Thousands of thoroughly satis-
fied trappers and shippers continue to ship to us every year, because we
treat them fair—give correct grading—^pay every cent of value for their
furs. Your shipment will be held to order if desired.

Trappers Guide- Shipping Tags -Market Reports-FREE
Get the latest information on fur prices. Don't Bhip a dollar's

worth of furs nntil you compare our latest special price list and
advance information—sent bree on request, with free shipping
tags and Trappers Guide. Ship all your furs to Geo. I. Fox and
get record breaking prices. You take no chances.

Thm HouMO that OuaP'
mntmmm Smil*tmctlon
204'164 W.25tll STRECT

NEW YORK, N. Y.GEO. I. FOX

Tips on Trapping
By Robert E. Hewes (Ohio)

Note: This is the first of a series of articles on
trapping which will run through the winter.
Mr: Hewes is a practical trapper and woods-
man, and we believe you will find his articles
interesting and helpful in snaring the wily fur
bearers.

THERE are certain fundamental rules
about trapping which most everybody

knows. If one does not, any of the various
guides that are free for the asking, or the
hired man, can give the youthful beginner
his first lessons. But after one masters the
first rules there is always more to learn. I
learn new things every year, and old trap-
pers have told me that they never expect to
know all about trapping. In these little

talks I shall take it for granted that you are
familiar with the old cut-and-dried meth-

PRDUTY
GUARANTEED PRICE LIST

Tag your next catcli

to Prouty!
If you want to find the fur house that gives yon
the highest prices, if you want to insure your
fur profits, regardless of a varying market, then
take advantage of Prouty's Guaranteed Price
List System. It guarantees you more nr\oney as
the market goesup;no Jess than the prices list-
ed if the market goes down. No other fur house
offers you this exclusive Prouty feature.

Get Bigger Fur Prices
Eliminate the guesswork and gamble. Ship to a hoo«e
that yoa know, beforehand, is sure to pay you highest
spot cash" prices, a house that you can always de-

pend upon for fair grading and prompt pavment, i
house whose liberal policies and honest methods havewon the confidence of thousands of trappers in all
parts of the world. Such a house is E*routy.
Bayers from all over the world are Socking to New

York. They are ready now to do their buying. Good
furs were nevermore in demand. Record prices wert
never more assured. It is up to every trapper to get
in on a rising market" and protect his profits. Hm
about you?
Fur prices always reach their maximmn in the New

York market because New York is the fur market of
the world. Prouty is the oldest and best known fur
housem New York and is therefore able to dispose ofan your furs attba best prices the New York market
offers.

SHIP TO PROUTY!
W0 Hied your fursi You Hud our tnicest

J. L. PROUTyS SONS. INC.
Dealer! in Raw Fars, Ginseng Roots,

Golden Seal, etc.

382.C West Broadway, New York City

V^S/ THIS BEAUTIFUL

While Ligh
FROM KEROSENE

ods, and want something different. I am
going to tell you some of the things I have
learned through experience, sticking to
facts and leaving the theories to be proved.
The first and important rule is to look

well to your traps. You do not want a gun
which hangs fire, Ukewise you do not want
a trap which does not always work. The
one time it fails to spring may be the very
time an animal wearing a $10 coat of fur
steps on it. Traps are usually hung in the
woodshed during the summer, and are
likely to collect rust and dirt and become
imsure in action. The time spent in clean-
ing and examining them will pay well.

Another thing I would like to mention here
is the matter of killing-traps—that is, traps
which kill animals as soon as caught. I

j

have tried these, and unhesitatingly recom-
j

mend them. They prevent animals escap-
!

ing and do away with unnecessary suffer-

ing.
I

Outwitting the Skunk
1

Mr. Skunk with his unsavory reputa-
tion is probably the best known of our

j

fur bearers. It is an exceptional farm '[

which cannot boast of a skunk den or two. '

Civilization may drive the larger denizens
of the wilds afar, but the skunk readily

adapts himself to new conditions, and be-
j

comes domesticated to the extent that he is

nothing loath to take up his abode under
the barn floor or to burrow into a straw
stack. WTiile it is true that this animal is

in some ways a friend of the farmer, by
destroying harmful insects and mice, yet
he has a black mark against him by virtue

of his relish for chicken. He is a trouble-

some roost robber.
In closely settled neighborhoods Mr.

Skunk will often advertise his presence by
odoriferous means, and by depleted chicken
yards, yet trappers will tramp the hills over
and fail to find his den, especially if he has
been much trapped. In this case you will

very likely find him holding forth in some
old building, under a stone pile, or around
the roots of a tree.

When you find his den set your trap (No.
1 14), digging a shallow trench in the ground
so that the trap sets level with it, then
fasten the chain to a stake and drive it

down level with the ground. Too often

trappers make the mistake of leaving a
stake sticking up above the ground. Coyer
your trap with straw freely mixed with
chicken feathers, and scatter a few grains

of corn about. You will find this one of the
best sets for skunks, and one that can be
used anywhere. When you catch a skunk,
do not muss up the siuroundings too much.
Skunks often den up t«n or more in one
hole, and if things are not too much dis-

AKES home bright.
' cheerful and taves hdf

on oiL Proved about Am
times efficient as best round wick, open-flame
oJlamp. Beats electric or gasoline. Brili-

iant light 50 hours on a gallon kerosene (cosd-
oil). No smoke, odor or noise. Simple, safe.
Won Gold Medal. Guarantee]. Sent on

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
ttt oar risk. Rctnm if not satisfied. SIOOO ofFered tat
a lamp its equal. Write today VAIIDC KOKK
for trial offer, learn how to get rWK
AGENTS WANTED "a^e big money fun or SMI.

time. Experience or capital not
necessary. Sample given FREE to our distribnton.

MARTLE UMP C0MPAIIY,498 Aladdin BIdg., CHICAM
Lmrft Ca>|.aH MaiMa Laiop Hons* In Um World

^% pay. Easy, interesting work, v
I

honey for home use. Send 50c
MfM day for 24 page Bee Primer and
W% J% months' subscription to the Ann
1 m m KM can Bee Journal. Catalogs of ei §

plies sent free.

AUEBICAN BEE JOlrBNAJ.. BOX 48, HAMILTON, lUOf J

Gat most money In quickest tin
('loryour FURS, HIDES and R001
The Old Faithful Fur House of SQUAMSI
DEAL MASON in St. Louis, needs fnrsM

fill waiting orders. Top-0'-The-MarketPrie«i||
always paid and
NO COMMISSION EVER CHARQED

Liberal gradings by expert graders. BIG
^^GEST DEMAND in all history. Never befa

have trapping profits been so big.
Get your share of fur money NOW.
Our new book, "Trapping for Profit j
and Sport", price lists, market repon

tags, all sent FREE. Write
today.

(MASON FUR CO., Inc.
!228 Trappers Headquarters

,

ST. LOUIS. MO.

, Glen Hooker of Linn % I

County, Mo., made $96.85 in Ai I

month of 1918 fur Beason. trapM]
only in spare time and shipping fui||^'J

^Bigga at Kansas City. Fars are i

^ed this year more than ever. Friceaj
' goins up. You, too, can make big

Advance Market News
I

Write for latest market news and price Hi
]

Traps. Baits, Guns, etc., at Factory Om
jCDCC Send n&me today

rnCC for Free Sub-
scription to "Trappers'
Exchan gre ''—monthly
magazine— greatect
pabliBhed.

LW. BIGGS&Ca
319 BIccs Bids.,
Kansas City. Mo.
88 Tears of

. Sqnre
\Ocsliilc-
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Join the Parade
Startnow snd ehip every skin you handle

I this season to the ereatest fur house in

I the erreatest fur market in the world.

I
Abraham Fur Co.. St. Louis.

I
You are about to start the greatest fur

I
season in the history of the fur trade—you

Ivill receive the highest prices for your
I furs ever known and if you want every

I
dollar coming to you for your shipments.

I Bend them to the Abraham Fur Co. We
I have cleaned out all of our old supply.

, stock and barrel, and have nothing on
i but money—millions to pay for furs.

TRAPPERS
Write today &nd get in line with the

most successful fur institution in the
world. Our tremendously large busi-
ness was built on a policy of Fair
Grading and Highest Prices to the
Trapper, and today we are in a
better position than ever to carry
out this "winning" policy.
Don't ship a single ekin to any
other fur house before you have
carefully investigrated the Abra-
ham Fur Co. of St. Louis.
Order an Abraham Smoke

Pump. Holds the world's record
for long distance smoking and is

a sure winner.

Price Postpaid, $2 Eaeii

P^^B^p Fur Facts and Trap-
rimEib psrs'Supply CatalOB

Greatest trappers' guide ever
published, most complete cata-
log of trappers' supplies. Send
for a copy today—find out all

about our new line of traps. You
can't do without them. Theyhave

f new features which no other traps have.
nr eatalosr tells you all about them. Not the

"
, but the best. Write today—a one cent

-„J brin^ yoa one dollar's worth of fur
formation. Don't delay—Write today.

tl3415 N. Main St. Dept. 185

**Ship your furs to Abraham"

r Absolutely Waterproof Steels
Cost less than leather, wear 3 to 6 times
longer, are liErhter, easier, stroneer.
Stop big shoe bills. Eliminate repair
bills. Stop foot troubles. Prevent Colds,
heumatlsm, Corns, Bunions. Keep feet

warm ana dry in snow, rain,
mud. Blush. Mever change
shape—comfortable always.

FREE Shoe Book Tells
All. Write Today.

N. M. RUTHSTEIN, Vice-Pres,

, SOLE SHOE CO., Dept. A42. Racine, Wis.

I Don't sell a dollar'sworth to anyone until
you get HILL BROS. Official Fur Price
List and see the extra high prices we are
paying. We Charge No Commission.BB^m^B Write for Official Fnr Price

UW^ m List, "Secrets of Big Trap.L pers". Supply Catalog
and Game Laws. All sent

I I FREE, Use coupon or a
ha postal card will do.

HILL BROS. FUR CO.
322 HUl Bids. St. Louis. Mo.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
HILL BROS. FUR CO.

322 Hill Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE your Official Fur Price List,

"Secrets of Big Trappers," etc.

Name.

Town

State R. F. D.

turbed, one set may prove vety profitable.

Mice make good bait for skunks. If you
can find where a skunk visits a chicken
coop, set a trap alongside of the building

and cover it with chicken feathers. Road
culverts are a favorite prowling place for

skunks, and a trap set at either end of one
will likely produce results.

As anyone who has tried it knows, catch-
ing a skunk is only part of the job. Next,
and some think most important, comes
killing and skinning. The best way to kill

a skunk is to shoot him in the center of the
back of the neck with a .22-caliber rifle,

using a short cartridge. If you have no
gun, break his back with a long pole, which
will have the same effect.

Lots of people, especially boys, who skin
a skunk advertise the fact for days after-

ward. However, it is quite possible to do
the job in such a manner that half an hour
later you need not be 'a total outcast of

society. The secret lies in first greasing the
hands well, then use a sharp knife, and be
careful to cut only skin deep when peeling

the carcass. Unhappy experiences are

nearly always the result of cutting too
deep. Stand on the up wind side of your
animal, and when you have finished wash
your hands well with kerosene, and the
scent will come off with the grease. If you
get any scent on your clothes, fresh air and
time are the best deodorizers.

"—And Son"

WE WERE at a pure-bred stock sale

the other day, and after the sale was
over we talked awhile with the man who
was looking after the registration certifi-

cates and their transfer. -Our conversation
was suddenly interrupted. The purchaser
of a fine Shorthorn cow and calf came dash-
ing into the office. "Say," he demanded,
"have you fixed up those papers yet?"
No, he was informed, they hadn't been
made out. They would be sent to him in

a day or two. "Then that's all right,"

said he. "Take your time about that.

But be sure to put it in 'and Son.' The
boy's in partnership with me on this deal.

He's keen after the good stuff. He knows
as much about it as I do, and maybe more,
and he's a half owner and gets half the
profits. So you be sure and put the 'and
Son' in the papers." On being definitely

assured that the firm name would be prop-
erly inserted, the farmer grinned at us, and
we grinned at him understandingly, and
he went away happy.

—

Farm Life.

Does Potato Wart Occur

in Your Section?

ONE of the most dangerous diseases of
Irish potatoes has been discovered in

the United States. Rough, spongy out-
growths of varying size are produced on the
tubers, especially at the eyes. These warts
are light brown at first, but^become black
and decayed with age. Sometimes all po-
tatoes in affected hills are worthless. "The
disease does not attack the vines above
ground. Report promptly all suspicious
cases and send specimens to your county
agent, or to the Plant-Disease Survey, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C.

A Country Boy in the City
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 57]

once more the stars and the moon shining
over a peaceful countryside—and no city
haze of smoke obscured my sky.

I stood up and looked again. Darkness
had fallen and the lights were coming out,
but still I could hear the resistless rush and
roar of the city, grinding on and on.
A few days later I awoke one morning

and looked out of the car. window. The
train was speeding through the hills of
Tennessee. Little farms and clearings
nestled peacefully on the hillsides and in the
valleys. Smoke from the cabin chimneys
was lazily drifting upward.
That night I slept as I hadn't slept for

years, the roar and the bang of the city
seemed very far away. I got up early the
next morning, and stepped out to the rear
veranda. The sun was just coming up over
the pine trees, the grass was fresh and
gleaming in the early-morning dew. "The
cattle were coming up from the pasture
for their morning meal. The chickens were
setting up their early morning clamor;
from a fence post across the .road a quail
sent out his cheery whistle, and from fields

all around came answering calls—and also
the cheerful song of the meadow larks.

I had left the city. And I have never
gone back.

TRAPPERS
Its FREE Send For This

nil

TRAPPING"

at great expense—by experts. It
gives a complete and accurate de-

scription, pictures and tracksof the
different Fur-bearers of North Am-
erica; it tells when and where to

trap; the best and most successful
trapping methods; the right kind of baits and

scents; the sizes of traps to use; the correct way
of skinning and handling the different pelts to
make them worth the most money; the trapping
laws of every state.

"SHUBERT"
will send this great book FREE to any one interested
in trapping or collecting Fur-bearers. Just sign and
mail the coupon today.
'THE ART OF TRAPPING" is NOT a supply cata-

log—but a real Trapper's Guide containing information
of inestimable value to any trapper. It will guide and
help the experienced trapper and teach the beginner the
art of successfully trapping the North American Fur-bear-
ers. No trapper or Fur collecior can afford to be without
this great book. Sendfor your copy at once.

SHUBER,T,wc.
m£ LARGEST HOUSE IN THE WORLD DEAUNG EXCLUSIVELY IHAMERICAN RAW FUR.S

25-27 W.AUSTIN AVE.- CHICAGO. U.SA.

SIGN AND MAIL. TH IS C O UPON TO !DAY
WITHOUT OBLIGATION SEND ME

"THE ART OF TRAPPING-'
THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE TRAPPER'S GUIDE EVER PUBLISHED

and keep me posied on Raw Fur Market-
Conditions during the Fur Setison of 1919-1920

lame.

Post Office.

County

(PLEASE PRINT NAME

)

.R.F.D._BaxN9.

. Stale.

TRAP AND SHIP T9

PyWcMILLAN

mmim
HidesipIltsi^ol
AND GET HIGHEST PRICES, HONEST GRADINC,
PROMPT CASH Returns, free illustrates
TRAPPERS' guide TO SHIPPERS : : : : s

Write for Price List

M?::Mlli\N5FURfV/00tC0}
;>-:-vyKh;M INN EAPOLI S yM I N tim^^ih.

FUR TRAPPERS AND SHIPPERS
PROTECTED ON PRICES

Plan of Honest Grading Adopted 34
Years Ago Best to This Day in

Giving Producers Most Cash.

Never before tas there been such a tremendous
market for furs. And never was the fur producer
in greater need of the guarantee of thorough, soUd,
honest protection.

He needs today the protection of a house which
has built a reputation by making good. No fur
company in the world ever gave fairer treatment

—

none has so many thousands of loyal "old timer"
friends as BECICER BROTHERS & CO. of Chicago.

Thirty-four years ago they formulated a plan
to grade furs right up to 100% of their value.
Ever since that plan has brought the utmost in
cash to thousands of shippers. It will bring top
prices to you. Write today to Becker Bros. & Co.
Address them Dept. 3108, 420 North Dearborn St.,
Chicago; 129 W. 29th St., New York; 200 Decatur
St., New Orleans.

We Need
Millions oi

Mutkraf
and FurJ of

A\] Kinds

© F.B.Co.

=^ >v Spot
Cash!

Top Prices!

Prices promise to be high this year. We are ready to
buy every pelt you take, and pay the spot cash
immediately. Over 500,000 trappers regularly ship to Funsten.
Correct grading by experts, proper sorting and handling insure
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Our Letters to Each Other
This is where we take a few lines every month to talk things over, so if you've

got anything on your mind, let's hear from you

WE WILL start with the

brickbats this month, and
work up to the bouquets.
Brickbat No. 1 is hurled at

us by Mr. J. A. AUars of

State College, Pennsylvania, and reads as

follows:
"Dear Sir: In your April number,

under the heading, 'How I Started Bees

on a Piece of Luck,' I notice several mis-

leading statements. The following state-

ment is made: ' Moths got into the honey-
combs. They ate the honey and killed the

worker bees by the score before I knew it.

Then I found there is a patent hive that

will keep moths out.'

"Any expert on beekeeping can tell you
that moths do not eat honey, but only eat

brood and combs with brood in them.
They will eat old combs containing brood,

and leave adjoining combs containing

sealed honey intact. Also, the wax worms
do not kill the worker bees directly. It is

only when a worker becomes entangled in

the webs produced by the worms that it

loses its life. As to there being a patent

hive that will keep worms out—that is a

joke. Lots of such hives are sold to farmers

who are ignorant of up-to-date beekeeping
methods, by unscrupulous agents, but they

are merely fakes.

"The only known way to combat the wax
worm is to keep your colonies strong, and
have Italian bees in preference to blacks.

Empty hives or weak colonies allow the

moth to slip in and deposit her eggs, but
the normal colony never. For the en-

lightenment of the farmers who may be
induced to invest in those so-called 'patent

hives' I think it would be well for you
people to make a little correction. The
fellows who are selling these patent hives

are just looking for the sort of recommenda-
tion your paper offers.

"At present I am a student here, but I

have kept and made a study of bees since

I was a small boy.
"For better authority I refer you to

'The A B C and X YZ of Bee Culture,' by
A. I. Root, or to Mr. E. R. Root, managing
editor of ' Gleanings in Bee Culture, ' Medina,
Ohio, or to any standard work on bees.

"Hoping to have been of some service to

you and to the farmer at large, I remain
"Yours sincerely,

"J. A. Allars."

There it is, J. A. A., just as you wrote it.

And thank you for taking the trouble. In-

cidentally, you all may be interested to

know that Mr. A. I. Root has written an
article for Farm And Fireside, which will

appear in an early issue, telling the story

of how he happened to get into the bee
business and some of the important things

he has learned about it.

Here's a Bouquet

Mrs. May E. Crist, WTiting from Delta,
Colorado, and signing herself "An Old
Subscriber," says, "We all enjoy Farm and
Fireside. It has improved and is fine

reading for us country people—so many
helpful hints and paragraphs."

It always makes a fellow feel good to
have others notice what he is trying to do,

and say encouraging things about it. And
because many of you have been so good as

to mention the changes in F.arm and Fire-
side I'm going to say just a few words
about what we are trying to do with it:

First of all, we're trying not to "preach,"
nor to "advise," nor to tell farming folks
what they "must" do. We get our preach-
ing from preachers, who make a business
of that sort of thing; our advice from our
lawyers and our doctor, whom we pay for

that purpose; and our "musts" from our
own conscience. We consider tliat the
farming folks are quite able and willing to
do the same for themselves, without any
help from us. What we do try to do is to
make Farm and Fireside's pages an ex-
perience exchange, through which the good
things one farmer has learned can be passed
on to all the others. We try to do this in a
personal, interesting way. Once in a while
we say something about a particular article
in a note that goes with it, but that's
merely our comment, and has nothing to
do with the article directly. Ignore our
opinion all you like. You've probably gotjust
asgood opinions of your own—maybe better.
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In the second place, we are not hooked
up to any "movement." We are not trying
to "improve" anybody, nor to "uplift"
anybody. We're not trying to get any-
body to "join" anything. We have plenty
to do in managing our own private and
personal affairs without trying to manage
those of anybody else. More than 600,000
subscribers, representing more than three
million readers, pay their good money to

take this magazine. We believe they want
it to contain interesting, practical articles

that they can get something out of for

themselves; good fiction, good pictures,

and plenty of clean, wholesome entertain-

ment. We don't think they care two whoops
about what we think they ought to do, and
therefore we don't waste any space trying

to tell them. Therefore, as long as we keep
our senses, you can pretty well count on
receiving in Farm and Fireside as near a

100 per cent magazine as we can give you,
instead of a special

plea for something we
are interested in boost-

ing and think you
ought to be interested

in too.

We try to run this

magazine for farming
folks, just like we'd
run any other kind of

magazine. That is, we
run it first of all for

human beings, always
bearing in mind of

course that the human
beings we run it for

happen to be in the
business of farming.
It may be unique for

anybody to take the
view that farmers are

people; butwe do take
it, and we're going to

stick to it, for it is

true. It always has
been true. Some folks

just couldn't see it, that is the reason.

Excuse us for running on this way, but
this is our hobby, and it was too good a
chance to ride it to be passed idly by.

Thank You, Doctor!

Dr. C. F. Friend Of Illinois sent us this

picture of his nineteen-year-old-son riding
the tractor with which he prepared 200
acres of Canada land for seeding. Young
Mr. Friend just graduated from high school
last year, and returned to his farm work
during vacation.

This picture and its history is mighty
interesting to us because of the train of

thought it brings up. It seems to us to show
how machinery is helping the farm business
man to-day to triumph over the grinding
and back-breaking labor that took much

Tractor farming in Illinois

of the joy out of farming in years gone by.
It is almost as though the gods of iron

and steel and gas came along and said:
"Here, you farm fellows, let us give you

a lift. Take us, in the form of tractors, and
trucks, and engines. You do the thinking
and planning, and we'll do the heavies."

Now as to Milk Bottles

E. S. writes from the State of Washing-
ton to know how long the life of a milk
bottle is; and inasmuch as it takes millions
of bottles a day to distribute the milk that
comes from America's farms we thought
you might be interested to know the
answer, so here it is:

Investigations made by the Department
of Agriculture show that the average milk
dealer buys 17,649 new milk bottles a
month, and the large dealers buy more than
90,000 bottles a month, which are largely,

though not entirely,

replacement stock.
The Department

made investigations
in eighty-six cities. It

\yas learned that the
life of the average milk
bottle is short. The
specialist found that
it makes only about
seventeen trips before
it is lost or broken.
For every consumer
who has a quart ofmilk
delivered at the door
each day, the dealer,

in the course of a year,

has to supply 20 new
bottles.

In sixteen cities in-

cluded in the investi-

gations more than
8,000,000 sound milk
bottles are collected

annually from city

dumps. Thirty-three
of the eighty-six cities investigated had
milk-bottle exchanges, or places where such
bottles from all sources are sorted out and
returned to the owner, provided he is a

member of the exchange.
Only nineteen States have regulations

governing the use of milk bottles, and of

the eighty-six cities studied seventy-tw.o
reported the use by dealers of other dealers'

bottles.

Here's the Answer, J. M. G.

"When I was overseas," writes J. M. G.
of Iowa, "I noticed one day in England
a young fellow—looked like a farmhand

—

with a wisp of straw in his hat, and I just

wondered if he wore it for fun, or if it

meant anything.
"We were on the march at the time,

and I had no a chance to find out
you tell me?"
When we humans get out and

around we learn a lot of things, don'1
J. M. G.? That trip to Europe w
liberal education to a lot of the boys,
it's a pity more of us can't get arou
bit. Most of us can, even if it's oi
little bit, and it would certainly be h
our while to do it.

To answer your question, the ym
straw did mean something.

In Great Britain and other pai
Europe a straw used in different
means a lot of things among farming

In parts of England and Scotland
carrying a straw in his hat is a plo'
or stable-boy in search of a place,
for sale, in other rural districts, an
with a bundle of straw. Farmers
pole on the road near the house,, and
its top with the homely symbol.
A horse's tail well plaited with si

with the straw ends turned up, marL
as for sale, but garnished more roi.

with straw wisps marks him as a kii

Straw tied to the stall also indica'
kicking horse, and, in similar fashii
bundle of straw on a gate post at a
cut may give warning of an unnil;
within. Some farmers give fiirther
by fastening a bundle of straw o:

animal's horns.
In the country, in winter and

the foxhunter always watches for
when he comes upon it tied on t
tall red pole he must look out for
wire; when hedges are strewn with s

he must rein up to keep out of newn
wheat or clover fields. During the shw
season on the Yorkshire moors tall s

are placed along the pathways, and
with straw. They bid the peasantrj
ware of the stray shots of the spo
gentry.

Miners, extending the old-country
tom underground, warn comrades of
gerous parts of the working by meai
straw thrown about the flooring.

In Germany workmen repairing
roofs of houses hang a bundle of s

from the top window as a danger sigi

passers-by, while bricklayers in Nc
and Denmark tie similar bundles t(

top of the scaffold pole to signify tha
chimney pots are set and their wo
finished.

In the south of England a bund
straw left in a field is a sign tha
gleaners are not yet allowed to gath(
corn left by the reapers. When wh
being sown, a stick crowned with
is put up at each end of the field in

to guide the sower and prevent his

twice over the same ground.
Secured to the roof of a farmhons

many parts of Ireland, it is an invitatia

passers-by to enter and drink the healtj

the bride and bridegroom, who are wit

In the west of England, neighb
their disgust of wife beaters by tyi:

to the door handles of the houses
such cruel husbands 'live.

Despite the invention of kniti

chines some elderly women in the nm
Ireland still carry wisps of straw

_

into their belts. These form sheat"

their knitting needles, and are a f

sign to all and sundry who may cha

pass by that their wearer is willl

make knitted goods to order.

We Ask a Favor

Right here we would like to tah

lines to ask that when you write
'

be sure to put your name and adl
the letter. We get a lot of ques^
can't answer because there's no
the letter. One old subscriber in 1

Michigan, for instance, wants
Thomas A. Edison's address. II

Orange, New Jersey. We hope :

this. But we can help you a lol

if we have your name and address,
j

don't want it published, just tell i

we will see that no one finds it

you know how it is—if you don't 1

to answer it is pretty hard to answj
So long for this time.
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Announcing a New Low Price
OWING to our immense buying facilities and our standardized production we are pleased to

! announce that within a few days La Crosse Model G 12-24 horsepower Tractor will be sold

at a reduction in price. The new price which will be announced definitely within a short

time, will mean a reduction of between 15% and 30% from the former price of 31250. Figure out
what this saving will mean to you.

The size, buying power, large production and standardized manufacture of the La Crosse
Tractor Company are well known. In this unprecedented reduction in price we are showing you a

practical proof of the val-ue of dealing with a national organization.

The Same Tractor in Every Detail
TheLaCrosseTractorwhichyouwillbe able to get from your dealerat the new price is exactly the

same tractorwhich was formerly sold at 31250. Not a detail is different. It is the same value today as

it was a year ago, but our manufacturing facilities and sales policy enable us to sell it at a lower price.

12-24 H. P. 2000 Lbs. Drawbar Pull
At its new price the La Crosse Model G offers more horsepower for the money than any other

tractor on the market. It is rated 12-24 horsepower—full 2000 pounds guaranteed drawbar pull.

This is the perfect kerosene burning tractor. With its own special twin-cylinder horizontal

motor it holds many records for low fuel cost and dependable operation.

When desired, it is equipped with the Line Drive Attachment so you can drive it with reins like

horses. It is self-guiding in the furrow and turns short in its tracks to right or left with equal ease.

It has the fewest number of parts and every part is very accessible. There are thousands of these

tractors being used successfully under many different conditions. Wait for further announcement.

New La Crosse Model M
We are just announcing the new La Crosse Model M Tractor with 7-12 horsepower which you

can operate with lines same as horses could be driven; used in connection with horse-drawn imple-

ments and does cultivating and all light field work as well as belt work. Better investigate.

See Your Dealer Immediately
See your dealer immediately and ascertain the new price on the La Crosse Model G Tractor.

Get full specifications of the new Model M or write us direct.

LA CROSS TRACTOR COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 96C LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
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How the Experience of

Years Saves Money in

This Post'War Maxwell

THE run of 300,000

Maxwells to date saves

yoU many a worth while

dollar in the new Post-War
Maxwell. Those 300,000

saved in many ways.

1. They taught "short-

cuts" in manufacturing.

2. They eliminated all experi-

mental work—you don't have to

pay for a single engineering

mistake.

3. They developed quantity

production which has reduced

"overhead."

4. They enabled quantity pur-

chases; and better materials are

bought at lower costs.

5. They taught how to build an
almost trouble-proof car; you sel-

dom take a Post-War Maxwell
to a repair shop.

6. They taught how to get

the most mileage out. of a

gallon of gasoline, a pint of

oil and a set of tires.

7. They taught how to

£rSr«?.: buHd a car that the less

skilled driver would find

simple to operate and take care of.

8^ They taught that itwas better

to build more and take less profit

per car rather than build less and
take more profit per car.

9. They taught how to put more
and more value in the car with-

out increasing its cost

This Post -War Maxwell is

next year's car. It contains fea-

tures developed during the war,

many of which will find their

way into other cars in the sum-
mer of 1920.

Price $985 f. o. b. Detroit

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY, Inc.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

1

mm
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Warm shod—dry shod
clean shod

The new '*U. S." Walrus means all three

HERE at last is the overshoe that combines

all the qualities you've always wanted!

Look it over—it's the new U. S. Walrus.

clean shod with the U. S. Walrus,

it's the farmers' ideal overshoe.

In every way,

It's an all-rubber overshoe that's absolutely

waterproof. It's got a warm, snug-fitting fleece

lining. It's convenient because you slip it right

over your leather shoes—then push it off with your

toe when you're through.

Best of all, the U. S. Walrus can be instantly

cleaned. You can work for hours in the stickiest

barnyard mire; then a pail of water or a rinse at

the pump washes the U. S. Walrus clean—removes

every trace of mud from its smooth rubber surface.

The comfort and convenience ofthe U. S. Walrus

are backed up by real strength. A staff

of experts have designed it—have made
it an overshoe that is built to last. At
every single point where the wear is hard-

est, the U. S. Walrus is heavily reinforced.

Your leet will always be warm—dry

—

Ask your dealer today to show you the new
U. S. Walrus. After you've worn a pair for a day

or so, you'll realize why they're fast becoming so

popular with farmers everjrwhere.

Other " £/. S." models—all built for

the hardest wear

Whether you prefer a boot for the wet season,

a bootee, or rubber for general use, or a cloth-top

arctic—you can find in U. S. Rubber footwear

exactly whatyou need. Tough, heavy soles—special

reinforcements at all points of strain—and always

the highest quality rubber— these points

are winning U. S. Rubber footwear thou-

sands of new friends every year.

Look for the U. S. Seal— it means

solid wear and long service for your

money.

Ask for'U. S:RUBBER FOOTWEAR

United States Rubber Company
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High Prices—Whose Fault?
By W. S. Nelson

$2.00

lAG, you're it!" seems to be the
(national game these days when
everybody is engaged in a search
for the individual, firm, or cor-

poration, singular or plural, re-

sponsible for the high cost of living.

Should one man of the many accused
boldly step forth and brazenly declare, "I
am the culprit," he might put an end to a
subject which as a generator of conversa-
tion has the weather backed entirely off the
boards.
Even the farmer comes in for his share

of the accusations. But is he to blame?
A few days ago I heard a representative

of a big bean producers' association testify

before a joint session of the Senate and
House of Representatives Committee on
Agriculture here in Washington, and when
he had finished I thought of another child-

hood game, supposed to be played with a
button but in which a bean was sometimes
used, and I was constrained to say, "Bean,
bean, who's got the bean?"
Complaint was made that at present

prices bean growers are not getting the cost

of production. Asked as to the price the
growers in California have been getting for

beans, the reply was. that up until this fall

it had been about cents a pound, and
that on this basis beans of such variety and
quality should be retailing in Washington
at not more than a "bit"—12^ cents—

a

pound.
It was stated, however, that on this day

the price was 15 cents. We are informed
that it had previously been from 18 to 22
cents. But some beans are selling very
much higher, according to testimony
brought out at the hearing to which we re-

fer. The difference is that these beans are
cooked and served in pots containing
about a quarter of a pound each.

In a moderate-priced Washington res-

taurant, it was stated, such a pot of beans
costs 20 cents, or at the rate of 80 cents a
pound. At a fashionable hotel in the
national capital the same quantity of

beans, it was shown, when served with
music, to people up in the purple, and on
fine Unen—if we may express the thought
of the man who knew—cost 60 cents for a
quarter-pound pot, or at the rate of $2.40
a pound.

It would seem, then, that it makes some
difference where we buy our beans. But
it does not appear that it makes a great
deal of difference as to the bank account of

the grower, except as high prices demanded
of the bean eater may decrease the demand
for the product.
At this same meeting held in the Senate

Office Building here in the national capi-
tal, J. R. Howard, representing the Iowa
Association of Farm Bureaus, told of con-
ditions out in the Corn Belt country. He
told of how not only the heads of families
.but in many instances every member of the
family had worked to the breaking point,
and that now many were determined to
quit.

"Domestic help," said Mr. Howard, "is
an utter impossibility on the farm, and
even in the fields nt is almost out of the
question to get help at any price."

I knew that every word that the speaker
uttered was true, for less than a week be-
fore I had returned from my own home in
Missouri, and while there had talked with
many as to the labor situation. My fel-

low farmers there told of how they were
paying $5 a day to boys to drive wagojis at

Missouri Farmer and Congressman from the Eighth Missouri District'

Decoration by W. D. Stevens

threshing time, the farmer supplying
wagon andteamand boarding his help.

Hands at harvest time demanded
from 50 to 80 cents an hour, and too

often they were not to be had at any price.

Under these conditions, and with the
uncertainty as to price for wheat next
year, have we cause to doubt Mr. Miller's

statement when he says that the outlook
is for a wheat acreage at least 25 per cent
less for the 1920 crop, and which is to be
seeded this fall?

Frequent complaint is heard as to the
guaranteed price of wheat, $2.26 per bushel
Chicago basic price, but nearer $2 on the
farm where grown. This complaint has,
in the main, come from city folk who do
not understand the situation. Many of

them have been told, and actually believe.

Board of Agriculture mean to be
facetious. He was merely stating the
facts. As with beans so with wheat,
it makes a difference in cost as to how
and in what form we would have it served.

Director Barnes of the United States

Grain Corporation very wisely decided not
to lower the price of wheat this fall.

_
Had

he done so the relief, if any, to the ultimate
consumer would have been infinitesimal,

while the taxpayers would have been
called upon to pay the additional bilHon
dollars, or so much of it as would have
been necessary to cover the loss.

I have said that the consumers are the
principal complainants as to the govern-
ment guaranteed price on wheat. Some
producers are also complaining. These
men hold that but for the guaranteed

Well, Then, Who Gets the Money?
THE 1918-19 annual report of the California Fruit Growers' Ex-

change has just come to my desk. In it I find this statement:

"The Exchange this season shipped 33,082 carloads of the 45,692

carloads of citrus fruit shipped by the entire industry. There has
been returned to California for the crop $75,600,000, with a delivered

value to the wholesale markets of $100,000,000, for which the retailer

collected from the consumer $160,000,000."

In other words, the original price paid the farmers for that fruit

was more than doubled before it reached the consumer. The con-

sumer paid the retailer a margin almost equal to the original price

paid by the wholesaler to the farmer.

These representative figvu'es show pretty clearly that it is to their

extravagant retail marketing system that the consumer should look

long and thoughtfully in seeking a solution of the high cost of living.

In this connection, note the last paragraph of Mr. Nelson's article.

The Editor.

that to use the billion-dollar wheat price

guarantee fund to lower the price of wheat
to $1 or $1.25 would result in a five-cent

loaf instead of a ten-cent loaf. The same
course of reasoning would lead us to the
belief that free wheat would result in free

bread. The facts are that as compared
with the prices of other products wheat is

to-day the cheapest thing on the market.
The secretary of the Missouri State

Board of Agriculture said to me:
"The average citizen is eating six bushels

of wheat per year. If milled at 75 per cent,

six bushels make 270 pounds of flour. At
present the average farm price of wheat
is $2. The city consumer is eating $12
worth of wheat per year^—less than four
cents per day, or only a fraction over one
cent a meal. A pair of first-class shoes
now sells for as much as a farmer gets for

one person's supply of wheat for a whole
year.
"Made into 75 per cent flour," continued

the Missouri farm secretary as I talked
with him, "a bushel of wheat (45 pounds of
flour), retails at the rate of $6.75 per hun-
dred, or $3.04. Made into 59 loaves of

10-cent bread, a bushel of wheat retails as
bread for $5.09. Made into breakfast
food, 206 packages weighing four ounces
each, at 15 cents each, a bushel of wheat
(less 14 per cent for moisture, or 51.6

pounds net) retails at the grocei^ store at
$30.90. Wheat breakfast food served at
20 cents per individual dish, less five cents
for milk, sells at a first-class hotel or res-

taurant to-day at $216.30. The farmer
receives $2 a bushel."
Nor did the secretary of the Missouri

price, which, it is alleged, is being treated
as a maximum price when it was designed
to be a minimum, wheat would now be
selling considerably higher. In this opin-
ion I share.

I also know from carefully kept records
on my own farm and from the figures of

farm bureaus that under conditions which
have prevailed this year, and with the
average yield, the cost of producing wheat
has been from $1.65 to $1.90 per bushel on
well-managed farms. Not a very big
profit, considering the work and worry.
That the cost of living is high everybody

knows, and that it must, and in the very
nature of things should, continue so for

some time, most men who have made a
careful study of conditions are convinced.

I do not by this statement mean to say
that all prices should remain as at present.
Heaven forbid! Profiteering should be
stopped. With this thought in mind, I,

with other members of Congress, voted to
amend the Lever Food Law Control Act
so as to extend its provisions to include
clothing, containers of food, feed or fer-

tilizers, fuel, oil, and implements used in
the production of necessities, and to pro-
vide for a $5,000 fine or two years' im-
prisonment for profiteers. Personally, I

prefer prison sentences. Fines are merely
passed on to- the people.
But if none were engaged in profiteering,

there would still be high prices. For five

years much of the world was engaged in

the destruction of property—not money.
The money we still have, and the United
States has more, far more, than ever be-
fore. Men were taken out of productive

>vHea.t per bushel
$ 2re.50

pursuits, and of those who did till the soil

or feed stock much of the fruits of their

labor was diverted to war purposes.
If the law of supply and demand still

works, we may expect high prices to con-
tinue until there is produced an amount
sufficient to meet the present shortage, or
until we learn to do on less. This need
not be thought of as economics. It is just

plain old-fashioned common sense. The
soldier did not eat money, he did not wear
money, war did not destroy money. As a
result there is an abundance of money in

the world, and especially in the United
States, to-day. We are on an inflated

currency basis. There is nothing cheap
except the dollar.

Not so many years ago, during a period
of low prices, men were frequently heard
to say that it was of no use to grow grain
or to feed stock, as such produce would not
bring the cost of production. Now we
hear men complain that there is but little

inducement to work for what seems to be
large salaries, as the money thus earned
"will not buy anything." Here we have
the two extremes.

In considering the question of the high
cost of living it should be borne in mind
that this condition is not confined to Amer-
ica. Yesterday I talked with a friend who
had just returned after spending six months
in a study of agricultural conditions in
Europe. He told me that prices are higher
there than here, and th^t in most of the
countries he visited unrestrained spending
was the rule. So the orgy of extravagance
is not confined to America.

Just here I am led to say that we are to-

day suffering from too much extravagant
spending and too much extravagant speak-
ing. Debt and distrust follow these as
follows night the day. It is not to be de-
nied that many are now engaged in a bitter
fight to keep the wolf from the door. On
the other hand, there are more, I believe,

who could, if they would, be paying off

debts of long standing, or who could be
laying by a little. There is one place, and
only one, where a dollar will go as far as it

once did. That place is in the payment
of a debt.

Take, for instance, the farmer who ten
years ago bought an additional "forty,"
agreeing to pay $50 an acre. At that time
five 200-pound hogs would have been re-

quired to pay for one acre. To-day one
big porker would almost cancel the in-

debtedness on the same amount of land
But lest someone refer to- this as proof of

inordinate gain on the part of the farmer,
let me say that the cost of producing a hog
ready for market is several times greater
now than then. And it is in the purchasing
power of the profit rather than the gross price

of the product we mainly are interested.

Scarcity of help and consequent necessity
of working together has taught us farmers
much of co-operation. To-day there are
many successful selling associations, and
we may expect to see more.- Farmers are
very properly combining, not to raise

priceS; but better to market their product.
The city consumers might well take a hint
and join together in co-operative buying.
The trouble is, though, that in most in-

stances, while the farmer knows his neigh-
bors for miles around, the man in the big
city may not know his next-door neighbor.
Some time ago I took dinner with a friend

whose home is in one of the large apartment
buildings in upper [continued on page 24]
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FARM AND FIRESIDl

Mistakes We Older Folks Make When
We Get Ready to Retire

By a Kansas farmer who did it

I
AM one of that numerous class of

citizens who make up a good share of

the population and fringes of our
American towns and villages

—"a
retired farmer."

A friend of mine, a farmer in the Middle
West, who is past fifty and thinking of

easing up a bit himself, asked me the other

day what I considered the best way to

quit; and, knowing that the same ques-

tion is in the minds of a lot of you fathers

and mothers whose children take Farm
AND Fireside, I am going to tell you what
I told him. I hope it may be of some bene-
fit to you in finding your answer:
The great mistake most of us make in

quitting, I think, is that we interpret

"taking it easy" to mean doing absolutely
nothing. That error kills hundreds of re-

tired farmers in this country, right along,

ten to twenty years before their time.

I wouldn't presume to tell any farmer how
to quit, because it is a problem for the
individual to solve himself, but I will say
that, however you quit, you ought to pro-
vide yourself with some work that ^^^ll

keep your mind and your muscles busy
every day. Not busy to the point of wear-
ing you out, but just to the point of keep-
ing your mental and physical machinery
well oiled and in good running order. Only
by doing this will you enjoy your old age.

One farmer I know was forced to quit on
account of bad health. He had money
enough to take him through a natural life-

time, and he was of the type described

—

nervous and discontented if he was not
occupied. He moved to a little town
near-by, and saw what was in store for

him. He did not want to go into business,

as he could not be worried with business
details, yet he must "do time." He had
traded at a certain general store for many
years.

A few days after he had started living in

town he went to the proprietor and said

he had a proposition to make. In brief, it

was an offer to come into the store and
clerk, but no salary was to be paid him.
He was to work steadily, but of course

free to leave when pleasure or business de-

manded. He was accepted. That was
twelve years ago, and since then the store

has changed hands three times, but he is

still working on the original terms that he
proposed. He is a man of seventy-five

to-day, but stronger than he was the day
he left the farm. He is at the store every
day, the first man there, and sweeps out.

He keeps regular hours, and says that he
is a permanent fixture, the same as the
showcases; and he jokingly remarks that
whenever the store is sold in the future,

as it has been in the past, he goes with it.

That man knows how to retire.

It is a big problem. The city businesses

are many-men businesses. There are part-

nerships and corporations, and where a
business is owned individually there is

usually a taking in of new blood to keep
up the stiff pace that city competition re-

quires.

Take for instance the lawyer: Here is a

business that one man can successfully

operate himself. But when the lawyer sees

that he is being handicapped by years, or

even before the actual handicap occurs, if

he is prudent, he will take in a junior part-

ner, and while the younger man furnishes

the vigor thSt comes with younger years,

the older man furnishes counsel that comes
with age. Where both men are congenial,

the combination is a happy one, and usu-
ally a successful one.

But the farmer almost always is in the
fight alone. Not often is there a partner-
ship; almost never a corporation, for in

many States there is a state law prohibit-

ing a corporation from operating farm
lands. The intent is of course to keep the
land from being held in large tracts by
outside capital.

Another farmer I knew was facing the
same problem. He had made plenty of

money, help was scarce, and he could not
rely on keeping men hired to do the work
under his supervision. He built a new
house on the place for himself, moved out
of the old one, and turned it over to the
younger folks. He did not sell off his

stock, but is letting the young man use
them and pay for a specified part for the
horses and mules out of the money he

makes off the farm. He is edging out and
letting the young man edge in.

That is one city trick that it might be
worth while for more farmers to learn.

Still another instance of the same thing
is the case of a farmer who was pre-emi-
nently qualified to take it easy in town.
He had considerable lands and money in

the bank. He had two boys, one married,
and he gave them all they could raise off

the land if they would pay the taxes, keep
the buildings in repair, and furnish him
and the family at home with provisions
raised on the farm. In this particular in-

it has worked wonderfully well in this case,
in many others, where other children in
the family are inclined to resent parental
advantages offered to certain ones, it

would breed trouble, for there are three
boys who are in the city who have received
practically nothing in the way of help.
The father says that they could have had
the same opportunity if they had chosen
to farm, but they chose other than the
"best business in the world," and they
must abide by their decision.

I knew a pioneer who had broken sod in
three States, before they were admitted to

Is This a Hunch for Your County
Agent?

So FAR as is known, only one or two
of the 5,000-odd farm and home

demonstration agents in the United
States travel on motorcycles. While
this method may be novel to those who
ordinarily associate the county agent
with a jitney, to Agent C. B. Faris,

of Greenwood, South CaroUna, this

maimer of getting about is a most
practical proposition.

If cost of operation and ease in

covering one's territory are taken into
consideration, Mr. Faris feels that the
use of the motorcycle approaches the
ideal. Certainly it is the cheapest mode
of travel and the best from many
standpoints. Backward farms become
accessible, and "pig paths," as the
saying goes, are easily found. Many
places almost entirely inaccessible to
the car are easily reached by the motor-

I

cycle, and the folks that need the
I demonstration and extension work most

urgently are quickly reached.
Mr. Faris began his demonstration

work with an 11-horsepower motorcycle
and covered his whole county with the
greatest facility. Then someone per-
suaded him to purchase a car—and
thereby hangs the tale. Nothing could
have pictured more forcibly the contrast
between his motorcycle and his car
than his attempt to use the car as he
had used the cycle. The cost of oper-
ation went up and his efl!iciency went
down. His reputation for getting to
meeting places on time went out. And

his popularity began to decline as well.
The trouble arose from the fact that

formerly Mr. Faris had not been
accustomed to consider the time on the
road, from place to place, as worth
anything. Speed was essential, for his

county is large. When he attempted to
make the old schedule he found that
the car was shaking to pieces and the
repair bill was cHmbing. Of course, the
car had a great many advantages over
the motorcycle in comfort, convenience,
and for the purpose of taking out
friends. After one year's experimenting,
however, he sold the car and went back
to the motorcycle.

This time, however, he bought a
side car, attaching it to his motor-
cycle—combining the best qualities of

the automobile and the motorcycle.
The side car is easily detachable and
extremely handy. When he rides

"solo" Mr. Faris obtains a mileage of

40 miles to the gallon of gasoline; when
he attaches the side car he cuts his

mileage down to 30 miles to the gallon.

One half of the amount of cylinder oil is

required by the motorcycle, than is

generally used by the automobile, and
the amount of money spent for repairs

is incomparably insignificant. Where
personal repairing on the car is be-
yond the reach of many, the type of

mechanical work necessitated by the
use of the motorcycle is within the
reach of the majority.

It is probably the element of danger,
thinks Mr. Faris, that keeps many of

the agents from riding a motorcycle.
His experience demonstrates, however,
that with proper exercise of care and
common sense the motorcycle is no
more dangerous than any other vehicle.

And as for covering territory and get-

ting work done—why, when a man has
seven commercial orchards and 150
home orchards to look after, to say
nothing of all his other work, he's just
naturally got to put some speed into his

work.
Mr. Faris considers that the use of a

motorcycle is the cheapest, most com-
fortable, and most rapid method of travel
for county-agent work.

Certainly, in his khaki suit and on his

khaki-colored motorcycle, he not only
acts the part of a highly specialized and
very necessary government agricultural

worker, but he also looks it, and his

people and superior officers consider
him so. S. G. RUBINOW.

stance the retiring farmer has shown no
ill effects in health, and will probably not,

although it is the exception rather than
the rule.

Needless to say, the sons are getting a
fine start on the proposition offered, and
he has a younger son still in college whom
he proposes to give the same opportunity.
He says that the oldest one, who has been
farming on this basis for ten years, has had
a good chance to get ahead, and it is no
more than right that he should step aside
and give the younger brother a chance.
The second brother by that time will be
in a position to plan the work and have
good business judgment to help the boy
now in college get started in right. While

the Union, who found himself unable to
meet the physical demands of the farm at
sixty-five, and, his wife having died several
years before, he was facing the end of life

alone, unless you could count his children,

some of whom were grandparents. By
that last statement no disrespect is meant
toward the children, for they held him in

high paternal regard; but they were en-
grossed in their own financial and family
problems.
For a while this man kept house with an

unmarried daughter. He was weary of
work, tired out in the hard fight he had
made against the elements to keep his

family together, and, unfortunately, he
had not saved a great deal of money. He

had a small farm and perhaps $1,000 ii

cash. He moved to a little town and qui i

work square off. Of a phlegmatic tempera J
ment, it did not seem to bother him a
first. The daughter married. The chil

dren, who were really very-fond of him
asked him to live with them. He decide*
that he would, and had eight places when
he was welcome at all times. In a fe\

years his heart, used to the strain of
pioneer, began to go bad. But he resolve(
to stick it out. He refused to take even i

normal amount of exercise, and the
few years of his life were years of physics
deterioration that competent doctors sail

would not have occurred had he kept hi

muscles hard and his mind alert.

If there is a son or a son-in-law in tjb

family, that is a logical solution, pro^^(i»
that the father and son are both agreed
In many instances there are obstacles ii

the way, and other arrangements must b
made.

It's the old, old story of having a bea
by the tail and can't let go. When ;

farmer has worked and paid for his plac*

has made money enough to enjoy the coii

forts and luxuries of life, he finds turnin.
it over to someone else a hard job. If

could disregard the sentiment, it wouli
still be hard. I still face two major ques
tions:

What shall I do with the farm?
And what shall I do with myself?
The farm can be rented out; but wl

of me, accustomed to an active life, can
little for the entertainments that to^
have to offer, and nothing for that of 1

city?

It often works out something like tii

experience of a man in one of the Westfln
States. He had paid for a good pla«
Part of the family was grown and had mad
places for themselves on other farms oj
towns. Two younger children had reacj^
the high-school age. Family consultatici
were held, and it was decided to make
sale, dispose of the personal property, ge

a good renter on the place, and move t

the county seat, where there was a goo
high school.

Let us disregard the trouble he had i

finding a suitable renter. He made all tb

arrangements, and made the move.
house was not so good as the one on
farm, for, being conservative by lifelon

application to that trait, he figured tte

the house was comfortable, even if it 3i

not look very well and was not locatecffl

that part of the town where people of ft

own financial and social rank lived. The
was a little garden, but no barn and n
stock to tend.
The young people made friends, m

took a fair interest in the school. Bui?
was the problem of what to do, when th|
was nothing to be done, that wore on I
aged farmer. He was used to getting 1

at five in the morning and, if not taking
hand in the field, seeing about little affai

around. It had been a habit of a lifetin

to be busy from five in the morning t
the day was over. Sometimes the woi
came heavier than he wanted it, but alwa;
there was something to occupy his mir
and hands, if he wanted to do it. So ]

would run up to towTi and try to find coil

fort in talking to people there. But alwf;
there was something lacking. He wa*
fish out of water. A lifetime's habits eSi

not be changed by a wish. He worifc
more and more. He became an easy mm
for disease. The arteries and heart th
had been used to strenuosity, and v/^

distended, became hardened. Physical
he was going down, and mentally he ^
unhappy. In a few years he suffered
natural consequence of ill-considered

tion, and died, in all probability ten ye
sooner than he would have done had
kept going.
Not always is this the case. It depei

a great deal on the temperament of

individual person. If he is inclined

worry and fret, he is worse off than
man who takes things as they come, w
can find little ways of amusing himsi

whatever they may be.

The most dangerous experiment, 1|

cause it so often fails, and the most ple?i

aiTt when it succeeds, is living with ti

children. It is a rare instance where ti

children of the [continued on page 2
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Farmers I Know Who Save Money by

Hauling with Trailers
By H. W. Perry

General Manager Trailer Manufacturers Association of America

N THE August issue of Farm and
Fireside there was an article .by D.
S. Burch outlining the important
points to consider before you buy a
motor truck.

However, here are some additional facts

> consider—facts about trailers for trucks

jj id automobiles'. The addition of the
;lit kind of a trailer might make the buy-

™g of a truck a time and money saving
'oposition for you, whereas about the
ailer you may not yet be in position to

it a truck and make money thereby,
lider any circumstances, the right kind
a trailer means money saved on hauling.

Even if you don't have a truck, a trailer

ay be used to advantage by hitching it

your car, no matter what kind of car
is.

The majority of us own cars, even
ough we may not own trucks. In either

se we can use trailers to great advan-
ge. With a passenger car and trailer

u can do all the hauling needed for a
lall farm, while with a truck of one or

'o tons' capacity and a trailer or semi-
liler you can do as much hauling as four
six teams.
If you want a trailer and don't know
actly what kind is suited to your needs
ite to the Editor of Farm and Fire-
)E, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City,

ling your hauling problems, distance

»m market, and road conditions, and he
11 get you the information you want
out trailers.

To show you how the trailer is working
t on farms that have them, take a few
imples:
A certain cattle breeder in Arizona, for

itance, has hauled a two-wheel trailer

,000 miles behind his light runabout,
d says $15 would cover all the outlay
has made on the trailer. He says:

"I have carried cows, calves, bulls up
a ton weight; lumber, grain, large trees,

lod, coal, and many other items used on
r farm. Such a vehicle is indispensable

me, and I think would be more generally

jd by farmers if they realized the many
the trailer can be put to."

A fruit grower at Dawson, Georgia,
uls peaches and cotton to market with
ight car and four-wheel trailer. He has
uled six bales of cotton at a load with
is outfit, and brought in loads of hay
d peaches to town.
"The greatest beauty about the trailer,"

id he, "is the satisfaction .of knowing
at your load is getting on all right. You
n't have to look around to see—all you
ve to do is just drive. Out of over a

the truck and hauled away to Wasco.
Some time ago a cattle grower in Cali-

fornia was unable to secure cattle cars for

shipments by rail to Bakersfield, and de-

Omaha, and other packing-house centers by
motor trucks from points 40 to 50 miles dis-

tant. Growers have discovered there is much
less shrinkage in weight than when the

118

ndred loads I have made myself, I never
d to stop to readjust a single load to

ep it from falling off. My regular load
IS 12 crates on the automobile and 48 on

trailer, which I hauled a distance of

iree miles. It would take me thirty

inutes after leaving the car to go to my
ichard and load up and get back. The
laviest load I hauled during the rush of

e season was 60 crates in the trailer and
in the automobile, the crates averaging

little over 52 pounds each."
When the Government contracted with
cattle ranch companynear Bakersfield,
alifornia, for the entire hay crop from
3,000-acre ranch, a condition of the

mtract was that the hay would be re-

oved and shipped at once. To accom-
,ish this a 3H-ton truck and trailer

ive been hauling 20
;)ns of baled hay six

^ys in the week, mak-
,ig two round trips

aily over a 34-mile run,
ith 130 bales weighing
Ver 10 tons. Seventy
lales are loaded on the
•uck, and 60 on the
•ailer. The truck and
ailer go into the fields

0 load. When the
round is soft from ir-

gation a four-horse
|;am hauls the trailer,

"ith 35 bales to the
3ad, where 25 more
ales are put on and
le trailer attached to

The Season's Greetings—Together

With Some Thoughts on 1920
By the Editor

YOU and I, as citizens of the United States, are facing a new year—a year
which promises, by all the signs, to be one of the most critical, not only in

your affairs and mine, but also in the affairs of the country we live in and love.

It will do us no harm to stop and think a minute about wRat this means:
I, for my part, believe in the United States of America with my whole heart

and soul. I know you do too. I believe in the principles on which it is built. I

believe in the honesty, sincerity, and right purpose of the men and women who
live in it.

I believe that the people of this country are at heart essentially fair, and
decent, and peace-loving. And I believe that, no matter what happens, these

good traits of our character will in the end prevail, and that the turmoil, strife,

and bickering, which is the fruit of misunderstanding borne of agitation by that
very minor minority of our citizenship whose members have permitted their

appetites and desires to get the better of their sound judgment, will in time sub-
side and eventually pass away.

Come what may in our affairs this year, I shall unswervingly believe

in the fundamental soundness and integrity of the man in the street and the man
with the hoe. I shall never for a moment forget that following every great war
there has been an emotional upheaval which has thrown its participants back
on their "haunches gasping and dazed from the reaction. I believe that is the
condition we find ourselves in to-day. And even as other upheavals have quieted
themselves following other wars, so also shall this one pass away.

Public opinion is the ruling force in this country. And public opinion is

essentially fair and just. If this group of men or that deserve so-and-so, they
will eventually get it. If they do not deserve it, they will not get it. So I am
not worried about the frenzied cry of "Rights!" which splits the air. Nor do
I fear bxjlshevism, nor socialism, nor anarchism—for I know these things are

not in the hearts of the people. And what is not in a man's heart you cannot
make him live by.

In our national drama, as we play it through the coming year, the charac-
ters will change. There will be defeats and victories; there will be flux and
change, actors will give place to new ones on the national stage, but the play
will remain the same—a drama, not a tragedy.

Now what can you and I do the sobner to drive away the clouds? Just
this: Go on as we have thus far come, doing our daily work to the best of our
ability, being clean and decent, and fair and honorable, in our relations with
our fellow men, to the best of our ability and according to our rights.

Our job here on Farm and Fireside will be to hold an even keel, and not
be swayed by passing winds that blow. We shall in the future, as in the past,

steer clear qf isms and ologies, of Utopian dreams and gloomy forebodings, of

quacks and fakes of all kinds, whether they be cloaked in the guise of street-

corner medicine men, political calamity howlers, or social alarmists. We shall

go on to the best of our ability, basing what we say and do upon the sound prin-
ciples of true Americanism, which is nothing more nor less than common sense
and common decency, striving to make ourselves useful to you in the things you
are doing, and hoping that we shall in some measure succeed.

I leave these thoughts with you, together with the wishes of myself and the
entire Farm and Fireside staff, and all the officials of The Crowell Publishing
Company, for a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

George Martin.

cided to try hauling the cattle over the
new highway with motor trucks and trail-

ers. He was surprised to find that it was
cheaper than to ship by rail, besides being
quicker and more certain. Large numbers
of live stock are now
hauled to the stock- ^
yards in Indianapolis, —'^thA, " " '1

animals are driven in on foot, especially in

the case of hogs. In one case the saving
in shrinkage on a shipment of 4,000 pounds

lis

of hogs paid for the freight charges.
A transfer and fuel company in Lincoln,

Nebraska, writing of their experience with
a three-ton semi-trailer they had been
using for two months with a three-fourths-
ton truck, say:
"The first load we put on it was 6,700

pounds of hay, bringing that load over 17
miles of very hilly road, and the engine did
not seem to work as hard as the engines of
our two and three ton trucks which were
on the same trip, and were not carrying as
much tonnage. Since that first load we
have put this truck on every conceivable
kind of work incidental to our business,
and have loaded it with as much as 9,000
pounds and it has proved itself capable in
every case. It is needless to say that we
are perfectly satisfied with it. We think
the trailer proposition is the coming
thing."

Recently a single motor truck drawing
four trailers hauled 70 head of sheep and
17 steers 90 miles from Dallas to Farmers-
ville, Texas. The total weight of the live
stock was 29,500 pounds, and a third of the
trip was made over black soil roads. This
shows the possibilities of rural motor ex-
press lines operating two, three, or four
trailers in trains, and the economy and
profit that might be realized.

A fruit grower at Baldwin, Kansas, gets
his apples to the railroad in a hurry and
economically with a light runabout and
small trailer:

"I have been hauling, per load, 10 bar-
rels of apples, average weight 175 pounds
per barrel, or total of 1,750 pounds, and
driving at the rate of 22 miles per hour,
over very rough roads."

Three two-ton semi-trailers are used by
an operator with three one-ton trucks for
hauling milk from Temperance, Michigan,
to Toledo, Ohio, a distance of 12 miles,
one third of which is over very badly worn
macadam road full of holes. Each outfit
makes two round trips a day, or 48 miles,
and the schedule is maintained every day
in the year. Each trailer load consists of
53 cans of milk, weighing 110 pounds, or a
total load of 5,830 pounds. The average
running time is one and one-fourth hours
each way and one gallon of gasoline is con-
sumed on the 12-mile run. The outlay
for each truck and semi-trailer unit, which
does the work of a two or two and one-half-
ton truck, was $1,100. The gross earnings
of that unit are $10 a day. The driver is

paid $2.50 a day, and the average expense
per outfit for gasoline, etc., is figured at
$1.25. Under good working conditions a
day's work of two round trips is done in
five hours.

A dairy farmer at Grafton, Ohio, covers
a 25-mile wholesale milk route daily with a
one-ton two-wheel trailer drawn behind a
runabout. During six months' use he has
not missed a day, nor had any trouble with
the trailer.

Crated apples are hauled to the railroad
at Wenachee, Washington, with a truck and
trailer for shipment to the East. The
trailer has a capacity of two to three tons.
If there were concrete roads all the way,
two such trailers could be towed by the

truck.

Ninety Miles a Day,
With 10 to 14 Per

Cent Grades

This IS tlie Arizona cattle breeder and his two-wheel highway cattle car drawn by light runabout. This has run 15,000
miles, and corned cows, calves, bulls up to a ton weight, lumber, grain, large trees, wood, coal, etc. The owner says it

IS mdispensable to him, and he thmks trailers would be used more generally by farmers if they realized the many uses
to which they can be put. A trailer doubles the capacity of your truck, and makes a pleasure car really pay

Huge loads of baled
hay are hauled long dis-

tances to market by a
truck owner in Oxnard,
California, who tows a
two-ton trailer behind
the truck. The trailer
has run more than 3,000
miles, making daily
trips of 90 miles and
negotiating grades of 10
to 14 per cent.

From these few ex-
amples it will readily be
seen that farmers put
trailers to many uses,
with runabouts, touring
cars, or trucks for draft
[continuedON PAGE 12
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It's a Tough Crop—But There's Satisfaction in It
By Bruce Barton

RECENTLY I noticed a discussion about the problem of the
hired man on the farm.

/ It took me back to the summer that I spent as a hired man,
in a section of the country where everybody had to put in about a
dollar and a quarter's worth of work to get a dollai out of the soil.

Even though all of us were poor, there were social distinctions

in that community none the less. The hired men were in a class

by themselves, and they knew it.

The owners of the farms went to church, but the hired men
didn't go; they generally, congregated Sunday morning in the
vicinity of the livery stable.

They were not invited much to parties, nor did they join the
lodge.

They were a real "problem" indeed, and the fault was partly
theirs, and partly that of the men for whom they worked.

Since then I have been a hired man in the city, and I have
been an employer of hired men.

And I have asked myself often: "What ought a hired man
to expect from a job? What should work give to a man if it is to
take his active life in return?"

Two things at least, it seems to me:
The promise of a home of his own and of ultimate independence.

Progressive concerns in the cities are more and more recog-
nizing this as a fundamental truth. One big company I know
whose profit-sharing system guarantees to any man who stays
with it twenty years enough to keep himself in comfort after that.

On the farm such a plan is impossible, but the spirit behind
the plan can prevail. The man who works can be made to feel the
job he holds is not a blind alley leading nowhere, but a path lead-
ing forward to better things.

Recently, the branch manager of a large company introduced

the president of the company to a convention of salesmen.

He said to them something like this: "Now you can see what
a fine president you have; you can trust him to take care of you
so don't be forever asking for more money."

The president arose and announced that he would have to
disagree with the branch manager.

"I want men around me who are after more money all the
time," he said. "The man who isn't earning more every year,

and expecting more, can work for someone else. I do not want
that kind to work for me."

It seems to me if I were running a farm I would feel some-
what that same way. I couldn't raise the wages of the hired man
beyond a certain point, but I could encourage the young man who
was giving me a year or two of his life to look forward beyond the
place where he would be a hired man.

I would rather have a year of the life of a young chap who was
on his way to larger things—to a home and independence-r-than
ten years of the life of one who had never raised his eyes beyond
the present hour.

And at the end of the way, it seems to me, I would find some
satisfaction in saying to myself when I figured up the total of the
crops that I had raised

:

"There's one crop more—those chaps who spent a little of

their lives with me. I helped to keep ambition alive in them, and
passed them on a little more confident of themselves than when
they came. Every one of them is on his own, and doing well

to-day."

Of all the crops we work with, the human crop—which in-

cludes our children and the younger men who work with us—is the

most difficult.

But there's a sight of satisfaction in it when it turns out right.
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Chances My Folks Have Given Me to Make
Money on the Farm

Prize letters written by boys and girls who read Farm and Fireside

First Prize
Winner: Otho Parrett

Medford, Oklahoma

WHEN 1 was nine years of age my
father gave me a small ruptured pig.

He gave it to me because he thought it

would die soon, but as soon as he gave it

to me I asked the county agent to come
out and help me cure my ruptured pig.

The next day he came and fixed my pig,

and within two weeks my pig was well.

Now she was about six months old, and
when she was eleven months of age she

farrowed twelve pigs, but the first week
four of them died, but the other eight grew
very fast. When these pigs were eight

months old I traded one pig and $12,

which I had earned hoeing my father's

garden, for a fine two-year-old heifer. This
made my heifer cost about $25, but before

I had kept this heifer six months I sold her

to my father for $65. I went to Anthony,
Kansas, and bought a two-year-old Holstein

heifer for $65. Three months after I

bought her she had a fine bull calf, which
I was offered $25 for, but I refused to take

it. When this calf was about four months
old I traded it and another small calf

which I owned for a yearling mare colt, for

which I was offered $100, but I refused to

sell her for that.

Now I was ten years old, and had
worked for my neighbors until I had
earned $30, with which I bought two full-

blood Poland-China sows for $15 each.

When I bought these two sows they were
four months old. When they were one

year of age the two farrowed 15 pigs, one
farrowed nine and the other six. I had
agreed to give my father one third of the

pigs for their feed. Later I sold my ten

pigs to my father for $30 apiece. In the

fall of 1917 I bought 3}4 bushels of wheat.

My father planted the wheat for me. All

together I made $120 on my wheat crop.

I sold my two sows for $75 each. I in-

vested my $100 from my pig money, my
$120 from wheat money, and $150 from
my two sows in Liberty Bonds and W. S. S.

On August 21st my father and I had a

sale. My share of the sale amounted to

$347.50.
My Holstein cow sold for $103; my red

cow sold for $93; my one pig I had left sold

for $17.50; my red calf sold for $29.50—

a

total of $243.
I had many other things too numerous

to mention. After the sale I cashed my
bonds and W. S. S. All together it

amounted to $861.75. Besides the $861.-

75 I have left one mare and colt and seven
sheep. My main start came from that

one ruptured sow.

Second Prize
Winner: Marjorie A. Young

R. F. D. 3, Mexico, New York

IT^IVE years ago my mother, who hatches
thoroughbred White Leghorn chicks

to sell, told me if I would wash the dishes

for her during the hatching season she

would pay me afterward. She advised

rae to purchase a setting of thoroughbred
Fawn and White Indian Runner duck eggs,

which I did.

I hatched eight ducks, two females and
six males. I sold the ducks, and pur-
chased another drake not related. In
January one duck was killed.

So I started th'e next season with a pair.

The remaining duck laid enough eggs
that year to bring me $7.84. I set some
of those eggs, and raised 30 young ducks,
of which there were 15 females and 15
males. I sold the drakes.

I have always purchased all of my feed,

which my father has brought from town.
For a year or two, until I got well started,

I just cleared plenty of spending money.
I have always bought the very best

thoroughbred strain of prize-winning drakes
obtainable. I have sold eggs for hatching
and drakes for breeding purposes, and
shipped the remaining eggs to New York
to be sold on commission.

I only have facilities for wintering about
30 ducks. Last year, after paying for all

my feed and charging up 12 bushels of

corn given to me by my father, I cleared

from breeding stock, eggs, and ducks sold,

$91.93, and had 30 ducks and three drakes

remaining. Last spring I sold 60 settings

of hatching eggs, which went to twelve
different States in the Union.
From the money I have made out of my

ducks I am the proud possessor of $50
Liberty Bonds of the fourth and fifth issue,

three War Savings Stamps, and quite a

sum of money in the savings bank, and,

besides, I have not yet sold my young
ducks for this year.

My success with my ducks has greatly

increased my interest in the farm and farm
work. I feel as though I am one of the

stockholders in the firm. My mother,
who is an experienced business woman,
says that it has taught me business.

I am happy here on the farm with my

Third Prize
Winner: William Fowler (Age 16)

Jonesville, Michigan

I THINK my father gave me as good a

chance as a father ever gave his son.

Last winter my father said:

"Do you want to make some money on
chickens?"

I said that I would like to. Therefore
he gave me a 500-egg incubator and 500
eggs.

I had to fill the lamp every night, and
turn the eggs night and morning. On the
twenty-first day I was anxious to see how
my eggs had hatched. I could see little

chicks, but didn't dare open it until the
next morning. The next morning I fixed

my brooder, and then opened the incuba-

This IS Marjorie Young's flock about whicK she speaks m Ker letter

beautiful flock of thoroughbreds, which
everyone admires as they pass by.

I wish to say before I close that some of

my success is due to my mother, who is a
very practical business woman. She has
always given me good advice on the meth-
ods of caring for my ducks, also advice on
how to dispose of my stock.

I wish to thank the Editor for giving us
this opportunity of expressing our appre-
ciation of the farm.

Sixth Prize
Winner: Frieda Stamm

R. F. D. 5, Muscatine, Iowa

WE HAVE a 10-acre orchard on this

farm, and beneath the fruit trees

there are an awful lot of blackberry bushes,
and we had a fine crop last year; so first

we picked for ourselves, and I also picked
a lot to sell. We got $4 a crate for them,
but we couldn't pick them all, and the men
got awful busy, so we put an advertise-
ment in the paper—eight cents a quart in

the patch. Well, you ought to have seen
the people come! We hadn't any scales,

so I had to measure them in crates, and
half of the money was mine. Well, my
share was about $60. Now, the problem
was how to increase it. Well, I bought
two sheep for $20, and they had three
lambs together, and I raised them and got
$9 worth of wool from the old sheep.

In the fall when the corn-shucking be-
gan, and we didn't have much work in the
house, I would go out and help, and every
afternoon that I worked I got a dollar, and
for a couple of weeks I got the job of

pumping water for 26 head of horses, and
there I got 50 cents a week.

This -spring one of our old hogs had 13
pigs. She lost two, and a third was be-
ginning to look runty, so Dad said that if

I raised it I would have a good brood sow
next spring. I took it when it was about
two weeks old, and raised her, and maybe
she will raise pigs next spring.

I take care of all the chickens, and I

hatched about 600 this spring, and so the
folks said I could raise some of my own.
So I got some Leghorn eggs, and I now have
about 50 hens, and as their eggs will be
white I will be able to tell the eggs apart,
because the other hens lay brown eggs.
The blackberry crop was poor this year,

so I will make it up somewhere else. But"
I surely do hope all farmer girls and boys
will stay on the farm.

tor, counted my chickens one at a time,

and I had 472 chicks. I had to buy feed

for them. When they were two months
old I counted them, arid only 16 of them
had died.

That left me 456 chickens. When they
were three months old they were quite

large, and I sold them as broilers. I sent
them to Detroit. They averaged close to

IH pounds apiece, at 30 cents a pound.
They all weighed together 675 pounds. I

got $235.25. They paid express. I used
$12 worth of feed, and that left me $223.25
for myself.

I am going to run a poultry farm for

myself, like my father does. Don't you
think my father gave me a chance to make
money on the farm?

I never have won a prize yet, but hope
to this time.

[You won this time, William.—EDITOR.]

Fifth Prize
Winner: James C. Huferdick
R. F. D. 3, Quincy, Illinois

1AM a little boy twelve years old. I live

on a farm in Illinois. I like the farm,
and will want to live on one all my life; but
it has been only a short time since I have
made up my mind to like the farm. My
father said I was too young to realize how
many more attractions there are on the
farm than in the city.

I never had anything on the farm to in-

terest me until this spring, when a neighbor
of ours took me to his pen of Chester
Whites and showed me his little spring

pigs, which looked very nice, all cuddled
up with their mother in the spring sun-
shine. But among them all was a little

runt pig, that everybody said was the
runtiest of runts, which he said I might
have if I would sort three bushels of pota-
toes, which at first thought looked pretty
big to that pig; but I wanted to keep on
friendly terms with my neighbor, so I went
to work sorting as fast_ as I could, as I

was becoming more anxious every minute
to go home with my pig. In half an hour
I had finished, and went home. I showed
it to my father, who was very much
pleased. He made me a small pen, and I

gave it its meal of warm milk. It drank it

all, and then laid down feeling much better
than it had for a long time, as it was the
first good feed it had had. After that I

fed it in small quantities six times a day,
and in a month it had outgrown all the

other pigs of the same litter. 1 aamed it

Tom "Thumb, but since it has outgrown its

name. To-day, at the age of nine months,
it weighs 200 pounds.
Another neighbor who heard of my suc-

cess with little runts met me ohc night
coming home from school, and said he had
one that I might have if I cared to bother
with it, so I went home and got it. It was
a little Poland-China pig that was very
small and sickly, but I thought it would
pull through. Its name was Liberty Girl.

I fed it as I had the other one, on mflk and
weeds; I gave it but little corn, as I did aot
want it to fatten. Everybody thought it

was wonderful how that pig grew, and when
my neighbor who gave me the pig saw it

after I had it three and a half months
offered me $25 for my pig, as he said it was
a better stock hog than any he had. So
the next day I put it in a crate and took it

in my litter wagon to my neighbor. He
was very much pleased to get the pig, and
gave me a check for $25, and believe me,
boys, I walked down the road feeling as
proud as a king. That afternoon my father
took me to Quincy, and I deposited my
money in the bank, which made me $50
for my summer work, as I had earned $25
strawberry-picking. I asked my father
what I owed him for feed, and he said that
as I helped him with the siunmer work he
would call it square.

So believe me, boys, the farm for me,
and when I get big I expect to own a farm
of my own, and a large herd of hogs, as I

am learning to save young. With these
- and Farm and Fireside you wiU make a
success in farming.

Fourth Prjze
Winner: Ethel Farris

Brown's Grove, Kentucky

WHEN I was 11 years old my father
owned a 160-acre farm, one half of

wh;ch was in timber. On the other half
we raised corn, tobacco, wheat, etc.

Father would have about six acres of
tobacco, and I always had an acre or two,
of which I got half. This kept my courage
up, and I didn't mind the work. "That
year I got $125 out of my tobacco. When
I was fourteen years of age Father gave
me a little sow pig. I fed her lots of but-
termilk, plenty of corn, etc. WTien she
was one year old she weighed 250 pounds.
When she was two she brought out twelve
nice pigs, ten of which lived, and when
they were one year old they averaged 175
to 225 pounds apiece. I sold them all ex-
cept three, which brought me $290.
The next year she brought out five pigs,

four of them lived. I fed them good, and
when they were eighteen months old they
weighed 300 pounds apiece. By this time
the price on hogs was raised, and I sold the
four for $200. This made me $490. I
made $100 worth of tobacco this year.
The total amount so far for hogs and to-
bacco is $715. I put it all in the bank. I

intend to get a car next spring, but I still

aim to raise my hogs, and have my tobacco
crop. I am sixteen years of age.

Seventh Prize
Winner: Robert Bonner
Manchester, Georgia

IN THE spring of 1918 our county agent
asked me to join the Pig Club. Mama

bought me a nice little Hampshire pig
and I got busy.

Last fall I sent the pig to the Southeast-
ern Fair at Atlanta, and she won first

premium in Swine Department and first

premium in Boys' Pig Club, and a scholar-
ship to Boys' Short Course at State College
of Agriculture in Athens. I hope some
day to finish my education there.

We did not have our county fair on ac-
count of influenza, or I would have won
quite a bit there. I invested my premium
money in War Savings Stamps.

In January Lady Bess brought four fine
pigs, two of which I kept, and sold the
other two. Now she has six more pigs,
four of which I intend sending with their,

mother to Atlanta in October to compete
for a tractor. [continued on page 281
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What Interests You Most When You
Go to the Fair—And Why

A GREAT many of the good farming
people all over the country feel

the need of a community fair, if

/ ^ they have not already got one,

.^L. where they can get together and
exhibit the things they have grown and
raised, exchange views and experiences,

listen to good speeches and music, and have
a pleasant and profitable time.

In many places this has not been done
because there is some doubt in the farmers'

minds as to just the best way to go about
it. They do not want to have the wrong
kind of a show and see it fizzle out, so they
don't have any.
As secretary of the International Live-

stock Exposition I have been asked to tell

you what we have learned in handling the
International that might be of use to your
community in organizing your local show.
This is a difficult task, but I will do my best

to cover the points yOu may be interested

in.

First of all, the foundation stone on
which the International rests is education.

Its object is to have the people go home
with a better knowledge of their own busi-

ness, and with the business of agriculture

generally, than when they came. I believe

this is a sound foundation for any such
exposition, whether its scope is world-wide,
as that of the International, or local, like

your own fair.

You will find that the people who at-

tend your fair are at heart the same folks

who attend the International. They are
seeking the same things in life. They all

want to learn how to produce more and
better things on their farms, so that they
can dispose of them to better advantage
on the market, which in turn will give

them more means with which to live better

and enjoy life. When you sift it down, that

is what we are all working for. And any-
thing we can give each other that will help

us accomplish that is apt to be gratefully

received.

I don't mean that this purpose necessarily

excludes entertainment features. I do mean
that the entertainment features should be

so interwoven and linked up with the

teaching features of the fair that the peo-

ple who attend can enjoy at the same time
as they learn.

I

For instance, we have demonstrated
throughout the twenty years of the Inter-

national that such an institution may be
placed on a permanently successful basis

even with a high educational standard,

eliminating such vaudeville stunts as many
contended at the outset would be essential

to the maintenance of public interest.

Although of secondary importance in the

plan, entertainment is not neglected. To
hold the interest of our evening audiences
we have developed a class of program
which, while devoid of all semblance of

theatricals of the vaudeville type, has stood
the test of years, filling the vast Interna-

tional amphitheater nightly, and holding

the attention of the audience until the final

event. Snap and action are the keynotes
of this program, which is carried out on a

time schedule rigidly adhered to, the audi-

ence always leaving in good season and,

therefore, in a satisfied frame of mind. We
have determined that "million-dollar pa-
rades" of live stock, driving exhibitions,

and athletic displays that have connection

with horsemanship satisfy our audience,

especially when set to music such as the

public taste demands. While we do not
feature music, popular airs predominating
in the program, we realize that the public
demands merit in an orchestra.

I think you will find that snap and action

in your program will have much to do with
the success of your fair. Don't let any-
thing drag. In exhibiting, present your
features quickly, have them come into

view rapidly, have as much snap and go
about them as possible while they are in

sight, and take one off and run on another
a wee bit before the audience has had all

it wants of that one thing. Don't make
your programs too long. Rather make
them too short than too long. Then the
crowd will always come back for another
one. That has been our experience.

Another important thing we have

By B. H. Heide

Secretary and General Manager International Live-Stock E.xposition

learned is to make the show appeal to
every member of the family—have some-
thing in it of particular interest to each
one. The things to have in your local show
you can determine by making a list of the
things the fathers, mothers, boys and girls

of your community are most interested in.

You could send out a questionnaire asking
representative families in

each neighborhood what
they would most like to see
exhibited at the fair, what
problems in agriculture
they are most interested in.

The International, for in-

stance, knows very definite-

ly what it is trying to do,
and it builds every part of

its annual exposition on
that foundation.
For instance, one phase

of the International that
has been of interest from
the time it started, and to
which much of its success
may be attributed, is a
wide range of contests.
You can map out just as
good local contests in breed-
ing, feeding, home econom-
ies, and other things, as the
International has on a larger scale. The
under-lying idea is the same. It is based
on the desire of every ambitious human
being to excel the other fellow.

Creation of a love for domestic animals
in the hearts of Chicago's children has been
aimed at by throwing open the gates on
the closing day. On this occasion juvenile

B. H.

tunity, otherwise impossible, to create
standards for individual operation, plan
enterprises involving the work of a lifetime
together, with investment of large amounts
of observation and experience thus made
possible, insuring success. We endeavor
to inspire confidence by convincing the
breeder that we have his interests at heart.

Each International creates
invaluable acquaintance
and friendship among live-

stock growers scattered all

over the country, to whom
this event affords an oppor-
tunity to get together. It

is essentially a convention.
You can make yours do the
same things locally.

In this arena the producer
and consumer meet on
common ground, many elim-
inating false impressions
that work injury to both.
The city dweller has an op-
portunity to realize the com-
plexity of the processes
necessary to fill his larder,

the man from the country
to realize that without the
consumer his efforts would
be abortive. The consumer,

after surveying these herds of good cattle,

hogs, and sheep, is inspired with a sense of

the magnitude of an industry that has never
been understood and about which most of

the uninitiated entertain hazy ideas.

The co-operative idea is made para-
mount. Here the breeder of commercial
cattle meets the Corn Belt finisher, the

enthusiasm runs high, many of these ur- International having brought different

Farm and Fireside Now Has Eight

Corresponding Editors

HOSE ofyouwho have
watched the judging

of Hve stock at state

fairs and at the
larger sectional
and national
shows need not
be told that the

accompanying
picture is a like-

ness of H. H.
Kildee of Iowa.
But whether
you know Mr.
Kildee at sight

or merely through
the splendid work
he has done in the

interest of better live

stock, you will be in-

terested to learn that
his name is the most
recent to be added to

Farm and Fireside 's

gToup of correspond-
ing editors. Mr. Kildee will serve

you by giving you personal an-

swers to your inc|uiries about live-

stock and dairy topics.

Mr. Kildee is a bred-in-

the-bone farmer. As a
boy on his father's

farm in Iowa he
was a live-stock

enthusiast, and
that enthusiasm
for his work has
meant one
splendid ad-
vancement
after another.

He is now head
of the Bureau
of Animal In-

' dustry at Ames,
which.withduere-

spect to the capa-

ble similar depart-

ments inother agricul -

tural colleges, is unex-

celled. Any live-stock

and dairy questions
you want answered
should be addressed to

him, enclosing a stamped self-ad-

dressed envelope, care Farm axd
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City. The Editor.

new corre-
sditor

ban-bred youngsters having no other op-
portunity to make the acquaintance of the
animal kingdom. You could make your
local show do the same for the local young-
sters. ,

For the live-stock breeders of North
America and Europe the International is

an annual round-up event, the champion
of the United States, British, French,
Belgian, and Canadian shows meeting for

the season's finals. In this respect the
International is educational in the superla-

tive degree, affording stockmen an oppor-

sections of the country into close contact.
We make an unselfish appeal to the farm-
ers and breeders of the country to promote
their own interests, giving them active'

co-operation, and inducing them to look to
the International as a creator of standards
as near perfection as attainment is possible.

It is in the establishment of these stand-
ards that the institution serves its most
useful purpose rather than in staging an
annual spectacle. Yours can serve the
samejends in your community.

Since the early period of the Exposition

we have from time to time introduced suclni
educational features as were consideretf f
consistent with our standards. Demon*!
strations of the value of cheaper cuts oM
meat, exhibits of commercial . feeds, ddt'!]

inestic science lectures, and cooking exhi-
,

bitions are all included in this program.
Our latest innovation is a grain and hay

exhibit which is expected to serve a usefiU
purpose.

In short, the International Live-Stock
Exposition aims at elimination of the
scrub, which has been the bane of the in-
dustry, solution of such feeding problems
as each season develops, extension of the
influence of our domestic animals on a
profitable basis, realizing that without live
stock agriculture cannot be successful.
Our sales of pure-bred and commercial live
stock furnish a means of disseminating
pure-blooded animals, and afford the
breeder an opportunity to display his
products that could not be provided by
individual effort. You can use these same
ideas, scaled down to suit your needs, I feel
sure.

The International lasts eight days—no
longer, no shorter. A local fair can be
much shorter—say, two or three days. By
arranging our program, every minute of
this eight days is crammed with interesting
things.

The show is divided into two classes

—

that is, the mornings and afternoons are
devoted to education, and the evening to
educational entertainment. In the twenty
years of the show no changes have been
made in the form of our entertainment.
We have found that horses and other live
stock are what the far/ner wants in both
education and relaxation. The saddle
horse, the driving horse, the hunter, ponies,
drafters, and our parade of live stock is all

that farmers vfant during the evening.
Therefore we endeavor to have the best

horses. And while these horses are pleas-
ing the visitors, they are bringing home the
lesson of better stock. Also every show
is a contest, not merely a performance.
Every horse in the arena is competing for
a prize, so the drivers put them through
their best work.
We find the hunters are good entertain-

ment, especially when the bars are set high.
As soon as the rider starts his horse off on
a run the people hold their breath, and
there is a sigh of "ohs" after he has cleared
the barrier. Applause is what guides us
in selection of features. The spirited pure-
breds hold attention at all times.
The evening program is always finished

in good season, so that the people can get
home and have a good night's rest. Long-
drawn-out affairs are not entertaining.
We have the stockyard cowboys put on

a push-ball and other similar contests,
which are very popular. We also have
movies—pictures of the various breed as-
sociations, or other educational films. Most
people are lovers of the "movies," and we

^ have capitalized this in the way of teaching i

them some things through films, and at the
same time providing entertainment. There
is plenty of popcorn, peanuts, and pop.
Each year we add new features and ex-

hibits. And we organize so they will cover
everything pertaining to live stock and
farming. Not many farmers ever saw bluer I

grass over five or six feet tall. We havehl
some this year better than seven feet highJl
This is entertainment in itself, and there!]
will be all kinds of speculation as to where
and how it was grown. These things at-
tract and hold the farmer, and help to make '

the show a success.

We put on no exhibits ourselves, bu6|i|

arrange to have it done. For instance,
when we wanted an exhibit on corn-growing
in its various stages a university had pic^ ii

tures taken of the time when it should be-
]

done, and showed pictorially corn produc-
tion, cultivation, and harvesting step by-

1

step. This exhibit was in the same building
with the corn show. Let your local state
experts arrange your local exhibits. Any
show held in any section must have ex-

j

hibits which are characteristic of that lo- j

cality.

Prizes help to attract, and should be,
|

liberal. There is [continued on page 26J
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Do You Farm "Fast" Enough—Or Do
You Lose by Being Slow?

By D. S. Burch

I
HAVE found, in looking around, that

the successful farmer of to-day, be he
little or big, is the one who has worked
out a system of quick turnover on his

products.
"Turnover" means the length of time

etween the date you invest your cash and
ibor in a crop and the date on which you
et that cash back with a profit danghng
3 It.

Improved farming methods have been

teadily decreasing this period of tirne be-

ween investment and return, and it is the

irmer who does this most successfully

'ho makes the most money.
One thing I have noticed about these

ecessful "fast" farmers ("fast" being

erely another way of saying "quick

mover") is that the biggest thing they

unt on to speed up their production is

ality—pure-bred sires and high-grade

ds, everjrthing of the best. Even the

all successful fellows find a way to get

?h-quality materials to work with,

"hy this is so I will show you later on.

The successful speeding-up work of dif-

rent farmers in different sections of the

untry causes us to hear some odd things

out farming nowadays—alluring tales

new opportunities north, east, south,

d west.
In most cases, probably, the greatest

portunities are right at home on your
n farm. You can apply on your farm

e new methods that have made other

rmers successful all over the country.

It is my humble opinion that it isn't so

ueh where you are, as what you are and
hat you do, that counts. But there are

ese changes of turnover methods taking

ace in farming everywhere which you
d I will profit by studying. The ques-

on of turnover applies to every crop you
ise, and to your whole system of farm-

g, whether you are a big farmer or a little

be. It spells the difference between sue-

jss and failure. It is a thing which no
irmer, whether owner, tenant, or laborer,

in afford to ignore.

The following incident told of the late

imes J. Hill illustrates what turnover is,

jnd also shows how men of foresight invest

iberally when their money is safe, and
hen they know they will get it back
uickly and in increased amount.

: When Mr. Hill was a section foreman
je and three other men boarded at a small

otel in a frontier town. Each was earn-

ig less than $50 a month, and each imag-
led himself as the one who received the

^nderest smiles of the winsome young
oman who served them their meals.

"Let's give her a Christmas present,"

im Hill suggested the day before Christ-

las. The others assented. "Will you
11 give as much as I do?" To this also

ley agreed, though not without some dis-

lay when he tossed a $20 gold piece on
18 table. Two of the men reluctantly

ilfiUed their agreement. The third had
nly $10, so Hill advanced the other $10,

iking his note for the amount. The purse

f $80—a fortune in that town at the time
-was duly presented to the girl, who
hanked them cordially, and the following

ay Jim Hill married her.

Few turnovers are so rapid as that, yet
ready reward nearly always follows prac-

ical ideas that can shorten the time be-
ween investment and dividends. In the
last, farming has been a business of slow
eturns. I am speaking of average prac-
ice. For crops to grow and for animals
o mature required a certain time, pre-
umably a fairly definite fixed time.

The present truths which we must rec-

ignize are: that farming is a business capa-
)le of highly artificial development; that
noney invested may be turned over more
apidly and make farming more profitable,

md that we must choose now between
nany time-tried but obsolete methods of
he past and the newer methods that re-

luire courage to adopt and skill to use, but
lave proved superior under present con-
litions.

Perhaps the clearest way to illustrate
hese points is through typical examples,
iere are some of the most familiar in-

;tances showing how the human brain has
nade farming more artificial than is com-

monly realized, and further developments

must be expected:

Incubation and brooding of chickens, graft-

ing of trees, spraying of fruit, tile drainage and
irrigation—these are all unnatural operations.

Silage, beet pulp, mill feeds, fish meal, and
similar products are the result of special proc-

esses, but such feeds are recognized as eco-

nomical and .satisfactory.

Dehorning, castration, vaccination of calves

against blackleg, inoculation of hogs against

cholera, and .similar operations are essentially

artificial but are commonly and successfully

practiced.
It is imnatmal for a cow to give milk after

is still undergoing further experiment, but

a great deal has become a part of practical

farm operations. I refer to the develop-

ment of early-maturing qualities in grains,

vegetables, grasses, and especially early

maturity in live stock.

Following its study of baby beef produc-

tion, the United States Department of

Agriculture has made some impressive

statements which apply to present condi-

tions, and also anticipate the future.

"The cost of producing beef," it declares,

"due to advances in land values, feeds,

labor, and taxes has increased to such an

The most successful hog farmers of to-day keep good brood sows, feed
tkem well, and raise two litters of pigs a year. Hog-raising on that basis

means few losses, sturdy pigs and a quick turnover on the investment

We Are All in the Same Boat, and

Somebody is Rocking It

WHEN we were a newspaper reporter in a certain Middle Western
office, the boss had three huge signs posted up on the wall, each

bearing a single word in letters three feet high. They were:

Speed. Accuracy. Brevity.

He meant that that was the way he wanted the work of that office

done. The speediest, most accurate, and most brief among the men
were always the boss's favorites—and the best paid.

The connection between that incident and you is this: Speed,
accuracy, and brevity are just as important in the farming business

to-day as they are in any other business. We are all in the Farming
Boat. In the past it has been neither speedy, accurate, nor brief in

getting us to the Shore of Good Profits. The leaders of modern
methods—the up-and-coming farmers, both big and little—are de-

serting it. It is no longer safe.

In his article Mr. Burch shows us the new liner "Quick Turnover"
drawn up alongside, and tells us how we can all climb aboard and ride

quickly, safely, and surely to the Shore of Good Profits.

The Editor,

her calf is weaned, or to give milk in quantities
much larger than her offspring requires. Yet
to be profitable, dairy cows must give a liberal

milk flow practically the entire year—entirely
unnatural, but necessary to civilization and
also profitable to the owner.

It is even becoming profitable to give high-
producing dairy cows lime and phosphate in
mineral form. They- need the extra mineral
matter for large milk production just as laying
hens need ground bone or oyster shell for egg
production.

In other words, successful production of

crops and live stock is no longer a business
of letting things follow their natural
course.

There are striking examples also of suc-
cess in shortening the time of production
without sacrificing quality—in fact, fre-

quently improving it. Some, of the work

extent that feeders and breeders can sel-

dom hold their cattle to advanced ages at
a profit. ... In the early days of the cattle

industry, steers were kept on the range
until from three to five years of age. The
use of better bulls, with consequent im-
provement in quality and early maturity
of market cattle, together with heavier
grain feeding, has made it possible to put
just as much flesh on the animals by the

time they are from ten to twenty months of
age."

Striking as that statement may seem,
the investigator adds: "With improve-
ments in breeding and in feed-lot methods
heavier cattle with more quality may be
put on the market at even a younger age."
If you can figure out a scheme to do this

you will make a lot of money.

Here are some of the advantages which
you reap when you grow a marketable beef
animal in about one third the former time.

Young cattle make better gains—25 to 40
per cent more—than mature cattle on the
same quantity of feed. The surpltis feed

and pasture may be used for keeping a
larger breeding herd, which will produce
more calves. Heifers when finished as

baby beef often sell as well as steers. You
have a greater choice in deciding on the.

date of marketing, an advantage if the
market is weak or unsteady. By_ feeding
calves as baby beef the money invested
can be turned over within eighteen months.
The principal requirements are breeding

cattle with good beef form and of good
general quality. In addition the grower
of baby beef must understand how to feed
that kind of stock. He must know the
values of different rations. He must feed
a more expensive ration containing more
concentrates than are required for older

cattle. In brief, it takes more study,
judgment, and experience to farm profita-

bly than it ever took before.
Hog-raising offers even greater oppor-

tunities for a rapid turnover of funds in-

vested. With good brood sows, proper
breeding and feeding, it is possible to grow
a 200-pound hog in six months' time from
date of birth; and usually a hog of that size

at six months is more profitable than a
300-pound hog at eight months or more.
Better breeding combined with good care

is perhaps the most effective means of

growing live stock at a profit in the face

of high prices for feed. And good blood
is likewise a means of increasing the
amount of profitable and quick returns
when feed is home-grown or cheaply ob-
tained.
Commenting on this important develop-

ment in farming, an experienced live-stock
breeder in Wyoming aptly stuns up his

observations.
"The pure-bred beef animal," he de-

clares, "will make more beef of higher
quality in a shorter time, and sell for more
money because of the fact that there is less

waste and more good palatable meat, than
the scrub. The pure-bred dairy cow will

produce more milk in six months than the
scrub will in a year, and do it on less feed;

and the pure-bred chickens produce more
eggs by douole than do the mongrels."
The business principle responsible for

profitable returns when animals mature
quickly is the greater amount of nutriment
converted into growth or other production
in proportion to the amount required for

mere maintenance. A growing steer eight-

een months old and weighing 750 pounds
needs about IH pounds of digestible pro-
tein in its feed a day, but nearly half a
pound of that is required for maintenance,
the remainder being available for growth.
As the animal becomes larger the amount
of feed needed for maintenance becomes
greater, until at 1,500 pounds weight the
steer requires daily about two thirds of a
pound of digestible protein for mainte-
nance—that is, merely to maintain its

vital processes.

From this typical example the reader
will see the advantage of early maturity
from the feed standpoint. When an animal
makes its gains quickly and is sold while
reasonably young and small, its owner has
paid a comparatively small amotmt for

maintenance. He gets the animal to
market after it has made the cheapest
gains, and also while it has the quality
that brings good prices. That explains
why expensive feeds are sometimes the
cheapest in the end.

Still another way to reduce maintenance
costs for breeding stock is the sensible and
thoroughly feasible practice of weeding
out the slow or uncertain breeders, and in

the case of swine of raising two litters of
pigs a year from mature sows. In most
all the Southern States two litters are
practicable, and the same practice may be
followed in the Northern States under fav-
orable conditions of care and housing. The
plan enables you to raise more pigs from
the same number of sows.
Examples of the kind mentioned illus-

trate some of the methods already being
used to shorten the time of producing farm
commodities, and [continued on page 45]
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My Experience With the Multiple Hitch
It Saves Me Time and Money

By Cyrus Grossboll

I
BELIEVE in using anything that
saves me and my two men time,

labor, and trouble on my 600 acres

at Petersburg, Illinois, where I do
grain and stock farming.

So whenever I can I make my head do
the work instead of my hands. That was
the thought which led me to investigate

the new multiple hitch. It has made a big

saving of horse-power for me, and I be-

lieve it will do the same for you.
Of course, I always have more horses

than I need for my work, because I keep
about 40 head and sell some every year.

But I firmly beheve the hitch is a time,

labor, and money saver for any man who
uses horses.

Last winter, while attending a breeders'

meeting at Springfield, I met Wayne Dins-

more, secretary of the Percheron Society,

of which I am a member. He had been
conducting the multiple-hitch demonstra-"

tion, and I asked him if the tljing was
practical. He told me how it was working
out West, where he discovered it, and
where, he said, they found that vdth it

they could do more work with a given

number of horses.

I ordered the hitch from a firm in Chi-

cago, and when the ground was in shape to

work this spring the first thing I did was
to hitch the horses according to the direc-

tions, and started plowing. The hitch

worked well the first day, and I didn't

have any trouble, even though it was my
first experience. Of course, the buck
straps were not set right, and the horses

were a little new at working tandem
fashion. Heretofore they had been worked
four abreast in plowing.

It took about a half-day to get the

horses used to being hitched tandem, and
to get the buck straps the right length.

We have had no trouble since the first

morning. The second day was fine, the

team working as though the hitch had
been in use for years, and we turned over

five acres before knocking ofi. This per-

formance was repeated the second day,

and every day after that we vised the

hitch. All told, we spent five weeks doing

the spring plowing.
About the first few days I took in otheY

horses off pasture, and began to put them
in shape to spell off the horses then plow-

ing. I figured I would have the usual

amount of shoulder trouble that is custom-

ary in spring, when the horses are some-

what soft and unused to the hard work of

plowing. To my surprise I didn't have
any trouble with sore shoulders; in fact,

hardly a hair was lost.

I could hardly believe my eyes, and
every night for the first ten days I looked

at the horses. Finally I was convinced

that the new hitch had done away with

this bother.
Another thing I noticed particularly was

that the horses did not seem as tired at

night as they did when worked foxir

abreast. I watched the horses the first

few times around, and observed that they

were not very warm, and they did not

fuss and fight, as is common when driven

four abreast.

A few of my neighbors, seeing the horses

working in tandem shape, stopped to ask

what I was doing. I took them into the

field and showed them the hitch, and they
watched the hired man make a few turns.

I told how we were getting five acres a

day out of the hitch. They told other

farmers, and for the first two weeks I had
quite an audience.

Since that time I have decided to buy
another of the hitches, and some of my
neighbors have authorized me to buy one
for them too. The hitch is extremely
simple; in fact, when I studied it, and saw
it operate, I wondered why it had not been
brought out years ago. It consists of an
iron bar attached to the whiffletree to

which the first team is hooked. This rod

is about three eighths of an inch across,

and the other end of it is attached to a

chain which runs through a pulley and
attached to the whiffletree to which the

end team is hitched. The pulley is at-

tached to the plow itself.

The first team only is driven, there being

no ribbons to the second team, which is

also the only team that is tied in and
bucked back. This process of tying in

consists of crossing ropes tied to the in-

side rings of the bits and fastening them
to the hames of the opposite horses. This
prevents them pulling apart.
Bucking back consists of tying a line on

both rings of the bit of each horse, some-
thing like a check line, only that it con-
verges into one Une. A simpler way to
explain this would be to say that it looks
like a driving line on a team when it is

finished, the exception being that the
inside line is not crossed to the-
other horse. If the line were
laid on the ground it would
be Y-shaped.
These ropes are tied to

the iron rod which passes
between the rear team
and is attached to the
whiffletree towhich the
lead team is hooked.

It is the purpose of

this bucking back to
keep the rear team in

hne. If they are a
faster team than the
lead pair, they are
held in check, because
when the lead team
starts it pulls on the
iron rod, which, with
the aid of the pulley
and chain, retards the
speed of the rear pair,

because the chain is

bolted to the whiffletree

to which the rear team is

attached— thus the first

team is pulling against the
second pair.

I found after the first day
that the chain on the pulley Cyrus G
never varied an inch. The
horses pull evenly, and there
was no lagging. This hitch cost me $21,
complete with the pulley, chain, and rod.

Four horses wall eat a lot of high-priced
grain and hay, and must be fed when not
working; but fortunately I have piu-e-bred

mares which I use for this work, and every
year they give me a nice colt each, which
is easy to sell at good prices.

I used four pure-bred Percheron mares,
averaging about 1,700 pounds, on a gang,
and plowed to a depth of seven inches.

Horses of this weight are not essential,

however, for I figure with this hitch there
is at least 25 per cent more power than
when horses are hitched abreast.

I believe that four horses, weighing as

low as 1,200 pounds apiece, can go out on
a multiple hitch and turn in four to five

acres without much effort. My team turn-
ing in five acres a day gives me 30 acres a
week. This is a very decided improve-
ment over the old fashion of hitching
abreast.

In the spring we plowed 150 acres in

five weeks with the multiple hitch, and
60 acres with a sulky and a gang, to which

the horses were hitched abreast. The
working of two gangs of the same size in
the same field offered me an opportunity
to study the tandem multiple hitch, and
the other way of four abreast. The mul-
tiple-hitch gang turned in five acres a day,
while three to four was the best the gang
with the horses abreast was able to do.

There is a big saving of labor in favor of

the multiple hitch as compared with the
old method, with its side draft of at

least 25 per cent. An acre a day
means the saving of two days,
and in the spring this means
a lot to the farmer.
Not only is it a saving in

money, but when you
figure how hard it is to
get competent help it

means more. It was be-
cause of this big saving
in labor that I was
able to get my corn
crop in before the
rainy weather. As
soon as the last hill

was planted it started
to come down, and
there was no let-up

for a whole week.
During this time we
put our machinery in

shape for the summer
work, and did tinkering
around the place that
we would have had to put

in overtime doing. And
after the rain ceased it was

two or three days before we
could get on the land again.
By this time the corn was up
enough for the first cultivat-

ing, and the weeds wgre be-
ginning to put in appearance.

We had our cultivators ready, and went
right out into the field, thus giving us a
big advantage of getting the jump on the*

weeds before they got a chance to get a
good start. If we had not planted all of the
corn, by the time we got around to culti-

vating the' weeds would have been as high
as the corn.
With the elimination of side draft, I

found the plows did work of better quality,
and covered the thrash in good shape. The
sod land was turned over in better shape,
too. It was no trouble in keeping the off

horse in the furrow, because there were
not three horses pulUng against the animal
"in the trench."

I said lighter horses could do the work
on a multiple hitch. I have big mares,
because, as I said before, I sell off a few
colts each year, and I find the drafters

have a more ready sale than the fighter

horses. But for the man who has light

mares the hitch is just the thing. He can
breed his fight mares to draft studs and
still get lots of work out of them.
Anyone who can drive a horse can run a

plow and a multiple hitch. There is no
trouble in making turns, either. We
plowed within 16 feet of the fence, and
this leeway is no greater than we allowed
when we used horses hitched abreast. I

imagine, however, that when six or eight

sboU

horses are used it would require a greater
space to make the turns.

*"

Another important advantage I find
the multiple hitch is that a man can
it to break colts. Last spring we u
green colts off and on, and experienced .

trouble. They went right along with t^
rest. Put them in a hitch abreast and they
will cause all kinds of trouble. They can't
get away when hitched tandem.

Side bones are often caused by horses
tramping on each other when turning, adlj
with high-priced animals like I have it

quite a rehef to know there is not a posa-
bility of their being injured in this manner.
For that matter, it does not do any horse
good to have side bones, even if he is a
cheap animal. jU
The removal of side draft makes tK

pull Kghter, and this, I beheve, is one of
the reasons for the absence of sore shoul-
ders. Pulling two plows through the bladi
soil of the corn-belt farms is no easy jol^
for any four horses, no matter how stro
This is the reason I say fighter horses
be used.

Another advantage of the hitch which
failed to mention is that it is easier on
mares in foal. There is less chance of in-

jiu-ing the fetus on the multiple hitch, be-
cause the horses do not bump each other.

I asked the hired man how he liked
working the horses with the hitch, and he
declared he was well pleased. He said it
was the finest way he had ever drivea
horses, being as easy to plow as to drive
a team of family horses.

Perhaps next year I will try the six-

horse hitch, but for the present.! will be
content with the four-horse attachmei
I have a lot of plowing to do each ye;,

because all but 110 acres of the 600 a
under cultivation.

Grossboll standing by one of tke mares be used witb tbe hitcb

Farmers I Know
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

purposes; that the machines are used wii
or •without the trailers; and that the trailei

may be left for loading or unloadii
while the truck is delivering its own loi

or the automobile is used for busim
trips or any other purpose. The cost of a
trailer is only a fraction of that of a truck
of equal capacity, and operating and over-
head expenses are almost negligible, com-
paring approximately-with that of a wagon
exclusive of the horses.
The trailer idea is important, when you

consider these facts:

The United States Department of Agri-
culture investigations determined last \ ear
that the average cost of hauling corn to

market or shipping point by team was 33
cents a ton for each mile, and of hauling
wheat was 30 cents a ton mile. The aver-
age length of haul was nine miles. This
shows that the cost of hauling these prod-
ucts to market averages a little more
than eight cents a bushel. The same re-

port shows that when the hauUng is done
with motor trucks, under proper condi-
tions, the cost is only 15 cents a ton mile,

and the average length of haul is 11 miles.

On this basis the cost is less than fi^
cents a bushel, although the distance e
more than one quarter longer. So the

farmer with the truck saves more than
three cents on each bushel, and also has
the advantage of somewhat cheaper Ian

farther from the railroad station. The:
costs, it should be borne in mind, inclut

all items of haulage ejcpense, such as fe«

or fuel, care, driver's time, repairs or sha
ing, interest on investment, depreciatioi

and the like.

A one-ton truck with a semi-trailer wi

haul two to three tons at a trip, or a twi

ton truck with a four-wheel trailer will hai

four tons. Thus the capacit>- of the true*

is doubled while the exper-se of operation

due to increased gasoline and oil consump^
tion, tire wear, etc., is increased only 15 tc

20 per cent.. So, by the use of trailers with

trucks the loads carried on the trailers arf

hauled at a saving of 80 to 85 per cei«t

The cost, therefore, of hauling corn #
wheat UJ^ miles by this means will zvef
age only about three cents a bushel as

against eight cents by team and five cents

by motor truck alone.

i
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What a Farm Engineer Really is

And How He Can Help You
By Frederick W. Ives

Here is a sample of the type of barn e

(arm engineer Kas developed. Aballoon-

braced frame, stanch and sturdy, with

minimum timbering and open center

r—^ARM AND FIRESIDE recently

I . » employed me as a corresponding
editor to answer your questions

I about problems you find on your
)L own farm, concerning which you
uld like to have the advice of a farm
jineer.

ft has occurred to me that, because the
jineer is a comparative newcomer in the
m field, you might like to have me out-

B the things in which he can help you.
idll try to do that in this article.

farm engineer is one who uses his en-

[eering skill for the benefit of better

ficulture. Our ordinary idea of an
jineer is a vision of the man seated in a
omotive cab or operating the tractor,

etion engine, or power plant. Engi-

iring in its broader senge is the applica-

a of mathematical science and common
ise to your problems of everyday life,

is does not imply that an engineer need
a graduate of a technical school,

ifou are only beginning to learn of the

m engineer, although he has been work-
for you for a number of years. The

il engineer and the mechanical engineer

i the electrical engineer have done much
developing industry and commerce
ough improved roads, railroads, machin-

, drainage and irrigation projects, power
tallation and equipment, which in both
irect and indirect way have improved the

ence of farming. The more intimate ap-

eationand improvement restslargelywith
! farm engineer, who has specialized in the
blication of other branches of engineering

the work of the farm.
The field of the agricultural engineer

nv covers the following lines pertaining

aost exclusively to farm industries:

ainage and irrigation, farm power, field

ichinery, roads, farm buildings, concrete

astruction, sanitary and domestic engi-

ering. The latter includes household
iter supply and sewage disposal, and the

idy of mechanical appliances to lighten

^ehold labor.

Tile drainage is one of the most profita-

i and important steps in soil improve-
5nt. It is not universally necessary of

urse, but the number of farms not need-

5 some drainage is comparatively small,

nearly every county in our Eastern and
idwestern States there are areas badly
need of drainage, and generally made up
portions of several farms. Taken by

lelf, one of these farms would make a
fficult problem in drainage, since no out-
can be conveniently reached without

ossing land belonging to a neighbor. Lack
co-operation is a more serious obstacle
an money. A line fence is not to be
mpared with a drainage ditch as a source
neighborhood trouble. • The amount of

mefit derived and the cost of mainte-
mce are bones of contention frequently
eventing the completion of a drainage
oject.

Co-operationanda comprehensivescheme
id out by an engineer of experience will

ten add many acres of tillable land to
eh of the farms concerned, at a cost
mally much less than the hit-or-miss
heme so often followed by the individual
rmer.
As a practical example take the case of
•me half-dozen Wisconsin farmers, who,
.ther than employ an engineer for one
ly to lay out their main outlet, laid it

it themselves. The result of the whole

scheme ruined about 100 acres of what
would have been choice farming land; for,

strange to say, not only did the water re-

fuse to run up-hill, but more ran into the

low ground than ever before! These men
are so skeptical because of the expense
and failure of their scheme that now they
cannot be persuaded really to drain their

land, fearing to throw good money after

bad. The fee of the engineer would not

have exceeded the value of one of the lost

acres.

The improvement of our farm imple-

ments and machinery has been largely due
to scientific observation of work actually

done in the field. The weak and unsatis-

factory parts are noted in these field tests,

and subsequent improvements made until

now most of our field machinery is becom-
ing standardized along certain definite

lines. Better material, better bearings,

the protection of bearings from grit and
dust, interchangeable parts—all are the

result of the work of trained observers.

Not only is the manufacturer interested

—

our agricultural colleges are teaching all

students some of the principles involved,

so that when they return to the farm they
may insist on suitable tools correctly con-

structed. This phase of work developed

in departments of agricultural engineering

in our agricultural colleges has done much
to force a certain class of manufacturers

to build machines for use rather than for

sale.

The tractor has also played an impor-
tant part in improving farm machinery,

because the light im-
plements designed to
be drawn by horses
could not stand the
strain imposed by the
powerful tractor en-
gine. The tractor
stands forth in large

measure asan achieve-
ment of the agricul-

tural engineer. Al-

though the tractor is

an evolution of the
automobile and truck,

it remained for the
agricultural engineer
to test it in the field,

point out its imper-
fections, and suggest
means of improve-
ment. Competitive
tests carried out on
the brake and in the
field have pointed the
way tomanyimprove-
ments in the tractor,

increasing its durabili-

ty and its service.

The American Soci-

ety of Agricultural
Engineers, through its

tractor-testing and
rating committee, has
formulated a set of rules for the testing of

tractors so that uniform results are obtained.
From these the farmer may deduct fair com-
parisons of those tractors whose makers
are willing to submit to actual rigid tests.

The agricultural engineer is largely re-

sponsible for the improved types of barn
frames now coming into general use.

These frames are known as the balloon-
braced and the plank-truss frame, desira-

ble because of their open mow space,
convenience of arrangement, economy of

material, and saving of labor. These
frames have been standardized, and may
be built in units, allowing enlargement of

the structure at any time without costly
alteration or. special framing.
The general type of farm architecture

has shown rparked improvement during
the last few years, particularly in the in-

terior arrangement of farm homes, in the
beautification of the grounds, in the group-
ing of the buildings, and general sanitation.

Concrete has had a great deal to do with
better sanitation. It is a very adaptable
material, being used for all sorts of struc-
tures, from smokehouses to fenceposts,
from manure pits to well platforms. When
properly made its permanent character
gives a feeling of repose and solidity to the
farm group. Through the use of concrete
and tile, or their combination, slow-burn-

ing or fireproof construction is made as

possible on the smallest farm as in the
largest city.

Planning ahead of time is one of the big-

gest factors in any undertaking—building
no exception. It is much easier to move
a wall partition on paper than to move the
same in terms of wood, brick, or stone.

The farm architect who understands farm
conditions, and is in genuine sympathy
with the farmer, can offer much in the way
of service. Any building worth building

at all is worthy of carefully drawn plans.

The plans help one to visualize the struc-

ture before it is built. They aid in making
estimates of cost, forestalling the bitter

experience of those who build and pay
afterward. Then, too, you are likely to
build but once in a lifetime, having the
experience but once. The architect with
his training and his numerous experiences
can point out many little devices for sav-
ing steps and labor as well as material and
money. The extra satisfaction in a well-

planned structure alone would pay the
modest fee of the architect.

Living conditions in farming communi-
ties may now be on a par with the best
the city can offer, with the additional
advantage of living in the country. The
development of the small independent
water-supply outfit, the septic-tank method
of sewage disposal, and the isolated electric

lighting plant have worked wonders in

making available many home comforts
heretofore obtainable only in the city.

These conveniences affect not only the

3r»

With the right machinery you can put up your own silage at the right time, thanUs
to modern methods. Here you see a picture of a 10-20 tractor, burning gasoline,

operating a 13-inch ensilage cutter, on the Kingwood farm at Willoughby, Ohio

comfort of the immediate family—they
gradually extend and raise the standard
of living of the whole community.
Running water in the home is perhaps

the greatest single labor saver. A dozen
different methods of installation, from the
simplest to the most complex, from the
cheapest to the most expensive, are possi-

ble through the application of hydraulic
engineering to the problem involved. The
elevated tank, the hydraulic ram, the air-

pressure tank, the pneumatic pump, and
many other devices may be employed.
The field of the engineer is that of advising
which method is most effective with a
given set of conditions.

Perhaps a spring on a hillside has suffi-

cient fall so that it may be conducted into

the house by pipes. The size of the pipe
must be determined by the amount of flow
and the distance traveled. Frequently it

is found that too small a pipe is used, so
that the water merely trickles instead of

running a full stream. The remedy is a
larger pipe. Correct installation at the
outset, with the assurance of a good sup-
ply, is worth considerable trouble. An
engineer can determine this in a few hours'
time, give complete directions, and insure
satisfaction.

The water from the roof of a large barn
is usually suilicient to furnish the house

and a number of head of live stock with
water without pumping. Tanks or cis-

terns built in the driveway or on top of the
ground store the water over periods of

drought. If the slope of the ground is

right, no pumping is necessary if the tank
has only a slight elevation. The capacity
of the cistern should be sufficient to take
care of all the water falling on the roof.

Naturally, the roof area and the normal
rainfall are the two factors which deter-
mine the size of the cistern. These are but
a few of the problems that fall to the prov-
ince of the engineer.

Likewise, in septic disposal of sewage
there is the_ problem of the habits and size

of the family, the source, proximity, and
amount of water supply, and the character
of the soil composing the disposal area.
This sewage disposal problem cannot be
worked offhand by rule, but requires the
judgment of an experienced engineer for

its solution. Some sewage-disposal schemes
are worse than worthless. They may be-
come a menace to the whole community,
prolific incubators for neighborhood con-
tagion.
Farm lighting is fast reaching a stage of

development where little fear of failxu-e

may be felt. Lighting plants are becom-
ing standardized as to rating and operation.
Electric plants seem to predominate the
field. Safety and ease of operation are the
ends sought by the men interested in per-
fecting these plants. Much of the best
engineering talent of the country is en-
gaged right now in this work.

One might go on in-

definitely enimaerating
the devices and equip-
ment yielding comfort
and convenience.
Suffice it to say that if

this is not the age of

the eng^ineer, at least

he is playing an im-
portant part in making
life on the farm more
enjoyable, increasing
the productivity of the
farm, and at the same
time reducing the hand
labor indoors and out.
The farm engineer

has been called to fill

a definite need in ag-
riculture. He is not
simply a parasite who
adds to the expense
of farming without
producing anything.
His work is as definite

as the work of the
specialist in any line

of work. He can help
production by making
more efficient the ma-
chinery of production,
and.at the same time
he can add to your

profits by doing so, if you choose to avail

yourself of his services. The day is past
when any farmer can know all there is to
know of the business and science of farm-
ing. It is a day of specialists, and the farm
engineer is trained to do the things well

that you have only occasional use for, but
which are of paramount importance.

So don't get scared at his title and shy
away from the farm engineer, because he
may be able to render you services which
will add greatly to your profits.

Thinking of Building?

IF YOU are thinking of building a new
barn or putting in a sewage system or

electric lights, you might get some useful

advise from our Farm Engineer which may
save you money and trouble. He is glad to

help farmers solve their engineering prob-
lems, and answers many questions every
month pertaining to farm mechanics. It

doesn't matter whether it is drainage,

house-heating, or farm machinery, Freder-

ick W. Ives is always glad to give the bene-
fit of his years of experience in this field.

State your problems in full, and wherever
possible give diagrams. Address Frederick
W. Ives, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City. The Editor.
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Dream Your Dreams—They Are the Stuff

the World is Made Of
By Joseph E. Wing

Ulustration by Otto Schmidt

I
KNOW the heart of the young man,
perhaps I can imagine the heart of the
young woman, and I do not know at

all the hearts of the old. Sometimes,
indeed, I question whether there be

such a thing as old age, for I see when I

look in the glass that my hair is gray and
there are lines in my face like those on the

face of men who appear old to me, and yet

I know well that I am not old, that I was
never younger than to-day, that indeed I

have been much older than I am today.

I wish to talk to the young man and the

young woman who dreams. Not the

dreams of sleep do I mean, though some-
times the spirit loosed from the body is

wiser in sleep than in waking hours, and
sometimes the real self stands displayed

in dreams so that one may guess what he
was meant to be, as he recalls his dreams
of slimiber. But the dreams I wish to

speak of to-day are our waking dreams.

The world is built of dreams. Dreams
are the soul of hard, stern, material things.

The giant steamship gliding majestically

through the green waves was first of all a

dream. The railway train thundering
through the valleys is but the embodiment
in steel and wood of the dreams of many
men. The rude log hut of the pioneer is

a dream, first of all, and the beautiful tem-
ple with column and arch and glorious

but simple lines of life and sweep, so beau-
tiful that it makes all men better only to

view it, was first of all a dream in some
man's brain, an inspiration proceeding

from some dreaming man's soul.

More, human life comes from dreams.

The man with noble character began his

work of character building by dreaming
dreams, dreams in which he saw himself

strong, honest, gentle, brave. All achieve-

ment that is high and noble and worthy is

the realization of dreams. Dreams are the

best things that come to anyone.
The little child lies on its back in the

tall grass and dreams day dreams, filled

with strange fancies, peopled with curious

beings, some of them truer than he imag-

ines; the youth dreams, but not of things

afar off, he dreams of his future life, of his

work, of his hopes, of his achievements;
dreams of his sweetheart and fondly pic-

tures to himself the day when she will

recognize in him enough of strength,

enough of beauty of character so that she

will look upon him -mth favor; dreams of

things that he will accomplish some day,

some honor, some fame, much love, a home
among men. Sometimes he dreams vague-
ly, as one in a mist, not realizing that
dreams come true, not believing that these

beautiful pictures that come to him in

dreams can come true.

Let us look deeply into the heart of this

boy: He dreams of honors, of ease, of

luxury, yes, and he dreams of other things.

There come days when it is dimly revealed

to him that nobility of soul comes through
voluntary renunciation, through sorrow
and pain, that greatness comes through
service. He thinks: "Oh, I would be
willing to suffer anything if it would give

me this glorious strength and fortitude

and nobility of soul, so that at last my
friends would speak of me tenderly and rev-

erently, with hushed voices."

But the boy awakens from his dream,
or is rudely awakened, and bid get ready
for school and to be sure to wash his face.

And the girl? Of what does she dream?
I think that she desires to be beautiful so

that her friends would be glad to look upon
her face and find it fair. I think she that
dreams of being loved, of some brave
knight who shall be so strong, so brave, so
gentle and good, and who shall love her so
tenderly and her alone, cleaving unto her
and forsaking all others—yes, and she too
dreams of service. To her it seems the finest

thing if she may be permitted to bind up
the wounds of the suffering ones, to give
smiles and kind words where smiles and
kind words are divine rays of sunlight to
heal and strengthen the wounded soul.

The young man thinks it would be a
glorious thing to lay his body down fight-

ing bravely and fearlessly for the right, the
young woman, being a little nearer the
soul of the Almighty, wishes to devote her

sweet, pure spirit to comforting and
strengthening mankind. So the dreams
run parallel, according to the different

natures of men and women. The young
man, glorying in his physical manhood,
thinks it is the noblest sacrifice. The
young woman, with a frailer body and
more of love in her, thinks of sacrificing

that of her that is most precious. They
dream, and confess it not! Maybe you
think your dreams foolish, and would be
ashamed to confess them; maybe you are

ting out for a mountain top, you will begin
to climb slowly, and the path, the climb-
ing, may be a bit hard, you may slip and
stumble and seem to lose all that you have
gained, but if once you have trod the path,
even though you slip and lose footing, be
sure it will be the more easily regained for

your having trodden the path once before.

As you go on, the view broadens, you
are amazed as you look back and see how
different the lower country looks now that
you are above it, how fine and pure and

"But There Are Dreams—and Dreams"

THE only suggestion we would add to what that good and beloved

farmer Joe Wing says here, is that the man or woman who gets

farthest is the one who dreams to purpose regarding his own affairs.

The dream of the farming man can well take the avenues leading

to the development and improvement of his own farm, his own home,
his OMTi marketing methods, his own scheme of management, his own
family's happiness.

Just as the railroad and the steamship Joe Wing speaks of were
once dreams in some man's mind, so also were many of the present-day

time and labor saving devices and machines which you use. The gas

engine which runs the tractor, the truck, the separator, the woodcutter,

the water system, and the electric light system is itself some man's
dream come true. Even the things which the engine runs are them-
selves dreams come true.

Dreams come true to those of us who bring them true by study

and work. The Editor.

chided for idleness, for indulging in fits of

reverie when you might be digging pota-
toes or washing dishes.

My girl, my boy, there is no better thing
in the world than this dream of yours, and
no more real or true a thing than these
dreams. Let the dream be high and no-
ble, persist in it, dream it over and over.

Take the best and highest conception of

life that you can dream, make it a rule of

life with you. Start on the pathway that
the dream points out. You may be set-

spiritual the air is as you climb. A new
strength comes as you climb, new resolve,

new courage! You may be astonished,

though, after starting on the path that you
thought led up the mountain to find that

it diverges, that it leads you to some other

summit that you had not seen at all.

Sorrow not for that, but be glad that you
were ever led to climb at all.

Be not dismayed when you start on your
journey of life if your friends decline to go
with you, if they ridicule you for setting

4

out, if they counsel you not to go at
No man can lead aright his fellow ma
The inward promptings of your own soul
will tell .you what is your best work. Do
that work. Do that work no matter if

your neighbors laugh and your best friends
are grieved or ashamed of you at fir

You must leave them when you set
upon this journey, they cannot follow \

they will not understand, at first.
. it

when you have come down from the mo
tain and brought to them some of the r
flowers that you have gathered up th
that they will begin to believe that th
exists any mountain at all.

But there are dreams, and dreams,
the highest ones are worth following. E
erson advises you to hitch your wagon
a star. You can't do better. Wit"
every soul there are days when the tide
life runs high. There are days when o
has high courage, when he feels that he b
strength for any task, when his drea'
lead him to look afar and his vision is k
to see the highest peaks. Trust th
days. They are the right days on whi
to set out to seek fortune. Get clear i

your mind on that glorious day the visio
see then the way to the mountain tc

Set out then, resolutely, and at once,
the way. That high flood tide in yo
life can't always keep you up. To-morro
as you trudge along the trail, you may
weary, the sky may be overcast,
mountain top no longer in view. You •

feel weary and dispirited. Maybe t"

fog will come down and shut you in, y
will find the utter loneliness that comes
times to the despair of every human so"
The way is hidden that seemed so pla'
yesterday, and flocks of evil birds, seekin
carrion, caw hoarsely to you from the sL.
They cry out: "There is no God, there'
no God, only he who fills his belly and pu
on fine apparel and remains in comfort o
the plain is wise, there is naught but to
and sorrow and suffering on the way u
which you travel."

Evil days of blackness and despa"
All of us who have traveled far have foun
them, and sometimes we have turned ba
in discouragement and confessed to o
scoffing friends with shame that we foun
nothing on the mountain worth seeki
And again, remembering the first t

vision, we have set out again with renew
hope, and, from habit, after a while ha
learned to keep on daring the dark da"
and have come at last on that mounta*
top where we have found things that
may speak of to no man, only bid
come up and see for himself.

"The earth shall yet surrender to hi

who marches on,, though the promised
'

proved to be but a mirage and the day
deliverance was canceled. The gods sh
yet anoint him, and the morning stars sh"
sing.

"Give me that toiler's joy who has s'

the sunlight burst on the distant turre
in the land of his desire.

"I may never take you farther than I ha
been myself, but you may pass on wh
I tell you of the vision that I myself behe
"You may never fashion from the be"

that I have wrought, but you can
your reckoning from the rare desi
where my clumsy hands fell short."

To the young man, to the yovmg worn"
I say, dream all you will, and let

dreams be of the highest possible thin
Know this, that any conception of nob'
ty of soul that your dream pictures f

you you may reach. You can't dream
a splendor of soul for yourself that
cannot in the end attain. The way
be long. You may not, you carmot,
the time live that high ideal, but hold
before your eyes, believe in it, climb towa
it, press onward, ever, and in the end
will become a part of yourself.

Make the dreams come true. Bin
them upon your heart, beheve that the

dreams are the most real and sacred thin

on earth. Breathe them to no man unl
you are sure that you have found the frien

who will understand: just brood ove
them and absorb them and make them
part of you. Some of the dreams won'
abide, there is [continued on page 2
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There Are Good Dogs and Bad Dogs
Which Kind is Yours?

By Warren H. Miller

Introducing Bunny
in hiso£&cialcapacity

as general manager
o{ all the children's
games at the home
of F. A. Korn,
Mountain View,
California.

HE first point to consider in get-

ting a dog for your farm is to get

a manly dog. It is hard to for-

give cowardice in either man or

beast.

There are plenty of breeds of dogs that

liake most lovable and affectionate pets,

nd yet possess a certain sturdiness and
[ependableness that can be relied

on to come to the fore with

-or-die courage when an emer-

mcy arises. A dog that will not

lase off tramps, hunt down the

eep-killing mongrel, or fight off

ixes and other vermin is not

orth having about the farm.

Have two dogs if you can. One
ig alone sometimes is more
oublesome than if he has a

impanion to play with.

For a dog to be really a satis-

ctory part of the farm family,

is essential to start with a

ppy. Then is the time to head
tendencies to bark at and

ase passing vehicles,

imb up in the house
airs, jump all over

e with muddy paws,

d otherwise make
imself a nuisance,

hese faults are hard
) eradicate when once
irmed, but are easily

ipped in the bud when
young pup.
In every breed it

ays to buy only
loroughbreds. Cross-

reeds of all kinds are

levitably throw-
acks, in which the

ild traits of their re-

lote canine ancestors

rop out unfavorably
3 the dog develops,

or' this reason the
urchase or the accep-

mce as a gift of a
longrel puppy is a
ure gamble. To take over a grown mon-
rel who has proved that he is smart and
ffectionate and dependable, as many of

hem turn out to be, is not so bad for a
eneral farm dog, but no such results can be
redicted for the unknown mongrel puppy.
The laws of heredity tell us that, while
thoroughbred puppy may not reproduce

iny of the traits of his dam or sire, he is

ure to reproduce the general family vir-

ues. He may resemble his grandsire or

lis great-great-granddam, as did Momeney
I, the recent setter champion, who came

be known as "The Blazing Soul of

iloderigo," for he seemed to be the gi"eat

;ioderigo come back to earth again.
On the other hand, the laws of atavism

issure us that a cross-bred or a mongrel
v'iil surely throw back toward the original

vild dog, having all the inhuman traits of

;^our wild cat or your raccoon pet, and not
0 be accepted on equal terms with any
nember of your household as "almost a
luman being."
This atavism in all mongrels and cross-

oreds comes out most objectionably in the
senchant for running wild at night and
tilling sheep. When the moon is up, the
log's wild ancestors call to him irresisti-

ly, and urge him to the old wolfish night-
unning. The thoroughbred has had this

tendency bred out of him, and will sleep

quietly by the fire or in his kennel, as all

lonest folks should,—but beware of this

lame moon on your mongrel pet! Even a
itraight cross-bred, such as the "dropper,"
or cross of pointer and setter, will throw
back at least two hundred years, as his

dropping instinct proves; but your mutske-
dog mongrel is quite likely to have Old
Man Wolf of 500 B. C. cropping out all

over him, and will kill a sheep out of pure
wantonness. As no neighborhood will

tolerate a sheep killer, by all m6ans let

your dog be a thoroughbred and above
suspicion.
As to particular breeds especially

adapted to farm use, setter, pointer, or
coonhound makes a good large farm dog,
because' he is equally good as a watch dog
and will give the younger men on the farm
many a good day's hunting in the back

country and woodlots around your place.

As a choice among house dogs the wire-
haired "foxy" is as courageous and smart
a little imp as travels on four legs, with
none of the snappish traits that character-
ized his forerunner, the smooth-haired fox
terrier. The beagle is always a good all-

around small dog, useful for both hunting
and keeping an eye on
things at night, and the
Boston bull terrier, if

you are lucky enough
to get one that leans
more to the terrier than
the pug, will be plucky,
smart, and as lovable a
pet as anyone could wish.
The Airedale is rather

large for a house dog,
and he requires a good
deal of training with real

hunting dogs to make
him useful as such, but
as general farm utility

dog he stands up near
the top. Smart,
courageous, affec-

tionate, and endur-
. ing good-naturedly
any amount of

a fail to see each and all of us, until the
question whose dog is he, anyway, arrives

at once. The one who is to be formally
invested with his ownership should now
be selected, for he who feeds him will be
the puppy's first and foremost friend, and
on him will he lavish that doggy adoration
which is sure to come with advancing age.

Of course he will love all the family, but
his affections and obedience will center on
that one individual.

This matter settled, the question of

housing and food arise immediately. A
puppy just weaned requires six meals a day;
at four months he will need four meals; at

six months, three; and at twelve months,
two. When full-grown, one meal a day,
at night, should be ample. In the first

puppy meal, early in the morning, a little

milk should be given, enriched with some
good puppy milk powder, or else with
condensed, unsweetened cream, for cow's
milk is not nourishing enough, and it

causes more pot-bellied and rickety pup-
pies than any other thing. The second
meal will take place after the family
breakfast, and is of table scraps, enriched
with a good meat broth. Then, ^ about
eleven o'clock, he should have some raw
meat, scraped fine, and a bone with some

This good grouse setter is Shenango Don, son of Albert ana
Queen Zorus. There is no sheep-killing blood here

mauling from the children, his terrible wolf
teeth make him able to kill a tramp or dis-

patch a stray mongrel with ease. A very
good choice is he, exceedingly stubborn and
trying as a pup, for he does not "find him-
self" until about thirteen months of age

—

but a "he-man's dog" for all that.

The collie and the Borzoi have both de-
generated to mere bench-show dogs nowa-
days, unless you get an old-fashioned
shepherd" dog of the earlier farm type.
Larger dogs than these will be a trial to
raise. They are apt to prove very short-
lived, and one can feed them with a shovel
without diminishing the visible appetite
in the slightest.

A bird-dog pup of good ancestry will

cost about $25, when two months of age.
I would select a Llewellyn English setter
for quail country, a Laverack English set-

ter for hilly grouse or "partridge" back-
woods, and an Irish setter if,my shooting
is by marsh and fen. A pointer will do
well on either grouse or quail. For rabbit
shooting the beagle is unexcelled, and for
fox, snowshoe rabbit, and coon the coon-
hound is our old pioneer standby, when
we shoot the fox ahead of the dog in the
mountain country as is the custom where
the country is too hilly for horse and fox-
hound. "Houn' dawg" pups cost about
$15, or even as low as $5 in the backwoods.
At from $20 to $40 one gets a wire-haired
foxy or bull, and of course all these dogs
will cost much less if bought as a pup from
some neighbor who has a good litter.

But no matter by what hook or crook
the puppy has been annexed, when he ar-
rives he will romp out of his crate, or out
of your vest pocket as the case may be,
and promptly rule over the entire house-
hold.

_
Just why that tiny doglet exhibits

such lively affection for all of us strangers
around him, and everybody present loves
him, is a matter that we humans have
never been able to fathom; but love us he
does, licking everyone's face, prancing up
with frantically wagging, deevil-duyvil of

A Pennsylvania coonhound puppy

—

as good and as smart a farm dog as

you can get, if pure-bred

meat shreds on it to
play with and on
which to develop his

teeth. Then, at din-

ner-time, a good feed
of broken-up puppy
biscuits, table scraps,

and meat broth; at
four o'clock, a puppy
biscuit; and at six he
will bolt the big meal
of the day, which
should be of table
scraps, a puppy bis-

cuit, and a good help
of meat from the dog
kettle, mixed with
scraps of stale bread
which have been
baked to a golden-
brown in the oven.

I usually manage my dog feed by keep-
ing a kettle on the stove with dog meat in
it, and save all the scraps of stale bread,
which are roasted in the oven and kept in
an earthenware crock. This, with a box
of puppy biscuit, will give all the food
needed, when added to the available run
of table leavings. Do not buy butcher's
scraps for your dog; they are not nutri-
tious enough, and he will develop worms
and eczema from improper feeding. Get,
rather, some cheap cut of meat, say a
shank bone, a pound of which twice a
week will be ample. It costs about 50
cents a week to feed a pup properly, but
you will save the cost in veterinary bills,

which are quite_ as expensive as doctor's
bills, and medicines, also not cheap—and
you will have a fine, healthy puppy as a
reward. As he grows up, the middle meals
or snacks are omitted, and when full-

grown the single meal is all that he should
have. The quantity remains about the
same all through life, about as much as a
plate of food, for a growing puppy will eat
as much as a full-grown dog. ~

The housing question comes next, and

arrives with the going down of the sun.
"The outdoor dog requires a good, wind-
tight kennel. This matter is one that is

usually sadly bungled, so that the dog dies

early from cold in the liver or distemper,
when he ought to be sounder and healthier
than the house dog because he spends at
least the sleeping half of his life out of

doors. Most kennels are of the classic de-
sign of a srnall gable house, with a door in

the front, a miserable invention, always
cold and drafty and full of fleas. I give
here the plans of a kennel that I have used
for two or three large hunting dogs. For
a single one I would prefer a leanto house,
roofed and sided with tar paper, and with
the dog hole to one side of the front. The
rest of the front is on hinges, so it can be
opened out and the mat taken out and
sunned, and the inside scrubbed and de-
fieaed with a spray of creolin. The mat
should be 30x40 inches for a large dog, a
setter, or a coonhound, which will give you
the ground-floor dimendons. If your
choice is a bitch, better make it two-sto-
ried, with the second story open to the
world in front. Here she can lie and watch
her puppies without their getting at her
for another lunch—for even a canine
mother hkes to get away from her off-

spring occasionally.

The height of the first floor need not be
over 24 inches—the lower the better, for

it will be warmer. Be sure that there are

no cracks in either floor, sides, or roof to

permit drafts and cause uneasy sleeping.

The door to one side of the front will shield

him from those sweeping gusts of cold air

which waft out all the heat that the dog
has given off from his body, for the rest of

this side-door kennel forms a sort of pocket
which resists the tendency of vagrant
winds to scour into it. A little straw,

molded nest-wise around the back in win-
ter, will make a warm backing for the dog,

who usually sleeps facing
the entrance, and at that
time the flea nuisance
will be negligible. In
the summer nothing but
the mat should be used,
since fleas breed in straw
dust. The kennel should
be raised off the ground
on bricks or posts, as
otherwise the bottom
boards will soon become
damp and unhealthy.
The cost of such a ken-
nel, of tongue-and-
groove lumber and good
rubber roofing, will be
about $5. That of the
hunting-dog kennel I

use, which was highly
praised by the "Ameri-
can Field," was $19.50,
which is a small enough
investment when you
consider that it will, k
painted, practically last

a lifetime, and 'that it

may save you the life

of many a valuable
beast. Do not consider

your dog merely as an ornament or a lux-

ury for the pleasure of the children. If

you get a real dog and train him properly,
he will pay for his keep time and time
again in faithful service and companion-
ship. Do not stint his training, for with-
out it the best of dogs grow into unruly
and worthless curs.

Safeguarding the Sheep

THOUSANDS upon thousands of sheep
die each year from a great variety of

preventable causes. The killer dog is not
the chief cause of loss. He may cause
perhaps one per cent of the deaths due to
accidental causes, but the_ most serious
losses are attributable to ignorance and
carelessness upon the part of the owner or
his shepherd. Among the chief causes of

loss may be mentioned lack of shelter for

lambing ewes and their newborn lambs.
A sudden snow or rain storm coming at

lambing time often finds ewes and lambs
exposed, and many deaths result.

Dr. A. S. Alexander.
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Come With Me to This Strange Corn
Field and Watch Closely

IT
WAS August. A farmer from the

West was being shown a Southern
corn field which was the pride of its

owner. As the visitor gained his first

view, only politeness kept him from
expressing his impression that if this be a
corn field it was one where corn was largely

left out, for masses of luxiiriant green foh-
age was more apparent than were corn
blades and tassels.

However, on entering the field he saw
that there really were rows of corn fully

five feet apart, and that corn blades and
tassels were present, but entwined by the
stems of a coarsejvine, of which the slender
spirally bent streamers reached out from
above the tassel, seeking to embrace any
adjacent plant.

This vine was the velvet bean, a semi-
tropical, annual legume. On it were
borne immense leaves, each consisting of

three large leaflets. Great clusters of deep
purple blossoms hung like bunches of

grapes, mostly hidden by the luxuriant
leafage. Walking through this corn field

was beset with difficulties, for the velvet-
bean vines reached from row to row, and
interlaced from corn plant to corn plant.

The thoughts of the visiting stockman
turned to the silo as a fitting destination
for this wealth of green. But the guide
pointed out the diflJiculty of handling this

tangled mass, and promised to show the
visitor later a more practicable means of
utilizing the entire growth.
And so let us look again into this corn

field in November, a few weeks after frost.

The farmer has waited to pull the ears of

corn until frost has made the task easier

by killing the velvet-bean vines. Their
foliage has now become browned or black-
ened, and much of it has fallen. Great
clusters of black, velvety pods are every-
where in evidence, some supported high in
the air by those cornstalks that are still

erect, others barely held above the ground
by the cornstalks borne down by the weight
of beans.
A full cluster of velvet beans may con-

tain nearly a dozen velvety pods, each
about three inches long, so that the break-
ing off of the entire cluster is an easy mat-
ter, which is an important point so far as
concerns that part of the crop destined to
be fed in the barn in winter or to be saved
for seed.

However, it is generally more profitable

to let cattle do the harvesting of velvet
beans in most of the fields. Indeed, cattle

are so fond of the clusters of beans and of

the dried and partly fallen leaves of the
velvet bean that this plant has come to be
the main reliance of Southern stockmen for

winter pasturage. Thus the velvet bean
is probably the only plant that is prefera-

bly grazed after being killed by frost,

rather than before. When dry it is more
relished than when green.

Another reason for postponing the graz-
ing of the velvet beans until after they are
dead, rather than grazing them while
green, is the greater ease of pulling the ears
of corn after Jack Frost has reduced the
tangled growth of vines which our visitor

found in August.

YOO^ A RASCPlL
O£A,C0tf ! YOU N£VB,R
TOLD Mje YOUR

WAS BLiIND
WHIl^f VnS TRADSD

I DID. TEli, you!
I SED TEW YOU.
THA.T H0S5 IS ALL
RIGHT. BUT DOrfTLOOY
GOOD. THfiRE Ye ASfi f

By J. F. Duggar
Corresponding Editor of Farm and Fireside

You will correctly conclude that a
growth of velvet beans as luxuriant as here
described naturally increases the labor of

harvesting corn. Such a growth is gener-

ally believed slightly to reduce the yield of

corn, but it is evident that such reduction,

if any, in the corn crop is counterbalanced
many times over by the feeding value of

the velvet beans produced.
For example, in a field where the normal

yield of corn is 30 bushels per acre we may
be able to harvest, say, 27 bushels of corn,

and to gather, either by
hand or through cattle,

about two thirds of a ton
of dried velvet-bean pods.
In this case we have,
against a loss of, say, three

bushels of corn (168 pounds)
a gain of 1,333 pounds of

velvet-bean pods, containing
about 900 pounds of velvet-

bean seed.
While there has not been a

suflicient nimiber of accurate
experiments to determine the
relativefeedingvalue of hulled
velvet beans in comparison
with shelled corn, we are prob-
ably not far wrong in assum-
ing these two seeds, in proper
combinations, to be nearly
equal in value, pound for

pound.
Although the velvet bean is

killed by the first heavy frost,

it affords a larger amount of

winter pasturage in

parts of the South
than does anj"^ other
single plant. Indeed,
the possibility of an
extensive cattle in-

dustry in the sandier
part of the Cotton
Belt is largely de-
pendent upon the
general culture of

the velvet bean as
catch crop in the
corn fields.

During each of

the past two fall

seasons thousands
of grade beef cattle

were shipped into Alabama, Mississippi, and
other Southern States from the drought-
stricken ranges of Texas. These were
successfully, and in most cases profitably,

wintered first on the stalk fields where
the unpicked velvet beans constituted the
principal feed. Later in the winter or early
spring there was, in most cases, a short
finishing period of dry-lot feeding, usually
on a ration made up largely of harvested
velvet beans, and including silage whenever
practicable. Accounts of very satisfactory

profits from these feeding operations are
numerous.

It is difficult to determine whether the
velvet-bean plant is more important as a
winter feed for cattle or as a means of im-
proving the fertility of the soil. Let our
Western visitor return in the succeeding
June to the field where in the preceding

A single com plant entwined by
velvet-bean vines

August he witnessed the tangle of velvet-
bean vines, and where in December he saw
the pods and leaves being eagerly eaten by
cattle. In June he finds that the cotton
or the corn growing immediately after vel-
vet beans is much more luxuriant than on
an adjacent field where the owner failed to
plant velvet beans between his corn rows.
The increase in the succeeding crop re-

sulting from the growing of velvet beans is

decided, being frequently 5 to 12 bushels
of corn per acre, and several hundred
pounds of seed cotton. The most extreme
case of the maximum soil improvement
effected by velvet beans that has come to
the writer's attention was attained in an
Alabama experiment a number of years
ago. Velvet beans, contrary to common

custom, had been planted alone, in
drills 3 14 feet apart. The entire growth
was plowed under in preparation for
cotton. The cotton following velvet

beans afforded a yield of seed
cotton per acre greater by 660
pounds per acre than an ad-
jacent plot which had borne no
legume in the preceding year.
This was an increase of 72 per
cent in the cotton crop, and
represents an imusually favor-
able result, for the stand of

beans was much thicker than
is generallyfound in corn fields.

In another experiment on
sandy land in Alabama the
plowing under of a summer
crop of velvet beans increased

the succeeding crop
of oats to the extent
of 14 bushels an acre.

In extreme cases
where, in experi-

mental plots, velvet
beans have been
planted alone very
thick and permitted
to choke out all other
vegetation, there has
actually been found
in the entire growth
nitrogen at the rate
of more than 150
pounds per acre.

However, it is not
unreasonable to ex-

pect to find as much as 75 pounds of nitro-

gen contained in the stalks, foliage, roots,

and seed clusters of velvet beans grown on
one acre as a catch crop between the corn
rows. The exact amount of nitrogen will

depend, of course, on the luxuriance of

growth, and the thickness of the stand of

beans.
On the whole, we are safe in the conclu-

sion that, for conditions on the average
Southern farm, legumes are the cheapest
source of nitrogen, and that the velvet
bean usually affords nitrogen in cheaper
form than any other legmne.
The statement last made, that the velvet

bean constitutes the cheapest legume for

soil improvement, is based largely on the
fact that this plant, being grown as a catch
crop in corn fields, requires only an insig-

nificant amount of extra labor, and on the

further fact that the cost of seed per ai

is less than with any other legume.
Indeed, until a few years ago, and even

now to a less extent, many Southern farm-
ers made the mistake of taking too much
advantage of this economy of seed, plant-
ing only a few quarts per acre. Now -we
believe that the best results are obtained
from planting a peck or more per acre be-
tween the corn rows.
There are many variations or methods

in the planting or spacing of velvet beans
in corn fields. Probably the most populsgr
one is that arrangement by which corg
rows are 5 to 5M feet apart, with a velve'S
bean row in every middle—that is, aboij
2J^ to 2^ feet from each corn row.

Another method consists in growing two
rows of corn and devoting every third row
entirely to velvet beans. On the poorest
grade of land the cattleman who prizes
total amount of feed more than yield
of corn is justified in planting velvet beans
in and along every row of corn, one or two
beans about every three feet.

There are a number of species and varie-
ties of velvet beans. The one most com-
monly grown is the Early Speckled, also
known as the "90-day" and as the "100-

day" bean, both of which terms are inac-
curate in that they indicate a shorter
period between planting and maturity
than is actually required.
The variety just mentioned is planted

in most parts of the Cotton Belt at an*
time after frost, and up to about the mi»
die of May with expectation of maturing
a crop of seed.

This is a round-podded variety, the podS.
of which are covered with a dark blad|
fuzz, and the seed of which are roundish
and of a mottled gray color. The seed
indistinguishable from that of the late
Florida Speckled, which was the first

riety brought into cultivation, and n
almost entirely superseded, unless perha]
in parts of Florida.

A new sport is the Bunch velvet bea:

It promises to be useful where the runnini^
or tangling habits of growth of all othet
varieties are objectionable.
The Osceola is probably the most popu-

lar of the flat-podded class of velvet beans.
This hybrid bean is valuable especially

because the hairs which are usually found
on the pods of most other varieties and
give a slight stinging sensation to tY&
hands of those engaged in harvesting tU|
clusters do not produce this disagreeabfe
sensation in the case of the Osceola. Ii

has a flattish pod and flatfish gray mottl
seeds. It is about as early as the Earl

Speckled, but has a larger percentage
hulls, hence is less popular with velvei

bean millers.

Among other flat-pod varieties are thg
very early kind, Yokohama, and the ven|
late species, Lyon and Chinese, both of the
latter having large flattish seeds of a dirty
whitish color.

Among the soils of the Cotton Belt there
is a larger proportion of sandy and sandy
loam soils than of any other one clas%
Such soils are especially suited to velv«
beans, which, [continued on page 50]

iisn
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As you picture the large Gdbdyear-shod car plunging through these ruts, think what
punishment was imposed upon the Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes. Built up layer-
upon-layer of pure gum strips, these thick grey tubes hold air unfailingly and protect
the tires which enclose them. More Goodyear Tubes are used than any other kind.

AKRON
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Wonderful Machines That Talk to

Uncle Sam About You
By Harlan Smith

I Tte punctin^ mackme wkich transfers

information from the schedules to cards

—eacli Lole representing a :&gure or a
code number. Tke Govemmentwill use
550 of tLem on tte agricultural census

A COUPLE of months ago I told you
about the census taker who will

/j^ call at your farm some day in

/ % January, and how you would be
helping the. farm business

—

your business—by answering his questions
carefully.

This time I want to take you with me
down to the government census head-
quarters in Washington and show you
how the facts you gave the enumerator
will be handled, how the Government will

total up your answers and those of the
6,999,999 other American farmers con-
cerning stock, acreage, crops, mortgages,
living conditions, children, and what not.

Also, at the end of this article you will

find a list of the important questions the
enumerator will ask you, so you can look
them over in advance.
Now let's look at the machinery:
Down in Washington there's a little

machine about three feet high and five feet

long that can take a stack of cards with
holes punched through them to represent
the fig\u-es you gave the enumerator, add
them—as many as five independent sets

of figures of six colimins each, from each
card—and print the totals of each five sets

at the rate of 150 cards a minute. At the
same time it counts the cards. The entire

operation is automatic, the machine being
electrically driven.

This little machine, running at the rate

of 150 cards a minute, each card repre-
senting some farmer's report, laps up the
information on 9,000 cards every hour,
6-3,000 cards a day, or 19,656,000 a year.
That would take a flock of at least 100
clerks a day to do it by hand.
Now multiply the work of this machine

by 80; 12,000 cards a minute, 720,000 an
hour, 5,040,000 a day, and 1,572,480,000
a year; that gives you the tabulating ca-

pacity of Uncle Sam's battery of 80 elec-

trical super-statisticians which stands
ready to handle the agricultural census of
1920—the agricultural census alone.

These 80 automatic tabulators are only
a part of the new mechanical equipment
with which Uncle Sam is going to handle
the world's greatest fact-gathering job
next year in twelve months—just half the
time it required ten years ago.
To punch holes in those cards—a hole

for every figure—a small machine about
the size of a typewriter, and 'operated
similarly, has been developed. The oper-
ator takes the schedule which the enumera-
tor has tilled out at your farm, and begins
transferring the information in it to a card—or several cards if your farming opera-
tions cover a wide range—by punching
holes for every answer you gave. For
instance, if you reported 125 acres of crop
land, she punches a-1, a-2, and a-5 in the
subdivision of the card set apart for this
item. This punching can be done at the
rate of 2,500 cards a day for each machine.
It's a big job, so Uncle Sam has provided
550 of these machines—daily capacity,
1,375,000 cards; monthly capacity, 35,-
750,000.

' Then there has to be some way of get-
ting together for tabulation all the cards
that report a given item, say the number
of bushels of potatoes harvested. A sort-

ing machine does that. It groups the
cards according to such classes of informa-
tion, and it can make a number of classifi-

cations all at one time. It does this work
at the rate of 250 cards a minute, 15,000
an hour, or 105,000 every government
workday. One hundred sorters will be
on the job. That means a sorting capaci-
ty of 10,500,000 cards a day. The cards
thus sol-ted are ready to run through the
tabulating machine. The sorter is also
electrically operated and automatic.
These machines are not the product pf

one brain—a lot of brains contributed
parts to their make-up. They had been
developed gradually to their present effi-

ciency by commercial concerns. The
Government is leasing them from one con-
cern for the agricultural census job—all

but the punchers; it buys them. It will

cost the Government about $300,000 to
lease the machines and buy the cards—

-

about 200,000,000—which remain its

property.
Yes, Uncle Sam is all set for the census.

Fifty-five thousand eniunerators—the peo-
ple who will call at
your farms next
January—are on
their toes ready for

theword "go! " from
their 400 district

supervisors. A force
of 3,500 clerks soon
will supplement the
mechanical master
matheinaticians in

Washington. Fif-
teen million copies
of the agricultural
schedule of ques-
tions—about twice
the number ex-
pected to be re-
turned—have been
sent from Washing-
ton, and should soon
be in the hands of

the enumerators.
The number of cop-
ies printed shows
that census officials

expect to find 7,500,-
000 farmers in the
United States next
January. In 1910
therewere 6,361,502,
and in 1900, 5,737,-

372, an increase in

If you don't know what the Govern-
ment is expecting of you, how it is depend-
ing on you to make the census a success,
read the digest of the questions to be asked,
in the latter part of this article. Then
take a pencil and paper and fix up the
answers, roughly at least. You'll be
ready then for the census taker's visit, and
you needn't worry any more about it.

The enumerator who calls on you this

time will have 110 fewer questions to ask
than last time. The number of possible ques-
tions has been reduced from 560 to 450.
The 55,000 enumerators had to be

specially trained to take this census of
fanns. The training consisted mainly of
naming the stuff on an imaginary farm.
The facts and figures were given in a plain
little story which was handed the appli-

TLis IS the sorter which prepares the
cards for the tabulator. It is autO'
matic, and does its work at the rate
of 250 cal-ds a mmute. One hun-
dred of these sorters will work for

Uncle Sam on the agricvdtural census

1910 of 624,130.

cant. He had to take out the information
in it and put it in its proper place on a
blank schedule.

If the precautions taken to place only
responsible, rehable, and competent enxmi-
erators in the field counts for anything,
we're going to have the most carefully
gathered census information ever taken.
The perfect accuracy of the machines I

have described will enable the detectives
of the Census Bureau to trip up enumerators
who make false or inaccurate returns.
The average which the machines deduce
from millions of answers are so reliable
that any wide variation in an answer im-
mediately arouses suspicion. For exam-
ple, it was discovered during the last census
that enumerators in one locality were sup-
plying the same figure in answer to the
question regarding the average production
of milk cows—a figure probably obtained
from an almanac. Apparently they were
using it wherever a farmer had not kept
records and was in doubt as to the average
production on his farm. The figure was
so far from the average obtained from

other millions of an-
swers to the same
question that census
officials threw out the
almanac figures.

It was on the reli-

ability of averages
that detection of the
fraudulent returns of
the population of St.

Joseph, Missouri,
was based. The
parties responsible
for padding thepopu-
lation figures forgot
to pad the grave-
yards. Consequent-
ly the death rate in
St. Joseph appeared
entirely too small
when compared with
average death rates
elsewhere. Investi-
gation of this led to
detection of the
fraud.
One enumerator

some years ago was
clever enough to get
away with a job for

which he could not
be prosecuted. A

special enumeration, of those defective in

sight, hearing, and speech—^the deaf,

diunb, and blind—was being made. This
enumerator reported all the babies in his

locality—150 of them—as "defective in

speech." He got five cents apiece for

them—$7.50. He was the only one of

some 70,000 enumerators who saw and
took that opportunity to beat Uncle Sam.
The legal counsel of the Census Bureau
decided it could not prosecute the case.

They're a very serious-minded lot of

folks over in the Census Bureau, and yet
some funny things happen in taking the
census. One official told me of a special

inquiry made by the Census Bureau some
time ago in which inmates of jails and
penitentiaries were included. One ques-
tion asked the reason for the inmate's
incarceration and the answer returned in
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Here is the way some of your answers you give the enumerator will look when'
they are recorded by the punching machines m the Census Bureau. This
card shows that the farm about which it records information is m Campbell
County, Kentucky. The farm, whose schedule number is 0176, is operated by
a white farmer who owns the farm, although there is a mortgage on it. There
are 110 acres in the farm—95 acres improved, 10 acres of woodland, and 5

acres of other unimproved land. The value of the land is $9,800, the value of

Suildings $5,000, and the value of implements $900

This IS the tabulator which consumes!
the punched cards prepared by the]
punching machines. This is the ma-l
chme which will tell Uncle Sam thel
facts about your farm. Eighty of these

|

tabulators constitute the force to bel
employed on the agricultural census <

one case was, "Running a bUnd pig."
young woman clerk in the Census Bare
who was engaged in classifying such
plies, came to this one, and not knowiu
what it meant listed it under the offen

"Cruelty to Animals."
Following is the digest of the questiod

to be asked you by the enumerator,
have gone over the schedule and pick^
out those questions that may require a I

tie figuring to answer. I haven't includ
those you probably can answer fro

memory:
How many years, if any, did you

on a farm for wages? How many ye
have you been or were you a tenant? Ho
many years have you farmed as an owne
How long have you operated this farm?J

Give the total number of acres in tl

farm, January 1, 1920. (Include all on
lying or separate fields, meadows, pastur^
woodland, or waste lands owned, rente
or managed and operated as a part of tl

farm, but do not include land rented to
j

cropped by any other person than yoil

self.)

Give the number of acres of impro^
land in this farm. (Include all land re^

larly tilled or mowed; land in pastures ti

has been cleared or tilled; land lying fallo^

land in gardens, orchards, vineyards,
nurseries; land occupied by buildii

yards, and barnyards.)
Give the niunber of acres of woodlaJ

in this farm. (Include all farm woodlofl

natural or planted, and cut-over land wi|
young growth. Do not include chapar
mesquite, or woody shrubs.)

Give the number of acres of all otlj

unimproved land in this farm.
Give total number of acres in

corn, hay, or other crops harvested
1919, including gardens, orchards,

vineyards.
Give acres of land from which no cr^

was harvested in 1919 becaiise of cr

failure; acres of crop land lying idle or

low in 1919 (do not include any land th

is to be reported as pasture imder the ne
question).

Of the woodland reported above hi
many acres were pastured in 1919? Kf
many acres of land, used only for pasttj

in 1919, is capable of being plowed
used for crops (without clearing, draina^

or irrigation)? Give acres of other la

used only for pasture in 1919. ^_

Give the total value of this farm Jam
ary 1, 1920. (Give the amount for wh^
this farm would sell. Include the la

owned, rented, or managed by you,
buildings and improvements, but not ii^

piements and machinery.) Give vaB
of all buildings on this farm includi

above. Give the value of implements aa

machinery belonging to this farm. (F
elude all tools, wagons, carriages, harness^

dairy equipment, cotton gins, threshin

machines, apparatus for making cide

grape juice, sugar and syrup, or dryiii

fruits; all engines, motors, tractors, aut
mobiles, motor trucks, and other

chinery. Exclude all commercial
and factories.)

What amount did you spend in 1919
hay, grain, mill feed, and other product!

not raised on this farm, for use as feed fd

domestic animals [CONTlNtrED ON page
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Why Rrestone is Giving
Extra Value in Hres

Firestone is giving so much

more per dollar this year than

the ordinary that our 42,000

dealers want us to tell the

public why.

How can Firestone sell the

new Standard Oversize

Firestone Cord at a normal

price ?

How can Firestone give the

most highly perfected,
special molded 3/^-inch tire

at a price that dealers usually

ask for "off brand" kinds?

How can Firestone tubes be

sold for less than others of

any reputation at all when
their very looks and '*body"

and feel indicate their finer

quality and longer mileage?

The answer to all this is

Firestone generalship of man
power— Firestone organi-

zation of brains and capital.

Firestone has built tires since

the beginning of motor cars

and trucks. Firestone built

the first truck tire, and prac-

tically all the
*

'firsts'* among
tire and rim improvements

belong to Firestone.

Most Miles
per Dollar

im-

plant No. 1. Capacity 20,000 Tires Daily

This vast plant is now concentrated on Cord

Tires and Truck Tires. Its efficiency and

capacity have been greatly increased by

Plant No. 2.

That's because Firestone has

thought farther ahead.

So today, Firestone is farther

ahead than ever. Year by

year Firestone has been lay-

ing those foundations of man
power and resources which

are bearing their biggest fruit

in low cost mileage today.

It took Firestone man power
to create the factories shown
here.

It took Firestone man power

to foresee the value of a

Firestone organization in

Singapore, the source of

rubber supply, thereby saving

you 3 cents a pound on

rubber.

Plant No. 2. Capacity 16,000 Tires Daily

Devoted exclusively to 3}^-inch Tires. Firestone

is first with a huge separate factory and organiza-

tion specializing entirely on this tire in greatest

demand.

It took Firestone man power
to control the fabric from
cotton field through the

mill, and to design looms
for special widths of fabric,

thus reducing waste and
lowering the cost.

And why is this Firestone

organization the most
effective in the business?

Because Firestone attracts

and holds the men who do
things.

90% of Firestone workers
own stock in the company.
Firestone Park is a unique
and attractive home com-
munity; the clubhouse plays

a real part in the daily life of

these workers. The Firestone

bank has thousands of de-

positors. The Firestone in-

surance fund protects every

worker in the organization.

All of these are reasons why
Firestone can give more in

the Cord Tires, or Fabric

Tires, or Truck Tires, or

Tubes.

Their personal financial

interest in you as a customer

makes Firestone men save at

every turn, to hold you by

giving mileage at lowest cost.

Ask your dealerfor a Firestone

in your size and type.
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How We Make Our Fruit Pay Us a Good
Profit—Cash and Otherwise

I'VE
been a farmer myself, and have

had some scheme of co-operation

preached at me ever since I was old

enough to know the meaning of the
word. But it was always preached by

someone who had the wrong idea—^by some-
one who was telling how we could beat the

market, how we could skin the other fellow.

Up here in Niagara County, New York,
we are building a system of co-operative

fruit-marketing that has a solid business

foundation. For, although our work on
central packing houses was started be-

cause growers were not making money, the

proposition was not pushed as a money-
making scheme primarily, but as something
that would build up the whole community,
make it more prosperous, and put it on a

better business basis,

I have been asked many times of what
benefit the system is to the individual—if

it makes money for him. Well, it did this

year, next year it may not—no one can
foretell market conditions in any one year

—but in the long run it's bound to. It is

building the fruit business on a scientific

basis—taking out a good deal of the ele-

ment of speculation. If growers had gone
on as they were, sometimes making, some-
times losing, sometimes giving their custo-

mers what they wanted, and sometimes
disappointing them in the quality of the

product, the fruit business in New York
would soon have run amuck.
But why let things drift until such a

state is reached? Why not co-operate?

I believe it good business to organize a co-

operative association, provided that by
co-operation you can render more service

to the public, to your community, and to

yourselves.
The idea of central packing houses and

co-operative marketing here sprang from
the fact that the average yearly labor in-

come for growers whose records we were
able to get was only $184. This was the

average for the four years 1913-16 inclu-

sive. By "labor income" 1 mean total

farm receipts minus farm expenses (not

household and personal expenses), minus
five per cent on the capital invested during
the year, minus unpaid family labor, minus
board of hired help boarded in the house.

This indicates what the man himself earns.

Such a low labor income doesn't seem
so hopeless to a man who already owns his

farm. He figures that he is also ahead the

interest his capital would be earning if he
had it invested elsewhere. But how about
the fellow who is buying his farm? He has

to pay interest on his investment, and after

he does that, $184 is his balance. It takes

tall figuring to make $184 stretch over a

year.
In March, 1918, we called a meeting of

the executive committee of the farm bu-
reau, and at that meeting presented to

them the facts that had been gathered in

—

that is, those records of a $184 labor in-

come. I'll tell you those figures made that

committee sit up and take notice. A care-

ful analysis indicated that a large part of

the trouble was in marketing.
We called in Prof. R. W. Rees, extension

professor of pomology at the New York
State College of Agriculture. It was his

opinion that the answer was centralized

packing to secure a uniform grade. Then,
systematic distribution of the fruit.

In any plan of co-operative selling the

central packing houses had to come first.

The growers of a community couldn't sell

co-operatively until they had a uniform
product. Rules would have to be made
and followed so that all fruits would be
packed to a standard size and grade.

Why does a man spend months trying""

to improve his trees? Surely because he
wants better fruit. And yet, how incon-
sistent is his action, when, his trees pro-
ducing better fruit, he fails to take the
finest of that fruit and pack it separately
for those of his customers who want it and
are willing to pay for it.

A shoemaker doesn't take the whole out-
put of his concern, jumble it all together,
and sell to the dealer. He sells the dealer
what the dealer wants. Why should we
jumble all sizes of cabbages, tomatoes, po-
tatoes, or peaches, or whatever the prod-
uct may be together? Such a system is

By Nelson R. Peet
Secretary Niagara County Farm Bureau

criminally wasteful. .Under the jumbled
pack of peaches it was necessary to buy a
bushel to get three pecks of good peaches.
Of course, the bushel didn't bring as good
a price as it would have done had the pur-
chaser been sure he would get a bushel of

good peaches. And yet the marmalade
people are crazy for the poorer grades and
can't get them.
The growers weren't getting good prices

for their fruit, but they
weren't being "gypped"
by the dealers. They
were getting all their

fruit was worth the way
they were packing it.

Buyers have been taking
western New York
apples when they could
not get anything else,

diate increases in income. But I did as-
sure them that if they adopted the plan of
central packing houses they would be lay-
ing the corner stone of a big business, and
that it's a recognized fact the world over
that if you give the public what it wants
it's going to pay for it and come back for
more.

These local meetings all went on record
as being in favor of centralized packing,
and closed by the appointment of a com-
mittee to investigate loading facilities,

available buildings, nearness to tracking,
etc. We figured that a packing Qouse
should have side tracking for at least ten
cars a day.

If there was no suitable building the
committee found out how much it would
cost to build, how much the graders would
be—in fact, figured the expense of outfit-

ting a station such as was required.
With these figures the committee could

tell how many members the association

Nelson R. Peet

This is Mr. Peet

MR. PEET lived up in Monroe County, New York, when a boy, so

was raised right in the heart of the fruit-growing country. He
was graduated from East High School in Rochester in 1910. That fall

he went to the College of Agriculture at Ithaca, New York. WTien he

finished his coiu-se there, he went on to a farm in partnership with his

father, near Webster. There he grew fruit stocks, renovated the old

orchard, and set out new orchards. So, you see, he's been a fruit

grower himself, and knows what he's talking about.

INIr. Peet has been farm bureau manager of Niagara County for

only three and a half years, but since he has been there the membership
of the bureau has jumped from 325 to 1,300. The folks up there seem
to like him, don't they? The Editor.

because they didn't know what they were
getting when they bought them. They were
plainly gambling. What we determined to

develop now was a product that would be
in demand. We wanted to set a standard
that would command the respect and confi-

dence not only of the trade but also of the
consuming public.

We invited one influential representative
fruit grower from each of the eighteen load-

ing stations in the county to a meeting.
When these growers came I explained to
them some charts I had made out showing
the low labor income of the average grower.

I explained to these eighteen growers the
advantages in ha\'ing centralized packing
Jiouses. Under individual packing there
"were almost as many grades and packs of

fruit as there were buyers. Sometimes
the buyer wanted the barrels packed with
the small fruits in the middle. Sometimes
the farmer put one over on the buyer by
so packing it.

We tried to point out to these men that
by mixing cjuantity with quality they were
losing quality. They were impressed, and
went back to their several communities to
call meetings of the local growers.
At each local meeting I explained the

same charts and brought out the same
points I had emphasized in the first meet-
ing. I held no visions of great and imme-

could have. The committee secured a
membership of growers that they thought
would work together. They, of course,

selected the best fruit growers. They
didn't want a company of growers about
whom buyers could say, "Oh, they had to
organize to sell their fruit."

Now came the problem of financing.

They had the plan—knew how much the
station would cost, and how many mem-
bers they could have, so easily found the
cost to eachk member.
The seven associations developed from

these meetings were incorporated under
the Membership Corporation Law—a non-
stock, non-profit law. The moneyed man
in our organization has no more to say than
the small grower.

This is how the plan worked out: Take,
for instance, the Ransomville packing
house. That association took in twenty-
one members. At a meeting they elected
their directors. They then set about financ-
ing their project in a way that is worked
in the business world every day.
The committee found that $3,300 would

build the packing house they wanted. With
their twenty-one members that meant a
cost of about $157 apiece. Each member
gave a demand promissory note for that
amount, non-interest bearing, to the asso-

ciation. The directors went to the bank

i

and made a four months' note for $3,300,
which bore interest at six per cent, and
pinned these twenty-one $157 notes to it

as security.

The interest on the note which the asso-
ciation gave to the bank became a packing
charge, and was included in the expense of

operating. It was a package charge

—

that is, so much per barrel or bushel
packed. i

We had a great deal of trouble dri\Tnpl
one fact home to these growers; and that
is the fact that they have credit. They
simply don't realize it. It's a bank's busi-
ness to lend money, and yet I have si

farmers with good records go in f

trembling to ask for a loan.
When sales were made in the fall t¥

amount of each indi\dduars note (in the
case of Ransomville, $157) was deducteid
from his sales, and the directors went to

the bank, paid the $3,300 note, and re-

ceived the twenty-one demand notes.

These the directors keep, and use at any
time the association needs additional
credit.

Of course, the grower had to be given
receipt of some sort for his $157 note, s?
we gave him a certificate of indebtedness

—

a long-term note. This promise of the
association to pay is negotiable, and a

grower can take it to the bank, deposit it

as collateral, and draw $157 on it.

The directors of each of the seven asso-

ciations organized hired a superintendent
to pack the fruit. The superintend,
hires all of the help, and it is charged to ti

packing house.
When a farmer brings fruit in he is gi'

a receipt crediting him with the num
(in the case of apples) of barrels received
at the packing house. As his fruit is

packed, a card is made out crediting him
with the number of barrels of 2^-inch A
grade, the number of 21^1x10)1 A grade, of

2 J^-inch A grade, and of culls his fruit packs
into. In this way record is kept of each
grower's fruit, and the poor grower is m
carried on the back of the good one. Ea(
fellow gets his just deserts. And, belie'

me, it develops the grower.
In most of the associations, as soon

man's fruit is graded it loses its identii

and becomes association fruit, and wb
the selling season is over he is paid for tl

number of barrels oi 2% A. grade he h
credited to him on his card, the number of

2H A grade, etc. During the season a

grower is allowed to draw money for 50

per cent of his fruit.

Each association develops its own selling

policy. Most of them hired a sales map
ager, usually a local dealer, who was famil-

iar with the market, and could dispose
the fruit intelligently. He wasn't giv(

complete authority, but consulted
the growers, told them the conditions
the market, gave his advice, and then
ceived orders from them whether or not
sell. Individual selling by each gro'

has not worked well ^ath us.

As soon as the seven associations
incorporated, each chose three of th(

number to form the Niagara Disti

Growers' Co-operative Association,

county association owns the brand,
makes the rules and regulations un-

which the fruit bearing that brand is to

packed. There is nothing compulse
about this county organization—the
ciations don't have to join it and doi

have to obey its rules, but if they doi

they can't use the brand label.

When we decided to organize and e:

packing houses, there were already thi

associations of fruit growers in our coum
These all reorganized and came into

central organization. One already ha
packing house. One built last year,

the other is building now. Any dist:

that decides to organize for co-operati

marketing of their produce will proba"

have in its midst a few small organizatioi_

that can be incorporated in the large DBS
and from which the new central organi
tion can get some valuable hints.

This central organization performs
very important function, as it provides!

means for the men to get together on th(

ideas. They meet here at the farm bun
office, and talk [contintjed on page
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H. C. PHELPS
President

Pbelps Factories

Sou or your neigh-
Dors know me. I

liave warm friends
all over the United
States, made by my
Saaare Deal in the
Split Hickory Vuhi-
3le business.

Order From This
Advertisement

You can have this magnificent $ ISO MASTERTONE
PHONOGRAPH IN YOUR HOME IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS, WITHOUT SENDING ME ONE CENT.
With the machine I'll send you a selection of fine

records to play it with—no money down. You satisfy yourself before you
pay ANYTHING. But you will have to send the coupon below, right away,
as the Christmas rush for my royal MASTERTONE has already begun.

JUST fill out the coupon. Send no money, no pay of any kind. Back comes this big
MASTERTONE with the handsomest art cabinet you ever saw—and six record
selections. If you mail the coupon this week you'll have the MASTERTONE and

records before Christmas! It will make a fine present for your wife, your children—the
whole family. You use the phonograph and the records as your own for ten days. Play
it for your neighbors—your friends. Take vote of the whole family on it—and if you
don't say it is as fine as any phonograph costing twice as much—if you want to part
with it for any reason—I'll take the phonograph and the records back and you won't be
out one cent of the purchase price.

One of the
World's
Three

Greatest
phono*
graphs

Why I Can Make My Low Price to You
Simply because I sell my MASTERTONE
to you direct from my factory. By dealing
direct with me you get the benefit of all the
saving of my sales method. At one small
margin above the actual factory cost I put
this splendid instrument in your home.

In the last twenty years I have made friends
all over America by dealing personally with
my customers on a direct, straightforward
money-saving basis.

I give you a lifetime guarantee with my
MASTERTONE because I know the work-
manship is not surpassed at any price.

Your Choice of Mahogany or Walnut
You have your choice of Walnut or Mahog-
any satin finish, hand polished; the most
beautiful art cabinet you ever saw. My
MASTERTONE is built like the finest heir-
loom furniture. It is in the latest art style
and it adds dignity to any room. It is at
home among" the richest furniture. When
you see how much finer—how much more
impressive—the MASTERTONE is than
the commonplace, you will appreciate its real grace
and beauty. It has a charm and distinction of ap-
pearance that harmonizes with the superior quality
o£ its performance. It is full size—the home size
agreed on by the master cabinet builders—48 inches
high, 20 inches wide, ZV/i inches deep. With record
space for ]50 records.

You Try My MASTERTONE
10 Days in Your Home

Play it with my
records or any
records. If you
want to keep it

send me only
I want you to send for it on this low price
offer now because the price must soon go up.
You know what conditions are. Labor is

scarce and high. Materials are going up.
I can not promise to hold my MASTER-
TONE down to $79.50 ihuch longer. My
present stock at that price may last ten
days or a few weeks. I cannot tell. Your
only assurance is to order from this adver-
tisement now. It may be your last chance
to get one of the world's three greatest
phonographs at a clear saving of $50 to
$75 cold cash.

I have letters from delighted owners of my
MASTERTONE all over the country. They

tell rae how perfectly it plays all records.
They praise its silent, velvety motor—its
freedom from the grind of - gears. They
talk about the wonderful MASTERTONE
Reproducer with genuine imported India
Mica_ diaphragm, which gets the exact
shading of the voices of the famous singers,
^nd the clear, smooth liquid tones of the
finest instruments. They compare it with
the other two greatest phonographs, and
they say the MASTERTONE is unequalled.

Now—try it yourself. Remember It is at
my risk. You do not assume any obligation
to keep it unless you are satisfied. Here's the cou-
pon that brings it. Fill it out and mail it today.

H. C. Phelps, President, THE PHELPS FACTORIES
Department 107 COLUMBUS, O.

FILL OUT THIS COUPON TODAY' mm ^m m mb ^m m MB (

THE PHELPS FACTORIES. Dept. 107. Columbus. Ohio
Gentlemen: You may send me one MASTERTONE Phonograph in finish (vouhave choice of Walnut or Satm Finish Mahogany) on your ten days' free trial offer. I s.zr^^Xo vly'^l l^^^

?ou l7q sn';n%',f,t'™lf'^>l^"'^^^
^'^^ " perfectly satisfactory in every respect, I ?gree fo sendyou S79.S0 m full payment withm ten days from receipt of Phonograph. It is understood that this does not

not w^?fn°Vp^n7T°^'i^^"f°° '? ''^IP 'J'^
Phonograph. If for any reason I am norsa?isfied w"h i?and do

Srop'lnyuntnl^paVfo^'^rtTn'fu^'"™''^'
your expense. It is understood that the Phonograph remains°your

9

Name. .Town.

State. .St. No. or R. F. D.
Do you own property? If so give description and name of bank or any one else you desire* to eive as'reVe'renceGive complete description of property and name of references on separate sheet o"pa|er!

reference.

V
I

Shall we ship by freight or express?

H I^OTE^We^ommend that you have Phonograph shipped by express' to Insure'its reaching' 'you 'pronpromptly.

Height 48 Inches Width 20 Inches

Depth 23^2 Inches

SPECIAL—Write for the MASTER-
TONE Portfolio whether you order or not.

Your name and address on a post card will

bring you full description and illustration of
the phonograph in colors. I will send you
FREE my book of Old Favorite Songs—the
old-time melodies that everybody loves—50
famous songs—words and music. Write
today.
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'That They May
I

Rest In Peace'*

THE CLARK GRAVE VAULT
No more Tjeaufifnl tribute can possibly be paid to our dead than care

that their last resting-place shall be secure from water, ghouls and
other disturbing elements.

The least and the last we can do for them is to see that they are
properly and safely interred. This cannot be accomplished without the
use of an air-and water-tight vault. Taults of brick, stone or cement are
too porous to furnish permanent protection. Even steel vaults which
depend for sealing upon gaskets of rubber or soft metal, are not positively
safe.

The Clark Grave Vault, made from massive plates of Keystone copper-
bearing (rust-proof) steel, electrically welded into an air-tight "bell,"
tested to 5000 lbs. hydraulic pressure, is guaranteed to withstand all con-
ditions for 50 years.

Because of these superiorities of material and constrnction, the Clark
Grave Vault is known to undertakers throughout the country as the
QUALITY VAULT—backed by 20 years of satisfaction-giving.

Numberless tests prove that
_
the Clark Grave Vault never fails, even

under the most trying conditions. Positive proof in booklet eent on
request. Address Dept. £-7

The Clark Grave Vault Company
Town and Starling St.,

This Clark Grave Vault
disinterred at Berlin, Ohio
kept velvet casket in perfect
condition, although the
grave contained much water
ond mud. Such records are
positive proof of Clark
Grave Vault euperiority
over all other methods of
burial.

Columbua, Ohio

DEUCIOUS NEW HONEY 10 pound pails, S2.25,
60 pound can, $12.00.

You ^^•iU find this honey PURE, CLEAN and NICE.
A. A. LYONS. Ft. Collins, Colorado.

1 NSYDE TYRES In iter Armor
for Auto Tirefl. Doable mileage, prevent blow-
oats and panctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thouoands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 1 16, Cincinnati

Em
Dependable Priming Plu^s

Fires Cold Engine
Champion Dependable Priming Plugs are

better than priming cups. The gas trickles

down the core of the plug and directly over
the points where and when the spark jumps.
The explosion is instantaneous and sure.

For the hundreds of thousands of automo-
biles which have no priming cups Champion
Dependable Priming Plugs are imperative.

For sale by all auto parts dealers.

Price $1S0 each

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio

How to Get 100 Per Cent
Truck Efficiency
By C. M. Jickling (Michigan)

WiHEN I delivered my milk bv
wagon last year, it cost me more
to get the milk into town than it

did to produce the milk," saidHenry Wilcox,
a farmer living 12 miles west of Detroit.
"And now that I am hauling the cans by
motor truck, saving time and money, I find
that I can afford to spend a minute or two
a day in looking over my truck."
Here is an operator with the right idea.

He has been making the round trip every
morning for the past eight months without
the slightest trouble or delay. And he
doesn't credit the success of his trips to the
superiority of his truck so much as he does
to the care he gives it each day.
With him a truck is more than a piece of

machinery. It is an investment. He
realizes that its earnings depend upon the
amount of work it will do for him. That is

why he keeps his truck in the best running
condition. A year ago Wilcox was ac-
quainted with trucks only through their
passing by his farm in ever-increasing
nurnbers His experience with motors was
limited to the operation of a one-cylinder
stationary engine he used in "buzzing"
wood. He had never driven an automobile.
To-day Wilcox is one of the best-posted

truck owners in Wayne County. And he
has gained his knowledge, not by tearing
dowTx the truck, but by studying the litera-

ture furnished him by the truck manufac-
turer. He has observed faithfully the
suggestions made by the manufacturer.
One weakness in the sale of motor trucks,

years past, was that the salesman con-
tented himself in merely delivering the
truck to the farmer. But in this day the
efficient truck dealer does not count a sale

completed on dehvery. It is to his own
advantage to see that the owner gets the
best out of his truck.
The farmer who neglects to follow the

suggestions of the manufacturer and
dealer is cutting miles off the life of his

truck. And the life of a truck is just as
definite as the life of a horse. Abuse and
inattention shorten the years of both. No
motor truck would survive the present
competition unless it was fundamentally
right. Manufacturers are doing their best

to build sturdy trucks to stand almost un-
believable misuse.
The variance in perform-

ance of two similar trucks is

not due so much to the lack

of uniformity in construction

as to the different treatment

each receives. The gravest fault in tr„
operation is continual overloading. Whe
a motor truck is rated at 1 H-ton capacitj
its parts are built and arranged to can-
that load with a slight allowance for ad
ditiorial weight in emergency hauling.

This "slight allowance" is the source c

mischief. The manufactiu-er provides fo

an additional hundred pounds or so; th
average operator lets it take care of any
where from an extra half-ton to a ton. Ova,
loading places an undue strain on t

motor. A laboring engine is subject t
virtually the same fatigue as laborin:

muscles.
Another danger in overloading lies ii

lack of spring action. When spring ar
abnormally depressed, the load practical!;

rests on the axles of the truck. The jar o

the road is transmitted directly to th
vital parts.

Most motor trucks are provided wit;

governors—automatic devices limiting th
truck to a rated speed. This speed has bee,

worked out carefully. The governor i

regulated at the factory according to th
size of the truck and the tire equipment.

It is attached to the truck for the pro
tection of the manufacturer as well as th
owner. Overspeeding is just as harmful .»

overloading. The operator expecting ti
best service out of his truck will not tampe
with the governor controls. Overloadinj
and overspeeding are sins the intelligt®

owner is learning to avoid. Time gaino
by either practice proves costly.

The experienced driver is content t<

limit his truck to its ratings. He has foup
that with the truck he is replacing four «
six horses and the labor necessary for th(Ei

care and direction. He saves by conscira
tiously staying "within the law." Wh;
should he try to earn an extra half-hour b;

pushing his truck beyond practical limito
When a man invests $1,000 to $1,500 J
a motor truck he should safeguard the m
terest on the investment by properly mailt
taining his truck. Consider the experieno
of Henry Wilcox. Follow the lubricatiw
chart faithfully. Keep the brakes correc^

adjusted. See tfa#

the rear axle
differential are
ing the proper lubM

Co ht b
cation. And, abov

PaiS^T^ompfon ^ "T'^Ph^ all, keep an eye aQ*

ear on the mota
On the least sign i
trouble, investiga^

Why Persh-

ing Changed
Horses

IT IS not generally
known that every

animal which comes
over from Europe is

held in strict quar-
antine for 150 days
or longer before it

is shipped into the
interior of the coun-
try or used in cities

along the seaboard.
The reason for this

• precaution is to pre-
clude all possibility

of the introduction
of serious diseases,

such as the foot-

and-mouth disease,

which caused such
enormous losses a
few years ago.
So when General Pershing headed the

sturdy fighters of the First Division in

their parades in New York and Wash-
ington, no exception was made, and he
had to ride not his favorite steed which
bore him in France, but a substitute
which was presented to him by admir-
ing New York friends. Likewise, all

the other animals of the division, from
the humble mules that hauled the am-
munition wagons to the horses of

Pershing's staff officers, were substi-

tutes for the original horses and mules
that moved the division in France.

It might seem to some a bit far

General Pershing heading parade m New York City

fetched to keep out even the mount of

the commander of the American Expe-
ditionary Forces, but it is due to such
strict quarantine measures as these that
our live-stock industry is kept free

from the ravages of disease. In Europe
they are not so strict, with the result that
they are never entirely free from foot-

and-mouth and other serious plagues.
And it is especially vital now that the
meat supply of the world be protected
and insured in every way, for it will be
many years before the supply of meat
animals will be back to normal in the
war-stricken countries. A. S. W.
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Abundant Winter Water

By J. T. Bartlett (Colorado)

AN EGG is over half water. It is only
"1. natural that the heavy-laying hen
liould consume considerable quantities of

his essential yet cheap material. An
uthentic instance records that a flock of

0 pullets consumed between 7 a. m. and
:30 p. M. one February day six gallons of

. ater. At the latter hour the three-gallon

rmntain was refilled with tepid water, and
onsiderable additional water was consumed
^efore the pullets sought the roost.

This pen of pullets were not loafers,

Ither. Their production for this winter

lonth averaged 62 per cent.

There can be no question that a low
inter egg yield is due often to a flock con-

uming insufficient water, as it is certain

I) do if the water is ice-cold. Bungling
f the water problem in winter is char-

cteristic of indifferent poultry manage-
lent. Non-freezing fountains, some heated,

thers not, are obtainable everywhere.
>r the ingenious poultry keeper can im-
rovise a special winter water container to

Liit his needs. One such device is made of

galvanized iron pail fitted into a box,

nd surrounded with sawdust or other in-

ilating material. As it is sometimes
ecessary to thaw with hot water, metal
mtainers are preferable to the heavy
irthenware types for winter use.

It is always best in cold weather to

irnish water with the chill taken off.

ny water found in the containers at re-

Uing time should be thrown out.
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Want a Better Garden
or Orchard?

IN PLANNING your new orchard
or garden remember that our

Horticultural Expert is ready at any
time to give you the benefit of Tiis

experience. Or maybe you want to

do a little beautifying and don't
know just the varieties of trees,

shrubs, and flowers to plant. Every
year there are new insect pests and
plant diseases to fight. In any case,

F. F. Rockwell, who is a real feet-on-

the-ground gardener and orchardist,

and a leading authority on all these
subjects, will be glad to help. He
answers many of these questions
every week. Be sure and tell all

about your problem, and where
possible send diagrams. With in-

sects and diseases, specimens are
almost an absolute necessity for

identification. Address F. F. Rock-
well, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City. The Editor.

Lime and Phosphorus

Make Rich Pasture
By C. M. Baker (Ohio)

rWO years ago we started to build up a
permanent pasture in which we wished

!) make blue grass the prominent grass.
Accordingly the field was limed, after being
towed for wheat, and fertilized rather
eavily with acid phosphate. Then the
t-ass seed was put on—a combination of
Ix pounds clover, six pounds blue grass,
tid eight pounds timothy seed to the acre.

fe found after removing the wheat last
par that a good stand of clover was pres-
et, and some timothy, but that the blue
rass did not show up favorably. The field,

owever, was pastured, from September
5th on to about November 1st, with young
igs and calves, care being taken to avoid
ny undue heavy pasturing, so that a
eavy coat would be left on the ground for
•inter. The pasture during the past spring
ad a large amount of clover and timothy
1 it, making an excellent pasture.
Now we find that the blue grass is slowly
eveloping, and will evidently take the
|lace of the timothy to a large extent by
ext spring, and of course the clover will
ave disappeared by that time, since no
Bed was put on. We believe that the stand
f blue grass now will Jje sufficient to pro-
uce a good blue-grass sod in a few seasons.
Ve feel that we cannot expect to grow blue
rass or clover unless we lime properly, and
se about 300 pounds of acid phosphate to
he acre. We also try to apply manure
nth the spreader at least once during the
sason in order to stimulate the growth of
he grasses. The application of a large
nount of seed per acre seems to prevent
- pasture from becoming foul with weeds.

„

A Dietz No. 2 Wizard
makes a useful Christ-

mas present that will be
appreciated, whether
the recipient be old or

young.

DIETZ
LANTERNS FOR
THE FARM

Hand Lanterns, Wagon and
Driving Lanterns, Wall
Lanterns, Motor Truck

Lamps.

THE Dietz Lantern Lights that twinkle every night

over the farmlands of Annerica are not so numer-
ous as the stars but they are just as uncountable.

One of the chief reasons for the wide popularity of Dietz
Lanterns is their reliable combustion system.

A Dietz Lantern really breathes. The air chamber beneath the
burner is the Lungs and the side tubes are twin Windpipes. As
spent hot air rises through the globe and out at the top, new air

is drawn in through the tubes into the air chamber and this

breathes against the flame. The intake of air in a Dietz Hot Blast

Lantern is mixed air—hot and cold—but in a Cold Blast Lantern
the intake is pure cold air. The Cold Blast Lanterns are slightly

higher in price because of their construction but give a bigger,

whiter and brighter light.

Ask your dealer to show you a Dietz Cold Blast No. 2 Wizard Lan-
tern, which gives a 10 C. Power light and has the easily cleaned
short globe with the large openings top and bottom.

R. E. Dietz Company
NEW YORK CITY

Largest Makers of Lanterns in the World

FOUNDED 1840

:

INSYDE TYRES InnerArmor
for Aato Tires. Double mitea^e, prevent
btowouta and puoctures. Easily applied in any
tire. Used over and over in several tirea.
Thoaeanda Bold. Details free. Agents wanted.

Americao Accessories Co., Deiitl02 Cmcmnati, 0.

START A FARM YARD

/^MAKE $100T0 $4O0A
[ONTH BIGHTAT HO>ffi

I repairing your neighbora'Autos
I Trucks and Tractors. All you
' need is 6 to 8 weeks' practical

' training here, and a kit of tools.
Come to Kansas City — "The

Training Center."
Special Rates Now. Infor-

ation and lo-DAY TRIAL OFFER
KANSAS CITY AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL
Dept. 326 15th and Lydta Kansas City, Mo

oity — X ne

FREE

OWNERS! ^Try'FOR-OO
10 DAYS

Works wonders on Ford cars. Gives engine more'^
power, more "pep," more speed. Gives 4 to 6 miles more per gal-

lon. Enables you to locate engine trouble instantly. Overcomes all

plug troubles. Doubles life and service of plugs. Makes old, cracked or
worn out plugs spark like new. More than 50,000 put on Ford cars in last three

months. Let us send one for you to try 10 days free on your Ford.

CAH#f AfA JMamai/ f Just send us your name and^Vnu fWW gWtUncy* address, and we win send you
"For-do" complete, postpaid, ready to attach. You can put it on
in 3 minutes. No changes necessary in car or engine, no holes to
bore, easier to put on than plugs. Use "For-do" 10 days Free. If

you find it does everything we claim, and you want to keep it,

send only $3. Ifyou are not pleased, just say so—mail it back and
no charge will be made. We take all the risk. Send today.

G. E. COLBY CO., Inc., 50 N. 8th Ave., Maywood, III.



In every section ofthe nation you will find

that Paigecarsarcregardedwithrespectand
confidence. They possess that rare faculty

of"making friends" and this, after all, is the

final test of any manufactured product.

But Paige popularity, please remember, is

not mere brice popularity. We have never

produced a cheap car—and never shall.

We believe that freedom from repair bills

and excessive depreciation is infinitely more
desirable than a mere "catch'penny" list

price. So we use only the best of materials

and workmanship—regardless ofcost. We
willingly pay the price of true economy.

In brief, we build enduring satisfaction

into every motor car that leaves this plant.

We take the necessary time and pains to

see that each individual car is worthy of
ourselves and our owners^—or it cannot
bear the Paige nameplate. We build in

the one way that we know how to build

—for Quahty, first, last and all the time.

Such a policy may not be spectacular

—

but it is sound. It produces motor carsthat

will outlive any guarantee that we might
write for them. It protects and fosters

that great volume of good will which is

the most valuable asset of this company.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAT^
'M.anu^acturers of Paige ^Aotor Cars

White Light

THIS BEAUTIFUL

FROM KEROSENE
AKES home bright,
cheerful and saves half

on oil. Proved about five
times eflScient as best round wick, open-flame
oil lamp. Beats electric or gasoline. Brill-
iant light 50 hours on a gallon kerosene (coal-
oil). No smoke, odor or noise. Simple, safe.
Won Gold Medal. Guaranteed. Sent on

10 DAYS FREETRIAL
at our risk. Retam it not satisfied. $1000 offered for
a lamp its equal. Write today vmIDG CDFE*
for trial offer, learn how to get \>*Jn^ rHKB
AGENTS WANTED M^''* big money fan or spare

time. Experience or capital not
necessary. Sample given FREE to onr distribators.

MANTLE UMP C0MrAliy,498 Aladifln Btdg.. CHICAGO
LartMt Coal-ell Mantl* Lamp Housa In tha WarM

GASOLINE FREE
When saving 75 per cent on Tire Cost by Buy-
iny Economy Double Tread 5,000 Mile Guar-
anteed Tires at One-fourth the usual tire cost.
Economy Double Tread Tir«B made doubly dura-
ble by our secret reconBtructed process uaed in
manufat-tunng. They have double the amount of
fabric ot an ordinary th-e. matciap them practi-
cally puncture-proof and Immune from blowouts.
Oar customers get from them 5.000 to 10.000
miles of service,

LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES
Size Tires Tubes
30k3 $ 5.50 .52.00
30x3i

6.50

2.10
32.\3!, s. 8. only 7.50 2.20
31x4

8.50

2.40
32x4

8.75

2.4.T
33x4

9.00

2.50
34x4

9.25

2.60
34.x4j

10.75

2.85
,
35x4!

11.00

2.90
I
3Sx4.!

11.50

3.00
,
35x5

12.25

3.20
I
37x5

12.75

3.35

RELINER FREE WITH EVERY TIRE
itale whether you want .straight side or ?llncher, plain
<>r non-skid. Send $2 deposit for each tire; $1 on tubes* balance
i'. O, D.. subject to examination, or 5 per cent discount if full amount

sent with order.

ECONOMY TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Dept. 265 1206-10 W. ISth St. CHICAGO

and

EARN $100 TO $400 A MONTH
Right in your own
neighborhood . You nee('unnH «|i I «« u VTWU *i mull • only to let it be known

1-1 that you are a Rahs Trained NIotor Mechanic, and jou will get into a
good paying business at once. We refer you to thousands of successful

Rahe graduates—many in your own section.

Any man. 16 years of age and over,

can learn here by daily practice on
the great^t mass ot Automobile

and Farm Tractor equipment ever used for training purposes. Same Malhod of Pracll-
cal Training as used to train thousands of .Soldier Mechanics. In 60-day Courses. We
train you. regardless of education or previous experience. (No colored applications.)

Write today for 7-Day Trial Otter and Big Opportunity
Book. .State age and occupation.

LEARN IN 6 TO 8 WEEKS

FREE NOW
RAHE AUTO AND TRACTOR SCHOOL, Dept 2265, Kansas City, Mo.
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says Noah DIgge, of Jacksonville, Nortb Carolina,
"witb my Ottawa Log Saw under uniavorable conditions, and in
52 hours I sold and delivered $75 worth."
You, too can make big profits with the Ottawa Engine Log Saw. It is always on
the job, and saws from 25 to
40 cordsaday. Pays for itself
in short time. Takes the
backache and worry out of
wood cutting. One man does
the work of ten. No stopping the engine and no

**Noio you can
saw down trees
and cut vp logs
by power,**

Geo, E. Long

liftins, prying, backing or twisting to set from cut to
cut.^ Wheels like a wheelbarrow from log to log-
easily moved from cut to cut on log.

Beware of
Imitallons 30 Days* Trtal

Direct gear to drive saw—no
chains to tighten, no keys and no set screws. Auto-
matic friction clutch protects saw, allowing slipifa&e
under any pinch. 4-Cycle Frost Proof engine, Oscilla-
tiog Magneto Ignition. When not sawing demount

saw equipment, by pulling one pin, and oso
engine for all kinds of other work.

Tree Cutting Equipment
Fuli information FREE

Write U9, now, for fall information on this
log saw. and on oar fast cutting equipment

for sawing down trees. Low prices, now.
on both outfits.

975 Wood St.
Ottawa* Kansas.OHAWA MF6. GO.

FARM AND FIRESIDg\\

What Tankage Will Do
for Your Pigs

jBy Thomas J. Delohery (Dlinois)
'

SEVERAL years ago H. D. Greenlee
.

Wayne County, Iowa, gave considei^
able thought to his manner of feeding hog&
On one load he marketed the margin of
profit was mighty scarce, so he decided to
try another method of feeding, and to k(

tiying until he got one which woi
make him the best profit.

He finally hit upon corn and tank
out of a self-feeder, and vnth the hi

on pasture. This is his method now, anf
he is able to make spring pigs of .21

pounds in seven to eight months. Moi
over, this self-feeder enabled him to sa
a lot of labor in feeding. He filled tl

feeder when his other work was slack.
"My ration is saving me a lot of money,'

he said, "not only -in the price of pr*i
duction, but it also cuts the labor coe©
saves feed, and cuts down the size of ttS
feeding troughs. Every hog gets his fiW
There is no regular meal time, and no
crowding at the feeding troughs. There
is no waste of corn dropping on the groi

and being trampled.
"I have my pigs come in April, so thi

I can put them on clover as soon as th
are strong enough. I aim to market
pigs at the age of seven to eight month^
depending upon the time they are farrowed.
For that reason I push them from the
start. The clover and tankage grow thfe

hogs at a small cost, and the corn lays on
the fat.

"I never fed tankage until a few yeai|
ago, but the results of the first year caused
me to make it part of my ration."

Do You Want to Raise

Better Crops?

Do YOU want to improve your
crop rotation? Or do you want

to find a better yielding variety of
corn or wheat, or a strain of alfalfa
that will do best in your latitude?
perhaps you have a new weed or a
plant disease that is puzzling you.
Whatever it is, Farm and FraESiDE
is waiting to help you, and if you
will put your problem in writing and
send it to our Farm Crops Editors
they will give you their best thought
on the matter. If you live north of
the Mason-Dixon line, write to L.
E. Call; or if you are in the South,
address your inquiry to J. F. Dug-
gar, both at 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City. Be sure and give
full details. The Editor.

High Prices—WhoseFault
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

Cut 27 Cords
of Wood a Day

New York City. He told me that, aithougl
he had lived in this apartment seven years,
he knew intimately only two of the thirty-

five families in the apartment, and that he
actually knew the names of but four of the
families. Suppose all these people knew
each other, suppose the dwellers in as
apartment house here in Washington, <^
here in one of the Capital City's hideouJ
blocks of row houses, were sufficiently well

acquainted to co-operate in purchases,
how great might be the saving!

Co-operative buying, coupled with co-

operative selling, would go a long, way
toward reducing the cost of living in so fai

as food is concerned. I know personall;

and by observation that the average fai

er and truck grower is not growing ricl

However many middlemen are, and und(
present conditions they are necessary.

Getting back, then, to the origin:^

proposition, who is responsible, not for thi

i high cost of living,, but for this cost beii

higher than, under the circumstances,
should be? Are not most of us in a p
tion, by a bit of self-denial and much
common sense, to help? Congress can
a little, the Department of Justice can
more, but the people in the cities thei

selves can do most.
I saw this well illxistrated this morni

at the Wellington market. An intelligent

appearing lady stopped at a stall and asked

the price of tomatoes. On being informed
that it was 50 cents for a quarter peck, she

not only refused to buy but told the dealef

that his license should be revoked. Pass;

ing on to another stall, she found just as

good tomatoes at 20 cents per quarter

peck. Is this not a lesson for us all, whether
buying tomatoes, shoes, or automobiles?
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His Majesty the Hog
Dr. A. S. Alexander

VITH high prices still good in spite of the

break from last summer's high mark,

lintenance of health more than ever be-

is concerning the farmer. Everything

sible is being done to save each pig

uduced and have it grow into "big

iney." To this end veterinarians -are

sy everywhere vaccinating against chol-

i and hemorrhagic septicasmia or_ swine

igue, and of late have also been injecting

ixed bacterins to prevent or cure mixed
lection which has killed thousands of

r's. But these are not the sole means by
i ch diseases of swine may be prevented,

itation is the sane, sensible, necessary

csure against disease. Drugs never

1 succeed alone. Serum therapy must
il unless dirt is vanquished, and the eri-

l onment of hogs everywhere made sani-

rv and conducive of health.

External and internal parasites are the»

ne of the hog business, and dirt largely

ijlains their prevalence. Do away with

I t , and parasitic diseases will lessen and
entually die out. And with the disap-

arance of dirt will go most of the diseases

used by the filth germ, sore mouth, skin

ease, and bowel trouble. Dirt, too,

\ es the way for cholera and dysentery.

Mistakes We Make
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

laws can subjugate their own plans and
shes to those of the parents. There are in-

mces: A certain woman with a dependent
;her married a man whose mother and
her were both dependent on him, and all

ree lived with the children. The woman
IS completely invalided, and the men little

tter off. All three were intensely childish,

t she never quarreled with them or had

y trouble.

It is the person who is old enough to be
ildish and young enough to want his

'n way that is the hardest to handle,

le woman who handled the three aged
rsons is one in a very great number, and
e case is cited as showing what has been
ne, instead of what probably will be

ne. As far as that is concerned, jt is

ssible that the woman has done herself

injustice, for she has denied herself

^ny things that she ought to have had.

Many young readers will probably think

at getting started in the world is the

rdest thing to do. But the man with a

V remaining years to live and a lifetime

habits that unfit him for city life in a
sasure, and yet wanting to leave the

rm, has a problem that is hard to solve,

le wives of these men have not been
ntioned thus far, but purposely so. In

Dving to town they move their business

that of keeping house—along with them,
the main, they do not suffer as greatly

the men. Yet there is the same big

lestion of making a complete change in

Irroundings late in life. Many of them are

ppy; many are not. Talk to any eon-

lerable number of farm women moved
town and you will hear a large number
complaints about having no chickens or

ws or garden. They fret about the cost

living when they come to buying from
e grocer, huckster and,- butcher.^ There
an atmosphere of freedom, even indoors,

at is gone.
How shall I quit then? You ask, " If so

any farmers transplanted to the town
id city are discontented, and I want to

cape the hard knocks the advanced years
mand, what am I to do?"
That'indeed is hard to answer. Certainly
) general rule can be laid down and be
ccessful in even the majority of cases,

s I said before, it is a question of indi-

dual temperament.
In many cases it has been successfully

me by moving close to town, with an
re or two to work with, or at least with
large yard where a big garden may be
lised, a cow kept, and chickens grown for
eat and eggs. Most farmers will demand
pig to take care of the kitchen swill, and it

a splendid way of turning waste products
to delicious chops. All these things are
ipossible in most towns of two thousand.
Sooner or later, however, you will be
illed upon to say what you are going to
3. I have only the one suggestion to
ake. That is (to repeat what I said at
le beginning), wherever you go, and
hatever you do, don't quit working! Keep
^ur mind occupied and your muscles busy,
uitting cold has killed more farmers before
>eir time than any other one thing I know
'. Doing a little work as they went along
is kept many others alive and happy far
ist their three score and ten. T. J. H.

THE famous "Z" Engine ancj tKe BoscK higk tension, oscillating magneto

combine to make tKe one SUPREME farm engine. ^Tke dependability^

of the BoscK in delivering a stead succession of Kot, inteiisive sparks is ^ell

known and adds tKe one possible betterment to tKe "Z"—alwajis recognized

as America's foremost farm engine. 5 Call on 5^our "Z" Engine dealer and

see tKe result of tKis newest combination—FAIRBAMKS-MORSE "Z"

WITH BOSCH MAGMETO. 5 Over 200 BoscK Service Stations assist

our dealers in delivering maximum engine service. ? Prices— IHH. P., $75.00

—3 H. P., $125.00—6 H. P., $200.00—all F. O. B. Factorj^.

MANUFACTURERS CHICAGO

This Mill Will

Make Yott $500i

.SIOOOiaMoflth

SELF-CONTAINED; NO NEW BUILDING
AND LITTLE POWER NEEDED.

/ You can be the local flour miller of your Com-
munity with but a comparatively small invest-
ment, and have a dignified, permanent business
that will earn you steady profits the entire year.
No previous milling experience needed.
By grinding your home grown wheat and sup-

plying your Community with flour and mill feed
you save the freight on the wheat out and the incoming flour and feed, besides earning
the regular milling profits and the extra profit of making "A BETTER BARREL OF
FLOUR CHEAPER" on the famous "MIDGET" MARVEL.

The'AMEMCAN«Mia
in- the new process, self-contained, one man, roller flour mill that is

revolutionizing the millipg industry. It requires less than half the power
and labor of the long system mill, and makes a better flavored flour

that retains the health building vitamines and the natural sweet flavor

of the wheat. Everywhere people are demanding this Jjetter flour.

Our customers are given the privilege of using our Nationally adver-
tised Brand.

"]PJ^a\^'* jPI/Otlit" "Famous for its Flavor"

We furnish vou the sacks with your name printed on them. Our SERVICE
DEPARTMENT checks your mill up every Thirty Days to see that you are

getting the best remits. Write today for our Free Book ''The Story ol a Wonderful Flour Mill."
You will find it most interesting. y

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN MILL CO., 685-691 Trust Bldg., Owensboro, Ky.

Ditch for Profits
r

Insnre hig crops every year. Don't let
erops drown out. Drmin with

.^.M^fZ/M^ FARM DITCHER
<S^f/la^iili* GRADER

TERRACER
mi-sliel, rmrsitlc, adjuslatile. Cuts or cleans

ditch down to 4 ft.deep—any soil—does labor^

100 men. Write for (ree drainage book.
Oweosboro Ditcher & Grader Co.

Box14S Owensboro. Ky. Model SO

iiiii
Auto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Montti
Young man, are you
mechanically inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert. I teach
with tools not books*
Do the work yourself,
that's the secret of the

SWEENEY SYSTEM
of practical training by which 6,000
soldiers were trained for U. S. Gov-
ernment and over -20,000 expert
mechcmics. Learn in a few weeks; no previous
experience necessary.

Fn|Pp Write today for illastrated free catalog
rnBLCi showing hundreds of pictures men
working in new Million Dollar Trade School.

LEARN A TRADE,

SCHOOL OF AUTO -TRACTOR-AVIATION ^
11 SWEEhJEV BLDG. KANSAS CITY. rOO.
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Things

to

Look For
to -26

1

you buy a
lij tractor, use just as

much care in mak-
ing your selection as you
would in buying a good
horse. Don't teike any-
one's word for its being
good— find out foryour-
self. Be sure that the
tractor you buy has all

the features essential to

all-around service, efficiency, and economy of
operation. For instance, look for

—

A kerosene engine so that you can use cheap fuel,
thereby doing your power work at the lowest possible
cost;

A throttle governor to regulate the fuel to the load
variations, insuring uniform speed and fuel economy
and saving one man's time when engaged in belt work

;

A drawbar with a wide range of adjustment both
ways so that the tractor will pull any machine or imple-
ment on the farm with equal advantage

;

A friction clutch pulley with a wide face and broad
diameter to insure full power-delivery to the driven ma-
chine—a piJley so placed that the belt doesn't rub or drag;

Wide, full-length fenders over the drive wheels to
protect the operator and engine from dirt and mud.
Also a "safety first" feature;

A rear platform so that the operator can rest
himself occasionally by standing up without losing time
from his work.

You will find these and a number of other excellent
features on the Titan 10-20 tractor.

Dependable Kowing Power

Efficient Belt Power

ifyou need a larger tractor just bear in mind the International 15-30—50%
more power than the 10-20— and it's a kerosene burner. Write for pamphlet
descriptive of the tractor best suited to your needs.

International Harvester Company
Chicago

OF AMERICA INC. USA

$400 Down Secures 80 Acres, Near City
Productive loamy fields, 7-cow, wire-fenced pasture, esti-

mated several hundred cords wood, timber, fruit. Good
condition 9-room house, barn, etc. Bam alone worth whole
price asked. Owner to remove to larger farm sells all to
quick buyer, SI,200, easy terms. Details page 27 Fall Cata-
log Farm Bargains. Maine Xo Florida and west to Nebraska;
copy free. STROUT F«RM AGENCT, ISO O. p. Nasiiu SIreel. New Tlrk.

WONDER. FOROCARS,

WJKIlbK. TRACTORS'
Sensationai value. More power, more "p^P." niore

^peed, saves, g^s. Simple, powerful, safe. Doubles
life and service of spark plugs. Makes plugs fire

through oil, grease or carbon. Reduces carbon in

cy linders. Makes old, cracked or worn plugs work
like new. Easy to start engine when cold in winter.

Helps locate engine trouble instantly. Increases
voltage at the plugs. Reduces amperage. Hotter
Spark. Leaner Gas Mixture. More Power. Less
Trouble. Saves Money.
Biggest value for $2.00 ever >r^'",^
offered. Absolutelyguar-
anteed to do all we say
it will. Your money back
promptly if not satisfied.

ELECTRO SPARK
INTENSIFtER

Regular price, ^3.50. Spe-
cial on this sample order,
$2.00. Send moneyordraft
withorder. Propositionsopen
for dealers and agents with
Ford cars.

Kiefer Mfg. Co., 408 Palace BIdg.

Minneapolis, Minn.

CLOVER
AT WHOLESALE
We save you money. Buy

now before advance. Crop
short. We expect higher
prices. Don't buy Field

seeds of any kind until you see our samples and prices. We
Bi>eciali2e on Guaranteed Quality, Tested Clover, Timothy,
Alfalfa. Sweet Clover and AUike: sold subject to your ap-
proval and goveromeot test. Writ« today for sunples. special
prices and free copy of the Adyance Seed NeW3.

American Mutual Seed Co. Dept. 142 Chicago, III.

"Beo" Cluster Metal Shingles. V-Crimp, Corro-
gated. Standing Seam. Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings. Wallboard, Paints, etc.. direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
offer ever made. Wo Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. Nopaintincr
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

Bsmples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book
No. 1258.

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Mada
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles*

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
I?n-'25l P»e SI.. Cincianiti. 0.

FREE
j Samples &

!

i
Roofing Booki

OspravmO With special features all their own,
Cnfnina . They claim your kind attention.

cv»« In every size .... for every zone,
rree They furnish sure protection,

FIELD FOBCE PITMP 00. Dept. 39 Elmir*. New York

GRIND YOUR FEED.
FILU YOUR SILO /
SAW YOUR WOOD '

SHELL YOUR CORN
PUMP YOUR WATER
ELEVATE YOUR GRAIN

'

Ward Work-a-Ford
Can be used with Ford, Overland. Dodge, Reo and
Chevrolet 190 cars and Fordson Tractor. Your auto-
mobile has a powerful engine—it will outlast the car
and you might as well save your money and use it to
do all your farm work. No w««r on lire* or Iran*,
mission. Hooks up in 3 minutes. No permauent
attachment to car. Cannot inture car or engine.

Friction Clutch Pulley on end of shaft. Ward Gover-
nor.run by fan belt, gives perfect control. Money back
II not satlslled. Ask for circular and special price.

WARD MFG. CO. 2035 N St., Uncain, Neb.

What Interests You Mostll ^

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10]

a lot of prestige attached to winning, ai

it carries with it considerable advertisi]
which could be got in no other way.

I have found that money prizes are co]

sidered more desirable. When the Inti
national was first started we gave trophi,
but soon realized that most exhibit™
wanted money instead. There are soi.

few who still want plate and trophies, a;

we give them the alternative of tald:
either.

The various breed associations are veijH
liberal in their prizes, both cash and. tro-J
phies, and offer additional inducements to,

their own breeders. This makes winnir~
worth while, for the prizes will go a loi

way toward paying expenses. At tl

same time, it causes breeders to bring wil

them only their best stock. Local assoi

ations might offer prizes for your fair.

^Arranging the program is an importai
thing. Our show starts on Saturday wii

the students' judging contest. Sunday,,
course, is a day of rest, but there is a night
show, and a concert is given in the after-
noon.
Monday the regular judging starts, and

from then on until Friday there is not &
pause.
The best time to hold a fair is governed

by the weather in your locality, also by tl

season. The best time, aside from tl

weather, is when the farmer is not t
busy. yThe color scheme at the International ||

the same as one sees at any holiday affaift

We have plenty of American flags arouiul
—in fact, the flags make a ceihng for the
big arena. Plenty of red, green, purple,
white, and other colors are worked in com-
bination to good effect.

Economies in connection with conducf?
ing a fair are had to arrive at. There are
no cut-and-dried rules to govern this part
of the work. In the first place, help is ^
big item, and we have to take what it

available. Because the job is a short one,
quite naturally the wages are higher than
what permanent work would pay. We»
endeavor to save wherever possible, buf
never attempt to sacrifice the fair to save
a few dollars. Money is then a secondary
consideration; we want the show to be the
best, and so far we have been able to stage
the best in the world.

Don't forget the boys and girls in your^i

fair. We have a program for boys ani
girls with a view of stimulating their irs^

terest in live-stock production and makini
them contented on the farm. Your locjtt

fair is their first step toward the Interns^'

tional.

All of your district, county, and stafe
fairs act as feeders for the International;

They control the boys' and girls' calf, pis
and lamb clubs in the country districts^

showing them first at the district fain»^^
The winners move to the county fai^' ^ui

thence to the state fair, and finally to tM
International.

In addition to the junior feeding contest*
we have a judging contest for the boys ana
girls. Thus they are afforded two per^

sonal opportunities to study live stock.

In the first place; they get the results ^
their feeding, and then they exercise thOT*!

ability ^s judges against other boys frorf^wm
various States. They are able in this ws
to improve their picking ability, and ne:

year can use this knowledge to select bet
calves.

I have said nothing about the busini

side of your fair organization because
assume that you will form your own ii

association along the business lines yo§
deem best, or along lines of which you ha'\*

many good models in other district aVw
county fairs in your part of the country
If there is anything of helpful suggestiol

in what 1 have said, I shall be very glad. *

For Better Live Stcx;k

SHOWING pure-bred live stock at

the International or other shows
may not interest you, but you cer-

tainly want to get the most out of

your live-stock raising or dairying.

If you have any questions that are

puzzling you with regards to breed-

ing or feeding farm animals tell them
to Farm and Fireside. Our corre-

sponding editor H. H. Kildee will be

glad to help you. Always give full

information, enclose stamped self-

addressed envelope, and write care

Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth

Avenue, New York City.
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|We Make Our Fruit Pay

Us a Good Profit
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

I
lings over and make their rules. Since last

l.ugust, when organized, they have held

light or nine meetings, and the spirit of co-

Iperation is great. Some of these men go
I'ith me when we hold meetings to get

rowers interested, and what they have to

liy has more influence with growers than

1 could have in a hundred years.

The first sales made in the county last

Jsason under the old system brought $3.25

ler barrel foe all A grade apples above 2J^
liches packed in two sizes. By the time

lie bulk of the sales were being made the

uling price in the county was about $5 a

|trrel for that same pack. I don't know
Ta sale in the associations, even in the one

tat sold individually, that didn't get at

last 25 cents more than that.

] I look forward to a time when in every

lading station in the county there will be

\ least one central packing house, and all

fill be members of the county organization.

J I hope all county associations will feder-

|e into one western New York association,

pen we can sell all fruit from one central

llling agency, controlled by representa-

Ive growers duly selected. This central

pling agency will have a general manager,

I
sales department, a credit department,
advertising department, and an inspec-

bn system.

I
If the four lake counties of western New
prk organized we should have to have
Ime such highly developed concern, for

|eir output of fruit averages $50,000,000 a
fear. In our seven organizations we han-

fed over three quarters of a million dollars'

prth of fruit last year, co-operatively,

j And what we have done in our commu-
|ty you can do in yours, whether it be
|rge or small. Co-operative marketing,
prted locally in a small way, and gradual-

I

built up in different sections, until finally

I takes in the whole field of farming to

fech it is applicable, is no idle dream, and
jbu can do something right in your own
pme neighborhood to help bring it true.

Dream Your Dreams
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

Inger that the highest of them may fade

v«y, so cherish them, cling to them, so
prk them into your everyday life that
fey cannot leave you.
[Know that dreams are like spirits—they
|me to you some morning fresh and
lathed in glorious shape and robed in

|auty. They linger caressingly about
uu, you feel delight in their company, but
lyou neglect them, or sneer at them, they
Krn sorrowfully away.

I
See to it, then, that while you are young
ad the dreams come to you in all their

eshness and strength that you make
Jem so much a part of your lives that
ley may never leave you. Oh, believe in

jreams! They are the only real things,

|e only things that may lead us out of

|>hdage to the flesh, the only things that
B veal to us the good God, the only things
Hiat take us at last to walk beside Him,
|ie only_ things that stand between us and
laterialism and despair.

] And there is joy in following that ideal,

making that dream come true. There
pleasure in climbing the mountain, in

|j*essing with joyous foot the path beneath
au. There is bright hope in anticipating
tte outlook from the summit. There is

kthering strength from the effort of the
limb. At last there is a little of the reali-

ition; it will never all come to us, but
bme hints we get at last of the beauty and
londerful goodness and glory of God.
lelieve me, young man, young woman,
Jhere are heights that you may climb that
Jill make you stand and wonder and cry
loud for joy when you see a little of the
pgnitude and strength and peace and
eauty of the Almighty, and when all at
ice it comes over you with a great wave

IF feeling that you are a part of Him, and
|[e is a part of you, and that there is a
iivine Oneness of God and His world, of
jhich you are one of the chiefest parts.
And where lies the summit? I cannot

lliy. Only on little foothills have I trod,
|nd always, afar off, more than half hidden
|y clouds, has been the summit, but now
jnd then, lifting above them, I have seen
llimpses of a shining peak, glorious in
ght, beckoning to me as though to say:
"Press on, press on, if you have courage;

bme day, if you are strong and faint not,
ou may stand upon the utmost height,
nd all the glory of God shall be revealed
b you."

CaiCt
Fool^
WELL MATURED ears with

deep, heavy kernels give a good
yield at shelling time. No other

kind will. The crop which has sufficient

plantfood is the crop that fills the bin.

If the crop lacks plantfood during the

summer the sheller will tell the story.

The yield will be disappointing—^^maybe

the com will be soft and won't even shell.

Big yields require plenty of available

plantfood. There must be ammonia for

a quick start

and steady
growth; potash
to strengthen
the stalks and
make big, hea-
vy ears; and

p hosphoric
acid to fill and
harden those
ears as well as

to make strong

and vigorous
root systems.

"High Analysis" Fertilizer for Corn
One of These Will Fit the Conditions on Your Farm

The figures represent percentages of atnmonia, available

phosphoric acid and potash, in the order given:

For sandy and loamy soils, and all worn soils,

especially where the manure supply is short

—

2-10-6 2-10-4 2-12-2
' For use on clay loams or other soils which
contain plenty of potash—

2-12-0
For use where the soil has plenty o( available

ammonia; where plenty of manure is used;

where legumes are plowed under —
0-10-8 0-12-4 0-12-2 0-16-0

Manure provides some of the needed
plantfood but there is never enough
manure to go around. Fertilizer is

needed to make -up the deficiency.

Use enough to insure a big yield of
well-filled, mature ears—a crop that

will stand the test of the sheller. There
is more profit in that kind of com.

A postcard request will bring you our
booklet, "More Plantfood for More
Corn." Every farmer should have a

copy of this lit-

tle book; also

oneofourAuto-
matic Formula
Finders which
will help him
select the right

fertilizer for

each crop that

is grown on his

farm. Both are

free for the
asking. Write
for them today.

SOIL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
of the National Fertilizer Association

CHICAGO
1759 Lumber Exchange Building

BALTIMORE
1059 Stock Exchange Building

COME TO

MEWJERSEY
THE GARDEN STATeI

Our farms are

ideal for

:

(jeril farming

Dairying

Trucl( iPEOPti

Soils varied

Climate favorable

Tlie State is

highly developed

INEW YORK
.iving conditions

ttie best

E I Good roads

Truitand \ IM ^
- , PHILADELPHIA
Poultry V^CIRCLE

THIS i' Good water

Good sctiools

Good neigtibors

Nearby marltets

Trustworthy '
inforiruTion oiven by

sr-.-. LAND REGISTRY,
DEPARTHEMT OF CONSERVATIOM 4 DEVELOPMEMX

State House, Trenton. New Jersey.

MONEY!

TrqThisr„StuinpPulle7

JO Daus FREE'
if^^®

claims on your own farm! Find out
'l?,T°"5™,?",?'?'>ewithaKirstinhandlesbiggest

\ rn^?^-J"^^^
big little, green, rotten, low-Sut -

\ OUicE^'p5?|rrA«^'iFi?'.;'"ees or brush! Does it

^ kMnnnll., X' ^F^AP! If satisfied, after 30 days' trial,n» Keep puller.Jf not satisfied, return at my expense.
" ]<to Yon! FourMty ways to pay.

Jjjrtt* for Smcial AEsnt's Propoaitlonl

i\V^K'''stin 3f„^p Pullers

»

I ™™™ Weighs less—costs less! Yet has greater speed,
power, Btreneth and lasts loncar! Hade of finest steel. 3 year euarantee against
breakaga. Clears acre from one anchor. Polls stubborn stumps in few minutes at
low cost. Single, doable, triple power. Several speeds. Low speed to loosen stump
—high to^ank it out quick. Patented quick "take up** for slack cable. Easily moved
abound field. No other etump puller like it! All explained in big FREE BOOK.
Write for book today! Also for Special Agents' Proposition. Shipment from
nearest distributing point saves time and freight^ Address me personally,

,

. Q.icksh.P2.««f»„ I Sw'; Sl^'SSS A. J. kiRSTIN COMPANY
I
Eseanaba, Mlch.^ atlaiita,.Ga. I

I

Soo, Cuada PoftlaBj,Or«. 2104 Lud St., Escanaba, Mich.

My Bis
New Book
FREEPaYd*
Telia whra few atnropa
cost you more EACH
YEAR than the price of a
Kirstinl Why etomps coat
American fanners ao ap-
fiallins toill SbowB bow
housands of Klrstin own-
ers pall peaky stamps Id
Bpita of labor shortage—
with one-man oatflt.

Also why the KlrBtfn way
is the cheapest, quick-
est, easiest way to clear
laof* for BIG CROPS.
Book la filled with Infer-
raatlon ever 7 fanner
should read. Write for
FREEBOOK oow-todsyl
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Bi^ MoncY In Siump Land

H . G. Hunzicketj of Foster, Wf'
> ' pulling a 24-inch jir stump ;

; deep tap foots oxU of hard grou7i~ ~ "
" '

_

Thisman ittacfe #35Land
Woi*ikj!^200 a.n aci«e

Pulling Bi^siuttips 4x HonJ
CLEAR your stump land cheaply—^no digging, no

expense for teams or powder. Your own right

arm on the lever of the "K" Stump Puller can
rip out any stump that can be pulled with the best inch

steel cable. I guarantee it. I refer you to U. S. Gov-
ernment officials. I give highest banking references.

HAJ«ID POWER.

l^fSiumpPulI
One man with a "K" can outpull 16 horses. Works

, by leverage—same principle as a jack. 100 lbs. pull
on the lever' gives a 48-ton pull on thk stump.
Made of best steel—guaranteed against break-
age. Has two speeds—60 ft. per minute for

hauling in cable or for small stumps—slow
speed for hea\T pulls. Works equally well

on hillsides or marshes where horses
cannot go.

N,, Write me today for special offer and
v-;::.^ free booklet on Land Clearing.

The Fitzpatrick Products Corp.

Box 28

99 John St., NewYork
Pacific Coast Office

San Francisco,

Weight, without cable, 171 pounds "^H^-^^ Calif.

No SiumpTboBig fbrThe

Send for your Kirstin J

for year own table. Smoke the Ham, Bacon and _

butcoer billi in half. Also sell to neierhboro at tremendous profit. The Kirstin Smoke House is aO
Bteel fireproof. Lasts loDjrer than wood, costs much less. Portable. Use in baaement, kitchen,

on porch. Bums cobs. Bawdaat or hardwood. Smoke positively air cooled. After amokinff oae for

sanitary m*at storehouft*. Fly and rat proof. Wonderful success! Free Book shows siaee—val-
nable home coring recipes—30 day Free Trial Offer-Special Aeent's proposition—etc. Write toda;.

A. J. KIRSTIN COMPANY, 1 1 02 Wells Street. ESCANABA, MICHIGAN

DRAG VFT
SAW

Latest and most praetleal One-
Man Drag Saw on Ibc market.
State* simple, easy to operate.
Sold direct from factory at
.low priees.

WITTE Swing Portable
A real one-man outfit with important improvements found on no

other, "Arm Swing" movement. Saw cuts both ways and clears kerf both ways, as in expert
hand sawing. Adjustable to long or short stroke—180 strokes per minute. Logs do not have
to be scored in starting. Saw remains idle until engine is started and speed adjusted.

Special Points of Merit*
The WTTTE is a modem high-geared out-

fit—no chains or belts. Runs steady—saws
fast. Friction clutch operates by hand lever
to start and stop saw. No stopping engine
to change cut or move rig. Safety hook up
on saw when moving rig. Large wheels un-
der rig for easy handling. Weight of engine
so placed as to reduce vibration.

Windlass log hook, instantly set, holds rig
to log. Engine 4-cS'cle, water cooled. Can be
used for other work when not sawing. Most
practical outfit and easiest handled by one
man. For full description, WRITE TO
WITTE. Don't decide on any sawing outfit,

or engine before you get WITTE prices and
learn about WITTE improvements.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS ^^B E^-^e^feteu^K

What Do People Think of

Your Letters?

FOLKS have been telling farmers for a
long time that they ought to usea type-
writer in their correspondence, but not

until Helen A. Ballard, in "Printer's Ink,"
quoted some business men to show exactly
how a poorly written letter from a farmer
lowers their opinion of that man's business
methods, was the exact advantage of

typed letters made clear.

In an interview with Miss Ballard a
wholesale and retail dealer says: "If we
get a poorly written letter from a farmer
we do not place much confidence in him.
I think the farmers could get a little more
from the various wholesale houses by
corresponding on the typewriter and writ-
ing a good letter." Another letter from an
office and typewriter-supply company says:
"Some farmers like to correspond with
mail-order houses by typewTiter because
they feel they get better service."
The adfantages of the well-written letter

are clearly brought out by Miss Ballard, who
sums up the situation in the following:

"Leaders among farmers are becoming
better business men. Many of them are
specializing in some product which they sell

to wholesale dealers personally or through
correspondence. The scientific farmer
who operates his farm as a business estab-
lishment does a manufacturing plant, finds

his correspondence and business details

increasing in volume. Some of the^e have
seen the advantage of the typewriter in

turning out more legible and more busi-
ness-looking letters, as well as the value of

keeping records of their transactions. A
more adequate presentation of the advan-
tage of the typewriter to farmers would
undoubtedly stimulate a larger market.

"In the little State of Vermont one
farmer has turned his fertile acres over to
the growing of fancy fruits native to that
section, and uses a typewriter entirely for

his correspondence and bills. Another, w|
has entered the market with an attrac

"

pound box of tiny maple sugar cakes, |t_

the mcst convenient size to nibble as
confection, has established his agencie,
throughout New England, and is noj
opening fire on the New York market

'

means of a neatly typewritten sales let

"More farmers are daily adopting name
for their farms, and are getting out goo
looking printed letterheads. More anj
more they will realize—and especially
their attention is called to the fact—that i.

uncertain scrawl, or even Spencerian peti

manship, looks less businessUke beneaf
the heading "Maple Grove Farm," "T"
Willows," or "Brookmount Stock Fann;|
than would a neatly typed letter. They i

learning that a typewritten business coi
munication creates a better impression

;

carries added prestige. A wholesale
retail dealer says:

" 'I think it would be a fine thing for tl
farmers to use typewriters, because wh|
we get a letter from one of them which'*
typewritten we notice it especially, ana
assume that he is a business man, and put
more confidence in him. That is, we feel

that if he offers to deliver a certain amount
of grain, being a business man, he will feel

some sort of responsibility and will make-
good on his word. On the other hand, iij

we get a poorly written letter from a farme
we do not place much confidence in hini3
I think the farmers could get a little more ^

from the various wholesale houses by-
corresponding on the typewriter and writ-"

ing a good letter.'"

SOME folks who claim to be culti-

vated don't like the harro'wdng
details of farming.

Chances My Folks Have Given Me
on the Farm
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

I am twelve years old, and in the sixth

grade. I am looking forward to the time
when I shall have finished my education
and my two brothers and myself can run
the farm for Mama, as Papa is dead.

I want to make ours an ideal country
home.

Eighth Prize
Winner: F. W. Bausch
Girard, Pennsylvania

\X T'HEN I was seven years old my father

VV gave me seven white chickens in

July, and I kept them till fall, and traded

them for a Berkshire pig six weeks old, the

runt of the bunch. I fed it until Decem-
ber, and sold it for $15, and in the spring

Father gave me another one. I fed it all

summer and sold it for $23. Then I had
$38, and Grandpa gave me a small sow
pig. I made arrangements with Dad to

furnish the feed for half of the small pigs.

I fed her, and the first litter she had six. I

sold my three for $9, and had my old one left.

The next time she had eight, and I sold

my four for $15, this making $62. With
this I bought a colt for $60, and that same
year it died, so all I had left was $2 and
my old pig. Well, I sold my pig for $40,

making $42.

I fed a bunch of five pigs that winter,

and cleared, above all feed and skim milk,

$75. With my $40 I bought a buggy and
harness, and paid $175 for a horse, and
gave a note for it.

Well, with the $75 I bought two pure-

bred Berkshire sows for $70, and paid for

all the feed they ate, and when thej^ were
six months old I took them to the Erie

Exposition and won first premium with

them. At the exposition I bought another

sow for $70 and gave a note for it.

When I came home I sold half interest

in them to Dad, and bought half interest

in the boar he had, so I owned half inter-

est in three sows and one boar.

This spring when they farrowed they

had six apiece. The best sow died a week
after she farrowed. She was worth $300,

and that left us six orphan pigs, but we
raised them all. One of the other six we
sold for $30 when six weeks old.

This spring I sold my horse for $17q
and my buggy for $50, making a total

$225.
This summer we bought the best be

in Pennsylvania to head our herd of BerS
shires, at the Erie Exposition, He
grand champion over all hogs, 230
number, and we have now bought a go
sow.
We have 30 head in partnership,

have just purchased a hog house 24x60.
We will have pigs for sale at all tim^

in the future. I think I have had a goo
chance.

Ninth Prize
Winner: Marie Ruehle

R. F. D 2, Chrisney, Indiana

I AM a farm girl fourteen years old.

graduated this spring from the eighi

grade. I would sure like to go to hig|

school, but Mother needs me at hor
We live on a 200-acre farm, and have lo^

of work to do, but I love farm work.
We put out four acres of tobacco,

twelve-year-old sister and I attended to :

most all by ourselves, and you know tha

was a lot of work—4,000 plants to thi

acre. We hoed it all over twice, and difl

almost all of the other work to it. W|
helped until every stick was put in thi

barn. Papa often said to Mother that h«
was so busy that he couldn't hardly helpj-jl

and that the tobacco would go to waste^r;

He said he was so glad we could keep it;

clean. Papa promised us that if we raise

the four acres of tobacco he would give '

the profit of one acre, so then we can bu^
all of our own schoolbooks and winte

clothes. Now that the tobacco is done_-

am going to help Father cut corn, then

promised me an extra nice dress.

Every morning sister and I milk seve|

cows, and Father has given us two calve

to raise until they get big; then we can se'

them and get a piano. We feed and wat
them every morning and night; and ever

time we take off the cream. Mother give

us some spending money. Now you caa

see how we love farm work.
With best wishes to you, dear. Editor,

,

remain as a farm friend.
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lHOVWOW BREED

IBETTERIjyE sfOffi

^'hy lose money each year through abortion-
' through high-priced animals failing to breed

—

through animals dying at birth—through dis-
eases and countless other causes when a] little

special knowledge of animal raising would
stop all this, and put your live stock on a
big-paying basis. The National School of
Animal Breeding, through its famous
home-study course, lias taught hun-
dreds how to breed more and better
live stock, and how to increase their

profits. Stop the leaks in your
profits ! A few minutes' reading of this
course each day in your own home is

all that is required. Course is the
result of loDE years of experience.
Brings the school to the breeder.
Written by experts. Our free

book tells all about it. Send
for it today.

SendL
Coupon

**How to Breed Live Stock, "-
xemWy remarkable book ! Chock-full of
vmluable pointer* on •nlmal breediner. A
few of tne chapter headinnre: Why So
Uaoy New Born Animals Die—How to
Prevent Abortion—How to Control Her-
edity—How to Care for Breeding Ani-
idbIr—Complet« Instruction (n Cap-
sule Brcedlns. M&ny others as well.
Shows pictures of breeding: organs !

Simply Bll out c'oupon, mail it to us
today—and this amazlnfr book ia

YOURS ! Mail Coupon NOW.
Nationa] School of Animal Breeding
Dept. 6912 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

National School of Animal Breeding

Dept. 6912, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Please send me, without obligation or cost, your book
"How to Breed Live Stock."

Name

Address

.

"The Capewell" Nail is the Answer
to a lot of questions which have been
asked as to the surest, safest and easiest

way to shoe a horse. For many years
this nail has been the choice of the
leading horseshoers who have made a
study of the matter. For your horse no
nail so good. Ask for it I .

The Capewell Horse Nail Co., Hartford, Conn.

TheBlueGrassFarmKennels.ofBerry.Ky.
offer for sale, Setters and Pointers, Fox and Cat
Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, Coon and Opos-
sum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear
and Lion Hounds, also Airedale Terriers. All
dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge
the quality, satisfaction guaranteed, or money
refunded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

structive, and interesting catalog for ten cents in

stamps or coin.

America's

Pioneer

Deg Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address
the Author

H. CLAT GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31»t Street, New York

gay. Easy, interesting work, with
oney Jor home use. Send 50c to-

day for 24 oage Bee Primer and six
UDS

DCCC
J% months' euBscHption to the Amerl-

m m u K u can Bee Journal. Catalogs of sup-
SUes sent free.

AHEBICAN BEE JOURNAL, BOX 46, HAMILTON. ILLINOIS

Take Good Care of
Your Live Stock

Do NOT let them suffer from neglect.

Keep up their efficiency and value
now, when so much is dependent

on them.

Keep them free from the pain of strained
tendons, the aches and tortures of swell-

ings, lameness, bruises—with Sloan's Lini-
ment. Its use for 38 years recommends
it to you.
Apply Sloan's Liniment to the throbbing part and let it

penetrate 'jiithotit rubbing. Prompt relief will follow, the
pains and aches will subside, better work and better
worth will be your reward.

Three sizes—the bigger the bottle the greater
the thrift. Get yours today. 35c., 70c.. $1.40

Making Hams and Bacon

at Home
By H. F. Grinstead (Missouri)

ANYONE •who is fortunate enough to
f\ have hogs to butcher can have meat at

home that is superior to any packer's prod-
uct, hams and bacon of fine flavor and color

well marbled and juicy.
•

Meat can be cured more easily if the
butchering is done at a time when the
weather is not extremely cold, just barely
freezing at night. When the carcass has
cooled, trim the joints and sides and lay

them on a table or salt down in a box. On
the flesh side of each ham or strip of bacon
sprinkle about a teaspoonful of saltpeter, or

until the surface appears as if lightly frosted.

Large hams will require more than a spoon-
ful. Cover the surface well with salt and
brown sugar, in the proportion of three

pounds of salt to one of sugar. This cov-
ering of salt and sugar should be about a
quarter of an inch thick. Molasses may be
used instead of sugar. The object is to im-
prove the flavor and retain the natural

juices. Pack the meat closely, and allow it

to remain thus for a week, when it should be
takenup and resalted withthesugar and salt.

The length of time meat should remain in

salt will depend on the weather. If mild
weather prevails so that the meat is not
frozen nor the salt caked, it should take
salt in about twenty days or less if the
pieces are not exceptionally large. When
it has lain in salt long enough, dip each piece

in boiling water for thirty seconds in order
quickly to dissolve the salt as well as to sear

the surface slightly. Hang up, and begin to
smoke with hardwood chips or corncobs.
Paint the surface of each ham with molasses
to which has been added finely ground
black pepper.
The old-fashioned smokehouse was not

always a success—it was too large. Much
better is a large box or hogshead in which
the meat can be hung closely. A stove
should be placed at some distance, with the
pipe running in at the bottom of the smoke-
house. Thus you will get all the smoke
without the heat from the stove. The
smoke escapes slowly through holes in the
top. Smoke for two hours every day for

ten days or two weeks, when the meat may
be packed away or left hanging. It is much
safer to pack meat in some way so that in-

sects cannot reach it. If the smoking has
been done after insects have,begun to fly in

the spring, the meat should be dipped in

bpiling water to destroy eggs that may pos-
sibly have been deposited, then each piece
wrapped in paper, and packed in a box with
dry ashes, straw, or other absorbent ma-
terial. It may also be put in sacks and hung
where it is dry and cool. Never store meat in

a damp cellar, and always, when packed,
have some absorbent material about it.

Corn for Laying Hens
By J. T. Collins (Colorado)

AS CONSTITUTING more of a balance
r\. in itself, wheat is commonly considered
the premier poultry grain. Under normal
conditions it is the leading poultry feed
in Canada, as corn is in the United States.

In this country corn is more economical,
ordinarily, than wheat, and consequently
is favored. Its shortcoming for general
use is its high percentage of carbohydrates.
Corn is very fattening, and overuse is

frequent with poultry, causing the hens to
fatten instead of laying eggs.

Corn has special virtues which many do
not realize. In particular it is valuable
during the fall. At this season larger
quantities of corn can be satisfactorily fed
than at other periods. The quality need
not be first grade. Even soft corn can be
utilized, if the poultry keeper is careful.

One of the college poultry experts. Rice
of Cornell, tells how a hen given access to
several kinds of food will compound for
herself an ideal balanced ration. Several
classes of stock can utilize efficiently

heavy proportions of corn in fall. Corn
is heating. Molting hens need it to keep
them warm; it supplies oil for the new
feathers. Hens to be culled and sold for

market get in good plump condition on
liberal corn. Experienced poultrymen
declare that corn, tending to fatten the
growing pullet, is a distinct aid in hasten-
ing maturity and egg production.

It should not be interpreted that the
foregoing suggests a fall ration of straight
corn, but that the proportion of corn may
be markedly increased at this season. All
the year round a dry or wet mash contain-
ing a goodly amount of protein, furnished
most effectively by a meat food, should be
fed the flock.

NotA Buckle On It"

Made in

All Styles

ThisWbhdcirfIII Hlrhc^^
Sent Ort 30 Days Trial

Let me send you this wonderful no-buckle harness at my own
expense. Look at it. Examine it. Compare it with old style

harness. Put it on your team and use it for a month at my
risk. Give it any and every test you can think of. If you are

not convinced that it is the handsomest, the strongest and
best harness you ever saw or tried, pack it up and send

it back. I'll pay the freight.

No Patching—^No Mending—No Repair Bills

Buckles cut harness

Dept. 901

Lasts
a Ltfetlme

Walsh Harness has
864 points of im-

' provement over old

style harness. Besides
having no buckles, no
rings, no dees to wear it

out, it has no loops or bil-

lets to waste leather to

catch the lines—no snaps
to break, no holes to weak-
en the straps. A built-in

hame fastener does away
with hame straps. A prov-
en success—in actual oper-
ation on farms in forty states.

Costs Less than
Other Harness

The price of the Walsh is as low as any harness of the same grade
materials— no more. Yet it outwears two sets of the best old style

harness and saves you the cost of repair. It costs less therefore, in the
long run, than any other harness you can buy. Try the Walsh at my risk

for 30 days FREE. See for yourself what a wonderful harness it is and
you'll never waste another dollar on old style harness as long as you live.

Write today for free illustrated hook, trices, easy payment terms and full
particulars ofmy 30 day trial offer. Send no money, just the coupon below.

JAMES M. WALSH, Pres.

WALSH HARNESS COMPANY

straps. Buckle-tongues tear

them. Rings and dees soon
wear straps in two. Examine
yourpwn harness and verify
this. You'll find more than
100 places where buckles,
rings and dees are wearing it ;

places where you '11 soon have
to repair it. Walsh Harness
will save you that trouble
and expense.

See How
Buckles Cut
and Tear
Straps

Harness
No Buckles
No Rings

No Loops
No Holes In Straps
No Billets

No Snaps
Adfastable to bt .

any size work horse

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

What Stronger Proof Coald
We Offer Than This

"I am ordering my second Walsh
harness, "rhe first on , I sold with the
farm. If I didn't like your harness bet-
ter than any other, I wouldn't be or-
dering a second one."

HARRY GAUERKE.
Athens, Wis.

"I have watched the Walsh harness
in operation on my neighbor's team for
the past year, and am so well satisfied

with it that I am now ordering a set for
myself.': OSCAR BEIMBORN,
R. R. No. 3, Box 127. Fredonia. Wis.

WALSH HARNESS CO. 8
Dept. 901 MUwaukee. Wis. g

Please send me your free illustrated book, prices,
full details about the Walsh Harness and your 30 *
Days Free Trial Offer. No obligation to buy. |

Name

Address

I
-i

!

m2 DOWN ir>
ONE YEAR -r^M*
TO PAY

soO Bnyi the New Bnttertly Jr. No. Zii.

OO Light running, easy cleaning,
close Bkimmine. durable.

NEW BUTTERFLY
Separators are fuaranteed « life*tlma _
esaiDBt defects id material and workman?
ebip. Made also in foarlareeraizee all eold on
30 Days* FREE TRIAL

and OD • plan whereby tbey earn their
own cost and more by what they save. Postal
hrinffS Free Catalos Folder. Buy from the
manufacturer and eave money. [9J

Albaugh-Oover Co. aiasManhaiiai.chicaga

Free Catalog Jn colors explains
° how you can save

money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steelier wood wheels to 61
anyrunning
gear. Send for
It today.

Electric Wheel Co.'^

13 Elm St.. Qninoy, III,

THICK, SWOLLEN
that make a horse Whe^e,
Roar, have Thick Wind
or Choke-down, can be
reduced with

GLANDS

iAiiiii
also other Bunches or Swellings. No blister, no hair
gone, and horse kept at work. Economical—only a
few drops required at an application. 32.50 per bottle
delivered.

Book 3 R free ~

W. F. YOUNG, Inc., 23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

.40
Bu.SWEET CLOVER 6

Greatest Money Making Crop. Big Money for the grower.
Builds up land rapidly and produces heavy money making
crops while doing it. Excellent pasture and hay. Easy
to start. Grows in all soils. White Blossom \mhulled.
Our scarified, highly germinating tested Seed is the best.
Write today for big Seed Guide and FREE Samples.
AMERICAN MUTUAL SEED CO., Oepl. 942, Chicago, lit.

Sent on Trial
U^f^ard t/^netiCO^ Cream

SEPARATOR
Thnil<;ani1^ in II«A giymg splendid sat-lIIUU&<tnU5 in use jsfaction justifies in-
vestigating oiu- wonderful offer: a brand new, well
made, easy running, easily cleaned, perfect skim-
ming separator only $19.95. Skims warm or cold
milk closely. Makes thick or thin cream. Different

, . . . „ from picture, which illustrates our low priced,
large capacity machines. Bowl is a sanitary marvel and embodies all our latest
improvements. Our Absolute Guarantee Protects You. Besides wonderfully low
prices and generous trial terms, our ofifer includes our—

Easy Monthly Payment Plan
Whether dairy is large or small, do not fail to get our great offer. Our richly illustrated
catalog, seru free on request, is a most complete, elaborate and interesting book on cream
separators. Western orders filled from Western points. Write today for catalog and see
our bjg money saving proposition.

American Separator Co., Box 1058, Bainbridge, N. Y.
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What Becomes of Hired Girls?
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h;«-d Eirl i„ South Ir.rr., ,
"W'*' t" ho ,i

used to ivork in her fathw', hul'"'
•;tud,v her l>-l.>vcd m ""i." h«? ' '""5

h..s ai,„ri.,.ia,i„„ „, her t iLV '^'''r''n.mali.,,, by lhra,hi,,„ \ ™' >nd Jotcr-
'me. ;;A,.d „

'

J
' .."'"^Ss tar

Anna, "that I was „„„„ a hiri'd ,Ir-nest work, and it helped mo aloal'"-
"

MO WONUEll (la- „u„, ciiy
houspwivM oiHiUjlaili Unit,

fliey can't got lipip, witli liin-ii

girls rieing calmly to l)L»li«r

thiuKa an you aoe tla-ra on Iliia

Sago. Here's Mary Baker of
klahomu, who tiuit hired-

girling to hiTonie a laee <h»-
Bigner. Tliat's her fca*i«.,x,v.

Olobt^trotting is Iinr piisliiiu:

She has walked aii.tiul) miles in
this njasruline eoslnnie ui
North ami South AnuTirst.
Europe and Asia. \Vhieh is

nothing, she says, to the di-f
tanee she used to walk in her
work around the houso aa u
llired girh

PLARA AUCllMOOny
y got tired ansa erjiijr door
hells and Telephom.s, .roitiir

Jllf round of hn-akfa-i,
'imeheon, dinner, w ash (la\
rolling day. eleanititr the-il-
;er, day out. up-si air su i-(|.-
ug, ddwn-stan' -weepioM
hiking da.v. and the Lit
widay feed. Shi' was .'ei -

tni on toward fiflv. "s..
«Se bought a ran.'li neai
ws Angeles, put on a pair
Moveralls. and went at it.
™t is.sues a eliallenge trr

'V and all you mole farn.-
oiiils to do a bigger or het-
«" 'lay's work than sli,.

whether it la- euri vina
w-i';, planting ;,i,,e,-.

""".IS .'dl citrus gr.raers,
'"'.'I lie*tiferous waler .-om-
mi,.l„ners who Iry to elll

It' "

MAMIE :iri,l Ro.sk. C;i

Oiu- ill (Ik- kilfli<-ii nl h , . .

wife, the oMit-r in tlif- h..iiM-linkl ..r tli,'

lieud 'li 11 l>iir ailvTl i-iin-r 'oiii'itii.

Oiip iiit-'lii tlii'v dc' iili'il In bi'poiiif (id-

vertisiim [ificnt^, iind lliL-y'rc eariiirME

good Jii'iiii-y. They ;ire known all

over iIh' Snnilnvc'^l. Here's one of

thi'ir -riirii— pii"rTiL' liill-', Hampk'fi,

vXc. trii[]i ill'.' ^r;]iLd--lMiiir of Ihfir

"HOat iiiiMiir." Tliey are imw pkiii-

niiig to di>(riliiite .-^jinjiik-s from an
airpUine. Higli flyers, Mamie and
Ro*ie are.

ally
lie\'e

.She -,

ii^-ed

jrfrl-"

fclh V-
J"'^" <^^'^-

to I* ,
"'s'* the church

riii;"6 hirru\
,-- '-''"II >iiii[)lv jjvxi-

^^i'^^ttfc'- ,
^"1'. AddieF=tri.i>

'^r'''^''''"''!^' ;">d the hands.

M i^t" si""''-' Pructieed

""frtl
'"""Tned lli.M.iini.ler. ;iml liicr

EVEN 111'' f-r-ok.^

of Europe:! II roy-

walk out ;ind

cnnie b;ifk,

.-^imietiuies. Here i.-^

^trs. .lens N^'k^^ori 'if

I,,y. Colonirlo.

iiifi her hii-liaiid

U\ iie "liireil

1 Kiii2 f I'ri--

DeTi-

-,„>k--I

.... iM'-i!;-'.^'

loiiji tini<', unlil tioiil-

)v 'one diiy tncy

^W.s:Mdlhcy:*"KinK.

we're tkr'tuu'k,

arc j;"iiiK Ameri-

ca." And the- kini:

had to call off

meeting of the im-

periHl cabinet anu

go out and find some-

one to Eet his dinner.

ti;,r. vrn.
iin.rls. 'rii''>

Hi.s



Cupid Astride a Mule
Beginning the amazing adventures of Davy Allen, a three-part serial,

of which this is the first installment

FARM AND FIRESIDE

By Samuel A. Derieux

Illustration by W. B. King

IN
FRONT of the Ridgeland Hunt

Club, Davy Allen jumped off his mule,

jerked the obdurate head of the beast

about, and tied it elaborately to the

hitching rack.

"You stand thar, Pete," he said grimly.

"None of yo' monkey shines!"

Davy was fourteen, an orphan and
ragged. So was Pete. Both were indige-

nous to the sand hills of the Carolinas.

An early morning shower had drenched
them on the way. Pete hunched his back
and drew as close to himself as possible.

Da\'y shook the rain off his tattered hat
and thrashed his arms back and forth.

Then he looked up at the big white club

house.
It had been built by Northern people,

and the hunting privileges bought up for

miles around. From the chimneys on the
roof, smoke ascended straight into the sky
—an unfailing sign to Davy of a fine, clear

day ahead.
His aunt Sally had told him to go to the

back door. But Davy had a chip on his

shoulder. He was not afraid of these
strange folks who galloped and banged all

over the countryside in winter and disap-

peared like migratory birds in summer.
A negro porter opened the door, Davy

eyed him scrappily.
"Got a bUl to c'lect for wood," he an-

nounced.
The porter looked significantly down the

porch in the direction one would travel to

the back door. Then he grinned. Although
he was big, black, and burly, he had an
understanding temperament.
"Come in by der fire, " he said. "I'll git

de sup'ntendent.

"

Once in the hall Davy's assurance
vanished. The scrappy gleam in his eyes
gave way to the light of wonder. The hall

was large and l(^ty. Above a prodigious,

rough-stone fireplace, with a popping fire

of oak logs, projected a massive elk'.s head
and antlers. The rugs were flattened blade
bears with gleaming eyes and teeth. Davy
crossed the polished floor like a rustic in a
museum. He stood close to the fire, his

wet overcoat steaming in the warmth.
The chip had fallen from his shoulder.

He was just a poor, ragged country boy.
No one had ever told him that his face was
as wistful and almost as comely as the face
of a pretty girl, or that perched on a rock
above a swimming pool he was a thing of

beauty. He would not have believed it,

nor cared if he had. Nevertheless it was a
fact.

From somewhere came the _ sound of

laughter and the slight rattle of dishes. The
porter must have forgotten all about him.
He wished he had taken Aunt Sally's ad-
\-ice. He was about to retreat and look for

>*he back door, when into the hall sauntered
two men and a woman.
One of the men was tall, slim, and smiled

straight ahead as if he had just thought of

something funny. He wore a blue coat
and waistcoat; but from the waist down he
was in hunting khaki and tight-fitting leg-

gins. His hands were rammed deep in his

pockets, and he looked lazy in an indulgent
sort of way. But he was a city man for

all his hunting clothes and leisureliness

—

Davy could tell that at a glance.

The other man was dark, precise, alert,

with little polished nose glasses, and care-

fully trimmed black hair and mustache.
As for the young woman—she was the
prettiest thing in the shape of a "gal"
Davy's eyes had ever rested upon.
She was almost as tall as the dark man,

but her silken brown head barely reached
the other man's shoulder. She was slim,

straight, high-colored, and carried her head
like Major Singleton's filly—Major Sin-
gleton was the only real aristocrat in the
=and hills. She did not seem to care that
a man walked on each side of her. Davy
was accustomed to seeing "gals" stuck up
over the attention of one man, let alone
two.
Davy drew close to the corner of the

fireplace and gazed into the fire. They
came straight toward him, and the tall man
hailed him.

"Hello, old fellow!" his voice was deep

and resonant and kindly. "Wet, eh?"
"Not much," replied Davy, and hoped

the incident was closed.

But an amazing thing happened. The
young woman felt his sleeve. It took the
boy's breath away like an unexpected
caress.

"Why, you're drenched!" She looked
straight into Davy's face. Her eyes were
frank and brave like a boy's eyes. "What's
your name?" Her voice was entrancingly
sweet.

" Davy Allen, mam.

"

"Davy, your mother would be terribly

Girard pulled a chair close to the fire.

"Dry your feet," he ordered. "You
know we have to obey the ladies when they
are young and pretty."
"She shore is pretty!" Davy shook his

head at the inadequacy of words. "I
ain't never see nothin' like it!"

"What did you come here for, Davy?"
"To c'lect a bill for Uncle Ben."
"Let's have it. I'll see the superin-

tendent.
"

He went out whistling and came back
whistling. He handed Davy the money.
Davy deposited it in his inside coat pocket

But an amazing thing liappened. The young woman {elt his sleeve.

the boy's breath away like an unexpected caress
It took

distressed if she knew how wet you are!"
"I ain't got no mother."

- " Oh !

" Her eyes widened with sympathy.
She turned to the spectacled man. "Dr.
Fleming, the boy's drenched. He vrfll

catch a terrible cold. You must give him
some medicine.

"

The doctor's lip curled incredulously.
"It won't hurt him, Agne^. He's been

wet before, I guess. " He turned to the tall

man. "Girard, everybody seems to be in

the billiard-room. How about a game?"
The girl's face flushed.
"You'll not plaj', PhiHp!" she cried.

"You'll see that Davy's dried first."

The tall man in leggins had been leaning
against the mantel, running his hand
through his heavy brown hair, and looking
down at the tableau before the fire.

"Your whims are my laws, Agnes," he
said. "Besides, Davy's a trump. Stand
close to the fire, boy. So. There—^you'll

dry in a jiffy.

"

"A little wettin' don't hurt nobody,"
deprecated Davy.
"Oh yes, it does, " she declared seriously.

"When you're dried, you'll have break-
fast."
"Done eat once this mornin'."
"When?"
"Five o'clock."
"Five o'clock!" gasped Agnes. "Then

I know you are hungry. I'll go and see
about breakfast for you.

"

Dr. Fleming followed her out
room.

of the me.

and pinned the pocket shut with a large

safety pin Aunt Sally had given him for the
purpose.

" Dry yet? " asked the man.
"Dry enough—if wettin' killed a body

I'd 'a' been dead long ago."
"Ah, boy, I'd give a million, if I had it,

for your lungs. Girard's my name, Philip-

Girard—sorry WTiter. The young lady is

Miss Agnes Wearing—beautiful heiress.

The other member of the triangle is Ber-
nard Fleming—brilliant young doctor.

Know what the eternal triangle is, Davy?"
"Never heered tell of it.

"

Girard laughed.
"Breakfast ready!" called Agnes from

the dining-room door.
Girard and Davy went in.

"Where's Fleming?" asked Girard.
"He's gone to send a telegram," ex-

plained Agnes.
She and Girard eat across the table from

Davy. The sun came out and shone
bright through the long French windows.
Agnes clasped her hands on the table, and
leaned forward, her eyes on Davy's face.

Girard tilted back in his chair,

"How far you live from here, Davy?"
he asked.
"Ten mile—with Uncle Ben an' Aunt

Sally. Ma died befo' I put on short
breeches, Pa befo' I put on long ones.

There was seven head of us chillun, countin'
boys an' gals. Uncle Ben, he spoke for

"Davy, Uncle Ben's a man of taste!"

" I was the stoutest an' could work.

"

"Ah, I see. Go to school, I suppose?"
"Done through. Readin' an' writin' an'

'rithmetic's all the edication a body needs.
Uncle Ben says. " Davy bit off a chew of
juicy sausage. "Schools 'roun' here don't
learn a body nothin'. Uncle Ben says.

"

"I think I know Uncle Ben," remarked
Girard, and Agnes laughed.
Davy laid down his fork.
"Why, he ain't never been no further

than Camden!"
"I gathered as much, Davy; but I know

him all the same.

"

"Uncle Ben, he— " began Davy, then
stopped short and applied himself to his
sausage as Dr. Fleming entered the room.
The doctor stood by the buffet and

looked down on the boy's matted hair, his
ragged coat sleeves dragging on the white
tablecloth. This boy belonged in the
kitchen. It was inconceivable to Fleming
that Girard should feel any real interest in
the ragamuffin; and there was no mistaking
the amused comradeship in Agnes Waring's
eyes as she studied the face of the boy.
The situation annoyed the doctor, but he
had better make the best of it. He sat
down a little distance and polished his
glasses. Agnes smiled at him.
"Any birds where you live, Davy?"

asked Girard.
"Millions of 'em!"
Girard turned to Agnes.
"What do you say to going back with

Davy?"
The girl jumped up from the table, her

face aglow.
"We'll do it! I'll teU Aunt Julia I won't

be back for lunch!"
She ran out of the room. Dr. Fleming

pinched his glasses on his nose, rose, and
followed her. While Davy waited in the
hall, Girard went up-stairs, and returned
in hunting paraphernalia, with his gun
under his arm. Out at the kennels they
turned loose a big white and brown pointer.

"I wonder if I can get that horse
Fleming usually rides?" Girard asked the
groom in the stables. "Saddle him up
anyway." He turned to Davy. "Did
Fleming say he was going? "

"He ain't said nothin' as I recollect.
Ain't much of a talker, is he? "

"I don't know about that," laughed
Girard. "Probably does a lot of talking I

don't hear. Don't care much about hunt-
ing, though."

"Well, if he don't care 'bout huntin',
what the thunder does he want to go for?"
"The triangle, Davy, the triangle!"
Davy knew nothing about triangles; he

did know that a laggard spoils a hunt.
"I kin tell him," he suggested with a

slight grin, "that the land over thar's
posted, an- 1 ain't 'lowed to bring only two
at a time.

"

"But suppose Fleming goes, Davy?
Then I'll have to stay at home, or your
bluff wiU be called."

" Miss Agnes, she'd take you.

"

Girard shook his head.
"I don't know about that. I'm afraid

to risk it, Davy. Come on.

"

At the front of the club Agnes was com-
ing down the broad steps, pulling on her
gloves. She looked more like a boy than
ever in her little laced boots, her short
velvet skirt, her leather jacket and rakish
hat. Her cheeks were glowing, her eyes
sparkling. Dr. Fleming held her gun—

a

beautiful little twenty-gauge. Davy's eyes
fastened on it enviously. The doctor was
still in his business suit.

"I'm looking for an answer to my tele-

gram," he explained to Girard. "If it

comes in time I'll try to join you—pro-
vided this boy here can give me directions."

Davy glanced significantly at Girard.
Now was the chance to eliminate the doc-
tor. His loyalties were the loyalties of a
boy, quickly formed and to the death.

"Wall," he said slowly, "thar's two or

three ways you kin go—one of 'em by the
old Singleton place, but that ain't used
much no mo'. Then thar's the old Pine-

opohs road. If you take that, you kin turn
off at old man Skelton's; then the nighest
way is through [CONTINUED ON PAGE 36]
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I The Basket Habit
By Mary Harrod Northend

OW on earth do you stand it? You
have made four trips to the cellar

^ady to-day and it is only noon! Your
itpan is propped up beside the kitchen

ve and your furniture polish is on the

;k stairs. And I haven't seen you do a

ch of mending, and I have been here

r a week. If I kept house as you do I'ln

e I should be a wreck inside of a month."
This outburst came from Aunt Mary,
0 visited us last fall, which was several

nths ago, and I'm sure she couldn't say
same thing if she were here to-day.

u see, I took her advice. She preached
iskets," and I listened and am now
ig baskets.
had never thought of it in just that

f, but I have discovered that the more
ork my brains in housekeeping the less

hands and feet have to do. If all house-
pers realized that, how many more
aid have a simple market basket fitted

with a needlebook, scissors and cotton,

tttle bag holding buttons of all kinds,

lending ball, etc., and keep it ever near!

can easily be carried from kitchen to

ng-room without leaving half of the
essities for mending behind,
f a neighbor comes in on an errand and
ps to chat, you will not bother to hunt
your sewing; but if it is all in one basket
land you will pick it up.
l11 through the busy day there will be
es when you can take a stitch or two

—

le waiting for a cake to bake or for the

My ever-ready mending basket

to come in to dinner. The amount of
ling you can accomplish in these spare
utes will astound you—it did me.
may be the week's mending or the

ing of a school dress, blouse, under-
r, or table linen; but whatever you are
r with, put it into your basket each
ning and carry it up-stairs at night,

basket of this same type can be used
changing linen. If the sheets, pillow

towels, etc., are put into it, many
to the linen closet or chest will be

d.

nd now I bring up all of my daily
ilies from the cellar at one time. It's

y done. You see I hang a basket over
arm and do a little planning before
one trip.

used to be one of those housekeepers
have a way of putting things down
vhere, and then having to hunt madly
he dustpan, the brush, or the furniture
h. Now I keep all such things in a
et in the back hall.

hen caring for plants, a smaller basket,
as grapes come in, is invaluable. In it

be placed a pair of scissors or a knife,

)th with which to wipe up the water
is sure to be spilled, a package of plant

, and a soft brush to keep the soft

ety leaves clean. Dampen a sponge to
)n the shiny rubber leaves. In this way
lecessary things can always be on hand,
ogether, and can be carried about the
e with little trouble,

your esthetic sense is shocked by such
Dmely basket as a common market
et is apt to be, a little paint will

idy that. For instance, the outside
le mending basket may be rose and
i, and the inside rose. And the bags
needlebook may be of some pretty
ed cretonne. A basket fitted out in
way would make a dainty gift for any
jekeeper.

ir Christmas and Easter presents, or
time during the year, little inexpensive
ets can be painted or colored with dye
^tractive shades and filled. T^ith fruit,

;rs, and even vegetables. Send a
et that has been colored a golden-
•n, filling it with fresh eggs, and lay on
a little cluster of -wild flowers, to an
;.id friend; or, at Christmas time, color
lit basket green, tie on the handle a
of Christmas ribbon, fill it with

[continued on page 41]

Here.Bill
*a Luden 's willfix that throat
A clear nose and throat will make
working easier. Workers in all

industries use Luden's the year
round. A protection in damp or

dust.

Coal or

Turn a Valve and
Cook or

,
;

THE OLIVER OIL-CAS BURNER
makes any cooking or heating* stove
a gas Gtove. Barns coal oil (kero-
sene). No coal or wood. Cooka
and bakes better. Cheaper. Keeps
your home warmer. You regulate
flame. FITS ANY STOVE ANYWHERE. No
fires to start, no ashes, no chop-
ping, shoveling, poking and drag-
ging of coal. Saves hours of work
and loads of dirt. Simple. Safe.
Easily put In or taken out; No damage
to atove. Lasts a lifetime. Thnusanda
of delighted users. In use el^ht years.
MoDey-Back Guarantee. Free literature

AGENTS WANTED
OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER S MACHINE CO.

I32I N. 7th St.. St, Louis, Mo.
Western Orders Shipped From Frisco.

1

The Oliver Oil Cas Burner makes
S^ls&oil equal 97 lbs coal

CROCHETERS WANTED
Positively no canvassing. Stamped addressed envelope for partic-
ulars. MRS. MEIXEL, 517 Lycoming Street, Williamsport, Pa.

Send NO Money!
Simply Bend your size and these
Growing Girl's and Woman's Genuine
Indian Elk Storm Shoes will come
to your home ON APPROVAL. Yoa
will be delighted with their wonderful quality
and beautiful style. That 19 why we send
them to you. no money In advanco. Real oalc
leather aoles. Comfortable military heel,
Genuine elk leather uppers in rich darkt-"
Soft, durable, beautiful I As nearlywat -

proof as Bhoea can be. Juat the thing f(

storms and bad weather. Snusr, trim and
neatfitting. Prepaid on approval to you
from the Oldest and Largest House
oellinff Direct from the Shoe Market
of the World. That is why the price
Is only $4.85 on arrival, f ' N~
money — simply mail coupun —
order at our risk I

GUARANTEE:
We Kuirantea that theM
shoes are $10 values.
They will sIva satis-
factory wear, or ws
will send a C D C C
new pair mtC
Wonderful STORM SHOE Sav* profits.

from Factory H..dauartor.«

BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Dept. 784. Boston, Mass.

Send Woman's Storm Shoe ON APPROVAL. I risk nothing!

Name.. Size

Afldreas

.



FARM AND FIRESIDl

How We Are Meeting the Rural Health

Problem in Michigan
By Esther E. Hoare Lincoln

I
AM a plain country woman, and this

little article of mine does not claim to
hold a solution of the rural health
problem or to be in any sense profes-

sional. It is simply a statement of

some observations and conclusions along
this line made by one of many country-

women who realize the need of "somethin'
doin'."

The epidemic of influenza which swept
the country with such terrific results a year
ago, and which medical men said might re-

turn this winter, proved conclusively that
the facilities for caring for the sick in the
average rural district are entirely inade-
quate.
The causes of this condition have their

root in two main facts—namely, the dis-

tance of thousands of farm homes from
nurse and doctor, and then, often, excessive

charges that both doctors and nurses make
when they do happen to be accessible.

During the "flu" siege last year, nurses and
doctors were so swamped with calls from
\vithin the limits of their own immediate
town or city that thousands of calls from
rural districts were neglected entirely. If

accurate statistics showing the deaths re-

sulting from this condition could be com-
piled they would probably be appalling.

Five hundred thousand—nearly twice the
number of our war casualties—is the near-

est estimate we have. These" are insurance

company figures.

In our own neighborhood one family of

seven was in bed an entire week before it

could obtain even a brief visit from a doc-

tor. Often just one member was well

enough to attempt the entire care of several

sick ones, with the occasional help of a
neighbor. Fortunately, this particular fam-
ily escaped without a death, but others

were not so blessed. One lost two young
daughters within a week, though the par-

ents made frantic efforts to secure proper
medical care.

Still sadder was another case in a neigh-

boring county. The parents and several

children were ill, unable to get help, though
they sent repeatedly for a doctor. The
father tried, in spite of his illness, to care

for the others. The mother, however, di$d,

and he was too weak to lift from her side

the sick child who lay there. When doctors

and neighbors finally arrived, that jchild,

and a baby too, was dead.

Of course, such sad, wholesale deaths do
not often occur when there is no epidemic.

Usually, if the need is urgent, some aid

—

good, bad, or indifferent—is obtainable.

Yet the fact remains that during one of the

most terrible plagues of history thousands
of lives of inestimable worth to family and
commonwealth were lost because the corn-

munity, state, or some other power that is

had not made provision sufficient to meet
the great emergency.
The last two years have demonstrated

that our men and women alike are willing

to give their lives, if necessary, to protect

our Government. Every death is an eco-

nomic loss as well as a personal one, and the

total loss to the commonwealth of man,
woman, and child power each year through
disease mounts to the millions. These two
reasons alone, not considering the humani-
tarian side, would justify governments,
local, state, and national, in making health

appropriations for crusades such as the

"Children's Year," for tuberculosis sur-

veys, and for nurses and hospitals.

In Michigan the laws governing nurses

are very stringent, a fact which led Gov-
ernor Sleeper to have a bill introduced in the
last legislature providing for a grading of

nurses according to their training, and with
a scale of wages in proportion. He stated
that families with an income of $2,000
could not afford to pay a nurse $35 a week.
(How many farmers have an income of

$2,000?) The governor went on to say that
there were capable women in every com-
munity who could adequately meet the de-
mands of many cases if they could do so
"within the law." This bill was "smoth-
ered," but will doubtless be awakened and
passed at the next session.

The Tuberculosis Survey previously
mentioned is, I believe, a strictly Michigan
measure. The legislature passed a bill

appropriating $50,000 for each of the two
consecutive years 1916 and 1917 for this

survey, the purpose of which, to quote
verbatim from the report, was:

(1) To find by actual physical exami-
nation every case of tuberculosis that can
possibly be discovered in every community
in the State; (2) to give every person so dis-

covered and his family all the information
necessary to make an effective fight for

health; and (3) to arouse each community
as much as possible, during the limited time
at command, to a realization of the neces-
sity of bending every local energy to an
effort to cope with the disease locally."

The fact that before November, 1916,

2,957 cases were diagnosed through this

survey as tuberculosis is ample proof that
it was a movement
which actually
moved. Add to this

the fact 'that these
cases were cared for

and advised as indi-

WHEN we
asked Mrs.

Lincoln for a pic-

ture of hereslf,

she tried bravely
to get one for us;
but, living in the
country and pos-
sessing no kodak
of her own, it has
been rough sled-

ding. She ad-
mits, that she
did finally get
one, but refuses

to send it to
us. She says of

it: "I don't
cherish many il-

lusions concern-
ing myself, but that picture! An ex-
pression mingling lunacy and Bolshe-
vism in equal portions—when I'm
normal, the first quality is in the as-
cendency, and I wish above all things to
'look natural.'" So she sent the above
of herself and three of her kiddies. We
maintain she has a pretty healthy-
looking family, and this isn't all of it.

Speaking of her work she says:
"For several years I have acted as

The last legislature appropriated $700,000
for the building of a new hospital which will

be the last word in service and equipment.
Such hospitals are of inestimable worth

to those who can avail themselves of them.
Obviously they cannot provide for all of

Michigan's sufferers who are really in need
of skilled medical and hospital care. Not
only is the number too great, but many men
and women cannot go that distance from
home, comparatively small as it may be.
Mothers are unwilling to be a day's journey
from their little ones; fathers feel that, for
the family's sake, they must somehow keep
in touch with business or farm. And so
many go on year after year, carrying the

burden ofsome physi-
cal ailment which of-

ten a week or two in

a hospital might rec-

tify or, at least,
greatly alleviate.

chairman of the
State Grange An-
ti-Tuberculosis
Committee and as
member of the
executive com-
mittee of Michi-
gan Anti-Tuber-
culosis Society,
my duty being
to act as a con-
necting link be-
tween the rural

people of Michir
gan and the last-

named organiza-
tion. That, and
the fact that I

am mother to five

lusty kiddies, has
awakened my keen interest in rural

health work and conditions. So I sin-

cerely hope that the enclosed article

may be sufficiently definite and inter-

esting for your use. It may be a little

revolutionary in spots, but I assure you
that all the instances cited came under
my direct notice, and some of them
seemed to call for revolutionary re-

marks—even doctors and nurses admit
that." The Editor.

vidual cases, and not in the aggregate, then
surely no $50,000 was better expended. It

is to be greatly regretted that, for reasons
generally unknown, a bill appropriating an-
other $50,000 for follow-up work failed to
pass. The survey had met with the greatest
approval, both in city and country. The
Michigan State Grange, in session at Lans-
ing, passed resolutions endorsing it most
highly, thus giving it the approval of 50,000
representative farm men and women. As
much work was done in rural districts, they
were in a position to know whether or not
it was worth while.
The State Anti-Tuberculosis Society has

been endeavoring to carry on the work in a
way similar to the survey, but of course
with its limited torce and funds it cannot
gain the ample results gained by the sur-
vey. It is, however, becoming more and
more a power against the spread of the
great white plague, and it is a very impor-
tant factor in the war which Michigan is

waging to stamp out the disease. It pub-
lishes a quarterly magazine, "Michigan
Out-of-Doors," full of interesting informa-
tion and help to anyone interested in health
propaganda. This is sent free on request
from the society headquarters. Science
Building, Ann Arbor.

Michigan is justly proud of her state hos-
pital, located at Ann Arbor. Here, at the
expense of the State, any sick person who
has failed to get help from local physicians
may, if unable personally to meet the ex-
pense, have free examination by the best of
specialists, and hospital care, if necessary,
until cured. To those who desire to meet
their own obligations the charges are mod-
erate. Annually hundreds who could not
find relief elsewhere are discharged, well
and able to take up their normal work
again, thus, in economic saving, restoring

to the State what was expended to them.

Sanatoria for the care of the tubercular
have been established in many counties,

and more have such under consideration.

In cases where the counties are small, two
or more have united to build a joint sana-
torium. Why would it not be feasible,

when building such, to go a little further
and add a general hospital which will be
within a few miles of every person in the
county? A place where the new mother
may receive proper care for herself and
baby, instead of the hit-and-miss nursing
all too common in rural districts. A place
where the busy farmer may, if necessary,
have the best of hospital care at reasonable
charges, and yet be near enough for Mother
and the boys to run in every few days and
report on farm matters. The mind must be
"aizy" in order to get the best bodily re-

sults. The best of care is none too good for

the lowliest when the question of health or
of life itself is involved; county, state, and
national governments can get no surer re-

turns than appropriations for the health of

their citizens.

Probably there is no calling more worthy
of its hire than that of the doctor and nurse.

But I wonder if that hire should be so great
that ordinary families, whether rural or
urban, cannot cope with it unless they bur-
den themselves with debt? Last winter,
nurses charged $7 a day for their services,

and, of course, received their board besides.

How long does it take the farmer who may
read this to earn that amount by the "sweat
of his brow"? Doctor's visits, except for

an occasional grand exception, are from $2
up to the sky.
As for specialists, unless consulted

through medical colleges or schools they
come so high that they should be in the
taxable list of luxuries. A poor Michigan
farmer xvith three tubercular-looking chil-

dren had been suffering for years, and was

chronically in debt because of doctors' bills.'||
Getting no better, he decided to consult a'

T

specialist in the metropolis a hundred and
fifty miles from his home. The charges, he i.l

told us personally, were $225. 5l
His treatment came at regular intervals %—a medium-sized bottle—for $10. It .^^l

helped him all right, but imagine his sensa- ^

tions when he found out through an analyst '
j

that he was taking merely pure olive oil j|
with a little "something" to disguise it. 1

The farmer told this freely to a friend -

who was afflicted with a trouble similar to 1

his own. The friend is using olive oil, and ^ j
recovering his health. . 5]

It is not that the farmer is unwilling to | [

give his family the best of medical care, or '4

that he is unwilling to pay a just fee; but,
'

as he must clothe, feed, and educate them I

as well as "tend to their health," is it any
|

wonder that, once in a while, he risks home ) j

care and home remedies once too often? ^

The fact that health is cheap at any price «

j

does not aid him in "digging up" the price.
Some of the mining towns in the West |

have met this difficulty by hiring a com- '

munity doctor at a generous salary pro- ^

vided for by the mine owners and miners J

themselves. This doctor answers any and -i

all calls without any charge whatever, ex- I

cept for the actual medicine. In this way, I
every family bears its share of expense, and

]
it is a burden to no one. 1

Rural districts in many States have -:

nurses who work in a similar way, with their •

salaries and expenses provided through '

taxes. Nurse and doctor working thus to- -

gether could do miracles in bettering rural J

health conditions. .V

The community nurse has already amply
proved her right to exist. Here, as else-

where, "an ounce of prevention is worth a -

pound of cure," and the nurse, in her work '

with mothers and children, has accom-
plished wonders in "heading off" disease.

In every community are young and pros- 4

pective mothers who need and will gladly
listen to good advice as how to care for
their babies. With rural nurses fewer ba-
bies will need artificial feeding. (As I
write, I have in mind a young mother whose
baby is "blue" because she herself is not
taking the right and sufficient nourishment
which in turn should nourish her baby.)
Fewer babies, who should be almost entirely
on a milk diet, will sit up at the table eating
meat and pastries, and drinking "tassie,"
as one little fellow in our neighborhood
does.

Children's lunches, proper exercise, the
right amount of sleep, first aid, and other
.subjects helpful to mothers may be dis-

cussed in informal mother meetings. The
frequent examination of the individual chil-

dren for physical defects and weaknesses
aids in building up the healthy farm man
and woman of to-morrow. In localities

where the rural nurse exists this is the work
she is doing, and the farmers are gladly
paying for it. A nurse in every township,
or at least every county of every State
would be the best possible health safeguard.

Obviously, however, in epidemic or times
of general sickness one doctor and one
nurse in a rural community, or elsewhere,

could not meet the demands made upon
them. I have been thinking much about
this, and wondering why we could not have
emergency helpers enrolled with the nurse
or doctor. During the war the women
gladly registered for service. Surely there

are many women who would as gladly regis-

ter to give more or less time to the care of

the sick when the demand for help comes.
Of course, they would not be professional,

but under the direction of doctor and nurse
they could do much, and would be vastly

better than no one at all. Their charges
would, naturally, be moderate, and could
be met by the individual family, or, in rare

cases, by a community fund.

I do not know what provisions other
States have made, or are making along this

line—doubtless many that would be well

worth "catching." It is to be hoped that
when there is 'something doing' of this

kind, in any State, it will develop into an
epidemic which will sweep the whole
country, and which will bring in its wake,
not terror, suffering, and death, as did the
'flu,' but unbounded hope, vitality, and
universal health."

i
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If Santa Strikes
By Emily Rose Burt

IF
SANTA CLAUS and all the Christ-

mas trees should go on strike this year
and refuse to have anything to do with

presents, there are any number of other

ways to distribute them, jolly and original

ways too, that are not much trouble or

expense.
How delighted the family will be on

Christmas morning, especially the children

in the family, to see the big living-room

table apparently snowbound. The whole
surface is covered with a layer of white
cotton batting sprinkled with artificial

snow, and rising out of the snow are just

as many sparkling snow-covered mounds
as there are members of the family. On
each snowy hiU a tiny white-clad Eskimo
sits or slides, and each hill is likewise

marked by a gay red-lettered sign bearing

the name- of the owner.
Lifting the imaginary blanket of snow

—

in reality a blanket of sheet wadding be-

sprinkled with artificial snow—each per-

son discovers a cache of gifts.

If there is a dog in the household you
can plan a fine sur-

1

ill

prise for the children.
Christmas morning
hemaycome trotting

in wearing a wee red

jacket and a collar of

tiny jingling bells.

He makes the
rounds, andeach per-

son is entitled to one
bell, but must pick

out the one tagged
with his or her name.
The other side of the
tag mentions the
place where that
person's gifts are
concealed. One label

may state, "The
lowest shelf of the
china closet," an-
other will say, "Un-
der the hall table,"

and so on.

A very simple way
which makes the
presents last a long
time is to put them
all beforehand into a
big clothes basket,

decked with ground
pine or other Christ-

mas greenery. When it is time to have the
presents the basket is brought in to occupy
the center of the room, and the folks all

sit in a circle around it. One at a time,
in turn, draws a package, looks at the
name, and hands it to the proper owner,
all watching while it is opened.
This makes the opening of the parcels

a long-drawn-out sweetness, and everyone
shares in everyone else's joy.

The kiddies will love a Christmas ship,

its decks loaded with golden packets. If

there is a toy ship in the playroom or

among the gifts of the day, it is not diffi-

cult to arrange it on a table, trim it with a
bit of holly, and heap its decks with the
Christmas presents tied up in gilt and sil-

ver paper to seem more treasure-like. A
small boy in his sailor suit may be chosen
to help unload it, or a real sailor uncle or
cousin among the grown-ups.
Almost every family has a toy express

cart, and this can easily be made effective

as the. center of the occasion. To each
corner of the cart fasten upright a tiny
evergreen tree, or merely a branch decked
with a few shining ornaments or colored
balls. Spread the center of the cart with
a yard or so of scarlet paper or cloth to
hang over the edges. On top of it in the
cart, sheltered by the four little corner
trees, pile the presents.
Quite a pretty way to have the presents

on Christmas Eve is to arrange in a burn-
ing row, on the mantel, a candle for each

person, correspond-

Christmas ship, its dec
with golden packets

mg to age or size.

Thus, Baby may
have one of those
very wee ones, the
older children may
have graduated sizes—^Father mayhave a
very tall one. Grand-
ma, who is portly,

may have one of

those plump bed-
room candles, and so
on. Each candle has
on it a ribbon bow of

distinguishing color,

and all the presents
that can be found
about the room, tied

with that particular
color, belong to the
owner of the candle.

Some time ask
each member of the
family to do his or

her own packages up
in a distinctive way.
Maybe Aunt Mary
will tie hers all in

green, with a sprig of

partridge berry
tucked in the top;

Cousin Jane may use yellow raffia to tie

hers; Mother may choose gray paper an'd

orange ribbon; some joking brother could
use newspapers.
A very simple and happy plan is to as-

sign each person a chair with a green
wreath hung on the back, from which a
gay red holiday balloon sways cheerily in
air. On the seat of the chair arrange the
gifts that are coming to its assignee.

ks loaded

Animals and People—Good Enough to Eat
By May Belle Brooks

PLENTY to eat and something different
from what they get at home are two

things essential to the success of any cele-
bration for the little folks, and especially
the Christmas frolics. And the more
spectacular you are able to make the re-
freshments, the greater will be their appeal.
At one party I remember, the children

all clapped their hands in super-joy when
they found little animal crackers as favors
at each plate, glued upright to crackers
and cookies. A bit of icing or thick mo-
lasses anchored them securely. The long
Saratoga flakes'were'used too, and an effect
not unlike that of a rocking horse was the
result.

Another clever way to use them is in a
parade around a big cake. Insert the
crackers into the icing just before it sets.
A very pretty centerpiece is obtained by

pasting the animals to a long strip of nar-
row paper, and, when dry, bending it into
a circle around a Noah's ark placed in the
middle' of the table.

Or a fence can be made by sticking
sweet wafers together, end to end. Then
fasten the animals to small crackers and
put them inside the fence. A little red
barn may be fashioned of cardboard.
Even so simple a treatment as dipping

each animal in melted chocolate or colored
icings, or merely putting two of a kind to-

gether, sandwich fashion, with a generous
filling of icing, a date or fig paste, will be
appreciated.
The very young children delight in little

letter blocks that may be eaten. For these
use square angel cakes covered with col-

ored frosting, and on each of the six sides

fCONTINUED ON PAGE 40]

Mince
Pie

*'Like Mother
Used to Make

is but one of the many
good things YOU can
easily!—out of ;Savory

filling, luscious

make— oh,

None Such Gems

None Such Sandwiches

None Such
Mince Mi]at

The New Recipes

exhibited on this page suggest some of a wide variety of

appetizing dishes.

For example, hot None Such Gems for breakfast lend

a little variety to a meal too often the same. Bake
enough of them.

For luncheons that must be taken somewhere, Oat-
meal Cookies with None Such Filling are sustaining as

well as delicious.

And to the stuffing of the game that's carved at

yoiu: board, a single package of None Such will add
richness and flavor.

TRY THESE RECIPES
None SuchGems—Make a pie crust dough. Use gem pans, gi'easing

pan as usual. Roll dough moderately thick Line each gempan with
dough in the same manner as for pie, £11 with None Such Mince
Meat thickened with flour. Make a covering of dough. Serve hot

.

None Such Sandwiches—Cut slices of bread very thin. Make
a filling of None Such Mince Meat, to which may be added onions,
celery, pimentos. Use crisp lettuce leaf.

None Such Relish—Mix None Such Mince Meat with green ur
red peppers and onions.

None Such Pudding—

(

Recipe -using left-oser hisciiils)—4 or 6 bis-

cuits; 1 cupful dark corn syrup; ^ cupful brown sugar; % cupful
butter substitute; 2 egg-yolks; 1J4 cupfuls None Such iVIince Meat;
2 egg-whites.
Soak biscuits in warm water until soft and add the other ingredi-

ents in the order given. Beat egg-yolks thoroughly 'before adding.
Mix ingredients completely, put in a well-oiled baking-dish and
bake thirty minutes in a moderate oven. Make a meringue of the
egg-whites, heap it on the pudding and allow to brown in the oven.

Oatmeal Cookies with None Such Filling

—

Cookies—1 cup
sugar, 1 cup shortening, 3 cups oatmeal, 3 cups flour, cup milk, 1

teaspoonful of soda. Filling—None Such Mince Meat. 2 cups; 1 cup
water. Boil till thick and spread between cookies.

None Such Jelly for Dessert—1 package Jiffy-Jell (either lemon,
orange, or loganberry), nuts. None Such Mince Meat. Before serv-
ing, cover top with whipped cream, sprinkle with finely chopped
nuts and place a cherry in center.

None Such Dressing for Duck or Other Game—Make
dressing in the usual way; add 1 package None Such Mince Meal,
and more apples and oeler.v to suit Individual taste.

NOTE—None Such Mince Meat prepared in the same manner as for Mince
Pie. should be ueed for all these recipea. Use according to directions on
the package.
You'll find yourself trying some of the other recipea suggested on the

None Such package.

None Such Relish

None Such Pudding

Oatmeal Cookies with
None Such Filling

Merrell-Soule Company, Syracuse, N. Y

None Such Jelly
for Dessert

None Such Dressing for Duck or Other Game
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A Victrola for Christmas!
If you want your family and

friends to hear the greatest

music by the greatest artists

exactly as the artists themselves

sang or played it, the Victrola

is the only instrument for you.

The most famous artists of

all the world make Victrola

Records—and the Victrola is

the only instrument specially

made to play Victrola Records.

Any style Victrola you select

will play perfectly any of the

more than 5,000 records in the

Victor Record Catalog—will

play for you the superb inter-

pretations of the world's great-

est artists exactly as they heard

and approved their own work.

Get a Victrola! Get it this

Christmas! The ideal Christmas

gift, but more than a Christmas

gift—a source of pleasure for the

entire family through the years to

come.

VictToIas $25 to $950. Write to us for catalogi

and name of nearest Victor dealer.

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Camden, N. J,

Victrola XVII, $300
Victrola XVII, electric, $365

Mahogany or oak
2- to 5-qt. Stuffers, 4-qt.
size, Japanned, $12.25

5-qt. size,

8-qt. size.

Japanned,
Japanned,

$14.50
$15.00

fENTERPRI^

No. 5—
Chops V/i lbs.

meat per
minute.

Price, $3.50

No. 10.—

Chops 3
lbs. meat
per
minute.

Price, $5.50

HENTE

Make Better Sausage and
Finer Lard

Also save time and labor,—by using

an "ENTERPRISE" Meat - and-Food
Chopper and- the "ENTERPRISE"
Lard Press and Sausage Stuffer.

This is the Chopper with the four-bladed
Steel knife and perforated steel plate; it cuts

clean. The "ENTERPRISE" Stuffer has cyl-

inder bored true; and Patented Corrugated
Spout that keeps all air out of casing.

Insist, at your dealer's, on the "^ENTERPRISE." Write
us for free "Hog Book," by F. D. Coburn.

The Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Pa.
Dept. 96, Philadelphia

Cupid Astride a Mule
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

his parsrtire till you come to the big pine
that's been struck by lightnin', then—

"

"Oh, that'll do!" broke in the doctor.
"In what vicinity are yoji going to hunt?"
Davy was pinned dowTi.

"Gant's Sto'," he admitted.
"I'll inquire for Gant's Store. I'll

probably hear the shooting."
The horses had been brought around.

Dr. Fleming helped Agnes mount and
handed her the gun. Girard's big pointer,
Jess, ran back and forth barking. Man and
girl rode in front. Davy and the mule
jogged behind. Now and then the boy

ate crackers and cheese in a country store:
The birds'll keep."
Davy dismounted and pulled the muk

like a dead weight to the fence. Pete's'*
!

countenance gave no token of his inner 1,
thoughts. But the boy knew the mule. |A mile and a half away was Pete's stall. It if
was a sorry stall, but there's no place like ,

jfhome. Davy secured the mule to the fenceia
with a halter. iQ

His hands in his pockets, his ragged^
overcoat thrown back, his trousers shrunk

i

halfway to his knees by many soakings, 5

1

and showing the rough gray socks, Davy>

Something About the Man Who
Wrote This Story

By Himself

I WAS born in a city—Rich
mond, Virginia—I hate to

think how many years ago,
but my earliest recollec-

tion is of myself Jooking
forward to Christmas
and summer vacations
when I could go to rny
grandfather's planta-
tion in South Carolina
and hunt.

I have been to col-

leges and universities,

all in the city—Rich-
mond College, Johns
Hopkins, Chicago, Co-
lumbia, and have had a
brief and disastrous experi-

ence in a bank; but I never
get over my longing for wide
horizons and for tramps
through woods and fields,

friends are country people, and all the
characters in my stories are people who
live away from cities. When I try to
write a story of the city the buildings
close in on me and choke inspiration.

Dogs have made my fortune, such as
it is. My first story was a dog story,
and so have most of the others been.

My best

My father was a preacher who
had rather hunt than preach—

1_ hope he won't see
this—and there were al-

ways bird dogs in our
back yard.
My first job was as
country school teach-
er, and I used to come
to work with a gun,
which I stood up in the
corner, while outside a
dog lay in the sun wait-
ing for school to break
up. And afterward,
when bad health drove
me andmy wife—we didn't

have to be driven very hard—to the woods, we had as
companion a black pointer,
and depended for meat on

the game he found and I killed. There
was no shortage of meat in our cabin
either.

So when I started writing, dogs were
the heroes of my stories, country people
the human characters, and woods and
fields the background. I think it will

continue to be that way—for a man
\Crites of what he loves.

called out the directions. The hoof beats
were silenced by the sand.
The country through which they rode

was rolling, and covered with a growth of

scrub oaks, no taller than a man on horse-
back. Above this gro^\"th rose an occa-
sional long-leaf pine, straight-stemmed,
heavy-topped like a palm tree, shimmering
green in the sun. Lazily the broken frag-
ments of the late storm clouds, billowy
white now, followed one another across the
lofty blue sky.
On the top of a hill, where three tall

pines stood grouped like an outpost, Agnes
drew up her horse. Below rolled the un-
dulating hills, that sank by regular grada-
tions into the river swamps. The shadows
cast by the drifting cloud patches crept
across the hills. The air came fresh and
tingling like cold spring water. Two or
three buzzards sailing far aloft were the only
signs of life. Davy pushed up his mule"
impatiently, and the three were together.

"This is lovely!" exclaimed Agnes.
"There is more color here and more peace
than in the mountains!"

' "Yes, "said Girard. " There's something
disturbing about the mountains.

"

"Look at those hills," breathed Agnes.
"Was there ever such a blue! I wish Dr.
Fleming had come.

"

"Well, we'll come out to-morrow and
I

bring him along.

"

[
"No—the telegram he is waiting for may

call him home to-morrow. It's something
about the hospital he has just built.

"

Davy could stand it no longer.

"We're goin' to lose the dog," he broke
in. "I think we'd better be gittin' along."

"Right, Davy!" Girard touched up his

horse.

It was one o'clock when they reached
Gant's store—a long unpainted shack,
plastered with old signs and circus posters,

a blot on the landscape. Man and woman
reined up. Davy pushed by them doggedly
and went jogging down the road.
"Hold up, Davy!" cried Girard.
Davy stopped and looked back.
"We're mighty nigh thar, " he pleaded.
"Can't help it; she's hungry," replied

Girard. "She thinks she wants some
crackers and cheese. You see, sKe never

went sullenly up the rickety steps of the
little store porch.

"Is this here a hunt or a picnic?" he
muttered to himself . "Dammit all!"

Girard and Agnes were waiting for him.
They entered the store. Behind the
counter stood black-eyed Susan Gant, her
cheeks as ruddy as a Rembrandt portrait.

She gave Girard a smile. A rustic belle was
Susan; that smile had smitten many a
heart.

Across the counter leaned Jake Raines,
sallow, lank, enamored—^mean too. WTier-
ever black-eyed Susan was, there was Jake
Raines also. He glowered sourly at the
visitors.

"Some cheese and crackers," said
Girard, "and a box to eat 'em on.

"

Stisan rummaged under the counter and
pulled out a box. Agnes sat down on it and
turned back her coat collar. A pearl neck-
lace with a diamond pendant gleamed
against her throat. And while they ate
crackers and cheese, Davy saw Susan lean
across the counter and look into the eyes
of Jake Raines.

"See what he's got for his girl?" she
asked, and nodded toward Agnes. "See
that necklace? I think I'll catch me one of

them swells."

"If I was to git you one of them gee-
gaws—?" asked Jake.
"Then we might talk business, Jake

Raines!"
Half a mile below Gant's Store a road,

disused and almost obscured bj' pine
needles, turned off the main road through
a thicket. Here Agnes reined up her horse.

"WTiat a tempting trail!" she cried.

"Da^^^ can't we go this way?"
Girard turned and gave the boy a look

that men understand—a look partly in-

dulgent, mildly rebellious, slightly helpless,

a look that a Frenchman would translate

into a shrug of the shoulders."
"Might as well," grinned Davy. "Thar's

birds out thar too."
Their chivalry was rewarded. An eighth

of a mile through the woods they came out

into a straw field. In the middle of the

field the pointer stood rigid, his head high,

his slender tail straight out.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 38]
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-thrift

!

SO three ways

SAVE your teeth— it is a

thrice thrifty habit. For
care of the teeth brings three

rewards— better health, better

spirits, better looks.

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream
is thrifty in three ways also—the

tube is generously large; the

cream "comes out a ribbon, lies

flat on the brush"—no rolling off

and wasting; and even if the cap

is left off Colgate's does not be-

come hard and unusable.

Colgate's is a safe, sane, thorough

cleanser with a delicious flavor

which makes regular brushing a

treat. Use Colgate' s twice a day

and see your dentist twice a year

—then you are being thrifty with

your teeth.

Children start the tooth-brush
habit easily with Colgate's

SOLD EVERYWHERE

COLGATE & CO. NEW YORK

YOU

Set
In

Solid Gold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lachnite

"rjON'T send a penny. Just Bend your name and say: "Send me
a Lachnite mounted in a solid pold ring on 10 days' free

trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When it
cornea merely deposit S4. 75 with the postman and then wear the
nn; for 10 full days. If you. Or if any ofyour friends, can tell
it from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to bay It
—send <js $2.5i) a month until $18.75 has been paid.

Writ** TndtlV Sen^yoi'r"*'"^-°*»w- Delias which of the
TV 7

^^^^y BoiidgoldrinKs Illustrated above you wish
(ladjea or men's) . Be sure to send finger size.

HaroIdLachmanCo.,12N.Micbig:an Avo..Dept.T4039,Chicago

TRY THIS
RANGE AT
OUR RISK

OVER 100,000 IN USE. All sold on
.•$0 l>avs' Free Trial. FreljEht pre-
pal<l. Demand growlnK amazingly.

-

I Housewives delighted with results.—' A GREAT Fuel saver.
Wonderful Baker. Many exclusive

leatures—Odor Hood, carries all steam
and cooking odors direct to chimney.

1 Ash Sifter—permits sifting ashes riKht
in range. No diist. Stone Oven Bottom

absorbs and holds heat in oven: more even and thorough
Ijaking; a fuel saver. GUAR.VXTEEO. Last for

years. You can buy this wonderful range at whole-
sale prices direct from factory- our only selling plan.

New 19S0 deslEn has white enamel front. 100 styles

to select from. Easy credit terms it desired. W rite

today for big free catalogue.

THE IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE. COMPANY
468 Detroit Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

AGENTS: $4 an Hour
For Your Spare Time

Make big money without investing a
penny. Take orders for New Reversible
Raincoat—2coat8inone. Onesidehand-
8ome black raincoat—other side fine

dresscoat—lateststyle. Somethingnew.
Not sold in stores. Saves ciistomer at

least $20. Biggest seller ever introduced.

Make $4, 000 a Year
Blnford sold 26 coats In four days. Act
qtilck. Season now on. No capital re-
quired. We make all deliveries and col-
lect. Commission paid same day you take
orders. We need a few men and women

who wlU spend part or all of their time to
take orders. Don't delay. Be first In your
territory. Send for sample.

THOMAS RAINCOAT CO.
•1746 Jane St. Dayton, Ohio

Do You Like Fresh Greens

and Flowers in Winter?
By Eva Belle Cronk

IF YOU haven't the kitchen window-box
habit you can easily acquire it. It gives

you all the fun of gardening, and at the

same time produces herbs for flavoring

stews and sauces, greens for salads and
garnishing, and flowers to satisfy your
esthetic taste.

You will need a box 14 inches wide, 6 to

8 inches deep, and as long as the window.
A few holra should be bored in the bottom,
and below the box should be placed a flat

pan to catch any surplus water that may
drip through. In the bottom place a one-

inch layer of coarse material, such as cin-

ders or bits of broken brick. On the top

of that is placed the soil, which should con-

Sweater With Striped

Border

A SWEATER is both warm an<l at-

tractive in the cold winter months
when the house is chilly, and also

makes a charmingwrap for the coolish

sprmg days. Directions for knitting

the model shown above will be sent
to you on receipt of four cent? in

stamps by the Fancy-Work Editor,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Order No. FC-122

sist of one-half common garden loam,^ one-
fourth sharp sand, and one-fourth well-

rotted manure, well mixed together.
If you have space for but one kitchen

window box, a practical arrangement is as
follows: Nasturtiums around the edge of

the box, next to this a row of parsley, and
in the center of the box, thyme, sage, and
summer savory.
The Dwarf or Tom Thumb varieties of

nasturtium are excellent for the window
box, since they are low-growing and blos-

som profusely. The nasturtium blossoms
and leaves may be used, for salads and
garnishing, as well as for table decorations.

Perfection, Moss Curled, and Double
Curled varieties of parsley are recommend-
ed because they are the compact-growing
sort, ornamental ehough to be utilized as a
border. Parsley should be planted rather
thickly to insure good germination. When
the plants are well up, pull out the weakest
to allow the others a better chance for

growing strong and healthy. If you want
fine, showy plants, thin to three or four
inches, but if you just want "parsley," that
will grow with little or no care_. Parsley
holds first place among garnishirig plants,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 41]

pHRISTMAS cheer^ all over the house.

Bright shining furniture

reflects the spirit of the day.

Use
'Polish

A ND you can pass
along this cheer

by giving O-Cedar Polish as

Christmas presents. For any
wornan who takes pride in her home
will appreciate something that will

make her furniture brighter, cleaner

and prettier.

25c to $3.00 Sizes

At All Dealers

Channell Chemical Co.

Chicago » Toronto
London ~ Paris

Was
$100

J FREE TRIAL
Try the Oliver Typewriter 5 days

free. Prove to yourself its value on
the farm. See how quick you learn
to operate it. If you decide not to
keep it, send it back at our expense.

Save $43 on $100 Oliver
For $57 you now obtain the identi-

cal Oliver formerly priced at $100.
A saving of $43. And you may pay
for the Oliver at the easy rate of $J
a month while using tlie machine.
Write for particulars of our new plan,
and copy of our booklet, "The Oliver
on the Farm."

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
SlBfl Oliver Typewriter Building^

Cbioago, 111,
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This Quart Stew Pan
FOR ONLY So that you may see for yourself

why "Wear-Ever" is the preferred
equipment of the modern
kitchen, we are offering this

one quart "Wear-Ever"
stew pan at the special in-

troductory price of 40c.

"Wear-Ever" utensils take the heat so quickly and re-

tain it so long that they require less heat than ordinary
utensils.

"Wear-Ever"
Aluminum Cooking Utensils

have no coating to crack or chip—no joints or seams in ,

which food can lodge—are pure and safe.

Divide their cost by the years they last and you will

find them the most economical utensils you can buy.

Replace utensils that wear out
with utensils that **Wear-Ever."

The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.,
Dept. 57, New Kensington. Pa. (or if you live in
Canada—Northern Aluminum Co.. Limited, Toronto, CaI—Northern Aluminum Co.. Limited, Toronto, Canada)

Send prepaid a I qt. "Wear-Ever" stew pan. Enclosed is 40c.
efunded if not satisfied. Offer good until January 20. 1920, only.

in stamps—to be

Name^

Addr

Knitting Macliine Profits at HQme
Easy for anyone. Takes but little to start
Everything explained how YOU, MAN or WOMAN
can make your spare time get yon big money on this

wonderful Gearhart Famfly Knitter. The
best and lowest priced Machine made.
Knits pair of stockings In 20 minutes, heel
and toe proof against holes.

Machine and Work Guaranteed. Ch'er

100,000 now in use. Write for "Guide
Book" and samples of knitting.

Gearhart Knitting Machine Co., Dept. 16X, Clearfield, Pa.

A TEACHEII
New way. Any instmment you like now made easy.

Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Cornet. Harp,
"Cello, Ukelele, Saxophone, Piccolo, Clarinet, Flute,
Trombone, Guitar, or Singingr, all by note. Don't even
need to know one note from another to begin. Lessons
by mail in simplified chart and picture form take you
Btep by step, and make every step as simple and clear
as ABC Prepared by foremost musicians. Over
225,000 people, from' seven years old to seventy,
have learned throuprh these simple lessons. Many have
become teachers. This new method succeeds even after
old methods of personal instruction fail. Entire course
on trial—you to be the judge and jury; averages only
a few cents a week if satisfied and nothing whatever
if not.

Free book shows how simple and easy it is and gives
full information. Special introductory offer if you
answer at once. Write today, then judge for yourself.
tio obligation. Address

U. S. SCHOOL -OF MUSIC
20012 Brunswick BIdg. New York City

PI p Hawaiian Guitar, Violin, Mandolin,

UllULLLL Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first

pupils in each locality, we give a S20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele. Guitar, Hawaiian Guitar, Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo.
A'ery small charge for lessons only. We guarantee success or no
charge. Com'plete outfit given. Write now. No obligation.

SLINGERUND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc., Dept. 144, Chicago, III.

Hit the

Yes, sir, stove prices drop
when you get my catalog.
You'll easily save 25 to 40
per cent dealing direct with ,

my factories.
'

Write for this Book
quoting my money-saving offer
on Kalamazoo heaters,ranges,
gas and oil stoves .kitchen kab-
mets and tables, phonographs,
cream separators, etc.—cash or
easy payments. Unconditional
guarantee. We pay the freight.

Ask lor Catalog No. 183
"The Old Stova Maitar"

KALAMAZOO STOVE CO.
Manufacturers

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

Direct to ¥oC:

Cupid Astride a Mule
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

"Birds!" cried Girard. "Now for sport;
Get down, Agnes, get down! You can break
clay pigeons—you must bring down a
brace.

"

He helped her from her horse, and they
hurried toward the dog, man and woman
with guns ready at their hips, Davy bring-
ing up the rear. The sun threw the shad-
ows of the woods out into the fields.

Where the dog stood it was bright and
golden.
The pointer rolled his eyes toward them,

then gently lifted his front paw. There
was no sound but the brush of their boots
through the straw. Somewhere not far
from the dog's nose a dozen startled quail
were huddled.
"Ready, Agnes?" asked Girard quietly.
"I guess so," she laughed with a little

nervous intake of the breath, "only it

seems a
—

"

"Hie away, Jess!"
The dog plunged forward. The birds

arose with a sharp whir and Girard's gun
barked twice. Two birds dropped from the
whirling group. The pointer brought them
fluttering in. Girard turned to Agnes.
"Why didn't you shoot?"
"I—I couldn't—the poor little things!"
"O Lordy!" said Davy, and caved in.

Girard looked down at her. The sun
shone full on her face. It was flushed with
excitement and embarrassment. Her
breath came quickly. She glanced up at

him like a child. At the whimsical tender-
ness of his gaze, she blushed scarlet and-
turned to Davy for relief.

Davy's eyes were on her gun—beautiful,
perfectly balanced, accurate, with shining
walnut stock and leather shoulder pad, all

useless, worthless, in the hands of a woman!
The boy's heart went out to the gun as if

it were a thing of feeling.

"Davy, do you want the gun?"
Davy staggered. Did he want the gun?

Ever since he was old enough to know de-
sire he had craved above anything in earth
and heaven a gun. His heart pounded
in his ears. He was incapable of speech.

"It's yours, Davy!"
" Mine? " he gasped.
"Take it, Davy." She held it out to

him, balanced in her dainty hand.
Reverently he took it, breathing deep.

For gifts that raise us to the seventh heaven
of happiness we do not utter thanks. He
could only look at her, his heart in his eyes.

"Great!" cried Girard. "Great! I

wouldn't take a thousand dollars for this!"

DAZED, speechless, the boy returned
with the others to theirmounts. Closely,

as they rode on, he hugged his weapon to

him. No rabbit would ever again with
impunity stop in the road in front of him,
no squirrel bark saucily a"t him from a tree,

no wild turkey raise his slender neck above
the bushes and cry, "Put! Put!"
He was hardly conscious of the others in

front of him. He half knew that they were
talking low, and now and then stealing

glances back at him. He knew he loved the
goddess whose hand had been reached
down to him. But most of all he knew he
owned a gun. The sublimity of his blessing

almost overcame him. He was riding on
air, instead of on the back of old Pete.

The halting of the beast brought him back
to reality. The others had halted also.

"They were at the side of a hunting lodge.

It was built of unhewn logs, with a rustic

porch in front and a big chimney at one
end^ They rode around to the porch. It

overlooked the sweep of level fields that

stretched to the swamp. The sun, a ball of

blinding brass, hung an hour and a half

high above the long hazy line of the swamp,
and shone aslant across the silken, tan, un-
broken fields of broom straw. The place

was as silent as a wilderness.

"What is this, Davy?" asked Agnes.
"Sunset Lodge, they call it. Some

Yankee built it two years ago, an' ain't

never been back since."

She jumped down from her horse, went
around the lodge, stood on tiptoe, and
peered in at the windows. Then she faced

them, her cheeks aglow.
"I think I would love to live there!" she

said.

"Well, if I sell my book," said Girard
gravely, looking down at her, "I'll buy this

place."
"It wouldn't cost much," said T)a\y

eagerly. " The man that built it lef ' the key
with Sam Long—tol' him to rent it or sell it

to anybody that would take keer of it. It's

all furnished—ready for folks to go into."

Agnes turned quickly away. She ran up
the steps and stood on the porch in the
flooding sunlight, shading her eyes with her

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the HawaiiansS
You have heard this beautiful musicj—admired it—wished that you could play it.

Now you can. Our course teaches you quickly
]—easily—perfectly. We are so sure that you
{

can learn, by our method that
we offer you this

Money-Back
Guarantee

After takTng our
course you can play
any piece of music at
all. As evidence of yom-
ability as a player we
guarantee that on
completion of our
course vou will be able
to play '"The Rosary"
just as well as it is played on Victor Record
No. 17803-B, you to be the judge. If you
are not satisfied with your own perform-
ance, as compared to the Hawaiian who
played this piece for the Victor Company,
we refund your money.

You Play a Complete Piece
Your Very First Lesson

Our method of teaching is so simple, plain and
easy that you begin on a piece with your first

lesson. In half an hour you can play it! We
have reduced the necessary motions you learn to

only four—and you acquire these in a few min-
utes. Then it is only a matter of practice, to ac-
quire the weird, fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
slurs and other effects that make this instru-
ment so delightful.

The Hawaiian Guitar plaj's any kind of music,
both the melody and the accompaniment. You
progress rapidly and enjoy each lesson more
and more as you go along. Your tuition fee

—

surprisinglj' low if you enroll now—includes a
beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, all the necessary
picks and steel bar, and 52 complete lessons
and pieces of music.

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE

i

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway, New York
I am interested in the HAWAHAN

GUITAR. Please send complete informa-
tion, special price offer, etc.

Name

Address

Town F.&F.

I

^ More com-
fortable, healthful, convenient.

Takes place of all outdoor toilets,
where germs breed. Be ready for a
long, cold winter. Have a warm,
Banitary, comfortable, odorless
toilet in the house anywhere you
want it. Don't go out in the cold.
A boon to invalids, indorsed by

health of&ciala everywhere.

Guaranteed Odorless
The eerms are killed by m chemi-

cal in water in the container. EmtH
ty once a month as easy as ashes,
"nie oricinal cloaet. Goarantead.
THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL. A«lc
for cataloc and price.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. CO.

1268 Rowe BIdg., Detroil, Mid.
Ask about Ro-San Washstand and

Rolling Bath Tub
No Plumbing Required

WHITE FLAME
BURNERS make your old kerosene lamps and lanterns
give a brilliant wnite light better than electricity or

fas. Doubles your light. Saves oil. NO MANTLE TO
REAK. Guaranteed Safe and Reliable. Delights

|

every user. Send now for complete sample postpaid
50 cents, stamps or coin. 3 for $1.25. MONEY BACK

White Flame Light Co.. 67 Clark BIdg., Gnnd Rapids, Mich. BEsSBP

MENDETS-^WONDER Money Makers
mend leaks instantly in all utenaila, hoi

^^Z, water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c anc
25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted

^^Collette Mfg. Co., Box 704. Amsterdam.N.Y;

a Gent,
A-I02TKC „ AI03->^5.K j^bSte A- 104

With, any

Blick,
Dress

Simply
give us your size
—state by num-
ber the shoe de-

sired. On delivery pay only the low
price noted. We pay postage. If

vour careful e.\aminat ion does not prove that the.sc shoes are

superior in stvie. leather, finish and workmanslup to any
shoes costing you -SI to $2 more per pair, send them back and
ivewill return vour money. You risk nothing, \\nte today
for our Big Catalog of shoo bargains, at factory prices—
tor all the family. Best Shoos at biggest savings.

UNITED STORES CO., Box 18 LANCASTER, PA.

Ito6»2.96
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For Daily

Shave or Week=01d Beard

SAFETY RAZOR
mth 12

BLADES.

Have a real shave every time you want it, with a
razor that is easy to adjust, always ready with a keen
blade that does not dull easily.

"EccO" Blades are made from special steel, per-
fectly ground and tempered to hold the edge.

"EccO" Blades fit into the holder without fussy
adjusting. The "EccO" is simple.

Frame and handle in one piece, heavily silver plated.

Give the "EccO" Safety
Razor TEN DAYS' TRIAL

entirely at our expense.

Fill out the attached coupon and mail it TODAY.

E. W. Carpenter Mig. Co., Dept. F
Bridgeport, Conn.

Send me at your risk, all charges prepaid, one
"EccO" SAFETY RAZOR and twelve blades.
After ten days' tree trial, I will either return holder

and blades at your expense or send you Two Dollars
(S2.00) In full payment therefor.

Name

Street or Box No

Post Office State

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOB TEKM8.

HDD5IER FREE
To try in your home 30 days free no matter where you live.

Snow your friends^send it back at our expense if you do not
want to keep it. Million membera of families enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of
"Hoosler" Stoves & Ransesy
perfect bakere and heaters* beau-
tifully finished, smooth latest
design, guaranteed for years.

Write for our big free book show-
ing photbgrapbs, describing large
assortment of sizes and designs
of Steel andCut Ran?ea, Cooks. Soft
and Hard Coal Beaters, to aeleet from.
e^gtlaiDinff our free trial. Send poBtal

HOOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St. Marion, Ind.

QBCmrBUILD
NEWyORK CITY

\*.;IN VOMR-OWN HOME.
With my Cut-Out Cardboard

Builder you can make buildings any
size or height.

noo In Currency or money order
t— brings you a set. No stamps.

S. «. METCALFE, 99 Eugenie St., Norwood, Mm.

Hair Often Ruined
By Careless Washing

Soap should be used very carefully, if

you want to keep your hair looking its

best. Most soaps and prepared shampoos
contain too much alkali. This dries the
scalp, makes the hair brittle, and ruins it.

The best thing for steady use is Mulsi-
fied cocoanut oU shampoo (which is pure
and greaseless), and is better than anything
else you can use.

One or two teaspoonfuls will cleanse
the hair and scalp thoroughly. Simply
moisten the hair with water and rub it in.

It makes an abundance of rich, creamy
lather, which rinses out easily, removing
every particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and
excessive oil. The hair dries quickly and
evenly, and it leaves the scalp soft, and
the hair fine and silky, bright, lustrous,
fluffy and easy to manage.
You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil sham-

poo at any drug store, it's very cheap, and
a few ounces will supply every member of
the family for months.

hand, her gaze far over the straw fields,

over the misty line of the swamp beyond,

into the glowing heavens. Silently, like

clumsy intruders in Fairyland, the man
and boy watched her.

The mood was broken by a shout from
Davy.

" He's set! Out thar in the flat! 01' Jess!

"

Far out in the straw stood the dog, the

sun gleaming on his collar. Girard and
Davy jumped from their saddles. Agnes
handed over her shells to the boy-,

"I'll stay here," she said, "and wait for

you."
They hurried toward the dog. Four

shots instead of two started the echoes of

that amphitheater formed by the encir-

cling woods. Eagerly they followed the

scattered birds, Girard sticking two more
in his game pocket as he strode. Among
the single birds Davy brought down one,

and yelled in the abandonment of his joy.

A second covey carried them farther away.

Another flew at right angles to their route

into the outer edge of the swamp. When
last they looked back Agnes was still stand-

ing on the porch of the lodge.

One covey followed another, and the

whir of single birds was in the air. Girard

got a dozen, Davy two or three. The exhil-

aration of the hunt carried them on and
on. They forgot the passage of time.

The sinking of the sun above the swamp
and the sudden darkness in the woods
brought them to themselves.

"Agnes!" said Girard.

"I was just a-goin' to say the same
thing!"

Girard glanced at his watch.
"We've been gone over an hour!"
They pushed hurriedly through the

woods and reached the open. Across the

bottoms they could see the lodge.

"Davy, she's not on the porch!"
"Better hurry!"
A damp chill rose from the marsh and

swamp. A few little birds flew low with
home-coming chirps. They reached the
lodge. One horse and a mule waited for

them with pricked ears.

Girard looked at Davy. The man was
panting hard.

"She's gone!"
"We ought not to have forgot her, you

and me. Women's skeery.

"

They climbed into their saddles.

"Oh, I know!" exclaimed Girard.

"Fleming found her and she rode back
with him!"

"That's it!" cried Davy gleefully. "I
knowed all the time it was all right.

"

THEY galloped through the stretch of

woods into the main road. At a fork
Davy pulled up.

""This is whar I turn off," he announced.
"Uncle Ben'll be a-waitin' for me." He
did not add "with a hickory," but in an-
ticipation he already felt the sting.

"Hold on!" Girard laid a detaining hand
on Davy's arm. "Who's this coming?"

In the afterglow a man was riding toward
them. As he came closer they made out
Dr. Fleming. The faces of the man and
boy went pale. Dr. Fleming drew up and
looked at them sternly.

"Where's Agnes? " he demanded.
"Haven't you seen her?"
"N"o—she went out with you, Girard.

I supposed she would come back with
you!"

In the dusk the men eyed one another.
In their faces Davy read the fear that was
in his own heart.
"You haven't heard anything of her?"

Girard's voice trembled as if he were cold.
"No, I say—not a word!"
Girard looked at Davy. In the growing

darkness the man's face' was white, his eyes
had dark circles under them. Far down the
road a negro was going home, singing a
wailing melody.
"Whar do you reckin she kin be?" asked

Davy.
Girard shook his head.

'

In the gathering darkness the three drew
close together. The pointer crouched at
the feet of Girard's horse. A red streak
across the west was all that remained of the
day. The silence was absolute.
"She has probably got back to the club

by this time, " said Girard.
"I came directly from there. I would

have met her.

"

" She might have taken some other road.
Davy, where is the nearest phone?"

"Gant's Sto'."
"We'll go there."
The store was dimly lighted by a smoky

oil lamp. Two or three men stood about
the glowing stove. One of them 'was a
stalwart, hawk-faced young lumberman,
Sam Long, the most worthy of Susan's ad-
mirers. Jake Raines was nowhere about.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48]

AVestclox
WHEN you wind and set Big Ben at

night, you put an inexpensive clock on
the same job a high-priced watch held down
all day.

The responsibility is even greater! Your
alarm not only must keep time but it must
call you on time.

Westclox are good timekeepers and alarms
combined. They're handy, dependable house-
hold clocks. More than one in a home is

getting to be the rule. Several clocks save
many steps.

We're doing our best tomeet the bigdemand
for Westclox. But we must keep a close eye
on quality. For it was quality that created
this demand.

\/^stern Clock Co.—makers ofWestclox
La Salle & Peru, 111.;^ U. S. A.

a UNDERWEAR
KBQ. (/.« mr.«w FOR MEN

PROTECTION against chilling of the body; often a

fore-runner of colds, pneumonia and rheumatism.
Famous over half a century for its superior qualities.

Every garment shaped to the figure and guaranteed
not to shrink.

Glastenbury Two- Piece and Union Suits, Flat
Knit Spring-Needle Underwear are made in several weights
of fine wools, worsted, and merino.

Adjustable drawer bands on all two-piece grades.

winter weights, in fouri Prices

weights, in two $2"^® ^® %'JSiO

Per Garment
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Write for booklet— sample cuttings. Yours for the asking. Dept. 32

GLASTONBURY KNITTING COMPANY, Glastonbury, Conn.

Natural Gray Wool,
qualities

Natural Gray Wool,
qualities

Natural Gray Worsted effect, medium weight.

.

super
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i
not onlij for tiiis Xmas
but for cotintless tjcars

to come e>*>!j<«i*'<*:a"*^'>^

THE

r/je Player-Piano that is All but Human
The Instrument You Were Born to Play

EVERYBODY in your family will enjoy this in-

strument every day for years and years because

you actually play it in the same sense that a good
performer plays by hand. The Manualo responds to
your musicalfeeling as expressed through the pedals, the same as

it responds to one who playsonthe keys. It gives you just the effect

you instinctively desire—the delightful sensation of playing the
piano. You have only to try the Manualo to realize its distinctive

charm.
Send your name to near'jt address for "Songs of Long
Ago"—words and music of twenty-six favorites—and let

us tell yoa how you can try this marvelous player-piano
vHthout obligation.

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Chicago Cincinnati New York

St. Louis Denver Dallas

Louisville Indianapolis

San Francisco

wA."HamG that Stands for Kgal 'Worih in

PIANOS AND PLACER PIANOS
Yoa can he quickly cored, if yoa

STAMMER
Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page book on Stam-
mering and Stuttering, "lis Cause and Cure." It tells how
I cured myself after stammering for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Bogue, 1352 Bogue Buildiiig, Indianapolis

SAFETY
JAR OPENER

A Twist of the Handle
and It's Done

When the glass top of a fruit or vegetable jar
sticks you need more than patience to get it off.

The "EccO" SAFETY JAR OPENER wiU raise
the most stubborn top "without chipping the glass
and without risking the safety of fingers and
knife edges.

Fits pint and quart glass top jars
of all makes

Send 25c in stamps with the attached coupon and
we will send you an "EccO" by mall, prepaid.

E. W. CARPENTER MFG. CO. (Dept.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

• p..)

Herewith find Twenty-five Cents (25c) in Stamps,
for which send me one "EccO" SAFETY JAR
OPENER. It is understood that it may be re-
turned for full credit -n-ithin ten days.

Name.

Street or Box No.

Post Office State

j
Retail Aoents desired. Write for particulars.

LIGHT YOUR HOME
LIKE day-Cost lG
for 5 hours. Pure white 60 candle
powerlightfromcommon Kerosene.

SOLAR MANTLE LAMP
approved by government experts. Beata
sas, erasoline or electricity. Entirelynew.
Every home interested. AGENTS MAKE
MONEY. Week's free trial. Write qaick
selling plan, territory and trial offer.

Solar Lamp Co. gfnll's^tfM^

Send Your Name
No Money

Don't Senill Penny
Just your name and
address and give size.

We «-ill send these
five pieces of ^^inter

underwear to you
on approval. You
are getting S6.00
worth of winter
underwear for

S3. 69. Order at
our risk. If tliis

underwear
doesn't please
you for any rea-

son whatsoever,
return it and we
will cheerfully re-

fund your money.

2 UNION SUITS

2 PAIR HOSE
1 KNinED SLIP

ALL
FOR

These 2 union suits are
made ol fine quaUty
yam, hea\'ily fleeced
on the inside. High
neck, long sleeves,
open style. Color
white. SIZES, 32 <o
46. Two pair of win-
ter hose, made in
seamless lashlon
style with double
heel and toe and
douhle gather top.
Color.black. Sizes,
8fe «o 10. This
knitted princess slip

is made ol a line
quality yam. Woven In narrow. elastic jersey rib. Fits

snugly to the body around the bodice and hips. Skirt
cut full. Sllp-overstyle, wiU wash perfectly. Very warm
and serviceable. Color, natural- SIZES, 32 to 46.

nryn UflUf Just your name and address— no
dCnU nUVV money. Fay the postman S3.69
when he brings the Ave pieces of winter underwear to
you. This price includes all transportation charges.
If you don't find this underwear all that you expect,
send it back and we will refund your money at once.
This is our risk— not yotirs. Be siure and give size.

Order by number 43.

WALTER FIELD CO.
726 S.Wells St. Dept. H 146 Chicago, Illinois

"The Bargain Mail Order House"

$3.69

Suggestions for the

Christmas Dinner
By Edith M. Updegraff

A LTHOUGH I don't believe in having
/\ my Christmas table laden with sev-

X Jl. eral kinds of desserts and an out-

rageous variety of vegetables, I do try to
have something a little -unusual. I like to
decorate my table prettily, and plan cun-
ning favors, so that the eye as well as the
appetite will be appealed to. Carrying
out some color scheme makes the Christ-

mas dinner so much more attractive, and
will cause very little extra trouble. Red and
white, it seems to me, is the most appro-
priate color scheme for the holiday season.

I serve my salad as an extra course.

It is much nicer and scarcely any
more trouble. There are many
salads that are inexpensive to

make and yet so delicious

After a heavy dinner, such
as the Christmas feast al-

ways is, we like a light

dessert, and cake, or apud-
ding, rather than a rich

pastry. A chilled des-

sert is easily prepared,

and nothing is nicer. We
finish nprot course, on
raisins, nuts, and candy.

I usually plan my din-

ner so I won't have to

prepare it all in one day.

Imake the salad dressing
and cake, and prepare as

many of the vegetables

the day before as possible,

for I do not like to be
hurried with this dinner.

Most of us who do our own
work know that this pre-

paredness makes things easier

Here are a few
recipes I have found
especially popular
with my family:

a lettuce leaf, garnish with nuts and ch
ries, and serve with whipped cream dr
ing. A small portion of cream cheese ma
be added to salad if desired.

Red Apple Salad

6 apples }4 cup chopped celer
2 cups sugars cup chopped nuts

1 cup water

Wash, pare, and core the apples. Ma*
a syrup of sugar and water, and a
enough coloring to make a deep red colo

When the syrup comes to a boil, d
in the apples. Turn apples o

and over, and let cook until t
der and soft. Take out
sjTup and caill. Place
apples on a lettuce leaf,

stuff with celery. Se
with whipped cream dr
ing, and garnishwith nu"

Cherry Sponge
1 tablespoon

gelatin
1 cup boiling
water

M cup lemon
and orange
juice

M cup CO
water

a cup
cherryjui

cup
sugar

3 egg whit

Photo by Paul Thompson

Swell the gelatin in col
water and dissolve th
sugar in fruit juices an
remaining water. Stir i

mixture, cool until i

tnickens, beat thoroughly
and add beaten egg whits

Place in wet molds. Serve
with whipped cream, and gar-

nish topwith cherries.

Duchess Potatoes

2 cups cold mashed
potatoes 1 egg
14 cup hot milk

Mix the mashed potatoes with the beat-
en egg; stir in the hot milk, season, and
mix thoroughly. Place in a buttered bak-
ing dish, and brown in the oven.

EscALLOPED Corn
1 can com 1 egg
3 teaspoons butter Salt

}/2 cup milk M cup crumbs
J4 chopped green peppers

To the corn add the beaten egg and milk;
add butter, season, and mix in the chopped
green pepper. Cover with crumbs, and
bake in a buttered baking dish.

Stuffed Celery Hearts

Take small celery hearts, clean and let

stand in cold water. Mix up cream cheese
with chopped pimento, and add enough
cream to make soft cheese. Season the
cheese, and stuff it in center of celery
stock. Chill and serve when firm.

Now come, dolly Mary, let's go to bed,
For didn't you hear what Mama just said?
That good old St. Nick with his pack full of toys
Will visit the houses of nice girls and boys
Who don't make any fuss about staying up late

When they're sent off to bed at a quarter to eight.

teaspoon soda
}4 cup raisins

cup currants

Steamed Suet
Pudding

H cup suet

M cup molasses
Salt

H teaspoon cinnamo
J^t teaspoon cloves

p2 cup sour milk
1 cup flour

Chop suet fine. Wash and dry the ra
sins and currants. Cut the raisins; sprinkl
suet, raisins, and currants with "flour t

keep them from settling. Thoroughly mix
the molasses and milk, then add fruit and
suet. Sift the flour and spices and add to
milk. Pour into buttered molds, and
steam for three hours. Serve hot with
hard or cream sauce.

Date Pudding

}/2 pound dates
5 egg whites
1 cup sugar

1 pound nuts
3 teaspoons baking
powder

Pear Salad

Drain and chill canned pears. Place on

Stone and chop dates. Shell and cho'
nuts. Beat the egg whites until stiff an
dry. Mix the baking powder with th
egg whites, and a'dd the sugar. Fol
the chopped dates and nuts into the mix
ture. Pour the mixture into a shallo
baking tin, and bake for twenty or thirt:

minutes.

Animals and People—Good Enough to Ea
> [CONTINUED FROM PAGE 35]

print letters with the aid of a toothpick and
melted chocolate. Dominoes are easily

achieved by cutting wafers in half and dip-
ping them in chocolate, then marking the
dots with white icing.

Representations of faces or figures never
fail to arouse amusement. Round, flat

mint candies lend themselves to this form
of decoration, and may be used as a sweet-
meat alone or for garnishing other dishes.

Use a toothpick and chocolate for marking
the features.

A novel way to serve the ice cream is in

the forjn of a clown's head. For this an ice-

cream cone is set jauntily on the top of a
ball of cream, and features marked on the
latter with small chocolate candies for the
eyes, strips of dates for nose, and a piece of

cherry for the mouth.

A snow man is also popular. One dele
table one I saw at a party was made of tw
balls of ice cream, one on top of the other
the smaller one for the head and the large
for the body. The arms were of stick can
dy, there was a row of red candy butto".
down the front, cloves formed the eyes an
a cherry the mouth.
By the aid of fine wire all sorts of funn

little creatures may be fashioned. With
almonds for feet, figs for the body, marsh-
mallows traced with chocolate features
and hair for the head, peanuts and raisin"

for arms and hands, and a piece of fi

for a hat, a very good-looking and equally.^

good-tasting httle fellow may be brought
into existence. It will really be a very hard
matter to decide whether to keep him or
eat him.
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Mellins

Food
Girl

Mellin's Food,

prepared with milk,

provides proper
nourishment to

make firm flesh,

strong limbs and a

rugged constitution.

Send today for a Free Trial

Bottle of Mellin's Food and

our book, "The Care

and Feeding of

Infants.

"

Mellin's Food Company
Boston, Mass.

High Power Mantles
tor GasotlneLampm
ana tmanternSK.

Madetoffiveserylce. Willlast
longer and etaod rougher nssge
than Bny otber mantle koona.
Made in oarowo factoryby epec*
lal patented ijro.ceea. Buy from
your dealer or order direct from
nearest office. Price par doi. $1.S0.
THE COLEMAN LAMP CO.
Mfgro of Tbe FamoDS **QQlck Lite"

LaiDDSaod LaDteros
Wichita St. Paul « Dallas

Toletf9 Los Angeles Chicago

YOUR BOY
is he going it

Blindfolded?^

HELP yourboy avoid the warped,
distorted ideas of life that

trashy reading gives. He needs
sound reading founded on fact.
For years

"The Biggest, Brightest, BestUaga-
zlne for Boys in All the World"

has helped millions of splendid American
boys to understand clearly something of
the world before them. Its many stories,
features and departments train boys to help
themselves to meet life's problems.
More than ever The A merican Boy for 1920

has been planned with this aim. As whole-
some entertainment and as a trusted coun-
sellor Your Boy needs this powerful influ-
ence for good in his school and family life.
Plan now to bring this welcome gift into
your home every month in 1920, beginning
with the splendid Christmas number.

Twelve Times a Year
$2.00 a year by mail

THE SPRAGUE PUBLISHING CO.
No.143 American Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

The Basket Habit
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33]

cranberries, and send it to the relatives in

the city.

Gifts of this kind will be sure to be ap-

preciated, and parcel post makes the send-

ing of them an easy matter. A market

basket filled with a variety of fruit and

vegetables can be made most attractive.

These things that the people in the country

value so lightly are luxuries to the city

dwellers, and a basket filled with firm,

clean beets, carrots, turnips, parsnips,

apples, and so forth, would be a welcome
gift in any home. Jars of jelly or home-
made preserves or pickle are more attractive

if packed in a basket that has been painted,

and a dainty bow of ribbon, or a bunch of

wild or cultivated flowers, or even a bit of

green from the woods, adds to the effective-

ness of the gifts.

A basket filled from the woods, with

moss, berries, jack-in-the-pulpit, or any

of the many beautiful things that can be

found there, will carry to the city dweller

a beauty that any other gift would not

have at Easter time.

The big or little basket has many
wonderful uses, both practical and decora-

tive, whether they are of the ten-cent

variety or more expensive. Odd ones can

be picked up and made into work bags,

with silk and ribbon tops, or they can be

used to hold plants. In fact, there are

many unique and artistic uses as well as

practical ones for the simple, inexpensive

basket.

Make Your Broom Serve

Double Time
By J. T. Bartlett

To HAVE a broom last its full quota of

days it must never be left standing on
the straw. A notch cut in the handle near

the top around which a string can be tied

to form a loop furnishes an easy means of

hanging the broom to a nail so that no
part of it touches the floor. When wear has

caused it to become one-sided its eflaciency

can be restored by clipping and puUing

out the two bottom rows of stitching and
then, after having soaked the brooin in

hot water, trimming the straw to a straight

edge with a pair of sharp scissors. Though
somewhat shortened, it will perform as

good work as previously. Later, when
once more it has become lopsided, its days

of usefulness can be prolonged by trimming
the straw to a point, in a shape of a triangle,

making a very efficient cleaner for corners

and around the legs of heavy furniture and
parts of machinery not easily accessible in

the broom's original square-cornered shape.

Do You Like Fresh Greens

and Flowers in Winter?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37]

presumably because of its ease of culture

and its beauty.
Thyme, sage, and summer savory are

the sweet herbs necessary to the house-
wives for flavoring meat dressings, meat
loaves, and the like. One or two plants

will be sufl^cient to supply the wants of the
average family. Cut the herbs as often as

is necessary to keep the box looking attrac-

tive. These may be dried for future use.

If you are fond of mint sauce with your
lamb and muttoiv, a plant or two of spear-

mint should also oe included in your selec-

tion for the kitchen window garden.
The essentials for making window-box

gardening a success are sunshine, fresh air,

plenty of water, and that a temperature of

from 40 degrees at night to 60 degrees dur-

ing the day be maintained. Keep a reli-

able thermometer near the box, and con-

sult it frequently during the day.

Fresh air must be admitted whenever it

is possible to do so without injury to 1;he

plants, but cold drafts should be avoided
as you would avoid a pest. In sunny
weather be sure to open the window from
the top before the heat of the sun, by con-

centration on the glass, becomes too in-

tense for the young plants. The admission
of fresh air will counteract all danger from
that source. On severe nights newspapers
may be placed between the window and
the plants.

Since it is possible to have the proper
growing temperature for the kitchen win-

dow garden, seeds may be planted at any
time; however, you will derive more satis-

faction if they are planted so that you can
have something "green" from your garden
during February and March.

Guarantee—TVe guaranfeo Hanes Underwear
absolutely—every thread, stitch and button.
We guarantee to return your money or give

you a nev7 garment ifany eeam breaks.

ei^sT/c ffwn
Underwe^ak Warning to the Trade—Anygarment offered as"Hanes"

is a substitute unless it bears the "Hanes" label.

Quality and care put into Hanes
Underwear will astound any man!

You'd rate Hanes winter Men's Union Suits and Shirts and Drawers
sensational value if you followed the bales of fine, Jong-staple cotton from
the moment they entered the Hanes Plant until you saw Hanes Underwear
packed into boxes for shipment all over the nation I

What goes into Hanes in quality and vrorkmanship cornea out to yoa
in extra-wear, extra-comfort, extra-warmth!

Read every detail and compare with the circles in the diagram figure

above, because you should understand that Hanes bands you : Guaranteed
unbreakable seams, with reinforcements at every strain point; buttonholes last

as long as the garment; elastic knit collarette that won't gap ; shape-holding
elastic knit shoulders; snug-fitting three-button sateen waist-band; elastic

knit wrists
; pearl buttons sewed on to stay I

Hanes Union Suits are the best at the price. They have the desirable
features ofHanes Shirtsand Drawers with a closed crotch that stays closed!

If your dealer cannot supply you with Hanes write us immediately.

T Tninn Quite frw Rnwe are as wonderful value as are our men's garments.V^niun .:>U1I.S lUr DOyS To mothers and fathers Hanes boys' union suits are
superb. Cozy, fleecy warmth and the finest workmanship put these boys' suits in a
class distinct from all others. Tltey certainly do atand tho wear and wash I

P. H. HANES KNITTING CO., Winiton-Salem, N. C. New York Office, 366 Broadway

SEND NO MONET. Any Diamondshipped
for inspection, charges prepaid. Ex-
amine carefully—if satisfied pay 1-5
and keep it—balance 10% monthly.

If unsatisfactory, return at our expense. Don't Pay a Cent unless you're
sure Lyon Diamonds are Superior Value. Every Diamond sroaranteed.
Exchangeable at Yearly increase in Value of 87f Send Today tor Free
Catalog: No. 10-G. Special Cash Discount of IS'Tf for This ivionth
Only. J. M. LYON & CO., 1 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK.

AnotherNillion
Will Double My Usefulness and
you can also benefiL My home is

at Washington, Ihe seat of Gov-
ernment, where the whole world

For15Cents
I is understood and interpreted as nowhere else. Over a million Americans de-
' pend on me formy intimate knowledfire of the world's doings. I bring them facts,

amusemeataad dandy stories. For over 26 years I have informed, inspired and entertained. I make men and women better citizens. I

teach teachers and help students. I am reliable, impartial, comprehensive. I am the most widely read weekly magazine of the Na-
tional Capital. 1amThe Pathfinder. My meaty pages are crowded every week with wholesome, truthful, helpful reading. I have ao
hobbies, theories or preiadices. I interpret the whole world's doings as they "cur. I answer your questions. I am printed in large,
clear, readable type, and a million people welcome me every week. I want another million and I want you to be one. There isn't

a similar weekly magazine in America. I refuse to raise my price of Si a year iu spite of higher postage, labor and paper. Try me
S3 weeks for 15 cents- It costs me a lot of money to let you do this, but I am glad to invest in new friends. I want you to read
me 13 weeks (13 big issues) and judge me fof yourself. Simply send ISc to The PATHFINDER^ Box 245 * Washingtonr D. C.

This sturdy, handsome ARMY WORK SHOE is
,

built so solid full of wear and so chock-full of I

comfort that we are willing to send it to you ON
APPROVAL all charges prepaid. Just state your

;

size—that's all. You will be delighted with their
Bplendid, soft, selected leather uppers. Their double i

thick soles of Genuine Indestructo Oak Leather often
'

wear one year before tapping. Customers are writing us '

daily : "They are the easiest and longest wearing '

shoes I ever had." Specially tanned to exclude
barnyard acids. Special dirt-proof tongue. Scien-
tifically treated to exclude snow and water. Send '

for a pair at our risk. Try them on in yourown
home ; note their splendid quality ; enjoy
their 5-toe blessed comfort. If they are '

not worth $8.00 send them back at our ex-
pense—you be the judge. SendNO money with

^

this coupon—pay only $4.39 on arrival. Why pay
S7.00 or 58.00 ? Save profits—buy DIRECT from Fac-
tory Headquarters. We are the Oldest and Largest
house selling Direct from the Shoe Market of the
World I Remember, send coupon only; delivery
FREE and on approval. The risk l» ours—simply
send us your name and size.

We
Guarantee:

that these shoes aro 1
$7 to $8 values;

I t they will eivs
Elsfaetory wear

orwe will sand
a new pair

FREE

Kind Sirs : The shoes you
|

sent me were just fine.
You couldn't have satis~
tied me any better.

M- E. Robson.j
Bellalre, O.

Your
Opportunity

to Buy
Direct

from the
Siioe Market
of the World

ron^rivall
BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Dept. S26V Boston, Mass^
Send my'pair ARMY WORK SH0E3

postage free and ON APPROVAL. My
money back if I want it. 1 risk nothing;.

Size? Color?

Name ,

Address
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THE YOUTHS
America's AIl-the-Family Weekly

With Christmas at hand—with the whole family in mind—with the desire to

make your Christmas money work— and to do something worth while—
You cannot do better than to give a year of The
Youth*s Companion, 52 issues, to some member
of a family. Young or old, they will all enjoy it

The weekly visits of 1 he Companion make a constant round of entertainment, infor>

mation, editorial comment and humor. The greatest range of reading, from the
widest sources and in ideal portions, as it COME^ WEIEXLY. j

In the 52 Issues for 1920
Unusual Serial Stories, Group Stories, Short Stories that interest all. Special Articles

by noted authorities, "The best Editorial Page in the country," Family Page, Boys'
Page, Girls' Page, Children's Page, Current Events, Nature and Science, Doctor's
Comer. An all-round weekly paper for all-round folks.

It takes the place of several periodicals at the price of one

mm

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBEIR who cuts out and sends this slip with price of Offer accepted will
at once be^n to receive the EXTRA issues indicated:

OFFER No. 1
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION

52 Splendid Weekly Issues for 1920
All the issues for the remaining weeks
of 1919—Free

The Companion Home Calendar
for 1920 Free

All for $2.50

FAMILY TRIO A
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION $2.50

Including all of Offer No. 1

McCALL'S MAGAZINE .... $1.00
12 Beautiful Fashion Numbers

FARM AND FIRESIDE . . . . $0.25
The Best Farm Magazine

FFD All for $3.00

To any subscriber requesting" it and adding lOc. to the subscription price we will include The Coynpattion Victory Atlas,
32 pages in colors, showing the Boundaries of Great and Small Nations as defined by the Treaty- of Versailles.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

USEEKO"
ODdRLESS SAFE SANITARY
No plumbing needed; placeanywhere—ina closet^
hall, attic, bedroom, under stairs.etc. Takes floor
epace 16 inches 6q.nare. No eewer or water con-
nection required; made of steel, rustproof, gxey
enameled finish, seat and cover golden oak, dur-
able, handsome, lasts a lifetime. Shipped on ap*

" k.79

Money Back Guarantee
Havecomfortthis winter, avoid expos-
ure, protect family's health. Toilet
emptied every few weeks anywhere same as
ashes, as chemical sterilizes and makes con-
tents odorless. Get one today on oar Buaranteo
of satisfactioD or money bacK.

U. S. SARITARY SPECIALTIES CORP.
1317 Fulton Street Chioago. lib

Vaseline
Reg. U. S.Pat. Oft

PETROLEUMJELiy
For burns, Bores, broken
blisters, etc. Also for

rough, chapped hands and
lips.

Sold by general stores and
drug stores everywhere—
10c.

Send for free booklet giv-
ing helpful advice,

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
(Consolidated)

22 -State Street New York City

Musiclessonsi
UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

^tiHome
A Complete Conservatory Course
By jyi^jj

Wonderful home studyjnusic lessons under
great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument or Voiced"'" """^
us course you

are interested in—Piano, Harmony, Voice, Public School
Music, Violin, Comet, Mandolin, Guitar. Banjo, or Reed
Organ—and we will send our FREE CATALOG covering
all instrumental and vocal courses. Send NOW.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
6099 Siegel-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illinois

Dont send a Cent
Simply give us your size. Let iis send you a pair of these
wonderful, sturdy, comfortable work shoes. Easy on the

made over the famous Munson Comfort last.

Extra heavy sole of oil-fllled oak
sole leather and extra heavy grain

insole. Will outwear a couple
pairs of ordinary shoes under
hardest outdoor usage, be-
cause of" superior workman-
ship, doubly heavy stitching
and special grained brown
chrome leather used. This

leather is made proof
against acids in mlilc,

manure, soil, gasoline,
etc.byaspecial tanning

^ proccjs which leaves all

the life in the leather,

and makes it remark-
ably soft, pliable

and en-
during.
Has

dirt ex-
cluding
tongue,
sewed
to up-
ter clear
the top.

Staunch box tip, protects toes from injury by falling ob-
jects, yet gives ample room for comfort. Stands hardest
use, and wetting,

|k| send us yotu" size—ask for Style A 103. Send no
niVw money. Pay on delivery only .S3.98. We pay
postage. If yotir most careful examination does not show
these shoes superior in style, comfort and quality to shoes
costing S5.50 or more, return them and we will send your
money back. You risk nothing. We have similar shoe
bargains for every member of your family. Big Catalog
of Shoe Bargains, at factory prices, FREE.

"Best shoes at biggest samnns."

UNireO STORES CO., Box 204, LANCASTER, PA.

Style A 103
Sizes 6 to &2

Better Babies

I
T IS with the greatest pleasure that I

take this opportunity to write you a
few words about the great help and

consolation that the Better Babies Bureau
has been to my wife and myself.

It is only through expressions of grati-

tude from people who have followed your
advice that you can tell whether or not
your page is "going over," and I hasten to
assure you that of all the conflict-

ing suggestions and advice we re-

ceived during the time we were
expecting our little "better baby"
we pinned our faith exclusively to
what the Better Babies Biireau
said on any and every subject.

It may seem strange, but
it is nevertheless the fact, that
it is impossible to obtain in-

formation concerning what is

to be expected and what is to
be done in emergencies. Peo-
ple who have not had children,
usually have the most
advice to give concern-
ing them, the value of

which is in direct pro-
portion to their experi-
ence in the matter.
People who have had
children seem, ipso fac-
to, to become members
of a closed corporation,
pledged to absolute secrecy in these mat-
ters, and when asked a perfectly civil and
direct question, the answer of which may
be very simple and may save a newly
married couple many a sleepless night of

anxiety, they usually think it is a good joke
to assume an air of superiority and make
some broad statement such as "you will

find it all out in time." Or they give such
a haphazard and ridiculous answer that
your faith in everyone is shaken to the
roots. It being impossible to bother the
doctor with every little question which
came up, questions which to him would
seem foolish, we resigned ourselves to our
fate, and resolved to ask no more questions
of anyone, and simply let come what
might.
Then suddenly into this vale of despair

and anxiety there crept a little sunbeam.
That little sunbeam was the all too short
page of the Better Babies Bureau. • Here
at last did we find a sensible discussion of

and sensible information on the most im-
pcft-tant topic that has ever appeared in the
world. We clutched at the
straw. We wrote for the
letters of the Expectant
Mothers' Circle, and when
we received the first three
together we found that we
had at last discovered where
we could get the exact and
truthful information
that we wanted.

After that we did
not have to ask any
more questions.

we would read over
each new letter, we
often said to each
other that it seemed
as though the letters

had been written to
us alone, as they
anticipated every
event with the ut-

t know what a grouch is

They grow 'em
like thie
Pennsylvania

most certainty, and gave us the informa-
tion as to what should be done in every
contingency that arose.
We followed your advice implicitly until

the letters stopped, and we have now the
dearest little "better baby" in the world,
always smiling, always happy, and abso-
lutely no trouble.
The letters that you have sent us have
now been passed from one to another
of our friends who have been in the
same situation as ourselves, and,
thumb-marked and dirty though they
be, they are still doing good work.

We are recommending your
column to all of our friends,

and we take this opportunity
to express to you our grati-

tude and thankfulness for the
bright sunshine of knowledge
and dependable information
that you gave us.

W. H. W., New York.

YOUR last monthly
letter came just a

few days before Janet
was born. I have had
the enclosed card ready^

ever since I returned
from the hospital. It

has been here in my
desk patiently waiting.

I am ashamed to think I have not writ- -

ten in so long a time to acknowledge receipt
'

of and to thank you for the Better Babies a

letters. Not only did I like the sugges- '

tions contained therein, but the Uttle per-

sonal note they always seemed to contain

pleased me most of all.

Janet's coming was an event to which
we looked forward with much happiness.

She is the first baby in our home, and she
is surely a "better baby.'' If there is a

healthier, happier, better baby anywhere
we'd Uke to see her!

Enclosed please find stamps for 50 cents

for the letters of instruction on the care

and feeding of babies. May I have them
all from the beginning? I have wished I

had them a number of times.

Mrs. M. N. A., Massachusetts.

MY BABY boy—^my first child—is now
nearly two months old, and I wish to

thank you for the letters received from the
Expectant Mothers' Circle. Although I had

a very fine nurse and doctor, and went
to a hospital, those
letters were of the
greatest benefit to me
imaginable, and Iknow
helped me to have the
easy time I had, and
the fine boy. I have

'

been singing the
praises of the Bureau
ever since.

Now I wish to join

the Mothers' Club,
and am enclosing 50
cents in stamps for

all literature and
monthly letters for

the coming year. I

feel sure they will

give me as much pleas-

ure and benefit as

did the letters before.

Mrs. G. C, California.

,

i

What tKe Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Mothers' Circub: Any woman eligible may become a member,
receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of herself and the preparation for her

baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars showing designs for maternity dresses

and a common-sense layette are some of the helps sent with the letters. No matter at

what period you enter, everything from the first month will be sent. No mention of the

Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which the material is mailed. En-
close a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps, for postage, and state what

month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club: Every mother of young children is eligible. Pamphlets, together

t\-ith monthly letters of instruction on the care and feeding of babies under one year of

age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation, weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent

to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and states the age of her baby. There

are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for babies from one year of age to three

years. This literature is all included in the Mothers' Club's monthly service, but if the

letters are not desired the additional literature will be sent for Ten Cents. A self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to every inquiry. Address all

inquiries to BETTER BABIES BUREAU
or to Mrs'. Caroline French Benton, Counselor

Farm and Fireside 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City'
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Big Magazine Values at Attractive Prices
GOOD ONLY UNTIL

January 1, 1920

Prompt Action Means
Big Saving in Money

'// The Best Magazines at

the Best Prices

Now is the Time to Make Your Magazine Selections
C 1st—On January 1st Farm and Fireside's subscription rates will positively be increased, practically doubled.

l3602tUSG j 2<1 —On January 1st most of our contracts with other publishers expire. That these contracts will be
V. renewed at increased rates is certain.

These Prices Can Never be Made Again
The American Magazine 1 year $2.00

Farm and Fireside 2 years .50

At regular rates $2.50

Special Price

$2.25
Saves $0.25

Woman's Home Companion I year

Farm and Fireside 2 years

At regular rates

The American Magazine 1 yr. $2.00

Collier's, The National Weekly 1 yr. 2.50

Faj»n and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $5.00

Special Price

$3.40
Saves $1.60

Woman's Home Companion 1 yr. $2.00

Collier's, The National Weekly - 1 yr. 2.50

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $5.00

Special Price

$3.40
Saves $1 .60

McCall's Magazine I yr. $1.00'

Mother's Magazine 1 yr. 1 .00

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $2.50

Special Price

$1.65
Saves $0.85

Youth's Companion 1 yr. $2.50

McCall's Magazine 1 yr. 1 .00

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $4.00

Special Price

$3.00
Saves $1.00

People's Home Journal 1 yr. $1.00

People's Popular Monthly 1 yr. .25

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $1.75

Special Price

$1.35
Saves $0.40

Woman's World ) yr. $0.50

Today's Housewife 1 yr. 1.00
Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

Al regular rates - $2.00

Special Price

$1.45
Saves $0.55

People's Home Journal 1 yr. $1.00

Poultry Keeper 1 yr. .50

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $2.00

Special Price

$1.55
Saves $0.45

Modern Priscilla 1 yr. $1.50

Little Folks 1 yr. 1.50

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular fates $3.50

Special Price

^ $2.25
Saves $1.25

American Fruit Grower 1 yr. $1.00
Woman's World 1 yr. .50

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $2.00

Special Price

$1.35
Saves $0.65

Today's Housewife 1 yr. $1.00

People's Home Journal 1 yr. 1 .00

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $2.50.

Special Price

$1.75
Saves $0.75

Woman's World I yr. $0.50
People's Home Journal 1 yr. 1.00

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates . $2.00

Special Price

$1.45
fSaves $0.55

McCall's Magazine 1 yr. $1.00

Boys' Magazine 1 yr. 1.50

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs .50

At regular rates $3.00

Special Price

$1.85
Saves $1.15

Boys' Life 1 yr. $1.50'

Mother's Magazine 1 yr. 1.00
Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

Al regular rates $3.00^

Special Price

$2.15
Saves $0.85

Modern Priscilla 1 yr. $1.50'

McCall's Magazine 1 yr. 1.00

Farm and Fireside 2 yrs. .50

At regular rates $3.00

Special Price

$1.85
Saves $1.15

$2.00
I
Special Price

$2.25
$2.50 J Saves $0.25

Collier's, The National Weekly
Farm and Fireside

At regular rates \

1 year

2 years

$2.50 ]
Special Price

-JO $2.60
$3.00 J Saves $0.40

Cpp/^l AT ("'I I IDC At the prices given below you can get Farm andfteside for 2 year$
EiV./1/iLi VIjODlJ and one other magazine for I year. Prices void after January 1st.

General Literature Publications
American Boy $2.25
American Magazine 2.25
Boys' Lile 1.55
Boys' Magazine 1.65
Collier's, The National Weekly 2.60
Delineator 2.25
Designer 1.65
Etude (for Music Lovers) 1.85
Ladies' Home Journal 2.25
Little Follis (Children's Magazine) 1.65
McCall's Magazine 1.25
McClure's Magazine 2.25
Modern Priscilla 1.75
Mother's Magazine 1.25
People's Home Journal 1.25
Patliflnder 1.25
Saturday Evening Post 2.50
Short Stories 1.65
Today's Housewife 1.25
Woman's Home Companion 2.25

Woman's World $0.75
Youth's Companion 2.60

Afi^ricultural, Fruit, Poultry and Bee
Publications

American Bee Journal ..$1.35
American Fruit Grower 1.10
American Poultry Advocate 75
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer 90
Farin-Mechanics 1.10
Gleanings in Bee Culture 1.35
Hoard's Dairyman 1.25
Iowa Homestead 1.10
Journal of Agriculture 75
National Stockman and Farmer 1.25
Ohio Farmer 1.25
Poultry Keeper 75
Poultry Success 75
Reliable Poultry Journal 80
Southern Fruit Grower 80
St. Louis Weeldv Globe-Democrat 90
Toledo Weekly Blade 1.00

A Club of Magazines Makes a Nice Christmas Gift
Address all orders to

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

HERE IS THE COUPON— IT SAVES YOU MONEY
USE IT TO-DAY

MONEY SAVING COUPON
GOOD TO JANUARY 1.19 20

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Gentlemen: You will find enclosed $ for which enter my
subscription to Farm and Fireside for two years. Send me also, for one year

each, the magazines indicated below.

Name
^

P. 0.

Street, or R.F.D. No State.

ADDITIONAL MAGAZINES WANTED

(2) -

(3) : .

F. F. Dec. 196
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It^s not fat—it's EGGS you want
Are your hens just boarders? Fat and lazy? A\\ their food

going to flesh? Nothing left for egg production? Madam,—Your
hens' egg organs are dormant, and if you are going to be satisfied

to let nature bide its own time to revive these dormant egg or-

gans, it will be Spring eggs, not "Winter eggs, for you. But why
wait on nature? You can speed up egg production—you can

make your hens lay now by feeding

Dr.Hess PoultryPan a ce a

It contains Nux Vomica and Quassia, the best nerve, appetizing

and digestive tonics known to the Materia Medica—tonics that

promote a hen's digestion—tonics that tone up the dormant egg
organs so that the proper amount of food goes to egg produc-
tion, and not all to flesh, and fat, and laziness, when it's action,

and eggs you want.

Pan-a-ce-a supplies the additional iron for the blood, which is

essential to the speeding up process. It contains certain forms
of lime that supply the needed material for making egg shells.

Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a insures a
healthy, singing, laying, paying poultry flock.

Winter as well as Summer.

Always buy Pan-a-ce-a according to the
size of your flock. Get it from a reliable
dealer in your own town. Tell him how many
fowls you have, and he will supply you with
the proper sized package, which is guaran-
teed. 30c, 75c and $1.50 packages. 25-Tb. pail,

13.00; lOO-lb. drum, 110.00. Except iu the far
West and Canada.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, OUo

Dr Hess IhstantLous;^^^^^

$1?—gg Buys 140-Egg
Champion

Belle City Incubator
er Tank, Double _

Walls Fibre Board. Self-ReKulated. With $7.55
Hot Water 140 - Chick Brooder — both only $18.50.

Freight Prepaid
,

and allowed on express. Guaranteed.
My Special Offers provide ways to

I earn extra money. Order now, or
write for book, "Hatching Facts."

—It's Free and tells all. Jim Rohan, Pres.

Belle City Incubator Co., Box 100, Racine,Wis.

BIG MONEY!
IN "ORNERY" HORSES I

"jV/TY free book will amaze you. See the big •
money that is being made by those I I

• taught my famous system of horse breaking JI and training! Wild colts and vicious, unman- I

IC

ageable horses can be picked up for a song. •
By my methods you can quickly transform them into I

. gentle, willing workers and re-sell them at a big profit. ;You can also earn fat fees breaking colta and training
I horses for others. I

Wrifpf ^'^^^^ is fr^' Post^^ge prepaid. Noobli-
wTIILC. gation. A postcard brings it. WrUe today. I

Prof. JESSE BEERY, 6912 Main St., Pleasant Hill, Ohio

PLANS FOR POULTRY HOUSES.
ALL STYLES. 150 ILLUSTRATIONS.
SEND 10 CENTS. INLAND POULTRY

JOURNAL, Dept. 10, Indianapolis, Ind.

62 BREEDS
PROFITABLE
Pure -Bred Chick-
ens ^3eese ^Ducks^

Tiirkeys. Hardy Fowls, Eggsand Incuba-
tors at lowest prices. Pioneer PouUry Farm.
Valuable poultry book and catalog FREE.
F.A.NEUBERT,Box 3i4,Mankato,Minn.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
Foy's big book tells all about It. Contains

many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-
try inlormation, jwultry bouses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who Inows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.
FRANK FOV Box 4 CLINTON, IOWA

Right Out of YovLv

i Own Smoke Hbtise

Don't Sell All

Your Hogs!
Saveenoughforyour own use

and smoke your meat and fish in
the National Giant Smoke House.
This wonderful smoke house is port-
able. Can be operated in and out-
doors. Huns on sawdust, cobs and little

bark for seasoning. The

NATIONAL GIANT
SMOKE HOUSE

AND JANITAItT 9TORL MOUSE

Is a 6 Years* Success
Thousands in use in U. S. and
foreign countries. Positively
best way to smoke hams,
bacon, etc. After smoking
meats^ use for store house.
Madem 3 sizes of heavy sheet
Bteel. nREPROOF. GUARANTEED.

Send for FREE Book
of prize-winnintr recipee. low
prices, fall details. Inveatigate!

PORTABLE ELEVATOR' MFG. CO.
354McClun Street Bloomington. UL

Who Buys Your Chickens

Two things are essential if the farm
would deal profitably with the local

poultry buyer. One is to know what
constitutes a reasonable price, implying a
knowledge of market conditions; and the
other is a take-it-or-leave-it attitude.
This last is very important. If the buyer
knows the owner must sell, or intends to
sell anyway, he will pay his own price

—

and obtain his exorbitant profit.

A New England buyer 100 miles from
Boston, who handled most of the live

poultry shipped from a territory 15 miles
square, called at a farm in early summer.
He offered 16 cents a pound. "It's all I
can afford, Jim," he mumbled apologetic-
ally. "I lost $10 on the last hens I shipped."
Country buyers are much prone to such
talk. Jim, however, was a wide-awake
fellow. He took a daily newspaper and
several farm papers. He was on the post-
card bujdng-price mailing list of a live

poultry company. He followed markets
closely. He knew that Boston at that
time was paying from 24 to 25 cents for
old fowl. He knew further that from his

town it cost at least two cents a pound to
ship a crate of hens to Boston and get the
crate returned.

Moreover, he realized that 25 cents was
the top market price, and only large, fat

hens would command it. His hens did not
fall in this class. He also knew that hens
shrink considerably when sold to Boston.
They were weighed with empty crops,
whereas the local buyer would weigh them
just as caught in the barnyard.

"I'll sell for 19 cents a pound," he said.

"Take it or leave it."

The buyer took the hens at 19 cents.

The farmer was satisfied. There were
only a few of them, too small a number for

the owner to ship to advantage. It was
the busy crop season, too, and haying
pressed. The buyer paid cash, and de-

parted with the hens.
Farm poultry producers annually pro-

vide many thousands of local buyers with
a good living. The average buyer pays as

low a price as he can. It is part of, his

business to realize on the farmer's lack of

current market information. But the
buyer is keen after business, for he must
handle large numbers to have a satisfactory

total net income. He will, if forced, be
content with a reasonable profit. It niust

be remembered that the local buyer is a
middleman, shipping to receivers any
farmer can ship to, and less must be ex-

pected of him than if live hens were sold

direct. J. T. b.

Ever-Filled Chicken

Trough

iL I
Ĵ
1

DO YOU want to feel sure that
your chickens are well supplied

with water?
If you do, just study the

sketch with this article, then
make one like it. .

As long as there is water in

the bottle (A), there will be
water in the pan or trough (B).

The system of filling is easy.

First fill the bottle, place in the
holder, then turn
the whole thing
over quickly.
As long as wa-

ter remains in

the bottle, the
level of the water
in the trough will

be slightly above the neck of bottle as
shown.
Such a scheme as this insures good fresh

water for the poultry, saves the help time,
and is worth the slight labor in making.

To Make Your Poultry

Really Pay
WHETHER you are a poultry

specialist, a farmer raising it as

a side line, or a beginner in this in-

teresting game, you will frequently
have puzzling problems to solve and
doubts as to which are the best
methods to follow. Instead of be-
coming discouraged or going ahead
in the dark, why not let our Poultry,
Expert try his hand on your particu-
lar problem. He is always glad to
help. Many poultry raisers write to
him every month. State your ques-
tions in full, and address Victor G.
Aubry, 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City. The Editor.

rTF she isn't lay-

ig now when
eggs are high,
you're losing

j,^
money. Start

her—buUd her up so
that proper feeding
will bring the eggs and
keep them coming.

Pratts

Poultry Regulator

Mixed with the
feed daily aids diges-
tion, assures health,
turns feed into eggs—

j

and dollars. The
standard for nearly
half a century. Used
by the world's leading
poultrymen because it

gives results.

" Your Money Back If

YOU Are Not Satisfied'

Write for PraHs NEW Ponllry Book-fne

Pratt Food Company

Philadelphia

Chicago

Toronto

Are You Worried About
Your Future?

Men in our organization earn weekly sal-

aries of from ?S0 to ?6S. The secret lies

in their determination to work consist-

ently. Let us put you on our pay roll.

Write us about yourself. COUNTRY
SALES DEPT., Fakm and Fireside,
Springfield, Ohio.

Oldest, Largest and Best

Poultry Journal6 MONTHS'

I Averages over 100 pages per Issue—tells
how to feed, house and breed; how to

secure high egg production; how to hatch and rear
poultry successfully. Est. 1874. Only 25c for 6 months
or SI.00 for 3 years (36 issues). Stamps accepted.
American Poultry Journal, 15-523 Plymouth Ct., Chieags

World's Best
Poultry Journal

You be the Judge I4 MONTHS' TWAL CS

-

SUBSCRIPTION XOC
SEND C. & SIAUPS

Tells bow to keep poultry with erei^test
profit; 84 to 168 pases; 26tb year. Best articles: expert advice;
every namber profoscly illustrated. 1 yr.. 60c; 2rra.,$1.00.

Reliable PonltiyJonraa! Pab. Co., Dept 1 26.Qiiuic;, ill.

Money-Making Farms 'i^i:'L^l%Xf'Z.^
eluded to settle quickly. Write for big illuetrated catalogrue.
E. A. Strout Farm Agency 2026 D. P. SunBldq. New York

ri»tui«i™ and
Poll

Approximately ten thousand
cases are successfoily treated
every year with

Fleming's Fistoform
No experience necessary; easy and simple;
just a little attention every fifth day, and
your money refunded If It falls, no
matter how old the case or how unsatisfac-
tory other treatment may have been. First
write for a free copy of

Flemine's Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser

which will tell yon more about it and jost i

how it is used. You will valne the book it-
self for the information it gives upon dis-
eases of horses and cattle. 192 pages, 67
illustrations, bound in leatherette covers,

FXEMI3VG BROS,, Chemists,
258 Union Stock Yards, Chicago, HI.
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KOr Tractors, Farm Engines, Autos, Telephones, Hand
lanterns, etc. ASK YOUR DEALER. Thousands of
|(armers will have no other— a sure sign of Great Value.

The Guarantee
Protects You

nnnif tractor and en—
rnEC DUVI^ gine owners. Used

coUeges and technical schools, but
ittenln^'plain United States." Sent
REE. Please mention dealer's name.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.

130 S. Wells St., Chicago, III.

New York St. Louis
San Francisco

'iclortos; Jtrsey City, St. Louis. Rivenni, Ohio

p=fDlrect to Farmer
at Wire Mril Prices,

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. DEPT. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

mm 1^

Handy Wire
Splicer s|

Get it NOW. A postal ,
brings this handy Splicer ,FBEE, postpaid. Alsomy

Bargain Fence Boole
Biefferllne of fenciDff.ffateBt.
steel posts, roofing. Gel^my Biff New Catalog and
see the money I save

'

you. Guarantee coTers
' every rod of fence op
footef rooensr. Write now

,
Brown Fence &S^^^ Wire Co.

.I....- Z!^ iai»Clmr.l.nd,0.

|Mul This GMqioiil
ToTheReillyCo., Dept. 137, Indianapolis, Ind.
T>LEASE place my name on year FREE mailintr list
*• to receive your magrazine, THE EXPERIMENT
STATION REVIEW, which reviews all Livestock
and Poultry Bulletins issued by every State Experi-
ment Station in the U. S. No obli)?Btion or expense
to me. In return I send you the name or the
dealer from whom I purchase Stock Dip or Poultry
Supplies.

My dealer ia_

Mail the maeazine to my address,
which I enclose with this coupon.

Don't Miss the Big Money
THE virgin soil that the stamps keep

out of cultivation is the best soil you
have. You can pull out an acre or more of
stumps in a day with a Hercules Stump
Puller. No matter how big or tough the
Btump, it walks right out when the Hercu-
les Eets hold of it. With the stump come all
the Ions tap roots that spread oat in all direc-
tiooa. The land la left ready for cnltivation.

HERCULES
^Ze'rStump Puller
Let us send you proof. ThOB-
eands of farmers have
made big money turn-
ing stump land into.

^
crops.

HERCUUS MF6. CO,
17a SBIbSlratl

\ Center*

i villo

V lOWl

Ask IT
About^
Hand-
Power
Pullers. _Low Priee.^
»20,000
Pounds Pull.

Asparagus in Winter

Do YOU know you can have fresh
asparagus all winter—from the field,

the hothouse, or the cellar? I didn't. I

had assumed that greenhouse men could
grow it, but I didn't know it could be
forced in the ordinary cellar. The De-
partment gardeners say it is possible and
practicable, although as yet it is not gen-
erally practiced in this country. It is a
method of much importance in Europe.
You can either build rough forcing nouses
over the rows in the fields or lift the aspar-
agus crowns from the field and place them
under greenhouse benches, hotbeds, or in

cellars. The latter methods are the com-
monest.
The crowns are plowed or dug up late

in fall, when the soil is moist so that the
soil will adhere to them. They are left

exposed in the field until frozen, then they
are covered with litter or removed to a shed
to prevent alternate freezing and thawing,
which is harmful. The crowns are then
stored in a cool cellar or pit and bedded,
as needed to supply a succession of shoots,

in two or three inches of loose soil on the
floor. They are covered to the depth of

an inch, and the soil is kept moist. Shoots
can be cut about six weeks after bedding.
For white shoots the light should be ex-

cluded. As soon as the crowns become
exhausted they should be removed and a
new supply put in. For the first ten days
after the crowns are placed for forcing the
temperature should be kept rather low

—

45 to 50 degrees F. After this 55 to 60
degrees is most satisfactory, although a
higher temperature will not be injurious.

Try a bed in the cellar this winter. H. s.

Do You Farm "Fast"

Enough?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

doing so more profitably than when average
methods are used. Whether we like it or

not, agriculture is not only becoming more
artificial in character but also is responding
to a speeding-up process, and further de-

velopments must be expected.
That is why good farmers are discarding

methods that were good enough in former
times but that will not stand the competi-
tion of to-day. To exchange methods
which have carried us along thus far, and
adopt new ones which only a few have
tried, is not an easy decision. Yet when
you consider that at a recent county fair

every farmer came in a motor car—^there

was not a horse-drawn rig on the grounds
except racing carts—sweeping changes are
not impossible.

Scrub and mongrel breeding stock is

obsolete in the United States. The use of

good pure-bred sires will mean a better
quality and greater uniformity of young
stock even in the first generation. Pure-
bred females are desirable but not essential,

because if none but pure-bred sires are
used the offspring becomes one-half full-

blooded, then three fourths in the follow-

ing generation, then seven eighths, and so
on up to a very high grade.

Prevention and prompt control of crop
pests and animal diseases are a necessary
part of profitable farming to-day. There
is a known method of controlling practi-

cally every crop and animal disease.

It pays to use good seed, good live stock,

and good equipment.
Neglecting to feed pregnant live stock

adequately is an important cause of weak,
unthrifty, and slow-maturing offspring.

The proper feeding of animals begins with
the feeding of the parent stock, especially

the mothers. Strong, sturdy young stock
means a greater proportion raised, and
more rapid maturity.

Study your emergency crops. Prompt
action may prevent heavy losses in stock,
money, and time. Emergency crops are
now being used by resourceful farmers to
prevent losses formerly considered un-
avoidable. A Kansas farmer recently car-

ried a herd of cattle through the winter
economically because he grew millet and
sorghum after rains had practically de-
stroyed his corn, wheat, and hay.
The various incidents mentioned may

not apply everywhere, but they illustrate

the principles involved, and you, as a re-

sourceful reader, vidll find methods that
apply to your own problems.

Brains have always paid in agriculture,

but they are going to pay more in the fu-

ture. A quick turnover offers opportunity
for better returns from the same invest-
ment, and the way to get that turnover is

to develop plans for producing more in less

time and producing more economically.

' Roil

1, 4

Sent Direct From
My Big Faetory To You.

The Start of a Good Roof

Your roof is well begun when you

tear the wrapper from the first roll

of Ru-ber-old Prepared Roofing.

Then when its last nail is driven

you can bid good-bye to your roof-

ing worries.

The first cost of Ru-ber-oid is

practically the last cost. Many
Roofs covered with Ru-ber-oid have

lasted, almost untouched, for more

than a quarter century.

Don't judge prepared roofings by

their looks or "feel." There are

many roofings that to outside ap-

pearances are axactly the same as

Ru-ber^oid. But the^ are not

Ru-ber-oid. Ru-ber-old^Roofing is

built to wear. It is made to meet

a standard of quality—not of price.

You cannot j^^' Ru-ber-oid quality

—

you cannot touch it—but time has

proved that it is built into every roll.

When you buy prepared roofing

look for the Ru-ber-oid man. It is

your guarantee of service.

The Standard Paint Company

WOOLWORTH BLDG.. N. Y.

CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON

There is but One Ru-ber-oid

The Standard Paint Company Makes II

When
I reduced

my maoufactur-
In^ coBta, 1 redaced
nrtcea, giving you tha
benefit. I am no pro-
fiteer.

2H-P. $39.85
3H-P. $69.65
4H-P. $92.25
Prices on Portable*
and Saw-Rlso Outfits

165 ifei^ eleovery

fihoan Fital There Is no need to aee ez-
USt; Uneap ruei pensive fuel. Ottawa en-
gines use low grade kerosene, lamp oil, as well
as easoline, and they use less fuel havins
fewer moWns parts.

90 Dav Trial ^^^^ in which to

, V. ' try the Ottawa at your own
work. ProTe its reliability, easy startinif, small
Joel consumption — everything provided In my
liberal lO^year Gnarantee. Sices IH to 22 H-P.
Stationary, Portable, Saw-Risra—all prices low.

LookM These
Low Prices^

i,w HowThisWas Done ^'»e&?e'
advancing daily, I redaced my prices to nearly
pre-war level by cuttingmy manufacturing cost.

Increasingmy factory production. Now my factory
13 the largest in America selling exclusively direct to

the oser, and giving the very highest quality engine.

Efl^V TprilK desire. A wbolekaoj I CI iiio year to pay are my terms to any ro-
e yonr enirine earn enouKh to pay
You can't afford to be without an

liable man. Hl
while you use it.

Ottawa and yoa need not pay more than my price,

dlAi^ial nffAr y<>'^ men who read this good
0|l6Ulili Viler paper— 1 am making a real
special money-saving offer. Get ft before yoa
select any engine at any price. My new free
book will go with this oner. ]t ip the finest
ever printed. Send name and address today.

Geo. E. Long, Pres., OTTAWA MFG. CO.. 1 1 54 King St., Ottawa, Kans

10

Year

Liberal

^Gnaranieo
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A Citation
for War Service

READ this War Dapartment cita-

tion for a Certificate of Merit for

the distinguished services ren-

dered by 2,000 "American" machines.
They sawed their way to fame in the
forests of France, and at Ship Yards,
Navy Yards, and Cantonments. So if

you could not get an "American" Port-
able Saw Mill last year it was because
the needs of our fighting men came
first.

Lieut. G. H. Holloway, 20th Engi-
neers, wrote: "The American Saw Mill
Machinery Company furnished the tie

mill which is answering its purpose
admirably." Col J. A. Woodruff, 20th
Engineers, said in official recognization
of these mills: "When ties were called

for in great quantities to support the ad-
vance of our troops at St. Mihiel and
the Argonne, they were ready!"
Now we can furnish you promptly with a

still better "American" Portable Saw Mill,
improved through war experience. The same
quality mill, simple and strong, easy to move
around, requiring no special skill to run. Lum-
ber is scarce and brings the highest prices in

history. You can earn or save big money by
sawing out woodlot lumber for yourself or
others, with an '

American

THESE DISTRIBUTORS CAN SUPPLY
"AMERICAN" MILLS PROMPTLY:

Chicago—American Saw Mill Machinery Co.,
162 North Clinton Street.

Seattle, Wash.—Higgins Machinery Co.
Portland, Ore.—Portland Machinery Co.
San Francisco, Calif. — Joshua Hendy Iron

Works.
Salt Lake City, Utah—Landes & Co. >

Duluth, Minn.—Duluth Machinery Co.
St. Louis, Mo.—Brown-McDonald Machinery

Co.
Memphis, Tenn.—Riechman-Crosby Co.
Little Rock, Ark.—Thos. Cox & Son Machin

ery Co.
Montgomery, Ala.—Lum Machinery and Sup-

ply Co.
Mobile, Ala.—Turner Supply Co.
New Orleans, La.—A. Baldwin & Co., Ltd.
Houston, Texas—Peden Iron 85 Steel Co.
Texarkana, Ark.—Williams Mill Mfg. Co.
Muskogee, Okla.—Lester Machinery Co.
Wytheville, Va.—R. P. Johnson
Jacksonville, Fla.—Malsby Machinery Co.
Atlanta, Ga.—American Machinery Co.
Columbia, S. C.—Gibbes Machinery Co.

SEND COUPON for FREE BOOK

{Tear out—Fill in—Mail today)

American Saw Mill Machinery Co.
1394 Hudson Terminal Bldg., New York.

Please send me free of charge, your
Illustrated War Book and Catalogue.

Name^

Address^

These Ideas May Help Cut the Cost

of Production on Your Farm

WITH both eyes open for big and
little ideas on how to .cut some of

the corners of expense in your
farm production, I looked over Uncle Sam's
Department of Agriculture again the other
day to see what the month had brought
forth. I decided to make this "cheaper pro-
duction" month on this page in Farm and
Fireside, rejecting anything that wasn't a
biff at the high cost of producing. I said I

didn[t care if somebody had discovered that
the jimson weed was superior to alfalfa as a
forage plant—I wouldn't write a word about
it unless he could show me that it meant a
very early drop in the cost of putting farm
stuff on the market.

,

One result in feed substitution impressed
me as being striking. The records from
six cow-testing associations where alfalfa

formed a large part of the dairy ration was
compared with the records of eight other
associations where alfalfa or other legumes
were fed sparingly. The results showed
how alfalfa could be substituted for a large

part of the grain at a marked saving in
cost. For the alfalfa-fed cows the average
income over cost of feed was $73, while
these figures reversed—thirty-seven dol-

lars—represented the average income over
cost feed for the grain-fed cows. In the
alfalfa district the cost of grain was 41 per
cent of the total feed cost. The average
milk yield of the alfalfa-fed cows was
6,805 pounds, and the average yield of

butterfat was 281 pounds. In the other
district the average milk yield was 5,234
pounds, and the average yield of butterfat
was 238 pounds.
The Department's report goes on to say

that the alfalfa-fed cows may have been
better cows, and the climate may have
been better adapted to dairying, but as
both districts are favorably known' for

their dairy products it may be assumed
that the cows were of good quality and
well cared for in both districts. It seems
fair, therefore, to conclude that the higher
production and greater income above feed
cost of the alfalfa-fed cows was due largely

to the feeding of homegrown legumes. The
Department suggests that on those soils

not adapted to legumes it may pay to add
lime or manure or whatever else it lacks in

order that the dairy herd may !iave an
abundance of this more profitable crop.

H2 Per Cent on Sheep

Eleven hundred and fifty lambs reared
and marketed in one season from 938
ewes—a 122 per cent increase! Twelve
farmers who are members of the Baird
Mills Lambing Club of Tennessee did that
this year—a record not often equaled.
How did they do it? I list the economic
and agricultural secrets below, but in ad-
dition to these there is the all-important
factor of personal attention to the flock at

lambing time. Any sheep raiser will tell

you that is a prime essential. It means
hard and disagreeable work to be a 122 per
cent sheep farmer. It means ioregoing
your bed on many a cold night when the
lambs are coming, but wet nursing in the
fold means saving both members of twins
or all three of triplets instead of only one,

two, or perhaps none.
The man who is considering the sheep

business may as well realize that at the
outset. And he should know, too, that it

is a job rarely satisfactorily accomplished
by proxy. Here are the other means, ac-
cording to the Department's sheep spe-
cialists, for batting 122 per cent, as the
Tennessee sheepmen did:

Eliminating all undesirable ewes in the
fall prior to the breeding season, providing
adequate pasture and a little supplement
tary grain feed for the breeding flock,

proper feeding during the fall and early
winter, plenty of exercise for the ewes
every day, and roomy, light, drj', and well-

ventilated quarters for them.

.\ Sunshine Hog House

The same thing about care at birth and
good quarters is true, and a little more so,

of pigs. Too many of us still have the
notion that a pig or a hog can stand any-
thing. Our hearts warm up, and then our

By John Roberts

sheds, over a poor little wet lamb that has
just arrived on earth on a cold March
morning, but if anybody ever had the same
Jeehng about an infant pig—^well, a few
understanding ones have had it; most of

us haven't. And yet no animal on the
farm, federal swine men tell me, requires
more protection from the cold; none so
needful of a good bed and sunshine.
The horse and the cow have good hair

coats. The calf and the colt even are pro-
vided with fur wraps. The hen's feathers
are the best kind of protection, while the
sheep is "all boun' roun'" with a woolen
sweater. Almost nothing comes between
the poor pig and the weather.

This is a good time to reform, with hogs
at present prices. Time to put the hogs
up right in anticipation of the high-priced

AMERICAN RED CROSS
1*1

A Plain Appeal to

Your Pocketbook

THE National Tuberculosis Asso-
ciation is conducting a campaign

to check the spread of tuberciilosis.

This disease has killed 150,000
Americans last year. The fight is

financed chiefly through the sale of

Red Cross Christmas seals.

Tuberculosis can be prevented
and cured. The money from the
sale of these stamps is used to teach
people how to prevent and cure it.

Every Red Cross Christmas seal you
buy and use on a letter or package is

a penny's worth of prevention and
cure contributed by you. They are
on sale in your neighborhood or the
nearest town. The Editor.

litters to come nejct spring. And my argu-
ment won't lose force if hogs have dropped
considerably by the time this is printed.

Hogs at any price will pay good retiu-ns on
comfortable quarters—pay in larger litters

saved and in quicker maturity. No build-
ing on the farm will pay for itself so quickly
as a good hog house.

For instance: The government special-

ists say that good hog men raise an average
of seven pigs to the litter; many surpass
that record. Yet the general average
raised is about four to the litter—the dif-

ference largely due to housing. Get
Farmers' Bulletin 438, on Hog Houses,
from the Department, and look over the
many house plans described and illustrated.

Don't make the mistake of the Nebraska
farmer—and thousands of others have
done the same thing—who decided he
would treat his hogs right. He built a hog
shed 24 feet wide and 84 feet long. It was
one of a set of buildings on his highly im-
proved farm that probably cost $14,000.
In this hog house he put not one window
or ventilator. Alley doors and a few hog
doors were the only means of admitting
air and light. A more unsuitable struc-

ture scarcely could have been devised.

The record of his failure with this house
I could not get, but the Department has
the results from a similar one. They show
a loss of 90 per cent of the early pigs in

some seasons, mostly from thumps. The
loss in a single season would have more
than paid for a good building. No pig.
gery is fit for the purpose unless it ad*
mits direct sunshine on the floor of ever'
pen at the time the pigs are farrow-
furnishes plenty of fresh air, and provid
for exercise in the open air. Drjrnea
sunshine, warmth, fresh air, freedom fno
drafts, and exercise—these are the
things your new hog house must provi
Some day an enterprising county ag

is going to stand up in a meeting of
raisers and say:

"Gentlemen, we'll open the meeting
singing, all together, that old Sund
School favorite, "Let a Little Sunshii^
In"—and the newspaper paragraphed
will have fun with it for a month. Yet it

might drive the sunshine idea deep, whei».
it belongs. The Department of AgricuP
ture men believe so thoroughly in sunshini?'
as a pig necessity that they have workej'
out plans for houses and accompanying
"sunshine maps" which will show a farmer
in any part of the United States just how^
to place the windows in his hog house
they will let in the maximum sunlight at
any time from January to May. Tables
with maps show the height—at top-
necessary for the windows to be in order
that the sun may strike the back line of the
floor of the pen, at the given distances
north of the window, at 10 A. M., noon, and
2 p. M., on the first day of each month froni
January to May inclusive. t

The calculations are made for evem
two degrees of latitude from 30 to 48 d*
grees north, and for distances north of the
window from 4 to 18 feet. This covers all

ordinary widths of buildings and all parts
of the United States. It is assumed,
course, that the windows front due souths
The map shows what parts of the countnt
are crossed by each of the parallels me*
tioned in the tables. By referring to the
rnap anyone can tell approximately what
his latitude is, and thus can see what
figures in the tables apply to his locality.
The map and the tables and the plans aftj
are given in Farmers' Bulletin 438. Farral^
ers' Bulletin 874, Swine Management, is

another you should have.

Saving Fence Posts

If it costs 20 cents apiece to prepare and
set untreated fence posts in the groimd,
and they last two years, and it costs 40
cents apiece to prepare and set posts
treated with creosote, and they last fifteen

years, which will you have? The answer
is that as long as you're conscious and in

your right mind you'll treat 'em. Isn't
it? It means an annual average saving
of $24 a mile in fence-post costs. The
Department and the Louisiana Experi-
ment Station have just learned the real

value of creosoting posts in a test that
lasted ten years. They learned that thft

saving I' described above can be madeii
They used six kinds of wood. They ap;;

plied hot and cold baths of coal-tar creo*.

sote to the posts by dipping them in an
open tank. The posts were round, an^
three to five inches in diameter at the torn
They had been cut several months befon^
and piled in a dry place to season. AfteE
they were dipped they were placed in the
ground for fencing. That was ten years
ago. Not long ago they were examined'
to learn the result. Black gum gave th^
highest record, with cypress only on©
point lower. Out of every 100 black gunie

posts treated and set, 97 remained soun<§
2 were found with some defect, and 1 hafl
to be removed on account of wood decay.
Round cypress showed almost as good re-

sults. Two in every 100 had to be rfe

moved because of decay. Tupelo gunl
and sweet gum ranked next, with 89 an^
87 posts sound, 6 and 11 posts defectiv^
and 5 and 2, respectively, removed (»
account of defect. Sap pine—short-lesJ"

and loblolly—showed 73 to be sound, IS
slightly defective, 9 badly defective, and
3 removed on account of decay. Bay-^
probably red or white bay—made the

poorest showing, with 68 sound, 15 defeoj'

tive and 17 removed. The Forest Serviof -

of the Department can furnish fuller de^

tails about this test. •
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4^BALLCBAND^

Ball-Band" Rubber Footwear gives you long

wear, perfect fit, and real foot-eomfort.

More than ten million people look for the Red
Ball when they buy Rubber Footwear, because

they know it stands for highest quality and More
Days Wear. Sold in sixty thousand stores.

Ask your dealer for our free illustrated booklet.

More Days Wear."

Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Company
305 Water Street Mishawaka, Indiana

"The House that Pays Millions for Quality"

Useful gifts are always appreciated

most. For Christmas this year why

not give "Ball-Band" Rubber Foot-

wear? There is a style and a size

for every member of your family*
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IF you haven't ning-in on the joys of a
jimmy pipe with Prince Albert for pack-

ing you certainly want to get introduced in-

side the next hour! Talk about a pal-party!

Why, it's like having a pass on a park merry-
go-round early in June!

For, Prince Albert has brought pipes into

their own—led three men to the utmost to-

bacco happiness where one man smoked a
pipe before! P. A. has blazed the trail for

thousands who figured they would have to

do "Kitchen Police" on pipe smokes the rest

of their lives!

So, climb into the P. A. pipe pasture and have a real smoke
session! You'll soon get wise, all right, that Prince Albert never did
bite the touchiest tongue in your township—and, it's a brace of aces
against a two-spot that it never will fuss yours! Read on the reverse
side of every Prince Albert package that P. A. is made by our
exclusive patented process that cuts out bite and parch !

Give Prince Albert the speed-o taste-test and tongue-test if you
want to sing-smoke-songs-at-sunrise !

Toppy red bags, tidy red tiitM. handsome pound and
half-poand tin humidors—and—that classy, practical
pound crystal glass humidor with sponge moistener
top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

SAWSi
1 Mon Folding
I lYIull Sawing Machino
8 (o 9 cords dally is

ANY WOOD
IN ANY POSITION
ON ANY GROUND
4 In. to 5 ft. Throuah

Roofc 9 MEN With a
OCdlO C Cross-cut Saw

the usual average for one man
SAKS
DOffN I

TREES

Our 1920 Model Machine saws faster, runs easier and will

last longer than ever. Adjusted In a minute to suit a
12-year-old boy or strongest man. Ask for catalog No.
M 1 2 and low price. First order gets agency.
Folding Sawing Mach. Co. 161 W. Harmon St., Chicago, III.

Save Money On Shoes
Perfect protection against water and cold. Thousand^ of pairs In

\

q^. Farmers, daimneD. miners, concrete workers and others say
|

OVERLAND ^^i^lZt'^r, SHOES
give greater comfort and longrer wear at less cost

than all-leather shoes. Guaranteed.
Write todar for complete catalog'

Overland Shoe Co.
Dept. 27 Racine, Wi:

MEN WANTED!
We require several men in your locality
to do sorae special advertising work.
If you cannot give all of your time,
we will pay you for your spare time, if

only a few hours a day. My offer will
appeal to you, for you should make from S200
to S350 a month. Write me today and I
will send you full particulars by return mail.

M. H. MATHEWS, Mgr. Employment Dapt.

9546 Gay St., Dayton, Ohio

Catch Fish,
TEels Mink Muskrats and
other fur-bearing animals in
large numbers, witb tbe New,

Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It catches them
like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in all sizes. Write for
descriptive price list, and free booklet on best bait known
for attracting all kinds of fish. J, F. Gregory, Dept. 243,
Lebanon. Mo.

^fel^ Indigo Cimi
Mir S!andcird.for over_75Vears-

-

W^T Lookforthc
lioot tradcHnark

on the back of the
cloth. Inside tbe aumeots

Iwfore you buy.

For Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stifel Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes,

Tht strongest fast coiar, utork-garment cloth made.

Carmeab made ol
Stifel IndUto sold hy
deaJen everywhere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Wheeling, W. Va. 260 Church St., N. Y

We are
MaaufidnTcn ot
tbe cMli Mly

Cupid Astride a Mule
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39]

Susan came forward to meet them.
"What's the matter? " she asked.
"The club," said Girard. "Call the

club, please."
"Yes, sir."

It was a rural line; each telephone had its

own signal. Susan rang vigorously, two
longs and a short. Girard stood at her side,

his hand on the counter. Fleming paced
the floor, fro'WTiing, pinching his glasses.

The talk around the stove stopped.
"Ring them again," directed Girard.
Over and over Susan's white hand

described two slow circles and a quick one.
Her ear was at the receiver.

"Everybody's talking to. everybody,"
she announced impatiently. "Anything
special, sir?"

"No—^just the club, the club!"
The loafers came close. Dr. Fleming

paced the floor faster. Once he looked at
Davy; the look was not pleasant.
The door was flung open. A stout, rough.

" The lady loaned it to me.

"

Uncle Ben turned and strode
Girard and Fleming.
"Anything I kin do?"
"Oh, I think she will find her waji

right, " replied Girard. " Thank you all j
same.

"

Uncle Ben scratched the stubble on
chin.

"Wall, it's funny she ain't thar. Ot
not to be out by herself. Ladies gotj
business ridin' alone in daylight, let

night!"
As for the boy, he was lost in the cro

His head did not reach the shoulders ofl
men; he could not hear what his uncle

;

Girard were saying. He was doing
hard thinking for himself.

If Agnes had passed the store she
probably safe. Any road she might t

have taken would lead her to settled

try where she could inquire the way.
if she had turned off before she reached \

Prize Contest Announcement

How My County Agent Has Helped

Me to Make More Money
FARMANDFIRESIDE will pay $10 apiece for the five best letters on

this subject from readers of the magazine, provided a good snapshot
or photo of the county agent—in working togs, preferably—is sent with
the letter. For letters accepted which do not have photos with them
$5 wiU be paid.

If your county agent has kept you from losing money, or shown you
how you can make more, or how you could farm better with less

hard work, write and tell us how he did it. Maybe you will win one of

the $10 prizes.

We believe in the county agents, and we know they are doing
splendid work all over the country. We want to bring some of these

personal experiences to the surface so they will inspire others to use
their county agents more, and~to get one if they haven't got one.

Keep your letter within 500 words. Address County Agent Con-
test Editor, care Farm and Fireside, 381 Foiu-th Avenue, New York
City. Your letter must reach us before December 30th. We cannot re-

turn miused letters unless you enclose a stamped self-addressed en-

velope. The Editor.

stubble-faced man, his vest open in spite of

the chill, his shirt overflowing his belt in

front, strode into the store—Uncle Ben!
" So here you are

!

" he blustered. " Your
aunt Sally's been standin' on her head all

day. Whar you been, you little—? " Uncle
Ben saw the expectant faces about him and
stopped. "What's the matter?" he asked.

"Don't know," replied Sam Long.
"That gentleman over there's trying to get

the club."
"The club!" cried Susan shrilly. "Yes,

the club, the hunt club. The Hunt Club!

The hunt club! Gentleman wants to speak
to you. Hold a minute." She turned the

receiver over to Girard.

The doctor stopped pacing. Uncle Ben
forgot his prodigalnephew. Dramas like this

did not occur every night in Gant's Store.

"Is Agnes Waring there?" called Girard.

"Agnes Waring. Listen—W-a-r-i-n-g. Is

she there?"
There was a long silence.

"Gone to inquire."

"Hello — yes — Agnes Waring. Went
hunting? I know that. Did she get back?
Has she returned? Returned? Who is that?

Get somebody that can hear—one of the

guests—anybody!"
There was no sound in the store but the

hum of the stove, and the gnawing of a rat

in the baseboard.
"Hello—that you Godfrey? This is

Girard. Has Agnes Waring got home? "

Again there was silence.

"Are you sure? Godfrey, listen! Go and
see if her horse is back! Look everywhere!
Ask everybody! Call up Gant's Store

—

hear? Right away, man!"
Girard hung up the receiver and turned

around.
"She hasn't got there," he said. His

eyes met those of Fleming.
Uncle Ben pulled Davy aside.

"What's all this?" he demanded.
"Lady with these gentlemen lost."

"Whar did you git that gun?"
Davy hesitated. If Uncle Ben found

that the gun was his he would use his

foster father's prerogative and sell it.

died J

store, she must have taken the old lumber
road into the swamp. This road, after

rounding the marsh where he and Girard
had hunted, branches out fan-like into

neglected lumber trails. The trails enter

the swamp, and after a mile or two comes
to an abrupt end. Along these old trails she

|

would not pass a house or a cabin.

Just outside the group of men huddle^
j

close together under the smoking lai
'

stood Susan. Davy pulled her aside.

"Siisan, did anybody see the lady pa
the sto'?"

" Not that I know of. You look all broke ]

up!"
" She give me this here gun, " he said I

pathetically. "Susan, whar's Jake Raines?"
|

" He was here up to a little while ago.
"How long?"
"Oh, just a little while." Susan turned 1

away and stood on tiptoe to peer over the

shoulder of Sam Long.
Davy looked round. Near the door stood

black old Uncle Mose making silent signal
to him. Davy nodded. Uncle Mose open^l
the door guardedly, and Davy followed hiiii

out into the night.

A quarter moon shed a thin light over thf

fields and down the white sandy roa4j
Within the store they could hear the mum I

ble of men's voices. ]| I

"Davy," asked the old man, "what wal
that Miss Susan say 'bout Jake Raines?||

"Said he left jxist a little while ago. " .

'

"I been a-cuttin' wood here all evenin'

an' totin' it inter the sto'. Jake Raines, hi I

lef bout half hour by sun. He ain't nevei

come back. He got a jug hid in de swamji.
j

He been drinkin' all day."
"Which way did he go?"
The old man pointed down the road in

|

the direction of the swamp.
"Don't say nothin' 'bout what I tol'

you—I's skeered of Jake Raines. He's s.

debbil when he's drunk." He shufHed]

away, his ax over his shoulder.

Davy stood shivering with nervousness I

and chill. The picture of Susan leaning

over the counter that afternoon and talking .

[continued on page 54]
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Gathering mushrooms m a former brewery

Making "Hops" into Mushrooms
MUSHROOM lovers will see new reasons to rejoice over prohibition in the

above picture, which was taken by flashlight in one of the large breweries
of New York. "Cannons into plowshares," has been the cry, but now it will be
"breweries into mushroom cellars." And there is probably not a single mushroom
lover who will not swear that mushrooms are a much greater delicacy than beer
anyhow, and everyone knows that mushrooms are about as rich in food value as
beefsteak. Here's hoping that all former breweries will be used for as good a
purpose. w. s. a.

One Way to Give the Consumer
Cheaper Milk

By L. B. Kilmer (Indiana)

rX e

HE city consumer is getting the
farmer's point ofviewbetter and better
everyyear, but there are still some city

epple who are a little unreasonable in
lifting all the blame for high living costs

the producer's shoulders. I met one of

lese fellows the other day while in Chicago
nd believe that he had a different feeling

bout the matter when we parted. I

appened to be in Chicago during the
n-ike of milk-wagon drivers, who were
nally granted an average wage increase of

a week per man. But the same day the
trike ended the dealers stole a march on
lie consumers and raised the retail price

f milk one cent a quart.
This naturally stirred up a protest

gainst the "consumer paying the raise in

/ages," but that is hardly correct, for, as a
/agon driver explained it to me, the wagons
overing the smallest routes would, with
he advance in price, average $5 a week
iver and above the $9 increase to the
Lriver.

A working man speaking of the strike

aid to me: "I call it an outrage to force
)eople who work as hard as city people do,
0 pay such prices for food that little

;hildren need. It takes every penny that
1 poor man can earn to buy food, while the
iealers and the farmers are getting rich."
"Just where do you get that farmer

stuff?" I asked.
Why," he replied, "I spent a week in

I the country last summer, and the farmers
1
there lived like bloated millionaires—good
iclothes, automobiles, food going to waste
everywhere, 'work done by machinery

—

why, say, man, the farmer is to be envied
by such guys as myself."

I took a few minutes of this man's time
right then to make clear a few things on the
farmers' side of the question.

I njade it plain to him on the milk
ciuestion that where I lived (48 miles from
Chicago) farmers were hauling their milk
to the depots and receiving for 8-gallon
cans of milk $2 a can, less 15 cents expres-
sage, averaging a fraction less than 6 cents
a quart. This same milk was then retailed
for 14 cents a quart.

I further showed him that while the
farmer received 233^ cents a gallon the
dealer in the city received for that same
gallon of milk 56 cents, making him a
profit of 32>g cents a gallon, that while the
advance in price to the dealer's customers
paid the expenses there was no such thing
for the farmer, who in most cases hired a
boy to haul his milk to the station, or he or

his son did it on their own time and expense.
The idea that prevails to a great extent

in the city is that a farmer's time is his

own, and therefore not worth much, just
as the idea that what he grows, because
he raises it, is cheap to him.
"The next time you go to the country,"

I told him, "do not sleep until 8 A. M. be-
cause you are a guest, but arise with the
farm boys at 4 or 5 A. M., and watch them
do the milking and feeding. Help them
separate the milk, get it ready, and take it

to the station. Take note, too, that the
pure-food inspectors demand that the
milker must be absolutely clean, wear
white apron or clean white overalls—all

of which means expense in clothing and
laundry. Also that the cows that look so
fine require a lot of careful feeding to keep,
them in condition. Frequently the in-

spectors weed out a cow or two and order
them shot, which is a dead loss to the
farmer, and cows cost a lot of money now-
adays.
"Take note also that the barns usually

have cement floors, and the care and up-
keep of separators, cans, strainers, patent
milkers, etc., means more time and expense.
"Then stay on the job until all the barns

are cleaned and all the milk utensils are
washed and aired, ready to repeat the
operation, at the end of a long day. No
union regulates these working hours—when
the work is done they quit, not before.
Also the cows must be milked and fed on
holidays and Sundays.

"People who are clamoring for cheaper
milk and food do not think of the labor
involved in its production. They are well
versed on their own side of the question,

^but they fail to get the other fellow's slant.
They do not realize that the farm worker
is the poorest paid of all laborers.
"We earn every dollar that we receive

with the sweat of our brow, and because of
this we are frugal and learn early to know
the value of a dollar, and put it to the best
possible use so that we are seemingly more
prosperous than we really are."

I pointed out to this man that, rather
than blame the farmer, he should consider
that milk is being delivered the same as it

was twenty-five years ago, and that the
establishing of milk-distributing stations
convenient to all sections of the city was
the best way to lower retail milk prices.
He agreed that the idea sounded good,

and thought that the farmer and the con-
sumer should get together and put the plan
through.
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Last Big Block of the Canadian Pacific

Reserved Farm Lands
THIS announces the offering of the last big

block of the Canadian Pacific Reserved Farm
Lands. Until this block is disposed of you can secure at low

cost a farm home in Western Canada that will make you rich and
independent. The country is ideal for mixed farming as well as gi-ain

growing. Later, the same lands can be bought only from private

owners—and naturally, prices will be higher. Never again on the

North American Continent will farm lands be offered at prices so low.

Your Last Big ^^^^ No Taxes on

Opportunity /g/gg ĵ\ Improvements
This block contains both l^^ufflBW /SI There is a small tax on
fertile open prairie and J!?^

land—seldom more than

rich park lands in the '^^it^.^.tJZ it.r^Z°o^
Lloydmmster and Bat- live stock, buildings, improve-

tleford Districts of Central Al- ments, implements or personal effects.

berta and Saskatchewan You c'LufchTstt^sem^ntrmfkffVr^t^
can buy farm lands on the rich desirable and attractive. Here you can

prairies of Manitoba, Saskatche- achieve independence.

wan and Alberta for $11 to $30 C-I« Wifliniif Tnvoc-
an acre. Or land in Southern .SaiC VVlinOUl lUVeS-

Alberta under an irrigation sys- tilZatioU
tem of unfailing water from $50 „ ,. ^ .„ ^ „
QT1 Qnfo anrl iir>

""^ Canadian Pacific will not sell you
an acre ana up. ^ iaim until you have inspected it. You
Twi , ^ , p must be satisfied—and every question

1 WentV 1 ears to I!iarn answered before taking up your home.
' Investigation is invited and made easy.
J Pov Don't delay your investigation. Tlus

lU 1 ttjr announcement calls attention to the

mi, J. T> -c tt„ „ l^st great block of Canadian Pacific
The Canadian Pacific offers you this Reserved Farm Lands,
land under a plan of long term, easy
payments that is remarkable in the C_ I«l D -1.^-. £—..11^—
history of farm investments. You pay OpeCial tiateS lOrnOmC-
ment on\e principal untrthe°en'd of scckcrs and FuU Information
the fourth year, then fifteen annual Special railway rates for homeseekers
payments. Interest is 6%. In central make inspection easy. Send now for
Saskatchewan, Seagar Wheeler grew free illustrated pamphlets answering
the world's prize wheat. World's prize all questions and setting forth figures
oats were grown at Lloydminster. about land values, acreage yields, cli-

_ 1ITJ I* L* mate, opportunities, etc. Do not delay.

Lands Under Irrigation ^^°<^ coupon below for information.

In Southern Alberta, the Canadian Pa- | m. E. THORNTON. Supt. ol Colonization I

cific Railway has developed the largest . CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. i

individual irrigation undertaking on I 94S First St., E., Calgarj-, Alberta I

the American Continent. This district
j

I ^""'d be interested in learning more i

contains some of the best lands in I ... . . „ .,u '

Canada. An unfaUing supply of water I Irr.gat.on farming m Sunny Alberta,

is administered under the Canadian
|

D Farm^oppor—s^.n A^^^^^^ Sas-
|

(Government. Wices range irom sou i g^^^;^, railway rates for homeseekers.
[an acre up on the same easy payment . p Buainesa and induatrial opportunities >

terms. ' in Western Canada. I

E THORNTOIN' I
^ Town lots in growing Weatem towns. I

Supt. of Colonization I
name

|

Canadian PacificRailway ^^"'''^
\

943 First Street, E., Calgary, Alberta LlS-^li; .
State. ,.

. , ,

For all information about Canada, ask the C. P. R.

Our big FREEFIower
Manual teaches you
how to make $100 to
$200 in your spare
time every summer
raising" flowers ou a
very small patch of
ground, back-yard,
B comer. Learn this
delightful business,

TOR BIG PROFIT
Send us your name and get Big
Flower Manual Free by return
mail. American Horticulture Co.
Dept. 35 Des Moines, Iowa

0
Bu.CLOVER & TIMOTHY 8^

Greatest Grass Seed Value Known. Investigate. Alsike
Clover and Timothy mixed—finest grass grown Jor hay
and pasture. Cheapest seeding you can make, grows
everywhere. You will save 1-3 on your grass seed bill by
writing for free sample and big Seed Guide, oflering
Field Seeds, all kinds. Write today.
AMERICAN MUTUAL SEED CO., Dept. 542, Chicago, III.

Save $2 to $3 Per Bu.
Tested Seed—Buckbom Free:—Guaranteed Satisfactory

Buy now and sare money. Outlook is for higher
prices^ High-grade seed such as we offer will be
very scarce later. Get your seed while you can
obtain the best at our low prices. Every lot shipped
carries a test tag, giving purity and germination.
Buy direct from World's Largest Mail Order Seed
House and sare money. Have new recleaned Tim-
othy, $5.45 per bu. : UnhuUed Sweet Clover, $6;
Alsike and Timothy. $8.10 and other seeds at re-
duced prices. No risk buying from an old.estab-
lished seed company. Your money back if you want
it. Satisfaction our first aim. Clover Crop short—write before advance and compare our seed with
the best. Send today for free samples and big 1X6"
page, catalog. Everything guaranteed.
A. A. Berry Seed Co. Box 842 Clarlnda, Iowa

DON'T let millions of deadly pests

ravageyourApples,Pears,Peaches,
Potatoes, Hogs, Poultry, etc. Learn how to recog-

nize and kill these pests! OurFREE Book tells how!
Tells how spraying is stopping the terrible losses

causedbythesepests—andadding/<?>'/MMestoFarm-
ers' and Fruit Growers' profits each year. Write
for the FREE Book and Spraying Guide today.

SPRAYERS
For All Purposes

Whether you want to spray Orchard or Garden;
disinfect Hogs or Poultry; whitewash; cold water
paint, or do any other spraying job, there's a
Hayes Sprayer to meet your needs. Hayes
Sprayers are made to give ease of operation,

high pressure and enduring service. You get best and
quickest results with least effort. Write for New FREE
Book and Valuable Spraying Guide, telling us what you
want yoursprayer to do. We'll recommend kind of sprayer
and quote price. Write today!

Hayes Pump&PlanterCo.,Dept o. Galva.IU.
43
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Apply Engine Power To Your Farm
2 H-P. WITTE
PULLS 2^

Do YOUR Work-At LESS Cost

AWITTE Engine on your
farm will make your work easier,

increase your capacity, save
time and money. Its power can be
economically applied to a large variety
of uses every day in the year.

It is a high tension ignition engine
that you can install, operate and keep in order
yourself, using the fuel that is cheapest or
easiest to get in your locality—gas, distillate,

kerosene or gasoline.

You can take a WITTE of suitable
size and furnish power to pump the water for
your stock, grind or chop their feed, fill the silo,

inilk the cows if you have a milking machine,
separate the cream, churn it, and roU the butter.

It will clean the grain for seeding,
Operate the self binder, thresh the crop, bale
the straw, and crush limestone to renew the
soil. It vM\ furnish power to operate your feed
mill, husk and elevate the corn, or shell it, and
grind it for your daily table use. You can mix
cement for building purposes, drill a well or
do the family washing.

In the spring you can irrigate your
orchard and spray your fruit trees, assuring a
bumper crop. In the fall, you can grind the
apples for your store of cider, or crush the cane
to make syrup for your breakfast wheat cakes.

With a WITTE outfit you can saw
the wood, operate your saw mill, clear your
land, cut your ice in the winter, or fill your
stock pond in the summer. A WITTE will

work all day without pay, rain or shine, hot or
cold, and when night comes it will furnish
power to run the-dynamo so that you can light

your home or outbuildings by merely touching
the button.

200,000 successful farmers and
ranchers are using WITTE Engines to operate
all kinds of labor sa\-ing machines. They are
making more money, adding to the family pros-
perity, comfort, convenience and pleasure at a
most economical cost. Some use only one en-
gine, others have a dozen at work. What they
are doing, you can do, if you wish. I will sell

you an engine suitable for your needs, on any
terms fair to both— cash or easy payments

—

as you prefer.

You will make no mistake in select-
ing a WITTE for your farm or your shop work.
I have been making farm and shop engines
exclusively for 34 years. I have the largest
exclusive engine factory in the U. S. selling

direct. You buy direct. You get 100 per cent
engine building efficiency. You get quick
shipment—no long waiting—^you take no risk.

I guarantee every part of the
WITTE you get against defect during the en-
tire life of the engine. I guarantee safe de-
livery and big surplus power over rating. You
pay only my Tow FACTORY price, sa^ing from
$15 to S500 according to size purchased.

As an illustration: I can seU you
a 2 H-P. WITTE, gasoline, complete on skids,'

regular equipment, at a special cash price of

$44.95. All other sizes, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16. 22
and 30 H-P. at favorable prices. The WITTE
catalog, sent FREE, shows every part of the
WITTE Engine— explains its use—tells why
it is better.

Write me today for this Big Illus-
trated Catalog. Learn what others are doing
with their WITTE Engines. What WITTE
users say will give you the kind of information
that will be most valuable in selecting an en-
gine for your work. I want you to see this

book before you decide on any make of engine.

It will interest you.—Ed. H. Witte, Pres.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
2069 Oakland, Ave.

(Address Your\
Nearest P. O.)

PITTSBURGH, PA.
2069 Empire Bldg.

As low as

$10,000.00
^ ,

Back« This
Hsrtzler&Zook^
Portable Wood
Our No. 1 is the best and

ehe&pest saw made to which a
ripping table may be attached.

Gnaranteed 1 year
Honeyrefunded ifnoteatlsfiaetory

Writ* for catalog

Hcrtgier<kZookCo.,Box 9 BelleTllle,Fa.

Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalv£inizing,proof

against heurdest weather conditions.
Spacial Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

rT5

Simply send your size and these^
wonderful Dress Shoes willp
come to your honae at once.l
You'll be proud of them. Builtll
eotid full of wear. Genuine oaku
leather solea. Note the splendidit
extra Quality leather ! Enjoy theirll
blestiea comfort I The riek is ours—

I

these tnust delight you or no Bale.

Pay Only $4.69 on Ar- .

rival. Postage FREE.'

GUARANTEE:
We guaran tee that
these shoea are S? to
f8 values: that they
will ffive sat iefactory
wear or we will scna
a new pair PliEE,

Buainess M»n*s
Dress Sho«a
On Ap-
proval.

$>I69 Black
On Dress

Arrival Shoe^

Profits. Buy direct from
actory Headquarters.

Boston Mail Order House
SS^Mv Dept. 61 IT, Boston. Mass.

Send Business Dress Shoes
at S4.69 poataEe Free ON AP-

PROVAL. Money back if I want
it. I risk nothing. Size

Name
Address

Moor Toilet
Convenient — Sanitary
The Comfort Closet for Homes,
Factories, Stores, €t«. A com-
fortable, sanitary, indoor toilet
entirely protected from cold,
stormy weather.

Invaluablo for Women
and children in winter. Easily installed
In any room. Eaaily cleaned. Plumb-
ing uonecesBary. Only cloeet with
porcelain container.

Entirely Odorless
Scientifically ventilated. Contents dis-
solved by chemicals and easily disposed ^

of. Approved bv U. S. Health Bureau and Boards of Healtb.
30 DAYS* FREE TRIAL. Booklet FREE. Agents make $60

to SlOO Weekly. Exclusive territory.

comfort Cbemieal Closet Co., B8Z Factories Bids-. Toledo. 0.0
M>FEN
CENTS A ROD for

I ^afl a 26-liicli HoK Fence;
I '%0 27}c. a rod for 47-in.
88 stylefl Farm. PoultTy and Lawn
Fencee Low prioes Barbed Wire.

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
Sold on 30 days' FREE TRIAL.

Write for free catalog now.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.
Box 121 MORTON. ILLS.

$50 aWeek
iiiiiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiii

You are wondering why it is that
some men earn weekly salaries of
from $50 to $65 and upwards. Yet
this same opportunity is within
your grasp, if you will but recognize
it. Many of ourmen have wondered
the same as you until they learned
of our proposition. Now they are
receiving their checks each week.
Write and we will tell how they
do it.

C. M. MITCHELL
FARM AND FIRESIDE

Springfield, Ohio

Come With Me to This Corn Fiel
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

however, grow successfully on clay soils,

thus giving the plant a wide range of use-
fulness. Evidently this plant is able to en-
dure conditions of decided soil acidity, and
yet we have on record a few experiments
in which the luxuriance of growth has been
increased by a moderate application of lime.

These are the three most popular catch
crops for the Cotton Belt, and all three are
favorite legumes for growing in corn fields.

Hence it becomes worth while to consider
the conditions under which each has the
advantage of the other.
On the score of economy of seed, as indi-

cated above, the velvet bean easily leads.
For hay the cowpea is the most general
favorite, but as the soybean becomes more
generally known it tends to rival the cow-
pea where the farmer desires to produce
hay from a legume grown in rows and par-
tially cultivated. As a hay crop the velvet
bean is not a competitor of the other two,
since it tangles too badly to be easily cured
for hay. For the same reason it is not
ordinarily a competitor of soybeans for
mixing with corn in the silo. For use in

winter the velvet bean distances both of

its rivals, the pods of which do not remain
sound throughout the winter as do those
of the velvet bean.

In general it may be said that the velvet
bean is the all-round favorite of the cattle-

men, while the hog raiser, if confined
but one of these legumes, would usually
well to give preference to the soybean o
either the cowpea or the velvet bean.
Not least among the virtues of the vel-

vet-bean plant is its resistance to diseases
that attack many of^the legumes, and the
comparatively smalf number of insects
that are capable of doing it serious dam-
age. It is resistant to the microscopic eel
worm, or nematode, that attacks soybeans
and some varieties of cowpeas in certain
fields. The velvet bean is not commonly
attacked by mildew or other serious leaf

disease. This comparative exemption from
disease makes the velvet bean an especially
useful plant in rotations in the southern
half of the Cotton Belt.

In a later article, next fall or winter, the
writer will doubtless have occasion to con-
sider in further detail the value of the vel-

vet bean for feed, and the extent to whidi
velvet-bean meal has heretofore entered,
or may hereafter enter, into the nation's
supply of dairy feeds.

Note: Mr. Duggar answers crops and S(

questions from readers of Farm and Firesd l

whose problems originate below the Mason anJ
Dixon line. He will be glad to answer any in-

quiry from you concerning the velvet bean if

this article doesn't tell all you want to know
The Editor.

Wonderful Machines That Talk to Uncle

Sam About You
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

and poultry? What amount did you spend
in 1919 for manure and fertilizer? What
amount did you pay in cash in 1919 for farm
labor (exclusive of housework)? What is

the estimated value of house or room rent
and board furnished farm laborers in 1919,
Ln addition to cash wages reported above?
How many acres of this farm is provided

with artificial drainage (tile, ditches, etc.)?

How many more acres in this farm could
be made suitable for crops: (1) By drainage
only; (2) by drainage and clearing?

Then comes a series of questions asking
the nimiber and total value of live stock,

by classes and ages, on your farm January
1, 1920.
How many gallons of milk was pro-

duced on your farm in 1919? (Include
milk fed to animals, consumed on farm,
sold, or otherwise disposed of. One hun-
dred pounds equal 11.6 gallons.) Give
gallons and value of milk sold, and the
same for cream sold. Give pounds and
value of butterfat sold, the pounds of but-
ter made on the farm, and the pounds and
value of butter sold. Give pounds of

cheese made on the farm.
Give number of sheep shorn in 1919, and

total weight and value of fleeces.

Give the number of dozen of eggs pro-
duced in 1919. (Include only chicken
eggs produced, whether sold, used, incu-
bated, or otherwise disposed of.) Give the
dozens of eggs sold in 1919 produced on
this farm, and the value. Give the number
of chickens raised in 1919. (Include all

chickens raised, whether sold, consumed,
or on hand.) Give the number and value
of chickens sold in 1919. (Include those

raised on this farm sold alive or dressed.)

How much honey did you produce in

1919? (Include all honey, whether used
on the farm, sold or otherwise disposed of,

in pounds.) How many pounds of bees-

wax did you produce?
Then the schedule asks about the niun-

ber and breed of pure-bred animals on
your farm January 1, 1920. These include

mares and mare colts, stallions and stallion

colts, cows and heifers of all ages, bulls and
bull calves, sheep and lambs, hogs and
pigs.

How many calves, lambs, and pigs did

you raise on your farm in 1919? (Include

all young animals born in 1919, which
have been retained on the farm, sold to

others, or slaughtered for food. Do not
include any young animals purchased, or

any that died.)

How many cattle and calves, hogs and
pigs, sheep and lambs, were slaughtered

on your farm for food during 1919, and
how many pounds of meat and meat prod-
ucts were sold?
What is the value of products of this

farm sold to or through a farmers' market-
ing organization in 1919? What is the

value of all farm supplies purchased for

this farm from or through a fanne'
organization in 1919?
Next comes the questions about th

crops harvested on your farm in 191
The schedule asks for the nvunber of acr
harvested, the quantity harvested, a
the quantity sold or to be sold. It d
not ask for the prices or the amoimt y
received for them. It does ask the val
of all vegetables, including white potat
and sweet potatoes, grown in 1919 f

home use only, and these questions abo
each vegetable produced in 1919 for sal

not for home use: Number of acres
fraction of an acre harvested, quanti
harvested, unit of measure, and value.

Under "Orchard Fruits" the schedul
asks the number of trees of bearing
and the number not of bearing age o
January 1, 1920, and the total quanti
harvested and the quantity sold or to
sold from the 1919 crop of these frui

Apples, peaches, pears, plums and prun
and cherries. Under "Small Frmts" it

desired to learn the nimiber of acres
fraction of an acre harvested; quanti
harvested in 1919, and the quantity so
or to be sold of these fruits: Strawberries,
raspberries, blackberries and dewberries,
loganberries, cranberries, currants, am
other berries.

How many pounds of dried fruits, not
raisins, were produced on this farm in

1919? How many gallons of cider? How
many gallons of this cider was made,
will be made, into vinegar? The num
of grapevines of bearing age and the nu
ber not of bearing age on January 1, 1920
is asked, the total pounds of grapes pr

duced for all purposes, pounds of grap
(fresh) sold or to be sold, pounds of raisi

and dried grapes produced, and the gra
juice (in gallons) produced on this farm
Then these questions about forest an

forest products: Number of acres

merchantable timber in this farm Janui

1, 1920 (trees mostly of saw-log size

value of all forest products of this farm i

1919 which have been sold or are for sal

(include standing timber sold and cut i

1919, firewood, fence posts, cross ti'

pulpwood, logs, poles, bark, turpenkin
naval stores, and other forest products
on this farm); value of all forest produc
of this farm in 1919 which have been
will be used on this farm.

Hog cholera every year costs the farme
of America forty millions of dollars, sa"'

one authority. Yet it costs only a coup"

of dollars at the most to vaccinate a pig.

The old Indian plan of curing seed co

has a lesson for the farmer of to-day. Th
Indians laid it on an open willow-branc

platform where the air could circulate fr

ly until it was dry. Then it was safe

stored for winter.
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Mr. Edison's Wonderful New Diamond Amherola

SentonFreeTHall
'P^koH fVi^^f^niinnn Ri=^lnwl An astonishing offer—theNewEdi--•^^"^ tll^ V-/\-FU.pv-ril I-P^ISmTW . son Diamond Amberola, Mr. Edison's great

new phonograph with the Diamond Stylus reproducer, and 12 brand new Blue Amberol Inde-
structible 4-Minute Records sent to you on absolutely free trial. Send no money—just fill out
the coupon below and send it to us at once. We will send you the complete outfit immediately. No C. O. D.
Entertain your family and friends with the latest song hits of the big cities. Laugh at the side-splitting minstrel

shows. Hear anything from Grand Opera to Comic Vaudeville. Judge for yourself just how much this great
phonograph would mean to your home. Decide if you can get along without it. After the trial in your
own home, make up your mind. If you decide not to keep the outfit, send it back to us at our expense.

Only $1^ After
fW^«^*^^M If you wish to keep Mr. Edison*s
H Sm I superb new instrument after the free trial,
JBL JL JKS^JBi send us only $1.00. Pay the balance of $47.20 for

the complete outfit in easy payments of only $4.00
for 11 months and $3.20 for the 12th month, total $48.20. Remember, the 12 brand
new Blue Amberol Indestructible four-minute records are included with this outfit.

Think of it—a $1.00 payment, and a few dollars a month to get this outfit of
Mr. Edison's new phonograph with the Diamond Stylus reproducer, the life-like
music—the same Blue Amberol Records—all the musical results of the highest
priced outfits. The Anesf,the 6esf that money can buy at very much less than the
price at which imitations of theGenuineNewEdisonDiamond Amberola are offered.

After years of labor on his favorite invention, Mr.Edison has made the music
of the phonograph true to life. There is no reason now—especially since we make
this rock-bottom offer—why you should be satisfied with anything less than Mr.
Edison's genuine instrument. You are under no obligation on this free trial offer.
Hear the New Edison Diamond Amberola m your own home before yon decide.

Send No Money
Just the Coupon!
Convince yourself first. Get the New Edison Diamond Amberola
in your home on free trial. See what a wonderful instrument it is— how it

brings the music of the world's greatest singers and players, the sweet old time
melodies, the jokes ot the funniest vaudeville actors, all right into your own parlor as if
they were there in person. See for yourself how much you neeJ the New Edison Diamond
Amberola in your life. See how much happier it will make your home. Just fill out the
coupon and send it in. Of course, we do not want to ship an outfit to a person
who can not afford to at least pay on easy payments (and when you get
a free trial it must be understood that you can afford to keep it). Kef,
no one is under any obligations to keep an outfit if it is not entirely satis*
factory. If it is not just what you want for your home, return it at our
expense; you, not we, must judge what the Edison phonograph means to you
and we accept your decision cheerfully and without question.

FMZ RotiCAM Edison Phonograph Distribntors
• A* DclUSUll 3109 Edison Block, Chicago, HI.

Canadian Office: 338 Portage Avenne, Winnipeg, Man.
"""" No obligation to boy in sending this coupon; this is jnst an application for a Free Trial
F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Dists., 3109 Edison Block, Chicago, HI.

nf th^ T^o^].^ll.^^?^Z^^lI°'"?T^' ' ^''""''^ '"'^ *? wonderful new style phonograph in my home on free trial. If I decide to keep the outfit. I will have the privilege

«iti.f»^w„ I ^! 1 ul ? """.'i""
'P^''^^' ' "^'^'y ^^""^^ *° tl'e promptly from the depot, pay the small express charges, and if I do not find it thoroughly

irr,!!^,c:» ^^l^^^^ "^^^ to Return the outfit at once at your expense. Otherwise, I will send the first payment of $1.00 within forty-eight hours after the free trial or as soon as possible.

H '^^ '^^ ^iJ
^ monthly payments thereafter of $4.00 for 11 months and $3.20 for the 12th month. Total $48.20. The outfit is to remain your property until the

lasi payment has been made. (This offer is not open to anyone under 21 years of age. If you are under 21 ask your father, mother or guardian to fill in and sign this coupon for you.)

• My name.. ..Address or R. F. D. No

City

Shipping Point-

Age —

—. — „.....„...__i , State „ _...Ship by

- - _«......„ Ship by Occupation..

Married or single If steadily employed at a salary please state

..Express

How long a resident in your neighborhood and your vicinity „ If there is any possibility of changing

your address during the next year, what will be your next address? .. ^ „_
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Directfrom Galloway's Factories

r— A Special 30 Day Offer on the

Nevv No. 8 with Wiirlwind Distributor
It's a Spreader sensation—selling these first quality Galloway Spread-
ers at this new low price. Only Galloway can do it, because Gallo-
way's plcLn

—

direct from the factory—reduces costs to the very
lowest figure* You get the best Spreader built at tremendous savings.

rTwo Other gi'cat Spreader Bargains -i
No.5 Modal

65 Bushel
Capaeity.
An ideal

Machine at
A Bargain

No. 1 A
60 Bushel
Capaeity.
Den't Over-
leek This
Big Value

Investigate! Compare! Compare!
Thafs the answer. Don't take our word.
Look around. See what other Spreaders are
selling for. Prove to yourself what Gallo-
way says about the Spreader situation is so.
The Galloway new whirlwind distributor
absolutely pulverizes every bit of manure

and scatters it six to eeven feet, saving
timeand labor in spreading. Remember that
Galloway has eleven other great features
that enable the Galloway Spreader to spread
more land with less effort—less horse and
man power—than any other method known.

WRITE QUICK— Reserve One tor Present or Future Delivery
Don't let this 30day opportunity slip by. Getyour order in early. HaveyourSpreadernow for
immediate or nextSpring's work and save big money over next Spring'sprice. Writetodayand
get the fall facts with complete descriptions. Nearby shipping pointsBaveyoa on thefreight.

WILUAM GALLOWAY, Pres.

WM. GALLOWAY CO., 399 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iowa

EASIEST RUNNING MILL
Kelly Duplex Mills reauire 25% less ^^|V|ADE
power, do asmuch, ormore, work asany ™
other mill of equal size. Grind ear
eorn. shelled corn, oats, wheat, kaflSr

com, cotton seed, corn in shucks,
sheaf oats or any kind of grain. For
speed and complete etinding the

KELLY DUPLEX
Has No Superior
Easily operated. Never
chokes. 7 sizes. Fully
guaranteed. Any power.
Especially adapted lor
gasoline engines. PREE CATALOG
DUPLEX MILL & MFG. CO., Box 303, Sprinqfield, Ohio
Western Branch, 303 University Place Station. Dea Moines. Iowa

0 Cents

No
Wicks
to Trim

No
Smoke
No
Smell

s^KEROSENE
or Coal oil will keep this
lamp in operation for SO
HOURS and will produce

300 CANDLEPOWER
of the purest, whitest and best light
known to science. Nothing to wear
outorgetoutoforder. Simple. Safe.
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed-
Send for catalog showing lamps for
every purpose; also special intro-

ductory offer and agency pro-
position. Write today.

KNIBHT LIGHT & SODA FOUNTAIN
COMPANV,581 Knight Bldg.Ghieaga

CENTURY Rubber Roofing is sold direct from
lactory to you. Best and cheapest in Amer-
ica. Long guarantee. We pay freight. Send for

rprr samples, catalog and bargain prices.
inLi: Write today.

CENTURY MFG. CO., 223Katherine Bldg., E.St.LDuis. III.

If You Want to Sell or Exchange
your FARM, CITY PROPERTY, LAND or
PATENT, no matter where located, write me.

JOHX J. BLACK. 71 St.. Chippewa Falls. Wlsconsbi

8 Hours
There are 24 hours in each day
—8 hours for work—5 hours for

sleep—the other eight hours—

?

What do you do with your eight

spare hours? Are you using them for

gain? The members of the CASH-IN
CLUB use them to earn money. You
should, too. You cannot start too

soon. Send for our plan.

Cash-In Club
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

OOKE TOUR MEAT THE 'WiaiKtPP
Thousands ofFarmers are Using Wright's
Condensed Smoke (made from seasoned Hickory
Wood) . A small brush, thirty minutes and a $1.00 bottle

Wright's Smoke, smokes a barrel of meat. Smokes it

thoroughly and gives the meat a deliciousflavor. No fool-

ing with fires. No danger of meat spoiling. No drying
out or shrinkage. Easier, Cheaper, Quicker and better

than using a smoke house.

Curing Meat Before Smoking Is very Im-
portant. Wright's HAM PICKLE is a scientifically prepared sugar cure that gives

perfect results. A $1 jar and 27 pounds of salt cures a barrel of finely flavored hams and bacon.

Wright's FARM BUTCHERING SET (Nine regular butchers' tools, includ-

ing saw and cleaver) should be on every farm. We buy in carload lots and Re-sell at
Cost— $3.95. Send for instructive booklet: "The New Way of Smoking Meat."

AU Wright Products are Guaranteed. Sold by AU Drug and General Stores.

E. H. WRIGHT CO^ Ltd., l^'^^r'^^^iy Kansas City, Mo.

Beryl Hammer and Rolo Mercena De Kol

The Story of a Record-Breaker
PROBABLY no more spectacular achievement in breeding circles ever occvl.

than the recent annexation by Beryl Hammer, a 23-year-old Canadian, of foi
world's records and six Canadian records in butterfat production and his sale \
one cow, Rolo Mercena De Kol, for $26,000 to Coldstream Farms of Lexingtoi
Kentucky, at the National Holstein Sale. A few months ago practically unknoy
as a dairy farmer, Hammer's success to-day is talked of throughout Canada ai

the United States. Of the record cows he has handled. Hammer is probablil
proudest of Rolo Mercena De Kol, 41.54 pounds of butterfat in seven days and I

160.27 pounds of butterfat in thirty days, and holding every world's record
butterfat production from one to thirty days. - ^

Hammer's rise to fame reads Uke a romance. He grew up on a dairy farm,

'

and when his father dispersed his herd in March, 1918, the young son bought

,

several head. Rolo Mercena DeKol was pm-chased at this time for $320. He I

started " on his own " heavily in debt for a farm.
It is told of young Hammer that since a mere youngster he has been a " crank^

on the subject of Holstein breeding. His father had one pvire-bred cow in ti

herd. The youngster was determined to test her, and he did it, too. How? Eac,

noon he went out into the pasture to give her a special feed, and to milk her the exti^^

time a day. He carried the samples to the local cheese factory to be tested. In »
practical way, neighbors probably Said, the test was a waste of time. Yet was it?

It started him to studying breeding lines and scientific feeding, and indirectly to

attaining his record-breaking performance of the past winter.

At sixteen he persuaded his father to buy the dam of the 50-pound cow. She
cost the older Hammer just $25.50, registration papers and all. The youngst^-
liked the looks of the cow, which had recently suffered an accident, and the puBjJ
chase was made. "This "cheap" cow was bred to a bull with excellent ancestrj^j

and the daughter was Rolo Mercena DeKol. J. T. B. 'I

Perhaps Lime Would Help

Your Crop Yields

ARE you using the vast store of fertility

l\ with which the -air over your farm is

supphed? All the clovers and other legtim-

inous plants, such as soybeans and vetch,

are constantly busy gathering this supply
of nitrogen, and converting it into a form
which they can use, and which is left for

the use of other plants. These nitrogen-

gathering plants either will not grow at all

or else do not do their best unless the soil

is sweet.
Most other crops do best in a sweet

soil, and are injured by acid. The one

way to be sm-e that your soil is not acid

is to test. If you find that it is, the

sooner you apply sufficient limestone to

correct this acidity, the better for all your

crops.

At a recent meeting of representatives

of the various experiment stations from
the Southeastern States, held at Knoxville,

Tennessee, the following resolutions were
adopted that apply equally well to all

regions in need of lime:
"1. The agreement is unanimous that

the soils of the Southeastern States are

seriously deficient in lime, so that liming is

essential to their most profitable develop-

ment and permanent improvement.
"2. Suitable agricultural Ume materials

are high calcium, magnesian and dolomitie

linestome; also high-grade oyster shells and
marl, together with the burnt products
(or the chemical equivalent of such) of

any of these in the amounts hereafter

recommended by this Conference.

"3. The finer the limestone is ground, the

greater is its immediate availability. Lime-
stone ground to pass through a ten-mesh
screen, all finer particles included, is

recommended for the common application

of two tons per acre. Either very finely

pulverized limestone or burnt lime is

recommended where an application of only
a few hundred pounds per acre is to be
made.

"4. For general use we recommend an
application of one to two tons of ground
limestone per acre, or one half that amount
of burnt lime, once in a rotation of not
more than five years. For alfalfa and
permanent pasture, an initial application

of double these amounts should be mail
"5. Lime may safely be used at a]

point in the ordinary farm rotation withjt
|

serious loss of the material. If applie"
connection with tilled crops, its mixttj

with the soil will be insured. The effe

of lime are likely to be in proportion
the thoroughness with which it is wkl
with the soil in which the crop io \

develop.
"6. Liming is most profitable in

_

rotations in which legumes are promi^
but over large areas in these St
especially on the heavier types of

liming is profitable for corn, small
and grasses.

"7. With soils poor in potash
phosphate, liming gives best results

when supplemented by materials carr

these constituents." w. A.j

Note. If you think youi' soil miglit bet
and do not know how to determine for

if you know it is, and don't know where to

lime, write to me 381 Fourth Avenue,
York City, and I will tell you what you
to. know. The Edito

Can You Sell What
You Grow?

PRODUCTION is oily half'of th

business of farming, as mai^j
have learned from hard experience

There are lots of stunts about mar-
keting that will make you more
money, and our Marketing Expert is

always glad to tell you the things he^
has picked up in eight years at thq

world's largest live-stock market-
Chicago. Readers of Farm AND Fire
SIDE are familiar with Thomas
Delohery through his series on

marketing which have been appear
ing the past year. He is always glad

to be of service, and if you will tej

him what you want to know he majj

be able to help you top the marke
_

with your fat stock and produce."

Always give full details, and address
Thomas J. Delohery, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City.

The Editor.

ii
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^*Eyery Old Timer
Ships to Taylor'*
Why do successful trappers

:hoose Taylor year after year?

Because Taylor knows how
;o sell your furs for best mar-
ket prices. Tag your bundle
:oday to Taylor!

Taylor experts always grade your
•urs up. They remove any blemish
vhich wouldmake your pelt take lower
grading. Result? Better grading

—

Jigger check for you—another Taylor
egular shipper added to our long list.

- Quick Cash Pay!
Afteryouhave worked hard for pelts,

there's no excuse for your having to
wait for your money. That is why we
mail your check same day yovir furs

are received and graded. No waiting

—

no disappointments

^hip Now!
I Today—while fur prices are sky high
—is the time to ship. Play safel Tag
your furs to Taylor today 1

F. C. Taylor Fur Co.
' InUnwUaiul.FiirCnliun

375 Fur Exchange Building

St.Louis,U.S.A.

>EACH & APPL£
WHOLESALE PRICES

TO PLANTERS
all or Large Lota by Express, Freight or Parcel Post,
ir. Plum, Cherry, Small Fruits, Berries, Grapes, Nuts,
ide and Ornamental Trees, VineH, Shrubs. CataloK FREE.
JW. NURSERY CO.. Box 35, CLEVELAND, TENN.

ANDERSCH
MINNEAP0LI5.MINN.

*IO% TQ 50%
MORE|FORf

Bldea. Pelts and Tallow tban you can eet eell-
[ntcat home. We charge No Commission, Check
Cor 100^, valne sent at once. Write' today for
lur latest price lilt and particulars of our

HUNTERS* AND TRAPPERS' GUIDE
$10,000. Book, 450 pages, leather bound,
lllnfltrating all Fur Animala. Telle all about

Trappers' S o c -

rets, D e c o y B

,

Traps, Game
Laws, How ~ to
Raise Skunk, Fox.
Mink. Price $2.00
—to oar cuBtomers,
$1.60. It's aregiular
encyclopedia and
B h o u 1 d be in the
hands of every trap-
per. Pays for itself
over and over ag:ain.
Don't sell a single
skin until you getour

Erices. Write T0«
•AY. Address—

HIDES TANKED INTO

R0BES,S2.50to$7.60

We Sell Leather, also
tan Furs, Buy Fox
and Wolf Poison also De-
coy of us. We are the
largest Hide and Far
House in theN. W. EstU
over 26 years.

How to Fool the Mink
By Robert E. Hewes

THE mink is the fox's smaller brother
when it comes to wariness. He is ex-

ceedingly sly, and possesses a cunning that
is almost human. Usually an elaborate set

of rules are laid down for trapping the mink.
I myself have found that the same methods
used for foxes are equally good in the case
of the mink. Both are equally sly, possess
similar habits and appetites, and I think
you will find, as have I and many other
trappers, that the methods good for one are
good for the other. The main difference is

that the mink not only is found in the woods,
but is also fond of following streams.

Along creeks and rivers a fine set for him
is to place a piece of fish or rabbit on a stick

about eight inches above water and a few
inches from shore, and set a trap between
the shore and the stick, about three inches
under water, and covering it with water-
soaked leaves. Fasten your trap chain to

a piece of wire, and place this in deep water
so that your mink will drown. A No. IJ^
trap is the right size.

The mink is a bloodthirsty animal, being
an inveterate poultry thief, and if he has
any good quilities he succeeds remarkably
well in conceahng them.

ANDERSCH BROTHERS
P«P«- 1 1 0 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

This is What Limits Your
Profits

By Charles P. Huntington (Illinois)

ARE the profits from farming limited?
xA. Yes, I suppose one must answer that
they are, for crop yields are limited by the
weather, climate, cultural conditions, seed,

soils, etc. But in other ways they are cer-

tainly unlimited.

I make it a practice frequently, after the
day's work is over, to crank up the car
and ride about the country. I am never
disappointed, for each time I discover some-
thing new and something interesting and
worth while to my business of farming and
dairying. Last evening while riding I no-
ticed a field of wheat, cut and shocked,
which was exceptional—^we have had a very
dry, poor season for small grains in this sec-

tion—so I drove into the yard and asked
the owner how he had such a fine crop of

wheat when others were so comparatively
poor. He told me that it was planted on
new ground, ground that had raised only
one previous crop, and that he expected it

would raise good crops for several years yet.

I told him he might make it always raise

exceptional crops if he would give it proper
treatment, but he shook his head and ad-
vised me to look around the country some
more, and see if I found any fields which
were producing exceptionally that had been
under cultivation as long even as twenty
years. I know of only one such field within
a radius of ten miles of my farm. But in a
few years I am going back to that same man,
invite him to ride home with me, and then
I shall show him a whole farm that is pro-
ducing exceptionally, and one that has been
in crops for sixty years.

I did not stop long enough to discover
this man's theory of soil fertility, but long
enough to know that he believes his yields
must necessarily decrease each year. This
belief limits his profits accordingly. Nearly
everyone knows now that we may steadily
build up our soil, and that it will pay a good
profit while we are making it as fertile as it

was in its virgin state. And if we go even
further than that and actually make it.

richer than it ever was, who can say what
the limit of production per acre may be?

Almost all of us who read this paper are
stockmen, or at least we keep some stock.
And if the profits from farming and crop
production are unlimited, they are certainly

so from stock-raising, horse-raising, dairy-
ing, etc., for no one can say just how much
milk our cattle will produce, or what price

we may receive for our surplus stock, if

they be pure-bred. Many bulls, both beef
and dairy, have sold for tens of thousands
of dollars, and horses and hogs and sheep
have likewise brought tremendous prices.

So when we feel despondent about farm-
ing as a business, when we think how little

profit we are receiving, let's think, too, how
very unlimited our opportunities are. Let's

resolve that we will build up our soil each
year, and that we will raise registered, pure-
bred stock, and we will find our profits in-

creasing until we will wonder ourselves if,

they really are limited. And then, when
we begin to wonder and think, the answer
will come: Yes, the profits which a farm
may jdeld are limited. They are limited by
the size, broadness, progressiveness, and
capacity of ourselves.

Drawn expectally for Funsten Bros, ifc Co. hy Charles
Livingston Bull, America's foremost animal artist

Ship Your
S k u n k
and Other
Fu r s to
Funsten,
St. Louis

piss*'

We Need Every Fur
Yon Can Ship Us!

The fur trade of the
world looks to Funsten to

supply the immense de-

mands for American furs.

Milhons of coon, mink,
muskrat, skunk and all

other furs needed at once!

Funsten Bros. & Co. are the

largest direct handlers of
raw furs in the world!
Ship to the BIG house
that pays the BIG money!

Ship Your
Furs To

Mink

, FREE Fur Book

FREE "3 In 1" Book
8how9 natural color
pictures ol Ameri-
can fur - bearers,
drawn by Charles
Livingston Bull.
Besttrapping meth-
ods, game laws,
trapping supplies.

FUNSTEH
The World's Largest FurHouse

Fox St. Louis
Over 500,000 trappers ship

to Funsten. Fimsten makes
good every time. EstabUshed
1881, we have grown to be

The World's Largest Fur
House by giving trappers the

best service and paying the

most money.
We often sell more furs in a sin-

gle day than manyfur houses handle
in a whole season ! Our responsi-

bihtyand reputation are yourbiggest
security—Ship to Funsten today,

Fur Book, Market Reports, ShippingTags—All FREE!
The free Funsten Fur Book shows pictures of American fur-bearers in natural

colors, di-awn by the famous animal artist, Charles Livingston Bull. Also tells

best ways to trap, gives game laws, and quotes trappers' supplies at bargain prices.

Free Market Reports and Shipping Tags.

Funsten Bros. & Co. sTs^Punsten Bidg! St. Louis, Mo.
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Our Money is more
than a match for your

Our competitors say we bid too high—but that's the way we get

the most shipments—when the demand f£ heaviest. We turn our
money over several times while our comj^cititors are doing it once.

That's why we can and do pay the highest prices. Thai's why
we are so generous with our grading. That's why we charge
no commissions. Thai's why we pay spot cash the daj* the
goods arrive—and that's why our business is growing by
leaps and bounds. If you want this kind of a square
deal send for our price list at once— to-day— it's FREE

DAVID BLUSTEIN
198 West 27th St.

BRO.
New York City

^ THE CENTER OF THE WORLD'S FUR INDUSTRY

Here's an opportunity to earn big money

—

;
-S6 to S12 a daw with easy work, all your time or
spare time and obtain a Ford .Automobile free be-
sides. A straialit out (rom the shoulder business
proposition. Ko voting or guessing contest. We

I want wide-awake men and women to intror'uce

,
into every home our lamous Z.4NOL Pure Food
Products, Non-Alcoholic Food Flavors in tubes.

I Toilet Preparations. Perlumes and Soaps; 250
" other light weight household necessities.

MAKE S50 A WEEK EASY

I No experience necessarj'—we teacb
_ "you bow, give you the right start

>-B and help you make a success. Abso-
lutely no limit to your earning pow-
er. Wecanuseonly accrtainnumber

of General Agents so get in touch
^^^^ with MS at once. We furnish our

representatives with a free
aatomobile. Juet send postal
for particulars and money-
making offer.

AMERICAN PRODVOTS CO.
179S Amer. BIdg., Cincinptti, 0.

Big Crops in Northwest Texas
on the New Line of the Santa Fe
The Federal Haih-oad Administration has authorized

the completion of the new Shattuck Branch of the Santa
Fe Railroad to take care ol this year's big crops—wheat,
oats and sorghtmis. This will open for immediate settle-

ment and development a large block of my land in a
wheat and stock-farming section of Ochiltree and Hans-
iord Counties in Northwest Texas near Oklahoma State
Une. where the first crop has in a number of cases paid
for the land , and where cattle and hogs can be raised at
a low cost. Land is of a prairie character ready for the
plow. No stone, stumps, no brusll to be cleared, at
attractive prices on easy terms. Climate healthful, rain

, falls during growing season. Write for free illustrated
I folder, giving experience and results settlers have secured
In short time on small capital. T. C. Spearman, 9S8 Rail-
way Exchange. Chicago, m.

Hand Books on Patents, Trade Marks, etc., sent
free. Our 74 years of experience, efflcient service,

and fair dealing assure fullest value and protection
to the Inventor. Patents proeiu'ed through us re-
ceive free notice in Scientiric American.
MtTNN & CO., 606 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.

Washington Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

AGENTS: $72 A WEEK
New

Can't Clog
Coal-Oil
Burner
Newest

Invention

Most perfect burner ever invented. Intense blue flame.
Can't clog up. Turns any coal or wood stove into a gas
etove. Cheaper than coal. No more dirt, no ashes, no coal
or wood to carry. Heats oven to baking point in 1 0 niinu tea.

ONE HOUR FOR TWO CENTS
Cheapest fuel known. Big opportunity for agents. Ixiw
priced. Sells everywhere- Nothing else like it. New pat-
ented. Not sold in stores. First season. No competition.

$2 AN HOUR TO HUSTLERS
Act Quick. Be first in your territorj- to introduce this new
big seller and make some real money this season. Don't
delay. Best time of the year right now to sell "Can't Clog"
Burners. Write Qxxick for agency, territory and terms.

PARKER MFG. CO., 426 Coal St.. Dayton. Ohio

mm
To

'5000

Year

Make Big Money
Belling silos. Tjadcr In Wis-

consin made $3500 last year. Moor-
bead in Ohio made 12500. Fifteen
other salesmen made from $2000 to
$7000 and up each. An? energetic man
can do equally as well. We want a na
ber of new ealeBmen and agents in l
localities. We make tbe best wood silo
that coBts the farmer ;:he least money

j

ftnd gives the aalesman a big, liberal ^
commisaioD. Write quick fort
and comDlete informatioD.

Nappanee Lumber &
Mfg. Co., Box A12
Nappanee*

'

PEARL GRIT—The Double Purpose Grit—
|

Rrepares food for good digestion—gives I

ens the necessary elements foregKma'- '

intr. Ask your dealer or send 10c f
lb. pkg. postpaid. Book,
let of poultry remedies
free.

The Ohio Marble
l£KiClevelQEa;it..Pio--

IP YOU TOO CAN BE A
SATISFIED FURSHIPPER

Like thousands upon thousands of others,
you too can be a satisfied Fur shipper if you will ship
your Furs direct to "SHUBERT." Prices are higher

than ever before.

It's up to you to get the full mar-
ket value for every skin you ship.

Don't be misled by high quotations.
It's not the prices quoted in a price
list that count—it's the amount of

the check you receive that either makes
you smile or swear. "SHUBERT" checks

will make you smile. That's why Fur ship-

pers never change after they have once given
"SHUBERT" a trial Join the happy crowd
of satisfied Fur shippers. Ship your Furs direct
to "SHUBERT." You fake no risk. "The
Shubert Guarantee" protects you absolutely.

Why jiot give "SHUBERT" atrial today?

,v > A.B. SHUBERT, INC. 4!
nU/ CThe Larg'est House in theWorld -7]

'^v, / Dealind Excltisivelyin \ji

AMERICAN RAW FURS
* * AUSTIN AVB-DEPT. 78CHtCAGO O.S.A.,

Cupid Astride a Mule
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48]

into the face of Jake had come into his mind.
"That Jake Raines," he muttered,

"He's got somethin' to do with this—^the

ornery critter!"

"He dared not mention his suspicion to
the men in the store. If there were no
grounds for it he would get in bad with his

neighbors. Also he could not betray the
confidence of Uncle Mose. He leaned
against the store, breathing hard.

"I'm a-goin' to try it!" he exclaimed.
"It ain't a-goin' to give me no rest till

I do."
He went out to the fence to get his mule.

A dozen horses and mules were tied out
here, but no Pete. The plank he had been
fastened to was gone with him. Davy
pulled ofif his hat and scratched his head,
thinking, thinking. Then he ran back into
the store. Uncle Ben was taking full ad-
vantage of his knowledge of the locality to
hold the center of the stage. Girard was
questioning him.
Davy spoke to Susan.
"Gimme a box of matches!"
"Where are you going?"
"Nowhar. Gimme a box. I'll pay you

nex' time I git hold of a penny."
He came out and closed the door. He

rammed two shells in his gun, and started

running down the road, his overcoat
streaming out behind, his dim shadow
wa\ang grotesquely under him.
"God A'mighty!" he panted. "God

A'mighty!"
[CONTINUED IN THE JANUARY NUMBER]

Is Your Stock in

Good Shape?

IF ANY of your animals are criti-

cally ill do not wait to write to us,

but get a local veterinary at once.
But if there is nothing seriously

^\Tong, only symptoms of sickness or
parasites that seem to defy all well-

known remedies, write to Doctor
Alexander, and he may be able to
put you on the right track. He has
cured many sick animals in his -life-

time, and is recognized as one of the
leading authorities on this subject.
When you write be sure to give full

details, including age, sex, breed,
weight, and a description of the
symptoms in full. Address Dr. A.
S. Alexander, 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City. The Editor.

The Wily Fox
By Robert E. Hewas

BRER FOX has shown an alarming in-

crease in nimibers during the past two
years in many sections. He has not become
domesticated like the skunk, but when
building his den seeks the wildest and deep-
est parts of the woods in each locality. He
is a sly and wary animal and a tough propo-
sition to trap, as many a farmer boy knows.

Setting a trap in his den is a ticklish

business. He will quickly notice anything
unusual, and care must be taken not to dis-

turb anj'thing. It is best to set several
traps at one place (use No. 2), and while
Brer Fox is tiptoeing about with his atten-
tion centered on one or two he will likely

step into another. It is hard to watch four
feet at once. Your traps should be set in

little holes, level with the ground, and cov-
ered with fine earth. Place a piece of moss
or some dry leaves under the pan to prevent
the dirt from clogging it. Some use cotton,

but I have found that the fox often smells

this. He can smell the iron scent of the
traps too, and before using them it is im-
portant to dip them in blood or to coat

them with melted beeswax to kill the iron

smell. Always wear gloves which have been
well rubbed with earth. Never touch any-
thing about the set with your bare hands.

It is unwise to use bait at a den. Brer
Fox knows it has no business there, and is

suspicious accordingly. The fox usually
travels well-beaten paths, and you can
easily find his trails in the woods or across

fields. You may fasten a piece of rabbit
or a mouse on a tree near such a path, about
two feet high, set a trap under it about ten
inches from the tree, and count on having
any passing fox stop to investigate. In at-

tempting to get the bait he will instead be
caught. In the case of a particularly old

and wise fox it is often well to set several

traps around the same tree, ten or more feet

away from it. In circHng about the tree.

Says —

Don't sell a dollar'sworth toanyone until
you get HILL BROS. Official Fur Price
List and see the extra high prices we are
paying. We Charge No Commission.

Write for Official Far Price

i rirr List, "Secrets o£ Big Trap-
^_ ^_ ^ pers". Supply Catalog

and Game Laws. All Bent
I I II I FREE, Use conpoD or

II^B mm postal card will do.

HILL BROS. FUR CO.
322 Hill Bids. St. Loni*. Mo.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
hill BROS. FUR CO.

322 Hill Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE your Offlcial Fur Price List,

"Secrets of Big Trappers," etc.

Name

Town

State R. P. D

TO A RELIABLE /»ND fieSPOMSIBLE HOUSE,
In ilie Business Foi- Ovai- 50 Year^

THEA.EBURKHARDTCO
International ruH merchants

CINCINNATI. O.

Wakeqp!
Wake up to your opportunity
and ship your raw furs to S & B
where highest prices are always
paid.

Thousands of satisfied shippers
know that the S & B policy

secures big money for the
season's catch.

Write to-daj^ for the S&B price

list. It points the way to more
mone}' for your raw furs.

Price list on request.

Struck & Bossak, Inc.
141 West 28th Street New York City

B-uyers also of Ginseng afi4»G<)lden Seal.

\

GET HIGHEST PRICES, HONEST GRADINO;
CASH RETURNS, FREE ILLUSTRATED

TRAPPERS' GUIDE TO SHIPPERS : : : « t
WrHe for Price List

MCMILLAN FUR £ WOOL CO
i>-:-V7f-;^M I N N EAPOLI S,M I N N . 'W:-^ ^
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3FAELZER
ICES

not be confused with

lest" prices or with

lest market" prices

ilzer Prices

New York's

IP prices PLUS
your

AW
D NEW YORK PRICES
E THE HIGHEST PAID
YWHERE ON EARTH
House of Pfaelzer

forfeit

00,000.00
er than jeopardize its repu-

on for being the biggest

ister of Raw Fur prices, for

>wing the most genuinely

.ral gradings, for charging

commissions and for paying

t cash.

I cash in big every time

I ship to Pfaelzer, for

re's extra money waiting

you.

0 17 1? to-day for the

It I I remarkable new
11UU

Pfaelzer Price List

ATS the document that proves

der than words how determined

he House of Pfaelzer to get your

pments and get them quick.

. F. PFAELZER & CO.
115-119 West 29th Street

(Desk 10), NEW YORK

KUNK
We pay blgbeat cash prices lor
all staple lura—Skunk, MinS,
Muskrat, Raccooji, Red Fox;
Fancy furs a specialty. Includ-
ing Sliver and Cross Fox.
Fisher, Marten, etc. Est. 1870.

ir continued prompt returns and liberal policy arenow
nglng us shipments from all North America, Alaska
Mexico. Send lor free Price List. Address
J. JEWETT & SONS, REDWOOD, N. Y. Dept. 7

. — i mostmoney In quickest time
^loryour FURS, HIDES and ROOTS
JJ.'^.Old Faithfal Fur House of SQUABE
pEAX, MASON in St. Lonia, needs tars to

nil waiting orders. Top^O'-The-MarketPrices
always paid and
NO COMMISSION EVER CHARGED

Liberal gxadings by expert graders. BIG-GEST DEMAND in all history. Never before
have trapping profits been bo big.
Get your share of fur money NOW.
Our new book, "Tmpping for Profit
•ndSpott", price lists, market report*,

tags, all aent FREE. Write
today.

|MASONFURCO.,lnc
J228 Trappers Headquarters

ST. LOUIS, MO.

which caution tells him not to approach too

close, the fox will usually sooner or later

step into one of these traps.

Ifyou can find where the fox crawls under
a fence there is a good place to set a trap.

Not directly under the fence, mind you, but
a foot or so either side of it. In all cases

never stake your chain near the trap. Fas-

ten the chain to a piece of wire about ten

feet long, and stake the end of this wire or

fasten it to a tree, stone, etc.

These hints are just about all that experi-

The mink is tke fox's smaller brotker
when it comes to warmess

ence teaches me, and can be put down on
paper for the guidance of fox trappers. The
rest is up to you. There will come up
peculiar circumstances in different cases

which will demand individual thought on
the part of the trapper. But do not become
discouraged if you fail to catch a fox the
first few weeks. Follow these rules, and
sooner or later you will be rewarded, if you
are careful and conscientious in making
your sets. I tried a long, long while before

I caught my first fox, but I have made up
for my trouble since then.

Brer Fox, it might be added, has been de-
clared an all-around enemy of the farmer,
the few mice and rats he eats does not offset

the numerous chickens he kills.

Is Your Automobile

Insured?

1 WON'T soon forget the car which we
bought a year ago, and which for some

unknown reason we neglected to insure.

It never occurred to us that it was not in-

sured until one day it was stolen in a near-

by city. Although the loss was not a
severe one, it was nevertheless a total loss,

as the car was never found. This spring

we purchased another, and the insurance
policy was included in the cost of the car.

Thousands of dollars are lost each year
through neglect to insure automobiles.
Probably each owner whose car is stolen

thinks that his car is immune to the bands
of thieves who systematically steal and
dispose of their acquisitions in large cities

or out-of-the-way places, where the chances
of recovery are very slight indeed. But
the fact remains that clever crooks con-
tinue to work, and especially with the low-
priced makes.

There is but one way to prevent this loss,

and that is to insure as soon as you get
your machine. The various switch and
other locks help, and no doubt prevent
many thefts, but they are not absolute pro-
tection, for the man who makes a business

10TS of land and big muscles will

J pay, but less land and plenty of

active brains may pay better.

of stealing is prepared to pick the best of

locks.

Nor can the police prevent it, because
for all they know the crook may be the
owner. I know of one case where the
nervy thief actually got the "copper" to
crank the car for him, and then drove jubi-

lantly away. Insurance against theft and
loss by fire is inexpensive, but the number
of uninsured cars which are lost is sur-
prising.

Insurance against accident is not so im-
portant in the country as in the large city,

but is still worth while if you do much driv-
ing. This sort of a poUcy insures you
against damages resulting from hitting
someone, or protects you in an accident
which disables your car. Most automobile
policies are for the period of one year only,
so if your agent forgets to remind you when
your policy expires do not neglect to have
it renewed, because your car may be stolen
that very day. s. s. s.

Biggs at Kansas City
pays highest prices for furs and
gives quickest returns. Biggs pays
spot cash — no commissions de-
ducted. Furs held separate on re-
quest and returned if our prices
are not highest. Seod for Price List.

Pppp—"Trappers' ^xchangre."rnbb greatest month]? trappers'
magazine published. Send for It

today. Trapp«rs* Supplies at
J

Factory Cost. Cataloc FREE.
f

E. W. BIGGS & CO.

I

Backed by 88 years of Square Dealing.
19 Biggs Bldg.i Kansas City, Mo.

PROUTY
GUARANTEED PRICE LIST

Furs to Prouty, Cash
to You—Ship Now!

You always play sate when you dispose of your
furs the Prouty way. Out Guaranteed Price
List keeps you posted on the highest prices for
your furs. It guarantees you more money as
the market goes up ; no less than the prices listed
if the market goes down. It covers every emer-
gency, and gives you the benefit, no matter how
the market acts from dav to day, or from hour
to hour.

HIGHEST FUR PRICES GUARANTEED
Let Prouty's help you make this the most profi-
table fur year you have ever had. It pays to
concentrate your entire catch in the one market
where the most furs are consumed and no market
in the world needs such big quantities and can
pay such high prices as the New York market.
Prouty Is nationally recognized as the oldest fur
house in New York, the Fur Market of the World.
Established nearly half a century ago, backed by
ample capital and tremendous resources; the house
of Prouty is the logical outlet for your entire fur
catch. No other organization, in New York or else-
where, is able to give you such consistently high
prices for your furs. Spot cash is the rule of Prouty.
Ask your bank about us! Ask other shlppersl In-
vestigate! Then try us on your next catch and
you'll try no other!

Ship to Prouty once and you'U
ship to Prouty always!

J. L. PROUTY'S SONS, INC.
Dealers in Raw Fursi Ginseng Roots,

Golden Seal, etc.

382-C West Broadway, New York City

THE HIGH DOLLAR FUR HOUSE
You cannot afford to sell a single fur without our Free
Price List and Market Letter on Furs "Write to-
We want your entire catch this year and wil
prices to get it. We stand on our merits of hone:
liberal grading, prompt returns, and always guar
satisfaction. We charge no commission, and
goods separate subject to approval Play saft

ship your furs to the old reliable HARDER FUR •

Direct Handlers of Furs, Mill Street Catawissa, I

Furs
bring the

highest prices
ever known-

Start trapping right-
clean up a big catch—

get Rogers big Impioved/ree
''

Trappers' Guide.

It'sbrimfulof trapping hints
and secrets that mean
money to you. Game laws
and complete lists of
trappers' supplies at
lowest prices. See • -

these lists—outfit W t '5

right. M " record

Ha„.thecove,cn irp.rc^rtopsTem'
all—quickest cash

^ and more money for
your furs.Rogers charges
no commissions and pays
shipping charges on furs.

Write today-get the Free
Trappers' Guide; free mar-
ket reports and price lists.
A postcard will bring all
to you Free. Dept 115.

your wall;no print
tospoilit;itbeats
them all for live
action and
color.

ROGERn n MAIN b L0CU4T «TX. i™ ST. LOUIS, MO.'

FUR

Shippers Name
Rist OfllM

R.F.D. Box.
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Claim \ji _ -

"I am quite confident tnau x

through as well as anyone in my
stances. When I was on the old home-
stead Father showed his good interest by
giving me two acres every year to do with
as I pleased; he also gave me a young
sow, and I had bought a thoroughbred
heifer with what profit money I received

from the land. I was winner in our town-
ship in a corn contest, and first prize in.the
stock-judging contest sent me to Farmers'
Week at Columbus, Ohio, in 1917. I co-

operated with our county agent, and
' pulled off some good experiments in fer-

tilizing and seed-collecting. Wasn't that

getting started fine? But then if Dad
hadn't taken an interest on the farm, do
you think I could have been contented?
But death is a great interrupter of plans,

so here are a few lines asking your advice.

"Your paper is my favorite; keep up
your good work.
"At your service,

"Private Virgil M. Benedict."

And this is the reply:

"My Dear Private Benedict: I feel

some freedom in repljdng to the questions

in your letter, because you know what
farming means. I can't be so free in ad-
vising city people who want, or think they
want, to go on the land, because ordinarily

they think they ought to be able to take
every figure you give them and make it

stick as a hard-and-fast basis for computing
the first year's profits. The figures I shall

presently give you will not be capable of

that kind of manipulation. Nobody could
give you any that would be.

"My figures, I feel, are reliable because
I have consulted federal experts, to whom
I presented your specific case; but they
will be general in character, and you will

have to use your own land in adapting
them to your use. For you have told me
only in barest outline of your training and
the conditions under which you wish to
take up farming, and I can't know your
personal likes and dishkes, your special

qualifications, your special bent, and all

the other things that enter into the matter
of getting into the farming business and
affect your success in it.

"All right, now let's get down to your
questions: The big one in your mind, I

see, is whether you shall take up a claim or
buy a deserted farm.

"I would do neither one, for these rea-
sons:

"Secretary Lane's plan for helping sol-

diers to get on the land has not become a
law, as this is witten, and there's no tell-

ing when it will be, I believe Congress is

willing to enact his proposals, or some such
legislation, to help those soldiers who really

want to farm to get started; but Congress

o Each Other
y month to talk things over, so if you've

mind, let's hear from you

D Fireside
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can do better in estabUshed fanning sec-^

tions. New agricultural projects on the
frontier are full of imcertainties.

"The reason I advise against buying a
deserted farm is because I don't believe

there are any—not out in your part of the
country at least. There may be a few,

but they are being taken up rapidly. Land
in that section—Iowa and some other
Middle West States—has recently entered
upon a new boom, anyway, and I consider
it a bad time to buy.^

"But it looks to me as if it were a good
time to sell. I don't know where your
father's 30-acre fruit farm is, but I should
guess that, with the best land out there in

Iowa now selling for $300 to $500 an acre,

you might get around $10,000 for it.

"Take that $10,000 and go South. I

believe the greatest farming opportunities
to-day, without a doubt, are in the South.
I'm not alone in that belief at all. It is a
fact the whole country is awakening to.

With that $10,000 you can buy from 100
to 200 acres of land in Mississippi, say,
which will be fundamentally as good as
Iowa soil. And you have the advantage
of a longer season and a milder winter.

"I'm thinking now of what are known as

the Black Lands of northeastern Missis-
sippi. It's a great farming country that
hasn't yet fully come into its own. I be-
Ueve opportunity is there. It's prairie

land much like you know up in Iowa and
Illinois. Legumes Uke alfalfa, lespedeza
(Japanese clover), peanut's, or velvet beans,
and corn, hogs, and some cotton make up
the winning combination there. The idea
is that the long season allows the grazing
of hogs nearly the year round, and all they
need in addition is a supplem ental feed Kke
corn, peanuts, or velvet beans. You can
grow all the fruit and vegetables you want,
and you can have a garden the year round.
Cotton is a good money crop, but the
Northerner would take it up gradually.

Its economical production almost requires
negro labor, and the Northerner will have
to learn to handle the Southern negro.
"That brings up another matter: If

I were a Northerner going into that co\in-

try I would try to locate in some of the
sections where Northerners have settled.

I say that to you because in the Black
Lands large plantations are the rule, and|if

you got a piece of land surrounded by them
you might get lonesome. The plantations
are worked by negroes, and they might be
your only neighbors, "rhat isn't the reason
they are called Black Lands, however, as

you probably know. It's because the soil

is a black, rich type.
"There are a number of colonies of

Northerners in northeastern Mississippi,
and I have no doubt you could find the
kind of lahd you want among them as well
as anywhere else. It ought not to cost
more than $75 an acre, and much of it is

cheaper. In some other parts of the South
you can get some of the best farming land
for $25 an acre. That's what good black,
waxy land around Montgomery, Alabama,
is seUing for. And for hog-raising it can
scarcely be beaten anywhere.

"Just as important as choosing the right
neighborhood is the leaving behind you of
your Northern prejudices and precon-
ceived ideas about the South. You proba-
bly think it's a far cry from Iowa to Mis-
sissippi, if you've never been there.. You'll
be surprised at the similarity of the two
places. But you will be in a different
social atmosphere, and if you are going to
be contented you ought to look carefully
to this side of the venture. The Southern
farmer doesn't farm like the Northerner.
He does little of the physical work himself.
But you'll get along all right with him if

you don't tell him how they do it up
North, or how he could improve his meth-
ods.

"You will find much of that land down
there with improvements of one kind or
another. There will be old homes and
cabins—old but usually well built, and,
although they are not valued highly local-

ly, the man who knows how can make good
use of them for farm buildings. I would
advise you to look carefully to the water
supply. In that section the water has a
good deal of Ume in it, and some people

—

especially older people—say it doesn't
agree with them. Some of it has less lime,
and I believe you could find satisfactory
water if you took care to watch for it. It's

a healthful country, and you will not find
the summers any hotter than in Iowa.

"Steer j, wide course from real-estate
men in g tting information about the land.
Ordinarily their one aim is to sell land, and
they are not careful enough in what they
say about it. Not long ago a city man got
a very glowing circular from a Chicago
'developing company' offering him 10
acres of land in Florida for the surprisingly
small sum of $2,500—a 'peanut unit' the
circular called it. He could grow, the cir-

cular said, a thousand bushels of peanuts
on his 10 acres, and could sell the peanuts
—allowing for low prices—at $2 a bushel.
The city man was impressed, but he sent
the circular to the U. S. Department of
Agriculture with a query as to whether or
not the investment was a good one. Here
are some sentences from the reply he got:

" 'The literature is of the kind designed
to deceive city people in the North and
West who do not know anything about
farming. . . . The average return from 10
acres of peanuts would not exceed $300 to
$500. . . . You could buy a 100-acre farm

in ahnost any of the counties of wa
Florida, including the one mentioM
the circular, for the price these peopi
for 10 acres The whole "unit" sjf
whether it is pecans, peaches, figs,"j

peanuts, hogs, or what not, is sin
means of selling land at three to five^
what it is worth to ignorant or ui
small investors. ... To pay $2,500 fj
10 acres of land would stamp youj
"sucker" of the rankest class. . . . AI
is without reflecting in any way on Fll
for it is a good State and lands are]
paratively cheap there.'

"Instead of real-estate men I wou
the county agent about the agricu
value of the land. You probably kr
is the representative of the U. S. Dl
ment of Agriculture and the state ag
tural college in the county. All
counties down there have county al
and they'll be glad to give you advi^
would advise you to go down there ;

as you return and look the propd.
over. Visit several Southern secti^
you can't find something you want;
away. You can afford to take al
time to look over the field, and I am i

certain you will not regret going
Whatever you do, don't buy a piece i

until you have seen it. And ren:

there is good land and land that loo

good land.
"Yes, the federal farm loan ban

let you have a loan equal to 50 per i

the value of the land. But that is

land, unimproved. They will allov
20 per cent on the value of improver
That is, on an improved farm valv
$6,000 they would fix some amoun
$4,000, to represent the actual land!
for the 50 per cent loan. You coul
20 per cent of the $2,000 remainder,
ever^ I don't believe you will need ti
row money if you can sell your 30 ad
Iowa for a figure near the one I gavel

"I don't think you will have any]
culty in appreciating why I am adi
against locating on high-priced land
Iowa the land investment is so high t|
is difficult to make a good interest
investment. The average return o|
investment in Iowa farms, you may 1

prised to know, is only 2.6 per cent,
ers there depend on the increase in va
their land to make up for that,
more profit in this farming business f

J

man who starts on cheaper land, if it'g

land—-and for productivity the best S/

em farms are just as giod as the hes\
can find anywhere else.

"I'm sending you a number of soil

veys of Mississippi counties, and a si
report on the prairie regions of Missiq
and Alabama. These are published 1

U. S. Department of Agriculture or bj
department in co-operation with
agencies. They describe the kinds of

j

tell their agricultural value, and
recommendations for improving
where they need it. They give you a 1

ty good idea of the crops grown, yields]

so on.

"With these I am also sending you J

bulletins of the Department of Agrici^
on hog-raising, alfalfa, peanuts,
beans, and lespedeza. You will wal
know more about these things if ym
South to farm, for they, with corn, ai«

vehicles in which Southern agricultul

travehng forward at a rapid rate nowag
If you become interested in that Missij

pi region and want some more detailef

formation about it, you can get it froj'

Mississippi Agricultiu-al College, Agfl

tural College, Mississippi, and fronf
State Geologist, Jackson, MississippiJ

"Good luck to you, and write me j
if I can be of help to you."

'Scuse Us, Mr. Mooney!]
We made a mistake in the printiJ

J. R. Mooney's letter in the October u
and we are sorry. We said he was an
porter and breeder of Tom Barron's s|

of Single-Comb Brown Leghorns, ww
should have said White Leghorns,
apologize to the chickens too. No
chicken wants to be called brown;
brown one, white.



OAKLAND OWNERS REPORT RETURNS OP PROM
18 TO 25 MILES PER GALLON OP GASOLINE
AND PROM 8i000 TO 12,000 MILES ON TIRES

THIS NEW OAKLAND SENSIBLE SIX FOUR DOOR SEDAN IS POWERED WITH THE FAMOUS 44-HORESPOWER, OVERHEAD-VALVE OAKLAND ENGINE

OAKLAND
S E N S I B L E S IX

lY/rORE to the farmer, perhaps, than to

any other class of Americans, should

the comfort, the utihty and the value of this

new Oakland Sensible Six four door Sedan
appeal. It is a car affording him secure and
sheltered travel in every season, a constant

return in usefulness from his investment, and
. a reliability of mechanical action especially

welcome in districts where garage facilities

are few and far between. Every essential

convenience, from mechanical lifts for the

windows in its double-latch doors to an in-

conspicuous heater for use on cold days, has
place in the equipment of this commodious
and attractive Sedan. Of solid body con-

struction, and built upon the standard Oak-
land chassis, its range of activity is fully as

great as that of the open car.

Touring Car, 81075! RoadstHr, 81075 ; Coupe, S1825: Four Door Sedan, S1825
F. O. B. PoNTiAC, Mich. Additional for Wire Wheel Equipment, S8S

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR COMPANY
PontiaCy Michigan



A FTER doing much of the market hauling of thirty-two farmers around
Eden Prairie, Minnesota, with a motor truck on Goodyear Cord Pneu-

matic truck Tires, Mr. C. P, Page states: "Iwouldnotusesolid tires again under
any consideration. Hills, mud and storms don'tstop the big, tractive Goodyear
Cords. Theircushioning is saving truckrepairs anddepreciation. They also are
saving gasoline and oil. I now haul more milk and other loads in less time,

find the work far easier, and note that the pneumatics save our roads. Several
people have adopted them as a result of my experience with Goodyear Cords. **
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'T^HE experience described above affords an

excellent example of what pneumatic truck

tires are accomplishing for farmers. Every limi-

tation hitherto placed on the farm use of motor

trucks by solid tires has been removed with the

perfected pneumatic tire. For this reason,

Goodyear's pioneer work in developing cord

pneumatic truck tires has been extremely op-

portune; it has led to the more extensive use of

farm trucks during a serious scarcity of farm

labor. Now, farmers are finding it extremely

advantageous to employ Goodyear-Cord-j

equipped trucks with other time-saving motor]

units and, thus, to motorize their work quite]

completely. Special information concerning]

the use of pneumatic-tired trucks on farms maj

be obtained from the Motorize-The-Farm|

Department of this company, at Akron.
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